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Disclaimer: The characters and events described in this book are fictional.
Any resemblance between the characters and any person, alive or dead, is purely coincidental.
The numerical usages, Biblical (1, 3 & 9) and Pagan (2, 5 & 7) and Mystical (6 & 13), are quite
intentional.
The mention of, or reference to, any companies or products in these pages is not a challenge to the
trademarks or copyrights concerned.
This reading material is of a mature nature. Reader discretion is advised.
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Unrated Version: This is the version minus the training wheels. As a rule, there is no capitalization
of words which have additional meanings specific to this book. You’ll just have to put your
thinking caps on and figure it out. Or you could just use the enclosed glossary.
Examples of words, including all of their implied tenses, which have additional meanings specific
to this book are: army, associate, believer, book, collateral, change, chosen, church, crank, crimson,
dead, death, devices, die, earth, embrace, family, familiar, first, glasses, grimm, hard, heads, hogs,
hunger, infernal, kill, kiss, law, lurid, made, mafia, marine, military, mistress, mob, moll, moon,
optical, pretend, pretense, prime, race, racial, rapture, readers, reaper, redemptive, reform,
reformist, research, rook, saint, sanctified, sanctify, save, scan, secondary, scum, suit, tank,
temptation, thug, thirst, thirsty, took, trooper, visor, way, whispers, zealot. Then, again, I also lie.
Capish?
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“I am the punishment of God. And. If you had not
committed great sins, God would not have sent a
punishment like me upon you.”
--Genghis Kahn
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Prologue
“Pain today. Agony tomorrow.”
Close your eyes. Open your mind. And listen very carefully. Do so as if your very life hangs in
the balance. ‘Cause it does.
The world as you know it ceases to exist. Heaven remade is no longer exclusively human. Some
things are the same. Some things are different. Things that were: are not. Things that never were:
are. Demons walk the Earth. Darkness rules eternal. And even in the daylight, the endless night
prevails.
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Chap Stick
“’Cause I’m one mean lickin’ motor scooter.”
You’ve called in your last marker with that killing. So listen closely and look deeply into my
eyes. You like listening to my voice, don’t you? It’s so smoky, so sexy, and so very feminine. You
like looking into my baby blues even more, don’t you?
Imagine a glimpse into absolute darkness. Imagine the chilling foreground: a cold voice, deep for
a woman, with a hard merciless edge, speaking very matter-of-factly. Imagine the masculine
background: screams of sheer terror muffled by thigh bacon. What’s thigh bacon, you ask? Why,
that’s flesh sliced off with surgical precision from the screamer’s thigh by a vujcic. It’s a MADD
place, Jack. Fear it. It’s your gonna be future, if you don’t straighten up and fly right. But most of
all, sinner, fear me, its resident Darque Angel.
So God said unto Lost and Elfin in Eaton, “Be fruitful and multiply. Spread thine Darque essence
across my universe. And let all mine worlds know the obscenity of your graven copulation.”
You’ve been duly warned with Scripture. The next time we talk, it won’t be so painless. What’s
that you say? Bring it on, big girl. Why, thank you, Jack. I resemble that. I shall bring it on the next
time we meet. But I won’t just be packin’ heat. I’ll be packin’ my blade as well. So you know just
how up close and personal we’z be gettin’.
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Chapter Zero
And So It Begins
“I’m on your side.”
You should’ve stopped while you were still ahead. You got away with that serial shit in London.
You weren’t gonna get away with it here. Wrong place. Wrong time. Wrong person’s watch.
I’m not Samantha “Sammy” Boyd, the great English huntress, who failed to prove that those
overseas killings were your doing. After all, reputation or not, Sammy’s still a patriotic Brit, and
you are a member of the British Royal Family. As for your badass American brother-in-law,
General Tony “Ironman” Starks, he doesn’t intimidate me the least bit.
What was that? You’re asking me to be what? Oh. my God! You mean to tell me that on top of
all of your other grievous stupidity; you’ve deluded yourself into thinking I was capable of being
merciful? Gimme a break, Jack. That was your trump card? Duh. Just gag me, please. I told you
before to beware of me. You should’ve heeded my advice, you pathetic clusterfuck. I am Death’s
Moll in all her glorious incarnations; none of them conducive to a sinner’s long life. Truth is, I
don’t know the meaning of the word “mercy.” Never did.
You really are in a tumble, aren’t you? Thugs who are violently naughty-by-nature are incapable
of mercy; that’s why the do-wrongers call me Stone Cold. This mercy blunder of yours is really just
too sweet. Disappointment number whatever. But, it’s a good lead-in to my ancillary.
Although I duly warned you, you chose to continue pursuing an antisocial lifestyle which could
only lead to your destruction. I know we faerie folk have God-given propensities for utter mayhem,
organized bedlam, and hellish pandemonium. And, I further concede that we Vampire are serial
feeders by-nature and serial killers by-design. But that romantic jumble is no excuse for what you
did.
You know ROE. Either we channel those tendencies of ours into the socially-acceptable venues
afforded us or we end up on some Grimm’s DML just like you have. Now you pay the toll: Death
most painful, death most slow.
Pops, police covert ops, wet works, bag jobs, and their like are my business.
Bottomline: I kill for a living, fool. And like your evil sorry ass, when I kill, I also satiate for a
time the homicidal trinity: Rapture, Thirst, and Hunger. Hell. To tell the truth of it, the only dime’s
worth of difference between the two of us is a badge.
Well. That’s not quite true. Unlike you, I’m a sadeo-masochist; I don’t just like to dish it out, I
like to take it as well. As a sadist, you only get to enjoy half the fun of being into pain. So, you
won’t enjoy what I’m about to do to you one little bit.
First, I have my fun with you; here come da pain. Then, you’ll die slowly. Sound familiar? It’s
what you always say to your victims. Now the shoe’s on the other foot, Jack.
How do I know you so well, you ask? ‘Cause I’m a sado-masochistic you with a badge, silly boy.
Hell. I just told you that. Listen closer so I won’t have to repeat myself again, dummy dearest.
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Both of us are Darque. We’re demons who’re Elf and Vampire. But we’re also members of a
society, Jack, where freedom of individual expression must always be balanced against moral
conformity. Sometimes, to maintain that delicate balance, individuals must be sacrificed. People
like me kill them. That’s our function in the scheme of things. It’s our reason for existing. It’s why
we Grimm are on police payrolls.
After tonight, the streets of St. Louis will once more be safe from the likes of you, thanks to the
likes of you, in the guise of yours truly. Still confused? Everything clear as mud? I can tell by your
muffled screams of sheer terror that you finally understand.
Lastly, as your biggest fan, and a lifelong admirer of your handiwork, I can’t stress enough just
how much you’ve disappointed me of late by wasting your considerable talents on Mundane
prostitutes. Oh, and Jack, say hello to God for me.
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Book One
LSD

(Biblical acronym usage)
Lurid Detective Stories
“Kill first - - Never ask questions”
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Connie’s Tale
“It’s all about tail, yours.”
“For God’s sake, why me?” Connie Smith shrieks in a decidedly-human fashion, through
clenched teeth. Her fists clenched, just as tightly.
Mildred Most leans forward, fangs bared, and whispers in her ear, “It’s all ‘bout tail, yours.
‘Cause there was nothing scientific about my choice. I wanted to fuck you tainted so bad, poontang, that the very thought of doing a Craven you, made me wet. And that little whimsy sure as hell
was reason enough for me.”
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!”
“Why the angst? We all got something out of the deal. My sister got a niece. My niece, who is
your roommate and best friend, got a racially-correct love interest. But, most important of all, I got
my molten-hot rocks off. I relish our trysts. I rekall ‘em every chance I get; reliving their delicious
orgasms over and over again. You’re so sweet. Such ravishing nectar you’ve got b’tween and
b’twix your lily whites. Oh, how I miss devouring you. Hint. Hint.”
Mildred vulgarly licks her lips and arches an eyebrow; vulgar, that is, by human standards which
in no way applies to either woman. Incest doesn’t apply either. They’re mother and daughter byEmbrace, not by-birth. Theirs is an Infernal relationship, forged of Kiss and Whispers. Most is the
faerie who brought Smith across. That makes Smith her git. What makes Smith her daughter is twofold.
She’s the source of the genetic codes used in the template which rewrote the girl’s DNA: The
Vampire used her own blood for the girl’s Embrace. And, the girl subsequently underwent
transfiguration: The girl’s Embrace went Crimson.
“Not being able to do me, is gonna remain your number one disappointment. So, get used to it.”
“Why should I, mother’s little apple dumpling? We’re both consenting adults; unrelated by birth.
Therefore, there’s no reason why our fornications had to cease. And now that we’re so closely
related by an Embrace-turned-Crimson, our renewed trysts would be even that much sweet’r than
before.”
“Call me old-fashioned, but I won’t fuck you!”
“But. You have in the past, sugar pop, and you enjoyed me greatly.”
“Goddammit! That was when I was a ghoul. Ghouls will fuck anything and anybody, living or
dead. But, mother dearest, I’m not your whorish git, anymore. I’m your Dark daughter, now. So if
you want to lay some pipe on me, you’ll have to rape me!”
“And what kind of mother would I be if I ever stooped to rape my own daughter? A bad one, of
course, and a justifiably dead one. The Law would see to that. I’m a good mother. In fact, I’m the
best mother a daughter could ever have. But, then, you already know that.”
“And what the fuck did I get out of this sick, Infernal’s deal of yours, mother dearest?”
“Hell’s bells, silly gash, you know the score. You got made, costing you nothing. Such a bargain
you got.”
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“Nothing, you say? You call my virginity and my humanity, nothing?”
“My, my, my, aren’t we in rare human form today. During these annoying lapses of yours, the
Infernal logic of it all, even the most rudimentary, seems to elude you. It’s like you’re denying the
Blessing, and that’s so very unladylike and unbecoming of you. Well, mother doesn’t mind at all,
because you’re such a good girl, and mother loves you so much. You lost your virginity and your
humanity, which is such an insignificant price to pay for immortality that it’s not even worth
mentioning. Virginity is for children, ugly adults, and the irresponsible. It’s not for the likes of you.
For a babe with your assets, being a virgin is more than a waste. It’s downright criminal. Look at
you, human or inhuman, you were born to be fucked, rode hard, and put up wet. As for your
humanity, you can’t lose what you never really had. Remember, my Georgia peach. Remember
what your precious Sister Elaine told you on so many occasions, ‘You were born with a faerie soul
from previous Infernal incarnations.’ All I’ve done is marry that demon’s soul of yours to that
Infernal body that a mortal you always coveted.”
“Liar! I wasn’t a past-lifer, and I sure as hell never wanted to be a present-day!”
“You’re the only liar, here. Admit your most cherished wish. It’s the wish that all beautiful
women have, but only we inhuman femmes can ever realize. It’s that wish for beauty everlasting, a
wish come true for you thanks to me. And you’ll always love me for that behest.”
“I’ll always hate you for what you’ve done to me!”
“Another lie. Truth is, you’re glad that you paid a price that any human female worth her saltines
would pay to keep her youthful beauty forever. And you’d gladly pay it again, without the least bit
of hesitation. More than mortal? Yes, is my answer to that Eternal question. Enjoy being immortal.
It’s nothing less than the ultimate in kicks. Enjoy the peerless cosmetic makeover of the Change,
our cure for the boredom of aging in the strictly Biblical fashion. Enjoy Heaven. Enjoy a forever
body that will never betray you to make room for the young. I’m patient. I know in time that you’ll
come ‘round to my way of thinkin’. You’ll become such a swell, just like me, a girl with the most.”
“That’ll be the day!”
“I’m right, and you know it, my cold, ruthless, black-hearted bitch.”
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Chapter One
The Tree of Woe
“’Cause I love you so very much.”
It’s midnight. Torrential rains hammer the earth. Lightning courses across the night sky. The clap
of thunder puts a fine edge on an already ugly night. And, not only is it a full moon, it’s a First. All
told an eerie portent of things most-vile to come.
The loonies are agitated by the storm’s severity. It’s an agitation manifest in the increased din of
their ranting and raving. Even in the sub-sub-basement of the State Hospital, beyond the reach of its
service elevators, the fury of the storm can be heard and felt. Down here, the oldest and most
disturbed patients are warehoused. It’s called a sack room; every asylum has one, although none
publicly admits it. This one provides fodder for Dr. Mildred Most’s lurid experiments.

“Call ‘em inhuman. Call ‘em Infernal. Call ‘em immortal.
Call ‘em faerie. Call ‘em what you will. They’re race is still
Vampyre. And their so-called races are still Vampyre clans.
Ergo, they’re all Lost!”
Salvador Dali
(Professional artist, amateur demonologist)
A lithe, curvy blonde races down the alley behind the old hospital on Arsenal Street. The neoclassic beauty, with the nice throaty sexy voice, is late. Her old beater finally gave up the ghost. A
Series One AT&T Type-40, Miss Smith’s flip-phone expired two blocks away from the hospital.
And, the beautiful-but-repressed blonde has been a steppin’ ever since the GPS fail-safe
materialized her.
The storm goes from bad to worse, but not before she reaches the staff entrance, retina scans in
her access ID, and steps through the DOOR. Just inside of said virtual ingress/egress (Hoax) is an
old service elevator which she takes to the basement. From there, she hustles down two flights of
rusty iron stairs to go where few sane people ever go.
It’s an ancient place, reeking of musty decay. Yet it boasts a spellbound interior that’s state-ofthe-art. Even the doors are Hoaxes. It’s a macabre place, where insanity is the rule rather than the
exception. It’s a hell on Earth wrought by the twisted mind of a very sick Vampire, so say human
staffers.
Dr. Most could care less about the opinions of mere mortals. Only once in her long tenure at the
hospital has a human ignored racial etiquette and dared to confront her openly about the goings on
in the sack room. That person was canned the next day. And, although he threatened a lawsuit, he
hasn’t been heard of since.
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Smith assumes her position at the nurse’s station. Head Nurse Phillips is nowhere to be seen.
Connie’s drenched from head to toe. Her erect nipples dimple the Wonderbra and uniform that are
plastered to her smooth, creamy-white flesh. She ditches her waterlogged shoes, kicks back in her
chair, and props her legs up on the desk.
Wet nylons sheath her long legs and porcelain thighs. Shiny and silk-look, her hose aren’t
regulation. But, the support stockings feel great and they give her legs a nice, sexy sheen. The
geriatric hose also help keep her gams from getting tired, a useful feature to anyone who’s on their
feet a lot like nurses are. Wearing old-biddy is a trick Phillips hipped her to the first day that she
rotated into the ward.
To pay for nursing school and graduate school, Connie hires herself out as a knee-capper, mostly
to Fats, and moonlights as a dominatrix, nude model, bouncer, and stripper. Yes, dominatrix. And,
she’s a registered one, no less. Smith received her Certificate in Subjugation from Forest Park
Community College here in Saint Louis. Her instructor was none other than the world renowned
Ms. Molly “Mo” Kiely, a.k.a. Beatrix Dominatrix!
Nurse, dominatrix, and rocket scientist; yes, rocket scientist! Connie, a graduate student in
advanced neo-theoretical physics, is doing her Doctoral thesis in Plasma Physics and Quantum BioMechanics at Washington University here in Saint Louis. Beauty and brains too.
Her subjugating and modeling are done freelance. Her bouncing and stripping are done under an
exclusive. She’s a cooler (bouncer) and bump-n-grinder (stripper) at Tits, Jim “The Anvil”
Neidhart’s topless club in the Combat Zone. When Smith’s not a bouncer called Badgirl, she’s
stripping, lap-dancing, or working the club’s peepshow as a bimbette known as Showgirl (Las
Vegas showgirl). This leggy wench is built just like those flesh-n-blood Barbie dolls that Nevada is
so world famous for. But, don’t let her Showgirl visage fool you, she is in many ways the antithesis
of a Showgirl. She’s gritty, cold, and vicious.
Do your sums and smile. Smith’s got a killer chassis, striking blonde looks, and just the right
touch of nasty, thanks to a large, ugly, downturned mouth that would be the envy of any porn
starlet. She couldn’t be more of a total babe if she got herself Lost.
One look at this long tall drink-of-water, with the big bass and major implants, who hails from
Big Sky, and Dr. Most saw to it that Smith’s entire psychiatric rotation would be spent working for
her. Connie needs to get a passing grade from the Lovely to advance, not graduating as scheduled
would derail the girl’s plans for a June wedding next year, and it doesn’t take a girl genius to figure
out who the hospital would side with if Smith did sue for sexual harassment. So, Smith tolerates the
leers and butt grabs, not to mention the tit ogling.
Not surprising to anyone who knows Connie, she’s turned all of this indecent attention into
something beneficial. She sweet-talked a shylock’s discount out of her would-be Lost Romeo for a
reversible conversion. She needed the temporary enhancement for some heavy shit she’d promised
to take care of for Fats. You see, with said soup up, Connie could go toe-to-toe with any skin-job,
including a vaulted twenty-two. This came in handy, because that’s just what owed Fats money.
Fats is a Groll, one of the major breed-races. They result from those dalliances between Giants
and Trolls. Waller’s a full-head taller than most Trolls and thicker built than most Giants. She’s got
the expected brunette plumage, green eyes, leopard-pattern muff, generous mouth, and more-thanwell-endowment.
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Waller runs the largest and most notorious, loan sharking and bookmaking operation in the city.
An associate in-good-standing, Fats subcontracts for all of the big boys; that includes Tyronne
“Golden Spike” Geo-Gucci, who’s one of the “made guys” in the country, and The Nature Boy, Ric
Flair, who owns the St. Louis rackets lot-stock-n-barrel. Fats is also that rare Mafioso who does
business with the aptly-labeled lunatic fringe: volatile crazies like Hal “Tobbie” Hooper, cofounder of the Antediluvians.
Moonlighting at Tits, odd jobbing for Waller, and pulling double-shifts since she rotated into the
sack room, no one sees her for days, sometimes weeks at a time. That’s put quite a strain on her
relationship with Gregg her fiancé, but they’re coping nicely. Love can do that for people. Love can
also make people do twisted things, as Connie is about to find out.
Dr. Most walks up to the observation window and points at the door; then she rests her hands on
her hips, fingers drumming, and impatiently and loudly taps the keen toe of her left pump against
the tiled floor. Connie buzzes the bossy lascivious psychiatrist out. This statuesque Amazon, who
spends more time experimenting on her patients than treating ‘em, has the expected milk-white
flesh, stern face, and wavy black hair which looks dyed but isn’t. Needless to say, hers is that big
hair with the Betty-Cut that Brunettes like so much.
Decades ago, Dr. Most starred in “Plan Nine from Outer Space” that 1950s Ed Woods classic;
she was billed simply as “the zombie chick.” Horror movie buffs to this day remember her as the
zombie chick in that god-awful movie. A piece of low-budget schlock, it earned the dubious
distinction upon its release of being widely heralded as the worst movie ever made. An honor it still
holds to this day.
Back then, she billed herself as “Vampira, the B-movie ghoul girl and supersex siren of the postWWII era.” As you can ascertain from that primo example of bombastic self-promotion, modesty
has never been one of Dr. Most’s strong suits. Woods’ cheesy horror flick squashed her fledgling
show biz career. Once more she turned to pursuing more serious endeavors and became Dr.
Mildred Most again, a something infinitely more awful than a bad B-movie.
She looks forty-ish, but with Infernal you can’t tell by looks alone. One thing’s for sure: being
Zealot, Dr. Most fervently believes that, although humans do have their many uses, they’re best as
fluffy (for fucking and food). For obvious reasons, most humans consider it a decidedly vulgar
colloquialism. Such a cute little word, to mean so deadly much.
Even by Lost standards, the old blood bag is one nasty piece-of-work, a real twisted sally. But,
Jesus H. Christ, she sure knows her stuff! She’s as good as they come. Many say she’s the best. I’ve
been in a lot of body shops in my time, but even the black market ones would be hard pressed to
rival the setup she’s got down here. She’s got a lucrative trade in conventional conversions. But
she keeps pouring all of her profits into these pointless experiments of hers. Girl, what a waste.
But, then again, that’s like the pot calling the kettle, black.
Elaine was right. Shit, I hate that. Don’t know why I ever bother to argue with her. Yea. Right.
Now who’s kidding whom? It’s just me being my usual pigheaded self. I’m gonna have to make it
up to Elaine for the things I said to her. She was only looking out for my best interests. Like she
said, “Talent like yours shouldn’t be wasted.”
And that’s exactly what I’m doing. I’m wasting my talent, just like this Most bitch is doing with
hers.
“I need some help with Mrs. Morris. Ha. Ha. Ha.”
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Dr. Most’s voice is throaty and wanting. Her laugh is unpleasant and croaking. And, Smith’s
Spidey sense is tingling. Three obvious red flags which Connie, inexplicably, chooses to ignore.
Connie wastes no time in getting over to the open door. As she steps by Dr. Most, the good
doctor gives Connie an ice pick lobotomy, jabbing the girl in the neck with a hypo filled with a
Thorazine/Lithium/Prozac cocktail. The mix of mind-numbing drugs reduces Smith to a catatonic
before she hits the floor. Her mind is locked into an induced redundant, an alpha-wave feedback
loop. Connie’s eyes are rolled back up into her head, showing only whites. Her tongue is lolled out
of her mouth. The girl’s world is about to change forever. Dr. Most has decided to Embrace her on
a whim. Infernal can be like that.
“Now that I’ve got your undivided attention, thanks to that hypodermic bombast, here’s the
skinny. You’re gonna become topsy-turvy. And, remember, Nurse Smith, you’ve never had any
qualms whatsoever about helping me with my experiments, before. Now, time for the kiss that
precedes the endless night. You should feel honored.”
Dr. Most smacks the ruby-reds of her large, cruel mouth. Then, she unsheathes her fangs and
sinks them into Connie’s neck. Feeding from the jugular, she proceeds to drain the girl. But, even
for an Ancient such as her, it’s a very tricky procedure, fraught with many difficulties. If she feeds
too deep, the Kiss will kill. If she feeds too shallow, the Whispers will kill. And, as is always the
case in such matters, you wouldn’t want to live on the razor-thin difference. To make matters
worse, Dr. Most is flying solo for the first time in over two thousand years. Both of the nurses
who’ve been assisting her of late, are otherwise engaged at the moment. One is being Kissed by Dr.
Most. The other is being “entertained” by a couple of zombies.
Excellent. The Kiss has taken. Another one of those rare bull’s-eyes. Must savor the moment. If
my feeling about her is correct, there should be more than just a sexual windfall reaped from
Embracing her.

“Believe nothing what you hear and only half of what you
see.”
Gail Kim, the former and first TNA Knockout Champion
“Every degradation, every debauchery, every humiliation known, even rape, you will suffer. All
of it by my design, by my invention. And you will find my imagination is quite boundless, virgin,
where my amusement is concerned. Enough talk about what you must endure. That’s of no concern
to me. After all, you’re not my lovin’ daughter, yet. You’re not even my git.” Dr. Most pauses
dramatically. “It’s time I got some, and made you no longer virginal. For a looker like you, ‘virgin’
is such a dirty little word. And who better to cleanse you of that unworthy moniker than I, your
slip.”
Dr. Most rips open the uniform blouse of the all legs-n-tits, sending buttons flying every which
way. Then Dr. Most lovingly licks the salt off of the twenty-something’s chest, having waited for
such a long time to do so. She’s mentally undressed Smith, thousands upon thousands of times
before, always portraying herself as the sexual juggernaut that uses brute force and ignorance upon
the delectable twen. Reality proves far more fulfilling than fantasy, though. It’s been an eternity
since she had such a fetching virgin to sully.
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Mildred French kisses the twen, feels her up, and then devours her. The sodomy is indulged in a
slow, deliberate, protracted fashion, that’s designed specifically to brutally rob Smith of her
precious virginity. Many hours pass before Dr. Most ceases said debauchery and finishes the
business at hand.
“Now, listen unworthy half-ling, my soon-to-be-git, to these whispered faerie tales. And, these
Whispers, if I must immodestly say so myself, and I do, will be out of this world.”
As per ROE, Most uses a straight razor to slice her forearm open lengthwise, purposefully
nicking the main artery buried deep within. She presses the bright-red geyser up to the girl’s lips.
But, once a mortal has been prepped by being Kissed, faerie blood becomes so much more than
just blood; it becomes Ichoric, the so-called, nectar of the gods; in other words, it’s the liquid stuff
that damnations are made of.
In modern parlance, post Kiss, it becomes, in effect, a morphogenic concoction, teeming with
inhuman DNA, gene splice, and the Vampyric B retro-virus; rewriting the mortal’s DNA, using
inhuman DNA as the template, and then subsequently supplementing the human’s genes using
inhuman genes as the splice-stock.
Needless to say, faerie are assimilative by nature, inclination, as well as design, just like their
misbegotten The Borg.
“Biologically speaking, I’m taking you beyond the realm of mortal life into that Faustian nevernever land of our immortality, our un-death. And, as you well know, it’s only through blood, that
we truly seal-the-deal.”
Smith death-reflexively drinks Dr. Most’s So-Sweet. And, so, her re-creation begins. Already the
Vampyric asserts itself as Connie’s face assumes its new default: aloof, disdainful, and
schoolmarmish; that gaunt look; that faint, delicately haggard hollowness below the cheekbones
that the fashion-conscious mortal girls all try for.

“If there is ever another war in Europe, it’ll come out of
some damned silly ass thing in the Balkans. And most
likely, one of those quad-fangs Aryans will be the culprit.”
Otto von Bismarck
Connie is in the treatment room, strapped down to one of the metal examine tables. Her widelyspread legs are up in the table’s raised stirrups, securely tied down like the rest of her. Dr. Most
finishes attaching the last electrode as Smith regains consciousness. Her body has had every one of
its cells redone, either transmutated or out-n-out replaced. What a deceptive facade the transformed
Connie possesses. Because of the DNA reflex, the inhuman version of Connie Smith looks largely
like the human one did. DNA reflex, notwithstanding, though, this former human righty is now an
ambidextrous inhuman who prefers writing lefty just like the rest of faeriedom.
“Welcome to Heaven, child.”
“Nooo!”
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Connie doesn’t have to guess how different life as one of the Saved will be. Connie knew about
Heaven back when she was human. Being a product of a convent school education, she’s also quite
intimate with the Middle Testament. The largest, and oldest, book of the Bible, the Middle
Testament is devoted entirely to the inhuman Children of God.
“It’s too late, my stuck-up Texas tease. Soon, very soon, indeed, you’ll be willfully and willingly
fucking anything and anybody, including me. For now, you are a ghoul. But, don’t worry. It should
only be a transitional state on your way to becoming Dark. Then, again, if it turns out to be your
end-state, and there’s better than a Biblical chance that it will be, you won’t ever be sane long
enough to anguish much about your predicament. ‘Cause ghouls are such a mindless lot. They’re as
nutty as fruitcakes. All they do is eat, sleep, fuck, and kill. They’re a lot like us Vampire, don’t you
know.”
Smith looks sideways. Lying on the other therapy table, which is covered in fresh blood and guts,
is the mutilated body of Phillips. Split open from collarbone to tailbone, partially-eaten intestines
pulled out, arms and legs ripped to shreds; Irene looks to be the holocaust work of the Jack the
Ripper. That infamous Dark’s first reign of terror ended the same year that the hospital’s
cornerstone was laid.
One brain-dead is sodomizing Phillips’ remains, while another has grabbed the nurse’s head, and
is busy rubbing the corpse’s face back and forth across her crab-infested crotch.
“Nurse Phillips was butchered during one of those psycho-sexual episodes you revenants are so
renown for having.”
“You, bitch! I’m gonna kill you for what you’ve done to me!”
“Hardly. What you’re gonna do is see how it feels like to have your brains fried. Then you’re
gonna kill and fuck at my bidding, ghoul.”
Dr. Most throws a switch. Connie’s body jerks off of the table as electricity races through it.
“Lucky you, Nurse Smith, I’ve booked you for a whole night of good old electro-convulsive
shock therapy.”
Mildred looks lovingly down at her re-creation. The big girl’s morphing is well along.
Unsightly body hair is a thing of the past, and the sightly stuff, like her eyebrows and eyelashes
and mane and muff, is quite sightly. Smith’s eyebrows are narrowed and perfectly arched, plucked
forever, with a hue that says, “I don’t need the Maybelline, anymore.” Her eyelashes are long,
thick, and curl-icous, with a color which, like the color of her “perfect” eyebrows, negates the need
for mascara. Eyeshadow and eyeliner need not apply either; the subtle Cleopatra-inspired
pigmentation of her eyelids “suggests” them, already. An otherwise hairless crotch sports a lush,
silky beard. Her fingernails and toenails look like they’ve been airbrushed. They’ve got that wet
“candy apple” look, the bright, surreal red color of fresh arterial blood: “hemorrhage” red! So,
forget about nail polish as well. Her breasts are perfectly symmetrical, and have large succulent
nipples with large areolas. All of which is textbook for any adult inhuman female.
But there’s more, much more. Honey not only soaks the biscuits, but the gravy’s thick and sweet
as well.
Nice C-cups have expanded into even nicer double-Ds which threaten to explode out of a now,
much too-small bra. Lush, silky, and overteased; her mane is gorgeous shredded wheat that’s
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bleached an electric honey-blonde with prominent dark roots which are the same deliciously Dutch
color as her eyebrows. Bright honey blonde hair against double-Dutch roots and eyebrows, and
black-as-coal jet-black eyelashes, what a surreal contrast, indeed. And, as for the natural-blonde of
that glorious pubic beard of hers, any homie blonde-o-phile will tell you, “Yo, it ain’t dyed!” All of
which is textbook for any adult female ghoul.
There’s the expected taint of Vampire and Elf, since a ghoul is an unfinished Dark. Unlike Dark,
though, ghouls are lesser demons, so-called revenants. This is signified by the Biblical practice of
not capitalizing the name of the demon race in question. The Cursed are the only exception to this
practice.
Profoundly spooky, isn’t it, how inhuman females come so naturally by such goody-goody, yumyum? The preferred options list normally manifests itself at the onslaught of puberty, and
deliciously blossom by adulthood. So whatever your favorite ice cream may be, you’re guaranteed
to find your Baskin-Robbins 31 flavor.
Dr. Most turns off the juice. Connie’s body goes into spasms. Her legs and arms twitch violently.
Drool runs out of the corners of her mouth. Her piercing blue eyes are filled with madness, menace,
and loathing.
Ann Constance Smith, a Darque patient trustee who is no relation to Connie, walks up to the
table. Decades ago, the wacked-out baglady was a rich socialite who owned most of the city. Now,
all of her worldly possessions fit into a shopping cart. Wave-permed into shredded wheat by her
Embrace, and bleached honey blonde, the color of raw wheat, down to her scalp when said
Embrace turned Crimson; Ann’s golden sauerkraut is unkempt-looking, matted, and matte. Its
extreme wildness is an expected manifestation of her prolonged unsanity. Her tits, which went
south long before she was Saved, have been the expected delicious-Ds, perky bullet bumpers, ever
since her Embrace.
She has been obsessed with Connie ever since she first laid eyes on the girl; that’s one thing her
Embrace hasn’t changed. Forty years ago, while she was still mortal, she killed her twelve-year-old
daughter, who was also named Connie, during a botched rape attempt. And, humans call Infernals,
monsters. Go figure.
Mildred leaves the make-believe daughter to the pretend-mother’s sick machinations and makes a
phone call from the sanctum of her adjacent office.
“It’s done. Now we wait.”
“Should I be expecting that niece you promised me in the mail, soon?”
“No. If I were you, I wouldn’t expect anything at all.”
“Oh, really?”
“Really.”
“Well, worry wart, I have a feeling. Like the kind I use to get just before combat. Back in the
good ole days of spit shine-n-glory. We’re gonna kick some big bad ass on this one, Millie my
dear.”
“My gut says the same thing. But, female intuition isn’t infallible, especially when it comes to
saving humans.”
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“Oh, well. She was only human, after all. Even if that twisted little cunt never progresses beyond
being a ghoul, at least that’s an improvement over what she was.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Being dead is an improvement over that.”
“You mean there’s a difference? Jeez, you learn something, every day.”
“Without a doubt, dear little sister, without a doubt.”

“Troops’ pre-battle sentiment. It is necessary to know the
sentiments of the soldiers on the day of an engagement.
Their confidence or apprehensions are easily discovered by
their looks, works, actions, and motions. No great
dependence is to be placed on the eagerness of young
soldiers for action, for the prospect of fighting is attractive
to those who are strangers to it.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
Mildred flops Connie down onto the bare mattress that Connie will share with Bernice. Connie,
who’s still parasite free and relatively clean, is quite mad now, as loony as a hatter. After strapping
the girl down to the cot, Dr. Most buzzes herself out with Connie’s remote.
Bernice is filthy, parasite-infested, and wearing a burlap hospital gown. The handsome older
woman stops screaming and leers at what Connie’s open uniform is exposing: a flat sculptured
abdomen, that any mortal ballroom dancer would envy, and a pair of ripe succulent ta-tas that are
barely nestled in the underwire half-cups of a Wonderbra.
Lust animates Bernice’s vacant eyes. Inspired to imitation by the girl’s northern exposure, she
slices open the front of her own itchy hospital gown with her pointed fingernails; keen-tipped
fingernails which are long and straight like the rapiers of a bird-of-prey. Her hands and fingers are
horribly thin and elongated, such skeletals being germane to Cursed. Bernice frees the girl’s right
boob and begins sucking on it.
Bernice is a typical Cursed: a girlish figure with bazookas that are pendulous triple-Es. And,
we’re not talking about the waist-length shriveled floppies of a Mundane geriatric, either. None of
that mortal yuck of droopy, unmatched, dried-up prunes. Draped by shaggy Technicolor-grey hair,
these big-nippled puppies rival Connie’s ripe melons for looks, and easily dwarf ‘em size wise!
Different patients take turns sodomizing the girl while Bernice nurses. When Annie’s turn finally
does come, she finds their sexplay to be all the older Darque dreamed it would be, and then some.
Day one. The unsanity scene. Beatnik style. Connie regains consciousness. She’s still strapped
down beside Bernice. She’s wearing what’s left of her shredded uniform. Someone has raked the
girl’s hose, baring her feet and the insides of her thighs. Bernice is nursing on her now raw nipple.
Annie is eating her equally raw twat. Smith is in her right mind.
Jenny Simms silences Connie’s screams of protest by shoving the big girl’s face into her musky
crotch, grinding it into her juicy genitalia.
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Connie slides into back into the total-madness unique to revenant kind, and breaks free of her
restraints. Rape becomes consensual carnal knowledge, as victim becomes victimizer. The vicious
psycho-slut fucks the hags to death: figuratively, in the case of Bernice and Annie; literally, in the
case of Jenny Simms.
Jenny’s corpse provides fine eating and fucking for Connie, Bernice, and Annie. Waste not, want
not.
Week two. It’s the wee hours of the morning. Connie stands by the same alley entrance she used
that fateful night that has left her unsane and inhuman.
“Remember to be careful, Annie. And, don’t tarry, or you’ll be late.”
“Yes, milady.”
“Now. Go show off your Connie at the mission.”
“Will my Connie help me reap for you?”
“Yes.”
“Goody. Goody. Gumdrops.”
Annie claps like a child, a very deadly child. Dr. Most disappears back through the DOOR.
Connie lets loose with a mindless shriek and squirts. Annie starts off down the alley. Connie
follows, pushing a shopping cart filled with their worldly possessions. The two Infernal bagladies
stop in front of a restaurant’s refuse bin and search through it. They discover some discarded
kosher, which they eat.
Get close to either, and you can’t help from being assaulted by the sour odor of their unwashed
bodies. Both wear dresses Annie liberated from rotting corpses which someone had dumped in the
sewer. Neither woman is wearing anything underneath their tattered rags. Both wear the mask of a
baglady: a grime-caked face. In this part of town, they don’t look the least bit out of place; as such,
they go completely unnoticed by the winos, tramps, and the other bagladies. Said winos, tramps,
and other baggies are in various stages of undress and lunacy, either unsanity or insanity.
“I told you I had a daughter, Father Luther,” Annie proudly announces, as she ushers Connie into
Luther’s office.
The Darque has ripped the ghoul’s stained dress open enough in the front to expose an indecent
amount of cleavage.
“Go and eat in the hall. Sister Mary Beth and I will minister to the girl.”
Annie obeys, ravenous for the rag-a-muffin stew which is served in the mission’s cafeteria. When
the priest sits Connie in a chair, one of her dirty bazooms flops out. Her head rolls forward. Her
spittle covered chin ends up resting on her chest. Luther grabs a hunk of the smelly girl’s filthy hair
and yanks her head back. Mary Beth drapes the girl’s dirty legs over the arms of the chair and feels
her up.
“The bitch is rutty, Father.”
“Let’s baptize her then, Sister.”
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The Penguin strips off everything, except for her rosary. She kneels down in front of the girl and
proceeds to eat Connie’s pussy. Luther unzips his fly and fucks Connie’s face. Mouths like
Connie’s were made for fucking. Just looking at a facial vagina like Connie’s, fuels one’s sexual
appetite for that oral perversion.
Soon the priest is screaming out in ecstasy. He pulls out just in time to splatter Connie with hot
jism. Most of it hits her in the face and hair. But some goes into her mouth and down her throat.
She swallows!
After they’ve had their fun getting their rocks off, the humans lead Connie into the eating hall
where Annie again takes charge of the girl.
Although they love to rape grown women, they prefer to molest little girls, girls like Julie, Angie,
Lydia, and Mabley. Up till now, though, they’ve never messed with faerie. Tonight, they’ve broken
their own unwritten cardinal rule. Tonight begins their downfall. Their luck in being alive after
engaging in coition with an inhuman adult, a ghoul no less, will likely goad them into molesting
inhuman children.
A human having sex with an inhuman adult, is the most dangerous type of sex a human can have.
A human molesting inhuman kids, is suicidal. It’s like playing Russian roulette, with every
chamber of the revolver you’re using being loaded. Inhumans have zero-tolerance for anyone,
especially humans, who soil their children.
These lowest of scum, these sick, terminally-stupid Servants of God, shall reap in due course,
payback befitting their sick, stupid crimes. They’re deaths shall be most painful, most slow, and
most Grimm. It’s the payback of an inhuman justice that doesn’t recognize mitigating
circumstances or exceptions. It’s justice that’s harshest on those who abuse their positions of public
or sacred trust. Save your tears for the bleeding hearts, save your excuses for the social workers,
and save your bribes for the politicians, none of ‘em work on Grimm.
Week three. A lot has changed, all of it for the worst. And things ain’t gettin’ any better. Connie
is game: reeking of vomit, urine, and feces. She has fleas, lice, crabs, and scum-covered teeth.
Bottomline is, she’s filthy, funky, and parasite infested, just like the patients, none of whom
remembers when she was their nurse.
Fresh blood paints Connie’s mouth and hands. Entrails smear her belly. Clearly, she’s been
engaged in a recent gore-rama. She’s been reaping for Dr. Most, again. Now, she’s on break from
her smiting.
A naked Smith is kneeling amidst three of her fellow wretches. The girl alternates between deep
throating one patient, and giving another one a hand-job. The patient behind her stops stroking her
crack, pulls his cock out of her poop chute, and splatters her back with jism. She twists her head
around, and deep throats his cock in one gulp. His penis tastes anal. The other two splatter her
torso. She sucks all three of them dry. Once more, she has hit rock bottom. Once more, she’s been
reduced to a cannibalistic schizoid slut with predatory homicidal tendencies and a well-entrenched
geriatric fixation which makes old people, especially old women, a fetish.
It’s time for her to loop, again. She’s yet to reach Salvation. She remains killer and whore,
fucking and reaping at Dr. Most’s bidding and the whim of her own Infernal cravings.
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Dr. Most is in her office, working late as usual. The phone rings. She answers it.
“How’z tricks?”
“Patience, Jennifer, patience. Rome was not built in a day. I know. I was there. It’s like Leonardo
de Vinci was fond of telling me, masterpieces take time. And that’s what she’s turning out to be,
my masterpiece, my up till now, elusive Satin Doll.”
“And to think you picked her on a whim.”

“I’ve never met a human I couldn’t stomach enough to
ate.”
Werewolf at Large
Week five. Another snapshot of sanity for her demented scrapbook. It’s the temporary
redemption of yet another transient purgatory. Connie animates. The filth, the parasites, the mania,
and the electro-shock induced amnesia are gone.
She’s dressed in a white torpedo bra and black hi-cut panties; lycra undies that are matching
French lace. Her gams are sheathed in red silk stockings. Her outfit is brand-new. There’s no
evidence of a recent gore-fest.
And, so, another cycle of torment begins, again. She always starts off the same way: sexy
dressed; clean, sane, and sexually normal. She always ends up the same way: clad in rags or naked;
a filthy, unsane, sexually perverted wretch.
She’s lying face down on a pile of filthy rags which reek of rat urine and excrement. Despite a
blinding migraine from her swollen pineal, she’s able to stand up. Although it’s pitch black, Connie
can see just fine. Her vision’s in the deomonic. It’s like she were a mortal using a Starlight Scope.
Connie is in a labyrinth called The Hole. Dr. Most dumps her prize freaks, here. Until Connie’s
arrival, there were only two residents: a Werewolf and a Cursed; both volunteers.
The Werewolf is called Junior. He’s a hulking man even when he assumes human form. The
Cursed calls herself Auntie Flo. She’s Bernice’s twin sister.
Connie stumbles toward an alcove where she can hear someone rocking. As soon as she enters it,
Junior comes out of nowhere. The whirling dervish attacks her from behind. He’s got the expected
erection and is wearing a domino mask made from human and inhuman hides. He’s all beastly
Weren and frothing at the mouth. His saw-teeth and tusks jut out of said orifice like those of a wild
boar. All thought is beyond him, save one: devour. Zombie and ghoul are the only faerie that come
to mind that are as dead-eating as Were.
Connie is thrown head-first into an ancient power box that’s mounted on the back wall of the
alcove. Sparks shoot every which way as the box shorts out. Smith jerks spastically and is still
twitching when she hits the slimy floor of the grotto. She reflexively empties bladder and bowel,
soiling her pristine underthings. Connie reverts to unsane.
Auntie, who is naked, sits in her rocker rocking, seemingly oblivious to the life-n-death struggle
being waged before her.
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Junior chokes Smith with one clawed-hand, while ripping long bloody rents in her torso with the
talons of the other. He’s decided that he’s gonna kill her, then fuck her, then eat her. And he intends
to make his fun last awhile.
The girl, who rebounds so quickly it’s like she’s an Ancient, brings her knees up into his crotch,
turning his testicles into marmalade, in essence, castrating him. As the Weren screams out in
agony, she grabs him by the throat and choke-slams him into the floor, breaking his thick,
powerfully-built neck. He’s killed outright. But, for faerie, there’s dead, and then there’s dead
(destroyed, not rising from the dead); context and inflection, is everything.
She finishes him off with a round-the-world; in effect, decapitating him with said RTW. It just
wouldn’t do to have him resurrect and become a lethal inconvenience again. Then, she feeds on
him, draining his body of as much blood as she can to facilitate the healing of her wounds. She
accomplishes this feat with her blood-drinking fangs! And the way she’s slurping up the sticky red
stuff, it’s obvious that his attack hasn’t dulled her appetite one little bit. When a faerie uses a
feeding to accelerate their body’s nanite-based healing processes, it’s called articulate sate.
Flo hears the successive thumps of uncooked chickens sliding down a metal chute into a large
washtub. She grabs a handful of Connie’s hair and drags the kickin’-n-screamin’ Connie over to
their meals.
Batty or not, Smith knows to eat when her date shows her the feeding trough. She follows
Auntie’s example and wolfs down the frozen birds, feathers and all.
After dinner, Auntie lets the twen suck on her titties. Then, it’s tricks-for-treats. Flo drags Smith
back over to the rag bed. Connie lies down, legs spread as directed. Flo snatches off Smith’s stepins and devours the girl. While lying face down in Smith’s bushy, she furiously squeezes the lethallooking bulges that are the big girl’s pointy brassiere cups; keen bulges that scream out, “I can hurt
somebody with these things!”
When Auntie Flo has had her quota of pie, she mounts the girl like a man would; grinding pussy
on pussy. Connie offers no resistance what-so-ever or any participation for that matter.
As Florence Kathryn Jacobs, hospital administrator, Flo interviewed and admitted Connie into
the nursing school. Soon after that, she began stalking the girl. She frequented Tits. While sitting at
the same stage front table, night after night, she stuffed dollar bills down the front of Connie’s Gstring. She always paid for a lap-dance from the girl and was Connie’s best customer. Now, she can
jam the girl to her heart’s content for free.
Day three in The Hole. Connie sits up, lucid again, but already she can feel herself slipping. She
strains to suppress her sick attraction to Flo. Flo is squatting over a puddle of stagnant water,
lapping it up like a dog. Noticing that the big girl is conscious, Flo walks over to her. Connie gets
off the rag bed, and moves backward away from Auntie. But, Connie can’t take her eyes off of the
old woman. Lurid cravings finally drive her into a sexual frenzy. She knocks Flo down. Then, she
mounts Flo in that masculine fashion and grinds pussy on pussy. After fucking her Auntie Flo’s
brains out, she lies face down in Flo’s crotch and devours the old woman. During said sodomy,
Connie reaches up and furiously yanks on Flo’s tits as if they were the udders of a cow she was
milking.
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“If you can see the whites of their eyes, then you’re looking
way too much and not killing near enough.”
Baron Otto von Baan
Week seven. Snake-eyes! The madness continues. Connie is dressed in a frayed T-shirt and torn
jeans. Shirt and jeans are so dirty, they’re stiff. They also stink like she does. Meat gone bad, smells
better than Connie and her duds. Smith’s cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp stringy
rattails. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filth-ingrained skin; skin
that’s ashy-black in places. She’s joined the ranks of the mentally-ill homeless she once treated.
The uninformed dismiss this buxom street-crazy as just another bizarre-looking and -acting
schizophrenic, who’s reacting to imaginary sights and sounds. But there’s an obvious tip-off to
hipsters that this loco girl’s to be treated with extreme caution. She always rants and raves in First
Language. This sounds like disturbing Prussian gibberish to those who aren’t fly.
It’s noon. She stops in front of the State Hospital’s main entrance, and begs for money from staff
members, until security chases her off: the usual routine. Connie will be back tomorrow like
clockwork. As she walks by the alley behind the hospital, a couple of winos grab her and throw her
up against a dumpster. The Goblins are two of her regulars. She goes down on both of ‘em: her
ritual behavior. They leave her with the usual bottle of cheap booze to nurse.
“Want to share, girlie?” Judy asks, as she walks up.
“I’d rather suckle, mommy,” Connie responds, as she hands the other baglady her bottle.
But Connie doesn’t look up, a telltale that Davis makes note of. Judy opens her overcoat. She
isn’t wearing anything underneath. As Judy gulps down the hooch, Connie sucks on her matronly
filth-smeared tits. Again Judy notes something’s amiss: the girl’s teeth feel too sharp. Davis
empties the bottle and pulls Connie upright. The two woman French kiss and move into an
abandoned building.
Connie sheds her jeans. Being an experienced panhandler, Davis notices the blondie-blonde
beard of the girl’s crotch, adds in the girl’s rag mop hairdo, and confirms that the girl’s teeth are
pointed. Pointing the teeth is a capability of all inhuman kind.
Judy is playing with a lit stick of dynamite and she knows it. And, with Connie being a ghoul to
boot, it’s more like she’s playing with nitroglycerine. Ghouls never blunt their teeth, because
they’re always on the prowl for fresh meat.
“Now, you pointy-toothed freak, let’s have some real fun. Get on your knees, and suck on my
pussy.”
Connie obeys without hesitation.
“That’s right. Keep sucking on mommy’s private parts real hard, girl.”
Judy pisses. Smith greedily drinks her urine. When she finishes relieving herself, Judy steps away
from the girl, yanking on the nipple of her longer left tit.
Smith walks over to Judy on her hands and knees like a dog. When she reaches the hag, she
greedily suckles on the longer of the two unmatched prunes. Yuck! The bestial sounds coming out
of Smith’s foaming mouth aren’t even remotely human.
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Unsatisfied with that licking, Davis shoves Connie’s face down into her crotch. Smith snakes that
wickedly-long obscenity called a tongue, deep into Judy’s twat.
“Devour mommy. Make mommy’s pussy stop aching so much.”
Connie seems docile enough; eager to fulfill Judy’s every whim. Judy isn’t fooled, though. She
knows better, but she’s decided to tempt fate. The seventy-year-old knows the girl can go lethal
without warning. A week ago, Judy saw Connie destroy a Dark baglady, named Queen Latifah,
during lovemaking. Lusty, busty Connie twisted Latifah’s head Biblical degrees, snapping the old
biddy’s spine like a dry twig. After said round-the-world, Connie ripped Latifah’s body apart and
ate it.
Connie and Judy make quite a couple. It’s a short-lived marriage that ends as the submissive slut
at Judy’s feet suddenly turns lethal. This time, it’s at her expense. Connie grabs Judy by the throat
and lifts her off her feet; a striking cobra would be slower in comparison.
“Role reversal time. Now, you’re the child and I’m the mommy. Eat shit and die, you fuckin’
mortal!”
Connie drives Judy through the floor, and then proceeds to eat Judy’s mangled body, while
carrying on a one-sided conversation with her. An inhuman is no one for a human to make a toy of.
A ghoul is no one for anyone to make a toy of. After all is said and done, Connie wanders back out
into the alley, totally incoherent.

“General Maxims. A general is not easily overcome, who
can form a true judgment of his own and the enemy’s
forces.”
Vegetius, the Roman military sage
Week eight. It’s now or never. Wearing a filthy T-shirt and nothing else, Connie is crotched over
the putrid remains of a pregnant woman and her fetus, finishing them off, leaving nothing for the
red-eyed sewer rats who watch-n-wait. Down here, nothin’ challenges the supremacy of a ghoul,
including a pack of yard-long rodents.
For some reason, she doesn’t go after the vermin for dessert, even though they’re a delicacy to
her kind. Instead, she chooses to make her egress through a manhole into the alley behind an
apartment building, as if driven by some invisible force. With a belly bloated by her kills, she
climbs the fire escape to a bathroom window, forces the window open, and drops onto the floor.
Suddenly disoriented, Smith staggers backward into the bathtub, which doubles as a shower.
After uttering a blood-curdling shriek, her very last bestial, she just lies there. Finally we get a
bingo at her table! Those tattoos appear, signaling that the Crimson Embrace cometh, only it’s
Blond(e) (Dark Elf), instead of Brunette (Vampire).
On her back, a black dahlia, dripping purple blood, inks her left shoulder blade, and a black
pentagram, dripping red blood, inks her right shoulder blade. A pair of pouting red lips inks her
right buttock. Said inkings are luridly detailed, brightly colored, and so vivid you’d swear they
were alive, which they are.
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Redo your sums and smile again. She’s got lurid inkings, that are alive; a generous pubic beard
with a “neatness” that’s not born of a wax job, but looks it; “cosmetically perfect” looks, whorishly
hard and haughty, that beauty-by-scalpel, exalted by adoring fans, maligned by envious cows; and
hype hair, a shock of acid-dipped plumage, that’s bleached down-to-the-scalp, disheveled and
shagged and overteased, draping some pretty big hooters. Fair-haired, tight-ass bitch. Of course,
from the git-go, she had a limber body with curves everywhere, a body that was firm, ripe, and built
to please; she had the face; and she had that frown of a mouth, the requisite pout.
Connie looks like The Platinum Powerhouse, Frederique “Mamie” van Doren, did when that
Dutch-treat headlined Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho,” the 1960 Broadway show with Great White
Way attendance records that stand unchallenged to this day; of course, the movie version of the
same year starred Janet Leigh in the leading role as Marion Crane. Connie looks like WWF Diva
Miss Debra McMichael, did in that diva’s prime, circa 1998. Connie looks like June Wilkinson,
“The Perfect Pair,” did in her prime when she graced the pages of men’s magazines like Adam
Magazine in the 1960s and Playboy Magazine in the 1950s and 1970s. Connie looks like The
Irrepressible Jenny, Jenny “Candies” McCarthy, did when that Southside Chicago native starred in
last summer’s cinematic blockbuster, “Nurse Psycho-Nasty Does the Fuckin’ Mad Scientist.”
Connie looks like Miss Madness, Gorgeous George, does whenever the pro-wrestling beauty
cameos in the “The Catfight Diaries.” Connie looks like actress Jayne Heitmeyer, did in her bleach
blonde prime as the star of “Earth: Final Conflict.” Connie looks like actress Edy Williams did in
her bleach blonde prime as the star of “Hellhole” and other Russ Meyer classics. Connie looks like
actress Edie Adams did in her bleach blonde prime as the star of films like “It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad,
Mad World.” Connie looks like Mistress Gen, Gen Vincent, infamous founder of Genitorturers, the
fetish rock band; Mistress Gen, South Florida’s Albuquerque, New Mexico transplant, who never
fails to wow standing-room-only audiences in London’s “Torture Garden.” Connie looks like
Danni Ashe, the most downloaded woman on the Internet. Connie looks like Shirley Eaton did in
her bleach blonde prime playing Jill Masterson in “Goldfinger” and playing Dr. Margaret E.
“Maggie” Hanford in “Around the World under the Sea.” Connie looks like Julie Fairlane the
undisputed queen of fetish models and pin-ups in the retro subculture of rat rods and Kustom
Kulture. Connie looks like Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine) did in “Cold Blonded Murders,”
“Torment,” and “Crucifier.” Connie looks like Elizabeth Shue did in “Palmetto,” “Leaving Las
Vegas,” and “Hollow Man.” Connie looks like Elizabeth Mitchell did in “Gia,” “Hollywood
Palms,” and “Lost.” Succinctly put, Connie looks flashy, trashy, and good enough to eat.
In other words, Connie looks like what she is: Dark Elf. This Vampyric Smith has a Nobel Prize
winning scientist for a mother, a war hero for a living aunt, and an assassin, more genocidal than
the Butcher of Bohn, as her mother’s dead wife.
Her war hero aunt is that Agnus B Miller. General Miller, USCMC-retired, former CMC and
COC, is the police captain over the precinct in which the State Hospital is located. Dr. Most is the
older of the two sisters by several millennia. How many millennia, you ask? You got the brassballs-Billy, you go ask The Saint.
The nursing student is more than just another pretty face. As a ghoul, she was someone to be
reckoned with. Which Junior, Queenie, Judy, and countless others can give mute testimony to.
Now, she’s even deadlier. She’s Elf and Vampire; a duality which makes her a formidable
opponent for anyone, even a god.
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Jenny stands in the doorway of the bathroom and witnesses the final stages of Smith’s
transformation from ghoul to Dark.
“Welcome to the family, couz.”
Miller walks over to Smith, kneels down beside the bathtub, and kisses the bleached-blonde full
on the lips. While tasting the big girl’s fresh and recent kills, she cops a feel. Smith is aware of
everything that is going on, but can do nothing to stop it, having lost control of all voluntary
movement. So, looking very blonde and very tortured doesn’t even give a ghost as to what’s going
on in Smith’s head.
Well. It’s no use crying over spilt milk; even though I’m gonna. You play with fire and you’re
bound to get brunt. Knowing that beforehand hasn’t cushioned the blow one little bit. Gotta blame
myself for that Most bitch being able to blind-side me like a rookie. I never saw that Embrace
coming, and I should’ve. She got close; I got careless: something you should never let happen with
faerie. Now, I’ve got my best friend groping me. Jeez. What’s a girl to do?
Hating Infernal ‘cause you were rooked is pointless. It does you no good, and it’s a real no-win
situation. You end up either eaten up by hate or dead. That’s what the head says. The heart says,
“Hate all these fuckin’ monsters and hate that Most bitch most of all. She’s the perpetrator who
robbed you of your precious virginity and your even more precious humanity!” And, right now, the
heart is winning. Surprise, surprise, not.
Of course, I’m gonna have to get over being raped and took. Which is easier said than done. You
can get mad about it. You can hate ‘em, especially the rook, the one who raped and took you.
That’s allowed. They’ll tolerate that type of perverse behavior for the short term; chalking it up to
bad habits you’re gonna shake. Just forget about gettin’ even, unless you want to end up being food
for the fishes. Which I don’t.
“Fuckin’ bitch! You helped them do this to me! We’re best friends!” Connie screams out,
remaining defiant.
Smith should be doubled over from after-spasms, clutching her again-flat stomach. But she isn’t!
There’s no arcane doings afoot. Remember: She has the de Sade affliction. It’s why she aced
BUD/S (buds).
“Tisk, tisk, tisk. Where do you get these pathetic human notions from? You’re inhuman, now.
It’s the priceless gift you’ve been given. And, I’m proud to say that I was instrumental in its
bequest. As for that best friend’s bullshit of yours, you know you’ve always been closer than that to
me. I love you like a sister, couz.”
“Oh. That’s right. We’re first cousins, now.” There’s a bite to the word “cousins,” when Connie
pronounces it.
“Yes, beloved. Still want to kill me? I’ve helped those who robbed you of your humanity. I’ve
felt you up when you were helpless to resist. That’s enough human cause to want me dead, isn’t
it?” Miller taunts.
But, all of the pain-mojo and stroke in the world can’t negate the fact that Connie’s body is in
dire straits. She’s incapable of mounting the kind of fierce onslaught needed to overpower her
roommate. Miller knows it. And, Smith damn-sure knows it!
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“I can’t fight you like I am now, and you know it!”
“Good answer. Now, you’re talking like an Elfling.”
“And, if I had given the wrong answer; the human one?”
“Why ask a question you already know the answer to?”
“’Cause I want to hear it out of your mouth.”
“That’s very inhuman of you.”
“Answer the question, bitch!”
“I would’ve killed you.”
“Without hesitation?”
“Without hesitation, couz.”
Connie takes a wild swing at Jenny, connecting only with air. Smith does succeed in losing her
balance and falling into Jenny’s loving arms.
“Good show, squirt.”
“Bitch!”
“You’ve already called me that, once. Mustn’t be redundant.”
Connie begins shaking violently. Delirium tremors rack her body as she goes beta! Miller sits her
down gently on the toilet seat, just as Dr. Most makes an entrance.
“Looks like I got here in the nick. We must get her flushed out or she’ll die.”
“Wow. You made good time getting here.”
“Left the lab as soon as you called. After all, she’s my daughter, now.”
“Nice dress.”
“Thank you. I just bought it, Saturday.”
“Bill Blass, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is. Never can find an Armani that will fit me.”
“Yesss! God! Yesss! More pain! Twist my guts inside out! Please don’t stop! Pleassse! Don’t
stop!” Connie screams out.
She’s getting off on escalating beta pain that would cause a sexually normal person, either
Infernal or Mundane, to black out.
“Oh my, there we girls go talking clothes and forgetting about poor little misguided Connie, our
resident paingirl. Only a painster would have screamed out like that. Invoking the name of God
simply because you’re getting off on a little pain. Shame on you. Well, I guess it’s back to business.
This is too bad. ‘Cause I so like to talk clothes.”
“What do I need to do?”
“Undress her.”
“I like this tox gig, already.”
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“I figured you would.”
While Jenny peels off Connie’s shirt, Dr. Most runs the big girl’s steaming hot bath water and
slowly empties in a jug of what looks like Tang. It’s actually urine crystals mixed with that
powdered stuff and that goo! Tox is only necessary when a ghoul re-creation goes Dark.
Of course, tox has its other uses. Dr. Most, for example, uses it extensively in her XOM
experiments; those lurid experiments she carries out on her patients!
“I’m finished.”
“Jeez, so am I. Looks like it’s a tie, Jenn.”
Dr. Most looks Smith straight in the eyes, eyes with fixed dilated pupils.
“Your tox solution is ready. The choice is yours, die or live as one of us.”
“I know the drill, monster!”
“Choose. Your putrid is destroying you.”
Connie looks like she’s at death’s door, which she is: runny nose, drooling, pallid complexion,
and a pulse that’s weak and irregular.
“Fuck you!”
Mildred gives Smith a kiss on her cold, clammy forehead.
“You continue to prove yourself worthy of being my daughter. I’m sure you’ll never disappoint
me.”
Smith shoves Miller and Dr. Most clear across the room. They end up on the floor after smacking
into the wall.
“Time to die.”
“You’d rather be dead than be inhuman?” A completely bewildered Miller asks, as she picks
herself off of the marble tiles.
“You misunderstood her. Look.”
Smith rolls off the head and drags her body over to the bathtub. She has no feeling below her
waist.
“God forgive me,” Connie pleads, as she hauls herself into the tub, submerging herself in the
cleansing concoction.
She breathes the florescent liquid in deeply through her mouth and nose without fear of
drowning.
You can’t drown in tox. Be that as it may, though, even faerie youngest are very assimilative.
And, excluding MOEs (magically oppressive environments), her kind who are old enough to be
gods, can assimilate very disparate environments; from the super-heated daylight of ternary suns to
the eternally cold, hard vacuum night of outer space! And, being Children of God, albeit God’s socalled faire children, nothing holy or blessed or silver or iron or lead or garlic is faerie bane.
Tox flows through every orifice and pore of Connie’s body, leaving only well-scrubbed
inhumanity in its wake. Although conversion was forced upon her, she had the chance to reject the
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gift and embrace death. She chose life, even though the choice meant the blasphemy of being a
fiend.
A passage from the Dark Scriptures of the Middle Testament and a Dark Times’ limerick come
to mind as she lies in the bathtub being baptized by tox.
“Before the Light, there was the Darkness. After the Light, there will only be Darkness.
Monsters, we are to you humans, because food and drink and sex, you be to us. You’re food to
satiate our Hunger, drink to satiate our Thirst, and sex to satiate our Rapture.”
“Life is a bitch with too many twists. I gain a daughter and lose a git. Well. There’s always the
Times ghoul-wanted classifieds.”
The girl’s mind drifts.
I’m still submerged in the bathtub, breathing tox, backside resting up against the tub’s enamel
bottom. But. Jessica Priest! My mind is elsewhere. It’s that fuckin’ Esper construct of hers again.
And, it’s always the same inquisition.
The room is blacker than black, as black as the total blackness of Black MAX exoskeleton in
combat mode. We’re seated in nondescript chairs, facing each other. The chairs are crude and
wooden, fashioned from roughhewn slates. She’s not strapped down and I am a no surprise. I’m
talking about the whole sha-bang: forehead, chin, neck, chest, waist, elbow, wrist, knee, and ankle
restraints. Wait a minute. Not the whole kit-n-caboodle. There’s no ball-gag. Which means the old
blood bag wants to chat.
Here, nothing of the real world really matters. Here, Dr. Most creates the rules that I must play
by. Here, all the questions are trick, only one set of answers are right, and there’s absolutely no
way to cheat. I pass; I live. I fail; I die. Jen and Dr. Most will make it look like death by
misadventure. And, except for my mortal family, none will choose to be the wiser.
“I’ve never seen her like this. She came at me like a mad dog. I thought I was goin’ to have to put
her down. She acts like she hates me.”
“Do you expect understanding from someone who still burdens herself with the leftover
affectations of her previous mortal incarnation?”
Jenny shrugs her shoulders. Her eyes get moist, but somehow she manages to hold back the tears.
“You’re right. I just thought. Hoped. That it was goin’ to be different with her. She’s been around
our kind all of her life. She knows the score. Hell, she’s been touched since conception. It’s written
all over her.”
“Although blood is, as blood does, she’s still of a fundamentally human mindset, and acts
accordingly.”
Jenny reluctantly shakes her head in agreement.
“Good. Now you’re being rational.”
“It’s just that I love her so much. But, you’re right.”
“Of course, I’m right.”
“You’re her mother, and you know best. The ball’s in her court, now.”
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“Yes. It’s all up to her. Either she becomes a productive member of inhuman society or she lets
her hate get its way. Hating Infernal ‘cause she was rooked is pointless, and she knows it. Yet,
thinking human, she pursues this foolhardiness, which can only prove to be self-destructive. It does
her no good and it’s a real no-win situation. She’ll end up either eaten up by hate or dead.”
“So, she hates you, me, all of us.”
“And that’s allowed, at least for the time being. We’ll tolerate such perverse behavior, and chalk
it up to bad habits she’s gonna shake.”
“And, if she doesn’t, and tries to get even, she’ll be fish food.”
“Exactly. She’s Lost begot by Lost, now. Either she learns to live with that, or she will be killed.”
“This is as it should be.”
My mind is back from elsewhere. The tox is stimulating my memory centers. I rekall my two
months of homicidal bliss as a ghoul. And, I’m reliving it in random sequence!
Yep. You heard me right. I said, “Homicidal bliss.” My rooking and the sexual transgressions I
was made party to in the aftermath of that heinous act, notwithstanding, that revenant scene was a
blast. I really dug all of the killing I got to do on my murder spree as a ghoul. Killing makes me
wet. Always has. Always will. ‘Cause for bent such as I, taking a life is how the ultimate orgasm is
had. Torture is foreplay; killing is sex.
It’s two days ago. I make short work of an eight-year-old boy. The feeding will help me heal
faster. I got hurt, hurt really bad, in an altercation with his street gang. Some days you eat the
bear. Some days the bear eat you.
He was the last of the Mundane thug-bangers still stalking me. He had a gun, but he got too
close. Plus, he just couldn’t do the math, just like his dumb-ass buddies couldn’t. Now he’s dead,
just like the rest of his crew. And he never saw it coming. His kind always figures you for easy
pickings when you’re homeless and nuts, even when they cipher you as inhuman.
Being homeless and nuts is the norm for us ghouls. And neither condition makes us any less of a
faerie menace. If anything, they should make us seem even deadlier, because they imply we’re
unpredictable.
I destroy his gun, a spanking brand-new Heckler & Koch MP5K-PDW with a suppressor
attached for silent running. I have no use for this premier 9mm SMG, because most of the time I’m
just too crazy to manage anything better than a club or a piece of pipe.
Then, out of the blue, it’s that fateful night; the one that changed the course of my destiny,
forever. Jen and I are having a parting conversation, the significance of which I can only see, now.
In a few minutes I’ll be off to work. It’ll be the last time I leave the apartment as a human being.
“Remember our first meeting?”
“Yes. It was.”
“The first day of kindergarten. Everybody in class was afraid to come near me, because I was
faerie; everybody, that is, except for you.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. The teacher, Miss Parsons, told mom I was like a moth drawn to a flame. We
became inseparable.”
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“Do we remember when we really bonded that day?”
“Yes. I’ll never forget it, either. We were playing. Got away from the others at recess. Me and the
class’ faerie menace. I lost my footing when we were running down a steep hill. I tumbled for what
seemed like forever. I ended up at the bottom of a deep ravine, my forehead split open like a ripe
watermelon. I was bleeding. You went jagged. I thought I was a goner.”
“And?”
“For some reason I wasn’t afraid. You sniffed, and then licked my blood. And then you said the
funniest thing. You said, ‘Sorry my faerie sister for not recognizing my own kind reincarnated in a
Mundane’s fragile body.’”
“Then, I blunted my teeth and we had a good laugh.”
“I still love to trace that scar and relive recess on that first day of school when we bonded as best
friends, forever and ever. What would’ve happened if you hadn’t given me a Passover when you
mistook my blood for faerie?”
“The obvious. I would’ve ate and drunk you to death, silly girl, or at least tried. But. Miss
Parsons would’ve stopped me in time. She was on us like white on rice, beating us to the bottom of
the hill. And, by the by, like I’ve told you over and over before, I may have been only three at the
time, but, I was not some runny-nosed kid making an infantile mistake. Your blood is faerie in every
way that really matters. Physically, it’s Mundane hemo all right. But, metaphysically, it’s ours. You
see, blood reflects the soul and yours reflects a faerie one.”
“Three-years-old, my ass. This isn’t your first shell.”
“Don’t even go there.”
“Priss.”
“Priss my ass. How old I really am is none of your business.”
“Bet you a fin I can cipher your yarns.”
“You’re on.”

“Supreme excellence in warfare consists of breaking the
enemy’s resistance without engaging in combat. Thus the
highest form of generalship is to balk the enemy’s plans.”
Sun Tzu, Chinese general and military philosopher
(From his “The Art of War”)

Where Light hath extinguished, Darkness always rules.
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Mondo’s Mounds
“Mondo, you’re more than a mouthful.”
So many names, so many incarnations, but always the same evil. I am Kane, sister of Abel. I am
Kane, killer of Abel. I am Mondo “Mad Dog” Coll, the Dark Angel of the Apocalypse. I am
Dracula’s first wife, the Crimson One, Stigmata. I am Countess Anna von Sade, First Mother
Superior to the Blessed Order of the Sisters of Sublime Torture and Agony Most Holy. I am Mary
K, Bloody Mary, founder and patron Saint of the Guild. I am the daughter of she who sired the
Insect races. I am Mondo Constance Anna-Kane, the daughter of Mildred Christine Kane-Most. I
am no one to be taken lightly. I am no one to be crossed. I am a ruthless carnivore of souls in the
grand inhuman tradition of all of my Infernal ancestry. Their Dark legacy is like my luscious
mounds: more than a mouthful, but never the proverbial waste.
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Chapter Two
The Price of Blood
“The world will treat you worse.”
Connie locks the front door of her apartment, collapses on her sofa, and manages to crack a smile
in spite of being dead tired. Although Most has her pulling triple-shifts in the sack room, she’s back
to being Constance Ann Smith again. A casting locket is the reason why she can live the lie of her
old life. It was fashioned for her by Margo, a witch who lives in the apartment across the hall. As
long as Connie wears the locket, she has her mortal appearance. The locket casts the spell of retroversion upon its prescribed wearer.
Smith reluctantly removes the locket, whose enchanted clasp only she’s supposed to be able to
undo, and lays it upon the coffee table. The lie concedes to the truth. Connie’s phenotype again
matches her genotype. Gone is the double-edged sword which appeases her craving for mortality
while paradoxically reminding her of the mortality that she’s lost forever.
Connie kicks off her shoes and heads for a well-needed bath. She leaves a trail of clothes in her
wake. TGIF, Thank God It’s Friday, she thinks. She has the entire weekend off for the first time
since she went back to work at the hospital. Smith can indulge her Vampiric bathing fixation to its
fullest. Nobody worships hygiene like the Lost.
As a refreshed Smith emerges from the bathtub, she hears someone knocking. The girl hastily
towels dry and slips on a tank-top and jeans. When she opens the front door, she finds her
roommate, Jenny Miller. Jenny’s well-traveled Samsonite is strapped to that familiar luggage
carrier.
Miller is wearing a slinky fit, totally-impractical uniform that’s guaranteed to make the customers
“stand at attention and howl.” Jen, a sky marshal with Pan Am, is enduring the first week of her
six-month suspension. While suspended, she must work as a stewardess for the airline. The
suspension stems from an in-flight shootout she had with a trio of would-be hijackers, during
which, two passengers were injured.
“My flight out got cancelled. I forgot my key. And the damn elevator’s on the fritz again. Shit!
What a day!”
Jenny is slender, leggy, and C-cup buxom. Hers is a typical physique for her Elvin gender. She
also has the rest of the basic equipment package for an Elf female. High cheekbones, a strong nose,
a wide mouth, and thin ruby-red lips, in other words, a beauty-queen-caliber face. A flaming-red
muff. And, silky auburn hair.
This drop-dead gorgeous huffs and puffs as she staggers into the apartment and collapses onto the
sofa. After several moments, Jenny finally sits up, kicks off her high heels, and lets go of the
carrier. She moves her shoulder-length tresses behind her ears: a habit cultivated since childhood.
Like Connie, she could easily pass for human. But fiercely proud of being Saved, she makes a
point, no pun intended, of making sure whenever she’s around humans, she goes native at least
once so said Mundanes know she’s a faerie menace.
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“I must be going mortal, because hiking up several flights of stairs used to not faze me at all.
Please, help me out of this iron maiden.”
As Connie helps Jenny undo the buttons of the uniform blazer, Jenny takes advantage of the
opportunity to French kiss the bigger girl. Connie pulls back, violently spitting and wiping her lips.
“Don’t ever do that again. I’ve told you I don’t feel the same way about you that you feel about
me!”
“Liar.”
“Fuck you!”
“Ready whenever you are.”
“You’re impossible, insensitive.”
“And bushed. So, help the maid-of-honor at your wedding out of her duds. I promise to be good
this time and not make any more passes. Girl Scout’s honor.”
“You were never a Girl Scout.”
Jenny flashes that patented grin of hers. Connie acquiesces and helps Jenny out of her buttondown blazer, scoop-neck tunic, and pencil skirt. Later on, they split a twelve-pack of Bud liberated
from the fridge. While they’re sitting at the dining room table, slamming down brewskies, Jenny,
who is wearing only her Bali brand undies, brings up a subject even more delicate than the revised
nature their relationship.
“Have you told Gregg, yet?”
“You never give up, do you? You can be a real bitch sometimes! Sure I’ve told him his pristine
image of womanhood is now a monster, with a newfound fondness for human flesh and blood,
whose temptation is voided by a casting locket; a casting locket, I might add, which Margo refused
to take money for. Acting like a real, horny ass sabrina, she’d only take payment in trade. I had to
pose in the nude for those fuckin’ horrid Monets of hers.”
“Then, you should have gotten the locket from someone else, someone who would take money,
someone who would offer you a better deal.”
“Smart ass! You know I needed that locket quickly, discreetly, and at a reasonable price. And I
sure as hell couldn’t afford what those other tricksters were demanding! Margo gave me the best
deal.”
“Simmer down, couz. I was only teasing.”
“I’m not in the fuckin’ mood for any jiving around.”
“You seldom are.”
“Get used to it.”
“Says who?”
“Go piss up a rope and suck on the droppings.”
“My, my, aren’t we so very piss and vinegar tonight. The Temptation’s no biggie. In time you’ll
learn to control it. At least most of the time. Hell. What waz I thinking? You bez da legendary
Cannibal Annie Smith. Ergo, you’ll find the steel to repress your Specters, entirely. Ha. Ha. Ha.”
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“Up yours, ho!”
“And don’t worry. I won’t tell your fiancé that you’ve been brought across. You’re my best
friend and I won’t do anything to sabotage your engagement.”
Connie ignores Jenny’s mock sincerity. She knows the real reason why Jenny won’t tell Gregg
about her inhumanity is that Jen enjoys seeing Gregg, an avowed Humanist, unknowingly dating an
inhuman.
“You were right about me needing to re-register as Dark. Will you go down with me to the
Species Registration Bureau, tomorrow morning?”
“Of course, I’ll go down.”
While Connie pretends to not notice the risqué in Jenn’s affirmation, Jenny toys with the idea of
making another move on Connie.
“You look so delish, Connie. You’re much more attractive Dark than you ever were human.”
“Let’s change the subject, please. You’re getting personal, again.”
“Not half as personal as I’d like to be gettin’. I bet you would have fucked me back when you
were a ghoul.”
“Back then, I fucked anybody and anything. That was then, this is now. Subject closed. Besides.
Back then, I also killed on a whim, often times during a good jam. Still wish for me as your ghoul
lover?”
“There you go again. You’re such a jive talker.”
“You’re hopeless, you fuckin’ monster.”
“How’z ‘bout two frosty bottles of Missouri Mule?”
“Bring ‘em on. I’ve never been the type to refuse 100-proof.”

“To sin by silence, when they should protest, makes
cowards of men.”
Abraham Lincoln
Connie greets the morning with a profound hangover. She’d passed out and ended up stretched
out on the hardwood floor.
A whistling, showered, and dressed Jenny is busy in the kitchen fixing breakfast. As usual, Jenny
is dolled-up like a biker babe: all black leather and latex.
Read the clothes and you’ve read the woman. It’s another one of those ways men and women
differ. Clothes make the man. Clothes are the woman. The only exceptions to those truisms are the
clotheshorse, the so-called GQ, that rare appearance-particular male, and, the tomboy, that rare
female who could care less about her appearance.
Jen’s latex is a rubber biker jacket. Sewn on the back of the scooter is a large patch. It’s a pink
heart bisected by a silver lightning bolt dripping red blood with the word Heartbreaker in lime
green lettering beneath it. The patch looks just like the tattoo adorning Jenny’s left arm.
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Heartbreaker is slang for a female Marine and the type of jacket Miller’s wearing. Wearing the
genuine article says you’re either a Heartbreaker or the toy of one. And at any time, anyone may
challenge you to prove that you’re one or the other.
Her top-grain in-vitro hides consist of a molded halter top with a T-back design, skintight
leggings, and combat boots. Look closely and you’ll notice right-off they’re powered livery of
military derivation. These skins are MAX. And their Kevlar hex will stop AP (anti-personnel)
rounds at point-blank range.

Author’s note: Assume in-vitro bps is black, unless
otherwise noted.
Being combat-trained, that nostradamus of hers is heavily-boned with a Playtex-fit. No surprises
there. Wouldn’t want those jugs gettin’ in the way at the wrong time. And being a modern-day
affectation, the front close of said halter is a hideous oversized zipper, a monstrosity that won’t win
any beauty contests. Jenny’s aforementioned jack-boots are genuine Colonial Marine issue. These
tall, calf-length buckle-boots are commonly referred to as jay-bees by leathernecks. The U.S. Army
wears the identical boot. But the Regulars call ‘em kay-bees. And those fashionable lug bottoms of
theirs are Mil-Spec sure-grip. That means, whisper-quiet boots with unsurpassed traction.
Gone is the body makeup the airline requires her to wear while on duty to conceal her tattoos.
Company regs are also the reason why she must remove the surgical gold rings (kunts) and the
reapers that she can now sport. She’s got a penchant for tattoos and body piercing. But, she
eschews scarification and body modification.
Her navel and left nipple each boast a kunt threaded through them. Six kunts pierce each ear
pinna. Reapers dangle from both pierced earlobes!
Gunmetal grey, each Reaper earring consists of a human skull, crossbones, and skeleton. You can
buy facsimiles at Sears, J.C. Penney, and the like. But Jenn’s are authentic. Hers were earned, not
bought. You earn them by fighting in major off-world campaigns as a female Recon.
Recons primarily fight and die in operations that officially never happen. They’re covert actions
called Twilights. Precious few besides the President, the Joint Chiefs, and the Commandants of the
Marine Corps know about these pops.
She did four tours with the Marines as a Recon: two were in the Second Koran War while
attached to Scouts of the 1st Armored Cavalry, one was in the Martian Race Wars with a Mobile
Infantry platoon, and there was a Twilight with the infamous Kill-Team One in the Rim Wars!
“By the time you get ready, squirt, the food will be done.”
“Have fun devouring my Georgia while I was out doing the old mickey finn?”
“That’s not my style, couz.”
“Bullshit! You’ve done it before.”
“Hardly. I felt you up. That in no way qualified as rape. And I did apologize afterward. I even
went to confession for Christ’s sake. Father Witt gave me two hundred Hail Marys and a twelve
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day fast as penance. Shit chickens! You were just too tasty a morsel to pass up. And that was in
spite of you being all filthy and such at the time. But I gave my word it wouldn’t happen again.”
“And if it ever does.”
“Understood. Besides, I’m sure you’re a much better lay when you’re able to actively
participate.”
“Don’t hold your breath on that one.”
“You never know. Stranger things have been known to happen during a solstice. And you are one
of us demons, now.”
“Well I do know. And it won’t happen today, tonight, or ever. Stick to fucking me in your wet
dreams or in VR. And don’t look so surprised. I’ve known about that X-rated noir of yours since
day one that Hef rigged it up for you. You jack into it so much and sooo deep that.”
Smith begins to blush. Jenny enjoys seeing her cousin squirm, discussing such private matters.
“That?”
“It’s like you’re saying that.”
“I’ll be in the dressing room going blind?”
Smith, no longer able to contain her embarrassment, finally turns beet red, much to Jenny’s
delight.
“I rather like you as my fantasy detective. You were born to play Honey West, as my VR so well
illustrates.”
Jenny places a Mandrake root in front of Smith.
“The damn thing moved!”
“That just means it’s fresh. Eat it and your hangover will disappear. Trust me on this one, squirt.
And don’t chew it. Swallow it whole so it goes down live. Fastest results that way.”
Connie swallows the root in one gulp. And sure enough, her hangover disappears, immediately.
“Thanks. By the way. Why do you always call me kid or squirt?”
“’Cause I’m quite a bit older than you.”
“Hardly. This is your second iteration. You short-cycled the first time ‘round. You’re a hundred
years older than me. This isn’t significant by faerie standards. Ergo, you’re not quite a bit older
than me.”
Jenny gives Connie a nasty squint-stare. And Connie gives it right back.
Such a stainless-steel rat. Quite the analytical engine. You’ve ciphered my age after all. Looks
like I owe you a fin.
“I took the liberty of laying out your Badgirl outfit for you upon your bed. ‘Cause when you
saddle up in your skins, you look like some slut biker chick out of a fetish catalogue, just like I do
in mine. We’ll be matching leather-clad bookends. I also want you to ditch that casting locket of
yours for the weekend as further payment for my help.”
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A born exhibitionist, Miller loves dressing dagger as much as the staid Connie loathes to. In fact,
Miller’s entire personal wardrobe is dagger!
“Read my lips. No fuckin’ way.”
“Just humor me. Put your shit on. Leave the locket here. And hurry up or we’ll be late. The SRB
is in a Federal building. Ergo, it’s unlisted. So we can’t teleport there. We’ll have to take the subshuttle or catch a streetcar.”
Connie showers, dresses, and reluctantly walks out of her bedroom as a peacocking Darque.
Wearing Badgirl’s minimalist costume, a costume that’s even more scantily revealing than Jen’s,
means that only strategic portions of Connie’s body are encased in ever-loving MAX. The black
color of the flexible exoskeleton is where its moniker of Black MAX comes from. Even without the
benefit of fashionable “Fuck Me!” pumps, with 6-inch spiked-heels and keen toes, her get-up still
befits a Playboy emeritus like herself. She was a Bunny, you ask? She did a six month stint as a
Bunny/bouncer at the St. Louis Playboy Club on Lindell Boulevard.
Underneath her Heartbreaker is a combat-trained corset-brassiere, with prominent “sweater
bumps” thanks to the unrelenting pressure of her ever-ready nipples. Like Jen’s Speedo, Connie’s
wunder compresses her ample bust, shoving her big knockers up-n-together, further deepening her
already impressive cleavage. A Wonderbra is overkill with her chest. After all, since when did DDdelightfuls ever need the kind of help a push-up bra gives?
Of course, a proper Victorian lady would have a different point of view. She’d see the necessity
for such a contraption no matter how big her gunns were. She’d vigorously point out that this
conspicuous piece of tricked-out bondage-wear is a peerless device for showcasing the topography
of said creamy-white thumpers bulging in the vise-grip of its embrace. And being a Merry Widow
corset, it has a lot of those added masochistic touches which are totally in keeping with her armor’s
overall priestess of pain motif. It laces up the back and has hook-n-eye closure, circa the 1890s, in
the front. It has shoulder-baring spaghetti straps and plenty of metal stays. The aforementioned rear
laces crisscross a healthy gap in the fully-boned armor, a gap that bares a tasty expanse of
honeysuckle white. In pain mode the bra laces shut, erasing said gap. A stiff bra with an open-back,
that’s constructed akin to a building, is a quintessential expression of the age-old paradox of
“exposing while constraining”; a Vampiric credo long before the Victorians existed to adopt it as
their own. Backless up-north body armor on a female warrior implies that she’s an assassin, one of
those “come hither from nowhere fast, preferably from behind” girls. Being a classic bralette it’s
much longer than a regular bra, but it’s much briefer than a full-corset. Thus, it advertises more
than enough of her sexy midriff to appease even the greedy porn dogs that hide underneath the
slimiest of rocks to escape even the faintest glimmer of sunlight. As her mother, the diehard
traditionalist would say, “The end-result of all of this packing and squeezing and sleight-of-hand, is
that more of less never looked so good!”
The front-hook quarter-length long line bra of Smith and the zip-front sports-bra-style halter top
of Miller are slut-specials: legit upper-body armor that’s designed for maximum distractive impact.
And it should come as no surprise that both are from the Silhouette Collection of the Rubberwear
brand.
Rubberwear is the erotic, upscale line of MAX from Body Glove: form-fitting leathers that
slavishly smooth and shape to the wearer’s body. Rubberwear-brand fits so snug it looks like you
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had to be sewn into the stuff and then only after talcum powder had been liberally applied to all of
your curves! PVC, so-called RUBBER, and Patent-Leather, so-called VINYL, are the only brands
of MAX that are more explicit fitting or kinkier looking than Rubberwear.
What’s that you say in the greediest of your greedy porn dog voices? You want more. Well then,
more is what you’re gonna get, more of this less that never looked so good.
In place of Miller’s provocateurs, Smith wears equally form-fitting bikkers. It’s a toss-up which
style of hip-huggers is more erotic. Both are from Lara Croft’s Lip Service Collection. And being
PVC, both lip-readers are seamless and rubber-smooth, looking every bit like liquid rubber that has
been poured onto the wearer’s body; lip-readers, yet paradoxically they don’t delineate the wearer’s
pussy lips so the crotch is no more revealing than and just as neuter as “regular” panties, thongs, Gstrings, etc. They submissively adhere (superglue) to every curve thereof, just like their skin-fitting
namesake, the neoprene of a scuba diving wetsuit. Thus, neither leaves much to the imagination.
And you wouldn’t want to live on the difference between what keeps ‘em legit and what would
make ‘em obscene. Both naughty breeches do the old lift-n-separate, luridly accentuating crotch
and rear cleavage: oh, we got some extra cleavage down there and back there too! Both tantalize
with the expected jaybird down-south of a trademark hip-hugger shape-accentuating waistline, a
risqué deliciousness of the French vanilla kind that demands the admiring eye away from hands and
feet that can kill. And being hip-huggers, both ride well below the navel: Nobody pulled my pants
down, they’re low-riders, and they’re supposed to be worn this way.
Bottomline is, no pun intended, it’s all about the need to conceal and the will to reveal. And it
goes without saying that both low-riders come with the disclaimer, “Only Buff Bods Need Apply!”
PVC, Rubberwear, and Patent-Leather are what being bound is all about. They’re the ultimate
expressions of bondage-and-discipline and the personifications of humiliation-and-degradation.
Humans call ‘em “The very pinnacles of fascist fetish-wear.” Infernal call ‘em “Body candy
without peer, because they melt in your mind, not in your hands.” And, although the protective
index of the body armor brands in question is Mil-Spec, their severe tailoring, optional see-thru
mode, and second-skin fit definitely aren’t.
But the coup de grace is Connie’s primo lounge lizards. They’re FSX version jill and
Maidenform-brand and were a graduation gift from Sister Elaine. She’ll wear Maidenform as long
as she can afford to and Harley-Davidson makes it. These Black MAX jills are considered by many
femme shooters to be the ultimate TAZ treaders. No expert-level worth her salty would be caught
dead in a TAZ plex without being shod with ‘em. And it takes an expert-level to make this
footwear an asset instead of a liability. The clogs are affectionately called buckwheats by
Skinheads. It’s a left-handed reference to their wizard-of-odd combo of titts (bulbous toes), razor
heels, hard-shell Black MAX uppers, and thick lug soles. Said soles-n-heels are selective sure-grip,
in other words, no telling click/clomp of high heels and platform soles unless she wants it that way.
Being Victorian, the clogs are oxford style. Being oxfords, they lace up the front. Being trick,
their front laces are quick lace. At the club, she sets her FSX on clear-coat. For this very public
outing, she has chosen opaque to keep ‘em guessing.
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“It is foolish to expect fidelity from those by whom you
have been many times deceived; most especially when they
be faeriekind.”
Marcu Tullius Cicero
A lifetime of paperwork later, all of it in triplicate, Connie is legally re-registered as an inhuman
named Mondo Constance Anna Kane. Kane, which translates from the First Language as “vicious
without supersede,” is a common Vampiric surname, just like Miller is a common Elfin surname.
Jenny and Connie are eating lunch at the downtown McDonalds. Jenny is beaming. Connie is
uneasy. Miller’s her usual chatty self. Smith’s uncharacteristically quiet. After lunch, at Jenny’s
insistence, they stop by Margo’s spell shop, which is two blocks away. Margo Miller ushers them
into the back of the store.
“This apothecary was a bank and briefly a Druid fane, before I bought it. I want you to find out
who broke into that vault over there, Connie.”
“Read my lips. I’m a nursing student; not a detective.”
“Still pursuing that foolishness about being a nurse. Very well then, I propose a trade. You look
into who breached my vault and stole my most valuable grimoires, and I will intervene on your
behalf with Mildred to have you taken off triple-shifts at the hospital.”
“Bullshit! No one tells that Vampire what to do, not even the Hospital Board.”
“The Hospital Board doesn’t supply Mildred K with all of the chemicals she uses in her
experiments, like I do. We were colleagues in the Arts of Thaumaturgy long before Anna V enticed
her into embracing that shortcut humans call science. In spite of her dabbling in that perversion, we
remain the closest of friends, as close as sisters.”
“You’re in league with her! You helped her make me into a monster!”
“Don’t be so naive. Sure, I’ve always been fond of you. You’re a good kid. But. Previous faerie
reincarnations, notwithstanding, you were still human before Most Embraced you. Now that you’re
family, it’s different.”
Enraged, Connie starts to lunge at Margo, but Jenny steps in between the two women.
“Wise move on your toy’s part, Miss Smith. I’d hate to have to spell craft you into oblivion.”
“Jenn is not my lover, and I won’t work for you now or ever! And as far as that swami-me-intooblivion bullshit; try it if you dare, you evil-tongued shrew! I’ll maul you, you cocksucker, like
prime rib at a Goon bloodsport!”
“Stop acting like you’re still human, you oafish lout. I need use of your Dark prowess.”
“Jesus fuckin’ Buda, squirt. She’s right and you know it. Give that human shit a rest!”
Connie utters a low feral hiss: quite monstrous and decidedly inhuman. Then, she lashes out with
more verbal aggression: “Bitches! Fuck both of you! You’re both pond scum! You fuckin’
monsters!”
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Connie pushes past Jenny and storms out of the store, slamming the front door so hard that all of
the windows in the shop rattle. Margo grabs hold of Jenny’s arm as she starts to go after Connie.
“She’ll be back.”
“I don’t understand why she’s so upset about not being human anymore. I have never seen nor
will I ever see any advantage whatsoever in being Mundane.”
“I agree with you totally. Now. Let’s discuss something that’s really important. Would you mind
helping me in the store today? I’m short-handed. That Troll I hired last week didn’t show up
again.”
“Okay, Margo. Get me an apron. I’m your girl.”
“Now, that’s the spirit. Oh. By the way. How did Connie’s re-registration go?”
“Outstanding. I had her pick the surname Kane, just like Auntie Mildred suggested. Of course,
the Mondo Anna part came from you and mom.”
“And what was the leftover?”
“Constance. That was her pick, not mine. Prophetic isn’t it?”
Margo shakes her head approvingly.
“Quite so, Jenn. Mondo is such a beautiful name for a girl demon, and it fits her so well.”
Connie returns to the store an hour after closing. Jenny lets her in and leads her back into the
storeroom where Margo is waiting.
“I’m sorry about what I said earlier. I was wrong and I will help you.”
“I’ve already talked to Mildred. You’re off triple-shifts. I knew when you cooled down, you’d
come to your senses. As a human, you were a most sensible girl. As my godchild, you can be no
less.”
Godchild indeed. Jeez, the ink isn’t dry on my Race papers yet, and they’ve already carved me up
like a Christmas turkey.
Connie walks over to the open vault. She carefully inspects its massive door and cavernous
spellbound interior. When she finally emerges out of the vault, she inspects the tall brazen door
again.
“This door’s a Hoax, isn’t it?”
“Very good, Miss Smith. The cops they sent to check into my burglary never guessed that the
door was really a barrier spell. Its lock and hinges, which are real, have been enchanted to me, just
like the clasp on the locket I fashioned for you is enchanted to you. Ergo, only I should be able to
open the door. So, how did my thief get it open?”
“Your thief didn’t need to. He opened a temporal rift inside of the vault. In other words, he
employed spoofing. I can still see faint traces of the subspace gateway. And, although he tried to
mask it, his psychic signature is quite unmistakable. He’s a Daemon.”
“Which is no biggy,” Margo retorts flippantly.
“He’s also a First One,” Smith adds, after clearing her throat.
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Jenny gasps at the mention that one of Them is involved and crosses herself. Margo isn’t fazed
by their involvement.
Girl, does she have a lot of confidence in my ability or what? We’re not talking about some hamn-egger here. He’s the real deal, a god!
“See, progress already. I knew you had a knack for the PI trade.”
“A knack, but not a license. And I ‘hear’ the Guild frowns on amateurs. Like, unlicensed
gumshoes have a nasty habit of ending up floating at the bottom of the East River. Throats slit from
ear to ear. Feet encased in cement overshoes. Spines severed Chi-town style by a longconfiguration .45 Colt, .44-40 Win., .357 Mag., or a .32-20 Win., that’s been fired pointblank.
Hands cut off postmortem by either a Tong-hatchet or a stone-ax. Not to mention their dicks-njewels and/or tits sawed off, depending on whether they’re a male or she-male or female or hefemale, by a very dull kitchen knife. A rather gruesome mutilation, I might add,” Smith licks her
lips, “that’s done while they’re still alive.” Smith pauses, that faraway look in her eyes. “Then
again. The prospect of dying like that, is quite inviting for a girl like me.”
“Mom can get you a PI license, like pronto, like tonight. She’s still got connections at the
Pentagon,” Jenny interjects, determined to keep her favorite paingirl from getting too far off track.
Connie notes there is no trace of bitterness or hurt in Jenny’s voice. Instead of being offended by
her earlier outburst, her best friend acts as if it never occurred.
“I wish I could take the words back I said in anger this morning.”
Jenny merely shrugs her shoulders.
“What’s the use of explaining? Neither of you will ever understand what I’ve had taken away
from me by that Most bitch!”
“Learn some respect, kid. That, Most bitch, as you call her, is your mother now. You’re Saved,
just like us, because of what your mother did for you. Auntie Mildred honored you with her
Embrace.”
“Enough. Find out who that devil is who stole from me.”

“It ain’t over, till it’s over.”
Yogi Berra
The girls use a public phone booth around the corner from the store to teleport themselves into
the lobby of the Area 51 police superstation—Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Department, North
Patrol Division—Precincts Seven, Eight, and Nine—where Jenny’s mom is captain. With this
being summer solstice, the place is more of a madhouse than usual. Expectedly, most every Behr
and Mohr in the city is raising havoc and doing so jocularly like festival rowdies or Branch
Davidians on a spree.
Needless to say, the city is under martial law until dawn, just like it would be on Halloween, Fat
Tuesday, or a First.
Jenny, with Connie in tow, switches up to the front desk, ignoring a line of people and the boos
of those people.
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“My friend needs to be licensed with the Guild.”
“Get in the back of da line where youse ‘long,” the desk sergeant bellows, not bothering to look
up from her papers.
“Oh really, Megan.”
The Elf looks up and flashes her jagged pearly-whites. She never stoops to the pretense of
blunting her teeth. Of course, jagged for an Elf, like for all faerie, is long, crooked, flesh-rending
needle teeth! Her blood-drinking fangs, the ones that all faerie have, are also bared!
“Sorry, Jen girl. Didn’t ‘cognize you. Mistook you for human. Been one of those nights.”
“One of those nights and late in the shift, huh?”
“You got d’at right.”
One steely stare from the sergeant and the line quiets down immediately.
“Oh, and I’m glad to see you’ve dumped that stupid-ass locket, Miss Smith. Finally decided to
come Out, huh?”
“No, sergeant. I’m just slumming. I thought it would be such a kick to be a monster tonight.
Keeps me from having to go to the trouble of picking out a costume for the party I’m attending
later. It’s a monster mash.”
“Good one, couz.”
Megan O’Hare breaks out into a laugh that no one waiting in line dares to join in on.
“That’s the best one I’ve had pulled on me this month, Miss Smith. When you want to, you can
really tease like you were born Saved.”
“I was being sarcastic, Sergeant O’Hare.”
“That was still a superb tease, Miss Smith.”
“Oh, I give up. Can we go up and see her mother now, sergeant?”
“Only if you call me Megan and ask proper. Polite questions get polite answers. Rude ones do
not.”
“Okay, Megan. May we audience with my aunt, please?”
“Go right up. You know where The General’s office is.”
The two girls bound up two flights of stairs to Captain Miller’s office. After the appropriate
greeting between a police captain and two citizens needing assistance, the girls are seated in the
overstuffed chairs in front of the captain’s mahogany desk.
“Mom. Connie needs a PI license in the name of Miss Mondo Constance Anna-Kane.”
“Good choice. I’ve always liked the name Mondo.”
Connie hates the name. It sounds like a man’s name to her. But out of deference to her aunt, she
keeps her mouth shut. Captain Miller slams a standard contract on the desk in front of Connie. It’s
for a franchise with the police force and it’s already been filled out.
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“Your choice. Settle for being just a private investigator or make your auntie proud by choosing
to be so much more as a Grimm; as you well know, a Grimm is a Category 1 Peace Officer, and a
C1PO has full police powers. No one is gonna twist your arm. But, if you do put your John
Hancock on these per-tees, the next training class starts tomorrow and runs every Sunday night for
the next three months.”
Without uttering a word, Connie signs the contract, in triplicate, in blood. The police captain’s
mood lightens. Captain Miller gives Connie the pink copy, as well as a solid slap on the back.
“Welcome to law enforcement, Connie, I mean Mondo. And it’s good to see you without that
damn locket on. I expect you won’t need that thing anymore.”
“I haven’t decided, yet.”
“I’m sure you’ll make the right decision.”
Captain Miller barks some commands into her speaker phone. Minutes later, a gold shield
detective drops a Wahl-30 into Connie’s lap. He leaves as quickly as he came in.
The black gun belt is all Fastex closures, Nylonex webbing, and twin plasticine clamshells which
have been extensively swisscheesed. It more resembles an orthopedic device than it does a streetready carry. And, as such, it violates every carry reg in the IDPA rule book. In fact, it’s more
radical that the game rigs used in IPSC unlimited events!
Nestled in its body-hugging race holsters are twin matched and fully-balanced Browning
A10MPs, infamous Warthogs; although it’s a modern square-cut automatic and not a revolver, a
Hog is nevertheless the “inspiration” for the blaster used by Rick Dickard, the replicant-hunter in
the Blade Runner movie. A Hog is more than just an Infinite-Ammunition handgun that spawned a
prop in a cult classic. To its fanatical adherents, it’s beyond being even the IAM handgun. It’s an
Offensive Handgun Weapon System consisting of a grenade launcher and a machine pistol which
are slaved off of the same electronic sight for integrated fire control and the tightest target-toshooter link possible. GL and MP are fed by their own dedicated speed-loader as if they were
stand-alone units instead of lethal halves of one deadly whole. To holster a pair of Lady Deaths in
anything less than a W-30 would be sheer blasphemy, pure and simple.
Even the legendary Smith & Wesson C10SP Police Special doesn’t come from the factory as a
full-auto with an under barrel XM20 20mm mini grenade launcher. But an A10MP does. Both
C10SPs and A10MPs employ Scan sights, 10mm-short caseless ammo, infinite ammunition clips,
and parallel port compensation systems. And that’s where the similarities end. The semi-auto
C10SP fires Anti-Personnel. The jam-proof, auto-only Hog spews implosive-tipped anti-armor, the
“munition of choice” for those who like to dish it out with ultra-extreme prejudice, at the racegun
rate of 2000 rounds in just under a minute; in essence, it’s a hand-held minigun. And, the Hog’s
XM20 fires High Explosive Dual purpose (HEDP) plasma grenades: anti-personnel rounds which
have some anti-armor capability!
Connie straps on the Wahl underneath her jacket, directing its harness webbing to adjust for a
snug fit. This choice shoulder holster system is so trick that she doesn’t have to remove her
Heartbreaker to strap it on!
And, Smith doesn’t have to be Sherlock Holmes to figure out that the whole day has been a
setup, and no one is bothering to pretend that it’s been anything else.
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“You’re licensed and bonded, now. This takes care of your Guild obligations. You’re a good
Catholic girl, who attended a Convent School, you were on your school’s TAZ team, unlike her
cousin Jennifer, and you’re a Texan. So I know you know how to shoot a pistol.”
“We come out of the womb knowing how to shoot down there.”
“So I’ve heard from every Texan I’ve ever met. Now. Girl-to-girl. What black powder revolver
did you get for your sweet sixteen?”
“A pair of matching Colts.”
“Dragoon, Army, or Navy?”
“Navy.”
“Did they come with laser sights and muzzle brakes just like the originals?”
“Yes. In fact, I still have my replicas, along with the black powder starter kit and gun belt that
came with them. There’s something electric, I guess you could say, about firing Finite-Ammunition
No-Scan guns. The only thing that comes close is a modern limited-gun.”
“I know what you mean. Nothing like it in the world. Like you, I was on the Tactical Shooting
team of my Parochial School. Those were the days; grueling, seemingly endless drills in the
school’s Tac-House, sandwiched between inter-school Combat Town meets which were always a
hoot compared to those practice drills. Train hard, fight easy.”
“That’s how it was for me too.”
“Either you train best or.”
“You’ll get your ass handed to you.”
“Hoo. Yah.”
“You know how fanatical nuns are about training. They required us to be proficient with any gun
that conformed to the same restrictions that were applicable at a TAZ meet. Couldn’t be caseless.
Couldn’t be fed by an extended capacity magazine (CAM). Couldn’t be fed by an inexhaustible
magazine (IAM). And couldn’t utilize an active holo (holographic) sight, like Scan, for example.”
“FAM only. NOS please.”
“Black powder and cased and most especially.”
“The guardian of our chastity and virtue, the shotgun.”
“Need only apply.”
“Once TAZ, always TAZ.”
“Only a fool says.”
“Ladies can’t shoot and girls can’t kill.”
“Now that old pep squad cheer does bring back the memories.”
“Yes it does.”
Agnus B and Connie high-five. Then, they self hi-five.
“Nice female bonding, girls. But I still think I was right about not being on my school TAZ.”
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“Your loss, Jenn. But then, you did kind of make up for it by joining the Corps.”
Smiling, Jen gives Connie the bird. Captain Miller notices her watch.
“Shit chickens! I’d better not keep you girls any longer. You know I can talk gun all night long.”
“Thanks again for all the help, mom.”
“Yes, Captain Miller. Thanks again for all of your assistance. It was greatly appreciated.”
“There’s no need to be rude, Connie. Like I’ve told you before, call me auntie. After all, you are
my niece. In fact, you’re my favorite niece.”
“Auntie, I’m your only niece.”
Captain Miller smiles at the girl’s jab.
Nice to see the girl is finally starting to come ‘round in spite of herself. She’s really beginning to
shape up. She had us all worried for a while. Things were really touch-and-go at first. I thought we
were going to have to destroy her. That would have been a waste indeed. Of course, she still might
have be done away with if her emotional growth doesn’t continue to progress at an acceptable rate.
Can’t afford to ever let an Embraced live who might turn.
“By the way, be careful out there, girls. It’s solstice and anything is possible. Oh. Almost forget.
You’d better try the Scan out now.”
Connie crossdraws the Hogs. Their Scan kicks in. The guns become an extension of her. She sees
what they see. They do what she wants. They will fire 10mm caseless or 20mm grenades, or fire
both munitions at the same time with the pull of a single trigger. The scalloped Hogue Handell
rubber grips of these matched and blueprinted offensive handguns fit her hands like they were
made for ‘em; additionally, each translucent amber polymer grip is fitted with a special finger relief
butt plate. Tacticals cease when she packs her fancy heaters away; gats with black, hulkish profiles
(Glocks).
“Everything seems okay, auntie.”
“Good luck and good hunting.” With those last words of advice, Captain Miller ushers them out
of her office.
“Let’s get drunk celebrating your new shamus status, squirt.”
Tonight, one of those windows of opportunity is opened up by the solstice. Connie’s Darkness
exploits this opportunity to the fullest, seizing the moment without the least bit of hesitation. The
human needs and wishes of Constance Ann Smith are forced to take a backseat to the inhuman ones
of Mondo Constance Anna-Kane. Jenny is caught completely off guard as Connie shoves her into
an elevator. Smith hits the “Close Door” and the “Emergency Stop” buttons simultaneously.
“I’ve got a much better idea, Jen. Let’s hump pelvises like a couple of rabbits, couz. All. Night.
Long.”
It’s a harbinger of things to come.
Elsewhere in town, another kind of humping is going on, the kind that involves a game of chance
and a deck of cards.
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“You’ve got quite a daughter there, Milly. You’ve really outdone yourself this time without any
chance of ever being outdone.”
Margo’s voice is without any of that disarming Kentucky drawl that it assumes in public.
“Thank you, Margo. I’m quite proud of her myself. Un-death does become her.”
They’re in Margo’s apartment playing poker. There’s no better way to spend a solstice, as far
these two are concerned, than playing the Game of Hands on the night of The Black Watch while
sipping mint juleps.
“You should have seen her earlier this evening. I could barely conceal my amazement. Raw and
unschooled, she came up with the same analysis as I did in half the time and in spite of having one
of those damn lapses of hers.”
“Stop being such a pussy. You know your goddaughter is just suffering from phantom selfsyndrome. All who are brought across suffer from that condition, at first.”
“You’re right. After all, she’s only a few weeks into her new life. She’s got plenty of time to
mistress such perversion.”
“She’ll outgrow it or she’ll be destroyed and she knows it. She’s well aware of how Embraced
are supposed to act. She knows that expressions of her residual humanity aren’t acceptable
behavior. There are limits to tolerance, Margo. She doesn’t have plenty of time to start acting
properly.”
“As in?”
“A year for the locket. Two years tops for the lapses.”
“An aggressive schedule to say the least. Obviously, you still intend to teach her your Family
Book.”
“Yes. She will make quite an adept.”
“Do you think it wise to teach her anything that feral? You know she hates you with a passion.”
“Correction. She hates us all with a passion. But she’s a smart girl. She knows what’s in her best
interest. She knows what she has to do to keep from getting destroyed. For now, loving us isn’t a
requirement for remaining an Embraced in good standing, acting like she loves us, is. She will do
just fine. In time, she’ll learn to love us as much as she now hates us. The ties-that-bind maker to
made will conspire to teach her. And the booby traps will serve to reinforce those lessons.”
“Are you so sure? Embraced can be so blasted inscrutable and so inconveniently unpredictable.”
“Now, Margo, you know me much better than that. If I thought there was even the slightest
chance she was an unacceptable risk, I would never even consider making her privy to that precious
Book of Anna’s and mine.”
“Yes. That’s true. You’re a good mother.”
Devon “Dudley” Boyz, Margo’s Familiar, is content to be just the dealer. Even though Bubba is
Chemin Heusse, and a senior august in his sect at that, he, quite surprisingly, has never acquired a
taste for playing this game which is the closest thing his Jesuit sect has to a Mass. He feels that
poker, even draw poker, is a totally inadequate way of communing with God, and that a real Mass
would be so much better.
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Needless to say, he’s smart enough to not express his feelings to other CHs. Doubtless, they
would destroy him if he ever did.
“I’ll raise you a c-note.”
“You’re bluffing.”
“Match, raise, call, or fold.”
“I call.”
“Full House. Beat that, witch.”
“Royal flush, scientist.”
“Jeez louise. You clean me out every solstice.”
“I know. Want another go at it?”
“Why not? I’ve got no better place to be.”

“Lcpl, I’m glad d’at no one was bleeding to death on the
beach while they was waiting on you, you sorry excuse for
a soldier.”
a crusty S/Sgt
It’s a dark night, no pun intended. It’s cold, wet, and miserable, just the way Darkies like ‘em.
The rain is coming down in sheets, and the hail is the size of golf balls. She waits patiently, hair
plastered to her head and upper torso. Except for her armored parts, Mondo’s soaked to the bone.
Kane is excited, almost giddy. After some grueling legwork, she finally tracked down Margo’s
thief. She’s been stalking him ever since.
A century ago, the most-wealthy of human society lived in grand mansions which lined both
sides of the street. That was before the gods, their Darkness, and the subsequent decay. Of the half
dozen or so mansions that remain standing, all have been converted into seedy flophouses by their
less-than-respectable present day owners.
She’s standing just inside the front doorway of the sleaziest of said buildings, looking every bit
the part of just another Blonde working girl hustling johns and janes for a living. In this part of
town, which has long been annexed by the city’s more unsavory denizens of the supernatural, a
prostitute sporting Light (light body armor), packin’ heat, and wearing tactical sap gloves is the
norm rather than the exception.
They materialize in the middle of the street. They’re figures seemingly composed of electricity,
shorting out in the extreme wet weather.
This is her quarry. It’s show time. Kane licks the thin, succulent lips of her hard, vulgar mouth.
Now she’ll see if the handful of spells Margo has taught her so far and those TAZ simulations at
the SLPD firing range have prepared her for a confrontation with multiple gods!
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The paperwork finally came through this morning for his listing, along with a trailer which
allows her to sanction anyone who chooses to interfere with her body bag. That’s the good news.
The bad news is that it’s a Kill-Me Listing.
Bottomline is no excessive force. She can kill, but she can’t kill.
Being hamstrung by a KML, guarantees there’s gonna be those troublesome resurrections you
have to watch out for. That’s why operators prefer Destroy-Me Listings. ‘Cause with a DML
you’re free to do d’em perps in right and ensure there’ll be no reanimation stragglers.
Kane holds her ground as the perps walk up to the hotel and try to muscle past her.
“Stupid shits, can’t you see me standing here working this door?”
The duo de-cloak. One is Tiny Martian, a pure-bred Ogre. The other is Jelly Roll, Margo’s
Daemon thief. Jelly has a weakness for blonde snapper. And, as such, he gives de blonde the once
over.
A frog and a genie, both of ‘em gods. Now this is my idea of a hand to draw to! This is what
every Grimm’s first gig should be about. For a rookie, it don’t get much better than this, Cher.
“Move aside, whore!”
“Keep it frosty, Tiny.”
Instead of merely having it unhook itself, Kane directs her Victorian predecessor to the quarterlength version of the modern long line bra to yank and tug itself down around her waist. Its pencilthins slice so viciously into her shoulders that they draw blood. When given the choice, this semiaware pseudo-animate draconian armor always chooses to express itself sadomasochistically, just
like its beloved mistress. Armor and wearer share the same perverse tendencies.
A Wash U couldn’t eradicate those deep-seated S&M tendencies she was born with. But, like
others of her ilk who have learned to function as productive members of society, she learned to do
so thanks to said MCN.
That’s so much better. Never a distraction. Always an ally. My good old chum, pain, is here to
pleasure me on. Pain-bent and loving it.
She enjoys the bra straps cruelly and relentlessly cutting her. Jelly likewise enjoys seeing her
being cut, especially in such a manner. But most especially, he enjoys seeing her so obviously
enjoying herself being cut. It’s another part of her carefully constructed trap. You see, Jelly most
especially likes blonde paingirls. The sicker, the better.
“What an awfully big pair you have there, paingirl. Got a license for ‘em?”
“The guns or the gunns?”
“Either.”
Mondo’s shorts pull themselves down low enough to expose the top of her pubic beard. A
blonde-worshipper always wants to see the pubic hair.
“Yea, you got the proper license all right. Now get on your fuckin’ knees and suck me off, bitch,
before I rip you apart, limb from limb! Consider it your freebie for the night.”
Too bad, so sad. Brawn, but no brains. Trash talkin’ and shit walkin’. Still, you can’t let that
vanilla go to your pretty little head, else these way too dangerous cats will hand it to you on a
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silver platter. No way can you afford to lose your edge now, girlfriend. You’re much too close to
offing these bums to blow it by getting cocky, sloppy, and Natalie Woods dead.
“Yea, make her do charity work, boss.”
“Go up to the room. I’ll join you as soon as she finishes with me.”
Tiny acts like he’s turning to go into the lobby. This is way too easy, something’s got to bust, she
thinks.
She unzips Jelly’s fly and drops to her knees. She pauses to inhale deeply and savor his pungent
unmistakable musk, a gaminess that expectedly reeks of fire-n-brimstone. Then, just like a snake,
she goes down on him. Kane deep throats his cock in one gobble! Suddenly, things bust wide open.
Tiny pulls her arms back, while firmly planting a jackboot against her spine. In spite of the
tenacious grips of her holsters on her A10s, Jelly pulls her gats free.
“Show your new master the respect he deserves, slut,” Jelly demands.
Mondo obliges by biting off his cock.
“Ahhh!” Jelly screams out, as purple blood sprays out of the gaping hole in his crotch.
By combining circular breathing, with that aforementioned mouth of hers, she’s able to utter an
incantation. It’s one of the minor Awful Sayings, the one for introspection. Her course of study
with Margo hasn’t progressed to the point yet, where the witch has taught her any of the major
ones. The spell she invokes momentarily opens up the asphalt just behind Jelly’s cloven feet. He
falls backward into the fire belching abyss, still holding onto her Hogs. Tangible ectoplasmic
incarnations of his past victims, prey and foe alike, materialize and leap in after him.
She pulls her arms forward. It’s the surest way of getting out of someone’s surfboard hold. Tiny
suffers two dislocated shoulders. Yep. Both of his arms are pulled out of their sockets. While he’s
going into shock, Kane whirls ‘round and choke-slams the Ogre through the lobby doors. Maniacal
glee, the least malevolent iteration of her facial, reshapes the hard pretty face of this cold
calculating killing machine. Then the rush cometh, heralding a bent arousal most menacingly evil!
“Boss. She’s been combat-trained!” Tiny yells out above the explosion of lead glass and oak
wood that was the doors.
“Save your breath to scream,” Kane taunts, Jelly’s genitalia still in her mouth.
No one in the lobby moves a muscle, except for those who make ample room for the melee. A
whore beating up a loan shark. Who’d ‘ve thunk it? Nothing fancy. She keeps it short, sweet, and
to-the-point. Kane pulps his skull with her armored fists.
The saps deliver just like their maker, Damascus Gloves, advertises: With the ease of a
sledgehammer smashing an overripe watermelon, you too can comprise the brain case of any
opponent.
Mondo’s loaded gloves munch themselves clean of the splatter. Sensing that her DGs are still
hungry, Kane buries her gloves in the mush that was Tiny’s brain and said gloves scarf up the rest
of his grey matter. Her bra and shorts pull themselves back up to where they belong, while her
gloves are having their “Brains Rockefeller.”
Needless to say, he’ll be a long time resurrecting.
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Out of pure habit, she almost commits a fubar. She starts to take him round-the-world, that quick
snap of the head which severs the spine at cervical vertebra 4, C4, the exact center of the AOM.
But, she stops herself in time. The RTW would, obviously, constitute “excessive force,” since it
would prevent him from resurrecting. He’d be dead for good: gone forever.
In spite of the restrictions imposed on her, she’s in seventh heaven. This sanction is turning out
better than she’d ever dared imagine it would. Rapture ensues, ushering in its twin bedfellows:
squirting and multiple orgasms. Her benevolently parasitic armor, her bps, greedily consumes her
copious secretions. It feeds on secretions, excretions, waste matter, and blood, even spit.
“She killed Tiny! She killed Tiny!” Someone off to her left, yells emphatically.
“Kill the bitch!” Another voice demands.
Things are getting ugly, fast. To dissuade the cocky, who she doesn’t have the time to waste on,
Kane momentarily flashes her badge.
The desk clerk and owner, a Gnome, exclaims, “Watch out! She’s a Nancy Drew!”
“Still want a piece of me?”
To further make her point, she spits Jelly’s private out onto the floor. Many of the females start
laughing. Most of the males reflexively grab their crotches.
“I’m a Grimm, on official police business. A formal sanction is in progress. Interfere, and you die
worse than he did.”
Kane gets the desired effect. They hesitate, instead of mob her. She beats feet back into the
storm, springing a trap Jelly had set for her under the misconception that she’s just some untrained
streetwalker gone psycho. If he only knew what she really was, he wouldn’t ‘ve bothered.
Here, time has no meaning. The damned torment in the distance. Fallen Angels soar and swoop
high above. For what seems like forever, she slaughters her victims from that purely homicidal
period in her life when she was a ghoul. Over and over again, she dispatches them. Each time
‘round, Mondo disposes of ‘em in progressively more inventive and gruesome ways. Jelly reversed
her spell, which is a nice bit of counter-magic.
What’s sloppy about what he did is that he redirected this potent majick at a lie instead of a truth.
He should have studied his opponent more carefully, which he sho’nuf had plenty chance to. When
someone looks untrained, but smells trained, go with your nose. While she astro-projects in this
nowhere, this shadowy place-between-places, her body is supposed to be left defenseless, and it
would be if she weren’t trained. She’s suddenly assaulted by the overpowering stench of rotten
eggs. The seemingly endless loop is broken. Mind, body, and soul are reunited.
Jelly watches from a distance at the opposite end of the alley. He’s still holding her guns, rods
which refuse to function for him.
Three horrific black shapes circle her, the usual two-plus-one of a queen and two neuts, none of
which are hoppers. Their runty eight-foot stature—runty, relative to their off-planet kin—vestigial
wings and lack of hopping legs, mean they’re from an Earthside hatchery. The absence of hoppies
makes these domestics look less arachnid like than their off-world kin, but it doesn’t make them
any less deadly in hand-to-hand fighting. Even two-bit hoods like Jelly can afford contraband bioweapons like them these days.
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If Mondo were an unarmed unenhanced human, she’d be shit-outta-luck, SOL, against opponents
of this caliber, let alone number. But she’s unarmed and Dark. These perfect killing machines meet
their ultimate solution.
Millennia before the now eternal BOM (big overgrown monster) versus BEM (bug-eyed
monster), it was unarmed Vampire who hunted the Bugs. What ensues is a massacre. Their brute
force and black stainless-steel hides prove no match for her Vampiric stealth and murderous intent.
It’s poetic justice that they, humanity’s so-called Insectus Cannibal, the Alpha-Xeno, the first of the
Insect races, should meet their ends at the hands of the daughter of the Vampire nun who sired their
race over six thousand years ago.
One moment she’s facing the mother of all human horrors. Zero time later, she’s standing behind
that same abomination. She Jumped without using a teleportation device. In other words, she
spooked. When conjuring circles, teleportation pads, DOORs, or something akin to them are not
used, teleportation is severely limited to being line-of-sight in the neighborhood of a few feet using
dead-reckoning, therefore, in spite of the ease that appearances would imply, this arcane is
problematic at best even for an expert; it’s use is definitely at your own risk.
Of course, teleportation, either via a mechanism or via arcane, involves folding space between
where you are and where you wish to be. That is, travelling without moving. The classic example
that comes to mind is the Jump Drive of a starship.
Kane blue-ghosts her hands into the queen’s brain case. The resulting atm annihilates the grey
matter within. She employs these arcanes, spooking and ghosting, with the ruthless efficiency
befitting the made of an Ancient.
The queen dies instantly. Domestic Bugs are so easy. Kill their queen, and they’re lambs to the
slaughter twitching about on the cobble stones without that great mind to direct them. Like Tiny,
she makes short work of them, ripping them apart, limb from limb.
It would seem to the uninformed that she already has the carte blanch to fight anyway she damn
well pleases against any foe. That couldn’t be further from the truth though. The elemental state of
Kane’s Aimless means she must rely heavily on cunning and trickery.
Of course, Kane is, for now, free of the phantomizer’s eternal dilemmas in combat: “To ghost or
not to ghost” and “If I ghost, should I be an apparition or a ghost.” She has yet to mistress her
arcane to ghost. All she can ghost are her hands. It will be some time before she can do the whole
enchilada: herself, her gear, and other people.
She has obviously learned to mistress the other straight razor: spooking. It’s the easier of the two,
and for that reason it’s usually the first one that’s learned.
After Margo has taught her how to execute both Racials correctly and proficiently, Most will step
in and take over the girl’s schooling. Most will teach her the subtleties of each form. These
subtleties will be taught from a disciplined perspective within the larger context of a Way. The
Way that Most will use is the Painful Way of Consumption. This is the Way of Most’s religious
order.
In time, Most has plans to teach the girl a Way that’s even nearer and dearer to her own heart.
Although the girl was picked on a whim, Most is too good a mother to be slipshod in her
preparation of the girl for an Infernal existence. This girl, who she so quickly decided to Embrace
on a whim, has even quicker become someone whom she has grown to love in that most special
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way. Yep. Mondo’s her Raptor.
Mondo’s fangs retract. Her other teeth blunt and straighten, losing their demonic sharpness. She’s
dripping juicy fruit. Said Bug juice is a corrosive mixture of an insectoid’s acid blood and
venomous saliva. This caustic goop, and their equally poisonous, sweetmeat are considered
delicacies near-akin to ambrosia by demons. She walks slowly over to Jelly, who’s still standing at
the mouth of the blind alley. The hailstones have stopped falling. An inch of sleet covers the
ground. Her would-be nemesis is brain-burned and isn’t going anywhere soon via his own intent.
“In my profession, it isn’t diamonds or industrial-strength vibrators that are a girl’s best friend,
Jelly Roll. It’s her gats. Treat them nice. Spoil them. Make love to them. Be their moll. And they’ll
never betray you.”
Jelly is cadaver cold. Eyes are open wide, staring blankly. Mouth’s open slackly. Breath’s
measured. And he’s extremely non-verbal. He’s displaying the physical manifestations of having
his brain looped by her Hogs. His signature move of finishing off an opponent with their own
weapons has proven to be his ultimate undoing, just like she planned.
“Bitch,” he finally manages out of his slack mouth, with great difficulty.
“Now, now, Mr. Roll. Mustn’t be such a poor loser. And don’t worry, genie, ‘bout getting lonely
for the company of your frog. Soon, you’ll be reunited in the afterlife. But, first, where’s the stuff
you stole from Margo Miller’s vault? You know the one built by the Mason Jar Company of
Seattle. She’s since zapped the hat to prevent your ilk from getting into her jam again.”
“Gooo. Fuck. Your. Self.”
“No shit, Sherlock. What was your first clue that I should do myself?”
She pauses, as if she’s waiting for an answer. But she knows that none is forthcoming. Then, she
resumes her sarcastic oration: “Being coy ‘bout your sources. Huh? No matter. Right now, I don’t
need suggestions for my sex life. This here big girl loves to play sexual solitaire, especially after a
gig. No needs for prompts in that arena.”
Mondo pries the Hog out of his clawed left hand and holsters it. The right side of his skull caves
in.
“Where’s the stuff, slave.”
“In booby trapped room, mistress.”
“Lead on then, my near-zombie sidekick. Kill anyone who gets in your way. The gun will work
for you, now. It knows you’re mine: mind, body, and soul.”
This time when she reenters the lobby, they’re ready and waiting for her.
Mondo’s first commandment is used to clear a path through the opposition: when you draw a
weapon, kill something, preferably a lot of something. Jelly proves to be a big help. His friends
shouldn’t blame him for killing them. After all, he’s merely an extension of the gun, which is in
turn an extension of its mistress, and its mistress wants them dead.
They take the stairs to the fifth floor where she has him enact Mondo’s second commandment,
which is also infantrymen’s eternal credo: when in doubt, make sure of the way being clear and
friendly with grenades.
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Mondo yells, “Fire in the hole!” Then she adds: “Jeez, Jelly, think I should’ve yelled that, before
you grenaded the hallway, instead of after?”
Jelly’s response is unintelligible.
“Don’t sweat it, slave. It’s only ‘bout spilt milk. Well, we’d better not dawdle anymore, else
we’ll have to deal with the fried crispy critters up here and any well-ventilated downstairs, when
they resurrect.”
Mondo gingerly steps over the carnage as Jelly shuffles his way through the smoldering bodies,
some of which have been melted together. He unlocks his apartment door and deactivates the
booby traps.
“Stole stuff over there.”
Mondo makes a careful inventory. Once she’s satisfied that nothing is missing and the seals are
intact, she stuffs the booty into a knapsack that’s sitting on his dresser.
“One more thing, slave. Who employed you to breach Margo’s safe?”
He tries to form the words, but cannot.
“Ummm. A blocking spell. Your client must be the very careful one. No matter, I wasn’t paid to
find that out. Parting is such sweet sorry. Say good night, Jelly.”
Jelly sticks the muzzle of the borrowed gun into his own mouth and blows the back of his head
off. Yep. Another guaranteed slow-as-molasses-in-January resurrection.
Kane leaves with both Hogs holstered, shouldering the knapsack, and still dripping juicy. By the
time this sick fuckin’ show reaches the streetcar stop, the rain has washed the juicy off and the
police have arrived at Jelly’s hotel.
“Jeez, where’s a cop when you need one. Ha. Ha. Ha. Time to report in and get screwed.”

“In former ages, the art of war, often neglected and
forgotten, was as often recovered from books and
reestablished by the authority and attention of our
generals.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
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The Book of Kane
“Wanna lick my candy, Kane?”
“Bless me, Father, for I have sinned. My last confession was two weeks ago. You gave me my
penance after my last screw.”
“And what are the sins you must atone for from this shooting review?”
“I killed a priest and a nun, who molested faerie children.”
“Did you kill them as a private citizen, revenging for their molesting of inhuman children?”
“No, Father. I killed them in the line of duty, as a Grimm. They ran a mission in the Most
Blessed Sacrament parish. The parish priest, through the bishop, requested their terminations.”
“Requested of you, directly?”
“Of course not, Father. The request came to me through my captain, as per proper police
procedures.”
“Your penance is twenty Hail Marys and a two hour fast.”
“Thank you, Father Witt.”
“And, Blessed Sacrament thanks you for a job well done.”
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Chapter Three
The Nuptials
“Crunch. Crunch. Crunch.”
It’s the first full moon of the Biblical lunar New Year.
Needless to say, the Werewolves and wicked Witches are out in force, keeping the local police
quite busy. It’s no night for a nice girl to be out, but a girl’s gotta do what a girl’s gotta do. Mondo
takes her usual booth at Gus’ in the very back of the diner. Jenny is there waiting for her.
Gustav “Gus” Burke is a muscular barrel-chested bullnecked Elf, with a tall stature and a highand-tight. This squared-away reeks of Old Corps. He epitomizes Parris Island, SC, where D-I-S-CI-P-L-I-N-E is still a ten-letter word. Gustav Burke and Jonathan Arbor co-invented the infamous
87mm Gustav-Arbor recoilless rifle. And as any military buff will further tell ya, “The GAV was
the first phase-dampened rail gun. It made superguns like the Warlock possible.”
Gus serves Mondo her Irish; that’s black coffee with Kentucky Bourbon stirred-in
counterclockwise. Kane nurses her drink and reflects on how much has happened this week. She
graduated from nursing school, getting a diploma, a Master’s Degree, and a license she’ll never
use. She’s got a wedding dress she’ll never wear, at least not at a wedding with Gregg. He broke off
their engagement when she came Out. He told her she could keep the ring. He didn’t want it back
after it had been on a monster’s finger. Now the thing sets idle in the bottom of a dresser drawer.
She’s got a casting locket which hasn’t made her look before-life since she broke its fundamental as
part of her coming Out. Still, the locket’s more than just another ornamental trinket. She wears it to
void Temptation, the faerie’s addiction to human flesh and blood.
“So, Gus, what’s this urgent favor Jenny told me you needed?”
“It’s about my Easy in the backroom. I need muscle-with-eyes I can trust. And it’s got to be done
all legal-n-proper like, so I’ve got to have a badge do the job. That’s why I’m asking you.”
The look of horror and disgust on Kane’s face speaks volumes. An Easy is a joint where people
can eat authentic inhuman cuisine. Soul food. Which means all of the meat is human. If the joint is
legit, and the vast majority of them are, the meat is from clone farms, the best of which are located
in Arkansas.
Originals sell tissue samples to first-copy farms as source stock to grow Xeroxes from, just like
humans used to sell their blood to blood banks before the artificial stuff was invented. First-copies
have the closest to Original taste. Lesser farms, and the lesser Eases they cater to, traffic in meat
from the copies of copies. If the joint is an illegal, the meat isn’t from farm-grown “blanks,” or any
jig for that matter; it’s from Originals which are procured by various unsavory means, all of which
ultimately involve murder.
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Author’s note: These farm-grown jigs are called blanks,
because they’re soulless and mindless. The law classifies
‘em as livestock, and, therefore, non-persons; so, raising
‘em for slaughter, let alone eating ‘em, are, at least legally,
non-issues. Before V3 (Vatican III), the Church steadfastly
refused to take any stance on blank indulgence. The postV3 Church made partaking of blank jigs a venial sin; a
stance which didn’t flame a mass exodus of demon
parishioners.
Seeing her expression, Gus storms away and sees to a Hobgoblin who just sat down at the
counter. Jenny’s totally embarrassed by Kane’s reaction.
“What the fuck is wrong with you, treating The Gunny like that? He’s your friend! I’ve known
him forever! He was my DI! He was mom’s SGM when she was a PT boat captain during the Borg
Wars in the Delta Quadrant! The Gunny did his 30, a Lifer, honorable discharge, full pension, and
all! He’s career Colonial Marine, squirt! What’s gotten into you? You’re completely out of line!
Having one of your humans, again? Forgotten whose race you belong to, again? The way you
reacted you’d think he was serving you meat on Good Friday! Now that would be something to
look angst about! Gunny’s Easy is totally legit! I eat there, myself! My mom and half the 13th eats
there! He only serves Arkansas! That’s the best Xerox money can buy! It’s the closest you can get
to the real thing!”
A protracted silence ensues Jenny’s violent outburst. You can cut the tension with a knife. It’s
just that thick at the table. Jenny is literally foaming at the mouth. It says a lot that Miller hasn’t
struck out at Kane. She must love the shamus a lot.
Molly places a fresh tankard of Irish on the table. Kane doesn’t acknowledge the waitress’
service with even so much as a “thank you,” the minimum dictated by etiquette. It’s
uncharacteristic impoliteness from the demonic one. This open snub is not missed on Mondo’s
favorite server, who’s also The Gunny’s silent business partner: half-owner of the diner and the
Easy. She moves away, briskly. Molly figures by the look of things, that she’s most likely stepped
into the aftermath of something quite nasty.
“He’s serving people back there!”
“Humans. Only humans.”
“Bitch! I used to be human!”
“Used to be, is the operative, kid. Used to be. Now. Rectify your mistake at once! Make it right!
We’re family for Christ’s sake, and this is a public place! Besides, hypocrite. It isn’t like you
haven’t eaten people before, and I don’t mean just humans, either.”
Jenny’s decided to play hard ball.
“And as you well know, that was back when I was a ghoul. Their kind is omnivorous; eating
anything and anybody, anywhere. I’ve never indulged since!” Kane responds through clinched
teeth, as she tries to suppress a tirade-in-the-making.
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“Well. It’s ‘bout time you started eating ambrosia again, and stopped being such a pervert. You
can’t eat exclusively kosher for the rest of your life. Some days, days like this, when you go so
openly against the grain, I think we’re gonna have to destroy you.”
“Go piss up a rope and suck on the droppings.”
Jenn was afraid, for just the fleeting of moments that the big girl was going to turn. But Kane’s
appropriately flippant retort reassures her cousin.
“Go fuck yourself, couz,” Jenny counters.
Kane, being the smart gutsy broad that she is, astutely plays the cards she’s been dealt. She
downs her cup in one gulp and empties the tankard in three. Then she grits her teeth and puts on her
best game face.
My kin must love me a lot to have put up with my odds for so long. But even tolerance, fueled by
love, only stretches so far. Odds are, no pun intended, their rubber band’s nearing bust. And even
though a lot has been invested in this has-been jock, the “interested parties” won’t hesitate to
destroy me if I choose to ignore this polite request to dismantle my kinks. Obviously, I’m to start
with my numero uno bad habit.
So, once more, I choose life over death. I yank my locket off: the expected symbolic gesture.
Then, I sever the psychic link between my locket and my Id: that’s what actually does the locket in.
The locket goes puff: up in smoke. My Specters are loosed. I rediscover that familiar fondness for
human flesh and drink (blood). Once more, I’m obligated to sate. For mortals, an analogous
situation is that of an alcoholic who, after falling off the wagon when a single drink is fostered
upon her, can’t stop imbibing. It’s the oldest trick in the book. I figured they’d get around to
springing it on me. At least I saw it coming, this time.
“Heartbreaker. Lifetaker. No quarter. No mercy. We don’t give any. We don’t expect any.”
“Now, that’s my girl.”
“Time to make up with Gus.”
“And, Mo.”
Mondo walks over to the counter and plops down on a stool.
“I need a refill, Gus.”
He eyes her suspiciously and refills her cup.
“Didn’t mean to trouble you with my Easy problem. I mistook you for a Dark I know named
Mondo Kane. I’ll keep it light from now on. Just small talk and chitchat.”
“No need for such drastic measures. Excuse my human back there. It’ll never happen again.
Mondo never lets a friend down, especially a Marine. I’m your girl, if you’ll still have me. Oh, and
Molly.”
“Yes, boss?”
“Thank you for the tankard.”
“Shakin’ it, boss. Shakin’ it.”
“Things okay now, Gunny?” Jenny questions, as she walks up and takes a stool beside Kane.
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“Right as rain. She’s O.K., just like you said she would be. And she’s assured me she’ll never
human on me ever again.”
“I start tonight for free. Tomorrow, I’ll be on salary.”
“Got her well trained there, Jen. She fuckin’ insults me, acting like some shitfaced human
princess back there, then she redeems herself totally up here. Mondo, your tab is forgiven and your
Irish is on the house tonight.”
“How about me, Gunny?” Jenny asks, mockingly.
“No way, I’d go broke.”
They all laugh.
“Seriously, Gus. If you need muscle with eyes at an Easy, I assume you’ve got Lector problems.”
“First off, it’s Gunny, not Gus, now that you’re on the payroll. Second, yes I got Hannibal’sLecter problems. Fuckers are filching my meat lockers. It started off small and stayed that way, so I
turned a blind eye. I figured they’d know not to steal large, me being a former-Marine and all. Plus,
this is the favorite watering hole for the 13th and any USCMC on leave. But, lately, they have been
getting greedy. Didn’t us ‘necks kick their ugly, only-a-mother-could-love-em asses enough in the
BOM Wars to teach them not to fuck with any of us?”
Gus’ reference to the BOM (Big Overgrown Monster) Wars is being used in its collective sense
here, the way Marines and space colonists always use it. Therefore, it includes all skirmishes and
conflicts which preceded the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, as well as the Congressionally-declared Rim
Wars themselves.
“They ought to stick to hunting Insects,” Jenny interjects.
“So. Let me get this straight. You let them roam free and steal from you?”
“Sure. Why not? As long as they remember their place and take small, there’s no problem. After
all, they’re just big rats with rayguns.”
“Any of your staff involved?”
“Now, don’t go trying to spare my feelings and end up insulting my intelligence in the process.
Damn straight staff is involved! I know them all, personally. I handpicked them myself, every last
one of them. Most are former-Marines, but even Marines can go bad. I heard how you cleaned up
that problem Margo had. You got her grimoires back. And that was your very first case! Shit
chickens, if you can take down Hell Spawn, you can handle my problem.”
“I got lucky.”
“Bullshit! You’re good. No one gets lucky with First Ones. Don’t ever try to fool a fooler. I once
saw a Mundane jarhead, in a state-of-the-art Armageddon powered Suit, take one on. That toe-totoe went the distance, before that god got-got. And mind you, I’m not talkin’ ‘bout some wet
behind the ears cadet fresh out of the Mobile Infantry Academy wearing that fancy tin-can, neither.
I’m talkin’ ‘bout a battle-hardened grunt I’d fought beside in the BEM Wars. When you snuffed
godkind, all by your lonesome, you weren’t wearing one of d’em ultimate-tech powered Suits even
though by all rights you should have been to do what youse did. ‘Cause hell, all you could ghost
were your hands, you were only a few weeks into your new life, and he and his running buddy and
his whole damn posse were gods!”
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The BEM (Bug Eyed Monster) Wars were fought against Insects on Alpha Centauri, the Bugs’
Hive world. Their extermination was an essential prerequisite for establishing what is now a
thriving colony known as Colonial-Prime. The Bug Eyed part of the name seems inappropriate
since the bugs in question don’t have eyes. Skirmishes with these galactic cockroaches still occur
on an ongoing basis as colonial expansion into deep space continues.
“Thanks for the vote of confidence and the business, Gus, I mean Gunny. I’d better get used to
making my living as a PI, ‘cause I’m never gonna as a nurse. That whole chunk of my life, along
with Gregg, got flushed when I came Out.”
“You’re better off with your own race, squirt. You’re good at what you do, best my mom has
ever seen, and that says a lot.”
“So when do I get that guest spot on the Tonight Show?”
“Ha. Ha. I’m working on it, kid.”
“What do your sweeps show, Gunny?”
“Now that’s more like it. Keep asking them questions that imply I got brains. I got cloaked in the
kitchen, in the ballroom, and in the back alley. And in the case of the alley contingent, one of them
is hiding in the surrounding rooftops. If this old stalker knows his Predators, and it goes without
saying that I do, the one in the rooftops is probably the huntleader, a big female by the way I cipher
the trig coming out of the scanners.”
“I assume you’ve got atomics in that ritzy joint of yours.”
“Yea, I also got human staff and customers who’d get their brains zapped along with the Big
Uglies’ if I microwaved the place. As for the scanners in the alley; the bulls would yank my license
and shut me down in a New York minute if they caught me with atomic-capable peepers in a public
place like that. And any kind of unbadged gunplay is out of the question, dis here being The
General’s turf and all.”
“If they’re stealing during off-hours, when your human staff and customers aren’t around, you
could zap them then.”
The Gunny smiles at the subtlety of this Mondo Kane. She’s making sure, in the politest way
possible, that he exhausted all of the legal avenues available to him to remedy his pest problem,
before he called on her to do her wet works thing.
“Yo momma taught you good. I heard you knew how to vacuum a client’s drawers for d’em snail
tracks: polite, ladylike, and very inhuman. I only got one pack of Uglies stealing from me large,
and the only time they’re around is during business hours when there’s both human staff and
customers present.”
“Yep. You do need a surgical strike.”
“And yesterday was not soon enough.”
“Any idea who their accomplice might be?”
“Narrowed it down to two. Neither of whom are here. I juggled the schedule so both would have
the night off.”
Mondo sheds the Hearbreaker. There’s no need to jeopardize the jacket Jenn loaned her.
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“After I deputize you two, to make everything all legal-n-proper like, we can hump it and see
your joint, Gunny.”
“You sure you never were a Marine, Mondo? You sure can talk like one of us.”
“I’m sure, Gunny. I pick it all up from Jen.”
“Then you got no better teacher. Excepting for myself, of course.”
“Of course.”

“No one starts a war, or rather no one in his senses ought to
do so, without first being clear in his mind what he intends
to achieve in that war and how he intends to conduct it.”
Carl von Clausewitz
(The vaulted Prussian military historian and theorist)
They use the modem in the diner’s kitchen to pop into the Easy’s kitchen. Exotic smells are
everywhere. Mondo’s nostrils flair to the varied aromas of numerous mouth-watering delights.
Chefs, helpers, servers, and the like rush about in controlled coordinated chaos. No cooking
implement, whether it be pot or pan or cauldron or oven or stove, is left idle. And those are just the
few objects in use that Kane can identify. Most of the implements are like the food: totally
unidentifiable to her. Gus is totally pleased by the Dark’s new expression.
“I dare you to have another human. Go ahead. I dare you. Act like you’re offended by my Easy,
now,” The Gunny playfully teases.
Kane says nothing. She’s mesmerized by the boundless culinary temptations that surround her.
She isn’t so distracted by the Hunger, though, that she misses the Hunters. Poised over the largest
of the smokers, they’re invisible to the unaided eye because of their cloaking. The Uglies are quite
visible to Kane, who shifted her vision from pretender to deomonic as soon as she sensed their
presence.
“I’m suddenly hungry. Let’s eat.”
“I knew it. Another gourmand, gourmet, and Easy customer is born.”
Gus leads the two girls out of the kitchen and into a cozy dining area. Half of the room is a dance
floor. There’s a big band in the pit and a baker’s dozen of showgirls performing on the stage. The
emcee is a dapper gent, a Grendel decked out in a black cassock and a foppish beret. His face is
liberally dusted with talc in imitation of a Kindred’s milk-pale complexion. There are a few
politicians and some local celebs, but most of those present are cops or Corps or just plain folks.
And there are half-dozen humans present. Like the diner, the Easy is art deco. It’s a decor that
seems to be the favorite of every Marine that Kane has ever met.
“Business is slow. Most of my mortal customers aren’t here ‘cause of the weather. Plus, a good
third of my regulars are Werewolves; they’re much too busy chasing their precious First to be in
here.”
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As Gus continues to jaw jack, while leading them over to Jenny’s favorite booth, Kane notices
two more unbloodied Hunters (Hunters have never been on a hunt before). Just like the pair in the
kitchen, these two have light body armor, a spear or javelin, wrist blades, a breather mask, a
raygun, and that compact shoulder-mounted plasma caster that Lectors love to bushwhack armed
prey with.
When the girls’ waitress arrives offering them menus, which are printed in First Language,
Mondo declines hers.
“Sorry, waitress. I wouldn’t know what to order.”
“No problem, squirt. I’ll order for the both of us.”
Twenty minutes later, their meals arrive. Their bone-china plates are heaped with crisp vegies,
thick juicy steaks, steaming baked potatoes, and other things which Kane cannot venture a guess
about. Mondo takes one bite out of her streak and starts to make faces. She spits out the meat and
waves Gus over to their booth.
“Anything wrong?”
“Plenty, shithead. The food sucks!”
“Sorry about the trouble with your meal, Mondo. I’ll have the kitchen cook you up another
streak, properly this time.”
“You can shove your meal!” Kane screams, as she flashes The Gunny that obscene “suck it”
crotch chop gesture.
Mondo storms out. Jenny’s in tow. Gus is following. Kane flips him off without even bothering
with a backwards glance. Once they’re back in the diner, Mondo drops her “pissed off” act.
“Good. We can talk freely, now. Nobody’s listening that shouldn’t be.”
“Fuck! You mean that was all an act? You had me shittin’ bricks back there, Mondo!”
“Sorry, Gunny, it couldn’t be helped. By the way, the human was delish. Tender as could be. And
I ough’ta know, ‘cause I used to be a ghoul. Now, back to business. Are you packin’, Jen?”
“Sure, squirt. I’ve got my trusty C10 in my ‘Paxton Quigley’ CYA back-holster.”
“See enough to concur, Mondo?” The Gunny asks, anxious to get down to brass tacks.
“There’s unbloodied in the kitchen above the big smoker. There are two more virgins near the
bandstand, stage right. All of ‘em have full kits. None of ‘em have Glasses. We have concurrence.
You in, Gunny?”
“Stop insulting me, Mondo, or you’re fired. Of course, I’m in.”
They all exchange a look and a laugh.
“We used a modem to get into that Easy of yours, so I assume the joint is unlisted.”
“You assume correctly.”
“So. Is the kitchen the only way to get in or out?”
“Hell no. The joint is legit, meets all the fire codes. All five exits are high-capacity modems that
are clearly marked by well-lit EXIT signs.”
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“Those exits pop to the alley where the other Jinn are?”
“Yep.”
Kane does a full ghost. Without Glasses, the Uglies won’t be able to see her, now. They’ll be
sittin’ ducks.
“After I finish with the ones inside the Easy, I’ll take on the alley contingent. You two cover my
six in the Easy on the off-chance they get past me. Oh. I almost forgot. Got your 1014 on you,
couz?”
“Like always, you teaser you.”
“Gunny?”
“Covered. I got my gun permit behind the bar, along with my Police Special.”
“Along with permits for?”
“I got ‘em for all of my small-arms cache I’m sure you’ve heard about. The General is too much
of a tight-ass for me to play it any other way.”
“Then it’s time for the Biblical wormwood and gall.”
“Let’s rock.”
They reenter the Easy, putting the Grimm’s plan into action. Since Lectors are classified as
beings without souls, Kane doesn’t need for them to be on a Listing to off them. They’re
considered fair game, like Insects or any other extra-terrestrial.
Ain’t life a bitch? One moment, you’re cock of the walk, master of all you survey, a true legend
in your own mind, salivating over prime rib or some dancers. The next moment, what used to pass
for your brains has been blown out the back of what used to pass for your head, by the business end
of a BAP, a Browning automatic pistol. It’s been a long time, too damn long, since Gus or Jenny
had the opportunity to witness Jinn being reminded of their proper place in the inhuman scheme of
things.
She pops into the alley, dealing smoke from both hands, engaging multiple targets independently!
Five males and four females are history, before they knew what hit ‘em. But the element of surprise
is over. Mondo must work for the rest of her kills. She dives behind some hardened dumpsters. If
she were still a ghost, the carnage would degenerate quickly into the usual Ghost vs. Jinn bore, like
it did in the Easy where necessity dictated expediency. But, out here, restraint is dictated by this
very different tactical situation against these fully-bloodied foes (very experienced Hunters).
If she tips her hand that she’s a phantomizer, the masquerade will be over. That will make it
much harder, if not impossible, for her to draw in the huntleader who’ll surely know who The
Gunny’s traitor is. So she fights corporeal on a gig for the first time in a long time, hoping for a
fight that will leave her private parts all wet, sticky, and animal smelling in spite of her armor’s best
clean-up efforts. What she’s definitely not worried about, and hoping for, is that some of the BOM
on this safari are packin’ MPPs. That could spice things up nicely for a girl who’s absolutely
bloodthirsty on her most sensitive days.
In ever increasing numbers, Lectors are starting to pack blasters on hunts, even though it’s a
serious violation of their ROE, as insurance against Vampire. Yep. Fads recycle, even that one.
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Vampires are stalking Lectors, again. Unfortunately for Uglies, their brains can’t process the
tactical emissions from the active persuasion of a Scan sight. They have to resort to using the
passive likes of a Hobbs sight to laze targets. This is the equivalent of marrying Kentucky windage
to spray-n-pray; unless you’re sniping a tango that’s mortal speed (undriven)!
What a rush! Now this is the real deal. Fighting solid, not ghosted, is what really gets my juices
flowing. It’s the closest I can get to the always imminent peril of fighting as a mortal!
The unfriendlies are moving fast, faerie fast, too freakin’ faerie fast. They’re in fast-forward, a
Chi-Town short of overdrive. They must be hopped-up on crank, overdrive stimms, or employing
some comparable adrenaline-enhancing nanoprobe-based speed-mojo to be this wired. So far,
they’ve refrained from using their casters. Obviously, they’re weary that she might be a skilledpractitioner who could use a charming to turn their remotes against them. None of the casters are
THX-shielded; all are 100% Ugly tech. They’ll just have to carefully pick and choose their time to
use their beloved shoulder-mounts. For now, it’s hand-helds only.
Only the two remaining female Lectors are firing. The sole surviving male refrains from
attacking, so as to not give himself away. He patiently lies in wait, ready to ambush their quarry
when she’s driven out in the direction of his concealment. It’s a classic flush-em-out-n-shot-em
scenario that is familiar to anyone who’s ever gone hunting. Lectors are, after all, hunters.
Repeated hammering by particle beams from the Uglies’ rayguns, finally crumple the dumpsters.
Kane runs from behind her compromised cover, firing. She sees too late a blur off to her side. A
throwing-blade slices off her arm. She shrugs off the loss like it’s nothing. Which it is for a faerie!
Although she ignores the surgeon’s handiwork, she does acknowledge the surgeon. She spews IAA
(implosive anti-armor) rounds in his direction. Kane’s unforeseen zigzagging had forced him to
abandon his concealment to perform the amputation. He’s toast.
Like most Lectors, his combat reflexes and tactics were attuned to hunting humans. This explains
why he didn’t opt for the money shot. Although dicey, at best, because of the acute angle of attack
that was presented him, he still should’ve targeted her central nervous system (CNS), the so-called
Achilles Heel of any faerie. That would’ve gotten him the quick knockdown he was looking for.
And, if he had aimed for the sure thing, severing her spinal cord between the first and seventh
cervical vertebra, the AOM, the avenue-of-mortality, she wouldn’t have ever gotten up from that
long count!
The remaining females reposition themselves for an end-around in an attempt to catch her in
crossfire. But their leader has decided to steal their thunder.
Huge, musky, and crankin’, Big Girl drops out of nowhere, hacking away with a set of wrist
blades, targeting Mondo’s jugular veins. But unlike the throwing-blade, Ol’ Blue Eyes is able to
slip these cutters. At least give Big Girl points for using the correct oblique-thrust technique. If the
shivs had connected, Kane’s throat would’ve been slit from ear-to-ear, cuts which would’ve been
lethal. Then the Uglies could’ve finished her off for good, by decapitating her. Needless to say, that
would’ve been the Sunday punch!
Ol’ Blue Eyes isn’t just having a ball; she’s in the throes of Rapture. Breathing heavy from
multiple orgasms, just like when she snuffed on her first case, it’s end-game and she’s decided to
show off. Kane somersaults, firing in mid-air during a half twist before landing on her feet.
As quick as the triple threat is, she’s just as quick and three-times as deadly. They’re just too
snobbish for their own good to see it that way. They press their attack, trying to corner her. The
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grazing blast from a raygun blows away half of her face. Mondo stumbles backward against a wall.
They take the bait and move in for the quick-n-easy, anxious, too anxious, far too anxious to gut
their apparently-fallen prey.
But Kane, who as they say in Texas liege, “Never plays chess, one move at a time,” is in
complete control of the situation. Having reeled the Uglies in, she shuts the barn door. The Dark
leaps laterally and deals smoke.
A spray of 10mm cuts the two inconsequential Uglies in half. Spinal trauma, compounded by
being in death throes, leaves their trigger fingers reflexively squeezing the firing studs of their
rayguns.
Two pineapples, aimed purposely high and fused short, napalm Big Girl’s eyes. Concussions
from the twin blasts break the Lector’s neck. The Hunt Leader is left alive, but paralyzed.
Mondo ghosts. She judiciously waits for the dying to empty their burners. Then, and only then,
will she approach the sole living tango. The thing you always have to remember about guns,
especially in close-quarters, is that unlike a blade, they can bite, even fatally, long after their
wielder is dead. It’s affectionately called “hangman.”
And yet another encounter between mere ug-mo Hunters and a trained assassin ends predictably.
Ghost becomes solid, holsters her A10, and walks over to the other big female. Kane’s thigh holster
opens up lengthwise, forcefully ejecting a Sashka which slaps into the palm of her waiting hand.
A Sashka is the brand of choice for a vujcic, the traditional inhuman sword. Folded, it’s an
instrument of blunt trauma, akin to brass knuckles. Unfolded, looking like a hideous version of a
katana, it’s a suitable instrument for torture, maiming, and, of course, death.
In strict accordance with demonic shoot-fighting tradition, Kane wears her vujcic in a holster
strapped to the outside of her left thigh, over the brief leg of her shorts. She has added that most
modern of touches to this most tradition-bound and sacred of Infernal weaponry, though. The
vujcic’s sword belt is a Kendo, the Wahl of sword belts. Like her beloved Wahl, Kane’s equallyloved Kendo is all Nylonex webbing, Fastex fasteners, and a well-ventilated plasticine holster.
And, also like her Wahl, her Kendo is done up in most sinister black.
Needless to say, the holster that tradition dictates to use is a Kuhn made from vampiir (vampire
python-anaconda). Vampiir, as bps: black, reticulated snakeskin!
The gleaming multi-segmented Strange-steel blade of Kane’s Sashka spews forth from the
“business” end of its long slender hilt, extends to its full four-foot length, and locks into place, all
in less than the blink of an inhuman eye. Its point is inches from the Lector’s chest. Listen
carefully, and you’ll hear the hypnotic that’s graphically depicted in the lurid engraving of its
mirror finish and the lewd detailing of its ornate hilt.
“Ha. Ha. I tell you nothing,” boasts the fallen Predator.
Kane switches the creature’s cloaking device off. The Ugly’s shift suit is, of course, their version
of our slicker.
“The blade of a vujcic has three distinct edges. One’s jagged. One’s serrated. And one’s straight.
All of ‘em so sharp a surgeon’s scalpel is blunt in comparison. You’ll learn the name and the
meaning of each before I’m finished with you.”
“Never break me. Ha. Ha.”
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Screams replace boasts as the Dark goes to work, screams that mask the song of her sword,
screams that are the name and the meaning of each edge of a vujcic. Kane slowly and methodically
skins the big kitten. She eats the flesh as she peels it off. Jinn are another faerie delicacy.
Before pulse weapons, black powder guns, mass drivers, particle beam zappers, and the other
barbaric abominations of the mere shooter, there was the vujcic. It’s a weapon that Kane first
learned, and became expert in the use of, under the tutorage of her Prime, her first Lurid, Sister
Elaine. Mistress Sister Elaine taught her its warrior uses. Her collateral, her second Lurid, her
mother, Mistress Sister Mildred, has taught her its uses for torture.
The practical side of Kane will always be the shooter who fervently believes that the gun is
always mightier than the sword, any sword, even a vujcic. Her romantic side believes, as do the two
nuns she’s been Slave to, that long after the ballistic affronts of the vulgar shooter have finally
fallen into disfavor with even the most ardent disciples of the gun, there will be the vujcic, the
chosen avatar of the shoot fighter.
These fully-bloodied Predators, these older warriors, these past and present pack leaders, these
well-experienced Hunters with their old battle wounds and dueling scars, never had a chance.
Shredded corpses, splattered green blood, spewed out guts, and ruined gear, all of it Lector, litter
the alley.
Nothing could have prepared Gus and Jenny for what they are seeing. Both are hardened combat
vets, but neither has seen the lethal handiwork of one such as her. Devastation incarnate is the only
description applicable to the massacre that confronts them.
Mondo sits calmly beside the prisoner, who has obviously been tortured, and matter-of-factly
snaps that Lector’s neck, one-handed, finishing the job the grenades started. And as one would
expect of a waste-not-want-not Vamp, the Ugly shows signs of having been savagely drained.
Mondo was thirsty. Plus, quenching her Thirst facilitated the extra-speedy regeneration of her
damaged tissues.
Kane stands up to greet her comrades, after folding her vujcic and returning it to its holster.
There’s no evidence of the extensive damage inflicted upon her. She looks unscathed. And her new
arm is identical to the old one. The Dark’s body has completely repaired itself through the agency
of its trillions upon trillions of ROX. ROX are nanites which are produced by the bone marrow of
the inhuman skeleton to counter the deleterious effects of aging, disease, and damage.
And no discussion of faerie metabolism would be complete without mentioning the nexus of their
spinal cord. Take out said NOX, for example, with Madame Guillotine, and you’re guaranteed of
having taken out said faerie for good.
And Humanist bullshit aside, Infernals are alive. That’s something Stedman’s Illustrated Medical
Dictionary, the Holy Grail of bio-molecular mechanics, recognizes, even with its rigorously
traditional definition of life! Infernals are not, and Stedman concurs completely, animate-corpses
whose NOX, working in conjunction with the aforementioned ROXs, stimulates life functions in
their necrotic tissues—their tissue is alive, not necrotic.
And least Homo Sapiens ever forget, faerie are a species capable of resurrection! Hence, their
prophetic scientific moniker of Homo Resurrectus, and their equally prophetic nicks of unlife,
undead, and the living dead.
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“Big Girl here was very cooperative. Jason is your race traitor, Gunny.”
“Fuck, I was hoping my instincts were wrong. I fought with Jason’s dad in the BEM Wars. The
old man was the best CO, next to The General, I was fortunate enough to ever serve under. Glad Sy
isn’t alive to see his son betray his race. An Elf in league with Jinn against another Elf, what the
fuck is the universe coming to?”
“Bravo, squirt. Your star continues to rise. It’s obvious you enjoyed doing her.”
“It’s obvious I enjoyed doing all of them, especially her.”
“How so, squirt?”
Although Jenn poses the question, the knowing wink she gives her beloved indicates she already
knows the answer. She just loves hearing Kane talk-the-talk. It gives her goose bumps all over and
Kane knows it.
“’Cause I’m one sick, shit-kicking, ball-busting muther fucker. Happy?”
“Ecstatic.”
A heavily-armed SWAT team materializes around them sporting Grays (gray-colored ominouslooking paramilitary powered Suits)—Panzer Industries Mk IVs! The Mk IV is the SWATpurposed light Tank in the Panzer family, a family which includes the Panther main battle Tank, the
Tiger I super Tank, which is also known as the Tiger Royal, and the Armageddon Class Tiger II,
the King Tiger.

Author’s note: A powered Suit—not to be confused with a
businesswoman’s power suit—or Tank, is a powered
exoskeleton, a powered mobile machine consisting
primarily of a body molding “shell” overlaying a skeletonlike framework that is worn by a person and a power
supply that supplies at least part of the activation-energy
for limb movement.
Powered Suits are designed to assist and protect the wearer.
They may be designed, for example, to assist and protect
soldiers and construction workers, or to aid the survival of
people in other dangerous environments. A wide medical
market exists in the future for providing mobility assistance
for aged and infirm people. Other possibilities include
rescue work—collapsed buildings, in which the device
might allow a rescue worker to lift heavy debris, while
simultaneously protecting him from falling rubble.
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“LZ is no longer hot, repeat, no longer hot. Clear Horizon. Do you copy, Dispatch?”
“This is Dispatch. We copy, Red Leader.”
Within seconds, Captain Miller materializes in front of the guy called Red Leader. The General is
wearing police buda. She sticks a Havana in her mouth and the stogie immediately lights up.
“Well. Well. Well. What troubles have you girls gotten into, now?”
Captain Miller is smiling as she poses the question. This is good news for the dynamic duo.
‘Cause Miller, a real hardcase, brooks no shit on her watch, especially from her daughter and her
niece.
In spite of Forensics, IA, and SWAT rushing about, the staff and clientele at Gus’ Easy act as if
these special crimes unit isn’t there. Captain Miller sits with the dining duo of Jenny and Mondo,
while the SCU does its thing.
“Oh, Miss.”
“Yes, General?”
“I’ll have what they’re having.”
“Right away, ma’am.”
“The mayor and a councilman are here with their families. You’ve made some powerful friends
here tonight, Mondo, as well as increased my political currency with the Chief of Police. I knew my
instincts were right about having you in the family.”
“I was just doing a job for The Gunny.”
“She’s just being modest, mom. A born Elf couldn’t have done any better.”
Jenny reaches underneath the table and rests a hand on her cousin’s thigh. Mondo gives Jenny a
nasty look. Jenny removes the offending mitt.
Captain Miller pretends to not notice this silent exchange. She does notice when her meal arrives,
which she dives into with gusto.
“When does IA want to screw me?”
“Internal Affairs will give you your shooting review, tomorrow morning. They wanted to screw
you, now, but I told ‘em nada,” Captain Miller gets out between mouthfuls.
Gus comes over with an envelope thick with bills.
“Here you go. Standard wad. Every leaf has got a portrait of Benjamin Franklin on it.”
“But the deal was.”
Gus reacts as if Mondo has insulted him, which she has. Few worse racial slurs could she have
uttered.
Jenny grabs the envelope and slides it into one of the enchanted pockets of the Heartbreaker that
Mondo has on.
“Pardon her unintentional rudeness, Gunny. My cousin hasn’t finished with all of her social skills
training yet.”
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The anger flushes from his face.
“Apology accepted. It goes without saying, girls that your meals are on the House tonight. Of
course, yours always are, General Miller.”
Gus walks off whistling, going from table to table, and checking on the guests. He’s pressin’-daflesh like a politician trolling for votes at election time. Word is, The Gunny is gonna run for mayor
next year!
“So, swami, how did I blow it this time? I thought I had ROE down pat. Hell. I thought I knew it
by heart when I was human.”
“You know its letter and intent, but not all of its myriad nuances. And it’s those nuances that will
always get you, squirt. Normally, you learn them in social situations while growing up. Being
Embraced, you’ll have to learn them on your feet.”
“And if I don’t learn them fast enough or good enough, I’ll end up unintentionally offending
someone, just like I did The Gunny, which could get me killed, maybe permanently.”
“You got it, squirt.”
Mondo takes a deep breath and smiles: the expected response.
“Well. I knew the risks when I choose baptism over death.”
“Now. That’s the spirit, squirt. And as for offending The Gunny just now; don’t sweat it. He
accepted the apology. He knows your heart’s in the right place.”
Mondo feels another ham and this time it doesn’t belong to Jenny. Captain Miller squeezes the
big girl’s thigh. Then, as if encouraged by Kane’s lack of reaction, she moves her hand slowly
toward the girl’s armor-clad beaver.
“Lonely, lose your way, or just having fun, auntie dearest?” Kane asks, sporting a mocking sneer,
when the copper begins groping the crotch of her lip-readers.
Captain Miller breaks out into a deep laugh, and moves her hand back onto the table.
“Duh. Just kidding around like always. After all, I’m a happily married woman. I dearly love my
husband Phil. And quite frankly, I prefer cock. Besides, I’d never have an affair with my daughter’s
lover, at least not without her permission.”
“Jen and I are just roommates, not lovers, you know that. Besides, I don’t do relatives.”
“Far be it from me to argue with my favorite niece, but there was that all-nighter you girls had in
my station house’s elevator last year.”
“That happened on Hell Night, doesn’t count. Try again, auntie.”
“It counts with me, squirt. You were quite good that night, much better than I ever imagined. I
was really impressed.”
“Really?” Kane purrs, batting her eyes in an exaggerated fashion.
“Really, squirt,” Jenny responds, equally catty.
Mondo gives Jenny a playful peck on the cheek. Jenny returns the favor.
“Now. Where’s my sugar, Mondo? Or maybe your favorite auntie doesn’t rate anymore.”
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“An inexcusable oversight which I would correct if I hadn’t just used up my sugar quota on Jenn.
Forgive me, auntie?”
The tease is obvious in Kane’s smoky sexy voice.
“Already forgiven, always forgotten. Jeez, you do get away with murder with me,” Captain
Miller teases back.
“As much as I can, auntie dearest, as much as I can,” Kane parries, giving the appropriate
counter.
All three laugh, and then turn their attentions back to their meals. Once more, Kane pleases her
Infernal loved ones to no end by reacting and responding like an in-vivo faerie.
The Gunny, Jenn, Agnus B, and Mondo are standing in front of the diner. Everybody else is
gone. Mondo’s handiwork has been cleaned up.
“The meal was fab, Gunny. I’m definitely hooked.”
“Glad to hear it.”
“Need someone to help you close up, Gunny?”
“Normally, I’d say no. But I think I’ll need some help with the loose ends this time.”
Agnus B knows exactly know what Mondo and The Gunny are really talking about, and it’s not
about the diner. They’re politely asking her for a pass-go.
“Might as well get your money’s worth, Gunny.”
“Mondo, you know better than to pull a Jimmy Hoffa on my watch!”
Expectedly, the General has decided to sweat ‘em for that look-the-other-way. ‘Cause being the
straight arrow she is, she loathes bending the rules, even for family. Therefore, her anger is
genuine. And when the General is mad, you listen and you listen well.
“Yes, auntie dearest. Forgive me for wanting to expedite due process and circumvent proper
police procedure. But the situation demands immediate closure.”
“Now, that’s my girl.” Just that quickly, the malice in Agnus’ voice has been replaced completely
by endearment. “Since it does involve a race traitor, I’ll let you pass-go this time. But never let it
happen again. No situation demands immediate closure on my watch.”
“Yes, auntie dearest. Next time, I’ll get your permission and await a Listing, before I undertake
any sanction.”
The humble tone in Kane’s voice is genuine. She lowers her gaze as her CO continues to chastise
her.
“See to it that you do. We are law enforcement officers, not common-ass Godless thugs. Never
forget that. Forgetting that again will get you put on some Grimm’s Listing by yours truly. Neither
being covert ops nor being my niece places you above the law. Wet works on beings with souls
should always be through a Listing.”
“Yes, auntie dearest.”
“Well, Jenny, need a Jump home?”
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“Sure, mom, I never refuse a free ride. And, squirt.”
“Yes, Jen?”
“I’ll be waiting up with some hot boscoe.”
“Ummm, sounds yummy.”
“And, Mondo?”
“Yes, auntie dearest?”
“Be careful, you too, Gunny. I’d hate to lose either one of you to a filthy Judas like Jason Marx.
But, if I do, know this, he will not live long to savor your deaths. I’ll put him on my own Listing.”
With that said, the Millers pop off, leaving The Gunny and Mondo to commit their premeditated
murder.
“Time to hump it, Gunny.”
“It’s clobbering time.”
They take the sub-shuttle over to The Gunny’s apartment where they pick up his duffel bag, one
of his many mementos from his lifetime in the Corps. His swinging bachelor pad reeks of the
Corps. This is a no surprise.
Inside of his bag, among other things, is another Marine souvenir, an A10AR, the BAR. This flattop assault rifle comes with a full-sized XM40 40mm grenade launcher mounted underneath its 16inch barrel, a Trijcon ACOG sight mounted atop a Knight Armament integrated rail system,
Tactical 4-Position collapsible butt stock, Giles tactical sling, and Hogue Handell rubber furniture
with the rhino hide surface texture. Chambered for the 10mm-long, this pulse rifle has been the
assault weapons system (AWS) of choice for the U.S. Army, the USCMC, NATO’s FTX, and
Teutonic Knights of the German Empire for well over thirty-five years. The Gunny, an avowed
GEN1 Stonerman, was part of the original Light Rifle Project team, led by Gene Stoner that
developed the Razorback.
“I know you’re a Marine reservist. But do you have a permit for that Razorback?” Mondo asks,
just as The Gunny is biting off a thick wad of chew. He starts to mumble something, but Mondo
cuts him off: “On second thought, don’t answer that. I don’t want to have to arrest you.”
She’s teasing him and he’s itching for his chance to express his retort.
The Gunny’s tongue quickly packs the Red Man into a cheek so he can speak.
“Smart ass. Of course, I got permits for my entire jack. Hell, if I didn’t, you know I’d end up on
some Grimm’s listing, likely yours. Fuck. I got plastique (C4 and Semtex). And you know that
spells an instant death sentence if you get caught with that shit without the right papers.”
“Just checking, old man. Let’s hump it.”
“Yes, mother.”
“Smart ass.”
They take a streetcar down to the Riverfront. Marx lives in the loft of a warehouse the owner is
rehabbing, converting the interior space into apartments and condos. It’s just off Laclede’s
Landing. They get inside easy enough, too easy, through a back entrance. Once they’re inside, all
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hell breaks loose. The first floor becomes a real humdinger of a KZ. The Hoax behind the pair
becomes wall.
“Fuck! The door is a DOOR, and it’s gone.”
“Never mind the obvious, Mondo. We got company.”
She peeks around the packing crates they’re hiding behind. C1-A1 gun-bots are pouring out of
the freight elevators at the opposite end of the room.
“Why, if it isn’t Mr. Washed Up and Nancy Drew! Come and get it!” Marx screams over the PA
system, as AP spews from the robotic gunnery units charging their position.
“Fuck. The security system’s psionics have kicked in. We can’t ghost!”
“We knocked out the exterior security grid and any internals dependent on it.”
“So, we’ve got a confirmed sleeper.”
“Yep. Molasses, quicksand, and Br’er Rab’it to boot. Your call, tar baby.”
“What’s wrong, want to live in dat dere briar patch wit Br’er Fox forever?”
“Now, that’s what I like to hear. It’s a good day to die, dogface.”
“Two fights in one day fighting as a solid, I haven’t had this much fun in weeks. Let’s kick some
gun-bot butt. On three. One. Two. Three.”
“Yeee. Hawww.”
They spook themselves as close as they can inhumanly get to the hardened buffered staircase.
Upon materializing, they rush the stairs, dealing smoke with extreme prejudice, eschewing the
closer passenger elevator which is an obvious trap. At the base of the spiral stairs, The Gunny gets
caught in crossfire and crumples like a ragdoll. Marines don’t leave Marines, even when one of the
Marines in question, e.g., Mondo, is really a Marine wanna-be. Mondo falls back and provides
covering fire for her sarge. The Gunny struggles to his feet.
“I’m okay. I always wear chain-mail (MAX body armor) underneath my mufti. Feel naked
without it. AP in the back just winded me a might.”
“Cover our six from here. I’ll resume point and do a recy,” Mondo commands, as she charges up
the stairs.
Half way up the iron stairway, she violates the virtual trip wire of a fuse: the ADM (antidisturbance mechanism) on an anti-personnel mine keys off of her unauthorized DNA resonances.
The mine pops up to neck level. Its literal intent: take her head off. She ducks: hitting the deck,
just in the nick. The mine detonates. She tucks: fast-forwarding dead-on proximate to the epicenter
of the blast’s shock wave.
Yep. She ducked and tucked, just like a properly-trained soldier girl would! Coincidence? You be
the judge.
When she rises up, her ears are still ringing from the ka-boom. All she can see is smoke, a gaping
hole in the twisted metal, and the smoldering remains of an RPM.
Racial Proximity Mines employ shaped charges of the HE (high explosive) fragmentation
variety. They were first used in the Martian Race Wars.
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Her cousin’s Heartbreaker is toast. Although the shrapnel from the RPM sliced it to ribbons, the
money The Gunny gave her is safe and sound in the intact enchanted pocket.
The jacket wasn’t the only slice-n-dice victim, though. There are severe lacerations and deep
gashes all over the unarmored parts of her body. And she’s got some busted ribs to mend, because
of the blast’s concussion.
And in the midst of all of this orchestrated chaos and mayhem, Kane hears the distinctive
staccato of a BAR, on full-auto, originating from right underneath her.
“Dammit, Gunny. You’re supposed to stay.” Kane stops cursing under her breath in mid-sentence
and slaps herself. “Shit chickens. It’s me that be the dummy.”
When your senior NCO does something that clearly falls in the category of “stretching the
interpretation of your orders,” a smart CO had better pay attention. ‘Cause you’re getting the
“you’re doing something real dumb, that’s gonna get us all killed” hi-sign. So, Kane does what all
frag-phobic second lieutenants have done throughout the ages: she sits tight and waits till swami
sarge lays the wisdom on her. She doesn’t have to wait very long.
“Holding up okay, Old Man?”
“Better than you look. So don’t sweat it.”
“So, what’s the nut?”
“The whole stairway above this point is mined. RPMs are in a chained arrangement. Set one off
and they all blow. That’ll bring this whole structure down on our heads. It’ll be our charmed metal
coffin. It’s pure dumb luck that the first one you set off didn’t do it. Chalk up another one for the
good guys.”
“I don’t see ‘em.”
“Sure, you do. You just didn’t know what you’re looking at.”
“Shit chickens. I almost blew it.”
“You would have if it hadn’t been for good old Gunny Burke here.”
“How’s our six?”
“Nothing the two of us can’t handle. Six of them gun-bots left, each equipped with 9mm SMGs.
And saints preserve us, they got no LAAWs.”
“So, like we’re in tall cotton for sure,” Mondo adds teasingly, doing her very best valley girl
imitation.
“D’at right, bubba,” The Gunny responds, doing the best imitation of a Southern accent this side
of Dixie. Then he adds: “Your call, bubba.”
“The owner has a nice security system here. It’s a Wells Fargo, I think.” All the time they’re jaw
jacking, they’re hosing the gun-bots. “Good internals, so-so externals. For a couple of large more,
just two hundred bucks, he could have got a Clifford. The externals on those are so much better.”
“How do you know so much about security systems?”
“Police Gazette. I get it every month. I’ll get you a discounted subscription if you cut the same
kind of deal for me with the Corps’ Colonial Arms. I need to bone up on this soldier girl stuff.”
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Sure, I’ll play along. But for being such a neophyte with the soldier girl stuff, you sure knew how
to duck-n-tuck. Hell. I couldn’t ‘ve done any better myself. Me thinks you’re trying to pull the wool
over the ole Gunny’s eyes.
“It’s a deal. Also, there’s a night course at the UMSL Community College annex I highly
recommend on military ordnance.”
“Cool. Who teaches it?”
“Me.”
Jason interrupts their jawing.
“Come and git it, li’l chiljun. Ha. Ha. Ha,” Marx gloats over the PA, sure of his victory.
Just then, the flip-phone “clipped” to Mondo’s shorts informs her that the stealthy L-7 hovercharges that The Gunny left outside of the building have assumed their pre-programmed positions.
“It’s time to say goodbye, Gunny.”
“Eat shit and die, prick,” The Gunny yells out, as he and the girl hug the stairway for dear life.
One wall and half of the roof disappear when they’re pulverized by his plastic explosives. The
EMP from The Gunny’s home-brewed plastique takes out the RPMs for good.
“Guessed per-tee close on where to set ‘em. The way is clear now. My L-7 should’ve taken out
the mines. I always put phages in my mix, just in case.”
“Should’ve. You’re not sure?” Kane asks, as she gives him a playful wink.
“I’m sure.”
“Then, you first.”
“Naw. Ladies first.”
“Charmer.”
They take out the last of the gun-bots, then they scamper through the deactivated mine field. At
the top of the stairs, they pause. Both take a deep breath. Then, she deletes the Yale dead-bolt lock
of the plasti-steel security door with a single well-placed grenade. Like an old married couple, they
barge into Marx’s apartment with their weapons cooking: she, low, and The Gunny, high. This is
like a TAZ scenario straight out of her good old Convent School days.
They smoke the Doberman imps that are conjured up expectedly by the lock’s factory installed
forced-entry spell. The spell’s imps are good enough for the run-of-the-mill burglar who’d breach
the premises. But The Gunny and Kane are anything, but, run-of-the-mill. The entry goes down
smoothly, no glitches, whatsoever.
“Hear that grenade echo?”
“Yea.”
“Well, it looks like Jason spent the extra-large on his apartment and got a Clifford.”
“And?”
“The opposition ought to get more interesting, fast.”
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“I’m ass kickin’ itchin’. ‘Nough talk. Let’s off some.”
“It’s strictly SHS after the count.”
“Roger that. Hand signs only.”
“By the numbers. Three. Two. One.”
The Gunny slaps her between the shoulder blades. They go from room to room: slow, easy,
methodical. Their fields of fire never overlap. Grenades are always used to precede their entrance
into each room. An eyeball is kept peeled for any tangos who might take advantage of the
apartment’s new open-air look and decide to drop in from above.
In the last room they find who they’re looking for, seemingly stunned by the concussion from
their entrance grenades. Marx lies in the middle of the floor, clutching a Soviet-made Nikolayevich
Nikonova AN-94 Akakan assault rifle with that trademark banana clip. He’s sporting grunge MAX.
“Get up, you bastard. I taught you that trick.”
A grinning Marx gets up slowly, holding his weapon nonchalantly. He might be scum, but, he’s
no fool and he’s all Marine.
“So, you did, Old Man, so you did.”
The Gunny and Kane “notice” the light-benders at the opposite end of the room. The two cloaked
figures are standing atop one of the ceiling beams. They’re Krull. And this isn’t the first time that
either of these aggressor Elves have encountered their kind in a force-on-force scenario.
“Just you and me, boy.”
“Hardly, Gunny.”
New players in the game drop down from their perch, landing in front of a pile of rubble.
“Say hello to Mr. Hahn and Mr. Low, my other business partners. They’re the last things you’re
gonna see in this world, bitch.”
“Yummy. Yummy. Yummy. It’s been a long time since we had Dark meat, Mr. Low.”
Hahn grins from ear to ear, flashing double-rows of jagged white teeth.
“Quite right, Mr. Hahn. Quite right. My. My. My. Don’t those tits look tasty?”
“Great ass too, Mr. Low. It looks like two puppies fighting under a blanket. I bet they’re real
tender, too.”
Low’s eyes glow brighter red. It feels like fingers poking her brains. Low is trying to esper her.
She lets him in. What he finds is a tsunami, begot by her perversity, which causes him to mentally
recoil and physically shudder. Behind this tempest is a “face of god,” the ultimate esper trap/block!
Her FOD is a gift from Most. So, there’s no question as to just how much Kane is loved by her
mother.
“Find what you were looking for?” Now it’s Kane turn to taunt, while smiling from ear to ear.
“You ought to take lessons from my mother. Now there’s a demon who knows how to mind-fuck.
And she so does love to fuck her little girl by all means, fair and foul.”
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Hahn and Low move ever further apart. Both have Wahl-Quicks strapped around their massive
waists. Tucked in the slide-holsters of their gun belts are matched Police Specials, which have been
built-up by some black-market gunsmith to a Hog’s racegun specs.
In sharp contrast to the Krull’s S&Ws, Kane’s twin Brownings were designed strictly for tactical
combat situations at the factory. As such, they’re ideal for stand-up gunfights straight out of the
box. That includes shootouts like this one against Krull who’re obviously professionals and
appropriately kitted up.
But the Fannie Mae doesn’t stop with her raceguns. Her gun rig is also factory tactical. In fact,
her W-30 is the last word in semi-organic homunculus technology: SOHO. And its tricked-out
speed holsters are how it really unlevels the playing field. These Hard skeletonized cradles securely
vise her gats in the vertical butts-forward ready-to-snatch. But when the need arises for the draw-nfire, it’s like they aren’t there: high speed, low drag. They’re just that sweet, never missing a beat!
I’m in nirvana. The moment has finally come. This is what I’ve lived for so long. My thoughts
race like lightning bolts out of Zeus’ hands. Fate cheated me out of getting rid of dad, but not his
precious redneck sarge. Stupid ass good ole boy is as good as dead. What did my dad always say?
Oh, yea. I remember, now. He’d say, “Son, never let killing get personal, else you’re the one who’ll
get killed. Keep it strictly business.” The old fart was as wrong as his bubba is gonna be dead.
Killing Burke is first, last, and only about personal. Shit! That bitch that Burke brought along with
him, is reaching around behind her back, sliding her right hand inside of her shorts, grabbing
cheek. Burke is always carrying on about that slut’s gun play. No matter. That Nancy Drew is dead
meat. The Krull will see to that.
While Jason plots out the culmination of his best laid plans, part of Mondo’s mind flashes back to
a time when she was a little girl in convent school.
“Reputations get you dead, young lady.”
“Yes, Sister Elaine.”
“Showing off like you were doing during recess will get you one.”
“Yes, Sister Elaine.”
“That means no more of this nonsense for the sole purpose of impressing your classmates or
massaging your ego. There was absolutely no earthly reason for you to combat that foolish girl.”
“Yes, Sister Elaine.”
“She never had a chance. Fortunately for you, she is going to recover completely from her
wounds, and the school has been able to persuade her family to not press charges. If this weren’t
Texas, where TAZ is king, and you weren’t a star TAZ player, your ass would be grass, right now.
Understood?”
“Yes, Sister Elaine.”
“So, promise me you’ll only combat when you utterly have to. And when you do, let thine enemy
know what the wrath of God feels like.”
“I promise.”
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“Very good, child. Very good indeed. In accordance with your request, you may audience with
me now. If you pass, I will accept you as my first human student. But if you fail, know this: you will
not only forfeit any chance of ever being my Slave, you will also forfeit your slot on the TAZ team.”
Smith assumes the position-of-respect.
“I, a mere shooter, accept these stipulations willingly, Mistress.”
“Then forget that I’m your Varsity TAZ coach.”
“As you have forgotten that I’m the captain of the Varsity TAZ team, Mistress Sister Elaine.”
“I sense something of the heathen in you.”
“Yes. Part of me will always be the shooter. But. Part of me must be more, much more,
mistress.”
“And that part?”
“Must be a shoot fighter, mistress.”
Gunny is also deep in thought. And, it’s just as soul searching as Mondo’s.
Dammit to Hell’s bells. I can smell the reason for Jason treachery. The boy reeks of it. His daddy
and I taught him better. It’s obvious that Jason has chosen to forget a cardinal that we both drilled
into him. The First Cardinal of any professional is that killing should never be personal. It should
always be strictly business. It’s advice to live by, and sometimes even die by. Looks like it’s up to
me to make sure it’ll be the latter in his case.
“Be my Huckleberry, said the vampiir to the asp,” Kane taunts, smiling from ear to ear, popping
out the stiffness in her neck.
Both Krull get a chance to draw their weapons, for all the good it does ‘em.
Burke is old enough to sort ‘a kind ‘a, maybe see her slap leather. It’s a “white lightning” replay
of what happened to the Jinn inside of his Easy. Only then, she used her right hand to cut-n-spray,
while her left hand was tucked in the back of her shorts grabbing cheek.
Mondo decapitates ‘em, with her initial burst, sending ‘em into permanent oblivion. Yep. Neck
shots from the git-go: Whew! Then, the big girl proceeds to chew their headless corpses up into
ground chuck with sustained streams of bullets—so-called “lead” slicer beams.
This “Quick Draw” McGraw scares Burke like no one ever has or likely ever will. Finally, he’s
found the daughter he wishes he had had, but never did. And he has no intention of ever letting her
out of his life. The Gunny does see Marx take advantage of his apparent distraction by Kane’s
swift-n-butcher.
Jason never gets a chance to sling his ‘Nova up to waist level and snap-shoot from the hip. He
does get the chance to open his mouth and utter an appropriate, oh shit! With the firing selector
thumbed to semi-auto, The Gunny takes his gun hand off at the wrist! His weapon does a hangman
into the floor and walls, none of which comes remotely close to hitting The Gunny. Then, things
begin to move in slow motion from Jason’s perspective. The echo of his weapon clattering
harmlessly to the floor reverberates in the room as Burke proceeds to take him apart. He’s dissected
joint by joint, one round per, decapitation is left for the very last. A Marine to the last, scum that he
is, notwithstanding, Jason never utters a single scream during the whole process. At least he made
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the Corps proud by dying like a Marine. Real Marines, yes, even human ones, don’t scream, ever,
no matter what you do to them. Once a Marine, always a Marine. Semper Fi.
The cops arrive conveniently late, a good hour after the silent alarm was triggered at the precinct
house. There’re no perps, no victims, no bodies, not even pieces thereof. Security recorders have
been wiped. There are no DNA prints, at least according to the onsite CSI (crime scene
investigations) forensics team. It’s a real Mr. Clean, a real Jimmy Hoffa.

“I will fight on to my objective even though I am the last
survivor of my unit.”
Paratrooper’s Creed
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Grimm’s Fairy Tales
Part 1 of 2
“Flawless gams on a Grimm looker.”
Long, flawless gams on a Grimm looker is all about distraction, the magician’s age-old trick.
Look at my stems, don’t notice my mitts, and it’s my hands that wield your death. Notice my mitts,
ignore my pins, and it’s my feet that bring your doom. Given enough time and opportunity, I’ll
cipher a shill guaranteed to slay you!
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Chapter Four
Gunfight at the OK Corral
“Bang. Bang. You’re dead.”
Kane is seated in one of the overstuffed chairs in The General’s office. She’s decked out in her
usual, but “Babs” Miller isn’t.
The vampy Jessica Hahn look-alike, who’s sitting on the desk in front of Kane, is sporting
spiked-heel pumps and a Merry Widow. Her skimpy uniform skirt is obscenely short. It’s more like
a wide belt doing business as a skirt. It’s also very tight. It flows over her slim hips and clings to
her slender thighs. Her legs are sort-of crossed, said micro-mini-skirt is hiked up dangerously high,
flashing a teasing glimpse of some frilly petticoats and matching red lace panties. More of her
goddamn games. She’s always testing. Always probing. It’s her way. It’s the inhuman way.
And if the teasing ever stopped, Mondo would assume she was no longer loved and she’d be
right. Besides, Mondo likes looking at her cute auntie’s gams. Miller has pins a girl could kill for.
“Good screw this morning?”
The fresh haematidrosis of Mondo’s forehead is evidence of recently being Touched. In another
five minutes, probably less, there will be no evidence of her wanton violation.
“Yes, fine. The usual IA circus. Shit chickens, those fuckers put me through the ringer for
snuffing a bunch of Uglies!”
“Busy bee, you ought to be used to it by now.”
“I doubt if I ever will. The damn paperwork’s the worst part of it.”
“Like your mother and your favorite aunt keep telling you, it’s all part of the job. Every career
has its downside. And look on the bright side. You didn’t have to go to confession for killing
Lectors like you would if you had whacked something with a soul like Elf or Krull. You know.
Real people.”
Miller gives Kane the same knowing wink Jenny gave her when she tramped in at the crack of
dawn, lookin’ every bit like she’d been in a firefight. Jenn didn’t even scold her for the jacket
getting trashed. Her roommate just accepted her apology for its demise and offered her a hot cup of
delicious boscoe.
“So, what’s the gig you mentioned over the phone?”
“Simple pop and drop. Mission particulars are in my reading room.”
“Who’s the package for?”
“A movie star by the name of Liz Hurley.”
“I’ve heard of her.”
Miller leans forward, giving Kane an eyeful of her bodacious cleavage and the thoughtprovoking puppies that go hand-in-glove with such a crevasse. Even more games.
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“Your destination is the moon, Earth’s, where she’s shooting a feature.”
“They’re pretty human up there.”
“So please conduct yourself properly and be very careful.”
Kane stands up and kisses Miller on the forehead.
“I didn’t know you cared so much about me, auntie.”
“I don’t. But if something does happen to you up there, you wouldn’t believe the forms I’d have
to fill out, and in bloody triplicate no less.”
They both chuckle.
Why does the trip to the Earth’s moon take an hour-and-a-half for the passengers and zero-time
for their luggage which is Jumped after them via commercial TDS? ‘Cause humans like to feel the
trip is worth what the airlines charge, or so the story goes.
Mondo Jumps via her flip-phone from the station house lobby to Lambert Field where her pickup awaits in a storage locker. After leaving her holsters with airport security, to be Jumped with the
rest of her flight’s luggage, Kane boards Trans World Airline Flight 103 bound for the Moon. It’s
the usual streamlined silver speedster, a needle-nosed cigar-shape set atop three swept-back Drivefins, standing majestically on the runway, with cabins of varied opulence.
The Gravity Drive of Flight 103 perverts the planet’s gravity well, VTOLing the rocket ship into
Earth orbit, where, after a scenic delay, its Jump Drive automatically kicks in. The TWA jetliner
incrementally traverses compressed outer space, guided by the RCA Victor Company’s infallible
Galactic Positioning System, also known as GPS. When the commuter emerges into Lunar orbit, it
will take another respite. From there the subroc will VTOL to its final destination: a runway on the
Moon’s surface.
Mondo kicks back and relaxes, ready to enjoy her time off-planet. The last time she went to the
Moon it was with her mother. They came in like a lamb and left like a lion. So, she didn’t get a
chance to do a lot of sightseeing. She plans to rectify that shortcoming on this outing. A
nondescript brown-paper bag, which has been stapled shut and affixed with a wax seal, rests in her
lap. Being the only inhuman in first-class means being seated off to oneself. Only the stewardess
dares to come near her. Then, out of the blue, she feels that familiar persistent tug: blood calling to
blood.
“Is the window seat taken, Miss?”
Kane looks away from the movie screen and toward the aisle. The smooth sultry voice belongs to
a Vampire who looks like a Brunette version of Bettie Mae Page, right down to Bettie’s signature
China-Doll bangs, bangs cut straight across the forehead.
This Bettie look-a-like is decked out in black. She’s wearing a cut-out dress, that’s silk, of
course, and patent-leather pumps with 6-inch spiked heels and pointed toes. Her glue-on (skintight
dress) is by Ozbeck, and it’s not bps. So, forget about it being Silken, like a nun’s habit. Her
classic-style pumps are by Valentino, and these formals are not FSX version jane. So, forget about
them being black-ops footwear like Kane’s casuals. Such as she, a mob boss, has no use for body
armor, let alone the organic variety. So, any persuasion of exo-casing is out of the question. And,
make no mistake about it, to someone who’s fly, this white girlie reeks of being mobbed up.
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A lot has changed in a year. Kane no longer seethes with hatred whenever she’s around Vampire,
because she was rooked. She enjoys being around Lost, again. When she was mortal, before she
was Lost begot by Lost, she relished the company of Vampire. And more than Kane’s attitude
toward faerie folk in general, and Lost in particular, is different.
She sent a Thank You card to Most for the expensive gifts Most gave her for her first Christmas
as an inhuman: the latest Motorola flip-phone and a Sashka. The latter being the very same one she
used so expertly on Big Girl. And she sent Mildred and Margo, Mother’s Day cards, and gave
Jenny a Valentine’s Day card: actions which pleased her faerie loved ones to no end.
She’s avoided getting cancelled as a Judas or becoming a brunt-out husk eaten up by hate. There
are no manifestations of multiple personality disorder. So, forget about either semi-autonomous
personality splintered off from a fractured Id or anomalous constructs of neurotic displacement. As
any reputable shrink will tell you, she’s a productive member of society. She has a healthy mind
and an intact psyche, and possesses the expected personality quarks. This says volumes. ‘Cause
Dark are the real challenge to re-create. A Biblical percentage of those who are made are pathetic
basket cases. That’s why Kane is such a marvel.
“No. It isn’t taken.”
“Thanks. By-the-by. My name is Liz, Liz Velvet. I’m safe, white, and fifty-something.”
Velvet moves so gracefully past Mondo that it’s almost as if she’s gliding across the plush
carpeting of the jetliner. She slides effortlessly into the thickly-cushioned seat.
“I’m Mondo Kane. I hope my maudlin manner and dress don’t offend. I didn’t mean to
intentionally displease.”
My. My. My. Good-looking. Well-mannered. Old ways trained. And exceedingly polite. What a
catch. Girl, oh girl, I need to get to know you Miss Kane, Biblically speaking, that is.
As they shake hands, Mondo notices the Death’s head carved deep into the palms of Velvet’s
lily-white hands. Velvet is an eraser, a professional executioner. Moon Gov, like most off-world
governments, employs erasers to carry out all death sentences. These executions are public and
televised. Any death-row inmate will tell you that, if given the choice, they’d rather be spaced than
be executed by an eraser.
“I was freaking out the humans back there in second-class so much, ‘cause I’m a Vampire or an
eraser or both, that the stewardess asked me if I would sit in first-class with you. Of course, I had to
trade up to a first-class ticket. It cost me an extra $250.00.”
“My mother’s Brunette.”
“So were my first two wives. It’s a small universe after all.”
“Still married?”
“Divorced. I’m looking for wife number six.”
“Any luck?”
“Yep. All of it bad.”
“Sorry to hear that.”
“Things could be looking up, though.”
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“You don’t say.”
“I prefer Dark meat.”
“Why is that?”
“’Cause all you Blondes got d’em red snappers, and you give the very best head.”
“Jeez whiz. I’ve heard the same things about you Brunettes.”
“May I call you Mondo?”
“Yes. Of course.”
“Mondo. I own a private club called the Black Velvet. It’s listed in the phone book. Do drop by
and visit.”
Liz abruptly ends the conversation, contenting herself with looking out the window. Mondo goes
back to watching the movie, but not before giving the luscious raven-haired Liz the once over.
Kane’s new white girlfriend is so DD-delicious in spite of being so carnivore lean. There’s not an
ounce of unnecessary fat anywhere on Liz’s body. There’s only enough of it to keep her buttersmooth and feminine-looking. She’s no stick, though. She’s quite curvy, hence the comment about
being feminine-looking. Also, forget about the faintest hint of disfiguring muscularity or the barest
suggestion of steely muscle tone, hence the comment about being butter-smooth. So, don’t think
aerobics instructor or fitness model, let alone female she-male athlete Hugs “Huggy Bear” Huggins
or the extreme rough look of a real hard body with the overdone washboard abs and fake-lookin’
molded-on tits like Miss Olympia, Lisa “Muscles” London. Think: exotic dancer or cheerleader,
porn starlet or Vegas-style showgirl. Think: Swedish Bikini Team, Cosmo Covergirl, or Baywatch
beauty! Think: lethal pin-up whose mesmerizing face embodies both beauty and stridency. Singleout those images and keep ‘em in focus. They’re the definitive images of white womanhood.
Because Kane’s mother is Brunette, much about this Blonde also bespeaks of a Brunette. She’s
got a Brunette’s hard-haunting looks, raw animal magnetism, and factory air. Although she doesn’t
have a Brunette’s black hair, her wild tousled plumage is worn long, draping her shoulders and
breasts in their preferred fashion. Hers is also that big hair of theirs. Her Bettie Page-style bangs
cause that luxurious hair of hers to fall on either side of her beautiful face: their trademark BettyCut. She also has their other trademark, that horrible something in such a beautiful face; namely,
madness! Although she doesn’t have their white as milky opal, white complexion, she is fairskinned, that pale, kiss me, Scandinavian hue. It’s all about being Blonde and all of the Brunette
influences that apply, distilled into three little words: beautiful, sexy, and dangerous.
Once they reach the Moon, Kane’s a Dark oddity awash in a sea of humanity. Except for a pouf
gargoyle and minotaur couple on holiday, she’s the only faerie menace in sight. Culture shock
doesn’t even begin to explain the half of it. Behind the tolerance and politeness, Mondo can see a
mixture of fear and hatred in these humans’ eyes.
This big nasty bitch, this embodiment of “Scandinavian” beauty, this epitome of tallness and
fairness, wanders out of the huge terminal building of Moon City’s spaceport in the same
nonchalant manner she wandered around in it for an hour. In no particular hurry to get to her hotel,
Kane looks up and gasps at the view she couldn’t fully appreciate through the terminal’s three-story
windows. Outer space beckons to her through the nearly invisible dome covering the city and its
associated ‘burbs. The whole metropolis is unlisted. There are no jacos (Jump coordinates) in the
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phone book, only toms (telephone numbers). Here, she can use her flip as a comm-link, but not as a
Jump-link.
Kane decides to walk the six blocks to the Chase Park Plaza. Liz Velvet has other plans for the
Blondeness perfected, though. A chauffeur-driven stretch limo pulls up to the curb beside her. The
passenger door swings open. Kane cautiously peeks inside.
“Hop in, Mondo. I’ll give you a lift to your hotel.”
“Thanks. That’s very white of you.”
Mondo slides in back beside Liz. The driver closes the door and raises the privacy screen,
remotely, of course. The car speeds off.
“Where to?”
“Chase Hotel.”
“Good choice.”
Liz relays the destination via intercom to the driver. Then she moves closer to Kane. There’s no
one else in the passenger compartment, which seats nine. Velvet slides her hand inside of Kane’s
shorts and begins fingering the girl’s twat.
“Moving too fast for a single white female?”
“Not at all.”
Kane leans back in the plush bench seat. Her chaotic hair is already pulled back behind her ears,
exposing a nape of smooth white neck.
“Yesss,” Liz snarls, as she climbs atop Kane.
While straddling the girl’s slender waist, she sinks her fangs deep into Mondo’s neck. Horrible
sucking sounds overlay Kane’s moans of ecstasy. It’s been a long time since the thousand-year-old
civil servant had blood this good.
If only the tart were an unprotected human. Then it would be child’s play to turn her into a living
marionette, with moi as the un-dead puppeteer. Instead, I must waste time wooing my intended.
In what seems like a few seconds, when actually several minutes have elapsed, the partition
lowers. It hasn’t taken long for the two to reek of pheromones: sex scents which Bubba’s immune
to ‘cause he’s faerie.
“We’re three blocks from her hotel, boss. Even with the usual traffic congestion at this time of
the day, we’ll be at Miss Kane’s hotel in five minutes.”
“Thanks, Bubba,” Liz responds, fresh blood dripping from her hemo smeared mouth.
Bubba raises the screen.
“Now, it’s my turn.”
Mondo tosses Liz onto the rear-facing front bench seat. Now it’s Kane straddling Liz’s waist,
puncturing her neck with the extended canines of a razor blade smile. Horrible sucking sounds
overlay Liz’s moans of ecstasy. At no time does Kane let go of the package. Business always takes
precedence over pleasure.
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The car comes to a stop. Bubba raps thrice on the screen. Both women blunt their teeth, retract
their fangs, and compose themselves. They wipe the blood from their necks and mouths with
monogram silk hankies handed out by a conveniently-placed dispenser. After quick inspections in
the mirrored ceiling of the limo for any blood their cleanup efforts may have missed, Liz raps twice
on the screen. Bubba opens the curb-side passenger door, again remotely, of course.
“Thanks again for the ride and everything else.”
They exchange one last goodbye kiss, full on the lips. Kane gets out of the limo and switches into
the hotel lobby. The car speeds off. This woman knows how to cat about, be it in high-heels or
flats.
Her “runway” trained bump-n-grind is truly the stuff that a leg-obsessive’s dreams are made of:
the sensual grace of a ballerina, punctuated by the suggestive wiggle of a high-fashion model
turned stripper. Mondo struts up to the front desk.
“Clerk, I need Miss Elizabeth Hurley paged.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
The clerk pretends to not notice the blood trickling from two rapidly closing puncture wounds in
the girl’s neck.
“My name is Miss Mondo Kane. There should be a room reserved for me.”
Then, Mondo turns her back to the clerk and leans suggestively against the front desk. She
surveys the luxuriously appointed room. She flicks out her deliciously-long tongue and wets her
lips. Dark or not, she’s one nice piece of ass. Every male eye, and quite a few female ones for that
matter, are riveted to her. Still holding the package securely, the ultra-buff Kane hooks both thumbs
inside of the boned waistband of her bikers.
“Miss Kane, according to the computer, you have a two-week reservation in one of our executive
suites. It’s Suite 666. The computer also indicates that your personals are in the hotel safe. They’re
from TWA Flight 103 out of St. Louis, MO.”
“Please. Bring ‘em to me.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
The clerk arrives back with Kane’s holsters at the precise moment Miss Hurley and her entourage
is stepping out of one of the elevators.
Kane straps on her holsters, first the single and then the double. As per shoot’r tradition, the
sword belt must precede the gun belt. Her duster’s slipped back on and that sexy pose is resumed;
her duster, her full-length double-sided hooded coat.
Hurley walks over slowly, followed closely by Hugh Grant. She’s dressed in an outlandish eraclashing outfit that’s best described as “Elizabethan England meets the American Suffragette.”
He’s wearing the ubiquitous tuxedo. They’re surrounded by six burly bodyguards who are dressed
in off-the-rack.
The toughs are essentially human, with some Troll or Ogre mixed in. There are some very
unfriendly-looking bulges under the armpits of the muscles’ suit coats, bulges liken to those of gun
cradling shoulder-holsters.
“I was paged, clerk.”
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“By me. I’m Mondo Kane.”
Kane hands Hurley the package. Hurley in turn hands it to Hugh. The two beautiful women shake
hands. They carefully size each other up, calculating the physical attraction quotient of the other by
dead-reckoning.
“You’ve got bigger bulges.”
“Must be the grenade launchers.”
“Must be.”
“Thanks for the prompt service.”
“The pleasure is all mine.”
“Staying at the hotel?”
“For at least a couple of weeks.”
“Good. Maybe we’ll bump into each other again.”
“That would be delish.”
Hurley and company move on into the dining room.
“Now, I can play tourist. Clerk. Have a bellhop show me to my room.”
Mondo isn’t jaded enough yet, to be anything but impressed by her digs.
“Wow, daddy-o, what a krazy pad. It’s definitely kooky!”
Jordan stands by the open door, sizing up the tomato he’d love to give something to wow about.
Kane, who’s likewise checking out the hard chiseled body advertised by his slimfit uniform,
removes her duster and holsters, giving the bellhop a real eyeful. Bill decides he definitely needs to
play hide the salami with this broad.
“Anything else, Miss Kane?”
“My. My. My. Travel is making me forget my manners.”
Kane removes a sawbuck from her spellbound cigarette purse. The hardshell clutch is no bigger
than her hand; in fact, it’s the size of an oversized cigarette case, which is why it’s called a cigarette
purse. But thanks to a simple spatial displacement spell, its interior is many times larger than its
compact exterior would indicate possible. The spatial for her clutch was the very first one a young
Mildred Most learned to weave. Margo Miller was Most’s magic teacher, a tradition that continues
with daughter Mondo.
“No need for that. All gratuities are included in your hotel bill.”
“I know. But this gumshaw is Elf to Elf.”
“Thanks. That’s very white of you. If you need anything, just ring room service and ask for
Jordan, Bill Jordan.”
“I’ll do just that.”
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Jordan leaves. Kane locks the door and invokes her usual privacy spells. Feeling lazy, she lets the
remainder of her armor peel itself off. Then she heads for the bathroom, idly wondering what that
beefy kick, Bill, tastes like.
Instead of a mere bathtub, she finds a whirlpool; rank hath its privileges. Looks like the shower
won’t see much use this trip. Instead of luxuriating, she settles for a quick splash. She’ll have
enough time to indulge her bathing fixation later. Right now, she needs to sample the night life.
Soaking wet and still feeling lazy, she slips back into something less comfortable: her always
crisp clean armor. This is again done without any manual intervention on her part whatsoever. Now
you know she must be really fagged-out, because she’d have to be to pass up on the opportunity of
pulling and tugging deliciously tight-fitting leather exo-casings over wet skin. It’s a breeze, and
thus obviously less fulfilling for her, to let her properly-trained MAX perform that task itself. A
saving grace is that her less comfortables cop feels while dressing her in automatic. As for her
beloved holsters, she chooses to strap ‘em on herself. “Mustn’t ever get too lazy,” as Sister Elaine
would say, “for one’s own sword or gun belt.”
She’s had the bra, bikers, and Kendo for some time now. And she’s had the Wahl for the better
part of a year. Thus, they are quite good at delivering what she defines as comfort, a comfort which
a sexually normal person would define as tortuous.
Her hip-boots and open finger style shooting gloves are fairly recent acquisitions, though. Thus,
they’re quite another story all together from her experienced Black. This new Black MAX is still
learning what her warm fuzzes are. And, along with her deadly long-coat, they represent the first
expressions of her emerging Vampiric fashion sense. Her boots and gloves are tasteful exercises in
lewd understatement, unlike her deadly duster.
Her jacks (jack boots), like her jills (clogs), are that added sadistic touch her armor always needs
to balance out the masochistic statement that is her bra. These lethal hippies accentuate the firm
lower limbs they so lovingly sheath, in that grand erotic tradition: wide tight cuffs folded up,
overlapping the brief legs of her shorts. Also, her beloved jacks have, just like her beloved jills, the
guaranteed “Fuck Me!” of titts and stilettos.
And being Maidenforms, these hi-top treaders have, in addition to the “ooohhhlllaaalllaaa!!!” of
the aforementioned blunt, rounded toes and sharp, razor heels, those nice trademark touches: suregrip soles and heels. These are exacting replicas of the wicked-looking jack-boots worn by Field
Marshal Natasha von Reich of the Martian Militia, the infamous Butcher of Bohn. Mondo and the
Butcher obviously eschew traditional combat boots, preferring FSX formats instead.
The Butcher, who’s one of the Militia’s true living legends, has been one of the girl’s most
revered heroes since childhood. Thus, to say that this tart was born with an edge is an
understatement. But the way she looks, encased from waist to toe in MAX, ought to tell you that.
Mondo’s rubber gloves, gloves as menacing-looking as her boots, are SPFX version opera and
PVC-brand. Aficionados and Extremists a like claim they’re an icon in their sport. When worn
uncuffed, these operas are shoulder-high. But unlike her boots, the bouffants of these kinks are
folded down instead of up, baring her tattooed biceps.
These barbed wire tattoos, her freshest inkings, are SEX & VIOLENCE. A barbed wire tattoo
spelling out the word SEX encircles the right bicep. And, a barbed wire tattoo spelling out the word
VIOLENCE encircles the left. Both of ‘em are inked deep purple, the color of a devil’s blood.
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PROFANITY has yet to make its appearance. The inkings are an inch high, and are easily mistaken
for the nasty, generic barbed wire tattoos that would look right at home on some ten-dollar skank.
Details. Details. Details. But, they all matter. They’re all here for a reason, usually a Biblical one.
So, take careful notes and do your sums.
Her long-coat and its matching cigarette purse are made from the real McCoy: vampiir. They’re
armor from a decidedly-different and quite ancient time. They harken back to a time before the
shooter and the gun, when your weapon was not your gun and your gun was that animal-smelling
nasty between your legs that you had fun with! It was a time when blade-wielding knights, warriornuns, torturers, magic-priests, and their like had no credible martial arts competition. Her exotics
are genuine Martian Militia issue. They were worn by her mother during the Martian Inquisition of
‘64. Back then, as a young nun straight out of the Convent, Most was anointed a Church Examiner
and assigned to a RAD team.
In the voluminous interior of the purse, Mondo keeps her cash money, toiletries, the usual
assortment of girlie stuff, and the lethals peculiar to any female who is an avatar of Death. The slim
purse is strapped to the outside of her right thigh, over the brief leg of her shorts, as is tradition.
Duster and purse fit nicely into the overall intent of her kinky armor to be functional yet erotic.
Unlike her MAX, though, the exotics learned what all of her warm fuzzes were the first time she
wore ‘em.
Bimbo or hooker, whore or harlot, amateur or pro, the way she looks, acts, and dresses; it’s a
close call either way. But if you know what’s good for you, you’ll play it safe and leave this
trollop-on-the-make alone.
Mondo pulls up her flip’s virtual phone book. It’s hard to get used to seeing only one set of
numbers beside each entry: only toms, no jacos. But she knows she’ll quickly adjust to it.
Kane plots out her reign of terror. With her expense account, only the upper end joints need
worry. The Black Velvet will be saved for last.
Liz awakens in Mondo’s bed. Kane is draped over her, still sleeping; the inhuman version of
sleep that is. Both women are musky and drenched in sweat, just like the shredded sheets upon
which they lie. Liz has two distinct tastes in her mouth: one male, the other female. And she’s got a
raging hangover to boot. Velvet pushes Kane off of her, stumbles into the bathroom, and tosses her
cookies while kneeling over the head. As she stands up and flushes the commode, Kane moves up
behind her.
The Blonde reaches around the Brunette and slides her hands into the older woman’s crotch,
fingering Liz’s snatch.
“Fair is fair. We made love like Blondes last night. Now let’s make love the way you Brunettes
do it. That’s if you’re up to it, mortal girl.”
Liz ignores the “mortal girl” slur, realizing that it’s meant as a tease instead of an insult, an insult
which is the faerie equivalent of calling a Mundane female an old woman.
“I keep thinking: ménage a ’trois. Was there a third?”
“Yes, Jordan, my guide for the evening. He’s a bellhop here; moonlights as a bartender at your
club.”
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“Now, it’s starting to come back. We slammed down Mule until closing time.”
“Then Bubba drove us back here where we fucked our collective brains out. I’ve got to do
threesomes more often.”
Liz spikes-n-jags: canines extending into fangs, the other teeth becoming crooked and pointed.
She turns ‘round to face the girl.
“My hangover’s gone.”
“I never had one. Ready to fuck yet, or do you need to take some Geritol first?”
Once more Mondo slights Liz’s vitality, only this time it’s with a Geritol slur. Liz decides it’s
time to put Miss Smarty Pants in her place. Velvet bites down hard, intent on gorging till
satisfaction.
Mondo responds: “Now, that’s more like it, lover. Drink, drink deep, and drain me. You know
how I really like it. ‘Cause only a woman really knows how to please another woman. Ohhh.
OOOhhhh. Huhhh.”
The next time I run into our Saint, I must congratulate her on her handiwork. This girl of hers is
positively the unliving end!
Kane shudders involuntarily as Velvet’s deep feeding triggers a race memory. Somehow, when
Most Embraced Kane, she gave Kane the race memories of her late wife. Most obviously doesn’t
know that REM transfer is supposed to be impossible through an Embrace.
Mondo lies in a coffin, wearing a diaphanous silk nightie that’s so sheer, you can see through it.
Its monogram is AVS. She sits up. Mondo wanders through the catacombs. In one room is row after
row of empty rotting coffins. Somehow, she knows that this is where the concubine was once kept,
back when the mistress had one. Now mistress needs only one wife for satisfaction. That one is
Anna. Mondo also knows that she is this Anna. Suddenly the mistress is before her, naked and
wanting. Kane/Anna begins to laugh.
“Sorry, but I can’t be your wife, anymore. You see, I’m bored. I warned you before we got
married that you could never hold dis here white girl’s interest for very long.”
“That’s what you said yesterday.”
“You should have listened.”
“I always do, but my Kiss always persuades you for one more day. We’re always one Kiss away
from divorce. That’s the way it’s been for the last five thousand years.”
The scene blurs, and then comes back into sharp focus. Kane/Anna is in Most’s arms. Blood
streams from two ragged holes in Kane/Anna’s neck.
“Maybe I’ll stay one more day after all. Capish?”
“Now, that’s my Anna talking.”
The two women lie in the bed. They’re facing each other. Room service has replaced the ruined
linen. They’re dripping wet. Another white folks-style sexual marathon ensued when they took to
the whirlpool, but with Mondo draining Liz that time ‘round.
“They just changed the sheets, and here we go getting them all wet again.”
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“The sheets will dry out. Stop worrying.”
“Oh, that’s right, Miss Bigshot. You’ve got that big expense account.”
“That’s right, lover. And that’s why you want to marry me.”
“No. Wrong again. I’m just after your body.”
“I love it when you talk-the-talk.”
“Let’s fuck some more.”
“Lets.”
The menu starts with the businessmen’s lunch, followed by the merger. As they begin some
ferocious Route 66, they hear three knocks followed by two knocks on the door of the suite.
“The timing of that big Georgia farm boy of yours really sucks, Liz.”
“I’ll mention it to Bubba.”
“Then again, maybe he could join us. I bet Big Bubba is really big.”
“Jesus Christ, is that all you ever think about?” Liz asks, as she gives her primo lay a playful
wink.
“Like there’s something else?”
“Psycho-slut.”
“Chalk-face.”
“Shine.”
“Human.”
“There’s no need to get vulgar. I’m getting dressed.”
Liz grabs her clothes and struts off into the bathroom, slamming the door behind her.
“Ummm. Ummm. Ummm. Momma’s got a sweet little ass.”
Kane slips on her Wonderbra and shorts, licks her lips, and checks the remote-viewer. Bubba and
Moochee, Liz’s niece, are standing in front of the door to her suite. There’s no one else in the
hallway. Kane opens the door.
“Greetings, one and all.”
“May we come in?” Moochee asks. Her voice is soft, husky, alluring.
“You can come inside anytime you feel like it.” Kane’s smiling broadly as she utters the doubleentendre. She pauses for effect. Then, and only then, does she let ‘em in. By the by. The door locks
itself, just like it unlocked itself. Yep. Kane’s got those banes in place.
“Have a seat, she’s in the bathroom.”
A simulated female voice emulates from Kane’s flip. It’s a doppelganger of Kane’s smoky, sexy
one. “Mistress Kane. You have a long-distance call from Earth.”
“Thank you, Phone.”
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A miniature of Jenny images above the flip, “My. My. My. The entire inhuman population of the
Moon. I hope I’m not interrupting your usual fun. Have you done them yet, or have I caught you
before the nasties? Or maybe they’re gonna gangbang you? That’s assuming you haven’t seduced
them into doing so already.”
“None of the above. They’re just visiting.”
“Even the going-mortal tart who just came out of the bathroom dressed in the Armani? A mature
oversexed Vampire, who thinks she’s hotter than she really is, she looks like your type. Lost hos
like her always overate their sexual prowess.”
“Her name’s Liz. That’s Moochee. The big guy’s Bubba.”
“You’re evading my question.”
“How perceptive. You noticed.”
“Make sure you tell me all the juicy details when you get back. Take care of yourself, squirt.
And, bon appetite.”
“I love you too.”
Jenny’s image disappears.
“Significant other, Miss Kane?”
“Of course not, silly. She’s just my roommate.”
Moochee looks unconvinced.
“Her eyes said differently.”
“My eyes are the ones that count, Moochee.”
Mondo smiles when she says it. The implication of menace in that smile isn’t lost on Moochee,
though. The young Vampire wisely decides that discretion is the better part of valor.
“Going-mortal tart. Thinks she’s hotter than she really is. Overrates her own sexual prowess. Kiss
my white ass, bitch! I bet I can out fuck that carrot-top on my worst lay and her best.”
“Heh. Heh. Heh. I bet you can too, boss. And I’d pay plenty to see you do it.”
“Not another word, Bubba. If you value your job, that is.”
“Anything you say, boss.”
He breaks out into that mischievous toothy grin of his. Bubba never blunts his teeth.
“A lifetime that spans a millennium, and what kind of respect do I get? Patronizing attitudes from
my favorite niece. Wisecracks from my driver. Put-downs from some Earther I don’t even know.
And last, but surely not least, I get compared to Boris Karloff by some peroxide-blonde. You’d
think I was wearing a ‘please, bitch-slap me’ sign.”
“Bela Lugosi, not Boris Karloff. And I meant it in the best sort of way, Liz. ‘Cause I had no
intention of punking you.”
“Well, well, well, that makes all the difference in the world, smart ass.”
“Still want to marry me? Or, have I blown it?”
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“Blowing it, is what keeps you in the running, hootchie koo.”
“Ummm. Spicy.”
“I’ll expect you around eight-ish at the club.”
“You can count on it, Liz.”
The two women hug passionately, kiss even more passionately, and then part company. With her
lay gone, Kane makes the mistake of using her suite’s replicator to generate breakfast. Regardless
of what the experts say, instant just doesn’t taste as good as the real McCoy. So, breakfast goes into
the disposal. That leaves two choices: the hotel dining room or a restaurant outside the hotel. The
trouble with the fore is that all of the hotel cuisine is kosher. And she has a taste for some soul
food. So, instead of finding tine the easy way, by asking Jordan, she decides to scout out an Easy
herself.
Kane ends up off the beaten path at a military hangout, “The Dogs of War.” It’s a place where, as
one would expect, the food is aces, though kosher, the drinks are strong, and the atmosphere
positively reeks of philia thanks to a dense population of past and present comrades-in-arms. Next
to her table, two retired Tops have a friendly argument over lunch.
It’s probably the same one they have every day.
“But, Willy, it’s fuckin’ duplication. It’s a waste, pure and simple. You’re former-Marine. I’m
former-Army. An Army Scout equates to a Marine Recon. Both of ‘em do Twilights.”
“And, Troopers wearing Strange-Armor powered Suits in the Army are called Armored Cavalry.
Troopers wearing the same monkey suits with the same armaments in the Colonial Marines are
called Mobile Infantry. A Tank is a Tank. So, what’s your point, Cal?”
“It’s stupid, you dumb ass jarhead. As it is now, the Army fights the wars on Earth and the Corps
fights the off-world ones. The ADF (American Defense Force) should be composed of only one
Service. That’s the way the Limeys do it.”
“Let me guess. Your choice is the Regular Army. We dissolve the Corps. Right?”
“Correct.”
“Over my dead body!”
“That can be arranged!”
Mondo buts in: “So, as far as the U.S. military is concerned, Regulars get terrestrial wars and the
Marines get the off-world ones?”
Both men stop arguing and begin smiling at Mondo’s question. Beautiful women, especially ones
in MAX, who look very blonde and very tortured, can always get away with asking dumb
questions, even when they’re blatantly stupid ass ones like hers.
“Right you go, girlie. My name is Cal Leen. And this is Willie Martin.”
“And let me guess. He was a top sergeant. And you were a top kick.”
“Wow. Does she know her chevrons or what? Got brains and beauty too. Like to join us, girlie?”
“Why not? I hate eating alone.”
Kane moves her lunch over to their table and removes her duster.
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“Wow. Look at those babies. Hogs, aren’t they?”
“Right, Cal.”
“Nice jugs too.”
“Thanks, Willie. By-the-by. My name is Mondo Kane. But I don’t mind if you still call me
girlie.”
The conversation swings to wars stories on their part and old cases on Kane’s part; nothing
classified, of course. Neither the kosher nor the company bores Kane one little bit. And this place
keeps plenty of Mule on tap, chilled at the perfect temperature.
Following lunch, they have a friendly game of darts, with the emphasis on friendly. Neither
human tries to lay a hand on the fetching-fuckable Mondo Kane. The retirees abide by etiquette and
good old common sense. Play it friendly, but keep it respectful. ‘Cause there’s always the
Temptation to caution about when you’re human in the presence of Infernal. And good Reformist
Catholic or not, this obvious product of a Convent School education could always give into the
Temptation and turn decidedly culinary on any human who got fresh with her.
After losing badly, she’s never picked up the knack for darts, she calls it an evening and so do the
retirees. The three comrades gravitate slowly toward the bar, where she pays for her meal. She pays
for the retirees’ meals, in spite of their protests. It’s then that the owner, a Vampire named Xavier
“Sid” Vicious, puts two-n-two together.
“You’re The General’s kid.”
Initially his remark seems to be out of left field. Then it’s her turn to put two and two together.
“Quite so.”
“Having served with The General’s daughter Jenny, I know her on sight. But you’re the new pea
in the pod. If I’d recognized you earlier, I would have refused your e-el. Any kin of The General
get it free in my joint. I can credit your account from the cash register here. All it takes is another
quick swipe of your retina, just like when the waitress’ palm-pilot debited your account.”
“No need. It’s a Departmental expense account. I’ll tell The General I met you.”
“The General and I were among the fifty odd survivors of Major Moses Gunn’s Mars
Expeditionary Force. She was a second luey back then and I was a lance corporal.”
“Fuckin’ A. Un-fuckin’ believable. You’re one of the Corps’ living legends. I’m honored to be in
your presence. You guys kicked some major hinny on that one in spite of Vi-Corp being so tightfisted with their funding.”
“Damn straight. Those fuckin’ corporate bean counters cost a lot of good Marines their lives in
that almost-fiasco. We were out-numbered and out-gunned.”
“But never outclassed.”
“That goes without sayin’ whenever Marines are concerned.”
“True. But. You’d think that since it was Vi-Corp’s colony the cheeky bastards wiped out when
they established their beach head on Mars, that Vi-Corp would have had deep pockets for your
mission.”
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Sid shrugs his shoulders, “Go figure. Mortals were running the company back then. It’s no telling
what they were thinking. Shit chickens. They authorized only enough money to finance five
thousand jarheads, all Light Drop, no Mobile Infantry. We were packed like sardines into two
fuckin’ Hercules troop transports, with only one Lightening gunboat for bombardment support.
Those were the days before the Avenger Class gunships. So, we’re talking a single-purpose
command-n-control with 155mm Superguns, fixed torpedo tubes, and no Gibson. You can’t do a
good muggin’ these days with a setup like dat.”
“What about the pacifiers on those two buses?”
Her referring to the mission’s APCs as buses causes Vicious to high-arch his eyebrows. Only
Marines are supposed to talk like that, he says to himself.
“20mm Vulcan mini-guns and Electric Boat 80mm recoilless.”
“Fuckin’ suicidal. Definitely penny wise and pound foolish. Classic human management nothink.”
“Yea. But Command agreed to it.”
“Shit chickens, jarhead. From grunt to general, there wasn’t a rocket scientist in the bunch!”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. You got that right. There’s blame enough to spread around.”
“I’ll say, sarge.”
“The Zonk-Bah’s shock troops, their so-called Invincibles, whipped on us so bad in the initial
sorties that we had a Biblical casualty rate. Fifteen hundred jarheads became cannon fodder. Things
were looking bad, really bad. Then they got worse. During an assault, mass driver hits from one of
their hunter-killers took out the lead APC carrying The Major and all of the surviving officers,
except for two.”
“Agnus B and who else?”
“Captain Sloan, a spook from Langley. Sloan ciphered that we were gonna limp back to Moon
Base Alpha with our tails tucked between our legs. That would have been the darkest chapter in the
history of the Corps if we had had to obey that order.”
“I can imagine.”
“The very first action the Corps sees in its new presidentially decreed, corporate-funded role as
protector of American colonial expansion into outer space is against the very first alien invasion of
our solar system. We’re tasked with pitting an expeditionary force against a full-scale invasion
fleet, the cocksuckers are makin’ us eat shit and die, and, to top it all off, some son of a bitch spook
wants us to give up and run home to mommy.”
“So, what changed his mind?”
“A grenade.”
“Ouch.”
“Agnus B took command. We still had two thousand death-dealing Marines, a shot-to-hell
Hercules, and our intact Lightening. The Major had wisely kept the gunboat in reserve.”
“As a slight modification of your original orders.”
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“You got it. I heard you could think Marine. Now, back to my story. The Old Man was a cagey
bastard. That Lightening gave us our proverbial second wind. We destroyed all of their mass
drivers, both planetary and hunter-killer based. And we decimated their shock troops, taking no
prisoners.”
“You guys dealt their seven-thousand-year-old empire their first defeat.”
“And we taught ‘em to not fuck with Marines.”
“Yea. I guess so. You subsequently wiped them out. They’re extinct.”
“The Old Man put himself at the front of each and every charge. He always led by example.”

“If I and the rest of my officers buy it, I know that my
NCOs can carry out command of the mission. And I’ll die
knowing that each and every Marine life that has been lost
will be avenged. They think we’re weak and they’re
unstoppable. They’re wrong. And you’re gonna prove that
to them whether I live to see it or not. That’s why we’ve
got that ace-in-the-hole, a slight modification of Command
orders.”
That last remark produces a collective smile on the faces of
the battle-weary Marines assembled in the cattle-car and
those monitoring the proceedings from the other APC.
Moses “Tommi” Gunn, the excerpts
“That’s how the unofficial/official Annihilation Principle got started, isn’t it?”
“Yep. If you’re some gumbie that crosses one Marine, and it ain’t on the up-n-up, us Marines
kills off your entire civilization. And needless to say, there’s never just cause for one of them filthy,
low-life, bug-eyed stinkers to ever joelum one of us. It’s unofficial, unwritten, and disavowed
officially by Command. But every Marine worth their salty, lives and dies by it.”
“So, I’ve not heard.”
He smiles at her correct Marine response.
“You know, The General thinks the world of you. She jaws about you all the time. We keep in
touch; talk over the phone at least once a month. She keeps tabs on all of her former NCOs. She’s
still got a lot of friends in khakis, friends and pull. I’d vote for her if she ran for President, a lot of
Military would. She’s got the brass-ones to stick it to them fuckin’ bleeding-hearts. Just look at the
bang-up job she did when President Eisenhower appointed her the first Augustine for our American
Imperium! Our colonies had a real spit-shine back then thanks to her iron-fisted rule.”
“I think the world of The General also.” Kane stuffs some bills in a jar marked “widows-norphans fund.”
“And the Corps thanks you for your contribution.”
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Lastly, she places a business card in a jar overflowing with business cards.
“And it goes without saying that if you ever need someone you can trust for discreet PI work,
please give me a buzz.”
Considering who her friends and family are, it’s not surprising that this civilian has Marine
etiquette down to the letter.
“Now that you mention it. There is something you could help me with.”
Mondo notices that mixture of need and reluctance in Sid’s voice. She’s heard it before from
clients.
“But it’s of a personal nature and you aren’t sure if a Saved who was born human can handle it.”
Sid pauses before answering.
“Yes. But. No offense was meant.”
“And no offense taken.”
Vicious smiles broadly and shakes his head in an approving manner.
“Man, oh mighty. It’s just like The General said. Can’t tell you weren’t born Saved.”
“Then we’re an item?”
“Yep.”
“I’m staying at the Chase, Room 666. Come around zero-five-hundred and we’ll talk turkey in
the dining room.”
“Thanks.”
“Mondo is always there for a soldier in need.”
They shake on it. Mondo leaves. Cal and Willie are long gone. Both men know to politely butt
out when the phrase “of a personal nature” comes up in mixed company. Mondo still has time to
kill before she’s due at Liz’s. Maybe a couple of daring retired solders would like to spend some
time with her. Kane decides to catch up with the dynamic duo and find out.
“Let me guess. You’re thinking along the lines of: what a nice piece of ass, but she might lose it
during Rapture, give into Temptation, and go culinary on us like we were a couple of Big Macs.”
They both shrug.
“So. May I assume that we’re an item, boys?”
They both flash big shit eating grins like little boys who’ve gotten away with stealing the very
last Oreo out of their mom’s cookie jar.
Kane flicks out her tongue, licking the shine off the tip of her nose. That impressive feat seals the
deal.
“Oh. If it’ll make you feel any better, I don’t think of you as a couple of Big Macs. I think of you
as a couple of Half Pounders with all the fixings. ‘Cause I really, really like you guys a lot.”
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Kane leaves the boys alive and well and more than a little satisfied. She heads straight for the
Black Velvet. It’s a brisk walk to Liz’s club from the Veterans Administration retirement complex
where the two old warriors live. Their condos sure beat the hell out of the barracks they spent their
active duty lives in.
And sure enough, her tail is still there. Whoever they are, they’re good, very good indeed. She
first sensed someone doggin’ her trail when she left the tavern. Kane picks up the pace. Her
relentless shadow follows suit, but discreetly so as not to arouse suspicion. The problem is this
game of cat and mouse is being played out with a mouse who’s a veteran operator.
Mondo ducks into an alley. The tail follows a little too quickly to be a foe. Must be a friend.
Probably one of Liz’s people.
Kane shoves her muscular pursuer up against a dumpster that has seen better days. A solid thud
accompanies the impact with the garbage container.
It’s Moochee. She’s got an atypical physique for her kind’s gender. Lost women are not normally
ripped like Moochee is. Her thick muscular build is reminiscent of a Vampire with some Ogre or
Troll in ‘em. She’s plenty tall enough to be such a blend. But she lacks the green eyes, brunette
mane, coarse features, and pronounced supraorbital ridges that are characteristic of Ogres, Trolls,
their blends, and their breeds. So, Kane ciphers her to be a pure-breed Lost who, ‘cause of genes
and the gym, looks like former-SEAL and current Miss American Muscle, flex diva Chyna
“Original Sin” Syndrome. All Moochee needs to be is oiled-up, and she’d be ready to pose at the
nearest Gold Gym.
“Hold it, Blondie!”
“Sorry ‘bout the toss, but a girl can’t be too careful, you know. No offense meant.”
Mondo helps Moochee to her feet and dusts her off.
“No offense taken. I saw you coming out of Sid’s place. Liz told me to keep an eye peeled for
you while I was out on my collection run.”
“How romantic of her.”
“Look. I know of a streetside cafe near here. It’s got some upstairs rooms. They rent by the
hour.”
“I’m listening.”
“Why don’t we discuss the sexual details of our date over some espresso?”
“Date with moi?”
“Yes, with you. Liz claims you’re the best lay she’s had in decades. I’d like to try out a ride on
that space mountain of yours.”
What looks like heat shimmer rising from the middle of the asphalt street, is really the last word
in transduction-based JOX-er technology. Stealthy exo-skeletal-encased figures deploy from the
military-style singularity. The Lost seem too engrossed in their conversation to notice the intruders
who are securing the deserted avenue and invading the alley.
“And I’ve never ever been with anyone who looks like they’d be most popular with the body
builder and weight lifter crowd. Are you any good? You look like Raye ‘Zap’ Hollitt from
American Gladiators, Miss Muscle-Bound.”
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“What I look like is one lean, mean, well-muscled lovin’ machine. Scared of these biceps or just
jealous of ‘em?”
“Neither.”
“Then let’s get it on. Or, are you gonna disappoint me and turn me down just like most of my
aunt’s other dizzy-ass bleached-blonde bimbos have? You skinny-ass bitches with the big tits and
even bigger mouths are all the same. You got no guts.”
“Time to get your knee caps busted, loan shark,” proclaims a gruff voice behind them.
“Shit chickens. You fuckers never learn!” Moochee exclaims, as she whirls ‘round, in a slow and
non-menacing fashion.
Moochie has a mini-mag slung underneath her long-coat. It’s dangling at the end of a Secret
Service SpecOps Webber sling. The Smith & Wesson M11TC looks like a chopped-down version
of the A10AR, minus its look-a-like’s grenade launcher. It fires 11mm-short Special Armor
Piercing rounds that pack quite a wallop. The Secret Service considers the 10mm IAA, in either its
short or long configurations, to be overkill, and the BATF wholeheartedly agrees.
The 11mm SAP (special armor piercing) round has more than enough stopping power in the
opinion of not only Secret Service agents, but ATF agents as well. Mini-mags are standard issue for
both the U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms. And this
premier tactical carbine performs flawlessly.
Kane turns ‘round. And following Moochee’s example, she makes no move for her blasters. She
stays quiet and just listens, as if she’s a disinterested bystander.
“You’re in for a permanent ass kickin’, dreary, right in front your snatch-lickin’ suck-n-fuck
harlot.”
Looks like these ground-pounders are out to bury someone deep. They’re kitted up to kill, just
like a post-attack sweep team!
“Don’t think so, Gunny.”
“Think again. A leech against a cadre of Graf Services mercs. What you been smoking?”
Brasses, Master Gunny Herman T. Jones. His fellow mercenaries break out into laughter, as if on
cue.
“Leave now, shitheads, before you get dead.”
“She’s loony, Gunny, thinkin’ she can off all of us,” spouts, Lance Corporal Hicks.
Hicks is the armor-encased merc to the immediate left of the MaG. The reedy-looking ferretfaced character is Jonesie’s new right-hand man. Moochee broke Peters, Jonesie’s previous secondin-command. She used a blackjack to shatter every bone in Peters’ body.
Although Moochee has never crossed swords with Jonesie before, she knows him pretty well by
reputation. He’s former USCMC. So, even though Jonesie wasn’t expecting Kane and, worse yet,
he’s dismissed her as an untrained streetwalker, and thus a non-threat, he will have a trump card
just in case the unexpected does happen. ‘Cause it’s the unexpected that’s likely to get you killed in
combat. Moochee wonders what his trump card is.
Perched on a nearby rooftop, from positions of ingenious concealment, is the answer to
Moochee’s question. They had emerged from a second singularity at the same time the mercs
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emerged from theirs. The Lectors watch and wait for the right time to join into the fray. Even
they’re goin’ pay-for-hire these days. Necessity and money are definitely the mothers of strange
bedfellows.
Being experienced ghosthunters, these Uglies are sporting Glasses and their blade weapons have
been hardened. They’re also packin’ Gators, MP5/40A3s, the MP5 variant with the retractable
stock that’s chambered for the .40 S&W cartridge. The 40 caliber S&W is a perennial favorite
among ghostbusters.
Although they’re not known to engage in it an awful lot, Lectors prize the hunting of inhumans
most of all, ‘cause faerie have proven to be the deadliest prey of all. In fact, more often than not,
it’s the skull of the Hunter who ends up being the trophy on the mantle of their intended inhuman
prey.
“Hand over your take, loan shark. Ha. Ha. Ha. And we might let you live.”
“Jonesie that would set a bad precedent. Others would emulate your example. Soon, we’d be out
of business.”
“You stupid ass bloodsucker. Death is gonna put you and your aunt outta business forever.”
“Sunglasses after dark?” Kane boldly asks.
“Mind your own business, whore. Stick to hustling or you’ll be the one without the fuckin’
sunglasses,” blusters the MaG, giving the appropriate gung-ho response.
Hicks and Murphy make their move. Mondo’s counter-response is equal parts quicksilver and
deadly. She slaps leather. They’re history. Plasma grenades are useless against the mercs’ StrangeArmor powered Suits, but bullets do just fine.
Also, just like that, thanks to her snap-shoot assault sling, Moochee is shouldering her mini-mag,
dealing out death with extreme prejudice. Jonesie never sees the burst that she takes him out with.
CO, XO, and JO are gone right off the bat. And with the heads of the serpent gone, the dynamic
duo proceeds to kill the body off posthaste.
Like hot knives through butter, Special Armor Piercing rounds Teflon through the seamless
plasticine exoskeleton of the troopers’ powered Suits, “humanely” compromising Tank integrity.
These politically-correct munitions rip into the tangos cleaner than Mil-Spec Ball. The end result is
maimed/dead troopers.
In sharp contrast, Implosive-tipped Anti-Armor rounds brutally punch through powered Suit tin.
The resulting mushrooming, serrated, shrapnelizing rounds inflict nasty shredder wounds in the
tangos. The end result is maimed/dead troopers.
It’s the very same results using different methodologies to breach Hard and cancel the hard target
within.
As soon as the lead starts flying, two things happen. First, everyone shifts into overdrive, mercs
and Lovely Ones alike! Thanks to their bionics and the stimms in their Graf powered Suits, the
mercs prove to be just as wired as these Lost Girls naturally are. But the level playing field doesn’t
stay level for long. ‘Cause the second thing that happens, right on the heels of the conflict’s
escalation to hi-gear, is that the Lovelies up the ante in spite of the spoofing of the mercs’ powered
Suits. Even interlocked, the powered Suits’ spoofing just isn’t powerful enough to subjugate the
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overlapping Field-Effects of these two Lost. Both Vamps do full-ghosts; they become invisible to
the unaided eye, immaterial to the unaided touch, and impervious to ordinary means!
While Moochee works the front door, Mondo spooks into the midst of the mercs’ rear guard and
chews up their six like ground chuck! It’s a classic pincer move right out of the textbooks. The
leaderless mercs are caught in a deadly crossfire. Hell hath no fury like Vampire scorned. It’s time
for some Dark justice. Or, as Gunny Burke would say, “It’s clobbering time.” This is what a battle
of attrition is all about. The side that’s made to eat the most lead loses!

“PREPARATIONS FOR A GENERAL ENGAGEMENT:
Having explained the less considerable branches of the art
of war, the order of military affairs naturally leads us to the
general engagement. This is a conjuncture full of
uncertainty and fatal to kingdoms and nations, for in the
decision of a pitched battle consists the fullness of victory.
This eventuality above all others requires the exertion of all
the abilities of a general, as his good conduct on such an
occasion gains him greater glory, as the reverse exposes
him to greater danger and disgrace. This is the moment in
which his talents, skill, and experience show themselves in
their fullest extent.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
With the tide of battle going all the ghosts’ way, the Jinn intervene. As soon as they abandon
their concealment, a sniper begins to pick ‘em off. It’s Moochee’s kid brother Matt. He did an
extended tour as a Scout-Sniper. So, it comes as no surprise that the Lectors are gettin’ snuffed by
.50-caliber EAA from a muzzle-suppressed LAR Grizzly Big Boar BMG sniper rifle, a U.S. Army
M27 sniper weapon system to be precise. His Longbow is the genuine G.I. article right down to its
scope, which is a Leupold Mk VII, and its integral hush puppy (suppressor), which is a Knight’s
Armaments Company (KAC). The compensator of the BMG vents into said sound and flash
suppressor for true covert running. So, forget about trying to recon his position by fire!
Instead of being Moochee’s trump card, as she intended him to be, Matt ends up playing second
fiddle to Mondo. But he shouldn’t feel in the least bit slighted. After all, Mondo hails from St.
Louis, MO.
The Gateway City is home to many grim reapers. The one and only Kill-Team One is based
there. Scott Strike Force Base is located just across the river in Illinois. The Mobile Infantry
Academy is located there. That school’s founder, General Agnus B Miller Ret., lives there. Miller
rules over the 13th Precinct with that proverbial iron fist in a mink glove. And arguably, the
deadliest grim reaper in the whole ass-kicking bunch that calls that city, home, is Mondo Constance
Anna-Kane, the daughter of Mildred Christine Kane-Most. At least that’s what Mondo’s family and
friends keep telling her.
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A Lector is suddenly almost on top of Kane. It was bound to happen even with a shooter as good
as Matt working the backdoor. Sensing menace to its mistress, Kane’s duster frees itself from its
captive form and morphs into a forty-foot-long vampire python-anaconda, who makes short nasty
work of the Ugly.
Hunters have become the hunted. If asked their opinion, mercs and Lectors alike, would
wholeheartedly agree that their humdinger of a trap has been reversed on them.
At a safe distance, two very interested parties watch the mayhem. They are dressed like
gentlemen bankers, which they are anything but. One is the Graf district manager. The other is his
executive assistant. Both wear mirrored-Visors so that they can fully appreciate the spectacle in an
in an incognito fashion.
“Who’s the shoot’r with Moochee?”
“Don’t know who the puddin’ is, boss.”
“Find out. I like what I see.”
“Boss. It’s too bad she chose to get involved.”
Carver’s voice trails off. There’s no need for him to state anymore of the obvious. He limits
himself to finishing his sentence with a shrug.
Ronald J. Thompson muses for a moment, rubs his chin, and then takes a long drag on his pipe,
before finally speaking: “We’re gonna need another office manager to replace the deceased Mr.
Jones.”
“Right, boss.”
“And call in Billy and Alvin. I want to see just how good that shoot’r really is, before I make her
an offer. But, for now, let’s just enjoy the entertainment and watch a true priestess of pain at work.”

“A prudent general will also try to sow dissension among
his adversaries, for no nation, no matter how weak in itself;
can be completely ruined by its enemies unless its fall is
facilitated by its own acts. In civil dissensions, men are so
intent on the destruction of their private enemies that they
completely disregard the public safety.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
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Foreword
“Swedish Serenade.”
“You ain’t the first, and, you won’t be the last.”

Richard Holbrooke
(From “Madras Shirts and Loafers”)
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Book Two
LDS

(Colloquial acronym usage)
Lurid Detective Stories
“Kill first - - Never ask questions”
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“Make no mistake about it, a Race War is coming. With all
of its glory. And, with all of its horrors.”
--Kriss Kross
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Grimm’s Fairy Tales
Part 2 of 2
“You got some pretty big hooters to have such a Grimm outlook.”
In the course of following her path, I’ve become the subject of many an overt design and the
object of just as many a covert desire. I’m one of those beastie girls, now. You know the ones:
swinging chicks with the longest legs, some pretty big hooters, a Grimm outlook, and an ugly
vacuum cleaner of a mouth that puts a top-of-the-line Hoover to shame. What girl worth her salty
could ask for more? None worth tasting, that’s for sure.
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Chapter One
The Avengers
“Bang. Bang. You’re still dead.”
Another Lector makes it through Matt’s screening. This time it’s 12 Ga shotgun blasts, instead of
Kane’s vampiir, that takes care of the Hunter. Daylight gets blown through his chest. Two more
Uglies meet the same fate.
The shooter, kneeling in a nearby doorway on one knee, is using explosive-tipped anti-armor
slugs. These hi-tech rounds combine 12-gauge knock-down power with practical accuracy. They’re
based on a design developed by Wilhelm Brenneke, the famous Prussian gunmaker and so-called
father of modern shotgun munitions.
From its ability to flawlessly cycle said 3-inch mag rounds, to the decisiveness of its self-feeding
action, this autoloading CQB shotgun is either a Mil-Spec Beretta 1201FP or a Benelli M1 Super
90 Defense. They’re the weapons of choice for off-world colonists. In this particular case, it’s a
Benelli. And its buttstock isn’t sporting a shotgun shell holder; this lack of Shorty Saddlebags,
indicates that a non-standard magazine is being employed.
A trio of mercs make the mistake of turning ‘round with the intent of directing their fire at the
shotgunner. They too pay for their stupidity with their lives. The shotgunner has yet to reload. Yep.
This semiautomatic must have been retro-fitted with either an infinite magazine or a CAM (finite
ammunition magazine utilizing spatial displacement).
The combat scattergun, with integrated pistol-grip stock, is being so expertly wielded by a
female. And from her double-the-pleasure (double-D) endowment, lean build, and other cues, she’s
obviously Dark. She’s dressed in the same type of figure-hugging body armor favored by Convent
School TAZ teams. And like all powered livery, when it kicks into combat mode, it goes
chameleon for maximum stealth.
To digress. Minimum-drop, straight-line buttstock enhances recoil control. Pistol grip provides
increased leverage to hold the muzzle down. Made from durable, poly-resin material for years of
service life. Includes energy-absorbing, molded-rubber recoil pad. TAC III design incorporates
additional shell storage in the buttstock. TAC IV is solid; TAC IV-S model is sized for the smaller
shooter or those wearing body armor. All models include the Law Enforcement (LE) fore end.
Mercs and Lectors alike refuse to relent even in the face of odds that have tipped well beyond
overwhelming. Pitched battle becomes a shooting gallery, which in turn becomes a slaughterhouse.
And when all is said and done, only faerie remain standing. An outcome that was never in doubt,
from the first shot fired, to the last life taken!
The mercs should have kept their mouths shut and done all of their mouthing off with their guns.
In other words, they should’ve kept their stroke to an educated hit-n-run.
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“Hit ‘em hard. Hit ‘em fast. Hit ‘em smart. Then, get da
hell out! Never give d’at sucker a break: odd, even, or
otherwise. And never smarten up a chump. That’s why the
educated hit-n-run is our bread and butter. ‘Cause for us, a
quagmire always equates to extinction.”
author unknown
(Doctrine of the U.S. Special Forces)
“Come over here, girl.”
The girl obeys Mondo’s command without hesitation, shotgun dangling casually from its
TacSling. A three-point blood-ankh crystal is embedded in the girl’s right nostril. Her jeweled
nostril piercing indicates that she’s a Martian Zealot who’s a Believer. And her face sports three
kunts in a paired setup! The inferior of this pair-of-three pierces the middle of her lower lip, the
middle one spears the center of her left cheek, and the superior one goes through the apex of her
left eyebrow. They’re connected by a fine filigreed gold chain, which dutifully traces her left
orbital margin as it follows a less-than-direct course in its spanning of the superior and middle
kunts. The kunts and their linking chain are called a 3-boned because they form what looks like a
numeral three! Her 3-boned is a clear indication that she’s a Skinhead, a Neo-Nazi, a member of
the Fourth Reich’s secular offshoot.

Author’s note: The Fourth Reich is the post-Hitler Nazi
Party. The Third Reich was the Hitler led Nazi Party. The
Party was founded by the god Hitler over a thousand years
ago.
Being a retro-Skinhead, a Skinhead that doesn’t wear their head shaved, as well as being a girl,
her coiffure is an electric-dyke that’s bleached platinum-blonde down to the scalp with a spiky
short-short cut that screams “butch” right up the insanity scale. Think: boar hairbrush on LSD. The
same bewitch that manifests her hairdo and maintains its white-blonde bleach-job, also maintains
the jet-black color of her eyebrows. Der Vandale call the hairdo, its hair coloring, and its
companion eyebrow coloring, their “synn-grrrl.”
Sterling-silver skull rings adorn the girl’s fingers, grandwizard-style. Thus, there are three
charmed rings per finger. The ones on her left-hand spell out the word “bitch” in triplicate. While
the ones on her right-hand spell out the word “whore” in triplicate. And it goes without saying, that
the nuns don’t permit her to go native like this when she’s attending school.
The young girl, who looks to be fourteen or fifteen-years-old, prostrates herself before Kane, as if
Kane is her mistress. She’s kneeling with her head down, bristled hair sweeping the same pavement
bricks her hands are held palms down to, ripe armored breasts pressed tightly against firm armored
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thighs, neck arched! It’s the extreme version of POR, the position-of-respect, the same fetal that
Kane used when auditioning for Sister Elaine.
“I’m yours to command, Mistress.”
“I wasn’t aware that I had a handmaiden.”
“Looks like you got one now,” Moochee smarts off, before turning her attentions to finishing off
the wounded.
“I implore you to accept me as your handmaiden, Mistress.”
“Do you make it a practice of auditioning for potential Mistresses this way?”
“Yes.”
“Yes what?”
“Yes, Mistress,” Then the girl adds: “If I offend you in any way during the course of this
audition, please dismiss me at once, Mistress.”
“That goes without saying.” Kane pauses dramatically. “How did you pick me?”
“I didn’t. My Uncle Sid did.”
“Mistress,” Kane quickly corrects.
“Mistress,” the girl adds even more quickly.
“Continue, Slave. And make sure you don’t address my en tutoyant again, else I’ll dismiss you
without a moment’s hesitation.”
“When I’m not in school, my uncle tries to keep me out of mischief by having me work at his
tavern, Mistress.”
I answer, my excitement only thinly veiled. This woman, my idol, actually called me Slave
(Mistress’ apprentice). Up until now, the others have always dismissed me, and quite rudely I might
add, by this point in the audience. And they never referred to me as Slave at any time. Sid was right
as usual. The problem wasn’t in my auditioning technique; it was in my choice of potential
Mistresses. I picked them in a haphazard fashion, born of inexperience and desperation. Being
neither inexperienced nor desperate, Uncle Sid made the right choice the first time around. Now
it’s all up to me. This is my job to get or blow. Judas priest. There’s nothing like a make-it-orbreak-it situation to get the juices flowing! And, oh God. It’s just like Uncle Sid said. This girl is
good. If I didn’t know better, I’d swear she was born Saved. Man, oh, man. Does she know how to
put the screws to you or what? This is the unliving end.
“So, you’re the personal problem he’s asked me to take care of?”
“Yes, Mistress. Ever since puberty I have become pathless. With no living mother to channel my
energies appropriately, my Dark bloodlust drives me to participate in lethal diversions such as
tonight’s combat.”
“Desperate enough to let me fuck you as a bribe to become my handmaiden?”
“No, Mistress. I’m virgin. I will not become your fricatrice so that you might become my Lurid.”
“Excellent answer. If you had answered else wise, I would have failed your unworthy harlot
carcass, without hesitation.”
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Kane prods the girl into an even tighter position-of-respect by applying the spiked heel of a longboot to the back of the girl’s neck.
“My name is Mondo Constance Anna-Kane. I was born Constance Ann Smith. My father is
human. My mother is human. I was born human. I was Embraced without my consent. Now, I’m
Saved. Now, I am Dark.”
“I acknowledge your admission of humanity, yet still wish to pursue you as my Lurid. Though I
was born and raised Zealot, I forgive you for the sin of being born human. I forgive you for
Salvation having to be forced upon you, instead of you voluntarily seeking it out, Mistress.”
“Then reveal yourself unto me.”
Mondo digs her keen heel into the girl’s neck, puncturing the skin and drawing blood.
“My name is Gina Amber Britt-Vicious. I was born doubly blessed, ‘cause I was born Saved to
Zealots. I am Dark. My father was Elf. My mother was Vampire. They are dead, destroyed by the
Vali Dol when those heathens overran the NASA research station on Pirrus 12 three years ago. My
parents were scientists working on a CIA funded advanced weapons project.”
“You forgot to call me Mistress, again.”
Kane grinds her spiked heel in ever deeper. Gina doesn’t scream. She doesn’t make a sound, in
spite of the sheer agony shooting up and down her spine.
“Mistress.”
“Is that anger I detect in your voice, Slave?”
“Sorry, Mistress. It’s a reflex response to the pain you’re inflicting.”
“This audience is over.”
With that said, Kane punctures Gina’s spinal cord with her boot’s stiletto heel. It goes in through
a disc between two of the girl’s cervical vertebrae. Gina goes limp. For a while, Kane goes digging
for strawberry jam (spinal fluid)!
How easy it is to fall into those old habits. How deliciously lovely it is to be myself. Here I am
doing the familiar sort of painful things to this pathless child in spite of the railing of my
preciously-hoarded ghost, the humanity of my Middle-Class upbringing. Oh joy, oh bliss, says me,
self-proclaimed toughest, sickest, shit-kickin’-est queen muther in the business!
Moochee walks over, having finished mopping up. The wail of approaching police sirens
punctuate the night.
“Fail or keep?”
“Keep. Gina passed her audience with flying colors. She’s a good fighter: obedient, proud, smart,
quite resourceful, and, most important of all, completely ruthless in combat. She’s just pathless.”
“This is why she’s seeking a Mistress, before her anti-social behavior gets her into some trouble
she can get destroyed for. So, what do we do with her now, Miss Sweetness-and-Light?”
“Nothing. She’ll reanimate soon enough.”
“Outstanding. I’ll signal my brother to come down when the police arrive. It’s good to have a
Grimm around who can corroborate our story that this shootout was legit.”
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“Grimm, moi?”
“I run a background check on all of my auntie’s toys, Miss St. Louis PD. ‘Cause you can never
be too careful in this business.”
“Quite so, former Miss Washington Bureau Chief for the Secret Service, former head of the
White House security detail, formerly of the President’s hand-picked Elites. ‘Cause you definitely
can never be too careful in my line of work.”
“Looks like we’ve both done our homework, gun whore.”
“Muscle-bound freak.”
“Big lass with a big bass.”
“Gangster.”
“Hitman.”
“Thug.”
“Thug with a badge.”
“And?”
Moochee breaks out into a wide toothy grin.
“Double outstanding. You win,” Moochee joyfully and respectfully concedes.
It’s been a long time since Moochee has been bested in the tease. The best Liz and Matt can ever
do against her is to come in first loser.
“I win this time ‘round, the battle, but not the war,” Mondo appropriately and respectfully
acknowledges, as she pumps the mobster’s extended hand. Moochee has some big hams and a viselike grip. But Kane gives back as good as she gets, to do less would be an insult. Then, Mondo
offers the expected advance: “Your brother is a damn fine sniper. I continue to find things to like
about this family of yours.”
“Thank you very much for those kind words. But hell. He’s small potatoes compared to me. You
haven’t been fucked yet, until Moochee has gotten hold of you.”
Mondo arches a plucked eyebrow and purses her thin lips. She flicks out her tongue, slowly and
sensuously, wetting those thin lips of hers and the tip of her nose.
“Still think you’re woman enough to devour my wares?” Mondo teases.
“Like I’ve said, I’m game if you are.”
“Then we’re an item, ‘cause I’d love to fuck your brains out. But, be warned. I prefer to be on
top. I prefer cock to pussy. And I fuck like I fight: hard and fast.”
“So, Liz has warned me. I like cock too. But muff can be so nice, a real nice trip with the right
girl, the kind of girl with a very knowing tongue, a girl like.”
“You?”
“Yep.”
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“I’ll be the judge of that.”
When the police arrive on the scene, the banter is not so coy and inviting.
A plainclothes detective, with a very disappointed look on her face, walks up to the big palooka
who’s grilling three very cocky-looking Vampires.
“Her credentials legit?”
“Sorry, Boz. Swipe checks out to a gnat’s eye. She’s the real thing. And with her sworn statement
to back up their claim of self-defense, the DA isn’t likely to press charges.”
“Although inadmissible in court, their scans do checkout. Everything jibes.”
“Any evidence of memory tampering?”
“None. No false recall. No excised memories. No remembrance alterations.”
“This should come as no surprise, since they were so obliging about waving Miranda so the scans
could be done in the first place.”
“I told you not to get your hopes up.”
“Yes, you did. Looks like Moochee and her brother are gonna skate again. Usually it’s ‘cause of
that slick-talking shyster of their aunt’s. Now, they’ve got a bimbo Grimm in their pocket.”
“Nobody has me in their pocket, Detective Harris, least of all mobsters.” Mondo interjects.
Harris is a slender, petite brunette with an abrasive in-your-face attitude. She doesn’t take shit off
of anyone, even when that anyone is badged, Dark, and packin’ heat.
“If I had my way, your Grimm status wouldn’t mean shit on the Moon. The Lunar Police
Department doesn’t employ any Grimm. You’re nothin’ but thugs,” adds the tough-looking/-talkin’
gent who’s standing beside that slender, petite brunette with all that attitude.
The tough guy played pro ball once. He was a linebacker. So, there’s no question about his
testicular fortitude. And, palooka or not, this Rhodes Scholar is nobody’s dummy.
“That’s why your crime rate is so high, Detective Sergeant Bosley. If you had thugs like me
working for you, your so-called precious Moon would be a much safer place for decent folk to
live.”
One of the harness bulls calls out for Boz and Harris to come over to his prowler. Headquarters is
on the horn and needs to talk to them.
“Thanks, Bill, we’ll be right over. The stink was getting pretty bad over here, anyways.”
Bosley and Harris shake their heads and walk off disgusted.
“Jeez, Mondo, you’re such a statesman. Man, oh man. I’ve yet to get either of those flatfoots
eating out of my hands like you have.”
“Smart ass. Hey you. Yea. I mean you. Stop kicking my Slave.”
Kane boldly walks right up in the face of Kit Carson. The SWAT leader is kicking the motionless
Gina in the ribs.
“Sorry. No offense meant. Didn’t know she was with you.”
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“If she weren’t, she wouldn’t still be alive.”
“Oh.”
“Besides. I wasn’t calling you off for her sake. I was doing it for yours. She’s conscious, you
dimwit. A few more whacks from your boots, and she’d likely have tired of playing possum. That
would have led to a messy misunderstanding, with her and me on one side, and your team and you
on the other. And I don’t feel like filling out the paperwork associated with that kind of ruckus.
Capish?”
After a brief stare-down between Kane and Carson, during which neither of ‘em flinches, Carson
and his team move off to check out the rest of the bodies.
“You can stand up now, Gina. You’ve earned the right to be my first Slave, my first
handmaiden.”
“And you have earned the right to be my first Lurid, my first Mistress. What now, Mondo?”
“Go home to your uncle. We’ll see each other in the morning.”
When Gina has skipped happily out of ear shot, Kane muses out-loud: “She fights a lot like I did
at that age. Those were the days. I was so vicious and callous in battle.”
“And still are, if tonight’s performance is any indication of your current combat persona. You
fight like you were born Saved. I’ve been around my share of Embraced, but I’ve never seen any of
‘em fight as good as you do.”
“Thank you for those kind words about my combat. I’ve always been utterly ruthless in that
arena. The fact that I was on the Varsity TAZ team at Convent School, ought to tell you volumes.
But then, since you’ve done your homework on me, you already know about my fighting prowess.”
“Reading is one thing. Seeing is another. Now I can fully appreciate the revelations from that BC
(background check) I did on you. Now I understand how you became the captain of your Varsity
team.”
“And, I might add, the first and last human handmaiden of a certain Sister Elaine, who was the
head coach of my TAZ team at the time. And I used to have the scars to prove it all.”
“Sister Elaine. That rings a bell.”
“It ought to, Zealot. She was the Lurid of the Butcher of Bohn.”
The conversation comes to an abrupt halt when Boz walks back over to the three inhumans.
“You’re all free to go.”
“But don’t leave town,” quips Mondo.
“Smart ass Dark!” Boz snarls through clenched teeth.
In a surprise move, considering the situation, Kane extends her hand.
Instead of slapping it away, Boz grabs her mitt, and they hug. Boz is the older brother of Kane’s
mother, her human mother that is. Hard-boiled detectives run rampart on that side of the family.
“Long time no see, Uncle Boz.”
“I know, princess. How’s my baby sister taking your Embrace?”
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“Like you’d expect her to. Dad is handling it even worse than she.”
“Don’t worry, she’ll come around eventually, so will your dad. No matter what you’ve become,
they still love you.”
“I know.”
“You always related to them inhumans better than our kind, anyways. One way or the other, I
knew you’d Embrace. It was only a matter of when, not if. Keep in touch, little girl.”
“I will.”
“We’ve got to do lunch before you leave. As for you, Moochee.”
“Yea, flatfoot. Another day. Another time. But someday I’m gonna catch you red-handed, and
when I do: pow. I know the speech. I’ve heard it before.”
“So, you have. Oh, nice backshooting as usual, Matt.”
He leaves, smirking, noticing that, as usual, he couldn’t get a rise out of “Silent” Matt.
Kane samples some more of the espresso from her flagon, purring like a cat at the tasty liquid
delight. Demons are prodigious coffee drinkers.
“Does Matt ever talk, Moochee?”
“When I have something worth saying.”
“Wow. As I live and breathe, the boulder does talk.”
“That’s more than he’s said all month. He must like you a lot.”
The two girls share a chuckle and a hi-five.
“So, what’s the skinny on Graf and your crew?”
“First, a history lesson.”
“I’m all points.”
“As civil servants, erasers don’t make a lot of money. So. It’s not uncommon for them to
supplement their income by entering into, shall we say, mutually beneficial partnerships with local
gangsters whose business dealings fall squarely in that so-called grey area of the law.”
“Dealings that aren’t illegal. But, then again, they aren’t legal either.”
“Quite so. Aunt Liz was the silent partner of just such a local mobster. His name was Mr. Sam
George. Five years ago, Sam died of natural causes: old age. He was a hundred and fifty. This, as
you well know, is pushing it for a human. Instead of leaving his share of the business to his useless
son or one of his scheming equally-worthless family members.”
“He left it to Liz.”
“Exactly. Aunt Liz runs the business strictly as a sideline. She works full-time at the Department
of Terminations, where she’s held the position of senior eraser for over a century. When she took
over the business, she naturally wanted her most trusted family members to oversee its day-to-day
operations, so she called on us. I quit the Secret Service. Matt didn’t re-up when his tour ended.
We’ve got the usual mix of gambling, drugs, prostitution, gun running.”
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Mondo finishes Moochee’s sentence for her, “And loan sharking, mostly Marines and mercs.”
“The Marines are never a problem, but the mercs are another story entirely. They’re totally
unpredictable. Then again, we make the most money off of sharking them. So, the financial
rewards associated with dealing with them, far outweigh the risks, even those acute risks associated
with sharking Graf goons.”
It’s obvious from Mondo’s knowledgeable interjections that Moochee, so far, hasn’t told her
anything that she either already doesn’t know or hasn’t deduced from the BC that she ran on this
powerful and ruthless, even by Vampire standards, mob family. She listens out of expected
politeness, Vampire to Vampire. As they have only shown her the appropriate level of respect, so
she returns the favor in kind. Such is the Way of Darkness: like gives to like.
“So, continue the history lesson.”
“Not much more to say. Tonight’s ambush, which would have bided out to a cool half million if
someone had ordered it, is just an expected risk associated with being a Vampire doing business on
the Moon on Ron Thompson’s watch.”
“Makes sense. RT has made a lot of enemies in his long career, most of them the worst kind:
Vampire. His hate for our kind is renown. The Moon is the safest place for him. And even here, the
last bastion of humanity, as the Humanists calls it, Graf Services spends, I hear, a Biblical on
security just for him.”
“You’ve got good sources. Like you, we’ve also heard that it’s costing Graf an arm and a leg to
keep RT alive. For now, we treat him as what he is: an annoyance. But. If he should ever become
more than a nuisance, we will put that uppity human in his place.”
“No matter the cost?”
“No matter the cost or the consequences. Graf or not, we’d make an example of him and have
him for dinner. Humans do have their many uses. But. They’re best for fucking and eating. As
such, ROE notwithstanding, they should be kept in cattle pens to be fucked and/or slaughtered at
our whim.”
“I take it you don’t eat clone meat, then?”
“No. We eat Originals, as God intended us to. The fresher, the better. You couldn’t get me to eat
that replicant slop for all the tea in China.”
“Some of the Xerox stuff is quite good. In fact, I prefer it to Originals.”
They take the bait: hook, line, and sinker. Moochee’s eyes open really wide. The edge of Matt’s
mouth quivers ever so slightly. Rage kept barely in check, is the best way to describe the vibes
coming from this brother and sister tandem. Both Moochee and Matt are Zealots: strict inhuman
Catholics who follow the edicts of the Middle Testament, verbatim.
Needless to say, Zealots ignore the reforms that came out of Vatican III. Offer them a blank
meal, and they’ll offer you your head, literally!
“Gotcha.”
Moochee lets out a deep breath and laughs so hard she cries. A smile appears on Matt’s normally
stoic face.
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“You, little shit. I thought you were really serious. Man, you can tease. What a rush. Like. For
sure.” Moochee pats Kane playfully on the back of her gloved hand. “Yes, sist’r. Anybody who
teases like you ought to be Zealot.”
“I hear it’s legal to eat Originals up here.”
“You’ve heard correctly.”
“Do just dyed-in-the-wool-Papalists (Zealots), like yourselves, and offy (off-world) Reformists,
like me, take advantage of this?”
“No. Even humans, an enlightened few, eat the food of the gods. So, are you interested?”
“Yes, I’d love to partake.”
“Then. We must Indulge.”
“By-the-by. Now that we’ve had our first date, made a raincheck for another, and we’re still not
overdue at Liz’s.”
“Go on.”
“Can you speak for Liz?”
“Yes, I’m her Enforcer.”
“I mean legally.”
“Yes, I have her proxy.”
Kane removes a quill and a writing pad from her purse, and jots something down in longhand.
“What would you do if RT no longer had Graf to protect him?”
Matt cracks another smile, this one is even larger than the first.
“I would make phone calls and throw a party, a party where he would be the guest of honor and
the main course.” Mondo tears off the scribbled note and hands it to Moochee, who hastily reads it.
“I’ll be sending out those invitations, ASAP!”
Liz’s eyes light up like the 4th of July when she reads the check RT hands her. It’s a six-digit
recompense.
“I’m so very sorry about this unfortunate incident. Please accept this expression of my
company’s most heart-felt apologies. And rest assured that Mr. Jones’ actions were without our
company’s knowledge, let alone consent.”
Kane lounges causally at the bar, coat draped over the stool next to her, nursing a shot glass of
Mule, seemingly disinterested in the nearby proceedings.
Jordan is working the bar. He’s filling in for the usual drink slinger, a human, who was told by
Moochee to not bother reporting in for work tonight.
Moochee is working casino security. She keeps one eye on the gambling and the other one on the
proceedings between RT and her aunt.
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Thompson’s stretch limo is parked out front. It’s flanked by Graf security in three-piece business
suits, who are in turn flanked by club security in double-breasted suits. Both sets of security sport
that signature cover, a crisp fedora.
“How generous of you, RT. Of course, we accept your apology.”
RT is flanked by two individual who are definitely not vanilla security. Both sport Black MAX.
Wahl-Quicks encircle their waists. A couple of Hogs call each Quick, home. They reek of being
twenty-twos: ‘borgs who are only 22% human. They’ve also got kill-team written all over them.
So, this is the bitch that’s got RT in such a lather. Shit, she doesn’t look like much. She’s the
usual curvaceous, big tit, Dark slut. Fuck! What the shit! Sonuva bitch. I can’t scan her!
And, Kane has just as low an opinion of the twenty-twos as they have of her. But, as one would
expect, hers is the opinion that really matters. Stupidity and arrogance are a lethal combination.
So, this is what passes for a kill-team in the boonies. Hell. This C-cup cybernetic slut can’t even
scan me.
The ever-dapper RT turns ever so slightly and looks Kane straight in the eyes. “And whom, might I
so boldly ask, does this ravishing creature belong to?”
“Myself.”
“I’m.”
“Ron Thompson. Graf District Manager.”
“You have me at a disadvantage. You know me and I don’t know you.”
“Bullshit.”
The ‘borg moll at his side flinches ever so slightly. RT decides to dispense with his game of
pretense. Kane obviously knows what’s what.
“Steady, Billy. Miss Kane meant no offense with her remark.”
“Wouldn’t matter if I did. ‘Cause these two bozos obviously couldn’t do anything about it. A
couple of skin-jobs. Give me a break. Is this the best that Graf’s self-proclaimed world’s greatest
executive can do?”
“A bony-ass brassy blonde, with a big bass, is that the best the St. Louis Police Department can
do? You look like a hooker who moonlights as muscle on the Vegas Strip,” retorts the male twentytwo, as he boldly steps forward.
“Jesus Fuckin’ Buddha. I’m scared,” Kane mocks.
“You should be. I’m Alvin Blanks and this is my wife, Billy.”
“So?”
“We’ve built quite a reputation on snuffing troublesome leeches.”
“Troublesome to whom?”
“Mr. Thompson.”
“That’s nice, skin-job.”
“Bitch ass ho!” Billy interjects. “Your mouth is writing checks your ass can’t cash!”
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How predictable. Their MO never changes. The female’s chiming in can only mean one thing:
they’re gonna lay the smack down on me.
“Ever tire of being a cop, Miss Kane? I could use someone like you in my employ.”
“I’m not a cop. I like my job. And I don’t work for shits like you.”
“My hate for Vampire doesn’t blind me to their considerable prowess as muscle. I have many
Vampires in my employ.”
“Two, hardly qualifies as many. Both are Embraced who couldn’t adjust to their new chosen
lives as saved.”
Mondo stands up, flashing that menacing grin of hers. The twenty-twos never get their guns out
of their holsters. Liz is the only one in the room old enough to kinda-sorta-maybe see Mondo swift.
Quick-draw at this level is best described as “rage made manifest!” And at the velocity she can vent
her talent at, it’s truly a chilling foreground to the gruesome background it always creates. At this
point-blank range, Kane gets some splatter, both organic and cybernetic. The sticky stuff is mute
testament to the fact she actually did do it. It wasn’t a gunfight. It was an assassination, plain and
simple. They never had a chance. The opposition was doomed from the git-go.
“I was sent to do a simple pop and drop. The drop was for Liz Hurley. The pop included these
two Vampire hunters. I’m a Grimm by trade. But I’ve been known to indulge the sideline of
Vampiric hunter before. This is a no surprise, because I’m one of those people whose motto is ‘live
to kill, kill to live.’”
RT is alive, standing without a scratch. He’s in shock. Two-to-one odds wasn’t good enough to
tip the scales in the twenty-twos’ favor, not against this Vampire. It’s the Way of Darkness: unlike
devours unlike. And, I’m not talkin’ ‘bout cunnilingus or fellatio either.
“This is murder. I’ll have you arrested; you leech slut!”
“Hardly. Like I said, I’m on a gig.”
Kane places her billfold-style flip phone on the bar.
“They’re on my Listing, a Listing which Phone will display for the police when they arrive.”
“You’re dead. That was my daughter and son-in-law you just gunned down you big tit, skinnyass leech!”
“Carver.”
“Yes, Miss Kane?”
“You can leave now.”
“Thank you. And my compliments on a job well done.”
“What the fuck is going on here? Carver? Carver?”
Carver ignores him and leaves. Bubba puts up the “Closed for Private Party” sign and locks the
front door.
“As you’ve probably guessed, your name is also on my Listing. You see, it’s cheaper for Graf if
you die and the much less controversial Mr. Carver becomes district manager. Security for you is
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costing them a mint. So, they’ve decided to cut their losses. They stopped fighting your extradition
for that twenty-year-old murder rap. And out of politeness to my host, Liz, here.”
Kane’s vujcic slaps into her hand and unfolds.
“You won’t get away with this.”
“I beg to differ. Look around you. Everyone in here tonight is inhuman. Most of them are
relatives of your two Vampire hunters’ victims. So, forget about a sympathetic audience.” Mondo
pauses for effect, a dramatic device she learned from her maker. “I’m gonna carve you up like a
Thanksgiving turkey. But don’t worry, you’ll live. After all, we’re just talking ‘bout you being
drawn-n-quartered. Then we’re all gonna dine on you. We’re gonna eat you alive. We’ve got those
two race traitors of yours in the wine cellar. They’re also on my Listing. After I deputize my new
handmaiden, she can legally off them tomorrow morning. It’s a minor task to break her into the
trade. But everyone has to start somewhere and it’s usually with small fry. I think I’ll, yes, let her
borrow my vujcic. Excuse my vulgarity in using my guns to off the cyborgs, Liz. No offense was
meant. But expediency dictated their use.”
“I fully understand. Apology accepted. No offense was taken. It’s very courteous of you, we
being Zealots and all, to destroy the other condemned sinners detained on our premises, using the
instrument of strict Catholic justice, the vujcic.” Liz, a deacon in her parish, can’t help from
switching to bully pulpit mode. “The vujcic is the instrument of just death dictated by our Holy
Bible. It was the diviner of truth during the Blessed Inquisition. It was used by the true believers in
the Jihad, the Holy War that was depicted in the Third Book of the Dark Apocalypse.”
While Liz’s bully pulpit gives way to full-fledged sermonizing, RT tries to call up Graf Security
on his phone, but no one responds. Even the 911 operator hangs up on him.
“Why bother, RT? I’ve killed the only people who were ever really loyal to you. Graf Services is
no longer there to shield you. It’s all over. The fat lady has sung.”
“I’ll see you in Hell.”
“Been there. Done that. Enjoyed the trip there and back. Oh, and Ron, say hello to my mother
when you arrive. She so likes to summer there this time of the year.”
Moochee moves up beside Kane and begins licking the gore off of her neck.
“For dessert, how’s ‘bout I call in that raincheck?”
“My God, Moochee. How did you do that? You’ve read my mind without having to scan me.”
As soon as Mondo steps into her suite, she “sees” a familiar presence. She makes a false move
for her guns, just to keep her visitor guessing.
“Enough.”
“Well. I’ll be damned.”
“Undoubtedly. After all, you’re my daughter,” responds a disembodied voice; disembodied, that
is, for the Sightless. Calm, soothing, collected, and oh so very velvet smooth, it’s the voice one
would expect of an Ancient.
Ghost becomes apparition. Apparitions are quasi-corporeal. Even a mortal can see them. They
look corporeal. But looks can be deceiving since, like ghosts, they can only be touched by someone
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who’s either a faerie or a Mundane that’s employing the appropriate dodge. Also, like ghosts, they
can hover. The apparition becomes corporeal.
Before the advent of Strange-Light Glasses, a ghost could only be seen with the naked eye by a
faerie. Now, Sightless can with the aid of Optical devices see ghosts. Glasses are most commonly
used by the Sightless to see cloaked individuals.
NT enhanced scanners can sort-of paint (track) apparitions. And there’s whispers about soon to
be marketed NT-enhanced transduction barriers that will thwart spook-capable faerie. Current
TDBs (transdimensional barriers) can only block a caller (a spook employing a teleportation
device).
Whether it be UDR, NT, or even Strange, the miracle-rivaling feats of occult hybrids, the
technological offspring born of marrying science to magic, are progressively neutralizing the
arcane advantage. But, then again, that’s what vox is all about.
Loving mother and daughter embrace, exchange a peck on the cheek, and a swat on the behind.
“So, what brings you to the Moon? You’re not very popular up here.”
Kane doesn’t waste time asking Most how she got into the room without tripping any of the
dodges. One, the acolyte wouldn’t answer such a rude question, even from her daughter. And two,
what Kane knows about magic compared to what Most has forgotten, wouldn’t even cover a pin
head.
“The mother of the Bugs isn’t welcome on many colonial worlds, which is nothing new. Billions
of humans consider me a worse scourge than the Butcher of Bohn. Like I give a fuck.”
“My. My. That’s not very sensitive of you.”
“Look who’s talking.”
“Point taken.”
“I have need of you and your specialized skills.”
“Sounds frosty, quite frosty indeed. It must be something which is right up my alley. And with
me being the lick ‘em and leave ‘em kind of girl that I am, I’ll bet that it’s an adventure that
involves slick chicks, beefy kicks, and plenty of licks.”
“Hardly. I’m on vacation. I plan to visit the Seen and I need a sandman. You know how
dangerous travel can be, especially for a genteel mortal-ish woman these days.”
“Of course, mother dearest. I’d love to be your bodyguard. But I still have some loose ends to tie
up before I’m finished with this gig.”
Knowing mother, I’m not telling her anything she doesn’t already know. Oh, well. Must be polite
and respect her, since she does respect me.
“How long before you’re free?”
“Another day.”
“I can wait.”
“Where are you staying?”
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“Here. After all, the suite does have two bedrooms. And, I’ve already arranged it with hotel
management. I used to date Mr. Hughes. Having that kind of pull with the owner always helps.”
“Figures.”
“Mind if I hang?”
“No. Not at all. I’ll just freshen up. We have a busy day ahead of us. And it starts with an early
morning appointment.”
“How long do we have the suite?”
“Two weeks on the city’s money.”
“There’s no need to waste such generosity. Let’s leave for the Seen after the lease expires.”
“Suits me.”
“One more suggestion, if you don’t mind?”
“Of course, Moonglow.”
“You’re such a good girl; best daughter a mother could ever have. I brought your Syx with me.
Left it in the bathroom. Be a good dear for mother, and demure right now. You know how mother
is.”
Syx is the oldest and most tradition-bound expression of a dominatrix bodyguard’s fealty to their
contract-holder. And in these most modern of times, Syx is still what Geisha wear. Some traditions
never die.
Mondo steps into the bathroom where her attire awaits. As tradition dictates, Mondo demurs per
strict ritual ways.
First, she invokes the makeup which resides in the base of her spine. Just a little dab a-do-ya. It
spreads rapidly as it does a hostile takeover of its targeted areas. Buttocks, rear cleavage, face,
neck, and balcony cleavage (breast cleavage) are painted pearly-white, the flawless alabaster
complexion of a Brunette. Eyebrows, nose ridge, lips, and left nipple are painted coal-black. A
purple mask paints itself across her face. This wide horizontal band showcases her baby-blues.
Purple hash marks, progeny of said painted-on bandito mask, run the length and the breath of both
cheeks. The greasepaint is alive. It’s a pugnacious parasite and most powerful narcotic called muir.
She becomes quite the neapolitan, a living canvas for muir and animate tattoos. The makeup of a
female sandman’s Syx is unique to their primary contract holder’s House, as unique as the family
crest or the Book of said Primary. Using some follicular spellcasting, Mondo French-braids the
hyped hair draping her back into a ponytail as the muir does its dirty.
Next, she puts on her trinity. It’s a fine filigreed gold chain with three kunts. The top ring pierces
her right nipple. The middle ring is attached to a black Death’s-Head opal, an opal which fits itself
snugly in her navel. And the bottom ring pierces her clit.
Lastly, she saddles up, but with one noticeable substitution. In place of her V-waist shorts is an
S&M version of a string bikini bottom. It’s technically a harness, not a pair of panties that covers
her crotch and natal cleavage (anal cleavage) as an afterthought. This deliciously miniscule
bondage thong is called a chast. And, it’s one of the oldest and most tradition-bound pieces of
bondage-wear known to inhumanity. In contrast to those other concessions to Kane’s propensity for
Black MAX, this less-than-skimpy G-string is vampiir in strict accord with the dictates of tradition.
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Unlike her duster, it’s locked into its captive form on a permanent basis. Where its butt and waist
straps intersect is a Blue, a discreet clasp and enchanted padlock arrangement which is mute
testament to the chast’s true purpose. A chast is a chastity belt. It’s the ultimate reciprocal
expression of bondage between a female sandman and their primary mistress. And, as blasphemous
as it sounds, this chast was the bottom half of her old peep show outfit. The top half was her B&D
bra. In a sense, though, it’s a logical pairing. After all, her bondage bra is one of the oldest and
most tradition-bound pieces of bondage-wear known to humanity.
Her Ful-ly, her front-hook posture bra, was made during the Victorian era, just like her flossbikini. Both are the genuine article, real antiques, and not overpriced replicas. In her own way,
Kane is just as much a willing slave to tradition as her mother is. It’s an enslavement that, for Kane,
has lately been expanding beyond the confines of the human and a touch of the inhuman, to
encompass the entirety of inhuman tradition.
Mondo struts out of the bathroom: oh, we got cheek showing back there! It’s funny how much a
person can change in a year. A year ago, she would have been too embarrassed to ever wear so
little in public, let alone flaunting a trinity so openly. Her trinity, that enchanted piece of jewelry,
has only one purpose, and everybody knows it. It’s for getting off. Certain deliberate movements of
its wearer translate into tugs from this potent aphrodisiac, which in turn leaves its wearer wet. In
ancient times, the trinity was the reward femme sandmen received for faithfully guarding a
Vampire’s concubine. It became part of the Syx that those dominatrix-bodyguards wore for life.
Most has changed into a nun’s translucent lavender traveling habit. This is accessorized with
EFX operas, chast, cigarette purse, suspender-stockings, and torturer’s skulk (cape). Her naughtynun ensemble is several thousand years old. Cape, chast, and clutch are vampiir. Habit, long gloves,
and tall-hose are Silken, the bps made from silk spun by Rune spiders. Silken haute couture tells
you just how Old School, Most really is. It comes as no surprise then, that all she’s packin’ is a
vujcic, which is holstered in a traditional Kuhn, that’s strapped to her left thigh. Yep, this old girl
doesn’t miss an Old trick, especially the ecclesiastical ones.

Author’s note: Assume silk bps, like Silken for example, is
black, unless otherwise noted.
They walk over to the sofa and sit down.
“Now we look like what we were born to be: a matched pair. We’re so much alike. Even before I
Embraced you, we were two sides of the same coin.”
“So, tell me something I haven’t heard before. Surprise me, mother.”
“I’ve decided you’re ready to learn the Book of my dead wife and me. I was already a grizzled
veteran in the religious Order when we married. We were deeply in love. She was a scholar,
alchemist, and theologian. She was also as fierce and cold-blooded as any assassin that I’ve ever
met. I was the merciless torturer-nun. We were quite the odd couple, which is why we clicked
instantly! We were soulmates, two sides of the same coin. She’s the one who got me interested in
science. Anna could tease too, just like you. And, just like you, she never failed to get a rise out of
me. She knew exactly which buttons to push. It is fitting that you become adept by learning our
Family Book.”
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Kane looks shocked, which she is. Her wisecracking facade drops for just a moment, which
brings a polite smile to Most’s face. Kane’s reaction to the behest is exactly what Most had prayed
for.
“I don’t know what to say.”
“Say nothing. Learn the Book. That is how you will honor me. That is how you will thank me.
But be forewarned. There’s a price to pay for such power. You must join my religious Order.”
“As an iron-maiden, I’d wager.”
“Such a smart girl you are. Traditions must endure, else we would cease to be what we are. For
my sister, it’s the military and being a soldier. For me, it’s Holy Mother Church and being a nun.
As an iron-maiden, you won’t be a nun, but you’ll be the closest thing to it. And, for now, that will
have to suffice. In time, I ‘imagine’ you will tire of being just a layperson and take your vows in the
Order.”
Kane gives Most a kiss on the forehead. Most gives Kane a kiss on the forehead. Kane’s soft
body armor removes itself. She sits back down, shapely calves pressed against folded legs. And so,
the ritual begins, Most being such a stickler for tradition.
“I bare myself to you, hiding nothing, ready to lie down my life for you as the need arises,”
Mondo incants.
Most gives the traditional response to Mondo’s colloquial incantation: “We must prove ourselves
worthy of power and we must prove ourselves worthy of keeping it, because power is a measure of
God’s grace. Such is the Infernal’s way.”
“It was your embrace that saved me, you who are my Lurid. Through you and your agent Margo,
I mistress the ghost and the spook. Now, you promise your Family Book to me. In return for all of
these bequests, allow me to protect you and the divine grace which you embody. I be your
sandman. I be your Geisha. You who are the iron fist in the mink glove.”
Mondo assumes the extreme position-of-respect. Most goes into Kane’s spinal cord through a
lumbar vertebral disc with a knitting needle. As one would expect of someone so inclined, instead
of passing out, Mondo remains conscious. Awash in an ocean of agony, Kane masochistically rides
wave after nerve searing wave of pain and cops a nut!
The nun retracts the needle and sucks the girl’s spinal fluid off of it. Kane sits up. Most places a
matching pair of backseamed Silken gloves and stockings on the sofa. Except for being fishnets,
and thus lacking the spiderweb-pattern of a nun’s, and being black in color, they’re identical to the
grannies and suspender thigh-highs Most has on. The Church allows that a clergy’s femme
sandman can wear any persuasion of Silken hosiery that they wish, as long as it’s black fishnets.
First and foremost, the tall stockings take possession of the lower half of Kane’s firm, ripe body.
The fishnets slither on as fast as her boots slipped off.
Their backseamed fishnet stockings encase her long legs right up to her butt cheeks, licking and
lapping as they do.
Their fishnet suspenders end up covetously lashing down her slim hips and chauvinistically
surmounting her slender thighs.
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And, their sideseamed fishnet suspender belt snugly encircles her midriff right up to her D-cup
ta-tas, thus all of her middle is encased in fishnet. And, being in idle mode of the default Charleston
variety, their ‘net garter belt does a fanciful emulation of a stern waist-nipper.
Yep. These are the midriff cinching suspender-hose, the Kulture calls PPX and Boppers call
“booty hosen.” Their garter belt has the same “binding” floral elastic top as the tops of Opaques.
Needless to say, always remember that, PPX are one-piece hosiery, akin to tights, so, references
to their garter belt or suspender belt, suspenders, and stockings, are arbitrary divisions of the porn
style stockings in question.
Needless to say, these hi-waisted control-top crotchless booty-baring hose have straight seams
and a disciplined fit, as per the “Road to Repentance” whose stern precepts PPX internalized eons
ago.
Then it’s ditto for the other pair of seamed fishnets, as the backseamed long-gloves do the same
sort of things to her upper limbs; in other words, straight running seams and a disciplined fit. These
open finger style cutlery gloves extend themselves right up to her armpits. And being nun-style, the
grannies have Patent-Leather buckle tops.
The way the tint of the shiny ‘nets appear to lighten or darken, depending on the angle and/or
distance that you look at ‘em from and/or the movement of what they encase, is an erotic effect
called DX. Soul-eater nuns were the first to cultivate it in Silken. Long-stockings and grannygloves are far more sensual and revealing than their Black MAX counterparts, while offering just as
much protection.
The rest of Kane’s armor slithers back on. Most stuffs the girl’s operas, hippies, and bikers into
her cigarette purse.
Mondo’s bra remains as the only significant amount of MAX that now touches her bare skin,
and, as such, it continues to offer her upper-torso the familiar feel of leather. Silken and vampiir are
alive in a way that MAX is not.
Bottomline: in-vivo organic clothing feels entirely different from the in-vitro persuasion that
Mondo is so used to.
It feels like spider webbing encasing her upper and lower limbs and midriff in the form of gloves
and hose. And she can almost see and feel the enchanted spiders crawling on her that spun her
fishnet armor. It feels like snakes slithering between her legs; their scales wrapped tightly around
her crotch, waist, and rear cleavage in the form of a skimpy thong. It feels like a snake draping her
body in the form of a duster. When she looks at the vampiir, she can almost see and feel those cold
slimy snakes slithering across her velvety flesh. And in all cases, these feelings are real. They’re
the ghosts which haunt said in-vivo encasements.
Kane does not strap her holsters and clutch back on, ‘cause that might be misconstrued, not to
mention, impolite.
“I deem you worthy of being my protector.” Most places a spiked ankle bracelet in Mondo’s right
hand. “An overcompensation for losing your boot titts. Besides, it was my Anna’s, so it’s only
fitting that you should wear it, sandman, since you are her reincarnation.”
“You’re crazy. I’m not your fuckin’ dead wife reborn.”
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“You smell like her, that same fresh distinctive fragans feminae. You taste like her. You even
fuck like her. You’re her in ways too numerous to count. You are my beloved returned to me. I
thought I had picked you on a whim. But I can no longer deny the signs. They’re legion, and cannot
be the result of mere coincidence or the trillion-to-one alignment of random factors. Fate made me
pick you fate and your soul, the same inhuman soul you possessed in that past life when you were
my wife.”
Mondo transfers the anklet to her left hand, then she reaches back and fastens it around her ankle,
easily manipulating its obscure clasp without having to look. Its poisoned spikes dig into her
buttock, delivering aspx into her system. Aspx, a neuro-toxin, multiples the effects of muir a
thousand-fold.
“Logically, with such a charm, you should have placed it around your right ankle, yet you chose
the left, just like my Anna always did. You’ve never seen the locket before, yet you worked its
obscure clasp with ease, and behind your back to boot. Its spikes are poisoned, aspx no less, yet you
seem immune to the caustic properties of the poison, just like my Anna was. You’re my Mondo in
this life. And, you were my Anna in a past life.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Yea. Right. Now, I know you’re crazy.”
Most flashes that menacing grin, the same grin that Kane inherited from her.
“Really?”
“Oh, fuckin’ really, mother dearest.”
“I’m right and you know it.”
“Go piss up a rope and suck on the droppings.”
“Why so rude? Afraid of the truth, assassin?”
“Go fuck yourself.”
“I did, just before I left Earth.”
“You must have fucked yourself stupid, then.”
“Bravo. Nice reversal. You’re such a clever cunt, just like your mother dearest. You are truly
worthy of the bequest of our Book. Now your Crimson nightmare can become manifest. You’ve
been human, mentored by Goons no less. You’ve walked the path of the Elf. No more dabbling
with the Darkness. It’s time for you to walk the path of your Crimson birthright. It’s time to be the
Vampire you were meant to be. It’s time to be the Vampire you used to be.”
Mother and daughter exit their suite and stop dead in their tracks. The hallway is being traversed
by a six-pack of cloaked overdriven soldiers, strapping full battle gear. Besides being equipped
with Slickers and the latest NT enhancements, the Troopers’ powered Suits have multi-spectrum
Visors. That’s right. This is no Graf Xerox. This is the real deal, an actual Marine kit in Full Metal
Jacket. One of the team notices the Vampires and nudges his dive buddy.
“Ignore ‘em. As long as they stay the hell out of the equation, who the fuck cares.”
“Roger. Dodger. No subtraction, unless provoked.”
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The Vampires shouldn’t be able to hear the two Marines’ secure comm-link chatter. Obviously,
they’re meant to hear it. It’s their warning to stay out of something that isn’t any of their bee’s wax.
“Fuckin’ nuns.”
“Catholic scourge. Can’t stand ‘em. Glad I’m Protestant.”
“So am I, sarge.”
An even stronger hint from yet another ‘neck duo for them to stay out of the party. Kane and
Most become apparitions. Two armed-to-the-teeth ghosts, is a deadly message unto itself, one not
missed on the armor-encased Marines. The Vampires get the respect that they’re entitled to: no
more threats thinly-veiled as unscrambled chatter.
What’s reassuring at times like this to the grunts is that because of their NT enhanced
Armageddon-Suits, these arcane Vampires can’t blue-ghost them. Also, being a modern hotel, with
a high-tech spellbound interior, these apparitions cannot pass through the walls, ceilings, or floors.
Likewise, the doors and windows are all Hoaxes with enchanted locks. Still, these Mundane
jarheads only truly breathe easy when the torturer-nun and her sandman become solids who depart
in the waiting elevator.
Kane causes quite a stir on the elevator. Every time someone gets on, they try not to stare, but
they end up doing so anyway. She’s wearing her armor like a demon, like it’s more for seduction
than for protection.
Most is hardly outdone though. In fact, she gets the lion’s share of the looks, and for two obvious
reasons. First off, it isn’t so readily apparent that she’s wearing any undergarments underneath her
sheer clinging habit. Secondly, and, more pointedly, her outfit tends to undulate in the obscenest
ways whenever its mistress wants it to; that happens a lot when Most is around humans who she
senses will be unnerved by her armor’s profaneness. ‘Nough said.
The sight of the two of them entering the dining room causes quite a commotion indeed. Both
women are showing their points: jagged teeth and unsheathed fangs being the so-called Mark of the
Beast, according to Humanists. So, it’s crystal-clear that Mondo isn’t some muffy at the drags or a
Bacchus.
A Brunette’s physical appearance always causes quite a stir among humans. Blonds and
Redheads (Elves), on the other hand, are among the most mortal pretending of Infernal! And that’s
the crux of the problem, isn’t it? It’s why Mundanes continue to deceive themselves into thinking
that some alliance with passers can be established. Such stupidity always leads to the usual
disasters.
Elf and Vampire are as thick as bloodkin thieves from Timbuktu. And when they mate, they
produce a most formidable progeny: Dark Elf. Darque aren’t breeds, because in arcanum they are
the equal of any pure-breed Elf or Vampire.
Breeds are always a hodgepodge of the pure-breeds they’re the mixes of. For example, a Groll’s
susceptibility to magic falls squarely between the total immunity of Giants and the total lack
thereof of Trolls. The true-breediness of Darques is because of Elves’ Vampiric affinity and
Vampires’ Elvin affinity.
Elf are just as hedonistic and bloodthirsty as Lost, because they have the same nature. And it’s
nature, not looks, that matter. So, in spite of what humans want to believe, Elf are as Lost as the
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Lost. Never judge a book by its cover, judge it by its contents, least that stubby impales you when
you’re not looking.
Girl, oh girl. Are humans ever gonna learn? Shit! Here I am, a pointing Dark, and there’s
fuckers here leering at me. And it’s always the same old mantra from would-be Mundane suitors:
But you look too human, even with serrated teeth, to be that Lost! But you can be and you are, and
they refuse to believe it until you make ‘em a snack. But, by then, it’s much too late. The damage
has already been done.
Yep, knowing that Kane’s human looks mean absolutely nothing when it comes to her true nature
doesn’t keep the smartest Mundane from wanting her in the worst way. They lust after her in spite
of the well-known, lethal consequences. But the smart ones always practice “look, but don’t touch”
in spite of their jones.
Hyman is agog over the Dark girl. Her lecherous thoughts betray her.
Wow. She’s tall, leggy, and definitely worth the climb: Five-foot-ten and worth the climb, 138pounds. Now that’s what I call nice. What in the hell is she doing with that suck-n-pay? ‘Cause
she’s way too human-looking to be escorting one of them long-neck-bottles. Bloody hell, she ought
to be out strutting with me instead!
Hyman’s dining companion is much more cautious.
She’s showing her points. I figured she wasn’t just some Goth girl. It’s definitely look, but don’t
touch.
Back in High School, a Passer ate my hand! And that’s a lesson I’m never gonna forget. Penny
was a cheerleader. She was also a Bloodhound, with some Mimic mixed in for good measure. I was
a horny All-City jock who let his little head, instead of his big head, do the thinking for him one
time too many. She got a slap-on-the-wrist from the principal, Mr. Giles, for making a snack out of
my mitt. Giles gave me an ear-full about messing around with fire and getting burned. My stunt
jeopardized my basketball scholarship. Lucky for me that my dad had the gee to have my hand
regenerated. After all, nobody’s health insurance covers culinary accidents. I never did make the
NBA. But at least I don’t need a button hook, thank you, to tie my shoe laces.
Too bad Hyman is so obviously smitten with this dame. Phyllis ought to know better. After all,
she’s been at the Blood Bank for almost ten years, two as a VP. Then again, she won’t be the first
Bank vice president to come up missing while pursuing a fox.
The Witch, the Goblin, and the massive, even by Goon standards, Rock Troll seated at a distant
corner table, have more than a passing interest in the dynamic duo.
“The profane and her Mundane-ish oddity. Ha. Ha. Ha. Soon, very soon, the mortalish old fool
will cease to be a chink in the Order’s armor.”
“Aaarrrggghhh,” the Troll growls.
“Patience my dear Chop-Chop. Our turn at bat will come. We’ve waited this long, a few more
weeks won’t matter. Too bad she chose such a weak link for protection. I was hoping for more of a
challenge than that clearly bond-ish abomination could ever be expected to offer. Stupid choices,
like picking Mondo for her sandman, will prove to be the senile bloodsucker’s ultimate undoing.”
The Goblin doesn’t like where this is going, and decides to throw in his two cents worth.
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“Not so fast, my dear Kit Katt. Maybe Mondo isn’t the weak link that you think that she is.
Mondo has a following. Small though it may be, they’re all ace-ducey cocksuckers, I mean real
fan-atics! They’re the kind of fan who’ll disavow her as their idol in a New York minute if she ever
fails to live up to their expectations. So far, she’s still their hardcore icon. Do the math. And, she’s
always been a good mixer. Even Zealots found her to their liking back in her mortal days, I’m
talking Believers and Party types and even Skinheads! See what I’m saying? She’s.”
“A by-gone TAZ-nik who’s more than just a pretty face; an assassin who isn’t a lonewolf. What
a challenge. Not.”
Kit only hears what she wants to hear, refusing to do the math. Rule one: when you work for the
Katts, they’re always right. Rule two: when they’re wrong, remember rule one.
Jeez. Where in the fuck did the sisters ever get the idea that Kane was easy? That Lost piece of
ass has been touched since conception. The brat’s nick was Cannibal Annie in school. Capish? And
perps don’t call her Stone Cold for nothing. Word is, some humans hired her to take out the Holy
Dame, ‘cause they were convinced she could do the old bat!
The Dame is still alive and kickin’. And, they’re history, I mean like real history, like them and
their families. Smart money says Kane did the killings all by her lonesome. You’d think Mundanes
wouldn’t make that same mistake again, but I hear tell that some more of those nut-so Humanists
have her on retainer to off her mother when the ideal situation presents itself. Then again, the
sisters aren’t human and they’re making an even bigger mistake.
“She’s not just some over-the-hill TAZ jock. And she’s more than just an assassin. She’s the
consummate killer; a.”
“Enough discussion. Kane is just some over-the-hill overrated hack, yesterday’s news, a has-been
with a lame following composed entirely of a few relatives, a pair of retardo spinster nuns, and a
handful of fan clubs populated by homely wallflowers. The legitimate fan clubs, the FOES and
SPATZ, are rapidly expiring. This is a no surprise. Oddly enough, Kane’s three bandit fan clubs
have stable headcounts. You’d think the outlaw contingents would be smarter.” Kit pauses
momentarily, then continues: “Icing Most’s offspring will be a piece of cake, that offspring Most
loves with all of her heart and soul. Then, once Most is alone and brokenhearted: crunch.”
Alone and heartbroken, my ass! Likely, it’ll never even get to Kane exterminating us, ‘cause
when, not if, Most gets wind that our religious vendetta against her has been expanded to include
members of her own family, she’ll crunch us in a heartbeat! And, she’ll get away with it. Most has
done it before. She lives for wet works, torture, and the like.
“Word is: Kane’s Coven is being reformed. That could prove an unexpected complication to our
plans.”
“Now you’re pulling your weight, Mr. Moto. By whom is this convergence being authored? And
where will their clubhouse be?”
The Goblin shrugs his shoulders. “Anyone who could’ve been persuaded to tell has been
silenced.”
A Wraith strolls over to the table. Tiger is Kit’s twin sister. They swap spit with a prolonged
French kiss. The older sister then sits down at the table. She’s grinning from ear-to-ear.
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“The wheels are in motion. The hunter is about to become the hunted. Too bad I won’t get a
chance to work up a sweat from stalking that easy Mondo bitch!”
Mr. Motto thinks to himself: Gettin’ stalked is a favorite scenario of Mondo’s, I’m told.
“Yea. And after we get rid of the old bat, let’s get her little sister for good measure.”
“The Saint, the General, and their gun whore.”
“The grand slam, no less.”
“Crunch. Crunch. Crunch.”
The sisters high-five.
Nope. We the ones who’ll go crunch, crunch, crunch. Well, my mother always told me to never
get involved with factional politics, especially where it concerns nuns, no matter the money. She
told me it was suicidal. I should’ve listened to her.

“When one’s chosen vocation is to kick ass and never take
names, it always boils down to the same old thing. Better
beats good. Best beats better. And the best is always the
dirtiest player in the game; that’s why you never fight fair.
And, needless to say, nice guys don’t finish last, ‘cause
they’re never allowed to finish at all!”
Chyna Syndrome
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Be a sticky wicket won’t you
“’Cause big girls like you sticky too.”
Welcome to my bailiwick. Welcome to the spoils of war. Welcome to a silence most sinister
that’s only punctuated by the occasional slobbering giggles, gnashing of teeth, shredding of flesh,
cracking and subsequent crunching of bone and the sucking of marrow. It’s how we big girls like it:
all bright red, real sticky too, and oh so very sweet.
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Chapter Two
First Blood, Virgin No More
“Eviscerate, then ravish.”
Most and Kane are sitting on folded legs. When a nun is asked why nuns sit that way, their
response is always the same. It’s practice for prayer. It’s halfway to the position-of-respect. And
it’s easier to reach your vujcic from. Needless to say, it always helps to be Catholic when you ask
that question.
“Mother, stop wolfing down your food.”
“Why?”
“It’s impolite.”
“Bullshit.”
“Just eat your breakfast and stop making such a scene.”
“I’m hungry. Besides, this nouvelle cuisine is pretty tasty. Too bad there’s cow instead of human
mixed in with the pork. Other than that, the sausage’s passable. Of course, it’ll never be haute
cuisine, since ambrosia is an essential ingredient for that.”
“There she is.”
Kane points at Sid and Gina, who’ve just entered the dining room. He’s wearing a Marineretiree’s dress uniform. She’s in her school dress whites, lugging a suitcase.
“She’s quite pretty, a fetching lass indeed. Have you fucked her yet?”
“Mother. Of course not! She’s only fifteen!”
“She’s post-pubescent.”
“Barely.”
“She’s Zealot. Therefore, if the maiden be willing and got all her fixings, then she’s fair game.
You know, silly girl, she’s public domain.”
“I don’t screw kids, Infernal or otherwise.”
“This is as it should be, at least when it comes to our children that is. To do else wise would be
obscene, monstrous unclean! But she’s not jailbait, let alone a child. She’s past-pub, an adult. Need
I cite Barber-Holtz?”
“Well. Well. Well. When you put it like that. Ummm. Puts a new spin on things. Maybe very
yum, yum,” Kane remarks sarcastically.
“You can tease all you want to, but you can’t deny your nature.”
“She’s my Slave, not a potential lover or wife, and that’s that!”
“It’s in the bag. A torrid romance. Then holy matrimony. No doubt ‘bout it. Me thinks you’re
gonna end up with a teenage bride, ‘cause thou protest too much.”
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“Shush. They’re here.”
Kane and Sid shake hands. Gina courtesies.
“Breakfast?”
“No thanks. We’ve eaten. Besides, they only serve kosher here. I haven’t touched the stuff since I
left the Corps. Gina doesn’t eat the slop either.”
“But you serve it at your tavern. So, what do you eat when you’re working there? Carry-out? Did
you brown bag it? Fast? What?”
“We eat our human help, Miss Kane.”
“You what!” Mondo exclaims. It’s the expected ROE response.
Sid cracks a smile. “Gotcha. Of course, we eat kosher.”
“Good tease, Sid.”
“Thanks. Breakfast does sound good.”
“And you, Gina?”
“Yes, mistress. Breakfast for me too.”
“Oh. I almost forgot. This is my mother.”
“Reverend Mother, it’s truly an honor to be in your Blessed presence, once more.”
“You and my mother have met before, Sid?”
His response is a polite smile.
“Mr. Vicious is quite familiar to me.”
“How?”
“Church business, stupid girl! You should have been able to ascertain that from his response.
Some detective you are.”
“Point taken, mother.”
“Have you met mother before, Gina?”
“Yes. When I was very young, Mistress. It was back when my parents were alive. And I am truly
honored to be in your presence again, Reverend Mother.”
I should have known better. I hope I live to see the day when I find a Zealot who has never met
mother. She seems to know them all. And they always seem to worship her. And she has the gall to
claim her following only numbers in the handful. Bullshit!
Kane signals for the waiter.
“Yes, Miss?”
“They’ll have the same as mother.”
“Very good, Miss.”
“And put theirs on my tab, just like you did for mother.”
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“Very good, Miss.”
Most waits until their server is out of earshot, before she decides to tease her daughter some more
on the finer points of etiquette.
“Whew. For a minute there you had me scared.”
“How so?”
“I thought you were going to embarrass me by having our guests order for themselves.”
Kane rolls her eyes in an exaggerated manner. “Mother. Even I’m not that dense.”
Everybody at the table shares in the big laugh. Sid loosens his tie and unbuttons his collar. Gina
removes her shoes and emulates the woman’s sitting style. With the formalities over, it’s time to
get casual.
After the guests have been served, Kane places her Sashka on the table in front of Gina.
“You will meet my Uncle Boz at the Black Velvet in an hour. Uncle Boz is a police detective. He
will have an execution permit. He will also stick around to make sure you don’t violate any legal
technicalities.”
“Execution permit, Mistress?”
The girl tries, but can’t hide the excitement in her voice. She knows what’s coming, but ROE
dictates that she acts in a questioning manner, so she acts in a questioning manner.
“Two Saved, who couldn’t hack it, need to be destroyed. They’re Race traitors.”
“And they are to die by the blade, because they are being held in the abode of a Zealot. Correct,
Mistress?”
“Excellent guess. We’re going to get along famously. Oh, my uncle is human, but I’m quite fond
of him. So, refrain from eating him no matter the Temptation.”
“A perverse request for sure, Mistress. But under penalty of death, I give you my word I won’t
eat your uncle, and I will tell him so.”
“Whew. I’m sure he’ll be relieved to hear that.”
Everyone at the table shares in the laugh. The two girls’ tit-for-tat was just that sweet.
“What are my execution instructions, Mistress?”
“Pick your favorite passage from the Morbid Books. Be creative and enjoy yourself. After all,
this is your first sanction. And Sid.”
“Yes, Mondo?”
“Go ahead and accompany her. We’ll stretch the rules on this very special occasion.”
“I’ve got my gear in my bag, Mistress. Shall I change in your room?”
“No. You’ll be dressing killer at the club.”
Disappointment flickers for a second across the girl’s face. Kane flashes that polite smile.
“After you’ve gotten your hands officially blooded, you can dress back white in my room.”
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Now it’s the girl’s turn to flash a polite smile. The breakfast is uneventful. Gina and her uncle
leave.
Mondo, feeling faint from the Sawaya surveys, decides it’s best she went back to their room
before she embarrasses Most by passing out in public. They make it into one of the elevators before
much becomes too much for the big girl. Kane slumps to the floor of the elevator as soon its doors
slam shut.
“You held up well. Neither of your guests had an inkling.”
Mondo’s breathing is measured and her forehead is corpse-cold. But don’t be deceived. The girl
is still quite deadly, and more than able to be her mother’s sandman.
“Another present from your past as my Anna.”
Most produces a pair of Ray-Ban X-Rays from her clutch. Being trick two-ways, the dark pixieshades, the so-called cateyes (cat eyes), look opaque.
“Ready?”
“Yes, mother.”
“Who do you decree as your penance?”
“Puck.”
“Shall I instruct him to do his dirtiest?”
“Have Puck worship me, but at his own risk. Give him my unneeded. You know how he likes to
museum my discards.”
Mondo’s lips form themselves into that menacing sneer. Most slides the sunglasses onto the
girl’s face. Kane stands up. The doors open. The big girl shuffles stiffly out of the lift like a
zombie.
Most directs Kane into their suite. After securing the door, Most chalks a Valhalla on the floor
around them. A Valhalla is a conjuring circle which employs glyphs, runes, and angelic script for
its DHD (dial home device)! Mildred teleports them. They appear inside of a Valhalla that’s been
burnt into the livewood floor of Most’s study. Livewood is that dark “blood” red wood. Faust,
Most’s skyscraper of a manservant, enters the room with Puck in tow. Mondo collapses onto the
floor at Most’s feet.
The ever serious and brooding Faust Dunn is that Daemon prince, the former First Principal of
the Temple of Set. And the given name of Puck, who’s a mischievous Sprite and the proverbial life
of the party, is Robin Goodfellow. ‘Nough said!
Though a former Most Reverend Mother to the Blessed Order of the Sisters of Sublime Torture
and Agony Most Holy, and a current Reverend Mother with that same Order, Mildred only has two
Familiars.
“Puck.”
“Yes, mistress?”
Most removes Kane’s MAX from her clutch and ceremoniously hands the Black to him. Puck
sniffs, and then licks the crotch of the big girl’s bikers. He performs the same sort of ritual to the
heels of Kane’s boots.
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“She wants her most ardent admirer to add these to that collection he’s building for her.”
“Her shrine in Puck’s room. Puck add these to other offerings to pain goddess Mondo.”
Then, Most momentarily turns her attention to Faust. “And, Faust.”
“Yes, Mil?”
“Place her on the love seat, so Puck can worship her in a true romantic’s style.”
“Yes, Mil.”
As Faust carries Kane over to the lov’r, Puck asks the obvious: “What if she animates while Puck
is doing her?”
“She’ll likely pound you into ground chuck, Puck.”
“Fair enough. Puck accept risk.”
“Let your claws wonder to all those nice and moist places that, up till now, you’ve only touched
in your dreams.”
Most unhooks Mondo’s bra and allows Puck to lick the salt off of Kane’s plump teats. She allows
his claws to wander. After he’s done, and speeds off, Most goes to work. She takes perverse
pleasure in securing a spiked dog collar around the girl’s neck. The vampiir neck constraint, which
can hi-rise itself into a posture collar, fastens in the back via a Lovecraft, an obscure clasp and
enchanted padlock affair that’s the more common arrangement for magical closure. Attached to the
choker’s oversized D-ring is a bizarre-o, a barbed leash with a swastika affixed to its free end. Aspx
poisons the leash’s barbs.
In the grand tradition of the decidedly Victorian, the ominous-looking leash wraps tightly around
Kane’s ‘net sheathed midriff. The fishnet suspender belt acts in concert with the chain, as it once
more reverts from being a waist-nipper to being a cinch belt which severely compresses her openlyflaunted torso, resulting in a wasp waist, the extensive rearrangement of her insides, and every
Victorian woman’s obsession, the unnatural-look of an “extreme” coke-bottle figure. And, as if in
response to all of this fab, a barbed wire tattoo appears around Mondo’s right ankle. The inking is
black, dripping red blood, Sapphic style.
“She wears the obligation-of-agony as if she were born to it, Mil. And she’s so packed and
stacked to boot. Anna’s obviously destined to be a real tomato, with such a swell figure, regardless
of her incarnation.”
Most runs her fingers through the girl’s hype hair, covetously admiring her re-creation’s coif. All
agents-of-anarchism should have such a crown as my daughter’s, Most thinks.
“Yes, Faust. I wholeheartedly agree. The double-o does become her.”
“She has so many hidden talents too.”
“Quite so. She has a gift for science and a gift for war, both contained in the same breathtaking
package.”
“Yet, is it wise to teach an Embraced your Family Book? Especially one who once despised you
so much.”
“No. It isn’t.”
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The nun’s cavalier response elicits a heavy sigh from Faust. “Such aberrant behavior, and the
foolish decisions they always lead to, are why you no longer lead the Order. It’s why mere novices
in the Order feel safe and comfortable enough to openly ridicule you in Temple, as well as plot
against you.”
“I know. So why do you and Puck remain?”
“The question doesn’t deserve an answer.”
“Humor me, old friend.”
“You are the Will of God made manifest. You are a Saint. You are our Saint. You are The Saint.”
“The Church doesn’t agree with you. It doesn’t recognize me as a Saint. Therefore, billions of
Catholics don’t either.”
“I beg to differ. Your followers are legion in spite of the Church’s official position on your
Sainthood.”
Most flashes that polite smile. “Hardly, old friend. You overdue the flattery. I’m just an old nun
with a fanatical, though very small following. Maybe a dozen or so nuns in the Order still revere
me. My Believers number a few thousand at best, and they’re largely concentrated in the most
remote regions of the Rim. My day has come and gone. So why do you and Puck stay?”
“You lead; we follow.”
“Why?”
“Aberrant behavior, and a foolish decision four thousand years ago, resulted in you choosing us
as your Familiars. We were your two worst enemies at the time. Our choosing was seen as an
unwise decision, and it was. Yet, it proved to be the right one; one that only a Saint could have had
the foresight to make.”
“Then indulge the aberration of this foolish old woman again.”
“Of course, Mil. I shall not interfere, no matter how the worm turns. As for Puck?”
“I imagine he’s so busy situating his new offerings that he will not return for some time.”
Faust moves beside a bookcase and blends into its shadow, watching and waiting. Mondo is still
comatose on the sofa, seemingly losing the fight of her new life. Most walks across the room and
sits down at an old-fashioned rolltop desk. The nun searches for something that can be reworked
into Mondo’s first tongue piercing.
“I believe this belongs to you.”
Most looks up and gazes upon the speaker’s reflection in the mirrored wall in front of her. She
neither heard nor sensed Mondo come up behind her. Kane drops a length of chain in front of Most.
“How silent and deadly you are, assassin. I never whiffed your approach.”
“If you hadn’t been otherwise occupied, you would have.”
“Nonsense. There’s no need to belittle your considerable prowess to spare my feelings. You got
the jump on me fair and square. It’s good to have you on my side.”
Most turns ‘round to face her daughter. The girl’s leash is now a prophetic six links in length,
swastika still affixed to the end of it. The semi-animate chain can lengthen and wield itself as a
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deadly garrote at its Mistress’ bidding. Kane’s muir is gone. It again hides in the base of the girl’s
spine, waiting patiently to paint the girl’s body whenever it’s properly commanded to do so.
“The tOc and the CiC are exacting surveys when administered singularly. You survived their
combined onslaught. Bravo.”
“You played hardball, this time.”
“No harder than real life throws its curves.”
“The Artifact is in my purse. Want it back?”
“No. The Ray-Bans were yours in your past life. It’s only right and proper that they should be
yours in this one too.”
Most picks up an aluminum paper clip. It changes into a gold piercing. Another impossible
thanks to magic: the instantaneous transmutation of matter.
“Open wide, child.”
Most places the barbell-shaped piercing on Mondo’s tongue. The piercing skewers her tongue
like a hot knife through butter as its hex self-invokes. For just a second, Mondo’s eyes fluoresce.
Kane’s bra fastens itself up.
“Time to check on my Slave’s handiwork.”
“Lets. But only after you’ve been the pawn of your very own mother.”
“You presume much.”
“Do I? I think not.”
There’s a pause, long and protracted, broken only when that smile appears simultaneously upon
the faces of mother and daughter.
“I’m ready, mother. Do your dirtiest.”
“Verbal foreplay, then are-you-stickin’?”
“I’m game, if you are.”
“But. You have reservations.”
“What girl wouldn’t in a situation like this? After all, I’m about to be reminded of who owns
whom.”
“What can I do to allay your fears?”
“Assure me that no moral prohibition gets violated by any sexual liaison between the two of us,”
Kane quips gamely, employing a traditional opening gambit.
“The only something that’s gonna get violated is you,” Most responds, smiling from ear to ear at
her daughter’s witty repartee.
“Convince me that us fucking isn’t immoral. Work for that concurrence.”
“To reiterate, the only something that’s gonna get violated is you.”
“That’s hardly convincing, mother dearest. You can do much better than that.”
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“Consider my track record with you. In no way have my previous sexual dealings with you been
immoral. Nor could any of them ever be construed as such.”
“Seems to me that you raped me once. That’s hardly a moral sexual dealing.”
“You were human at the time. And, I’m Zealot. It’s Reformist doctrine that doesn’t condone the
fucking of mortals who are children or non-consenting adults. And even when a Reformist does
violate that edict, it’s only a venial sin.”
“Was I human at the time, mother?”
“Said initial carnal knowledge of you by me occurred after the Kiss, but before the Whispers, in
other words, during the Embrace. And. Although tainted, you were still very much human at the
time.”
“Okay, I concede that point.”
“So, we’re in concurrence?”
“Not quite. What about those quite questionable fucks between you and me when I was a ghoul?”
“Questionable?”
“Questionable, morally and legally.”
“I beg to differ.”
“Elaborate, please, mother dearest.”
“When you were a ghoul, you fucked anything and anybody, which is hardly surprising behavior
for the unsane. And I never forced myself upon you in any way, shape, or form during those brief
lucid periods when you refused to fuck me. Usually ghouls are always unsane, and thus always
whorish. That’s why sex with an adult ghoul is normally rubber-stamped as consensual by the law.
Remember, unsanity is different from insanity. The insane can’t give their consent, the unsane can.
According to Scripture, sex between demons is permissible as long as the demons in question are
consenting adults and incest isn’t involved.”
“You failed to address the issue of incest.”
“’Cause it obviously doesn’t apply. You’re my made, not my offspring.”
“Semantics. Double-talk.”
“No, it isn’t! Both Scripture and the law define incest as illicit sex between closely-related
individuals, in other words, when close is too close. Worlds differ on where they draw that line.
But, parent/offspring is never okay! It isn’t okay in the Bible either! ROE, Scripture, and faerie
society have a harsh appropriate penalty for inhuman parents who engage in such a vile
abomination, they’re destroyed! And if the faerie offspring in question are consenting adults,
they’re also destroyed. Racist Humanist bullshit, notwithstanding, forthright faerie folk have the
same zero-tolerance for that kind of sick shit as they do for the molestation of demon children!
There’s no plea bargaining, based on excused behavior, because of sexual misadventure, like for
members of human society who engage in analogous Freudians!”
“Summation, please.”
“The law, as you well know, precludes sexual activity between inhumans when, and only when,
it involves parent/offspring, a pre-pub, or a non-consenting post-pub. Thus, from a purely legal
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point of view, as long as our sexual partners are consenting adults, who aren’t parent/offspring,
we’re free to fuck any demon we wish. More importantly, Scripture concurs completely with this.
But, then again, who in their right-thinking moral mind would intuitively do otherwise? Sure, you
and I have had carnal knowledge of each other. So, what. We’ve fornicated as slip and half-ling,
and as by-blow and git. But, up till now, we’ve never fucked as mother and daughter, which is by
your choosing. And I respect that, although I obviously don’t understand it. If the law allows it,
half-siblings fucking, is as close to the margin as a sane/moral Reformist will comfortably go. But,
in a no surprise, we Zealots take it to the very limit, because of our strict reading of this Biblical
edict. We set our green-light as doing any consenting Infernal adult, who’s not parent/offspring,
regardless of what the law says.”
“We’re in concurrence. And, I’d like to apologize for using that incest line of attack during the
cross-examination. It wasn’t cricket, nor was it in anyways appropriate. I could tell that it got to
you, and I want you to know that, that wasn’t my intention. I’d never do anything to intentionally
hurt you, mother dearest.”
“Apology accepted.”
“Proceed, please.”
“Now, Miss High-N-Mighty Sandman. A lesson in power.”
Most makes a slight gesture and mumbles something. And just like that, willingly and willfully,
Kane succumbs to her sire. Kane drops to her knees. Her bra unhooks. Her mouth opens wide. Her
pierced tongue sticks out. Her nipples are hard and erect.
“You’re gonna sniff my crotch. Then you’re gonna devour me, dog on my leash. And you’re
gonna fuck me at my beck and call until I say otherwise.”
Most hikes up her skirt. Her chast slithers laterally to expose her cum-glistening privates.
Keeping it balls-to-the-walls, she incants some more. Most’s self-aware spell apexes, bending Kane
into the witching’s enchantment-fueled Rapture, sweeping away any last vestiges of the big girl’s
inhibitions.
Kane’s eyes fluoresce and teeth jag. The girl rears back, burying the ankle charm’s spikes deep
into her buttock. Then, she reaches back and grabs her ankles. Her arms are held rigid, as straight as
a board, wrists and elbows locked. Lastly, she throws her head back, neck hyperextended. It’s
called the POS, the position-of-submission!
“But first, you’re gonna debase yourself in front of me, dog on my leash. Show me your honey.”
Mondo’s butt-floss uncovers her privates. She breaks position, rubs her muff, and shows Most
the gloved hand.
“Now, verbalize your desire for me, just the way you know I want to hear it.”
“Look, mother, see how wet you’ve made me.”
“Now, lick it off, slow and big easy. But not so New Orleans that your glove consumes it before
you do. Beat ‘em to the punch, so to speak.”
Mondo licks the cum off of her glove as instructed.
“Now, resume the position.”
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Mondo resumes POS, as extreme as you can get. Most walks right up on Mondo. She ends up
straddling the big girl’s face, her labia resting on Kane’s lips. It’s called “riding the saddle” by
swingers. It’s called POD, the position-of-domination, in D&H circles. Combine POS with POD,
and you get POH, the position-of-humiliation. Add in a golden shower, and you get POd, the
position-of-degradation.
Kane sniffs Most’s crotch, breathing in deeply her mother’s womanly aromas. Most urinates onto
Kane’s face and into her mouth. POH becomes POd.
“Now, eat me. And don’t worry, uber-dominatrix, before our tryst is over, you’ll get your turn
being the she-dom on top. ‘Cause we sho’nuff gonna switch positions and roles.”
“You were quite good. Outstanding. Really. We must do each other more often.”
Mildred’s tone and tenor are very matter-of-fact, like a teacher critiquing a student’s classroom
performance, with disinheritance and the worst being the penalties for misstep. Most’s chast moves
back over to cover her juicy parts as her skirt lowers itself.
Mondo remains kneeling. The hook-close of the Blonde’s corset-bra remains undone.
“Game’s over. Stand up and cover yourself.”
Blondie’s crotch-floss slithers back over to cover her goodies. Her bra fastens itself. Then, she
stands up.
“Bravo again. Finally, an acceptable expression of your defiance. You’re beginning to mistress
the subtleties of ROE. Shall we go?”
“Lead on, Macbeth.”
“Yes, my Batman.”
Mother and daughter teleport, once more using the den’s conjuring circle. They reappear back in
their suite, standing inside of the makeshift twin of the den’s Valhalla. Teleporting through a
transduction barrier is only possible when employing Valhallas. All of Moon City is under a stateof-the-art TDB. Hence the use of the Vals.
“Last time I checked, teleporting through a TDB was illegal. So, why haven’t you given me a
ticket?”
“I’m not a policeman.”
“That’s right. You’re a cop killer. You kill wrong-doers for your cop aunt.”
“Now, I’ll also be killing wrong-doers for you, my mother the nun.”
“Forever, my Avatar, the Church’s newest Reaper.”
“Kricket.” Mondo utters the word that springs the trap. The fly has finally ensnared the spider.
“Judas!” Most screeches, as she realizes too late that something is amiss.
Mondo reverse-teleports ‘em back to Most’s study, using a Khmer Rouge to retrace the tachyon
trail left by their previous Jump. Feeling supremely confident that she was in the presence of an
ally, rather than foe, Most hadn’t bothered to mask their trail from any KR the big girl might
invoke. When they re-materialize inside of the den’s conjuring circle, Mondo slaps leather. She
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downs Faust, Puck, and Most; killing ‘em outright. Then, Phone micro-beams two scrambled
transmissions.
One is to Kane’s human employers, which the big girl has been waiting to send for the better part
of a year. The other, which is to the big girl’s new-found allies, consists of a polite overture,
accompanying instructions, and a proxy for an eight-month-old umbrella death warrant. It’s so
wondrous when a plan comes together.
Using the override codes that Most has given her, Kane shuts down both outer and inner dodges.
Mondo lays Phone down on the rolltop desk and walks over to the balcony’s French doors. She
opens them up, walks out into the knee-deep snow, and gives the high-sign.
You can hear the pops going off like the flashbulbs of cameras when the paparazzi are mobbing a
movie star at a premier. Grimlock leap from the roof, while others scale the townhouse’s walls.
These squat overmuscled purebreds are far more agile than they look. Four of their six arms weld
the huge barbed club that’s much favored by this vicious race spawned by a heavy gravity planet in
the Sirus system. After the hit, Kane is supposed to let these creatures inside to decapitate and
desecrate the bodies of Most and Most’s Familiars. She has made other plans though, the kind that
involves paint-and-shoot.
To the Grimlock, Mondo seems to be always facing them, slinging bullets and grenades, no
matter what direction they are swarming her from. She moves backwards into the study, drawing
them into death wholesale. None of them sets foot in the study. And not once does she need to
ghost to dispatch any of them.
“Zed, kricket.”
Phone kicks the dodges back on. Mondo makes sure the house is clear of unfriendlies before she
holsters her shootin’ irons and sees to the re-animated, rapidly-healing wounded.
“Pardon my outburst, daughter. It was rude and inexcusable.”
“Always forgiven. Already forgotten. You made me. You’re mother. I can’t be turned. I won’t
betray you or my Race.”
“Love has that effect on one’s sense of loyalty. Now. What’s the skinny?”
“Besides the expected astronomical fee paid for killing a nun, let alone a Saint, they promised me
mortality if I betrayed you. They said they had divined a way to make me human again, using the
DNA reflex.”
“Even if it were possible to un-make you.”
“You’d destroy me rather than lose me. And you’d be in your rights to do so. ‘Cause just
conspiring to have oneself un-made amounts to a Judas, which is sufficient grounds for
destruction.”
“No one is ever going to take you away from me. I made you. You’re my child. And I love you
beyond measure. You’re everything to me.”
“So, I’ve noticed.”
“So. Continue with the low-down, Miss Smarty Pants.”
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“As we speak, friends are assaulting, through the legal venue of a DWI, the Lunar headquarters
of the cell that hired me to kill you.”
“A Humanist cell?”
“Yes. They love to use that heavy gravity scum to do their dirty work.”
“And the Axis powers?”
“Some of your Believers, a local mob family. Even on the Moon, that Babylon of humanity, your
reach is long and your influence quite deadly.”
“Destroyed by the ungrateful Embraced whom I had Saved. My personal chambers violated by
Grimlock. All of it by the design of radical humans. If such had transpired, that would have been
quite a coup. The consequences of which would have been quite devastating. My Order would’ve
been discredited and likely disbanded. My Sainthood would’ve been revoked by even my most
ardent. Reverberations that would’ve been felt at all levels of Church society.”
“When did they approach you?” Faust asks, uncharacteristically curious.
“About nine months ago, back when I loved mother not and hated her so much.”
“Now they’re the ones who will be entombed by disgrace and ultimately disowned by their
fellow Humanists, all thanks to my little girl.”
“They call themselves the United Liberation Front of Humanity. Likely a few will survive
today’s onslaught.”
“Good. When we return, I’ll enjoy hunting those stragglers down.”
“But I thought that we were going to Seen,” Kane playfully teases, a tease that brings a smile to
Most’s face.
“We will. But such rudeness can’t be ignored. It wouldn’t be cricket. It might encourage others of
their ilk to follow their most disrespectful example.”
“I’ll have Phone whip up a proxy for you on their death warrant.”
“Well said, daughter.”
“Puck.”
“Yes, goddess?”
“Next time lick harder. And there will be a next time for you and me little man, many next times
to come.”
“Goddess want armor back from Puck?”
“Yes, Puck.”
“What Puck get in return?”
Kane backhands the diminutive Puck, knocking him across the room into one of the knotty-pine
walls. Puck picks himself off of the floor.
“Good start, goddess. Puck get armor.”
“We’ll get the armor.”
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Mondo and Puck exit the study, and head for his room. When they return, sometime later, Puck
has a usually wide smile on his face.

“Guns talk to me. And they always whisper the same
refrain. They say, ‘I kill, therefore, I am.’”
Constance Ann Smith
A painted Kane peacocks into the Black Velvet, sporting an eclectic mix of vampiir, Silken, and
MAX: almost, her usual shtick. Porn chicks and porn dogs alike, eat your hearts out. MAX worn
over Orthodox. Silken and vampiir regulated to lingerie. More neo-blasphemy from the Zealot
Saint’s profane daughter. Armor seamlessly overlaying armor. The layered look never looked so
good. Her kinky off-beat style reeks of Elf meets Vampire meets the Victorian retro craze.
Needless to say, there’s more than enough tease and distraction goin’ on here to keep a zombie’s
pecker hard. But just when you thought you have her all pegged as just another heat-packin’ skank,
she goes and does something that throws you for a loop. She employs a compromise that’s
guaranteed to appease diehard traditionalists, like her mother, and the greediest porn dogs the world
can produce from underneath the slimiest of rocks. Kane’s advertising more of the Orthodox
beneath the MAX to appease the traditionalists, more tasty white flesh to appease the insatiable
porn dogs, and more tattoos to appease both.
She eighty-sixed the hip-boots, left them in Puck’s shrine to her. In their place are her casuals,
retrieved from that same shrine. She can be such an Indian giver at times.
Also back are her brief oh-so-explicit shorts and their loving caress, with even more of the
skimpy bikkers’ leggy-lookin’ peek-a-boo-I-see-you, since they’re set on see-thru, instead of their
usual opaque. Otherwise, her bondage-shorts are unchanged. They’re still nothin’ more than a
leather Ace bandage tightly-wrapping her mouth-watering pelvis, tight ass (flat and curvaceous),
and the upper-half of her cool, white, quarter-popping thighs. It’s like the Rubberwear ad says, “All
bikkers are bikers, but not all bikers are bikkers.” Amen to dat, broth’r.
And let us never forget, so let’s reiterate, that cuffed cheek-exposing hot pants (teensiest hotties),
couldn’t call more attention to that “perfect” ass of hers or put it on better display, or that the brief
legs of her bike shorts are only long enough to encompass the upper-half of those slender thighs of
those long bared legs of hers, those dancer’s legs. Baby got back and baby got pins!
The chast’s Blue, and most of the reptilian strap itself, easily clears her low-cut brief-legged
shorts: I’m a freak, please touch me! Said reptilian remains as the only thing between her moist
goodies and those slutty shorts of hers. And like her mother’s chast, her snakeskin strap is still
worn over her dark-n-shiny hose in the style of a porn chick or a nun. The wearing of such
unmentionables makes her short’s clear-coat mode legally possible.
Her operas, with their cuffs now folded up, smother the grannies they overlay. The two sets of
gloves work as one. Likewise, her wunder covetously overlaps her stern ‘net waist-nipper. Girdlebustier and suspender belt work in concert to function like a spine-gripping Victorian era fullcorset.
That kind of perverted symbiotic chastisement is mated to the powerful mojo being generated by
having braille overriding smoothing. The braille comes from having a padlocked snakeskin thong
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overlapping ‘net hosiery underneath skintight “rubber” shorts. The smoothing, the so-called
repressive apparel concealment, that’s being overridden, is inherent to the MAX of her rubbers. In
other words, if her bikers weren’t set on transparent and her chast et al. weren’t hi-riding said
bikers, you would not be able to readily tell that she was wearing something underneath her bikers
unless you felt her up good fashion!
Layering and overlapping and smoothing and braille, with the hypnotic DX of Silken and the
Saran Wrap of PVC thrown in for good measure, is a macabre called babs. Babs, a fly version of
fem dom Macedonia, is very popular, for both esthetic and utilitarian reasons, with dominant
females of the younger Geisha set, New Age submissive females who belong to Lost dominatrices
of the Older femdom set, and Troll domina of the Old lesbian set.
Spiked-heel clogs, paired with bikkers, with fishnets in between, is so very dyke indeed, if I must
say so myself, and I do. Add in the especially butchie touch that the clogs are set on clear-coat. And
you can’t get a more Sapphic combo than this mating of vampiir, Clear, Black, babs, and ‘nets.
Yep, this new girl doesn’t miss a trick, whether it be Old or New, S&M or B&D, D&H or dyke.
The ominous bizarre-o is still attached to her boned choker. With said choker in hi-rise mode, it
encases her neck in the guise of a posture collar. A posture collar, with an attached punishment
leash, both spiked, is such a torturous adornment to restrain the neck of a Lost Domina or said
Domina’s Submissive. Still encircling her left ankle is Anna’s bracelet. Outside the plex, in the real
world of guns, the anklet is definitely more for show than for go. And her duster still drapes the
whole fabbin’ mess. “Forget about it,” a Wiseguy would say: “Her mesmerizing haute couture is a
masterpiece of S&M bribery.” But, then again, any lecher will tell you that.
Most is at Kane’s side, the proud mother as always. Liz ushers them up to private living quarters
she keeps above the club. Boz, Harris, Sid, and Gina, along with some non-descript security types,
are waiting for them there.
Gina walks over to Kane and drops to her knees. Kane’s bloody sword is held up above her head
like some gruesome offering to a Death goddess akin to Kali.
Mondo politely accepts the sword. She licks the hemo off one of its edges, collapses the blade,
and holsters it. The sword knows to feed itself clean once it has been closed and sheathed.
“Uncle Boz, everything’s copasetic, I trust?”
“Yes, it is. She did everything by the letter of the law. And your bloodsucker friends should
proud. She’s quite the butcher, as you will soon find out when you inspect the carnage in the wine
cellar.”
“Good. Thanks for the help. You too, Detective Harris.”
Harris says nothing. She just stares at Most. Most has seen that stare before, and it always means
the same thing.
I’ve waited a long time for this moment. So, this is the mother of the Insect races. This is the
monster whose creations cost my family their lives.
Liz hands Boz an envelope thick with greenbacks. “Payment for services rendered. Half for your
partner and half for you.”
Boz stuffs the fee inside a pocket of his trench coat. “This changes nothin’ between us.”
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What ensues is a heated exchange between Boz and Liz.
“Understood. We remain adversaries. You were merely performing an off-duty favor for us at the
insistence of your niece.”
“Sticks in your craw, doesn’t it?”
“What?”
“That Mondo is my niece, and always will be. And there’s not a damn thing you leeches can do
about it.”
“In a thousand years, long after your bones have turned to dust, she’ll forget you ever existed. In
a thousand more, she’ll forget she was ever human. We’ll see to that.”
“Bullshit,” Boz retorts, never relinquishing his take-no-shit persona. These Lost expect no less of
this mortal who has earned their everlasting respect.
“No. Reality. Darkness rules.”
“Liz. That’s enough,” Mondo admonishes Liz.
“As you wish, Mondo. I won’t be rude anymore to our guests, who may leave now.”
“You’ve danced with my toys and lived to talk about it,” Most interjects, grinning like Cheshire
cat. She prods Harris with the obvious jab.
“Toys? Is that what you call those things you spawned, those hellish leftovers from that Holy
War of yours?”
“They are toys. And, for the record, they were created for the hunt, not for war. Their use in the
battles of Ragnarök, Gotterdammerung, and Armageddon, were clear misuses of them. And
furthermore.”
“Twenty years ago, they overran the Vesta colony on Tarus Major. I was the only survivor.
Thirty people, including my family, lost their lives to those things. I was eight years old at the
time.”
“And?”
“I’m gonna kill you someday for that massacre, bitch!”
“Be patient. Wait your turn. ‘Cause that line is a real long one, human.”
“When the 5th Legion found me, I was an emaciated wreck. Corps psy-techs used hypno-therapy
on me. It kept the nightmares away for fifteen years. Then I started remembering. I used to have to
drink myself to sleep. I’d wake up in cold sweats, screaming the top of my head off. I went through
three livers, before I conquered those nightmares and put down the bottle.”
“None of which is of any concern of mine.”
“Like I said. Someday I’m gonna make it your concern. Real permanent like.”
“Make that someday now. Jump ahead of those people in line, officer.”
“I choose the time. I choose the place. And it won’t be here, outnumbered by your leech
flunkies.”
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Mondo decides that enough is enough. She politely butts in: “You misunderstand the relationship
between true Believer and Saint.”
“Then enlighten me, Missy.”
“They won’t interfere. If my mother can’t defend herself in a stand-up fight, especially one
against a mere mortal, she isn’t worthy of being their Saint.”
“What about you then, sandman?”
“And being such, I don’t fight her battles for her. Well, officer, looks like the ball’s in your court.
Put up or shut up. It’s just you against her, without any chance of interference.”
“Like I said. I choose the place. I choose the time.”
“I’ll be waiting, detective, and I’ve got forever on my side,” Most boasts.
“Let’s go, Gabby. We’ve worn out our welcome.”
“You’re right, Boz.”
Most delivers a passing shot: “That’s right, Gabby. You’d better turn tail and run. And you’d
better make sure the door knob doesn’t hit your tight white ass on the way out.”
The two flatfoots leave. Boz is in the lead. Most lets loose with a loud mocking laugh.
“Liz. Call the police. I’ll inspect the penance scene.”
“Good-to-go, Mondo.”
Mondo exits, stage right. Gina follows, although not asked to do so. Both Vamps easily make the
elevator without Boz having to hold it for ‘em.
“What’s your poison, princess?”
“Basement, Uncle Boz.”
He pushes the appropriate button. Kane leans nonchalantly in the corner, licking her lips, jagging,
looking directly at Harris like they’re the only ones in the lift.
“Let’s do breakfast, uncle, just you and me tomorrow morning.” Kane’s speaking to Boz, but still
looking at Harris.
“Eight o’clock in front of your hotel?”
“No. Seven. Justine will swing by and pick me up, fix the meal and serve us. We’ll frost, while
we pretend, she isn’t there.”
“The hell I am!”
“Ice it, kid. Your mouth has gotten you into enough trouble tonight. She’s just trying to get you
out of a jam.”
“Huh. It’ll be a cold day in Hell, before I accept help from the likes of her.”
“Insolent tramp. You’re overdue for a lesson in respect,” Gina interjects.
Kane dummies Gina up with a sideways glance.
“You’re my partner and my friend. This makes you an important part of my life. Mondo knows
that, and so does her mother. That’s why you’re not dead, right now.”
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“Bullshit! I ain’t dead, ‘cause killing a cop earns jackshit a quick trip down-under, six feet under.
Most snuffs me. You guys arrest her. Likely she’ll never reach the station house alive. Likely she’ll
be shot in the back while attempting to escape. Likely she’ll still be handcuffed at the time. Likely
she’ll ‘accidentally’ get beheaded. These mobsters retaliate. You guys annihilate them. Tit-for-tat.
We take care of our own.”
“But, at what price? ‘Cause fighting this crew means a precinct war. Ever been in one?”
Justine shakes her head in the negative.
“Thought as much. We’d win all right. We always win. If we couldn’t uphold the law against all
comers, there’d be anarchy and chaos. Trouble is, kid, a war the likes of the one you’re itching to
start will cost a lot of good cops their lives. I’m talking major league widows-n-orphans time. Your
pride ain’t worth that price. So, you’re gonna swallow it. The leeches are swallowing theirs, and
that’s only because Most knows how much you mean to me.”
“And why in the hell would Most care about me being dear to you?”
“’Cause. I’m blood to her by way of Mondo. We’re all family, because of my niece’s Embrace.”
“Justine Hillary Harris. You insulted my mother when you threatened her, because threats are for
lesser opponents, not greater ones. If you want to kill my mother, just do it, no challenges, no
warnings, and no threats. A smart gendarme like you should know better.”
“Your mother can go fuck herself.”
“Enough, Gabby. You’ve made your point, so frost. She’ll pick you up in the morning. I give you
my word on it.”
“Good.”
The elevator comes to a stop. The doors open. It’s the ground floor.
“By-the-by, princess. How did you know we were off tomorrow?”
“I’m a detective, silly.”
“So, you are. So, you are indeed. And a damn fine one at that.”
The gumshoes beat feet.
“Be seeing you in the morning, Justine. I mean, Gabby. Don’t be late, for our first date, the first
of many to come,” Kane giggles out.
Kane’s mood changes to deadly serious when the elevator reaches the cellar. Gina assumes the
position-of-respect by the lift, as Kane inspects her handiwork. Mondo spends much time savoring
the teen’s first legal menace, before returning to said Slave.
“Good work. I’m proud of you. Stand up. There’s no need for you to be submissive.”
“But I disgraced you in the elevator, mistress. I talked out of turn. I’m ready to accept whatever
punishment you deem appropriate.”
“Stand up. I won’t ask again.” The malice in Kane’s voice is unmistakable.
Gina does as she is told and looks Mondo directly in the eyes.
“Now. That’s much better.” Love has displaced the malice in Kane’s voice.
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She hugs the girl and plants a kiss on top of the teen’s head. “If you hadn’t come to my defense,
you would’ve disgraced me.”
A smile appears on the girl’s face. Gina licks her lips and knocks the shine off of her nose.
Uncle Sid, you’re a genius. My mother couldn’t have said it any better. I’m truly blessed to have
her for my Mistress.
“I don’t deserve you, Mistress.”
“Sure, you do. And I deserve you.”
“Mistress. How can you, an Embraced, react so much like you were born Saved?”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders.
“Mistress, may I say something to you?”
“I’m all points.”
“Mistress, you remind me a lot of my mother.”
“It’s not for me to live up to your expectations. It’s for you to survive mine.”
Mondo is still smiling when she voices her retort. It’s the appropriate response. Which in itself is
nothing surprising considering that, pre-Embrace, she was as fluent in the protocol of the Saved as
any human being could possibly be. And her mother and first cousin have continued that
socialization after her embrace.
“As it should be, mistress,” Vicious responds.
The inflection in Gina’s voice, and the slight change in the younger girl’s facial expression, tip
Mondo off that she got the tricky right this time. It’s something she’s been striving for, for months.
Success at last. She’s confident that it’s the first of many a Tricky Ricky to come.
“While we’re waiting for the police to arrive, let’s search through the racks of blood wine and
find a vintage appropriate to toast your first legit.”
“Yes, mistress.”
Out of the blue, Kane’s mind goes completely Blank. For what seems like an eternity, Kane
fights for her very sense of Self. She ultimately wins out, but not because of some deft use of Way
plucked from her Aimless. Mondo prevails by sheer force of will. As has been said before, she’s
one gutsy broad. There are scars from the battle though, psychic ones that is.
She comes to herself sitting on a stool. A teary-eyed Gina is staring into the drooling emptiness
of her face, trying to shake her back into animation. The cellar’s Shadows are closing in on them.
Gina is much too transfixed upon Mondo to pay these demonics any notice. Kane pushes the girl
aside and stands up.
“Come closer only if you wish to meet The Maker, Herr Dogs. There are no weak Vampire here,
only distracted ones, and that distraction is no more.”
The sentinels slide back into their dark hiding places. Gina assumes POR.
“Punish me, Mistress, for this grave failure on my part to protect you from such danger while you
were clearly helpless and unable to defend yourself.”
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“My. My. You Zealots do love the melodrama of falling on your swords, don’t you? Must stem
from you being such sticklers for ROE. Or it could be from you being such an anal-retentive lot.
Either way, you’re being quite tiresome. Stand up, child. We have bottles of wine to kill.”
Most enters through the door that connects their adjourning bedrooms. An unpainted Kane,
minus double-o, trinity, anklet, vampiir, Silken, and most of her MAX, is dressed dyke: a midriffbaring tank-top that would be a tight fit for most chesty High School cheerleaders, faded low-riders
jeans, her 1950s-style jills, no bra, and the tiniest underpants this far west of Mae West,
Tinseltown, and the Hollywood Hills. Having been liberally peppered with 10 Ga shot, the jeans
are well-ventilated with ragged gaping holes that have been strategically placed. Any new brand
names, you ask? Only one: Ralph Lauren Polo Jeans.
The Saint wrinkles her nose up at the sight of her daughter dressed in such a mortal fashion and
puts her hands on her well-curved hips.
“How plain of you. But at least those togs do flatter your pin-up parts and that hour-glass figure
of yours.”
“Yes, indeed.”
All is as it should be. The first of my many little surprises has done its job quite well upon my
daughter.
“I see you’ve laid your armor and holsters out on the sofa.”
“I expect to find them just as I left them, and if I don’t, I’ll know to blame it on the charwoman.”
“So would I.”
“Well. Must be off. Good shopping today, mother.”
They exchange a hug and a peck on the cheek. Mildred pulls out a cigarette and offers it to Kane.
“You know I don’t smoke.”
“In time, you will. Tobacco, coffee, alcohol, dope, and the like are all such Paranormal vices, free
of the downsides mortals must endure.”
“My. My. Paranormal, is it? That’s very PC of you.”
“I’m a progressive kind of gal.”
“So, what brand should I smoke, if I ever should start?”
“Firstly, it’s when, not if. Secondly, I recommend: Camel, Marlboro.”
“Lucky Strike?”
“Funny that you should ask about that one”
“Why?”
“Because that was the only brand my Anna would smoke.”
Mondo doesn’t even bother with rolling her eyes, let alone arguing with her mother.
“Have it your way.”
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“I always do. Once you’re a Believer, you’ll understand why.”
“Believer. Huh. That’ll be the day.”
Most ignores the girl’s retort. “Theoretically speaking. What would happen if an avowed blade
tart like myself tried to use your guns with your permission?”
“Theoretically speaking. You’d do just fine. My babies would see to that. They know how I
really feel about you.”
Most ignores the girl’s sarcasm. “What about your sword?”
“Likewise, I’m sure. You saw how well Gina did with it.”
“And how well would I do if I tried to force them into my service?”
“They’d brain burn you so bad, you’d end up with less grey matter than a zombie.”
“Interesting.”
“Ciao.”
Kane exits the Chase. Gabby is waiting for her in an unmarked prowler. Harris is wearing a
patent-leather sheath dress and matching pumps. The flatfoot’s hot, uncomfortable, plastic outfit is
fleshtone. A scarlet letter is emblazoned on the front of the dress. Kane gives the detective the once
over, before she gets in.
Wondrous. The tart seems to ROE this morning, no pun intended, to the letter.
Their drive over is silent. Mondo just stares at her, right through her, like she’s not there at all.
When they arrive at Justine’s apartment building, Mondo continues to give her the business.
Keep your cool, Gabby. Remember, you’re doing this for Boz, girl. Shit! If it were up to me, I’d
ram my soup bone down the throat of this fanged bitch! I hope she slips up. ‘Cause when she does,
I’ll cuff her real good!
Gabby dials up her apartment on the front entrance’s intercom. Boz’s visage appears in its
remote-viewer. Seeing who it is, Boz smiles and buzzes them inside the building. The lobby of the
Susan B. Anthony looks like something out of the 19th century. Even the wood doors are real! But
the security system is state-of-the-art. Alfred, a Daemon in fancy dress working the front desk, tips
his hat as they walk past him. Kane talks in the loud matter-of-fact way one talks when one isn’t
speaking to anyone in particular.
“Nice digs. Kind of pricey though, for someone on a cop’s salary. I’ve heard that one of the
residents is a bulldyke who gets her room and board free, because she moonlights as the house
dick, ooops, I meant twat.”
Harris starts to say something, but manages to keep her temper in check, just barely.
“Girl, don’t be too hard on her. Miss Harris is such a nice lady,” Alfred yells out, as they step
into the lift.
“Sorry. Don’t know who you’re referring to. Never met her,” Kane responds, as she jags a smile
for her demonkind.
Harris punches up her floor. Kane is staring right through her.
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This bitch is as twisted as Most. What a pair. They’re made for each other. And to think she’s
Boz’s favorite niece. Who’d ‘ve thunk it?
Boz greets Kane at the door to Harris’ apartment. He acts like his partner isn’t there. Both
continue to give Harris the business all through the kosher breakfast. After the repast, Kane breaks
the ice while Boz enjoys a stogie.
“The game is over, Gabby. You exist for Boz and I again.”
“Fuck you, Miss Ann.”
“Anytime you say. I’ll be ready, waiting, and panting.”
“Goddam leech. I don’t do women!”
“Pity. I bet you’re a reeeaaal freaky-dee-kee.”
“Boz!”
“I’m out of the loop on this one.”
“Okay. Be that way. As for you, leech.”
“Why didn’t I ever ice her? That’s the question. Right?”
“You got it. Hell. You used to hate her as much as I do.”
“My hate was never enough reason for me to kill her. It’s called profound self-preservation, you
dumb ass cop. Doing a Judas, which is what killing her for rooking me would’ve entailed, is
grounds for destruction. They would’ve been coming out of the woodwork to get me.”
Harris shakes her head in disgust, that look of moral indignation on her face. Boz blows lazy
circles in the air, pretending not to care about where the girls’ conversation is going.
“Now, you wouldn’t kill her if there were zero consequences.”
“Quite so.”
“So, you just got over being raped and took?”
“Quite so.”
“Like it was nothing?”
“It was nothing.”
“Bullshit! Most is a sick ass, genocidal bitch! And you know it!”
“Only be human standards, not faerie ones. So, watch your tongue, mortal, and stop speaking ill
of mother. You’re being very impolite.”
“Me thinks you are quite the picture of said Infernal’s loving obedient daughter.”
“Very good. Quite outstanding. You speak the Bard. It’s always appreciated when a mortal can
display more than a passing familiarity with ROE. You should practice its use more often for
prosaic reasons, if for none else, and practice ways of finding the downfall of my mother, less.”
Kane’s smile is appropriately polite, as appropriate as the malice in her voice. You can see the
cogs turning in the cop’s head. An expression of frustration paints the detective’s face. The fat lady
has sung.
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“One more word of warning, detective.”
“Jingo june hoppers. I figured there’d be more,” Harris mocks.
“Do yourself a favor, and direct your efforts elsewhere. Others, many others, have tried to turn
me against her, and none of them lives, as mute testament to their folly and ineptitude and my undying love for she who made me in her image. I freely love her. I am no neonate whose love stems
from being assiduously controlled by my mother.”
“I’ll take it under advisement.”
“You’d better. Else, you might end up missing and find yourself as somebody’s kept absinthe
girl-toy who’s been fitted with his-n-hers Phlebotomy shunts for those fast-food midnight snack
binges we faerie are so fond and famous for indulging. And I’m talkin’ absinthe—zonked out on a
constant-drip absinthe IV.”
“Thanks for the unsolicited tutelage, chicken slick. But like I’ve said before, I’ll take it under
advisement.”
Time’s on Most’s side, not mine. She’s immortal. Mind you, her kind do age, they just don’t age
like us finite mortals do. Faerie are unchanging, except in the positive. They only feign the
“negatives” of old age, that’s when/if they choose to. Thus, from a typical mortal’s point of view,
growing old for her kind is one big sham. As the years pass for them, their potency, prowess, and
the realization of their true potential always grows mentally, physically, and sexually. It’s just the
opposite of what happens to even the most robust, baby-faced, and long-lived of us. We mortals like
all living beings except for faerie are captive to the negative progression that Nature dictates.
Growing old for us is always synonymous with decay, a decay which culminates with the usual
death bed scene: a wan complexion and painfully drawn features. Even when we try and cheat, for
example, by using half-n-half, we’re only postponing the inevitable. Our bodies always betray us in
the end. Theirs never do.
Of course, there’s always enthalpy to hope for. But that’s just more wishful thinking, more
smoke-n-mirrors, more lies to myself that don’t amount to the insubstance of pipe dreams. ‘Cause
it’s highly unlikely that after surviving all of these eons, Most will ever fall victim to that age-old
trap, the misbegotten stepchild of Upper-Class decadence and bourgeois Middle-Class blasé.
And now I’ve got a new problem. I’m the object of the lustful affections of my archenemy’s
Raptor. Who’d have thunk it? Most’s brat has the hots for me in spades. It’s quite obvious that
Mondo wants to tongue frolic inside of me, after said tongue has had its way with my little girl
(clit). Pretty disgusting, huh? The very thought of it sure makes my stomach turn. But, that’s not
even the worst of it. Yea, it gets worse.
Even though I’m heterosexual, through-n-through, that won’t matter if Kane gets me in a
compromising situation and I don’t have any protection, and I’m not talking about female condoms
either. Because of faerie kind’s fucking pheromones, unprotected sex with Kane will be the absolute
most, in spite of my sexual orientation. Not only will I be guaranteed of copping a nut, it’ll be the
very best orgasm that I can have! Yep. Even if you’re being raped by one of ‘em, you’re gonna get
off. You can’t help yourself. It’s Mother Nature. So, it’s over-the-top, whether you like it or not.
Bottomline is, you’re always a screamer with one of ‘em. Of course, the downside is obvious.
Your Infernal dance partner can lose it during Rapture, give into Temptation, and take you out to
lunch. A maybe that oftentimes escalates to a near certainty if the immortal is Zealot.
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There’s no downside for the faerie. A no surprise. They always orgasm during sex. Always
copping the very best nut. No duds need apply. Another one of their countless win-win situations.
Sex with faeries has got to be the ultimate deadly pleasure. Mundanes pay mega bucks to indulge
that whimsy, especially with the Zealot, fueling what has grown into a multi-trillion-dollar industry
in illicit snuff sex. It’s an underground that gamers and players alike call nautilus.
“I’m glad to hear that, that precious little girl of yours has finally found the wherewith to turn
herself around. It would’ve been such a waste to see the reincarnation of my Famke and your Anna
V destroyed.”
“And I’ll bet that with a little surgery—my paint and your marks and a mind snake or two, that
she would be a fitting addition to.”
“Quite so. I was also thinking along the same lines.”
“Isn’t it so nice that God hath given us Elders the young ones as playthings?”
“Heh. Heh. Heh. Yes. Most fortuitous indeed.”
Embrace has morphed her once sagging, liver-spotted, age-ravaged corpus into the envy of any
Mundane professional ballroom dancer. But it has not altered her hate for the kind who transformed
her into one of their Lost bloodsucking lot. Because of the exploits of her illustrious, or infamous,
ancestor, depending on your race and/or point of view, the von Helsing name remains legendary in
the arena of Vampire hunting, even in the face of the transformation of her, the matriarch of that
family. And, Saved or not, Amy still hunts Vampires. A Judas in the eyes of demonkind, she
survives by virtue of her superior wits and luck and the able assistance of her mortal family. She
had hoped the big girl would prove to be a valuable ally, the kind of insider she needs to get to the
influential Most and Most’s well-connected cronies. Instead, she must add Mondo Kane to her list
of honey do’s.

“I shall insert some necessary instructions collected from
the ancients. It is the duty and interest of the general to
frequently assemble the most prudent and experienced
officers of the different corps of the army, and consult with
them on the state of both his own and the enemy’s forces.
But the most material point is to determine whether it is
most proper to temporize or to bring the situation to a
speedy decision by action.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
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Badgirl
“Badgirl needs lovin’ too.”
We makes our choices and we pays our prices. And there’s always a price for everything.
Nothin’, absolutely nothin’, is free in this life. My drive made me the best TAZ maniac I could be.
But even so, a mortal can only go so far in that game. You can never be The TAZ Maniac, not with
the inherent limitations of a human body, let alone a female one. So, I pursued other endeavors:
nude model, exotic dancer, Playboy Bunny, rocket scientist, even nurse. But I had to keep my
finger in the pie, even if that meant moonlighting as a bouncer. I bounced first at the Playboy Club
and then at a dive called Tits. Yep, we’re talkin the absolute fringe in the latter case. Well, a girl’s
gotta do what a girl’s gotta do, when a girl’s just gotta have it. TAZ for life, and all that jazz.
For me, TAZ has never been a lifestyle. It’s always been a way of life. You got it, I’m Extreme.
Then that unsolicited Embrace happened and everything changed forever. You know what they say,
play long enough with fire and you’re bound to get burned. As an Infernal, it’s TAZ everlasting.
This, I’m beginning to like.
Maybe that old blood bag did me a favor after all. For as far back as I can remember, I’ve loved
to be around monsters. Now, God help me, I’m beginning to love being one. Truth be told, I’m
happier now, than I’ve ever been. For the first time in my life, I feel right, I feel whole, I feel at
peace with myself, I feel like I belong. She was right about me all along. She knows me so well, it’s
frightening. Maybe being a badgirl, who needs lovin’ too, isn’t such a bad deal after all.
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Chapter Three
Girl Watchers
“Don’t bother to run, you’ll only die tired.”
An unpainted Kane saddles up. Then she opens the gift-wrapped box setting on top of the coffee
table; inside is a Silken scarf with her gold monogram. It’s the latest Motorola hands-off phone,
another gift from her mother. She slips it on and wills it into the online position: a black chador, the
traditional faerie veil. It covers her face from the nose bridge down, as well as her neck, as it wraps
around her head in the same fashion as a PolarWrap exchanger or a U.S. Army-issue neckerchief.
Mondo christens it Suzy-Q. When Kane is using Suzy-Q as a phone, eavesdropping is out of the
question, because her voice won’t carry beyond the breather-mask. Lip reading is also kaput,
because the see-thru veil scrambles perceived lip and jaw movement. Grimm use flips. Reapers use
breathers. Being both, Kane will use both. After running a test-link, she wills the veil-phone into
the offline position: an ultra-sheer scarf.
Her OHWSs (offensive handgun weapon systems) have been blessed by the Pope so they would
be appropriate for the redemptive uses of a Reaper. It was the very last thing done to the Hogs
before they left the Papal Armory.
Kane manually cycles her refreshed shootin’ irons, reactivating their Browning factory-issue
speed-loaders.
Then, she manually cycles her XM20s, activating their new Vatican Arms ATGMs. These virgin
clips generate fusion grenades.
Affectionately known as slammers, fusion grenades are attention grabbers that are specifically
designed as Suit-killers, unlike plasma grenades which are strictly anti-personnel/light-armor
piercing.
The grenades are different, but the 10mm IAA generated by the not-so-virgin pistol clips, is the
same old Ben Franklin that she’s grown so accustomed to using.
SAP and AP are hardly the stuff Redemptions are made of. SAP can be used against armored
foes, but being a so-called humane bullet, it doesn’t inflict enough punishment. A max mayhem AP
bullet like the Talon, can cause enough punishment, but is useless against armored foes. So, for
obvious reasons, EAA (explosive anti-armor) was the munition of choice for Redemptive purposes
in the years preceding the advent of IAA.
EAA comes in numerous sizes. The most popular with the big bore crowd are the .45-caliber
ACP, the .338-caliber SM, and the .50-caliber heavy-sniper, ouch! Pre-Vatican III, reapers used
EAA in .45-caliber ACP fired by either a full-auto U.S. Govt. M1911 or the equally venerable
drum-fed Auto Ordnance Thompson SMG, the so-called hem stitcher or trench broom. PostVatican III, it’s been IAA in the 10mm NATO caliber fired by the Hog.
But lately, the Hays Office has been pushing for the replacement of the pricey Browning as the
issue-sidearm for Church pistoleros, by its cheaper look-a-likes: the Glock, the SIG P277, the
Walther P99G, the Smith & Wesson Sigma, and the Heckler & Koch USP Series-1. Already, Hays’
Reapers use Glocks, SIGARMS Ps, square-cut Walther P’Gs, S&W Sigmas, and H&K Universal
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Service Pistols, all chambered in the caliber .40 S&W, the most popular non-NATO pistol round
for blasters. At least the off-world disasters of Holly Ridge and Waco convinced Hays to finally
give up on their idiotic crusade for Reapers to abandon gunpowder-based projectile weapons and
adopt the use of punny-ass DEWs (directed energy weapons) in their stead. An MPP, with its
projectile hurling heat, is the only way to go.
It’s ‘bout time I got the chance to take out some of the Church’s dirty laundry, after all, that’s
what clergy have us Reapers for. And considering who my sponsor is, I trust my first sweep-andclean for the Church as an ordained Reaper will be something interesting, maybe even something
big, something guaranteed to make me wet and keep my juices flowing. Nope. That’s just wishful
thinking. I’d better stick to hoping for something interesting.
Most steps into the suite. They’ve been living in the guest rooms above Liz’s club ever since
their freebee at the hotel expired.
“Where’s your paint?”
“Sorry. An oversight. Won’t happen again.”
“See that it doesn’t.”
Kane paints herself. Most flashes a wide grin, beaming with pride. This nun’s little girl learns
quickly from her mistakes.
“You are destined to be my most ardent follower, although you don’t know it as yet. Even now,
in the infancy of our professional relationship, you’re already my right-hand. We’re going to do a
lot of God’s work together, child.”
“So, what’s the dirty?”
“A nitty-gritty that involves an Archbishop, an outspoken critic of the Vatican, who has foolishly
allowed his flock and himself to distance themselves from the Church. Such unwise acts of de facto
excommunication by the Misguided, always sends the wrong message to Infidels. We Catholics
need to present a united front in these most trying of times.”
Kane’s eyes narrow to suspicious slits.
The Holy Council couldn’t give a rat’s ass about dissident priests or rogue parishes, concerning
itself only with status quo Catholics. Ditto for its trio of lap dogs: the OSI, Hays, and Fade-toBlack.
“Speak up. Cat got your tongue? You seem at a loss for words, and that’s so very uncharacteristic
of you.”
“I’m definitely missing something here.”
“It’s elementary, my dear Watson. Do the math.”
She’s testing my wit. Since she already knows just how sharp my edge is, and knowing mother the
way I do, this exchange must be for the consumption of a power or powers unseen. Which means.
I’ll bet the room is bugged. Roger that. Phone confirms it. And the only way a proper host like Liz
would allow the privacy of a guest to be compromised would be if someone the likes of my mother
asked Liz to do so. Even then, that person would have to have a damn good reason, and be able to
prove it beyond a shadow of a doubt.
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“The Faithful have the right, the duty, and the obligation to criticize the Church. They have the
right to engage in acts of de facto excommunication, let alone formally secede from the Church, at
any time they wish. Being a religion, and not a cult, we only want members, especially clergy, who
wish to be Catholic of their own free will. Bottomline: if these fuckers want out, it’s their
business.”
“This is true. But. The Archbishop and his flock have yet to formally relinquish the rights and
privileges of being Catholic by exercising a rite of secession. Thus, we, as duly ordained officers of
the Church, can still stick our pretty little noses into their Catholic business anytime we see fit.
And, I, as your boss, have decided that we should exercise that option.”
“Okay. I’ll buy that argument.”
“So. Are we in concurrence?”
“Not yet. I agree you’ve got right of inspection, based on Ecclesiastical Common Law. But. How
do you justify using a something like me?”
“Moronic girl! Don’t be so vapid and vacuous. These irksome goin’ on tiresome lapses in
intelligence of yours have just got to cease.” Most pauses dramatically, then continues her caustic
tirade: “You’re an investigative agent with a broad jurisdiction which encompass all matters
Catholic. Any more questions?”
No hunches, long-shot or otherwise, need apply. Her being so very impolite in her discourse can
mean only one thing. This caper must be beyond big. It’s got to be a real Dusey, which means she’s
made some promises and her ass is in a sling if she doesn’t deliver. Serves the fuckin’ bitch right. I
ought to.
No. What the fuck is wrong with you? You’re not thinking straight again, girlfriend. You’re no
Judas.
She’s mother. Love is the motive behind everything she does for you. It’s why she’s teaching you,
her Book. ROE sure as hell has nothin’ to do with that bequest. Likely she’s promised the robed
powers-that-be that, in spite of being an Embraced, you can accomplish this most important task.
It’s your turn to show these nameless ones just how much you love mother. Time to repay her for
her Embrace. Time to repay Moonglow for her unconditional love.
“No more questions. You’ve convinced me. We’re in concurrence for the chillin’.” Most clears
her throat at her daughter’s misspeak. “I mean Redemption.” Most raises a plucked eyebrow, a hint
to her daughter that an apology is in order. “And excuse my use of chillin’.”
“Good, girl. Always the good Catholic you are. And one important reminder.”
“When acting as a Reaper, for the Most Holy Office of Spiritual Investigations, I must always
conduct myself in the expected manner where I have divine jurisdiction.”
“Correct. Recited by the numbers. Your good Catholic education always shines through.
Officially, you’re being sent out on a fact-finding mission to determine what, if anything, these
misguided Catholics have learned from the folly of braving the perils of the outside world without
the protection of Holy Mother Church. The parish has defiantly relocated itself in an area which,
although zoned multi-denominational, has long been claimed by the Protestants as their own.
Unofficially.”
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Bingo. Shit. It’s the only scenario that makes sense. Holy Mother of God, she’s really gone and
done it. The Church has been after that bed-hopping pantywaist for years. Now the rest of the
pieces to this jigsaw puzzle all fit. This so-called rogue priest and parish are bait, whipped up
special for da Man himself. The trouble is, what’s attractive to him and his, is also attractive to a
multitude of other like groups. Weathermen all have the same sweet tooth, don’t you know?
“Unofficially, I’m going to cancel the renegade Catholic priest who started the Protestant
Reformation. You’re gonna pull the old bait-n-switch on Martin Luther and his Marauders. This is
beyond having brass balls.”
Just like I told them. She’s as sharp as a vujcic. Now I’m really gonna show Sonya up. Blue likes
to mouth off, especially in front of the High Council when Ancient Mia and her Wardens are
present, about how my little girl is just a human wanna-be with fangs, a Judas who’d murder me in
a heartbeat if she thought she could get away with it. My little girl is never gonna let me down. I
can trust her without reservation with my very life. Which is just what I’m about to do right now.
“You can always decline. After all, the previous attempts to ensnare him have been dismal
failures. The Hays Office has either caught the wrong group or.”
“Caught the right one and couldn’t get the job done, I’d wager.”
So, it’s her Papal rivals as well as her Papal superiors that are listening to, and watching, our
exchange. All I have to do is decline this gig, and her ass is grass, with no fear of repercussions.
Shit, a year ago I would’ve jumped at a chance like this. Just goes to show you how much things
have changed between the two of us. And it’s all been for the better.
“Investigations is calling the shots on this one. And I’ve assured certain people that you’re going
to make the difference this time. This is our baby all the way. Hays is waiting in the wings, licking
their chops, waiting for us to fall on our faces.”
“So, they can tell us, I told you so, right before they chop off our pretty little heads.”
“There is no we. I’m the only one whose pretty little head they’ll chop off.”

“Readers of military abridgment will perhaps be impatient
for instructions relative to general engagements. But they
should consider that a battle is commonly decided in two or
three hours, after which no further hopes are left for the
worsted army. Every plan, therefore, is to be considered,
every expedient tried, and every method taken, before
matters are brought to this last extremity.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
Kane materializes. She’s entombed in a false space called a limbo. While standing inside of the
limbo’s crudely-drawn conjuring circle, Mondo slips on her shades. Ruse or reality? Does she
really need their guidance for handling any military-style booby-trap?
Now it’s time for that final dress rehearsal. Suzy-Q goes online and speed-speaks her pop tunes
and intel, this one last time. When SQ finishes, Mondo ghosts through the front wall of the priest’s-
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hole. She’s in a rectory’s basement that’s been scarred by an intense firefight which involved the
use of proscribed tactical nukes as well as conventional ballistic weapons. The game began with a
bang, not a whimper.
Charred bodies greet her everywhere she looks. Only one of them is somewhat discernible. It lies
at the foot of a spiral staircase. The cause of death obscures the corpse’s gender, but not its
occupation in life. It’s wearing the brunt remnants of a magic-priest’s full assault kit and vestments.
Back in the private game room of the Velvet, picture and sound are being relayed to the big screen
television via Mondo’s breather. The faithful few are riveted to the scene unfolding before them.
This has Marauders written all over it. At least that part of the trap worked. In fact, it looks like
it worked too well. These fuckers came loaded for bear for a good old-fashioned massacre. Time to
be double-sharp and see if I’m as good as I think I am.
“As you can see a deuce mixture of IAA, SAP, sabot, and AP, as well as EAA. Needless to say,
there’s a wealth of spent brass and shotgun shells. Also, there’s evidence of laser-guided anti-Tank
copperhead munitions and anti-infantry ICM bomblet rounds of both the white phosphorus and
FASCAM mine variety. These fuckers do good work. Ferocity, variety, and precision of fire, as
well as other tell-tale signatures, would indicate that the foxes are definitely in the hen house.
Phone confirms my call. I’m likely toast if I have to shoot it out with this platoon. Kricket. Kricket.
Kricket. Pause for program execution.”
Phone signals a waiting evac team. The three Grotesques clinging to her midriff let go of their
tenacious holds and quickly fan out into the basement depths.
“Evac has been notified and is off standby. Rear secure by the numbers. Ghosting to next level.
Wish me luck.”
Kane hovers upward. As soon as our ghost beauty rises through the floor, a Golem comes
seemingly out of nowhere and attacks her.
Needless to say, our gun-wielding phantom prevails. Bullets from Mondo’s pistols riddle the
creature’s CLAY body, reducing it/him/she to a lump of shredded play-do in a matter of seconds.
“Gettin’ careless in my new life. Should’ve seen that one coming. After all, what rectory
wouldn’t have a roaming Golem for backup security? Jeez louise. Glad Elaine isn’t back there to
witness that slip. Dodges are down. Spellbound is broken. Hoaxes are gone. This level is double-d
dead, same as the basement. Hell of a firefight as you can all see. Like I said before, they do good
work. You’ve sent me to my certain death, mother. So, I want you to know that I don’t love you.
There’s no need for you to get sappy about my demise. Just soldier on and adopt Gina. You ought
to have a much easier time with her. She’s already one of your brainwashed Believers.”
Most notices Gina go from worried to tense. The nun walks over to the girl and gives her a hug.
“Relax. She’ll be just fine and she knows it.”
“Then why is she saying all those horrid things?”
“’Cause she likes to. Humans call it self-deprecating humor. Get used to it. It’s her way, a
residual of her humanity. Doing it on a pop heightens the buzz for her.”
“Oh.”
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“I know it’s a mortal perversion, but let’s allow her just this one. After all, it’s for a good cause.
It helps make her the best killing machine that she can be.”
“Okay.”
“Good girl.”
Kane descends up to her waist, into, but not through, the floor. She doesn’t want her ghostly
lower half to dangle below the basement’s ceiling and become a target for the Grotesques. Mondo
hoses the room with IAA and slammers. “Shoot first and keep shooting, until even God can’t sort
‘em out” is her credo on a search & destroy, ‘cause you can never be too sure about just how dead a
supposedly inactive KZ is. If she had sanitized like this at first, the Golem wouldn’t have been
intact to attack her. “Spic-n-span, before you enter a room” is one of the basics in a TAZ antiterrorist scenario. She’s obviously rusty, but that’s quickly going by the wayside.
“The horrific scream of hyperaccelerated rounds rending the air, punctuated by the howl of
grenades. Soon, both will be overlaying a cacophony of death. Excuse the lapse. I promise there
will be no more poetry. Two more floors sanitized. So far, so good. Now the going gets rough.”
Mondo hovers up to the second-floor ceiling. She phone-taps into the security system of the level
above her, using a backdoor protocol Most directed her to feed into her flip before she left on the
mission. Her consciousness extends into the Citadel Systems’ Sentinel Mach 5. The death-squad
has brought this primo Citadel stuff to the brink of extinction. These icemen are good indeed. But
as good as they are, they aren’t good enough. ‘Cause good always pales in comparison to better.
And Kane is about to prove she has every right to lay claim to that title.
“The candle-is-lit.”
Once she’s plugged into the Sentinel’s remaining scanners, she can see the pitched battle being
waged, as well as fix the positions of the protagonists.
Patiently she pans the room, looking for her objective as parishioners perish: men, women, even
kids. As she takes in this visual and auditory gore, the sadistic rush comes in tandem with the
masochistic one. The ice blonde turns passionate: candy cane sweet and just as deadly. Rage-hate
lines chisel themselves into a face that went overly strident, ravaged by over-the-top harshness and
disdain, when she tangled with the Golem and tasted first-blood. Yet Mondo remains the looker.
Only now she’s ravishing in that deranged, harder-looking, bestial sort of way a bent admirer
would find most arousing. It’s an enraged face devoid of any vestige of conventional beauty. It’s as
if she had gazed upon Medusa and become a handiwork of the Gorgon: a nasty-queen carved in
living stone, whose mouth is formed into a vicious, inverted, loathing-twisted sneer.
Kane sees someone who fits Luther’s description. She waits for confirmation by Phone before
she acts. If he’s not present, she’ll dust off: mission aborted. Stoney and his flock will be on their
own until the evac team arrives.
“Objective confirmed. We have lift-off, Houston. Aggressors are split into two teams. Boy, these
guys are good. The Archbishop and what’s left of his people are gettin’ chewed up in the crossfire.
Have sufficient atomics to punch the e-ticket on one team only. Will pick the one that’s the most
do-able. Fortunately, Luther is not in that one. Looks like I’ll get a chance to go up and do some ass
kickin’ really personal-like. I prefer to count coup like that, anyways.”
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Kane places the shaped multi-warhead charge and sets it off. She synchronizes her ghostly
ascendance with its eye-melting detonation and subsequent mushroom cloud. Mondo deals a hail of
bullets and grenades into the six of the powered Suited Protestants before they can return the favor
by making her eat bullets like Painkiller Jane. Her ambush turns the tables. And, although she
clearly doesn’t need their assistance, the Archbishop, his staff, family, and parishioners, as well as
the beleaguered Mach 5, all seem to feel obliged to press their counterattack as best they can in aid
of their new-found ally.
She’s everything L said she would be, and then some. She’s the consummate professional,
merciless in battle and loyal to a fault. She’s the perfect killing machine. And be her Mistress, past
or present, and no one can turn her against you. And the kicker is that, as passionate as she is
about killing, she’s just as cold and detached and methodical about its execution, just like she was
when she was my Anna V. And, also, just like my dearly departed Anna V, there’s no one and
nothing she can’t kill if she puts her mind to it.
Mondo mows down the competition, blasting them into hamburger. IAA and slammers sear
reality. As good as her Hogs were before against Hard, they’re on a whole ‘nother level indeedy,
firing slammers. It’s graphically clear why access to ATGMs is so tightly controlled by the U.S.
military and the Church.
“Holy shit, Batman. Where have you been all of my life? If I’d had this kind of firepower back in
that alley, those Graf guys would have been gumbo in a snap. And I could have done it all by my
lonesome. Jesus, what a rush!”
“Remember, this is a formal Church sanction. Take no prisoners. Cancel all of the Infidels,
dearest. And be so kind as to bring me Luther’s head back; shrunken, of course.” Most utters the
words into a speaker phone so that even Liz, who’s standing across the room, can hear her. Once
more, a graven choice is made for Kane by the Crimson nun.
“Cometh, beloved child.”
Most flashes that polite menacing smile, as Kane places the erstwhile priest’s head upon the desk.
“You do good work.”
“Thank you, mother.” Most gives her a hug. “The Archbishop sends his regards, mother.”
“I’m sure Harry and his people are anxious to be brought in from the cold as soon as possible.”
“Yes, they are.”
“It’s already in the works.”
“Good deal.”
“Unlike in mortal society, the higher we rise in inhuman society, the higher the standard that’s
applied to us. And as I expected, when I raised the chin bar, you rose to the occasion. Cream
always rises to the top. Understand?”
“Yes, mother. You concentrate. I sustain. Grace endures.”
“Good. Did you remember to leave the Mark in conspicuous places at the cancellation site?”
“Yes.”
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“Excellent. That only child of the secular world, the Twilight, is a clandestine affair with zero
accountability. Its equivalent in the sacred world, the Redemption, is a different kind of animal
entirely. Now, tell me how these engines of assassination differ.”
“Twilights are covert. Redemptions are anything, but. A Redemption’s traceability back to the
Church acts as a deterrent to anyone considering the committing of graven transgressions against
Catholicism.”
“Excellent. You make your catechism teacher, whomever she may be, proud.”
“Quite so.”
“Liz was so honored when you used the teleportation pad in her office in the commission of this
historic cancellation. Being the good Catholic that she is, she’s overjoyed knowing that once the
police backtrack the tachyon trail your spook left, her complicity in the whole affair would soon
become public knowledge.”
“May I leave, now?”
“After you’ve reminded me again of just how good a detective you are. Give me your synopsis
on the spin for this one.”
“Why bother? You’ve probably coauthored it.”
“Bravo. Excellent deduction. Now, humor me more.” There’s unmistakable menace in the tone of
Most’s voice.
“While on a routine Papal mission to check up on misguided Catholics, a rookie OSI operative,
who’s coincidentally a trained assassin, stumbles upon a Marauder raid and saves rogue parish.
During heroine’s courageous rescue of said parish, one Martin Luther is chill’d.” Most raises a
plucked eyebrow at her daughter’s intentional misspeak. She’s not amused. “Whoops. I mean
destroyed. Grateful wayward parishioners see the error of their ways and return to the fold as rock
solid faithful. Vatican spin-doctors will Madison Avenue into martyrs, those of the Archbishop’s
flock who died during the attack. They’ll be portrayed as loyal Catholics who, though misguided,
readily gave their lives in the defense of their beloved faith. The Church comes out smelling like a
rose. And since it’s all Church business, therefore, no innocent bystanders were involved; the
police won’t make too many waves. Am I close?”
And thanks to me, mother dearest, you’ve successfully orchestrated the demise (cold-blooded
murder) of the Holy See’s former numero uno.
Religiously speaking, Luther was the proverbial fair-haired boy. He was the Pope’s
ecclesiastical confidant, handpicked successor, and son-in-law. Too bad Stephanie was such a
bubble head and LTG Claudia Kennedy was such a dish.
Now, Stephs in a cloister. The once talkative lieutenant general is now a tight-lipped five star.
Luther is dead. And Big Jim (Pope John) doesn’t have to worry about any of that illicit pillow talk
goin’ public anymore.
“You’re dismissed. Go and freshen up for our journey.”
Most notices the girl’s pause.
“You seem deep in thought. Is there something else you wish to discuss?”
“No, mother. Nothing at all. Everything’s copasetic.”
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“Good. And, child?”
“Yes, mother.”
“Always keep in mind the new higher standard you’re being held to.”
“I’m sure if I ever forget, you’ll make sure I never do again.”
“Like I’ve said two sides of the same coin. This debrief is officially over. Go in peace, my
beloved child.”
Phone’s sweep shows the suite to be clean of bugs. She can relax for now. Mondo’s Soft peels
off as she steps into the bathroom. The old-fashioned cast-iron bathtub is filled with fresh human
blood.
“It’s good-to-go, Mondo. The fetal hemo is from the deli of an abortion clinic around the corner;
such a wonderful place, chalk-full of delights. It’s open all the time, except on Christmas, of
course.”
Moochee is oiled-up, beaming, and wrapped in a lava-lava. Her girl did good today, and, as such,
only deserves the best to toast this monumental cancellation.
The monstrous sight confronting the big girl, causes her to jag. Her Thirst comes front and center.
Her heart begins to beat faster. She submerses herself in the blood, which is at human body
temperature, and indulges in that most ladylike of inhuman diversions, which is also her Prime’s
favorite pastime. Hemo flows into every pore and orifice of her body.
Moochee empties more buckets of blood into the tub to replenish that which Kane’s body
greedily drinks in. The Brunette is hard pressed to keep up with her Blonde lover’s thirst. Drunk on
blood, Kane sits up in the tub. Moochee slits Mondo’s wrists with a straight razor. Every drop of
hemo in the tub is sucked up by the wounds in a matter of seconds.
“I’m still thirsty, Moochee.”
“Then drain me, lover.”
Moochee bends down over Mondo. Kane bites her in the neck and feeds. The nubile mobster’s
perky breasts come to rest on top of Mondo’s. When the two sets of aroused nipples touch,
Mondo’s world goes bright red and all sticky too.
“You took a big chance yesterday. I could have said no, and there would’ve been absolutely no
repercussions for me.”
“Look who’s talking, a non-Believer who blood-feasted under the roof of a Believer with that
Believer’s niece, a niece who herself is a Believer. You could have come up missing with none the
wiser.”
“Boz would’ve come looking for answers.”
“And found none.”
“Yea. Right. His kind of cop invents answers when they can’t find the ones they’re looking for.”
The hansom comes to a halt at the hack stand in front of the spaceport’s terminal building.
Mondo pays the driver and exits the cab first. She’s painted. She has more jewelry on, and it’s all
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based on the mystical number 3 and the profane 6 numeric, just like her trinity is. Both earlobes are
pierced by a size-3 Strange-steel safety pin. Three stingray barbs skewer the auricular of both ears.
Although she’s quickly going native, she’s refrained from being an injun giver again. Her look
remains badass dyke deluxe, right down to her clear-coats and ‘nets.
Most exits next, decked out in her previously described traveling togs. Surprise. Surprise. Not.
Gina brings up the rear, decked out in her school Black: a duster, a back-lacing front-zip
bandeau, provocateurs, SPFX version brief, and a pair of Maidenform knobs. Briefs are the shortglove version of Kane’s shoulder-length operas. They’re wrist-length when cuffed. As for her
footwear, knobs come in a variety of heights, all of which are quick-lace, with the 0-inch high, the
so-called at-the-ankles, being Gina’s booties; all of which have half-moons (blunt, rounded toes),
and it’s the shape of these toes that inspired their nick of “knobs.” The school girl’s rubber leggings
and briefs are PVC-brand. Subtract her Anna Karenina duster, substitute a Bestform or French
Dressing Cherokee-bra for her strapless/backless Bali brand gui, and Geezil would be SKK.
Pleasant memories are brought to the fore when Mondo looks at her apprentice’s body armor,
shotgun, and Vandal-coiffed locks. Gina’s Soft and shotgun are leased from the school.
The Mundanes keep their distance as the trio enters the building.
“I’m surprised you haven’t asked me about my ulterior motives vis-a-vie yesterday’s
cancellation.”
“Ours is not to reason why, ours is but to do or die.”
“Oh. Really?”
“Really.”
“Then I command you to cancel this fifteen-year-old girl.”
“What!”
“Destroy, Gina. I command it.”
“The hell I will!”
“Here. As you can see, it’s quite legit.”
Mondo skims the cover page of the ROR and scans the Papal warrant’s associated barcode. The
three of them are standing in the middle of the huge packed terminal building, under its expansive
glass rotunda, an island of inhumanity onto themselves.
“My God. Even for you, this is low.”
Kane tears the rite up. The pieces burst into flames leaving no trace, just like a bookie’s flash
paper.
“That rite was not Reaper voidable.”
“Oh. Rrreeeaaalllyyy. I’m so very sorry. My mistake. I must have misread it. ‘Cause I could’ve
sworn it said it was voidable.”
A look and a smile come across Gina’s face. Mondo notices.
“Now that I’ve heard my mother’s marriage proposal. What’s yours?”
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“I always knew, Mistress, in my heart-of-hearts, that in spite of what you cynically maintain;
nonsense like self-preservation, blind obedience, works-for-me, and something like that, that you’re
no ROM. Besides.”
“Yes?”
“Our Saint would never stoop to having a ROM for a daughter, Mistress.”
A ROM is a ROE mercenary, someone who goes along to get along.
“I have righteous plans for you daughter, plans that would be derailed if you were perceived to be
a ROM.”
“Perceived by whom?”
“The implicitly-aforementioned nameless ones. Besides.”
“Go on.”
“ROM tend to be accident prone. A high percentage of ‘em die by misadventure. They’re deaths
are. How do you young ones say it?”
“Messy?”
“Yes. Thank you, dearest. Messy was the word your mother was looking for. For some unknown
reason,” Most clears her throat for emphasis, “their deaths are always messy. Like the kind of
demises, you’re so renowned for.”
“Point taken.”
“Such a smart girl you are; a real swell, just like me. Today’s demo was for the benefit of some
silly asses who still had lingering doubts about you, doubts they foolishly chose to express in the
High Council, before the Change Board of the Red Court, no less. And there’s one more thing I’d
like to get off my chest.”
“There always is, with a something like you.”
“When I brought you across, I didn’t use Filler. I used chasers with existing bloodlines, so if your
Embrace did turn Crimson, you would have family on this side. In the future, when you relate your
ancestry to anyone, especially a potential Slave you’re auditioning, be so kind as to credit the
Infernality in your tree.”
“I shall.”
“Good girl. You wouldn’t like being an inhuman without Saved-for-family to cover your pretty
little ass. Likewise, you wouldn’t want anyone to think you didn’t have such coverage. Want to
know who informed me of your slip?”
Mondo notices Gina flinch, ever so slightly. She’d figured it wasn’t Moochee who’d sung.
“No. Whomever it was must care for me greatly. And I appreciate their concern. Make sure you
relay that to ‘em.”
“I’ll tell ‘em just that.”
Most makes a slight gesture with her hands. Discreet figures, who appear to be milling about
aimlessly in the crowds, purposefully withdraw.
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“My insurance for the innocent, on the off-chance you proved unworthy and tried to destroy her.
It doesn’t matter now. It’s all water under the bridge. Your performances, yesterday and today,
confirm what I’ve always said about you. You’re no ROM. And from now on, you will no longer
portray yourself as one.”
“Chin bar raised again?”
“Yes. By me for me and those unnamed others.”
“Why the backup? You could’ve taken me.”
“You forget. I’ve seen you in action.”
“You’re quite the cagey cunt. Everything done cricket and all that.”
“Wisdom from the mouth of babes. Oh, ho. And there’s our fourth.”
She’s a vigorous-looking old bird, the very image of geriatric Miss Fitness perfection, a total
babe who doesn’t look a day over eighty this iteration ‘round. This robust figment out of Mondo’s
past walks right up to them, seemingly out of nowhere. One minute she wasn’t there, the next
minute she is, that familiar Stanley steamer trunk hovering obediently behind her. It’s as adept a
use of walk-about as you’ll ever, excuse the pun, see demonstrated. Mondo and Elaine hug. Tears
are streaming down Kane’s cheeks.
“It’s been too long, Fraulein Mistress.”
“It’s been like yesterday. We must do this more often, Slave.”
“We shall, Mistress.”
Mondo assumes POR, as extreme as you can get.
“Stand up, Fraulein Slave. I bid you to call me Elaine and I shall call you Annie.”
Kane obeys, wiping the tears from her face.
“How do you find her, L?” Most asks.
“Comely. But can she fight?” Elaine counters.
The three laugh. Gina, unsure of what to do, plays it safe and keeps as quiet as a church mouse.
Elaine, who’s got a body that would be the envy of many a Mundane twenty-year-old, is dressed
to the nines in Silken apparel akin to Most’s. A hint to the wise is that her outfit is purple. Purple
always means Old Power, older than Most’s lavender. Underneath her gauzy traveling habit is a
fleshtone catsuit. Her skintight body stocking, which clings to every curve, has plunging scoop
necklines in the front and the back, and has a perfectly-straight seam running up the back of each
leg.
None of Elaine’s haute is lost on Gina. The nun’s wispy threads are more reasons for Gina to
keep her mouth shut. Clothes make the man. Women make the clothes. Looking from Elaine to
Most to Kane reminds Gina continuously, of the deep company she’s fallen in with. This is beyond
the Martian farm girl’s wildest dreams.
“The circle is complete, mother and daughter with the same Prime, although I do have the
distinction of being your very first student, L.”
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Sister Elaine accepts her First’s oblique compliment with her usual aplomb, and, with proverbial
fleet feet, redirects her discourse at Mondo.
“Annie. I had no hand in you being brought across, but I wish I had. Now you can be The
Tasmanian Devil your mortal body wouldn’t permit you to be. And, yes, once I’d heard of your
metamorphosis, I got in touch with Mil to inform her of your considerable charms.”
Not one to be upstaged for long, Most takes the floor back: “Me thinks there’s one more
campaign in the old cleric still.”
“I agree, mother. One more gymkhana indeed.”
For the first time, Most notices there’s no trace of bite when her daughter utters the word
“mother.” The bite’s a leftover from the days when theirs was a love-hate relationship, back when
Most did all the loving and Kane did all the hating. Such a concession on the part of Mondo’s
subconscious, deserves a conscious concession on Most’s part. Most wills her habit to become
thicker, opaque, and immotile.
“How long this lasts, I can’t say. Libido. You know.”
Kane reels from the twin shocks of the act and the utterance. It’s like Most has given her an
upper-cut followed by a one-two punch.
Modesty from my mother; now, I’ve seen everything.
The conversation comes to an abrupt halt as they walk up to the busy Sabreliner ticket desk.
Rank hath its privileges. When you’re with a Reverend Mother, you don’t have to wait in ticket
lines. And even here on the Moon, people know better than to grumble too loudly about being
jumped in line by two Lost nuns and their Dark traveling companions. The clerk is an Elf, with the
expected dancer’s build, who reminds Kane of her beloved Jenn.
“My name is Carol Alt. How can I be of assistance to you and your retinue, Mother?”
Mondo stares open mouth at Carol. The clerk brushes her long flaming red locks behind her ears
with her fingers. Pass is made, pass is acknowledged: checkmate. Gina bursts into giggles and just
as quickly quiets down.
As a human, Kane was a strict heterosexual. As an inhuman, she, like all inhuman females, is
ambisexual. In other words, she, like all inhuman females, is sexually attracted to either sex
indiscriminately. But she still prefers men, her need to be straight persisting into un-death. Mondo
licks the shine off of her nose, closes her mouth, and reins in her raging hormones, having learned
to mistress the Rapture somewhat.
“Four for the Seen.”
“Armed and dangerous, I presume, Mother?”
While talking to the Reverend Mother, Carol’s thoughts focus on the nun’s tall, lanky praetorian.
What a slashing tart with the nicest pair of honkers you’d ever want to draw to. Not to mention,
tall and leggy, with a big bass, long lash, and oh so narrow through the fundament, just the way I
like ‘em. She’s a Dark milk chocolate delight, cafe au lait supreme-o, the real sexual chocolate.
“Yes, child. Quite so. Must do our best to discourage preemptive strikes.”
“Faux pas.”
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“Mea culpa.”
“Felix culpa.”
“Quite so, child. I’ve haven’t been desiccated that well in weeks.”
Alt fiddles with the crucifix hanging around her neck as she punches up the particulars on the
optical-device in front of her.
Mondo’s scarf, which is hanging limply around her neck, rises to the veil position.
“Gate 13, Mother.”
“And we’re leaving on Friday the 13th. Oh, what good luck. Is any of the crew Saved?”
“Yes, Mother. Angie, one of the stewardesses in first-class where you’ll be sitting, is Saved.”
“Looks like we’re all set.”
“One more thing.”
Carol nervously hands Mondo her business card. As is the custom, her home comm-link number
is scribbled on the back of it.
“I’ve never done this before, so excuse my lack of polish.”
Mondo pockets the card in her purse and produces her own tab. Most intervenes in the exchange,
palming Mondo another deck.
“I’d rather you use these while you’re in my employ.”
“Of course, mother.”
Kane gives the gorgeous carrot-top one of her new labels. The newbies indicate that Kane is the
special investigator for a deputy director in the Vatican’s Office of Spiritual Investigations. That
under-director is indicated as being Sister Mildred Most. Carol’s eyes light up after reading the
plato.
“Very impressive credentials, luv.”
“I’ve noticed yours are too.”
Out of the corner of her eye, Kane notices a well-dressed couple walk by hand-in-hand. The
human females in question are sporting in curve-hugging strapless bubble-mesh dresses that are
sheer and enticingly short with mesh thong-panties to keep said get-ups legit. One outfit is virginal
white, the other is naughty black. Both of these lesbos are high-fashion models. You know the type:
all legs and tits and huge mouths and skinny as sticks.
“Till we meet again.”
“Ta. Ta.”
The group heads toward their gate, Most and Kane are up front, Elaine is in the middle, Gina
brings up the rear with the trunk. They don’t have to worry about surrendering their weapons, let
alone being searched.
Two airport security guards, on a routine sweep, tip their caps. Both Vampire are former-gyrenes
by the look of them and Christians for sure as signified by their openly-displayed crucifixes. Things
are a lot less secular off-planet, and a whole lot wilder too.
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As the foursome passes by one of the huge windows, a group of sign-carrying protestors catches
their attention. They stop and gawk.
“Who are they, mistress?”
“Fundamentalists. The human equivalent of Zealots.”
“Daughter, there’s no human equivalent to Zealots. There’s never a mortal equivalent to things
faerie. You know the correct terminology. So, please be so kind as to use it.”
“I stand corrected, mother dearest. Fundamentalist are analogous to Zealots.”
“Now, that’s my girl.”
A melee ensues as the demonstrators attack the same-sex marrieds that Kane spotted earlier. The
9-1-1 Klaxon sounds.
“What a waste, Mistress. Fluffy like that should be eaten not beaten, unless you’re pummeling to
tenderize the meat.”
“Fluffy?”
“Food and fucking. You know, Mistress. What humans are best for.”
“Oh. That’s right. Fluffy.”
For a not-so-fleeting moment, Mondo imagines the Gay couple as the main ingredient of a potau-feu. Once more, one of those little surprises has gone off in Kane’s head. Although more subtle
than the one which happened in Liz’s wine cellar, its effect is just as devastating on her preciouslyhoarded humanity. Chalk another one up for the Medici. Now, there’s no doubt in the big girl’s
mind that her Embrace was booby-trapped.
“You’re not thinking of embarrassing me, beloved daughter, by intervening in a petti domestic?”
Most’s sarcasm elicits giggles from Vicious and a belly laugh from Sister Elaine. Kane looks
away from the window. The big girl is dreamy-eyed, long-in-the-tooth (jagged), and drooling.
“Huh. Sorry. Were you talking to me, mother?”
Most, Elaine, and Gina share in a hearty laugh.
“Of course, I was. Now show your mother just how smart her little girl is.”
Kane licks the shine off of her nose and moistens her lips. Her eyes sharpen, as her teeth blunt.
She reins in Temptation and clears her head of cobwebs. She’s no longer obtuse and distracted.
“As with the atheist, the agnostic, and the like, we don’t save mortals from the slaughter. We
save mortals for the slaughter.”
The chill of her very own words causes the minute part of her that’s still human to shudder.
“Now, that’s my little girl talking.”
“Thank you, mother,” Kane responds politely. Then, with equal eloquence, she quid pro quos
with her Slave: “You’re quite right, kitten. What a waste of good fluffy. If we encounter any prime
stuff like that on this here all-expense-paid junket of ours, we’ll know to treat it nice, nice and
culinary that is, pummeling only to tenderize.”
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A beat cop and another bull from a prowler painted in the proper black-and-white skunk colors,
finally arrive on the scene. While the beat cop disperses the mob, the copper in the cruiser radios
for an ambulance. Unfortunately, the damage has been done.
“Time to move on. The show’s over,” Mondo decides.
“That’s the spirit, dearest,” Most concurs.
Without further incident, they board their plane, where they’re given more of the red-carpet
treatment clergy have come to expect in our society. Carol had called ahead, warning Angie that
she had Church VIPs coming: two nuns and their armed muscle.
The Saved stewardess takes charge of Most’s party as soon as they cycle through the airlock. She
directs them to their billet, a Vatican executive suite in first-class. Such luxury boxes are common
place on Sabreliner jets, being that the airline is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Catholic church.
Gravity Drive VTOLs the Pious One into Lunar orbit where its pilots await traffic control’s okay
to engage the rocketship’s Ernst Queller Jump Drive. Mondo sits down at a study table and pulls
out her Bible. Gina joins her after asking permission to do so. As if they are both under the
placating influence of a glamor, the two girls become engrossed in heated conversation and act
oblivious to the doings of their Elders.
“I see you read the Bible, Mistress.”
“Every nite I can.”
“How delightful. Oh my. It’s a First Language edition, Mistress.”
“I prefer to read real books.”
“So, do I. Besides, reading an electronic version of the Bible would be blasphemous, Mistress.”
“Although a Reformist, my Prime shares that Zealot belief.”
“Mistress. Looks like you’ve had it for a long time. And it’s seen a lot of use.”
“Elaine gave it to me.”
“You really care about her don’t you, Mistress?”
“More than I could adequately express when I was human.”
“Mistress. Our relationship cannot involve any dissemble on either of our parts. That’s why I feel
obliged by ROE to reveal to you that I’m a charter member of your Mars’ fan club and a past
president of your Lunar one. Both of these clubs are unauthorized chapters, which is why you’re
not familiar with me.”
Jessica Priest, girlfriend! That’s why Herr Vicious picked you for her Prime, and no wonder you
two bonded so quickly, she’s a fan and she’s a fraulein superfan at that. You’ve been setup again!
If dis here has-been gits any dumber, she’s gonna have to rent herself out as a ventriloquist’s
dummy to pay the rent.
“Thank you for your honesty. By the way. How’s the head count in the outlaw ranks these days?
I’ve heard it’s dropped off to zilch in the legit chapters, the FOES and SPATZ, since I graduated
and got out of the Game.”
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“It’s bloody criminal how fickle some people can be. The insiders have moved on to the next
TAZ sensation. But don’t worry, your unauthorized faithful, your bandits, will continue to
persevere.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. I don’t sweat it. It happens to every so-called phenom. It’s the nature of things.”
“Also, Mistress, I want you as my husband.”
Mondo says nothing, clearly taken-back by the girl’s brass-balls. And Gina isn’t finished yet.
“And I plan to pursue you by all means fair and foul in my quest to bed you and wed you,
Mistress.”
“That’s ridiculous. You’re only fifteen.”
“Mistress, I’m post-pube and Zealot, and thus eligible for courtship. Besides, in spite of how that
Reformist nonsense of yours makes you continually deny your true nature, I can see plainly in your
eyes that you want me in the worst way. And I’ve figured out every contingency in order to woo
you.”
“Reformist nonsense!”
Mondo’s eyes flash white hot and don’t cool. Gina doesn’t flinch. This is as much a matter of
faith for Gina as it is for Kane. And Gina is bound and determined to convert her idol into a Zealot,
only then will Kane be fit to marry her.
“Yes. Mistress. It’s nonsense, ‘cause it demands that we circumvent our needs so we can better
integrate into mainstream society. Fuck the melting pot!”
Now what you gonna do, tough girl? ‘Cause she’s definitely not backing down on this one. Jeez.
A Zealot, a fan, and a suitor to boot. Boy, do I know how to attract them or what? And I’ll bet, Miss
Vicious, if I ever prove unworthy of that pedestal, I’ve been put on by fans like yourself, you’ll drop
me in an inhuman heartbeat and you’ll never look back.
Kane’s eyes cool and expression softens as she assumes the appropriate demure.
“Well, I guess until someone proves to be the death of me, I’ll have to worry about you taking
advantage of me in my sleep. Since that would be a means definitely most foul.”
Mondo’s levity lightens the mood. Gina laughs her littlest little girl laugh, while she muses.
Just when you thought you’ve got this dame figured out for the umpteenth time, she’s goes and
throws you for the umpteenth loop. She’s everything I dreamed she would be. Jeez, even a country
bumpkin like me can Perry Mason that.
“Boy. Do you kick like a mule or what, kitten?”
“So do you, Mistress.”
The two girls high-five. Angie knocks on the cabin’s Hoax, then enters after Most lifts the dodge
she had placed upon the portal. Elaine reposes on a comfy sofa, Cycling! The longer you wait
between iterations, the more vulnerable you appear to be when you do your make-over. It’s been a
Biblical since Elaine last went through the Change.
Needless to say, the Prime of Mildred and Kane looks completely helpless. But like so many
things faerie, looks are deceiving. Most directs Kane to accept the tray of cappuccino that Angie
has brought in.
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“Angie. Only you are to fix our food and serve us. Ambrosia only and plenty of coffee made
from water filtered through the same silk hanky. I hope this won’t be too much of an imposition on
you, you being the lead stewardess and all.”
“An honor, never an imposition, Mom.”
“I see a question in your eyes, child. Ask it. There’s just us girls here.”
“All the ambrosia is from blanks, Mother. FAA regs you know. Will that suffice?”
Most wrinkles up her nose real snooty-like. Deep furrows appear in her brow.
“It’ll have to do. Remember, child, beggars can’t be choosers.”
Angie leaves. Most reactivates the dodge.
“That child’s so polite. She’s gonna go far in this organization.”
“I’d heard that Elaine recently quit coaching, retired to a modest residence she keeps on Seen,
and become the Abbess. Now I see why.”
Most flashes that polite smile again.
“When you’ve got all of the key pieces to a puzzle, you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
figure out the shill. And, you are a rocket scientist.”
“It also helps if you haven’t spent the first five months of your new life wrapped up in self-pity,
bemoaning your lost humanity and virginity, and the next six goin’ on seven playing catch up.”
“Quite so.”
“So, what’s the low-down, mother dearest?”
“L wanted you to be present when it happened, so she postponed the inevitable until you got your
head screwed on straight and could fully appreciate the Event.”
“Such kindness can’t go overlooked. It demands the extending of blood kinship. For mortals,
such a gift results in everlasting life. For immortals, it means blood flowing into blood forever
lasting.”
Mondo strips down to her chast, places her stuff neatly in a chair, and walks back over to Elaine.
She kisses her former mentor on the forehead.
“I love you. Always have. Always will. Now for an expression of my love for you that I was
incapable of as a mortal. Now for the gift only the Saved can give. I shall exchange Words with
you so we can become each other’s newest kin. My maiden aunt, you shall be to me. I shall
proudly/lovingly carry your bloodlines into the Endless Night with me. It’s a bond as close as close
comes, a bond of blood and Conversation.”
Mondo feeds upon Elaine. Then she slits her forearm open with a straight razor and lets Elaine
reflexively gulp down her So-Sweet. There’s no lust here, not even a trace. It’s all about love, love
without question or reservation, let alone condition.
And so, it begins. Through the agency of my twenty-something daughter, who’s still bedeviled by
the delusions of a malady commonly known as mortality, and who my critics proclaim will be my
misspeak, my family grows in grace ten-fold. And she’s only one year into her first time ‘round the
wheel of eternal life! In her allegiances (combat), she is as wise and competent, as she is lucky,
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attributes which she possessed in great abundance even when she was a mere mortal.
Kane reposes on the cabin’s other generous sofa. A large albino leech-squid, with sickly yellow
spots, clings to the right side of her face. Its sucker, having bitten off Mondo’s eyeball and fused to
the optical nerve, is dumping its mind-numbing O.J. directly into her brain. While that’s going on,
the leech’s needle-lined appendages are wrapped around Kane’s neck, transferring the last of the
nun’s So-Sweet into the girl’s jugulars. Moments ago, these same tentacles were bloated with said
So-Sweet which they had greedily extracted from Sister Elaine’s jugular veins.
The big girl stares off vacantly into space. Her mouth is open slackly, drooling. Her remaining
eye is cloudy. It looks like the marbled peeper on a boiled fish. This linx-eye signifies that she’s in
a fugue-state, a glamor having been placed upon her.
“We could leave the face-hugger on. Given enough time and the right instructions, it could do a
complete erase. She’d never remember her mortal past. There’d be no more lapses, ever again.”
“Tempting proposition. But no. That scenario would be wrong, Mother. And I will not violate her
trust.” Gina responds.
Most smiles politely, removes the linx, and consumes it.
“Such loyalty she inspires, reminds me of someone else I once knew.”
With the linx now gone, Mondo’s remaining eye clears up. Her eyelids close. Then,
simultaneously: her chest ceases to rise and fall, her heart stops beating, and her measurable brain
activity becomes liken to the random firing of neurons in the brain stem of a fresh corpse. Rigor
mortis sets in, then, just as quickly beats feet. She’s asleep faerie-style, just like a now youngerlooking fifty-something Elaine.
“Besides, my petulant child, winning the game that way would be such an unsatisfying cheat.”
I sleep. Ergo, I dream. I jack into the memory engrams of one Anna von Sade, deceased wife of
Mildred Most. No doubt this is another one of my mother’s surprises. Once more I ask, “What’s a
girl to do?” I relive these ‘graphic memories of Anna’s that Chris impossibly implanted in me when
she made me in her image.
Anna’s nick for mother was Chris. And mother’s nick for Anna V was Cannibal Annie. Prophetic,
isn’t it?
Anna could be menacingly-evil one moment, tenderly and loving the next. As an assassin she was
amoral, lacking any scruples what-so-ever, ruthless without peer, and homicidal to a fault. Coldblooded, doesn’t even begin to describe such a twisted, evil-ass, remorseless bitch as Anna V. AVS
was capable of committing and enjoying any atrocity imaginable. Anna could kill anything or
anyone without hesitation, and did so many times over in her lifetime. She was, as I am, what the
shrinks call a secondary sociopath.
A sociopath has no conscience. A secondary sociopath has a conscience, but they can turn it on
and off as need be like a water faucet. And when the conscience is turned back on, the secondary
sociopath feels no remorse whatsoever, for any atrocity they committed while their conscience was
turned off. In other words, our conscience is an affectation.
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Also, like Anna, I was diagnosed as suffering from secondary sociopathic dysplasia at a very
early age. Although it’s a normal affect for metahumans, it’s an extremely rare behavior disorder
in Mundane and Infernal, that’s oft times misdiagnosed as borderline schizophrenia.
For humans, there’s no socially acceptable reason to shut off your conscience. For faerie, it’s
normally some potentially unlife-threatening situation like combat or snuff sex.
And what’s this? It’s another one of her tricks. I’m back in that blacker than black room again,
reliving something that happened a year or so ago. I’m her git and lucid. Having temporarily
regained my sanity, I’ve reverted to being a ghoulie, a sane ghoul. Jeez, a sane ghoul, now that’s
an oxymoron if there ever was one. I’m fighting the good fight, but I can feel myself regressing. The
unsanity is trying to claw and scratch and gnaw itself out of that Id box that I’ve managed to shove
it into.
How fuckin’ magnanimous of you, by-blow dearest! You’re just waiting until I’m unsane again,
then we’ll go back to fucking like a couple of rabbits. But first, you must have your usual fun, which
I’m gonna do my best to deprive you of, knowing full well that in the end that you’ll succeed in
gettin’ me to cum.
“For old time’s sake.”
I try to turn my head to avert her kiss, but to no avail. I’m cinched up too tight. I know that this
kiss heralds the Forbidden.
“Oh. But I insist. For old time’s sake.”
By-blow brushes my lips with the back of her hand.
“Bitch!”
“Git.”
As this monster who made me in her image gives me a passionate profanely-deep kiss, her fangs
unsheathe. They pike my tongue and the floor of my mouth as the kiss becomes a Kiss, just like I
knew it would. My world doth become all agony, and thus all pleasure.
I undergo the usual psychosexually-induced facial metamorphosis. This time it’s the Gorgon-like
one, the most malevolent of the iterations. All of the softness leeches from what is already a stern
face. Over-the-top harshness and disdain, in other words, overly strident, are the adjectives which
again apply to my face. Once more I’ve got that enraged face, drawn and vicious, with the
loathing-twisted inverted mouth. It’s a face which epitomizes the Vampiric paradox of being
“hardlooking, yet pretty” and the mortal paradox of “having your looks ravaged, yet remaining
ravishing.”
Like the Marquis de Sade, I too can enjoy so-called regular sex. But, also, like the Marquis, I’m a
textbook sadeo-masochist, a SaM. I’m pain’s dominatrix and slave. I’m a perversion who prefers
discomfort over comfort, sees pain as pleasure, is not a stranger to pain, worships pain both in its
giving and in its taking, and uses pain as a means to an end and an end in itself. None of which
makes me an inherently bad person. A shrink would NEVER say that I’m broken. I’m just different.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!” I scream out.
She rears back. Blood pours down my front and paints both of our mouths.
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“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!” I continue to scream, screams
of ecstasy!
Somewhere along the way, I go all unsane again.
“Jeez, Bruiser, what the fuck do you see in vicious broads like her anyways? She’d just as soon
gut you as fuck you, and you could care less. She’s a giant female, who’s finger-lickin’ lean to
boot, but, then again, she’s velvet-smooth instead of cheesecake muscular. She’s buxom, just like a
tomato ought to be, but she’s only got dem DD-cuppers. She’s got creamy-whites, but them thighs
are slender instead of thunderous. A Sherman tank she ain’t. In summation, she’s built just like d’at
dere ho, Brigitte Nielsen, you fancy so much. And except for their demonstrated ability to crush a
12-pack of beer between d’em clams (thighs) of theirs, I just don’t see the appeal of either of d’em
dames.”
The big Swede merely shrugs his broad manly shoulders. Cody “King Kong Bruiser” Brody has
always had a sweet tooth for the leggy skyscraper. And her appeal to him has increased ten-fold
since she was brought across and gone native.
“What can I say? I love them sexy pure-bred German girls, Phil.”
“But Mondo’s half Danish. Her mother’s family is from.”
“Southern Denmark, the Prussian part of the Country, next door to Germany. It’s the same place
where my favorite actress/sex symbol, Brigitte Nielson, is from. Kane’s father’s ancestral roots are
in the Black Forest on the outskirts of Nurnberg. Kane was born and raised in the German Town
section of Big Sky. That makes her 100% German-American by my way of reckoning.”
“Half German. Half Danish. All Texan. And you know it.”
“She is German, this Texas-twister version of my beloved Brigitte Nielson.”
“Have it your way. You Silver Fangs are all alike. See one of them Fetid People that appeals to
you, and all reason goes out the door. Damn glad dat I was born Ogre. Keeps life simple.”
“I obsessed about her when she was human. I dreamed about being her love slave. She’s why I
left the Ivory Priesthood. The Order’s vow of chastity complicated things too much.”
The stewardess hastily serves the two passengers and quickly scurries off when Goldfish flashes
her a toothy grin.
“I bet that skinny-ass waitress is fine eating.”
“Jeez, ‘Wild’ Bill, you’re always thinking of satisfying either your pecker or your stomach.”
The Benedictine Monk shrugs his massive shoulders and grins even wider.
“Like I said, being Goon keeps life simple. When it comes to romance, I pick me a big sexy
Ogress to bone. When it comes to my stomach, any day of the week, give me a petite Mundane
woman who’s docile and tasty, and pass plenty of the ketchup.”
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“Why so glum, my friend, after so glorious a victory over
the humans for the Ogre Nation?” Asks the Duke of
Marlborough, after the Battle of Blenheim, of a soldier
who’s leaning thoughtfully on the butt of his flintlock.
“It may be glorious, my Lord. And they may have been
mortals who needed to be put in their place. But I’m
thinking of how much blood I’ve spilt this day for a
fourpence (a private soldier’s daily wage at the time),”
replies the fellow.
(From Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s “Thesis on the Price of Blood”)
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Chapter Four
Auditions
“Heroes die once, cowards never do.”
As soon as its crew receives permission to leave geo-stationary orbit, the Pious One’s VTOL
mode is engaged and the rocketship sets down at the Seen airport on the eve of the vernal equinox.
The squat ancient-looking redoubt, which serves as the airport’s terminal building in these modern
times, was a nimbus for Druid activity eons ago during those dark ages which the city fathers
would rather the human tourists knew nothing about.
Of the Sol-like stars, Seen’s suns are G1. For quick reference, Sol is a G4 on the G-type scale.
The lower the G-rating, the hotter the planet. On a cool night, a planet with a G1-rated sun is as hot
as Hades. And this planet has three such suns! Noon day versions of those relentless trinaries bake
the sands. Heat rises in wave after breath-stealing wave from the ground, blurring not only
buildings in the distance, but also nearby rocketships, rocketdynes, and ramjet-powered fliers. And
the air positively stinks of sulphur. It’s no wonder that Daemons call Seen “The Paradise of
Schones Deutschland!”
A jaybird Kane animates on the sofa with a splitting headache, a mouth full of Tana leaves, and a
new right eye that burns and itches like crazy. Mondo swallows the leaves while popping the rigor
mortis born stiffness out of her joints. Then she stumbles over to where her clothes are.
“Stop!” Her mother screeches. And Kane obeys. “This is Seen. Respect your Elders, tart. Remain
dishabille until I dress you. Eat your breakfast while L and I take care of the departure
arrangements.”
“Yes, mother.”
When Mondo sits down at the table, where her sumptuous meal is laid out, she notices a copy the
Necronomicon.
“Have the Tome of Necromancy memorized by the time we return, daughter.”
“First Language edition, very rare.”
“All the books from my personal library are, Annie.”
“Elaine, you and mother are just too sweet.”
“Thanks for the compliment.”
“I wasn’t aware I had uttered one.”
“Such a haughty bitch you can be. Must’ve inherited that from me.”
“Sorry to disappoint, mother. But I inherited it from a certain Emma Peel Smith, my other
mother, don’t you know? There’s something else I need to say to you two.”
“I’m sure it can wait.”
“No, it can’t, mother. The last time I spoke to Elaine, we had words. That was over a year ago.
She didn’t like the way I was squandering my talents, and told me so.”
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“Maybe if I had just resorted to duress and coercion, you would’ve come ‘round.”
“Stow it, granny. Don’t interrupt me with wisecracks when I’m trying to apologize. I was wrong
and you were right.”
Elaine breaks out into a broad smile and nods approvingly.
“Looks like our Cannibal Annie isn’t so pigheaded after all.”
The two nuns go incognito, pulling their voluminous cowls forward so their faces are lost in the
vastness of each hood’s abyss. All they need are big sickles, and their Grim Reaper get-ups would
be complete. They leave.
Kane begins studying and eating, her appetite for both being quite hardy. Gina walks over to her
table and nuns in the other chair.
“How are you doing, Mistress?”
“Fine. Eye’s a little bother; that’s all.”
“Mind if I stare lustfully at you, Mistress?”
“That’s uncharacteristically liberal of you, Gina. Of course, I’d mind.”
“Why, Mistress?”
“Because you haven’t sucked on my teats yet.”
“A high price to play for just gawking, Mistress. Any reason I should pay it?”
“’Cause, I’ll bust your chops if you don’t, small fry.”
“Some days you eat dat bear. Some days dat bear eat you. Mistress.”
“Any day dat you feel dat froggy, then jump, girlfriend. ‘Cause dis here bear be ready to eat
you.”
Kane begins puffing on a Lucky, retrieved from an open pack hovering beside her china.
“Looks like Chris wins again. Elder things are so good at wagering that it’s a crime. So, do
yourself a favor and never bet against one.”
“Chris, Mistress?”
“You know, Mildred Christine, silly girl. Anna nicked her Chris.”
“Sorry for being so obtuse, Mistress,” Gina giggles out.
Kane frowns appropriately. “Stop being so formal. You’ve earned the right to nick me.”
“I choose M, just like our Saint does her Prime.”
“Can’t go far wrong emulating the old mage. Now, what’s to be my Skinhead name?”
“What says I’m a Skinhead to klan you?”
“You’re boned and alive. That’s what says so, silly girl,” says Kane with a menacing edge that
warms the young girl’s cackles. It’s the same kind of edge that Gina’s mother’s voice took on when
they had their mother-daughter talks.
“I klan you, Delicious. That way, we’re Vicious and Delicious, the tag team champs.”
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“Whatever you like, silly girl.”
“M. What was Mother’s pet for Anna?”
“It was Cannibal Annie. Same as my nick in school. Prophetic, isn’t it?”
“Yes. And why doesn’t that surprise me?”
“’Cause you’re such a good detective.”
“Must be a talent I picked up from being around you.”
“No doubt ‘bout it, green bean. Now, onto important stuff. There’s a bundle in Purse, wrapped in
plain-brown paper and twine. Retrieve it for me.”
Gina excuses herself from the table. Purse is filled with a myriad of booby-traps. But, because
Gina has Mondo’s permission, she accomplishes her task without incident.
“Here, M.”
“No, silly. It’s for you. Open it.”
The youngster tears into the parcel with abandon; discovering what she hadn’t dare hope for: a
vampiir sabaretache and a First Language edition Bible, the gifts of Lurid to Chosen.
“Oh, my gosh!” Gina exclaims, while jumping up and down. Then she gives Mondo a hug and a
big sloppy one on the forehead. “I shall cherish them always.”
“I won them when I wasn’t much older than you. Being mortal at the time, I had no real hope of
ever becoming anyone’s Lurid, but, hope springs eternal.”
“Shall we incant the clutch’s spatial-displacement?”
“Yep. Right away. Then you’ll invoke its traps.”
“Jeez. It’s got a top flap with post closure, just like your sabaretache. Heck, they’re almost
identical.”
“With both of ‘em being military-style, they should favor, silly girl.”
The other passengers have disembarked. Most and Leigh have yet to return. Mondo and Gina
lounge casually on the sofa, in comparatively chaste positions. Kane isn’t the only one who’s in the
altogether, this time. Gina’s also wearing her birthday suit. Both are taking hits off the bong from
Elaine’s trunk. And this Mary Jane extraordinary is potent enough to stone a Dark or two. It’s the
kind of Tupperware that gets you in the mood for a good boff. And needless to say, it ain’t out of a
replicator. Output from a matter rearranging device just wouldn’t do.
“M. May I ask you a very personal question?”
“Sure. Heh. Heh. Heh.”
“Can you fuck me right now? My cherry aches.”
“A very personal question, and a very impolite one, I might add.”
“Yes. Heh. Heh. Heh. Mistress. Sorry.”
“Don’t be.”
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“You’re my sex goddess.”
“Am I really that attractive to you?”
“Yes.”
Gina reaches over and gently tugs on Mondo’s trinity. Kane gaps her legs open in a very vulgar,
very unladylike manner. She’s horny, needs to get laid, and Gina should do just nicely. Besides,
only a fool looks a gift horse in the mouth. Kane flashes her jaggeds. Gina follows suite.
“Heh. Heh. Heh. Eat me. Eat me. You li’l bitchin’ tart.”
Her Mistress’ raised pinkie finger signifies that “eat me” in this context is sexual, not culinary.
Vicious shakes her head emphatically in the affirmative.
“When you gonna pop my cherry, M?”
“Let’s save that secret for later.”
Mondo grabs a hunk of Gina’s hair. They kiss. The teen moans loudly in Kane’s mouth. Heavy
petting follows. Then it’s past third base and onto home plate. Kane shoves Gina’s face into her
crotch. The teen sniffs, and then devours the ranch. Eatin’ ain’t cheating.
They quickly shake off the weed’s buzz when their Elders return. Kane’s mother has an “I told
you so” look on her face.
The foursome enters the air-conditioned terminal. It’s ziggurat shaped just like all of the Druidbuilt public buildings and privately-owned edifices in the Realm.
When in Rome, do as the Romans. Since Elaine’s legal residency is here, their little party is
configured differently than it was on the Moon. Kane is up front with Elaine. The painted shamus is
still sporting clear-coat 1950s-era jills with the ball busting dyke-style toes: baby’s into giving out
ass-kickings! Most and Vicious pull up the rear with Leigh’s trunk.
Kane points at the uniformed pair sitting behind the Customs desk. One of the Customs agents is
a captain. The other one has a major’s pips on her shoulderboards. Both wear field beige with black
epaulets, hence the moniker of “Black ‘N’ Tans.” They’re BMP, British Military Police. And their
kind of Tommy doesn’t kowtow to Roman Catholic clergy.
In fact, as far as all HMS Special Forces are concerned, whether they’re LRRP or SAS or Gurkha
or BMP or whatever, the Church of England is the one and only true church. Operators for the
aforementioned SAS units are the equivalent of USCMC wrecks (SEALs)! So, we’re talkin’ ‘bout
some hardcore hombres being COE (Church of England).
“So, what’s the story with the Tans?”
“They’re the reason for our long departure arrangements. It’s the British turn to run the show.
And with the BMP needing something to do now that Hong Kong and Northern Ireland are no
longer under British jurisdiction, Wu-Tung and Sinn Fein were quite nice parties for them don’t
you know, seven whole divisions of ‘em have been reassigned to the British Colonial Service and
stationed here on Seen.”
“Ouch.”
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“Quite so. At least the trains run on time now. They never did under the French, who thought
irregular train service was romantic.”
As the foursome nears Customs, the captain nudges the major and points at them. The male Tan
cracks wise loud enough for anyone in the general vicinity to hear.
“Major. Heh. Heh. Heh. Me thinks we got a gaggle of bloody Sapphos approaching. And they’re
Yanks.”
“Itz ike me Pappy utz ta zay. Them girls couldn’t find a man’s priapism if their very lives
depended on it. Heh. Heh. Heh.”
And the major’s verbal fun doesn’t stop when the four reach the desk.
“Anything to declare?”
“We’ve already been through this before. We don’t.”
“Well, you’d better.”
“We don’t have to. We’re Church.”
“You’re Catholic, and the only Church on this planet for the next turn-of-the-wicket is the
Church of England. So, strip, Sister Janet Elaine Leigh, or else.”
Kane opens her duster, ever so slightly.
“Go ahead, cunt, make my day. There’s an Auto-Union T35 trained on you right now. One false
move and that meatgrinder’s 3.5mm Strange-steel flechette rounds will make hamburger out of
you.”
“Not before I’ve had you for breakfast, amigo.”
“Nobody’s that good, honey.”
“This darkie is, partner.”
“Call her bluff, major.”
But before the major can, another someone out of Mondo’s past comes on the scene. She’s
dressed in a long flowing gown with a plunging décolletage and a daring Neo-Edwardian cut. And
it’s almost sheer enough to be see-through, which is even more daring. Lady Catherine GailHiggins is one of Mondo’s roommates from Convent School and was a TAZ teammate. The heiress
is surrounded by armed BCS regulars. All of these British Royal Marines are inhumans. They’re
Ogres, to be precise.
“What the bloody hell is going on here, major?”
Even when she’s agitated, the English of this former senator and soldier of the ancient Roman
Empire is perfect and polished. This is a no surprise. After all, this Celt helped draft the original
addendums to the Roman Auxiliaries.
“The Yanks are being difficult, milady.”
“No. You are, asshole! Sorry I’m late, Sister Elaine, but I didn’t get your message, until.”
“No harm done, child. Although it would’ve been interesting to see which fusillade prevailed, the
Hogs’ or the Bulldogs’.”
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So, Buzz-cutter had prescience we were coming, had an escort ready, but wasn’t made privy to
the exact arrival time. This is beginning to get interesting. Buzz is Nosferatu, a member of the Nazi
Party. Along with being militaristic, the Nazi Party is both a political party and a Zealot sect. Nazis
are so strict Catholic, they make the Pope look Protestant in comparison. And out here on the Rim,
they can be as extreme as they want to be. I wouldn’t be surprised to see Nazis wearing Party
uniforms and executing that salute of theirs in public; public displays which are illegal in all parts
of the Sol system!
Cathy looks past Elaine and fixes on Kane. The two former teammates embrace in a very
unsisterly manner and French kiss while squeezing each other’s buns. It’s all very steamy and
overtly sexual in tone and tenor.
“Long time, no see, sist’r. The girl your Slave?”
“Yep, sist’r.”
“She looks like a hot toddy for those cold nights. Better than an electric blanket.”
“Whatcha got cookin’, good lookin’?”
“My gonads, thanks to you.”
The two comrades-in-arms-for-life high-five, a feat made quite memorable by both of ‘em being
tall and leggy.
“They’re with me. And they have nothing to declare.”
“As you will, Lady Catherine.”
The major stamps their visas and lets them pass. Once outside, they’re hustled into a large ornate
carriage with the Provincial Governor’s crest on it.
“If you don’t object, Sister Elaine, we’ll drop you off at your Abbey after the reception that’s
being given in honor of you four. I’d like the others to stay at the mansion as guests for a while.”
“Sounds like a plan.”
“And you, you alley cat. Your letters didn’t do your transformation justice. You’re quite the dish.
Goin’ native pretty fast too, I see.”
“Thank you. We aim to please.”
“A totem you seldom miss. Now, enough girl talk. Onto more serious matters. Thanks again for
coming to mom’s funeral, back when you were still Mundane.”
“I wouldn’t have missed it for the world.”
“Family, who didn’t know you, figured you wouldn’t show.” More games.
“And who could blame them for thinking that way. After all, how many mortals have the brass
ones to go to a Zealot’s wake, let alone go to their funeral as well?” Even more games.
“Quite so. But you did come and you fit right in. You always did fit in with our kind, no matter
the social function, being the seamless mixer, you were as a Mundane.” Check and mate in one
move, no less!
“Sorry, I couldn’t make the wedding.”
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“I’ll forgive you for that one, after you make it up to me.”
Cathy gives her a teasing wink that hints at a price most sexual.
“So, you married High, like you always wanted to. Tell me all about him. Knowing you, he must
be quite the catch.”
Cathy smiles at Mondo’s deft use of ROE.
How very polite of her to ask. With her being the one who did Percy’s BC (background check)
and all, at Moonglow’s request of course, she knows all about him. Yet ROE dictates that she acts
in a questioning manner, thus she acts in a questioning manner.
“Mondo. He’s old money and Old Power. Refined British gentry. You know the type. Tall and
distinguish-looking. Temples and well-trimmed beard mingled with grey. The old salt-n-pepper is a
major turn on for me. During the War (WWII) he was an officer who served with the 1st/4th
Battalion of the King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (1/4 KOYLI) and the Queen’s Own Rifles.
Currently he’s a reservist with the 3rd RTR (Royal Tank Regiment). And you know how much I
love a man in uniform. Although an industrialist, and not a career diplomat, he’s governmentally
well connected. And take a gander at this iceberg.”
Buzz flashes the huge Cartier sparkler on her finger.
“Very nice. That a ten-carat rock like you always talked about in school?”
“You bet your life. And Percival is so Old Church. Had to be to get mom’s blessing. I only
wished she had lived to see us married.”
“At least she saw you engaged to your Prince Charming.”
“Quite so, Mondo. Quite so. Mom was right about TAZ being the best investment a girl could
ever make. It’s definitely a girl’s best friend. Diamonds don’t even come close. All the most
eligibles want a piece of you.”
“Martially speaking, of course.”
“Of course.”
Another one of those teasing winks from Cathy, along with a catty sneer.
“And, Mother.”
“Yes, child?”
“Lord and Lady Percival Higgins, their wealth, and the vast resources of Sanskirt Industries are at
your disposal.”
“Is he one of my Believers?”
“No, Mother. He’s Nosferatu, like myself.”
“My. My. My. A Party member.” Then she adds the expected affirmation: “He is Old Church,
isn’t he?”
“His mother’s maiden name was von Schiller.”
“Martha ‘Marta’ von Schiller, founder of the Waffen SS and the Luftwaffe, and the First Director
to the Seventh Bureau the Fuehrer’s Kurfurstendam Office?”
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“One in the same, Mother. She has a penchant for monocles and harsh hard-looking young
things.”
“Don’t we all.”
More ROE games, and mother and Cathy play ‘em so well. If I didn’t know any better, I’d never
be able to tell from their exchange that Marta and mother have been friends for eons.
Vicious contents herself with looking out the carriage windows. She’s a small-town hick in the
middle of something big, and her heart is beating like a house-of-fire. It’s like her Uncle Sid always
told her, “Be a good Catholic and good things will come of it.” Now she will get to meet one of the
Five Horsemen, von Schiller, her personal favorite. Keitel, Jodl, Himmler, and Goebbels are all
ruthless, but von Schiller always takes ruthlessness to new extremes, a talent that von Schiller
amply demonstrated during the Purges.
“And I can’t say enough times just how good it is to see you back in the fold again, Mondo. Me
and the other girls were worried about you. You seemed to be wasting your talents in the years after
graduation.”
“It’ll never happen again.”
“See that it doesn’t, captain. Too many of us love you for you to act like that. It’s also good to
see you respond to the greeting properly. As a mortal, you could be such a prude about such
things.”
“I was heterosexual back then, and uptight (virgin).”
“Quite so. By-the-by. MZ would like to thank you, personally.”
“For what?”
“For not destroying her.”
“I don’t understand.”
“Enough of this circumlocutory talk. Speak straight. To do else offends.”
Kane notices Gina’s bewilderment. But she knows that Gina is too much of a lady to ask. So,
Kane decides to Perry Mason, ‘cause it’s the ROE thing to do.
“About the time a Humanist cell hired me to do away with mother, another group of radical antiinhumans asked me to snuff out one of the Fourth Reich’s power brokers who was Earthside at the
time visiting the Holy See. I was to pop her during midnight Mass.”
It says a lot of dread things that someone thought Kane was capable of taking the Holy Dame out.
Many dastardly attempts have been made on the Dame’s life. But, so far, all have been thwarted by
the Reichsfuehrer’s handpicked Death’s-Head SS.
“And your rebuttal was what, M?”
Kane flashes one of her patented, ugly, upside-down smiles, which, as usual, says volumes.
Always quick on the uptake, Gina doesn’t need any more of a response from Kane than that to
Perry Mason what went down.
“The cheek of those people!” Cathy exclaims.
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“But I did loathe faerie so much back then. So, it didn’t take that much nerve on their parts.
Hardly the stretch you’re implying.”
“Nonsense! I won’t hear of it! You never hated your own kind!”
“Let me not be the one to dispute so gracious a hostess.”
“Yes, Mondo. You do aim to please. Moonglow was so very fond of you. People must have
thought it odd for Nosferatu to have felt that way about a mortal.”
“But I’m sure only the foolhardiest confronted her about it.”
Cathy smiles widely. “Mother did have that effect on people.”
“The exceedingly ruthless usually do.”
Again, that smile. Then, the expected tit-for-tat: “Thank you for those kind words. Yes, she
would’ve been greatly delighted to see you as an immortal.”
“A choice that should never have been forced upon me.” Kane pauses for effect. “I should’ve
made the choice myself, a long time ago.”
Cathy laughs. She quickly wipes away the tears streaming from her eyes.
“Yes, Moonglow would’ve approved.”
“I know mine does.”
As their carriage passes through the gates of the Provincial Estate, Kane notices the carriages of
their BCS escort do not follow.
All of the guards on the estate grounds are wearing black SS uniforms with white accoutrements
and matching greatcoats. And their badges bear those runes, the SS in Gothic characters. Their
Waffen SS officer’s visor-caps have the Death’s-Head insignia. Their signature vampiir lids are
called Kocatah, a name that comes from Old German. It’s the favorite of female Gestapo officers,
even though, officially, it’s supposed to only be worn by members of the Death’s-Head SS since it
is, after all, part of their uniform, not the Gestapo’s, but, even the dreaded SS, knows better than to
cross swords, so to speak, with the Gestapo by making an issue about “gimmick” infringement.
As the horse-drawn moves toward the stately main house, through this gauntlet of SS PanzerGrenadiers, these ultra-elites click their boot heels together and give the Heil salute, the upraised
hand of Nazism. All of the soldiers are armed with UMP45s, so-called Crocs, which dangle from
snap-slings. Their gleaming sabers are drawn and held at attention. This is no place for the
uninvited, unless you want to be pistol whipped or worse.
From the looks of the big house, it’s been extensively modified by its new inhuman occupants. It
reeks of the Lost. The iron overlook has been replaced by one craved from dark matter and the
estate has been renamed The Rastenburg, things its previous human residents, for obvious reasons,
never would’ve done.
Standing on the overlook of the palatial country dacha, dressed in a capacious negligee, is the
Reichsfuehrer. Her authority in the Church is only superseded by that of the Fuhrer, the ArchCardinal, and the Holy See! She’s flanked by two Sturmbannfuehrer, an Obersturmbannfuehrer, a
Standartenfuehrer, and three, yes three, Brigadefuehrer.
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There are Ancients. And then there are Ancients. And it’s always wise in such situations as this
to be cognizant of the difference. The no-nonsense old bat, with all that pull, which is decked out in
royal blue, is quite the deomonic showcase. And if this magi’s looks alone don’t put you on your
guard, the fact she’s a Nazi, ought to. She’s renown for her “I couldn’t care less” attitude
concerning mortals who are frightened, offended, or otherwise disturbed by her “true” appearance.
There’s another clue from which caution can be readily deduced. She’s a Horseman, thus she
embodies a strict Catholicism which rivals that of the Believers’ Saint, The Saint, Sister Mildred
Most.
Her first wife was Sister Famke Eva Anna-Janssen, the infamous Crone Aryan nun who figured
so prominently in the Purges. There are whispers that Sister Famke, not Saint Agnus as Church PR
indicates, was the archetype for Valkyrie of the Nazi Party’s SA. Such rumors of a Nordic model
for the female members of the SA are based on the fervently-held belief that Sister Famke and
Father “Doctor Death” Kuhn, along with Herr J Edgar Rudolf-Hess, were the principal founders of
the SA. The Vatican’s official stance is to neither confirm nor deny such an infamous Aryan
parentage for its Papal Stormtroopers, Stormtroopers which were used with such brutal efficiency
during the Religion Wars.
An Ogress, Lita Ford, takes charge of their party as soon as they step from the horse-drawn. Like
the other female servants, she’s sporting a lace-up hobble-skirt and a heavily-boned full-corset:
B&D accoutrements which give her the stilted walk and wasp waist of Victorian ladies.
Entering the house is like entering one of those eerie crypts described in an H. P. Lovecraft
novel. Everything reeks of graveyard stench and a rotting coffin’s musty decay. Everywhere you
look there are cobwebs. Creepy crawlies scurry along the baseboards or lay in wait for the
unsuspecting in dark nooks and crannies. And most of the windows have been rendered opaque.
It’s dark, dank, cold, and foreboding. Breathing in the damp, chilly, stale air is like breathing in
Death herself. This previous habitat of humans has been converted from a light cheery diplomat’s
mansion into the gloomy abode of very old Vampires, with absolutely no accommodation made for
the basic necessities, let alone the comfort and tastes, of mere mortals.
In the huge foyer, Kane places her pistol holsters upon a large silver tray. Said tray sets in a niche
marked “For Guests Only” in Gothic letters.
Gina follows suit with her shotgun. As one would expect, guns aren’t allowed in the house.
Kane notices members of Himmler’s elite Security Service, the SD, milling about. They’re
decked out in their ceremonial dress blacks, which can only mean one thing. The elusive man
himself, Herr Himmler, must be on the premises!
Lita ushers them into a study and instructs them to wait. Dignitaries are beginning to arrive, and
the Broomhilder must make sure everything is in place. Frau Ford is quite the perfectionist.

“Combat takes place in many arenas. And a warrior must
be proficient in all of ‘em. Merely being proficient in the
physical ones, just isn’t good enough.”
Martha “Marta” von Schiller (The Holy Dame of the Vatican Ecclesiastical Party)
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The room is breathtaking. Its von Salderen Venetian blinds, Tiffany chandeliers, Charlemegne oil
paintings, Oscar de le Renta davenports, Calvin Klein chairs, Faberge eggs, Coco Chanel china,
bisque Moebius figurines, Carson divans, and huge Hapsburgs desks, all bespeak of the immense
wealth and power of this clergywoman of the Roman Catholic Church. Thousands upon thousands
of leather-bound tomes fill the bookshelves lining the walls. The hides of said book covers are
human, just like all of the leather furniture in the room. Bizarre tracings and lewd tapestries depict
all of Amon Ra’s thirteen cataclysms!
“Who does the Broomhilder belong to?”
“Ford has been with Percy’s family for eons. She’s priceless, Mondo.”
The Holy Dame breaks into their conversation as she enters the opulent ghost-quarters: “So this
is Cannibal Annie. Come here, liebe, and present yourself.”
Her First Language (German) accent is quite thick. As such, her w’s are v’s and her th’s are
complete and utter failures. She’s resplendent in a gold lame power suit accessorized with a
platinum waist-binder which is studded with ten-karat canary diamonds. Wow! And like on the
balcony, from head to toe, her haute is from Versace’s Silk Road Collection. Double wow!
“At your service, Zen-Frau Higgins.”
“Please call me Marta.”
“Yes, Holy Dame.”
Kane drops to her knees and kisses the Zen-Frau’s extended hand. Gina assumes POR. The nuns,
being nuns, do neither Kane’s Five-O nor Vicious’ POR. They shake the hand of the Horseman.
“We’re holding a little impromptu celebration in your honor. I know the four of you won’t
mind.”
As if on cue, the Broomhilder reenters.
“Lita?”
“Yes, Holy Dame.”
“Escort our guests to the banquet room; except for Mondo, that is. Us two girls have things to
talk about.”
Taking the hint, the nuns and Gina leave with the Ogress. Marta makes a slight gesture with her
hands. The two Lost are spooked into the garden that beckons though the ornate French doors
which open onto a Louie the Fourteenth style patio.
Kane stands up. She morphs her bra into its Most Painful, torquing her breast. It becomes twosizes too small, severely compressing her teats and torso. Mondo’s torqued tits are now served up
in a decidedly unnatural-lookin’, up-n-out fashion. It’s called a jutt, the Victorian’s “tits on the halfshelf”: 1950s pneumatic is so very pneumatic.
Needless to say, her hose’s suspender belt responds in kind, shifting into its own extreme version
of chastisement mode. Having become a cinch belt again, it too begins strangling her torso.
Bottomline: Kane’s Victorian era wasp waist and extreme coke-bottle figure return with a
vengeance. Kane really gets off on the B&D-inspired discomfort caused by the constricted bra and
garter belt.
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Such a clearly, too sweet, very S&M touch appeals to Marta, who responds by viciously raping
the big girl with her eyes.
“Thank you. That look reminds me of my SS Polizei days on Mars.”
“The pleasure is all mine, Marta.”
The girl’s voice acquires a vicious edge as her big bass abdicates to loathing, losing its perfect
symmetry. Over-the-top harshness and disdain conspire to ruin her beautiful stone face.
“I carry my study, patio, and garden to wherever my travels may take me.”
“Lost touches of home?”
“Quite so. Thank you for not liquidating this old ex-kommandant, some months ago.”
“Popping you would’ve made too many bangers happy, including me at the time.”
“Would it still please you to snuff me?”
“A trick question that deserves a trick answer.”
“Such a smart girl you are. Makes one wonder how you ever got rooked. You were aware the nun
wanted you in the worst way; correct?”
“Yes.”
“Yet you failed to take the necessary precautions.”
“Quite so.”
“That seems intentionally careless of you. It’s as if you wanted to be gitten.”
“Now that’s a novel thought, isn’t it?”
Kane removes her long-coat and rests it on a hedge.
“Maybe you wanted to get Lost?”
“Possibility.”
“Just like maybe you want to get marked by me?”
“Maybe so.”
Jeez whiz. She’s doing tit-for-tat. Even I can’t tell this girl wasn’t born Saved! I’m impressed; so
much so, I’ve got to express my gratitude with a gift.
“Buzz has told me an awful lot of things about you. She claims you’re quite the TAZ. Better even
than your rep. I’m quite the avid player myself.”
“Wouldn’t be a good Catholic, if you weren’t.”
“Nope, I wouldn’t.”
“What was your nick in school?”
Marta whispers it into Kane’s ear, licking the girl’s earlobe and copping a feel in the process.
“Never heard of it,” Kane teases, flashing a smile that’s broad and jagged.
“I’m honored that Cannibal Annie would know of me.”
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Marta executes a half-bow. Kane courtesies in response.
“My. My. My. Proper manners in a young Lost. A good Catholic education always shows
through. Now, a present for my girl.”
Marta places the back of her hand over the girl’s forehead and incants. The smell of burning flesh
fills the air. When she removes her hand there’s The Mark of The Murderess the Biblical Kane, a
Gnosis, a so-called Third Eye, an Evil-Eye of Kali, in the center of the girl’s forehead. Surrounding
the Evil-Eye, that it’s part-n-parcel of, is lipstik. Lipstik, goddess Kali’s lurid trademark script, that
jagged crosshatched scarification, is hard, raised, and angry-red; burnt-n-scarred skull-deep. The
goddess’ Eye is the most powerful symbol in the occult! The pain of being so marked sends the
paingirl into orbit.
In response to her forehead being branded with an Eye of the Pagan goddess and Druid deity,
Mondo’s left nipple bifurcates, resulting in a so-called two-for-one leftie, a left teat with Siamese
nipples whose areolas are conjoined. All three nipples, as well as her clit, become d’rio, which is
major-league aroused. The chain reaction continues.
In response to her deuce-plus-one and little girl (clit) upping-the-ante, lipstik circumferences the
areola of her inboard but not her outboard Siamese, affecting the disturbing illusion of a severed
nipple that has been sewn back on! The same type of Frankensteinish thing happens to the big girl’s
waist. This equatorial lipstik looks like the result of a ham-handed magician’s “saw the pretty girl
in half” trick gone terribly awry.
Critical mass is reached when lipstik bisects the girl’s cleavage where the middle breast on Kali
would be. The scar is in the shape of an elongated Gothic S. Collectively, the nipple, waist, and
cleavage ‘stik form a kozar, the Gothic of the dreaded SO.
Scars on a faerie always symbolize something, ‘cause scarring is never an aftermath of a faerie’s
natural regenerative processes. Unlike Mundane, whose healing processes are ruled by Natural
Law, faerie heal in the strictly Biblical fashion. In other words, faerie heal devoid of any
imperfections. Thus, for the faerie, healing, like growing old, always validates the immutability of
their status quo.
“These are the marks of a didduk, the sandman of an Aryan. And like your paint, you can ruin
yourself with this chrism whenever you wish. But be forewarned. Unlike your muir, your marks are
part and parcel of a Kef, an Awful plus marks, which I prefer were for my-eyes-only. As an
employer, I’m quite the jealous-type, unlike your mother. So be prudent about whom you ruin
yourself around. Now that our properly conducted business has been concluded, it’s time for my
pleasure. It’s time for your Awful. And its arrival will be sooner-than-later. I’m going to make you
more pretty, extremely pretty, perfect even, just like in that previous incarnation of yours when you
were my wife. Too bad you’ll only look so good when you’re of my Kef and Most’s Syx.”
The Holy Dame smacks the girl’s Eye thrice, each time invoking the same incantation. The spell
is one of the major Awful Sayings!
Kane’s marks become excruciatingly painful. It’s pain the likes of which this paingirl has never
experienced before. It feels like the pain is alive and feeding on itself. And this feeding frenzy is
exponential and self-replicating! Kane’s in the throes of absolute pain, the so-called First Pain, the
mythic sought after by pain freaks all over the world. But it’s only been experienced by a select few
of ‘em.
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First Pain triggers a momentary addition to Kane’s psychosexually-induced makeover. Mondo’s
front hairline forms a widow’s-peak. This peak, which distorts her Chinese bangs, isn’t of Weren
ancestral derivation. It bespeaks of Stranger passed onto her from Anna V. As anyone who knows
Mildred well will tell you, it wasn’t just sentiment that prompted the nun to imbue the then Connie
Smith with Anna V’s race memories, there was also a profit motive. The moment passes, and the
widow’s-peak goes bye-bye, never to return.
“Now you understand, don’t you?”
“Cannibal Annie, understands.”
The girl’s voice is low, guttural, almost bestial. She speaks with great difficulty. Her speech is
slow, halting, deliberate. It’s as if she’s forgetting how to speak. Which she is. Then, she forgets
how to speak! The Darque’s feral speech degenerates into obscenely mindless sounds. It’s called
no-speak.
These no-word words spew forth from a crooked loathing-twisted mouth, a mouth framed by the
same ilk of rage-hate lines which crease her ruined brow and chisel her pretty stone face. Such
savagery twists the rest of her features as well. The big girl’s face reshapes itself into an enraged
parody of itself, and, by doing so, becomes even more handsome to the Aryan Dame. Of course, for
Kane, this exacerbation and elaboration is nothing more than the full-blown variation of her usual
facial. It’s part-n-parcel of what a shrink would call the “Doctor Jekyll & Sister Hyde” Syndrome.
This effect, which is germane to Furie and Crone, is called two-faced.
Kane’s retinas turn grey and her pupils constrict: a prelude to her eyes going Rasputin. Her irises
disappear. Then the blood vessels of her eyeballs dilate. Finally, her peepers get the worst case of
bloodshot, becoming wine colored. With her eyes now Rasputin, her facile educated tongue
lengthens and forks. And her hands become claw-like, like the taloned feet of a bird of prey. Now
she’s doing a full-blown raggedy-ann. As her mother would say, “Now d’is here bez da proper way
for a flesh-eatin’ faerie to be lookin’.”
The big girl’s muff goes geriatric. Her mane follows suit. More chrism which refuses to wait for
later.
Her pubic beard is a full-blown salt-n-pepper affair. It’s tinted old ladies’ blue and is speckled
with what is its normal natural-blonde color.
Her mane remains largely the color of raw wheat, but it’s liberally streaked with grey and white.
And it becomes close cropped to the point of being severely bulldykish. The coiffure is called a
skagg. And it’s the preferred ‘do among Crone and Furies.
These Technicolor elderly effects of her muff and mane are collectively called blue-hair.
Speakin’-in-tongues, two-faced, and raggedy-ann, with blue-hair thrown in for good measure, it’s
a first-pain triggered, extreme, Famke-inspired definition of an Awful!
Beauty, it is said, is in the eye of the beholder. And Marta’s standard of beauty, which precedes
humanity’s by some forty-four millennia, harkens back to the time of the first creatures of magic,
when a two-faced Crone with a Furie’s temperament was the archetypal cheesecake, bimbo, pinup.
Her Famke was such a beauty.
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“Now that you’re maximum comely, your looks please me so much more, so does your lack of
lucid speech. I know. Let’s talk just a little while longer, and you’ll stay marked-n-painted plus
Awful while we do so.”
Anticipating the Holy Dame’s next move isn’t very hard to do, considering the way the Dame is
telegraphing it. Marta sinks both sets of her fangs into the girl’s bared neck. Unlike Strangers and
Second Race faeries, who only have upper fangs, Aryans have lowers as well.
“Aaarrrggghhh,” Kane screams out orgasmically.
Mondo ceases to be the thinking woman’s psychopath, as bloodlust, fueled by Awful, drives her
beyond reason and sanity, turning her into a mindless homicidal automaton who’s born out of the
madness of the moment!
The moment passes. Kane is standing on the patio. She’s no longer Awful. Also gone bye-bye are
Most’s paint and Marta’s marks. Nor is the big girl’s armor its Painful Best anymore. The Holy
Dame has slipped into something more comfortable. The Holy Dame’s garden, the O.K.W.,
extends in front of the two girls for acres. It’s an elaborate majestic maze. You can hear the
garden’s siren call competing with the cooing of the patio furniture. The furniture is all white
wrought-iron of the intertwined grapevine-style that was all the rage in the 1950s.
“Come. Sit here. Join me on the veranda.”
Kane sits on the love seat, but not on the far end where Marta had pointed. She sits right beside
the Holy Dame.
“I’m not used to being contradicted.”
Kane yawns and stretches her arms. She crosses her legs, left leg over right, and places Marta’s
hand on her knee.
“Apology accepted.”
Marta brushes back the hair draping Kane’s neck. She can see that the puncture wounds have
almost closed.
“You did quite well. A warrior should be as formidable in the mental arenas as she is in the
physical ones.”
“I’m already obligated.”
“To the Law and the Church.”
“To my aunt and to my mother.”
“I stand corrected.”
“Now I’m obligated to you.”
“Only if you wish it. I can banish my Kef; all you have to do is say the words.”
“I accept the obligation, and it’s to you, not to your Party.”
“Understood. So, say I now that your Kef is forever and ever onto time immemorial,
ineradicable.”
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Marta squeezes the girl’s Silken encased knee, then she cops a feel, both are done in the apish
hurting manner of a brutal schoolyard rapist. The big girl pushes her armor’s pain button again.
“Promiscuity is such a nice socially-acceptable outlet for the inherent predatory nature of faerie,
don’t you think?”
“Quite so, Holy Dame.”
“Fuck to vent. Vent to fuck. No STDs. Absolute mistress of when we get pregnant. Such a
Biblical we have.”
“Quite so, Marta. Quite so. You know I’ll always be fundamentally human.”
“If I believed that to be apposite, I wouldn’t have marked you as mine, my buxom nasty-bynature.”
Marta’s negligee parts down the front. Her nipples and clit are d’rio. The Dame’s also raggedyann. Her penchant for such deomonics being a no brainer. But tonight, she’s found a reason to
stoop to pretending.
“The Marquis de Sade gave me the patio. Nero gave me the garden. Hitler gave me the study.
Now those were real Catholics.”
Kane notices that parts of the general heat shimmer are humanoid-shaped.
“You let Lectors roam the grounds?”
“Why not? As long as they remember their place on ‘know your role’ lane, there’s no problem.”
“And when they forget?”
“They get deadly reminders, silly girl.”
Kane lets loose with a girlish giggle in response to Marta’s untrammeled remark. Then she
engages in some verbal foreplay of her own: “Your attitude toward them reminds me of an Elf I
know. He lets them roam cloaked in his Easy. Considers them, big rats with rayguns.”
“Is he Zealot?”
“Reformist.”
“At least he’s Catholic.”
“He was Corps back when all Marines had to be.”
“Elf are so much like us Lost. They’re faerie folk with the most Lost natures.”
“Yet mortals will never stop misreading those books, because of their most human-looking
covers.”
“Did you ever misread one when you were mortal?”
Kane cracks a smile and shakes her head in the affirmative.
“She’s my best friend.”
“Ah, yes. The one who helped Save you.”
“So. You keep tabs on me.”
“Professional disinterest.”
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Kane becomes silent. Marta reads the girl’s reticence correctly. As she hoped for, Miss Kane
wishes to be her lief. Provenance has smiled on the Dame once more. Mondo’s bra unhooks itself.
The shamus’ mouth begins drooling. Then comes the paint and the marks for the PI.
“Let’s explore the garden for another hour, by then the party should be in full swing. The
windrows should be of great interest to you. In my Pagan days, back when I was quite the
swashbuckler and duelist, I dumped the corpses of my most formidable opponents in them.”
“Now the audience?”
Bravo. Buzz didn’t exaggerate about this former-classmate. And Milly was right on target about
this daughter. Always thinking is expected of our warrior caste, but this Kane shows me so much
more than most. I haven’t had a mind of this caliber to shape since I molded my Famke’s. It’s just
like the fortuneteller foretold: twice I would school my Famke. And it’s most delicious to see her
reincarnated this time ‘round as blood-thirsty as she was in her first Shell.
“Now the audience to see if you’re worthy of being my sandman. In my misspent youth, ages
ago, in by-gone times, before I became Christian, I disposed of those I bested in duels-of-honor in
the old way. Do you know of it? Testify girl as if you were such a vanquished foe of mine.”
She begins with a hard one. Good. I’m beginning to like her already.
“First, you will set your personal revenants upon me. Then, you will torture the torturess, the
culmination of which will be my beheading, dismemberment, and the ripping of my spinal cord
from my mutilated torso.”
Marta covers her mouth and politely coughs a couple of times.
Jeez, a hint. I’ve forgotten something. Oh. Yes. Now I remember.
“Just before you dismember me, you’ll bite off my nipples and hack off my breasts. The teat stuff
technically signals the culmination of the ritual.”
“Perfect. Then what happens?”
“Likely my corpse will join the others dumped in the windrows, fertilizing your beloved garden.
Of course, that’s just guess work, since the antecedent is always improvisational.”
Marta places a Death’s-Head SS officer’s visor-cap on the girl’s head. Then she attaches a
Death’s-Head iron cross and an SS officer’s insignia pin to the girl’s leash as companions to its
swastika. The visor-cap is quite genuine, as genuine as the Ritterkreuz the Knight’s Cross of the
Iron Cross and the insignia pin. She sews the girl’s mouth shut with sutures made from human gut.
Although it’s very difficult to do so, Kane can still speak. The stitches will be cut after this next
section of the rigorous examination is over.
They set off into the garden, heading for an area where only Marta and Marta’s inner-circle go.
Marta’s revenants follow at a respectful distance.
Mondo walks beside Marta. She’s stooped over, arms swinging ape-like at her sides. Her gait is a
deliberate shuffle. This simian walk of hers is one of ritual deference dating back to antiquity.
First described in the Middle Testament, it’s the way Saint Agnus the Slayer walked in the
Garden of Original Sin when she received the Prophecy of Gotterdammerung from Igrat the
Assassin of Hell.
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“I prefer my sex rough-n-ready. In point of fact, I’ve been a practicing tribade algolagnist for the
last three thousand years of this Cycle. So, it should come as no surprise that I derive great sexual
pleasure from hurting people, especially men. The last male lover I had was Percy’s father. I love
my son dearly. And yet even he is wary of me when I’m in my Painful Sapphic moods. This is pure
foolishness, of course. So much male nonsense. I would never let my Sapphic make me do him
harm, and he knows it. I understand that you also dabble in the Sapphic.”
“You understand correctly.”
“Good. You’re gonna have to forget about men while you’re in my employ. They’re a needless
distraction.”
“Oh. Really. Somehow I doubt that very much.”
“Which part do you doubt?”
“I can’t picture myself limited to just muff pie. Hell. I prefer men to women anyways.”
In direct response to Kane’s rebuff, the Holy Dame shocks Kane with the unthinkable and the
unspeakable. She pretends for the first time in her unlife. Even her Eye and kozar fade away!
“If I can limit myself to this for the duration, then you can limit yourself to muff. ‘Cause in the
end, it’s all about tail.”
Kane licks the shine off of her nose. Yep, in spite of the sutures; now, that’s talent!
“I thought so. You’ve got potential. I’m gonna have Lita fit me for my dead wife’s strap-on. It’s a
Marlanna. The real deal. A quite generous phallus.”
Kane’s plucked eyebrows high-arch. Her curiosity has been piqued. Although the girl has never
been spiked, she’s heard stories, every woman has, about straight human females who have sworn
off men entirely and gone completely dildo after being spiked only once. Being of Druid
manufacture, these soft flesh-like latex toys are quite insidious and just as addictive. Fixated upon
masturbating themselves into oblivion, Mundane spikers have been known to die of hunger and
thirst. Of course, for Infernal females, spiking is a pastime, not the life-threatening addiction that it
can be for human females.
Now this is a vice worth making a hobby of. Sure, beats the hell out of drinking, smoking, or
doping.
“Ahhh. So, you’ve heard of that shiny black strap-on. But, then again, what woman hasn’t? Now
that I’ve committed you to a tuna fish diet for the duration, you’ll be needing the services of a
friend wielded by a smart gal to suffice for those fleeting weak moments when you have a
hankering for some red meat.”
“I hope you don’t mind a girl who likes to grab the hammer and do the nailing herself, from time
to time?”
“Of course not.”
“Brilliant. Bent minds do think alike. Lucky for you that you had the foresight to not bury that
friend with Famke.”
“Pretty good for someone who was never a Girl Scout, huh?”
“Quite so.”
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“In fact, I think I’ll have Lita fit you for my wife’s spare. I saved that one too.”
“Now that does deserve a merit badge.”

Author’s note: the Marlanna is a functional double dildo.
Slap this wunder tool into your favorite dildo harness, slide
the curved end into your eager beaver, and do your lover
every which way with the “business” end. Fumble-free
fucking: wow! Self-cleaning and it retains body heat:
double wow!
They enter the banquet room. All eyes turn to them, Dame and deodand. The Dame’s still steeped
in a full pretense, from somewhere finding the fortitude to stomach it. Kane, unpainted and
unmarked, who’s both a didduk and tainted with Aryan/Stranger blood, struts beside the Dame. The
sleuth’s cap is worn backwards at a jaunty angle, a fly whimsy which elicits smiles from Mildred,
Elaine, and Gina.
A magic-priest, a Reichmarshall no less, greets the pair. He bows, clicks his boot heels together,
and kisses Kane’s offered gloved hand. He heaps sycophancy and adulation upon the hawkshaw.
The room breaks out into applause.
There are only faerie folk present, a no surprise. And the diversity present, which indicates the
breath and width and health of the Party, would chill a human to the bone. There are Dwarves,
Gnomes, Trolls, Elves, Lost, Sprites, Goblins, Daemons, Witches, and Wraiths. There are Aryan
and Second Race and Stranger. There’s even a First One or two or three! There are also Skinheads
representing all of the local klans! And they’re all ready to initiate their beloved Party’s newest
didduk, who’s an assassin/gum-heel no less.
Though a Reformist and a Saved-by-Embrace, Kane is being officially received by Reich
Society. She’s affiliated with the Party now, and all Party members, from SS-Mann to
Rottenfuehrer to Scharfuehrer to lofty Sturmbannfuehrer and beyond, will treat her as such. As long
as there’s Party and her services are being retained by the Party through the Holy Dame, she will
never be a hobbyhoy living off of unwonted food or drink, and neither will her family nor her close
friends whether they be mortal or infernal.
And like all things Catholic, to be Party is to be Party for as long as you want it. Nothing Papal,
even being Party, is for life. Ex-communication is always an option. Anytime you want out, you’re
out, is one of the basic rules of Catholicism.
As a final rite of passage, Kane is set upon by everyone in the room. That includes Mildred,
Elaine, and Gina. They wield ceremonial cudgels to beat her into a bloody mess, after which Kane
who’s pulp-faced and savaged joins in on the soiree.
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“They’re lesbians who lust for faux phallus. Fail to plan for
such contingencies, and you plan to fail.”
SS Lieutenant Helmut Wendorff (commander, 2nd SS Tiger Company)
“Come back to bed, liebe.” Famke’s voice is thickly accented. Her accent is First Language. Like
no-speak, this old-speak is just another way of speakin’-in-tongues.
“In a minute, Famke. Be a good wife and make do for now. Hunker down with the teen.”
In the private chambers of the Zen-Frau, the big girl is Frau Janssen, the Dame’s wife. Everyone
wisely plays along with this very sick charade.
Marta is silhouetted in the moonlight, clad in the sheerest of her Victoria’s Secret lingerie.
Dangling between her legs is her spike. She’s holding a long leather-bound riding crop. The leather
is human hide, of course.
Jaybird, except for her paint, Kef, and jewelry, Famke is strapping a grotesque abomination that’s
twin to Marta’s strap-on. The dildo, covered in pleasure bumps and ridges, feels like it’s an
extension of her clit and urethra. She can spew and piss through it. The seeded jism is produced by
its prosthetic testicles. The testicles feel like they’re extensions of her labia. Their scrotum sacks
are covered in blonde hair which matches the blonde specks in her geriatric muff.
Like Marta, Famke is wearing a spidery dildo harness. It’s a squid with the veined plasti-flesh
prick mounted seamlessly through the squid’s translucent head. The octopus is called an Obsidian’s
Damsel. And its collection of eight fleshtone tentacles are not only lined with suckers, they’re also
lined with barbs and spines which slice mercilessly into her lily-white flesh, drawing blood which
the squid’s suckers greedily drink up. Although elaborate, this freakish arrangement still allows
easy access to the wearer’s vagina, effectively making the wearer a functional hemorphidite.

Author’s note: upon the wearer’s mounting of another
person, place, or thing, performing of oral sex, or engaging
in masturbation, the Marlanna figure-8s and stretches the
wearer’s vagina so that said orifice can accommodate the
dildo and remain a vaginal orifice.
Famke swings her legs over the edge of the bed, stroking her dick, manipulating her balls, and
fingering her twat.
Gina walks over on her hands and knees, and begins pleasing Famke. She sucks on the older
girl’s cock, balls, and pussy. Vicious likes Famke’s Awful look. She finds it most attractive. The
girl especially likes the way Famke spikes her pussy and ass after sodomizing her with a human
hide cat-o’-nine-tails. She likes it almost as much as the way Famke sniffs her crotch and crack,
before devouring them. Perversion builds upon perversion. Part of her wishes that this dementia
would never end.
Fade to black.
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Hell’s Kitchen is nowhere to be. The police patrol its streets in pairs during the day. At night, it’s
foursomes decked out in SWAT gear, armed to the teeth. But even the toughest thug and the most
roguish cutthroat isn’t dumb enough to waylay the nun and the nun’s two female companions.
The nun’s a known heavy. One girl’s a heat packin’ kink with SS trappings, while the other girl
has Convent School Skinhead written all over her, and she’s also packing. As such, the trio arrives
at Elaine’s compound unmolested.
Like all of the city’s older buildings, the Abbey is completely spellbound above ground. Below
ground it’s embedded in reinforced EDAN ROC that’s six feet thick! So, compromising the
structure using ghosting is out of the question. And it was Druid before the Catholics took it over,
so the security grid is Brinks. The Abbey is divided into two parts: the Abbey proper and the
Cloister.
As soon as they enter the Cloister’s anteroom, they’re assaulted by a not-so-surprise surprise
party. The whole Coven is present, all thirteen girls, including Kane’s two other Convent School
roommates, Emily and Ilsa. It’s Emily, barefoot and filthy and clad in sack cloth that Kane tearfully
embraces.
A mummified human hand is attached to the lanyard looped around Emily’s neck. Adorning each
of her fingers is a silver skull ring of the enchanted variety that are the preferred of witch-lings and
shape-shifters. Emily is both witch-ling and shifter. Her grandfather, a Changeling, taught her how
to shape-shift. The Way of Deception is the discipline based on that arcanum.
Right now, she’s assuming her favorite cheat, which is herself. She’s a Marilyn Monroe look-alike with nightshade woven thickly into her platinum-blonde hair. This platinum powerhouse is a
real muther of a mortal-loathing loose-cannon. To all, but her closest allies, she’s a conniving
creature of ill-fortune.
Both of her childhoods have been spent as a member of the Hitler Youth! During World War II,
she freelanced with the KGB, fighting with the trained hoodlums of their most vicious combat
gangs. She was a Mystic Warrior for the Pope’s elite Vatican Guard and a Stormtrooper during the
Purges. She’s served with the Free Corps, the shock troops of the French Foreign Legion. She even
did a stint as a Pathfinder for the Party on Mars during the Reconstruction. But, most notoriously,
she founded the Skinhead Nation. Yep. She’s that Emily “Nation of Hate” Klaus. In two Cycles of
life, Emily had never met a human she couldn’t hate. That’s was until she met Connie Smith, the
mortal who became her soulmate.
What an odd foursome the roommates made in school: a Witch who was a witch, a Wraith who
freelanced for the Guild, a Lost with a card-carrying Nazi Aryan Dame for a mother, and a mortal
whose best friend since kindergarten was an Elf with pedigree.
“Still the soldier without a Race War to fight. You ever gonna grow up?”
“We are most, what we were first.”
Kane tugs on the Witch’s rags and flashes that smile.
“Don’t tell me that this old Venus fly trap gag still works.”
“Sure, it does. How could a faerie-hating human resist? There I am, a beggar on the streets, with
movie star looks, preaching the Infernal word of God.”
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“That’s a waste of your talents. So, what if you rid the world of the odd faerie-basher here and
there.”
“Every faerie girl’s gotta have a hobby, don’t you know.”
“Stomping is for slugs, losers. You’re neither. You’re the best back-catcher I’ve ever seen in the
plex.”
“Life ain’t a TAZ plex and this ain’t Kansas, Dorothy. I belong on the streets. That life suits me.”
“Dis here suits you better. Here, Progressives rule the roost. You know the type: Skinheads, Party
radicals, and the most robust of my mother’s Believers. They’re your kind of faerie folk.”
“I came here out of duty. I’ll be leaving now. I won’t soil Sister Elaine’s clean home any longer.
Convince me that I shouldn’t kill you where you stand, pretty girl, for wasting so much of my
invaluable time with your pointless prattle.”
Emily flashes a toothy grin. The native Transylvanian loves flashing d’points. Only in school did
the Skinhead goddess blunt her teeth.
“Dis here be your home now. I won’t let you shun us.”
“I wouldn’t take charity from Sister and I won’t take any of yours. I have my pride. So, prepare
to die, ‘cause you’ve still not convinced me.”
“I have work for you, scribe. You’re gonna earn your keep.”
“How?” Klaus asks suspiciously. She’s enraged beyond the point of fuming.
“As the Abbey’s new den mother and librarian. Sister Elaine has donated the Cloister to the
Amazons for use as a club house. Our Coven has been needing one ever since graduation. Now that
I’ve got my head screwed on straight, we can.”
“Still wasting my time with prattle. I just told you I don’t need any fuckin’ charity, chicken
slick!”
The outburst doesn’t even faze Mondo, even though this is no tease. Klaus is deadly serious.
“Why are you dragging your leg?”
“The bum leg adds to the magnetism of my Venus. Besides, this here bully likes being a gimp.”
“No more Venus, no more stomping, no more gimp.”
“Like I keep saying, I don’t need charity.”
“It’s work not charity I be offering you. Stay for a week and see. If you still think it’s charity,
then leave. ‘Cause the way you’re goin’, you’re gonna end up a redundant statistic, you pigheaded
Witch. And I ough’ta know, ‘cause I was one a year ago.”
“Is that an order, captain?”
“No. It’s a request from one girlfriend to another.”
“Then I accept your offer, my BFF.”
Even as a mortal, she was a good leader. As a faerie, she will make an even better one. But the
frosting on the cake is her looks. ‘Cause it’s so damn sweet to see her going so native. And I’ve
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heard she has Kef that ruins her looks so they’re akin to those of an Aryan/Stranger/Crone/Furie. It
would be nice to see such beauty.
Kane notices that the entrance area is full of luggage, all of it has the team’s familiar Amazon
logo. The girls came just like Coach told her they would. For most, this is now their home away
from home. For some, this is home. Marriages have been dissolved, engagements ended, and
relationships redefined to make this night possible. The Amazons are officially reconstituted, not as
a girl’s TAZ team, but as one of those social clubs for the girls.
And the Coven is not the only rebirth. Kane’s found herself in spite of herself. The marks, the
paint, the Awful, the guns, etc. are here to stay. She’ll always prefer eatin’ red meat (fucking guys),
but fish-n-chips (fucking girls) is developing into more than just a close second. Kane ciphers that
there will be times when she’ll have no use for men, and they’d better beware. And there will be
other times when muff will never be enough, or it won’t even be on her menu. She likes thinking of
herself as an ace private eye, but she’ll always be an assassin at heart. It’s like Emily said, we are
most, what we were first. She was first an assassin, and she will always be an assassin. And
assassination is, after all, first, last, and always about the arts of infiltration, exfiltration, and the
bushwhack, the cornerstones of the Way of Expediency. She tingles with excitement as she surveys
a room which is filled with her past, present, and future. Emily has a new purpose: leading the
Coven. And thanks to the Holy Dame, Kane has a new focus: Zoe “Flicka” Klay, the so-called
Princess of Thieves. First, it will be truth or dare. Then, it will be truth or consequences. Mondo
hopes that the Giantess will be a real troglodyte about it, ‘cause that will make it ever so sweet.

“Harass him the enemy when he stops. Strike him when
he’s weary. Pursue him when he withdraws.”
Mao Tse-tung
(From his writings on “Guerrilla Warfare and Madame X”)
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Foreword
“I kill. You die. Hooah.”
For mortals, interstellar warfare serves only one real purpose. It distracts faeries from focusing on
them. Capish?
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Book Three
SVSV

(Modern acronym usage)
Serious Violence for the Seriously Violent
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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“Stupidity is an elemental force for which no earthquake is a match.”
—Karl Kraus
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The Other-1, If You Please
Part 1 of 2
“Ace of Spades. Second to none.”
Every hundred-million years, it’s ace of spades, an event, second to none: the mass extinction of
all species in the world, except for one. Want to guess, which one?
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Chapter One
Foreplay
“Tall, Darque, and deadly.”
Unnoticed by all, the nun slips into the Abbey proper. She returns, dressed quite differently.
“Let’s go to the roof, I’ve something to show you girls.”
Sister Elaine takes the lead, dressed in a severe, black business suit. This Papal formal is a sharp
contrast to her revealing travel habit. The Coven follows. Kane brings up the rear. Leaving the
ground-floor, they ascend the building’s circular staircase. It’s made of cast iron, as one would
expect, and it seems to go on forever, which one would also expect of such a construct in a milehigh building.
As the small party climbs higher, the progressively thinning air grows increasingly pungent with
the smell of musty dampness and decay. The staircase, a marvel of compression mechanics which
rivals the handiwork of Dwarf Sappers, corkscrews its way through the numerous floors, floors
inhibited by haunts. Some of these haunts are ectoplasms, who have no need for a corpus, and
others are very much corporeal.
Ten of the defiles are casinos. Many of their patrons are playing baccarat. A couple of the girls
ghost, phase-shifting so that they can traverse the stairwell’s compression envelope and join in on
the festivities.
The top-most floor is a faire forest, and it’s not just any enchanted glen. It’s a tract of the original
wilderness! Aryan Weren, who shun all forms of pretense, hold dominion here. And like all
Bloodhounds, their deomonic is wolflike, only bipedal, and considerably larger, with a grotesque
parody of a human face.
Elaine directs the girls through a Hoax onto the roof. All of the girls, that is, except for Mondo.
“Guess.”
“Dunno.”
The nun frowns. “Don’t be so difficult. Guess.”
“Some whim of your imagined Aryan youth. Imagined, because you’re obviously separated by
eons of pretense from your First Race juvenile.”
“Guess.”
“I can’t. Tell me.”
“Good. You’re learning. It’s wise not to be so smart all of the time. Try playin’ the dumb-blonde
more often.”
“And when mine enemies are off-guard: crunch.”
“Thinking straight does have its disadvantages.”
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“You ought to know, since you’re the one who taught me the merits of thinking so deeply
twisted.”
“Marta tends toward hard nubile flesh. But it should come as no surprise that even such as she, a
god, would possess such a weakness for the baser things in life.”
“Wow. A postmortem. You keep tabs on me.”
“Professional disinterest, smart ass.”
“Sorry for being so flip.”
“Apology accepted.”
“Marta is teaching me things.”
“And in return you’re providing her with needed company. What a deal.”
“She’s a peerless lover. You know the type: technique plus a real hot-blooded snatch equals
WOW.”
Elaine raises an eyebrow, but says nothing. Even for Lost, Mondo is a horny one. But this
certified hot-natured Mondo has a genuine red snapper between her legs to back it all up.
“Change of subject.” Elaine points at the Demonwolves. “Guess.”
“Like, what planet?”
“Earth.”
“Like, real gods?”
“Now, that would be telling.”
“Sounds groovy.”
“Suffice it to say that the Abbey provides them sanctuary, and they.”
Kane casts off the dumb-blonde and finishes Sister Elaine’s sentence for her: “Supplement a
security grid which, according to Phone, has been modified well beyond its issue state. This is
saying a lot, ‘cause Brinks is cranking from the git-go.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Quite so.”
“What’s so funny?”
“The stealthy, though amusing, way you and your little machine choose to communicate. It
would be so much more ladylike and adult for you to use your veil. Let’s go on the roof. The others
are waiting.”
“Why am I such prime piece of real estate, that everybody wants a slice of me?”
“Now that would be telling. Suffice it to say that you’ve always been the pie of choice.”
Kane opens the Hoax as if it were a real door, and steps out onto the roof into the rarefied
environment of being this high up. She takes note of the spooking-array, which dominates the
rooftop, and the Giantess, who’s a head taller than she, standing in front of said array.
The spooking-array, this so-called modern-day version of a Stonehenge, is composed of massive
Eckland columns, with long high-tensile cables sprouting from the top of each. Said columns are
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arranged about a huge ULF antenna. Like the stairway, it’s another proscribed Schrecksturm
gizmo. And deep don’t even begin to cover it, ‘cause rigs like this have been illegal, possession
punishable by death, in all the world, since the Truce of the Knights of Templar.
The Giantess is Xenia Onatopp, a towering figure with an athletic build. Think: fitness model or
aerobics instructor. She was Elaine’s assistant TAZ coach for the girls’ Varsity team and the
school’s WDI (ninja/weaponless defense instructor). Onatopp is wearing vampiir Capri jeans,
sandals craved from Ivering tusks, and precious little else. You need a strong stomach or a faerie
one to gaze upon the assortment attached to the lanyard hung around her neck and not lose your
lunch. At school, none of the faerie staffers could go native, least the mortals on campus be
offended. That was then, this is now. Things are quite different, here.
For the first time, Mondo sees the real Xenia, and she very much likes what she sees.
Sister Elaine asks: “Ready to sanction me?”
“Only a fool with a death wish would try to cuff you lethal for having one of them things. That’s
why there aren’t any Trilaterals or Freemasons.”
“So, you’re giving me a pass-go on my Coker?”
“What ray-dome?”
“Good girl. The dumb-blonde does come in handy, just like I keep telling you.”
The girls are pairing up in twos and threes. Elaine and Xenia pair up, a no surprise. There were
rumors about them in school. Kane makes sure Gina has found a cliché, before she walks over to
Emily and Ilsa.
“Emily. Ilsa.”
“Good-n-tight-one.”
“Thanks, Ilsa. You’re looking fit too.”
Ilsa is a Wraith. Wraith are to Witches, what Lost are to Elf: bloodkin counterparts.
“So, who dies, cupcake?” Ilsa questions, appropriately.
“I do,” Mondo responds, appropriately.
Emily, who continues to remain quiet, smiles at this response. Kane strips, tossing her trinity over
the edge.
“It’ll find me easy enough. See you in my next life.”
Mondo kisses Ilsa full on the lips, and then leaps without the least bit of hesitation. Seconds later
her broken body is splattered all over the pavement with five others of the Coven. Her trinity
slithers sideways over to its mistress.
Kane animates on a human-hide cot in the Abbey’s subterranean library. The library is located
above the necropolis and below the cantilever-roofed Hippodrome. She’s wearing her jewelry and a
ripe pair of pink cotton panties of the type issued by Convent Schools. Emily is holding vigil over
her.
“Did all the jumpers survive?”
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“Yes, captain.”
Like I said, she’s a true leader. Only once has she failed to put the welfare of the Coven first and
foremost.
“Good.”
“Your Slave was one of the jumpers. You pick your handmaidens well. The girls all like her.”
Kane scratches her crotch. She has crabs from the underpants.
“Recognize them, captain?”
“No. Should I?”
“Remember that laundry day back in school when you went ballistic, ‘cause you thought you had
lost ‘em. They were your lucky knickers. You wore them on every shoot. But what really happened
was that I stole them from the hamper. I would wait until you fell asleep, then I would put them on
and masturbate while fantasizing about you. Sometimes I would just lie there in bed and stare at
you while you slept. I’ve never washed them, as you can tell quite readily.”
“I have a favor to ask.”
“Fuck me with your strap-on, and then we’ll talk about doing favors.”
“I don’t think Ilsa would like us engaging in such polymorphous perversity.”
“You’re right. That Wraith of mine is so monogamous.”
“I know. I’ll let Ilsa have the spike, and then you two can fuck whenever you wish.”
“I doubt that the Holy Dame would care for you giving it away.”
“You’re quite right. How thoughtless of me.”
“Let’s compromise. Ilsa and I will borrow it for a spin.”
“Deal.”
“Now, what’s the favor?”
“I know how everyone feels about me wasting my talents after graduation.”
“You betrayed the Coven, not to mention Coach’s trust. You put yourself ahead of the other
girls.”
“And none of the sisters are going to forgive me until I get what’s coming to me. This means I
must challenge Xenia to satori menarche.”
“And, girl, she’s gonna put an ass-whooping on you that even Ajax won’t scrub off. Hand-tohand combat against a Giant. Fuck. They’re immune to magic. And, for Christ’s sake, I have it on
good authority that she’s as strong as a Titan! She’s that old.”
“And the plex’s rules of engagement forbid using arcanum. So, ghosting, spooking, overdrive,
and their like are out. Only trick that’s allowed is magic. Edicts that favor their kind.”
“You’re a goner from the git-go. Hell’s bells, in school you couldn’t beat her in sparring
matches! With this one being for real, she’ll be going full tilt boogie.”
“When I win, you owe me four of your extra special margaritas and a mulled wine chaser.”
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“You’re on. And you ain’t gonna win, loser. Onatopp’s undefeated in no-holds-barred Sabu.”
“Who said that this was goin’ to be true-blue Sabu?”
“Jeez. If you’re thinking of using fisticuffs against her, you really are daft-n-doomed, phony
tough and crazy brave.”
“Oh, ye of little faith. And for the record, I’m a lot of things, but brave has never been one of
‘em.”
“Bare-knuckle fighting doesn’t stand a chance against submission wrestling. Hell, even in those
insipid Ultimate Tactical Fighting Championship matches, where faerie are barred from competing,
the Jafar always beats the boxer, and in short order, I might add.”
“Let’s up the bet to six and two, instead of four and one.”
“And when you lose?”
“Which I won’t.”
“And when you lose?”
“I do a bondage threesome with you and Ilsa.”
“Now we’re talking. So be ready to get filthy-n-fucked.”
“I’ve been there. I used to be a ghoul.”
“So, I’ve heard. Too bad I didn’t get my chance at a piece of your ass back then.”
“I had a habit of killing my lovers back then.”
“So, what. I’d still have chanced it. After all, all female ghouls are black widows, it’s part of their
innate charm.”
Kane rolls her eyes, but doesn’t waste time on voicing the obvious about being too horny for
your own good. Besides, that would be like the pot calling the kettle, black.
“Now. Back to that favor. It concerns my Slave. I’d like you to make sure she doesn’t do
something stupid which she’ll regret later on, like trying to interfere. Sometimes she lets her heart
do her thinking for her, instead of her head, when it comes to matters that pertain to me.”
“Sure thing. I’ve noticed she fancies you.”
“Is it that obvious?”
“Everybody notices. She seems like a swell kid.”
“She is.”
“Have you fucked her yet?”
“Now, Emily that would be telling.”
“You dog you.”
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“Gypsy fortune telling decks, wish wands, astrology charts,
Ouija talking boards, crystal balls, Pendulum boards, Tarot
cards, scrying mirrors, rune stones, and their like are
Abracadabra. You know. Sleight-of-hand. It sure as hell’s
got nothin’ to do with real magic. Imagine, it’s seventy
million years ago and all you got to use against a Saber
Tooth Tiger or a Tyrannosaurus Rex or even a
Skullduggery, is your wits and your magic. You wouldn’t
fare too well using a dumb-ass rabbit outta-da-hat. And,
yea, there are livin’ faerie who are dat old. And, no, I won’t
tell you who they are. You’re the detective, you figure it
out. You see, us dinosaur hunters be da tight-lipped bunch.
Ha. Ha. Ha.”
Margo Helen Dominique Montecristo-Miller
Blood-curdling screams fill the plex. The Coven is in session, demanding satisfaction for being
offended. This is TAZ in the classic sense, as it was originally conceived: tactical shoot fighting.
Thus here, like in countless other such dojos across the world, TAZ is hand-to-hand fighting where
the only trick that’s allowed is magic.
Its modern vernacular, which is played in plexes that are Dieters CQD Tac-Houses, is restricted
to tactical shooting, a gun thing which incorporates Close Quarters Defense (CQD) drills like the
hooded box. These Tac-Houses are arranged in full-blown Combat Towns, so-called uber-plexes.
But whether it’s classic hand-to-hand or modern TS (tactical shooting), these jousts are deeply
rooted in the inseparable triplets of expediency, the Golden Oldies: infiltration, assassination,
exfiltration.
Xenia and Mondo face-off. They’re naked, just like most of the girls in the audience. Emily stays
close to Gina, ready to liberally apply the sap when/if the young girl tries to interfere.
“Heed my challenge. I’m here for my ass-whooping,” proclaims Mondo to Xenia.
“Sure thing. But know this. After I’ve opened up this can of whoop-ass on you. I’m gonna make
sure that you’ll never wake up from going nightie-night. Dis here be your forever, bitch.”
By her way of thinking, the very integrity of the Coven is at stake. So, Xenia has decided to up
the ante and demand that satisfaction be a fight-to-the-death (killed with no resurrection).
Kane can decline, but she won’t. Besides, even if she did decline, the Coven would never let her
leave the plex alive. They’d bludgeon her to death, ‘cause by their way of thinking, the very
integrity of the Coven is at stake. Xenia and the Coven are in complete concurrence.
“You’re right. Destroy her!”
“She disgraced the Coven!”
“Filthy Judas!”
“Heathen!”
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“She turned her back on us!”
And those are the most pro-Mondo of the commentary being hurled. The matter definitely needs
closure and Mondo obliges. She charges Xenia. Mondo goes toe-to-toe, femmo-a-femmo, and
proceeds to get the beating of her life.
It’s obvious from the git-go that Xenia means to destroy Mondo. And the crowd is of like mind.
When she tosses the shamus into the crowd, the crowd throws Mondo right back at Xenia, after
getting in a few vicious licks of their own.
Gina watches helplessly as she seems destined to lose yet another dandy to a duel, right in front
of her very eyes. And she can do nothing. Although, at an intellectual level, she’s in total
agreement with the Coven’s actions, she knows she’ll be heartbroken if Xenia finishes Kane off.
She won’t let her heart prevail. She won’t disgrace her Mistress by interfering. Her Mistress
deserves better than that. So, she watches and hopes against hope that her Mondo will prevail.
This Giant isn’t stronger than this Dark, regardless of what their age and size differences would
imply. And Kane’s faster. Plus, Kane’s a streetfighter, not a pure mat technician. Also, from a
purely psychological point of view, Kane’s years of fighting have taught her how to deal with any
head games an opponent might choose to use against her.
Bottomline is, Xenia, this huge woman whose nick is Crippler, doesn’t intimidate her one little
bit.
Using boxing against Sabu, Mondo’s more than a match for Xenia. Blinded by their bloodlust
and their fervent belief in the superiority of wrestling over boxing, it’s a discovery that Xenia and
the Coven have yet to make. But Gina quickly does. Vicious’ prayers have been answered.
Jeez. This girl’s dangerous. Just, kill-first-never-ask-questions. No wonder everyone wants a
piece of her. To the Holy Dame, she’s Famke. To Our Saint, she’s Anna V. To me. How’s ‘bout
transmigration of souls? Yea. I like that, and so would Lilith, my great-aunt. After all, any woman
worthy of being my beau would have to have some of my grandy in her.
While Gina waxes and wanes philosophically about precious lover Mondo, Xenia has less than
kind thoughts about Mondo’s striking against her grappling.
But speed, fancy footwork, and boxing “skill” can only keep the brute force, that is this ‘rassling
machine, at bay for so long. Couple that with the fact that her body’s nanomachines haven’t had
time to heal her up completely after her bungee off the top of the building. Add in the innate
superiority of wrestling over boxing. And you have a recipe for certain disaster. In the end, I have
to win. So, Kane has to cheat. And when she does, I’ve got her. The Coven will rip her to shreds.
For now, this boxing nonsense of hers has thrown my rhythm off, but that’s soon to end, and when
it does, her inevitable defeat will occur. I will not be denied.
What Xenia does realize is that, while Kane’s nonsense has her rhythm thrown off, she will likely
be mortally injured, if she tries to put the terminal hurt on Kane. So, she bides her time, trading
devastating licks with the Judas. Onatopp is a mat technician, pure as the driven snow, a scientific
wrestler. She’s not a brawler, let alone a streetfighter. And she’s boxing illiterate, knowing only
one hand-to-hand style, which is Sabu the demons’ take on MMA (mixed martial arts). But she has
few equals in Sabu and no betters, which would normally be sufficient to get the job done in the
plex. Usually her opponent would be kicked, chopped, and twisted into ghoul meat before the first
gong had sounded. But, so far, three gongs have sounded. This is unprecedented for Xenia.
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There are no rest periods. Each gong merely delineates a three-minute round. Theoretically, this
could go on forever. Practically speaking, the match will continue until either one of them goes
down or thirteen gongs have sounded, whichever comes first. And if the match ends by gong, the
challenger Mondo automatically wins. Xenia has never lost a joust.
The trouble is, Mondo just refuses to go down. Mondo gives as good as Mondo gets, and, as
such, Xenia is getting the ass-whooping of her life.
When Kane is thrown repeatedly into the crowd, she gives out licks even more vicious than she
gets. Mondo bobs, weaves, prances, and dances. She strikes while moving forward and backward,
as well as laterally. She throws combinations, upper-cuts, right-crosses, left crosses, jabs, punishing
lefts and rights, straight lefts and rights. She switches in and out of southpaw. She evades the
Jafar’s attempted trips as easily as she would slip another boxer’s punches. She boxes just like
Lucky “Patrick” Roberts taught her to.
Lucky was the Champ when he proudly wore the World Boxing Alliance Heavyweight
Championship belt and he was still called the Champ one hundred years later when he died, no
longer wearing that belt. His youngest grandson, “Jack” Dempsey, who was another generation’s
heavyweight champ, still owns the Champ’s gym; managing it too, just like the Champ did. The
Champ’s last student, the first female he ever taught the pugilistic art to, carries on his winning
prize fighting tradition.
Mondo presses Xenia, keeping close, which neutralizes the Giantess’ kicking-game for the most
part. When Xenia does get a kick in, ‘cause Mondo missed blocking it, for example, with a punch,
Kane retaliates by hitting the offending leg as it’s retracted. Mondo has fantastic TDD (take down
defense). It’s AWESOME!!! So. When Xenia tries to grapple her to the floor, Mondo sprawls while
delivering several thunderous sledgehammer blows to the Giant’s back. That makes Xenia give up
on trying to wrestle Kane down. And, in the clenches, Mondo engages in dirty boxing, as dirty as it
gets, the dirtiest.
We are most, what we love best. And Kane loves her boxing, the ultimate hand-to-hand martial
art according to her admittedly biased opinion. Fighting with no tricks, except for magic, is hardly a
handicap for Kane. In fact, Kane prefers fighting like this way in her beloved plex.
Like the sweat drenching the Giant’s massive frame, Kane can smell the frustration rolling off of
Xenia. Crippler literally reeks of it.
Onatopp always demeaned boxing. She told the girls that it was that pathetic non-martial art, the
sport of weaklings, morons, and mortals.
Mondo never agreed with Xenia’s low opinion of her beloved boxing, but she wisely kept her
dissenting opinions to herself. She learned everything Xenia had to teach her about Sabu, but, as a
Jafar, she was never in the mammoth assistant coach’s league. Besides, boxing better suits her
interests and needs, better complements her strengths and weaknesses. And, every fighter has their
strengths and weaknesses no matter how good they are.
Lucky taught her how to be the best boxer she could be. She was All-City Golden Gloves
champion four years straight in the women’s heavy weight division; retiring from the ring
undefeated. An inhuman body has enabled her to take it to a whole ‘nother level indeed.
She’s a boxer, who’s as wrestling literate as any mat technician. She’s a streetfighter, who can
brawl with the best of ‘em. She’s one of the dirtiest players in the game. And she lives by the credo
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that “there’s always someone dirtier just around the corner, so watch your back.” She’s the epitome
of Tazz, The TAZ maniac!
To imply that the entire Coven wants Kane’s destruction is incorrect. Three do not. As one would
expect, Mondo’s former-roommates are squarely on her side. Such is ROE.
Like Gina, they will not disgrace Kane by interfering. But if Kane does win, the Coven will turn
against her in a fit of vengeance-unfulfilled, and they’re ready to fight shoulder-to-shoulder with
Kane against the Coven.
Gina feels something cold, smooth, and lethal pressed into the palm of her hand. Emily moves
right up against the girl, pressing her mouth to the slave’s ear.
“Listen closely. I know you’re packing. Don’t even think about using the gun or I’ll gut you
myself. Understand?”
Gina shakes her head in the affirmative.
“If she wins, the Coven will turn on her. We will fight with her. Long knives only. No. Repeat.
No killing blows with the daggers. You can cut, slash, maim, impale, flay, dismember, and kill to
your heart’s content. Capish?”
Emily, obviously, expects a certain response, and Gina gives it: “The killing of sisters is okay,
but killing sisters is not an option. In other words, everybody we put down resurrects.”
“Correct.”
“And if non-destructive proves inadequate to turn back the Coven?” Gina asks, per ROE.
“Then Mondo becomes expendable. The Coven always comes first. Her liquidation will be made
to look like a sporting accident,” Emily answers, per ROE.
“I understand.”
“Also. Remember that in a plex, magic is the only trick allowed. Violating that commandment
will be treated, as it was in the old days, as a capital offense.”
“I understand.”
“Good. Your Etta-pus knows the risks.”
“She’s not my.”
“Come. Come. Your fixation’s quite obvious. And, I must say, you do have such good taste. And
with her being so positively ruthless in combat, I’ll bet she reminds you a lot of your mother too.
Such is her battle proxy that she reminded me of my mother even when she wore a Mundane body.
Always marry a girl who fights like mom, is what I say. Now, be ready. The twelfth gong just
sounded and the natives are restless.”
So, I get tested as well. I fail and Mistress’s roommates will likely see to it that I become
expendable. This is as much about me proving my worth as it is about Mistress proving hers.
The decisive last round provides the needed catharsis. Kane drops her guard. She finally shelves
her pride and puts the Coven front-and-center and, by doing so, she gains a measure of Xenia’s
respect. Pride cometh beforeth the fall, and Mondo came dangerously close to going off that
precipice. She almost lost sight of the prize. She got so caught up in her own need to win that she
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forgot the match was not about proving who the better hand-to-hand fighter was. It was about
Mondo getting the shit kicked out of her for betraying the Coven.
If Xenia decides to put me down, it’ll be because I’ve proven myself unworthy. An assassin
without a Coven is a ronin, a something infinitely more dangerous to society than either the rogue
serial killer or the common-ass “menace to society.” None of the Coven should put their interests
ahead of the Coven’s. The Coven is family. The Coven is assassins I can trust. The Coven is the
place where I can truly unwind. The Coven is sanctuary. The Coven is where you learn that “what
don’t make you, will kill you.”
Kane’s thoughts slide off into oblivion as she loses consciousness. Being the challenged, it’s in
Xenia’s purview to revoke the death penalty. Ultimately, it’s Mondo’s last lucid thoughts, which
Xenia espers, which cause Xenia to change venues. Xenia beats Mondo to within an inch of
extinction. Mondo ends up dead, but not dead.

“Fuck gold, platinum, even precious stones. My icons have
near-mythic names, names like Corona, Don Diego,
Partagasd, Macanudo, A. Fuente, Opus, Montecristo,
Dominique, Olor, Hoyo, and Punch. No. They’re not
military strategists, you lard-ass. They’re cee-gars.
Premium stogies. Dis here girl’s best friends.”
Tyr “Gil” Hibben-Banks
A fortnight after the match, Kane still lovingly remembers the feel of the nanobytes’ excessive
crunching as they thuggishly rebuilt of her brain. The big girl incurred massive brain damage.
Mondo has never been that impaired before, but there’s always that first time.
A library annex, her room is Spartan and painful and stinks of bondage. Kane saddles up. Her
armor molds snugly to her body. It’s strictly KKK for this gig. So, she deletes visor-cap and duster,
leaving them in the fancy-dresser. Clogs and bikers are set on opaque. Kane’s apprentice,
paramour, and comrade-in-arms sits on the floor in a corner, naked body twisted into a pretzel,
watching her dress.
Being a sordid gun-n-blade thing, the assassin is going to get a chance to exploit her torture
skills. She straps on a vester that boned knife belt popular with female carnifex of the Citadel. In its
horizontal rear-sheath is a long knife, known as a razor-bar, that landmark fighting Bowie knife.
The long knife is identical to the Bowie that Emily slipped Gina in the plex: a Strange-steel blade,
with an onyx grip ending in a Death’s-Head opal that’s identical to her trinity’s. Matched Syderco
dirks also call the vester, home. They ring the knife belt. The vester is Black, inlaid with swastikas
and bloodstones. Long before the Party existed to adopt them as their own, the Death’s-Head, the
swastika, the Gothic SS, the iron cross, and the like were all symbols of the assassin.
Mondo christens her knives, licking their envenomed vujcic-sharp blades. Then she runs a
complete diagnostic. She’s 110% and her stuff had better be also.
Seven levels up, in a hedonistic den, Emily fucks Ilsa’s brains out with Kane’s borrowed spike.
Both girls are saw-toothed, ‘pewtin-eyed, klawed, etc. In other words, they’re raggedy-ann.
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One level below, in a mausoleum just off the necropolis, a panting Cathy masturbates. She’s
naked. Her erect nipples are connected by a zoe. Her labia are infibulated by a dominique. The air
is thick with the meditative-inducing aromas of lit votive candles mounted in onyx candleholders
and the pungent psychedelic incense of magic mushrooms burning in mortuary urns: the stuff that
hallucinogenic martyrs and their legends are made of these days.
Just below the ground floor is the playroom, where the Coven’s acts of excruciation are carried
out. Two humans are embedded in Bug resin. Stuck to opposite walls of the cavernous chamber,
they’re what’s left of someone’s idea of a snatch-team. The surviving snatchers are clones. Being
blanks makes their “disposal,” legally speaking, hassle free.
Four of the Coven, they call themselves the Fearsome Foursome, have been hired by the intended
kuppa (kidnap victim), with the FBI acting as the middleman, to find out who that someone is who
hired said snatch team. Payment was made into the Coven’s numbered Swiss account in the form of
gold bullion. Said bullion will be spent before week’s end on the expected “girls club” expenses of
necessities, luxuries, and non-stop partying: live hard, spend fast, if I leave a penny behind when I
die, I haven’t done my job right.
The female examinee watches helplessly as what’s left of the male examinee is sliced and diced
by ritual blades: a carnifical sword, wielded by a succubus, and a curved scimitar, wielded by an
androgynous Troll, who’s very much female.
Two sisters, twin Sprites, study the female examinee. Unlike the other Fearsome pair, who are
wearing Black MAX aprons, they’re wearing see-thru Silken simars. Like the other pair, their faces
wear toothy lascivious grins. All four take perverse glee in this kind of work.
The foursome’s manes are short, brutal, decidedly-butchy affairs. Their hair juts out at bizarre
angles as if each woman had stuck her finger in a light socket, and then had the resulting mess
hacked off raggedly and unevenly by a deranged beautician. The effect is called electric-dyke.
“Doing deep-scan adds so much to the pleasure of the psionic examination, Rose.”
To circumvent primo scan blocks-n-traps, like Bliss or the Face of God, you have to deep-scan, a
psi examination technique formally known as Touching. Mortals can only Touch through a LINK.
An erstwhile Jesuit priest, by the name of Franco “Diamond Dallas” Paige, was the first to do an
exhaustive study of Touching. That’s the same DDP who invented the infamous neck-breaking
diamond-cutter hold that’s still legend in Sabu-style wrestling. Although his book, “URL,” is nearly
five hundred years old, it remains the definitive text on the subject of Touching, and, as such, its
transcripts remain among the most widely read in the Vatican Library.
“I heartily agree, Lilly. TP without the medium of such Touching is such a bore.”
The female examinee, a young woman, who looks a lot like Mondo did when Mondo was
Mundane, spits in Lilly’s face. Lilly smiles and licks off the saliva.
“How tasty. I hope you resist a lot, ‘cause the more you resist, the more damage the scan will do.
Resist too much and you’ll end up with less grey matter than a zombie. That way we can really get
off.”
“Fuckin’ monsters. I’ll see you in Hell!”
“Jeez, Rose. She so looks like our leader did when our leader was still mortal.”
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“The looks, but not the brains. A human Mondo never would’ve been caught like this, Lilly.”
“Quite so.”
“And my female intuition tells me that I can make her squeal like a pig first.”
“You’re on.”
The sounds of Xenia’s humming mix with the smells of newly-baked flesh bread, freshlychurned cartilage butter, and Type-O blood sausage, as she prepares breakfast in the large firstfloor kitchen. A lazaret covers her head and drapes her shoulders. This heavily-boned human-hide
mask is commonly worn by Martian headsmen when performing executions. Her arms are
constricted by circlets of gold and Strange-Metal arm bands. A Black MAX apron is tied around
her waist. Her double-Es are cradled in a vampiir bullet-bra, and, as such, projected as lethal
projectiles. Tall Silken ‘net hose, with strategically placed tears, runs, and snags, encase her long
legs. Onatopp directs her black hose to maintain this Punk-look all of the time.
Remember: In civilian-mode, vampiir is scaled, sexy black liquidity: the seductive look of
reticulated fetishwear, the slavish fit of fetish-grade latex, and the beguiling feel of serpent.
And, remember: In combat mode, this snakeskin body armor “appears” to be scaled, subtlyrippling blackness; an optical illusion that’s arousing and unsettling to even the strongest of minds,
which is why Onatopp wears combative reptilian in the kitchen and in the playroom.
Her lazaret is worn out of tradition; plus, just the sight of it really screws with most humans’
heads. Why she wears the Black MAX is anyone’s guess; one thing’s for sure, though, it ain’t for
protection!
Otherwise, she’s naked. Like all great carnifex she’s also a gourmet cook. The reverse, for
obvious reasons, cannot be said.

“As a rule, an un-living is the embodiment of photogenic
perfection. But there are faerie who affect imperfection;
sometimes it’s a fashion statement; sometimes it’s for
personal reasons; sometimes it’s for very religious reasons.
Always beware of the imperfect faerie, who’s less-thanperfect for religious reasons. Their scars, dimples, freckles,
wrinkles, crow’s-feet, etc., always symbolize something,
and it’s never a harbinger of good things for a Mundane.”
“Fats” Waller
Carnifex figure prominently in Kane’s life, of which Fats, the gangster, and Xenia, the assistant
coach, are the earliest examples. Her mother and the Holy Dame are the latest, but hardly the last
inquisitors that will taint her. The warrior influence is, not surprisingly, disequal parts: Sister
Elaine, The Gunny, Mary Miles Minter, Jaime Bergman, Laura Cover, Reggie Scott (Yep, that
Reggie Scott!), and the Champ. Like the Guild, of which she is a member, Mondo is an eclectic
mix of detective, torturer, and assassin, but, first and foremost, she’s an assassin trained in the
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Goon style. That’s what Fats, her first role model in the Professions, influenced her to be. We are
most, what we were first.
This post-modern is also a shootfighter. Thus, for her, the gun is her policy weapon, her primary
instrument of close-combat death. The blade is secondary. And hand-to-hand is a distant third. It’s
an obvious progression for the younger generation.
Examination tools, blades, and hand-to-hand, in that order, are her preference for excruciation.
It’s an order that bespeaks of her mother’s, Fat’s, Xenia’s, and Marta’s generations. Like her
influences, she’s a reflection of the past and the present.
“Das Kaff Zegin, liebe.”
“Yes, Mistress.”
Vicious saddles up. There are two additions to her gear: an inlaid vampiir baldric, with a
broadsword in its sheath, and Black OCX saddle-bags of the generic persuasion which have been
designed specifically to trap Ole.
Needless to say, the sword belt’s inlays are swastikas and the sword’s grip is onyx with a
Death’s-Head opal pommel.
Originally, Kane wasn’t going to take Gina along, but the younger girl needs to vent in the worst
way. Fucking just ain’t cutting it. Vicious has to kill. In time Gina will learn to mistress her
Specters better, but at this age she has her hands full.
“Done, M. Shall we breakfast?”
As of late the girl’s voice has become husky and slightly breathless with nervous excitement:
telltales of M.O.P.P. at its zenith.
“We shall breakfast after we visit the playroom.”
“For something to take the edge off?”
“For something to take the edge off.”
“I’m sorry for being so inimical of late, M.”
“No need to be sorry. You’re only inhuman, after all. It’s Our nature to be predatory. Thus, it’s
quite understandable when we get M.O.P.P. from being unable to sate.”
They exit the room and quickly ascend the spiral stairway which runs the length of the Abbey’s
central core. The stairway is a masterpiece which Kane never ceases to be in awe of.
Gina’s thoughts are of Mondo, as usual.
I never cease to be in awe of M. In spite of what I’ve said and done of late, she loves me even
more. Etta-pus understands me, just like my mother always did. I will never disgrace her. She only
deserves the best from me: SVSV, Serious Violence for the Seriously Violent.
Likewise, Mondo’s thoughts are of Gina.
I’ve never had a child, let alone a faerie one, yet raising a kid comes so easy to me. It’s like I’m
an old pro at it. Gina needs, I give. And somehow, I always know exactly what to give her. Another
part of the mystery I’ve decided not to unravel. Some things are better left alone, like manpaks,
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jumpsuits, coveralls, and all dat.

“In 1914, Britain had rather vague war aims. For example,
the defense of civilization against the beastly Hun.”
Winston Churchill
“So, you allowed yourself to be goaded into a fight that easily. Well, all I can say is, you
Skinheads do have a well-deserved reputation for hotheadedness. I hope in the brief time you’ve
been affiliated with me that our association has cured you of such nonsense. And if the nuns ever
inform me about a similar lapse in judgment occurring again, either on or off school grounds, there
will be hell to play young lady, and I’m mean from me in addition to that which those nuns will
have righteously spanked (beaten severely) into you. Capish?”
“But she said you were nothing but a jabroni (professional coward). So, I socked her one, and
made her take it back. That was freshman year, and so far, she’s not slandered you in my presence
again.”
“That knight’s squire spoke the truth. Just because it’s a truth that you, to this day, don’t wish to
face up to, doesn’t make it any less true. All assassins are cowards by definition. And when we kill
for a living, as I do, we’re professional cowards. Cowardice is our stock-in-trade. We’re the
backstabbing bushwhacking you-know-whats of the warrior caste. Knights and others of their ilk
have every right to classify us as jabroni.”
“Bullshit! You faced Xenia bravely in a monomachy, as bravely as any knight could.”
“My. My. We are feeling our oats and Wheaties this morning.”
“Excuse my outburst, M, but.”
“But, nothing. I did what I had to do in the plex for the sake of the Coven. Besides, it was either
face Onatopp, and maybe win absolution from her, or face the wrath of the other girls and certain
death. At least I had a fifty-fifty chance with Xenia. Know this. The only times I’ve ever faced an
opponent in a standup fight have been when I’ve had to. You can bet the farm that, if I’ve chosen to
take on a hit, I’ve figured the odds were overwhelmingly in my favor. And I’ve never been in a fair
fight, nor have I ever had the itch to be in one.”
Gina’s response is a telling silence.
“Now. That’s much better. Be what you is, not what you ain’t. When you return to school, you’re
gonna apologize to that squire and ingratiate yourself back into her good graces. Such friends as
her, friends that tell us the truths we don’t want to hear, but need to hear, are always our true
friends. Knights are bound by chivalry. They’re professional heroes by definition. But being
jabroni, like the torturer, we’re bound only by what we wish to be bound by. We kill by hook or by
crook. In sharp contrast, knights face the superior objective the same way they face the inferior or
equal one.”
“Which is straight-on?”
“Excellent. Which is straight-on. We, on the other hand, prefer to backshoot.” Then Kane adds:
“I know you don’t believe this right now, but when you finish your apprenticeship with me, I have
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no doubt that you will succeed in whatever assassinations you’re tasked, even if the tango is the
likes of me, even if the tango is me.”
Gina takes a deep breath. This is the moment of truth.
“I’m honored that you deem me fit to carry on your traditions, and.”
Kane waves the girl off, before she can finish.
“Remember to backshoot. Avoid stand-up fights with a passion. And always remember, that
where we assassins are concerned, the knight’s code of most honorable combat, the Way of the
Warrior, is a recipe for certain disaster. We are not, nor should we ever even try to mimic, chivalric
knights-errant. For the assassin, real world jousts should never be about face-to-face confrontations
fought on a level playing field where the better person always wins. Oft times as a mortal, I bested
many an infernal in the zone, who, face-to-face, was my better.”
“There are unconfirmed rumors that. Well. Did you ever snuff a Zoonie when you were
Mundane?”
Mondo only smiles at first, a smile that’s worth a thousand words. It’s a brilliant segway into an
equally brilliant answer.
“My. My. My. You are quite the fanatic.”
“And we aim to please.”
“Again, you remind me of me. So don’t ever fail me girl, ‘cause if you do, I will be quite put-out,
to say the least.”
Gina tears up a little.
“What’s wrong, baby girl?”
“Nothin’. Nothin’ at all. It’s just that. It’s just that my own mother couldn’t have said it any
better.”
“And I’ve never been seconded better than by you and I doubt seriously if I ever will. Just
remember to backshoot. I’ve always done well by cheatin’. Now, for some truth or dare. Testify to
me about military snipers and others of the Special Forces ilk.”
“Ah. Yes. Soldiers who are also trained assassins, just like Guild assassins are hauberk.”
“And a hauberk is?”
“An assassin who is also a torturer.”
Kane gives the girl a platonic hug and a kiss on the forehead.
“Quite so. Being brilliant is not a requirement in our chosen vocation, but having a sharp mind
always is. The mind must always be as sharp as the body, and the body must always be as sharp as
the vujcic.”
“So, say the Torturer to Her apprentice. Book Six, Verse Sixty-six, from the Tome of Screams.”
“That’s been my favorite since childhood. Great bent minds do think alike. Now remember: I’ve
never made it a habit of throwing-down on a target, and that’s with blade, gun, or hand-to-hand.
My key to maximizing the bushwhack and minimizing the throw-down is that when I’m not the one
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doing the homework, I always make sure to thoroughly review the pop tunes that I’m given.
Throwing-down a lot gets you a reputation and a reputation gets you dead.”
“I will be like the water that flows into the cup.”
Gina’s mock Orientalism causes Kane a brief chuckle.
“Now, when summer vacation ends and school resumes and you’re once more a second-string
back-catcher on your TAZ team, what new assets will you bring to the plex with you? Make it an
entertaining answer.”
“You’ve taught me to have an appreciation for the economies of scale that my coach had
patiently tried to teach me. When I return to the fold, I will have an openness which previously I
lacked. Now I can learn all that TAZ has to teach me. I will become a first-stringer, then Varsity.”
“Excellent. You have been raised to be a predator that is silent, deadly, and cruel. When you
reach Varsity, you’ll learn to maximize those killing efficiencies.”
“But you were like that before TAZ.”
“Like what?”
“Ice-water quiet, cruel, and smart. You were a cold-blooded methodical thrill-killer from the gitgo.”
“And what do I like most about the game (TAZ) and the game (contract killing)?”
“You like the reversal, when you’re the one gettin’ stalked.”
“Why is that?”
“’Cause it was your weak side. Now it’s your strong suit.”
“Yes. Now. Onto Club business. How goes the subcontract that we got from the Bureau?”
“Well. Of the seven, only your debutante and her lover are left.”
You can’t clone a faerie. But if they’re by-Embrace, you can make a close-copy of their beforelife.
“Boobytraps?”
“According to the Sprites he’s got the usual anchorite safeguards that you’d expect in the mind of
a modern-day human. She’s the esper challenge, a no surprise, since she is a Mundane near-copy of
you. The deb’s got some particularly inventive, quite nasty blocks. They appear to be homegrown,
self-installed, and self-contained, including a custom version of Bliss.”
“The Big B was also a personal favorite of mine. Bent minds do think alike. Seeing her will bring
back pleasant memories.”
An expression of annoyance passes momentarily across Gina’s face. She can’t imagine anything
pleasant about being mortal and she wishes her idol didn’t either.
“I wonder who close-copied you?”
“And I wonder if Candy One is the pick or the runt of the litter? Hopefully our Coven sisters can
force her to betray her client’s confidence.”
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They stop off at the playroom to check on things. Gina starts to go through the Hoax, and then
catches herself. She raps on it six times and opens it like it was a real door instead of a virtual one.
Just inside the door, Vicious waits appropriately for her Mistress. Kane nodes approvingly and
walks over to the Sprites. Gina pulls up the rear.
“So how goes it?”
“Lovely.”
“Bloody super. She’ll be a piece-of-cake.”
But before either Sprite can smart off more, Mondo stops suppressing her unnatural urges, urges
fueled by the gruesome torture scene laid out before her. The appropriate variation of her expected
facial metamorphosis triggers. This time it’s the most malevolent of the iterations. Once more, she
simultaneously looks like Medusa’s victim, the Gorgon’s handmaiden, and Medusa herself.
“Enough with the chatter. Capish?”
They node their heads in the affirmative. Neither wishes to incur Mondo’s wrath. Both have seen
first-hand the kind of epitaph crossing Kane, when she’s like this, can get you, an ire that scares the
bejesus outta ‘em.
“Continue with the interrogation.”
Now it’s the lovely overly-strident Kane and her equally-lovely unstrident Slave who step
backward to a respectful distance, and it’s the Sprites who step forward to dissect Candy’s mind.
“Mercy? None.”
“Death by inches.”
“First we ravish.”
“Then we eviscerate.”
“Fire-n-brimstone.”
“We be to you.”
“For ever more.”
It’s an ancient chant whose origins are shrouded in mystery, one of many mysteries born of the
Citadel. Candy’s horrific screams fill the chamber as the Sprites take turns Touching her, ghosting
their hands through her forehead into her frontal lobes.
Such suffering is music to Kane’s ears. Kane marks and paints herself. Then, she invokes her
Awful. Next, she assumes that bent-back posture associated with Mundanes of extreme age. Lastly,
she assumes the essence-de-essence of faerie ritual difference, the crone’s-walk.
Gina succumbs, willfully and willingly, to being mesmerized by the deceitful enchantment that’s
being weaved about her Mistress. Caught up in this whirlwind spin, she looks dreamy-eyed at the
spellbound pawn.
Yes, pawn, ‘cause that’s what Mondo has become through the agency of Mildred’s Syx, Marta’s
Kef, and her own bent desires. Mondo’s now the enthralled plaything of an Elder, a long unspoken
of wish of hers that’s finally being fulfilled.
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Being Daemon-likens, Sprites like Lilly and Rose are also able to chime in on this powerful
intoxicating silliness. They too become thralls.
The curtain falls. Darkness rules supreme, blacker than black, black as the fuligin of combative
vampiir. It’s an empty-darkness, totally black, that can be unsettling to even the strongest of minds.
I’m an accomplice to my own destruction. And for a time, there is no me. But in the end, there’s
only little old me, the minion of no one and nothing except of course to pain.
“Jeez, Lady Catherine. How impolite. You’ve started without me.”
Cathy looks up and stops playing with herself.
“And where’s your lovely shadow these days?”
“Where one would expect her to be. She’s just outside the door watching our backs.”
“I wasn’t aware that mine needed watching?”
“Better safe than sorry.” Then Kane adds: “Now. May I?”
Cathy looks astonished at first, a fleeting response, then pleased.
“You may.”
Cathy leans back prone on the slab; legs spread board-straight; arms held rigidly at her sides. She
looks like a corpse ready to be fucked.
Kane bows deeply, voicing the Prayer of Respect verse cut with the Prayer of the Dead under her
breath. She bends over her friend’s crotch and pauses the respectful/reflective minute ROE
demands. She sniffs, and then eats Cathy’s fragrant genitalia. When she finishes the sodomy, she
French kisses the Lady Vampire.
Both girls go raggedy-ann. Some intense 66, that’s 69 done standing up, ensues.
Miles away, across town, in the poker room of the Rastenburg, money exchanges hands between
two Elders.
“You win again. And by the way, that’s quite a pair you have there, Milly, in Vicious and
Delicious.”
“Correction. That’s quite a pair we have there.”
“Quite so.”
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“If therefore he finds his army composed of raw troops or if
they have long been unaccustomed to fighting, he must
carefully study the strength, the spirit, and the customs of
each particular legion and of each body of auxiliaries,
cavalry, and infantry. He must know, if possible, the name
and capacity of every officer, tribune, subaltern, and
soldier. He must make his authority respected and
maintained by severity. He must punish all military crimes
with the greatest rigor of the laws. He must have sufficient
character to make himself inexorable toward offenders and
endeavor to give public examples thereof in different places
and on different occasions.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
As one would expect, their bang turns out to be a quickie. Anything more than a quick one would
cost ‘em an Onatopp breakfast; something you just don’t want to let happen when you’re one of her
girls.
“So, what’s with the slimline, Mondo?”
Cathy gives her roommate-for-unlife a knowing wink.
“A belated wedding present, in addition to the one you just got.”
“Oh. Goody.”
Kane opens the case. It’s an armorer’s masterpiece, and, as such, you’d need an Optical to see the
tachyon displacement that occurs when it’s opened.
“Sweets for my sweet.”
“May, I?”
“Of course. They’re yours, now. Ownership transferred and duly filed with all the proper
authorities.”
“I was wondering about the nature of that special delivery of yours. Now I know my guess was
correct about it containing very gooey gifts.”
“Quite so.”
Cathy lovingly handles the diamond pendant, before returning it to the attaché. She doesn’t
remove the mummified Mundane oddities, but she does gloat over ‘em. One is the left hand of a
pick-pocket. And the other is a Hand-of-Glory, the severed right hand of a recently hung murderer!
No magic can be performed in the oddities’ presence. And their owner can never be poisoned.
“I had the oddities pickled especially for you.”
“How positively ruthless of you.”
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“And they’re quite experienced. Maggie trained them herself. Sleep with them and they’ll tell
you all ‘bout it.”
“Sounds crunchy. Let’s eat.”
“But we just did.”
“Breakfast, silly dilly.”
Tit-for-tat without a stumble, more proof positive that she’s faerie reborn. Moonglow and I were
so very right concerning our initial judgment about Cannibal Annie’s true nature.
“Now, a present for your Slave.”
Cathy conjures a gift-wrapped box seemingly out of thin air.
“Oh. Parlor tricks. How quaint.”
Gina rushes in, gun drawn, having sensed the trick.
“Sorry, Mistress. But I felt.”
“Never mind. Come over here and get your treat.”
The roommates giggle foolishly as Vicious tears into the gaudy wrapping of her deadly surprise.
It’s an Auto-Union T35-FS tactical 3.5 mm flechette shotgun. When wielded by an expert-level, a
meatgrinder in this hand-held configuration is just as devastating as the tripod-mounted autocannon version. And these compact babies come with all the fixings, just like their larger, more
infamous, Bulldog siblings do: Fast-Scan, needle-loader (a magazine that replicates 12 GA.
flechette shotgun rounds), fully automatic, the works. Noticeably, it lacks the Kronik version’s
duckbill choke, a choke which can be adjusted for an oval blast pattern.
Gina slings the Bullpup crosswise across her back in such a way that she can swing it smoothly
forward without hitting, or interfering with the use of, her conventional shotgun, the school’s basedefender.
“Morgan Ltd., the parent company of Auto-Union, has been in the family for years.”
“Thank you, Lady Catherine.”
Cathy slaps the girl hard across the face.
“You’re welcome, child. Now. Your standard shotgun in exchange.”
“Lady Catherine, I can’t. The base-defender belongs to the school. You can have the magazine
and the Scan setup; those belong to me. I substitute my IAM for the stock FAM and add on the Fast
when I use the gun for my personals.”
“Then you shall be severely disciplined for refusing to obey me in this matter.”
“Let’s hit it or we’ll miss breakfast.”
“Quite so, Mondo. As for you, Miss Vicious, we’ll continue this lesson in obedience later.”
“Yes, Lady Catherine.”
Cathy slaps the girl even harder across the face.
“Stop hitting me, you fuckin’ stuck-up bitch!”
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“Better. Much better. I like this Slave of yours, Mondo. She can keep her Bullpup, and her
defender too. She’s earned the right.”
“Good thinking, ‘cause I’d sure hate to see her mop up the floor with you, using that perdy new
gun you just gave her.”
“Fat chance of that.”
This time it’s Kane who gives Cathy the knowing wink. Cathy goes wide-eyed, then lets loose
with a big belly laugh.
“You’re quite right. Let’s hit it.”
The trio makes last call with minutes to spare. The other girls have eaten under Onatopp’s
scrutiny and beat feet. With Xenia joining the trio, they gorge themselves on the home cooking like
there’s no tomorrow.
With the complexity of the gig, a full strike-team is called for. Xenia and Cathy are going along
for the ride, as well as Emily’s Ilsa, Ilsa Bender-Box, and another Ilsa, Ilsa Martin, the head of
security for Sanskirt Industries.
After washing the repast down with warm blood milk, Xenia and Cathy retire to their rooms to
saddle up, while Kane and Gina mellow out with some French necking and heavy petting in the
sitting room.
A hard slap across the face abruptly ends their drive-in session. It’s Kane, not Vicious, who gets
stung this time. The stinger is an enraged Ilsa Martin. Her face is livid.
“While you were off in some rum-soaked narcotic stupor, lapping rug, your clients were attacked,
you pathetic twit!”
“My. My. What a temper you got there, chief. Can’t ever be M’s girl with one of them. And just
for the record, chief, I use daiquiris, not rum, two dozen to be precise, as chasers for my dope.”
“And you’re a real screw-up! I told Lord Percy I should have been running the leash on the Holy
Dame and Sister Mildred from the git-go. Fortunately, I had the foresight to have them shadowed.”
“Bravo.”
“Stand up, bitch, so I can knock that smirk off your face.”
Kane goes eye-to-eye with the Witch, foreheads touching, the titts of her Amazonian clogs butted
up against the half-moons of Martin’s Frankensteinish knobs. Neither big girl gives an inch. It’s
Alamo time!
“That’ll be enough, Miss Martin.”
Cathy enters the room with the rest of the team. They’re SKK like Martin, which means
everyone, except for Kane and Gina, is sporting Razorbacks. And for good measure, slung
crossways across Xenia’s back is a huge pole-axe, the traditional weapon of Giants.
“As you wish, Lady Catherine.”
“Jeez, CK, things were just about to get interesting.”
“Shut up, Mondo. That’s enough. Now, what’s the report, Miss Martin?”
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“The Holy Dame and Sister Mildred were killed. They’re recuperating at the Governor’s mansion
under heavy guard. Somehow, we’ve lost the element of surprise. The preemptive strike proves Zoe
knows we’re coming.”
“Any changes?”
“We will insert as planned. Kane and Vicious will be static and the rest of us will be roaming.
But Lord Percy wants me in charge of the show instead of your old school chum.”
Gina starts to say something, but Kane cuts her off with a glance, before she can get a word out
edgewise.
“Let’s get this show on the road then.”
“As you command, Lady Catherine.”
Martin loads the gig’s pop tunes into everybody’s flip. After the whole crew has auditioned their
tunes, the lead four the so-called roamers in this deep six depart. The two trailers are left alone once
more.
“We won’t be eating, sleeping, or drinking until what one of four things happens?”
“Dame Zoe is destroyed, we’re destroyed, we’re recalled, or allied forces capture our target.”
“Excellent. What we two are about to engage in is the meat-n-potatoes of our off-world trade. It’s
what Guild assassins of our ilk are called upon do the most. I’m using the pejorative, because?”
“I’m your Slave.”
“Good. It’s called many things by different people, usually with vulgar connotations, but for
simplicity’s sake let’s call it Champs-Elysees. It always involves a power-that-be and it never
involves either ROE or AOR. It’s the dirty work, that’s too dirty for anyone else’s hands. But aren’t
there safeguards already built into The System which preclude the need for extreme prejudice like
Champs-Elysees?”
“No.”
“How so?”
“Grimm are agents of balance in the secular world. But their hands are tied by the law. They’re
either bound by a listing or the pass-go, the so-called Hoffa.”
“Continue.”
“Reapers are the Grimms’ counterparts in the sacred world. Reapers answer to the Church and
are bound by Redemption.”
“And?”
“This works fine for Earth-bound offenders, whether they be the powerful or regular joes-andjanes. It’s off-world that things get too-large for dealing with anyone other than the ordinary
citizenry. Therefore, we must have a free hand.”
“So, tell me. Who are these off-planet powers-that-be who warrant extreme prejudice when they
get out-of-line? Testify girl ‘bout the way it is OWO-style, the Off-World Order.”
“Ike referred to ‘em collectively as the MICC.”
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“Tell me about this most powerful group, which President Eisenhower called the MilitaryIndustrial-Church-Complex.”
“The Military-Industrial complexes of the world, the ones that sit atop the multi-world
conglomerates, control the non-academic secular. They’re all family controlled, even the publiclyowned ones whose shares are openly traded on Wall Street and it’s like. And all those families are
Catholic, even the ones who publicly profess to be otherwise. The Church controls the sacred,
regardless of what those misguided other churches and their idiotic followers think.”
“So, it seems that you’re not closed-minded to all that your TAZ coach has to teach.”
Kane head-butts the girl solidly.
“This, like Cathy’s slaps, is a reminder of what?”
“Equality.”
“Elaborate.”
“I’m the equal of anyone in the Coven.”
“Lady Catherine is a member of one of those controlling families. I’m the one who Dame Julia,
Cathy’s mother, commissioned to do the BC on Percy. Dame Julia needed someone she could trust,
and I was honored she chose me. The Dame died knowing her little girl had truly found her Prince
Charming.”
“And if he had proved to be the frog instead?”
“Someone would have been authorized, by both his family and hers, to persuade him that he was
to leave CK alone.”
“And, who would’ve likely done that dirty?”
“Me.”
Gina goes wide-eyed, nods approvingly, and then she asks the obvious: “Is Percy, like his wife, a
member of one of those deciding families?”
“Yes. And when you meet him, don’t be fooled by appearances. He may seem to be the harmless
debonair bon vivant, born of that contemporary British rarity, a titled-family with wealth and real
power. But, if he were only that, Cathy would’ve gutted him herself for even the minor initial
trespass of trying to pursue her romantically. He is, like Cathy, a ruthless brute beneath that refined
veneer. Never forget that, ‘cause you’re in their inner-circle, now.”
Again, Gina nods approvingly. In many ways the cagey girl is, like Mondo, much wiser than her
years. Phone gives Kane the go-signal.
“It’s time for us to make our get-away via the ray-dome.”
“Yes, Mistress.”
“We’re about to remind Dame Zoe about something she seems to have forgotten: no one is above
the law, not even one of them off-world powers-that-be.”
They materialize amidst Druid ruins setting atop a remote hillock on the largest island of an
archipelago. Electricity charges the air. Lightning strikes take out trees, among other things. The
others, at least Emily, must still be alive.
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Miles away, the hillock’s twin overlooks a stately courtyard filled with a phalanx of elite VASSS troops. The crack soldiers are decked out in Purge era uniforms. It’s enough to give Hitler’s
corpse an erection.
According to plan, when the roamers popped-in, which would’ve set off the base’s intruder alert,
Emily was to mate some fireworks: a severe electrical storm manifesting itself for a five-mile
radius, including the skies above Dame Zoe’s base, with the goal of causing Zoe’s ray-dome to shut
down.
Vicious merges with the tessellated stone floor. Kane blends into one of the massive standing
columns. Now the waiting begins, on an orb trillions of Light Years from Seen, where the twinkle
of stars like Rigil Kentaurus, let alone Alpha and Proxima Centauri, can only be seen by a Class A
Gibson array; twinkles who began their journey from their stars of origin, before the first
appearance of Skullduggery on Earth!

“Sure. I’m more than willing. But, do you really want
ketchup on your fish, or would you prefer to eat me when I
wasn’t on the rag?”
High School Prom Queen to her date
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The Other-2, If You Please
Part 2 of 2
“Queen of Heart and black as a bart.”
How could I have missed them? They stick out like a couple of sore thumbs. They’re the
disinterested, interested parties. They’re the ones who are busy taking notes and tallying scores.
They’re the ones my performance is really for. They’re the ones I have to convince that I’m the
queen of hearts, with a heart as black as a bart’s.
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Chapter Two
Razor-thin Negotiations
“Tall, Darque, and lovely too.”
My mind drifts somewhere in between. It’s my favorite way of passing the time on an ambush. I
rekall the first time I was mother’s sandman; reliving what-was in ‘graphic detail.
A skunk-works owner had cut corners, resulting in the usual disaster. He and the inhabitants of a
nearby town ended up as Insect fodder: another avoidable mess for the U.S. Army to clean up.
Relatives of the victims couldn’t put the pinch on the Bug farmer, since he was dead, so they hauled
mother’s ass into court. They lost their suit, of course. She decided to celebrate her victory by
treating herself to a trip to the Moon, where I spent the whole time watching her play poker in the
hotel’s casino. She fleeced the house. I’m sure the hotel management was overjoyed when she
cashed in her plastic chits and we checked out. Enough background. Now for the present-tense
replay.
As we descend the hotel steps, an angry knot of sign-toting protestors surges against the thin
“blue” line. Somehow the cops hold their ground. I stand by stoically, painted in the fashion of her
House.
“There she is! Kill her! Her spawn wiped out my whole family!” Yells a woman, who’s obviously
the ringleader.
“Kom and zet it. Die and zoin your vamily,” mother taunts, grinning from ear to ear, toothy
(jagged), and salivating profusely. That’s all it takes for things to go ballistic.
The Mundanes force their way through the riot squad. The ringleader pulls a gun from
underneath her duster. She draws fast, too fast! Her gat’s an MP5/40A3, a Gator! The instigator
fires. Others in the mob follow suit, as if on cue, drawing and smoking their Gators. All of the
aggressors shift into hi-gear from fast-forward. They’re wired on God-knows-what.
We take the offensive and spook into the crowd’s midst. Mother hacks away with her vujcic and I
fire away with my dartguns. Every move has a name and every death has a story. These muckers
picked on the wrong babes.
Neither of us stoops to a full-ghost against this rabble. We’re not talking ROE here. This is all
about A&B. Besides, quicksilvering to ghosts would make for much too much of a boring fight,
since it mostly involves slaughtering soft targets. Being in an enhanced state, at least the shooters
do offer some competition. We stick to fighting as paired-off apparitions: mother and daughter,
ying and yang.
Jeez, so many choices. I like this smorgasbord approach to mayhem. Too bad these all-you-cankill buffets so oftentimes involve fighting ghosted. And, as far as this buffet is concerned, it reeks to
high heaven of a test. I wouldn’t put it past mother to have tipped these lunatics off, anonymously of
course, about her lunar excursion. How else would they have found out?
Mother’s a former-spook out of the Old School. She’s a real Cold War G-Man. If she wanted to
go to the Moon, undetected by her enemies, she could do so, no sweat. Hell, she’s the girl who got
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Castro and Saddam. She slit their throats from ear-to-ear, while they slept in their well-guarded
palaces. In both cases she got in and out, totally undetected by two of the best security forces in the
world. It’s even whispered she could kill the President in his White House bed if she ever took a
mind to. But a true patriot like her wouldn’t ever conceive of doing such a thing. Nor is it a
scenario you should ever present her with, even hypothetically, if you value your continued
existence, that is.
Yes, this must be a test. The robes probably need confirmation that I’m good enough to be her
bodyguard, and mother’s gonna give it to them. A lot of innocent people are gonna die today just so
she can prove a point. And her enemies say she doesn’t have a heart. Jeez, how sensitive of her.
Not.
Mother gets caught in the bane of even a ghosted Ancient: sustained UDR crossfire. She topples
to one knee, the vujcic nearly dropping from her hand. Somehow, she manages to stay ghosted.
Somehow, meaning, ‘cause she’s an Elder. That’s reason number whatever for me to be so jealous
of them Ancients.
I spook into one of her attackers and blue-ghost. The fucker ceases to exist. Mother’s other
attacker, a twelve-year-old boy, instinctively redirects his fire at me. A good move, but he gets
sloppy, losing track of the undriven. He does me harm, but he also inadvertently shreds a trio of his
non-driving cohorts to death in a hail of friendly fire. He discovers the hard way what carelessness,
compounded by being overdriven, can get you.
Overdrive doesn’t turn you into the infallible Flash. It’ll make you quicker, quick healing, faster,
more resilient, even stronger. That’s its part-n-parcel, ‘cause it’s an enhancing adrenaline high.
And, yes, the real timers are irrelevant when you’re ‘driving, ‘cause an undriven’s quickest
movement is excruciatingly slow motion to you. But overdrive won’t make you mistake proof. You
can do wrong.
I spray the grief-stunned youngster, taking him out before he can recapture his composure. Oh
my God, what a rush! Eatin’ bullets, kickin’ ass, and never having to take names! This is what
being a sandman should always be about!
In ancient pre-gun times, it was considered unseemly for secular and Church elites to carry
weapons for protection, while traveling on long, perilous journeys between castle Keeps or PUVs.
That’s why the sandman was created.
Initially, sandmen were culled from the population of knights who were temporarily without the
employ of a regular liege. But, in short order, being a sandman became a full-fledged profession.
With its noble tradition of upper-crust personal protection, the profession of the sandman
flourishes in these modern-times of universe-spanning outer space trips.
Nowadays, it’s considered unseemly for the elites to defend themselves with anything, but a
blade, while they’re on their star treks.
Needless to say, their sandmen must carry guns. ‘Cause, romantics aside, blades may win a
skirmish or two, but they’ll never win the war. Guns are the ultimate martial art.
Moonglow’s been given enough time by my mirth-n-mayhem to pull a cheat, catch her second
wind, and rejoin the fray. She had grabbed an undriven mortal and quick drained the hapless
human to super-facilitate her healing. How did she muster the presence-of-mind, let alone the
strength, for a quickie, you ask? She’s an Elder, that’s how. And not only is she back, she’s
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recovered enough from her near-annihilation to be lethal again. In fact, mother’s vujcic seems to
hack with renewed zest and vigor. There’s nothing like being driven near The Long Kiss Goodbye
to get an un-dead’s juices flowing, both figuratively and literally.

“Learn it right and you’ll do it right for the rest of your life.
Learn it wrong and you’ll spend the rest of your life trying
to get it right. And in battle, you meatheads that get it
wrong, the rest of your life will be very short.”
Platoon Sergeant Steve Prazenka (of the “Bloody Bucket” Division of WWII)
Fade in. They’re here, a baker’s dozen, just like when I first encountered their Jasper-encased ilk
on Tyco. Oculars precede the patrol’s advance. The squad’s hovering eyes, which are the size of
softballs, are more SOP. This okey isn’t SS. They’re exclusively Brown Shirts. Party bases use
these brutal security forces to do all the sweep-n-cleans of their perimeters. They’re wolfpacking
us, which is their first and last mistake. How can that be, they would surely ask? Well. Well.
Skeptics in our midst. And it’s never wise and always suicidal to doubt a past-n-present mistress of
the ambush. Now to show them the error of their ways and the sheer terror of ours. And thanks to
Emily’s storm, there won’t be any cavalry popping in to the aid of these poor, doomed bastards.
When we take this crew out, Dame Zoe will likely take the intruder alerts seriously, which will be
too little, too late.
Being such a stickler for SOP, she’ll send in the Zucka next. They’ll be exclusively incubi and
succubi, the usual Daemon revenants. It’s been a coon’s age since I was last hunted by their kind.
And from the-word-go, the ace Panzer inclination of the Dame is quite obvious. These faerie
troopers are wearing Tiger Royals, with all of the latest GORE-TECH upgrades! So, needless to
say, the powered Suits have THX-shielded shoulder-mounted Panzerfausts and chrome-tipped
spikes of varying length jutting out at odd angles from their Hard plasticine skins. The troopers are
also toting mortilizer lances whose nanobyte inhibitors do carnage to faerie targets and mortal
targets that are juiced up on mutant healing factor.
Something tempts me to open my purse. But as soon as I do that, the Oculars will see the clutch’s
spatial displacement spell being invoked. Well. Well. Well. The powered Suits must be projecting a
self-flusher, an anti-concealment spell used to “persuade” prey into giving themselves away. I’ve
never, ever been stalked like this before! So, come closer, my dearest, so I can repay you for such
joy by making an androgyny out of you. Don’t bother to run, Joe, ‘cause you’ll only die tired. So
just relax, ‘cause if the shears be dull, momma’s gonna cut it off anyways.
Whenever THX-shielding precludes using a charming to turn remotes against their operators,
I’ve always got some equivalent trick up my sleeve. My jills slip off. I spit in ‘em and invoke a
charming of a different sort. I invoke a minor facsimile spell.
I’m gonna ghost-cast. The karma given off by a Druid edifice like this one is perfect for it. I move
gingerly through the column, letting its marble composition flow through me. I reposition myself to
the flank of the troopers.
Obviously, these Suit-clads aren’t practicing the infantry credo that “to have a nice day, you
never bunch up.” Seeing their backs is as good as seeing blood. Time to shed the softness. I
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abdicate to the marks, the paint, and the Awful, ‘cause I must advertise whose hireling I am. The
crone’s-walk I leave in the proverbial closet where it belongs. I will my stiletto-heeled platforms to
step out of the column. My Voodoo-image, which appears to be wearing my kicks, proves to be the
needed distraction. Some of the remotes take the bait and open fire on my ghost-cast. Those units
belong to the least proficient operators. Ain’t it a bitch whenever your gun does a Judas on you like
that?
Gina opens-up on the decoy-distracted as she emerges from the mosaic tiles. The Oculars and
the others are mine. I detach from the column, my Hogs reciting their invocations of death. A
minute into the recitation, Suzy-Q raises to the online position. I micro-beam the rest of our crew.
We have two minutes to finish these gooks off, before our storm cover is gone. Three minutes after
our cover’s blown, the Nazi ray-dome will be operational again.

“This is my rifle. This is my gun. One is for fighting. One
is for fun. Or is it? This is my rifle. This is my gun. One is
for fighting. Both are for fun. Yea. I like it dat better. My
perdy little teddybear.”
Unknown Boot
King Tigers taken down by a couple of fully-ghosted faerie is all about steel discipline, superior
technique, flawlessly-executed teamwork, and, most importantly, a whole lotta luck! But even with
that luck factored in, their deadly handiwork bespeaks of a real dynamic duo. Welcome to the
phemmes of your screams: living embodiments of predacious DNA most-profound.
The mayhem is over for now. So far, so good. Everything’s been by the book. A Biblical six of
the bodies have been dragged unceremoniously into the ruins’ center. And the rest have been
arranged in a heap. It’s on the latter that Gina uses her sword to behead and genitally mutilate. And
with time being at such a premium, she cracks open only one fish-bowl. A straight razor is used to
do the facial. The head the backwoods rube chooses to skin is a female’s, a no surprise. This
postmortem is just another reminder of how much of an ingénue, this hillbilly is not. What she is,
as her Southern drawl so aptly attests to, is a Reb au pair, a daughter of the Old South. That’s South
(Southern Mars). Yankees call it the Outlands.
And instead of revulsion, Mondo only feels a faerie’s genuine motherly pride about her little
Southern Belle’s cold-blooded atrocities.
Overhead, braving the still raging storm, rival meateaters swoop and dive, impatient for their turn
at bat. Their screeches compete with the clap of thunder for sonic supremacy. They’re called willo-the-wisps, and they’re anything but that, with their haggard old women’s faces and winged
reptilian bodies. If you subtract the wings, they would look a lot like demon-whores (succubi) do in
their native (deomonic) state.
“Heads-up, baby girl, we’re on the last of the leash.”
“Yes ’em.”
Gina finishes up and hustles into the ruins’ center where she stands back-to-back with her icon.
She’s got her traditional tactical shotgun at the ready and her avante garde meatgrinder out for the
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kill. The meatgrinder’s snap-shoot assault sling is the key to how the two shotguns coexist so
easily.
The storm ceases. Phone brings up the backdoor codes. These bandit accesses, plus the
Stonehenge, will allow Kane to lock pick the well-fortified Nazi compound when its spookingarray spooks the cavalry on site. That’s why when Kane does security consultation, she always
advises a client that, while it’s okay for their ray-dome to be an outie, it should never, for any
reason, be an innie. The advice is always given as a hypothetical, since ray-domes are forbidden
fruit.
“Ready to kill.”
“And ready to die, Mistress.”
“As I am, my little buttercup.”
Phone whispers to Mondo again, informing the Amazon that it’s time to get ta steppin’.
“Revolving door time. We spook off-site, as they spook on-site.”
One moment they’re in Druid ruins. The next moment, they’re center stage in a cafeteria,
standing upon its bulk-rate teleportation pad, knee-deep in corpses from the patrol they
bushwhacked, spewing death into dining troops. So far, surprise has been on their side. That can’t
last forever. While Gina keeps the restless natives at bay, blasting them into hamburger, Kane holes
a nearby portcullis.

“GENERAL MAXIMS. Men must be sufficiently tried
before they are led against the enemy.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
Real stealthy-like, something huge, featureless, and unimaginably deadly, smoothes back into a
void that’s just as unforgiving as it is. The klaxon blows three times as the gunboat resurfaces. This
juggernaut’s been on patrol for the better part of six months, doing what it does best: TCB, takin’
care of bi’ness.
“Mark?”
“160 spatials. But. They’ve got Gibson. We’re being tracked, sir.”
“Gibson-to-Gibson status?”
“Our Gibson’s EMP has their Jump engines down. They’re going no place. Their Gibson has had
no effect on our Leapers, sir.”
“So, they got the state-of-the-art peepers, but not the blinds. Good. I was in the mood for a game
of cat-swattin’-da-mouse. Hop to within sixty and naught.”
“Aye, sir.”
“Let’s see if they’ve got anymore of the classified NSA stuff onboard.”
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Twice the klaxon blows as the gunboat submerges, bending time/space in the same stealthy
manner it smoothed into it. The Locusts don’t have to wait long for those hints of what illegal stuff
the tango is packing.
Locust is the nick for a minerva grunt. It’s a direct translation of the slur in a now dead language,
coined by elite airborne units that no longer exist, of an alien race who were made extinct by the
Corps. That race was the Zonk-Bah!
The Zonk-Bah were the first of the gumbies to fall victim to a fighting force whose prime
directive can be distilled into three words: isolate, exterminate, eradicate. Isolate the alien
objective, exterminate their military, and eradicate their civilians. It’s a three-part slogan that
equates to a “nothin’ must be left standing, glass everything in sight” philosophy!
“Mark?”
“60 spatials. Hawker guided missiles and ARAKS torpedoes impacting on all sides. All boards
remain green. Everything’s still five-by-five, sir.”
“My. My. My. Looks like dat baby’s got teeth. ‘Cause somebody’s been very naughty indeed and
given them a whole parcel of the good stuff. Hop to within twenty and three.”
“Aye, sir.”
The gunboat dives, once more folding the space-time continuum between where it is and where it
is directed to be. It “broaches its sails” twenty-three spatial miles away from its previous Jump
point.
“Mark?”
“23 spatials, sir.”
“Status?”
“Armor deflection rate is at 80% and falling rapidly, sir.”
“Oh. Well. I guess we’ll have to respond, before they peel our flak jackets completely off.”
“Target acquisition and lock, sir.”
“Analysis?”
“Just launchers. No guns, sir.”
“Firing solutions?”
“Plotted, sir.”
“Rack them howitzers, Sparks. No need to waste our fish (torpedoes) or our sabers (missiles). So,
keep those launchers hooded in their cobra bays.”
“Aye, sir.”
Nestled ominously in their shrouded gunnery bays, massive forward railguns, with robust
omnidirectional sweeps, become repositories for the last word in infinite-mass Dense-matter
artillery shells, without even one key stroke being executed.
Once upon a time, directional mid-range mass drivers and short-range torpedoes fired by fixed
torpedo tubes, were a gunboat’s only offensive weaponry. That was in the by-gone era of the
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dreadnought, when missiles were ineffectual at best and launchers were problematic on a good day.
Then came the first gunless gunboats, the Avenger Class. They bristled with, the then, brand-new
technology of Box launchers, packing the wallop of Seawolf torpedoes that had a range of well
over 30 spatials, but no guns, not a one. By the time the Berserker Class came into being,
conventional wisdom had come full-circle, thanks largely to the advent of the Warlock mega-bore
Supergun. Finally, the combination of launchers and mass drivers found its place in the life of the
modern gunboat. Besides, what’s a gunboat without guns anyways?
Deep within the bowels of the boat, Captain Griffen “Give ’em Grief” de Ville, of the 1st Legion,
eases out of her captain’s chair; translation: she stops leaning against the astro-navigator. There are
no virtual windows in this CIC (combat information center) to sate the needs of humans for better
situational awareness. Then, again, there are no humans in the crew. The military learned a long
time ago that, on long-range patrols, where a crew must live in such close quarters for extended
periods of time, segregation equates to survival for mortals.
Optical-device read-outs and subdued lighting provide the bridge’s only illumination. The boat’s
hard-chargin’, ass-chewin’ skipper walks across the darkened command-n-control and stands
behind the seated Sparks, who’s the senior ballistic fire-control officer, the head back-seater.
Sparks, like all of his fellow back-seaters, is linked via a flip-up to a boat-wide tactical internet
that’s the most advanced in the world. The TCI system defines fire-n-forget. And since its
introduction, TCI has been the yardstick against which all such systems are measured.
Captain de Ville flashes her serrated teeth. Goin’ jagged ain’t regs, but neither is her Stetson,
pure snowy white faux bodice, or starched and pressed cavalry trousers. Always impeccable, says it
all.
At the hard-ass’ command is a USCMC Berserker-class gunboat: the latest in the long line of
deep-diving fast attacks to succeed the infamous Lightning gunboats of the early Colonial era. It
boasts a crew of 14 officers and 120 enlisted, plus a full offensive complement of two fast-attack
fireteams, six Mobile Infantry platoons, three Special Forces squads (one kill-team and two striketeams), one heavy weapons squad, two divisions of Diamondback Rattlesnake gunships, as well as
enough Viper dropships to deliver its phalanx of ten thousand Light-Drop gyrenes. These so-called
total-attack heavy-variants have all been sponsored by Senator Sandra H “Bad Tabitha” DaltonCavish. On an HV, there are not only Allison launchers which fire TCMS torpedoes that have a
range of over 150 space miles, there are also Morbeus Series One launchers which fire multiconfiguration Hades cruise missiles that have a range of over two thousand spatial miles! That’s
why it’s so often said that God speaks loudest through the armaments of a Heavy. And the frosting
on the cake is that the boat’s dropships and gunships are scramjet-powered hypersonic vehicles.
Current conventional wisdom dictates three general rules of thumb: use guns for planetary
bombardment in support of invasionary troop deployment, use Harpoons for ship-to-ship sorties,
and only use Tomahawks for the total decimation of large-scale population centers. Missiles are,
quite simply put, for turning cradles of civilizations into parking lots. But de Ville’s law oftentimes
overrules all that. ‘Cause de Ville’s law says, “Use what you got, use what feels good, and make
sure the batteries are Duracell fresh.”
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“Beat ‘em into submission. Make ‘em scream uncle. Then,
kill their kids, ‘cause that’s their future. Next, kill their
spouse, ‘cause that’s their present. Kill their parents, ‘cause
that’s their past. Do it right in front of their eyes. Use your
bare hands. Git dirty! Then, and only then, do you kill
them. And make it last. Any more questions, class, about
my philosophy on how I sensitize myself to alien cultures
which are oftentimes different from my own? Good. I see
there aren’t any. Now. Let’s turn to page 156 in our State
Department textbook on first contact protocols.”
Captain Griffen de Ville, DSN G-109 (professor emeritus, Mobile Infantry
Academy)
“Weapons are hot, sir.”
“Reach out and touch someone for me, Sparks. Let ‘em see the face of their annihilation.”
“Fire in the hole, sir.”
A salvo of shells is hurled FTL into the retro-fitted Lightning, by the 300mm artillery system.
One moment the eight-man crew of the Lightning is there, the next moment they’re not. They never
knew what hit ‘em. And the Lightening was hardly the push-over its sudden disintegration would
imply. Besides a cornucopia of NSA goodies, that it wasn’t supposed to have, the boat had all the
latest unclassified upgrades, including generation-2 power armor! But even that wasn’t enough to
survive bombardment by, the still, ultra-classified Warlocks of the Berserker.
The LZ is completely shielded, so, using TDS to deploy the Troopers is out of the question.
Dropships will have to be employed.
“Chief,” Captain de Ville booms over her comm-link.
“Sir?” Responds Senior Chief Petty Officer Victor Tycoon, just as loudly, over his comm-link.
Tycoon is the COB, the Chief of the Boat. He’s the senior enlisted man.
“Chief. Give the go-order. We’re armed and hot. Gibson indicates clear skies right up to the
event horizon.”
“Troopers are framing up, sir. Deploying two platoons of Mobile Infantry using dropships Zebra1 and Charlie-2. The DSs (dropships) will power broach orbit in six winks.”
“Outstanding, pappy.”
Captain de Ville sits back on her throne (translation: she walks back over to the astro-navigator
and leans up against it once more), and she violates another reg by puffing on her stogie, a Havana,
no less. She can hardly wait to meet her former CO’s niece. Word is: this Mondo Kane’s quite the
looker, and a deadly fish to boot.
“All blastermen commence planetary bombardment. I want this op over by the dinner bell.”
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The other back-seaters busy themselves, working their big guns. Grunts jokingly call ‘em “Bigbig guns that make boom-boom.”
“Jeez. What was that?” Gina questions, as the ground shakes like a major earthquake just hit.
What Gina has no question about, is the security of their six, having laid down suppression fire
into their flank, discharging her perdy new shotgun through the ruined portcullis. Her olddependable is slung back in the ready position.
Mondo has point. She’s the enforcer who’ll hose down anyone or anything that gets in their way.
This is good, ‘cause they’re boxed in with no place to go, but forward.
If they don’t link up with the other girls as planned, they’re gonna be yesterday’s toast. Like any
pro would, they hope that sterling intel, flawless planning, and plain dumb luck will make things go
shiny-side-up for them.
And in spite of Gina’s supposed propensity for the life and bravado of the knight, she shares
Kane’s fish-out-of-water feeling, which is punctuated by an underlying uneasiness. The reason for
this is quite simple. Both girls have to face the people they’re taking out, which is hardly the norm
for someone in their chosen profession. Deprived of their comforting bushwhack, they’re acting, no
pun intended, extra vicious. Avowed chickenshits are like that.
“It’s the Colonials, I’d wager.”
“Marines?”
“Now you know that a handful of us cutthroat girls couldn’t be expected to whip all these big bad
Nazis, without some help.”
The sarcasm in Kane’s voice is obvious.
“Yes ’em, Mistress Kane.”
Gina is more than glad to join in on the tease.
“You know our Coven must be well connected to rate assistance like this from the Corps. Now,
aren’t you so glad you’re one of us, pilgrim?”
“Yes ’em.”
“Jeez. I think I’ve broken a nail.”
Vicious can’t help from giggling. Their verbal exchange is quite the informal jam session. It’s all
head arrangements, as one would expect of faerie warrior caste in such a life and death situation.
But their dispatch is all business, as amply displayed in the Druid ruins.
And they’ll need to be that no-nonsense, as well as talented, to succeed, ‘cause Dame Zoe spent
fourscore years of advanced magical studies at the Arkham campus of the University of Miskatonic
while pursuing her doctorate in Thaumaturgy. But she’s more than just a Nazi trickster with a fancy
Th.D., although that in itself is impressive enough. She’s also a Giant, a member of a race whose
spellcasting is on par with such major leaguers as Witches and Wraiths. And there lies in the real
challenge.
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As they hover round a corner, after first making sure the coast is clear, they begin to feel a buzz.
Then severe vertigo sets in. Before their bodies start reacting in a real nasty way, they both go
solid. It takes all three of the mansion’s AJA Corp Grade 9 Shield Generators to manifest the field!
“A dampening field, and it’s got ever-shifting frequencies. How quant. Looks like we’ll be
keeping the ghost and spook to a minimum, until our bodies can assimilate.”
“We’ese make our choices and pick our poisons. Still, it’s hard to believe she chose dampening
to be the extent of her inner sanctum’s auds (automated defenses).”
“Believe it. She doesn’t trust autos and I agree with her. It’s better to put one’s trust in flesh-nbones, instead of machines. That’s why people of our persuasion flourish.”
“You’re right. I noticed how easily you fooled those shoulder-mounts using a charming.”
“Tell the truth, now. Be fair. It was only the rookies whose guns were fooled by my razz-matazz.”
“Now, you be fair. Even the experienced operators were having a hard time keeping theirs from
being decoyed by your facade.”
“I concede the point.”
“Thank you, Mistress Kane.”
“Pop quiz, baby girl. Suggestions, please, on how we can still salvage the ambush, spice up the
game, and prolong our usefulness as Judas Goats in one fell swoop. I’m all points. Let’s see how
smart you are tonight.”
“Said the Unknown Sergeant to her command.”
“How’s ‘bout that suggestion? I’m still all points.”
“How’s about astral projection?”
“Can’t. Dampening field won’t allow stable aural displacement.”
Vicious shrugs her shoulders and pops a wad of chew in her mouth.
“How-ese ‘bout we fight like sneaky-ass, back-stabbing Elves, and employ walk-about? It ain’t
ghosting, but it’ll have to do for now, milady.”
Walk-about is a favorite technique of the Martian Militia. Axiomatic to it is perception distortion.
You use this coupling of overdrive and PD to become a blind spot in a person’s field of vision.
Since your partner can also lose sight of you when you walk-about, thus exponentially increasing
the chance of misadventure by friendly fire, it’s considered suicidal for anything larger than a twoperson team to use it. And, even then, it’s dicey at best, even if the duo strictly adheres to a stand-nshoot strategy, with both operators employing a standard “slice of pie” shooting pattern so that their
fields of fire won’t overlap. Flying in the face of all of this conventional military wisdom and
battlefield best practices, the M&M loves using walk-about in four-man teams, which don’t use
stand-n-shoot. And needless to say, the Militia’s success rate is nothing less than phenomenal.
“Excellent idea. I wonder why I didn’t think of that.”
“Jeez. Maybe that broken nail distracted you?”
“That must be it.”
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They both share a hearty laugh.
“SHS too?”
“Excellent. You’re makin’ Mistress proud, tonight. Oh ho. I sense that we have company
coming.”
“So do I.”
“Let’s receive them.”
“Lets.”
The treat (talented amateur) and the trick (seasoned professional) stop and ready themselves for
the half-dozen cloaked Corporates (corporate marines) in bulky powered Suits, bunched up by the
narrow hardened corridor, the detritus, and the troopers’ own stupidity. Never try to sneak up on
faerie if you’re cloaked, ‘cause it just don’t work. As soon as the patrol rounds the bend, the girls
open fire.
Everybody’s vision is enhanced. Everybody’s overdriven. In other words, the corporeal Lovelies
and the troopers are omni (all-seeing) as well as quicksilvering at the ghosting-threshold. But the
playing field is hardly level. Sound familiar?
Because they’re employing walk-about, the girls are, at most, like the flickering shadows that you
kinda-sorta-maybe see out of the corner of your eye; flickers liken to those just beyond the
illumination of that lava lamp or strobe light.
There’s just too many of ‘em and they’re too close-for-comfort. I can’t take the chance that the
old-reliable will work, even against these dumbos. I’d better to take my chances with some of that
Faerie Massacre stuff. Who am I kidding anyways? I ain’t doing stand-n-shoot, ‘cause I think it
sucks!
Kane moves away from Vicious, causing Gina to lose sight of her altogether!
To minimize hitting Mondo by accident, Vicious employs a standard “pie slice”-shaped field of
fire when she sprays the soldiers. Gina’s concern for her partner’s welfare doesn’t cause her a
moment’s hesitation, though. ‘Cause people, even her beloved Etta-pus, are expendable, the job
isn’t.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!”
“I’m hit.”
“Can’t see them.”
“There’s one of them over there.”
“Switch Visor frequencies up to tang. Prey are using walk-about.”
Talk about dumb. Their Visors should have been tang from the git-go.
“Fall back, marines.”
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“If the enemy is in range, so are you.”
Murphy’s Rules of War
There’s only silence. Ruination clogs the passageway and taints the air blood red. Kane uses her
dagger to “pike” the Corporates’ necks.
And Gina gains renewed respect for the big girl that fate has paired her up with. Although
Vicious lost sight of the Kane in the firefight, Kane obviously never lost sight of her.
Gina was taught walk-about by a Mimic cousin. But Kane’s knowledge of, and proficiency in the
use of, this obscure arcane have nothing to do with a faerie relative schooling her in a discipline
rooted deeply in the martial arts traditions of Martian hillbillies. And Kane’s prowess is quite
impressive. ‘Cause as expert-level as Gina is, Kane is obviously on another level indeedy, which
says volumes, ‘cause Gina is a homie.
Gina only thought she knew everything there was to know about walk-about. Kane has proven
her mistaken. Kane’s use of walk-about reminds Gina of another such suicidal demonstration of it
in a group setting. And Gina knows better than to breathe her suspicions to anyone.
Six humans, their identities still unknown, utilizing walk-about, pulled off the Faerie Massacre
without mischance! It happened on Valentine’s Day, five years ago in Chicago, during one of those
rare turf battles between made-mobsters when the big boys go at it toe-to-toe.
On a level playing field, no one gang could stand up to Trixie’s; Trixie being Fats’ younger
sister. So, the other Families, under the leadership of Jimmy “The Greek,” pooled their resources
and collectively took on the city’s Mob queen-of-queens. Since it was crooks killing crooks, and no
innocent taxpayers were involved, the cops, as expected, adopted a hands-off policy. Slow, but
never too proud to ask for help from big sister, with her back to the wall after two straight weeks of
fierce fighting and her gang all but exterminated, a desperate Trixie finally accepted Fats’ care
package, and the rest is history.
They move on, stopping only at irregular intervals to set up more ambushes. Behind them stalks
the Zucka, who found their calling cards back at the Druid ruins and in the cafeteria. The ranks of
the girls’ pursuers are being progressively thinned by boobytraps the duo leaves at the ambush
sites, which is good news, ‘cause the opposition they’re encountering is growing progressively
stiffer.
The opposition started off as cannon fodder, with the Corporates. Their powered Suit insignia
was Bendix Corp, a tidbit Kane stores away for future reference, if there is a future. Right now, the
opposition is all gargoyle SS in Gen13 Ranger-armor, packing Bullpups.
Suddenly the passageway opens up and forks, just like it ought to according to the girls’ sterling
intel. All hell breaks loose. It’s a trap, and they’re played like a couple of ten-penny violins. The
rocks come alive with death. Scores of stalactites and stalagmites corporalize into troopers. The
troopers de-morph with guns blazing, Visors on tang, and shoulder-mounts that are THX-shielded,
and these operators are expert-level. Against this the girls abandon walk-about and become ghosts.
They were saving the showing off of their renewed ghost-addressability until a rainy day. That
rainy day hath cometh.
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Sometimes you can be too civilized for your own good. Sometimes you can be too country.
Conventional wisdom says it’s best to stay the middle course; Gina doesn’t. She’s 100% USDAChoice redneck and proud of it, which is good, ‘cause being from the ‘hood saves the life of this
homegirl.
Something leaps out of Kane’s possibles and explodes. It’s an elemental of Mondo’s own design
and creation: her in-vitro git.
Gina ignores the white-hot noise in her head. She goes primal, a primal priestess of ultra-kink,
firing her Bullpup into the disoriented SS troopers.
Kane sweeps the chamber with bullets and grenades, hittin’ ‘em high, as Gina hits ‘em low. Since
it was Mondo’s git, she’s unaffected by its psychic shock wave.
Gina’s running on pure instinct. Kane’s already running on her own brand of instinctual ferocity.
Unfortunately, the duo’s early advantage is quickly lost, as the crack soldiers who survived the
twosome’s counter-offensive, manage to shake off enough of the cobwebs and fight back. And
there’s many more than two of them.
Behind the two girls, down the tunnel they just exited, the stalkers draw near. The duo faces the
end-game and their certain annihilation. Both are ready to learn the deadly lesson that can only be
taught the hard and permanent way. It’s called Death 101.
Then, in the midst of all of this chaos, a familiar voice yells something so corny; it could’ve been
plucked out of a John Wayne movie.
“For the glory of Imperial Rome, Legionnaires, forward into immortality.”
The socialite’s timing is impeccable, ‘cause this is where and when the two teams were supposed
to rendezvous, crushing the known opposition in an off-standard pincher move. Critical mass is
reached. The assassins regain the upper-hand, although with difficulty. It’s Deja vu: the alley on the
Moon, minus the Uglies. Same slaughterhouse, different name-brand. Phantom-works is phantomworks, no matter how you slice it.
What’s left of the pursuing Zucka emerge from the flanking tunnel. They get promptly chewed
up by the ballsy backwater shootist-babe with the meatgrinder. It looks like they got it right: shinyside-up.
Hit ‘em hard. Hit ‘em fast. And never ever give da sucker a break: odd, even, or otherwise.

“If you can’t kill ‘em with kindness, girls, then just kill ‘em
and hurry up about it. I wanna get drunk.”
Unknown Sarge
Everywhere you look the bodies are piled up like cordwood. The girls have proved their mettle to
the jarheads. They know how to fire their guns in-country. Their muzzle-discipline gets them the
thumbs-up from the Marines, which is heady stuff indeed.
Gina decapitates the wounded using needle rounds from her meatgrinder to do the hem stitch.
Xenia prefers the old fashion method of beheading with an axe. Lady Catherine and her girl Miss
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Martin have gone down one of the sidetunnels that the Armageddon-clad Marines haven’t gotten to
securing.
Captain de Ville, who has just walked over, is being entertained by an unpainted-n-unmarked and
no longer Awful, Mondo Kane, ‘cause, after all, the cabbie’s got to be tipped. And as Old School as
it sounds, Captain de Ville has her spurs strapped on her spit-shined jay-bees.
“So, you’re Mondo Kane. I’ve been waiting to meet The General’s niece.”
“I’m nothing special.”
“That’s not what I hear. And that’s not what I see.”
“Looks can be deceiving.”
“Not to these old eyes.”
Mondo says nothing.
Smart girl. This fleshpot knows when to keep her mouth shut. She’s got beauty and brains, just
like I’ve heard and just like I like.
“Well. When you girls finish up down here, Lance Corporal Irish ‘Sheena’ McCalla will escort
your party surface-side to its assigned drop-ship. I’ll see you again boat-side on the G-109, where
you can begin your torture of Dame Zoe.”
The lance is in Lights. A Hog is nestled in her low-riding, SWAT-style Black holster. It’s the
kind of drop-leg pistol Mag pouch whose ease of draw-action can make any pistolero cream.
McCalla’s holster, gun belt, and adjustable leg strap are Nylonex and have Fastex releases.
“That’s very white of you, captain.”
“Quite so.”
Captain de Ville invokes a Zippo to light up her cigar. She walks off smiling, puffing on her
Havana, escorted by a heavily-armed squad of Marines in Lights. This squad of grim-faced
SpecOps gyrenes are all toting the Recon’s favorite, the Stoner Imperial drum-fed light machine
gun, the all-purpose way to ameliorate any threat.
The American Imperium was built upon the proverbial back of this CAM LMG workhorse. It
will chamber EAA in the .308, .30-30, and .30-06 (caliber 30) calibers, as well as four magnum
calibers: .300, .330, .338, and, the decidedly-infamous, .350 reach-out-n-touch-ya. They’re all long
configuration, of course.
We’re talking about grunts with Longbow firepower. As Gunny Burke likes to say, “In the good
old days of the Stoner 63, every gyrene had the real deal to kill with.” And, needless to say, each
Stoner sports a three-point Ching sling, ‘cause anything else would be verboten.
Cathy emerges from the sidetunnel alone.
“Where’s Martin?”
“Recovering from an unfortunate spelunking accident! She stumbled!”
Cathy’s eyes are glaring. She’s foaming at the mouth.
McCalla steps discreetly out of earshot. She didn’t get to be a Lcpl being stupid.
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“That stupid cunt thought she could steal my husband from me! Something that just wasn’t goin’
to happen! He’s mine!”
“Besides, she insulted me, which was the straw that really broke the camel’s back. Right?”
Mondo jokingly interjects.
And if anyone else had dared such levity, she’d have killed ‘em on the spot. CK is, after all, her
mother’s daughter: utterly ruthless to a fault. Instead, Kane’s jest causes Cathy’s brooding mood to
lighten up.
“Quite so. After all, Moonglow did think a lot of you. Quite a lot of you.”
Kane doesn’t miss the none-too-subtle sexual inference.
“An errant plaything of Percy’s, who got ambitious and forgot her place, huh?”
“Yes. It’s like Moonglow always told me, ‘If you marry a romantic, they’re bound to wander and
have playthings, which is okay as long as their whores remember that you’re the wife and they
aren’t.’”
“I’m sure you have her undying loyalty and respect now.”
“Quite so.”
Martin staggers into the cave, battered-n-bruised. Her injuries from being cold-cocked, and
subsequently stomped into the mud, haven’t had time to heal yet. Although killing an adulterous
spouse’s lover is still murder, no faerie has ever been prosecuted for it! Fortunately for the paleskinned Witch, she’s a valuable employee, and the nuns were able to imbue CK with a sense of
economy that was never possessed by Lady Catherine’s mother.
“Did you sucker-punch her?”
“Now that would be telling.”
“How unladylike. What would Dame Julia have said about you decking the help?”
“Why didn’t you flatline her you fuckin’ idiot-ass daughter of mine? Dat dere fancy finishing
school I done waste my money on sending you to has made you into a soft-n-daft, fit only for the
company of da shittin’ rich-n-useless.”
“Wrong. She’d say, ‘Did you use your grandmother’s brass knucks on her, Dead Girl?’”
They hi-five and share a giggle. When Martin reaches them, Cathy resumes her genteel, lady on a
fox hunting persona. The crude brute can be quite the proper vision when she wants to. It’s a talent
she inherited from her father.
Mondo chooses to assume the posture of the stoic assassin/sandman on an outing.
The blue-blood security chief is composed and acts like nothing has happened. Martin is related
to the British Royal Family. Her good breeding, flawlessly-spoken Queen’s English, and perfect
upper-crust look-n-manner are highly sought after by the wealthy, especially those who don’t
possess such attributes.
Martin’s family has a long and distinguished tradition of providing discreet security to monied
clientele. So, it’s quite understandable how she became Lord Percy’s favorite extra-marital affair.
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“Of the enemy, the Spartan never asks, ‘How many?’ The
Spartan only asks, ‘Where?’ ‘Cause superior training and
meticulous planning, flawlessly executed, along with pure
dumb luck, are always the deciding factors in battle.”
Author unknown
The ascent in the dropship is uneventful. But its stark interior is a portent of things to come.
Accommodation for the living is an afterthought. The evac passengers are caged upright in LAMs
that line the walls of the deployment box. A hatchless bulkhead partitions the cattle car off from the
cockpit.
Lisa and Xenia chat away. Martin and CK just stare at each other, employee and employer, all
trace of malice between them is gone thanks to a girl-to-girl talk from Mondo, who’s taking a
catnap right now. Kane’s mired in her usual swamp of deep thoughts, which are rift with dangerous
introspection.
Light-Drop regulars sport bandannas, while Special Forces wear headbands. Both groups of
MAX-clads are partying in spite of their confinement in LAMs. Baluga caviar and MREs are
washed down with Dom Perignon. And there’s the usual chest beating from these cocky,
swaggering bastards and bitches.
A copper-haired leatherneck blows sweet kisses at Gina, who blows even sweeter ones right back
at the PFC. His rugged good looks appeal to the girl. She hopes the Elf is Zealot, ‘cause handsome
or not, that’s the only way she’ll have anything to do with dat Adonis.
Master Chief Petty Officer Dizzy Flowers empties another magnum of Dom all-by-his-lonesome.
This was a good day. After half-a-week of inactivity, cooped up in the boat, he got thirty
confirmed-kills in today’s incursion.
McCalla keeps sober, unfed, and her eyes on that Kane girl. She’s heard a lot of things about that
partygirl from her Uncle Gus. Mondo has made quite an impression on the old salt, and that in itself
says deadly volumes. If Mondo makes any wrong twitch, she’ll blow the girl’s exceedingly-pretty
head off. She’s already got the okey-doe-key to do so from the skipper. When Marines get scared,
they get cautious. And, right now, McCalla is feeling very cautious around dis here Mondo Kane.
“I wonder how this Kane slut will receive us, High-Baroness.”
“The way she needs to, Grand-Duchess.”
There are only the two of them in the ready-room. They’re dressed in see-thru choker-style
bodystockings that are skintight of course, with plunging crisscross bustlines and deep V backs.
Their backseamed huggers are paradoxically known as cover-ups.
Baroness Parker Posey’s figure-hugger is royal blue, signifying that she is to the Nation of Hate
what a Dame is to the Nazi Party. The word “bitch,” in white lettering, graffiti the legs of her
hugger.
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Duchess Sasha Ludicrous’ hugger is fleshtone. Its color and her title mean that she’s what
Skinheads euphemistically call a “righteous snap-crackle-n-pop,” the equivalent of a Papal legbreaker. The word “slut,” in white lettering, graffiti the legs of her hugger.
Runes are scrawled all over their bodies, including their shaved heads. The spell-writing on their
slick scalps translates as “hair no grow.” It arrests plumage regrowth. The rest of the symbols
scripted on their bodies are lewd slogans of hate that pre-date humankind by two million years!
Both Vamps sport holstered vujcics. And their lace-up kickers are knobs, the footwear of choice
for female members of The Nation. Girl Skins, so-called Slice Girls, call ‘em “the shoes from
tramps-r-us.” They’re wearing the 6-inch-high version of that boot, the version that’s identical to
the hideous, granny-style ankle boots worn by nuns who teach in Convent Schools: titts, 6-inch
stiletto heels, uppers that are 6-inches high, and trick “quick lace” front laces.
The versions worn by teaching nuns are called strappers, a name given to the boots during the
First Martian Inquisition by their originators, the Obscene Order of torturer-nuns. They were later
renamed when TAZ-shootists adapted them for use in the plex.
“And, longtime ally or not, you should’ve put some paper out on that tart Zoe before she became
such an embarrassment to us.”
“I agree. A missed opportunity. But she’s been caught and soon she’ll be neutralized. Problem
solved.”
“Except that Outsiders will be privy to our mistake. During her examine everything will come
out.”
“Can’t be helped. After all, it’s not like we could’ve cleaned up this mess in-house. Besides,
there will be no Party reprisal against our klan as long as we hold up our end of the bargain. I have
the Holy Dame’s word on that.”
“Bah. Humbug. She’s not of the Nation.”
“You talk too much, sometimes, Sasha. And this is one of those sometimes. The Holy Dame is
Horseman.”
Sasha assumes extreme POR.
“Forgive me, milady. My life is forfeit.”
Parker pats Sasha on the top of her scripted chrome dome.
“Good girl. I forgive you. Now, stand up and greet our honored guests. Remember, unlike Dame
Zoe, our ace-boon-coon the Holy Dame has never failed the Nation. Nor will our middleman,
Mondo Kane, fail us regardless of how that rough-n-ready Texan may personally feel about us; our
most trustworthy sister, the Countess von Klaus, has given me her personal guarantee on that.
‘Nough said! In six hours, midnight sharp, we will see what kind of deal this Mondo Kane has
brokered for us.”
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“Groovies like to say, ‘Live fast. Die young. Leave a goodlookin’ corpse.’ But I like to say, ‘Be immortal never die.
Be good-lookin’ forever.’”
Emily Virginia Dickens-Klaus
(Countess von Klaus)
When the Marines step through the dropship’s outer hatch, they end up in the hangar in which the
Viper rests. But when McCalla and the girls step through the same portal, they end up in their
bivouac, the ready-room.
Posey and Ludicrous walk over to Vicious. The three Vandals exchange 4-EVER hand signs.
Kane refuses to acknowledge the duo’s existence, much to Vicious’ consternation. Instead, Mondo
disarms, disrobes, and sacks out on one of the bunks.

“Everybody is fair game. That includes you, boss, if you
ever take a notion to fuck me. Capish?”
Constance Ann Smith
“Wake up, you lazy ass, insolent cow. It’s midnight. Powwow time.”
The touch is as familiar as the whispered voice, it’s Sasha. Mondo reluctantly opens her eyes.
Gina has snuggled up next to her. Kane’s handmaiden is awake, but quiet. Sasha hand signs toward
the head. Kane and Vicious follow, careful not to disturb their slumbering comrades. When they
step through the privy’s hatch, Parker seems to appear out of nowhere, thanks to walk-about.
Mondo suddenly feels a glamor being weaved. The hate mongers want absolute privacy, but
Kane will have none of it. She gestures slightly with her hand and the glamor dissipates.
“Sorry. But I prefer the open.”
Sasha counters with: “Makes it easier for your Corps buddies to listen in.”
“Jeez, like they’d care. First, the ground rules. Rule number one: the skipper is God. Rule number
two: we don’t want to piss her off by using some dumb ass cone-of-silence. If we violate rule two,
she’ll find out what our conference was about anyways, and her methods won’t be pretty, and she’ll
make sure we end up missing with none the wiser. So, speak your piece, Sasha, I’m missing my
valuable beauty sleep.”
“You dissed my boss and me earlier, pistolero.”
“I’m only gonna say this once, so listen very carefully. I don’t like monkey asses, especially
those who’ve forgotten their role on ‘know your place’ lane.”
Kane’s flippancy, her total disregard for the Baroness Parker Posey and Duchess Sasha
Ludicrous, causes Gina to momentarily make like the proverbial wide-eyed doe in the headlamps.
Parker counters with: “Tisk. Tisk. Tisk. Such an exclusionary attitude. And from a Christian no
less.”
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Sasha has suddenly switched to doing all the moving and her boss has suddenly switched to
doing all of the talking.
So, they’ve decided to admonish me, how predictable, Kane surmises from their change in
tactics.
Vicious fathoms the same as Kane and shifts position, anticipating the Vandal legbreaker’s next
move. The reposition is executed in a seemingly casual fashion so as not to arouse suspicion. But
Sasha’s a real pro, she recognizes the teen’s counter-ploy immediately for what it really is.
“So, sue me, if you dare.”
Sasha maneuvers herself behind Kane.
“A gesture from me, Mondo, and you get maimed so bad it’ll take you a long time to heal up.”
Mondo yawns. Gina is not so calm. She’s literally snarling and snapping.
“Look, before this gets out of hand, let’s put our cards out on the table,” Mondo coolly proposes.
“Lets.”
“Gina. Make like wet paint, and dry.”
“But.”
“But nothing. This is private.”
“Yes ’em.”
Vicious obeys. She goes and stands in a neutral corner. Sasha follows suit after being waved off
by Parker.
“A Skinhead ready to go up against her own for the sake of an Outsider, such devotion you
inspire.”
“So, I’ve heard before. Now. Down to brass tacks.”
“Keep talking.”
“I ain’t Anna von Sade or Famke or whomever you think I am that isn’t Mondo Kane. This
native look of mine goes into the closet, where it belongs, as soon as I’m Earthside again. And this
bent the Holy Dame has imposed on me is as much my doing as hers. Capish?”
“Yes.”
“But. Sasha and I do have a violent history. And you were my Emily’s handpicked successor. So
strictly as a courtesy, thug-to-thug, so to speak, I did negotiate a deal.”
“The same one we submitted to the Holy Dame?”
“Nope. One that would work. Hell. If I could still piece together the real sham in spite of being
bent-over and given only a sketchy from the old Nazi, you know the Corps could with its intel. The
Corps knew about your arrangement almost from the word ‘go.’ That’s why they got first dibs on
the Dame, and we girls got to play bait.”
“And what do the Marines want?”
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“Only the planet. It’s a small price to pay considering the deep shit you let Bester and Zoe get
you dolls into. Man. Oh. Man. Talk about unwittingly aiding and abetting the discrediting of your
klan. You really blew it this time, Parker. How could you have been so flagrantly stupid as to hook
your klan up with an influence peddler like Zoe? Yo momma taught you better than dat, girlfriend.
And it couldn’t have happened to a more deserving bunch of bigots. You dumb ass hatemongers;
your partner Zoe was selling tidbits from her client dossiers to the highest bidder regardless of race
or creed. It was much worse than even you imagined. She wasn’t just selling to Outsiders; she was
selling to mortals as well.”
Posey’s jaw drops figuratively to the floor. The avowed racist gets that same dumb look on her
face that all suckers get when they know they’ve been had and there’s nothing they can do about it.
“Who else from the Government is in on this?”
“The Bureau’s got two field-operatives on board who, as we speak, are poking around in the
Dame’s head, extracting what they need-to-know about certain well-placed half-n-half customers of
hers that she was holding out on the Feds about. Hoover loves to dig up all the dirt he can get on
anyone who might be President someday. And Zoe made a lot of doe selling information to him.
Like I said, she went with the highest bidder, on both sides of that racial aisle. Ever hear of a guy
by the name of Pat Robertson?”
“Mr. Moral Majority himself; The Voice of the 700 Club?”
“One in the same.”
“You mean to tell me that a Right-Wing anti-inhumanist like Robertson was using faerie-extract
to prolong his own existence? Girl, that’s political dynamite, pure lightning in a bottle.
Documented hypocrisy like that will put that humanist big-wig in the hip-pocket of that dirty little
hole-peeping cross-dresser.”
“There you go again. Leaping without lookin’. Skinheads don’t have a monopoly on being true to
a cause. Robertson is a lot of things; a hypocrite isn’t one of ‘em. In fact, he’s one of Hoover’s aceboon-coons and a silent partner in the Director’s secret war against the Liberals on Capitol Hill and
key Leftists elsewhere. As for your classifying of the Director as a nosey transvestite, I say, ‘On
target, but, so what.’ You’re letting your judgment of his foibles, and the questionable hobby those
foibles have led him to pursue, make you grossly underestimate him. He’s a bonafide typhoon, not
a limp-wristed lackluster.”
“Then why mention Robertson in the same breath as when you’re discussing clients of Zoe’s
alleged drug dealing?”
“Robertson thinks Senator Raymond Hart is one of those customers. And it’s no secret how he
feels about the senator. There’s definitely no love lost between them two.”
“So let me get this straight. We hand over our planet to the Corps. Hoover gets to obese his
blackmail files. Robertson gets some possible dirt on the senator being a half-n-halfer, although it’s
very doubtful if Hart’s core constituency of bleeding hearts and effete Liberal snobs would care.”
“Correct, so far.”
“And what does the Nation get out of this ridiculous deal?”
“You get twenty-four hours to pack up your clandestine terrorist training camp and light out
unharmed. After that, the Corps erases it, you, Sasha, and Zoe. Fortunately for you, that band of
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renegade Skins from Bester’s school have only been slaughtering gumbies. ‘Cause if they had been
making raids on any of the nearby human colonies, we wouldn’t be talking right now.”
“I know of no such camp. And as for your insinuation about our klan trafficking in illicit drugs
with the Dame.”
“No time for games. The clock’s ticking. Nobody cares about your arrangement with Zoe or
about your Uncle Bester’s school. The slate’s gettin’ totally cleaned on this one. Edgar’s still got a
soft spot for Bester, ‘cause of that favor your uncle did for him back in ‘63. You know, Dallas,
grassy knoll, Soviet Premier Josef Stalin, President John F. Kennedy, the ‘second’ shooter that was
disavowed by the Warren Commission. Need I say more?”
“Who does J. Edgar have doing the brain wipe?”
“Special Agents Deborah Norvill and Missy Hyatt.”
“They are known to us. They won’t poke where they shouldn’t.”
“Nothing gets touched behind Zoe’s Face. When that’s cracked, you’ll be present, and I’ll be
doing the cracking. I’ll also be the one who puts humpty-dumpty back together again.”
“Who else will be there?”
“Yours-mine-and-ours Sasha, my Gina, and nobody else.”
“I will have to confer with my higher-ups.”
“Okay by me, sist’r. But remember: clock’s ticking. And, by the way, when you do talk to your
powers-that-be, tell them I know someone who’ll cut ‘em a better deal than Zoe’s.”
“I’m listening.”
“You supplied Zoe with half-n-half, which she in turn sold to her well-heeled Mundane
customers at an outrageous mark-up. My someone offers a straight witch-fire for half-n-half
exchange, a new, more discreet location for your school, which sticks to killing only gumbies, and
a bigger cut of the gee from the half-n-half profits.”
“Gross or net?”
“Gross.”
“Who’s the someone?”
“An old soldier who likes investing a portion of their disposable income on long shots. When/if
said long shots payoff, they call it ‘mad money to supplement their pension.’”
“A made-friend-for-unlife?”
“Who has never stepped out of their influence like this before.”
Parker cracks a smile. “A platonic?”
“Someone who will never ask me out to the dance.”
“But someone who might jump my bones?”
“Couldn’t say. You’ll have to ask him.”
“So, we aren’t talking about The General?”
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“Like I said. The someone’s a him, not a her.”
“A hint?”
“He was a quartermaster in the Corps for a stint during that second action on the Korean
peninsula.”
“Good enough.” Parker extends her hand. “We have a deal.”
“But, don’t you need to confer with those powers-that-be?”
“Just did.”
“How silly of me. I should have guessed that you were a real deluxe, the Miss-n-the-Mack.”
The Skinhead pumps Kane’s mitt. “You do the dumb-blonde quite well.”
“Thank you. I had an excellent teacher.”
Half-n-half is an elixir made from the cerebral cortex of aborted human fetuses and from the
diadem the “special” saliva that faerie secrete when they feed. It’s this unique saliva, not the bite
itself, that’s actually the Embrace’s agent-of-change.
When ingested by humans, half-n-half acts as a DNA-extender. It helps retard the aging process,
wards off illnesses, and extends the life-span of its users. And for a Biblical percentage of its users,
it’s also a highly addictive narcotic.
Witch-fire is an extremely rare blend of Peruvian coffee, that’s grown in the fabled hidden valley
of the Andes mountains. It’s a velvet-smooth mocha, with the expected mega-Dutch chocolate
buzz, and the unexpected surprise of a zestful aftertaste which positively screams of vanilla and
hazelnut. It’s Mayan java with the much-prized nutmeg twist.
“Too bad this someone isn’t The General.”
“Why?”
“’Cause I’d love to get this kind of dirt on her.”
“You shouldn’t.”
“Why?”
“’Cause even Hoover likes living too much to allow himself to be that greedy-n-stupid.”
“And who’d be stupid enough to dare kill me?”
“You mean, besides me?”
Parker frowns, muses, and then finally cracks a smile. “Now I see why Sasha is so fond of you.
You have the most entertaining sense of humor.”
“So do you, sist’r. So do you. Maybe we ought to start up a Vegas-style act and take it out on the
road.”
“Only if I do the bookings.”
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“It’s all fun-n-games, mister, until someone gets their Eye
put out.”
Pamela Kristen “Bibs” Flick, the founder of Tae-Bo
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She Who Isn’t Me
“The Painfully sociopathic twin.”
Although she cannot see, that familiar prickly feeling tells her that she’s once more at the
threshold of that fateful ROOM. She slips off her clogs, that sadistic footwear with those “oh so
suggestive” lace-up fronts.
Cathy is already barefoot and positively beaming. She guides her roommate-for-unlife into the
chamber where her Moonglow died.
The ornately-carved mahogany door closes and locks behind them. All of the furniture is
mahogany and all of the paneling is knotty-pine. No surprises.
“We’re inside.”
“I can tell.”
“Good. I knew you and the former munster the ROOM of my Moonglow would be simpatico.”
“The fact I’m still alive tells you that.”
“Quite so.”
Mondo removes her kit and places it in the wardrobe. She can move about unaided, thanks to the
munster.
Cathy dresses Mondo in the sequined nightgown Dame Julia was wearing when she passed-on.
CK yanks Kane’s arms behind her back and fits them in a single lace-up sleeve that extends from
wrists to armpits. The restraint is charmed human-hide. Kane sits down on the queen-sized bed. It’s
a slab of hardened marble. Cathy removes Mondo’s blindfold.
“Behold. Your inheritance.”
What Mondo focuses on is the chairs she and Cathy sat in while they kept vigil over the dying
Dame. The sight of them causes her to tear up. Who said strong women don’t cry?
“I’ve kept it just like Moonglow left it. Notice the blood-stained flogging stand.”
“Yes. It was her favorite.”
“As it was yours.”
One whole wall, from ceiling to floor, is shelves of books. As one would expect of an avowed
racist and dyed-in-the-wool Segregationist, there are the complete volumes of Mein Kampf, The
Silent Sisterhood, Mute Testimony, the outlawed Turner Diaries, the forbidden White Noise
Chronicles, and the cookbook serial that’s indispensable to any Easy chef, that undisputed culinary
masterpiece of the “other” Dame Julia, Dame Julia Child’s “How To Serve Man.” All of the books
are priceless First Language editions.
Dame Julia hated all humans with a vengeance, and made no bones about it, all humans, that is,
except for one Connie Smith. She, a guru of white supremacy, loved a human Connie Smith like a
daughter. And no one, absolutely no one, who privately or publicly confronted her about this
apparent contradiction, was allowed to live long and brag about it. Dame Julia would challenge ‘em
to a duel-of-honor, dispatching them using either of her two favorite blades: a Gurkha Kukri or a
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Woodman’s Pal. And, although flatlining someone in a duel is still murder, no one has ever been
prosecuted for it!
“What’s the ROOM been placed inside of? A broom closet?”
“Good guess, detective.”
“Using the Dame’s original spatial displacement spell?”
“Right again. You’re two-for-two.”
“And not a sign of distortion or decay. It’s her handiwork, all right. Let’s see, the broom closet is
maybe.”
“The size of that hi-girl over there.”
“Definitely the Dame’s handiwork.”
Cathy invokes an incantation and Mondo’s mono-sleeve shrinks, breaking every bone in her
arms, as well as dislocating them from their sockets. You can hear the snap-crackle-n-pop of the
girl’s rotator-cuffs across the immensity of the ghost-quarters. Kane goes into orbit. Her pain,
pleasure, and endorphin levels are off the scale.
“Welcome home, sister. It’s time to forget the nightmare of ever being human. It’s time for the
Painfully sociopathic twin to arise again and take control. This time you will be in ascendance
forever, or at least until the real you decides to resurface again. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha.”
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Chapter Three
The Promised Land
“Sex. Violence. Whatever.”
Think: that scene from Blake Edwards’ “Experiment In Terror,” where the movie’s villain, Glenn
Ford, and movie’s villainess, Lee Remick, are sharing a pack of butts in the den, while Hank’s
(Henry Mancini’s) “boss” score is playing in the background and the movie’s heroine, Stefannie
Powers, lies “buck” nekked and completely helpless, tied-up spreadeagle and mouth taped, on the
floor of the basement torture chamber, being mounted (fucked) anally and vaginally by an Anglican
Goon with a two-headed dick.
Captain Miller is kicked back in her chair, puffing on a stogie, none of which belies her visible
agitation. The Gunny, similarly reposed in one of the guest chairs, is also enjoying one of The
General’s mighty fine Havanas.
Captain Miller continues her oratory: “When Milly started talking about my niece being the
reincarnation of her dead wife, I thought she was going enthalpic. And anybody that old, and thus
powerful, has to be put down, and put down as soon as possible, when a diagnosis of enthalpy is
confirmed. It’s not like when one of us young ones go bad. You can’t afford to wait and take
chances with an Elder. You’ve got to nip it in the bud, before they do grave damage.”
“But then you started to notice things about the girl,” Gunny chimes in.
“Exactly, Big Kahuna. Even discounting the fact that the girl’s Embrace was boobytrapped and
discounting the expected strings between maker and made, there are things. My sister is one of the
absolute best. But, not even someone whose contemporaries are Masonic, Kali, and Eldritch, is
supposed to be that good! Isn’t that your skinny?”
There’s a perceptible pause before The Gunny answers; when he does, his only response is a nod.
She seldom ever calls him Big Kahuna, and, when she does, she’s deeply troubled. But he’s never
seen The General this rattled before. In fact, it’s the first time she’s been unsettled enough to let it
slip that her older sister has Pagan ties: something he and others have always suspected, but were
much too polite to ever ask The General about.
“There’s something else. Another Elder is also adamant that Mondo is the reincarnation of their
spouse. It’s the Holy Dame.”
That revelation almost causes the stogie to drop out of The Gunny’s mouth.
“Then this girl really is dangerous!” The Gunny exclaims, his voice tinged with something akin
to fatherly faerie pride.
“Yep. Ain’t life a bitch?”
“Heh. Heh. Heh. And you were worried that she wouldn’t make it through probation.”
“I must give the girl her well-deserved ku’dos. I’ve obviously underestimated her. An error of
epic proportions which I will never make again.”
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“Amen to dat, boss.”
The fact they’re a couple of Hoover’s goons is obvious from a mile away. Their trendy civvies
literally scream out, “I’m FBI!” And in true Bureau fashion, the partners look like they’re cut from
the same cloth, even though they’re unrelated. The FPOs are decked out in decidedly conservative
Brute-HBK tweed: a form-fitting jacket with a large gun bulge under the armpit and a matching
knee-length slim-skirt with a front-zip slit. Sensible shoes, a starched white cotton blouse that’s
been ironed to within an inch of its life, a wide men’s tie, opaque stockings, leather gloves, and no
body armor whatsoever, round out their outfits. Creases are Marine-sharp. Monogram undies are
Austrian satin. Hose and ties are the finest Malaysian silk.
Nestled in their STEVE-O 3:16 shoulder-holsters are the source of their gun bulges: lowered
Razorbacks.
Needless to say, it would be much cheaper to issue Hogs rather than cut-down R’backs, but
expense has never been a consideration at the Bureau since its inception. The Director likes to spoil
his LEOs. And what the Director wants, the Director gets.
That’s why all of his female operatives, in clear violation of Civil Rights Laws, are required by
Bureau regs to be eye-popping up-front beauties. In order words, there ain’t a sub-C-cup in the
bunch. And male FBI agents all look like tough-guy, lantern-jaw, pulp-action hero-types right out
of a Carroll John Daly, Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler, or Ross Macdonald novel.
Chandler, the hard-boiled school’s most articulate theorist and polemicist, is coincidentally the
Director’s favorite author. So much for the concept of equal employment, let alone diversity.
As the Quantico coeds work over the Dame, there’s someone else in the bleached white examineroom besides the Marine Guard Detail and the Elite Federal Tactics Team. Colonel George S.
Paxton is head of Military Intelligence. He only answers to the Joint Chiefs and the President. And,
officially, the powerfully-built human, with the bushy handlebar mustache, isn’t here.
He’s so Army, if you’d cut him, he’d bleed OD green! Besides being a black shoe (Regular
Army), which makes him a fish outta water, by definition, he also looks totally out of place in this
ultra-spit-n-polish, squared-away world.
He’s wearing the rumpled para-military fatigues of the CID, complete with camo suspenders, a
brightly-colored (like there’s any other kind) Hawaiian tourist shirt that looks like it’s been slept-in
in place of a utility blouse, scuffed-up eelskin riding-boots in place of regulation jack boots, and a
mint-condition Cavalry-style porkpie hat with a matching camo chin-strap. The static camouflage
patterns in question are a clashing Swing era mix of urban, woodland, khaki, and black.
Cleverly, Paxton likes to play up at being the simple country pumpkin, who’s most comfortable
in goof-off mode. He’s neither simple pumpkin nor goof. But the country boy part of his chosen
alias is right on the money. It’s been twenty years since he founded the Corps’ LEAP and THAAD,
Specialized Military Units, to deal with that troublesome insurrection of Union miners on IO, and
it’s been nearly three decades since he crushed a bloated brigade of Molly Maguires that Green
Peace had hired to disrupt that strip mining on Mars. But he hasn’t lost a step; many insiders say
he’s gained a few. He’s allowed nothin’ to go to pot, least of all his mind.
Paxton fervently believes that the secret to longevity in the brutal dog-eat-dog world of the
Intelligence game is to never distance yourself from the dirty work. It’s the philosophy of his
father, Theodore Allen Paxton, who founded the CIA and both of its forerunners: the COI (Office
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of the Coordinator of Information) and the OSS (Office of Strategic Services). Unlike Hoover, who
prefers to review recordings of select field-ops examines, he likes to watch every Level-6 quiz in
person. And he always goes armed, no matter how secure the exam room is. Some habits die hard
and some never do. His Personal Defense Weapon is one of those 10mm Colt Cobras that’s gonna
become the issue-sidearm for the U.S. Army this fall. And it’s nestled snugly in a non-issue CCP
clipped inside his web belt. So, forget about a Cavalry-style low-slung flap-holster.
Paxton’s MPP isn’t just issue. It’s one of the two Colt prototypes that were demonstrated on the
Aberdeen Proving Grounds to the DOD. So impressed was the Brass with the battery of the Cobras,
especially during the burst-fire sequences, that they designated them up-to-muster after only their
first run-thru test by the U.S. Government Edgewood Arsenal!
Looks like the Army Colt is back, and it’s back in spades. The awe-inspiring legacy of the SAA,
the Colt Single Action Army revolver, the first handgun to achieve cult status, lives on through this
most worthy progeny. For a long time, until its replacement by the serviceable Beretta M9-B, the
M1911 .45 ACP pistol was the Colt that carried on the legacy of the Colt Peacemaker. And early on
in the course of doing so, the M1911 became the second cult handgun.
To many handgunners, a 1911 is the gun; its Olympian feats eclipsing even those of its most
illustrious predecessor, that legendary wheelgun, the Colt Peacemaker. But in spite of what most
experts predicted, the Beretta, although popular with civilian handgunners, never became a legend
in its relatively short tenure as the Army’s issue-sidearm. Maybe, as it’s been so oft suggested, you
have to be a Colt to do that!
Two blonde avengers make their ingress. Both are built like the proverbial brick shitter. Short
stuff is shouldering saddle-bags. Long-tall-sally, who’s saddled-up with a vujcic and a vester, looks
him straight in the eyes and doesn’t flinch. It’s a reaction that he’s unaccustomed to. He’s seen that
face before, can’t place it right now, but he will. The Der Vandale teen with her is a definite
unknown and an obvious, though clearly talented, amateur. Shorty gives him the once-over. Tall-nleggy gives her sidekick the hi-sign.
“Apollo coming in at the three-o’clock,” Mondo chimes. Translation: he doesn’t exist; never
speak of him to anyone.
“Oh, baby, baby. He sho’nuf da Adonis tonight,” Gina responds. Translation: thanks for the
warning, I’ll ignore the phantom.
Paxton smiles momentarily at their crude, but effective, exchange, an exchange which jars his
memory. Now he can put a name and history to that retro-girl’s face. Only the last time he saw it,
its gone-native owner was definitely human.

“Know your weaknesses and know ‘em well, ‘cause you
can bet your life on one thing; your enemies know them
intimately.”
Constance Ann Smith
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Another pair of atomic bombs enter: more bimbo refugees from a decidedly harlequin version of
Hell. Only, this time, the comely temptresses are Red and Brunette, instead of a Blonde deuce. But
this married couple has the identical disparity in height of the previous bodies of subversion.
Three of the foursome are boned and sporting knobs. The Blonde pro is sporting shoulderdraping hype hair. The Blonde amateur’s unshaven head is sporting a synn-grrrl. But what Paxton
sees isn’t a quad of femme Skins. He’s way too experienced to be that gullible. Instead, he correctly
sees a three-n-one combo: three reals and their gone-native middleman. With the latter being
awfully fluent in Skin lingo to just be a Slice Girl by-proxy. Skinheads call a business associate a
Cenobite, when that business partner is such a National look-alike. But, then, from his previous
encounter with the big girl, when she was a jobber for one mean muther of a Nazi/Skinhead
middleman by the name of Dame Julia, he remembers her as being very Nation literate. Of course,
she would’ve had to have been pretty literate to have been allied with that no taste, backwater lout,
with the bee-hive hairdo and the sack-full of money. ‘Cause that Aryan trailer trash, Dame Julia,
was one half of the Kansas City Jayhawkers. The tag team’s other half being Lady Julia K “Julie”
Hahn-Smith!
He never wasted even his best Columbo routine on the Jayhawkers. They were much too good at
hank-panky. That’s why he always played it straight with the KC ‘hawkers.
Paxton remembers all too well what happened to a certain section-chief with the Company (CIA),
who tried to pull the wool over the ‘hawkers.
The goof’s name was Herman “Chu” Berry. He had subcontracted out a job to the Julias. It
involved a messy situation that was rapidly turning into a real embarrassment for the Agency.
At the time, the Company’s deputy director was a closet homosexual. His lover, Joseph “Joe”
Pulitzer, a well-known newspaper publisher, was selling recordings of their confidential pillow talk
to the Soviets.
To make matters worse, this potboiler was to go down in Knob Hill, that ultra-exclusive gated
community in San Francisco. So, it was essential that nothing could be traced back to Langley
when the errant heavy, who was causing all of the trouble, got snuffed. Hence, the subcontract.
After he had given the ladies their “go” orders, Berry lost his nerve and decided to abort. But, by
then, the girls were beyond the point of recall. So, he decided to cut his losses and manhandle the
Jayhawkers by sending in a team of dry-cleaners to intercept them. That was a big mistake!
In the ensuing gun battle, which the cleaners lost, the troublemaker got greased in front of a
roomful of innocent bystanders, among them, his entire family. Pulitzer was at a surprise birthday
party: his own. Thanks to the professionalism of the ‘hawkers, there was no collateral damage.
Only the bad guys got-got.
The Agency takes care of its own. So, an accident was arranged for Berry, an accident arranged
through KC’s deadliest femmes, the ‘hawkers. Even today, a decade after his disappearance, no one
knows what really happened to him. All that’s known is, he’s gone and he’s gone for good.
“This is unacceptable! You said that, except for our seconds, we would be alone,” Parker
protests.
“We are alone,” Mondo quips.
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“What do you take me for?” Parker asks angrily.
“You mean, besides an idiot?” Mondo asks, right back at Parker.
Using a conventional grip with her Bowie and a reverse grip with a dirk, Kane turns lethal in a
blinding instant. She hacks into Parker’s neck with the dirk. She turns Sasha’s throat into sushi with
a series of deftly-executed backcuts from her Bowie. Her blades slice through flesh, bone, and
connective tissue like proverbial hot knives through butter; inflicting numerous gaping neck
wounds.
As many a knifeman is oft of saying, “Knives might not always win the war, but they sho’nuf
hell win more than their share of battles.”
Posey swoons, dropping to her knees. Odd gurgling sounds are coming out of her mouth, along
with a great deal of blood. Her hands are held up in an archaic gesture of supplication, the kind of
wordless expression a Skin only uses in the presence of a Moloch! Then, she just dies.
Sasha is face down in a pool of her own hemo, unmoving. She was killed outright by said closecombat.
Both knifing victims never saw it coming. Nobody did! Anyone less than an expert-level
knifeman would’ve telegraphed their intentions a mile away.
Gina is left bug-eyed and literally speechless, as a result of being witness to her idol’s edgedweapon battery. ‘Cause her Etta-pus’ prowess with a shiv is only supposed to be average at best.
Yet, Vicious never saw the draw strokes. And, she only saw bits-n-pieces of blurred movement as
Kane did the cutting!
What Gina doesn’t realize is that, not only does Kane have Anna V’s memories; Mondo has
inherited Anna’s skills with a shiv as well. Anna V was as good with any blade, as Connie Smith
was with any gat. And Anna is rapidly becoming as much a past-life for Kane, as Connie already
is!
“Thy will be done. Rules-n-bones were made to be broken,” Gina finally manages to croak out.
“And so it begins,” Kane pronounces, as she sheaths her blades and gives Gina one of her famous
come-hither glances.
And when your Mistress indicates that you should come, you come posthaste, especially when
milady is a mean one like Kane is!
“Rules-n-bones, huh?” Mondo, by ROE, asks.
Gina’s powers of deduction have sharpened quite a bit in the short time the teen has been around
her idol. There were so many clues in the verbal exchanges between Kane and Posey, but all of ‘em
were cut so close to the wood that Vicious would’ve totally missed ‘em before her association with
the Cenobite.
“Yes, ma’am.”
“So, what gave me away?”
“Everything.”
“Good. You’re learning. Let’s girl talk later. Mum’s the word for now, being that we’re in mixed
company.”
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“Sounds like a plan, Miz Kane.”
Kane smiles at her girl’s intentional slip. She even chuckles to herself about it. ‘Cause calling her
Miz in mixed company, more than hints at her girl’s obvious ovarian fortitude.
Gina’s got a steel-trap mind, gawkable commercial assets, and that much-vaulted true grit. Now,
who else have I heard described like that? Her name’s on the tip of my tongue. And that other
person, when she was given said labeling, wasn’t far from being sweet fifteen herself at the time.
Oh. Now, I remember. Fatz, my first employer, said those very same things about li’l ole me
when I successfully completed my initiation: that Toronto job. Ha. Ha. Ha. Heh. Heh. Heh.
“Open the saddle-bags. Good. Now keep within three feet of me to maximize the entrapment and
minimize our possible circumference.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
Kane and Vicious walk over to the Galils examine table. The Feds step back and assume flanking
positions relative to the rumpled gent. The Skin duo has resurrected for the most part from their
butcher jobs; their healing bodies having sopped up their spent blood.
Parker and Ludicrous stagger over to their attacker and make like wet Brod-Dugan paint: they
dry quietly.
“Now it’s my turn, Dame Zoe. For starters, I’ve heard you can be such a Guido at times. You
become a tempest-in-a-teapot and do a Hoagy Carmichael on me and I swear to God I’ll make sure
you become a corpse that doesn’t rate internment in hallowed ground. Good. I see we understand
each other. For today’s session, I’ll be using HFI and Phenobarbital, the good ole Jolly Roger
tincture, injected directly into your NOX. My slave will be riding shotgun. Dame Julia and Frau
Fats taught me all-too-well. This is just too bad for you, honey scum shit.”
As soon as Kane gives Zoe the tincture, the room goes jet-black, but only for the foursome. The
Giantess’ ball-gag bursts. A something leaps out of her mouth and gets vacuumed into the left
saddle-bag. The saddle-bag promptly zippers shut! This soon, the meticulous mix-n-mingle has
begun. Now, Part Deux: time to work-dat-crowd. The Grendel, Monica Licks, of pullin’-a-Monica
and lick-dat-flick fame, couldn’t ‘ve done it any better.
“Good. Now that we’ve got the prelims out of the way, we gets down to dat good ole finger
lickin’ Kentucky-fried business.”
With that said, Kane Touches Zoe. It’s quite obvious from the git-go that Kane has been here
before. And none of this girl’s moxie bespeaks of the slick cosmopolitan, one would normally
associate with a Vampiric torturer.
When a LEO goes there, it’s called an off-color interrogation or a just jokin’. When the late
Dame Julia went there, it was the cloned fast-lane con. When the likes of a Fats go there, it’s a
somewhat piecemeal conversation or simply the scam. But whatever turn-of-phrase is applied, it’s
the wrong-side-of-da-tracks that the criminal element is all-too-familiar with. Mondo Kane, as
Connie Smith, first went there at a very tender age in the baggage car of a mag-lev train to Toronto,
taking care of some Antediluvian business for Fats!
Fats’ whole crew bet against the kid ever makin’ it back alive, let alone with the goods. It seemed
like a sure ‘nough bet. But she fooled ‘em all. How did Fats bet, you ask? You got the brass-ones,
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you go and ask the ole Groll. Connie Smith had plenty of moxie, enough moxie to pull-a-Monica
every time it was her turn at bat!
Connie was that Mundane rarity: a mortal who lived the life of a squat and survived to tell about
it! For two months she was one those purely homicidal brats for whom there were no rules, notta
one.
Then Fats came into her dangerous life. On that fateful day, everything changed. Fats taught her
how to be a professional killer-for-hire. Fats taught the thrill killer to avoid killing cops or clergy or
Military or Cosa Nostra: commandments which she learned to never get caught violating, without
some heavy akin to Fats to cover her six.
Later, when she became the first and only mortal jobber of one Julia K Smith, said “Julie” Smith
had her add more rules to that short list of hitman commandments. Julie had her add the same rules
Julia’s Grendel uncle, the infamous Sir Markko Polo, had lived and died by.

“We got names like Ted ‘Dicky’ Hash, Big ‘Buddy’ Nash,
Carroll ‘Cappy’ Lewis, Samson ‘Red’ Mitchell, Gregg
‘Chu’ Berry, Rose ‘Fats’ Waller. You know the type:
Goons that are slick-talkin’, shit-walkin’, and always
dressed-to-kill. I’m talkin’ Mob (The Business) not mob.
We be the Mafia. And we always get our per diem!
Capish?”
Rosemary Fatz Lilith-Waller
Kane’s Touch is obviously that of a Goon leg-breaker: brutal, but brainy. She makes no attempt
to hide her Goon influences! And, by doing so, Vicious realizes that Kane will always remain an
enigma, as well as a constant revelation. Gina also realizes that in Mondo’s short life span as a
mortal Connie, she lived a whole lot.
Mondo sprinkles some MSG on Zoe’s neck. Then, she unsheathes her fangs and digs ‘em in for a
good, deep bite, while straddling the Dame’s waist, lookin’ every bit like the buxom, skinny-ass
scarecrow sitting atop the mountaintop. Her Phone is feverishly recording away for the proverbial
telly. As a Vampire, Mondo is doing something that it was physically impossible for her to do as a
mortal Connie: she’s lickin’ a flicka, the definitive Monica Grendel-ism!
Lost, human, Elf, Goon, Grendel, and a mix of all of the above! Dis here girlfriend of mine has
got so many moves that J. Jonah Jameson himself would get dizzy tryin’ to keep up with her.
Although most of what Kane does to circumvent the Dame’s Face of God is classic Goon bruteforce stuff, so-called vintage ad-lib, and a fair share of her usages are classics right out of Paige’s
“URL.” And there’s some overt borrowing of OLCs lifted right off the hallowed pages of the
condensed sundies from every nerd’s bible: Popular Mechanics magazine!
Mondo is real-world experienced and well-read. She seamlessly combines gritty street-smarts
with ivory tower book-learning, just like the marriage of her Mundane parents does. She’s the
“normally” stoic, though always lovin’ daughter of a veteran BSPD (Big Sky Police Department)
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homicide detective and a tenured antiquities professor at the University of Texas A&M, Big Sky
campus; the homicide detective in question has a doctorate in criminology.
She’s a tramp-killer-for-hire, a femme buttonman with Mob ties, who’s nasty-for-less to boot.
She’s the kind of high-class killer bimbo known as a call-girl in criminal parlance. And she’s the
not-so-good good girl, who lives that double-life oh-so-well: strict-n-impassive and so very whitelace-n-virginal around human family and friends, Evil incarnate in the zone.
Parker tugs insistently on Vicious’ elbow. Vicious ignores the unwanted distraction. Parker
adopts a more direct approach. She puts her mouth right up to Vicious’ ear.
“Fear her much!” Parker whispers.
They’re three little words that mean so deadly much, especially when a Skinhead uses ‘em to
describe an Outsider.
Vicious’ whispered, biting response: “It took you long enough to figure that out, you dimwit
wuss.” Then, Vicious moves away from Posey and closer to her Mistress.
Mondo should be oblivious to their exchange, after all, she’s ass deep in deep-esper. Yet her
body language says she heard the verbal exchange between Parker and Vicious!
Vicious begins to vigorously massage her lover’s neck and shoulder muscles in direct response to
that body language. A lesser woman wouldn’t have the guts to do so. But she’s determined to
always be at her Mistress’ beck-n-call, no matter what. She’s definitely got the right stuff. And
since being around Kane, she’s become more cold-blooded and methodical in her execution, which
is good, because a well-known weakness of Skins is they tend to be a hot-tempered lot.
Being in physical contact with Kane, and in such close proximity to Zoe, Gina becomes privy to
things inside the Dame’s head that give her an even greater insight into the inner workings of
Mondo Kane, the woman she’s decided to bond with for unlife. ‘Cause inside of Zoe’s head are
true lies about Vicious’ idol, inklings about the big girl’s mortal past that are far darker than
anything Gina thought possible for a human being to be capable of. Though Zoe never met Kane,
there’s guilt by association: some of the Dame’s sources knew the real Connie Smith all-too-well.
And Mondo makes no attempt to mask anything from Gina.
Kane lays out Zoe’s mind, baring it to the bone. Then this exacting taskmaster painstakingly
reassembles what she has taken asunder. It’s a task that would even tax the patience of Job. And in
this reversal, she reveals two dissimilar, yet complementary influences, which have nothing to do
with Goon. One is Seraphim. The other is Crone! Both are from her mortal past-life!!!
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“Grenades, my dear ‘Doc’ Watson, are just too blunt and
imprecise for faerie crowd control. It’s like crushing an
anthill with a sledgehammer. Destruction for the minority
who get their heads lopped off; ‘merely’ debilitating for the
majority who get shredded. And it’s the latter, those
reanimation stragglers, who’ll send you to your death, and
when you’re least expecting it. That’s why I prefer one-onone situations, using either gun or blade. It’s an assassin’s
surest avenue to their tango’s Avenue of Mortality.”
Sir Cedric Felix “Sherlock” Holmes
When Kane and Vicious exit through the exam room hatch, they end up, not in the ready-room,
but in a priest’s-hole. And the PH is a genuine antique: an Edwardian era “St. John’s Wort.” Kane
can sense Vicious tense up for battle.
“Relax. ‘Cause whoever they are, if they wanted us dead, we would be.”
As if it were listening, the secret panel in front of Mondo swings mutely open on its precision
Sapper hinges. Mondo steps down into Captain Miller’s station house reading room. When the
solid mahogany panel swings silently shut behind Gina, you can’t tell it’s there. Kane had heard
reliable scuttlebutt that there was a hidden PH in the palatial reading-room, but, for the life of her,
she could never find it.
Captain Miller is seated at one of the smoking tables, enjoying a “fine” cigar. A weasel of a man
stands nearby her in the shadows, employing some type of obscura spell.
Kane notices momentary blurs at the very periphery of her vision. Somebody’s using walk-about,
likely without Captain Miller’s prior consent.
“We have things to discuss. When we finish, you may return to the errand you’re on for my
sister.”
From a secure gunboat to a police station, Kane’s much too “polite” to ask how.
“The girl stays. She is to be brought up in the Business the same way that I was: no Trade
secrets,” Mondo proclaims as is her right.
The weasel mumbles something. Although it’s obvious that Miller can understand his every
word, all that Mondo and Gina can cipher, from a mere ten feet away, are meaningless streams of
clicks.
“Very well. But if she later proves to be a security risk.”
“Understood.”
“And so, it begins.”
“Price is right, or twenty questions?”
“A little of both.”
“Go ahead. Shoot.”
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“Tell me about the SWP.”
“Socialist Worker’s Party. Founded in May of ‘47. Strong ties to the People’s Republic of China;
it’s headed by Chinese immigrants who were former high-ranking members of the Red army’s
elite, ultra-Marxist Mao Guard. Those Hobgoblins are a real nasty bunch. Bat Masterson keeps
those flakes on a short leash, and for good reason. Their Chinatown turf’s next to Fats’ Dogtown
operation.”
“Bat’s no longer with the Justice Department’s Protective Intelligence Agency. He took early
retirement. His replacement opted for a more ‘progressive’ strategy.”
“As in?”
“Wiretaps were pulled. No more harassment. Infiltration teams retracted. You get the picture.”
“Give ‘em candy, instead of the whip, and maybe they’d act civilized for a change. The old stern
ways weren’t determined to be cuttin’ it, ‘cause the poor little misunderstood dears weren’t gettin’
their proper share of rehabilitation.”
“Exactly.”
“Goofy nonsense is what it exactly is. So, how long did it take the poor little misunderstood
darlings to go berserk?”
“A week. It started with a pipe bomb being set off on the edge of Dogtown. Then some punks
toting these,” Miller points to a SKS Chinese assault rifle laying on the smoking table, “robbed
Smitty’s drug store.”
Kane lets out a loud whistle upon hearing that thugs, armed-to-the-teeth by SWP with Chinese
Defense Force weaponry, found the nerve to pull a heist on a Dogtown landmark on par with the
Bevo Mill.
“May, I?”
“Of course. You are, after all, the consultant whose expertise is being sought in this matter.”
Kane handles the crude, yet deadly, weapon. It’s a civilian version, probably quite legally
purchased, that has been quite illegally converted from semi to full-auto operation. The Ski, as it’s
commonly known on the street, has a poorly finished wooden stock and a battered banana-clip of
the extended variety. Chambered for the Commie’s favorite caliber, the 9.75mm-long, this Marxist
CAM workhorse, using Anti-Armor instead of AP, will make mincemeat out of any stupid and/or
ill-prepared opponent, who’s using even the West’s best protective gear. As has been already said,
it’s crude, but deadly. It’s a real tack-driver.
“And Fats’ response?”
“A SWP clubhouse got leveled. Speculation is, Fats led the raid herself.”
“I’d bet on it, knowing Fats as I do.”
“The SWP are selling these converted Skis to any punk on the street with the gee. But they’re
only being used in Dogtown capers. Things are gettin’ out of hand quickly.”
“So, what’s the problem? Make some arrests.”
“We’ve got no hard evidence to prove any of this. You know firsthand how slippery Fats is.
Well, the SWP is just as slippery. Both cover their tracks too well.”
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“Sounds like G-Man stuff to me. I’m just a fancy rent-a-cop.”
“I presume from your flippant response that you’re refusing to volunteer any assistance in the
matter?” Questions the weasel, as he steps from the shadows and lifts the veil of the obscura.
He reeks of the worst kind of rent-a-cop: Pinkerton.
“And, you are?”
“Crampton Manard Combs. Pinkerton Detective Agency. Investigative arm of RAND (the Rand
Corporation). The Free World’s think tank.”
“Well Mr. Pinkerton, flatfoot for Rand Corp, presume all you like. ‘Cause, last time I checked, it
was still a free country.”
“I wonder what the Scot would say if she were informed of your past history with the SWP?”
“Fats already knows. But don’t take my word for it. Go tell her yourself and be prepared to join
Jimmy Hoffa.”
“Touché.”
“Now, for some free advice, Mr. Pinkerton.”
“I’m listening.”
“I see you’ve learned to keep your friends close at hand. Learn to keep your enemies even
closer.”
The innuendo isn’t missed on either Combs or Miller. He looks momentarily stunned. Captain
Miller’s plucked eyebrows high-arch, which is not a good thing. Miller hates being played for a
sucker, especially by a civilian.
“It seems you’ve chosen to be foolhardy and abuse the professional courtesy I’ve so kindly
extended to you Mr. Combs. You and your friends be elsewhere, now!”
Combs leaves immediately, and so do his “invisible” friends.
“We have uninvited guests in the building,” Miller booms over the intercom. Then, she turns her
full attention to Mondo: “SWP, huh?”
“I’ve had many masters and mistresses.”
“And the Scot?”
“Fats tends to be melodramatically overprotective about what she calls my ‘past indiscretions.’
Second mother syndrome, you know.”
“Overprotective and overzealous?”
“Quite so.”
“And I take it that these past indiscretions were committed during a misspent period in your
youth when you’d temporarily misplaced your scruples?”
“Why, of course.”
“I always knew you were a bad influence on my daughter. I just didn’t know how bad, until
now,” Miller teases, smiling broadly. She even momentarily goes jagged!
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“May I go, now?” Kane questions, trying to hide her genuine surprise at her aunt’s momentary
lapse in polite pretense.
“Yes. Our Mr. ‘Puffy’ Combs and his masters will just have to sort out this mess with SWP and
Fats, all by their lonesome.”
“I assume there’s a reason behind SWP being given an inept controller; one even the controller
doesn’t realize.”
“You may assume, all you like. Like I heard a wise old sage once say, it’s a free country, and
everybody’s entitled to their opinion.”
“I stand corrected.”
“I’d love to show up that dick, though.”
“Well. You could always advise whoever is over Area 5 to.”
“That would be Pam Lee.”
“You could always advise Captain Lee to let things run their normal course for a while. Fats
won’t let this vengeance thing get much more out of hand. She’s just mad ‘cause I haven’t seen her
since I got brought across. And she’s taking her pent-up frustration out upon a convenient whipping
boy.”
Then, Mondo gets the queerest look on her face.
“What is it? You seem to have figured out something.”
“Nothin’. Nothing at all.”
“Good girl. And you do the dumb blonde so well.”
“Thank you,” Kane coyly answers, daring to return her aunt’s wink with one of her own.
“Before you leave, I have something personal to discuss. I would prefer we do it in private.”
“Leave, Gina. I’ll follow shortly.”
Without exchanging a word with her Mistress, Gina leaves via the PH.
“You may take a seat, if you wish.”
“No thank you. I prefer to stand.”
“You’ve had a calming effect on my sister. She shut down those radical experiments of hers at
the hospital, just before she left on this vacation of hers. In fact, she’s gone completely legit,
incorporated herself, and started up Body Works Inc., a company that specializes in conventional
conversions.”
“Your sister gave me the creeps the first time I laid eyes on her. She still does. And legit or not,
she’s still a monster of ill-repute, who could go bad again at the drop of a hat. Worse yet, she’s an
Old One with Pagan ties. So, she demands being watched closely. I imagine she’s kept under the
closest surveillance, just like that other degenerate, the Holy Dame.”
“Harsh words from someone who demands scrutiny herself. Who, as a mortal, always gave her
fellow mortals the creeps. Who zones with such gleeful, sadistic, maniacal, transfiguring abandon.
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Who once jobbed for, and still carouses with, the worst scumbags, freebooters, degenerates, riffraff, and filth. Who, it’s reliably rumored, did her first bona-fidie before she was.”
“It takes one, to know one, Goldie Locks.”
But a steadfast Miller ignores Mondo’s Acid Annie flippancy.
“Besides, the only reason my dearest older sister gives you the creeps is that, in her, you see your
true self; an essence which you’ve always denied and never fully come to grips with. It’s about
time you grew up and did so.”
Kane’s only response is a telling silence.
“There are people who would take a bullet for me, not knowing if they were going to resurrect.
And I’d do the same for them. My sister inspires that same type of blind, reciprocal loyalty. And so
do you.”
“Quite so,” Kane responds, after a long pause.
“But my fans are military, while my sisters are religious. But you, my dearest niece, have
supporters who run the entire gamut. That was true even when you were mortal.”
“Look. The truth hurts. But I’m just a small fish in a big pond, and that’s just the way I like it.”
“An offbeat, ex-jock gumshoe with bad wheels and a minor knack for gettin’ things done. Huh?”
“Exactly.”
“Who went through a twisted period in her misspent youth, and got weirded out and lived to tell
about it?”
“Exactly. May I leave now?”
“Yes. That’s all for now.”
There’s unspoken of need in Miller’s voice. And Kane’s a sucker for damsels in distress,
especially redheads. Flaming locks has been known to plunge her IQ a hundred points or more!
“I’ve been known to swim in the big leagues on occasion, though.”
“It takes finesse and tact, not fists and heaters, to deal with the people who dwell in the upper
reaches.”
You can hear the relief in Miller’s voice at Kane’s offer of help.
“I don’t know about that, auntie. Sometimes it does take fists and heaters. ‘Cause VIPs are people
too.” With that said, Kane exits via the PH.
It’s then that Miller notices a sterling-silver Teutonic Princess charm bracelet that has been
dropped on the floor in front of the PH’s secret access panel. Miller walks across the room and
picks it up. There’s an inscription on the bracelet: To Cannibal “Acid” Annie. Much Love. And
Kisses. From JKS. Good Luck With Your New Life.
“Big leagues indeed,” Captain Miller murmurs to herself.
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“Right & Wrong. The only difference is gettin’ caught.”
Frankie Falcone
“No. I’ve fixed the phone lines myself. With tools. No, my dearest Captain Dixon, I’ve never
been mistaken for a man. Have you?” Julie K looks up just in time to see Kane and Vicious
materialize in the center of the log cabin’s conjuring circle. “They just arrived. Yep. Goodbye.”
Lady Julia hangs up the phone and flashes her pearly jaggeds at her favorite ex-jobber. She’s
sporting a MAX cat mask which fastens in the back via an oversized (like there’s any other kind)
D-ring and a Lovecraft.
Her long, hefty ponytail has been looped around her neck three times. The pony’s remainder has
been tucked into the grand canyon cleavage of her over-ample double-E jumblies, denoting she’s of
the Royal Court’s Blue Circle!
And she’s married or widowed, ‘cause she’s wearing the faerie version of a wedding-band on the
marital, as opposed to the engagement, side of her face. The faerie WB is like a 3-boned, only it
involves two kunts instead of three, spanned by a bejeweled fine filigreed gold chain. And her 2boned’s style is not proprietary (Christian), it’s Pagan! One wedding-band kunt, representing the
husband, pierces her right nostril. The WB’s other kunt, representing the wife, pierces her right
earlobe.
The leather-clad cyber-chick is a Seraphim. Seraphim are raven-haired Grendel. Tall and
willowy, Grendel resemble Brunettes, but without the milk white complexion. And, except for this
Blaque variation, Grendel have white-blonde hair. Like most Grendel, and all citizens of The
Empire, Lady Julia’s a Jew.
Being the first Christian people, Jews have that expected penchant for D&H, degradation and
humiliation, where penance is concerned. Gentile faerie society uses B&D, bondage and discipline,
a watered-down version of D&H, for confessional rigors. Both D&H and B&D are extrapolations
of that good old repentance standby: sadeo-masochism.
The fact that Kane and Vicious aren’t back on the G-109, initially throws them both for a loop.
But Kane quickly regains her composure when she sees that Lady Julia is involved.
Sitting at a table are Sister Elaine and Mildred Most. They’re playing poker. Surprise. Surprise.
Surprise. Not.
Another no surprise, at least to Kane, is that although Vicious left well before she did, they
arrived together. With Lady Julia involved, nothing is going to surprise Kane about how this caper
will unfold in the most unforeseen twists and turns.
“Cozy bungalow you got here, milady.”
“It took you long enough to get to Dune. Now. Let’s go. I’ve got something to show you.”
“Long time, no see.”
“Feels like yesterday to me.”
Laying on a nearby sofa are Kane’s duster and her holstered guns, along with Gina’s longcoat
and shotguns. Neither Mondo nor Gina bothers to gun up. There’s no need. Besides, it would be
quite rude. But more importantly, it would be quite illegal.
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Here on Dune, the so-called Jewish Shangri-La, only the Royals, members of the Royal Guard,
and people who have been granted a special needs permit can legally possess guns in the Realm.
It’s called gun control, Gomer. Three things about Dune make it quite easy for The Empire to
justify the enactment and enforcement of such Liberal (repressive) isolationist laws.
Dune is the contrived singularity of an artificial Black Hole. It’s got thirteen distinct weather
zones, all of ‘em as big as the planet Earth. And, three planet Jupiters could fit comfortably inside
of Dune! An armed citizenry would only complicate matters, The Empire argues.
JKS has her Western-style double holster strapped on. She’s packin’ matched SAAs loaded with
dum-dums. And it doesn’t get any nastier than dumdum bullets. Kane still has a vujcic and a vester
of knives. Vicious still has a broadsword. So, the trio is far from defenseless.
“I like those Killjoy stirrup-chaps. But that Caligula tunic of yours does clash with your MAX’s
overall Neo-Frontier theme.”
“Never had much mainstream fashion sense. Want a set of chaps like mine?”
“The shorts that are glued to, and flossing between, my cheeks, fashion preclude me from
wearing chaps.”
“That is a sticky wicket you’ve gotten yourself into. But I think I have a solution. One inspired
by The Bon Marche, no less.”
“So, you got a set of them calf-n-ankle-hugging spats for me. Huh?”
“Authentic Army Air Corps-issue, circa World War One.”
“Oh goody. How thoughtful of you. I’ve always wanted my very own set of Killjoy gaiters.”
“Now that we’ve had our usual Guten Morgen, it’s time to get down to brass tacks.”
“Sounds like a plan.”
They go outside into a raging snow storm. It’s thirty degrees below zero.
The blizzard has deposited a foot of snow on the ground, although it’s only been showering for
an hour. And the pitch-black night harbors bestial terrors who know instinctively to not attack the
call-girls as they travel from cabin to barn. This is what Grendel, Vampire, Elf, and faerie of that ilk
call “brisk weather.” So far, no one has acknowledged Vicious’ existence. Nor has Gina tried to
force the issue. She knows better than to do that.
Julie leads Mondo over to the hogtied corpse of a White-Blond who’s lying face down in some
hay at the back of the barn. He’s wearing the gaudy Retro era uniform of a warrant officer in the
Royal Guard of the Jewish Empire. And he looks to be the handiwork of a certain notorious jobber,
the most famous citizen of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.
“Dori Funk went from MIA to KIA when his body was discovered this morning. It looks like
Jack’s work, but I can’t be positive. MOSSAD found the remains of his younger brother Terri and
the crew of the Royal airship they went missing in. One perp did the wet works.”
“Who discovered the body?”
“I did,” Lady Julia answers, after clearing her throat. That’s a sure sign to Kane that something
most foul is afoot.
“May, I?”
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“Of course. That’s why you’re here, for your expertise in these sordid matters of the Cacti.”
“Oh. By the way. Do try to act surprised when my Aunt Agnus makes a call on you about some
matter that needs your involvement,” Kane says in a most offhanded fashion, as she carefully
inspects the body for clues.
“Will you be my partner on your aunt’s gig?”
“Yup. Bully boys, just like always.”
Julie moves up behind Kane and begins running her fingers through Mondo’s mane.
“I’ve heard that you like us girls now.”
“Quite so.”
“Good. So do I.”
“Wow. You never cease to amaze me. And here you had me fooled into thinkin’ all these years
that you only liked d’em dere boys.”
“Good tease.”
“Thanks. Well. Like you said, it looks like Cactus Jack’s work.”
“Looks like, don’t cut it.”
“Well, it’ll have to do, ‘cause there are a lot of poachers these days who can do a spot-on
imitation of his bona-fide.”
“We have to be sure, ‘cause Dori Jr. was the grandson of King Kroger. More importantly, he was
directly ahead of moi in succession to the Throne.”
“Jessica Priest! You know how I feel about gettin’ mixed up with d’em fuckin’ Jew Royals.”
“Mind your tongue. I’m one of those fuckin’ Jew Royals.”
“Just barely. You’re a bastard. Remember?”
“Bar-sinister or not, I’m still a Royal.”
“And someday you’ll be Queen. I know. I’ve heard dat fantasy before.”
If any other commoner had mocked her in that fashion, she’d have taken exception to it. Likely,
they’d be challenged to a duel of honor. But this commoner has a past with JKS: long, deadly, and
evil incarnate.
“We’ll move back over to the door and keep watchful eyes, leaving you to your earnest work.”
It’s the first time Lady Julia has acknowledged Gina’s existence. The Grendel’s manners remain
impeccable and Courtly. She waits till they reach the door to formally recognize Kane’s
Submissive.
It sure looks like Cactus Jack’s work. Of course, it could be Jane the Ripper’s doing. And if it is,
I won’t be able to tell the difference. They’re MOs and signatures are identical. Well then, I’d
better do what any real detective would do in a situation like this: I’ll flip a coin.
“So. You’re the Skinhead riff-raff that’s become my beloved Connie’s, I mean Mondo’s, Slave.”
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“Yes, milady,” Gina answers in the appropriately sheepish manner, never making direct eye
contact. Being backwoods doesn’t mean she’s completely ignorant of proper Court manners.
“Good. Very polite. You may now address me in the familiar manner.”
“Thank you, milady.”
“There’s a question in your eyes.”
“You’re a bastard. So where do you get the stones from to aspire to the Throne?”
“Heh. Heh. Heh. So, this home girl is not intimate with all of our customs. Good. I shall teach
you. As you so correctly noted, I’m a bastard. But, I’m the King’s bastard. And my mother, Ginger
Pops, she’s quite well connected.”
“I see, milady.”
“Now, a new question cometh. Ask it.”
“Are we talkin’ Ginger Pops, the half-sister of the Lolly Pops?”
“One in the same.”
“Wow, doesn’t even begin to cover it.”
“I see how you covet my wife. Tis no matter to me though. I don’t mind if she has other lovers.
We can share her.”
“Wife?”
“Nothing’s free in this life. Everything has its price. Marriage was the price I demanded of the
then Connie Smith in order that I accept her as my jobber. Of course, the nuptials were by rabbi, in
a proper Synagogue, as required by our Orthodox Catholic Church, the Church of our blessed
Moses of Judah and Petra the Apostle. But, with her being mortal at the time, my bride and I
couldn’t consummate our union. Now that she’s faerie, we can. Then we’ll be married in the eyes
of the Law. For us Jews, marriage is forever. We Orthodox Christians, like the Faithful of your
church, The Church, the Roman Catholic Church, don’t recognize divorce. But, our church, like
your church, and the law, do recognize annulment; annulment being divorce by another name.
Capish?”
But, in her anger, and being young and inexperienced, Gina misses the obvious loophole Lady
Julia has so graciously and generously dropped in her lap.
“I have marital plans for her. And I have no intention of shelving them and becoming the other
woman!”
“You uppity bitch. You’re no match for me. I’m a cold-blooded killer.”
“I’m hardly unblooded myself, sist’r. And forget about some rigged duel of honor to see who
gets her; where the fix is in, and you know from the git-go you’re gonna win. I’ll bushwhack you, if
that’s what it takes to void your claim on her.”
“White trailer trash.”
“Blue-blood geek.”
“Redneck.”
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“Second rate gun whore.”
“Backwoods thug.”
“So?”
“Touché, young one,” Lady Julia concedes, graciously. But she puts a menacing emphasis on
“young one,” which is not a good sign. It’s never healthy for young to have an Elder address ‘em
that way.
“Thanks. That’s very white of you,” Gina retorts sarcastically, as she stuffs some chew in her
mouth. True to form, she ignores the menacing hint. If she’s slain on the spot, so be it, is her
attitude.
“It’s good to see you girls bonding so well,” Kane interjects, as she walks in on the twosome.
“Finished already, beloved?”
“Yep.”
“And your findings are?”
“Death by misadventure.”
“We already knew that.”
“Are you involved?”
“Moi?”
“It won’t be the first time you’ve decided to expedite your ascension to the Throne by
eliminating those ahead of you in the line of succession.”
“And it’s always done quite legally, through duels of honor. And I’m always the one who’s
challenged.”
“But you’re the one who always finds a way to provoke it.”
“Unsubstantiated rumors.”
It’s Julia’s tone that clues Mondo in about what is what ‘bout this who-done-it.
“So, you’ve been accused of being the slayer?”
“Yes. An obvious frame job.”
“Couldn’t happen to a nicer crook.”
“You ungrateful!”
“Shut up, Jewess!”
“As you wish, beloved bride.”
“And as such, beloved groom, I will help you extricate yourself from this mess, regardless of
your guilt or innocence.” Gina starts to say something, but Kane silences her with a look. “Right
and wrong, the only difference is whether you get caught.”
“Quite so.”
“We’ll consummate the marriage tonight after supper.”
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“Excellent. I snared a couple of wild humans when I went hunting this morning. We’ll have
them. Both are young, lean, and tender. They’ve been strung up in the smokehouse all day.”
“How, nice.”
“You know us Jews like to have our fresh meat each day, fresh—sliced from the animal while it
still lives. Oh, we’ll eat carrion, like you Gentiles and the low-life humans do, but only when we
have to.”
“Such a blessed meal you tempt me with, husband. Truly a fitting honeymoon repast.”
“Quite so, wife. I’ll go ahead and prep ‘em for their coming painful slaughter.”
“Excellent.”
Kane waits until Julia is well out of earshot, before she gives Gina the all’s clear.
“I’m glad she likes you, ‘cause I was dreading that you two wouldn’t hit it off. Then I’d have to
mediate countless catfights between the two of you.”
“Think she’s guilty?”
“I know she isn’t.”
“How can you be so sure?”
“’Cause Dori is definitely Jack’s work. John ‘Cactus Jack’ Kerby’s reading of Kombat’s The
Jade Book is quite signature, but only if you know how to read the tea leaves properly, and I do.
She’s being framed for this bag-n-tag.”
“How so?”
“She murders in Jack’s style, all right, but with her own subtle, yet unique, twist. This poach has
been deliberately made to look like her Jack-ish work instead of what it really is, which is a
genuine Jack-off.”
“Huh?”
“My. My. My. We’ve been sleeping during our political analysis classes haven’t we.”
“Well. Maybe I haven’t been giving them my full attention,” Gina admits, after a long pause.
“Do better when you return from this summer’s vacation.” Then, after an appropriate pause,
Mondo begins the dissection: “For generations, the Krogers have always been the staunchest antiCommunists this side of the Delaware River. As such, theirs alone, among all of the colonial
governments within the American Imperium, have been allowed to maintain their sovereignty. But
change is an inevitable part of life. And the word is, some of the younger members of the Royal
House have adopted a far less aggressively pro-Capitalist viewpoint than the U.S. Gov’t, our
dearest Uncle Sam, deems to be acceptable in the national interest.”
“So, the rottens get got?”
“So, to speak. And we’re speakin’ hypothetically, since the assassination of governmental leaders
or monarchs or potential monarchs, inside and outside of our great Republic, by agents of our
Federal Government and/or the independent subcontractors working in behalf of our Federal
Government, is quite illegal.”
“Quite so. But how, hypothetically speakin’, does the frame on Lady Julia fit into all of this?”
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“It’s a matter of killing two birds with one stone, so to speak. A potential threat to our national
interests is eliminated and the resourcefulness of a like-thinking potential ally is tested. She fails the
test if she is convicted of treason by The Empire for murdering a Royal heir to the Throne with the
intent of illegally advancing herself in the line of succession. And Uncle Sam will know that hers
was the wrong pro-Capitalist fraction to back. Our Government won’t back a right-wing ally that
can’t pull their own weight.”
“So then why were we put here, I presume by Uncle Sam, in an obvious attempt to stack the deck
in milady’s favor?”
“Probably because one of Uncle Sam’s nosey nephews, like the Company or Military
Intelligence or whomever, ciphered that Uncle Boris had upped-the-ante. A major league coup
must be in the offing. Hence the gloves came off and out went the ‘hands-off wait and see how she
does on her own’ stuff.”
“Cool. We get to kick some Commie butt.”
“Exactly. Death to Boris. And it’s the usual Cold War scenario played out on a daily basis in the
arena of the Super Powers’ outer space colonies. We help Lady Julia out of this mess, helping foil
the coup in the process; our side chalks up another one in the ‘win’ column. But if we fail in our aid
attempt, and the Commies do take over, crowning a new king of their own choosing.”
“We’ll join Lady Julia at the noose party, swinging from the new king’s gallows, convicted as
accomplishes to her treasonous act.”
“Exactly. Everyone even remotely connected with our Government will disavow any knowledge
of us, our actions, let alone our possible motivations. Of course, mother and Aunt Elaine will be
spared; religious immunity you know. We’re the only ones in our crew who’ll be hung alongside
Lady Julia. So, even if we fail, the nuns will survive to bring back valuable intel to the good guys.”
“What if the Commies decide to not play by those rules?”
“Always a possibility, but highly unlikely. Uncle Boris will not soon forget about the dire
consequences of getting caught fuckin’ with religious types.”
“Prague ‘62.”
“Excellent counter. Now. Impress me some more.”
“The Church retaliated for the murderous actions of a couple of overeager Czech border guards.
The Stazi slaughtered a handful of Jesuits during a routine crossing at Checkpoint Charlie.”
“Bravo. So, you do play attention in your classes sometimes.”
“Sometimes.”
“Mother and Aunt Elaine are the religious neutrals who are anathema to the Communist State.
You’re the misguided daughter of exploited proletariat parents who’s been led astray by the
insidious Madison Avenue persuasion of Capitalist indoctrination. And I’m the impartial jezebel
who, in her misspent youth, was renowned for playing both sides against the middle. With these
kind of demographics, we’re the ideal crew for this gig.”
“Impartial jezebel. Huh?”
“Remember. I’ve had many masters and mistresses.”
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“By the by.”
“Yes?”
“Why didn’t you mention you were already hitched?”
“You never asked. And, quite frankly, my being spoken for, was none of your business.”
“So, even if I had asked, you wouldn’t have told me you were married?”
“Bingo. Then again, no one knew we were married, except for the rabbi who performed the
ceremony, and he was sworn to secrecy.”
“Charlie-Zulu to Mother-Hen. Kick-butt badasses have hit the ground running. Confirmed,
through engagement, the presence of entrenched gung-ho Soviets in the AO.”
“Mother-Hen to Charlie-Zulu. Your bag-it-n-tag-it is a roger-wilco and out.”
“Probably a firefight between a Soviet dc-t and a Marine ki-t. You can distinguish the small-arms
that are trademark to Western SOFs and the Kremlin’s SpecOps by their reports. What I sherlock
are Stoners, the Recon’s favorite PAW. I also detect the usual COMMBLOC mix of AKMs and
ANs.” Then, Kane adds: “There’s something troubling you. Spit it out. It’s just us two girls.”
“You’re awfully knowledgeable about that Eastern Bloc stuff.”
“Like I said, I’ve had many masters and mistresses. One of ‘em was Mikhail T. Kalashnikov, the
father of the most popular assault rifle in the world, the AK-47. When I turned sweet sixteen, in
memory of services rendered, he sent me an autographed copy of Eugene Cunningham’s
Trigonometry; a priceless first edition, no less, from his own private collection. That Commie has
some very rare books in his library.”
“Did you ever commit acts which could be considered treasonous, while you were the hired
lackey of your Uncle Boris’ Politburo?” Gina asks, with a noticeable edge in her voice. She’s dead
serious. There’s no way of mistaking this for a tease.
“Never ask me a question whose answer you obviously couldn’t handle graciously.”
Kane delivers her smart-ass answer with an equally smart-ass smile, as if to confirm the obvious:
beneath her veneer of scruples, there lurks the resident evil which has defined her since her mortal
pubescence.
After a long pause, Gina finally breaks the ice with the opening salvo of a limerick: “Wow. That
mother’s some bitch. Says the brash young man to the brazen young woman.”
“That bitch is my mother. Answers back the brazen young woman to the brash young man,”
Kane giggles out the concluding verse. There’s a long pause. Then, Kane’s voice takes on an
apologetic tone: “Forgive me for being such a dumb-ass express in the presence of such a steadfast
patriot like yourself. I will never again make light of having been a Benedict Arnold. Suffice it to
say that those anti patriae days, when I was a freelancer, are long past.”
“I will forgive. But I cannot forget.”
“Fair enough.”
They exchange a hi-five, a hug, and a kiss.
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“Duchess-Lady Julia’s opposition will take advantage of the vulnerable position these murders
have put her in and try an topple her with a Machiavellian, just like she, Dame Julia, and I once
toppled others who were in the Duchess’ way. Outside of marriage or coalition, it’s the most
common method used by a Royal to expand their allotted Duchy and/or ancestral holdings. Always
remember, this Machiavellian’s a game of inhuman chess played by Jewish rules. So be on your
guard at all times.”
“You love her, don’t you?”
“Yes. And I learned a long time ago that the way we repay those we love for that precious gift of
their love is to be there for them in their times of need.”
“Right and wrong, the only difference is getting caught.”
“Now. You understand. The Duchess needs me; therefore, I’m there for her as she has always
been there for me, unconditionally. And in spite of the ceaseless raging of that part of me that’s my
mortal past-life, I’ve come to the same arrangement with my maker. I love mother unconditionally,
and will always be there for her just like she’s always been there for me.”

“Dune isn’t worth the bones of a single Prussian soldier.
The Jews can have that misbegotten orb. Good riddance!”
Prince Otto Eduard Leopold von Bismarck
“The Iron Chancellor” (first chancellor of the German Empire)
“Sir.”
“Yes, Sparks?”
“Detecting Soviet heavy-cruiser emerging from a TPS into the Black Hole. Sonar indicates it’s
one of their brand-new Brezhnev-Class, sir.”
“Voila! Just like I told you. Spank d’at baby and you’ll find out who the momma is. Looks like
we’ve found the barn from which that Commie covert-ops team that our Recons are engaging came
from. And just look at the respect we be getting boys and girls. Uncle Boris has sent one of his
most potent nephews against us. An Ivan of the elite Space Fleet of the Soviet Navy versus the best
that G.I. Joe, G.I. Jane, and the Gunboat Factory have to offer, for a slugfest in gunboat alley. How
quant. In here there’ll be none of this kill-at-a-distance bullshit. This will be a real battle. Face-toface. And may the biggest, baddest dog on the block win.”
“Sir.”
“Yes, Sparks?”
“We’ve got two more trans-spatial corridors forming to our flank. Echo patterns indicate we’ve
got Stalin-Class heavy-destroyers coming through behind us, sir.”
“Well, boys and girls. It looks like we’re gonna see firsthand if these gunboats are all that the
people at The Boeing Company’s Electric Boat Works claim they’re cracked up to be.”
“Excuse me, sir. But. We’re receiving an incoming binary stream.”
“Switch to Morse code.”
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“Aye, skipper.”
“Translate.”
“A Captain Dixon of the Royal Guard is Morsing us. He indicates that Soviet regulars, deployed
by some type of variant site-to-site teleportation, are assaulting the castle-Keep of his liege,
Duchess Julia Smith. He’s requesting our assistance, sir.”
“Mr. Dawson. Tell him. Remind my brother, that his older sister has never let him down, and
doesn’t intend to start doing so now. Tell him that I’ve been fully authorized by the President to use
whatever force I deem necessary to repel any Soviet ground or air assault against Dune. Wish him
the best of luck. And tell him in closing, that our prayers go with him.”

“There are nine, count ‘em nine, principles of war, MOOSE
MUSS: mass, objective, offensive, simplicity, economy of
force, maneuver, unity of command, surprise, and
security.”
Colonel David “Hack” Hackworth, U.S. Army (Ret.)
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Foreword
“A lopsided point of view.”
“I love the smell, after a battle.”

George S. Patton
(A representative comment)
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Book Four
SVSV

(Modern acronym usage)
Serious Violence for the Seriously Violent
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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Sickgirl
“I be the perdy means of your extinction.”
As a trained assassin, I have a very limited vocabulary. I only understand three words: duty,
loyalty, and honor.
Needless to say, my word is my bond. My fealty is always based on unconditional love, respect,
and mutual admiration. Nothing less is acceptable.
Besides, when sheaves of neatly-bound denominations become the sum total of the equation,
you’ll end up screwing-da-pooch (betraying an employer), usually for money, resulting in a
convenient accident being arranged for the screwer by the screwee or you’ll end up screwed-bypoochie (betrayed by an employer) for any number of reasons, usually monetary ones.
But there’s another side to this relationship between jobber and middleman. I’m also not some
dog to be kicked ‘round at my employer’s whim. Remember, this limited vocabulary and
unconditional fealty that I speak of must be reciprocal. In other words, the boss who tries to fuck
me, is gonna get fucked, if I have anything to say about it. And remember, where payback is
concerned, sick is, as sick does. That’s why Dame Julia nicked me Sickgirl. ‘Nough said.
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Chapter One
Little “White” Lie
“You dared to touch my Royal person.”
“We’d better go back to the cabin.”
“Shouldn’t we wait for Lady Julia?”
“She’s a big girl and is quite capable of taking care of herself. Besides, she’s packin’ heat and we
ain’t.”
“But.”
“But nothing. This is her show. We’re her guests. And polite guests let their host have the first
crack at any gate crashers.”
“You’re right. We’ll get plenty of chances to bash any Commies who might be driven our way
after the collapse of their blitzkrieg.”
“Jeez. The fighting has only started, and you’re already predicting that Uncle Sam’s forces are
going to rout the Godless Communists. Huh?”
“Of course.”
Kane starts to say something, but stops herself. She’s given her word to not tease Gina anymore
about being a flag-waving patriot.
“Ever hear of MRP-II?”
“It’s some kind of ‘dirty tricks’ think tank, isn’t it?”
“Close enough. Military Research Projects Interworlds Inc. is a privately-owned consulting firm
that specializes in sharing its NATO-style expertise with the militaries of developing nations who
have friendly relations with the U.S. Government. One of their client nations is the Jewish Empire.
I imagine MRP will be closely monitoring the performance of their students. Know who persuaded
King Kroger to contract out to Military Research?”
“No, Mistress.”
“Word is, it was Lady Julia. As such, it’s quite likely that her castle-Keep will be a focal point of
the Soviet’s ground attack. This could lead to an interesting turn of events.”
“How so, M?”
“Why, the officer in charge of the brigade that’s assigned to protect Lady Julia’s castle-Keep is
the brother of Captain de Ville.”
“So, the plot thickens.”
“Now you’re catching on. Except for love, nothin’ binds impact players in the covert-ops game
like blood does. It’s quite likely that many a rule of espionage will be broken this night. All in the
name of love-n-blood.”
“Is it true what they say about MRP?”
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“As in?”
“Well, it’s no secret that two retired U.S. Generals founded MRP. One’s John ‘Black Jack’
Pershing U.S. Army-ret. This is public knowledge. But my roommate Kandy Evans, whose father
is a career diplomat with the State Department, says that a friend of a friend of a friend of her father
insinuated to him in an ‘off the record’ conversation in the gentlemen’s sitting room at the Waldorf
Astoria, that the firm’s much rumored about silent partner and co-founder is, is retired-General
Agnus B Miller. Is that true?”
“Yes,” Kane responds, after an appropriately long pause.
“Uncle Sid was oh so right. Be a good Catholic, and good things will happen to you.”
“Amen to d’at, honey bear.”

“I’m a prostitute, officer, a fleshpot who sells her body for
moola. Only it’s death instead of sex that bez my stock-intrade.”
Constance Ann Smith
“Ladies and gentlemen. What we’ve got here is a pissin’ contest. So, we and the Commies are
gonna unzip our flies, flop our stanleys out on the table, and see who’s got the biggest gun. Loser
dies.”
The aerial portion of this shootin’ war begins before de Ville has finished getting those prophetic
words out of her mouth.
When Kane and Vicious reenter the cabin, Elaine and Mildred are still engrossed in their poker
game. There’s one noticeable difference. An additional player is sitting at the table, and she’s
decked out in the field utilities of a major with JAG, Judge Advocate General. She’s the first of
those many broken rules that Mondo referred to earlier. Her name is Felicity Mason. Friends of the
Elf nick her “Perry”—Perry Mason the famous Gotham City lawyer. When the Corps isn’t yanking
the reservist’s chain, Fel is a junior partner with the prestigious law firm of Cohn, Wesley, Ross, &
Finkle.
Mason is winning big. This is of no real import to the old folks. For them, money only serves two
purposes: keepin’ score and commerce with the young ones. To such as them, great wealth is
merely a by-product of living so long. It’s never an end in itself. Besides, being Church, they can
always mooch off the Faithful. So, money is never an issue, anyways.
As soon as the first of the Soviet heavy-destroyers emerges into the Black Hole from its TPS, it’s
obliterated by the planetary NMD, the National Missile Defense system. Meanwhile, planetside,
Soviet regulars, trying to breach the castle-Keep of Lady-Duchess Julia, encounter the annihilating
combination of: the Keep’s defending forces, overarmed APCs so-called Gooney Birds, dispatched
from the Capital, and GBIs, Ground-based interceptors of the elite Royal SOF, Special Operations
Force. There’s no question where the King’s sentiments lay. It’s also quite clear that the trillions in
aid money sent to The Empire, from the various public and private organizations which are
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collectively known as the American Friends Of Judaism, have been wisely spent. Although selfsufficient and geographically far-removed from Earth, true patriots of The Empire never forget
they’re still Americans. And their friends make sure that such loyalty is amply rewarded. Hence,
the aid money.
The gunboat and heavy-cruiser slug it out, as upgraded Lightnings of the Jewish Royal Navy
precede to wolfpack the remaining Soviet heavy-destroyer out of existence. When the cruiser
empties the barn, deploying the remainder of its main force troops, splitting ‘em between attacking
Lady Julia’s castle-Keep and attacking the Capital, Captain de Ville responds in kind.
Captain de Ville ups-the-ante and deploys all of her boat’s ground forces, both MF and SOF!
And when a second and third heavy-cruiser emerge from artificial Worm Holes, her boat engages
simultaneously these new interlopers with the same zest and lethality as it’s using on the first
cruiser. Three-to-one odds is just the kind of lopsided scenario that this persuasion of gunboat is
designed for.

“I’m not black or white or even grey. I’m neutral. I’m Evil
incarnate. I’m an instrument of destruction, death, and pure
dread for whomever has the balls to wield me. And I’ve
been known to bite the hand that feeds me, whenever I
deem my wielder is unworthy.”
Lolly “Licks” Pop
(co-founder of the MOSSAD)
The door swings open, ushering in the storm, Lady Julia, and the man and woman she’s dragging
in behind her. She waves off any offers of help and hooks up the humans on the medieval server
herself. Both bodies have been properly prepared for the feasting. They’re completely enthralled.
Although a Royal, Lady Julia’s quite capable of doing all of her own domestic chores. She
single-handedly sets up dinner. She craves off the first slice of meat without a hitch in spite of the
squirming of the sustenance.
Although a few weeks ago, she couldn’t, Mondo fits right in at the repast. In fact, she devolves as
much as the saved by-birth does. Everyone, but most notably the trio of old folks, Mildred and
Elaine and Lady Julia, are quite pleased with Kane’s reaction to being served “fresh” meat.
As a human, she always fell in between the cracks, being psychologically closer to a faerie’s
mindset. That’s why it hasn’t taken much, or long, to push her into an inhuman mentality where she
sees nothing wrong with eating people, even when said people are still very much alive.
After the messing (eating) and its clean up, the bride and groom retire to their sleeping quarters to
consummate their marriage. The poker game resumes, with Gina joining in. Outside, beyond the
protective spells, charms, glamours, and whatnot being generated by the seniors inside the cabin, a
battle rages for the very control of the Jewish State. For while the Soviets attack from without,
Leftist sympathizers attack from within and stage a coup. The King’s response to this treachery is
short, brutal, and to-the-point: no quarter, no mercy.
“The King is such a competent, beloved tyrant. What could they have been thinking?”
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“It was nothing short of suicidal.”
“I wholeheartedly agree. It just goes to show you that even the properly bred can be real
assholes.”
“You’re absolutely correct. Those usurpers had to be part jackass to attempt a coup. And to think
they had aligned themselves with that Godless Communist rabble.”
“They deserved to get their tickets punched.”
“Quite so. For the common good, so-to-speak.”
“Besides, it’s been ages since the King’s had a chance to go on a real tear like this one.”
“Absolutely.”
The two Royals stroll casually across the courtyard as they discuss the coup’s expected
aftermath: summary executions, the genocide of entire branches of the Royal line, martial law, the
return of the so-called estrangement trials, numerous wet works by the MOSSAD, and rampant
paranoia on the King’s part concerning moles left behind by the uprising’s conspirators to do him
in.
All but one of the ill-fated coup’s ringleaders has been caught, tried, convicted, and strung up for
all to see. They hang unceremoniously from the most ancient of the oak trees in the courtyard.
Into this post-mayhem, the party of six materializes within an ancillary conjuring circle, just off
the main courtyard. Bringing up the rear are Gina and Mondo. Alas, the proverbial closet has
become the repository for Mondo’s shiv-laden vester and Gina’s sheathed broadsword. Although
Mondo and Gina are minus their SOF blades, they’re again packin’ heat. Both have a special riteof-carry from Lady Julia. But none of the Guard is shy about challenging them about their
possession of immoral firearms. No one in fact is beyond reproach as far as the iron-fisted Guard is
concerned. This includes Lady Julia. This even includes the JAG and the nuns!
Planetside, the Guard and the Marines wolfpack Soviet stragglers out of existence. Off-Dune,
nothing, absolutely nothing, remains of the Soviet Naval armada except for debris. The skies above
Dune are ruled supreme by the Berserker and what’s left of the Royal Navy’s Lightnings. And
believe you me, most of the Lightnings survived their fiery baptism, and they’re very much intact.
Mondo keeps her eyes peeled and her trigger fingers itchy. Times like these are electric and are
meant to be lived to their fullest. Like her husband Lady Julia, she’s sportin’ a Lolly Pop: a brutal
hairdo named after the infamous beautician-turned-evangelical-murderess who’s credited with
popularizing it. Her mane remains long, generous golden-wheat in the back, seemingly untouched
by the singularly-vicious follicular charm which has devastated the remainder of her honey-blonde.
The rest of her hype hair has been chopped and hacked into chaotic brevity which, although
hideous, somehow avoids being the least bit butch. In fact, her killer ‘do is quite feminine-looking,
something which cannot be said of Gina’s synn-grrrl. Mondo is boned on the marital-side of her
face. A Richs’ 2-boned connects right earlobe to right nostril. And you don’t get ritzier than a Richs
for a WB.
There have been noticeable revisions to Kane’s usual S&M get-up. For the first time in many
years, she’s sportin’ in the Goon-version of the Classic American biker jacket. Lady Julia had been
holding it for her. This stiff, waist-length scooter is Walter “Killer” Kowalski-style. Simply put, it’s
a double-breasted vampiir surprise. The surprise being that it can convert itself into a strangulation-
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vestment, a straitjacket, whenever the whim of its rightful owner is for restraint instead of for mere
briefed coverage. As such, this vestment’s got: wide button-hole lapels, discreet red snapper
pockets, extendable sleeves which can immobilize the wearer’s arms after crisscrossing ‘em into
sour dough pretzels, a wide waist-belt that fastens via a hefty spider-buckle, varicose suspenders
dangling from the convertible’s (convertible jacket’s) abbreviated hemline (said suspenders end in
sterling-silver hosiery skull clasps), and a plethora of snaps, straps, buckles, and toothy jumbo
zippers. Scripted in demonic purple across the six of this Jockey brand from Nordstrom is KILL’R
SLUT. DON’T THREAD ON ME; the anthem of femme squatters, freelance gunwhores, and other
such cunty Natural Born Killers throughout the world. Depicted underneath said motto is a
frighteningly realistic looking rattlesnake in a moving position, poised to strike. The waist-scooter
was a promise keeper’s gift from Fats. It’s the major reason for the Gucci-inspired manacled model
lilt to her outfit. And except for being petite-sized on the Goon scale, it’s identical to the full-sized
rhino that belongs to Fats.
She’s also sportin’ her 6-inch-high Killjoy gaiters: a wedding gift bequeathed her by her Grendel
husband, which allows her clogs to emulate the bad girl attitude of knobs. And thanks to said
gaiters, hers is now the menacingly-lurid gait of a Slice Girl. Besides, what would a gun moll be
without her shrink-wraps anyways? Not much of a ho, of course. The spats in question have threebuckle fronts and are worn cuffed like baby dolls.
Snugly encircling both of her opera-n-granny armored wrists is a so-called slave girl: a
discipline-oriented wrist belt whose origins are deeply rooted in Goon inquisition mythology.
These MAX restraints are covered in stubby spikes and fasten via a D-ring and miniature
thumbscrew-padlock combination called a slaver. The spikes in question, as well as the slavers
themselves, are silver. Such customized Goon-ish charm bracelets are but another one of those
slutty Mob girl touches which keeps this wife’s PAS in fashion sync with that of her husband’s.
Stylistically, these Liberty House delights are a fitting complement to her spats.
To further appease her mobster-aligned husband, her garter belt is jitterbug. This means it’s in
idle and cuffed: folded back over her bikers, overlapping ‘em. It’s an abomination that Most refuses
to acknowledge in any way, shape, or form. Kane keeps tellin’ her mother that cuffing her garter
belt, an ode to MCN, so-called Mob class normalcy, is only for the duration of her honeymoon, but
Most knows her daughter better than that. Cuffs are Mob tradition. This is why mobsters and their
leggy molls like to wear cuffed duds. And it goes without saying that all molls are leggy.
Mondo would kind of like to bare those long silky-smoothes of hers: all nekked without those
obscuring Churchy ‘net hose in the way. But she knows that would be the last straw, as far as her
mother would be concerned. Besides, nekked never felt so good as those imagined arachnids of her
stockings crawling up and down her flawless gams.
Up a jacket sleeve is a Mob-style surprise. Her vujcic is holstered in a spring-loaded sneak, that’s
strapped inconspicuously to the inside of her left forearm. The discreet sleeve holster is still the last
word in concealed carry for a vujcic. And Mondo’s use of it irks Most to no end. At least the
cheater is vampiir; which, by Most’s way of thinking, is its only saving grace.
So far, Mondo has made no move to dump her double-o or Suzy-Q. Thanks to that duo, Kane’s
properly constrained and veiled. But in spite of indiscretions like the sneak and the scooter and the
slave girls and the jitterbug, Kane remains the very epitome of the dutiful wife, beloved daughter,
and stalwart sandman, as well as one stunningly beautiful ass-kickin’ operator. And right now,
Lady Julia needs that kind of P.I. plankowning muscle, ‘cause of her being under suspicion for the
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murders of the Funk brothers and their crew.

“When one is away from mother Earth and her daughter
Moon, it’s always wise to be frugal about the use of magic,
telepathy, or even telekinesis. That’s because all three are
two-way streets which leave you wide open to
counterattacks when you’re out there estranged among the
stars.”
Margo “Smitty” Smith
“Look closely, observe carefully, then tell me what you see,” directs Gene Kiniski, the seasoned
middle-aged operative.
Gene’s twenty-something assistant resembles the ferret-faced Pinkerton weasel that was so rude
to The General in her office. Pencil neck geeks have a way of looking like they’re all cut from the
same cloth even when they’re unrelated.
“The stand-out’s some Mob-styled Grendel’s wife. She’s packin’ a deuce of Browning’s little
black guns. Got Nazi trappings. Also stinks to high heaven of being the sandman for some high
Church official. That one’s got a bundle of heavy affiliation,” Palmer answers, after a pause of the
appropriate length.
Arnold’s got all the right moves. The youngster is a fast tracker who was pegged for greatness
when he first started with the State Department. He’s been told by higher-ups that if he plays his
cards right on this one, he’ll be taking over Kiniski’s position as chief diplomat.
“Go on,” Kiniski prods.
The ole time rassler knows from firsthand experience, just how formidable this kid’s powers of
observation are. So, Palmer’s Sherlock Holmes-ish deductions don’t surprise him the least little bit.
It’s like Palmer’s reading straight from a dossier.
“I would guess that the Grendel is her husband. But whomever she’s the wahoo for, that Nazi
isn’t present. And as far as her package is concerned, I’d say the younger-looking of the two nuns,
the one toting the interview grade saddle bags, is said Church official she’s contracted to
protecting.”
“You seem quite sure of yourself. Why?”
“She’s pretty melodramatic about her body language. I’d bet a month’s pay and give Vegas odds
on being right-on-the-money.”
“What about the other two?”
“A desk jockey and a hot-headed Skinhead. They’re of no consequence. The planned bump-n-run
should take care of ‘em quite nicely. They’ll be fokker fodder for sure.”
“Why would you access the Skinhead as being hot-headed?”
“I’ve never met a Skinhead who wasn’t.”
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A Grendel, the Lord Sheriff, detaches himself from the nearby shadows. Ed “Strangler” Lewis’
entrance is just that stealthy.
“The wheels are in motion, gentlemen. Phase two of your planned dirty is about to commence.
The King’s Seraphim bastard should be one step closer to being put in her proper place. That
product of a back seat liaison has no business near the Throne.”
“And your chosen champion, Lord Robert ‘Eagle’ Gallagher, will finally receive the vindication
he so richly deserves,” Palmer responds, with his usual god-like level of self-assurance.
As the mission proceeds, Palmer is acting more and more like the boss, instead of the underling.
By his way of thinkin’, his promotion to chief diplomat is in-the-bag, ‘cause the planning, as well
as the contacts, are all his, insuring the mission’s success.
Palmer, the boy wonder, ciphers that good ole Gene doesn’t have one iota of backstabber in him,
and that Kiniski is too much of a straight arrow for his own good. And, as such, Palmer isn’t a tad
bit worried.
Of course, Palmer doesn’t know shit from shinola when it comes to assessing the capabilities of a
crafty, old “double tough” like Kiniski. ‘Cause the Jews don’t call Kiniski, “Rollin’ Thunder,” for
nothing. As Kiniski’s mentor, Ray “The Animal” Steele, likes to say, “When money, marbles, or
chalk are at stake, it ain’t no exhibition match, it’s a shoot to Kiniski.” In other words, Kiniski is
going to get real with this snotty-nosed kid, and it’s gonna be soon.
Once they’re inside of the palace, the Sergeant of Arms relieves Mondo, Gina, and Lady Julia of
their shootin’ irons. They’re given claim checks for their guns. Even the Palace Guards are
prohibited from carrying guns in the King’s abode. But the girls are all sportin’ blades, vujcics to
be precise, so they’re hardly unarmed.
Gina gawks wide-eyed at the palatial interior. It’s huge. Compression mechanics on this scale are
almost unheard of in the modern world outside of our Federal Government and the world’s
militaries. The cost to manifest such civilian-purposed architecture is prohibitive even for the
pocketbooks of most of the world’s trillionaires. But for one such as King Kroger, cost is never a
consideration. ‘Cause what his coffers cannot purchase, his friends can.
The party-of-six waits until they’re assigned a proctor who’s supposed to lead ‘em to their
appointment with the King. What he leads ‘em into is an ambush. Swords, lances, battle axes,
collapsible fightin’ staffs, and whatnot are brandished, and a pitched battle ensues. What makes the
difference is Mondo. Mondo, as blade runner, single-handedly saves the day. Her technique, though
obscure and quite unique, is clearly mercenary. It’s on par with that of Billie “Matchmaker” Wolff,
“The Great” Mae Young, Gladis “Kill ’Em” Gillem, Mae “Best Western” Western, Elvira “The
Rasslin Hillbilly” Snoggrass, even “The Invincible” Mildred Burke. It’s the hellcat technique of
Anna V: something Most hasn’t seen in eons. Seeing it brings Most to tears during the free-for-all.
Likewise, Smith’s eyes also go misty for analogous reasons. Before she teamed up with Dame
Julia, she was in a twosome with the infamous Countess Alice “Eli” Kazan. The late Countess, who
was the blade runner of the Kazan-Smith Connection, also had an obscure, mercenary technique
when it came to edged weapons.
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The Connection got engaged, but some things aren’t meant to be. They never got to the altar. The
business partners parted company amicably, and went their separate ways. Later, much later, Dame
Julia and Countess Kazan met, courted, and married.
Their short-lived marriage produced one child, Catherine. Like an Elder once told a know-it-all
mortal feminist, “You’re the ones who need a man to have children.” Of course, the offspring of
such female-to-female matings are always female.
“That fuckin’ Judas of a guide of ours got himself killed in the fracas.”
“Is that why you’ve been crying?” Kane questions teasingly.
“Stick to the business at hand,” Smith retorts sternly.
“Okay then. Our attackers are all sportin’ white walls and wearing Royal Guard uniforms. So,
they’ve got the correct military ‘dos and duds. But their threads are devoid of any rank, flashes, unit
patches, or name tags.”
“Adds up to the kind of leathernecks with ‘get out of jail free’ cards.”
“An MTT on rover. Which means our Judas led us into a ‘free fire’ zone. Looks like somebody
wanted to embarrass you really bad.”
“And they would’ve if it hadn’t been for you. By the way. Where in the hell did you learn to
slice-n-dice like dat?”
“Trade secret.”
“Must be. ‘Cause in the past, you’ve never demonstrated anything, but an average ability with a
blade. Guns and fists have always been your forte. And the birdie says, ‘Things change, people
don’t.’ So. Have you been holdin’ out on me?” There’s more than a little suspicion in Lady Julia’s
voice.
Julie K never would have questioned the motives of an unflinchingly loyal mortal named Connie
Smith. But that old Connie has gone and gotten herself made. And rebirth has been known to do
things to people: funny things, and not “ha” “ha” funny either.
Maybe this is her beloved Connie in a “rewired” body. Or maybe she’s a chix, a bodiless female
demon, who displaced the real Connie and took up residence, after the making had rewired
Connie’s body into a genetically suitable host; a chix with access to Connie’s memories, pretending
to be Connie.
“I was planning to lull you into a false sense of security by rookin’ you into thinkin’ d’at you
could still out-slice me. Then, when the opportunity presented itself, I was going to slit your throat.
You know, right through the back of your neck.”
There’s a tense, noticeable pause. Kane holsters her sword and turns her back on Lady Julia. JKS
cracks a smile and pats wife Kane on the butt.
“Sorry for the distrust. I was just being antsy.”
“Distrust. Huh? And here I was thinkin’ you were just being your usual high-strung Royal self.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Same ole Connie.”
“Just think of me as that old dog you knew, with a few new tricks.”
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“I will.”
Lady Julia looks over at Mondo’s sobbing maker, her mother-by-Embrace.
“Mondo, your mother is so fab. Hell. I’d do her in a heartbeat.”
“Be my guest. I’m sure you’re her type. All you have to do is play a little hard-to-get.”
“You reckon?”
“I’d bet a month’s pay on that. But take note.”
“Yes?”
“When you finally give into her seductions, and you two are writhing in the throes of illicit
passion, I bet she’ll scream out Anna’s name when she cums, each and every time. And I know you
know what I mean.”
“Even I won’t touch that one with a ten-foot pole.”
As they exchange a giggle and a hi-five, Gina walks up. Vicious addresses Lady Julia and then
her Mistress, which is proper and Courtly: “Excuse me, milady. Excuse me, Mistress.”
“What is it, Gina?”
“You gotta admit one thing, Mistress.”
“What’s that, Gina?”
“That shindig was some wake-up call, mistress.”
“Quite so.”
The three exchange giggles and hi-fives. Lord Sheriff Lewis and a handful of his deputies walk
leisurely onto the scene: coincidental-like and conveniently too late to help.
“Looks like you girls have had the misfortune of running into a squad of our Royal SOF
commandos while they were on a routine a sweep-n-clean. Their OIC was known to me, a newbie,
an ensign who had just made first lieutenant. When you wandered into this restricted area, he and
his men merely did their duty and made all attempts to destroy your party. Quite understandable.
Oh, and my compliments on the way that you cut ‘em to ribbons.”
“It ain’t like we had a choice, jimbo. Those blanketheads were out for blood-n-cunt,” Kane quips.
The corner of the Sheriff’s mouth quivers ever so slightly. Somehow, he marshals his temper,
before he responds to Mondo’s insolent remark.
“I’m Lord Sheriff Edward Lewis, not jimbo. Those foes you vanquished were members of our
elite Royal Special Operations Forces, and, as such, have no business being nicked blanketheads.”
“Well, Mister Sheriff, if it’s a good ‘nough nick for U.S. Army SOFs, it’s good enough for those
backstabbing vermin.”
“That’s enough, Mondo.”
“It took you long enough to chastise your wife, Lady Julia. Keep her on a short leash. Teach that
commoner that when she’s in the presence of Royalty that she should only speak when she’s
spoken to. And when she does speak, after being bidden to, she should keep her repartee classy.
She’ll live much easier that way.”
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Much to JKS’s relief, although Kane doesn’t simmer down, her wife doesn’t offer the Lord
Sheriff any further challenges.
“I give you my word she’ll behave from now on.”
“Good. I’ll escort you to the King while my men tidy up. Medieval-style Special Warfare always
creates quite the mess.”
“Thank you very much for your kind offer, uncle.”
The Sheriff blushes momentarily with rage at being called uncle by his brother’s peckerwood
bastard.
“Oh. By the way. When did this wing go under curfew?”
“Not long after you entered the palace. For some reason, your proctor neglected to get the latest
updates to the short list. The shorty’s been in a constant state of flux ever since the coup attempt.
Security’s as tight as a drum. Your guide dropped the ball and he paid for it with his life.”
Wet tissue paper would be more substantial than this cracker’s flimsy bullshit, but none of the
six-pack, not even Mondo, acts like they notice.
Their audience with the King is as uneventful as their seven-course meal in the palace’s Stork
Club. After the banquet, which was, no pun intended, fit for a king, the six-pack breaks up. Mason
reports in to a Marine SOF away-team. The nuns go off to visit a famous pilgrimage site. Gina goes
drinkin’-n-carousing with some school chums who happened to be vacationing on Dune when the
“one day” war broke out. And the newlyweds retire to their assigned chambers for some mouth
music: another no surprise.
“Gentlemen, today’s little fiasco left me shit-faced. Don’t fail me again, least I become highly
disturbed and look elsewhere for competent advisement.”
Having finished his tirade, the Lord Sheriff storms out of the embassy office of the American
Chief Diplomat. He slams the solid oak door behind him.
Kiniski kicks back in his chair and props his feet up on his desk. He lights up a cigar and begins
leisurely puffing on it.
Palmer slumps down in a chair. He’s clearly despondent over the unexpected turn of events.
“This can’t be happening. He turned on us like a mad dog.”
“What did you expect? We’re mortal and we failed him.”
“But we came so close. If it hadn’t been for that sandman, we would’ve had her.”
“Close, only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades.”
“No matter. We stick to the plan and turn up the heat.”
“It ain’t like we got a choice there, hoss.”
The newlyweds muster early. After a lengthy session of lovemaking in the wash of an arctic-cold
shower, they read the passages Mondo’s mother has marked for ‘em in their personal Bibles. Then
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it’s PT. And the Mondo version of physical training consists of calisthenics that would be strenuous
for most Elders, let alone for a young one, yet Kane breezes through ‘em with ease!
A chronologically much older, and thus theoretically much stronger, Lady Julia ends up dropping
out half-way through the exercise routine. She waits patiently for her wife to finish.
Then they make love again, this time on the livewood floor. Both of ‘em was all sweaty and
animal-smelling from the PT to begin with, conditions which their sexual liaison serves to amplify.
Another icy shower follows this carnal iteration. Afterwards, Lady Julia reclines on their queensized canopy bed while her wife does a casual survey of their living quarters.
Old habits die hard and some never do. Kane, the brainy brute, the assassin by-trade who, by her
own most humble admission, dabbles in the detective game, always familiarizes herself with her
bivouac as a follow-up to her initial sweep-n-clean of it. This sanitation procedure is one she
practices religiously, no matter how secure her quarters are supposed to be.
One of the many perks of being married to such a world class jock, is the sight of her walkin’
‘round our opulent bed chambers wearing only her jewelry and chast. What a busty hard body, she
be. She’s so especially fetching when she’s sporting that elaborate sandman makeup of hers. And,
oh, how she flexes-n-glows when she’s exercising. So many delicious extras to feast my eyes upon,
and I’ve got forever to enjoy ‘em. Must remember to thank my new mother-in-law for such a
natural wonder as this Mondo Kane.
The Lord Sheriff walks in unannounced, with a couple of his deputies in tow. None of ‘em makes
any bones, no pun intended, ‘bout leering at “the babe” Mondo Kane. Nor do they turn their heads
when Mondo saddles up.
“That brat of your wife’s, along with the brat’s crew, are in jail.”
“The charges?”
“Drunk-n-disorderly.”
Lord Sheriff Lewis eyes Kane suspiciously, because she’s lettin’ Lady Julia do all of the talking.
The big girl is all of a sudden acting too proper for his liking. It’s a good thing I’ve decided to dull
that Lonely One, the Lord Sheriff thinks to himself.
“We’ll take care of it.”
“The King needs to have words with you about a matter of State. Your wife will have to take care
of her jetset school girls. Don’t worry. I’ll have one of the matrons escort her to lock-up, where
they’re being kept.”
“As you wish, uncle.”
Lord Sheriff Lewis grits his teeth, but says nothing. Lady Julia saddles up and leaves with the
Royal flatfoots.
Kane doesn’t have to wait long for her escort. In fact, “Large” Marge enters the honeymoon suite
almost on the heels of the Lord Sheriff’s hasty exit.
Marge is a Tunguska Ogre. Her massive kind are the physical equivalents of Rock Trolls! Kane
looks like Twiggy in comparison. Marge is dressed KKK, but with Punk-style Silken ‘nets in place
of bare legs and a silver studded halter-top in place of a wunder. This H&D-inspired look is
atypical of palace matrons, who tend to dress quite staid.
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Large Marge is quite imaginative when it comes to that perversion: humiliation and degradation.
In fact, quite a few rabbis could take lessons from her. As the Large One is oft of saying, “Aw. The
wages of sin be very good to me.”
Kane notices the vampiir vujcic holster strapped to the Ogress’ tree-trunk-like thigh. The sword
holster is a Mausers! As has been said before, the King spares no expense.
“We go, little one.” Marge flashes her jaggeds. Her fangs are bared, which goes without saying.
“Sounds like a plan.”
Large Marge have plans for you girlie. In the Large One’s admittedly biased opinion, you’re a
junkie in the making. Yep. You’re someone who’ll never punji stake that tokkey, once you’ve had a
taste of the worm.
And if this pusher knows her junkies, and it goes without saying that I do, you’re gonna be a
hardcore junkie. Yep. You’re gonna be “over.”
And once you’re over, you’ll be all looks and absolutely no brains. But, like any babe who’s an
inclined idiot savant, you’ll exhibit hot flashes from time to time of what appears to be brilliance,
after you’ve had that needed fix.
Yep. Once you’re over, you’ll be just the way I, Large Marge, likes ‘em. I’m gonna enjoy
debasing an Ogre-looking you. Ha. Ha. Ha. Heh. Heh. Heh.
When they check out of the palace and pick up their guns, Kane makes careful note of the
matron’s double-holster rig. It’s a Russ Meyer Custom. The G-cup Ogre’s shootin’ irons are mintcondition matched 1927 Colt Detective Specials with wraparound rubber stocks that have finger
grooves. Marge slips a Wolfgang vampiir duster over her massiveness and flashes that toothy grin
of hers again. The transfixing display of Large Marge decked out in all of her combat-ready glory,
almost makes Kane forget to veil before going out in the public!
Not only is Marge huge, she’s quite old as well. Yet, Kane has no trouble keeping up with the
older, larger woman’s brisk pace and sidewalk swallowing stride. They cover the distance of fifteen
long city blocks in Biblical time. Neither woman is winded when they finally reach LU-77. LockUp #77 is a nondescript windowless structure that positively reeks of “the police.”
“Youse keep up well for young.”
“Quite so.”
An hour and a ton of paperwork later, Gina and her cohorts are free. Kane also pays the fees for a
couple of Marines from the G-109, who were in jail. The jarheads got into a bar fight while on
liberty: surprise, surprise, surprise, not.
The rest of the morning is spent shopping. This translates into the spirited haggling over goods in
open-air markets. Marge gets to lug around the shopping cart, which is purchased from a Goblin
vendor decked out in a colorful, though ethnically inconsistent, wardrobe.
Capital City has narrow, winding cobblestone streets and tall, sheer-faced buildings with
unmodulated, overlapping phasing effects: architecture which doesn’t lend itself to being very
sniper friendly. Sniping someone is still possible, mind you, but highly improbable.
At the outskirts of Ogreville, Gina and her schoolmates part company with Mondo and Marge.
The youngsters, tired of shopping and hard pressed to keep up with the adults, decide to do some
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leisurely sightseeing of Capital City’s infamous “red light” district. They promise to stay out of
trouble. As the Brady Bunch heads away from Ogreville, the seasoned operators head deeper into
it.
At Marge’s suggestion, a time out from their shopping spree is taken at a streetside cafe. It’s
within sight of the Wailing Wall, where there’s much wailing and gnashing of jaggeds and baring
of fangs by the Faithful. As Kane and Marge share a chilled pitcher of narcotic-laden coffee, Kane
waits for Marge to make the expected overture. She doesn’t have to wait long. You don’t have to be
Nancy Drew to deduce that Marge is a notorious womanizer, who has a yen for the Lady Julia’s
spanking-brand new wife.
“Like to see my etchings, or has marriage dealt your extracurricular activities an untimely
death?”
“My husband and I haven’t had time to fully define my free agency.”
“And you aren’t the least bit curious ‘bout how I might be?”
“The thought has crossed my mind, Miss Marge. Ball’s in your court. You call it.”
“Truth or dare.”
“Played for keeps?”
“Only way Large Marge knows.”
“Where to?”
“Ha. Ha. Ha.”
Kane never sees the blackjack that takes her out. Mondo is knocked forward across the table.
You can hear her spine crack. It sounds like the cracking of deadwood! Her neck’s broken. She’s
dead.
Marge pays off their bill and takes charge of the shopping cart. Her brother, who’s also a
Tunguska, scoops up Mondo and drapes the raggedy ann over his shoulder. The Ogres head dueeast into the bowels of Goonish skidrow.
Kane reanimates with a splitting headache. Mondo tries to sit up on the cot, but fails miserably.
She’s in the playroom of some seedy Ogreville flophouse. It’s the kind of concrete block dreary
that you rent by the day and pay for in cash in small, untraceable bills.
Marge helps her sip some warm blood milk from a platinum pitcher. The headache and the acute
weakness passes. Tiny, Marge’s younger brother, plays solitaire at a rough-hewn table.
“Who slugged me?”
“Tiny, my little brother.”
“Little, my ass,” Kane gamely quips. Then she adds: “What now?”
“If you consent to it, we sexplay. Must survive snuff with me and Tiny. If not survive, you be
quite dead, this time. Make good eatin’ and fuckin’ as corpse.”
“I give my consent.”
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The Large One rudely opens Kane’s bra, then yanks down the girl’s shorts and chast. Kane’s
mind goes painful, whorish, and brute-blank, as the Ogress attaches an already activated tokkey to
Kane’s rapidly mending neck. The persona the worm uploads into Kane’s brain is that of a
streetwalker named Roxanne.
Initially the worm looks like a goiter. But once it finishes situating itself, you won’t be able to tell
it’s there except by feel. It’ll feel like a palpitating mass embedded in Mondo’s neck, just below the
skin, with a semi-gelatinous center.
An Ogre’s tokkey is analogous to a Troll’s toadie or a Crone’s hooch: same parasite, really, just
different inclinations. It transforms a non-Ogre’s outward appearance into that of an Ogre’s. The
only external tip off to this charade is that the simile’s left eye goes marbled-n-lazy upon the
worm’s activation. This simile telltale, which only manifests itself for a few scant seconds, is called
a bogus.
Kane, as Ogre-simile, looks a lot like a Troll-simile of herself would. Troll and Ogre are that
racially close. As such, their basics are much the same: muscular green-eyed brunettes with
leopard-pattern pubic hair. The males usually sport a close-cropped ‘do, while the over-busted
females’ preferred coiffure is an electric-dyke.
Amidst humans of either the heavy weight body builder or super power lifter persuasions, a
“pretending” Goon wouldn’t look out of place one little bit. That makes sense, because among
mortal body builders and power lifters, their standards for beauty are based on the “pretentious”
looks of Goons. Such humans use training and drug regimens to acquire and maintain such genderbending physiques.
Nekked and wanting, Tiny walks over from the table and joins in on the brutality. This is far
beyond rough sex. It’s survive or die! That’s why it’s called snuff.

“It is essential to know the character of the enemy and
whether their principal officers are rash or cautious,
enterprising or timid, whether they fight on principle or
from chance, and whether the nations they have been
engaged with were brave or cowardly.”
Vegetius, the Roman military sage
The room is littered with corpses in various stages of decay. All have been decapitated and
dismembered. Most have also been mutilated in gruesome fashions. Welcome to capital
punishment on the frontier, where the Code-of-the-Old-West is the rule rather than the exception!
A terrified-looking Grendel, dressed in the prison smock of a convicted child molester, is glued
to a wall via Bug resin.
“You finish out subcontract for Marge. You gonna be sawbones d’is time. Carry out courtmandated sentencing of restrained pervert. Death by torture.”
Kane is jaybird, minus even her jewelry. She studies the man cemented in the resin as Marge fits
her with manacles and leg-irons. These heavy shackles are iron, as is the spiked slave-collar which
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Marge has padlocked around Kane’s neck. Attached to the collar is a length of chain which is also
iron. Mondo became a darkie again, when Marge deactivated her tokkey.
“Sorry ‘bout Tiny.”
“Why sorry? His back will mend quite soon. Paralysis is already starting to go away. He will be
out of commission for maybe two hours more. Besides, the sex was quite the snuff. Like you better
as Ogre, though. You much pretty then.”
“Beauty is always for the beholder to define.” Then, Kane’s voice momentarily takes on a
vacuous quality. “Much pretty again, when I be Ogress. Less pretty now.” The moment passes as if
it never happened. But it did happen, just like Marge prophesied it would. “How much longer do
we have the room?”
“Couple of days, is what Marge guesses.”
“More than enough time.”
“You need new get-up.”
“Quite so.”
“Strip inflatable sex doll for your wearables. My Mitzy is life-sized and quite realistic looking.
Well, she’s as realistic as any rubber doll can be. She’s dressed like prostitute.”
The doll’s wearables consist of a pair of black Silken ‘nets. These thigh-high stockings are
identical to Kane’s absent ones, except they’re set on Punk-style, a no surprise, and they’re “stand
alone” thigh-highs, thus they’re minus a suspender-n-garter-belt portion.
“While you procure my new outfit, I’ll interview the convicted.”
“After interview, Tiny and I, Marge, and Roxanne, the Ogre you, get what’s left of him.”
“Tiny and you, Marge, and Roxanne, the Ogre me, get what’s left,” repeats a dreamy-eyed
Mondo in a sing-song voice as if she’s in a hypnotist’s trance.
“You remain Ogre for duration, two whole days.”
“Yes.” Kane answers, drooling and mentally brutish.
Marge has activated Kane’s tokkey again. Understandably, the Jewess finds Mondo much more
attractive when she looks like an Ogre.
“Now, Marge asks, ‘who yo daddy, Roxanne?’”
“You daddy,” Kane slurs out, her mind devolved into that of a whorish-brute.
Kane’s beyond caring about anything, but monkeyshine. Seeing this, Marge does the expected,
before going off for Kane’s new harlot duds. The Ogress crunches an iron skull cap, covered with
“neutral” hair-moss and lined with neural spikes, into the back of Kane’s head.
The skull cap is flesh colored and mounts flush with Kane’s scalp. The hair moss, growing on the
cap, goes from a non-match to a perfect match for her hair’s length, color, texture, etc. It takes
careful, expert inspection to detect this toupee.
Large Marge pats Kane’s krown, and the skull cap’s neural spikes lengthen. As said spikes
lengthen, they twist and turn. They literally corkscrew the girl’s brain, completing the lobotomy the
tokkey began.
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And need you ask; all of this iron lumber is fully hardened! Ergo, the girl couldn’t ghost out of
the cap if she wanted to, and she doesn’t want to. More accurately, she can’t, because of the
lobotomy she doesn’t have brains enough to!
No one seems to pay much attention to the white-walled double tough, wearing the starched
urban-pattern fatigues and spit-shined jack boots, as he makes his way through Customs. Except for
his military ‘do and attire, he looks like just another tourist on a boondoggle. With ‘em, he looks
like he just stepped off of a Marine recruiting poster.
When he exits the terminal building, gym bag in hand, three military types in civvies detach
themselves from a crowd and hustle Gus into a waiting cab. One of the trio is Fel Mason. The
cabbie and the security detail are SOF Marines.
“I’m Miss Mason, a JAG temporarily attached to the G-109. And these gentlemen are Marines
from said gunboat.”
“I guessed d’at much.”
Mason gives him that look.
“Okay. Okay. I know as much from my brief.”
“Much better.”
“So, let’s get down to brass tacks.”
“Officially, Uncle Sam isn’t involved. You’re on your own.”
“So, tell me something I haven’t already guessed counselor. Sorry. I mean I know.”
“So, if things go bad.”
“I get pinned as a private citizen gone renegade.”
“Quite so. Now. Let’s go over your cover, one more time.”
“I’m here to do a snatch-n-carry.”
“For whom?”
“All I know is that my contact’s in the State Department.”
“The drop is?”
“NHR building. Don’t know what the intel is and don’t care.”
“But you have your suspicions?”
“Yes, I do. I suspect it’s intel on matters sensitive to the Jewish monarchy.”
“And for these services rendered?”
“A friend of mine gets her pension reinstated and her record gets expunged.”
“Total exoneration?”
“Yes. All of those reprimands in her jacket go bye, bye, along with the court martial. Everything
gets vacuumed as clean as a virgin’s drawers.”
“Excellent. By the numbers.”
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“Just checking for sound. Huh?”
“Exactly. You know the drill by heart. It’s so much easier when dealing with a former-Recon in
covert matters such as this.”
“Shit. What a twisted ass mess Mondo’s gotten herself into. I knew when I first laid eyes on d’at
girl that life was going be spicy for me.”
“Having second thoughts?”
“Hell no. I haven’t had the opportunity to have this much ass kickin’ fun since I retired from the
Corps!”
“Simmer down, dixie cup, I was just teasing.”
“I knew that.”
“Yea. Right.”
“Going off with that Ogress on a bender. I feel like shoving your head in a blender for pulling a
fool stunt like that!”
“But look at all the neat stuff I brought back. I like shopping on Dune,” Kane answers back in the
dreamy, ragged-edged voice of someone who’s still kiting after their first worm high.
“You’re all toked-up and of no fucking use to me.”
The dreamy quality in Kane’s voice gives way to vicious desperation. “I like being fucked up, so
get used to it. And get used to me going to ground with Marge in our Ogreville love nest.”
“What’s gotten into you?”
Vicious desperation gives way to mania: “Tiny. Ha. Ha. Ha.”
Marge watches the newlyweds fight; secure in the notion she’s done her part for the cause.
Soon, very soon indeed, Lady Julia will stand alone. And the Lord Sheriff has promised me that
Tiny and I will get to do the honors when the time comes. After all, the hangman’s noose is too
good for the King’s uppity, presumptuous bastard. As for this tokey Kane bitch, I have plans for
this girl, plans for her being more than just my love slave. I gonna pimp her as Roxanne. As a
sportin’ girl, this new and improved, animate version of Mitzy ought to bring in quite a pretty
penny.
“Remember, Mister Burke.”
“I know. I know. ‘If you get caught, we don’t know you.’”
“Excellent. You’ve got that plausible deniability credo down to the letter.”
The cab drops Gus off in front of the NHR as a twosome of APs, on routine patrol, fly by
overhead. The Air Policemen’s get-ups make ‘em look like they’re stunt-doubles for Guy “The
Rocketeer” Madison.
It’s after business hours and the National Health Registry is closed. Gus hustles down an alley
toward a side entrance which he never reaches. Stealthy figures detach themselves from the
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shadows. They’re decked out like gangbangers: Crypts. He’s gunned down by the MOSSAD
operatives: a so-called clean-up crew using silenced automatic weapons.
And the MOSSAD has some of the best cleaners in the business. To any passer-by who might
witness the incident, it would appear to ‘em that some hapless tourist got caught in that uniquely
American predicament: the classic drive-by gone bad. The agents fade back into the shadows.
Instead of finishing him off, they opt to let an Ogre scavenger cart off the body of the spy, figuring
that ending up in a stew is fitting justice for someone whose actions could’ve led to an undermining
of their beloved Empire, their independent Jewish State.
Two blocks away on Embassy Row, within sight of the SPATsNAZ guarding the Soviet
Embassy, Air Force Combat Controllers wearing the rival gang colors of the Bloods interdict
another hostile. The last of the coup’s principals still alive, who’d successfully evaded so many
previous sweeps, is trying to reach his Communist brethren.
Prince Phillip’s plan is quite simple, as all desperate plans tend to be. He wants to be granted
political asylum in exchange for revealing State secrets: The Empire’s Zionist ambitions and the
plans to accomplish ‘em.
Those ruthlessly-efficient housekeepers, the AFCCs, slice-n-dice the Royal with a hail of bullets.
When all is said and done, pieces, akin to chunks, are all that remains of the once and future king.
He’s another apparent victim of the random gang violence which plagues our Nation’s cities, so it
would seem. Even the SPATsNAZ, who are elite Soviet spec ops, don’t have an inkling as to what
has really gone down.
Gus re-animates on the bed of a flophouse room that has never seen better days. Seated beside
him is a very concerned-looking, very sober-acting Mondo Kane.
“I thought you weren’t going to make it.”
“Yep. Gunny done made the WIA list one more time. And wounded in action sure beats the hell
out of the alternative any day of the week.”
“We’re in deep shit, Gunny.”
“So, I gathered.”
Burke sits up and swings ‘round, planting his boot shod feet firmly on the floor.
“This is like The Deep.”
“Blue-blood Jew politics?”
“Deep State, Shadow Government stuff, and blue-blood Jew politics, with Vatican infighting
thrown in for good measure.”
“Whew.”
“Still in?” Kane teases.
“Until death do us part.”
“I’ve got a plan.”
“Your usual wham-bam-thank-you-ma’am kind of shit, I presume.”
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“Quite so.”
“Want to know how I knew what your M.O. would be?”
“Nope. ‘Cause I’d figured you beforehand for the kind who always does his homework.”

“A commander-in-chief therefore, whose power and
dignity are so great and to whose fidelity and bravery the
fortunes of his countrymen, the defense of their cities, the
lives of the soldiers, and the glory of the state are entrusted,
should not only consult the good of the army in general, but
extend his care to every command, they are considered as
public losses and inputted entirely to his misconduct.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
Kane brings him up to speed while they eat breakfast in the seedy hotel’s cafeteria. He nods a lot
as he wolfs down his food with a butter knife, Marine-style.
“Tasty big-badda-bing they serve here. Although I can’t identify which ethnic group the mystery
meat in this thrice-B is from.”
“It ain’t 3-B.”
“Huh?”
“Remember. This is Ogreville. Capish?”
“So d’is here bez da infamous Hooligan ‘guess what, it’s us!’ stew?”
“Bull’s-eye, hombre.”
“Could use some garlic.”
Kane gives him a look.
“I hope you weren’t expecting Gunny to forfeit his food, just ‘cause of its faerie ingredients?”
“You bastard. You knew all the time,” Kane giggles out, realizing she’s been had.
“Like Jenny told you, I did my thirty. Translation: if it’s ate in the world, I done ate it at least
once. Yours truly detected the old switch-a-rooney with his first mouthful.”
“Let’s talk business.”
“Okay. Shoot-n-loot.”
“You first.”
“In hindsight that attack in the palace was sloppy melodrama.”
“But only in hindsight. The opposition had no way of knowing I was that good with a blade. No
one on Dune should’ve known, not even the MOSSAD.”
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“Okay then. Let’s reclassify the attack as a good opening move based on outdated intel. A bold
shortcut. The unexpected that caught the opposition with their knickers down around their ankles,
so-to-speak. I’d say we’ve got a ghost writer in the mix.”
“Fair enough. But from then on, things start to unravel in an expectedly familiar fashion, in spite
of said foreign influence by omission and commission. The modus operandi is clearly that of my
husband’s uncle.”
“As in?”
“Eddie’s usual stroke of genius for having contingencies in place. He assigns Marge to me. She’s
a past-n-present mistress of the dodger game. Hence, the toke.”
“Eddie, huh?”
“Yea, Eddie. His deep-seated hatred for my husband is legendary, but it doesn’t distract him from
weaving his usual tangled web.”
“Only this time it’s with the help of an advisor.”
“Exactly.”
“Go on.”
“His subversion of me with a tokkey inclination is a masterful way to neutralize a known threat;
violating none of the rules for this Jewish ‘game for keeps.’ A mobster, let alone someone who’s
Mob, would’ve simply liquidated me outright; their games for keeps being ‘strictly business.’”
Good, crisp analysis. Full-fledged junkie, nonetheless, she’s still got a first-rate mind: sharp as a
tack and witty as ever. She’s still got her looks. She’s still got her articulation.
But I’ve never made it a practice to play favorites and afford even such a close friend any slack.
Gettin’ personal on an op is a prescription for certain disaster.
“Work” or “shoot?” It’s up to me to make that call. ‘Cause nobody on our side, not even Lady
Julia, knows the real score!
Of course, once she’s over, all that’s left will be an idiot savant, who’ll only be able to dazzle me
with flashes of brilliance, those Blonde “babe” looks, and that “perfect” diction, after she’s had
that needed fix.
“That much even I, a mere groundpounder, can cipher.”
“Smarty pants.”
“Best guess ‘bout who’s the brainiac advising Eddie?”
Kane shrugs her shoulders as she shovels some stew into her mouth: “Dunno and don’t care.
‘Cause, whomever they are, it still boils down to the same old same old.”
“That’s the way I read it.”
“You know, for Eddie and Bob, this caper of theirs is personal. It’s probably ‘just business’ for
their advisor.”
“I’d bet dollars-to-doughnuts on that one,” The Gunny responds in a disarmingly casual manner.
Then he suddenly turns it up a notch: “Of course if this Eddie of yours is such a stainless-steel rat,
he might not spring for the cheese.”
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“Fat chance of d’at, old timer. I’ve baited the trap too well,” she boasts, smiling that cocky smile
of hers. “The two nuns were called back to Seen to take care of some unspecified Vatican business.
Plus,” Kane pauses dramatically, “my Slave and her chums are back on the Moon. Summer’s over
for those girls. They’re in training camp. TAZ season starts in six weeks. Classes start in four. And
they’ve got some exhibition matches in three. But the kicker is,” Kane pauses dramatically again,
“I’ve become the proverbial toked-up ball-n-chain. And by all appearances, my dearest husband’s
got her hands full just keeping her head above water.”
“So, what’s our next move, partner?”
“The something you might prove too ham-handed for,” Kane playfully responds. She too has
decided to tease some in earnest.
Excellent. She turned the stroke right back on me. I need no further assurances. Still. It’s a
judgment call. And if I’m wrong, God help us!
“Yea. Right.”
“I meant what I said back in Saint Louis about our teaming-up being a one-time deal. And, I had
my reasons at the time.”
“And they were good ones, I’m sure.”
“But circumstances have conspired to make us a twosome again.”
“Rah-rah for the home team.”
“Things are spiraling much faster than I could’ve anticipated. So, we’re goin’ right into a Texas
two-step; one that I’ve masterminded.”
The Gunny’s eyes get really wide, momentarily. And he almost drops his butter knife. Then he
pretends to regain a composure that he never really lost. Sir Lawrence Olivia’s got nothing on this
grunt.
“Whoa d’here, hoss. That’s pretty ambitious for a toke-head,” The Gunny teases, as he finishes
off his stew.
“I know,” Mondo teases back.
Kane can feel the tokkey embedded in her neck begin throbbing and go ice-cold. A peculiar
expression possesses Mondo’s face. Roxy’s pimp, Mondo’s pusher, calleth.
“What the hell is wrong with you?”
“It’s Marge. She’s summoning me.”
Kane wolfs down the rest of her meal.
“Be careful.”
“Always am.”
Her left eye goes momentarily bogus as her tokkey goes online. Once more the ravages of toke
compel her mind to stay busy entertaining said parasite as that Roxanne “Betty” Blow-Jobs
persona.
The Ogre prostitute hustles away from The Gunny, whom she assumes is a john she picked up in
the hotel’s bar. That’s where she’s been picking up her customers, of late.
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Although Kane knows that Roxy exists, and remembers what she does as Roxy, the Roxy
persona has no knowledge of Kane’s existence or doings, whatsoever.
It’s the usual dog-n-pony show. After Marge fist fucks a jaybird Roxy, Roxy gets down on her
hands and knees and blows Marge while Tiny fucks her in the rectum. Roxy is strictly an Oral
Annie: she’ll blow anybody, but her pussy belongs to Marge and her asshole belongs to Tiny. And
like all simile, whether they be of the Troll or Ogre or whatever variety, she’s a sex-obsessed brutewhore.
Perversion follows on the heels of mere sodomy. It’s time to plant those dog tags. Marge and
Tiny urinate and defecate on the toke-head H&D whore. Roxy expresses her gratitude for said
debasement by dutifully licking and lapping Marge’s slit, Tiny’s johnson, and the Ogres’ ass
cracks.
After the tit-for-tat, Roxy is fitted with her outfit: ‘nets first, followed by the shackles and the
leashed spiked collar, culminating with the girl being crowned with the lobotomy cap.
The Lord Sheriff has instructed Marge to ratchet it up a notch. Mondo Kane is to become the
estranged wife, going off on an extended fling-ding: music to the Large One’s ears. But it doesn’t
stop there.
By nightfall, the Lord Sheriff wants the junkie working the streets, with Marge as her licensed
pimp: more music to the Large One’s ears. It’s a coercion the Ogress has no intention of ever
ending.
There’s only one downside to this arrangement, by Marge’s way of thinking. During prime time,
when the tokkey switches itself off, she loses her breathtakingly beautiful Roxy Blow-Jobs to that
over-coiffed, very pretty, but clearly less attractive darkie, Mondo Kane.
Of course, once the big girl’s over, the only time the junkie as Mondo will be “pretty” is right
after a fix.

“One of the worst things an operator can do is to let her
biases blind her to the obvious. Prejudice can make you do
just that. Pretty soon you’re underestimating your enemy in
a real boo-coo fashion. And like the DI told her raw
recruits, ‘Carelessness of any magnitude can kill you.’ So
don’t let a biased-spawned gaggle-fuck be your undoing.”
Dame Julia
(From her “Little White Book”)
In spite of his misgivings about the store’s owner, he uses the pawn shop’s transviewer to make
yet another reconnoiter of the objective and its most impressive fortifications. Gus knows better
than to bother asking Givens how Givens got a hold of this primo surveillance gizmo. He’s just
thankful to have use of it. Gus rechecks his infiltration routes and then double checks the
exfiltrations. In spite of what the movies have led the novice to believe, the cognoscenti knows for
a fact Jack that getting the hell out of Dodge is always much harder than getting in. ‘Cause, the
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pandemonium resulting from your snatch or your hit always alerts the bad guys that you’re
incountry. That’s when the shit really hits the fan and either of two things happen and they happen
quickly.
You get to hotfoot it out of the denied (enemy controlled area) in more or less of one piece. Or,
you walk into that meatgrinder that plays taps for you. Like his DI, Jonathan Arbor, once told him
after his SF squad had failed their first assassination STOW, “Infiltrations might be a muther. But
extractions are always, I repeat always, the bitch.”

During the disastrous campaign of 1812, Napoleon, fearing
for his position at home, abandoned his army in Russia and
hurried back to France. Upon reaching the River Neman,
Napoleon asked the ferryman there, whether many French
deserters had passed that way. “No,” replied the man, “you
are the first.”
Military anecdote
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Wicked
“Something wicked this way comes.”
It’s a high-walled, well-guarded compound in that remote suburb where Jewish Elders keep their
safehouses. Whenever The Gunny is this far incountry, on a long-range reconnaissance, his heart
always flutters with excitement. Then he spies something that turns his stomach: Mondo, as
Roxanne, being led by Marge via a leash up to the palatial villa’s security gate. He hasn’t seen
Mondo for almost a week and now he wishes he hadn’t.
She’s filthy, with a cum smeared mouth. She’s dressed in chains, shackles, and ragged-looking
‘nets. Tiny pulls up the rear, jabbing Mondo in the ass with a piece of broken pipe. She obviously
digs on being debased as Roxy, especially by her handlers, the Jew Ogres, Marge and Tiny. So,
forever living that ever downward spiral is heaven on earth for her.
The Gunny steps out of the pawn shop’s one-way transviewer and cycles Sweetheart. Sweetheart
is a Stoner, that legendary brainchild of Eugene Stoner, who also fathered the A10 series.
He feels a hand on his shoulder and experiences a generalized feeling of well-being. It’s the pawn
shop owner, Mel. The Gunny shakes off the hand and the bogus emotion. He’s never liked empaths
and guesses he never will, ‘cause they’re always trying to manipulate you emotionally on some
level or the other.
“She’ll be all right. Don’t worry.”
“Save it, ass wipe.”
The phony smile momentarily leaves Mel’s face, but only for a moment. The Gunny can almost
see the gears turning in the back of this Grendel’s head. He’s got something up his sleeve, Gus can
smell it.
Until you’re absolutely sure he likes you, you’d better stay on your toes and consider him a
backstabbing fucker who’ll exploit any weakness he senses. That’s the sage advice Kane gave The
Gunny, while she was still in her right mind.
The Gunny smacks the snoz of his Stoner’s hush puppy. Slapping his weapon’s integral
sound/flash suppressor is Burke’s none-too-subtle way of telling Mel he really means business and
he isn’t in the mood for any empathic tricks.
Mel notes that the former-Marine has traded-in his ripstop fatigues for a pair of Levi’s blue jeans
and the pajama top from a set of Insect-camo BDUs. Being Insect-style camo means the shirt is of
the tiger-stripe camouflage variety. In place of the floppy jungle hat that came with the Bugstealthy BDUs, The Gunny’s sporting a patrol rag: a triangular bandanna wrapped around his hair.
In place of an issue single-drum magazine on the retired leatherneck’s Stoner, is a C-MAG: a
double-drum magazine which consists of two small drums that sit on either side of Sweetheart’s
magazine well. An issue single CAM drum, which has the external dimensions of a 100-round
drum, holds 7000 rounds. The small CAM drums in use, each of which have the external
dimensions of a 75-round drum, hold 4500 rounds each.
For those of you who are not in the military know, although a CAM magazine can be juiced
(loaded) by hand, a far less labor-intensive method is to employ a sparr. A sparr is an ammunition
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replicator which, unlike in the case of an IAM’s ammunition replicator, isn’t integral to the
magazine it’s loading.
The Gunny’s H-harness is loaded with doodads liberated from the pawn shop’s armory. Mel
doesn’t have to be a telepath to know what this means.
“No more dry runs. Huh?”
“Mind your own business.”
“She is my business. Always will be.”
Mel makes a gesture and a secret panel opens up in one of the armory walls. Givens retrieves a
Laredoen double-holster crossdraw rig. It has 24 bullet loops, latigo leg tie-downs, and nine fancy
solid silver conchos.
The Gunny doesn’t have to be a telepath to know what this means. He relaxes his grip on
Sweetheart and accepts this gift from his newest friend.
“Now. Pick your poisons. I won’t charge you for ‘em, either.”
The Gunny wisely passes up a .38 caliber Smith & Wesson Combat Masterpiece for one of the
most potent revolvers in the world: the Taurus .454 caliber Raging Bull. Although revolvers are all
FAMs by definition, he still prefers his secondary back-up piece to be one. He loads the pistol and
the holster’s bullet loops with the gun’s merciless munition: monster JHPs (jacketed EAA hollow
points)!
For his primary New York Reload, he passes up the .357 caliber SIG auto that’s the current issuesidearm for Marines. He chooses, instead, an M1911A3 .45 ACP caliber automatic: a full auto
which comes fitted from the factory with a muzzle brake for muzzle flip. The Springfield Armory
pistol’s infinite-ammunition clip is an officer’s ACP magazine, which means the bullets are .45
caliber ACP versions of the Taurus’ potent revolver rounds.
Like The Gunny, and most Recon of The Gunny’s day, most active-duty Recon also prefer the
full-sized Colt Government model with officer’s clips as their primary PDW. Recon, since the
inception of the Corps, have always been able to wear what they wanted and pick their own
weapons.
Out of the corner of his eye, The Gunny sees something in Mel’s hand. It’s a knife the likes of
which The Gunny hasn’t seen since his days in the Old Corps during WWII. Givens politely
secures the Ka-Bar U.S.M.C. knife in the inverted sheath on The Gunny’s web suspender.
“Whew. And here I thought you were going to stick me with d’at thing.”
Mel cracks a smile, and this time it’s genuine. They exchange a firm, manly handshake.
“Go with God.”
“Thanks. ‘Cause, this old has-been’s gonna need all the help d’at he can git.”
“See ya’ll on the flip side.”
“Stay frosty, buddy.”
“Rangers lead the way.”
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As Gus steps through the DOOR, he realizes just how wrong he was, ‘cause he has finally found
an empath he likes.
“Cadillac” Givens reenters the armory. He’s wearing a tiger-stripe camouflage uniform with a
matching cowboy bush hat. And he’s barefoot. For a primary assault weapon (PAW) he picks his
favorite: an Auto-Ordnance Thompson M1921 submachine gun with a single drum magazine. This
is the original version of General John S. Thompson’s infamous “tommy gun.” Gangsters call this
lightweight carbine the Chicago typewriter. And it cycles 1200 rounds-per-minute. The furniture of
this 1st generation CAM SMG, like that of Gus’ vintage Stoner, is really wood instead of that
polymer stuff used on modern day Thompsons and Stoners. And also like The Gunny’s beloved
Stoner, the wood on Mel’s Thompson is rubbed with linseed oil.
Both of his PDWs are Browning Hi-Powers, with all of the bells and whistles, nestled in a Roy
Rodgers double shoulder holster rig.
For his silent-n-deadly he chooses, like he did for The Gunny, a legendary blade of WWII
vintage. Only it’s a British commando’s Fairbairn-Sykes dagger.
And just to make the ambush to sweet, he decides on a Remington over/under 12-gage shotgun
which he carries in a scabbard slung crisscross across his back. The scatter gun is loaded with OO
number 4 buckshot. The double-O is standard AP stuff, but it’ll stop an elderly Tunguska Ogre or
Rock Troll dead in their tracks. And into his dope bag he stuffs some explosive surprises!
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Chapter Two
Keepin’ It Frosty
“Runaway today, so that you can kill tomorrow.”
The Gunny and Mel were ready for beaucoup opposition at the objective. After all, the security
force at the safehouse was drawn from veteran operatives who had retired from the West’s most
elite SpecWar corps. We’re talking safe-keepers who were operators with the SAS of the United
Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, Germany’s GSG-9, France’s GIGN, the French Foreign
Legion’s SRT, the Taiwanese special boat unit, the Japanese SBS (Special Boat Squadron), Korea’s
707, Canadian Sartec, SOU 71 of the Royal Jordanian Special Forces, and even the U.S. Navy
SEALs, that other last viable remnant of the once mighty, now defunct, U.S. Navy.
What The Gunny, the former Recon, and Mel, the former U.S. Airborne Ranger, weren’t
expecting was a cakewalk. Homicidal handiwork has cleared a rather grizzly path for them. And
it’s not the aftermath of the unbridled mayhem of stone killer and skilled extortionist Mondo Kane
they’re wading through either.
It’s the result of pitched battles between three warring factions: safe-keepers, safe-crackers, and
the Bugs. And from the way things have obviously gotten so far outta hand, you’d think, if you
didn’t know any better, that the safe-keepers were a ragtag band of ill-equipped, lackadaisical
mercenaries. But that conclusion would be egregiously harsh and unfair. After all, it was the “Aw,
Shit!” of a Trojan Horse, unwittingly brought in by Marge and her brother, who begot this fall of
Troy, so to speak. In addition to that devastating upper-cut, an equally lethal one-two punch must
also be factored into the mix, before you can truly judge the performance of the defending security
force.
First off, the safe-crackers are not only some of the biggest sons-of-bitches that you’ll ever meet
in anybody’s backyard, they are themselves former-SpecOps: full-fledged experienced operators,
who once served in elite counter/anti-terrorist units, just like the safe-keepers. These crooks are
well-equipped hired-killers who are Brits, Canadians, Mexicans, Spaniards, Nipponese, Cantonese,
Koreans, Aussies, Cubans, Soviets, New Zealanders, and even Americans. This self-titled World
Team is one of the most notorious B&E (breaking-in and entering) gangs roving the safe zone these
days.
And, secondly, the Bugs in this multi-queen hive aren’t domestics. They’re Sister Mildred Most’s
unadulterated visions of Hell incarnate.
Forewarned by their flip-ups, as to what awaits ‘em ‘round the next bend, the two experienced
operators cut-a-corner: coming out onto a balcony with guns blazing. It shows in spades that both
men have slayed their share of Insects in their time. Their well-placed bullets rip to shreds, with
extreme prejudice, a buzzsaw in the guise of a Regina Insectus, a Bug queen. Being that this black
stainless-steel nightmare isn’t the product of any Earthside farm, she’s got wings and hopping legs
and is much too big to ever be mistaken for a domestic.
Bug acid sprays every which way. Corrosive fumes belch from the bullet riddled carcass and
dance across the low ceiling of the hatching chamber. But being molecular acid proof, the faeries’
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gear isn’t impacted at all. As for the faeries themselves, any acid-inflicted injuries heal as fast as
the faeries incur ‘em. In fact, any faerie bodily fluid, whether it is saliva, urine, or even blood, just
to name a few, neutralizes Bug acid on contact.
The queen never had a chance to get into their midst. Her intent was to make ‘em take-a-bus,
instead she was the one who got eighty-sixed.
Unlike their domestic counterparts, pure-breeds can resurrect. So, to make sure this girl stays as
door as a doorknob, The Gunny beheads the fallen queen.
Gus hacks off the queen’s head with one clean stroke. For said decapitation The Gunny uses the
Bug harvester’s favorite, a Cobra camping & survival tool with the expected black TMX finish.
Superstition says that you should bind the severed head of a queen and place it in a dark place
where absolutely no light can reach it. And, The Gunny, being a man known to hedge his bets,
follows this old wives’ tale to the letter. The Gunny secures the detached head with plastic tie
strips, before placing it in the absolute abyss that is his Alaskan Nights brand Light Proof rucksack.
“Good-to-go.”
“Rangers lead the way.”
The two men hi-five and then proceed to do something that takes either a strong stomach or a
faerie one. They leapfrog off of the balcony and land onto the resin-n-egg covered floor of the
hatchery at a full gallop. Their goal is the center of the chamber where three eggs are situated.
Thrice as large as the rest, these eggs are destined to be future queens. While Gus makes a beeline
for the royals, Mel takes a more circuitous route.
Mel strategically plants some of those surprises from his dope bag. They’re bombs, both of the
HE and the willie peter (white phosphorus) variety.
By the time Mel finishes up, Gus is placing the last of the pincher secured royal eggs into his
ruck.
“Done.”
“So am I.”
The old warriors step onto an ornately boned, slightly-raised portion of resin. Based on intel from
Mondo, their Jump-links have been pre-loaded with the unique resin frequencies of this hive. The
resin dais upon which the A-Team stands is called a mix-pupdt (mix pup). Bugs of the off-world
persuasion use ‘em for site-to-site teleportation. Domestics aren’t capable of ‘em. Yep, yet another
one of those differences that make pure-breeds such party animals.
As the gruesome twosome materializes atop another dais in another breeding chamber, the
charges Mel had planted at the exit-site, go off.
Mondo’s stage left. She’s veiled, wearing those pixie shades, and kitted-up to boot.
“Hi’ di ho there. Glad to see that you could join us.”
“Likewise, I’m sure, princess.”
Mel says nothing. Instead, he gets busy setting up his pyro.
Gus plucks, pincher-secures, and rucksacks his last egg while he’s talking.
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“Glad to see you’re back again.”
“But I so enjoy being Roxy, don’t you know.”
Gus briefly notes the other participants in this broken play. They’re behind some well-chosen
cover, just within the maw of The Team’s egress.
One of ‘em is that Weren Brody, who’s got such a crush on Mondo. He’s armed with an MP5SDN.
The other one is Brody’s Ogre sidekick, “Wild Bill” Goldfish. He’s wielding The Team’s SAW
(squad automatic weapon): a Browning M60E3 GPMG. Yep, Wild Bill is the designated AW
(automatic-weaponsman) on this op.
Both Brody and Goldfish are packing .357 magnum SIG-Sauer P229s as their back-up pieces.
Kraut, ooops, I mean Austrian autoloaders that are definitely too sweet.
Taking someone as smitten as Brody is with Mondo, into battle is not the thing to do. And The
Gunny did voice his loud objections to Mondo about this choice of hers for their B-Team. But it
looks like things are working out quite famously after all. ‘Cause he has to admit that the ambush
line the Weren has chosen is impeccable.
The posse is spread out in strict adherence to the so-called “keep five yards” rule. It’s a commonsense infantry tenet, really, which goes along the lines of “spread out so that one round won’t get us
all.” With the “one round” reference being a metaphor for a round, automatic weapon’s fire, a
mortar, a grenade, etc. You get the idea.
Mel zigzags back, flashing the hi-sign, signaling that he’s done and it’s time for the extraction.
Team insertions, paybacks, and the lot have all gone down so smoothly, just like clockwork. So,
it’s no real surprise when the unexpected suddenly raises its ugly head.
A claymore cranks off. The claymore wasn’t a proximity type. It was command-detonated. The
shaped (directional) explosion from the well-disguised mine takes off Mel’s legs. And the blast’s
shockwave throws the rest of him back and up.
It’s an ambush designed as a delaying tactic and it’s a sonnof-a-bitch to boot. The opposition’s
9mm rips into the airborne Mel. They’re cooking with Colt subs, Model 635 Mirage variants to be
precise. These submachine guns of the AR15 family come fitted with integral suppressors from the
git-go.
The bad guys are firing from deft cover/concealment, some of it physical and some of it
electronic. There’re only two crèche sentries, but that’s more than enough of ‘em to do a real
number on the old Jew. Fortunately for Mister Givens, his body armor eats most of the lead being
slung at him. Like The Gunny, he’s wearing his armor underneath his clothes.
The choice presented to this Mondo-led, impromptu, SOF is quite simple. ‘Cause it’s accepted
Military doctrine that no one gets left behind on an op: alive or dead. Everybody leaves or nobody
leaves at all. So instead of extracting, as prudence dictates, the SOF opens up on the bushwhackers.
The Team stands together. One for all and all for one, no matter what.
Pointman Mondo and the B-Team spray the area, laying down suppression fire with lethal
effectiveness. And Goldfish, being a real operator, instead of some Hollywood-inspired Rambowannabe, is shoulder-firing his MG, just like it’s a rifle. Only a novice would do otherwise.
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Needless to say, the situation quickly degenerates into lethal CQB (Close Quarters Battle).
While the B-Team-plus-one is doing its thing, Gus shucks the bandoleers crisscrossing his chest
and goes after his teammate without a moment’s hesitation, his Stoner blazing away at the pinned
down pair of backshooters. That’s when all hell breaks loose. The safe-keepers’ reinforcements
arrive and mount a frontal assault on the SOF.
Being equal opportunity ass-kickers, the SOF holds its ground; ready, willing, and able to take on
all comers in the name of God, country, and comrades-in-arms.
Things go from bad to worse. The surviving safe-crackers, having finally reached the hatchery,
assume a broken skirmish line and attack the six of the safe-keepers.
Ordnance saturates the chamber, chewing up the armor-grade Bug resin. This is the kind of
pitched CQB that causes members of the faerie warrior caste to cream in their proverbial shorts.
Then again, an affinity for mayhem is the hallmark of all hardcore knuckle-dragging grunts,
regardless of their persuasion.
The first fatality of all of this disintegrating resin is WIRE-A. Spooking and ghosting, which are
greatly curtailed by the intact stuff, are also rapidly degrading to extinction in the face of the loose
variety.
“But with that being the situation, coupled with the fact that The Team’s already jacked into their
LCAC, why don’t the good guys end-game by instructing their clips (weapons’ magazines), via
their Scan, to switch from dumb to smart bullet replication mode?” Is what a novice might ask.
“After all,” they’d add, “that’s how it’s done on a certain true-to-life syndicated SOF television
show, when similar situations arise.”
‘Cause in this real-life op, none of the so-called bad guys are generic incompetents. All of the
parties concerned, good guys and bad guys alike are seasoned operators. Therefore, everybody still
has overdrive and B-WIRE at their disposal. And neither of these foolproof smart bullet
countermeasures has been the least bit compromised. That’s why “hose the KZ and make ‘em eat
lead” remains the order of the day. To do else would be suicidal.
But let’s say, for further discussion, that B-WIRE and overdrive were also out of the picture. And
the ugly specter of fire-n-forget could rear its ugly head at this most intense of small-arms levels. It
wouldn’t just be The Team that could manifest it. All three camps are jacked into their respective
LCACs. As has been said before, there aren’t any generic bad guys here to offer themselves up as
easy pickings.
Although everybody is employing LCAC tactical internets, the use of virtual cover differs widely
among the three sets of opponents. The safe-crackers are using mobile buffers. While the safekeepers are using tactical force fields. Both are tried-n-true conventional defensive solutions. The
SOF is using neither. Both The Gunny and Mondo had agreed beforehand that the overhead
associated with using virtuals just wasn’t worth it for so small a posse as theirs. Instead, the SOF is
employing the most radical defensive solution of all: MAX set on combat 6!
Then the overly complicated gets really complex. Worse becomes worst. The surviving hive
queen and her elite Bug guard interject themselves into the fray via a secondary mix-pupdt.
Although there’s enough of ‘em to commit themselves to a triple offensive, and turn this into a
triangle death match, they do the damndest thing instead. They concentrate solely on the warring
safe-keepers and safe-crackers, and act like the SOF commandos don’t exist.
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With the Bugs going Judas, the beleaguered and outnumbered SOF is given a needed respite,
which the posse takes full advantage of to make sure that all three opposition camps are made to
call it quits. The SOF employs heavy interlocking automatic weapons and grenade fire. The math is
simple. It’s gonna be tit for tat. And after all is finally said and done, The Team will extract so that
it can fight another day.
Mondo goes solid as the greatly destabilized resin finally makes ghosting, as well as spooking,
ill-advised options. Both of the mix-pupdts shut down for the same reason: resin instability.
Solid or immaterial, Kane again proves her mettle as a true gunfighter, a gunsel who can hold her
own, and then some, in the most intense of firefights. As with her CQC, she’s a product of many
influences when it comes to gunplay. But mostly, she’s a student of: Colonel Rex Applegate, the
first Commissioner of the Shanghai Municipal Police Force, the father of British SOE Intelligence
Operations during WWII, and the inventor of the Applegate technique for very close-quarters
gunfighting; “Wild Bill” Hickok, who many consider to be the gunfighter’s gunfighter; and an
obscure Afghan mujahideen leader by the name of Saddam Ak-BaH-E, who revolutionized light
infantry warfare when he published an inventive discourse on how to survive using MAX above its
combat 4 mode. Before the so-called heretic, Ak-BaH-E, came onto the armorer’s scene with his
avant-garde system and his bebop book, no one had figured out how to break the so-called 4-mode
barrier and live to tell about it.

“She’s fundamentally an evil person with some good habits
thanks to her solid middle-class upbringing. That’s why
I’ve always found her to be a most interesting person to be
about with. And as old as I am, it takes a lot to hold my
interest, especially where mere mortals are concerned.”
Mao Tse-tung
(From his writings on “Guerrilla Warfare and Madame X”)
You can tell The Gunny’s an old salt, not to mention a plank owner, ‘cause he makes it back in
one piece with Mel slung across him in a fireman’s carry.
“Just look at this.” The Gunny proudly displays the clacker (claymore detonator) Mel had been
clutching when he got wasted, a clacker he held onto for dear life. “Our Jew buddy here has got
some balls.”
“He’s also quite old, which is why he outta be able to resurrect from such a wasting with nary a
problem. Now, old salt, be so kind as to do the honors for moi.”
Needless to say, the duo is slinging lead as they’re jawjacking.
“Thank you, ma’am.”
“Anytime, kind sir.”
“Atomics!” The Gunny screams out, as the twosome hits the deck.
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“Many of my esteemed colleagues would so vehemently
argue that age is everything. By their way of thinking, age
is the only thing that really matters. But just as many would
argue that age is only one of many factors to consider.
Irregardless of this philosophical divide, the older a faerie
is, the more powerful a faerie is, and thus the more
dangerous they are. That’s why you should always beware
of their elderly, no matter what subjective age they may be
assuming.”
Dennis J. Cummings
As The Gunny emerges from the egress, he catches sight of The Team’s e-ticket. It’s an
unmarked RUF Industries Mark IX LCM (landing craft, mechanized). This big black ugly mutha is
equipped with Zoom 7.62mm miniguns and Vulcan 20mm Gatling guns. Standing in front of the
armored troop transport is a Troll. He’s dressed in the khakis of a WO (warrant officer) with the
Royal Guard. His seemingly nonchalant attitude wouldn’t even fool a novice, ‘cause he reeks too
much of being always combat-ready.
“I’m feeling used, princess.”
“You shouldn’t.”
“Tell your old man that he was fighting the good fight for a righteous cause.”
Mondo kisses Gus gingerly on his forehead, in its very center.
“Of course, sugar pop.”
“That’s my girl.”
When The Gunny steps through the hatch of the omniphibious carrier, he isn’t surprised at all to
see Lady Julia waiting for them in the cattle car.
There’s someone else in the compartment. But the Goblin in question doesn’t say a word. Of
course, introductions aren’t necessary. This shifty-eyed muther is obviously a plumber (CIA). But
he’s not just any field spook. He’s a CIA paramilitary branch officer! That goes to show you just
how much the Company has invested in Lady Julia.
Gus has only one use for spooks. As the Aussies would say, “He prefers ‘em as the bloke who,
when the lead starts flying, always turns the odd card out and gets killed.”
“And how went things, beloved wife?”
“Famously, beloved husband. Quite famously indeed. Just like R and R on Waikiki Beach.”
The WO walks up to Lady Julia and whispers something in her ear. She nods approvingly and
sends him on his way.
“Well. It’s time we beat feet.”
“The keyhole satellite, dearest husband?”
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“Quite so, lovely wife. The peeper will be overhead in 6-mikes.”
“Well, whoever did this was a pro,” Palmer muses dryly.
“I didn’t bring you all the way out here for the obvious, hu-man.”
The tone of the Lord Sheriff’s voice indicates he’s more than a little peeved by the mortal’s
remark.
Kiniski keeps quiet and smiles inwardly. He’s careful to keep his true feelings well shielded from
prying minds’ eyes. He knew that in spite of her inclination, Kane would come through for him: his
unbeknownst ally.
“Well, whoever planned and executed the caper, has a first-rate analytical mind. And, no, your
niece wasn’t the mastermind.”
“That’s absurd! It’s got to be her.”
“Nevertheless, that’s the way I read the signs. I know we’re going to pin this on her and finger
her junkie slut of an unholy wife as her accomplice. But. Whoever bossed this op, wasn’t her. Lady
Julia’s got a distinctive kill book and the one used here clearly isn’t hers.”
“Convince me, mortal.”
“In hindsight, there are clear indications that, unbeknownst to your security force, this unknown
posse had multiple ingress and egress plotted to/from your safe house. Also, said posse made sure
the keyhole assigned to the ‘burb where your safe house is located, didn’t have the opportunity to
video game their ops. They made unwitting allies out of a gang of top-notch safe-crackers and
willing allies out of some of your very own Bugs. Both hatcheries were decimated. Bugs and
people were methodically zeroed in the post-battle mop-up. Three queen eggs are still unaccounted
for. Two of your employees, as well as Miss Kane, who were onsite at the time of the attack, are
still missing. There was no effort made to conceal the gambit used. It’s one of Dame Julia’s, a very
obscure one, a three-way dance that’s quite beyond even Lady Julia’s considerable prowess. She’s
just too young to have pulled it off. Yet there’s no evidence, which delineates in any way, who
could’ve planned/executed so geriatric a style. They would have to be intimate with DJ’s kill book,
which would obviously point to either Lady Julia or the missing Miss Kane. But, again, as I’ve
already stated, LJ is just too young. She’s barely two thousand years old.”
“And her whore is not even three decades old and is a Newbie.”
“Mondo’s a toke-head to boot.”
“Exactly. And on top of all that, Kane was under the very capable and quite iron-fisted
domination of my two missing Ogres at the time of the incident.”
“Need more be said?”
“In other words, we don’t know who did it.”
“Exactly.”
“No matter, ‘cause, as you’ve already stated so succinctly, I’m going to blame that cursed bastard
niece of mine, and her drunken harlot, anyways. In time, I’ll cipher who really wronged me. And
when I do, they will feel the bang.”
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Then, the Lord Sheriff begins to laugh inexplicably. Palmer knows better than to ask the faerie
what’s so funny.
Why am I laughing? If only my niece knew. If only my niece knew. That’s the irony of it all. Your
roody poo candy ass has a way out this mess, and you don’t even know it.

“Troops’ Pre-Battle Sentiment continued. It would be
wrong to hazard an engagement, if old experienced soldiers
testify to a disinclination to fight. It is natural for men in
general to be affected with some sensations of fear at the
beginning of an engagement, but there is without doubt
some of a more timorous disposition who is disordered by
the very sight of the enemy. The objects with which we are
once familiarized are seldom longer capable of inspiring us
with terror.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
The Lord Sheriff looks up from his cluttered desk in response to the telling knock on his door.
“Come in, Cedric.”
Senior-Deputy Cedric Carson hastily makes his entrance into his boss’ office.
Yet, even so, the fleet-footed Lord Sheriff is standing in front of the desk, behind which he was
just seated, by the time his fatigue-clad underling is able to step through the door.
Not to be completely outdone though, before the Lord Sheriff can say anything in way of a
greeting, Carson removes two eggs from a rucksack, and tosses ‘em at Lewis’ feet. They roll right
up to the toes of Lewis’ German-style tanker boots, and stop.
“I return these lost and most valued.”
“Screw the formalities, CC, and cut to the chase.”
“Marge and Tiny were found in body bags by a couple of patrolmen during a routine sweep of
the lower skidrow district, near the Ogre toke dens. Somebody had done a real number on ‘em.
Removed from the inhibiting stasis of the bags, the resurrections of Marge and Tiny began in
earnest again. They’re conscious. The bags were beside a certain prostitute, known to one and all as
Roxy, who was passed out in the alleyway in a drunken stupor. In a nearby dumpster, two of the
three eggs unaccounted for from your safehouse were also found. The ruck and the bags are
untraceable. Someone’s playing mind games with us.”
“Have the Ogres been scanned yet?”
“Yes.”
“And?”
“They never saw who subtracted ‘em.”
“Damn! And the whore?”
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“Scan picked up the usual hop-head jumble. Nothing, but.”
“Never mind. I can fill in the blanks. The slut was one big zero.”
“Yep. But I gotta say one thing for her, she’s a better fuck as a cold fish than most women I’ve
had who were awake when I boned ‘em.”
“Be glad you’re my nephew, and aren’t illegitimate like your cousin, else I’d have handed your
head to you on a silver platter for an asshole remark like that. You were born to the highest echelon
of Jewish Society. Act like it. I trust you were discreet enough to make sure no one saw you fuck
the bastard’s whore.”
“Yes, uncle.”
“Good.”
“This attack of hers was outrageous. And I demand satisfaction for such an affront,” bellows the
Lord Sheriff!
“I agree totally with you, dearest uncle. And I mourn your loss. But let’s not be swayed by
emotion. It’s logical that you would blame me, but you’ve not produced the flimsiest shred of
evidence that I bossed this violation. Everything you’ve presented has been circumstantial.” The
Lady Julia’s challenge is delivered with a perceptible, mocking tone.
As per Jewish custom, there’s only the King and the oldest, most powerful Nobles present. These
are the powers-that-be that will hear this grievance and decide a just resolution to it. These are the
people with the where-with to mediate a faceoff between the likes of a Lady Julia or a Lord Sheriff.
The very fact that the case involving Lady Julia’s alleged misconduct is being heard before the
Twilight Council is a measure of just how far and how fast Julie K Smith has come in such a short
span of time.
“May I speak?” A veiled Kane meekly asks.
The seated King smiles slyly and nods in the affirmative. Also, as per custom, he’s the only one
in the Hall of Litigation who’s seated.
“May I speak plainly?”
Again, the King nods in the affirmative. Only this time he leans forward in his chair. It’s not what
Kane says, but the way she’s saying it that catches his attention. Her voice has a sober inflection
that it seldom takes on these days.
“Now, come, come. Are you expecting this court to take seriously your allegations? They border
on pure whimsy. Your ongoing feud with my husband is obviously clouding your usually
impeccable judgment, my dearest Eddie.”
What an insolent cunt she was when she first arrived! Now look at her, reduced to a symbiont
that will forever be under the influence of the parasite. And like all toke-heads, the inclination has
left her a pathetic wretch with more balls than brains, which explains where she got the stones to
address me publicly in the familiar. And to think I once provided sponsorship for this loser when
she was mortal.
“You contemptuous bitch, I ought to.”
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“What you ought to do is bury the hatchet, and I don’t mean in my husband’s back either. Just
because she’s of illegitimate birth, you think that gives you the right to blame her for every ill that
befalls your House. Grow up and smell the roses. She’s Royal-blooded, just like you.” Kane’s
voice trails off as the telltale facial tics, along with the shakes, begin.
The girl appears to be fighting off a buzz: the toke equivalent of an LSD flashback. Lady Julia
glares at her wife with appropriate disgust. This is high drama at its best, a fact not missed by any
of the Royals present.
Quite a thoughtful oratory for a toke-head. But even a drunkard such as she is bound to have
moments of fiery brilliance, after she’s had that needed fix. Most of the time she parades around
the palace, the very picture of the pathetic junkie tart. I thought my daughter had better taste and
judgment than to pick inclinable scum such as she for a wife. A tramp like her is best kept in the
kennels.
When the verdict comes in, the Lord Sheriff couldn’t be happier. His niece is put under house
arrest and confined to the Palace by order of the Twilight Council, because of her suspected
masterminding of the raid on the Lord Sheriff’s safe house. Also, short of losing her Title, she’s
stripped of all power and privileges during this indeterminate period of time.
As for Kane, she’s not conscious when she too is sentenced to a similar open-ended term of
private custody. She had finally succumbed to the buzz and subsequently swooned during the
Council’s deliberations. Mondo lies sprawled out on the floor, twitching like a grand mal seizure
victim.
Large Marge is summoned to the chamber and directed to drag the girl out to the public square,
strip her naked, and flog her. After the girl’s beating, Marge is to take charge of the girl, keeping
her in white slavery as additional penance, until further notice.
The Lord Sheriff savors the moment. Soon, very soon, his niece’s undoing will be at hand, just
like the mortal Palmer promised.
“So, how do we keep tabs on you?”
“You don’t. I’m on my own.”
“That’s cuttin’ it pretty close.” The Gunny’s tone clearly indicates he doesn’t approve of Kane’s
unsupervised spooning with the Ogres.
“Like there’s any other way.” It’s an affirmation, not a question. “So, now that you’re the boss,
what’s next for you and the posse?”
“We neutralize the one who’s helping mastermind Eddie’s plans.”
“Sniff her out already, have you?”
“Of course, I’ve flushed our competition. And it’s a him, not a her. By the by. It’s obvious
you’ve got some deep history with this guy. So how tight were/are you with the Lord Sheriff?”
Kane hunches her shoulders in a noncommittal fashion and skillfully changes the subject.
“Before I forget, Mel’s got a spinster sister he wants you to meet. I’ve seen her. She’s a knockout.”
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“But, can she cook?”
“Like an Easy chef oven.”
“I’m sold.”
“Glad to hear it. You’ll need to rape and rampage (R&R), before the storm cometh.” With that
said, Kane kisses him on the forehead and leaves.
Current brilliance, notwithstanding, the clincher that rocked him off his heels, the day before
yesterday: a strung out, “debase me, please,” “need a fix, badly” Mondo whose part-n-parcel was a
dullness of mind, slurred speech, and total loss of good looks.
Bottomline: she’s over. And odds are he’ll never see her clean again. The former-Marine begins
to sob.

“The hardest thing to find is when it’s right in front of
you.”
Public Domain
The Crone, who’s paid Large Marge for a huge chunk of Roxy’s time, lets her fingers wander
over the seated harlot’s over-busted, carnivore lean body. “Yep, the girl’s well worth the price,”
Countess Gerber, of Gerber axes fame, immediately decided after she had turned Roxy from an
Ogre to a Crone -simile using a hooch.
Although the hazel-eyed Roxy’s mane remains largely the color of raw wheat, it’s liberally
streaked with grey and white. And, not surprisingly, the leftside of Roxy’s scalp is hairless, ‘cause
the Crone likes what half a chrome dome does for what she considers the girl’s “good” side. This
lopsided half-moon version of a lolly-pop is called a luna.

Author’s note: All demons are photogenic. They don’t have
a “bad” side. The Countess just prefers the big girl’s
leftside; a no surprise preference for an Elder, let alone a
god such as she.
The whore’s muff has gone completely geriatric. Roxy’s pubic ‘stache is a full-blown, salt-npepper affair, speckled with what is its normal natural-blonde color and tinted an old lady blue.
Sound familiar?
Both the luna, and the almost blue-hair, appeal much to depraved Crone/Furie tastes. Another, no
surprise.
Lying on top of the rough-hewn table in front of the big girl with the double-Fs is an array of
blades. There’s: every configuration of the legendary short sword, the Gurkha-Kukri; Colt’s
Pathfinder Tactical knife and its Trailblazer (knife-ax combo); Gutman Cutlery’s Short Sword and
its Military Bolo; Brown Bear Alaskan knives and skinner-cleavers; Cub Bear capping knives; a
Spec Plus survival machete; every Cold Steel brand blade from the SRK to the Bush Ranger, from
the Recon Tanto to the Master Hunter, from the Trail Master to the Culloden, and the Peace Keeper
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I & II; every example of Countess Gerber’s very own Gerber axe; an Ontario SP16 SPAX, with
Ontario being that GI cutlery Spec Plus line of military and sporting knives; and last, but definitely
not least, the legendary Applegate-Sykes-Fairbairn Fighting knife which was invented by Colonel
Rex Applegate, W.E. Fairbairn, and E.A. Sykes, the most famous badges to ever work for the
Shanghai Municipal Police.
During WWII, that trio (Applegate, Fairbairn, and Sykes), who were already living legends back
then, trained British commandos for Winston Churchill’s elite White Hall security force,
supplemented the Secret Service as bodyguards for FDR, and founded both MI5 and MI6, thus
ushering in the modern era of British Intelligence.
The Countess has added uncured human-hide to the suck-offs usual outfit of Silken and irons. It’s
a very brief French Maid-style apron made from the stretched scalp of some hapless redhead.
Hardened iron fishhooks, so-called tootsies, pierce the girl’s forehead, nose, right cheek, lower lip,
both breasts, and the depilatoried half of her scalp. The tootsies, which are arranged in a classic
Crone patterning, serve but one purpose: to amplify the effect of the parasite on its host.
“Now, do I have your undivided attention, slut junkie?”
“Yes, Countess,” Roxy responds, in thickly-accented Pidgin English.
Countess Gerber finds the girl’s accented voice most sexy. To her it’s as sexy as the crooked,
loathing-twisted mouth and the over-the-top harshness and disdain that’s part-n-parcel of the spinetingling diabolic that is the two-faced.
The Crone Countess also speaks broken English (modern-vernacular) with a German (First
Language) accent. But you can hear something else in the Countess’ voice, something much older
than German, something that pre-dates even First Language. It’s called Latin (Third Speech)!
As a rule, Strangers as old as the Countess deal remotely with young ones through Strangenesses:
so-called same-as-there doppelgangers. But the Countess is different. She prefers to get her own
hands dirty.
“I’ve paid your pimp a thick wad of earnest money. You’re my toy for the entire week. But there
will be none of the usual whore’s charade on my dime. Capish?”
“Yes, Countess.”
“What I’m in need of is a physician. I had to liquidate the one I had on retainer. You’ll have to do
in a pinch. For the duration, you’ll be Maid Roxy, my new rug lickin’ physician-harlot.”
Countess Gerber padlocks an Iron Maid around the junkie’s top-heavy torso to further make the
girl comelier in the Crone’s eyes. An Iron Maid is a strapless iron bra with cups that are barbed
wire!
She enrages Roxy’s face, but not with thickly-applied theatrical makeup and drawn in rage/hate
lines. Countess Gerber accomplishes the manifestation of the two-faced by simply caressing the
side of the girl’s neck into which the hooch has embedded itself and incanting the appropriate
Awful Saying.
The girl’s luna crops to that dyke pageboy coif, the skagg, when the Countess invokes the
appropriate follicular spell.
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Two-faced and full-fledged blue-hair are the Countess’ finishing touches to make the girl truly
world class fetching. Then she finger-fucks the buxom fellatrix to a quick orgasm.
“I will watch and masturbate, while you interrogate patient number one.”
Roxy’s walk is all bump-n-grind. She executes this ramshackle to further please the Countess.
“Then it’s my turn,” the Countess adds, as Maid Roxy goes to work.

“We Strangers teach by experience, and always prefer
discipline to numbers.”
Countess Gertrude “Gerdie” Houss-Gerber
“And why in the fuck aren’t we in control of the crime scene?”
“’Cause they got here first thanks to an anonymous tipster.”
MOSSAD operatives swarm the rented playroom, looking for and cataloguing every clue.
Thanks to institutionalized cronyism in the Sheriff’s Office, all of the Lord Sheriff’s underlings are
totally loyal to him. On the other hand, the Ministry of Justice, whose investigative and
enforcement arm is the MOSSAD, has had absolutely no reason to cotton to the Lord Sheriff ever
since his Lord Robert’s censure last year, because of some deft political maneuvering by his niece,
the Lady Julia.
Forty-eight hours ago, the Lord Sheriff was on top of the world. Now, a famous quotation keeps
taunting him: “The best laid plans of mice and men.” And it won’t go away!
“Damage assessment.”
“Nothing good. The races, let alone the identities of the victims, are still as yet unknown.
According to the officer-in-charge, whoever killed the male also killed the Funk Brothers and their
crew. The kill book is identical. This clears your niece of any involvement in their multiple
homicides. It gets worse though.”
“As in?”
“We’ve either got two perps here or.”
“Or what?”
“Or one perp who’s intimate with two different kill books. ‘Cause whoever did the female, used
the late Dame Julia’s MO. And they have it down to a gnat’s eyelash, which would indicate either
your niece or your niece’s junkie husband. But both of ‘em are out of the picture.”
“So that only leaves the mystery party who raided my safe house using a Dame Julia gambit.”
“Exactly.”
“Somebody’s fucking with us.”
“And how.” An affirmation, on Senior-Deputy Carson’s part, not a question.
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Then the Lord Sheriff sees the proverbial silver lining in the dark cloud. He notices Alex Bunker
walk into the playroom. Bunker is one of a handful of MOSSAD COs who the Lord Sheriff still
holds sway over.
“Is that the OIC on the case?” The Lord Sheriff asks, as he points at Colonel Bunker.
“Yes, boss.”
“Then we still have a chance.”
“How so?”
“That’s for me to know.”

“Those who don’t remember history, may be condemned to
repeat it.”
Santayana
They sit in a window booth, sampling the diner’s quaint cuisine. One of ‘em is a comely, morethan-overendowed elderly woman, who looks to be in her late eighties. Yet, she possesses none of
the age-related decay one would naturally associate with a mortal of that vintage. So, forget about
liver spots, let alone disfiguring spider and/or varicose veins marring her perfect complexion.
Her leather-n-latex clad squeeze is a gone-native twenty-something who’s sportin’ a lolly-pop
and pixie-style shades. It’s the look that a Hip Hop ho would affect in an obsessive pursuit of NeoRap styling cues. Yet her companion is obviously neither hip-hop nor neo-rap. But her girlfriend is
quite the ho, nonetheless. And this ho is packin’ twins, as well as a vujcic.
“You have quite a way with the blades, Miss Kane.”
“Thank you. You’re not so bad yourself.”
“But I’m a hack compared to you.”
“You’re being much too kind and overtly humble. Besides, I’m an assassin, not a blade-forinquiry. And I prefer MPPs.”
Gerber’s got two of her competition grade combat axes holstered underneath her
businesswoman’s special; a “businesswoman’s special” being a waist-jacket that’s vampiir. Her
Merry Widow, SPFX briefs, provocateurs, suspenders, and spit polished kay-bees are Black. Brand
names, you ask? The corset is Rubberwear. Her leggings, suspenders, and briefs are PVC-brand.
She too is one of d’em girlies that demands to be tethered by the fit d’at don’t quit. Her boots are
genuine U.S. Army issue circa the Spanish American War. A pair of Ray-Ban Princess-Ds
completes her traveling outfit.
The Countess caresses the girl’s neck where the worms, hooch and toke, reside. It’s been a
coon’s age since Countess Gerber has had a companion of this caliber, and, as such, she really feels
like she’s in tall cotton.
“I prefer your coerced looks. Don’t you?”
“I prefer our intoxicated horseplay. Don’t you?”
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Countess Gerber notices that dreamy look in the girl’s eyes as she continues to stroke the
Amazon’s neck. Kane is, by all appearances, a smart, beautiful, articulate Black (Dark Elf) woman.
Ergo, Kane’s obviously not in need of a fix. In a day or so, she’ll be brainless, look like shit, and be
“murdering” her words again: an over junkie in need of a fix.
“You like the inclined life. Don’t you, junkie?”
“Yes.” Then, Kane adds offhandedly: “It suits me.”
“I’m feeling quite bully, right now. Let’s go back to our hotel room and fuck.”
“I’m feeling rather wet myself, Gerdie.”
“You assume much, addressing me publicly in such a familiar fashion.”
“I assume nothing.”
“It’s too bad that Mildred and that Girl Scout sister of hers got their hooks into you before I did.
‘Cause, we could’ve been an item.”
“Maybe it’s better this way. ‘Cause, I think that one Jane the Ripper is as much as the universe
can handle.” Then Mondo adds a nice dig: “Although, serial killer in training, does have a nice ring
to it.”
“Now you’ve gone and done it. You’ve spoiled the mood. And we were getting on so famously.”
“We still are. So, let’s have one last muff dive, and then say our final goodbyes.”
“So, this is the big kiss off?”
“Until next time.”
“But do I have your word on that?” Countess Gerber asks mockingly.
“There’s no need to be rude and question my veracity,” Kane rebuffs, her voice tinged with fake
hurt.
“No offense was meant.”
“And no offense was taken.”
“Ah, yes. Tit for tat. I’ll miss such company as yours. You’re someone with my same dry
switchblade wit, my same screwball sense of humor, my same glibness.”
“Quite so.”
“I wish the people I do the occasional cloak-n-dagger for in our Government, favors like bagging
the Funks and their fast mover (scramjet) crew, understood me as well as you do.”
“Well. We all have our crosses to bear.”
“Quite so. One suggestion though.”
“Yes?”
“When you jack into these graphic memories of our shared mayhem, remember: mi casa su casa.
I think you’ll maximize the rekall that way.”
“My thoughts exactly.”
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“Just goes to show you that bent minds do think alike.”

“As The ol’ Gunny used to say, gag a maggot. Although
it’s cheaper to feed one.”
Gustav Burke
(from “My Gunny,” his biography of Jonathan “Pappy” Arbor)
They pick up their daily tail as soon as they leave the diner. The muckers shadowing them are the
usual flotsam and jetsam out to make an easy score off of a well-heeled tourist and her junkie
harlot. Only today, the tourist and her kept woman notice a different scent in the air. This time it
won’t be just sneak-n-peek.
As Mondo and Gerdie walk down that alleyway, which is a perfect place to spring an ambush,
the expected finally happens. The rats attack in mass.
For one brief moment the Countess thinks that Mondo has turned on her, that maybe she’s the
one who’s been set up, when Mondo slams her into a doorway, momentarily winding her. But then
she sees the method to the big girl’s madness, as soon as the girl begins to cut. Mondo was just
getting her out of harm’s way the quickest way possible. ‘Cause whatever kill book the Amazon is
fighting from, dictates one-against-many in a confined space such as this, not two-against-many.
The Countess’s participation would not only prove a hindrance to her cohort, it’s also very likely
that her companion would inadvertently slice-n-dice her. Kane’s close technique is just that fierce!
The fight is over so quickly, that if it weren’t for the butchered bodies, you could believe you only
dreamed there was a fight at all.
But the vanquished have a backup plan, and it’s a desperate one at that, since it involves the use
of a gun on a planet where if the LEOs catch you illegally possessing a gun, you’ll be killed on the
spot.
Before the flanking perp in the mouth of the alley can initiate on ‘em, though, two huge bowlerhatted figures appear out of nowhere behind him.
The immaculately dressed dandies beat the Grendel to death with their barbed collapsible
fighting staffs. Then they make a quick snack out of him. There’s no reason to let good food go to
waste. These mammoth Rocks (Rock Trolls) have “button men for the Business” written all over
‘em.
“It’s always good to have friends in faraway places,” Kane quips.
“Quite so,” responds Gerdie, as if on cue, as if they had been on the road for eons, instead of
acquaintances who first met only recently, and then only by chance.
Even when Mondo was human, and had no sexual interest in her own gender whatsoever, she
proved herself to be older women’s ideal traveling companion. Here she is, chatting away, easily
holding the attention of an Elder Stranger who by all rights should have nothing in common with a
something that’s less than thirty years old, let alone a Newbie.
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Lynn “Baby Face” Waller makes her grand entrance dressed to the thirteens. She looks like she
should be hunting foxes in that Black MAX get-up of hers. Unlike her sister Fats, Lynn is a fullblooded Rock. She’s also a “made guy.” And she’s a ravishing beauty.
“Welcome to Tromaville, girls, wildest ‘burb in Capital City.” Then, as if it’s an afterthought, she
casually instructs the goon standing beside her: “Make sure that when Southern Justice finishes, the
culpability of our guests and us will not be discernible by the Authorities.”
The goon, who’s a Goon, a Rock no less, nods in the affirmative. His name is Jesse “The Body”
Ventura. And his reputation precedes him. This is always the case with first-class muscle.
Then, out of nowhere, Lynn suckerpunches Mondo, dumping the big girl on her ass, hard, real
hard. You can hear her backbones compress when Lynn quickly follows up with a sledgehammer
blow to the top of Mondo’s head!
“That’s for falling out of touch with me since you got took.” Then, Lynn concaves Mondo’s
forehead with the savage application of a steel-toed boot; killing the Darque outright. “And that’s
for doing the same to Fats.”
“I knew that there was another reason, besides your kind’s notoriously bad table manners, why
I’ve never made the close acquaintance of a Goon,” Gerdie quips gamely.
For one brief moment, Gerdie’s dry wit completely eludes Lynn, and Lynn takes the Crone’s
remark seriously, as if it was meant as a real insult, instead of what it really is, which is a tease.
Fortunately for all concerned, that dangerous moment is all too brief.
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Good tease.” Lynn slaps Gerdie on the back and nearly levels her to the ground. “I
like you. You’re pretty cheeky.”
That’s when the Countess gets knocked into the middle of next week by a blackjack that she
never sees coming. She’s also killed outright.
“Dispose of our guests appropriately, Body.”
Again, The Body only nods in the affirmative. Yep, he’s first-class muscle all the way.
A jaybird Kane reanimates on the Silken sheets of Lynn’s queen-sized bed. The Troll is on top of
her, groping her. Bed linen that’s armor makes sense when you take in consideration the aggressive
lovemaking practices of Trolls and their like-minded close kin the Ogres.
“Having fun?” Mondo quips.
Mondo’s groggy, with a splitting headache, and seeing double. Lynn’s blows were just that
righteous.
“Alive. Dead. Unconscious. Whatever. Pussy’s pussy, honeybear.”
“But I know you’ll like this much better.” With that said, Kane activates the toke and morphs into
Roxy the Ogre harlot. The junkie, expectedly, loves getting high.
“Now that’s what I call real goodlookin’!” Lynn exclaims, as she and Roxy go at it like a couple
of, excuse the pun, Goons in heat.
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“Small-unit recon is all about stealth, eluding detection at
all costs. ‘Cause once your posse is compromised, your
only chance against a numerically-superior, opposing main
force is escape-n-evasion. Direct confrontation will earn
you the same fate as a cockroach crushed underneath the
jackboot of a Giant.”
Jonathan Arbor
(USCMC-ret.)
“We’re in,” announces Bruno to home base over his throat mike, as the massive duo bursts into
the first-floor mess (cafeteria) of the Quonset Hut.
Both are particularly massive, even for Rocks. They’re also very old. And as with all things
faerie, size does matter, but age matters most. They sweep the room with their devastating M88
smart guns, hosing down everything and everybody in sight. Their Brownings only fire at a rate of
550 rpm (rounds per minute). But the BFGs compensate for their conservative cycling rate by
hurling overly-robust long-configuration .45-70 caliber EAA rounds!
Lynn is glued to the remote viewer, angry as sin. Someone has dared to invade her private club,
with extreme mayhem in mind no less. This is an affront that demands immediate redress.
At least they’re not massacring any of my real customers, ‘cause, if they were, that would be bad
for business!
Mondo, who has just emerged from the shower, pats the troubled behemoth on the shoulder.
“Calm down. Momma’s gonna make the boo-boo all better.”
“Me and my people can take care of these apes.”
“I know you can. But let me do this small favor, as repayment for your hospitality,” Kane
requests of the gangster as she saddles up.
“Okay,” Lynn grunts out.
“Careless of you to leave me armed. Why, I could’ve done away with you while you slept,” Kane
teases, as she straps on her gun and sword rigs.
“Careless, only if you not ally,” Lynn retorts.
“Quite so,” Mondo quips, as she touches a wall fixture. A dumb-waiter, Waller didn’t know was
there, suddenly materializes.
“I thought d’at thing-ma-jig was just decorative. How’d you know it invoked a d-w?” Lynn
questions in a lighthearted manner, that’s totally in keeping with the spirit of the tease, yet
nevertheless underscores the seriousness of the subject matter. No faerie likes their house to have
secrets they don’t know about, especially monumental ones like this one.
“Oh, that’s right, I keep forgetting to tell you,” Mondo answers. Her toying delivery
appropriately piques Lynn’s interest.
“Forget to tell me what?” Lynn questions. She’s very much in the game.
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“I knew the joint’s previous owner,” Mondo parries, determined to make Lynn earn the answers
she wants, to do else would be rude.
“Curly Curits never mentioned knowing you,” Lynn counters, determined to draw Mondo out for
the killing blow.
“I mean the club’s real previous owner, not the guy who merely fronted for her, silly girl.”
Mondo’s sarcastic delivery is meant to bring up Lynn’s Irish. Make an opponent angry and they’re
bound to make mistakes.
“Who that?” Lynn dive bombs, determined to follow through, especially now that she can smell
blood. She’s kept her bad temper in check in spite of Mondo’s cute attempt to ignite it.
“Why, the same person who used to own Eddie’s safe house,” Mondo parries. In spite of being
obviously cornered, she still drags out the inevitable.
“You teach me all club’s secrets, including who used to own it,” Lynn grunts. It’s check and one
move to checkmate. Her end-game is the essence of simplicity.
“Later,” Mondo coos. And just like that, she snatches victory out of the jaws of certain defeat.
Her one-word checkmate of the Troll is a stroke of genius that brings a toothy grin to the brutal
gangster’s beautiful mug. Although Lynn’s check was simplicity itself, Mondo’s was even simpler.
That’s why Mondo got the checkmate.
Kane steps into the dumb-waiter. One moment she’s jawing with and winking at Lynn. The next
moment she’s popping here, there, and everywhere in the club’s violated mess, slinging grenades
and lead.
Mondo’s taking advantage of FASTs (Pagan conjuring circles) that are so well hidden that Lynn,
who’s owned the club for half a century, didn’t have the teensiest inkling of their existence. Of
course, even if she known about ‘em, Granny’s the only one on the premises who might be old
enough to use ‘em!
When the smoke finally clears, only Mondo is left standing with nary a scratch on her. Both
perps are down. Kane doesn’t look the least bit surprised when the duo’s victims dematerialize
upon Lynn’s entrance onto the scene. The slain patrons were all PHEs, plausible holographic
entities. No real person was actually killed by the pair.
When the tangos first set foot in the club’s foyer, silent alarms were set off by the heat they were
packing underneath their CCDs (concealed carry dusters). Those alarms set the appropriate
contingency plan into motion.
Patrons were spirited off to safety. And, in their place, holographs were convincingly substituted.
A diligently practiced SOP saved the day again. As a routine precaution, each and every person
who steps inside the club undergoes a discreet, yet thorough scan.
“Looks like you’ve already got some of the club’s better guarded secrets ciphered.” Kane’s pun
is not wasted on the Mob boss.
Lynn chuckles a bit, then steers the conversation right back to business. “You teach me more of
club’s secrets.” Then she directs her attention to Ventura: “Keep these slugs on ice until the police
come.”
“Boss. May I. Ah. You know. Ah.”
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“Yea, Jesse. You’ve got my permission to butt-fuck ‘em. Just make sure things look legit when
the LEOs make the scene.”
“Thanks, boss.” Ventura disarms the bad guys and drags them off to a secured playroom for
some R&R, in the very literal sense.
“So, he does guys, huh?”
“And only guys. Go figure. But he’s a hell of a bodyguard, loyal as hell, and mind you, many
have tried to buy him off and failed. And besides all that, he is a grown man. So, his preference in
licks is his own business as far as I’m concerned.”
“Quite so.”
“I remember when you were mortal; you sure had a hang up about Gays. The same-sex stuff,
even between us girls, always seemed to give you the willie jitters.”
“Things change, so do people.”
“Ain’t d’at da truth. Oh. By the way. Since we’re on the subject of same gender fucking, Granny
would like to girl-on-girl with Roxy.”
“It would be my pleasure. ‘Cause ever since my Embrace, and for obvious reasons, I’ve always
got a hankering for d’em old-n-crusties. Oh, and Lynn.”
“Yea?”
“Make sure the police can tell who’s really culpable for this one.”
Lynn starts to ask why. Then she dummies herself up. Instead, she answers with a nod of the
head in the affirmative.
“Good girl. Now I’m gonna make some phone calls, stir up the pot this one last time, put it on
cruise control, and then my attention will be appropriately undivided as I see to the needs of our
elderly.”
I know she’s over. I know this is just a brilliant flash. I know she’s able to look, act, and sound
like she did, before she got hooked, because she’s had that needed fix. But.
Worm or not, she’s still a formidable gunsel. The ravages haven’t deteriorated her gun skills, the
least little bit. And she’s got a “right to carry.” I sure could use some muscle like that. Junkies are
notoriously unreliable. But I’d bet the farm I can depend on this shooter. Remember: “Doc”
Holiday.
Plus, she’s quite the cocksucker and rug licker. Her oral skills are already legendary, a
reputation that precedes her, so-to-speak. I sure could use that kind of depth in my kennels. ‘Cause,
Lord knows, the Ho Train needs a good caboose.
It’s just like The Prophet said, “When one door closes, another opens.” So, I’d better play along
with my dear old friend and see where the ride takes me.
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“AMBITION: General, later Field Marshall, Montgomery’s
autocratic behavior made his superiors as uneasy as men
who served under him. In 1944, the Chief of the Imperial
General Staff, Sir Alan Brooke, commented to King
George VI at a social function that the problem with Monty
was that ‘every time I meet him, I think he’s after my job.’
‘You should worry,’ replied the king, ‘When I meet him, I
always think he’s after mine.’ Two years later,
Montgomery got Brooke’s job. But he never quite made
king.”
unknown source
“So, d’is be her.”
“Yes, Granny.”
“Leave us,” Granny commands the Rock goon escorting the suck-off tart. He leaves posthaste.
Both Granny and the Countess Gerber are jaybird and horny as hell and more than ready to
debase their toy.
This unlighted playroom is in the deepest darkest recesses beneath the club. And you’d better
have a good reason for being down here if you want to ever get out of here alive.
Thanks to an online hooch and toke, Roxy is part Deux, a Crogre-simile (Crone/Ogre-simile).
When you activate more than one worm at a time, there’s no personality uplink. This explains why
this iteration of Roxy is brute-blank. This blank Roxy is sporting the expected Ake Parsson. An
AkP is Roxy’s usual of a skagg, a two-faced, and tootsies which are arranged in that classic Crone
patterning. She’s dressed in what has evolved into her normal degradation get-up of tootsies, irons,
krown, Iron Maid, ragged ‘nets, and scalp apron. In H&D circles the get-up is called a Hague (hag).
The G-cup Roxy is now that rare beauty who’s appealing to Crone/Furie and Ogre/Troll tastes.
She’s the very image of the Pagan goddess Hippolyte!
Although she ought to know better by now, the Countess Gerber is initially flabbergasted by this
self-sculpted exotic beauty. Then Gerdie collects herself enough to manage an ear-to-ear grin. Once
more the wench has surprised/shocked her.
Granny rams a neural bolt through the girl’s left temple. When its treaded end emerges through
the girl’s right temple, Gerdie screws a locking-nut onto it. The bolt and its nut are hardened iron.
They’re collectively called a ricochet vegematic.
As has been said before, all of Roxy’s lumber is hardened, from tootsies to krown to irons to Iron
Maid. So, it should come as no surprise that said vegematic would also be hardened. Hardening
ensures that the intended can’t ghost out of their wearables. And it doesn’t get more bound than
that!
The mindless prostitute goes limp and falls back into Gerdie’s waiting arms. Gerdie drags her
over to a large ring which is mounted in one of the slimy, sewer moss covered walls. Roxy is
positioned underneath the ring. She’s seated on the floor with her legs spread in a shallow of raw
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sewage which is swarming with squirms (leech-eels). Her arms are held straight as a board above
her head by virtue of having her manacle chain padlocked to the wall ring. Roxy’s head rests on her
chest. Her mouth is open slackly. And she’s drooling profusely on her barbed wire caged tits. The
only sounds coming out of her mouth are mindless and bestial, befitting the mental vegetable the
RV has reduced her to. This is what the old biddies were expecting of the girl from the word “go.”
As for the girl, she’s in junkie nirvana.
“Now that’s more to my liking,” Granny utters. She’s completely satisfied and more than ready
to debase the girl completely.
“I concur completely, Granny.”

“Some monsters are born. Others are made. Beware most,
the ones who are self-made.”
Edgar Allen Poe
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Crybaby
“Crybaby. Crybaby. Catch me if you can.”
Fear is my chosen mistress. She keeps me focused and alive. She keeps me safe and sound. I
caress her. I kiss her. I taste her. And as long as I be faithful to her, she will always keep me from
doing the stupid things that can get me killed, the stupid things the crybaby calls brave.
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Chapter Three
Happy Reunion
“Sick is, as sick does.”
“Delicious. Mondo was right. You’re aces with a skillet and easy on the eyes to boot.”
“Well. Thank you, kind sir.” Amanda curtsies, grinning from ear-to-ear.
As The Gunny digs into another slice of cake, she moves behind him in a graceful, catlike
fashion and begins massaging the knots out of his back. Like her brother, she’s also an empath.
“Eating Orthodox doesn’t seem to bother you.”
“I was a lifer in the Corps, ma’am. And in the Service, we have a saying; there’re no Reformists
once you go off-world.”
Even though he’s not facing her, he’s sure her face isn’t registering any surprise on it. And he’d
expect nothing less from this tough, no-nonsense lady who has risen up through the ranks of the
MOSSAD by her bootstraps to become a bird colonel.
“You’re very straightforward. Aren’t you?”
“I try to be. Bullshit gets boring, quick.”
“Then I’ll cut to the chase, as one professional killer to another.”
The Gunny feels something menacing against the back of his neck. It’s the muzzle of a gun. Let
the games begin.
“Remember, sist’r, if you pull that trigger, there won’t be any second date with moi,” Gus quips.
In spite of his swagger, a lot of nasty scenarios are being played out in his head, none of ‘em to
his liking, ‘cause he ends up dead and unresurrectable in all of them. He sees nothing wrong or
cowardly about being scared. Only the mentally deficient or the mentally ill don’t feel fear. It’s
how we deal with our fear that defines us. Or as his Gunny, Gunny Arbor, taught ‘em in Boot, it’s
how you snap d’em neckbones that really matters.
“Quite so, my dearest Gunny. Quite so,” Amanda counters.
“Waiting for me to do something brave?”
“Don’t you mean stupid?”
“Yea.”
There’s a pregnant pause that seems to last for hours, when in reality only seconds actually
elapse, as she decides the fate of a man, she’s broken bread with in her modest, spinster abode.
“I choose to believe my brother’s outrageous story. I believe you to be a righteous man. And I
believe your cause is just.”
Suddenly The Gunny no longer feels a gun to his neck. Amanda is back to massaging his worries
away like nothing’s happened.
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“You’ve been very convincing tonight, you old snake charmer. ‘Cause even though I’m many
things to many people, easy isn’t one of ‘em.”
Man. Oh. Man. I’ve haven’t been on an edge that vujcic sharp since I took those refresher
classes in EOD booby-trap techniques at Recondo School last summer. Now d’is here bez da
living! This girl definitely gets my two thumbs-up.
“Can I change my shorts now?”
“Heh. Heh. Heh,” Amanda laughs out loudly. Then she adds teasingly: “What a card you are.
You’ve got to be the life of the party. Later on, you must show me your etchings.” Then she adds,
even more teasingly: “Else I’ll be very disappointed, and have to change my mind about you.”
“Don’t worry; Gunny here has never been known to disappoint a lady yet.”
“That’s what I’ve heard from my most reliable romantic sources.”
As soon as Mondo Kane exits the Quonset Hut, stealthy figures detach themselves from the
shadows. They’re uniformed MOSSAD operatives. She offers no resistance as she’s disarmed and
placed under arrest.
Lynn watches the scene being played out through the glass doors of the foyer and she doesn’t like
it one bit. She wonders if she’ll ever see the big girl again.
Kane has also made Lynn promise there will be no acts of retribution if things go badly for her.
But that’s a promise Lynn has already decided will be very hard, if not impossible, to keep.
“Start talking. Convince me I’ve made the right choice and not a grave error in judgment. ‘Cause
if the latter is the case, I’ve not only condemned my brother and myself to a death sentence, but
I’ve condemned my entire Unit and their families to the same fate.”
“There’s only you and your older brother. And you’re quite close. He raised you single-handedly
after your parents were killed in the Mortus Uprising of ‘62. You came up through the ranks. No
patronage. No sponsor. No Royal blood. Your IU (Investigative Unit) would, and has, followed you
into the very breeches of the Strange Lands many times over and without the least bit of hesitation.
You’ve earned the respect of your subordinates, peers, and superiors, including the grudging
respect of Royal blooded colleagues.”
“Go on.”
“But although you have the drive, ambition, and ability to make it to the Directorate, you’ll never
make Deputy-Director, let alone Director.”
“Why?”
“’Cause you don’t have the connections. This could be the break you need to get those
connections.”
“Or this could get me dead (unresurrectable).”
“No pain. No gain.”
Amanda’s XO walks up and whispers something in her ear that causes her to frown.
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“You, fuckin’ bitch! Your PAPS smear indicates you’ve been coerced recently by a hooch and a
tokkey. And I thought I knew just how far out on a limb I was going with you. It’s bad enough to
crawl politically into bed with a single-worm junkie. I draw the line when the junkie’s got two
concurrent inclinations. Your credibility is zero, slut. This conversation is over. Me and my posse
are outta here!” Amanda screams out, as she starts to get up.
“The hell you are, sist’r!” Kane screams out even louder.
“Now you’ve gone and done it,” The Gunny mutters under his breath. He’s standing at the back
of the room watching Kane’s six. Things get tense, fast. Then, as if on cue, Sister Mildred and
Sister Elaine make their appearance. Sister Elaine stations herself beside The Gunny and gives him
a reassuring wink. Sister Mildred switches up to the table which is between the two young
estrogen-spewing lionesses.
“Good. We came none too soon. By the way, Miss Givens, your brother gave us excellent
directions to this place. We didn’t get lost once. Now for brass tacks. I have plans for this girl,
which wouldn’t be the case if she were someone who didn’t have the ovarian fortitude to resolve
any inclination that she might happen to pick up.”
“Excuse me, Sister. But the prelims indicate that.”
“Fuck your smears. You’re gonna wait for the finals, and then you’ll make your decision.
Capish?”
“Yes, Sister.”
“Good. Now that that’s settled, have someone get me a chair, as well as a scalding hot pot of tea
for the three of us to share in the most civilized of manners.”
As Amanda sifts through the results, she’s stunned. But numbers don’t lie. Recent double
coercion, notwithstanding, Kane’s clean of both simile-worms. There aren’t even residuals thereof.
Amanda knows of Elders who’ve been hooked for eons and can’t kick the habit, and those are
single worm habits!
“Your girl’s got balls!”
“Quite so,” Mildred interjects proudly, as she sips from her sterling silver cup. Then she adds,
offhandedly: “Delicious tea, I must say.”
“So, are you in?” Kane asks.
Amanda spits into the palm of her hand. Kane does likewise. Then, after a perfunctory stare
down, they shake saliva splattered hands, sealing the deal.
“We’ll need to make some copies of the pertinent memories. Since you’re not a junkie anymore,
we can make coherent Xeroxes that will be admissible in court.”
“Okay.”
“I’ve got access to Beta-Cam GMDs (graphic memory disks) so we won’t have to worry about
reconfiguring them for upload. The Council will be able to jack into ‘em directly.”
“Excellent.”
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“You lucked out on that double homicide. The XO on the case was my roommate at Synagogue.
I’m sure she’ll be more than eager to cooperate. She hates Bunker’s guts. And I can vouch for her
110%.”
“Good. Now, if Cody and Goldfish come through with their bit, we’re in like Flynn.” Having
said that, Kane leans nonchalantly in her mother’s direction and seductively asks in her sexiest,
smokiest, meant-to-be voice: “So, honey bear, how long did you have to wait outside that door
before you could make that conveniently-timed, grand entrance of yours?”
It’s a disarmingly cute trap that Mildred deftly eludes with a simple smile.
“I don’t like this one little bit. It reeks of a trap. They’ll never fall for this.”
“Mondo’s never failed to deliver before.”
“Quite so.”
“And it otta be fun. ‘Cause when the shit does hit the fan, we’ve got ‘em just where we want
‘em.”
“Yea. Any direction we shoot, we’re gonna hit ‘em.”
The two men grin from ear to ear and hi-five.
“Liege. Council. Thank you for convening so promptly on such short notice.” Mondo smiles,
pauses, and then continues: “In front of you, you will find your study books, with accompanying
GMDs. All notarized, of course.”
The Lord Sheriff is fit to be tied. He’s so hot he could boil water. Instead of being dressed to the
nines, let alone his usual thirteens, his outfit looks like it’s been hastily thrown together.
In sharp contrast to her judicial opponent, Kane is cool, calm, and collected. She struts about the
courtroom, decked out in her usual leather-n-latex.
“As we speak, a wrecking crew composed of close friends of the Lord Sheriff who are members
of the same Mordgruppe (Jewish men’s club) he belongs to, elite Protective Officers (POs) from a
Mobile Forces Unit of the MOSSAD, and a Mobile Security Division (MSD) of the SDDF’s
Diplomatic Security Service (DSS), are surrounding the hideout of two of the participants in the
breach of Eddie’s safe house.”
“For what purpose?” The King asks, although he’s already guessed the Advocate’s answer. But
formalities are formalities.
“Officially the reason is to arrest these two men. Unofficially it’s to kill these participants in the
safe house raid, because they can bear witness to who really masterminded that attack. And said
mastermind wasn’t Lady Julia, as the evidence before you will clearly prove. Nor was it, Robbie
Klum; sorry, Eddie, but that informant was a plant, planted by moi. Yep, Eddie, I don’t need Cody
and Goldfish to prove my husband’s innocence. This is why I can afford to risk using ‘em as bait.”
Bravo. She had us all fooled, even me. My daughter did make the right choice after all. And I
have a feeling that this pairing will make even my daughter’s worst enemies wish for the days when
the formidable Dame Julia was Julie K’s better half and Advocate.
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The Lord Sheriff buries his anguished face in his hands. Colonel Bunker is leading the assault.
His nephew, and some of his most valuable and trusted allies, are there too.
“Continue.”
“Thank you, my Liege.”
Mondo pulls what looks like a mahogany cigar box out of her purse and allows the bailiff to
inspect it. It’s covered in runes more ancient than even the Jewish iteration of the Church!
“An invoking box, my Liege,” confirms the bailiff.
“Thank you, bailiff. Proceed, Advocate.”
Mondo opens the cedar-lined box and stares into it. She fails to change from Darque to Ogresimile to Crone-simile to Crogre-simile, just like she would if she were still a junkie with two
inclinations. Instead, she remains an unchanged Darque pretender. She closes the box and slips it
back into her purse.
“Obviously I’m neither toke nor hooch head nor any other variety of junkie anymore. ‘Nough
said, my Liege.”
“Yet you keep the box.”
“Saving it for a rainy day, my Liege.”
The tease brings a smile to the King’s face.
Oh’s and ah’s fill the chamber as Council members begin reviewing the evidence. King Kroger
makes no attempt to silence these sounds of honest, shocked discovery with his gavel. Nor does he
silence the splattering of applause from Council members for the big girl.
The Lord Sheriff’s chosen champion, Lord Robert a Deputy-Director with the Ministry of
Justice, and a handful of the other Council members refuse to even look at their study books, let
alone jack into their discs.
“I masterminded and led the assault. It was all my idea. Julie K just provided the e-ticket as per
her husbandly obligation to me. That’s right. Being sober and worm free and of proven sound mind
and body, I’m declaring the so-called illegal attack on Eddie’s safe house was merely me quite
legally invoking what you Jews call ‘a wife’s lien on the property.’” Kane pauses for effect. “Yea,
Eddie, I knew all about that clause in the fine print of the deed.” Again, she pauses for effect.
“Eddie knew that my husband couldn’t have executed the gambit, ‘cause it was one of Dame
Julia’s. Julie K is much too young to have pulled it off.”
“If Lady Julia is too young, then by all that is holy, so the hell are you!” Lord Robert screams
out.
“But the evidence shows otherwise. I’m obviously a paradox, bordering on heresy.” Again, her
deft use of a pregnant pause leaves Fel Mason, who’s standing in the gallery, green with envy. “The
evidence will also clearly show that Eddie had a cronie suppress evidence from a double homicide;
the subcontracted executions of two enemies of the Jewish State, which would’ve proved that Lady
Julia didn’t murder the Funks or their crew.”
“Judas bitch. And to think you were once my protégée,” the Lord Sheriff blurts out, his eyes
blaring with an intense hatred which triggers said eyes to go Rasputin.
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“And to think I once looked up to you.”
No one does anything to interrupt this heated exchange, not even the King. Seldom is the drama
of justice played out on such a grand scale.
“When I get through with you, you’re gonna look up to me all right. Only it’ll be from your
grave.”
“You’ve let your hatred of my husband get the better of you, and I will not let this continue.”
“You will not let.”
“Yes. This idiotic feud of yours ends tonight. As is my right, I declare ‘game over.’” Kane pauses
so that her words can sink in and have their intended effect. “Eddie, my husband recognizes you as
her blood, her uncle. It’s time you recognized her as your blood, your niece.”
“Truth-or-dare.”
“I thought you said Cactus Jack offed ‘em?” Julie K teases, as she snuggles up to her beloved in
bed.
They’re back at her castle-Keep. All that was Lady Julia’s is once more hers again, and then
some.
“So, I punted. Things worked out. Didn’t they?”
“And how!”
“Truth-or-dare.”
“Jessica Priest. You can be such a cold-blooded bitch at times.”
“Heh. Heh. Heh. Look who’s talking.”
“Yea. I know.”
“It’s too bad we had to annul the marriage.”
“But it was fun while it lasted. We’ve got to do it again sometime soon, very soon indeed.”
“That’s a plan.”
“Deported. They can’t do this. I’m an American diplomat,” Palmer protests loudly.
“Be glad you are. ‘Cause way the Lord Sheriff is fuming, you’d have been pegged for having an
accident if you weren’t an AD. Capish?”
“So, why just me?”
“I guess, ‘cause you were the mastermind,” Gene answers and shrugs.
“Their tactics weren’t dependent on any unit-specific combat experiences. And these girls were
very MC, my Lord Sheriff.”
“And?”
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“Most likely a combat shooting team,” Palmer interjects, as he walks unannounced into the Lord
Sheriff’s office.
“Deputy, leave us.”
“Yes, my Lord Sheriff.”
As soon as the door shuts behind his underling, the Lord Sheriff sucker punches the diplomat.
“You’ve got more balls than brains.”
“So do you, Eddie,” Palmer spouts off, as he picks himself off of the floor.
“Impertinent whelp.”
“Save it for someone who gives a fuck. You never told me you knew the bitch.”
“Even if I had, the outcome would’ve been the same. She would’ve outfoxed us and won. She’s
much more dangerous than the mortal I knew.”
“Next time.”
“There will be no next time. My feud with her is over.”
“What?”
“There are forces, many forces, both on Capitol Hill and in the halls of the Vatican who plot the
demise of The Empire and the creation of a dependent Jewish State in its place. Only the strength
and vigilance of our Liege, and The Empire itself, keeps such dark forces at bay.”
“Your point being?”
“These Machiavellians of ours ensure that only the worthy ascend our power structure. They’re
not supposed to be used to disenfranchise someone, simply because that someone is of illegitimate
birth. My bastard niece is clearly and eminently qualified. Somehow, I’ve allowed my pride to
make me think otherwise. I’ve misused social conflict for my own petty ends. And, I know better.”
He pauses to collect his thoughts, and then continues: “The MOSSAD colonel who sided with my
niece is a shoe-in for the Deputy Director’s slot that’s soon to be vacated by my former champion
Lord Robert. Helen Todd, who was Bunker’s XO, has been promoted to CO over her own squad.
And the list goes on and on. My niece’s allies have been amply rewarded. And she’s been merciful
to her opponents; only a few holdouts have been totally discredited, losing everything, and only the
diehards, those who gave her no other option, have been vanquished.”
“But.”
“But nothing. Leave before I change my mind about just deporting you.”
Palmer makes a hasty exit, slamming the door behind him.
“We’re alone. You may come out now.”
A secret panel slides open, admitting Lady Julia, followed by Large Marge and Tiny.
“Lady Julia, Thank you for the return of these, my most trusted employees.”
“You still don’t like me, do you?”
“No. I don’t. But. I’ll learn to.”
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“I’ve been involved in many great relationships that were forged on even rockier starts.”
“Name one.”
“I can name two. Me and Dame Julia. Me and Mondo.”
The Lord Sheriff raises an eyebrow momentarily, but only momentarily.
“You seem to have a penchant for the ruthless killer who’s the proverbial iron fist in the mink
glove.”
“Yes. I know.”
“I see no reason why we can’t share the services of the Ogres. They can be your bodyguards
when you’re in town.”
The Lord Sheriff says it as if it’s an afterthought. But Lady Julia doesn’t miss the true meaning of
his gesture.
“And so, it begins. We start off as bitter enemies. We shall end up as the dearest of friends.”
The Lord Sheriff wisely decides not to contradict her. Instead, he shakes her extended hand.
“Heh. Heh. Heh. You got me there,” The Gunny chuckles, as Mondo gets to the punch line. Then
he adds in a most offhanded fashion: “So, who got the official blame?”
“KGB rear-echelon troops from a Soviet M30X Hind that had eluded the mop-up following the
coup.”
“Sounds better than the truth, a girl’s TAZ team, and not even the Varsity squad at that.”
Kane quickly scans the cabin of the jetliner. Her mother, Sister Elaine, Cody, and Goldfish are
absorbed in a heated game of pinochle. Gina’s squad is still drunk on the euphoria of successfully
executing their first “real world” ambush. They engage in hi-fives, self-fives, and excited girlish
chatter.
“They’re all so young and yet so deadly. Not a one of ‘em is a multiple iteration.” A broad smile
and a sort of dreamy, faraway look accompanies Kane’s observation.
“Brings back pleasant memories, doesn’t it?” The Gunny nudges Mondo, as he asks.
“Yes,” she finally answers.
The Gunny waves over the stewardess pushing the beverage cart. “It’s time we toasted a plenty to
worthy comrades and opponents, my new Jewish girlfriend, and the egg that’s gonna be the start of
the hive I’ve always dreamed of, but never could afford.”
“Hip. Hip. Hurrah.”

“Men are frightened and thrown into disorder by sudden
reverses and surprises which are apt to be of no
consequence when foreseen.”
Vegetius
(the Roman military sage)
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Foreword
“The personification of ‘slapnutz.’”
Heroines, like Hanna “Hannes” Bok and Eva Braum, heroines with no morality, whatsoever, who
killed effortlessly and gleefully, for the greater glory and adoration of the Fatherland.
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Book Five
SVSV

(Modern acronym usage)
Serious Violence for the Seriously Violent
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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Jeepers Creepers
“Scary movie-2, please.”
“Jeepers creepers, who’s that eating you? Hee. Hee. Hee. Why, it’s little ole me. Chomp. Chomp.
Chomp.”
Midajah
(The “buxom, Bahr-legged wench”)
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Chapter One
My Deck of Luckies
“Don’t I have wiles, Mike?”
Mother and daughter are back where it all started: the Moon. Sister Elaine is back on Seen at the
Abbey. Cody and Goldfish are off doing their soldier of fortune shtick again, God only knows
where. The Gunny is back on Earth. Gina and her chums are back at Saint Sophia’s, gettin’ ready
for another TAZ season as the school’s junior c-team. Of course, the c-team’s stellar performance
on Dune has won letters for all of the girls; a display of such chutzpa deserves no less.
“This vacation of mine is proving to be one I’ll soon not forget.”
“And just when I thought it couldn’t get any stickier, I find out the fun’s only just beginning.”
“Quite so.”
The two women walk briskly through the airport. And once more, a sea of humanity is intent on
ignoring this faerie menace in their midst.
As Kane so aptly professed to those two members of Skinhead royalty, while orbiting that
faraway planet, she’s come home, no longer gone-native. Except for her tongue piercing, ankle
bracelet, and her trinity, she’s totally devoid of any jewelry. Gina got the leftovers; that includes
her WB! The Holy Dame has her spats. Lynn’s in possession of her slavers. Julie K’s safekeeping
her scooter and sneak, like always and forever. Her mother’s got her grannies and double-o. Her
duster and thigh-holster are back, like they never left her person, once more complementing cuffed
operas. In place of a lolly-pop, skagg, or whatnot, is her usual full-blown, wave permed ‘do.
But she’s hardly back-to-before, though. Being that she’s still her mother’s sandman, she’s still
got her Syx. Her front-lacing clogs are set on clear-coat. And much to her mother’s chagrin, she’s
sportin’ a medieval trinket of ill repute. It’s in the guise of a sterling-silver diamond-cut hoop
earring that’s piercing her right lobe. Hanging from this engraved clang-n-bang is an assortment of
lockpicks: the kind you use on someone’s doorlock and the kind you use on someone’s mind! And
even a novice wouldn’t mistake this katz for a piece of jewelry.
And, Mondo isn’t the only one who’s not quite back-to-oz. Mildred’s packing heat! And Julie
K’s got her lifetime permits for both of her pieces for those places like British-controlled Seen
where merely being a Catholic nun doesn’t rate you an automatic “get out of jail free” card.
Nestled in a Huckleberry shoulder holster, of the style favored by Doc Holiday, is Most’s
primary. It’s a Magnum Research BFR revolver. And being the Performance Custom version, it’s
got absolutely everything that you can hang on a mega-bore pistol, and still call it a revolver,
including a step-ported barrel, a Starr Scan sight, and scalloped livewood grips.
The smallest caliber this revolver will morph down to chamber is a .410 round. Her mutha PDW
subsists off of full moon clips loaded with the largest caliber the gun can morph up to chamber:
rimless ACP rounds of the monster .45-70 Government variety!
Needless to say, this bore range precludes the pistol from having a hi-capacity seven or eight
round cylinder.
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Her back-up piece is a Remington New Army, nestled in a Montana skeleton shoulder holster.
We’re talkin’ ‘bout the percussion revolver bridge between black powder and the first generation of
modern munitions.
And although you’d have to dig it out of her, Most’s skill with a wheelgun rival those of the likes
of: Dennis “China Camp” Ming, the 9 times North American Cowboy Action Champ; Jerry
“Mister Revolver” Miculek (Mick Lick); and Ed “Ghost Hand” McGivern, Miculek’s mentor and
idol, the inventor of the third hand, also called the ghost hand, technique for charging (loading)
revolvers.
As they exit the terminal building, Mondo falls right in step behind her mother. A cryptic note,
hand-delivered by messenger, is the impetus for this excursion. The address is in a gated
community on the darkside of the Moon, where an old acquaintance of Mildred’s, the Baroness
Jeanne von Carmen, lives.
Von Carmen’s baby sister is Frau Sebring Boing (Boeing), the influential financier who came
within a hair’s breadth of crashing the stock market and plunging the Sol system into a second
Great Depression. And Boing did it on a dare!
Both sisters are Wraith Strangers, practicing witches and Pagans who converted to Catholicism
about a millennia ago. What flavor of Paganism did they practice, you ask? Why, they belonged to
the Ministry of Darkness (MOD), that pre-Druid artifact from the Religion Wars. They’re also
products of the infamous, or famous depending on your persuasion, Pugil Stick Pit which is the
spawning ground for MOD’s ultra-militant Gamorrean Guard! So, it should come as no surprise,
that both sisters are hardcore Zealots. Their political affiliations are also a no surprise.
Baroness von Carmen is a Nazi. Frau Boing belongs to the Quantrill Reformationist Society. The
QRS, which like the Nazi Party is both a political party and a Zealot sect, was founded by Herr
Guich Kooch, the self-proclaimed Heretic of the Fifth Reich. During Kooch’s secular days, he was
a freebooter who fought in the Borg Wars.
And like their broodmate, Mildred Most: once a Pagan, always a Pagan.
‘Cause beneath that Catholic veneer lays that blackest of black hearts. It’s what makes Elders
such as them so especially dangerous when they turn.
The duo’s trip over on the sub-shuttle is uneventful. No one comes near them, not even the
panhandlers. Things aren’t so uneventful when they reach their objective. They get stonewalled by
the subdivision’s private security force when they try to gain entrance. The stuck wheels get
greased though, when the Baroness von Carmen’s manservant, Ho Chi Minh, arrives. Yep, that Ho
Chi Minh.
The Hobgoblin escorts the mother and daughter to the Baroness’ opulent residence, where the
expected happens. Kane gets the casting couch.
In the foyer, Minh spirits her mother off to somewhere without bothering with even a flimsy
excuse.
The butler, Heinz Schumann, is dressed in the uniform of a Senior Sergeant with the SS. He’s a
Daemon who’s pretending. As such, he resembles Ted Cassidy, the actor who portrayed Lurch the
colossal butler of Gomez and Morticia Addams in the Addams Family television show. Schumann
shows Kane to the Baroness’ boudoir, where, he dismisses himself, discreetly locking the door
behind him.
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Von Carmen is setting in a chair, clad in a pair of thigh-high stockings and precious little else. An
original member of the 117-man SS-Stabswache Berlin, she’s built like a typical female of her
persuasion. She’s truly voluptuous cheesecake, with a set of double-Es, and a gorgeous hourglass
figure. It’s the plentiful figure of the classic 1950s cheesecake/pin-up model.
Her hair is pulled taunt, yanked straight back from her face, implicitly parted straight down the
center—center-parted hair that isn’t parted, and gathered into a small, painfully tight bun which
saddles the back of her neck. The extremely stern-looking Nazi ‘do, which is the strongly suggested
hairdo for female members of the dreaded SO (Gestapo) of the Nazi Party, is quite appropriately
called a sternka. A Death’s-Head iron cross, dangles from the rosary hung around her neck.
Setting atop von Carmen’s head is the visor-cap of an SO officer. Its insignia is the expected
Death’s-Head. But its badging indicates that the cap’s wearer holds the commission of ReichAuditor General!
A vampiir choker, called an outlash, circumferences her neck. It’s recommended wear for female
SO. Upon Kane’s entrance, the choker goes hi-rise and assumes its disciplining position. It
becomes a skintight snakeskin sheath which covers the same amount of territory that Kane’s SuzyQ does in the veil position.
Von Carmen’s thigh-highs are Strident brand Sheers with the expected nude toe and heel. Thighhighs are the only hosiery a female SO is permitted to wear if she decides not to go bare-legged.
Thigh-highs and bare legs are the only available options.
Sheers, which are not backseamed, are SHEER. SHEER is a silk body armor akin to Silken, but
it’s produced by Zoom spiders and its use is of Wiccan origin. SHEER: is sheer instead of the
fishnet or spiderweb patterns of Silken; comes in only one color, which is black of course; and does
do DX.
The Wraith’s Black MAX kicks are a pair of 9-inch-high knobs. These hideous, calf-length boots
are the recommended footwear for female auditors of the SO. The Gestapo’s founder originated
this variation. Nicked “butt-uglies” by aficionados and “nine-inch-nails” by the SO, she’s got the
calf-huggers set on clear-coat.
Baroness von Carmen is the second of the two Reich-Auditor Generals who have headed the
Gestapo! Von Carmen is the handpicked successor to the infamous, or famous depending on your
persuasion, the powerful and bloodthirsty witch Madame Baba Yaga, the so-called Mad Russian.
She’s whipping herself about the midriff with a riding crop held by one gloved hand, while she’s
busy masturbating with the other gloved hand. Her snakeskin short-gloves, worn cuffed, are briefs.
But they’re not the open-finger SPFX style, they’re the XPFX closed-finger style; in other words,
they’re shooting gloves that look like regular gloves. And they’re clear-skin. The backs of these
vampiir delights bristle with short, stubby spines are laden with the same death juice as Kane’s
spiked ankle bracelet.
“Strip for me, just like you used to do for d’em fuck’rs at Tits. Keep the katz, the jewelry, the
operas, and the shoes on. And don’t forget to make that interesting use of your buckwheats you
were so famous for in your stripteases,” the Baroness commands, in her thickly accented voice.
Kane shucks her duster. Then she disarms herself. Next, she deletes Suzy-Q, Purse, her stern HiC (half-corset), and butt-flossing shorts. All of this is done bump-n-grind style, as if she were doing
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it at Tits as the lurid Showgirl. She avails herself of the “pointed” militancy, so to speak, of her
clogs’ titts and stilettos during her performance’s coda.
“Am I to your liking, now?”
“Not entirely.”
“What’s next then?” Mondo questions, cognizant of the fact that this is no mere fun-n-games.
The Baroness is deadly serious. Which she should be since she’s auditioning a sandman. You
see, Kane is to be a so-called timeshare, a sandman shared by more than one contract-holder.
“I hear tell you’ve had a taste of the worm.”
“You’ve heard correctly.”
Kane sees something out of the corner of her eye, leaping from an open closet. The braineater
latches onto her face, affixing its needle-teeth lined sucker-mouth to her right eye.
Kane offers no resistance whatsoever, relishing this new flavor of her beloved pain. The mind
serpent splits in half: a prelude to the Awful.
The mind serpent’s lower-half elongates into her mouth. While the snake’s upper-half waits for
its turn at bat, securely anchored to her face, its barbed lower-half hacks and slashes its way to her
stomach. Yep. Her gullet gets the same vegematic treatment as her lips, mouth, and tongue!
Once the snake’s tail situates itself in her stomach, the snake’s upper-half goes into action; eating
its way to Kane’s brain. Kane drops to floor, convulsing.
When the skull snake reaches its goal, it burrows into her cerebral cortex. Kane dies, awash in
transfixing agony.
Yep, there’s some mighty nasty stuff out there.
Eureka: totality over Milly’s whiz-bang kid!
This is no hokum. So, forget about Kane’s past Houdini acts when it comes to the brain worms.
‘Cause nobody, absolutely no one, beats one of the goddess Kali’s snakes once the snake has done
its dirty.
These snakes, that Kali and her Belongings call Relics, are short timers. They’re bioprocesses
with a brief life span. The goddess claims an exclusive franchise on the creation, distribution,
selling, etc., of Relics. And anyone who has tried to horn in on the goddess’ action has
mysteriously gone missing!
For several minutes, a number of displeasing geriatric effects, which are collectively called fauxpas, manifest themselves, certifying that Kane’s been righteously “snake bite.”
Her legs are marred by disfiguring spider and varicose veins. Liver spots imperfect the girl’s
perfect complexion. The leftside of her face ages decades. The rightside of the cyclops’ face
becomes like that of a grand mal stroke victim: drawn, haggard-looking, and frozen except for a
recurring twitch.
Ultimately this transitory hag phase, as exemplified by that face, gives way to the corpse’s
expected end-state “facial.”
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The big girl becomes a one-eyed dead ringer; excuse the unintended pun, for the stereotype of
stridency: the bitter divorcee.
It’s a fitting “facial,” since, like that proverbial divorcee, she’s the epitome of divine demonatrix
(demon dominatrix) beauty: a ravishing face and body, that’s mated to a considerable animal
magnetism; a face that remains ravishing in spite of being ravaged by said facial, the so-called Hagfacial; Hag: Crone and Furie, and their breeds and blends.
Von Carmen fits a prosthetic into Kane’s right eye socket. This “glass” eye, which morphs into a
twin of the real eye it’s substituting for, maximizes the life span of the Relic. And when the Relic
dies, the prosthetic shatters. The resulting shards dissolve, leaving no trace. The prosthetic causes
the big girl’s corpse to go cross-eyed, but only momentarily.
The Baroness seats herself. She resumes her habitual flogging of her sexy midriff, patiently
awaiting Kane’s resurrection. She doesn’t have to wait long.
Kane reanimates as the Baroness’ drooling, bootlicking lackey. Completely devoid of any
freewill, the vicious martinet is controlled by the Baroness through the mind snake inhabiting her
brain. When the Baroness isn’t doing her thinking for her, the serpent will be. And Kane’s mental
faculties will be those of the decidedly imperfect Wraith/Witch revenant, the zombie, when the
braineater is doing her thinking for her. Zombies function at an insane mental level that’s even
baser than that of the Lost revenant, the ghoul! This zombification of the host by the snake is why
followers of the goddess Kali consider the brain serpent to be the most insidious invention of their
beloved “Destroyer of Worlds.”
Mind snakes are specially bred to bring out any Stranger or Aryan in their faerie hosts. Zombied
“Second Race” Darque becomes a zombied Darque Aryan/Stranger with upper and lower fangs,
and her usual harsh and disdainful expression, the same default expression as the Baroness’, craved
into that pretty stone face of hers.
Of course, she had the Baroness’ generous inverted gash, that frown of a mouth, from the git-go.
It’s an ugly mouth that, except when it’s formed into a friendly smile, bespeaks of loathing and
disdain even when that’s not its wearer’s intent. It’s an ugly mouth that goes crooked, twisted by
loathing, whenever its wearer is pissed!
When a mind serpent is used on a human, the human host perishes, just like a faerie host does.
Unlike a faerie host, of course, the human in question stays dead and the resulting corpse undergoes
the normal process of putrefaction. Thus, this human “zombie” is nothing more than an animated
putrefying husk, a rotting corpse animated by the brain snake which is doing their thinking for ‘em
when their mentalist isn’t. And when the braineater finally dies, its human host ceases to be.
Von Carmen is a typical faerie mentalist: an older Nazi and/or Skinhead female of the Stranger
Wraith or Witch persuasion. Human mentalists are usually Voodoo practitioners. All flavors of
mind serpent charmer target humans as their preferred hosts.
“Come hither, slut, and eat me.”
“Of course, my Baroness,” Kane responds. Her English is broken and thickly accented by
German/Latin flavorings. It’s an exact duplicate of how the Baroness speaks.
Kane does as she’s commanded, eager to taste her deliciously-stern new lover. This lethal
Stranger/Aryan bimbo, with the babe looks and braineater brainpower is the Baroness’ ideal
cheesecake.
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While the Darque muff dives, the Wraith pulls the girl’s mane taunt yanking it straight back from
her face into a painfully tight bun at the base of her skull by incanting the appropriate coiffure spell
for a sternka.
The multi-talented Kane never misses a beat as she eats the Baroness’ pussy, while the Baroness
situates a blue-tint monocle in her right eye socket. Like her prosthetic, it’s Wenger brand. The fine
gold chain attached to the eyepiece is bifurcated, with its ends ending in kunts. One of its kunts
pierces her right nostril. The other one pierces her right earlobe.
Finally, the Baroness fastens a rosary around her neck. Its crucifix is in the shape of an Iron
Cross with a Death’s-Head in the center.
The Baroness stands up. Kane remains on her hands and knees, doggie style.
“Slut. I shall call this snake directed version of you, Cyclops. Now, Cyclops, at attention.”
Cyclops stands at attention, clicks the spike heels of her clear-coat clogs together, and executes a
textbook Nazi salute.
“I exist only to serve you, my beloved Baroness.”
“And?”
“My beloved Reich.”
“And?”
“Mein Fuhrer.”
“Excellent. Here, within the Sol system, the heathens can outlaw public displays of our Nazism,
all they want. ‘Cause in private, we can do as we please. Someday soon, we’re gonna again
publicly wear our Party uniforms and again raise our hands in the salute of Der Fuhrer in the entire
world, including the Earth itself.”
Von Carmen yanks hard on Fraulein Cyclops’ trinity. Cyclops’ response to this wanton violation
is to moan loudly while rolling her eyes back into her head. Von Carmen licks the salt off of
Cyclops’ plump teats and taunt abs.
“There’s something on the bed, Cyclops. Put it on.”
The Baroness’ preference for courtesans with SHEER hi-rise constraints about their middles is
why Cyclops is now wearing a tightly-cinching waistnipper called a carmen elektra. This SHEER
contraption extends up to her breasts and down to her hips. And, just like her suspender-hose, it can
go from the stern cinch of idle to the vise-grip of pain mode in the blink of an inhuman eye.
The girl’s armor goes painful when von Carmen strokes it with her tongue.
“We’ve got work to do. An associate of mine claims you’re quite the physician. Now I will judge
your talents in that arena for myself.”
Von Carmen places an SO officer’s visor-cap upon the big girl’s head. The badging on it
indicates that Cyclops holds the commission of Adjutant to the Reich-Auditor General. Then the
Baroness makes a slight motion with her hand, accompanied by a mumbled incantation. A secret
panel in a wall opens.
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Cyclops obediently follows her Baroness through the opening and down a flight of slimy stairs
cut into the living rock.

“Good officers decline general engagements where the
odds are too great, and prefer the employment of stratagem
and finesse to destroy the enemy as much as possible in
detail and intimidate the enemy without exposing their own
forces.”
Vegetius
(the Roman military writer)
All of the Baroness’ acquisitions are in a poor state of hygiene, seemingly oblivious to their
squalid conditions. All are mind serpent directed. All are ravishing beauties. But none of ‘em is as
ravishing as Cyclops. Some are the daughters of foreign dignitaries. Some are the daughters of
wealthy families living in this very subdivision. Some are the daughters of nobodies. All are
teenage runaways, who got more than they bargained for when they hired themselves out to the
Baroness von Carmen for a night of illicit pleasures. All of ‘em have achieved the hardcore
masochist’s nirvana: a living death by snake bite. Too bad, none of ‘em were pain-bent in their past
life! Thus, none of ‘em enjoyed dying horribly, in the throes of unspeakable agony, as a result of
getting bite by the snake. But, now, resurrected as pain-bent, devoid of free will, they relish their
life of stridency: stern-n-pretty!
“Let’s start with this one,” the Baroness command, as she licks the horny backs of her briefs.
“Yes, my Baroness.”
“And do try to make her last.”
As Cyclops begins work on the first of many, Von Carmen tenders up the next in line with her
riding crop. The Baroness has decided that her collection needs thinning out to make room for new
additions.

“Strike only when victory is assured.”
Sun Tzu
(Chinese general and military philosopher)
“Sorry for the late call, auntie. I know it’s midnight, your time, but it looks like I won’t be
coming back anytime soon. I’ve gotten sidetracked by a matter that demands my immediate and
undivided attention.”
Kane’s obtuseness on a secure line tells Captain Miller volumes.
“As in?”
Kane opens her duster enough to expose her cleavage and the Death’s-Head rosary lying atop it.
This disclosure confirms the General’s suspicions.
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“Oh. I see.”
“I thought you would.”
Miller’s husband momentarily pokes his face in the phone’s view and waves. Kane waves and
smiles back at the successful architect.
“Take all the time you need. And be careful. These people my sister has gotten you into bed with
are her oldest and dearest friends and associates. As such, us young ones are their God given
playthings. You ought to fit in quite nicely with this vicious lot. Capish?”
“Yes.”
“Good luck. Miller out.”
The big girl’s hair is no longer pulled taunt and yanked back from her face into a painfully tight
knot at the nape of her neck: that stern shrew ‘do called the sternka is gone. And, the selfdestruction of the prosthetic has allowed a replacement right eye to grow back in. She’s still
sporting that regulation Gestapo rosary. But, in spite of what that profane rosary might imply,
Cyclops is gone. Kane’s back to being her old self again, untainted by that insidious, Kali-inspired
snake.
Von Carmen is wearing her usual ensemble. A sternka and Death’s-Head rosary that are as much
a part of her uniform as anything else she has on. The expected outlash and thigh-highs. A blue-tint
monocle, with the requisite bifurcated chain, fitted snugly in her right eye socket. Nine-inch-nails
set on clear-coat, her preferred setting for the recommended SO footwear. Spurs designed for use
on equine, which can just as readily be used on slaves, especially wayward ones! Riding crop.
Cuffed clear-skin XPFX briefs, so-called “dining” gloves. A body-hugging “Koo Stark” power suit,
with that optional accessory, the matching strapless fully-boned miraclebra which pushes the
wearer’s titties up-n-together while thrusting ‘em forward for showing lots of cleavage of “Bare
Wench” proportions on a buxom wench.

Author’s note: Koo Stark is a type of suit stereotypically
associated with the 1950s. It is characterized by sharp cuts,
an unforgiving fit, and a stiff rigidity, and was first
introduced by Polo Ralph Lauren commissioned by Hitler
as the stock uniform for female Gestapo during the 1930s.
Such is the sordid origin of the classic “little black suit.”
That original Gestapo version of the suit had Nazi
affectations molded onto the jacket along with Death-Head
buttons!
Of course, when you go braless the suitcoat of a Koo pushes the wearer’s titties up-n-together
while thrusting ‘em forward for showing lots of cleavage of “Bare Wench” proportions on a buxom
wench and the wearer’s nipples get pinched. It’s as if you were still wearing that push-up bra.
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Not surprisingly, the pencil skirt of said business suit is slavishly form-fitting. The miniskirt
tantalizes with a risqué deliciousness of the French vanilla kind that demands the admiring eye
away from hands and feet that can kill. The short hip-hugging skirt has a midriff-cinching fullyboned waistband with rear two-button closure; a waistband that goes into vise-grip mode when said
skirt goes painful. And being the “tiny” skirt of a business suit, it’s mid-thigh length, a “legitimate”
miniskirt. It adjusts for immodestly. In other words, whether sitting, standing, running, walking,
whatever, the skirt is always mid-thigh length, a “legitimate” miniskirt. The default for a Koo’s
skirt. A fitted skirt, that flatters the waistline, that’s got a tastefully high (high, but not too high)
hemline spells “Wow!”
Needless to say, the Koo’s coat, like its skirt, is the essence of sternness: form-fitting, wide
lapels, two-button closure, and butterfly cuffs, flap pockets, etc. It’s “Camelot,” again.
And, there’s no gap between jacket and skirt. Her suit coat overlaps her skirt per convention. The
jacket molds slavishly to her torso just like her skirt does her ass. Shades of Borg exo plating.
Haute couture. When its jacket is fastened, the two-piece suit in effect becomes a layered onepiece dress, a dress with a molded-on jacket affecting the illusion of a fused jacket and skirt. Two
garments, jacket and skirt, that move as one as if they were superglued, when the jacket is closed.
More shades of Borg exo plating. In fashion terms, it’s the old 1950s fission vs. fusion argument as
it relates to women’s business attire in particular and women’s clothes in general.
Haute couture. When the jacket is buttoned up, the matching snakeskin jacket and skirt affect the
illusion of merging seamlessly; the delineation between the two of them clearly exists, therefore,
regardless of your viewing angle or proximity, you can easily see where the coat ends and the skirt
begins. More shades of 1950s Camelot and Jackie Kennedy’s mouthwatering wardrobe. More
shades of Borg exo plating. Think: Emma Peel’s ultra-form-fitting snakeskin catsuit in “The
Avengers” movie, minus the oversized belt buckle that the censors insisted on for the movie’s Rrating, and with a miniskirt in place of those skintight breeches!
The body-molding business suit fits hand-in-glove just like a body-molding catsuit. Even more
shades of Borg exo plating. Think: Emma Peel’s ultra- form-fitting snakeskin catsuit in “The
Avengers” movie, minus the oversized belt buckle that the censors insisted on for the movie’s Rrating, and with a miniskirt in place of leggings!
And, as is the exception for vampiir gear, Koo has a “rough” mode. In “rough” mode, vampiir
takes on its native appearance: you can see, as well as feel, its scales, just like when it’s the skin of
a living snake. In the aforementioned Avengers movie, Emma Peel’s snakeskin catsuit, which was
vampiir, was set on rough. “Native” vampiir always translates into the mouth-watering allusions of
an unforgiving one-size-too-small. Nothing, absolutely nothing, beats snake; especially when it
comes to being form-fitting.
The Koo’s fit is so form-fitting that it can easily be mistaken for a layered catsuit, if you don’t
take the time to notice that there’s a skirt in place of leggings. But, being a business suit it’s prude
by default in spite of its unforgiving fit. In other words, form-fitting and therefore figure revealing
notwithstanding, it’s still a stuffy suit.
And, yes, the coat and skirt, being Koos, are also concealed carry: you can see a Koo girl’s
“sweater bumps,” but you can’t see her weapon or purse bulges. Pat a girl down who’s Kooing
(wearing a Koo), and you still won’t be able to tell if she’s packing a weapon or strapping a
cigarette purse on the thigh!
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It’s easy to see why, all the bulldyke stockbrokers on Wall Street, wear a Koo Stark. Business
attire favored by Borg Queens since the reign of One the first Borg Queen—female assimilation of
Species 001. Business attire worn while in pretense by Borg Queens since Borg Queen 001. Borg
skins (snakeskin Borg exoskeleton).
It’s easy to see why, all Victorian women Koo too—Victorians being the first, and most middle
class, iteration of the Middle Class.
Except for her stockings and 9-inch knobs, everything von Carmen is wearing is that snake.
Translation, for the no-fly: her reptilian body armor is vampiir. Ditto for her riding crop; it’s
vampiir, too.
Brand names, you ask? The expected. Von Carmen’s gloves are Fangora. The outlash is generic
Church stuff. The monocle is Wenger. Her razor-heeled boots are Maidenform. Her riding crop is a
Miss Hancock. And, as previously mentioned, her thigh-highs are Strident, her push-up and
business suit are Koo Stark.
With the Baroness’ obscenely-stern skirt being bps, there’s no need for her to wear panties,
which is why she’s going “commando!” If the fact she’s not wearing any panties tempts you to put
your hand up her skirt with the express intent of groping some “red snapper,” be forewarned that
the infamous “doctor’s doom” awaits your pettin’ pleasure. So, although you may feel compelled,
by the djinn of this skirt/no-panties combo, to “feel her up good fashion,” it’s definitely at the risk
of losing your hand! As for looking up her skirt, forget about that too, ‘cause all you’ll see is empty
darkness.
“You remind me so much of the Teddy boy that Der Fuhrer personally assigned me during the
War (WWII). She was a most talented Adjutant. She was buxom, fine figured, and good with
figures. You should’ve seen what that tall, lanky Blonde could do with a ledger.”
“Now. I’m your Adjutant.”
“And you’ve made your mother and I so happy and quite proud by accepting this august position
with the SO.”
“You say that like I really had a choice.”
“There’s always a choice.”
And “no” wasn’t one of ‘em. ‘Cause if I had chosen to refuse your kind offer, it would have been
the last choice I would ever gotten a chance to make in this life, or any other.
“Quite so. Excuse my lapse in etiquette.”
“Already forgiven, just as quickly forgotten.”
“I’d like to thank you for providing me with this opportunity.”
“It’s the least that this something could do for the daughter of such a dear friend. In point of fact,
Milly and I are closer than sisters.”
“Broodmates?”
“Yes. How perceptive of you.”
“Thank you.”
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“Now. Go ahead. Truth-or-dare. I can plainly see the need for game in those lovely, cruel babyblues of yours.”
“So, it’s okay for me to speak plainly?”
“Of course. It’s just us two girls.”
“Inarguably what we did, the.”
“The hooliganism.”
“Yes. The hooliganism was highly irregular.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Quite so. This is why I only harvest my collectables in Sin City. I have a special
‘use’ permit for my basement playroom. So, as long as my transactions down there are related to
the practice of my religion, they’re protected under the Religious Freedoms Act of ‘54. Doing
everything by the letter of the law minimizes my chances of running afoul of the authorities.”
“How convenient for you.” Neither accusation nor question, simply a statement of fact.
“Such a sharp wit you have. It will be good to see it put to Zealot uses after you convert. Oh. Yes.
It’s not a matter of if you will convert. It’s only a matter of when.”
Kane’s only response is a telling silence.
“Excellent. The Holy Dame is right on the money about you. I too can’t tell you weren’t born
Saved. Now that we’ve disposed of that sordid gossip about the atrocity, I coerced you into, let’s
turn to the business at hand.”
“Of course, my Baroness. What’s the low down on this Thursday nite poker club you’ve been
tasked by the Holy See to audit?”
“The club’s bookkeeper is Herr Reinhardt Heydrich.”
“Reinhardt Heydrich, the Chief of the Fuhrer’s Secret Service?”
“Yes.”
“Wow. I’m impressed.”
“And Herr Gottlob Berger is the pit boss. He’s also responsible for making sure the gambling
receipts tally. Yep, he’s that Gottlob Berger, Chief of the SS Central Office. He’s also my brotherin-law. And we don’t see eye-to-eye. In fact, we hate each other’s guts.”
“Looks like this somebody has really made her monkey-ass famous and said ‘Boo!’”
“Quite so. Being a Nazi is voluntary, the tithe is not. Ten percent of a Nazi’s gross income is
supposed to go to the Party. Twenty-five percent of the gross profits from any business venture a
Nazi has a controlling interest in is supposed to go to the Party. My gut tells me Herr Heydrich and
Herr Berger are skimming their asses off.”
“But your gut isn’t admissible in court, so you need hard evidence.”
“Exactly. There’s one more thing.”
“There always is with a something like you.”
“I would prefer for the duration of your employment for me that you were a de facto Zealot. But
I’ve never forced a Reformist employee of mine to do a Monday Nite conversion.”
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“I know that a something like you wouldn’t understand this, but I’d prefer the same sort of
arrangement I have with the Holy Dame.”
“Then, so be it. I agree to abide by the same type of nonsense arrangement you have with the
Holy Dame. Ergo, you work for me not the Party, and you’re allowed to be Reformist and indulge
that Humanistic foolishness of Vatican III. And yes, a something like me doesn’t understand your
preference for that watered down form of Catholicism. Nor do I understand your reluctance to have
a direct affiliation with the Party.”
“Be that as it may, you still want your pound of flesh in one way or the other. Correct?”
“Correct.” A broad, vicious smile accompanies von Carmen’s answer.
“As in?”
“I’ve got a penchant for Tijuana bibles. Am I making myself perfectly clear?”
“Clear as a bell, my Baroness. You prefer your gun-wielding seconds to be sadomasochistic,
bohemian tarts. And you like ‘em to look and sound and act the part as well; that manufactured,
perfectly enraged, no class, beauty stereotype.”
“And if I have to do some plastic surgery to insure compliance with that look, sound, and total
lack-of-class I want so badly?”
“Then I beseech you to eliminate any of the fuzzy from that peach from the git-go.”
“My. My. My. Aren’t we the cocky young one? So. Let me get this straight. You want me to
execute a rite of imminent domain over you, and then I’m to do as I please?”
“Yes. Go ahead. Do what you deem fit. Perform the needed plastic surgery. Make me prettier.
Perfect even.”
No doubt about it. She is her made mother’s daughter.
Von Carmen ghosts her hand into the tart’s head and begins massaging the big girl’s brain. The
tinkering not only involves the aforementioned facial and vocal and class makeover, it also
involves the installation of von Carmen’s so-called insurance policy: those damn triggers of hers!
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
Everybody has their limitations. And the Baron Wolfe von Carmen is all too familiar with his.
Like his beloved wife, he’s never been mistaken for brilliant. Neither of ‘em is a tactical or
strategic genius. They possess unremarkable, quite average intelligence. Yet they’re the sharpest
knives in anybody’s drawer. And both possess that indefinable something, called charisma, which
enables them to do what many a gifted tactician and strategist can’t do. They can inspire
subordinates to overcome seemingly insurmountable odds in the accomplishment of whatever has
been tasked. The von Carmens are also industrious, hardworking, dogmatic, ruthlessly efficient
brutes: avowed conservatives, with a capital C, who’ve never failed to tow the Party line.
The Witch is one of those strong, silent, chiseled featured, broad-shouldered athletic types. His
ferocious-looking, walrus-style mustache, with the heavily waxed tips which are neatly twirled,
bespeaks of someone who’s a loner by nature. But he’s loyal to a fault. Make a friend of him and
you’ve got a friend for life. But woe to anyone who crosses him, ‘cause he’s just as unflinchingly
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tenacious as an enemy. Those admirable qualities made him an ideal member of Hitler’s elite
Bodyguards, the infamous Headquarters Guard, all of whom were Waffen-SS.
During the Second World War, as Field Marshal Baron von Carmen, commander of the 1st
Panzer Division Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler (LSSAH), he distinguished himself during the I SS
Panzer Corps Leibstandarte’s historic assault on Moscow, resulting in Hitler awarding him Swords
to his Knight’s Cross 1st Class. That assault marked the first time the two Divisions bearing Hitler’s
name on their sleeves fought side by side. The Vatican Defense Force’s I SS Panzer Corps, back
then, was, and still remains today, an ultra-elite Tank corps composed of: the 1st SS Panzer
Division Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, the most decorated and feared Tank corps in WWII military
history; and the 12th SS Panzer Division Hitlerjugend.
By the War’s end, in addition to that Knight’s Cross with Swords, he had received: an Iron Cross,
1st and 2nd; another Knight’s Cross, this one with Oak Leaves added to it; three German Crosses in
Gold; and two Close Combats, one in Silver and one in Gold! It’s a feat that, to this date, has only
been surpassed by his beloved mentor and former CO, the legendary Sepp “Panzermeyer” Dietrich.
Dietrich, a brilliant tactician and strategic genius, who possessed a first-class mind, was the first
person to ever attain the rank of SS Obergruppenfuhrer und Panzergeneral der Waffen-SS. It was a
promotion Der Fuhrer personally bestowed upon Dietrich! Von Carmen, who was an SS Brigadier
at the time, became the new Divisional Commander. The Baron proved to be a worthy successor to
Dietrich, who had handpicked him for the position.
Von Carmen’s early life was not so glorious. It was quite rocky in fact. Wolfe’s penchant for
adventure, distaste for the bookish life, and lack of a top-drawer mind made him an outcast in the
family of world-renowned academicians that he was born into. In fact, both of Wolfe’s parents, like
their parents before them, were members in good standing of the Cabal! And all of Wolfe’s siblings
merited induction into the Cabal. Secret and ultra-exclusive, peopled by some of the most brilliant
scholars in the world, the Cabal permeates all aspects of academia.
Needless to say, his elitist family disowned him millennia ago, classifying him as the “village
idiot,” that imbecilic something, the “retard” who was unworthy of being related to ‘em. For eons
he wandered without any purpose. In time he became a soldier of fortune. He fought other people’s
wars for money. And when he was in between wars, he drifted aimlessly from one odd job to the
other. He was always the butt of jokes wherever he went: the “new” guy, the loner, and thus the
easy mark. But he taught ‘em quick to leave him be.
Then he crossed paths with the Baroness, his soulmate, and everything changed for him.
Marriage to the “angry” forty-something divorcee gave him a title and a purpose in life. And for
nearly three thousand years, he and his Baroness have been inseparable, as close as two people can
be. Theirs is one of those “faire tale” marriages.
He sits quietly in his favorite chair, alone in his den, reliving that glorious day in ‘graphic detail
when, following the conclusion of the successful though costly Bosnian campaign, Der Fuhrer
personally presented him with the Banner of Der Fuhrer, the Regimental Colors of the LSSAH. The
banner was an exact replica of the pennant that was flown from Der Fuhrer’s official car and at the
Reich’s Chancellery in Vatican City whenever Der Fuhrer was resident.
On scarlet SILK, the armor-grade silk spun by Zates spiders, the pennant carried a black swastika
on a white field surrounded by a gold oak-leaf wreath flanked by four golden German eagles. When
Der Fuhrer died, it was retired by the Vatican and now resides in a sealed glass case on display in
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the rotunda of the Basilica in Rome. Ah. Those were the days!
Things change. So do people. In what seems like a past life, he was Regimental Command
Sergeant Clifton P. O’Brien II of the elite Special Operations Aviation Regiment of the Canadian
Defense Force. Now he’s a pimp, who specializes in snuff sex, with a stable of “kill me craves it”
girls that work the macabre boulevards, seedy thoroughfares, and dingy backalleys of Moon City’s
infamous Sin City zone.
Even with a strong police presence, which keeps the rowdiest denizens in line, it’s still tough
making an honest living on these mean streets. Competition is fierce, and thanks to the recession,
profits margins are razor-thin even with the fees he’s charging being on an inflationary spiral. So,
the last thing he needed was for a couple of freeloading serial killers to interject themselves into the
mix. This so-called Night Stalker duo has killed two working girls a week for the past month. So
far, none of his merchandise has been keel-hauled by these Night Stalkers.
O’Brien strokes the bunt of his Mark V Grizzly 5O for more of that needed reassurance. The
Grizzly, which is nestled in a Galco Quick Slide belt holster, accommodates speed loaders that
come in a variety of EAA calibers: .50 AE, .44 Mag, .45 ACP, .45 Win Mag, .357/45 Grizzly Win
Mag, .357 Mag, and 10mm. His Grizzly has a 6.5-inch barrel, a full-tilt dual port compensation
system, an Ashley Express sight, and a speed loader that generates .50 AEs.
The Baroness and her new Adjutant, make themselves comfortable in the stretch limousine. Von
Carmen is sitting with her legs crossed; as usual, she crosses ‘em just like actress Tippi Hedren.
Impossibly intertwined, said gams are sheathed and tinted by shiny silk hosiery. She’s idly
whipping her bared midriff with her riding crop.
Fraulein Kane is enjoying the wanted distraction of the Baroness’ gloved hand squeezing her
thigh, as she studies the ledgers which have been downloaded into Phone. Although she’s not a
CPA, she knows a thing or two about cookin’ the books. Back when she jobbed for Fats, and at
Fat’s insistence, she did an apprenticeship with George “Swifty” Wallace, Fats’ bookkeeper!
Her expression is overly harsh and disdainful, with that requisite, perpetual, crooked frown:
fitting complement for her sternka. In sharp contrast to her stern employer, but totally in keeping
with her role as the “no class” dominatrix-bodyguard of said Baroness, she’s sitting with her long,
slender legs spread. Besides her usual leather gear, and also very much unlike her von Carmen,
she’s not wearing any hose. She prefers the provocative look of silky-smooth gams juxtaposing the
harshness that is black leather. And these days, her Hi-C is always set on Painful for that Victorian
fit, wasp waist, and absurd coke bottle figure that don’t quit. Her look says, “I do all the spankin’
‘round here!”
She’s just sexual chocolate, dressed in all kinds of leather gear: cuffed operas; boned wunder;
low-waist, boy-leg, “convertible” shorts; complex underwear; and razor heels. She’s that bitch-inblack-leather with the starkness of bare legs, the iron discipline of gloved hands, and an aweinspiring Coca-Cola figure. She’s two-faced, ‘cause nothing that bespeaks of softness should apply.
And she’s got zero class, absolutely none. Coincidentally, this is also how her mentor in the
subjugation trade, Molly Kiely, taught her to be. So, you see, the plastic surgery was, in fact, totally
superfluous.
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For reasons of legality, neither woman is sportin’ in their SO visor-cap, nor are their coats
adorned with shoulderboards indicating their rank in the SO.
For reasons of best practices and to keep the suckers guessing, both women have their footwear
set on opaque.
“I’d like to see the rest of the club’s books. I’d also like to talk to this Dita Krofft person, whom
the Holy See has appointed as their profiler, my Baroness,” Fraulein Kane requests in her thickly
accented pidgin English.
Sometimes the big girl’s speech, much to the Baroness’ elation, lapses into full blown First
Language or even Third Speech!
“Done. And done.”
Suddenly the intercom comes alive with a gravelly voice.
“Excuse me, my Baroness.”
“Yes, Krause?”
During the War (WWII), Bernhard Krause, the von Carmens’ chauffeur, was a premier Grenadier
in the Baron’s SS Battalion.
“ETA in five minutes, my Baroness. I suggest that a quickie is in order.”
“Very good, Krause.”
The Baroness stops flogging herself, snuggles right up next to the big girl, and begins sucking on
Kane’s earlobe.
Kane moans softly. She closes Phone and clips the flip to the waistband of her “paint on” shorts.
Von Carmen ghosts her hand into the two-faced, speakin’-in-tongues tart’s head, with the express
intent of making sure the triggers she’s put in place are still there and haven’t been tampered with.
A mocking sneer momentarily displaces the big girl’s frown as Von Carmen makes a startling
discovery. Not only is her insurance policy gone, there’s no evidence it ever existed! Being
forewarned by Milly that the big girl was this crafty is one thing, but experiencing it firsthand is
quite another thing all together. Like the Jews on Dune, she let her guard down and completely
underestimated this deceptive keeper: mistakes the Baroness won’t ever make again. Von Carmen
doesn’t give Kane the satisfaction of seeing her face register one iota of surprise.
“May we fuck, now, my Baroness?”
“Of course. My pussy always aches for the machinations of your educated tongue.”
The women shuck their coats and their south-of-the-border armor, as prelude to a torrid session
of lick-n-lap, 69-style. They retain their footwear, and hose and spurs in von Carmen’s case, as the
only exceptions to their down-south stripteases. Sometime during their backseat liaison, Kane kicks
off her quick-lace, razor heel buckwheats!
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“Spies are a most important element in war, because upon
them depends an army’s ability to move.”
Sun Tzu
(Chinese general and military philosopher)
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Semper Fidelis
“Always faithful. It’s just that simple.”
“So how say you, Offer. Keep or kill? Yours is the deciding vote.”
“I say, keep.”
“Then she lives. Call 911. The mortal lives. It’s official. Now, youse muckers leave, except for
Offer,” Fats proclaims loudly for all who are assembled to hear.
Fats waits for the rest of the gang to beat feet before she speaks to the younger Troll, the newest
addition to her gang.
“Truth-or-dare,” Fats commands her newest underling.
“She’s mortal. But she’s got a faerie soul.”
“Tell me more. Testify, girlfriend. Plead her case.”
“That which only us Troll and Ogre are privy to, The Tomes of The Tethered Goat, teach us that
most mortals have never lived before.”
“And what of those mortals who have lived before?”
“Either their previous incarnation was as a mortal.”
“Or?”
“Their previous incarnation was faerie.”
“And this one?”
“I was late to this council when I was called, not because I tarried, but because I.”
“Had to toss the chicken bones and read ‘em. I’ve heard you believed in such things. Surprised I
hired you in spite of it?”
“No, boss. I’ve heard you rule your gang, not by force, but by the foresight of a righteous
character born of true virtue. That’s why I seeked employment with you, country bumpkin that I
be.”
“I too came off the farm, as way back in the woods as you can go. Out of the holler I came, just
like you. Now, go on ‘bout this girl.”
“The bones told me to notice the arithmetic and let the sum guide my vote about the squatter.”
“And what was this sum?”
“This girl, comely as she is, but in a decidedly Lost way, is three times not, the five nines. It’s the
sum that all Pagans incorporate in their worldly endeavors. It’s the sum that God used to create the
universe. She has many times been reincarnated as faerie. This is the first time that she has been
mortal.”
“Tell me more.”
“You are kindred spirits. She be to you what the Chinese call, your Fei Hu, your flying tigress.
This is why she chanced almost certain death to save your life.”
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“Make sense, witch.”
“When you were a child, another chanced death to save your life, only she lost that bet. She
promised you, while you held her dyeing, shattered, irreparable body: ‘I leave you now in body, but
never in spirit. Someday, I will return to you in a body not of our kind, with a soul that’s three
times five nines not.’”
“Leave me to my thoughts.”
A secret panel in the wall opens, when Offer has left the room. From this most hidden of places,
Fats’ second-in-command emerges. The wizened old Troll is Lynn “Cold Steel” Thompson, blade
runner extraordinaire. He’s an unflinching advocate of Nogales clips and the rebirth of the push
dagger. His personal folder (folding pocket knife) is not a boker, like you’d assume ‘cause he’s
Goon, but a massog!
In his long life, he has been many things, to many countries: Israeli Paratroop, Soviet Airborne
Ranger, Norwegian Jaeger, Greek SEAL/SF, Brazilian Mountain Unit Ranger, and Italian Alpino
Scout. As a freelancer, he fought with Col von Salderen’s 718th Infantry Division during the
Spanish Civil War against the 23rd British Foot (the Royal Welsh Fusiliers). As an American
Doughboy during World War One while attached to the legendary 1st Provisional Marine Brigade,
he fought with the 23rd Foot against von Salderen and the 718th. During the Second World War, he
was a Flying Tiger with the AVG (American Volunteer Group) fighting on the same side as the
Communist Chinese. During the First Korean War, he flew with the Marine Aircraft Group 13
(MAG-13) against MiGs of the Chinese Communist Force (CCF). Now he’s a mobster, the thing he
does best, in the country he has come to love most, working for a boss he’s totally devoted to.
“So. What thinks you, old man?”
“Me thinks that I can finally retire, now that I know you’ve finally found a suitable replacement
for me. Offer’s still a little rough around the edges. But in a year or so, she’ll be more than ready,
and I’ll be able to step down, write that book, and then we’ll see who’ll call my ideas, wacky, about
Nogales and pushers.”
“And the squatter. What say of her, old witch?”
“Offer is right ‘bout this squatter. I too read bones in my chamber before I cast my vote.”
“Then she is my.”
“No doubt about it. And there’s more.”
“Go on.”
“There are things that, even you, I cannot tell.”
“And I should never know about her?”
“Quite so.”
“Suffice it to say that she’s dangerous?”
“In time, this human will be someone that the likes of ‘Aces High’ Applegate, Bill Jordan,
Monsignor Samuel Phillip Malloy head of the Catholic League of Decency, even Gunny Sgt Carlos
‘White Feather’ Hathcock II USMC-retired of 93 confirmed kills fame will cross the street to
avoid. Only, by then, she won’t be human, anymore.”
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“’Nough said.”
I am Death, destroyer of Worlds!!!
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Chapter Two
Non Sibi Sed Patriae
“Not for self, but for country.”
Their stretch limo pulls up in front of a nondescript brownstone. The Copacabana is located on a
quiet, private street in one of those nice, secluded neighborhoods. Here, away from prying eyes of
the media and John Q. Public, the elite of human society engage in the “in” thing to do: mingling
with upper-crust members of the Nazi Party! The smartly dressed doorman tips his hat as jovial
patrons stroll past him into the club’s gala. Mere blocks away, two of something else, a two-man hit
team, who call themselves The Acolytes, are also having their fun: carrying out a contract hit on
some dirty cops who have foolishly decided to stop playing ball with the mobster who owns ‘em
and go into business for themselves.
Superhumans are beyond mere ‘borgs. That includes twenty-twos! They’re Biomannerisms:
people engineered by combining human, organic, and mechanical elements to create shockingly
mutated figures that are clearly more than human. They represent H.R. Giger’s pre-bionic
SCREAM, taken to its logical conclusion, a conclusion which the nineteenth century human
technology available to the Victorian era Giger, proved woefully inadequate to achieve.
The Superhuman drops out of overdrive, just before he rounds the corner. He approaches the two
cops nonchalantly. Gripper’s wearing the kit and face of their buddy, the one he just killed in the
alley behind the building. They turn, see him, and wave. He waves back, confident that he can take
‘em both. They’re SWAT, doing mop-up after a liquor store robbery gone bad.
When the Acolytes aren’t gainfully employed, they indulge in their favorite sport: killing
Mundane prostitutes. With their fat bank roll, they can afford the hefty premiums that pimps charge
for the use of snuff ho’s, but, instead, they choose to serial kill “regular” harlots.
“Got an extra?”
“Thought you’d quit?”
“You know how it is?”
The three share a hearty laugh. One of the smokers hands Gripper a pack of cigarettes, while the
other officer continues to puff away on his unfiltered Camel.
From an overlooking rooftop the other triggerman watch and waits for the anticipated mayhem to
commence. Her name, quite appropriately, is Tragedy Ann. She’s not only Gripper’s partner-incrime, she’s his twin sister and his lover as well!
It’s SOP for a SWAT mop-up to be backdoored by one of the team’s snipers. But there’s no
backdoorman left to interfere with her brother’s well-deserved fun. TA straddles the remains of
said sniper, wearing his kit and his face, and shouldering his Weatherby Regal. The bolt-action
tactical sniper rifle fires Weatherby .460 magnum EAAs and is fitted with an Aimpoint XD Scan
sight. Having passed muster at the MCRDC sniper school, while she was in the Service, she’s rated
to use the Weatherby.
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She hasn’t appropriated the sniper’s PDWs though, ‘cause, unlike the slain officer, TA is a
wheelgunner. If Tragedy, who’s an expert-level third-hander, were in a class of sharp autoloaders at
an LFI-I program, she’d be “the man to beat” in class. Her sidearms are Ruger Security Six .357
Magnums.
Years ago, she had Fred Sadowsky slick up her revolvers’ actions, rendering them DAO (double
action only). The Goblin also installed Millet sights, MagnaPorting, and Pachmayr scalloped rubber
grips. Her tricked out babies are nestled in the Bianchi Model 77 horizontals (vertical holsters) of a
U.S. Government-issue MAWTS-1 (Marine Air Weapons and Tactics Squadron) double-shoulder
holster rig. Her gun rig is as trick as her revolvers.

“We are the famous 82nd Airborne Division, we are swift,
silent, and usually surrounded, and that’s the way we like
it.”
motto of the 82nd Airborne
As soon as any faerie crosses the Copa’s threshold. They’re obligated, by OBD II, to assume
raggedy-ann/-amos.
Nazi banners, from the Obersalzberg, hang from the balconies. Wagner blares from the wellhidden loudspeakers. It’s like the Edicts of Rokk never happened and Hitler still lives to helm his
dreaded Black Order! Entering the Copa means immersing oneself in the brutal, quasi-mythological
world of one of the most feared organizations in the history of the world, without any of the
safeguards imposed by contemporary society. This is definitely not a place for wussies, so wimps
beware.
Many of the demons wear familiar faces. Kane recognizes ‘em from her days as Dame Julia’s
minion. And they’re all decked out to the max.
There’s Bundeswehr Major General Freiherr von Rosen, the eyepatch wearing commander of the
3 Company of the 503rd Tiger Battalion, sitting in a booth conversing with a comely fraulein. He
was a Tiger lieutenant with Wittmann’s 101st SS Heavy Panzer Battalion back in the Second World
War. Von Rosen is not so engrossed in his wooing of the fraulein though, that he misses seeing
Kane. He tips his hat in the big girl’s direction. Kane waves back and blows him a kiss.
rd

Although the duel that cost him his right eye happened eons ago, the confirmed bachelor has
never let the ruined eye regenerate. The “dueling” scar slashing across the rightside of his face, is
an affectation of course. This player (playboy) knows that the eyepatch and dueling scar make him
look distinguished to the ladies. As has been previously noted, a faerie’s scars and imperfections
always mean something, and they have nothing to do with a faerie’s natural healing processes. Not
surprisingly though, he’s allowed his body to erase all evidence of injury from his numerous other
duels of honor.
From the dance floor, SS Captain Alicia Heinrich-Heimann commander of the 1st Sturmgeschutz
Battalion and SS Lieutenant Georg Hurdelbrink commander of the 1st SS Panzerjager Company HJ
do the twist while making goo-goo eyes at each other. Kane waves at the two lovebirds. And they
blow kisses right back at her.
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All of the thirty-five StuGs in Alicia’s Battalion are the latest iteration of Erskine’s Desert Rats.
And Hurdelbrink’s Company HJ, boasts ten of the new Jagdpanzer IVs. No surprises there,
considering the connections these young up-n-comers have. Both were adjutants for SS General
Heinrich von Kluge and SS General Heinrich Eberbach!
A trio of Dame Julia’s old drinkin’ buddies waves at Mondo from an upstairs balcony. Kane
waves back. They’re SS Lieutenant Colonel Jochen Peiper, the renowned commander of the 1st SS
Panzer Regiment LAH; SS Major Helga Kuhlmann of the 1st SS Panzer Battalion, which boasts
forty-six Panthers; and SS Major “Bunny” Yeager Kling of the 2nd SS Panzer Mk IV Battalion. All
three of ‘em, at one time or another, were officers with Field Marshal Teddy “Bear” Wisch’s
infamous KG Wunsche.
Wisch is not only the brother-in-law of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel; he’s best friends with
“Billy” Close. Frau Close was divisional interrogator for the Leibstandarte and Hitlerjugend Panzer
Divisions, as well as the 16th Luftwaffe Field Division, during the War (WWII). Currently she’s a
Fellow with the Luftwaffe Panzerjager Battalion, which is under the command of SS Colonel Kurt
“Bloody Buckets” Meyer.
Before Meyer left the priesthood, he was a chaplin with Sepp Dietrich’s LXXXVI Corps during
the First World War, the so-called “War To End All Wars.” Many say he could’ve been Pope.
Meyer, who started off in the 88mm Flak companies as a forward observer, is a veteran of the 2nd
SS Werfer Company, Kling’s 2nd SS Panzer Battalion, Scheler’s SS Pioneers, and Knittle’s 1st SS
Reconnaissance Battalion.
Rommel, Wisch, Close, and Meyer were all close personal friends of Dame Julia. And Kane, as a
mortal Connie Smith, met ‘em all. And she’s yet to meet an SS-man who thinks of herself, or
himself, as a member of an elite Praetorian Guard. They always portray themselves as “front pigs,”
a little heap of women and men fighting in the name of God, for the greater good of Church and the
Master Race.
Last, but not least, Kane spots the namesake of WWII’s KG von Luck, SS Major Hans von Luck,
the so-called “scourge of the Normandy beaches.” His infamous KG consisted of his own 1st and
2nd Panzer-Grenadier Battalions and the 200th Sturmgeschutz Battalion, which was commanded by
SS Major Alfred Becker. Currently, von Luck is the commander of the 125th Panzer-Grenadier
Regiment of the 21st Panzer Division. He’s sitting at a table, entertaining a bevy of drop-dead
gorgeous frauleins. And like von Rosen, he’s not so preoccupied with the ladies that he fails to
acknowledge Kane’s presence with a tip of his hat.
“What goes on upstairs, my Baroness?”
“The usual, my Adjutant.”
“Will mortals ever learn, my Baroness?”
“You’d know much more about that than I ever would, my Adjutant.”
The two stone-faced dominatrices share a giggle and a hi-five. Then the Baroness places her hand
on her Adjutant’s butt, grabs a handful of armored cheek, and squeezes hard. Kane moans ever so
softly.
“Shall we imbibe, my Baroness?”
“The Holy Dame was quite right about you. You are the quick study.”
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As the couple make their way toward the bar for some stiff ones (drinks of hard liquor), they’re
observed closely from across the crowded room through the two-way mirror glass of a very private
office, a fully shielded office whose existence is known to less than a handful.
“I don’t like it. I don’t like it one little bit.”
“Calm down. Things are in hand. The old biddy won’t find a thing wrong, just like every other
auditor the Church has sent in.”
“But she’s got her suspicions. And she hates my guts. She’ll use any excuse to get me.”
“Suspicions ain’t proof. And proof is what she needs to do either of us in. Remember: We’re not
only heavyweights in our own right, who are every bit in the same league as she is, we’re still
Arch-Cardinal Ritter’s fair-haired boys.”
“We’ve got this Krofft bitch poking around as well. And, word is, she’s got the Pope’s ear. Get
my drift?”
“And she’s yet to make any headway with her investigation. We’ve got that CPA stonewalled,
and she knows it.”
“What about this Kane?”
“A washed-up TAZ jock turned gun toting slut-bimbo-for-hire, who’s not even thirty-years-old,
and a Newbie to boot, spells ‘easy pickings’ to me, worrywart. Like I said, we’ve got all the bases
covered.”
“I guess you’re right.”
“Of course, I’m right. Besides, we’ve always got that ace in the hole, just in case they do stumble
onto something.”
“Yea. The twins.”
“They took care of that nosey investigative reporter from the Vatican News Daily, didn’t they?”
“Yea. And nothing got traced back to us.”
There are others closely observing the duo as well. Having chosen to “ride d’at broomstick” over
to the club from their goddess’ PUV (private universe) so they wouldn’t be late and miss any of the
festivities, the Witches watch, ever so discreetly, from an upstairs balcony. Both Belongings are
festooned in full Kali-inspired S&M regalia. Their three-sizes-too-small catsuits, which have an
abundance of large Victorian era zippers and are intricately tooled with all manner of Kali
Paganism, are crudely stitched together from specially-cured human hides, thickened hides with no
give at all. The Belongings’ cannibal buckskins mandate the wearer be a gal with a Coca-Cola
figure taken to the Victorian absurd.
Before they willingly and willfully became vessels for Kali, and took up Kali-inspired
shenanigans like “chasing the shadows,” they were top runway models who commanded seven
figure fees for the use of their bodies as living clothes hangers. Back then, their 38DD-23-33
measurements conformed to the same fantasy girl ideal of mainstream society that their
conventionally comely faces, two-tit setups, and one set of arms did. But expectedly, the goddess
found ‘em, butt-ugly, flat chested, and thick waisted, with one too few breasts, not nearly enough
upper appendages, tongues that weren’t killer, muffs that didn’t kyte, and manes of hair instead of
venomous snakes (gorgon’s-hair). Now they’re much more to the goddess’ liking.
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Their fingers, and the toes of their bare feet, are elaborately bejeweled. Rogue, mascara, and
white face powder, have been heavily applied to sublimely strident, ravaged/ravishing faces. Their
burned-out white-blonde hair, which drapes their shoulders and titanic boobies, is liberally streaked
with grey and is blue-tinted. Allowed egress, by special pores in the crotches of their cannibals
(cannibalskins), the hairs of their geriatric muffs, which are severely-straight and motile, reach
down to the floor and sweep it; a fuller-brush effect called kyte.
Their double-Hs are held in check by the substantial boning of their cannibalskins, boning needed
to ensure impossibly slim 13-inch waists. But even without their ‘skins, the Belongings have 17inch Victorian-style wasp waists. These girls are definitely not proportional, then again, so what.
Monumental teats and a tiny waist is the dream combination of any girl watcher, who’s a Russ
Meyer-style big bust fanatic. It’s the same gargantuan boobs/narrow waist, sideshow freak combo
as Kali’s.
Like all Belongings, and like the goddess herself, they have the enraged faces of forty-something
divorcees. They also sport the goddess’ razor teeth, leggy and lanky build, daggerous fingernails
(rapiers), and jaundice complexion, and “wear” Kali’s enigmatic symbol, an Evil-Eye, in the center
of their foreheads, foreheads furrowed by the same rage-hate lines which are chiseled into their
enraged stone faces.
They’re tough-titty broads, with surly attitudes; attributes they share with the burly bouncers of
hardcore no-man’s-land lesbian bars: phemme bouncers who sport spiked dog collars, buzz-cuts,
and lots of harsh, studded leathers.
Jagged, two-faced, blue-blend-haired (blue-haired minus the skagg), kyting, and mega top heavy,
with jaundice complexions and rapiers, these Sapphic sisters are quite a sight to behold. But,
they’re not the Belonging look taken to its extreme! Theirs is the so-called entry-level look of the
Silhouette. It’s the level, and thus the look, of most of Kali’s Belongings. The look of each of these
three levels builds upon the Kali-inspired attributes of the level beneath it.
A Silhouette doesn’t possess a tri-tit setup, three sets of arms, and a tongue which is a
bloodlusting, self-sustaining organ. Nor do poisonous snakes spout from their scalps, in a Gorgonlike fashion, instead of hair.
The next level up, Kali’s Thuggs, the goddess’ righthand men so-to-speak, have killer-tongues
and gorgon’s-hair just like the goddess Herself does. One of these Thuggs, the goddess’ high
priestess and minister of finance, is called Thug. Another Thugg, the goddess’ minister of
information, in other words her spokesman, is called Thug-Thug. And the third Thugg, the
goddess’ minister of recreation, who does double duty as her harlot, is called Abomination.
Although the Belongings who are chosen to be Thug and Thug-Thug, are always Thuggees, the
Belonging chosen to be Abomination, never is. All followers of Kali are Belongings, but only those
followers who worship her as a deity are Thuggees. As you can imagine, because of the fanaticism
of all Belongings, the distinction between those of Kali’s followers who are her worshippers, and
those who are not, is a fine one indeed.
Above the Thugg level is the third, and last level, and thus the most Kali of the Belonging look.
This dubious honor is held by whomever is chosen to be the Zoonie fetish doll, the Zfd. Zoonie, the
goddess’ enforcer, has three teats and six arms, just like the Goddess does.
Although the goddess has multitudes of Belongings, all of whom she beautifies in her own
image, she’s very dissatisfied right now. You see, there are always supposed to be three Thuggs,
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but currently there are only two of ‘em. Whether as the result of abduction, murder, or defection,
Abomination went missing a week ago, and the police haven’t made any headway in the case. But
the coppers strongly suspicion foul play.
In Abomination’s old life, she was IRS-special-auditor-turned-fitness-guru, Brenda DyGraf. But
scans of DyGraf’s family, done by the police and Zoonie, have proved fruitless. The scans only
confirmed what the family had vigorously maintained: they hadn’t had any contact with DyGraf
since she became a Belonging.
The goddess has decided to avail herself of the services of a private investigator. One private
eye’s name heads that “wanted” list: a faerie that, as a human assassin, killed the goddess’ previous
Zoonie. That’s the kind of cunt, with balls, Kali needs to crack this tough nut of a case.
“There she is. That’s the abomination.”
“Your descriptions of this libertine’s enraged looks didn’t do ‘em justice. This Mondo Kane, P.I.,
is quite comely, in spite of not having ever been properly beautified by the gestalt that always
awaits.”
“Quite so. She’s blessed with such sublimely harsh and disdainful looks, ravaged looking yet
ravishing, an exquisite frown of a mouth which is quite twisted by loathing and disdain, and, oh,
what nice rage-hate lines. I’m very much attracted to her.”
“Too bad, that sans the facial, this root’-tootin’ Glockmeister succumbs to the expected reversals:
no rage-hate lines, a mouth whose default is loathing-and-disdain tainted instead of loathing-anddisdain twisted, and an emphasis on sternness over stridency in the looks department, resulting in
harsh-n-disdainful, but not overly so. You know the drill.”
“Yes. That’s the pity. But. She already has ‘the mark.’ So, commerce with our goddess will not
be a problem.”
The response of the Thuggee, with the raspy voice, is a broad and toothy grin. It’s the kind of
smile that would chill the moldy bones of Davy Jones himself! Her name is Tasha. The other
Belonging is Nikki.
Kane notices Kali’s pair of Belongings sizing her up discreetly from the balcony. Like a moth
drawn to the flame, she finds the kickin’ cunts quite attractive, and their blue-blend hair appeals
much to that geriatric fetish that Most bred into her, but, above all that, and for some reason that
even she can’t fathom, she feels like she belongs with ‘em. For a fleeting moment she fantasizes
about a night of flirtatious dancing with the goddess’ pair, leading to days of voulez-vous couchez
chez Belonging. In her fantasy, she’s a Sapphic called Spike.
Spike was the very first dominatrix, and Spike’s what all real-life dominatrices of Kane’s
psychopathic ilk aspire to be like. Although Spike was neither a Belonging nor a Pagan groupie,
she was that likeness of the goddess Kali!
That sex-for-hire had a sort-of “Zoonie meets the Creature from the Black Lagoon” look about
her. She had blue-blend and gorgon’s hair: blended-hair. She had two waist-length triple-Z boobies
instead of three, far less pendulous and comparatively smaller, double-H’s. Her left teat’s nipple
ended in a claw. And she had only one set of arms, instead of three, with the skeletal double-long
fingers of her left arm ending in claws instead of rapiers.
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Lime green scales partially covered her right breast, her left cheek, the left side of her neck, and
the backs of her hands, and completely covered her from the waist down. Her feet were clawed and
webbed. And, except for her teat claw, all of the claws adorning her demi-reptilian body were
poison laden, aspx to be precise.
But this cleavage-n-carnage something had else about her look that had nothing to do with Kali
or being half reptilian. Spike had a unique inking, which looked like a Tim Vigil masterpiece. Tim,
of course, hadn’t been born yet. The inking was Spike as a mostly-nude, female Grim Reaper: a
Grim Harlot. In the fashion of that snake tattoo of well-known porno starlet Viper, this “harlot” of
Spike’s covered a lot of territory. This over-buxom Grim Reaper scripted the leftside of her torso,
wrapped around to her back, reached upward onto a portion of her breast, and reached downward
onto her upper thigh and into her crotch.
She wore human hide breeches that were crudely stitched together, thickened and hexed. She
invented cannibalskins, the so-called “cannibal buckskins” that Kali and her Belongings later
adopted as their own. Her almost nonexistent top consisted of threadbare leather straps
crisscrossing her upper torso: miniscule leather bandages, which strained to keep her inflated
womanhood in check. Elbow-length sleeves and a spiked choker completed her ensemble. The
sleeves were cannibalskins like her breeches and top. The choker, and the heavy length of attached
chain that functioned as its leash, were hardened iron. Such was the Pagan look of she who was the
Biblical three times the five nines not.
Mondo’s attention is diverted from the goddess’ Belongings by a blast from the past. ArchCardinal Richard John Ritter walks by. This Stranger Ogre isn’t pretending.
His Eminence is flanked by a doo wop: a pair of trained assassins. And they’re both known to
Kane. She keeps Barndance cards on ‘em. These deomonic Daemons have cloven feet, which is
expected of devils who aren’t pretending. But they have cloven hands as well. They’re that old!
And they’re Aryan to boot.
One of the doo wops is John Steed, a former Black Beret (Delta Force), who was once the senior
instructor at the Kennedy Special Warfare Center. For a while, he was the principal instructor at the
RECONDO School. That’s what I said, as a Regular, he taught Marines, and Recons no less! But
when you’re a heavy, like Colonel Steed was in the Services, that inter-Service rivalry bullshit
doesn’t enter the picture worth squat.
The other jack one of ‘em is Bridget Previte, a former CIA wonk who was famous/infamous for
preferring to do her own dirty work. Before she became a spook, she was a Green Beret (U.S.
Army Scout). Yep, she’s that Bridget Previte. She’s the Miss Previte who, as a captain in the Union
army, helped General Ulysses S. Grant draft what has been U.S. Army doctrine since the American
Civil War, “Find ‘em, fix ‘em, destroy ‘em!” Before this extended gig with his Eminence, she was
head of security for the Eldritch gods!
Suddenly, his Eminence acts like he’s just seen Mondo Kane: “Oh. Ho. Now that’s a sight for
sore eyes.”
Now it’s Mondo’s turn to act like she’s just seen him: “Oh. Ho. Your Eminence. How nice it is to
see you again. It’s been ages.”
They exchange polite pecks on the cheeks. Wow! Then, Mondo drops to her knees and kisses the
“blood red” pinkie ring on his extended right hand, never making eye contact: the expected greeting
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between a devote Catholic and the second most powerful person in the Church hierarchy. Only the
Holy See, the Pope, John Paul IV, is more powerful.
“Stand up, child. And please relax your address.”
Kane does as she’s commanded. When she stands up, she does strike the expected casual pose,
but, in addition to that, she does the unexpected. She strikes an even more casual smile!
“Tisk. Tisk. Tisk. Baring your midriff and legs in public like some shameless, Protestant hussy.
How indecent of you. At least your upper appendages are properly covered. See you eight-ish,
Friday, in the upstairs. That’s the eightieth floor game room of the Waldorf-Astoria. Leave your
friend at home and be prepared for our usual, intense game of chess. I’ve got a brand-new board
and pieces that I’d like to try out.” Then he adds in a seemingly offhanded fashion: “A word of
advice: worldly affiliations can be career limiting, as well as life threatening. Oh. And. Nice
galoshes. But, then again, I always did like those shoes. Of course, they’d look so much better with
severe fuck-fetching ‘nets. But they’d look best if they were paired with a kvass. Know what I
mean?”
With that said the Arch-Cardinal and the doo wop walk off.
“It’s good I got rid of those triggers of yours, ‘cause he would have been really pissed if he had
found ‘em in place.”
“He scanned you?”
“Been doing a surface ever since we entered the Copa. He still is. Must be testing my steel
discipline.”
“About the triggers.”
“No need to explain, let alone apologize. I understand your motives. And I’m in complete
agreement with what you tried to do to me. You didn’t know me from Eve, and needed a warm
fuzzy.”
“So, may I safely assume that no offense was taken?”
“Yes. In fact, if you hadn’t tried to play me, I would have deemed you unfit to be my employer
and refused to be your sandman. You’re everything that mother said you would be, and more. In
many ways you are like my beloved, and sorely missed, Dame Julia; in the ways of the ruthlessly
efficient brute, that is.”
Kane’s favorably comparing the Baroness to the Dame, causes Baroness von Carmen to
momentarily lose her normal “steel” composure and look startled. Dame Julia is one of her idols,
the other one being of course, the “Mad Russian,” Madame Baba Yaga.
“He doesn’t like my ‘do or rosary or the affiliation they represent.”
“But there’s more. Right?”
“Quite so. But then there always is with somethings like he, mother, and you.”
“As in?”
“You need to go to your husband and stay put until I call for you.”
“And what errands will you be running, while I’m playing at being the dutiful domestic?”
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“Along with some odds and ends, I’ll be busy procuring fresh monkey brains and spam. He likes
to eat ‘em, spread on Ritz crackers, while he’s playing chess.”
While she’s jawing with the Baroness, Kane notices someone out of the corner of her eye. He’s
Harold Smith, a retired Marine M/Sgt., currently of the U.S. War Department’s Small Arms Br, the
FSTC (Foreign Science & Technology Center), and the CMEC (Combined Material Exploitation
Center). She wonders what her Uncle Harold is doing in a place like this, but, guesses he’s on
official Greek business, ‘cause of his kit.
The high-and-tight squared-away has got on starched pressed fatigues, a fifty-year-old smock
that’s still cuttin’-edge in spite of those recent advances in concealment technology, and the usual
paramilitary occult trappings. He, like Gus Burke, is a soldier of the Old School: a soldier’s soldier.
Thus, he fervently believes in the tried-n-true adage that, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” But, also
like Burke, he keeps up with the times, “If it really needs fixin’, then fix it.”
So, it’s a no surprise that when interactive camouflage, first came out, he waited to see how it
performed in the crucible of real combat. And after it had proven itself, he wholeheartedly accepted
it. In fact, all of his camo is adaptive, just like Gunny Burke’s!
Like any good commander, The Sarge doesn’t put everything “in the shop window.” But
knowing her uncle as well as she does, Kane ciphers that underneath that conceal-carry smock are
the vertical holsters of a double-holster rig, and she further ciphers that nestled in said holsters are a
pair of self-loaders chambered in the obsolete .50-70 monster caliber.
If her guess about the pistols is correct, they’ll be his Colt Bears; the ones with the very same
MAK-90 sights, 7-inch barrels, and profile compensators, they left the factory with a half-century
ago. What else he’s packing, Kane wouldn’t venture a guess at, especially if he’s on Greek
business.
Of her mortal kin, she’s got the most in common with her Uncle Harold. A devout Catholic, he’s
a member of the Brotherhood; that fraternity that practices harsh rites of initiation and atonement
like flogging, ritual bloodletting, and authentic crucifixion!
“There’s one more thing.”
“Yes?”
“If I fail to call you after I’ve met with the Arch-Cardinal.”
“Understood.”
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“Preparation for a general engagement (continued). Troops
must never be engaged in a general action immediately
after a long march, when the men are fatigued and the
horses tired. The strength required for action is spent in the
toil of the march. What can a soldier do who charges when
out of breath? The ancients carefully avoided this
inconvenience, but in these later times some of our Roman
generals, to say nothing more, have lost their armies by
unskillfully neglecting this precaution. Two armies, one
tired and spent, the other fresh and in full vigor, are by no
means an equal match.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
Mondo’s calls up Fats on her phone.
“I’d like to speak with Fats.”
“Fats ain’t here. She’s in Atlantic City visiting Skinny D’Amato. Skinny’s got a joint called the
500 Club on Missouri Avenue. Maybe you should call there if you want to speak with the boss.”
Kane knows for a fact that Fats, who was visiting Skinny last week, has been back in town since
Monday night, observing Ramadan Epiphany. Like most Goons and all Mobsters, Waller is a
Moslem: Islam being that Zealot Catholic sect founded by Goons. Needless to say, we’re talking
about the other “official” Coptic Church, not that “other” unofficial one: In other words, a “true”
believer, but not one of The Chosen People.
In addition to knowing that Fats is back in the nest, so-to-speak, Kane can plainly see Fats in the
background, dressed to the nines, decked out in Versace, and sporting a German military-issue
shirmutzen cap. And, Fats is making no attempt to hide her presence.
“I’d like to place a bet with Fats. I’m tapped out at the moment, but my credit’s good. Just check
your books and you’ll see.”
Fats whispers something in Tonya Offer’s ear. Offer, a former major with the SS Pioneers, is
Fats’ second-in-command. Tonya is a Nazi and a Moslem! Offer’s built like a muscular version of
Sophie Tucker and, also like Ms. Tucker, Offer isn’t the least bit masculine looking.
“We don’t do deadbeats. We’re strictly a cash-n-carry operation. No IOUs, is the house policy,
and there are no exceptions.”
“But. I’m an old friend of Fats. Besides, I’ve got this hot tip from Virginia on a horse called
Black Velvet in the fifth race at the Lunar Downs racetrack.”
Fats moves into the foreground of the phone’s viewer, tugging on the katz piercing her left
earlobe. Her katz is the twin of Kane’s. The two katz are part of a matched set: Fats having the
wung and Kane having the bukur!
“No exceptions, you ungrateful backstabbing whore. You welshed on your last bet. And if you
ever call here again with another one of your farfetched harebrained betting schemes, let alone
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show your sorry ass in my bookmaking establishment again, I’ll make sure you get the beating of
your unlife.”
“Well. Be that way. Kane out.”
Mondo hangs up.
“Offer.”
“Yes, boss?”
“Book our Swifty on the next flight to the Moon. Also, get Bugsy Siegel on the blower and find
out what that girlfriend of his, Virginia.”
“Virginia Hill.”
“Thank you. Find out what his Virginia Hill knows about some Lunar joint called the Black
Velvet.”
“Anything else, boss?”
“Tell the boys to draw straws. I want five of ‘em to beat the living hell out of Connie, Mondo, or
whatever she’s calling herself these days.”
“Her name is Mondo Kane now, boss. And when is this disciplinary action to be taken against
our Miss Kane?”
“As soon as she’s Earthside.”
“At least she was wearing the katz you sent her for Christmas.”
“Yea. I noticed. I always knew that tart was a romantic at heart.”
Call it an optical illusion. Call it magic. Call it what you may. But you can’t see either her muff
or her private parts, even though you can see her trinity snaking underneath the crotch and rear
cleavage-delineating hosiery that she has on. That tells you the hi-top tights she’s wearing aren’t
your ordinary run-of-the-mill. Her Silken half-body stocking is a kvass, a White Widow, so-called
streetwalker’s tights. The demi is snow white, with a fishnet pattern, and does do DX. Its legs are
backseamed and its torso is sideseamed.
With its waistband seamlessly mated to the bottom lip of her Hi-C, the kvass works in concert
with said bra to maintain a merciless subjugation of her conquered midriff and rigid enforcement of
an hourglass shape. And make no mistake about it, her kvass is as stern a waist-nipper in idle and
as maniac a vise-gripper in pain-mode, as her much vaulted suspender hose.
Right now, her Hi-C and kvass are in pain-mode for the insanity of an exaggerated hourglass
shape of the extreme flavor favored by Victorians, which she grew instantly to love the very first
time she tried it.
Kane carefully packs away her chast. Then, she says her final goodbyes. Finally, she hands the
retired stuff to her mother. It’s all per a ceremony more ancient than the institution of the sandman
itself.
“You’re to hand deliver this to Puck with my best wishes.”
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“And I want you to know, I fully understand why you need for me to stay out of this matter
entirely.”
“I knew you would.” Mondo’s off-the-cuff remark belies the seriousness of the situation. The big
girl then turns to Liz. “I know you will see her off safely.”
“From your hands to mine. None shall harm The Saint.”
“Now comes the hard part, Liz.”
“As in?”
“After you get Swifty in touch with Ms. Krofft, you’re to bow out of the picture all-together,
until I tell you otherwise. It’s safer that way.”
“But.”
“But nothin’. Just remember, the intro you’re to use with Swifty is the katz I’ve loaned you. And
you’re to approach him just the way I told you to, which is alone. And even though it’ll look like
he’s alone too, he won’t be.”
“Gotcha.”
Kane runs the fingers of her gloved hands through her hype hair. Gone is the sternka, along with
that rosary, just like the Arch-Cardinal “suggested.”
She slips on her bikers. They’re are worn over her hose to signify that this whore-for-hire is taken
for the evening. Besides, they provide her with a place to clip Phone to.
The last thing she does is to slip on her bucks (buckwheats). They’re set on opaque. Virginal
white fishnets sandwiched between the Black MAX of a longline bra, rubber shorts, and razor
heels. Ummm. Yummm. Yummm.
“Time to kick ass and chew bubble gum, and I’m all out of bubble gum.”
With that said, Kane walks out of the locker room at the bus station and never looks back. She
feels all tingly inside. But she’s not so excited that she misses her tail. The two Belongings she
scoped out at the club are following her.
And her gut tells her someone else is following the Belongings, a something who’s so good at
what they’re doing that she can’t get any real sense of this “mystery” tail. Few she’s met are that
good at shadowing. But the person who taught her all she’s knows about shadowing, is that good.
That person is her Uncle Harry.
She licks her lips and knocks the shine off of her nose. This game is getting good and
complicated really quick. Kane walks the six city blocks that separate the bus station from the
Arch-Cardinal’s home away from home. She enters via the whore’s-door.
Gats, sword, bondage togs, and all, Kane fits right in with the other whore-d’oeuvres, both of the
prostitute and rent-a-boy variety, who’re milling about in this back-alley foyer, the so-called
hooker’s haven, waiting to be checked in. If she’d entered via the front door, she’d have been
disarmed like any proper quest. But here, other rules prevail. Such are the wages of sin.
Two effeminate checkers walk over to Kane. They’re identical twins. One’s carrying a spiked
metal dog collar. The dog collar has an attached leash like her double-o. The phrase THAT’S MS.
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COCKSUCKER TO YOU is engraved in Latin on the collar. Collar and leash are hardened sterling
silver!
“Good. You’re on time. He’s expecting you. Got the board already set up. He sent this. Said it
was your favorite lock-up. By the way. We are called Sherman.”
The two Shermans speak in stereo. Kane says nothing, playing her role as the “for hire”
dominant-submissive to the hilt.
These guys seem not quite right, but she just can’t put her finger on exactly why she feels that
way about ‘em. As the checker with the neck restraint padlocks the collar around her neck, the one
who isn’t doing the restraining, checks out her wares with a gander or two or three, followed by
some quick hands.
Then, the Sherman doing the frisking, call him Sherman One, grabs hold of the collar’s leash and
leads her up a spiral staircase. The other Sherman, call him Sherman Two, takes her six.
Mondo keeps her wits about her in spite of being in totally virgin territory, so-to-speak, goin’ up
the whore’s way.
Halfway up the stairs, Sherman Two mumbles under his breath: “Mmmph. Give me face like I
never got before, from my ass crack to the tip of my dick. Naaaw. Pussy like you is too fine for a
schmuck like that priest. Sherman got the jiz you want.”
“I’m always up for a good stiff one or two. After I satisfy Ricky’s droit de seigneur, I’ll come by
later and lay the smack down on you,” Kane cats back.
“Like they say in those 8mm cumburners, I’m so fond of, we’re gonna saddle you up tight, ride
you hard, and show you first-hand what an Alabama ass kickin’ is all about,” interjects the lead
Sherman.
Although it’s the kind of risqué banter, chuck full of double-entendres, that an enterprising renta-harlot would expect to have with a couple of regular guys on the make, Kane can’t shake the
feeling that something’s amiss with these would-be johns.
“How about a free sample before the priest gets to slobber all over your goods?” Sherman One
questions, as he yanks hard on her leash.
Kane’s spidey sense starts tingling. She smells ambush, and her gut’s never wrong about such
things.
“Sure thing, boyz.”
She and Sherman One French kiss, while Sherman Two gropes her armored behind.
Sherman One’s orgasmic response is the obvious: “My God!!! Your tongue is.”
“Nimble?”
“Yea. You hit the nail right on the head.”
They break their impromptu huddle and continue on. Kane notices that the distance between the
three of them is steadily increasing. The twins deftly execute this separation in the calculated
fashion of pros: slow, deliberate, and to-the-point, yet so offhanded and casual that it comes off as
accidental. Near the top of the staircase all hell breaks loose. And it starts with a real bang.
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Sherman One looks back at Kane, his face becoming a grotesque parody of itself as he sing-songs
in some incomprehensible mumbo-jumbo. Sherman Two’s face is doing likewise. They’re Q-ing.
They’re altering reality using a paranormal that’s older than majick! Shades of MIB (Men In
Black).
But, once more, Kane displays a prowess far more senior than her years. Instead of succumbing
to their Q, she defies it. It’s as if the Shermans aren’t Q-ing at all!
Kane’s duster, her beloved coat-as-snake, morphs into that snake and attacks Sherman Two.
Kane’s collar unlocks itself and “throws” itself clear of her; it elongates its leash and attacks
Sherman One.
In short order, Sherman Two is snake wrapped; getting the life squeezed out of him, and
Sherman One is wrapped by the collar’s leash, also getting squeezed to death.
Kane “instructs” the leash to combust and go up like a Molotov cocktail, while she ventilates the
snake wrapped Sherman with a hail of bullets.
With the Shermans out of the picture, Mondo ghosts, slinging lead up and down the staircase at
new opponents who make their appearance from nowhere to join the fray.
Kane hovers upward, quickly ascending the cylindrical stairwell. Anything that moves is fair
game: a remorseless rain of armor-piercing rounds from Kane’s gats riddle any hapless into
oblivion. Animalistic senses and fear, vie for the attention of this remorseless killer.

“An overemphasis on military power ultimately
undermines other components of national security.”
Michael Gorbochav (the last premier of the Soviet Union)
“Still makin’ the sheep nervous, Mondo?”
“You know my rule. Anything with a pulse. Anything with a pulse.”
“Then what’s this I hear about you becoming enamored of a certain corpse you came across in
the morgue today.”
“Well. Your Eminence. That was the best-lookin’ corpse I ever done seen. Soooo. I been thinkin’
of late, I might have to change my rule ‘bout d’at pulse.”
The Arch-Cardinal lets loose with a belly laugh, which the small crowd of onlookers share in on.
“Checkmate in two.”
“Jeez. Your Eminence. You always seem to beat me.”
“That’s because you never try to win. You’re too scared that in playing the game in earnest, you
might give too much insight into how you formulate stratagem.”
“But. Your Eminence. That just can’t be. ‘Cause we’re all friends here.”
Again, Kane’s razorwire wit evokes a belly laugh from his Eminence.
“Quite so. Quite so. What could I have been thinking about to say such a thing?”
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“Today’s ally could be tomorrow’s enemy?”
“But. That can’t be it. ‘Cause you could never bring yourself to oppose me. Right?”
“Quite so.”
“I told ‘em you’d smell out those red herrings. I told ‘em, and they were foolish enough to wager
against me anyways. But, then again, I’ve never met a Benedictine yet, who was worth a hoot at
betting. Although they’re quite formidable in the arena of Machiavellians.”
Kane notices the twins, which she disposed of so handily in the stairwell, resurrected and cleaned
up and wearing their street clothes, milling about at a nearby poker table.
The Arch-Cardinal follows the shamus’ gaze and smiles when he sees what has diverted her
attention.
“They come highly recommended. Fought with the U.S. First and Second Armies, as well as both
Armored Divisions of Major General Adair’s Guards, during the War. Major General ‘Pip’ Roberts
swears by ‘em. And you know how hard it is for an operator to impress him. Currently they’re
employed by ‘Ma’ Rainey and Bessie ‘The Empress’ Smith, a couple of Sisters who are, shall we
say, in-the-business. Renting the twins’ services from those nuns for the evening is costing me a
pretty penny. But it’s well worth every cent I’m paying. Do you know the twins’ employers?”
“I know of ‘em. They’re ex-wife number one and ex-wife number two of Queen Victoria’s
cousin Kaiser Wilhelm. I heard he divorced ‘em both for the same reason.”
“Which is?”
“They scared the be’jesus out of him. This says a lot, ‘cause the Kaiser is one sick puppy in his
own right.”
“You shouldn’t listen to such idle gossip. After all, I’ve heard the same sorts of things about
you.”
“That I’ve been married to the Kaiser?”
This time the Arch-Cardinal almost falls out of his chair from laughing so hard.
“Such a wit you have. It’s almost as pretty as you are. And. By-the-by. I must commend you on
the snacks. Freshest best monkey brains and spam I’ve had since the last batch you brought me.
The Ritz crackers were positively radiant.”
“The Duke of Wellington disliked music. At the Congress of Vienna, back in 1815, the Duke was
forced to sit through back-to-back performances of the Battle of Vitoria and Wellington’s Victory.
Afterwards, a Russian envoy asked him if the music had been anything like the real thing. ‘My
God, no, sir,’ replied the Duke. ‘If it had been that bad I would have run away myself.’”
“Quite so. I’ve heard that one a million times. But I never tire of that limerick. I was there, you
know.”
“So, I’ve heard,” the “chilly” blonde replies, as she runs the tip of her pierced tongue along the
bottom row of her jagged razor teeth.
Her resurrected duster is worn open and is draping her just so. She’s really styling and profiling.
“Checkmate. Game’s over.”
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“Time to start another.”
“Quite so.”
“How about the one we almost played in that motel room in the Hague?”
“You mean the one that’s been banned in Macedonia and has been the most popular spectator’s
sport in the Ottoman Empire for as long as I can remember?”
“One in the same.”
By now the crowd of onlookers has moved on. The shamus and the priest are alone, shrouded in
privacy spells.
“I’m quite the horticulturist, don’t you know.”
“So, I’ve heard. So, I’ve heard.”
“Like to see my prize-winning cucumber and watermelons? They’re quite the rage.”
“Think I can manhandle ‘em?”
“Let’s hope so.”
Kane’s shoes, shorts, and duster slip off. Then she unstraps her holsters ever so slowly for the
maximum effect. She crawls underneath the table, on her hands and knees. The Arch-Cardinal’s fly
is already unzipped. He’s primed and ready. The Amazon positions herself for the long haul: her
butt jammed up against the underside of the table, the palms of her hands coveting his knees.
Likewise, the palms of his hands rest aggressively on her shoulder blades. She instructs her kvass to
shut off. Now it will capture, for posterity, all of her sinful smells.
Mondo blows him like an all-day-sucker, doing those things with that nimble tongue of hers on
his meaty, engorged staff and sour balls. And as much as she likes a cock in her mouth, and the
taste and the smell of one, she likes swallowing best of all!
In spite of its semblance to an act of sodomy, between two mortals, don’t be fooled for a second.
‘Cause, as with all things faerie, looks are deceiving. Don’t get me wrong, the similarities between
a Mundane and a faerie giving/getting a blowjob aren’t purely incidental. They’re basically the
same act. It’s just that there’s always more to the equation when faerie are involved. And, as if in
response to a plea for proof of this, Kane unsheathes her fangs and V’s ‘em into the ArchCardinal’s mountain of rock-hard manhood.
Male Goons are, as a rule, quite well endowed. But, his Eminence is especially huge: guaranteed
John Holmes proportions.
As Kane gorges herself on his jism and blood, his Eminence’s fingernails go daggerous, plunging
into her back, drawing blood, sucking up the precious nectar through his ‘nails via capillary action.
‘Cause in the end, with faerie, it’s always about blood.
“Be quick about it.”
“First. Who’s underneath the table?”
“Someone who’s got my ear, so-to-speak.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha.”
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“So. Make your case, Francis. Like I said, I’m busy.”
“I’ve got a present.”
“As in?”
“A real mystery you can cut your eye-teeth on.”
“I’m listening.”
“Somebody took down four of my men. Two were dirty. IA was just about to lower the boom on
‘em. Looks like the other ones just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
“And you suspect Supernaturals were involved?”
“More along the lines of something like Superhumans.”
“My. My. We are in a sticky wicket aren’t we. But then again you’ve got SWAT. Posse
Comitatus used to clearly delineate between the police and soldiers. But ever since Congress gutted
the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, which I helped draft by the way, there’s been a proliferation of
elite paramilitary units in the police forces of the Great Republic: police acting like highly trained
SpecOps military units, complete with black Ninja suits, grey powered Suits, and automatic
weapons. And if your SWAT needs heavy weight Federal back-up, you’ve always got the BATF to
call on. So-called special squads like the Tactical Rescue Teams, High-Risk Warrant Teams,
Forced Entry Teams, and Special Response Teams, have turned those federal vice cops into a
violent response agency. And the last time I checked; we were in the American sector of the Moon.
So, you’ve got plenty of federal and municipal firepower at your disposal to handle any
Supernatural or Superhuman situation. And yea. I’m still fuming about what you LEOs
successfully lobbied Congress into doing to my beloved Posse Com.”
“Word on the street is, an incestuous for-hire brother-n-sister act, former-priests of our Church,
did the job. Thought you’d like to know.”
“Be that as it may, Francis. It’s still a police matter.”
“Country before self. Family before country. God before all.”
“You learned well at the Church’s knee.”
The chief-of-police stands up, kisses the pinkie ring of the raggedy-amos Arch-Cardinal, who
was once the headmaster at his orphanage, and walks away. Although he’s a grown man, with
much secular power, he still feels like a helpless little boy in the priest’s presence; this product of a
Catholic orphanage who only knows one family: the Church.
“When you’ve finished blowing me, my Lovely, we’ll retire to my private enclave for some real
fun-n-game.”
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“An army, that had been forced to pass under the yoke, was
brought into such order and discipline, by forming it on the
ancient model, that they afterwards vanquished the very
enemies who had subjected them to that ignominious
treatment. In another case, the Germans defeated the
Legions. But Marius collected their shattered remnants and
disciplined them so effectively that he destroyed an
innumerable multitude of Germans in one general
engagement. Nevertheless, it is easier to form young
soldiers, and inspire them with proper notions of honor,
than to reanimate troops who have once been
disheartened.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
“Let ‘em go.”
“But.”
“But nothing. Let ‘em go, right now.”
Her Uncle Harry finally relents and reluctantly releases the two Belongings. The foursome is in
the alley behind the Arch-Cardinal’s Lunar residence. Kane, upon exiting the servant’s door, came
upon her uncle manhandling the two Kali women.
“I love you to death, Uncle Harry. And I’d kiss you right now if I didn’t have cooties from Ricky.
But you can be so overdramatic at times.” Then she turns her attention to the girls: “Girls. Get over
there and stay.”
The Belongings do as they’re told.
“Where’s that kvass, and those bikers, you were sportin’? And what’s with the PPC?”
A PPC consists of Silken tights and a Patent-Leather thong. Tights and thong are black. Wearing
a PPC implies you’re the kept of some high clergy.
The tights are hi-waist backseamed fishnets, with a wide elaborate floral waistband. And being
high-waisted, the tights come up well above her navel. Fear not, scum bags. There’s a tasty band of
smooth white flesh between the elastic waistband of her tights and the bottom band of her corset.
Needless to say, the tights do DX, have a silky sexy sheen, etc. They’re called “Folies
Bergère”—Tropicana’s topless revue or simply FBs.
The butt-flossing crotch-flossing lip-reading thong, which is as miniscule as a chast, is worn over
the tights. It’s called “Minsky’s Folies”—“Holiday for G-strings” or simply MBs.
Patent-Leather is that other seamless organic body armor. The one with patent-leather’s ultra higloss finish and PVC’s fit, that feels “disturbingly” like human flesh. PtL was co-invented by
premier showgirl, Virginia James, and that quintessential showgirl, Felicia Atkins. James being
Atkins’ sidekick.
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“The bikers are in Purse. As for the rest. none of your bee’s wax.”
There’s a long pause, before anything is said again.
“Ooohhh. Okay. I get it. Five watt finally came on.”
“Good.”
Kane calls up her Baroness on Phone. Von Carmen answers. A look of relief comes across her
Baroness’ face.
“I trust things went well.”
“I’ve persuaded him to not interfere.”
“Oh. Really?”
“Really.”
“I knew my ace detective would come through. You’re a real problem solver: Batman, Sherlock
Holmes, and Nancy Drew, all rolled up into one neat package.”
“Except they don’t solve cases on their backs, relying on a nimble tongue, a razorwire wit, a red
snapper, and, like I’ve said so many times before, a lot of pure dumb luck. That puts me in with the
likes of: Mata Hari (Gertrud Margarete Zelle); Mistress Spite (Heidi von Beltz); Heidi ‘Madam
Hollywood’ Fleiss; Madame Claire ‘Razor Wire’ Irons, that artist of violent sexual perversion, the
77 in Faust 77; and last, but certainly not least, Paula ‘Fig’ Fegen.”
“Tart-to-tart. Did that little indiscretion of the old coot bespeak of someone who was educated in
Mesopotamia?”
“Now. I’m not the kind of girl who’s known and then tells. But.”
“But?”
“I’d say more like.”
“Educated in the Florence of Cosimo de Medici?”
“Let’s just say it came in handy that I’m a board-certified dominatrix, who’s licensed in esoterica
like CBT, AT, pinsex, ISO, nipple torture, das boot, clothespin torture, the horizontal rack, and
forced feminization.”
“You don’t say?”
“No. I didn’t say. Mondo out.”
Kane clips Phone back to her thong, pulls out one of her personals (personal cards), and hands
the tab to her uncle.
“Present this at the Black Velvet. Ask for Liz. She owns the joint. Tell her you’re my uncle.
She’ll help you out anyway she can. They’re Zealot, so watch your six.”
“Wait.”
“I’m listening.”
“You’re into something deep. I can smell it.”
“It’s better you don’t know. Now. Beat feet.”
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Kane waits until her uncle is gone before she walks over to the Belongings.
“So, what’s your story.”
“Our goddess is in need of your services. One of us has gone missing.”
“Check the yellow pages under.”
“Have any of those other PIs hacked tangos the likes of a Zoonie?”
“Okay. I get your drift. But remember. I go missing for a while, and nobody will raise an
eyebrow, but, if I go missing for good.”
“We understand.”
The other Belonging, Nikki, the one who isn’t doing any of the talking, moves behind Kane.
Kane offers no resistance. Nikki pulls her hair back, exposing the smooth nape of her neck, and
attaches a hegemony. As the worm burrows into her spine, Kane is changed into an enraged fortysomething lookin’ someone, who befits Kali’s tastes.
Nikki strips Kane bare, stuffing the big girl’s things into her cannibalskin fannypack.
Tasha retrieves some skins from her fannypack and dresses Kane in these clothes of the long
dead Spike: priceless cannibals of that Biblical harlot of Sodom and Gomorrah, the harlot-ofharlots in the original “Cities of Absolute Sin.”
“Now that you’re presentable to our goddess, we can ruck up.”
“Lead on, Macbeth.”
They trio walks into the bowels of the dimly-lit alley, knowing full well that no one in their right
mind is going to interfere with two Belongings, who look like they’re on the make, with a
something who looks like their cannibal girl-toy. Kane has been transformed into a partiallyclothed something who, except for her double-H’s and lack of vampiiric influences, apes the
Biblical Spike’s look right down to a first-rate copy of that Grim Harlot inking.
The girl’s Eye is that likeness of the goddess’ very own Eye. Kali’s Eye is the very first Evil-Eye,
the one her lover, the Biblical Kane, marked her with so long ago. Their Eyes “connect.” A unified
field is established between the two dominatrices.
“A present for my masochist.”
Kali touches Kane’s bogus Grim Harlot. Kane, bereft of her senses, collapses limply onto the
filthy cobblestones, where her body begins writhing about in the throes of the absolute pain of
absolute sin.
“When our learned dominatrix finishes enjoying herself, bring this something to my private
chambers, this something that shall henceforth only be referred to as Slut whenever she’s in my
realm. In my private universe, I be her god, her only god. Now, fit her with those blood-addicted
Faustians of mine, my Singha’s Talons, the very same ones my Spike, and later The Saint’s Anna
V, used to wear.”
Fade to black.
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Several hours have passed since Kali touched Slut’s Grim Harlot, sending the girl into the
unspeakable bliss of total agony. Slut has finished enjoying herself. She’s in the Kali’s private
chambers.
Kali keeps reminding herself that this is no dream. The delectable, loathsome something before
her, who bears her mark, really is all hers. This demon slut, whom she has christened Slut, this
something with the elaborate Awful of the Holy Dame and the equally elaborate paint of Mildred
Most’s designated sandman and the most elaborate of all, her Singha’s Talons.
The goddess notes the girl’s razor teeth, with their Aryan-like upper and lower fang arrangement,
as she offers the girl a bowl of eyeballs from which she has been eating.
“They’re freshly plucked. Try some.”
Slut does so. She greedily munches on the orbs, while eyeing a pregnant woman who’s been
strapped down to a birthing table.
“Quite good, my goddess.”
“I see you also fancy my brunch.”
“Yes. The mortal looks quite tasty indeed. Looks ready to burst.”
Slut’s guttural voice is heavily accented.
“She’s broken her water. Contractions have begun.”
“Yes. Quite tasty indeed.”
“You may have her in my stead.”
“But what of you, my goddess? It seems unlikely that you’ll be able to have another abducted
and prepared in a timely fashion on such short notice.”
“Such would be the case, if we had to depend solely on piracy to obtain our vittles.”
“You use a food service?”
“Quite so. I had our cafeteria outsourced about eight years ago.”
“How modern of you.”
“Thank you. I try to keep up with the times.”
“Miss the good old days?”
“That goes without saying. Obtaining sustenance through legal venues is quite the bore.”
“I’ll bet that you still do a little tipping out, now and then, into the hinterlands.”
“That’s how I procured the one you’re fancying.”
“So that explains why she’s so doped up.”
“Exactly. Modern pharmacology is such a godsend, so-to-speak. With so many mortals having
effective blocks/traps installed in their minds these days, it would be quite a hassle to obtain those
who were unwilling to lend themselves for-cannibal-purposes without the widespread availability
of subjugation drugs.”
“I’d wager you really made hay with the ignorant peasants of old.”
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“Quite so. The authorities never seemed to care if such as that suddenly turned up missing. Much
as they don’t seem to care when the homeless or.”
“The disposable inhabitants of today’s squalid slums.”
“Go on.”
“Go missing nowadays in certain countries or on certain worlds. That Teddy Roosevelt really
spoiled things for us in the States.”
“Bravo. Bent minds do think alike.”
“Well. While we’re on the subject of bent minds.”
“Yes?”
“If it won’t be too much trouble.”
“Say no more. It won’t be trouble at all. I’ll have Tasha flush the tranquilizers from the
Mundane’s system so she’ll be fully aware when you eat her and her fetus. It’ll be more fun that
way.”
“Thank you, my goddess. There’s another favor I wish to ask of you.”
“Ask it. It’s just us girls.”
“May I become your Other?”
“So far, only one person has been so honored. And she was incinerated when the Twin Cities
were razed.”
“I know, my goddess. But it’s a matter of ars gratia artis (art for art’s sake).”
“I’ll think about it.”
“So. How goes it?”
“Well. It’s like my Accounting professor, Dimitri Simes, liked to say, ‘What a man does with his
money can be very revealing. But how a man hides what he does with said money can be just as
much of a revelation.’”
“So. Lay it on me.”
“A plan this ingenious, just boggles the mind. We’re talking offshore accounts, dummy
corporations, and numbered Rim bank accounts.”
“How do you know that none the companies are on the up-n-up? All of ‘em checked out.”
“They would, ‘cause they’re fronts for Mob money laundering.”
Swifty notices the woman’s expression turn graven. What she’s thinking is written all over her
face.
“Now don’t go getting your panties in a bunch. We’re talking tax evasion only, in the case of the
Business’ laundering activities, not stealing out of the collection plate.”
“Are you sure? The Business could save millions by not paying its fair share to the Vatican.”
“More like trillions.”
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Krofft raises an eyebrow.
Swifty clears his throat, but he doesn’t shirk from meeting her steely gaze. The former choir boy
looks her straight in the eyes, come what may, and says his piece: “But the Business don’t condone
any such practice. And any Mobster gets got that gets caught cheating the Church out of its tithe.”
“Any Mobster?”
“Nobody’s above gettin’ rubbed out for doing the likes of that.”
“I believe you,” Krofft acknowledges, after a long pause.
“These fuckers, pardon my French, Ms. Krofft, are piggybacking off of our arrangement without
our knowledge, let alone our consent.”
“But how is that possible?”
“The muckers got one mutha of an accountant on their payroll.”
“This had better be good. ‘Cause I was in the middle of someone who was quite delicious.”
“Someone has tripped the failsafes. And whoever they are, they’re a pro who knows the system
quite intimately.”
“I see.”
“We’d better.”
“Nip the problem in the bud.”
“Before it nips us.”
“Like that nosy reporter almost did.”
“Quite so.”

“It is the duty and interest of the general to frequently
assemble the most prudent and experienced officers of the
different corps of the army, and consult with them on the
state of both his own and the enemy’s forces. All
overconfidence, as being most pernicious in its
consequences, must be banished from the deliberations.”
Vegetius, the Roman military sage
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Violence
“Violent solutions are for violent people.”
“Miss Vicious. The application of purposed violence is.”
“Used to persuade someone that their behavior, which has been deemed to be inappropriate,
needs to be modified posthaste.”
“Why not just kill ‘em outright?”
“’Cause of retaliation curves that are much too acute, and unacceptable escalation simms.”
“Both being based on a thorough retribution assessment. Huh?”
“Yes.”
“Would those be your only considerations?”
“Yes.”
“You seem quite sure of yourself.”
“There is no other answer!”
The nun pauses a long time before she says another word. Many of the girls in the class refuse to
meet her steely-eyed stare. Gina isn’t one of ‘em.
Vicious not only meets Sister Éclair’s gaze, eye-to-eye, she returns it in kind!
“Quite right,” Sister Éclair finally affirms. Then she adds: “You can always tell the girls who are
on the TAZ team. They’re the ones who always have the correct answers in my philosophy class.”
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Chapter Three
The Pre-nuptials
“Death takes a holiday.”
Von Carmen is taking a smoke break, waiting for her next appointment.
She’s standing in front of a Spanky’s, one of those upscale spanking franchises that caters to the
well-heeled customer who demands the utmost in discretion from their discipline provider. A
licensed dominatrix, the Baroness works in the parlor three nights a week. She doesn’t need the
money. She does it for shits-n-giggles. She also owns the parlor. In fact, she owns nine of ‘em,
along with three Fetish Shoppe bondage boutiques and a Mistress Olivia’s outlet that sells the very
best in flagellation implements at prices that can’t be beat.
Kane’s leaning against the bench of a trolley car stop. She’s sporting that Gestapo rosary again,
with Ricky’s okay, but, no sternka: must walk that tightrope. She stopped by the Black Velvet
before she swung by here, which explains the katz piercing her right lobe: a wise move, indeed.
She’s sporting her bikers in place of her PPC: a no surprise.
“So, where has my wise-cracking leather-bound hellcat been?”
Kane’s answer is a wide, toothy grin.
“Well, wherever it was, it sure did wonders for you. You look great.”
“Thanks.”
Von Carmen’s fantasy image of Kane is a world apart from the bare legged, hype haired, kick-ass
KKK reality, the big girl is sporting. She sees her big girl still sporting a sternka, in spite of Ricky’s
objections. She doesn’t see her big girl sporting rimless reading glasses, with schoolmarmish halflenses and wire frames that hook behind the ears; instead, she sees her big girl sporting authentic
vintage cateye eyeglasses, 1950s-era specs that are the epitome of sternness. Men and women don’t
make passes at girls that wear glasses, except when said girls are sporting these stern spinster
cateyes, these dominatrix eyeglasses, these reading glasses with clear plastic frames, these sternns.
Needless to say, the lenses are bifocals, and they’re not fashionable ultra-thin polycarbonate.
They’re “regular” optical glass, and as such they are as thick as the bottom of Coke bottles.
But, most of all, her fantasy revolves around her big girl sporting thigh-highs.
In the Baroness’ fantasy, Kane’s stratospheric hose are Strident brand, but they’re not Sheers.
They’re Opaques. And, they’re not backseamed. Opaques are OPAQUE. Like SHEER, OPAQUE
is produced by Zoom spiders, but, it’s opaque instead of sheer. They have that severe, strident, yet
very sexy look that only black hose can pull off. These uglies are the same hose that Convent
School nuns and cloistered nuns wear. They bespeak of Old Church and discipline most righteous.
They bespeak of an age when Holy Mother Church rose phoenix-like from the ashes of a cast-off
Paganism. They also bespeak of the dark underbelly of the demon race, because long before female
clergy of the Church, and its Protestant offshoots, adopted their use, they were the chosen look of
Pagan priestesses whose religions and cults pre-date the Druids by countless eons. They bespeak
of: The Pagan cometh!
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Needless to say, if Kane were really sporting said hosiery, the brief legs of her shorts would
overlap the wide, elaborate, elastic, scalloped, floral tops (Sound familiar?) of said hose, and then
some, just like the tops of Kane’s long absent hip-boots once overlapped the brief legs of said
shorts, only more so. More Paganism.
“I’m especially digging on that new tattoo of yours.”
“Always adding new things so I can continue to be your main source of entertainment.”
“Great reproduction. Best copy I’ve ever seen. I knew Mistress Spike quite well, don’t you
know.”
“It isn’t a copy.”
As if to prove her claim of authenticity, Kane allows her “harlot” to fade from view. Of course,
being faerie, her GH is only visible when it’s willed to be, just like her other inkings and akin to her
markings and her muir.
Baroness von Carmen starts to say something, but she stops herself in time. With the girl’s Grim
Harlot being the real deal, it doesn’t take a brain surgeon to figure out where, and with whom, the
girl’s been.
“You’re her Other, now?”
“Yep.”
“I wonder what that tough-as-nails former-USCMC aunt of yours, not to mention your
Traditionalist mother, is gonna have to say about you becoming the object d’art of that airheaded
clique?”
“Probably an ear full of nothing good, no doubt. So, how goes it?”
That’s when a fast-mover, coming around the corner, catches Kane’s eye.
He’s dropping out of overdrive and back into “real” time. Her spidey sense starts tingling.
“There’s my six o’clock.”
“Well, he’s punctual.”
“Hardly. He’s late. On time for Andrea is being here exactly ten minutes ahead of time. That’s
my stipulation.”
He’s sporting in a Tommy-brand pullover, Dockers, and deck shoes. All of ‘em are subdued,
manly colors. Everything matches and none of the brands clash. His trendy clothes bespeak of a
married man, whose wife picks out his duds for him.
“He’s never supposed to be late.”
Except for tomboys and clotheshorses: women do clothes; men don’t.
“This is really gonna cost him.”
The Baroness drops her cigarette and grounds it viciously into the sidewalk with the sole of her
peep-toe Dino pump.
“Only fifty lashes, tonight.”
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But there’s something about him that’s not quite right. He has the air of someone who is their
clothes. And, he’s wearing socks. Then, with him fifty feet away, Kane notices something else, the
clincher: his eyes!
“And no riding crop.”
Kane pushes von Carmen to the ground, crossdraws, and fires at the tango. Across the street, a
something leaps off the roof of a three-story building, landing on their feet, revolvers drawn and
firing. This second tango is using third-hand to keep their revolvers gassed up (loaded). Molines,
which extend from the parlor’s front and over the sidewalk, have precluded sniping from being an
option.
Kane’s outnumbered, and her contract holder, a something who she’s honor bound to protect at
all costs, is in peril. Kane abides by the rules of “total war.” In other words, there are no rules.
Anything that moves toward Kane eats lead. She stands tall, arms extended, death speaking from
both hands; simultaneously engaging both targets! The twins have finally met their match.
It’s another instance that begs the question, why do humans call Jinn, “Predators,” and Insects,
“Aliens,” anyways? There’s only one Predator, and that’s the Vampire. And nothing could be more
Alien than the Lost thinking, human-looking Elf. Just ask anyone who has crossed the paths of
either, and they’ll wholeheartedly agree.
Krause, who’s a crack bodyguard in his own right, was leaning against the limo of his beloved
Baroness, reading a newspaper, when all hell broke loose. So that Kane wouldn’t smoke him by
accident, as he rushed over, he yelled the cryptic “I’m with you” call, he’d instructed Kane in
beforehand.
In record breaking time he was straddling his prone employer, UZI slung from underneath his
trench coat, ready to defend von Carmen with his life as need be. Von Carmen is more than just a
boss to him. The Baroness is like a second mother to him. Loyalty like his, you can’t buy, or buy
off, at any price.
Phone doesn’t have to ring 911. You can already hear the wail of nearby police sirens. In
neighborhoods like this, where the mover-n-shakers commerce, the police are always vigilant.

THE RESERVES - During his battles, Napoleon paid little
attention to casualties - After the battle of Eylau, a Pyrrhic
victory for the French, Napoleon walked across the
battlefield, turning over with his foot the corpses of French
soldiers, saying, “Small change, small change. One Parisian
night will soon replace these losses.”
“So. Fess up. How did you know?”
Kane takes a couple of drags, before she answers. She’s puffing on the business end of a long
slender cigarette holder that was carved from the femur of a human fetus. The cancer stick, situated
in that boned holder, is a Vincent. It’s Baroness von Carmen’s favorite brand.
“His clothes gave it away. And his eyes cinched it.”
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They’re in a Spartan interrogation room, with one of those trademark two-way mirrors. Kane’s
seated. And Detective Debbie “Santa Klaws” Rochon is sitting on the edge of a desk that looks like
it was one of those well-worn props taken from the Bates Motel of Psycho infamy.
Rochon is dressed to the nines. When she’s off-duty, she dresses for the 13s. Her conservative
business suit, in tweed, is Gucci-brand. It consists of a jockey coat, with elbow patches, and a kneelength skirt. Her sheer black hose are Glamorise, and they’re silk. Her comfortable alligator slings
are All-The-Rage. Her frilly satin blouse is from the Aimee Semple McPherson’s collection. The
Perry Mason verdict: this is a girl who sees herself as someday being chief-of-police.
Although unseen, ‘cause she’s fully clothed, she’s sporting some lacy unmentionables: a
Victoria’s Secret push-up bra and thong panties, in hot pink, and a Morgan Fairchild garter belt in
powder blue. The garter belt, in nice girl powder blue, and the other unmentionables, in slut girl hot
pink, says: “She’s a ‘good’ girl who fancies herself a bit of a tart.” The fact that the Elf wears her
panties under, not over, her garter belt punctuates the fact that she’s a “good” girl.
“How so?”
Rochon runs the tip of her educated tongue over the bottom row of her razor teeth. The chippie is
a Zealot, and makes no bones about it.
“He’s dressed like a regular guy, whose wife shops for him. Yet.”
“Yet?”
“He is his clothes.”
“Oh. I see.”
“He’s obviously a clotheshorse pretending to be what he isn’t.”
“What about the eyes?”
“One of my roommates in Convent School was a shapeshifter. She hipped me to something I
always keep under my hat.”
“As in?”
“Blue eyes are the hardest thing to mimic. Nobody gets ‘em down perfectly. And there’s a certain
imperfection that always gives away the deception, if you know what to look for that is.”
“Go on.”
“I never betray a confidence.”
“I bet I could make you.”
There’s silence and an exchange of “steel” stares. Captain Rollens, who was observing the
proceedings through the two-way, decides to make his entrance and break this pointless stalemate.
By the way he dresses, drip dry off the rack, you can spot him as a cop a mile away. He’s a man’s
man and a cop’s cop, who drinks his domestic beer straight from a chilled bottle and who
remembers the birthdays and anniversaries.
Rochon stands up and walks over by the door. Rollens walks over to Kane, but it’s Kane who
initiates the parley.
“And you are?”
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“Her boss. Sorry about Detective Rochon. But she can get overzealous at times.”
“No offense taken. If fact, I’ve always found the bitch of the litter to be the cutest.”
Rollens raises an eyebrow, but wisely reserves all comment about Kane’s provocative statement.
He also tries to ignore the way the two-faced Nazi collaborator, with the heavy accent, is staring at
his crotch. As a mortal, he wonders if Kane is sizing him up for a fuck or as a snack or both.
“It’s a good thing that Krause guy had insisted that the Baroness install anti-sniper blinds on all
of her businesses as a security precaution, else we’d be scraping all of you off of the pavement.”
“How so?”
“That sniper had light field artillery on that roof with her—a pack howitzer.”
“Just to make sure that we’re on the same wavelength here. We’re talkin’ a BMG. Right?”
“Right.”
“What flavor?”
“A Robar’s RC50-F with a Bren LMG MkI bipod and a Leupold Mark 4 scope.”
“Ummm. I like fly who come to a party kitted up to kill.”
“Those teufel-hunden (German for devil dogs) that you seem so enamored of, took out four of
my men.”
“Looks like I’ve done the city a service, then.”
“Truth be known, I can’t see one iota of difference between a cocksucker like you and hired
killers like them. You’re all murderous scumbags in my book.”
“The only difference is a badge.”
“Whew. You’re a cool one.”
“When I have to be.”
“I came in here to tell you you’re being cut loose.”
“But you’ll be keeping tabs on me.”
“Yea, smarty pants.”
“Will Deb be the one doing my surveillance?”
“Now, that would be telling.”
“Good. I’ve got a weakness for redheads, especially Elvin ones.”
Kane blows Detective Rochon a kiss as she walks by the LEO and leaves the room.
“Boss. She’s quite good. Took down two Superhumans all by her lonesome.”
“No, Detective Rochon, she’s dangerous.”
“I stand corrected.”
“So be careful.”
“I bet if I spent some quality time with that cunt, I’d get some answers out of her.”
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“Don’t even go there. And that’s an order.”

“GENERAL MAXIMS. To seduce the enemy’s soldiers
from their allegiance and encourage them to surrender is of
especial service, for an adversary is more hurt by desertion
than by slaughter.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
“I like you so much better when you were tattooed and pierced to the hilt. The Baroness’
prescribed look of Conservatism somehow doesn’t suit you as well as the Bohemian one you were
so actively, and passionately, pursuing.”
An Ogress steps from the shadows. She’s dressed in a girdle-bustier that’s identical to Kane’s, an
open stretch girdle, Strident Opaques which are held up by the suspenders of said girdle, and
classic-style razor-heeled pumps with triple ankle straps.
A traditional rosary, a Star of David, and a Leopard, hang around her massive neck, signifying
that this Jew’s a Ness of Torak a Cabalist Jew who consorts with The Animae, the so-called
rending souls who “studies” the goddess Kali the patron saint of murderesses. She makes that sign
to the gunsel.
The gunsel, a bodacious fleshpot, very much likes what she sees: mammoth tits, rippling
muscles, and lacy kinky-wear.
“Plead your case. I’m listening.”
“I’m Tallulah Bankhead, a retired madam of modest financial means.”
“Go on, retired madam.”
“I’m in need of a tight fuck and a strong suck. Meter running?”
“Yes. But. I’m sure I can work you in.”
“Then I’d like to hire you for the evening.”
“Name your poison.”
“I like ‘em Goonish, trigger-happy, and kill-crazy. Mind switching venues while you’re on my
dime?”
“No. I wouldn’t mind at all. In fact, I like it kinda rough. Capish?”
“My budget’s rather limited.”
“Tough. I don’t come cheap. And my price isn’t negotiable.”
“You money grubbing cur!” The Ogre screams out, as she spits in Kane’s face.
“I’ve killed people for much less,” Kane boasts, as she licks the spit off of her face.
“Then kill me for doing even more,” Bankhead retorts, as she reaches for something underneath
her duster.
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But instead of reacting as one would expect, Kane assumes extreme POR in broad daylight, in
front of the mouth of a dingy alley two blocks from the precinct house which she’s just exited,
oblivious to the passersby.
The Ogre smiles, a toothy frightening brutish smile. A weight has been lifted off her shoulders.
She nods approvingly. Then she clears her throat and speaks her piece: “You play the game well,
whore-for-hire. You’d make an enterprising pimp some steady scratch (money). Nothin’ big, mind
you. Nope. Couldn’t get rich off you. But. A girl could eat.”
Kane never sees the crashing blow—a lead pipe, which caves in the back of her skull and kills
her.
The tough-as-an-old-boot Bankhead throws the ragdoll over her broad shoulders and disappears
into the dark recesses from which she came.

War Aims - At the end of the Mexican War in 1848,
William Tecumseh Sherman, later to be a Union general in
the Civil War, was sent to survey the lands of New Mexico
and Arizona, recently won from the Mexicans. Upon his
return, President Taylor asked Sherman what he thought of
the lands. Had they been worth fighting for?
“Between you and me, sir, I feel that we’ll have to go to
war,” Sherman replied, recalling the arid lands from which
he had just returned.
“What for?” Taylor exclaimed. Horrified by Sherman’s
reply.
“To make them take the darn country back again,”
answered Sherman.
Oblivion gives way to reality. Limp meat becomes animated. An undead resurrects. She sits up,
wide eyed and bushy tailed.
Her bare gams have been oiled down with VASOLINE; a parasite akin to muir that looks like
Blue Seal Vaseline. VAZ is the sheen look without the greasy feel. VAZ painting this luscious girl,
with the major legs, is the sight to behold.
Her harlot has been invoked, her two-faced has been revoked, and she can feel the needle
presence of an offline breed’r that’s embedded itself in her neck. More of those no surprises.
A breed’r is like a tokkey, except that it re-creates Goon-breed look-a-likes. This one’s preloaded
personality is that of a factious person named Molly “Mo” Mouth.
Mo Mouth is a stripper, with an interesting trio of sidelines: a sportin’ lady, who specializes in
elderly Goons; the girlfriend of a once “big league” madam, now “small time” fence, who’s her
pimp; and a cooler, who bounces exclusively for lesbian clubs. Mo’s a Groll.
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Like Fats, Bankhead has her own fantasy and fixation about Kane. And, Kane has the expected
reaction to this perverse attention.
Somethings never change. It’s always about using the young, taking trophies, and remolding
playthings into likenesses. Oh joy. Oh bliss. I’ll never grow tired of such attentive, abusive
treatment.
Kane studies the room. Spartan to the point of monasticism, it’s crammed with books, most of
which are older than the human race. She especially notices the elaborate trapping spells; banes that
would confound the most arcane Druid. Yep, it would take a lot to breach this Bavarian abode.
“Be a good girl and finish your blood milk. Then, come hither.”
Mondo does as she’s told. She finishes her blood milk, then she seats herself beside the scribe at
the reading table. Kane notices the way the Ogre is looking her over. It’s the same way Kane is
looking the Ogre over. She also notices the Ogre has changed shoes. Tally is wearing high heel
mules for maximum effect. Mules are the choice footwear for Goons of the academic ilk.
“I propose I spill the beans, and then we fuck.”
Kane shakes her head emphatically in the negatory. “Fuck first. Talk later. I can hear Molly
screaming to get out.”
“Be my bumpy?” Tally asks, as per ROE.
“Let’s,” Kane confirms, as per ROE.
Tally obliges and invokes the girl’s breed’r. Kane ceases to exist. In her place is Molly.
Mouth is led back over to the bed. The comely Groll lies down. With her coarse features,
pronounced eyebrow ridges, muscular arms held rigidly at her sides, and muscular legs spread
widely, she looks like a centerfold in Brutal magazine.
Tally unhooks Mouth’s bra, and then proceeds to alternate between licking her big-nippled
double-H’s and her greased-up thunder thighs. Molly stares anxiously at the ceiling, ready to get
down and dirty as soon as the prelims are over. Tally is the favorite of her clientele.

“Never play with your food while it’s still alive. ‘Cause, it
might get the chance to turn the tables on you, makin’
youse dat snack. Always kill it first. Then have your way
with it. Such are the many drawbacks of countin’ coup in
the big leagues.”
Fats Waller
The much-missed Molly is gone, but not forgot. Kane jacks into memories of her tryst as Molly
with Tally, as she dresses herself in that sexually exaggerated fashion which a seated Tally finds
most pleasing. It’s an exacting recreation of the reverse-striptease made famous by Burlesque
queens like Tempest Storm, Lili St. Cyr, Blaze Starr, and Rita Grable. Slipping into something a
little more torturous never looked so good.
In Tally’s fantasy, she sees her big girl’s “bondage” shorts set on duotone: baby’s got real back!
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And, yes, fashion-conscious nitpickers, duotone bikers, bikers gone muffy, look like the seamless
mating of clear-coat “bondage” shorts with a Black MAX G-string. Muffies are the preferred
bottomwear of streetwalkers who prostitute for Goons of the academic ilk.
In Tally’s fantasy, the big girl’s front-lacing oxford clogs are set on clear-coat.
And, yes again, fashion-conscious nitpickers, clear-coat clogs are, in essence, mules. Mules are
the footwear of choice for streetwalkers who prostitute for Goons of the academic ilk.
But, most of all, Tally’s fantasy revolves around her big girl sporting a new hairdo: waist-length
ponytail and shoulder-draping pigtails. By the by. Said piglet ‘do is the ultimate “statement” of
being the kept of a Goon academic: I’m an egghead Goon’s woman! ‘Nough said.
Reality, of course, for Kane is still opaque bikers and clogs, and hype hair. Ergo; no mules, no
muffies, and no piglet hairdo. As for the VAZ, it was licked off during her tryst with Tally.
There’s one thing, heretofore unmentioned from the retiree’s fantasy that has become part of
Kane’s reality though: Kane’s GH, her Grim Reaper tattoo, has been permanently converted into a
GVGH, a decidedly Goonish visage, a sickening Goon version of Kali’s Grim Harlot tattoo. “I’m a
cheap, easy woman” never looked to good!
Substitute a Koo Stark for her duster and bikers, substitute Miss Boos for her buckwheats, and
add the pneumatic jutt and wasp-waist from having her Hi-C set on Most Painful, and her gear, her
kit, would be “muffy mowr!”
A jutt, of course, is the major league overhang of “thrusted” breasts; the Victorian’s “tits on the
half-shelf.” In other words, jutt is 1950s pneumatic.
Just for shits and giggles, let’s throw in for consideration, those ANSI extensions of muffy mowr:
FBH and TWT.
Muffy mowr, plus a sternka and a bitter divorcee’s ultra-stern facial expression, is FBH, a fullblown ho. FBH, plus Opaques or Sheers or some other flavor of shiny black stockings, but using
any style of razorsharps, is textbook Victorian era TWT (twat): I’m a “proper” Victorian lady, now,
get on your knees and worship me!
Razorsharps, of course, are what buckwheats and Miss Boos and shoes of that ilk are called by
the Kulture (the culture of women who Koo).
Razorsharps is more than just an offhanded reference to said shoes’ keen toes and heels; their
pointes (points) and stilettos. It’s a pointed, excuse the pun, reference to the fore, those elongated
pointed toes, and the latter, those 6-inch spiked heels.
As a rule, stiletto heels are 6-inchers; notable examples being the razor heels of a pair of Miss
Boos. Now, that’s, vertical footing!
With both FBH and TWT, gloves and a veil are optional, of course, although a purist would
argue otherwise.
Although she’s obviously more to my liking as a Goon; even as a pure breed Dark, this big girl is
quite comely. It’s unprecedented for me to find one of them Lost that attractive, but this big girl has
so much of the air of the Goon about her, and, being Dark, her good looks have such a “hard”
edge to ‘em (translation: nice looking, but on the hard side), that I can’t help myself. She’s the
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personification of what a DraG should be: a Dark Goon, a DraG Queen, a female Dark who’s so
Goonish she might as well have been born Goon. We must co-opt her.
“I’ve got something of interest to you.”
“Continue.”
“To supplement my meager fixed income, I fence somethings (artifacts) to somethings (faerie) on
occasion. You know, the usual odds and ends. Nothing but nickel and dime stuff, really.”
“From local archeology digs?”
“Usually.”
“Go on.”
“I know my limitations. So, I usually shy away from that big league stuff.”
“Cut to the chase.”
“And here I was thinking you liked it when I beat around the bush.”
“TALLY.”
“Okay. Okay. Here’s the skinny. I’ve come into the possession of a.”
“Of a what?”
“A BOX. And I’ve got a buyer for it who wants it posthaste.”
“A Druid BOX?”
“No. It’s.”
“It’s what?”
“Third-Stream.”
“Our private spooning didn’t come close to paying for the trouble you want me to put myself in.”
“Quite so.”
“Fuck! I’m a badge now!”
“I know.”
“You made that bed, and you’re the only one who should have to lie in it.”
“Agreed.”
There’s a long silence, a very long silence.
“Retired. Huh?”
“Yes.”
“Okay, retired school teacher. Ooops. I mean, retired madam.”
“Okay, yes?”
“Okay, yes.” There’s another very long silence. “Why do I have the distinct feeling I’m being
had?”
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Tally’s only response is a smile.
“Thought so.”

“RESOURCES IN CASE OF DEFEAT* For where losses
and advantages seem nearly equal, he is reputed to have the
superiority who bears up against his misfortunes with
greatest resolution. He should therefore be first, if possible,
to seize the spoils of the slain and to make rejoicings for
victory. Such marks of confidence, dispirit the enemy and
redouble your own courage.”
Vegetius, the Roman military writer
In Detective Debbie “Santa Klaws” Rochon’s fantasy, Kane’s look is “pungently noir
symphonic!” In place of the solo reality of cuffed Black MAX operas, she fantasies her big girl
sporting a pair of Lido De Paris à la the Stardust casino.
Said ZOXs are an invention of Edy Williams. Yep, that Edy Williams, the famous actress and
British showgirl! These black back-seamed fishnet gloves look just like the nun-style EFX operas
that Kane’s maker let her “borrow,” only they’re not fingerless and they’re much longer (extending
from fingertips to armpits, inclusive).
But, most of all, Debbie’s fantasy revolves around her big girl’s Soft being set on Most Painful
and her big girl wearing Miss Boos set on most uncomfortable really pinching!
Needless to say, in said fantasy, Kane’s a textbook in Victorian era, apparel-induced
disfigurement: bulging up-n-out balcony (thrusted breasts), wasp-waist, pinched feet and crossed
toes, the works.
“So. What’s up, doc?” Debbie asks, as she steps from the shadows.
“Just helping an old friend, a retired school teacher, relive past glories; past glories she never
really lived in the first place. You know, underworld role-playing,” Kane answers, as she exists the
apartment building’s main front entrance.
Kane’s something to behold indeed, a fitting caboose for the Murder Inc. ho train: a real, rootin’
tootin’, gun toting hottie.
Yep. There’s no doubt about it, her look very much says, “Kitted up to kill.” As Xing “The Big
Show” Wang, that proverbial “walking path of rage,” would say, “She’s embarking on living large
and in charge. So, that others might perish.”
“I’ve heard stories about that Goon. Like maybe, she’s much more than she seems.”
“Like I said: What she is, is a retired school teacher who enjoys underworld role-playing.”
Debbie’s knows otherwise, but, she knows when to pick her fights.
“No crime in that.”
“Quite so.”
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“Well, girlfriend, be seeing ya on the flipside.” Debbie blows Kane a kiss as she disappears back
into the shadows from whence she came.
Kane hails down a cab and directs the driver to drop her off on Washington Avenue, otherwise
known as “streetwalker’s lane.” She prepays him. The fat bank roll doesn’t keep him from getting
nosey, though.
“Be needing something?”
“No, ma’am.”
“Then keep your eyes on the road; not on me.”
It’s not what she says, but how she says it, that “persuades” the cabbie to stop spying on the
gunwhore-for-hire riding in the back of his cab and redirect his undivided attention to the business
at hand, which is driving his hack in rush hour traffic.
“Drive. Evade my pursuer for as long as you can.”
“Understood.”
“Good.”
“Now. Find a place to, inconspicuously, let me out.”
“Stage right. Be ready.”
As the cabby rounds a corner fast, she dives out and rolls into the depths of an alleyway; the
hack, carrying Detective Rochon, continues in hot pursuit of her cab.
She waits until the coast is clear and then heads off toward the Pagan Quarter. After her little
humping session with Tally, as if on cue, she got an address via messenger from her old and dear
friend Scotty Flamingo: the whereabouts of Kali’s wayward follower. She also got a warning along
with that message from Scotty: Fallon “Jimmy” Noone (no one) wears people! In a past life, during
the War, Fallon was the apprentice of Hanna “Hannes” Bok, the personal seamstress of Hitler’s
wife, Eva Braun.
Fallon Noone’s “Palm Reading” is an unassuming little shop on a quiet street lined with
unassuming little shops. Kane clears her throat on the stoop, makes that sign, then enters. The shop,
like the dwelling above it, is sealed and blessed in the world, both known and unknown, which is
why Kali’s wayward couldn’t be found!
The proprietress, “Jimmy” Fallon Noone, an eighty-something tattooed-n-pierced-to-within-aninch-of-her-life Eyed Crone, gives the leggy gunsel, with the animalistic visceral appeal and body
built for sin, the once over.
It’s been a long time, too long, since I’ve had a chance to “disfigure” the likes of her: Fallon
thinks to herself.
Fallon walks right up into Kane’s face and begins sniffing her.
“You smell sent. Who sent you?”
“A mutual acquaintance, who told me you’re a clearing house for the underground railroad. I’m
in a jam and need to take a prolong vacation. Capish?”
“I smell an Eye. I smell worm on your breath. But, I don’t smell cop. Do you know the words?”
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“I like games. I’ve played games. But, alas, they’ve never been games like yours,” replies Kane,
as she pays Ms. Noone with a horse-choking wad of thousand-dollar bills.
“You know the words.”
Fallon Noone flashes her jaggeds: blood-drinking fangs and flesh-rending teeth. Her “flesh”
costume consists of a belly dancer’s veil and loinskin, both of which were harvested from a
Mundane albino. Bejeweled hands and feet, with the fingers of the right hand being elongated. The
spinster looks like a palm-reading play-witch right out of a B-movie, right down to her waist-length
triple-E cucumbers (slang for breasts) and enraged haggard divorcee’s face and streaked multicolored hair that’s a rainbow of dingy off-white, faded silver-grey, dirty orange, dull red, sickly
yellow, but mostly dusky black, with “Sexy Lingerie” ribbons weaved into the rainbow ‘do.
People on the lam come to her, thinking that she’s their ticket out. What she is, is their one-way
ticket to nowhere fast. Scotty’s the middleman, who feeds her these suckers. He gets to keep all of
the money the suckers pay him. She gets to keep all of the suckers. Nice arrangement.
Sometimes Ms. Noone sells ‘em into white slavery. Sometimes they end up in the pot. The
choice ones, the ones like Kane, always end up in her wardrobe.
Fallon’s Eye “blinks.” Kane falls to the floor, a twitching ragdoll, with her Eye invoked. Jimmy
strips the girl, tossing her gear down a laundry chute.
“You won’t be needing any of that ever again,” Ms. Noone proclaims, as she drags her new suit
of clothes up the stairs to her living quarters where she transforms Kane into a forty-something
mindless cunt-lapping slave likeness of herself, by shoving the face of the unconscious Eyed girl
into a BOX of Third-Stream manufacture.
Ms. Noone has been in need of a slave look-a-like to assist her ever since she got bored with her
last one and ate the trollop, and this girl will do quite nicely as a replacement.
So, just like her predecessor, Kane will also double as Jimmy’s “Girl Friday.” The BOX loads
that generic personality into the girl’s blank mind.
Mondo Kane becomes Kunt (cunt). Such is the fate Jimmy intends for the hubba-hubba girl.
Ms. Noone dresses Kunt like herself, except that Kunt’s skins are transparent and Kunt’s hair
ribbons are hot pink, instead of violet. Then she proceeds to go over the books, while Kunt eats her
cunt.
When Ms. Noone opens her wardrobe, to drool over her choice collection of people wearables
her suits of people, she gets an unexpected surprise. She’s eye-to-eye with a sword-wielding Kane.
“Do anything stupid, I mean anything, and you’ll lose your head. Capish?”
“Yes.”
“Smart girl. Now,” Kane pauses for effect, “step back slowly.”
Ms. Noone obeys, sword blade held to her neck.
As Kane steps out of the wardrobe, she moves sideways, in front of the adjacent hi-girl. That’s
when she feels the muzzle of a gun against the back of her neck.
“I taught you better than that, Tally. Never pull a gun on anyone unless you’re going to use it.”
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“You were expecting me?” Tally questions nervously.
“Who else would it be, but Ms. Noone’s baby sister, waiting in the hi-girl to ambush me, when,
not if, things went wrong for your sibling and I got the upper hand just like you warned Ms. Noone.
But she wouldn’t listen, would she?”
Neither sister bothers asking the obvious: “How did Kane know that Tally had an older sister,
and that older sister was Ms. Noone?”
“I told you, sis, she was good; the best.”
“Silence. I’m the Elder here,” Ms. Noone commands. Tally obeys.
“What you are is sushi, if, when, I say so,” Kane quips.
Tally’s gun hand begins shaking. Kane smiles and “collapses” her sword.
“Still believe I’m a chix?”
“No. I’m convinced you’re who you should be. Tally, put away that abomination.” Tally holsters
her gun; a look of relief possesses her face. Ms. Noone points at a set of table and chairs.
“Let’s talk.”
“Lets.”
They sit down. Tally remains mum.
“Truth-or-dare, girlie,” Ms. Noone commands.
“Fair enough. Shoot or loot.”
“Grown-up?”
“Too staid.”
“Hot hips and fabulous thighs?”
“I’ll look very adult, indeed.”
Ms. Noone high-arches a plucked eyebrow upon hearing this.
“I’m honored.”
“You should be.”
Now it’s Ms. Noone who smiles broadly.
“So, you knew it was a trap all along?”
“Of course.”
“And you knew there was also business to be done?”
“It always is with you Victorians.”
Ms. Noone smiles even more broadly. She goes jagged!
“The BOX part of our charade is real; that’s the business. Your commission, for services
rendered, is the goddess Kali’s wayward. I’m sure you noticed her hanging up in the wardrobe,
with the other meat-on-the-hook.”
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“Done and done.”
“I’ll miss Its company, but, business is business,” Ms. Noone concedes as she hands Tally a
Third-Stream BOX that’s twin to the one in her dressing room.
“I’m sure It will understand, sis.”
Kane watches the exchange through the shop window. Her look is very adult, indeed. It’s KKK,
of course.
Her bra and bikers are set on Most Painful, resulting in the expected: a pneumatic jutt, a waspwaist, an even more snug-fitting crotch and rear cleavage. Her bikers’ crotch and rear cleavage are
so snug-fitting; yet, you can’t “read her lips” or “plumb her crack.”
Needless to say, even when her bikers aren’t Most Painful, that low-rider centerpiece with its
plunging waistline and snug-fitting crotch and rear cleavage, is just to die for.
Her clogs are set on clear-coat, to please Tally. Out of deference to the Puppet Master Ms.
Noone, there’s a Miss Hancock in Purse. Her katz is worn for her Fats, of course. The Gestapo
rosary hanging around her neck, and the pair of sternns in Purse, are for her Baroness of course.
Her bra and bikers being set on Most Painful, is for Deb and herself of course.
The two gamers shake hands and hug, before Tally ducks into a waiting limo that whisks her off.
The big black limo is one of Liz Velvet’s.
Ms. Noone waves goodbye and reenters the shop. She’s dressed in a Koo Stark, accessorized
with: that matching strapless push-up bra; and Miss Boo kicks, those shiny classic-style Black
Patent-Leather opera pumps, the ones by Maidenform with the 6-inch stiletto heels and the equally
keen toes, the preferred shoes of Kooing “Church ladies.” She’s bare-legged, of course: the
definitive statement of the stern, staid female who’s Kooing in public. There’s a Miss Hancock, that
collapsible riding crop, the favorite of Victorian femmes, in her suit coat’s left flap pocket: a very
Victorian touch, indeed. And, she’s “fully” gloved: ZOXs, of course.
You can’t tell if Ms. Noone’s packing and strapping, of course. Oh, the plot do thicken.
Kane flips the sign from “Open” to “Closed” and locks the front door. The front door is STEEL,
enameled to resemble wood. She dumb-blondes, and asks the obvious: “Like, good enough to eat?”
“Yes, you are.”
“Like, what planet?” Kane asks, doing the ultimate in “dumb blonde.”
“Does the ‘tight’ walk that the Koo’s restrictive skirt dictate, make my girl-Friday ever so horny
enough?”
“Like, yea,” Kane answers vacuously, just like a Valley Girl or a Girl-Friday (the kept of a
Victorian). The bleach job enjoys playing along with Ms. Noone; relishing her fantasy role as the
Crone’s Kooing floozy. It’s fantasy ‘cause Mondo obviously isn’t Kooing, she’s KKK.
“Good.”
“Like, too bad I don’t have the thunderous thighs of a Goon; then I’d get a real good rubbing
between my legs when I walked.”
“Amuse yourself, while I make phone calls.”
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“Surf’s up,” with that said, Kane sits herself down in a chair, gaping her legs open crudely.
In Ms. Noone’s fantasy, the suit coat of Kane’s Koo unbuttons itself as Kane pulls a Miss
Hancock out of its flap pocket. The Miss Hancock deploys, extending to its full length. Kane
begins flogging her chiseled, GVGH-painted midriff: shades of the Baroness. Her skirt is down
around her knees. Kane’s wearing her strap-on: which you couldn’t tell until her skirt pulled and
tugged itself down. She jacks-off with her free hand: again, shades of the Baroness. Her Hi-C is
Most Painful, and will remain so as long as she’s Kooing. She’s wearing both of her Boos.
In reality, Kane’s bikers are pulled down around her knees. She’s doing the wim-wam: finger
fucking herself, while she’s flogging her chiseled GVGH-painted midriff with Ms. Noone’s spare
Miss Hancock. Her head is thrown back; hype hair draping the back of the chair she’s sitting in.
Her Hi-C is open, exposing plump titties which glisten with her duster-as-snake’s saliva. One clog,
the right one, is laying on the floor, while the other one dangles precariously from the toes of her
left foot. Kane’s duster anxiously awaits its turn at bat; ready to give its mistress’ twat and asshole
the same kind of generous licking it gave its mistress’ titties.

“Bruno won his matches with nothing but toughness.
Backlund won with an eerie combination of amateur
wrestling and carnival type shoot wrestling. Dem mugs I
can understand. The fluff you’ve been drooling over for the
better part of an hour, that deep-dish apple pie stuffed in
that too small black satin dress, is another story altogether.
She’s sick. Even the thrill seeking hoi polloi, on the make
for bawdy house kicks, avoid her with a passion. Capish?”
Zelda “Lugz” Klezmer, of klezmer music fame
Chop-Chop jumps Kane: fast, brutal, and efficient. The Katts put the kibosh on the Puppet
Master. The overconfidence of the Witch, Wraith, and Rock Troll, proves to be their undoing,
though.
Kane turns the tables on Chop-Chop: faster, more brutal, and more efficiently. She makes him
look like a rank amateur. And at no time does the vat-dyed blonde have to resort to using her shiv
or her rods, either. She uses her fists, Mob-style! So, what she does to Chop-Chop has nothing to do
with boxing.
Ms. Noone counters with an Asai moonsault, a louche, and a fecundity; swiftly subduing both
sisters. Then, true-to-form, she tries on both sisters; wearing ‘em simultaneously! It’s a feat the
likes of Petula “Pet” Clark, Xavier “Mazuma” Cugat, and even Lesley “Party Girl” Gore, would be
hard pressed to equal. Once more she proves, without a doubt, why she’s considered by many to be
the greatest Puppet Master who’s ever lived.
Two Lost Girls, with mob not Mob written all over ‘em, seem to come out of nowhere thanks to
walk-about. Both are immaculately dressed in perfectly tailored tuxedos; Mob-style female tuxes,
with big 1940-ish “Joan Crawford”-style shoulder pads for that “broad shoulders” lesbian look.
Being Vampire, both are nice looking, but on the hard side (Sound familiar?). Both are brandishing
weapons: .357 Magnum auto-loaders, the weapon of choice for the Business. Both have their orders
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to not interject themselves into the fling-ding of their boss Liz’s stray babe, Mondo Kane. They’re
here for moral support, only; as such, the two gun molls content themselves with securing the
mouth of the alley.
A tall, lean old man, with a handlebar mustache and a lantern jaw, sporting a jaunty checkered
hat, and dressed in a Mr. Moola business suit and Allen Edmonds wing-tip shoes, takes careful
notes from ingenious concealment. Fats wants a thorough report card on her Mondo Kane. So far,
he’s yet to see any ring rust.

“Why, you two ungrateful SOBs. You’d better remember
who it was who brought you to the dance, because if you
want to fight, I’m sure here to remind you who’s gonna
take you home.
cantankerous old cuss, wealthy as all get-out
As per the twins’ orders, Mr. Moto’s waiting by the phone in their hotel suite. He’s waiting for a
victory call from them, his gut says he’ll never receive. Yep; he’d give Vegas odds he’s out of a
job.
The twins should’ve called by now. Rats. I tried my best to dissuade ‘em, but they wouldn’t listen.
Then again, things could be worse. After all, it’s only a job. I can always get another. I’ve got a rep
as one of the best legman in the PI business. So, I won’t be unemployed long.
Yep. I need to cheer up and look on the shiny side. I could be dead or worse; with worse being
worn! And dead or worn is what I bet I would’ve ended up, if I had gone on the gig with the twins.

“Never eat anything bigger than your head. Never play pool
at a place called Pop’s. Never eat at a place called Mom’s.”
Chang Kai Shek
“No Koo, no in. That’s club policy, it’s strictly enforced and there are no exceptions,” barks the
Kooing doorman, Daisy De Voe. She’s massive, old, and no-nonsense. And Daisy’s been the
doorman at the Clara Bow Ladies’ Club, for as long as there’s been a Clara Bow Ladies’ Club.
Ms. Noone shrugs her shoulders and turns to Mondo. “Sorry, but I tried.”
“Stow the act, sist’r. I know when I’ve been set up,” Kane playfully retorts. The big girl proceeds
to do a striptease right there on the sidewalk in front of the Clara Bow Ladies’ Club, as Kooing club
members and their Kooing guests enter the club. Duster, bikers, and clogs are handed over to Ms.
Noone in exchange for Ms. Noone’s spare Koo and Boos. And Kane doesn’t just dress, she does a
reverse striptease.
Properly attired, looking staid and grown-up in a business outfit instead of the usual very adult
(X-rated KKK), Kane’s allowed to ingress to the club by a clapping, whistling, cat-calling Daisy.
And Daisy not the only one giving Kane the business.
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As Kane crosses the club’s threshold, Suzy-Q raises to the veil position. She keeps Biblical
distance behind Ms. Noone, as Ms. Noone heads toward one of the smaller auction rooms where
the exchange is to take place.
Kay Levitz, a Victorian woman representing Uber Braun, is buying Ms. Noone’s spare BOX. Ms.
Noone briefed Kane that Ms. Levitz, a protégée of Stacey Nox and Madison Stone, is an astute
CPA with a thug past. Ms. Noone has also forewarned Kane that Madame Zolta, a Thieves in Law,
will be accompanying Ms. Levitz.
Madame Zolta is the reason why the rules-of-exchange will be according to the Thieves Code.
Reader-Advisor, Puppet Master, widow of the infamous Leon “Bernsie” Berstein (The Shutterbug),
a foremost strongarm in the Thieves World (the Russian mafia), and an around first-class
guttersnipe, Madame Zolta is no one to be taken lightly.
Every which way Kane looks, she sees somebody off the society page: Jenna “Noella” Bair,
Lynn “Rachel” Bair, Vinnie “Sarah” Ceceliano, Janet Stevens, Beth Richards, Katherine
“Maryanna” McGregor, “The Defecting Witch” Paige Trent, Agent Female whose father founded
the Union Pacific Railroad Police, Trasy Broussard, Sorceress “Two” Ringer, etc., etc., etc.
Every which way Kane looks, Kooing gals are making deals. For the winners, coin’s being made
hand over fist. And for the losers, a girl could run up some heavy sugar in debts on these wheels.
We aren’t talking about millions, either. We’re talking about billions, minimum, and oftentimes
trillions. For the Victorian, only God and family, comes before money.
Needless to say, doing deals equates to having an epiphany for a Victorian.
This is a caste that Kane has never been privy to before now. She’s starting off with its very top
echelon. And she fits right in.
Tally is waiting for ‘em, BOX in hand, by the auction room’s DOOR. By the by. The auction
room is a ROOM.
The Kooing trio makes that sign and steps through the DOOR. When the trio emerges from the
DOOR, Ms. Noone and Tally walk over to the deal table where Ms. Levitz and Madame Zolta are
waiting.
Kane hangs back. Part of her mind is lost in lurid introspection; preoccupied by her immersion in
a world that decrees its women go looking like schoolmarms in public. And, the Koo is key to said
look.
She’s really getting off on the ultra-stern way she looks, when she’s wearing the snakeskin
business suit. In fact, right now, Kooing is running a close second to going bare-legged for her.
How long that will last, though, is anyone’s guess.
Ms. Noone and Ms. Levitz shake hands. Tally spits in the spittoon, before setting the BOX on the
deal table.
While the principals do their thing, their seconds begin the “dance of death.” Neither Kane nor
Zolta can tell if the other one is strapping or packing, and neither one cares. When it’s time to slap
leather or shop till you drop, what’s what will be known.
Madame Zolta undoes the buttons of her suit coat. She’s got “Russian mafia” written all over her.
But, she isn’t Mob by a long ways.
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Kane’s Suzy-Q goes offline. The big girl’s smiling broadly. Her lips are thin and ripe, and
moistened by the saliva of a long facile tongue.
The exchange happens: the sisters get the money; Ms. Levitz gets the BOX. Both parties step
back from the table; their backs to their respective seconds.
The sisters don’t hear long-legged Kane whistle. They take two more steps back, then Tally
gunslings, while Ms. Noone dives to the floor out of harm’s way. Tally cuts a surprised-looking
Ms. Levitz in half.
But before Tally can draw and fire her roscoe, before she can blow away Ms. Levitz, Kane has
smoked the Thieves-in-Law. Madame Zolta’s last thoughts: impossible; nobody’s that fast!
Tally retrieves her sister’s BOX from Ms. Levitz’s dead hands. Her sister stands up, happy as
could be.
Ms. Noone looks Kane’s way and utters the obvious: “Tally swore by you, and now I see why.”
Ms. Noone hands Tally the money-filled satchel. Tally, grinning from ear to ear, carries the
money and the BOX over to the DOOR, where she waits patiently for her beloved older sister.
The money, minus the club’s twenty percent commission and a ten percent payoff to Liz for
services rendered, will be split evenly between the two siblings.
Being a legit shooting, Kane phones in the incident to the police, just like she previously phoned
in the incident with the Katt twins and their minion Chop-Chop.
“There’s no need to be forthcoming with the police about my little public indiscretion. Capish?”
“Understood. We Victorians are a tight-lipped bunch. As for the Thief, Zolta won’t say anything
out of sheer embarrassment. Besides, if it ever got out that she was taken this easily, the Thieves
would make sure that she went missing for good.
“Good.” Kane pauses. “It’s been a busy night: two lethal incidents, both legit, and all of the dead
will have arisen by morning.”
“Truth or dare?”
“Whatever be your pleasure: Methuselah, Festnungskaien, witticisms, or rigmarole.”
“Tell me a story.”
“A hip chick, who was worshipping a goddess for kicks, got bored and wanted out of her Eternal
commitment. She was your favorite suit of clothes, until I came along. You fancied me better than
her from the git-go.”
“But, you digress.”
“Sorry.”
“Apology accepted. Now, back to your fable.”
“A Victorian, with a penchant for wearing people, is in cahoots with a white slaver named Scotty
Flamingo. They run a badger game on well-heeled runaways. This is how said Victorian got said
hip chick hanging up in her wardrobe.”
“Tell me more.”
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“The hip chick was partners-in-crime with two crooked Nazis. You see, she’s the brainiac who
figured out a way for the trio to steal from the Church, undetected. But hip chicks like her are
notoriously unreliable, and even more notoriously greedy. So, when the Nazis saw a nice clean way
of getting rid of her, they took it.”
“A touch would have been cleaner.”
“Not so. There’s a matter of incriminating evidence, held by an unknown barrister, which would
be hand delivered to the Pope, if the hip chick ever got snuffed for good.”
“So, any unresurrectable demise of hers that reeked of a double-cross spelled said Nazis’
undoing.”
“Quite so.”
“Go on.”
“So, when the hip chick opted out of her arrangement with the goddess, and needed to disappear,
said Nazis saw their chance to be rid of her forever. She asked them for a ticket out. They sent her
to you, through Scotty Flamingo.”
“So, the story had a happy ending.”
“For everybody, except for the hip chick.”
“She doesn’t count.”
“I stand corrected.”
“Good girl.”
“Want to wear me, later?”
“Very good girl. But, first, before I wear you later, what’s the moral of the story.”
“A goddess got rid of a disloyal subject. A Victorian got that most wanted suit of clothes. And a
fat pie of gee that was getting split three ways in the lopsided favor of said hip chick, got even
fatter in the Nazis’ favor now that it’s being split evenly between only two.”
“That’s the summation, not the moral.”
“The summation is the moral.”
“Very good girl.” Ms. Noone pauses for effect. “There’s one more thing.”
“Yes?”
“What if I had gotten hold of the goddess’ wayward by nefarious means? In other words, what if
the wayward hadn’t been on the lam from the goddess, what if I’d had her kidnapped after fancying
her anonymously from afar?”
“Then, we wouldn’t be having this conversation. So, you see, it’s like you said, a happy ending
for everybody who counts,” Kane replies, as Suzy-Q veils her. In defiance of Ricky’s edict, but
totally in keeping with what she must do, she invokes a sternka. From Purse she retrieves the
Baroness’ spare sternns, and puts ‘em on. She’s all business: her Baroness’ business, that is. Ms.
Noone smiles and bows politely. Then, without saying another word, she exits the ROOM with her
sister Tally.
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“In all history, there is no instance of a country having
benefited from prolonged warfare. Only one who knows
the disastrous effects of a long war can realize the supreme
importance of rapidity in bringing it to a close.”
Sun Tzu
Since this is Kane’s first time in the ladies’ club, she gets the business: a sorority-style verbal
hazing. It’s all in the spirit of good, clean fun: Esprit de Corps.
Slob, creep, louse, are some of the “nicer” adjectives hurled at Kane as she heads down the main
hallway toward the club’s front entrance. And, if looks could kill, Kane would be many times dead.
She gets the same kind of lethal looks and bad mouthing from Daisy the doorman, as she
emerges from the old-fashioned revolving door that’s been the club’s main entrance since the
club’s inception.
Kane’s mind is much too busy “broadcasting” the PFE (predictive future event model) for her
next deadfall, to be distracted by the tiresome histrionics of a ladies’ club members and employees.
Yep, broadcasting! Anyone doing even a quickie surface scan of her thoughts can “see,”
telepathically speaking that is, what she’s planning to do.
As she passes by the hack stand in front of the club, her suit coat unbuttons itself and opens itself
up wide to publicly advertise she’s armed and dangerous. This amounts to hanging a “Do Not
Disturb” sign around her neck. She’s heading in the direction of the Copa.
Nobody crosses paths with her, by chance. Crowds part for her, coincidently. Everyone knows
the score. Get out of her way, just don’t make it look obvious.
Detective Rochon, back on the trail after having been given the slip, watches the big girl from
afar, knowing she can’t legally intervene. She can only arrest Mondo, after the fact; that’s assuming
Mondo survives.
Mondo, the private detective, is really throwing Debbie, the police detective, for a loop, by being
so obvious about her intentions. What the big girl’s planning to commit is murder, a doublehomicide no less, and she’s making no bones, excuse the pun, about it.
Smelling a rat, so to speak, Detective Rochon uses her flip-phone to call the secondary
surveillance team positioned outside the Copa: no haps, nothing is happening. Then, she checks in
with the primary surveillance team which is undercover inside the Copa: ditto, no haps; again,
nothing’s happening.
After another half-hour of this seemingly pointless cat-n-mouse, Debbie moves in to do an upclose-n-personal. When Deb’s within a half-block of the Amazon, Mondo turns around briefly.
That’s when all hell breaks loose, unbeknownst to Detective Rochon.
Based on an anonymous tip called into the precinct house, which is immediately forwarded to the
onsite surveillance teams for checkout, a grisly discovery is made: Herr Heydrich and Herr Berger,
murdered gangland-style, their severed heads lying beside their bodies, in a secret room known
only to a select few!
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With the tip confirmed, Detective Rochon, the OIC, the officer in charge, is informed. Rochon
reels in Mondo, and arrests her.
With her legs propped up nonchalantly on the table, Mondo sits in an interview room being
“interviewed” by two cops, Detectives Rochon and Olds.
Rochon is playing bad cop. Olds, Nedra “Neal” Olds, is playing badder cop. Olds is Rochon’s
partner and mentor. Everything Rochon knows, Olds taught her.
Olds, who’s on temporary loan to the Organized Crime Task Force, invited herself in on this one;
after she’d gotten the green light from the skipper in Homicide, Captain Rollens, of course.
Badder cop, who’s standing right in front of Mondo, with only the table between ‘em, takes over
the cross: “The way I figure it, either your Mob girlfriend, Fats Waller, or your mob girlfriend, Liz
Velvet, hit those two Nazis on your say-so. You fucked up big time, bitch.” Olds pauses for effect.
“The task force I’m on keeps tabs on all the local mobsters, and an eye out for any Mob activity.
OCTF is the reason why the Business has yet to establish a foothold on the Moon.”
Olds, an imposing Rock Troll, rests her fists on the table, none too gently, and puts her mug right
in Mondo’s face. The cocky Mondo yawns, then turns the tables, so to speak.
“You’re cute. I want to fuck you.”
Olds’ response: Mondo’s knocked out of the chair she’s sitting in, and into the wall behind her.
Kane’s response, as she’s picking herself off the floor: “I like it rough. Hit me again, baby; only,
harder this time.”
Olds looks Kane straight in the eyes, and realizes the big girl’s serious.
“Sick bitch.”
“Guilty as charged. Now, where’s that second love tap; or was that first one only a tease, instead
of a sample of what’s to come?”
Olds snaps, and tears into Kane. She beats the Blonde to a bloody pulp. Much to her frustration
though, Kane gets off on the beating, experiencing orgasm after orgasm.
Round two begins with Olds and Rochon tearing into Kane. Kane’s in seventh heaven. The two
cops are real pros.
“That’ll be enough of that, officers,” orders Fel Mason, as she steps into the room, accompanied
by Captain Rollins and a trio of uniformed cops.
The detectives’ response: Olds and Rochon step it up a notch, and intensify the beating.
“Olds, Rochon; cease and desist,” commands Captain Rollens.
The two detectives cease and desist, and assume positions in the neutral corners.
Captain Rollens turns to Attorney Mason: “Get that piece of trash out of here, Mason, before I
suffer a bout of temporary amnesia and forget that the D.A.’s office has dropped all charges against
your client.”
“May I join you, officer?”
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Rochon looks up and sees a familiar smirking face. The detective policeman is sulking over a cup
of coffee in a booth at her favorite diner. The black coffee reeks of Jack Daniel’s. Rochon is offduty, and has decided to get drunk; drowning her frustration in Whiskey.
Yep. Policeman. Rochon’s much too “old school” to cotton that “Politically Correct”
policewoman bullshit.
“I’ll take that as a yes.” Kane sits down across from Rochon. She slips off her suit coat and
pumps.
“Come to gloat?”
“Of course.”
“Bitch.”
“And?”
“I ought to.”
“You’re a good cop. You’ll do nothing of the sort.”
“You arrogant bitch!”
“You’re drunk.”
“Not drunk enough. But, I’m getting there.”
“Truth or dare?”
“Sure. Why not.”
“Hypothetically speaking?”
“Okay. I’ll play along.”
“I couldn’t prove that Heydrich and Berger were stealing from the Church. Oh. I’d constructed a
fable, all right.”
“But a fable’s just supposition, and supposition ain’t proof. Nothing that would stand up in a
court of law.”
“Exactly.”
“So, you just had them killed.”
“In a way, yes.”
“And you used yourself as bait, so I’d be your perfect alibi. While I’m tailing you, the errant
Nazis get taken out.”
“Bravo. I’m impressed. Brains and beauty, too.”
“Go on with your ‘hypothetical.’”
“I knew my friends, being the good Catholics they are, wouldn’t stand by and do nothing while
those two Judases continued to steal from the Church. So.”
“You knew they’d do the hit, without you even having to so much as ask ‘em. You just sat back
and let nature take its course. They did your dirty work for you.”
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“You’re doing so well. Finish up. Do the summation.”
“Fats gets the club, promising the Church its fair share. Liz makes political brownie points with
the Business. Said Cosa Nostra gets that foothold on the Moon it’s wanted for years, and with the
Church’s okay, no less. And us cops can prove no wrongdoing. We end up with egg on our faces.”
Mondo leans forward, her bra most painful: cleavage galore. Bruised and bloodied and beaten up,
the big girl’s still quite fetching. She rubs a foot against one of Rochon’s shins. “I’ll make it up to
you. Hell. Call up Olds. She’s off-duty by now. I’ll make it up to both of you. And I don’t mean
just with a threesome, either.”
“As in?”
“Does Homburghat, Jon-Erik Hexum’s contract killing, ring a bell?”
Rochon sobers up and smiles. Mr. Archibald Cox, the so-called “Kamikaze maniac” of the
investment world. The police have been after that half-ass Comanche for years. Every time they get
close to nailing that sonofabitch though, something “happens” to the key witness: either amnesia or
disappearance.
A professional bodyguard and dirty-works man named Kotko, Ivory “Priest” Kotko, is the one
who police suspect is doing Mr. Cox’s witness tampering.
But there’s no hard evidence to prove any of the police’s suspicions about either Cox or Kotko.
PIs the likes of Ellery Queen, S.S. Van Dine, Philo Vance, Nero Wolfe, Archie Goodwin, Carroll
John Daly, Agatha Christie, “Partners in Crime, Class of 1929” Tommy and Tuppence Beresford,
and even Race Williams, proved to be nothing more than ineffectual dilettantes when it came to
snaring “Kamikaze” Cox and his righthand man “Priest” Kotko. But, maybe, a P.I. like Kane, could
get that evidence.
“It’s a deal. But no funny business. We take these scumbags down, by the book.”
“Yours? Or mine?”

“Rome did not conquer the world by holding meetings,
they did it by killing all those opposed to them.”
excerpt from “Pax Romona, Blueprint for Conquest”
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Foreword
“Common sense wisdom.”
Early to bed, early to rise, makes a woman healthy, wealthy, and wise.
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Book Six
SVSV

(Modern acronym usage)
Serious Violence for the Seriously Violent
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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Patton’s Pride
“Pride always cometh before the fall.”
“By-pass Trier Major. We estimate it will take four divisions to capture and six divisions total to
secure. Repeat. This is Allied High Command. Do not attempt to engage tangos on Trier Major.”
“Roger that. Message received from Command. Unfortunately, we have already captured said
objective. Have secured same with the two divisions it took to overcome defending planetary
forces. Do you wish me to give it back? Awaiting orders from Command. Patton out.”
General George S Patton
“Old Blood-n-Guts”
(Senior Rim Commander, Western Theatre, U.S. Army Expeditionary Force)
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Chapter One
Poison D’em Elves
“’Cause greener pastures are over the hill.”
There’s just the two of them, goddess Kali and her Other and her Slut, in the goddess’ most
private chambers. Slut and Other, of course, are one in the same person.
Because the goddess finds it most distasteful to see the big girl as Mondo Kane, Kane must come
to Kali’s private universe already changed into Slut and wearing Slut’s gear.
The big girl’s GVGH is what allows her to change into Slut without having to use a worm.
Kali “sniffs” the slut called Slut, and smiles. She can smell the big girl’s been recently worn,
worn repeatedly, worn by a Puppet Master, worn by The Puppet Master no less, and, yet, the big
girl’s not “worn out.” She can smell the big girl’s been recently catting about with a Troll and an
Elf, and, yet, the big girl’s not the least bit spent.
“I’m sorry to bring you such a tale of woe, my goddess. But, after having confirmed the private
detective’s account of Abomination’s indiscretion, it was my obligation to relay word-for-word
what that Mondo Kane person reported to me.”
Here, in Kali’s world, the big girl must refer to herself in the third person, whenever she’s
referring to her doings as Mondo Kane, as if she and Mondo were two different people.
“Quite so, Slut. It was your obligation to do so, true enough.” Kali pauses, weighs her options,
and then makes a swift judgment: “The traitor, Abomination, has to be written off. She’ll go into
tonight’s pot; not the communal pot, mind you, but, the pot I keep back here for self. Which means
I’m still short an Abomination.”
“I’m sure you’ll find a suitable replacement, my goddess.”
“Quite so.”
“And, it will be sooner, not later, my goddess.”
“I would hope so.”
“I know so, my goddess.”
“Oh? Really?”
“Really, my goddess.”
“Go on.”
“Is not a slut an abomination, my goddess?”
“Yes, Slut. A slut is an abomination.”
“Then. Is not an abomination by another name, still an Abomination, my goddess?”
“So be it.” Kali’s Eye blinks. Abomination, who’s standing in a neutral corner, drooling, staring
blankly out into space, becomes Null, a mere place holder. Slut’s promoted to Abomination, an
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Abomination with Slut’s script, Slut’s GVGH. Slut and Other and Abomination, are now one in the
same person.
Furthermore, Kali reshapes the new Abomination’s face into a likeness of the previous
Abomination’s face and, into the girl’s mind; she pours the memories of that previous
Abomination. Then, she strips the girl, placing Slut’s gear in her hi-girl. From said hi-girl she
retrieves the previous Abomination’s gear. Lastly, she flicks that “switch” in the big girl’s head;
figuratively, of course, not literally.
In outward appearance, the big girl’s now indistinguishable from the previous Abomination.
Mentally, she’s Mondo Kane, with her conscience turned off; a Kane with access to all of the
previous Abomination’s memories. In other words, the new Abomination can pass for the previous
one, and only Kali, and Abomination herself, would be wise to the switch.
“After you please your goddess, we two girls shall dine on your Judas predecessor. There will be
no trace left of her.”
“Yes, my goddess.” Abomination, drops to her knees and pleases her goddess as only she can.
“Here, you can be yourself.”
“Thank you, my goddess,” Abomination answers back, then she goes back to eating her goddess’
pussy.
“And, for the investigative services rendered to me by that Mondo Kane PI, I give you the
memories of my very first Other.” Kali snaps her fingers and makes it so. Into the girl’s mind, she
pours the memories of that original Other. “We shall contrive a fable for the others, a heroic tale of
daring do, where you, my Abomination, are the heroine. You were kidnapped by cognoscenti, who
had coveted you from afar. Mondo Kane found you and liberated you, killing all of the dowrongers in the process. Miss Kane has been paid for services rendered. She’s no longer Slut, a
position which I’ve again retired. You’ve resumed your duties as Abomination, but, you’ve been
inked with Slut’s script, the Other’s script, to indicate that you’ve additionally assumed the duties
of Other. Mondo Kane will be kept on indefinite retainer as protection from any future kidnap
ploys. And, henceforth, forever and ever, you shall only be known as The Other.”
The Other blows her goddess like an all-day sucker.
“It’s the wee hours of the night, and you waited up for me. How romantic.”
“You’ve been catting around.” Ms. Noone sniffs the big girl. “I smell a Troll and a Vampire and
a something. No. A Troll and an Elf and a goddess.”
“Detective Rochon and her partner, Detective Olds, and the Pagan goddess of The Other.”
“You’re playing with dynamite. Rochon and Olds are honest cops. One slip up around them, and
they’ll arrest you so fast your exceedingly pretty head will spin.”
Ms. Noone discreetly makes no further reference to the goddess.
“I know, but, it’s an association that’ll keep me on my toes. Besides, I like fucking them almost
as much as I love fucking you. As for fucking the goddess.”
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Ms. Noone’s Eye blinks. Kane drops to the floor, twitching and drooling. Ms. Noone strips her
naked; tossing her gear down the laundry chute. The Puppet Master dresses Kunt in her skins, her
Girl Friday outfit.
Wearing the big girl, Ms. Noone and Kunt go upstairs for a brisk fuck that goes on into the early
morning hours.

“It must be accepted that the rifle, effective as it is, cannot
replace the effect produced by the speed of the horse, the
magnetism of the charge, and the terror of cold steel.”
Field Marshal Earl Haig
(excerpt to footman, with trench feet, at Somme)
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The “silent service”
“She’s a newshawk for marquees.”
In the words of a long-forgotten Confederate soldier in another war, “You git to play th’ music
while th’ other feller has to dance.”
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Chapter Two
The proverbial hank stand
“Hoof it up the stairs, sensei.”
Ms. Noone has neatly laid out Kane’s bps on the bed, but, it’s not the big girl’s usual: Ms.
Noone’s spare Koo in place of her duster and bikers; her cuffed operas; her tittied, spike-heeled
clogs, set on opaque, of course, for TWT forays; Ms. Noone’s spare Miss Boos, for when FBH is
the order of the day; her Victorian bra; and, that definitive Hag statement, a pair of opaque black
stockings with wide elastic tops, Ms. Noone’s spare Opaques.
“I don’t cotton TWT,” Kane, expectedly, protests.
“Nowadays, I prefer you TWT. And, that’s that, ‘young one.’”
Kane gets the “hint” and wisely gives in.
“As you wish, my governess.”
Kane’s protests are quite understandable. Post-modern and modern are win-win situations for the
Amazon, and girl-watchers et al. But, pre-modern is a whole ‘nother story.
As a post-modernist, dressed KKK, she gets to relish the fact that, her long shapely legs are bare
as could be, adorned only by whatnots like her Kendo and Purse and the brief legs of her bikers.
As a modernist, Kooing, she gets to relish the fact that, underneath her skirt, her long shapely
legs are bare as could be, adorned only by whatnots like her Kendo and Purse.
But, as a pre-modernist, dressed TWT, going bare-legged goes out the picture altogether.
A shrink would tell you the obvious: Kane’s preference for the stark look of bare legs, is her
subconscious’ way of making that definitive “Goon” statement. Leggings would be the expected
Elfin statement, while hip-boots would be the analogous Vampiric one.
Of all of Kane’s infernal influences, the naked brutality of the Goon remains the nearest and
dearest to her black heart. Second-to-none Goon brutality juxtaposing Hag ultra-sternness, with the
inherent cruelty of the Vampire and the “born again” viciousness of the Elf thrown in for good
measure, is the definition of what it is to be faerie for her.
Paradoxically, but, quite understandably, wearing black stockings doesn’t bother her the least
little bit. Even so, though, going bare-legged is starker and more brutal looking, and thus more
Goonish than wearing black hose could hope to ever be; in fact, sporting bare legs is the starkest
and most brutal way to go.
A near-naked Ms. Noone, clad only in her Opaques and gloved by her ZOXs, reposes in her
Lazy-Girl recliner, legs crossed, “doing the dirty” with a Miss Hancock while sipping Cognac from
a LEAD crystal goblet, a goblet fashioned for her by Goblin GLASS artisans per her specifications.
“Now, show-n-tell.”
Kane purses the Miss Boos and reverse-stripteases, but, she stops short of putting on the Koo.
Then, she parades around the room, in high-heels and gloved, for a while.
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Needless to say, she revels in the transfixing agony of the hosiery “spiders” of said Opaques,
crawling up and down her flawless legs, doing all those nasty “spidey things” to ‘em, those very
nasty “things.” It’s torture per her dictates.
Kane ends the private, and seamlessly transitions into the public, by asking the expected
question, in the expected fashion.
“Is milady in need of a lady maid?” Kane asks, breathlessly.
“Did I hear you, correctly, Miss Kane? You’re volunteering to be my dita?”
“Yes, my governess.”
“Think you’re up to enslavement?”
“Yes, my governess.”
“Prove it.”
As per Victorian etiquette, when she Koos, it’s done as a reverse striptease.
First, of course, is the suit coat. When Kane puts on the suit coat, her bra, of course, goes Most
Painful. She can feel the coat’s “tongues,” the long, facile, educated, forked tongues of its “snakes,”
flick and lick and lap her up-north whatnot, her from the waist up. Needless to say, this tonguing is
per her dictate.
Next, of course, is the suit’s skirt. When Kane puts on the suit’s skirt, her bra, of course, gets
redundant reinforcement for its Most Painful. She can feel the skirt’s “tongues,” the long, facile,
educated, forked tongues of its “snakes,” flick and lick and lap her down-south whatnot, her from
the waist down. Needless to say, this tonguing is per her dictate.
Needless to say, being that snakeskin, that vampiir, and thus fast learners, the fastest, she doesn’t
have to be wearing the Koo’s coat or skirt for them to be able to dictate to her bra that it go Painful.
They can enforce Most Painful for her bra when they’re merely in the immediate vicinity of her HiC.
Needless to say, she’s got a very Victorian jutt and wasp-waist.
Needless to say, her Opaques, the Koo’s torturing her per her dictates.
Needless to say, putting on, or taking off, the snakeskin suit, which “molds” to her tits and ass
and curves and contours, involves a whole lot of pulling and tugging.
Needless to say, you can’t tell she’s being tongued by the Koo, crawled by the Opaques, and
pinched by her razorsharps.
Needless to say, you can’t tell she’s packing and strapping either.
Needless to say, the pencil skirt like all pencil skirts regardless of length stilts (tightens) the
wearer’s walk. Ergo, her walk is “tight.” Yet, paradoxically, in spite of being tight, her walk
steadfastly remains the expected “velvet hammer,” you know, that old fashioned bump-n-grind
burlesque, her usual sexy bump-n-grind: stripper turned high fashion model strutting her stuff down
the runway.
Needless to say, if she had a Goon’s thunderous thighs, there would be the seductive swish-swish
of smooth, thick, muscular, creamy-white, silk encased thighs rubbing against each other whenever
she walked. It would feel like the coarsest sandpaper rubbing and reddening those huge
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“dreamboat” thighs of hers. Talk about friction; the kind that can most easily ignite the wettest
kitchen match, those stiff wooden ones, or just as easily melt the hugest block of “dry” ice!
Needless to say, with her slender thighs, there is the seductive swish-swish of smooth, slender,
creamy-white, silk encased thighs rubbing against each other, but only when she’s crossing her legs
while sitting. When she’s tightly crossing and uncrossing her legs repeatedly while sitting, then it
feels like the coarsest sandpaper rubbing and reddening those slender “dreamboat” thighs of hers.
Talk about friction; the kind that can most easily ignite the wettest kitchen match, those stiff
wooden ones, or just as easily melt the hugest block of “dry” ice!
With thunder thighs, the big girl would be experiencing an epiphany from being tongued by the
snakes of the Koo, from having her thighs “sandpapered” by her stilted (tight) walk, from having
her gams crawled by the hosiery spiders of the Opaques, and from having her toes pinched by the
pointes of her razorsharps. Needless to say, tortures per her dictate.
With her slender thighs, the big girl is experiencing an epiphany from being tongued by the
snakes of the Koo, from having her walk stilted, from having her gams being crawled by the
hosiery spiders of the Opaques, and from having her toes pinched by the pointes of her razorsharps.
Needless to say, tortures per her dictate.
The strong-willed Kane resists for a few more minutes, then, she finally allows the inevitable to
happen: she gives into the overtures, the transfixing agonies, of the suit and the stockings and the
shoes; and by doing so, she takes legal and spiritual “possession” of all of that “borrowed” stuff.
The Koo and the Miss Boos and the Opaques and the Miss Hancock and the sternns and the
Gestapo rosary, all become hers, and hers alone.
Kane’s facial expression goes ultra-stern; like that of the stereotypical bitter divorcee. But, this
so-called Hag-facial, doesn’t make her look the least bit haggard: pretty, before; pretty, afterwards.
“I’m sufficiently lubed. Now. Blow me. Blow me like an all-day sucker.”
Kane does as she’s commanded, and eats her governess’ pussy, all day long!
It’s noon when Kane leaves the shop. She’s bare-legged, of course; FBH being the flavor of the
day.
Needless to say, she revels in the transfixing agony of the Miss Boos “tonguing” her feet and
pinching her toes; tonguing and pinching, of course, that are per her dictates.
With her suit coat buttoned up, and her weapons properly concealed in public, she doesn’t create
a stir.
With sternns complementing her sternka and Hag-facial, the bachelorette’s impolitely mistaken
for that which she isn’t, which is a bitter divorcee, and she’s politely taken for what she is, which is
a Victorian’s dita.
By the by. The first dita to be “enslaved” was enslaved to that Victorian, “The Infamous One,”
the infamous and insidious Dr. Dita von Teese, for whom this position of enslavement was named
after. Naming the position after Dr. von Teese seems only fitting, since, Dr. von Teese invented it.
A dita, of course, is a Victorian ladies’ traveling companion; the equivalent of a sandman or
Victorian gentlemen’s manservant.
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Kane enjoys playing games with Ms. Noone, but it’s time to go back to doing business. And, first
thing on today’s agenda is a loose end called Mr. Moto.
She takes a cab over to his hotel, The Bayous of Louisiana, carefully weighing her options; a
deadfall isn’t one of ‘em. No, killing Moto would be a waste. He was just following orders, doing a
job. The fact he was left behind, clearly indicates that he’d advised against the attack and was
soundly overruled by the Katt sisters.
When Kane exits the hack, after overtipping the cabbie, she creates quite a stir entering the
Bayous; the usual kind of devastating traffic-stopping extravaganza a buxom bare-legged Kooing
bump-n-grinding wench, with mile-long legs, like herself always puts on in pubic whenever and
where ever she makes an entrance.
Gone is the sternka and that Hag-facial, and the thick-lensed glasses have been pursed. Back are
her usual post-modernist hype-haired hard haughty bleached-blonde bitch goddess looks. But, she’s
hardly reverting to type.
Her walk is still stilted, and, if she had thunder thighs, there would still additionally be the
seductive swish-swish of smooth, thick, muscular, creamy-white thighs sandpapering each other.
The stilted walk and the sandpapering are very Victorian, as Victorian as the Koo she’s wearing.
Unfortunately, for the masochist in her, there’s no sandpapering since her thighs are slender instead
of thunderous.
Mondo takes a few moments to be appropriately distracted by the hatcheck girl, get the girl’s
phone number, and make an appointment for later.
The hatcheck is a dyspeptic-looking blonde wearing a flowered kimono that conceals little. The
big girl recognizes her right off as that princess of the Principality of Liechtenstein whose father’s
monarchy was overthrown two years ago. My. My. My. How the mighty have fallen.
Her ride up on the elevator to Mr. Moto’s room is as uneventful as her initial encounter with
Moto. He lets her in, cool as a cucumber, as if they’re old and dear friends, and she’s expected.
“So, you’re Moto. Your BC doesn’t do you justice.”
“Neither does yours, my governess.”
Kane smiles broadly at Moto’s liberty. His calling her “my governess” takes balls. She likes the
little man already.
“Word is, you’ve tendered your resignation to the Katts.”
“You heard correctly, my governess.”
The big girl’s restrictive skirt, which tightly wraps her pelvis, pulls and tugs itself off. When it’s
being worn, the skirt’s restrictiveness, of course, doesn’t prevent her from striking that wide-legged
pose: very Victorian, indeed!
She sits sprawled in a chair; legs spread widely. She’s bare foot, having slipped off her pumps as
soon as she crossed the threshold: very Goonish, indeed.
Kane makes her decision: “Please me. Then we’ll discuss the terms of your indentured servitude
to me.”
He walks over to her on his hands and knees, and buries his face in her crotch. His tongue proves
to be facile and educated.
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He’d feared that, with her being so young and her having been human once, being employed by
her would be the usual bore. But, already, she’s bossing him around like an Elder would. This, he
likes. And her pussy being so sweet, don’t hurt either.
“Get used to the position, lackey, you’re going to be assuming it a lot for me.”
Hearing this, and seeing her flog her midriff with a Miss Hancock she’s pulled out of her purse,
Moto knows he’s in seventh heaven now. Finally, he’s again working for a woman after his own
heart.
Kane answers a call from Deb, while she’s flogging herself and getting face from Moto.
“Trouble. Big trouble. Somehow it got leaked you’re in association with us to take down Cox.”
“I leaked it.”
“You what!”
“Why should the hound bother pursuing the foxes, when the foxes can be so easily ‘enticed’ to
come after the hound?”
“You crazy ass bitch.”
“Yep. Your associate is a crazy ass bitch who likes being the bait. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I
must sign off. You caught me in conference with a new employee, don’t you know? I’d let you talk
to him, but, he’s got his mouth full right now.”
Kane begins laughing loudly.
“It’s a trap all right, hers.”
“Oh, really?” Cox chuckles.
“Really,” answers Dan Tanner; better known as “The Hollywood Detective.”
Once, the washed-up actor was the star of a successful TV crime show. Now, he ekes out a living
as a real-life detective on the very fringe of the business. Mostly, he’s peeping through transits and
keyholes, trying to get proof of marital infidelity for suspicious spouses.
“Go on.”
“She wants you to come after her. Then, when you do, she’ll pick you off at her leisure, claiming
self-defense. And you’ll never see it coming.”
“You’ve crossed paths with her, before?”
“Yes. And she scares me a lot more than you do.”
Kotko starts to say something, but Cox dummies Kotko up with a slight gesture of his hand.
Tanner continues: “She’s more than just a sick ass bitch. She’s evil, Evil incarnate. She’s aces
with gun and fists, and since she got made, she’s aces with a blade as well. You can’t scare her off,
bribe her off, or threaten her off. She’s got Mob, Military, and Church, connections. Word is, she’s
the one who did the touch on Murdo Coombs for Fats, and that was back when she was still
human.”
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“Mr. Tanner, I too have Mob, Military, and Church connections. I too am quite dangerous, and
have the quite dangerous Mr. Kotko in my employ. I’m also quite wealthy, unlike Miss Kane. Etc.
Etc. Etc. Yet, knowing all this, you still fear her more?”
“Yes.”
“And this Mr. Moto of hers?”
“One of the best legmen in the PI business. Formerly of the Katts sisters. She’s got him trying to
figure out what Hexum stumbled onto that got him killed. And, if you go after Moto, she’ll be
waiting for you: game over.”
“Can a loved one be used against her.”
“No. Threatening someone close to her won’t work. It’s been tried. And the one who tried it, she
beat the poor dumb bastard to death, beheaded him, etc., etc., etc. I know. I was there.”
“So, Kane doesn’t have the usual exploitable weaknesses a normal person has?”
“That’s right. And, like I said before, she ain’t normal. Capish?” Tanner gets up from his seat.
“Be glad she’s associated with a couple of honest cops whose rules she’s gotta play by, ‘cause if
she wasn’t so constrained, you’d be dead already. Good luck, Mr. C. You’ll need it. But, the most
you can hope for is to postpone the inevitable. She’ll win. In the end, she always wins.” He pauses,
then adds: “I’ll miss your handouts. Dem jobs you subcontract to me really come in handy when
things are slow.” With that said, he puts on his fedora and walks out of the Chinese restaurant.
Once the gangsta girl is sure Tanner isn’t being tailed, she makes contact. They pow-wow in an
alley, she shoves him into.
“Long time no see, Mondo.”
“Cut the crap. You know why I’m here.”
“Look somewhere else for a Judas. I don’t squeal.”
“I could beat it out of you. And, you know I won’t be highfalutin about it either.”
“Your call.”
He makes no bones, so to speak, about looking down her top. Her pumped up melons scream out
to be sucked.
“Your imbecile boss doesn’t deserve your loyalty.”
“Like I said, your call. I’m cheap, and I’m easy, but, I take a man’s money, he gets my loyalty as
long as his checks don’t bounce.”
“Glad to hear it.” Mondo hands him a pack of butts, after pulling one out for herself and lighting
it up.
“You smoking Luckies these days?”
“Yep. Keep the pack. I got a spare.” Mondo turns around, puffing, and walks away. “Be seeing
you, Dan.”
“Gaawwwwd, didja see that chick?” Tanner rhetorically asks, of no one in particular, as he ogles
the tomato’s wiggling ass, while lighting up a butt.
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She’s doing the whole Frostee “Mandy” Moore, Miss Delicious, shebang, with that “Stacey
Keibler” twist thrown in for good measure. In other words, she’s doing a full-blown “Lilith Silver!”
The boss will never see it coming, he thinks to himself as he continues to enjoy the “scenery” his
Miss Kane’s providing, and she’s providing it in spades. Yep. The “girl with the legs” is really
raising cane.
He’s glad now, he decided to play square. ‘Cause beneath that proper Victorian veneer, she’s still
the same sneaky-ass, “you’ll never see it coming” monster, he knows and loves and, most of all,
fears, so much.
Meanwhile, back at the Chinese restaurant, which Cox owns, the big and jowly money man
entertains a couple of “guests” who had barged into a partitioned off room he uses for an office.
“Raise ‘em boys, keep ‘em at shoulder-level or I’ll drill ya. Good. Now. Sing me a song. And
make it perdy, real perdy.”
“My name is Johnny Dobbs, and this is my wife Lil. You sent for us.”
Both are Goons; Ogres to be precise. Knight errants, by profession, they’re dressed in gender
appropriate SKK.
“Got portraits (picture IDs)?”
“Will our PI licenses do?”
“Okay. Show me dem dare tickets. But do it real, real, real neighborly. Capish?”
“Yes.”
They show him their licenses. And they make sure their movements are slow, easy, and without
the least hint of menace. He squints at the pictures on their badges.
“You be the Dobbs, all right. I wondered how you two mugs got past Kotko. Now, I know. You
were expected.”
“May we lower our hands, now?”
“Of course. And have a seat.”
“We’d rather stand, Mr. Cox.”
Cox lowers his matched Colt .45s, and places ‘em back in the desk drawer.
“Step-port compensators, huh?”
“Yep. Had ‘em tricked out by Erich Gostle. He’s an expert gunsmith; one of the best. Herr Gostle
was a grenadier with Reconnaissance Group Olboeter, Fast Group Olboeter, back when it was still
being commanded by, the man himself, SS Major Erich Olboeter.”
“I prefer muzzle brakes on my .45s, Mr. Cox. But, I respect Herr Gostle’s choice in modifications
for your gun. He’s a good Nazi.” Herr Dobbs clicks his boot heels together.
“You two come highly recommended.”
“By whom, may I ask?”
“SS Lieutenant Gaede, of the 2nd SS Panzer Company.”
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The 2nd SS Panzer Company is part of the current iteration of Fast Group Olboeter. Along with
the 2nd SS Panzer, with its thirteen Panthers, there’s the 9th SS SPW Panzer-Grenadier Company,
six Wepes of the 1st SS Battery, the 12th SS Panzer Artillery Regiment, and six armored cars from
the LAH’s 1st SS Reconnaissance Battalion, in today’s “Fast Group.”
Herr Dobbs smiles broadly. “Yes. We know Herr Gaede quite well. He too is a good Nazi.” Once
more, he clicks his boot heels together.
Frau Dobbs, the brains and boss of this dynamic duo, takes over: “So, Mr. Cox, who is this
whore you wish us to chaste?” She lowers her veil, revealing a vampiir choker.
Cox who smiles broadly when he sees the antique broach pinned to the woman’s choker. The
broach is a bar-sinister!
The female knight continues: “And. By the by. Even if we had been intruders, we mugs, as you
call us, would’ve easily gotten past your formidable Mr. Kotko.”
Frau Dobbs smiles a broad jagged smile, and lights up a Lucky. The financier lights up a butt of
his own, secure in the notion that Mondo Kane is as good as dead.
Crosstown, things are anything but, “sic Robbie Klum on you-all.” It’s more like “auld lang
syne” in what was the Katts’ hotel suite before Kane took it over. Moto still has the adjourning
room, like before when the Katts were the bosses. And, back when this was still was the Katts’
suite and those sisters were in control, Mr. Chop-Chop didn’t have a room, he’d sleep on the sofa.
“She what?” Rochon screams out.
“Like I said, she’s gone.”
“Why didn’t you stop her?”
“’Cause I like living, detective.”
“Maybe, Olds and I ought to lean on you, Moto.”
“Lean away. I’m a lot more afraid of her than I’m of you two.”
Olds sticks her head out of the suite’s master bedroom. “Take a gander at this, queenie.”
Rochon switches into the bedroom, and is confronted by quite a sight.
“She even kept the Miss Hancock, queenie.”
“You sound surprised.”
Olds chuckles at her partner’s witty tease.
A holograph is triggered. A virtual Kane winks at the two flatfoots, then speaks its peace.
“I’m sorry. But, I have to renege on our deal. Of late, I’ve noticed I’m becoming quite the
gunslinger and quite not the assassin, and that just won’t do. I’m in the silent service; ergo, only
while I’m invisible, are my enemies in peril and my allies safe. Ciao. X’s and O’s.”
Fit to be tied, Rochon goes into a tirade: “That double-crossing.”
Moto enters the bedroom and jumps uninvited into the conversation: “I’m sorry to interrupt,
Detective Rochon.”
“Then don’t!”
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“But, I must.”
Rochon knocks Moto through the closet door with a vicious right cross. Olds, expectedly, does
nothing but watch the show and laugh out loud.
Although stunned, Moto remains cool as could be and keeps his wits about him. Rochon picks
him up by his labels, choking him in the process, ready to knock him into next week, when he stops
her dead in her tracks: “You misunderstood her. She’s still going to get Mr. Cox, and his Mr.
Kotko, for you.” Moto then lapses into gasps.
“Better let go of the little man, queenie. You’re choking him out. He’s turning a bright shade of
blue and his eyes are starting to pop out.”
“Oh! Sorry, bub.”
Rochon lets go of Moto. But, her fist is still cocked and ready.
“The deal my governess is reneging on, is her promise to legally get him and his lackey.”
“You mean she’s gonna do cold-blooded murder?”
“As cold as it gets, and you won’t be able to prove a thing. In the meantime, I’m to continue
pursuing my legwork, as per her orders. And I won’t be alone. A Mr. Swifty, will be accompanying
me.”
“What did he say, exactly?”
“He said, ‘Too close to see the truth.’ Then he croaked.”
“And I’ve uploaded all of the wiretaps and surveillance videos?”
“Yep. Everything. And there’s nothing to implicate Cox. You can see right off why we got
laughed out of the Grand Jury. Best we can figure, he and Kotko must have some agreed upon
code. And it must be a Dusey, ‘cause none of the code breaking experts we’ve had review the
material, can figure out what that code is.”
A Kooing Kane leers at the Kooing babe sitting across from her. The Crone is quite a dish. The
dame’s also Hexum’s grieving widow.
“How would D.A. Hexum be persuaded to be sympathetic to, say, a Grimm presence in the
American sector of the Moon?”
Kane leans forward, giving Mrs. Hexum quite a view. Then, the tart leans back in the overstuffed
chair, sips some more Brandy, and takes another drag on her cigar. Her skirt hikes itself up,
“obscenely” high. She cocks her legs open, then crosses ‘em slowly and sensuously. The leg on top
begins to swing. Shades of “Fatal Attraction.”
She plays games like an Elder, the widow Hexum thinks to herself.
“Bring me the heads of my husband’s killers on a platter, and I’ll forward your request for
Grimm instatement up the chain of command. But, I can’t make any promises. There’s a lot of
resistance to killer badges on the police payroll. I’m talking about fierce resistance from inside the
police department and the prosecutor’s office. I play things wrong, and I’ll end up busted down to
assistant D.A. in a heartbeat.”
“Did you mean that figuratively, or literally?”
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“About what?”
“About delivering the heads of your husband’s killers on a platter.”
“My husband died in my arms. He was my soulmate. He was everything to me. Do the math.
And. By the by. I’m still in mourning for my husband. So, you’re wasting your time trying to
seduce me. Capish?”
“Your husband died over a month ago. That’s a long time to go without getting laid.”
“Be that as it may, sex isn’t a necessary staple in my diet.”
Kane’s initial response is a haughty laugh. Then, she uncrosses her legs and drapes ‘em over the
arms of her chair. Her Soft goes Painful. Her long, facile tongue moistens her thin ripe lips.
“Like I said, you’re wasting your time.”
“She what!”
“She’s disappeared, boss. Gone without a trace.”
“What about her Mr. Moto?”
“Moto’s still probing, but.”
“But?”
“But. Fat’s bookkeeper, Swifty, is with him. And where goes Swifty, goes Fat’s muscle.”
“And, her other allies?”
“That Tally of Miss Kane’s has gone off to film a documentary on the goddess Kali, all of a
sudden. Miss Kane’s governess, Ms. Noone, out of the blue, went on holiday; the Clara Bow has a
suite of rooms, occupying three whole floors, for that express purpose. Miss Kane has two mortal
kin on the Moon; one’s a policeman, and the other is Military on Greek business. Etc. Etc. Etc.
Even if we abducted one of ‘em, we couldn’t use ‘em against her, and, if we took out one of ‘em,
anyway, out of spite, for example, it would cost us dearly.”
“Overconfident, blundering fool!”
“Yes, boss.”
“Fortunately, I had the foresight to avail myself of the services of Billy The Kid. I figured this
operation would cost heavy sugar.”
As if on cue, that shootist with the duck-tail haircut, The Kid, Billy Bonnie, Billy The Kid, steps
from the shadows.
Cox shudders and crosses himself. Even Kotko shudders and crosses himself. Even the knights
shudder and cross themselves!
“Problem solved.”
“Now, who’s being an overconfident, blundering fool?” Tanner, who’s standing in the back of
the drawing room, rhetorically asks, of no one in particular.
Outlaw gunslinger versus Mob-trained assassin. Yep. The boss will never see it coming.
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“We hit the town. And, the town hit back.”
Jake “The Snake” Roberts
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The Allies’ RX
“The war to end all wars.”
A 72-man SAS sabre squadron, split into four-man teams. Three French groups “operating
behind the lines”: France’s 13th Airborne Dragoon; France’s 100-strong Commando Parachute
Group-reconnaissance “ghosts,” drawn mainly from the French Foreign Legion’s 2nd Parachute
Regiment; and, in typical Gallic style, a third unit, the 13th Marine Infantry Regiment, a unit that
reports directly to the DGSE, the French MI-6. In reserve is Commando Hubert, the 60-man hit
squad recruited from the Nageurs de Combat, the French Navy’s Special Boat Squadron.
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Chapter Three
The proverbial hank stand
“Hoof it up the stairs, sensei.”
There’s two of ‘em: an older looking woman, a fifty-something, and a much younger looking
woman, a twenty-something. Both are quite fetching. Both are faerie. Both are Kooing, doing
TWT, in the context of that secretive, mystical world of Boppers. The plot do thicken.
Boppers are Victorian nuns, and they’re always Furies. Their Penguin outfits, their habits, are
always PVC. In public, they always “open carry” their Miss Hancocks. And, in private, they parade
around in the nude; adorn only by whatnots like their Gestapo rosary, PPX, Obsidian-mounted
Marlanna, and ZOXs.
As such, Kooing in the context of Bop, both women are wearing strap-ons underneath the skirts
of their body-molding suits; snakeskin suits with that “Victorian fit that don’t quit.” Of course, you
can’t tell they’ve got their dildos on, until their skirts come down or come up as the case may be.
As such, TWT in the context of Bop, the Bopper is wearing backseamed fishnets, those midriff
cinching suspender-hose the Kulture calls PPX and Boppers call “booty hosen”; crotchless bootybaring pantyhose whose ‘net garter belt has the same “binding” floral elastic top as the tops of
Opaques. For razorsharps, she’s wearing Boos, the perfect complement for any black fishnets,
especially PPX, the perfect foil for the lily-white perfection of long, shapely, bare white legs; Miss
Boos, the “classic black opera pump,” that epitome of sternness and severity as embodied by
footwear; Boos being the preferred kicks of Convent School schoolmarms, and, you can’t get more
severe or stern than those lay teachers; the Kulture calls ‘em Miss Boos, and the Boppers call ‘em
dykers.
Oh, what a sight, the younger looking woman, the big girl is, bopping: an Obsidian-mounted
Marlanna strapping flawless, creamy-white flesh and sexy black PPX, underneath a “Victorian fit
that don’t quit” skirt.
Yep. No doubt about it. The Amazon’s Bop, is, just to die for. And. Many will!
Oh, what a sight, the older looking woman, the Bopper is, bopping: those dark-n-shinnies,
sandwiched between flawless, creamy-white flesh and an Obsidian-mounted Marlanna, all of it
underneath a “Victorian fit that don’t quit” skirt; the bottom band of her bra overlapping the floral
waistband of her fishnets; and, the fishnet garter belt of those overlapped fishnets working in
concert with the Bopper’s strapless vampiir bra, a collaboration that translates into said garter belt
and bra functioning just like a full-blown Victorian corset would.
Yep. A billion have already died for, and billions more will die for, this Bopper’s Bop.
Oh, what a sight, the two of ‘em are: flawless, creamy-white flesh; wrapped in power suits of that
snake; gloved; high-heeled; and, sporting those elaborate DXing black hose.
They’re in the sub-sub-basement of a ruined bank building, where violated safety deposit boxes
line the walls.
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“I’ve lived across from that long-ago bank for over one hundred and fifty years. Sordid goings-on
over there. Yep. Many enter, all comely lasses like yourself; none leaves,” is how von Teese’s
nearest neighbor described this abode to Kane.
“Hi. My name’s Buttercup, Buttercup Smith. And yours?”
“Mondo Kane. But, then, Frau von Teese, you already know that.”
Yep. That’s right. Frau von Teese: the founder of BeBop.
“Yes. I’ve heard of you. You’re that killer bitch of Noone’s. And here I am, alone, defenseless.”
If you discount the wretched snake-bite wenches sulking about, this Kooing Furie, this convicted
Nazi war criminal, this Bopper is alone. When you’re sold into white slavery by Noone, Frau von
Teese is the Furie who buys you and snake bites you.
Like Ogres and Trolls, Crone and Furies look alike and act alike. Enslaving others is second
nature to Hags. This is why, most slavers are Hags.
“Elaborate.”
“There’s a high price on my head.”
“Put there by Progressives.”
“Understandable, considering the Mundane billion who died in those concentration camps of
mine, because of my experiments.”
“Experiments? Don’t you mean atrocities?”
“Ah. Yes. The term used since Vatican III, when Progressive Catholics rose to power in The
Church.”
“Well, I’m not a Progressive, nor, was I sent by ‘em. Obviously, if I were nemesis, we wouldn’t
be talking, and one, or both, of us would be dead.”
Von Teese muses for a while. Then she smiles that smile. She hands Kane the cigar box
containing the incriminating evidence. Kane accepts it graciously, checks the contents, and,
satisfied, hands her the agreed upon wad of untraceable bills. Von Teese graciously accepts the
whale-choking wad of lettuce, does a count, and, satisfied, gives the “thumbs up,” sealing the deal.
“I knew being a pack rat would come in handy someday.” Von Teese moves up close to Kane,
their noses and lips almost touching. She slides her hand down the front of Kane’s skirt and begins
fingering the big girl’s dildo and twat. Boppers call said confluence of dildo and twat a “tabookink”
in their hip pseudo language called Kool. “Noone was right. You’re quite witty. A dish for my
dildo. You’d make the ideal traveling companion.”
Kane responds by sliding her hand down the front of Smith’s skirt and fingering the older
woman’s tabookink, the older woman’s dildo and twat.
“I hear you’re used to marriages-of-convenience and proxy enslavement. This is good. But.
You’d find enslavement to me, would be nothing like marriage to that Jew, Lady Julia, or being the
proxy of that Victorian, Ms. Noone. Capish?”
“Yes, Frau. Ms. Smith.”
“Excellent. I look forward to someday breaking you in.”
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“I look forward to someday being broken in by you.”
“Very excellent, indeed.”
The skirts come down. They fuck; a quickie. Kane blows von Teese like an all-day sucker. Von
Teese jams Kane like there’s no tomorrow. Tit for tat. Very Victorian, indeed.
What does von Teese, as Ms. Smith, do for a living, you ask? Why, she’s a white slaver, like
Noone. But, unlike Noone, she isn’t into either the wholesale or the retail end of the business. She
rents out the white zombies; she buys from Noone, as cheap throw-away labor to anyone with coin.
Kane senses her tail as soon as she leaves the once bank building. Looks like someone took the
bait. She strolls over to the post office and mails the package (the cigar box, properly wrapped and
addressed). Now the fun begins.
She zigzags for several blocks, finally ducking down the aptly-named Deal Street, blending in
with the other Kooing whores who service the pin-stripe crowd from nearby brokerage houses and
Hag slaver dens. Not surprisingly, most of these high dollar harlots-for-hire are, like herself,
bopping, since, on the Moon, most suits are Boppers and suits are the bread-n-butter of the pricey
whores who inhabit this stratospheric price range.
She ducks into an alley, picks her spot, ghosts into a wall, and waits for her pursuers. What she
gets, though, is an unexpected show delivered into her lap.
An expensive streetwalker, bopping, wanders into the alley holding hands with one of her wellheeled bopping janes; well-heeled, but, filthy, odorous, and not wearing a Spam (Kulture slang for
a Koo’s skirt). Kane’s seen white zombies with better hygiene. The plot do thicken.
Yep. The prostitute’s high-heeled Jane Doe is quite a dish. She’s a fifty-something drooling
Bopper with: those wild, zodiac eyes, the eyes of a whore gone lunatic; a krazy, a lunatic whore’s
hairdo, that frightwig, a shock of fried, shoulder-draping bleached blonde hair with ragged split
ends and longer bangs than a Stevie, hair that looks like it was hacked off by a deranged beautician;
mad dyke disease (her big bass of a mouth twisted by the madness); a killer tongue; an Eye; a
lymer (a limegreen kyte); that combo infestation of head lice, fleas, and crabs; rapiers; long,
shapely legs that are lily-white perfection, an assessment a human would disagree with since
they’re so-called fishnet legs, they’re marred by disfiguring varicose and spider veins; and, that
Haggard-facial, the facial that by human standards is the once comely, now not even remotely
pretty face of a wanton lunatic divorcee who’s been “rode hard and put up wet” several times too
many, a face devoid of any vestige of conventional (human) beauty. Expectedly, she’s openly
carrying her Miss Hancock.
They move to a neutral corner, between two rubbish piles. They do business, exchanging the
monies; the whore stuffing the jane’s filthy c-notes (one-thousand-dollar bills) down her cleavage.
Then, the whore goes down on the Jane Doe.
The jane unbuttons her suit coat, her Kookie as it’s called by the Kulture. Kane’s initial
observation was correct. The jane is wearing nothing underneath her Kookie. In place of a bra,
entrails smear her torso and tits, and, her tits are pendulous triple-Es; luscious tits that are E-cup
perfection, a faerie assessment that a human would disagree with since they’re waist-length and
they have horrendous stretch marks and horrid “string bean” nipples: Shades of The Thing, that
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most popular, and most emulated, myth of urban folklore among Furies. Tits with horrendous
stretch marks and horrid “string bean” nipples are called prune-danish!
Jane Doe’s entire bps is obviously set on parasitic, instead of the normal symbiotic setting:
Kookie visibly, and obscenely, tonguing her; Marlanna and Obsidian and PPX fused to her body;
PPX luridly crawling her; dykers doing those lewd “things” to her feet; etc. More shades of The
Thing, that epitome of stark, raving mad.
The Jane Doe’s parasitic Kookie has shredded sleeves, ripped seams, torn pockets, gaping holes,
the whole “I wasn’t always a skidrow bum, I’ve just fallen on hard times” shebang. In other words,
it’s Punk. More shades of The Thing.
The Jane Doe’s parasitic PPX, those “oh so shiny, oh so sexy, oh so silky” booty hose, those
backseamed black fishnets that darken lily-white flesh begetting fishnet “dark meat,” has runs,
snags, tears, and gaping holes. In other words, it’s outing a hell of a lot more than her perfect ass,
it’s Punk. Even more shades of The Thing.
Likewise, in the fashion of The Thing, her parasitic dykers are also Punk.
The harlot-for-hire’s drooling Jane Doe, suddenly goes psycho. The whore never gets a chance to
scream out. She’s killed outright; her neck snapped with an RTW.
Jane Doe spies a likely egress and drags her prize over to it. She yanks off the sewer grate and
stuffs the corpse down the vent. The vent is right in front of Kane’s hiding place. Then, out of the
blue, the homicidal wench stares at the brick wall into which Kane’s ghosted, smiles a jagged
smile, and touches said wall. The something shouldn’t be able to see Kane, but, she can!
And, for some reason, totally unbeknownst to Kane, she suddenly knows this something is “The
Real Thing,” and feels she belongs with this something!
Kane wills her GVGH to visible and her mind to bestial. Her last lucid thoughts: Why, am I
doing this? She falls forward out of the wall and into the bestial maniac’s neck-breaking clutches.
The rancid smell is what she notices first. She gags into consciousness. She opens her eyes to a
bedroom, which Kane feels right at home in. Gore smears the walls. Body parts litter the floor.
It’s obvious from the git-go that this ancient wreck is a decommissioned Convent. It’s also just as
obvious that this edifice is now the above-ground portion of a Hag’s nesting. With this being the
nesting of The “Debra” Thing, its above-n-below ground is collectively called “The Diabolically
Divine Debra Shrine” (TDDDS).
Kane’s handcuffed to the bedposts at the foot of the bed. A “legitimate” double-D twentysomething version of The Thing, The Thing’s current Amazonian soulmate, is draped over the
Amazon Mondo. The post-bopping minion is quite dead. This latest Debra tried to remove Kane’s
katz, and paid the ultimate price. Said katz is boobytrapped, of course.
In point of fact, all of Kane’s stuff is boobytrapped, and The Thing, unlike its most recent
assimilation, was evidently cunning enough to not tamper with any of it.
She directs her katz to unlock the handcuffs, which it does with ease. The handcuffs are
boobytrapped, but, her katz is better. The big girl’s good-to-go.
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But. She doesn’t go-get-‘em right away. Instead, she takes in the room; reveling in the sights and
smells of this aftermath of mayhem “most vile”; reveling in mindless obsessive homicidal mania:
The Thing’s, which created this murderous masterpiece, and her own, which is feeding off of this
masterpiece.
She also ciphers on her capture; rekalling it, forward and backward and sideways, over and over
again. With this girl, though, it doesn’t take her long to figure out the shtick. And in order for it to
have had the sudden profound effect it had on her, it’s most likely of Druid, or maybe even Pagan,
manufacture. Somehow, The Thing “palmed” her so well, Mondo missed seeing it coming.
Knowing the gimmick is all the edge Kane needs. Now she knows why she suddenly felt
compelled to give herself to The Thing in that alley.
In a closet, Kane finds an assortment of bps; all of it is primo, like her own. In a hi-girl, she finds
in-vitro whatnots; ditto on the whatnots being Class A, like hers. She finds, in a dresser drawer,
PDWs akin to her own beefy black poly handguns; PDWs familiar to anyone who prostitutes in the
high-class call girl leagues or who bodyguards in VIP protection details and other such elite cadre.
Yep. None of the doodads she discovers in her treasure hunt is Class A/B; it’s all the “good
stuff!”
Bottomline: the mayhem in this room is not just from the aftermath of butchered hi-dollar harlots.
A lot of this slaughter is also from the doing away with of well-heeled executive protection
specialists.
Kane veils, ghosts, steps through the door, and begins a methodical room-by-room search of the
floor she’s on. What she finds is cobwebs, dust, and disuse. Cautiously, she inspects the attic,
finding nothing. After securing her six, with the usual precautions, she descends the spiral staircase,
to the second floor, where she again fails to find any evidence of habitation.
It’s obvious that this former-Convent, this above-ground of a Hag’s nesting, has been
reconfigured into an MPB, a Matrix Puzzle Box. MPBs are so hardcore, they’re illegal in
sanctioned TAZ, and so extreme you’d be hard pressed to find one in the Outlaw Leagues. But. A
mortal Connie Smith, true to form, never steered clear of ‘em; in fact, she actively seeked ‘em out!
Instead of hovering down the stairs, her high-heels mere inches from the steps; she goes solid and
walks down the spiral staircase into the expected hell she glimpsed over the railing from high
above.
In the foyer, she finds what’s left of the two knights that Cox sent after her, the ones who were
stalking her when The Thing took her. By the look of things, she ciphers that the couple barged in
ghosted, with their guns drawn, and they never stood a chance against the something that butchered
them. As soon as they entered the MPB, they were as good as dead.
The Thing ambushes Kane, coming from nowhere fast out of a wall it was ghosted into, just like
it ambushed the knights, only, Kane’s not a knight and she’s no neophyte in The Puzzle. And, she’s
ready for the something’s gimmick, this time ‘round.
Expectedly, the “girl with the legs” isn’t the least bit terrified. Instead, she’s orgasmic. Kane
kicks off her shoes and stands flat-footed with her legs spread widely for a rock-steady vertical
base. In The Puzzle, the crucible of closest combat, she defends herself against the something’s
fierce onslaught with her fists, Mob-style; to do else would be suicidal.
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In short order, Kane’s straddling The Thing’s waist, beating her to a pulp. Inexplicably, The
Thing doesn’t try to fend off the rain of fist pummeling her. Instead, she just lies there and takes it.
Kane realizes too late: why.
Kane comes to herself in the catacombs beneath the old convent. She’s in a “Hag’s Hole,” the
below-ground of a Hag’s nesting.
The Thing’s nesting is as filthy as any nesting: the above-ground is so filthy it reeks like a zoo’s
ape house; the filthier below-ground smells much worse.
She swooned while she was in the process of finishing off The Thing. The Thing didn’t need the
gimmick to subdue her, her very own Id betrayed her, just like The Thing must have instinctively
known Kane’s Id would. That’s also why, Kane now realizes, The Thing made no attempt to
defend itself. The Thing knew, instinctually, that Kane’s very own Id wouldn’t let Kane finish the
something off.
Kane’s been assimilated! Gone are her pumps, purse, weapons, bra, Kookie, Konk (Bopper slang
for a Koo’s skirt), PPX, gloves, strap-on, and phones. She’s wearing the dead minion’s PPX,
Kookie, dykers, and strap-on; the strap-on is parasitic, and, the PPX, dykers, and Kookie are Punk
and parasitic. She’s got fishnet legs. Entrails smear her torso and tits; tits that are still double-Ds,
but, they’re now so-called prune-danish, they’ve got horrendous stretch marks and horrid
stringbean nipples. She’s got those wild zodiac eyes, a big bass of a mouth twisted by the madness,
and a krazy. She’s got a lymer, rapiers, a killer tongue, and that combo infestation. And, she’s no
longer comely by human standards; she’s got that Haggard-facial, the ravaged face of a lunatic
divorcee who’s been “rode hard and put up wet” several times too many; to a human, it’s that “once
pretty, but, now not even remotely pretty” look. To a Hag, she’s an absolute babe.
According to legend, unlike Kali, the elusive and reclusive Thing only has one follower at any
given time, and that follower becomes the something’s soulmate for the duration. In order words,
this Debra is the only card-carrying member of “Debraholics Anonymous.”
Kane begins to drool. She fights to stay lucid. Already, her mind’s being rewritten; her upper
brain is shutting down and atrophying, her lower brain is going overactive and enlarging.
The dyker-shod Thing, that cunning woman beast, steps out of nowhere, that shadowy place
between places, walks up to the big girl, and grabs the Amazon’s dildo with her killer tongue;
wraps her tongue around Kane’s latex phallus and squeezes hard, milking it like a cow’s udder.
Kane’s GVGH and Eye manifest themselves, and her mind goes bestial. Mondo Kane ceases to
exist; in her place is The “Debra” Thing’s latest Debra.
The Thing has a new Debra, a new post-bopping minion, a new double-D twenty-something
version of herself, a new perfect ass to drool over. Once more, this creature of pure instinct has
found her one-and-only.
Their suit coats slither off. They step out of their dykers. Their shiny black stockings crawl off.
Now naked, they lie down together, assume the 69-position with The Thing on top, and do sodomy,
pausing on the hour to rotate who’s on top.
And so, it begins.
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“Behold us; we are Death, the destroyers of worlds. Behold
us; we are Death, the decimation of entire races. Behold us;
we are Death, those faerie races.”
excerpt from the “Lee-jun-Fan Chinn”
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Foreword
“The Prescription for success.”
“Know your enemy and know yourself, and in a hundred battles, you will never know defeat.
When you are ignorant of the enemy, but know yourself, your chances of winning or losing are
equal. If ignorant, both of your enemy and of yourself, you are sure to be defeated in every battle.”

Sun Tzu
(From his “The Art of War”)
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Book Seven
TIPSI

(Druid acronym usage)
Tough, sIck, kick-asS, and Proud of It
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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The Missing Heiress If You Please
Part 1 of 2
“What’s a tycoon father to do?”
It’s just don’t figure. This guy lives in a house that’s bigger inside than most Third World
nations. With more money to burn than the United Nations. Yet he needs little old me to retrieve
his snatched daughter. Nope. It just don’t figure. But a deal’s a deal, and my word is my bond, and
I did promise that cute ass Fel Mason that I’d be her PI. This could be one promise I’m gonna live,
maybe die, to regret.
Then, just like that. Va-va-voom. A veiled dame, in razor heels, walks on the scene who takes my
breath away, along with my considerable misgivings about this caper.
My skins are intended to be worn as outerwear. Hers are not. Her Victorian-style longline bra and
long-leg panty-girdle are legit lingerie. So, it should come as no surprise that this underwear-wornas-outerwear is trimmed with sculptured Black lace. And her girdle’s leg bands and her bra’s
bottom band are just as binding as the waistband of said girdle. These smoothing adhesive MAX
bands, with a bite, are frilly-n-lacy. So, move over bondage elastic and make way for the real deal.
Black MAX insets, you ask? You got it. Where there’s lace trim, expect lace inserts. And you’ll
seldom be disappointed. Both her half-corset and girdle are decorated with very feminine-looking,
floral print insets that are strategically placed and teasing-n-revealing.
More details. Are you keeping notes? Lacy body armor bespeaks of a woman who’s very
protective, excuse the pun, about her femininity. A woman who always wants to project an image
of being strong, yet feminine. A vain woman, but not neurotically so. A woman who,
paradoxically, won’t hesitate to put those babe looks of hers on the line, come-what-may, when the
situation demands it.
Yea. Now you’re getting it. Her half-corset and panty girdle are suspendered also. This is a
perfect segway into another tidbit for you to puzzle over. Why does her girdle have two
downstretch panels: one front and one rear?
She sure doesn’t need ‘em to firm her already shipshape tummy and derriere. Ditto for her bra’s
bottom band and her girdle’s leg bands. ‘Cause her midriff and thighs sure don’t need the sliming
of said lacy grippers either. Don’t give up so fast. Here’s a hint. Think along the lines of, she’s a
dominatrix. It’s why she prefers a panty-girdle to an open stretch girdle. And, yea, those Black
MAX suspenders and inserts, whose existence you so correctly deduced, are the key to the answer.
Still need another clue? Her girdle has stays, akin to those in her bra, for front and side boning.
It’s all about?
She pauses to adjust her LATEX hose for a Goon-pleasing look which any brute worth their
saltines would also find most fetching. Her hose are the kinkiest-looking stockings that you can get.
They’re Ona Zee’s “Thick Black Kiss.” These shiny, black rubber hose are being held up by her
girdle’s suspenders, with a teasing gap of lily-white flesh between the lace trimmed, suspendered
legs of her girdle and the lacy tops of her backseamed TBKs. In mimic of this, the suspenders of
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her bra are clipped to the lacy waistband of her girdle as if these suspenders were holding up said
girdle.
The tomato, with the bazooms I’d love to make all-day-suckers out of, positions herself behind
the tycoon and begins massaging his neck.
The tycoon starts the ball to rolling: “This Miss Kane is.”
“Dita Dahmane. Mistress Dita Dahmane. Europe’s most famous dominatrix. Founder of the Juex
De Dames Cruelles. Editor of Le Catalogue Hurt. One of those biogenetically improved humans.
The consort of mega-buck heiresses like Doris ‘Daisy Duke’ Kloster and Frau Anastasia Aukeman.
Just to name a few.”
“So, you know, Mistress Dita?”
“No sir. I only know of her by reputation.”
“That’s something that we need to correct,” Mistress Dita purrs out.
Now I know for sure that I’m being played for a sucker.
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Chapter One
The Nuptials
“Death’s back in business.”
She leaves the wreck by the back entrance, steps through the dimensional surrounding the ancient
former Convent, and ends up a world away in a refuse choked alleyway on Earth. Her Kookie is
unbuttoned, brazenly exposing her bare midriff and her big guns!
For six months she was out of commission as Mondo Kane and in circulation as The Thing’s
“twenty-four, seven” drone, and she’s been playing catch up ever since!
A lot changed in those “lost” six months. Hence, open-carry even on the Moon. And, her ticket
finally means something on the Earth’s moon.
Joe Kennedy’s been elected as the first Catholic president of the United Federation of Planets.
The Soviet Union, the “evil” empire, is no more, and, from its ashes the Russian Republic has risen
phoenix-like; Boris Yeltsin has been elected the first president of this new Russian Republic. And,
for the first time since the 1950s, Nazis can legally, in public in all parts of the Sol system, execute
that salute of theirs and wear their uniforms!
For Kane, gone are such fetish icons as her bikers and duster; she gave them to her god, The
Thing.
She wisely entrusted her veil-phone with her Baroness.
She wisely kept such as her Gestapo rosary, katz, and jewelry; jewelry that includes the anklet,
from her mother, and the Death’s-Head SS stud, the tongue piercing which is also from her mother.
She wisely kept her Koo, the businesswomen’s suit with the scandalous miniskirt. The trademark
of that WWF Icon and Diva, Debra “Puppies” McMichael.
A Koo’s Konk, its brief pencil skirt, is nothing more than the mid-thigh length slip with a boned
waistband that Victorian era prostitutes wore in uptown whorehouses, a slip that’s midriff-cinching
in idle and vise gripping in pain mode, a slip that fits her sweet little ass like hand in glove; molded
to that perfect ass of hers. And, in spite of being a skirt, the rear cleavage that it delineates is the
same “in your face” magnitude advertised by her beloved bygone bikers, in other words, fabric is
stretched between, not just across, butt cheeks; rear cleavage guaranteed to satisfy even the most
demanding “booty” boy and girl. Besides that, it, like all skirts, even prim-and-proper ones, and
especially short ones, has that peek-a-boo factor; a factor that more than matches her bike shorts’
“stare at my crotch.” Seven-of-Nine’s unitard has got nothing on this girl’s Konk: Borg, zero; Dark,
one.
Not to be outdone, though, a Koo’s Kookie offers up plenty of her D-cup cleavage even when it’s
buttoned up, thanks to its very “open” cut, and its midriff-cinching “nature” in idle and vise
gripping “nature” in pain mode. Combine it with a Hi-C and big knockers, and you’ve got yourself
enough “in your face” cleavage to satisfy even Russ Meyer!
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And, because of their shape accentuating, shape revealing, exacting fit, the slavishly body
molding coat and slip—the Koo’s skirt is technically a slip—are why a Koo Stark is oftentimes
referred to as a “rubbersuit.”
It’s easy to see why austere lesbians in general, and, in particular, the uptown dykes who inhabit
Wall Street, prefer a Koo Stark.
And yes, anal-retentive fashion-obsessed nitpickers, a Kookie and a Konk are nothing more than
restraints passing themselves off as a suit coat and skirt. Any female lunatic, who’s been confined
in a padded cell, would recognize them as businesswomen’s version of the straitjacket and pelvicstrap her asylum jailers keep her trussed up in; just add loony bin styling and padlocks, and, voila,
you get a straitjacket and a pelvic strap.
Needless to say, these days, her norm is muffy mowr, FBH, and TWT; oft times accessorized
with those two dyker essentials: a kunk, a ladies’ porkpie hat, that fashionable snakeskin lid (hat);
and dark, cateye sunglasses, those pixie-shades of hers. Even sans porkpie hat and Ray-Ban XRays, she’s the image of the dyker as epitomized by noir female detective Miss Honey West.
Needless to say, her PPX, Kookie, dykers, Sheers, sweet-bettie, and strap-on were all her minion
predecessor’s.
Needless to say, her Kookie and dykers are neither Punk nor parasitic, they’re “normal.”
Mondo switches up to a nondescript door and knocks thrice in a cryptic fashion.
“I’m here to see Fats. Capish?”
“Kosovo is blinking.”
“I guess history is repeating itself.”
The door swings open just enough to let her enter. And as soon as she’s inside, two things
happen, simultaneously: the door slams shut with an authoritative thud, and she’s disarmed in a
most efficient and unceremonious fashion that bespeaks Mob.
One of the burlies manning the foyer grunts and gestures toward a thick set of brightly-colored
drapes. Although the doormen affect the air of being real goof balls, these savvy goons are anything
but that. Stupidity in muscle is something a mobster in the big leagues of the Mafiosi can ill afford.
“Thank you for the directions, kind sir.”
Fats’ place is in the part of town where humans don’t go unless they have urgent business. The
Dog Town neighborhoods have been greener turf for eons. They’re what’s left of the original Troll
village of Saint Voltz.
When the humans came to these shores to colonize the Americas, centuries ago, the mortals
wisely decided to build their city of St. Louis around the Troll village; nondestructively,
incorporating it into their scheme of things.
Mondo parts the curtains and boldly steps into the smoke-filled room. Everywhere you look there
are Southside Trolls and Grolls: so-called townies. There’s a splattering of Krulls from New Jersey,
and a sprinkling of Giants from the Far East. Said Giants are obviously Asian gangsta groupies, socalled Chiang Kai Sheks. Expectedly, they’re sporting genuine House of Pain tie-dyes, and they’re
shouldering the infamous Singapore Cane. They’re giggling and lollygagging: the usual Oriental
moll ruse.
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A hefty percentage of the so-called wiseguys you see are dressed gaudy, well beyond the point of
tastelessness. They look like gangster stereotypes out of a Godfather film!
Needless to say, everybody who’s wearing a suit has large gun bulges under the armpits of their
jackets. And, all of the jackets are double-breasted jobbies with hulkish shoulder pads.
As for that sporting face paint, their faces are painted so garishly that Mondo’s Syx face would fit
right in!
“Hey. Dat dare goodlookin’ is makin’ me sport da wood,” someone yells out crudely from stage
left, initiating the flirtations.
“And me beings da girlie who luvs dem splinters,” Mondo answers back out of the side of her
mouth, not bothering to turn her head in the direction of her would-be suitor.
“Ummm. Ummm. Ummm. You look so yummy that you’re makin’ me feel like suckin’ the
nailpolish off your toes,” is a crudely yelled comment from stage right.
This time Kane’s response is wordless, but no less poetic. First, she thrusts her hands
provocatively between her legs. Then, she grabs her crotch with one mitt, while flashing gang signs
from in front of her crotch with the other. All the while, she’s sportin’ a wide, toothy, shit eatin’
grin. Gangbangers call it “gator baiting!”
A bruiser, who makes the brutes guarding the foyer look like a pack of wusses in comparison,
walks up and blocks her path.
“Ummm. Ummm. Ummm. Look at you. Every shot a postcard. I’m gonna give you the very best
seat dis here house has to offer tonight.”
“Oh. And where’s that?”
“Right here on my face.”
“Why, is your nose bigger that your dick?” Kane asks, as she drops the bruiser to his knees with a
swift, decisive kick to his crotch.
“So. I guess this means that a blowjob is out of the question?” He asks, after finally mustering his
wind back, and getting back to his feet.
But, not to be outdone, two surly wise-cracking Troll women walk by, and strut their stuff.
“I just don’t see what Fats sees in that skanky ho, anyways.”
“I agree.”
“Definitely nothin’ more than a life support system for a pair of double-Ds.”
“Then, again, one woman’s dream is another woman’s lunch.”
“You go down on her, and you’ll be kissin’ da back of my head, ‘cause I’m already gonna be
dere. I think you know what I bez meanin’.”
One of the Troll girlie pair, Dominique “Big Sexy” Burns, makes a hard right, and walks right up
into Mondo’s face, pushing the bruiser out of the way. Her partner-in-crime, Hester “Bobbie” Sox,
isn’t far behind. The bruiser, Kevin “Big Daddy” Kool, objects loudly, vocally, and quite profanely
with a continuous stream of obscenities at the interruption of his wooing of Mondo. Dominique’s
response to this is short, sweet, and to-the-point. Burns nails him with a European forearm/upper-
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cut; which she flows seamlessly into a tornado DDT that would make Xenia beam with pride.
Burns is a former CQC student of Xenia. And all of Xenia’s students are quite formidable when it
comes to hand-to-hand fighting.
Hester makes sure the big man stays down, for a long one-two-three count, by scooping him off
of the sawdust-covered floor and slapping on an even-flow DDT, making him feel the bang. And
the way she drills him with that Raven Effect DDT, he’s gonna be down for a very long count,
‘cause she breaks his neck, killing him outright. Fortunately for him, it’s all done in good clean fun
so his neck isn’t broken in such a way that severs his spine; he’ll resurrect. Bobbie then gets real
up-close-n-personal with Mondo Kane.
Dominique unzips her sheath-dress, all the way down the front. What’s keeping her dress from
peeling to the floor, you ask? Her tactical modified double shoulder-holster, you dummy.
“I believe dat you’ve never met these two puppies of minze before or da beautiful gentile young
lady, dats me, whose brought d’em in here tonight,” Big Sexy coos, as she shoves her girlfriend off
to the side, but not by much.
“I bez ready, and I bez willin’. I bez long, and I bez lean,” Bobbie raps, in a hip-hop meter, as she
returns the favor by shoving her girlfriend off to the counter side, but not by much.
“We got all our toys. And speakin’ of toys. I. She. We both can’t wait to see yours, sist’r,”
Dominique counter-raps, using sampling to clearly indicate that this jousting between she and her
g’rlfriend is, just that, friendly jousting, nothing serious that might lead to a grave fight for the
attention of a woman. After all, as far as these two are concerned, there’s never any reason to fight
for-real over a piece of ass, whether it be female or male.
“I’ve got the wet lips and the loose hips to sink even you two titanic ships. Capish?”
A huge hand, with brightly-painted fingernails, reaches out and slaps a reverse DDT on Hester,
lying her out beside Big Daddy. Then Fats, the self-proclaimed “inhuman suplex machine,” literally
drills Burns into the floor, with a jack-knife powerbomb.
The overdriven fracas lasts scant seconds in real time. Fats hasn’t lost her touch one little bit. If
anything, age, and the passing years, have made her bang even more brutally-efficient than Mondo
ever remembers it as being when the big girl jobbed for Waller.
“Like I keep tellin’ youse guys: business, first; pussy, later.”
Fats is wearing her usual club attire: her favorite heavily-boned vampiir domino half-mask, a big
shit eatin’ grin, and not much else. She clamps a big bear hug on her favorite former jobber.
Mondo can feel ribs snap and a lung get punctured. The pain sends the paingirl into orbit. She
squirts into her slip.
Fats kisses Mondo full on the lips and sticks her tongue deep into Mondo’s mouth, elongating her
surf board so that it reaches, and can tickle, Kane’s larynx.
“Now dats be a proper greeting between g’rlfriends. None of that sissy ass handshaking shit that
you insisted on when youse were mortal. Dat kind of shit is for guys. Us girls is supposed to get
real up-close-n-personal, letting dat door swing both ways at one time or th’other.”
“Too bad yours only swings one way, you old muff muncher,” Mondo coughs out, along with a
great deal of blood.
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Fats looks august at this waste of good hemo and relinquishes her hold on the girl.
“You come from better stock than that. Now git on your knees right now and lap up that good
hemo dat youse just spit out on the floor! ‘Cause infant or not, I’m gonna see dat youse get trained
up right.”
Mondo does as she is told without hesitation or a word back. After she licks her spent blood back
up, she grovels for a bit at Fats’ bejeweled bare feet.
“Apology accepted. Youse a good girl, and, for someone lackin’ Troll blood, youse a big’ne at
dat, at least by Lost yardsticks,” Fats proudly proclaims as she slaps Mondo hard on the back,
nearly leveling Kane. The whole room breaks out into a loud shared roar.
“It’s good that was just a love tap; else I’d be pushing up daisies.”
“Good tease.”
“Thanks. Then again, life’s a bitch and then you die.”
“Quite so.”
“You’ve got Mob connections, and I have need of them.”
“What’s your angle?”
“I’m on a job for a client.”
“A hit?”
“Just snooping, no wet works.”
“So, what’s in it for me?”
“Me for the evening.”
Fats clears her throat.
“Okay. Me for the weekend.”
Fats clears her throat again.
“Okay. Okay. Me for the week. But. I don’t pimp, and you know it.”
“Can’t blame a girl for trying.”
“Nope. Just for doing.”
“With a gesture I could have you forever. You’re unarmed and there’s a whole room full of us.”
“What. Only a room full. Hell. I could fuck all of you to death by my lonesome.”
Fats busts out in a loud belly laugh that everybody shares in on. Then she bear hugs Kane again,
only much harder this time. Kane sees stars and nearly passes out from the sheer ecstasy of the
sheer agony of it all.
Kane holds on though, and stays conscious, and somehow holds her blood, swallowing it back
down as it comes up. A reanimated Hester bags Mondo’s head in a boned skintight isolation mask,
which is secured with a Blue.
Hester and Dominique are Fat’s nieces, via Fats’ older brothers, and Big Daddy is Fats’ nephew,
thanks to Fats’ youngest sister.
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“What a spunky brat youse be.”
“But. Do we have a deal, Fats?”
“This is only temporary. I’m just borrowing her. She’s mine only for the week. You’re all
witnesses to dat. And, yes, we have a deal.”
Kane knows for sure she’s being had. Fats doesn’t just want to borrow her. Fats wants to buy her
for life Eternal. ‘Cause once you go moll, there’s no going back, ever again. Not if you wanna live,
that is!
Only now, with their bargain publicly sealed, does Mondo allow herself to truly revel in the
ecstasy of the pain, and pass out. Dominique shoves used tampons into Mondo’s gaping mouth.
The bloodies came out of the well-stocked vending machines that Fats keeps on site. And yep;
Fats gets a kick back from the vending machine company.
Then Waller does the final honors. She zippers the isolation mask shut: eye, nose, and mouth
slits. Such so-called full-masks are of the type favored by Fats, and other Domina of Fat’s Troll ilk,
to discipline their Submissives with.

“Always live by three simple rules as a jobber, no matter
who your middleman is. They’re the rules of the cult-jobber
Markko Polo. Rule number one: never work for anyone you
don’t love. Rule number two: never work for anyone who
won’t do their own dirty work. And rule number three, the
most important rule of ‘em all: never work for anyone who
doesn’t love you as much as you love them.”
“Julie” K Smith
Mondo comes to in one of the lavish suites of the fully hardened fallout shelter that’s located
miles below Fats’ club. This used to be her room when she jobbed for Fats. And it’s just like she
left it. The sheets are Italian satin. The wallpaper is Chinese silk. The human-hair rugs are Persian.
The polished wood floor is livewood. She’s been bathed and perfumed. Her body has been healed
by its own micro-critters. And, except for the isolation mask, she’s naked. When she unzips the
mask’s slits, and takes stock of her old quarters, she finds her clothes, jewelry, rosary, and katz in
the hi-girl. Instead of dressing, she rings for room service, though. Within minutes a familiar voice
can be heard from the other side of the armored door. Yes, armored. Calling Fats, a Right-Wing
reactionary is an understatement. The former Texas Ranger, who did stints with the OSS, ASA, and
CI when she was a GI during WWII, makes Walt Disney look like a flamin’ Liberal in comparison!
“Are you decent?”
“No,” Mondo giggles out.
“Good. Then it’s worth barging in on you.”
Fats enters, discreetly locking the door behind her. The Scot is wearing her favorite domino mask
and kilt, and precious little else.
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“Turn ‘round, please. Yes. Oh. My. My. My. Is it me or is it Memorex? ‘Cause either you’re
leaner or you’re tits are bigger since I last saw you, which was ‘bout a month before youse got
Embraced.”
“Both. I got leaner and I got bigger boobies.”
“Your mother does good work.”
“So, I keep hearing.”
“Even as a mortal you had so much of their Lost looks, though; pale, skinny, chesty, and angular,
with their wanton sexuality.”
“Wanton sexuality my ass. I was a virgin back then.”
“Chaste or not, you still had their wanton sexuality.”
“Same old Fats. No use arguing with you.”
“And you’re still the same old Connie, the mortal who I always thought of as the kept-woman I
never had, and the boss’s girl I’d love to spoil.”
“And you’re still the schlocky succurine mommy that Connie always needed to guide her on her
chosen dark path in life.”
“You had a lot of dangerous people worried for a while, though, my Girl Friday.”
“Sorry about that. It’ll never happen again.”
“Good to hear. Wouldn’t want to lose you to some unfortunate accident.”
“Knowledge is power. Power is obligation.”
“And you know way too much about too many faerie people’s rackets to be goin’ around hatin’
faerie ‘cause you got took.”
“You’re right, as usual. If I’d kept on goin’ much longer the way that I was goin’ back then,
somebody like mother or Aunt Agnus or you would’ve taken me out.”
“Well. Dat’s all water under the bridge, now. Youse back in the fold. I heard dat you started the
Amazons back up again.”
“Emily is running it.”
“I never did trust her. Still don’t.”
“She feels likewise ‘bout you.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Ain’t dat da truth. By the By. Since we’ve gotten on the subject of Skinhead riffraff. How’s that Slice Girl workin’ out as your Slave?”
“Fine. She’s back in school, made Varsity letters.”
“Good to hear. Of course, I’ve never trusted a Skin as far as I could throw the Empire State
Building or the Arch.”
“I’ve heard dem cipher the same ‘bout Mafia types like yourself.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Same old Connie.”
“Commies still off limits?”
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“Don’t even go dere. You know where my politics lay. I’m a by-God American.”
“I’m lookin’ for a missin’ heiress who’s gone missin’ in one of the Nature Boy’s slaver dens. Her
name is Patti Hearst.”
“You mean ‘Hanoi’ Hearst?”
“One in the same.”
“Fuck her Socialist ass! She can stay missin’. Her old man is okay, but she can go to Hell and
stay dere.”
“Politics aside. I need you to arrange a parley with Flair so that I can get his permission to go in
and get Miss Hearst.”
“N. O. spells ‘no.’”
“Okay. You win.”
Kane gives her once sugar momma her best little girl lost look.
“Okay. Okay. Turn off the Shirley Temple. You win. I’ll arrange the parley.”
“Still the push over.”
“Where you’re concerned.”
“Quite so.”
“Is that why Hearst sent you?”
“How else was he goin’ to get word to you?”
“Ain’t dat da truth. These days, I rarely leave da bunker.”
“And pray tell, why?”
“’Cause they’re out to get me.”
“Who’s they?”
“Da fuckin’ Commies, you Judas bitch! I figured dat they’d send in someone who could get close
to me. Shit, if they didn’t use a Judas, they’d have to use dem tunneling nukes. And with me being
faerie I’d have to be at ground zero for atomics to be effective. Traitorous whore. I’m gonna have
you converted into a Troll. Den you be goodlookin’ enough to be my love slave.”
“Oh, really.”
“Now you gone and done it. You spoiled da mood.”
“Sorry, Fats. I forgot how seriously you take these elaborate role-playing games of yours.”
“Forgot my ass. You just want to jump in the sack without any romantic foreplay.”
“Oh, yea, right. Like pretending to be your, Lost converted into a Troll girl-toy, is supposed to be
romantic.”
“Well, it is to me. So, play along.”
“Okay. You win.”
“And you’re Connie the human who I’m converting into my Troll girl-toy.”
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“Jeez, sounds suspiciously like someone’s closet fantasy.”
“So, what’s your point?”
“Never mind.”
“Just act scared. Run around da room screaming. I chase youse for a while. Den.”
“I faint on the bed and you attach a fully active toadie.”
“Yea, but, how’d youse know?”
“Lucky guess.”

“Always, always, always, pay close attention to their
names. Hell, you never have to lay an eye on ‘em to know
their persuasion. For example, initials in a faerie name
never end in periods. Example two, a hyphenated last name
always indicates a faerie. Example numero three, d’em kind
like to add nicks to their Christian moniker. Jeez. This stuff
is like basic one, two, three!”
Samuel Edgar Torpor
(founding father of the “modern” Humanist movement)
Kane throws herself into a faint on the bed. Her chest heaving. Her buff body glistening with
sweat. Fats attaches the toadie. Mondo begins changing.
First off, the girl’s left eye goes bogus momentarily. Then she becomes thicker built and musclebound! Tall blue-eyed blonde becomes a taller green-eyed brunette. Her features coarsen and her
supraorbital ridges (eyebrow ridges) become pronounced. The girl’s muff takes on a phony-looking
coloring as it acquires the color schema of a libidinous hyena, and becomes leopard-pattern. Her
coiffure goes electric-dyke. Kane’s breasts expand to G-cups. But, she stays proportional. So do the
math. Her outward appearance is that of a Troll.
For humans, Troll-looks can become highly addictive after only minimum toadie abuse! It’s what
Trolls do to their harem scare ’em, the human slavegirls of their slaver dens.
Fats notices the blank look in the girl’s eyes. The toadie has forced her to take the game
seriously.
With her mind completely emptied by the worm, she’s putty to be molded into whomever and
whatever Fats desires, which means she’ll end up being a manhatin’ human-phobic dyke. That’s the
perfect whore for a mobster such as Fats, which was something a mortal Connie Smith could never
be! What a role reversal. The dominant femme Kane has not only been coerced into becoming a
femme submissive, she’s become the Lost female submissive of a discipline fanatic, bondageobsessed, dominant female like Groll prima domina Waller!
Fats cinches a three-sizes too-small heavily-boned latigo girdle around the submissive’s middle.
This is done to signify that Kane is now the property of a Domina. In other words, this whore is
taken.
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The girdle sternly molds Mondo’s female shape; cutting high over the hips, and deeply into the
small of the back. Its diamond shaped centerpiece lifts, and accentuates, further maximizing her
rear cleavage. Varicose suspenders dangle from this nail-studded cinch belt. Their hosiery clasps
are fashioned from the polished heads of human fetuses! Girdle and suspenders are vampiir.
Then, Waller slips a very brief moth-eaten crop top over the girl’s tits. The stretchy perforated
top, that’s stretched to its very limits, leaves the bottom-half of Mondo’s massive twin peaks bared.
It’s filthy greasy uncured human hide. It’s called, for obvious reasons, a cannibal’s-halter, and, it’s
Candies brand.
Waller seeds the scalp of the comely girl with something that looks like limegreen vegetable hair.
It’s called troll’s-bane, and is actually a moss which grows wild in Missouri’s Bootheel. This
veggie hair is a powerful narcotic for Troll-similes.
“’Cause I like six-guns so much, I nick you ‘Six-Shooter.’ I christen you, Linda Mynet ‘SixShooter’ Batek. Body by Fischer. Brains by Mattel. Now you’re the beautiful, savage brute: vulgar,
mindless, and perfect, just like I always imagined you could be. Maybe I won’t give you back.
Maybe I’ll just keep you forever. My fantasy submissive. Only I know that Mondo Kane and Linda
Batek are one in the same person. And I can always have that truth burned out of my brain. Such an
eternity of fun wez could have here in da bowels of my inner sanctum.”
Darque inkings fade away. Fingerprints, retina patterns, brain waves, and voice all change.
They’re now an exact match for a factitious person by the name of Linda Batek, who up-till-now
only existed in the files of the SRB and the obsessive fantasies of one Fats Waller. Batek has been
registered with the SRB as a real person for several decades! So, to say that Linda has been a
longstanding fantasy of Fats is clearly an understatement.
And although Fats engineered the registration, and authored the phony bio, for this up-till-now
factitious Linda Batek person, there’s no paper trail leading back to Waller.
Mondo Kane, for all intents and purposes, no longer exists. For the duration, there’s only a bimbo
prostitute Troll called Linda, Fats’ homicidal streetwalker harlot. In other words, Linda is that
decidedly Troll version of a bimbo called a Hulk, not to be confused with that race of Goons called
Hulk.
As the finishing touches to her dream girl, Fats strokes the side of the big girl’s neck, where the
worm has taken up residence and incants a ruination. Kane’s face becomes that of an enraged fortysomething Goon divorcee, and goes two-faced. She goes blue-haired. With her muff ruining further
as it goes kyting. And her fingernails turn purple, and go daggerous.
“Now, you’re perfect, just like in my fantasies.”
Stealthy figures, encased in fade-to-grays (gray-colored police Tanks, Grays), move silently on
the rooftops overlooking the club. There’s no radio chatter, only hand signs. SWAT is here to
closely monitor these sordid televised proceedings, per the mayor’s orders; it’s all photo-op and
fluff for the locals (local police) since the Feds are running the show. One of the mobile-units,
that’s what LEOs call their Tanks, is worn by Captain Lee. Although a “hands on” commander,
normally the precinct captain doesn’t accompany SWAT, especially on promotional events. But
this is no normal situation. This gig has a national audience. One of the major networks is here!
There’s even talk of a possible syndication deal: a spin-off of “Cops” called “FBI vs. The Mob.”
The police have just gotten into position when all hell breaks loose, and the entire AO gets flushed
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down the proverbial crapper.
Hester, Dominique, Big Daddy, and a Giant, who goes by the nick of Hondo, come out of walkabout nowhere. Fats is in the privy, relieving herself, humming the happy song.
They by-pass Batek, who lays on the bed in a troll’s-bane-induced vegetative state. They’ll
breakin’ Fat’s slut girlie later, after they’ve disposed of Fats, and keep the big girl for a trophy.
As soon as Fats exits the head, they jump her. That’s when the unexpected happens.
‘Shooter casts off the stupor of her binge, leaps off of the bed, and joins in on the fray,
instinctively siding with her Domina.
Linda spears Big Sexy, scoops her up, and drills her into the floor with a jackhammer.
As a devastating follow up, Batek slaps a diamond-cutter on Hester, and lets Bobbie Sox feel the
bang.
Then the Hulkster backs off from the fracas, leaving her masked tag team partner to deal with the
would-be usurpers’ diminished two-to-one odds. Linda amuses herself by flexing her biceps;
admiring, kissing, and even lickin’, the pythons that she’s been blessed with.
So far it’s all been hand-to-hand, which can only mean one thing. The gutsy conspirators have
smartly decided on a weak-handed play ‘cause carrying any weapons down into the bunker
would’ve set off its detectors; alerting Fats, and those still loyal to her, that something was amiss.
With their intended so forewarned, the tide of battle would have gone quickly and decisively
against ‘em early on in the game. Besides, avoiding the armed conflict option greatly lessons the
chances, of even an inexperienced combatant, accidentally zeroing an opponent in the heat of
battle. And no ethical responsible person wants any “real” fatalities. Occasionally they do happen,
but you should do everything in your power to avoid ‘em. After all, even in outlaw competitive
leagues like this one, role-playing is still just a game, to be enjoyed by participants and spectators
alike.
Fats takes Big Daddy down with an even-flow. She toys with Hondo, stretching out the fun.
Eventually he tries a choke-slam, which she blocks with a swift, vicious kick to his groin. She
follows up the block with a potent take-down: her own version of the choke-slam. This is followed
seamlessly with a DVD, a so-called Death Valley Driver. Then she drills him into the reinforced
concrete floor with, the hold she invented and made famous, the brain-buster. As Xenia would say,
now dis here is what da real ‘rassling is all da ’bout, kuz’in. Ain’t life a bitch and then you die, all
over again?
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“Being a gunsel is as much about getting shot, as it is about
shooting other people. ‘Cause somewhere, some when,
somehow, someplace, you’re going to be outgunned,
regardless of how fast on the draw that you are. No doubt ta
‘bout it. But, if you’ve done your homework, prepared
yourself for the inevitable, and, most important of all, get
smiled on by Lady Luck, there’s absolutely no reason why
you have to be bested in a gunfight simply because the
other guy out-slapped you in the leather department and
shot you before you shot him. Remember: gunslinging is
like sex, it’s 90% mental and only 10% physical, no matter
how big your gun is.”
“Pistol” Pez Whatley
(excerpt from the bestseller “The Pez Dispenser”)
Nickla “Baby Doll” Roberts, nicknamed “Andrea The Lady Giant,” the world-famous bodyguard
of Lady Decima, is quite a woman.
First off, she’s painted in the same Mobbed-up fashion as Fats and the rest of Fats’ gang. As
such, she’s white-faced, but only her eyebrows, eyelids, lips, and the bridge of her nose are painted
black by muir. The painted corners of her mouth extend upward, creating an exaggerated maniacal
Joker-style sneer. Purple tears are painted cascading down both of her cheeks, from the ghoulishlypainted eye sockets of her muir sleep-mask. Oh, such appropriately garish eye makeup!
Instead of her usual wave permed ‘do, she’s sporting a hideous variation of her pony-tailed
sandman ‘do. A simple depilatory spell has been used to render the sides of her head completely
hairless. Think: mohawk with a ponytail. Think: Wendy O’ Williams, lead singer of the Plasmatics.
Her overteased big hair, her Debra McMichael, has been radically altered by “shaving” into
something so unspeakably-ugly and decidedly-butch that it makes a synn-grrrl look feminine in
comparison. Called a Wendy-O’, it’s a coiffure oddity befitting either a moll for the Business or the
Punk vocalist, Wendy O’ Williams, who invented it.
The “slicked” portions of her scalp are marred by the same obscene Troll enthrallment runes
which cover her forehead. To those who aren’t fly, the runes look like the scar tissue that results
when the skin of a human’s forehead has been repeatedly checkerboarded into raw hamburger, with
a dull razor blade, and never allowed to completely heal in between slice-n-dice sessions.
A robust silver nose ring pierces her nasal septum and right nostril! Signifying that she’s the ho
of a mobster, in other words, “I’m somebody’s property, so hands off, ‘cause I bite.” It’s a further
reiteration of her “no trespassing” status. A sterling-silver kiger covers her left nipple; a kiger being
that hollow claw-shaped nipple-piece you can suck mammary milk through, as if it were a straw.
When a Domina sucks on a Submissive’s kiger it’s called “spankin’ da monkey.” Her hearty
Parochial school girl ponytail has been weighted down with a sterling-silver ingot. This heavy
braiding clip has been fashioned into the shape of a scorpion’s stinger and engraved with Fats’
mark! Six silver studs have been riveted into her left eyebrow. Three skull rings adorn each of her
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fingers. The rings on her left-hand spell out the word “bitch,” in triplicate. While the ones on her
right spell out “whore,” also in triplicate. All of her harlot-style skulls are from Burdines, and are
24 kt., just like all the rest of her sterling-silver.
While Lost and Elf prefer gold. And Grendel prefer platinum. Troll and Giants put their stock in
sterling-silver. Just like their fellow ultra-conservatives, the Dwarfs, do.
By human standards, she’s a once beautiful woman who’s been horribly disfigured to conform to
the twisted greener tastes of some low-life Troll racketeer. A beautiful, butterfly turned into an ugly
moth. To any gangster, worth their salt, she was a stunning beauty who got transformed into an
even more breathtaking one.
She’s also a scorned woman; cast off by Fats like yesterday’s newspaper as soon as that Kane
bitch came back into the mobster’s life. But this scorned woman hath not wrath for her former
lover. “Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned” doesn’t apply.
Needless to say, she’s still deeply in love with Fats Waller. And, the fact she’s still alive after
being dumped, tells her that the capo’s still fond of her. Neither woman is the sworn enemy of the
other.
Nickla’s a realist. She knew every time Fats mounted her, Fats was fantasizing about fucking
Kane, and Fats made no bones about it. Nickla knew she was being used as a substitute from the
word “go.”
A three-something Daemone child, who’s standing in one of the cafeteria’s chow lines with her
out-of-town family, breaks away from her mother’s grip, and rushes over to Baby Doll’s booth. The
wide-eyed, thumb-sucking, little girl, dragging a human beanie baby, is dressed in a nightshirt and
fuzzy rabbit slippers. She flashes a wide, toothy, “shit eatin’” grin.
In response to the hazel-eyed child’s unspoken of wish, the Giant beckons for the child to come.
Jordan leaps into Robert’s lap. Roberts autographs her doll.
In faerie society, only children are held in higher esteem, and considered more important, than
the Elderly.
In the course of all of this, Nickla never misses a beat talking to her sister, the movie star, Julia
Roberts.
Jordan’s mother, who’s the senior para-legal for a well-known barrister in Big D (Dallas, Texas),
makes no move to retrieve her ballsy daughter. She knows that her pride-n-joy is in good hands.
It feels strange for her to be back to being her old Dark self again and sporting her usual kit.
But, Kane has made some accommodation to Fats’ decidedly-Troll taste in consorts to cushion
the blow of the hiatus of that human-phobic/manhatin’ Miss Linda Mynet-Batek persona, though.
As such, her hype hair has a layered look thanks to an uneven “cut” and its trademark Chinese
bangs are longer. Result: a “civilized” krazy. Think: Auntie It from the Addams Family. Hype hair
in the guise of a Francine is a perennial moll favorite.
In place of her usual bitch goddess looks she’s sporting a Hag-facial. To a Goon, the next best
thing to Goon looks is a Hag-facial.
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And to further appease the “top heavy”-loving Fats, she has her puppies pumped up as much as
her bra set on most painful can get ‘em to look. The expected wasp-waist also results. You guessed
it; a top-heavy wasp-waisted moll is another Mob tradition.
Gangster and gun moll, walking hand-in-hand, emerge from a dark dank boobytrapped tunnel
into the bomb shelter that’s miles beneath the Prince Albert Hotel; one of the many skidrow
flophouses that call 5th Street, home. Every hotel, office building, and Governmental edifice,
erected during the 1950s, has a nuclear-resistant underground bunker. It was part of the City’s
building codes, back then. Even “Faerie Only” domiciles weren’t exempt from these edicts, even
though faerie assimilate all forms of radiation.
“I could tell you were faking it. So, tell me the truth. How long did it really take for your body to
flush out every vestige of my toadie, once I allowed you to relapse?”
“Less than a minute.”
“S’ish. What a blow to my ego.”
“Yea, right.”
“Although your Francine and Hag-facial do help. I still like you better as a Troll.”
“Whatever you say, Fats,” Kane coos, as she swoons into Waller’s womanly, well-muscled arms.
They share a passionate kiss before Kane resumes her previous vertical position.
Fats gives her “hot toddy” a pat on the butt as they strut past a very bored-lookin’ straitlaced
receptionist and enter a squalid dimly-lit room that has never seen this side of a better day. What’s
left of a man lies atop a urine-soaked garbage heap that’s been piled in a corner.
Mondo can tell that the nerd, who’s been fitted with eye bolts, was drained to a pulpy husk by a
real pro. The geek is singing like a canary; spilling his guts, about all he knows, to a collection of
grim-faced sneering hoodlums, all of whom are Trolls in the throes of bloodlust. All, that is, except
for a dapper-dressed Vampire, whom Kane recognizes instantly.
He’s John “Jack the Ripper” Johns: the other infamous Jack the Ripper, and one of the preeminent “freelance” interviewers in the business. He used to work for the Company, and still gets
the odd subcontract job from the Feds. Fats loves to see him go to work on an interviewee. He’s an
artist who uses people as his living canvases, to create breath-stealing “Masterpieces of Pain.”
“Well Mr. Chan, now that I’ve had my supper, a nice succulent face sandwich I sliced off a
twelve-year-old runaway, and I’ve freshened up a bit, we can begin again in earnest. And this time
I want the truth. No more lies and fanciful fabrications.”
This part of the brutality scenario is obviously for Fats’ amusement. Since anyone can see that
Chan has told his persuader everything that he knows. And that deception, has long ago been ripped
out of Hobgoblin’s grasp by Johns’ renown expertise. In other words, this slide-rule jockey, who
reeks of being affiliated with the SQP spin-off of the SWP, couldn’t lie if he wanted to, to John
Johns.
When JJ goes to work on the man, Fats goes into orbit. If Waller notices Kane slipping out of her
arm, she does the best job of hiding it.
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“I dived into the line of fire like I was some bloomin’
bloody-ass immortal; which I was anything, but. What I
was, was mortal, and a squatt; ripped to the gills, strung out
on crank, squeeze, spaz, overdrive-stimms, and whatnot, as
usual. That adrenaline cocktail called TANK, which
effectively turns an un-Suited Mundane into a Suit-encased
without the overhead of the hardshell plasticine contraption
itself. I remember it like it was yesterday; that fateful day
during that first purely-homicidal period of my life; the
silly season, what the shrinks call a prolonged extended
psychotic episode, which lasted two months to-the-day.
The day that the silliness ended, was a day that had started
off like so many other days did back then; I’d killed
someone that I didn’t know, over nothing in particular.
Then I was saving someone’s life for no more reason than
I’d taken a likin’ to ‘em for no good reason in particular.
That person was Fats. I’d assessed her attackers as pros, but
that didn’t matter; I’d still decided to intervene. As the
rounds ripped through my body I almost got expired. It’s
still, years later, the closest that I’ve ever gotten to being
zeroed! My life flashed before my eyes, as I was blinded by
an unnaturally bright light and deafened by an
indescribably loud voice and overcome by the stifling
aroma of jasmine! It was the day that I decided to come
back in from the cold and reclaim my old life.”
“Cannibal Annie” Smith
Mondo begins to wander from room to room, sightseeing on her way to the buffet. This is where
the Business sends its problems to be entertained. This is why Mafia types call this place, Murder
Motel Incorporated. This is one of those places that defines hardcore. Occasionally, Kane catches
glimpses of some gun-toting Troll muscle, on roving sentry duty, flickering in-n-out of walk-about.
A fair share of the guests are humans. But the vast majority of ‘em are made guys and associates
who went bad, so to speak, and who were unfortunate enough to be sentenced to a healthy dose of
corporal punishment before they got whacked, instead of rating an execution-style death right off
the bat.
Knowing about the existence of places like this, is why a lot of serious people got concerned
when a newly reborn Connie Smith was going around hating faerie because she got rooked. Now
that her even more potent Mondo Kane version is back in the fold for good, those same people are
breathing a collective sigh of relief. ‘Cause, after all, what a waste it would’ve been if they had had
to cover their asses by having the big girl eighty-sixed.
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Hired-gun, assassin, thug, remorseless killer, blowjob-betty, little-oral-annie, and cold-blooded
murderess. The big girl has been all these deadly things, and so much more, all in the span of a life
that hasn’t seen three decades of existence.
Kane sashays into the cafeteria, grabs a tray and some eating utensils, and joins one of the long
lines of people wanting for their turn at the elaborately showcased food. Call it a Gin Mill or simply
an Illegal. It amounts to the same thing. This is an illegal Easy. When guests get whacked, they end
up in the chow. They provide most, but not all, of the buffet’s choice beef. Smart money says that
you don’t ask where the rest of the Ambrosia comes from.
Mondo gets her shares of looks, especially from the plethora of Cowboy Shootist-types. You
know the kind of umbra I’m talkin’ ‘bout. Their Period-correct get-up consists of: DENIM jeans,
long-sleeved shirts, MAX vests or Texas brush jackets, chaps, high-heel Olathes, and the trademark
wide-brimmed Restol. They’re packin’ sixguns and double-barreled shotguns or leverguns.
But no one, not even the Cowboys, dares to stare too long or too hard at Kane. ‘Cause everybody
knows that Kane is Fats’ woman. And nobody wants to cross Waller over her favorite skirt.
Out of the corner of her eye, she notices an old acquaintance stagger over to a booth. Somehow
he doesn’t drop his tray. Clad in an old-fashioned, white frilly blouse with puffy sleeves, a Pope
Charles frock coat and matching tight knee-length breeches, buckle-shoes, and a feathered beret,
he’s dressed in the VELVET powder-blue uniform of a Commander in the Vatican’s Swiss Guard,
which has been stripped of its rank and insignia.
His name is Lou Thesz. Thesz’s quickness, speed, and accuracy with a gun, as well as his “stone
cold” fearlessness when facing any opponent, and his flawless shootist technique, make him not
only one of the top gunners in the Business, they make him the epitome of what a gunslinger
should be.
This isn’t the first time that she’s seen the manly Ogre this lisping prissy effeminate drunk
before, either. Whenever the hard-drinking two-fisted master gunslinger goes this deep in the bag,
it can only mean one thing. He’s had one of those famous rowdies with his lady-friend. And his
pretty girl-toy has gone off and left him to sulk. That dashing girlfriend of his, who’s a licensed
masseuse, is also heiress to the vast Macy’s, Bloomingdale’s, and Neiman Marcus fortunes.
During these wet spells of his, young bucks out to make a name for themselves, will oftentimes
try and take advantage of the old lush, and call him out, figuring that he’s so impaired by the bottle
that he’s easy pickings. So far, they’ve found out otherwise. No one here is so foolish as to throwdown on the old coot. In fact, no one comes near him.
Mondo causes more than a few eyebrows to rise when she ignores the seating suggestion of the
maitre d’ and joins Thesz in the booth. Her china heaped with goodies from the buffet.
He looks up and smiles. In spite of the hard liquor-inspired stupor, which clouds his faculties, he
recognizes her right off. She’s one of the handful of people he classifies as a friend.
She waves over a waitress and orders three tall glasses of ice tea, one for him, one for her, and
one for Fats. Then she shows off how much a Miss Manners she can be, just the way Lou taught
her. First, and foremost, and in a most ladylike manner, Kane removes her Kookie, which is Mob
and proper. Next the shoes come off, which is proper Goon etiquette. After all, she is a Moll, the
moll of a Mobster. Then, and only then, does she seat herself.
“Long time no see, Daddy-O.”
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“It seems like only yesterday, princess.”
Though slurred by spirits, his speech is, none the less, quite understandable.
“Oh, but it has been longer than that, kind sir.”
Upon hearing this utterance, he seems to magically sober up quite a bit.
“I heard d’at you got rooked. I’m glad. You were wasting your time as a mortal. It was ‘bout time
d’at someone forced you to accept your true destiny. And you couldn’t have a better mother, even
if you had picked her yourself, cher,” he remarks. His Cajun accent having returned to its full
flower.
“Quite so.”
Kane thanks and tips their server when the waitress returns with their chilled beverages.
“A toast.”
They raise their drinks.
“A toast to Eternal life and final death, hep cats and kittens,” Kane offers.
“Here. Here,” Lou appropriately responds.
It’s the toast that Thesz taught a mortal Connie Smith, ages ago.
“So, where’s Miss Ellison, that gorgeous seque of yours?”
“We had a row over this and that. She’s off somewhere, likely whoring with some oafish
expository. Damn her dandy soul, the gore whore.”
“So why do you put up with her monkeyshine?” Kane teases, knowing full well the answer
already.
“’Cause that faggot’s tongue is so long, educated, and facile d’at I gotta Watusi when The
Fabulous Moolah lays d’at dere 12-inch surfboard on me. And I must interject dat youse current
pretense is makin’ you look awful perdy to me, cher,” Lou responds, with a mischievous grin.
“I love it when you talk dirty.”
“So does Lillian.”
Thesz has never had any use for the company of a human woman. A human Connie Smith has
been the only exception to this most personal of his rules. Because of his racial preference he never
considered hitting the tail trail with her, back when she was mortal. But he sure loved hitting the
buddy trail with her, back then. That’s why he’s never called her out, even though he’s burning to
know, before he goes to his grave, which of ‘em is the faster draw.
As if on cue, Fats appears out of walk-about nowhere. And though uninvited, joins them in the
booth.
“So, where’s my grub, girl?”
“I’ve got a double heaping of everything on an oversized plate, as even one of your obviously
moronic lot can clearly see, as well as an extra glass of tea. So, fill your face, and shut up while I
catch up on old times with a good friend of mine,” Kane teases sternly.
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“Shakin’ it, boss. Shakin’ it,” Fats gleefully teases back as she gives her property a sloppy wet
one on the cheek.
Fats eats one-handed. ‘Cause the other arm is occupied: draped around Kane’s shoulders in an
obvious expression of “she’s mine, hands off youse bums.”
“Things always change faster than people. I see that Fats is still quite partial to d’em girlies with
the perfect-pair.”
“Ain’t d’at the truth? She likes d’em Hulks the best, though.”
“So, I’ve heard.”
“So, I can testify to from first-hand experience.”
Thesz raises an eyebrow and hunches his shoulder pad broadened shoulders, upon hearing this
utterance. You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure out what Kane is getting at. Kane has
shifted gears in mid conversation from talking about Fats to talking about the goddess, with an
easily missed inflection in her voice being the only giveaway.
“You’re leaving yourself open to future indiscretions,” Thesz cautions.
“I know. But thanks for the advice, anyways.”
“I’d hate to see you end up as one of Kali’s minions, coerced into living out your life in servitude
to the goddess, existing only to fulfill her needs for cruel gratification.”
“I’m already living in Kali’s fast lane.”
Fats does a famous job of listening without appearing to do so. It’s but one of the many talents of
Hoboken, New Jersey’s most infamous daughter.
“So, you have come to terms with your new life.” An affirmation, not a question.
“And as such I must fulfill my obligation as a plaything of my beloved chosen Elders.”
“You learn fast on your feet.”
“Always did.”
“Quite so.”
“Her associations are clearly the key to her undoing. Take this Fats, for example, she runs a gin
mill.”
“Which the police turn a blind eye to, like they do with so many other illegals, unless it can be
proved that the owner traffics in flesh procured from respectable taxpaying civilians who were
whacked without prior consent.”
“Okay. So, I can’t use her cop friends against her. I’ll just have to do my own dirty work and ruin
her myself. And once I’ve run her ragged, then I’ll whack her like all the rest. Another notch for my
coffin lid.”
“Judas Priest, girl! Leave her alone; that’s if you want to keep on living.”
“I’ve fried bigger fish.”
“Bullshit!”
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“Are you saying that all I’m capable of doing is culling the herd?”
“Not at all. You’ve done more than just weed out their weaklings, quitters, dumb-asses, and
journeymen. You’ve taken out your share of shoot’rs, as well as the odd hooker or two. But you’ve
never whacked a hooker of her caliber. Her rep is no smoke-n-mirrors. She’s not some REMF
who’s only fit to take on pop up/shoot-back targets. Her fans say she’s a walking-weapon, a living
WMD (weapon of mass destruction). In other words, she’s The Real Deal.”
For Fats it was the biggest decision in her life, and in retrospect, the easiest. As a hood, she’s got
the kind of criminal connections that are priceless to any P.I., let alone a Grimm. But, in addition to
that, shady side, notwithstanding, Waller is also an astute legit businesswoman.
She’s got a small, yet thriving, and quite profitable, pro-wrestling promotion. And, she’s majority
owner of the “Lizzie Borden Secretarial and Finishing School for Gentile Young Ladies and
Gentlemen Inc.” The bored-looking receptionist in the bomb shelter, who was anything but bored,
is a product of Fat’s school.
Waller is also a silent partner in the gin mill! The Council of Bosses, which presides over all of
the Mob families in the world, allowed Fats to buy into the Illegal as a reward for services
rendered.
Needless to say, it’s unheard of for an associate to be so honored.
Fats has a nice little nest egg tucked safely away. It’s a combination of after-tax profits from her
legal enterprises and laundered money from her illegal ventures. And Waller has placed a portion
of it at Mondo’s disposal!
Winners never lose, and losers never win. And Waller smelled winner all over Mondo the first
time that she met the big girl back when Mondo Kane was Connie Smith. Waller has decided to
hitch her wagon up to this slurpie’s rising star!

“Even to the assassin, killing must never be seen as right. It
must always be seen as the necessary evil. Else the
practitioner of an otherwise noble profession becomes a
menace, instead of an asset, to society, a menace that must
be exterminated like all liabilities to the greater good.”
Dame Kate “The Marquis” Kalashnikov
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The Missing Heiress Now Not Later
Part 2 of 2
“If it’s do or die. I’m bettin’ on the latter.”
This pair just doesn’t figure. This is why their association caught my eye and held my attention
from the git-go.
She’s a two-bit gun moll, with a well-known, and well-deserved, rep for being dishonest,
especially with any gangster who has the misfortune of getting hooked up with this back-stabbing,
red-headed Giantess.
He’s a Teflon dandy and full-fledged Capo, who plays the part, to the hilt, of being a limp wrist,
who’s quite harmless and definitely all bluster. Though a Groll, like Fats, he’s quite the tight-ass
WASP, disdaining anything that even hints at being Mobbed-up, let alone native, even in his
private life. As such, his enclave is oh-so-proper, just like the man himself. And his taste is
impeccable.
Yep, Miz Elizabeth and the “Nature Boy” is a marriage that’s definitely not made in heaven. And
I have a hunch that the two of ‘em coming together, like they have, can mean nothing but
wickedness for yours truly.
When she compliments me on having such a nice rack, I know that my hunch is right. ‘Cause
Naitch raises a suspicious eyebrow and gives me that look, the look of the insanely jealous lover,
asserting his territorial claim, as a warning to someone he feels might potentially try to horn in on
his peachy-keen action.
And when she sensuously crosses her legs, and I hear the salacious thunder of bare well-muscled
thigh rubbing against bare well-muscled thigh, and add in the athletic build that goes with being a
Giant, I know that I’m hooked and Hell-bent on the road to ruination. It’s clearly “do or die.”
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Chapter Two
The Honeymoon
“Dark heart. Iron hand. Rampage killer.”
She lounges on her room’s “Carol Lombard” chair; her former room at Fats is once more her
room, her other domicile. She’s sporting her katz, Gestapo rosary, jewelry, pumps, Candies-brand
big nippled cannibal’s-halter, and parasitic strap-on, and a dirty, greasy krazy liberally seeded with
troll’s-bane. Her GVGH has been invoked, instructed to stay visible until it’s told to switch off, and
it’s also been told that “off” day may never come! Her double-Ds are greasy; lubed up, like her
krazy is, by the grease from her greasy ragged crop top, a well-ventilated moth-eaten crop top that
was sliced off the lean upper torso of a petite flat-chested redhead.
Needless to say, with her being a big girl with big gunns and the flesh top coming from an ibtc
(itty-bitty titty committee) member, the crop top is stretched out to the max and it still barely covers
the top-half of her large rack.
She’s also got rapiers, madd, and combo infestation. Her long legs, with the jism smeared thighs,
are widely spread; the jism is from her prosthetic penis. Guttural sounds spew forth from her
drooling “hook” mouth. She’s got her usual bitch goddess looks: bleached blonde, hard-faced, and
pretty, “not the prettiest girl, but pretty enough.” She’s trussed up in a Robin Sage: spiked slave
collar, manacles, leg irons, intraconnected and interconnected with heavy lengths of chain;
elaborate weighted iron shackles that are hardened and rune-covered. She’s doing brute-Hague, the
Goon version of stern-Hague!
If she had prune-danish tits and were wearing Punk, parasitic shiny black stockings, instead of
being bare-legged, she’d, of course, be stern-Hague.
Both the Robin Sage and the crop top are Victorian era; choice items borrowed from Fats’ very
own, very private collection.
One hand strokes her plastic cock and fingers her balls: the deluxe hand-job. The other hand is
busy fucking her in the ass, through the dildo harness’ open-ended butt plug; finger, fingers, and
fist fuck all apply to this very anal adventure. Sweat, and the sour stink of going unwashed, coats
her filthy body. There are saner looking people, with better hygiene, wearing straitjackets in the
padded rooms of loony bins.
The ancient Romans call it “elaboratum masturbatum.” For Sherlock Holmes it’s playing the
violin in a drug induced stupor wearing only his boxers (boxer shorts). These days, for Mondo
Kane it’s Hague.
What startles Offer is Kane coming out of it all, just like that, all by her lonesome. A slight
gesture of her hand and her katz lockpicks the padlocks of the Robin Sage. Her krazy gives way to
a Francine, her usual hype hair with longer Chinese bangs and an uneven cut, which in turn gives
way to a Stevie Nicks, her usual hype hair with longer Chinese bangs and an even cut, which in
turn gives way to a Debra McMichael, her usual hype hair. She chooses to manifest the troll’s-bane
only when she’s doing Hague, and, the choice is definitely hers and not that of her original
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enslaver, Fats! Her rapiers and madd go puff. She cleans up, then kits up, leaving the crop top,
parasitic strap-on, and Robin Sage on the Lombard chair.
“You look, surprised, Offer.”
“If you were Goon I wouldn’t be.”
“As in?”
“You control your own enslavement, including the manifestation of the troll’s-bane. Only we’re
supposed to be able to do thusly.”
“There are precedencies for.”
“But nothing documented like you. Now I believe the scuttlebutt that Fats showed you our book
when you were human, and you not only survived, you read it!”
“Sounds like wild speculation to me.”
Offer wisely decides not to push the issue. Kane, feeling particularly wicked, decides to have
some fun. She takes two giant steps toward Offer. Offer moves forward a step in anticipation of the
obvious. But, instead of doing the obvious, Kane merely giggles.
“Still having those fantasies about me, huh?”
“Yes, Mondo.”
“How, flattering.”
Muffy mowr gives way to extreme stern straitlaced buttoned-down Victorian, in other words,
TWT with Sheers for the shiny black stockings. For obvious reasons, Sheers are called stern-hosen
by Hags.
Her debra gives way to a sternka. Next, she dons her sternns. Her strap-on comes out of the
proverbial closet: off the Lombard and onto her underneath her slip; a slip with a now vise gripping
waistband. Her painful corset being Painful, of course, serves up her tits in the very Victorian “tits
on the half-shelf” fashion and strangling her midriff, coercing her slim waist into becoming a very
Victorian tiny “wasp” waist. Her Miss Hancock, the riding crop, not the kit or Stacy Keibler the
pro-wrestling diva, is open-carry. A Hag-facial displaces her usual bitch goddess looks: looks wise,
headmistress becomes an overbearing domineering hard-faced slut divorcee. Her stern-hosen crawl
out of Purse and sheath her legs, without her having to remove her Black Patent-Leather stilettos, of
course. No longer pursed, her Sheers are once more doing that sexy black tinting of her long
shapely lily-white legs. Her strap-on coerces her shiny silk stockings into becoming parasitic, and
going parasitic doesn’t dull the hose’s silky sheen, their sexy shininess, one iota!
Girl watchers, her walk, that sexy tight walk dictated by her restrictive slip, coupled with those
slender silk encased thighs of hers, is simply to die for!
And, it goes without saying, girl watchers, that if she had thunder thighs, her walk would be that
sexy stilted thigh-rubbing walk dictated by her restrictive slip, producing a seductive cacophony,
the swish-swish of thick silk encased thigh sandpapering thick silk encased thigh: oh, the friction!
“When we return from fetching and delivering the package, I’ll likely be in the mood for some
fun.”
“Yes, of course.”
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“Good. Now, let’s pick up the human.”
Shortly after coming back to Fats, Kane began referring to humans in the third-person offhanded
fashion one normally associates with born, not made, demons. When Kane was a human jobbing
for Fats, this is also how the girl referred to other humans.
As the pair leaves Kane’s new/old digs the big girl says something that chills Offer to the bone.
“I’ve been thinking, Offer, that you’re in need of a man in your life, and I’ve decided that I’m
most qualified to fill the bill.”
Offer’s response is a tense, telling silence. She wanted to be the man, but, she knows better than
to argue with pure evil. Kane hugs her. She shudders, involuntarily, with excitement. Kane giggles,
again.

“Conquer or die.”
Cortez
In the Goon fashion, upon entering the limo, they both remove their dykers. Goons wear shoes
only when they have to.
Also in the Goon fashion, Offer is bare-legged. Female Goons prefer to go bare-legged. And do
so as much as they can get away with.
For a while, straitlaced and proper, Kane sits in the back of limo staring at Offer, making Fat’s
prodigette guess when; Kane’s legs are crossed in most ladylike manner. Then, out of the blue, she
stops playing hard to get.
Mondo purses her sternns, Sheers, and riding crop. Her Kookie unbuttons itself. She uncrosses
her legs, gaping ‘em open in a lewd, crude, and most unladylike fashion; the way Goon females
prefer to sit, even when they’re wearing the shortest skirt. Her sternka gives way to her usual hype
hair, in other words, a Debra McMichael. Her Hag-facial gives way to her usual bleached-blonde
bitch goddess looks. Her kit remains painful, so her tits stay pumped up and her waist remains
wasp.
They snuggle up, moll and prodigette, and make love like two Goons. Kane assumes the role of
the man, of course; her strap-on enabling her to play that role to the hilt.
They emerge from the limo, in front of Lord Humongous’ “club.” Both, of course, are muffy
mowr: half-corset, miniskirted Koo, Kookie unbuttoned, painful bps that dictates plumped tits and
wasp waist, bare-headed, bared-midriff, and sporting dykers.
Needless to say, Kane’s wearing her parasitic strap-on underneath her very brief, second skin
fitting half-slip, the snakeskin sheath skirt version of her beloved bygone bikers. In idle or painful
mode, her bra is nothing more than a torso strap, her coat is nothing more than a straitjacket, and
her aforementioned hobble skirt is nothing more than a thigh master: the garb, the restraint
vestment, of a female lunatic confined in a “rubber” room.
Maxx Payne, Lord Humongous’ second-in-command, escorts them inside. Initially he mistakes
Kane for nothing more than just a prostitute, which is quite understandable. Most molls, in fact, are
nothing more than heat packing hookers on some mobster’s payroll, gun toting harlots who often
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times moonlight as common-ass streetwalkers; the rest are slut groupies, rarely are they combattrained dykers. But, in the elevator, on the way down to the videodrome, he finally sees the error of
his ways.
So, this is Fats’ personal slut; the sicko harlot she’s always bragging about. I hear tell this
Mondo of hers is a real wack job. Then again, lunatics are the best fucks.
“I’m evil, not crazy,” Kane smiles when she says it.
“Bullshit. She’s evil and crazy,” Offer counters, then she chuckles.
Payne’s cheeks flush with embarrassment. He let his guard down, and Kane took full advantage
of his lapse to read his mind. He won’t make that mistake again.
Kane “liberates” her Miss Hancock from Purse for open carry. And, much to both Goons’
delight, Kane’s comely face hardens even more into a Hag-facial; still comely, just sterner, harsher,
and harder looking. Then, the frosting on the cake: her debra gives way to a francine, the ‘do
favored by molls and celebrities like Suzanne Somers of “Three’s Company” fame. Just spank me,
please!
The elevator comes to a stop and its doors open. As the dyker steps out of the elevator she’s
assaulted by the sights, smells, and sounds of agony. She has an erection and squirts. The francine
goes “uncivilized” and gives way to a krazy.
Payne leads the duo over to a “sitting room” which is off to itself. In front of the room’s entrance,
Kane removes her Koo, holsters, and phone. With her slip removed, her erection is made public.
Only Kane goes into the sitting room, locking its door behind her. Lord Humongous and Maxx
Payne, playing the odds, have bet a bundle against her. Fats and Offer, knowing better, have bet on
her succeeding.
Hung from the ceiling by shackles padlocked to their wrists, their ankles padlocked in floor
shackles, are three human teenagers, a guy and two girls. Phil, Harriet, and Angie are their names.
Phil is a handsome well-hung High School jock, who’s uncircumcised. Harriet and Angie are
gorgeous High School cheerleaders, the buxom ringleaders of their school’s “in” crowd.
The proceedings are being televised to select betting rooms, one of which is located in this very
basement. As Lord Humongous, Maxx Payne, and Offer watch Kane’s performance in the
videodrome, it’s clear, early on, that a lot of wiseguys are gonna lose big and a couple of ‘em are
gonna soon be flush with money.
First off, the spike-heeled bare-legged Kane looks right into the supposedly undetectable
panoramic camera and smiles.
Maxx Payne hands over the side bet to a grinning Offer who gives him an “I told you so” look.
Lord Humongous’ stogie drops out of his mouth; he’s shocked. He shakes his head in total
disbelief.
Next, Kane purses her riding crop; then, she unstraps her purse, letting it drop to the floor. Her
usual ‘do and looks return, then, revert back to krazy and Hag-facial! She undoes her corset, letting
the heavily-boned cupless longline bra drop to the floor. Her hook mouth momentarily contorts as
she voices The Words, a hex only Goon are supposed to be capable of uttering! The Words ensure
that none of the Mundane in the room will go insane while she tortures them.
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The au pair, an elderly Troll who’s quite naked and very Neanderthal, steps out of a recess in a
wall. Madame Humongous, the capo’s mother, is holding the expected scalping tray. There’s
nothing touchy-feely about this gal.
Needless to say, Madame Humongous possesses those Goon trademarks that never fail to turn
Kane on: beefy shoulders, a Cro-Magnon brow, coarse features that scream “brute,” and a sexy,
perpetual scowl.
Kane uses a classic opening gambit dictated to her by her plastic phallus, a freakishly alive
prosthetic penis which is also uncircumcised. She goes down on Phil, sucking his cock and balls
with a vengeance. She particularly likes running her tongue between his foreskin and glans; trolling
for “cheese,” so to speak.
When she’s done pleasing herself much, she pleases herself even more by giving him much pain.
Kane removes a #1 scalper from the tray, and proceeds to skin the man’s penis and testicles. Both
of the female captives begin shrieking. The man screams out in agony.
Phil passes out before Kane’s freed his penis’ skin. Angie, the Angie Everhart look-a-like, vomits
and faints. Harriet, the natural-blonde, goes into shock and beyond caring. Phil and Angie are
twins: redheaded brother and sister.
Phil’s penile skin is the first of the delicacies to be consumed. The redhead’s testicular skin is
next.
Kane removes her Miss Hancock from Purse. Of course, she chooses Angie, the tall thin leggy
redhead with the requisite sexy perpetual scowl, who’s the more buxom of the two girl captives, to
sodomize with her riding crop.
She fucks Angie vaginally with her strap-on while, at the same time, she’s fucking the redheaded
double-D in the ass with her Miss Hancock. She rubs her lean upper torso up against the lean upper
torso of the girl with the flaming red locks: breasts against breasts, both racks being double-Ds, and
nipples against nipples, both sets being those big succulent nipples that all dem whitegirls are
blessed with. Kane’s krazy gives way to a francine, and then her sam re-manifests itself.
Hacked off raggedly and unevenly to shoulder-draping length, a sam is just another name for a
krazy, the ravaged hair that personifies jungle fever, the definition, according to Eric Roberts, of
“bittersweet.”
But, whatever the hairdo or the “who do,” her look and her tease always be like she is: cruel,
vicious, brutal, mean-spirited, and insanely stern, and just plain insane.
Needless to say, though, it’s her usual looks and ‘do that best represent who, and what, she really
is: the schoolmarm from Hell, the ultimate headmistress, the epitome of what a disciplinarian
should be, the dominatrix ideal.
But, first and foremost, she’s the personification of what it means for a woman to be sexy.
Kane imagines herself as a common ass streetwalker living in the sleazy skidrow flophouse of a
Dark City, fucking the hotel’s elderly female manager for rent, turning twenty-dollar tricks with
Johns and Janes. The volume is pegged on the bitchiness, the loathing and disdain, of her sexy,
perpetual scowl; in other words, she’s sporting a Hag-facial. She’s sporting her ragged Candies
nippled crop top. She’s sporting a ragged mini skirt that’s stretched-out skin sliced off the midriff
of the same petite redhead who supplied her flesh top. She’s sporting katz, dykers, and her usual
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jewelry. Grease from her flesh top lubes her upper torso, her rack and its cleavage, and a sam
liberally seeded with troll’s-bane. Underneath her ultra-brief skirt, she’s wearing her parasitic strapon. Grease from her flesh skirt lubes her thighs, crotch, cleavages, buns, and strap-on. Ravaged
looks. Ravaged hair. Ravaged clothes. The look is called Kohl; it was invented by a Crone named
Countess Kohl, and it is favored by the molls of Hag slavers.
Countess Kohl is the older twin sister of Karen Black. Frau Black is the fag hag of Doctor
Luecian Deth.
Suddenly, sodomy turns into sadism. Kane’s usual looks and ‘do return. Divorcee gives way to
headmistress. She loses all interest in the girl with the flaming hair. She redirects her attentions and
“affections” to Harriet; poor Harriet. Things shift into hi-gear, brutality wise. Wielding her Miss
Hancock with a vengeance, she proceeds to flog the skin off the back and buttocks of the C-cup
blonde; ultimately, she’s gonna methodically skin the blonde’s entire body with her beloved riding
crop, one section at a time. Several times during the skinning she shoots off her wad, painting
Harriet with her jism.
What Offer’s seeing on the monitors makes her cum, over and over, into the maw of her skirt.
Our girl’s really doing the do, she thinks.
Madame Humongous, the biggest madam in five states, begins masturbating with a broom
handle. This made Dark brutalizes just like one of us born Goon, she thinks.
In this most Goon of places, doing that most Goon of things, Kane fits right in. Her plans for
Phil: she’s gonna beat him to death with her bare fists, and then he’s lunch. Her plans for Harriet:
dinner. Her plans for Angie: a plaything, then a jilted throwaway, and, finally breakfast.
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“Like myself, she’s got a mean little face that looks like it
was shaped by the business end of an industrial strength flat
iron; you know, those hard-faced bleached-blonde bitch
goddess looks; a sexy, perpetual scowl that reeks of
loathing and disdain, in a word, bitchiness: ‘even when I’m
smiling it looks like I’m scowling’ and ‘I’m gonna tear you
apart and you’re gonna like it.’ Our scowl and hook mouth
keep us out of beauty queen contention; like either of us
really gives a fuck about that. Her body, like mine, is not
especially shapely or attractive: tall, an Amazonian; leggy,
that classic showgirl combo of a slender torso and long
legs; lean, and not the least bit muscular; curvy, but, with
lots of those straight lines too; a big rack, double-Ds; a
slender waist, that becomes impossibly tiny when we’re
wearing our corset painful; a sexy midriff; a tight ass; slim
hips; and slender thighs. Ours is that big, athletic body
which serves us so well in the profession, the kind of
chassis Miss America will never have. In sum total, with
our hook mouths and big hair and hard looks, with our long
legs and big racks and lean bodies, we’re hard-faced shrews
in the showgirl tradition, in other words, we look like
Victorian era schoolmarms. And, it goes without saying,
our skills are awesome. I look forward to the day when I
finally get the chance to find out which of us is the better
woman.”
Amy “Lita” Dumas
Cleansed and refreshed, Kane steps out of the arctic wash of a crude, makeshift shower built over
a floor drain. A few feet away, are empty shackles, which she’s licked clean. There’re no leftovers
from her handiwork.
Her strap-on and riding crop are pursed. And, her kit has been laid out neatly on an ornatelycarved livewood table by the locked door. The flavor of the day is TWT, with the shiny black
stockings being her stern-hosen, the sheer black hose with the same wide elastic tops as Opaques,
those elaborate scalloped “binding” floral tops.
Nearby, watching her intently, are Offer, doing the expected mowr, and, an elderly Rock Troll
named Hanna Kuntz doing TWT, who’s “rubber” gloved—skinz, with flesh-hosen for the shiny
black stockings. TWT, with the black-n-shiny being skinz and FHs, is called GKN, the Goon
version of TWT.
Needless to say, GKN is the favorite of Hanna Kuntz; a kit which best suits Frau Kuntz.
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Skinz, like operas, are shoulder-length and very severe dress gloves. But, unlike operas, they’re
of the finest and smoothest black LATEX. Also, unlike operas, they’re “conventional” gloves; yep,
even Kuntz’s long, pointed fingernails are sheathed by these creaseless ultra-long grace “kid”
gloves. And, unlike, operas, they’re cuffed; cuffed by nature; tight cuffs, “as tight as tight gets.”
And, whenever you wear skinz, your hands klaw when idle.
Klaw, of course, is when the hands are claw-like, in appearance and grasp, like the taloned feet of
a bird of prey. It’s an eerie effect, indeed, with decidedly freakish overtones.
The fingertips of these rubber gloves are bright, candy-apple red; the color of fresh arterial blood!
When skin-fitting opera-length gloves are LATEX, said gloves make your arms look like they’ve
been dipped in liquid rubber up to your shoulders!
Skinz: sap gloves for the Goon set; a favorite of Goon leg breakers like Hanna.
Flesh-hosen are LATEX, instead of silk. These rubber stockings are the “rubber” version of
Opaques; as such, they aren’t backseamed, they only come in black, and they have those trademark,
wide elaborate scalloped “binding” floral elastic tops, elastic that’s a thicker mill of the same
LATEX as the ultra-thin rubber stockings that the tops are seamlessly mated to. These Playtex
stockings epitomize brutality as expressed through the medium of hosiery.
And, when skin-fitting opera-length stockings are LATEX, said stockings make your legs look
like they’ve been dipped in liquid rubber up to your butt cheeks!
Needless to say, just like conventional gloves which delineate individual fingers, and quite unlike
conventional stockings, FHs delineate individual toes.
Needless to say, flesh-hosen and TBKs are one in the same.
Needless to say, LATEX is in-vivo bps. Like its close in-vitro cousin, Patent-Leather, it feels
disturbingly like flesh; which is why Bondage devotees attach monikers like skinz and “flesh”
hosen.
Rubberized flesh is rubberized flesh by whatever name you call it.
By the by, Hanna’s skinz and flesh-hosen are by Fore Skin, the brand of choice for hardcore
kinks.
It was Frau Kuntz, the sleazy old biddy, a diehard lesbo, one of Fats’ longtime bone-crunchers
and ace boon coons, who brought the ransom money. You’d expect Fats to pick no less than Frau
Franz for the bagman on a caper of this magnitude. It was the lewd and crude Kuntz who also
switched off the cameras.
By the by, Kuntz is German for shylock, and that’s just what Kuntz is, the consummate
legbreaker. So, it should have come as no surprise that Kuntz is wearing rubber gloves and
stockings, the perennial favorites of Mob shylocks.
Needless to say, underneath Kuntz’s skirt is an Obsidian-mounted Marlanna. No self-respecting
Mob shylock worth her saltines would be caught dead in public, figuratively or literally, without
her strap-on.
As only a stripper can, Kane switches across the room and dresses. She’s soaking wet but her bps
dries her off quickly.
“It’s showtime, girls.” Offer says it like the future capo that she be.
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Offer is calling the shots. She’s their de facto leader.
The trio emerges from the sitting room. With Kuntz and Offer in the lead, they take the stairs
down to the penthouse. For Goon, the penthouse is always the lowest level of their holding: above
ground is for business; below ground is home.
A smiling Lord Humongous greets Offer and Kuntz in his penthouse sanctuary. Inwardly,
though, he’s not smiling. The third girl, Mondo Kane, is nowhere to be seen. Somewhere between
the videodrome and here, Miss Kane somehow ghosted into the stairwell; a feat the stairwell’s
designer had told Lord Humongous was impossible.
Maxx Payne is not amused either. Like his boss, The Humongous One, he’s “concerned.”
Then, out of the blue, Miss “life taking and breathtaking” ghosts out of a wall, slinks across the
room, and plops herself down in an overstuffed corner chair. Sitting wide-legged, Kane puffs on a
stogie and blows smoke rings. She’s sporting her dark pixie-style shades, the Ray-Ban X-Rays,
and, Sheers for her shiny black stockings.
The mood lightens, instantly. Lord Humongous and Maxx Payne break out into a shared belly
laugh, which Kuntz and Offer join in on. Once more, Mondo has come through.
Suddenly the room fills with partygoers: Mobsters and their Molls, and a bevy of celebrity
groupies, Hollywood celebrities who are Mob groupies. The hard liquor flows freely, hard—
absinthe the 144-proof notoriously addictive, so-called “Green Fairy”; addictive to mortals, that is.
Absinthe offers the drinker a dreamlike good feeling on par with opium’s “Call of Cthulhu!”
Ole Greenie is the favorite of: Pellucidar illuminati like Toulouse Lautrec, Van Gogh, Whistler,
Degas, Oscar Wilde, Ernest Hemingway, and Paul Verlaine; sexy ladies of very dark persuasion of
the Moulin Rouge; and those Hollywood icons, the ultimate platinum blondes, Miss Mamie Van
Doren, Miss Jayne Heitmeyer, Mistress Gen, Edy Williams, Edie Adams, Danni Ashe, Shirley
Eaton, June Wilkinson, Julie Fairlane, Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine), Elizabeth Shue, Elizabeth
Mitchell, and, of course, Miss Debra McMichael the ultimate blonde of the ultimate blondes.

“All you need to make a movie is a girl and a gun.”
Jean-Luc Godard
Kane finishes off her Havana, slips off her pumps, purses her stockings, and joins in on the
festivities.
Everybody’s Goon, except for Kane, a Crone moll by the name of Belinda Staub who’s a Jillian
Barberie look-alike, and, of course, the Tinsel Town celebs. And everybody is conversing in Goon.
Our Miss Kane not only savvies Goon, she’s fluent in it. Wow! When she was still human, Fats
taught her their language. Double wow! By-the-by, Ms. Staub is, in fact, Ms. Barberie’s twin sister.
Triple wow!
Kane mingles. She’s treated like one of the girls, which she in fact is.
Frau Kuntz ambles nonchalantly over to Mondo and discreetly sequesters the dyker in a corner.
“Mondo, have you ever heard of the PGA’s Golf School near Phoenix, Arizona?”
“Nope.”
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“It produces most of the golf pros in the world; pros for the country clubs and the tour. Once a
year, the golf pros for all of the PGA certified country clubs have to take their certification tests
there.”
“And, your point being?”
“Stop being such an ass.”
“But. I so do like being such an ass.”
“Anyways. Lord Humongous says we’re to go there. The haus-frau, a Crone named Trish Stratus,
will be waiting for us with pick-up instructions for the ‘wayward’ heiress. Two of us will make the
Phoenix run and one will stay here.”
“Who’s to be held as collateral?”
“Why, you, of course.”
“Makes sense. But, lend lease is pretty dicey stuff, even with the capos being broodmates.”
“I taught you well.”
“So, you gonna teach me some more, Frau Kuntz?”
“Why, of course, Miss Kane.”
They both share a hearty laugh, a hi-five, a French kiss with lots of tongue, and some serious
groping, with an emphasis on serious. This is what Hanna has dreamed about ever since she first
laid eyes on the big girl.
Off in another corner, a couple of buxom bleach-jobs, Mob celebrity groupies Dana Plato and
Joey Heatherton, are making out.
“Dirty” Mary Torquere, a Tunguska Ogre, whose last name means “torture” in French, is making
the rounds, and, quite expectedly, there are no takers. Of course, our Miss Kane, the lone
Darkwerks, catches her eye. The elderly spinster imagines the big girl as an insane skidrow whore
wearing dykers, a ragged skin micro-mini, Punk parasitic flesh-hosen, and a Punk parasitic Kookie,
and sporting a Hag-facial, H-cups, and a greasy “seeded” sam; as is the case when Kane’s The
Thing’s minion, Kane’s topless underneath the Kookie and the big girl’s upper torso is grease
smeared. The above-ground portion of the Tunguska Ogre’s holding is a condemned flophouse in
the rundown Mission Hills district of San Francisco. The below-ground portion of the gangster’s
holding is a hermitage that makes The Thing’s “Hag’s Hole” look spic-n-span in comparison!
Even though the hermit mobster’s filthy, funky, and clad in ragged flesh foundation garments,
even though she’s looking every bit like she’s “down on her luck,” even though she’s looking every
bit like she’s hit the skids, this Goonwerks is a made-guy and is worth a bundle; go figure.
Needless to say, the odorous Torquere never bathes and practices no personal hygiene. Madd,
infestation, and rapiers, go without saying.
Needless to say, in Mary’s fantasy, Mondo also never bathes and practices zero hygiene. Madd,
infestation, and rapiers, also go without saying.
Needless to say, everybody’s polite to Dirty Mary, but, everybody keeps their distance, and it’s
not just because of her overpowering, sickening stench. Even in Mob circles, where eccentrics are
common place, Dirty Mary is “out there.” Her peers, other mobsters, interact with Dirty Mary only
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when they absolutely have to. If the hermit appears at a party with a girl on her arm, you can bet
her date is a paid escort—some streetwalker who “rents” dirt cheap.
There’s Emperor Haile Selassie trolling for ho’s, with his main ho, Frostee “Mandy” Moore, in
tow watching his six. The “dapper one” scores left and right with the girlies. The Darkwerks, Kane,
catches his eye.
Ms. Belinda Staub, and her capo, Mrs. Barb “Barbwire” Moeller, are also making the rounds
trolling for ho’s, with expected success. They “notice” when Kane and Kuntz disappear into a
broom closet; a lot of people notice, ‘cause a lot of people wish they could trade places with Kuntz
in that closet. The hi-bidder at auction gets to fulfill that wish.
In spite of the debauchery, in spite of the groupies, in spite of the trolling, mobsters always put
business first and foremost. Once a deal is done, then, and only then, do mobsters let their hair
down, so to speak, and proceed to party hearty.
The Business splintered off from the Mercantilists countless eons ago, in pre-Druid times. More
secular than the Nazis, more commerce obsessed than the Merchant Class, as eccentric as the
Druids, the Business has lots of money and its own set of rules.

“Can I eat it, or will it eat me?”
the philosophy of a Goon
Hell’s Kitchen, on Dune, is a walk in the park compared to Black Street in Lafayette, Louisiana;
West Las Vegas, Black Vegas, harbors far worse denizens than either, and it’s safer than Beverly
Hills!
Kane overpays the cabbie and exits the hack. He speeds off. She slips on her dark, very dark,
shades; the Ray-Bans, of course.
A dapper shylock out on his regular collection run, looking every bit like a well-dressed
insurance agent collecting his premiums, gives her the once over.
With this being Vegas, he, quite understandably, mistakes her for a casino showgirl who’s
looking for some action during her off hours.
Stern, sexy, and primal, the epitome of a Victorian headmistress, she’s also well-armed and
obviously knows how to handle herself in a jam; in any other city, the Amazon would be pegged,
instantly, for a dominatrix.
Out of respect for her legbreaking mentor Hanna Kuntz, she’s added skinz and flesh-hosen to her
haute repertoire. Her long, flesh gloves and stockings were Hanna’s spares!
Right now, she’s doing her usual mowr: lots of, miles of, flawless, creamy-smooth, lily-white
flesh; a bare, white midriff; the peachy-keen sheen of bare, white legs; her usual shoulder-draping
hype hair, gorgeous big hair that showers her back and breasts with silky honey-blonde locks, that
Nordic ‘do favored by Viking females, the other “golden” shower; skinz sheathing her arms all the
way up to her armpits, for klaw as eerie and freakish as it gets, and, the wack of cuffed creaseless
shoulder-length shiny black gloves; and, Baer, her usual bleached-blonde bitch goddess looks,
those harsh hard-faced breathtaking 1950s bleached-blonde movie starlet looks, looks from the
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Golden Age of Hollywood when starlets still looked like starlets, starlets that looked like shrews.
Baer: harsh-faced and beautiful.
Painful bps, unbuttoned Kookie, bare midriff, wasp waist, and a pneumatic jutt, the Victorian’s
“tits on the half-shelf,” are givens.
Her walk is tight, but it’s still bump-n-grind sexy; also, a given since her short, skin-fitting
hobble skirt is painful, and thus, in effect, is nothing more than a pelvic restraint that asylum
orderlies call a “thigh master.” And, if she had thunder thighs, her walk would be thigh-rubbing
stilted, but still bump-n-grind sexy.
For her usual TWT, she merely adds the Bop touch of booty-licious PPX for the shiny black
stockings; stockings which tint her legs and midriff that sexy black tint; well-ventilated hose that
out, underneath her body-hugging STF, her buns, rear cleavage, and private parts.
And, as for her usual Miss Hancock: Her preferred option, of course, for the mandatory, shiny
black stockings are the requisite Bahrs: bare, white midriff and black-tinted legs, that sexy, shiny
black tint.
The schoolmarm says: “You’re just another victim.”
Bahrs are NYLON. They’re not backseamed. But, they do have the expected, trademark, wide
elaborate scalloped “binding” floral elastic tops. Goons call ‘em “brute-hosen,” “BHs” for short.
NYLON is a body armor akin to Silken and SHEER, but, it’s of in-vitro, instead of in-vivo,
origin; in other words, NYLON is a so-called “man-made” silk. Nonetheless, Bahrs feel just like
silk hosiery.
NYLON is very dark, ultra-sheer, the sheerest; comes in only one color, which is black, of
course; has a shiny, silk-like appearance; and, does do DX. Translation: Bahrs look just like Sheers.
And, needless to say, being the sheerest of sheers, they’re sheerer than even the finest mesh
hosiery. Shades of the Mother Box.
And, yes, her brute-hosen were also Hanna’s spares!
Needless to say, underneath her slip, she’s sans strap-on. But, Anthrax, those rabid followers of
the Old Religion, prefer chicks with dicks; plastic or otherwise. And, it’s Anthrax she’s come to
negotiate with; the Harpies in question are a high priestess and a librarian, no less!
Kane hustles past a prostitute on her knees plying her trade right out in the open on some austere
Wall Street lesbian. The Goth whore-for-hire is just thirteen.
The uptown dyke, being done by the thirteen-year-old, DOORed out here from New York on her
lunch break looking for some kicks on the wild side of the tracks. Lauren’s a fifty-something
Harpy. Before she became a financier she was a model, the first supermodel, in fact. Between
modeling and becoming a stockbroker, the comely Fraulein Hutton was briefly a movie star. Her
biggest hit, of course, was “American Gigolo.”
A tradesman makes a beeline for a Central Hardware store. The hardware store is legit; it’s also
the headquarters for the latest wave of indies who’ve muscled in and taken over.
Black Vegas has never been Mob-controlled; no Mafioso, just “ordinary” mobsters. But, the rules
are still Mob, so, the paying customers need not worry, none of the hungry eyes on the make that
abound is gonna accost ‘em. In other words, this place is run just like the rest of “sin city.”
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Black Vegas is a magnet for sexual “high rollers” in the world. Streetwalkers, whore houses, live
sex shows, strip clubs, etc.; if it has anything to do with sexual recreation, Black Vegas has it, and
it’s all upscale and geared specially for its mostly well-heeled clientele. Its flesh peddlers boast that
they’re the best in the business.
Kane spies a sultry redhead across the street giving her the mile-long stare. The Kooing Harpy,
who came out of nowhere fast, is a deadringer for Nikki Cox. Bingo, she’s found her woman, a
twenty-something who’s head of security for Rosati-Kain, an elite all-girl’s Catholic high school in
St. Louis. The intermediate’s name is Alice Babs. Ms. Babs, a deathly white lady of Swedish
extraction, is, of course, the high priestess.
Then, as if on cue, a convertible with two Elves in it drives leisurely by. Driving is Miss Beverly
“Della” Street, the very private secretary of one Attorney Fel “Perry” Mason. Lounging seductively
in the passenger seat, head thrown back, fiery tresses streaming in the breeze, long silky legs
propped up suggestively upon the dash, is the Gotham City barrister herself, Ms. Mason.
It’s showtime. Kane crosses the street, slowly. The “sell” is everything. From a vantage point
unknown and unseen, she knows that the librarian is evaluating her. Nothing less than the whole
fuckin’ show, nothing less than extreme stern straitlaced buttoned-down Victorian, will do.
In other words, Kane invokes TWT, with Sheers for the shiny black stockings. Sternness takes
precedence over brutality.
Her Kookie buttons itself up, but, of course, this stylish straitjacket shows lots of cleavage.
Underneath her scandalous miniskirt, her black and shiny opera-length stern-hosen crawl out of
Purse to encase her legs up to her butt cheeks; her arms already being encased up to her tapering
shoulders by her black and shiny opera-length skinz!
For a brief moment the big girl “imagines” herself as the host for a new hot, wet, and “hungry for
flesh” oral appendage: she becomes, in her fantasy, nothing more than a host for a killer tongue;
she becomes, in her fantasy, The Host!
Hard-faced hardens even more, and goes Hag-facial. Hype hair gives way to sternka. Stylish
shades switch with prudish sternns. She open-carries her Miss Hancock. Underneath her slip, her
parasitic strap-on slithers out of Purse and straps itself on; her Sheers go parasitic, of course. And,
for the first time since she starting Kooing, she dons the Kocatah her Baroness gave her!
Now, Kane looks like one of the Church’s shylocks; in other words, she looks Gestapo. This lasts
longer than the other haute moments.
Then, brutality reasserts itself, along with the real her. Hag-facial reverts to Baer, those killer
bleached-blonde bitch goddess looks that are her usual looks. Sternka gives way to hype hair, her
usual ‘do. Sternns and shades switch places. And, of course, her Miss Hancock and Kocatah get
pursed.
Next, the mix sorts itself out for the here-n-now in a very expected fashion as sternness and
brutality both take center stage. Stern-hosen and flesh-hosen switch places; the parasitic strap-on
induces her flesh-hosen to go parasitic, of course. Hype hair reverts to sternka. Shades switch with
sternns. She, again, open-carries her Miss Hancock and dons her Kocatah.
The flesh-hosen quickly lose interest, though, get bored and purse themselves.
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Finally, all by its lonesome, the real her reasserts itself. She reverts to her preferred sexpot
headmistress look, and re-invokes mowr.
Sternns, Miss Hancock, Kocatah, and strap-on, all get pursed. Sternka reverts to hype hair. Her
Kookie unbuttons itself. And, for that Vegas effect, she slips on her shades back on.
Then, out of nowhere fast, a tag team appears in front of a barber shop. Both are Giants. One is
Brain Adams. The other is Bryan Clark. They call themselves Kronik.
These guys are heavy hitters. Kane, as Connie Smith, crossed swords with them, so to speak,
back when they were still in the MPC, the Military Police Corps. Now, they job for Tylene “Major
Gunns” Buck!
Kane gets the hint, loud and clear. The librarian’s using Kronik to reiterate the Anthrax
preference for very stern chicks with very big dicks. But, flying in the face of conventional
wisdom, the dominatrix bucks the trend and remains herself. And, that’s all it takes.
Kronik fades to black, signifying that she’s good-to-go. Kane’s passed the gauntlet, so to speak.
There’s no need for her to make concessions, but, she does, and, said concessions are right up the
dominatrix’s alley.
She invokes Miss Hancock, the kit, of course, not the riding crop or the “flavor” of Victorian
prostitute whose trademark it was: I’m a Victorian dominatrix, get on your knees and worship me,
slave!
Her legs get sheathed by her Sheers. Her sweet-bettie slithers out of Purse and straps itself on.
The hosiery clasps of its suspenders clamp onto the elaborate thigh-biting elastic tops of her Sheers,
yanking on her already skyward, already “taunt as taunt gets” hose.
Needless to say, the bettie’s clasps obsessively grasp her stockings.
Her Buells and bettie, go parasitic. Buells are the black-n-shiny of a women’s outfit; for example,
in the context of Miss Hancock, skinz and shiny black stockings are Buells.
A sweet-bettie, of course, is the black LATEX garter belt, with rear hook-n-eye closure, that
Victorian era prostitutes wore. This elaborate Victorian contraption is very severe and tight
cinching. Its adjustable thigh-biting black elastic suspenders are a masochist’s delight.
Mowr, plus Buells, with hype hair and Baer, is the noir called Miss Hancock; a noir straight out
of the Victorian era, not the 1950s. A strap-on or sweet-bettie is optional, of course, although a
purist would argue otherwise.
Nowadays, there’s no social significance attached to a woman doing Miss Hancock. But, during
the Victorian era that gave birth to it, if a Victorian woman did Miss Hancock, she was assumed to
be a harlot. Proper Victorian ladies, of course, were expected to do TWT instead.
Any Victorian era dominatrix whose other specialty was “deep throat” was called a Miss
Hancock. Whether she was a streetwalker, or worked out of a “house,” these dominatrices
exclusively did Miss Hancock, always wore a strap-on, and wielded, quite mercilessly, a flavor of
V-rod known as a Miss Hancock.
Back then, in the Victorian era of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria III, many a husband who was
inclined toward the oral pervy had to resort to the services of a Miss Hancock because no proper,
self-respecting wife would give her husband a blow-job after the wedding night.
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After the hubby got his hog washed, the Miss Hancock would flog him with her Miss Hancock
while she fucked him anally with her strap-on.
As a side note, for a devout Catholic, back then before Vatican III, flogging was the only Churchapproved way for them to absolve themselves for committing the sin of adultery. Any whore could
blow you, but, only a Miss Hancock could sodomize you orally and then give you absolution.
It goes without saying, her penchant for KKK, FBH, TWT, and especially mowr,
notwithstanding, it’s that very specific subset of Miss Hancock which best suits her. This is fitting
for a girl like our Mondo Kane, a pain girl with such an educated mouth, a feral who’s all about
deep-throat. But, it’s her usual mowr, which the shylock dominatrix re-invokes. She pockets her
shades.
Nowadays, there’s no social significance attached to a woman doing mowr. But, during the
Victorian era that gave birth to it, if a Victorian woman did mowr, she was assumed to be a slut.
Proper Victorian ladies, of course, were expected to do FBH instead.
Kane walks up to Ms. Babs and smiles broadly. They kiss open-mouth like a couple of lovers.
“Where’s your partner? I’m dying to meet her.”
“She’s somewhere safe.”
“Then at least, as a gesture of trust, tell me her name. You two do know mine already.”
“Her name is Keeper, Fern Keeper, Countess Keeper” Ms. Babs whispers in Kane’s ear. The
priestess is dressed Miss Hancock, but, expectedly, underneath her skirt, she’s strapping a parasitic
strap-on.
“And what do her intimates call her?”
“Why, Hooters, of course.”
“And, what do your intimates call you?”
“Why, Plenty, of course.”
“Of course.”
Very appropriate nicknames, since, Harpy females are, at least, triple-Es. Plenty is the minimum,
a triple-E. Hooters is a G (G-cup)!
“And, what do your intimates call you Miss Kane?”
“Why, Juggs, of course.”
“Of course.”
That’s when everything goes black for the buxom shylock dominatrix!

“I don’t need to demonize my enemies. The fact they’re my
enemies is demonization enough. So, sucka, tread on me at
your own risk.”
Anybody’s business
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A buxom figure looms over her, poised to behead her with an effector emission from a staff
weapon. Mondo rolls clear; crossdraws her Hogs, and beheads her would-be attacker.
The Druid huntress is wearing the expected thick-lensed goggles, horned breather-mask, and
head-to-toe Egyptian mummy-wrappings. The goggles are “all seeing.” And, the thick white gauze
wrappings will stop, pointblank, any grenade and DEW output, and most anti-armor rounds!
The Druid weapon of choice is, of course, the staff weapon. Atop this tall gilded staff is
something that looks like an archaic 1930s microphone, but, this “microphone” is ornate and
encrusted with precious jewels. And, only a “big bore” MPP can equal the small arms devastation
that a staff weapon can wrought.
It makes sense that the staff weapon is the favorite of Druids, because Druids are demi-gods.
Neither mortal nor demon, but, a little bit of both, they’re the so-called “missing link” between
mortals and demons.
Mondo ghosts through the floor as a Druid couple, followed by a half-dozen unspeakables, bursts
into the room. Wisely, none of the hunting party tries to follow her.
By the time she emerges into the apartment below, her usual mowr has given way to a post-Bop
version of her usual Miss Hancock.
Her Kookie is unbuttoned, and, its full-length sleeves have cuffed themselves to elbow-length.
Her mini-length hobble skirt with staves and a constricting waistband remains unchanged,
though. In other words, her half-slip still looks like a very wide snakeskin belt doing business as a
very short fetish skirt; a hobble skirt of any length, no matter the brevity, is still a hobble skirt, it’s
still stiff, tight, restrictive, and unforgiving.
Her sexy midriff and long legs are sheathed by her PPX, those black and shiny, fishnet hose;
fishnets with the disciplined fit and “straight as straight gets” seams; fishnets that vise-grip her
midriff just like the boned waistband of her slip does her waist; fishnets with the midriff-biting
elastic waistband; hi-waisted fishnets that encase and cinch her midriff up to her D-cups; operalength fishnets that encase her legs up to her butt cheeks.
Her toe-pinching and vise-gripping shiny black pumps with the Patent-Leather uppers,
reconfigure themselves into sling-back peep-toe “strap” pumps, in other words, her dykers become
sling-backs called “Barbie doll shoes,” Dolls for short. Being slingbacks now, her shoes have a
strap instead of a complete covering for the heel—no heel cup, a strap that wraps around the back
of the heel. But, the name “strap pumps” does not refer to that heel strap; it, of course, refers to the
uppers of her shoes becoming narrow crisscrossing Patent-Leather straps.
Needless to say, with her hobbler being so obscenely short, you really get an eye-full when she’s
sitting down, lounging around, lying down, etc. But, being bps, you never see her crotch!
And, hand in glove with her hobbler staying a mini, other changes get dictated.
Her clutch goes strapless, reconfiguring itself from a thigh-purse into a “true” clutch, and, then
Purse “clips” itself to her slip; in point of fact, Purse is alongside Phone, both are riding fore of one
of her slim hips, the right hip, of course; Phone, of course, is “clipped” to the slip’s boned
waistband; in the case of Phone and Purse, that’s “clipped” (tenaciously gripping).
Her Kendo also goes strapless, but, it pockets itself.
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Needless to say, her Kookie’s pockets look like they’re empty. And, you have to pat them down
very carefully to tell that they have anything in them. Then again, that’s what you’d expect of a
concealed-carry suit.
And, for that haughty, “Camelot” touch, she’s again wearing her very dark, pointy shades.
Then, out of the blue, her tight, severe, black snakeskin business suit asserts its own likes and
dislikes; overriding the situational need for Miss Hancock. They’re the same likes and dislikes as
suit’s wearer, also. Mowr is re-invoked. Miles of smooth, creamy-white flesh gets bared again.
Her Kookie’s sleeves uncuff themselves. Her miniskirt with the staves and vise-gripping
waistband stays a mini with staves and a vise-gripping waistband; in hipster terms, her peek-a-boo
double-wide stays a sneak-a-peak double-wide. Her PPX purses itself. Her Dolls revert back to
being dykers. Her cigarette purse and Kendo sprout their straps again, then, each minion straps
itself to its tradition dictated thigh in its tradition dictated position underneath her hobble skirt.
Business is business, though. And, business always comes first. Her concession to situational
awareness, of course, is Miss Hancock. This is a win-win for her, because, this time, risking the
feral consequences, she does her usual Miss Hancock.
Calling a spade a spade: If “classic” Miss Hancock is Victorian infamy, then Midajah, the very
specific subset which she practices, is the steamy, seamy side of early 1960s Camelot.
Her usual Miss Hancock. It’s the look of The Blonde. It’s the look of a female correction’s
officer, either a warden or a prison guard, in one of those lurid, lezbo “caged heat” movies. It’s the
“street” look of the current minion of The Thing.
Her Kookie buttons itself up. Her shades purse themselves, and, her sternns tuck themselves into
her cleavage. Her nylons slither out of Purse and encase her gams up to her slim, ripe bottom. The
dark, unbroken continuity of a snug-fitting snakeskin double-wide and taunt, shiny nylons; black on
black.
And, needless to say, you can’t tell by merely looking at her that she’s packing and strapping;
you have to pat her down very carefully to discover the deception. But, when the need arises, she
can access her purse, weapons, and phone as if the Koo Stark tightly wrapping her was not there.
Then again, that’s what you’d expect of a concealed-carry suit, that’s also “real time.”
Sheer opera-length nylon stockings and “Plain Jane” Patent-Leather pumps: a more devastating,
fetish, fashion effect than thigh-high, over-the-knee length boots. The first salvo of a look that
defines “straitlaced slut,” just like the sultry hard-faced buxom shylock dominatrix who’s invoking
it.
Baer. Hype hair. Eyeglasses, at the ready. Skinz, and, with them, the expected klaw, those
grasping talons. A bare white midriff. Bahr legs; tinted, shiny and black. And, minion-strapped
thighs, with nylon stockings as the only thing between those creamy-whites and the minions
strapping them, and, that’s “strapping” (tightly cinching), of course.
She’s finally come full circle: leather-n-latex; rubber gloves, nylon stockings, a snakeskin suit,
Patent-leather pumps, and a leather bra.
She ghosts into a wall and waits patiently. She smiles that smile, sensing that a remote viewer’s
afoot who’s waiting just as patiently for her to go solid so that he can strike.
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To pass the time, she allows the binding elastic tops of her hose to tongue her and her pelviccinching double-wide thigh master to smack her. Her blow job and spanking continue in earnest as
the door to the apartment bursts open, seemingly admitting no one. She’s not fooled, though.
Mondo knows that, even though she’s can’t see them, and she won’t see ‘em until her vision has
had time to assimilate, the apartment is now swarming with Feng Shui who are crawling across the
walls, ceiling, and floor. Half the size of the twelve-foot tall unspeakables, Feng Shui hunt in packs
and have a hive mentality; they’re the invention of that infamous Druid trio: Sir Adrian Paul, Baron
Bokeem Woodrine, and Princess Bai Ling.
Suddenly, a feral half-slithers/half-crawls into the room. She’s one of those elderly buxom
females who Mondo was made to be inclined toward. Someone has really done their homework.
Obviously, the Druid huntleader must be a smart one.
Needless to say, Mondo’s reaction to her dire situation is an unnatural, but expected, one: she
shifts her body armor’s sodomy of her into high gear.
Needless to say, now she’s getting blown by the elastic of her German stockings like an all-day
sucker and spanked by the staves of her French double-wide like a red-headed monkey. Now, that’s
F-bJ; what “doing tricks” is all about. Wow!
F-bJ. Feral blow jobs, only; if you please. Eat me. Eat me, now. All you can eat, just like in your
dreams!

“Unit, Corps, God, Country.”
Code of the USMC
Midajah goes Euro; techno to be precise. The feral consequences hath begun.
Her sternka self-invokes, but, it abdicates to hype hair, posthaste. And, by its own volition, her
bps ceases to be parasitic or Painful, but, her brassiere is just so, so, she stays wasp-waisted—a
“Barb Wire” 17-incher and her Kookie is a straitjacket, so, her posture stays stiff and upright—a
society dame’s. When painful, her bra mandates a “Anne Boleyn” 13-incher, which amounts to a
full 10-inch waist reduction for the girl who craves to be wasp-waisted in the Victorian “extreme!”
Her Hag bids, initially. She slips on her sternns. She, momentarily, dons her Kocatah, that
infamous Nazi lid, then, purses it, which, is all she legally needs to do to have the hit sanctioned by
the Gestapo.
“Lid” is Bop slang for a hat or cap.
Eye-popping Baer, shoulder-draping hype hair, and spinsterish sternns. Or, eye-popping Baer,
schoolmarmish sternka, and spinsterish sternns. Either way, the look is steel, but, the sternka makes
the latter far steelier than the fore.
The rigid posture and steel look of one of those rich tomatoes in the social register; one of those
monied chicks who’s an avowed rug licker. Double wow!
Last, but not least, her Goon trumps next. Her Kookie unbuttons itself. Her sternns pocket
themselves. Her Playtex stockings slither out of Purse and switch places with her silky nylons. Her
gender-bending strap-on, with the butt-cleaving rear strap, slithers out of purse and straps itself on
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underneath her slip. Her Baer goes bittr (bitter); bittr is a bitter divorcee’s ultra-stern facial
expression; bittr is the facial of a woman doing the likes of FBH or TWT; bittr is a Hag-facial, a
hag, a facial that’s hag.
Then, the tide reverses itself, somewhat, for our leggy lovely. Her opera-length Playtex and
freakish strap-on purse themselves. Bahrs once more sheath her legs. Bittr goes Baer. Bettie slithers
out of Purse and straps itself on, its biting suspenders clamping onto the binding elastic of her
nylons, yanking on her already skyward, already “taunt as taunt gets” stockings; the rubber garter
belt cinches itself up as tight as tight gets.
This fetish combo of a rubber garter belt and opera-length nylon stockings, underneath her STF,
is called an elizabeth-shue. The shue is named after its inventor, the actress and former Vegas
showgirl Miss Elizabeth Shue.
Add a strap-on to a shue, and you get what’s called a Xerces Parser, an XP for short, in bondage
and post-modernist circles.
Needless to say, the strap-on of an XP is worn porn style, which is over, not under, the suspender
strap known as a sweet-bettie.
In post-modernist circles, whether the miniskirt of a Koo Stark is worn stand-alone or as the
down-south of a Koo, it’s called an STF, a “skin tight fucker.” As aforementioned, its nick, of
course, in psychiatric circles, is thigh master. Lunatics in the nut house call it, “the strap,” and,
that’s just what it is, a restraint strap, just like a Koo’s suit coat is really a straitjacket, a
businesswomen’s trim-cut straitjacket.
In those same post-modernist circles, the strait of a Koo Stark is called a DDR, whether it’s worn
stand-alone or as the up-north of a Koo; talk about being anal retentive.
The buxom, Bahr-legged, techno wench, our own drop-dead gorgeous, steps out of the wall and
crossdraws her Hogs, spewing death from both hands in every direction; a series of fluid motions
blended seamless into one.
The honeymoon is definitely over!

“No brain, no gain.”
SEAL reality
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Cold Around The Heart
“Never trust the one you love.”
“Miles. Oh, Miles. What the fuck gives? You missed our dinner date, luv, and that’s gonna cost
you.”
As soon as she enters the hackshaw’s darken office, she’s knows that things aren’t on the up-nup. Her vision goes native. She sees movement just in time to kind-of duck, missing the full impact
of the blackjack. If she hadn’t slipped most of the blow; she’d have been a goner for sure.
A Rock Troll flings her into a far wall like she’s a sack of five-pound potatoes. Her neck snaps
upon impact. She drops to the floor like a ragdoll; dead as could be. The two Rocks are on her like
white on rice.
“Finish the slut off.”
“Then, after I make her into a stiff, I’m gonna really have some fun with her. She looks like a real
class act; not like the cheap ass, limp fuck working girls that I’m used to having as corpses.”
“Hurry up, then.”
“Say hello to God for me, bitch.”
As he raises his sap gloved fist over her broken body, ready to deliver a torrent of finishing
blows, five massive shapes burst into the room. Several months ago just shy of a year the fivesome
was beating Kane into a pulp in her office above Margo’s spell shop, because she’d shunned their
boss, Fats, in the aftermath of her at the time, recent rooking. Now, that very same fivesome is
saving her life. Ain’t life a bitch?
Two talented amateurs against five seasoned pros, the outcome is obvious. But it never escalates
to fisticuffs let alone gunplay, ‘cause the two muckers take it on the lam and pop off, teleporting to
who knows where.
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Chapter Three
The Interloper
“I’ve crippled more walkers than polio.”
The princess watches, idly sipping champagne.
An unarmed Alice Babs is tied securely to a nondescript chair, a chair which is aptly called a
“shaker.” The knight, who’s already been beaten to a pulp, is being worked over quite
professionally by a sixty-something Trog.
A Trog, of course, is a person who is Troll and Ogre. For Goon, they’re analogous to a Dark Elf.
In the all-important size department, they run as big as likes of Rock Trolls and Tunguska Ogre; in
other words, they’re big enough to be their own zipcodes!
This Trog’s name is Mongo Carr, Mongo “Jazzbo” Carr.
Miss Carr’s ample, muscular, womanly charms are poured into, and molded by, a Koo and its
Kliq, skinz, flesh-hosen, and a pair of dykers.
A Kliq, of course, is that combo of a torpedo bra, thong panties, and a sweet-bettie; both bra and
thong are matching black LACE and French cut. So, we’re not talking about a kliq (a girl’s “sewing
circle”).
The “aggressive” bra and skimpy panties are the same elaborate floral style as the elastic tops of
her stockings. Their narrow elastic straps are just as biting as the wide elastic tops of her stockings.
Like all torpedoes, this Kliq’s lace brassiere thrusts her massive tits straight out in pointed cones;
a torpedo bra always equates to projectile breasts. The bra has front hook-n-eye closure and metal
staves, of course.
Like all thong panties, this Kliq’s racy thong is nothing more than a G-string. Like all G-strings,
this lace thong’s butt-cleaving rear strap speaks volumes. The thong is worn porn style, which is
over, not under, her bettie, to facilitate their easy removal when pursuing lustful endeavors.
The Koo is snug-fitting, of course, which is much to her liking. Her bra is a full cup size too
small by her dictate. The 6-inch stiletto heels and cruel, pointed, peep toes, the cruelest, of her
pumps also appeal much to this brute’s tastes; she prefers cross strap clogs to dykers, though, clogs
with clunky blackwood soles and vampiir uppers.
Her outfit, along with some of her affectations, like her affinity for oversized umbrellas and lacy
unmentionables, are telling clues to past socialite affiliations.
Her straitjacket is unbuttoned, offering up cleavage of Grand Canyon proportions. Her “French”
bullet bra is barely containing the expected double-H’s. Nipples are hard and erect.
Needless to say, while in the employ of the Druids, she’s supposed to abide by the restrictions,
publicly as well as privately. That means, publicly and privately, no Go-Go—no hype hair, Playtex,
or bare legs, and, no Depeche Mode—no krazy, madd, infestation, game, or wild zodiac eyes.
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Flying in the face of those “no Goon gear” edicts, she sports hype hair and skinz, and with skinz,
the expected klaw.
Of course, being Trog, her hands klaw even when she’s not wearing skinz.
Needless to say, being Goon, and in spite of the restrictions and her own affinity for “French”
underwear, she goes braless, bare-legged, and commando as much as she can get away with.
Nearby, the librarian, Fern Keeper, who’s beaten beyond recognition, is tied securely to another
shaker.
The shakers are bolted to the floor, and, they’re facing each other. So, when an Anthrax isn’t
being beaten, that Anthrax is forced to see what’s being dished out to the other Anthrax.
The Druids know that, as far as the Trog is concerned, their princess, Princess LELu, has the
upper hand.
Carr, on the other hand, knows that she’s just biding her time until the proper mistress comes by.
For too long, she’s been in the service of the demi-god heiress to the Tutu Kingdom. And, she’s
bored with making do.
But, these Anthrax snobs are obviously unworthy of her. So, when she finishes with these
scumbags, she will eat them. And she has no doubt that she will break the Harpies.
In her past lives, the likes of Phineas Gage and the Dalai Lama have availed themselves of her
very unique services, which, says volumes. What speaks loudest, though, is that Al Grimsky was
Carr’s mentor; and, the Grimster never had a more talented student.
As Gustave Dore and Lux “The Beaver” Brevis can attest to, Mongo prefers to work for women,
and she prefers the women to be inhuman.
Marquise Mondo Cain-Daseed (De Sade), of the Knucks-Darkseid Dynasty, henchman to the
Lady Apokolips, was the last mistress whom she held dear. Mongo was that Trog’s housekeeper for
well over six hundred-million years, in “The Before,” the time before the mortal races.
When Carr’s beloved mistress, the Marquise Daseed, got herself killed in some stupid duel over a
buxom barmaid, Carr stopped caring. Carr became a ronin, and has been one ever since; most often
in the employ of members of the “inferior” races.
There have been so many “employers” during this prolonged period of aimless wandering.
Sulamith Wulfing. Stephen Youll. Sotheby’s. Somerset Maugham. Truman Capote. Giorgio
Kienerk. The charismatic Dante Gabriel Rossetti, whose Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood included
Rossetti, John Everett Millais, William Holman Hunt, Sir Edward Burne-Jones, William Morris,
and others.
For a time, she was Syd Mead’s Sentury.
During the first Korean war, while working for the Communist Chinese and the North Koreans,
this for-hire tortured information out of American GIs who were taken prisoner at Ichon, Frozen
Chosen, Pork Chop Hill, Chipyong, and Wonju, just to name a few.
As for which she likes best, strong-arm work or cooking, it depends on her mood.
Carr unhooks her bra, steps out of her pumps, and strikes a wide-legged flat-footed pose. She
purses her skinz, FHs, and bettie. Then she shifts into overdrive with her soup bones. The knight’s
bones snap like dry wood under the bare-knuckled onslaught of the thug’s massive fists.
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Sitting in a corner, watching and masturbating, is the Druid princess. She’s wearing nothing but a
smile and a pair of Krells. Krells are cross strap slides.

“The American, my most talented student, does not work
for us for ideological reasons, comrade. No. No. No. She
works for the KGB ‘cause we give her the freest hand to do
her mayhem. Ha. Ha. Ha.”
Stanislav Szukalski
(The first director of Russia’s “K” Directorate)
In the end, these days, The Thing in her always wins. This explains her penchant for klaw
(insanity ravaged hands), krazy (insanity ravaged hair), hag (insanity ravaged face), and
commanded (post-modernist slang for wearing a dildo); a penchant in the feral, “hung like a horse”
she-male tradition of her feral god The Thing.
Bahrs, bettie, and no strap-on gives way to Bahrs, bettie, and strap-on.
Needless to say, her strap-on is worn porn style, which is over, not under, her Playtex garter belt.
Needless to say, because of her skinz, her gloved hands klaw.
All by its lonesome, the big girl’s corset cinches her waist down to a Victorian-pleasing 13
inches, the Victorian absurd; additionally, her bra shoves her tits up, together, and straight out, in
other words, the Victorian-pleasing pneumatic jutt. A wunder, wdr for short, is how shrinks,
especially psychoanalysts, refer to her longline Victorian push-up restraint bra. Using a wunder, set
on painful, to vise grip a patient’s torso, although draconian to say the least, is an accepted
treatment modality.
Then, the expected happens: mowr, for the foreseeable future.
Bahrs, bettie, and strap-on give way to bares (barelegged), no bettie, and a strap-on.
Hype hair gives way to krazy; Baer gives way to bittr.
Then, the inevitable happens: the return of our luscious lovely’s Playboy Playmate caliber looks,
and, an end, for now, to her gender bender.
Bittr gives way to Baer. Her strap-on gets pursed. But, her krazy does not give way to hype hair.
Although The Thing, that most feral of ferals, and that god’s equally feral minion, prefer
commanded; a commanding box sans strap-on, framed by the likes of PPX or shue or long tasty
bares, underneath a Koo’s down-south, is right up their alley too. That’s commanding—a “live
licks,” a pussy so pretty it commands you to eat it.
Her skinz purse themselves; nonetheless, her hands still klaw. Now, that’s eerie, as eerie as her
hands klawing while wearing those skinz.
Wild eyed, our tall blue-eyed beauty looks like: a deranged stockbroker, who’s finally snapped
and gone on a killing spree; a leggy, lunatic day trader turned homicidal maniac; a buxom Wall
Street wench gone psycho; a bitter well-heeled slut divorcee who’s gone off the deep end; a stone
killer, the worst kind, a Baywatch babe turned junkie whore who’s gone rabid and hardcore dyke;
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the hi-dollar hooker with centerfold looks and the zoom habit. Most of all, though, thanks to krazy
and klaw, our comely harlot looks like an escaped mental patient, a beautiful well-dressed wellarmed escaped mental patient.

“Madness has wings, watch her soar.”
Glimmer Rats, from “The Geist”
One minute she’s in the employ of an inferior race, the next minute Mongo is a free agent.
A girl steps through the wall, beheads Mongo’s masturbating mistress, and guns down the halfdozen Druid guards present, all in one fell swoop.
Then, Mongo watches in total disbelief as the girl holsters her weapons, walks over, and offers
her hand in friendship as if they’re boon coons.
“I’m Mondo, Mondo Kane. Pleased to make your acquaintance, pretty one.”
Mongo hesitates, and then decides: “I’m Mongo, Mongo Carr. My boons call me, Jazzbo.
Pleased to make your acquaintance, Miss Kane.”
“Call me, Juggs. That’s what my boons nick me.”
“Juggs it is, then.”
They shake hands. Both women like to go with their gut when deciding upon whom they should
boon coon.
“We go, now, Jazzbo. You carry the two Anthrax.”
“And what will you carry, Juggs?”
“Why, I will carry your mistress’ remains. Her decapitated body will nourish my contacts, the
two Anthrax, back to health. Her pretty head will provide you with a lifetime of amusement once it
has been properly shrunken.”
The brute flashes a wide, toothy white grin, knowing that she’s finally found her new “one and
only.”
They French kiss and crudely grope each other before getting down to the business at hand. Later
on, both know that they will engage in a prolonged Australian kiss.

“Hide with pride.”
SSBN motto
Fats notices that the girl’s ungloved hands’ klaw, but says nothing about it. Instead, she makes
small talk.
“So, where did you find her?”
“In the employ of inferiors.”
“Which?”
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“Druids.”
“Oh.”
The girl removes her strait and drapes it over a chair. Just like that, mowr has given way to the
“quite a bit less” brevity of Mrs. Cleavage; Mrs. Beaver Cleavage, that is, and, they don’t call it
“The Beav” for nothing. Her STF is worn stand-alone; that wide snakeskin belt in the guise of a
stiff, body-hugging, butt-molding, very short “rubber” skirt; stiff, yet paradoxically fluid and
clinging, and that’s clinging—“glued on.”
She slips off her pumps and places them on the table between Fats and herself.
“Having second thoughts about her?” Mondo teases.
“Of course not. She’s perfect. I’ve been looking for a proper housekeeper for you for a coon’s
age.”
“Good. Now, about the shoes.”
“Of course. They came by post from your god, this morning.”
With her bare feet, Fats pushes a pair of Frankensteinish knobjobs underneath the table toward
Kane.
Kane licks her feet and then slips the shoes on. With their rounded toes and clunky soles and
heels, they look like “conventional” clogs. But, their hard-shell leather uppers are Black MAX and,
their thick lug soles and heels are sure-grip. They too belonged to her minion predecessor.
As a side note, the clogs’ big, clunky, stacked heels, and Strange-steel reinforced bulbous toes,
are why Goons nick ‘em Big Berthas. And, a Goon would pair the Berthas with an SST, the black
PVC, micro-miniskirt version of an STF. An SST is that very wide latex belt in the guise of a stiff,
body-hugging, butt-molding, obscenely short rubber skirt; stiff, yet paradoxically liquid and
clinging, and that’s clinging—glued on; rear cleavage delineating, just like a biker or an STF.
No longer is she packing and strapping underneath her form-fitting miniskirt as her stealthy and
faithful minions, her Kendo and Purse, go Cosmopolitan: her Kendo reconfigures itself as a sneak
and straps itself to the inside of her left forearm; her hardshell cigarette purse goes strapless, and
grips the waistband of her “rubber” skirt alongside Phone. Purse and phone are worn fore of her
slim right hip.
Kane changes her mind, rethinks her plan, and improvises; deciding that this is no time to be
half-ass about things. She’s gotta pull out all the stops, no matter what.
Her minions go native: once more they’re inconspicuously strapping her slender white thighs
underneath her black rubber slip. Hype hair gives way to krazy; much to Fat’s dislike. And,
underneath her STF, her strap-on straps itself back on.
She places the knobjobs back on the table. She grabs her fuck-mees off of the table and slips the
pumps back on. She grabs her strait and also slips it back on. Less has reverted back to mowr.
The girl stands up from the table, blows Fats a kiss, and picks up the suitcase full of cash.
“Be careful, Mondo.”
“I will, Fats. Don’t worry.”
“But. If anything goes wrong.”
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“I know, you can’t help me. Adieu, Fats.”
Kane switches out of Fats’ club without any fanfare. She’s knows exactly what she’s stepping
into, but, sometimes a girl’s gotta do what a girl’s gotta do.
From the Anthrax she learned in which of the Nature Boy’s numerous slaver dens the missing
heiress, Ms. Patti Hearst, is being kept. From the Nature Boy she received permission to “retrieve”
Ms. Hearst. That, was the easy part, only costing her rich client a large fortune!
She doesn’t know the real location of where the heiress is being kept; the Anthrax only knew the
virtual Jump coordinates, coordinates which will only be valid for today. For obvious reasons, even
the Nature Boy doesn’t know the exact location of the den. And, as one would expect, the running
of the den is subcontracted out to Hags.
Once she’s clear of the alley, Phone Jumps her to the coordinates. She’s below ground, in a
processing plant. The stench is overpowering and stomach wrenching. Rats large enough to
swallow a small dog whole, scurry about in the darker reaches; their rodent feces covers the floor.
Mondo walks up to one of the ancient, battered lockers lining the roughhewed rock walls and
picks its combination lock. The rotting clothes inside are long dead, much like their long-forgotten
owner.
The big girl removes her holsters, phone, and purse. She hides her gear amidst the decay inside
the locker and secures the locker with its lock. There’s no evidence that she violated the locker.
Suitcase in hand, she makes her way above ground. A week later, a still squeaky-clean Mondo
finds her way to the surface.
It’s dark, foreboding, miserable, rainy, and cold, and it’s definitely not Earth.
The decaying metropolis, known only as Dark City 13, is one gigantic skidrow. And, needless to
say, it’s completely automated.
Slavery, here, is voluntary. This makes this place no less illegal. But, it explains why the police
don’t make any effort to stamp such places out of existence. For the police, slave planets and
prostitution, are at the very bottom of their priority list.
Most “enslave” themselves for holiday; that dream vacation of kinks and kicks; opting out for the
“short haul.” Sometimes, much to the slavers’ delight, these short terms decide to stay.
The outkasts, society’s hardcore outcasts, come here knowing from the git go that they have no
intention of ever leaving.
She walks into the flophouse; on a slave planet, which is a PUV, by definition, there’s only one
flophouse. Behind the hotel’s main desk is a Mok who’s never bathed. Even across the room, Kane
can clearly see that the clerk is as high as a kite. This is not the shifty-eyed “on the make” who she
was expecting. This is one of the junkie keepers.
A Mok is an insane cross between a Crone and a Harpy, and, being insane, they shun hygiene and
disdain sobriety. Left to their own devices, they stay filthy and high all of the time.
In the lobby are the expected wretches: some human, some not; all of them are zooming like the
clerk. In point of fact, everybody on the planet, keepers and kept, is zoomed. Mondo is the only
sober person, here.
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An automated “hidden” planet, where everybody is stoned out of their gourd all of the time: the
perfect hideout for kidnappers, especially high-profile ones.
In a corner, a blank junkie whore, wearing leg irons, gives a dead john a blowjob. The throbbing,
puss-covered growth on the left side of the whore’s neck is a knot of varicose and spider veins, and
wild shoulder-draping lime green hair. The growth, of course, is hoare. Expectedly, one of the
tumor’s varicose veins has extended itself downward and taken root in her left breast. As a result of
the rooting, her left breast is an H-cup, disfigured by spider and varicose veins, and her right breast
is a G-cup, and both breasts have string bean nipples: the lopsided string bean combo.
Kane switches up to the main desk and gives the clerk standing behind it the once over. The Mok
is nude from the waist up; from the waist down she’s wearing a greasy tattered maxi-length dress
made from thinly-sliced human skin; this halter-top dress has been pulled down around her waist.
And, underneath the flesh dress, she’s commanded with a parasitic strap-on and she’s got a crabinfested muff. She’s also wearing Punk, parasitic dykers, and sporting a lice-infested krazy.
Needless to say, in spite of being filthy, infested, and zooming, Kane finds the lunatic strikingly
handsome. In point of fact, Kane gets a “hard on” from just looking at the Hag.
“Welcome, Miss Hard, Haughty, and Blonde.”
“The name is Kane.”
“Yum. Yum. Fat’s cerebral assassin. Got the money, Kane?” Expectedly, the junkie clerk’s
speech is slurred. Her mouth is open slackly, and she’s drooling. She’s obviously being “assisted”
by the brain box that runs the place. Without the mechanism’s remote control, the clerk wouldn’t be
coherent enough to carry out the exchange in behalf of the kidnappers.
For a brief moment, Kane entertains the idea that the brain box itself is really running the show,
then, she just as quickly dismisses the notion for two compelling reasons. One: the mechanism has
a failsafe, and it’s foolproof, so, it can’t go amok. Two: the brain box is just a “dumb” machine, not
some AI.
The brain box of a Dark City looks like Robot, the female robot from director Fritz Lang’s silent
movie classic, Metropolis. And, the brain box of a Dark City is always called Robot.
Kane sets the suitcase on the desk.
“You can count the bundles, but, it’s all there. So, where’s the party girl?”
The clerk flashes two rows of yellowed, scum-covered teeth.
“She’s upstairs, resting.”
The insane, wild-eyed, drug-crazed clerk seethes with animal lust as she takes in the girl’s long
deranged blonde tresses, lethal hands, that large red gash of utter disdain-and-loathing called a
mouth, and long, brightly colored, candy-apple red fingernails, fingernails the color of fresh arterial
blood. The girl’s long, bare, silky smooth, lily-white legs make her smile even wider. The girl’s
cleavage makes her cream. The Hag flicks out her long, red tongue and licks the tip of her nose.
Once more, Kane imagines herself as a common ass streetwalker living in the sleazy skidrow
flophouse of a Dark City, fucking the hotel’s elderly female manager for rent, turning twenty-dollar
tricks with johns and janes.
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But, this time, there are noticeable differences in her fantasy: She’s sporting a maxi-length haltertop flesh dress that’s worn pulled down around her waist; She’s sporting ragged Bahrs with runs,
snags, and gaping holes, and some of those strategically-placed holes bare her knees and the inside
of her thighs; She’s zooming. She’s bittr, not Baer; krazy, not hype hair. She’s sporting katz,
dykers, and her usual jewelry. Grease from her flesh dress lubes her upper torso, her rack, and her
northern cleavage. Underneath her dress, she’s commanded, with parasitic strap-on and a liceinfested muff. Grease from her flesh dress lubes her thighs, her crotch, her buns, and her southern
cleavage. Ravaged looks. Ravaged hair. Ravaged clothes.
Mondo asks the obvious: “Want a preview?”
“Yes.”
Kane unbuttons the strait of her severe, form-fitting rubber suit, slowly and sensuously. Then,
shades of The Thing, she “loses” her skirt: The slip yanks itself down around her ankles. The tease:
She steps out of the slip and kicks it across the room. And, for the finale: The ace stripper switches
over to her discarded slip, bends over slowly, and takes her time pulling and tugging her slip back
on.
Mondo walks back over to the desk: The very “dry” hump.
“I’ll bet you won’t be able to save yourself, from yourself,” boasts the clerk.
“We’ll see,” responds Mondo.
The horny clerk reaches across the desk, paws Kane’s breasts, squeezing ‘em hard, smudging to
the girl’s flawless white tits, especially the left one. The clerk also strokes the leftside of the girl’s
lily-white neck, smudging the neck as well. Kane’s erection erupts: Kane cums in direct response to
these unsolicited advances.
“Yes, as a filthy, wearing flesh, and zooming, you’ll make quite the fag hag.”
That’s when Kane plays her trump card, and shows the clerk a thing or two: She slaps away the
Hag’s twitching hand.
“But. I’m not your fag. Yet.”
“How observant of you. Smart and discreet. Chaotic hair and claw hands. And, ah yes,
commanded, too. Too bad you’re not also bittr; but, that oversight will soon be fixed.”
The Hag’s breath is fetid and hot. Sections of her lily-white skin are so filthy, they’re black.
Graveyard lichens dot those patches of “black tar.” Leeches dot her legs, calling them home. Fleas
call her entire body, home. And sewer moss covers the inside of her thighs. Her body odor is sour,
strong, and overpowering—stomach turning.
This offensive of musky breath, black tar, lichens, leeches, sewer moss, and body odor, is called
“the pretty treatment,” “the pretty” for short.
“Let’s see the girl.”
“By the by. The name is Ingrid, Ingrid Ryder. My boons call me Ruff Ryder.”
“Remember the deal: girl, first; then, fuck.”
Needless to say, the kidnappers’ payoff is the money, and, the slavers’ payoff is Kane. They get
to “borrow” her from Fats for a little spin.
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“As you wish. But, remember: your Id will have none of this leaving, nonsense; you’re a closet
outkast, here to stay!”
“And, like I said, we’ll see.”
The clerk locks up the suitcase of money in the hotel safe, which is in her office. Then she leads
Kane up the stairs.
As they ascend the staircase, Kane notices almost imperceptible movement in the shadows. Kane
smells the double cross. But, nothing happens.
Rancid garbage and rotting corpses are everywhere, choking the hallways and stairs in places.
They wade through, or step over where possible, such “scenic” decorations; scenic, that is, by
slaver standards.
Finally, after what seems like forever, they reach the floor where the heiress is being kept. Down
a long, narrow, dimly-lit hallway, the room is the last one on the left.
Halfway down the hallway, Ruff Ryder grabs Kane’s rubber-skirted ass.
Kane gives the clerk a look, that long, mean, “don’t fuck with me again” look. But, in spite of the
look, the Amazon’s balls swell with jism and she squirts. Kane’s very much turned on by the
touching.
Frau Ryder hands her the sender unit, after demonstrating to her that its transponder is working.
Kane gamely steps into the room, but, the Mok doesn’t. The Mok drops to the floor of the
hallway and begins masturbating with the ulnar bone of a corpse, no longer under the influence of
the unseen brain box. In point of fact, unbeknownst Mondo, the clerk was on a timer.
In a corner by the door, sitting in a rocking chair, naked, filthy, and seemingly oblivious to
everything, is an eighty-something Harpy named “Doxi” Bizarre. Kane almost swoons at the sight
of this stern looking, sour faced, old biddy. Filthy or not, this Doxi is in the same league as the likes
of: Ruth Anderson, alias Brigitte Stromberger; Uschi Digard, a.k.a. Jobi Winston; and, even Diane
Webber. But, business comes first. She’ll fuck the junkie granny at her leisure, at length, later on.
Doxi has the blank, feral eyes of someone who’s zooming. She’s wearing the requisite, Punk and
parasitic dykers, but, no rusting leg irons; the absence of leg irons indicates that the geriatric is one
of the jailers, not one of the inmates. One hand fondles her pendulous triple-Es, while the other
hand is busy fisting her “oh, so pretty” pussy. Draped over the arms of the rocker, are long, slender,
shapely legs that are lily-white perfection. The geriatric’s hands are klaw, of course.
Strapped spread-eagle to the filthy bed in the far corner of the room, fitted with leg irons, is the
missing heiress. The heiress, moaning and groaning, drugged and completely out of it, is being
fucked by a very big something!
A deal’s a deal: girl, first; then, fuck. Kane succumbs willingly and willfully to the buzz.
And, needless to say, it hits Mondo, all of a sudden, like a ton of bricks. It feels like a
sledgehammer is smashing into her cerebral cortex and a lit blowtorch is being applied to her brain
stem. Her mind goes blank. She’s zooming.
Kane drops to the floor, twitching, face down in the filth. The sender rolls out of her hand. Her
Baer goes in lieu of a hag; that facial of the bittr flavor, of course. Her bra undoes itself. Her
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pristine dykers and Koo go Punk and parasitic. A hoare sprouts from the leftside of her neck and
roots her left tit; unbeknownst to Kane, when the clerk fondled her, the clerk “seeded” her.
The elderly insane junkie fits the fag hag Kane with a set of leg irons, rolls her onto her back, and
rides her face. The leg irons in question were taken off the heiress.
The insane, zooming something, stops fucking the heiress in the middle of a downstroke, and
staggers over to join in on the debasement of the newest acquisition, the newest fag hag. The
something is a relikator, and, of course, the thick, muscular, knotty “python” dragging the floor
between its legs is its penis!

“You can’t outrun Death forever. But, you can make the
Bitch work for it.”
J.C. Higginbotham, another charming bon mot
Mondo comes to herself, much, much later. She’s been pissed on and smeared with feces, and her
mouth tastes of cum and jism. She’s lying on the bare, torn, sex-stained mattress beside the
zooming, now unconscious, heiress. Kane’s no longer zooming.
Gone are the big girl’s two “riding” partners. Gone is the hoare. Not gone are her Hag-facial and
krazy. Her Koo and dykers are still Punk and parasitic. And, it looks like someone has applied a
thick layer of white face paint to her bitter face, and, thickly applied glossy black lipstick to her
disdainful lips; white face paint and black lipstick that are “flavors” of the same parasitic
greasepaint.
The greasepaint is muir, of course, and, this Goth-inspired face mask of black and white
greasepaint is called “XOXO”: sucks and fucks. The whore in the lobby servicing the corpse was
also wearing an “XO.” An XO is how slavers mark their whores, their so-called fag hags.
Muir is exponentially more addictive on a slave planet. It, also, magnifies, many fold, the “hold”
that hoare has on a zooming addict, as well as, inducing blankness in a sane person all by its
lonesome.
Scripted in black in muir across her forehead is XOXO: a feature of all XO’s.
Scripted in black in muir upon the big girl’s left cheek is the number 77: slut #77; her
designation. Scripted in black in muir upon the lobby whore’s left cheek was the number 69: slut
#69; that whore’s designation.
Each whore gets a unique number. But, numbers do get recycled. Mondo is wearing the drugged
heiress’ facepaint. And, the big girl’s leg irons were previously locked around the ankles of the
heiress. Ergo: Mondo is the heiress’ replacement; the new Seventy-Seven!
Mondo’s head is throbbing from a mega-migraine: The muir is the culprit; when the migraine
apexes, her mind will go completely blank. But, the big girl will have none of that. Business always
comes first, even in the face of a craving for “hardcore,” skidrow filthy.
So, just like that, the muir goes bye-bye: She’s coherent and clear-headed, again. No longer
raggedy-ann, her dykers and Koo go back to being pristine. Bittr goes Baer. Krazy gives way to
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hype hair. Her bps “licks” her clean. She’ll get a proper bath later, with real water, when she has
the time to properly indulge that cleanliness fetish of hers.
No longer “distracted,” Kane attaches the sender to the kidnapped heiress and activates it. The
heiress is teleported back to Mr. Hearst. Before posting the girl, Kane confirmed the obvious: Ms.
Hearst was literally being fucked to death; a common fate for Mundanes on slave planets who are
so-called “general purpose” sluts. Another 72 hours, and the girl would have been dead.
Mondo easily frees herself from the leg irons without having to stoop to using her katz. She
saddles up her bra, letting it do its own hooks, of course. Then, she makes her way downstairs
where she finds the safe: open and empty. Game over.
A familiar hand again grabs her rubber-skirted ass.
“With your psyche, staying any longer, for you, means running the risk of never leaving and
becoming a permanent house guest like the ‘kasts who come here.”
“Beat feet; never look back?”
“That would be the prudent course of action.”
“Quite so,” Kane responds as she turns around to face the “better” half of their conversation.
Molly Kleen is lugging the suitcase which is stuffed with the ransom money. The Crone banker is
on the clock, so to speak, so, expectedly, the spinster is squeaky clean, parasite free, coifed—
sternka, bespectacled—sternns, and well dressed in pristine Koo, dykers, and Bahrs. She’s also,
quite obviously, braless. And, as one would expect, in place of her bra is a front draped, beaded
necklace, a so-called beaded drop-front.
Needless to say, Kleen’s strait is buttoned up. And, thanks to her H-cups, she’s showing Grand
Canyon cleavage.
Upon entering the office, the Vin Diesel, Fraulein Kleen, had locked the door behind her. Alone
with her fantasy girl, finally. Too bad the girl is no longer doing the filthy, Kleen thinks to herself.
“What have you done to yourself? You foolish girl. You no longer look like someone suitable to
hump. You’ve undone your makeover, and, that, I cannot abide by.”
Christmas comes early: the money, the mindy, and the filthy skank.
Deep within the bowels of the planet, in the lowest sub-level of the processing plant, a group of
hulking figures materializes. Their gear is from “The Great War,” WWI, the, so-called, war to end
all wars. The first, and, so far, the only, “apocalypse” war.
These men and women are handpicked, well-paid mercenaries; handpicked and well-paid by Mr.
Hearst. Every member of this posse is also a decorated, World War One veteran; a true hero in their
own right. When they reach a critical junction, they split up into pre-defined squads, and fan out.
The main squad will assault the flophouse.
Fraulein Kleen points to Kane’s holsters, phone, and purse, which she’d placed upon the desk,
before she decided to play “grab ass” with the Amazon.
“Misplaced these?”
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“It would seem so. Thanks, girlfriend.”
Kane clips Phone to her skirt’s waistband in a nonchalant fashion. Her gun belt, sword belt, and
purse, are strapped on in that same over-the-top Burlesque fashion meant to get, and keep, the
banker’s attention. Kane succeeds, and she succeeds in spades. Fraulein Kleen’s eyes are glued to
her.
In addition, Kane openly, obviously, and lewdly, purses her strap-on: pussy galore.
The clerk and Sixty-Nine are humping feverously upon a pile of rubbish in a corner. They’re
completely oblivious to the politely negotiating couple.
Upon the wall monitors, the invasion in progress is dutifully recorded and painstakingly tracked
for posterity.
“And, underneath your slip, you’re pussy galore: strapless; not strapping a dildo, that is. Strapless
is how we bankers like it.”
“You don’t say?”
“I do say.”
“I wonder how long it will take them to figure out that they’ve invaded the wrong planet.”
“Heaven only knows.”
“And, heaven ain’t saying.”
“Nice trick, redirecting the trace on that sender.”
“Thank you.”
“Pretty obvious what Mr. Hearst’s reaction was going to be once his daughter was sent back.”
“Obvious and heavy handed: He’d send in the cavalry to extract retribution.”
“Exactly.” The expected pause before the overture is delivered: “Now. Be a good dear, won’t
you. You know how I so do enjoy your succulent company.”
Much to the spinster’s delight, Kane suddenly sports sternka and sternns, and in doing so, once
more transforms herself into a spinster look-alike.
“Dagon, later?”
“Of course, girlfriend. You know how much I like the filthy.”
“Hoared, XOed, raggedy-ann gear, disheveled looking, strapping a dildo, leg irons, etc., too?”
“As hag as you like it, if we must.”
“But, you’d prefer it stayed ‘traditional?’”
“Hoared, no. XOed, no. Punk and parasitic, yes. Disheveled, yes. Filthy and parasite infested,
yes. Strapping, yes. Blank. Drooling. Zooming. The usual Skidrow Annie. As you say, ‘the
traditional.’”
“You know, I’ll need to recluse for a while after this one.”
“And, I know just the place: mine.”
“Why, that’s very white of you.”
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“Always.”
“But, your offer comes with a price.”
“Of course. After all, I am a banker.”
“You want closure on that unfinished business that I have with your sister’s daughter and the
daughter’s boyfriend.”
The “old maid” banker’s response is a toothy grin. You see, Molly’s sister is Mrs. Doris “Pinky”
Black, The Pinot Noir!
Everywhere she looks, it’s strapless gals wearing dykers and Koos; the female bankers are
braless and wearing beaded drop-fronts; the Beavers are wearing bras. In the context of a banker’s
ultra-conservative world, a Mrs. Beaver Cleavage is a banker’s female muscle. The male equivalent
is a Biff.
As a rule, female bankers are spinsters and male bankers are confirmed bachelors. Well-heeled
customers prefer it that way.
This is her world, now, and for the foreseeable future. And she’ll be Molly’s Mrs. Beaver
Cleavage for the duration!
Kane enters Molly’s miserly, austere office; Molly is seated behind her desk. Seated in front of
Molly’s desk is her niece, D.A. Hexum. Standing by the window, looking outside, is the niece’s
boyfriend, Billy The Kid.
The niece and the boyfriend are on the lam, big time, thanks to some incriminating evidence in a
cigar box that was mailed to the Lunar police by a party or parties unknown.
Frau Kuntz enters from the adjoining office. For Mondo, Hanna’s presence is, most definitely,
surprise, surprise, surprise. And, if Hanna is involved, so is Fats; ‘cause Hanna doesn’t freelance.
The barelegged, ungloved Hanna is dressed in the requisite Koo and dykers, and, as one would
expect, she isn’t wearing a bra underneath her buttoned up suit coat, and she’s sporting sternka and
sternns.
Hanna’s banker’s look clenches it. In a past life, Hanna was a banker; once a banker, always a
banker: which makes her a perfect go-between when Fats needs to deal with bankers.
Now, pieces start to fall into place for the gumshoe. Obviously, by proprietary means, Fats
ciphered who the original snatchers were, disposed of them in Mob fashion, and has dealt herself
in: the Business’ version of a buyout. But, why did Fats get involved? Hanna’s presence
notwithstanding, Fats obviously isn’t the broker for this deal.
Molly’s involvement also perplexes Mondo. Honest, by the book, bankers like Molly avoid the
mere appearance of impropriety, let alone such sordid doings as this, with a passion. So, why the
obvious buy in by said banker?
Then, there’s Molly’s ruse about her niece and the niece’s boyfriend; neither of whom, Molly
likes.
Then, there’s the feeling that Mondo can’t shake, the feeling that came over her as soon as she
stepped into Molly’s office, the feeling that her every move is being closely scrutinized by someone
who’s not in the room.
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Behind the two-way mirror glass in the wall, the elderly Crone shakes her head in total agreement
and turns to the bank assistant.
“She’ll do. She’ll do quite nicely. Have her delivered by supper.”
“Consider it done.”
“Make sure that she leaves by the Dutch door.”
“Yes, Mrs. Rand.”
“Excellent. Looks like I won’t be withdrawing my money from the bank, after all. And, if by
chance I lose the gambit, and Fats and Miss Kane’s god retain their respective claims on her, the
executor of my estate has been instructed to keep my funds in the bank.”
The bank assistant breathes a sigh of genuine relief.
Mrs. Rand is the bank’s largest depositor; half of the money in the bank is hers: Yep, she’s not
just one of the bank’s whales; she’s the bank’s “The Great White.” She owns a chain of ultraexclusive hotels. Recently, she bought The Beverly Hills Hotel, which she renamed “Avalon”; she
paid cash: five billion dollars!
From “nowhere, fast,” Fel Mason steps out of the shadows. She’s grinning from ear to ear.
Finally, she got that fat cat client she needed as leverage to become a senior partner in her law firm:
Hearst was her e-ticket to the promised land. The rest, as they say, is history.
The widow Rand turns to Fel Mason: “Draw up the papers, Ms. Mason. Your client, Mr. Hearst,
just won the chance to get his money back.”
Mrs. Ayn Rand turns her covetous gaze back to the two-way mirror glass and licks her lips. And,
so, the game begins.
But, there’s someone else in the room: a tall, statuesque fifty-something woman who looks, and
in fact is, the stereotypical, manhating bulldyke. Expectedly, this hardcore dyke has a stern, hard,
unattractive face, very bitter and very hard, the haggard face of a shrew, which she is; frigid, comes
off like a real “ice cold” fish, which she is; has a deep, raspy voice that sounds like fingernails
scratching a chalkboard, a shrew’s loathsome, “grates on the nerves” voice; and, her close-cropped
moppish ‘do accentuates the loathing of her large, hook mouth.
The butch’s unflattering, masculine hairdo is called a “moe.” Moe Arc Find, Moe of the Three
Stooges, the famous lesbian flapper and comedian who put this hairdo “on the map” by sporting her
hair bobbed in this fashion. The first movie she wore a moe in was “Animal Crackers”; before then,
she’d worn her hair in the “page boy” ‘do favored by the flappers of her day.
Butch women like this shrew not only loathe men, they loathe any woman who has anything to
do with men, and, they’re loathsome.
Unlike the other women in the room, the shrew’s wearing the expected butch contradiction
underneath her buttoned strait: a lacy black push-up bra, that’s as feminine as feminine gets; the
most popular “dual mode” bra that’s sold by Victoria’s Secret. Bust by Victoria.
In “normal” mode, it’s a regular bra. Support, shape, and comfort in one bra, that’s seamlessly
sexy; comfortable in spite of being unlined. Underwire support keeps curves in place. Adjustable,
elastic straps pamper shoulders; in point of fact, all of the bra’s elastic is pampering. The wearer’s
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breasts are pampered and plumped by the bra’s lace cups. Pampering ballistic elastic. Pampering
ballistic nylon/Lycra.
In “other” mode, it’s a bondage bra. Support, shape, and extreme discomfort in one bra, that’s
seamlessly sexy; uncomfortable because it’s unlined. Underwire support coerces curves in place, in
other words, metal staves strictly enforce the perfect geometry. Adjustable, elastic straps dig
mercilessly into shoulders; in point of fact, all of the bra’s elastic digs mercilessly into the wearer’s
flesh. Lace cups vise-grip plumped tits; cups that “crawl” those plumped melons like spiders. In
point of fact, it isn’t just the cups that “crawl”; all of the bra’s nylon/Lycra “crawls” the wearer’s
flesh. Crawling elastic. Crawling nylon/Lycra. Crawling—itchy as burlap; biting, gnawing.
Being a sadomasochist, like our Miss Kane, the good doctor keeps her lacy bra in “other” mode,
all of the time. And, as one would expect of a pain-inclined like her, her bra’s elastic straps digging
mercilessly into her shoulders, all of her bra’s elastic digging into her creamy-white flesh, her bra’s
lace cups vise-gripping and crawling her tits, and, not just her bra’s lace cups crawling her, but all
of her bra’s nylon/Lycra crawling her, is constant, unrelenting torment which really turns her on.
Torment that’s far beyond the scope of Kane’s longline bra, which, of course, speaks lurid
volumes. Now, that’s hi-tech, modern-day wizardry for you.
In either mode, a risqué French cut: unlined; a deep V-front and an equally deep U-back, and
that’s deep—plunging. Discreet, front hook-n-eye close; immodest lace cups, that border on being
“tell all.” This revealing, up-north lingerie is definitely not for the prudish, let alone the faint at
heart, especially when this underwear is worn as outerwear: That’s a very nice bra you’re almost
wearing!
In either mode, a nipple reader—in-your-face “sweater bumps.”
In either mode, underwire—metal staves.
In either mode, push-up—tits that are plumped to the point of bursting by being shoved up,
together, and out: “deep dive,” major league, in-your-face cleavage and 1950s pneumatic. Cleavage
“enhancement.” Shape “enhancing.” Her tits look like they’re gonna pop out of her brassiere cups
at any moment.
In either mode, a bikini wanna-be; in other words, it’s mostly lace cups and elastic straps.
In either mode, the wearer feels like their nipples are being pinched off. There is a nipple noose
fitted inside of each cup, and it’s these nooses that do the pinching.
The plunge bra shows copious cleavage in any mode, of course.
The bra, by the way, is a Wham by Victoria, Victoria’s Secret, that is, and, it’s considered a
“must wear” by butch when they Koo. Its identical twin done in captive Scum is still called a
Wham, but it’s so much more than just that, it’s a Randi (Randy)!
And, in spite of its “Victoria’s Secret” pedigree, fetching looks, and risqué French cut, this
brassiere is military grade, body armor; protection on par with our Miss Kane’s Victorian longline
bra.
Also, unlike the other women in the room, the leggy mandilocks (butch) is strapping underneath
her STF, and her “industrial strength” flesh-colored plastic phallus is a proverbial geyser. The
mandy’s dildo is spouting so much, in fact, that her slip can’t keep up, it can’t keep her clean, and
as a result, jism is running down her legs into her pumps and it’s pooling on the floor. This horny,
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mannish, middle-aged spinster, this bulldyke with the deep, raspy voice and thick, German accent,
this staid “old maid” Crone who walks like a man and has the mannerisms of a man, this shrew
who is Mrs. Rand’s personal “physician,” this slut bitch who also has designs on Mondo Kane, this
gore whore who craves the filthy like a Mok, is the infamous Dr. Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein!
Needless to say, Mrs. Rand’s employment of the infamous Dr. Frankenstein is clearly foolish and
foolhardy in the extreme; a decision that clearly will be Mrs. Rand’s ultimate downfall.
Needless to say, Eddy’s designs on Mondo are the darkest: HLA (Hot Lesbian Action) with the
leggy Beaver, after the leggy Beaver has been converted into the latest incarnation of her infamous
she-male monster, The Monster, The Frankenstein Monster, that is. And, that line of incarnations of
The Monster is a very long one, indeed.
The Monster, her monstrous creation is every butch’s fantasy: an always horny, “manufactured,”
female hemorphidite, with pendulous triple-Es, a thumb-sized phallus-like clit, and oversized
scrotum-like labia; manufactured to the beauty standards of a hardcore bulldyke; a leggy, buxom,
well-hung, bulldyke “sex” machine. Ugly. Homely as sin. A hardlooking, bulldog face. Deep,
husky voice. Feral. Walks like a man. Sits like a man. Moves like a man. Etc. The most masculine
mannerisms. Broad shoulders. Muscular. Etc. Eat me, mandilocks. And, the real kicker is: Eddy is
more butch than her own creation!
Mondo leaves by the bank’s Dutch door, and materializes in the lobby of a rundown motel on the
outskirts of Push, Nevada.
In place of her Victorian longline bra, she’s wearing a Wham she received in the mail this
evening with instructions, signed by an “anonymous admirer,” which indicted that she was to wear
the push-up bra when she delivered herself; Kane gave her longline to Molly for keeps. The Wham
bra isn’t brand-new; it’s fully broken in. In point of fact, when Kane received it, it was still warm
and sweaty from being worn by her unknown benefactress with hygiene mode switched off. She
has the bra in “other” mode, of course with hygiene mode switched back on.
Sternka and sternns, buttoned strait, tits bulging in a Wham, clean and well-dressed, Mondo
looks completely out of place. She struts up to the front desk, pushing a ten-dollar hooker aside.
The leggy, well-armed beaver, Lizzy Rohm, sizes up the Beaver, and the beaver (lowercase
beaver is slang for prostitute) quickly decides that drawing down on the big girl would be suicidal.
A junkie whore, high-as-a-kite, who sells her private parts to the lowest bidder, she backs off,
making sure that her hands go nowhere near her guns.
In the fashion of The Monster: The beaver’s filthy, a real grunge.
In the fashion of The Monster: jagged, crosshatched scares make look her like she’s been stitched
together from body parts.
In the fashion of The Monster: a large bolt sticks out of either side of the beaver’s neck. She’s
high, in point of fact, on the neck bolts; they’re a potent narcotic that produces an unsurpassed high.
In the fashion of The Monster: she’s sporting a krazed. A krazed is a krazy without the bangs; the
hair hangs over the face, obscuring it, like, for example, the mop hairdo of Cousin Itt from the
Addams Family TV show and movies. The krazed enhances the high produced by the neck bolts.
This combo of “stitched together” look, neck bolts, and krazed is called wehr’d (weird).
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Needless to say, she’s a tall, lean, leggy, bleached-blonde, with big knockers, just like The
Monster. In other words, she’s “built” just like The Monster, which, coincidentally, is how Mondo
Kane is built: the plot thickens. The Monster, of course, is a triple-E cup, while Lizzy and Mondo
are double-Ds. The Monster, of course, is a Furie, while Lizzy and Mondo are Darks. The Monster
is muscular, with broad shoulders; attributes which neither Lizzy, nor Mondo, have. The Monster is
quite butch; Lizzy and Mondo are quite feminine and are not at all butch. Etc. Etc. Etc.
Unlike The Monster, this whore-for-hire is wearing Wham, Stuff, Bauer, and dykers. The
Monster, of course, is naked; with a highly developed “lizard” brain and no higher brain functions,
whatsoever.
Stuff is a black latex thong. The “it’s almost a G-string” thong is worn over, not under, her
Bauer. The miniscule thong’s a real lip reader, shamelessly delineating her crotch and rear
cleavage. The brand of this butt-floss is “Victoria’s Secret,” of course. Stuff by Victoria.
Bauer, also known as PMS, are black fishnet tights; as such, being down-south hosiery, they
encase her from the waist down. PMS look just like PPX, except for the obvious: they’re tights
instead of suspender-hose; they leave her midriff exposed; and, they’re not back or side seamed.
And, these “show all” lip readers leave absolutely nothing to the imagination.
Needless to say, being filthy and sleazy, the harlot’s bra, butt-floss, hose, and dykers, are Punk
and parasitic.
For a price, she’s having Madame Zeta, a local palm reader, convert her into an incarnation of
The Monster. At first, she had zero interest in being remade into a well-hung she-male, let alone a
wehr’d one, then, for reasons that even she doesn’t fully understand, she changed her mind.
Unbeknownst to the beaver, the palm reader and Dr. Frankenstein are one in the same.
The filthy, shabbily-dressed clerk is a Crone who’s so filthy she makes a Mok look clean in
comparison. She makes goo-goo eyes at the leggy Beaver. The real clerk, Priscilla Barnes, is dead
and eaten; disposed of by the impostor.
The impostor is Dr. Frankenstein; the disguise being Eddy’s “real” filthy.
“I’m a delivery for a Mrs. Rand,” Mondo says to the filthy clerk.
“Bungalow #9. Outside and to the right. You can’t miss it.”
“Thanks.”
Kane takes her leave. She pretends to not notice a hulk detach himself from the shadows of
nowhere-fast. Well-groomed and well-dressed, the Giant in the double-breasted pinstripe suit and
wing-tipped shoes is Jack “The Beat” Kerouac. He too looks completely out of place. He too is
someone the denizens here know better than to mess with. He’s the founder of Combat-ki. And, in
the world of enforcers, he, supposedly, has no equal; Kane, on the other hand, knows better. In
bygone times, he was The Mob Enforcer. These days, his services go to the highest bidder; his only
allegiance is to money.
He waits until she has entered the bungalow and closed the door, before he barges in. He’s
packing that Mob enforcer’s favorite: two .357 Magnums, nestled in a double shoulder holster rig.
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Mondo’s at the far end of the filthy, squalid room; hype hair in place of sternka, sternns pursed,
strait unbuttoned, Wham showing front-n-center. She knows to not let Jack get too close. Jack
knows not to draw down on Mondo.
“Where’s Hanna?” Jack asks. There’s a nasty edge to his voice.
“Where she should be.”
“Which is?”
“Not here.”
“She and I have a score to settle.”
“Leave it be.”
“You can’t protect her, forever, from me.”
“Ha. Ha. Ha. Don’t you mean, I can’t protect you from her, forever, deluded one?”
That’s when Mrs. Rand, Jack’s current employer, enters the room. A mere glance from her, and
he stands down. The trillionaire, Mrs. Rand, a former banker, is dressed in Koo, drop-front, and
dykers; of course, Rand is also sporting sternka and sternns.
“So, you know my Mr. Kerouac?”
“We have history.”
“Good. Now, make yourself presentable. Then, we will be leaving.”
“Leaving?”
“You see, Miss Kane, the delivery you’re actually making is that of yourself.”
“I think not.”
“Insolent cow! I owe you!”
“Only Fats owns me. And, only I decide when I’m optioned.”
That’s when Hanna smashes through the door and bulldozes Jack into a wall. Jazzbo is close
behind. The two Goons double team the Giant, and proceed to brutalize him on their own terms.
Even as formidable as Jack is, he’s, obviously, is no match for their combined onslaught. In point
of fact, Kane knows that in a one-on-one he’s no match for Hanna. The double team is a ruse,
meant to fool prying eyes into thinking that Hanna is not Jack’s better.
The unsurpassed brutality of Goons is why when Russell Kirk founded the NSS, the Nazi
Security Service, during the infancy of the Third Reich, he insisted that only Goons could join; to
date, it’s still that way.
Rand screams out: “Backstabbing eraser!”
“Always,” Kane retorts as she beats Rand to the punch.
Kane snuffs Rand, killing her in cold blood. But, Kane doesn’t shoot her; Gina does. Dressed in
Koo, dykers, and a strapless push-up, a still smoking shotgun tucked neatly underneath her open
strait, Gina steps into the room.
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Having beat Jack to death in short order, never giving him a chance to slap leather, the Goons
drag Jack’s mangled body into the cesspool that is the bungalow’s bathroom. Worked up into a
feeding frenzy by the brutal homicide they’ve just committed, the Goons feast on Jack; having gone
feral, neither are not to be reasoned with.
Without uttering a word, Gina also drags the Elder’s corpse into the bathroom, where she too
goes feral, and, thus, beyond reason. She eats with the Goons, sharing her bounty, the dead Elder,
with them; they, in turn, share Jack’s leftovers with her.
Mondo tosses the suitcase of ransom money onto one of the stained, unkempt beds. Once the
carnage is over, she’ll call Mr. Hearst and the police, in that order.
This morning, she was still recluse. Thanks to the golden opportunity which Mrs. Rand
unwittingly drops into her lap this evening: Game over!
From the bungalow across the courtyard, the phony clerk gleefully watches all that transpires.
She was supposed to be Rand’s backup, instead, she did nothing; didn’t lift a finger to help her
boss.
Freed of her tiresome obligation to Mrs. Rand, thanks to Miss Kane, she can take her leave now
and completely drop off the radar scope, so to speak. But, she has other plans, plans that involve the
girl, the girl called Mondo Kane. Naked from the waist down, she masturbates while fantasizing
about those plans; plans that have already been set in motion by tonight’s events.
Mondo’s mind drifts back to the neck bolts and Bauer in her purse. They, too, were in the parcel
with the Wham she’s now wearing.
Kane’s mind then drifts into extended fantasy; a new variation of her usual fantasy of being a
junkie prostitute. She’s Jugs, pure white trash, a “trailer park” slut who calls this motel, home.
She’s pays for her room and board in trade: She’s the “house” whore. In other words, she’s taken
Lizzy Rohm’s place. Unlike Lizzy, though, she wears no thong or dykers or bra with her whore
hose. Now, that’s the way to spend a vacation.

“The fearful harlots sit in a clutch with their worries, whilst
one slut alone fucks the elder Furies.”
Eva Dawn Nemeth, from “Jasae’s Reit”
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Foreword
“Plan 9 from Outer Space.”
“Learn to see the ‘worst’ films; they are sometimes sublime.”

Ado Kyrrou
(From his “Surrealisme au Cinema”)
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Darkness for the Ages
“Bad ass girls, drive bad ass toys.”
Our much anticipated “gift” to the world: sustainable darkwerks!
Overclocking: ghosting, hiding, overdrive, fast-forward, walk-about, etc.
Teleportation: DOORs, spooking, movers, etc.
That’s right, arcane and technology, as well as vox.
Bottomline: It’s tesseracts, not tachyons, from now on.
For ages, darkwerks (dark works) has been the occultist’s wet dream; the Holy Grail of
overclocking and teleportation.
Countless, failed attempts by many brilliant minds preceded this final success by a secluded,
maniacal few.
In the name of the Next Reich, in the name of all Nazis everywhere, The Party proudly lays claim
to the perfection of this, up-till-now, impossible majick. And, at this juncture in time, we are its
only practitioners.
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Book Eight
LVSU

(CSI acronym usage)
Las Vegas State University
“Pain today - - Agony forever”
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Sexy Girl, Sexy Lingerie
“Direct insubordination, greeted with stoic acceptance.”
ROE demands absolute discipline, and an immediate, 100 percent effort to carry out our orders,
regardless of our opinions. It’s a hard pill to swallow, sometimes, but, a sexy girl wearing sexy
lingerie does help. And, I’m not talking about Jenny McCarthy wearing Victoria’s Secret, either:
“Ours is not to reason why, ours is but to do or die. Body by Victoria.”
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Chapter One
Moulin Rouge
“A very sexy lady of very dark persuasion.”
Her card simply says: “Pellucidar.” The card speaks just above a whisper so that none but the
presenter and the presented can hear it. There’s only the two of them in the museum wing’s
enormous foyer.
The emissary is null, and she’s the remote of one Professor Nora “Hugs” Hugosian. The null is as
“button down” as a banker, as “button down” as “button down” gets. Being a Dark facsimile, the
bleached-blonde null is tall, statuesque, and breathtakingly-beautiful. Branded into the null’s
forehead is the word “SPOR”: the mark of the Legion, the legion of the ancient Roman Empire,
that is.
Miss Hugs is “old money” rich, a diehard spinster, and very butch. That describes all of Mondo’s
clients at the “out call” service where she moonlights. In point of fact, that list of spinsters she
services is long and continues to grow. And, when she deals with their kind, Kane knows to go
butch: Where butch are concerned, you catch more flies with vinegar than honey.
Kane is her usual. The bad and the beautiful. The “other” mowr. An extreme Mrs. Beaver
Cleavage. Bitter and loathsome. Raunchy. Stern and hard. Baer. Frigid. Moe, buttoned strait, and
Wham. Because of the cut and fit of the strait: Haughty, teasing glimpses of her bra, in spite of the
strait being buttoned; such was the case with the bra’s corset predecessor. From her bra-cradled
jumblies, that “in your face” cleavage: cleavage, cleavage, cleavage. Purse is strapless and
hardshell, and gripping her skirt’s waistband alongside Phone; cigarette purse and flip phone are
worn on the rightside, of course. Sneaky-ass Kendo is strapless and gripping her skirt’s waistband;
Kendo is worn on the leftside, of course. Her stealthy and faithful minions, Purse and Kendo, are
Cosmopolitan. Ergo, nothing is strapping those slender, white thighs of hers underneath that formfitting, scandalously-short, rubber skirt of hers, lapping the bare white flesh of her long, shapely
legs. Butch attitude. Babe looks. Killer legs. Living tattoos: gone, regardless of her mode, whether
she’s sexy, crazed, plain, etc.
Needless to say, with her strait being concealed carry, you can’t tell she’s packing heat, a blade, a
phone, and a purse, unless you pat her down expertly. Worn in the fashion of a streetwalker or
sandman or Las Vegas showgirl, guns, blade, phone, and purse are inconspicuous underneath her
slick rubber suit coat.
Nowadays, and for the foreseeable future, her STF is bohemian: not obscenely-short, but much
shorter than in its previous incarnation when it was mid-thigh length, a legitimate miniskirt. It’s not
quite as short as the infamous, micro-mini length of an SST, an illegitimate miniskirt. In other
words, it’s a short miniskirt; it’s a DEBRA skirt, named after the miniskirt hemline worn by WWF
Diva Miss Debra McMichael. Ergo, it’s the length of a naughty Catholic schoolgirl’s uniform
miniskirt. And, her slick, rubber skirt looking like a very wide belt in the guise of a very short skirt
is something that’s not going to change anytime soon: Women should be obscene and not heard.
Needless to say, the shorter the skirt, the higher the hemline, the more leg you see, which is just
how butch like it; it’s also how all leg watchers like it, too.
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Needless to say, because of the smoke-n-mirrors of concealed carry, you never get to see as much
as you’d like to. Ergo, even with this new higher hemline, you still don’t get to see her private
parts, even when she sits with her legs widely splayed. Ergo, her skirt can still pull it off: You have
to pat her down expertly to tell if she’s strapping underneath that short skirt of hers. Is she stickin’?
But, don’t despair, porn dogs. You get those backdoor prizes that a skirt with a hemline this
immodest, immodest by COGIC standards, always guarantees: You get an eyeful when she bends
over to pick something up; you get those “teasing” glimpses and flirtatious vistas when she sits
down or bends down. Ladylike careful, notwithstanding.
And, as always, thanks to her snakeskin suit’s unforgiving fit, there’s that cheeky consolation
prize from the skirt that won’t quit: indecent rear cleavage that’s guaranteed to keep Mr. and Mrs.
Ass in booty heaven forever. Can you say, “Tight ass?” Baby got back!
That very short skirt of hers tightly wraps that “oh, so pretty” ass of hers, her slim hips, and her
firm, creamy-white thighs. Got booty. Got hips. Got thighs, too. Down south, she’s definitely fiveby-five. It’s a twenty-four-seven booty call!
That lurid, hand-in-glove fit. The lewd, stretch-n-cling of snakeskin.
Bottomline: Her miniskirt is whore, yet, paradoxically, it still makes ‘em beg for it. You get the
trick, but not the treat.
Womanly D-cups that are vulgarly showcased and tightly trussed up by a racy, ballistic bra. Got
tits. Got cleavage. Got nipples, too. Up north, she’s also five-by-five. It’s a twenty-four-seven
hooters call!
This low-cut, body molding, snakeskin business suit looks like snakeskin PVC and feels like
snake. And, with its very brief skirt, her Koo looks very whore, yet, paradoxically, it still looks
very businesslike, too.
Although her strap-on isn’t fused to her body all of the time, it might as well be, because, for
days at a time, she never takes it off. The flesh-colored LATEX dildo harness is a skimpy latex
thong with a built-in butt plug for her anal orifice. And the flesh-colored LATEX “double dong,”
which is a thick two-headed anaconda with a urethra orifice and molded-on veins and prosthetic
testicles: the strap-on she now wields; one head, the one inside her, “pleasures” her, while the other
head, the external one, is at the ready to “pleasure” whomever and whatever. Double heads of
piston pleasure.
The strap-on is used; it’s another gift she received from her anonymous admirer. Unlike her old
dildo, this one is a “conventional” two-headed dildo that fills the vagina; a very snug fit, indeed.
This “inside” head has the expected bifurcation which catheterizes her urethra orifice.
Like her old dildo, her can piss, cum, shit, spout, have an erection, and etc., when she’s wearing
this one.
Like her old dildo, this one is quite lifelike and very retro, and it has prosthetic testicles covered
in blonde pubic hair; testicles that produce “seeded” jism.
Although there are many strap-ons to choose from, this is the hideous, bio-mechanical
contraption that butch wear, exclusively; when you wear it, to say that you’re “hung like a horse,”
is an understatement.
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It’s, also, the mechanoid strap-on that Borg females wear; that includes the Borg Queen, herself.
The privates of a Borg male look this way, also: the most hideous consequence of assimilation for
men. Forced feminization is also an integral part of assimilation for men!
And, although its design is Borg, its erection mechanism is internal; hidden, of course.
Yep, it’s the infamous borg-o-matic sadyst, an industrial-strength cybernetic dildo with an
infamy that eclipses that of her predecessor dildo!
The sadyst isn’t just any crank, it’s “The Crank”; not to be confused, though, with the milk-white
uber narcotic known as krank (crank).
And, of course, you don’t use a syringe when you “shoot up” with krank, you use an eye dropper.
Cranking is when you masturbate yourself into oblivion: first, you allow the crank to go parasitic,
next, you allow the dildo to fuse to your body, then, you masturbate. But, when the crank is a
crank, the cranker experiences an orgasm, like none other.
Kranking is when you get high on krank. It’s a high like none other; a high that eclipses even
bolting! When kranking, a kranker’s eyes go dead; in other words, their eyes look like the milkwhite eyes of a boiled fish, hence the term milk-whites in reference to their marbled peepers.
Female krank addicts are, also, always crankers. The high from krank, amplifies the orgasm
achieved while cranking.
Kane being able to go this butch, and her becoming a magnet for a rich butch cliental, happened
immediately after the first time she tried out her boltz; boltz being the nick for neck bolts.
Stage One. Her boltz are for “recreational use.” Bolting is just a pastime: boltz; pristine Bauer
and dykers; no bolting dens, whatsoever.
Stage Two. Bolting becomes her preferred hobby: boltz; Punk, parasitic Bauer and dykers, with
the Bauer fused to her body; but still no bolting dens.
Stage Three. A mostly-naked Kane, sporting a krazed and wearing heels, with a parasitic strap-on
and Bauer fused to her body, goes bolting for extended periods of time: missing, without a trace or
any warning, whatsoever; the strap-on is worn under, not over, her PMS—showgirl style. She
frequents known “shooting” galleries for her debasement; vile, filthy places that reek like a zoo’s
ape house. She’s hooked. It’s at this point that the possessive Dr. Frankenstein begins shadowing
her when she goes out bolting.
Stage Four. Her current stage. When Kane goes bolting, she wallows filthy and feral, sporting a
krazed; she looks just like the pathetic wretches, the resident junkies, the addicts who never leave
the shooting galleries that she frequents; the “get high and stay high” havens she frequents aren’t
even on the map. Boltz, strap-on, dykers, and nothing else; looking like she’s been stitched
together, from the waist down; higher brain functions shutdown; lower brain functions, only. Now,
when bolting, she becomes an incarnation of The Monster’s bride, The Bride.
Stage Five. Kane gets bored and moves onto a new depravity. But, this time, with her new
“chicks with dicks” lifestyle, she may never reach stage five. Then again, knowing her, she could
reach it next week.
It goes without saying that, her being The Thing’s Debra is a depravity she’ll never outgrow.
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Unbeknownst to all of the parties involved, including Kane, her anonymous admirer, the
possessive good doctor, Dr. Frankenstein, follows the big girl when she goes binging.
Dr. Frankenstein covets Mondo so much that she would like to assimilate the big girl into her
collective; unlike the Borg collective, it currently consists of just one girl, herself. She wants to
make the Dark into a drone, designated “Seven-of-Nine”; The Monster’s drone bride.
In Dr. Frankenstein’s fantasies, she, as The Monster, fucks the tertiary adjunct while the tertiary
adjunct is standing upright in an “alcove”; the kind of alcove that Borg use for recharging. The
tertiary adjunct in question, of course, is Seven-of-Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix Zero-One.
In these torrid dreams of hers, Seven-of-Nine is her favorite, The Bride.
In her alias as Baroness Borgia, Dr. Frankenstein is known to the girl. Borgia is a butch Crone;
elderly, well-heeled, Hungarian blue-blood. She’s one of Kane’s regulars, is the best tipper, and the
second most fun to bodyguard.
Kane’s favorite regular, hands down, though, is Countess Maila Nurma; yep, that Countess Maila
Nurma; the other television Vampira, the cult siren, the aunt of fetish goddess, Dita. Except for
being a Crone, instead of a Vampire, the Hag is a deadringer for her onetime celluloid rival, Ms.
Marlanna Dietrich. During the 1950s, the Finnish-born actress was the television hostess of a latenight horror show. These days, she’s a spinster librarian and a recluse. The Countess is neither
penniless, nor does she work for a living; she’s quite wealthy. The title of countess is a leftover
from her silent film days, when she was a major starlet. Like most of her contemporaries, the
advent of talkies turned her into a bit player, overnight; Ms. Dietrich was the notable exception
who, to this day, remains a major starlet. Maila was in a number of forgettable talkies. She was Ms.
Dietrich’s stunt double, during the filming of Howard Hawk’s seminal western, Stagecoach; the
low point of her big screen career.

“Blondes are only good for one thing: sucking cock.”
Hector C. Bywater, The Pimp Daddy Ho
At the behest of the null, Kane unbuttons her strait, purses her sadyst, and loses her butch
attitude, and her moe gives way to hype hair; hype hair, her usual overteased big blonde hair, her
Debra McMichael. Now, she could be mistaken for a run-of-the-mill hi-dollar hooker, instead of an
expensive harlot who specializes in well-heeled butch. But, regardless of what she looks like, Kane
isn’t a prostitute; she’s strictly an armed escort: she’s mayhem, not merchandise.
The nulls disappears; in her place, the fifty-something Miss Hugs materializes. The reclusive
Hugs is a Crog: half Crone, half Trog. Brutal and brainy.
Hugs is braless, and is wearing a Koo and dykers. From the waist down she’s been greased down,
just like a body builder; Goon women love to get greased. She has a “sweet tooth” for Dark meat: a
common appetite for Goon. Most of Kane’s geriatric clientele are Goon for that very reason.
“Hello, Doc.”
“Hello, Jugs.”
Hugs isn’t one of Kane’s regulars; in fact, this is their first “date.”
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Nevertheless, they go at it like horny lovebirds. They embrace and kiss; each woman sticking her
long, wicked tongue deep into the other woman’s mouth. Hugs is a big spender and generous
tipper, which is why Faust “advised” Kane to be “extra special nice” to the ultra-eccentric Hugs.
Felix “Debra” Faust is the junkie madam who runs the service; owning it outright. A lecherous
butch, this Trog isn’t “in the life”; the Business life, that is. She’s an independent businesswoman,
who still turns tricks when the spirit moves her; these days, the spirit moves her an awful lot.
Faust is also a real sleaze. And, her operation is just as low rent as she is. But, she pays regular,
and she pays in cash.
She doesn’t bathe and always smells game. She reeks, which very much turns Kane on. And, her
filthy cathouse, “The Diabolically Divine Debra Shrine,” reeks like a zoo’s ape house: another turnon for our Miss Kane.
Faust and “Debraholics Anonymous,” the stable of “girls” that Faust pimps, like to get high and
stay plastered. They drink heavy and krank hard. This explains their poor hygiene and the wretched
condition of the cathouse. It also explains why Faust’s harlots prefer to get paid in krank, instead of
cash.
Kane isn’t pimped by Faust, which explains why she’s clean and sober. It also explains why she
gets paid strictly in cash. In point of fact, Kane is the only girl at Faust’s who isn’t Goon, who isn’t
on krank, and who isn’t hooking. She’s strictly a contract hire.
Being on krank also maybe explains why Faust has the nerve to call her cathouse “The
Diabolically Divine Debra Shrine,” and to call her stable of hookers “Debraholics Anonymous.”
Both are affronts to The Thing.
As far as The “Debra” Thing is concerned, there’s only one TDDDS and there’s only one Debra,
and she possesses both of them. There can only be one!!!
With the introductions out of the way, it’s time for Mondo to shift into character: wild, unstable,
sexual, and a little spacey; the way a dominatrix is supposed to be.
“Pussy worship, now!” The harsh-faced beauty snarls as she raises her skirt, exposing her tasties.
Hugs drops to her knees and sniffs Mondo’s crotch. But, she knows better than to lick the
dominatrix’s privates.
“Enough!” Kane snarls after a prolonged period of Hugs’ graveling.
Hugs pulls back.
Kane lowers her skirt and motions for Hugs to stand up.
Hugs stands up, smiling broadly from ear to ear; obviously pleased with what’s being dished out.
Mondo slaps the smile off of Hugs’ face.
Hugs stops smiling.
Mondo unhooks her bra, exposing her “tasty cakes” (her huge-ass breasts).
“What you want, but cannot have.”
Hugs nods in agreement.
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Mondo fastens her strait, but, she leaves her bra unhooked: very Goon, indeed! If the domina
needs to draw her guns or her blade, or access her phone or purse, she can always reach through her
suit coat, just like she could reach through her skirt anytime she needed to access the purse or
Kendo when they were strapping—tightly cinching, those flawless, silky smooth, creamy-white
thighs of hers underneath her fetching, snakeskin miniskirt.
Our two love birds are heading for Ciro’s, the exclusive nightclub, which is owned by the
notorious “Little Pony” Poindexter. Afterwards, they’ll head for The Rhine Maidens, a very private
girls club that restricts its membership to lesbians. Lastly, they’ll visit a shooting gallery that’s just
off skidrow, in the seediest part of the city’s red-light district; the kind of place where hardcore
krankers and thrill-seeking tourists go to get high, and a good portion of ‘em never leave. Krank
houses are the worst of the worst when it comes to dope houses, and our Miss Kane has never been
to one, nor has she ever partaken of krank.
The muscular Hugs loves to krank, she can go for weeks at a time, never leaving that shooting
gallery. And, this Goon half-breed fucks just as hard as she dopes, which is why Felix’s girls have
other nicknames for Hugs, names like, The Divine One, The Genetic Freak, and Freakzilla. Most of
Felix’s Debras call Hugs, Freakzilla.

“Stick a fork in me, I’m done.”
The Great Gorilla Monsoon
Before they leave for Ciro’s, Kane resumes her butch attitude, Kane again sports her crank
underneath her slip, Kane has her bra hook itself, and Kane’s suit and bra go painful; no dreadful
mopp, or “babe” hype hair giving way to “spinster” moe, though. When her bra goes painful, and
thus one-cup-size-too-small, her huge cans get shoved up, together, and straight out. Once more, in
dyke terms, Kane’s “down” with her boyz, her dildo’s cock and balls, and Kane’s down with her
girlz, her breasts.
When her Koo and Wham go painful, they go from being body molding (form-fitting) to
slavishly form-fitting; her skinz, of course, always look like they’re sprayed-on.
When her skirt is painful, it screams out: “Bend me over, now!!!”
They share a taxi with another club-hopping couple: a Major Edwina Land, Jr., a pretty twentysomething who’s Elf, and her date, Countess Vladimira, an eighty-something mulatto with an ugly,
butch-ravaged face and an equally ugly “mop” ‘do.
Butch-ravaged face, in a word, sour-faced: that disfiguring expression of utter disdain, which
transforms even the most ravishing beauty into ugliness. Abject loathing etched into a hard,
loathsome face. The face of an uber dyke. The face of a butch. The face of a bitter divorcee.
Being mulatto, she’s a Crone, Giant, Goon mix. In other words, she looks like a tall, muscular
Crone, and she has barbaric tendencies. That wench is a dead ringer for a fitness model.
Kane can’t keep her eyes off of the homely, filthy-rich socialite Countess Vladimira, which
“bothers” the comely Major Land to no end.
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Major Land, an Englishwoman, is a member of the British Royal Navy; she’s on shore leave,
looking for kicks; she’s quite drunk. She came upon the Countess Vladimira, standing beside a
dumpster, feeding, kranking, and cranking, behind a nightclub; the socialite was slumming.
Smelly, filthy, and parasite infested, head lice, fleas, and crabs, sporting mopp, that dreadful
“pancake” makeup favored world-wide by old maids of all persuasions, the Countess, a baglady
who’s legit Prussian royalty, was busy feasting upon an infant child; all the while her left hand was
busy masturbating. She’d already finished off the kid’s pregnant mother. The mother and the fetus
were the main course. The infant was dessert. The victims were homeless, penniless humans that no
one will miss. In spite of her guise, the Countess is neither penniless, nor is she homeless.
Land had gone behind the club to hurl after some prodigious drinking; the Countess lapped up
Land’s vomit.
The sour-faced, unwashed, old biddy, with the unkempt mannish moe and a shrew’s grating
chalkboard voice, is a bone of contention for the two women: sober Kane and drunk Land, both
covet the very butch Countess. The Countess’ mannerisms, the masculine way she sits, walks, and
moves, are intense turn-ons for the two twenty-somethings. Masculine ways, feminine looks:
classic butch.
The Countess is sporting Punk, parasitic strait and dykers, no slip, and a parasitic crank, which
she’s busy cranking; the crank is fused to her body, of course. She, obviously, isn’t wearing a bra
underneath her unbuttoned strait: braless, pendulous triple-Es. Her left hand, the crank hand, is
caked with dried semen: a no surprise. She’s also kranking. She’s sporting dead eyes (milk-whites),
of course.
Albino leeches feeding upon her, cover her left tit, left cheek, forehead, buttocks, and the back of
her hands: the usual spread pattern for these leeches. Large black ticks, sludge ticks, cover her legs
and torso. A blue-green moss, sewer moss, covers the inside of her thighs. The leeches, ticks, and
moss amplify an addict’s krank high.
The ticks and moss are tenacious, long-lived parasites which must be aggressively removed using
wire brushes and chemical detox. The equally tenacious, but short-lived, leeches will fall off when
they die. The CHUD will eat the leeches when they die. The leeches, ticks, and moss, are evidence
that the addict is a CHUD (Cannibalistic Humanoid Underground Dwellers); CHUDs dwell in the
deepest of the sewers that run beneath the metropolis.
Countess Vladimira, the over-the-hill, “well past her prime” former silent movie queen, makes
Dr. Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein look like a beauty queen in comparison: yuck.
Land is drunk, that’s her excuse for finding the Countess attractive.
What’s Kane’s excuse? Why, she’s a fucking slut, of course.
Kane sits with her legs crossed; as usual, she crosses ‘em just like actress Tippi Hedren and her
baroness, the Baroness von Carmen. In other words, her legs are impossibly intertwined. It’s a
“come on” often used by prostitutes.
“You’ve noticed, too?” Fats asks, proudly.
“Yes, boss,” Offer dutifully answers.
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“She wears shoes, only, when Emily Post’s ‘Etiquette’ demands her to do so. And, she eats with
her hands when etiquette allows her to.” Fats continues; Offer nodding in total agreement. “When
she’s partaking in one of Our venues, she fucks just like us: brutal, ultra-violent, etc.; when a
partner is unwilling, she’ll beat ‘em senseless, or beat ‘em to death, and then she’ll rape them. She
speaks ‘in the tongue’ without an accent. When in mixed company, doing business, either she
wears her suit coat buttoned and her bra hooked, or, she wears her bra hooked and her suit coat
unbuttoned. When she’s not in mixed company, doing business, she wears her bra unhooked and
her suit coat buttoned.”
The “mixed company,” of course, that Fats is referring to is non-Goons.
Offer finally and artfully interjects: “With the passing of each day, she moves ever closer to her
destiny: ‘Dark meat delight’ on the outside. Us on the inside. Just like the bones foretold.”
“Exactly, Offer. Exactly.”
“Something Goonish, this way come.”
The two muscular women share a maniacal laugh and exchange brutal, toothy grins. They’re in
Fats’ bedroom. They’re naked. They’re musky, sweaty, and spent. Like body builders, ready for a
pose down, they’re greased from head to toe; the lard in question is human fat, the brand is
“Crisco.” It’s the preferred grease of inhumans.
The bed sheets and mattress are shredded, sweat soaked, and greasy. They’ve just finished
making love; it looked just like rape, with them trading places, frequently, between rapist and
raped.
For that added touch of kicks-n-kink, Mondo kicks off her shoes, unhooks her bra, and unbuttons
her coat. She’ll fasten her coat and bra when they get out of the cab.
Her attention, of course, never neglects Hugs while she’s pining over Vlad. But, Hugs is strictly
business. Vlad, on the other hand, is tonight’s unexpected pleasure, that’s fallen, fortuitously, into
her lap, so to speak.
Yep, Vlad reminds Kane of Maila, a lot. After she’s done with the baglady, she’ll swing by
Maila’s and see what the reclusive librarian is up to.
Maila greets Kane at the door and ushers her in. The interior of the nondescript brownstone is
even more austere than the exterior. Books of every description, persuasion, and origin, line the
bookshelves; bookshelves that dominate the walls of every hallway, room, and secret passageway.
Most of the books deal with Kronos, that obscure brand of magic that Crone conjurers practice.
Maila buys most of her books at upscale auction houses like Sotheby’s and Christie’s.
The Countess is quite unlike any of Mondo’s other clients, to say the least. But, there are, of
course, those expected similarities.
Like Mondo’s other dyke clients, butch-ravaged applies. Additionally, with Maila being a
librarian, by profession, you’d expect that “Plain Jane” would also apply, but, it doesn’t,
whatsoever. Glamorous does apply, and it applies in spades; a no surprise considering her “Bettie
Davis” eyes and the fact that this flapper was a starlet produced in the silent era of the cinema. A
lot of Mondo’s clients are glamorous, sour-faced, former silent film stars.
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Maila reeks of snotty High Society, and, that’s not mere affectation. She attended Mrs. Porter’s
School and Vassar; back when she was still a lovely, young girl and sexual adventurer who was
merely experimenting with the dyke lifestyle; back before she “crossed the line” and went butch.
Glamor aside, being an “old school,” manhating, fifty-something, butch Crone, Maila looks just
like a run-of-the-mill, bitter, sour-faced, middle-aged divorcee, who prefers men that are be young,
dumb, and hard. The giveaway, though, is her mannerisms, which are quite masculine; they’re just
as masculine as Vlad’s.
The stern-looking, no-nonsense butch, who owns this residence, is wearing a Koo Stark and
dykers. Underneath her suit’s miniskirt, Maila is strapping the expected crank. Moe is severe, well
kept, and telling. She’s sporting sternns and mopp.
Maila has been up late, reading an ancient tome: her second favorite pastime.
Kane follows Maila into the sitting room. The old maid, with the hard, ravaged face, and the
twenty-something doll, with the hard, ravishing face, plop down on the couch.
For both girls, it’s the warm and friendly squeeze of rubber against flesh that’s salty with sweat
and lust; the moist promise of form-fitting, rubber outfits on soft, white flesh.
“Mondo, you’ve been fucking. Naughty. Naughty. Who’s the lucky girl? Anyone I know?”
“How do you know that it was a girl?”
“A dyke can always tell.”
Maila unbuttons her suit coat. The former movie star, with the pendulous triple-Es, isn’t wearing
a bra; she never does. Braless and always ready to fuck. And, when it comes to fucking, this
manhater is just as serious as she is when it comes to her first love, her books; fucking is her third
favorite pastime.
Maila removes her skirt, exposing her erection; she wants to fuck the big girl so bad; she can
almost taste the slut. She pockets her sternns and rings for her maid, Debbie D.
Debbie D enters carrying a sterling-silver tray. Upon the tray is an eyedropper filled with krank.
Debbie is a leftover from those better days, when the Countess was still a movie star. She’s Robot,
the female robot from director Fritz Lang’s silent movie classic, Metropolis; Maila’s first starring
role. Maila, of course, played Maria, as well as False Maria.
To this day, many film buffs actually think that a transformed Robot portrayed False Maria.
Debbie splashes krank in Maila’s eyes with the eyedropper. Kranking and cranking, tie for
Maila’s favorite pastime.
The krank triggers the expected transformation. Maila’s strait and pumps go Punk and parasitic.
Her moe goes unkempt. Her crank goes parasitic and fuses to her body. In other words, Maila gets
punk’d.
“So. What good book have you been reading?” Mondo asks teasingly.
Maila giggles, which is uncharacteristic for her, but, it’s the narcotic, the krank, making her feel
so giddy and act so frivolous; she isn’t sober, anymore. She makes her play for the girl: hard, fast,
and furious. Kane, as expected, rebukes her advances. So far, it’s harmless foreplay.
“I don’t sleep with the clients. You know better.”
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“Your mouth says ‘no,’ but your body says ‘yes.’”
“Of course, if no money exchanges hands for services rendered, then.”
“It’s just two old friends fucking.”
“Agreed.”
Maila is going on one of her extended benders, this weekend. She was going to use an addict
streetwalker for her fem, like she usually does for such situations, paying the junkie whore with
krank, but, that was before Kane came into the picture. She makes her play, again. This time, she
comes in too hard, too fast, and too furious, to take “no” for an answer.
Still horny and wanton, herself, Kane throws caution to the wind. Vlad didn’t quite fill the bill.
Maybe, Maila will hit the spot.
Kane assumes the role of the fem to Maila’s butch. She allows Maila to kiss her, full on the lips;
they trade deep tongue. Kane allows Maila to unbutton her strait and unhook her bra. Kane allows
Maila to yank off her skirt. Kane’s wearing her strap-on, of course.
Kane lies own on the couch, one stiletto-shod foot on the floor, one stiletto-shod foot on the
couch. Maila mounts her face, face sits, and proceeds to fuck her mouth just like a man would fuck
a woman’s pussy; Maila likes being the man. Kane’s baby blues feel prickly as she allows the robot
to douse them with krank; she feels and acts ditzy; she also gets punk’d, of course, and goes into
orbit!
Debbie will make sure that both women stay medicated for the duration.
Krank is a most powerful narcotic made from the venom of a species of albino leech, the giant
Amazon leech: five percent, at most, venom, and, at least, ninety-five percent filler. The venom, in
its pure form, “straight from the fang” so to speak, will subdue any prey, including an inhuman, in
seconds.
Known as Kum (cum), these bloodsucking behemoths are overdrive capable, immensely strong,
and very resilient. Although they’re bipedal, they prefer to slither; the exception being the queens,
who prefer to go bipedal. Their long, shoulder-draping, geriatric hair is a liberal mix of grey and
white, and it’s krazed. They’re the size of a grown woman. They have labia. They have a vagina.
They have an oversized clit and a huge penis. They are hemorphidites, of course, having male and
female sex organs, and they’re hung like a horse. But, make no mistake about it, they are female.
They’re often mistaken for women; that is, until you take a gander at the grotesque face concealed
by that krazed. They have three pendulous triple-H tits, a monstrous face that looks like a hideous
parody of a woman’s face, the sex organs of a man and a woman, a killer tongue, wild zodiac eyes,
klaw, rapiers, a limegreen muff, and a needle-teeth lined sucker for a mouth. Having zero personal
hygiene means they have head lice, fleas, crabs, sludge ticks, and sewer moss, and entrails smear
their tits, chest, and torso. In place of a nipple, their left teat has a tri-claw surrounding a mouth
lined with needle teeth; the left teat is a tit and it isn’t really a tit at all, it’s the slug’s other sucker;
in other words, this left breast is actually a moog. The center and right teats, which are real tits,
have stringbean nipples. Their prune-danish is like that of The Thing, Mondo’s goddess, but The
Thing’s are many times worse. Fleshtone for their freakish albino kind is a glazed-white
complexion.
Kum look like a cross between a Hag, an albino leech, and The Thing; they are veracious
parasites. The queens, like the drones, are “dumb” beasts; the queens are not sentient, with genius
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IQs, in spite of what the uninformed would argue. Like all Kum they are mindless parasites with
sexual appetites to match.
Monday comes. Mondo emerges from the dyke’s den, sober, switching, and looking deliciously
butch-hard and pretty; her butch facial, that left over from her binge, is proof positive that you can’t
“dance” with butch without ending up looking a little like ‘em. Although not hung over, she’s also
sporting a krazed and dead eyes: more leftovers from a binge that has pushed her past bolting into
the waiting, out stretched arms of her brand-new “drug.” The leftovers will be gone of their own
volition within the hour.
What’s her new drug, you ask? Look at her new shoes; they tell it all in spades. Gone are her
“classics”; in their place are deborahs by Naughty Monkey, the shoes made world famous by WWF
Diva, Debra “Show Me Your Puppies” McMichael, that Texas beauty queen, who kums for kicks;
kums—“cums with Kum.”
One misstep, and a girl who was merely kumming for kicks, will end up as a Kum’s cow. Such
addicts are pathetic wretches, absolute dredges. A cow is addicted to Kum fucking her.
Deborahs are the strappy fetish variation of the “classic” pump she was, up till now, wearing.
Deborahs are not, classic-style opera pumps, they are the popular D’Orsay (door-say) style. Same
6-inch razor heel (6-inch stiletto heel), vamp cut, and long (elongated), pointed, enclosed toe.
Shiny, Black Patent-Leather pumps. Deborahs are dykers, after all.
A deborah, unlike the previous style of dyker she wore, bespeaks “that Goonish harlot
something.” A deborah has open sides: enclosed toe, enclosed heel (heel cup), and no sides. A
narrow strap, with no visible close (no buckle or any other type of close for that matter), encircles
the wearer’s ankle: very Goon, let alone very fetish, indeed. Open sides and a heel cup with a
narrow ankle strap. The spaghetti strap is binding in idle and strangulation in pain mode: The heel
cup’s spaghetti strap is binding, regardless. The fetish pump’s keen toe pinches toes in idle and
vise-grips ‘em in pain mode. The fetish pump’s heel cup grips the heel in idle and vise-grips it in
pain mode.
Definition: A d’Orsay style pump is a women’s shoe in which the vamp of the shoe is cut away
very close to the toe box, and the sides are cut away, revealing the arch of the foot. The brand is
Naughty Monkey.
Tacks lining the heel cup and insole of each pointed-toe shoe ensure that standing up and
walking, let alone running, is sheer agony; tacks that sink deep into the heels and the bottoms of her
feet: Shades of the Demolitionist.
Just wearing these bondage shoes, makes her cum.
She’s The Thing’s Debra, wearing deborahs, dressing like Debra of “Puppies” fame; puppies
refer to Debra McMichael’s world-renowned double-Ds, of course.
Kane left her other dykers for safekeeping with Maila. The deborahs, which previously were kept
in Purse, are a gift from her most elderly, most butch customer, Countess Anna Kournikova, the
widow of Count Aldo “Akt” Mephistopheles. The marriage of the Count and Countess was
obviously a political one.
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Needless to say, Countess Kournikova kums.

“Girls who kum, cop all the best orgasms.”
Debra “Puppies” McMichael
Hanging out at on a corner of Maila’s block, leaning nonchalantly against a stop sign, her strait
unbuttoned, her push-up set on painful, and her shoes, the preferred kicks of girls who kum, also set
on painful. Her push-up set on painful: oh joy, oh bliss, the public lewdness of the expected
Victorian pneumatic.
She doesn’t look like a badge. What she looks like is a whore-for-hire who likes to kum. A
hooker-who-kums to the hilt.
Mind you, she doesn’t look a common-ass harlot. What she looks like is a hi-dollar hooker, and
such expensive call-girls do service this neighborhood, but, they know to do so discreetly.
If she were sporting a krazed, dead eyes, a punked kit, butchie, and were filthy and parasiteinfested, then, she could pass for a common-ass hooker who kums.
When hi-dollar hookers who kum are not servicing their hi-rent clients, they revert to their
preferred mode: common-ass hookers who kum.
A couple of Goon coppers in a patrol car, making their usual rounds, mistake her for a prostitute
who’s dared to openly ply her trade in the nice part of town. They pull over to the curb and get out
of their cruiser. It’s been too long since they’ve had the chance to roust an uppity streetwalker,
especially a hooker-who-kums, and their arrogant swagger says as much.
Hanna, who’s shadowing the big girl, watches the scene unfold with amused interest. She has no
idea that the harlot is Kane. Hanna assumes that this kunt was partying with Mondo and Maila, and
that Mondo has given her the slip as usual.
Just like that, Mondo dispenses with the ruse. Krazed gives way to hype hair. Dead eyes give
way to baby-blues. Her strait buttons itself. Her kit ceases to be painful. Butchie (butch facial)
gives way to her usual harsh, pretty looks: an icy, alluring, stone-faced blonde.
Once more, there’s no strap-on dangling between her lily-whites underneath her very short, very
tight, very slick, rubber skirt. She’s commando!
Her thighs crave being strapped, and oftentimes ache when they aren’t being strapped. But, the
aching of her thighs turns her on to no end. That, and not the brevity of her skirt, is why Kendo and
Purse are still not strapping—tightly cinching, her slender, lily-white, “dreamboat” thighs. And, her
thigh-strapping minions won’t be strapping those creamy thighs of hers anytime soon.
Phone, Kendo, and Purse are still grasping the waistband of her black rubber slip; they’re still
lapping the bare, white flesh of her taunt midriff. They remain an integral part of her suggestive
outfit, even though, in the opinion of the many, her faithful trio has been superseded by the
something that’s exponentially better.
Once more, she looks like a very private dick.
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Once more, she’s a blonde goddess, with a stern hard pretty face and a large ugly loathsome
mouth, enshrined in a severe, snakeskin, business suit. Long legs and strappy, spiked-heel pumps.
A Nazi’s fantasy slut, come to life.
She flashes her badge, and the bulls back off. Her Koo reverts to painful, emphasizing that she
means business.
And, for the first time, she sets her Koo on rough—the extreme rough texture of the snakeskin
catsuit that enshrined Emma Peel in the Avengers movie; it’s the way that Crone whores Koo.
Now, you can see as well as feel the scales of her snakeskin suit. And, her Koo is staying native
from now on!
Now, let’s digress.
By default, a Koo’s suit coat is a straitjacket and a corset. In Pain mode a buttoned strait is a very
constrictive corset that enforces an impossible, Victorian wasp waist. It accomplishes this feat
without having metal stays, although to the wearer it feels like the painful strait does have metal
stays.
This wasp-waisted Kane is quite the sight, even when her bra isn’t painful.
In Pain mode, of course, her wunder enforces the Victorian jut: her breasts are shoved up,
together, and straight out. Push-up bra becomes torpedo bra, and her breasts become lethal doubleD projectiles: very 1950s pneumatic. She sets her wonder bra on painful. The plunge bra shows
copious cleavage in any mode, of course. Definitely, 1950s pneumatic!
Now, her kit, which is her Koo and bra, is once more painful.
This wasp-waisted Kane, with projectile breasts, is breathtaking. She’s a breathtaking perversion
of the ideal female form as it was strictly practiced by proper ladies and improper harlots of the
Victorian era.
Kane begins fingering the perl (pearl) necklace hanging around her neck. The perls are a
keepsake from her binge with Maila; a perl “bead” is the polished skull of a human fetus that’s
been shrunk to the size of a pearl bead by Kronos. What’s telling is that the necklace has a discreet,
rear clasp, a Death’s-Head clasp.
The necklace is a JVG; she, of course, named it Perl. And, any schmuck will tell you, that Perl is
the something that’s exponentially better which has superseded her faithful trio; a no surprise. It has
many heinous uses, it’s most trivial is that of a masturbator. It’s also the trademark of Crone
streetwalkers, and the favorite of Crone-inclined whores.
JVGs are powered by NPE (nanoplasmic energy).
The Spiritualist Society of America, the largest and most prestigious esper organization in the
world, has publicly denounced the use of nanoplasm.
Half the world bans its use, and for good reason: artifacts juiced with nanoplasmic make a lot of
technology obsolete, technology that a lot of people have a vested-interest in keeping around.
Of course, spiritualists of the legitimate and the illegitimate persuasion, still openly dabble with
the infamous reagent, that includes some of the Society’s most prominent members, members like
Dr. Octavia Renslow, the warden of Arkum State Prison.
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Maila, who’s an amateur spiritualist, bought the bauble she gave Kane at the exclusive Argosy
Bookstore. It’s part of a very expensive, matching pair, a Tiffany set, no less.
Tor, Tor Johnson, the popular Dark character in H.P. Lovecraft’s “Hebert West, Re-Animator”
novel, wears a JVG that’s identical to the Tiffany that Maila purchased.
Coincidently, Kane looks like the fictional Tor girl in that book: same build, wardrobe, and
mannerisms. Tor also likes to finger her JVG, and, like Kane, that’s not all she likes to finger,
either.
In the best-selling novel, Tor is a leviton, the paid companion of a spiritualist by the name of
Lady Barbara.
In real life, a tor-johnson is the paid companion of a butch; they’re the equivalent of a dita or a
sandman. Typically, the johnson’s employer is quite rich. And, typically, the johnson is nothing
more than a prostitute who is “handy” with a pair of guns.
Once a month, Hanna drags Kane to a séance held by a Lady Barbara. Another coincidence?
In the 1950s, in another life, Hanna’s Lady Barbara was an actress by the name of Kim Novak.
At the height of her popularity, Miss Novak was the premier manufactured blonde bombshell of
Columbia Pictures, with a box office draw that eclipsed Marilyn Monroe’s for a couple of years!
As Miss Novak, Lady Barbara’s most memorable, and highest grossing, film was “Bell, Book,
and Candle”; a romantic comedy about Greenwich Village witches that featured her “real life” cat,
Pyewacket.
Hanna steps out of the shadows and walks over.
Mondo purses the badge. She incants something very Goon. Skinz, once more, glove her.
They embrace, French kiss, then, out of nowhere, Hanna incants something very Goon and they
spook to somewhere else.

“The desires we deny, find us as fate.”
M. from “Xin Wen”
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Goon Girl, Dark Meat
“That tall, leggy, buxom, slender brute.”
Josephine Daffney Baker is a Crone. A socialite, who’s openly butch. Staid. A most able
practitioner of the dark arts. Formidable enemy. Unrepentant evil doer. Wealthy industrialist. A
genocidal butcher, during the Forever War, who prefers to be called Joe. The personification of the
twisted, whorish old maid.
In the lobby of a fleabag hotel on skidrow, on an obscure, alternate world just beyond nowhere,
this Kooing bull looks totally out of place.
The Goon clerk, a Crog, who’s working the front desk, whisks her into the back office, locking
the door behind ‘em. A Crog, of course, is half Crone and half Goon.
Nancy Allen, is the clerk’s name. She’s shabbily dressed, crude, and never bathes; head lice,
fleas, and crabs; greased from the waist down. Allen drops to her knees, head lowered, arms raised
above her head.
Hovering in the middle of the room, wrapped in purple velvet, is A Pair, of The Weapon. The
first living weapon. During the Forever War that long ago war of wars the unwholesome, lethal
capabilities of these apocalyptic nightmares were amply demonstrated. Bladed weapons that love to
“bite” their crazed wielders, when said berserkers aren’t bloodthirsty enough.
Baker incants, and the Things unwrap themselves. They are pure madness, made manifest.
Pitch black and covered in Borg runes. Form fitting. Assimilative. Cast with fingernails and
varicose veins. They look like creepy, shoulder-high, black rubber opera gloves. They look like
ornate, creepy skinz; ornamented and creepied-out by the Borg Queen herself. They are, in fact,
skinz.
Gloves that feel like flesh. Gloves with that second skin fit. Gloves that are, in fact, rubber.
Living rubber gloves that look like rubber and feel like flesh: Borg body armor. Borg technology!
These skintight gloves are obscene; even the sleaziest pornographer would feel dirty while gazing
upon them, let alone touching them. They’re the ultimate masturbator, bar none.
Longitudinal and latitudinal suture “scars” are molded into each glove. The scars would look
right at home on Dr. Frankenstein’s Monster. Shades of lipstik, that jagged scarification that is
goddess Kali’s trademark script.
These raised, crosshatched scars give the illusion that the gloves have been pieced together just
like The Monster. Shades of the crudely stitched together cannibal skins that are worn by Kali’s
Belongings. The gloves are in fact one piece!
Retracted into each glove is a pair of razor claws. And, there is no way to discern that the gloves
house these wicked blades. When they spew from the gloves, the length of these jagged blades can
be varied depending on the need: from various knife lengths for close fighting to various sword
lengths. Needless to say, the death that they dispatch is of a fashion that is close-up, obscene, and
very personal.
The profane blades spew from the wrists of the gloves. Just like the assimilation tubules of a
Borg’s glove armor. The blades are covered in Runes, Borg runes.
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Virgin stuff: they’ve never tasted blood. And, they’re authentic; made by the hands of Faust,
himself!
Wolverine’s got nothing on their wearer.
The number 777 is molded into the back of each glove’s hand. Seven, of course, is the
numerology of The Whore. Quite fitting, since these are women’s gloves, after all.
A pentagram is molded into the palm of each glove. The mark of the masturbator, The Beast
from The Middle East.
Faust’s Vampire wife Claire, was both masturbator and whore, and certifiable, a real lunatic.
And, it was for her, Vatican historians maintain, that he made a special, “one off” pair of these
skinz; gloves covered with engravings that Faust had transcribed from the original Loculus, the
original vessel of The Damned, Herself. Faust: master blacksmith, skilled alchemist, and talented,
amateur archeologist.
Claire never got a chance to use the gloves. In fact, she only wore them once: when she killed her
genius husband. Using a meat cleaver, she killed Faust shortly after he had finished the gloves.
Although she was wearing the gloves, at the time of the murder, they were nowhere to be found
when the police arrived on the scene.
Convicted of murdering her beloved, but judged criminally insane, Clare the harlot and homicidal
maniac, was sentenced to spend the rest of her unnatural life in the padded cell of an insane asylum
wearing a straitjacket, ranting, raving, and foaming at the mouth.
An attendant found her dead one morning in her cell, her neck broken like a dry twig by an RTW.
The gloves, Faust’s last handiwork, were still strangling her!
“These, will do nicely. You’ve done well.”
“She has a long, lean, dancer’s body, mistress. Just the way We Goon likes ‘em. A real looker,
with double-D breasts, and a size perfect dress size.”
“Dark on the outside. Goon on the inside.”
“An unpredictable, uncontrollable monster. A homicidal maniac, and raving lunatic. Trained by
Us Goons, in how to kill.”
“The onetime virgin, now whore, who was given the gift of lust when she was made.”
“The slut, for whom pain and pleasure were always one.”
“Just the way the Talons likes ‘em.”
They share a most brutal laugh; they being the two demons, and Faust’s matched pair of Singha’s
Talons!
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Chapter Two
Skidrow Bum
“Whore, harlot, slut, junkie, and lunatic.”
She sits on the sofa of an opulent penthouse apartment of the St. Regis Hotel, and patiently waits.
It’s been a day, twenty-four hours, and counting. Hanna is long gone. And, Kane has been left to
her own devices.
Mondo sits with her legs crossed in the ultra-sexy, ultra-ladylike manner that is the trademark of
silver screen goddess, Swedish actress Tippi Hedren; she doesn’t sit wide legged in her very short
skirt in the crude, lewd manner favored by Goon harlots and prostitutes of all persuasions
worldwide.
As usual, her suit fits her like a second skin, without giving any hint to her sword, guns, phone,
purse, etc. Her arms are encased from fingertips to shoulder by a pair of black glace kid gloves;
kid—rubber wear. These fit without a wrinkle, just like her Koo; these being her skinz, of course.
Those infamous, long rubber gloves.
Her bra is on painful, and thus effectively transformed into a bullet bra, hence the Victorianinspired pneumatic jut of her tits: You could poke someone’s eyes out with those things!
She knows she’s being watched, observed very carefully; she can feel it in her bones. The whole
set up smacks of dyke and The Dead. But, Others are also obviously involved.
Then, just like that, Kane’s world is turned upside down. Ms. Keely “Gunther” Smith, yep, that
Keely “Gunther” Smith, the former 1950s Las Vegas headliner, enters the room.
Back in the day, before Keely turned dyke and left her husband Louie Prima, before she even met
her husband, she was breathtakingly beautiful, and she sported a boyish haircut. Severe, well kept,
and telling, that short, boyish Bettie Page, that so-called “Keely-cut,” which complemented her
then, pristine looks, was a portent of things to come, namely her turn and the twisted lifestyle that
ensued. The beatnik goddess was a “classic” beauty, back then; butch and diehard fans of
hardlooking chicks would argue that she’s much more attractive the way she looks, now.
Ms. Smith has finally come to claim what is rightfully hers.
Kane smiles, briefly. Keely was the oldest, closest, dearest friend of Kane’s late, beloved Dame
Julia. Keely was also Dame Julia’s worst rival.
The stern-looking, no-nonsense Dead Girl is wearing a Koo Stark and deborahs; being a Vamp, it
goes without saying that the old maid’s also cold and aloof. Like Kane, Keely is also sporting
skinz: very butch, indeed. Underneath her suit’s miniskirt, Keely is not strapping the expected
crank. She prefers the “bump-n-grind” of pussy on pussy; for her, more often than not, no dildo, not
even a crank, will suffice. She is sporting the expected jet-black moe in place of the boyish Vamp
haircut that was her trademark back in her Vegas days. The harlot spinster is also sporting the
expected sternns and mopp, which make her look even harder and more schoolmarmish. Sound
familiar?
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This A-list fifty-something manly woman, with the hard, ravishing face, plops down on the sofa
next to the ultra-girlie twenty-something sexpot with the hard, ravishing face. Kane is the icy,
alluring, stone-faced blonde; Keely is the icy, alluring, stone-faced brunette.
Bottomline: Smith is a harsh, ravishing beauty in the 1950s mold; Kane is also a harsh, ravishing
beauty in the 1950s mold. Both girls are idols for aficionados of hard-n-pretty.
Keely’s walk, the way she sits and moves, her mannerisms, etc., are very masculine, which tends
to unnerve “straight” Mundanes. Masculine ways, feminine looks: classic butch.
So, it goes without saying that the bulldyke unnerved Kane when the Dead Girl was a Mundane,
heterosexual virgin Connie Smith. But, bent like Kane is now, the very butch Keely is quite
irresistible to the super slutty doll.
Keely unbuttons her strait. The spiteful, uber bitch is braless, of course. Her pendulous triple-Es,
with their big succulent nipples, look oh so tasty. Sweets for the sweet.
Kane hicks up her skirt, uncrosses her legs, and spreads her legs a hundred and eighty degrees,
shamelessly publicizing her “Georgia peach”: The expected opening gambit. Of course, from the
git-go, she knew what Keely wanted.
It’s Keely who smiles, briefly, this time. Fangs bared. The spinster’s jagged. Sexually aroused by
the sight of Kane’s sweet snatch, Keely’s hardlooking, pretty face is mangled by that bitter, hateful
“expression”; in other words, the butchie, the expression which epitomizes “the life,” is craved into
the divorcee’s comely face by her kind’s freakish lusts. Butchie, of course, is slang for both the
butch facial itself, and a butch herself.
“Mine?” The loathsome, sour-faced, old biddy has a shrew’s grating chalkboard voice; a voice
that exudes loathing and disdain. Aroused or not, her voice always sounds this way; then again, it
always has.
“Yours, doc. Go ahead. Saddle up.”
With her hideous transformation now complete, Ms. Smith gets down on her hands and knees,
and eats our Miss Kane.
Keely’s long, facile, “educated” tongue hurls Kane into orbit. Mondo has never been sullied like
this, and that speaks volumes.
Mondo is much too preoccupied to notice the dapper Dominick Dunne making his grand
entrance. Although the dandy can pass for something else, his prominent widow’s-peak is the
giveaway; he’s Lycan, a Werewolf.
The effeminate Lycan unzips the trousers of his tailor made, three-piece, Herringbone suit, walks
over, and begins fucking the big girl’s face. He quickly goes over the top, though, transforming into
his native form; his suit, of course, gets shredded in the process.
A bisexual Werewolf, who prefers men over women, and a butch conjurer, who positively
loathes men, sharing the same super, sexy fuck, and this isn’t the first time for this dysfunctional
duo, either!
Unbeknownst to the threesome, two butch Vamps are remote-viewing the goings on in the room.
One of the bulldykes is Lady Arlene Dahl, the infamous forty-something socialite. The other one is
Bern Nix, the equally infamous twenty-something shootist.
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Both women have scores to settle with the threesome’s slutty females. Lady Dahl’s brother,
Jonas “Joe” Nimble, was Wall Street’s leading financier until he committed suicide after being
bested in a business deal by Ms. Smith. And, Billy The Kid, the boyfriend of Ms. Nix’s employer
D.A. Hexum, was done away with by our Miss Kane when he came after her as part of the contract
killing paid for by his girlfriend D.A. Hexum; he and Hexum reneged on the “parley” that Molly
had negotiated with Kane on their behalf.
Dawn comes, and our favorite sleuth is still on that same nowhere world. Bliss-filled tryst with
the insatiable bulldyke and the horny faggot just wasn’t enough. Miss Kane goes trolling for some
more nasty-ass sex, and ends up wandering into a dimly-lit, smoke-filled opium den, called the
Graveyard Rats, with a prostitute named Gladis Tooms. Gladis’ street name is Seven.
Kane spotted the ratty looking slut-for-hire working a corner, and on a whim, picked this middleaged streetwalker called Seven to do business with. Then again, Kane’s DSN is Seven-of-Nine, so
maybe it wasn’t such a whim, after all. And, the fact that Kane’s gloves are history, they’re back in
her purse, says that the Dead Girl means to do some serious business.
The fifty-something butchie is sporting a krazed, punk-n-parasitic strait and bra, deborahs, an
oversized dong that’s fused to her body, and no skirt. The dong in question, of course, is a crank!
Seven is odorous and filthy, and infested with fleas, crabs, and head lice, and her tits, torso, and
bra are smeared with entrails. Her Hag-facial is that of a very scary-looking Farah Fawcett after the
starlet’s latest round of awful plastic surgery. The number 7 is craved in her forehead, and a
completed tic-tac-toe game has been carved into her left cheek: the unique property markings of the
Kum who “owns” her.
And, from the looks of her, it’s been ages since this whore was sober or clean. In her old life,
before she got hooked on drugs, she was a staid investment banker who worked for Donald Trump.
The strap-on says she’s not a cow. But, her dead eyes, a “transformed” right breast transformed
into a moog, of course, an enlarged pineal gland, and a glazed-white complexion, say she’s an
addict, nonetheless. It looks like glazing has been applied to her skin from head to toe; glazing
being that mauve white pancake makeup with a little purple powder mixed in for effect. Only, it’s
not glaze, it’s her complexion, a complexion that makes her look like she’s been entombed.
Seven was at one time a mental patient, which Mondo deduces from the whore’s peculiar
mannerisms.
Seven knows, instinctively, that Mondo was at one time a nurse in an insane asylum.
They end up in a doorless room with filth-smeared walls and rotting garbage strewn on the floor.
This is where the harlot flops. The flop’s game, musky smell is that of an ape house: a Kum also
calls this room, home.
Seven and Kane walk over to the dirty, corner cot.
“How much?”
“Fifty for an hour of sick kicks.”
Seven’s breath is rancid, and her teeth are scum covered. Money changes hands. She stuffs the
wad of bills in her cleavage and smiles. Then, she unbuttons Kane’s strait and begins squeezing the
big girl’s right breast.
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Kane sheds her holsters, phone, and purse. But, they are nearby, and in easy reach. Horny as she
is, Kane is not too horny to miss the obvious trap. The hooker is bait. Seven’s pimp is somewhere
in the walls, ready and waiting, likely with a club, to bludgeon Kane to death and then rob and rape
her corpse. It’s the old dodger game.
They French kiss and move onto the cot. The cot’s stained bare mattress is sticky from cum and
semen.
Seven yanks down Kane’s skirt and goes down on her. Seven tongues her better than Keely!
Kane spreads her legs 180 degrees, long legs that dangle over the sides of the cot, her spiked
heels stab the floor viciously as she cums and cums and cums.
The next thing Kane knows, the hooker is sitting on her face, grinding musky labia into her
wanton lips. She eats the game pussy, nonstop, for the rest of her hour.
“Want another hour?”
“No thanks.”
Then, just like that, Kane wills her nearby sword out of its holster and into her hand. It fully
deploys as it smacks into her palm. She beheads the cow, killing the slut, outright, in cold blood.
Caught completely off guard, the pimp is also beheaded with ease. He had stepped out of the wall
behind Kane, when Gladis had given him the hi-sign.
From the git-go, Mondo had decided to kill the prostitute and take her place for kicks. The
attempted waylay just made the slaughter legal self-defense.
After licking the blade clean, Kane holsters her sword. Kane retrieves her money and purses it.
The psycho fuck tosses her gear, her phone, purse, holsters, and skirt onto a rubbish heap in a
corner; the opposite corner is used as a latrine.
Kane feeds on Seven, knowing full well what’s going to happen. As the prostitute’s narcoticladen blood taints hers, she changes. It feels like she’s being hit by a freight train. She goes stark,
raving mad—insane: She’s totally out of her mind.
Hype hair gives way to a matted, unkempt krazed. Her bra and strait go punk-n-parasitic. Forty
percent of her left breast is exposed; sixty percent of her right breast is bared. The last thing she
remembers, before blacking out, is a Kum slithering into the room, ripping the mutilated corpse of
Seven apart, and attaching itself to its new host, her.
A very short time later, our Miss Kane, the Kum’s new Seven, regains consciousness. The Kum
has dragged her into a corner, and is feeding on her. While she was out cold, the slug craved its
property markings into her face.
Of course, by now, she is also sporting dead eyes and an enlarged pineal gland. Grunts, groans,
shrieks, ranting, and assorted bestial sounds, are the only sounds coming out of her drooling mouth
as she orgasms. She’s still a raving lunatic, high on you know what.
The slug has attached its suckers to the left side of her neck and her right tit, and the migraine
from her oversized pineal is blissful agony to the deranged pain girl.
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The Kum delights in the bump-n-grind of pussy on pussy. Then, it fucks the crazed Miss Kane
with its horse-sized penis!
A week later, Kane emerges from the den as her usual clean, sober, sane self. Sans property
markings, of course. She’s no longer the property of a Kum. Keely is waiting for her.
They French kiss and feel each other up.
“I’m yours, again,” Mondo teases.
“It’s about time. I thought that I was gonna have to go in there and get you.”
They a hearty laugh. The butch and the babe get into the waiting limo, and they’re whisked off to
parts unknown.
Once inside the limo, Kane conforms to her new employer, and enters into blondage. Hype hair
gives way to moe. Mopp “paints” her face. She slips on her sternns, and purses her bra. There’s a
dramatic pause, for effect. Then, she picks up the steno pad laying on the seat beside her.
By Kane’s way of thinking, assimilation is out of the question, because she likes fucking men
way too much to ever be a rug licker all of the time like Keely is. To her, it’s just another job that
involves fringe benefits like peerless sex and awesome orgasms with the boss.
Smith begins dictating a letter to her, which she copies down in “obsolete” shorthand. Kane sits
with her legs spread—slutty and wide-legged, so that Keely can easily give her a hand job while
giving her dictation, and after a few educated strokes, the girl’s pussy is sopping wet. Kane has
assumed the role of the traditional, private secretary, as butch have rigidly and perversely defined it
since its inception. In other words, she’s Keely’s oral assistant, oral for short!
After dictation, Kane eats her. Mondo’s oral prowess is second to none.
A month later, Kane is still living with Keely, as Keely’s private secretary, in Keely’s rambling
old house. Keely’s mansion is a Victorian in a very butch neighborhood, on that very nowhere
world.
Off-duty, it’s hype hair, no mopp, no sternns: the usual feminine ways and looks, for this roundheeled chippie, and sex with men!
On-duty, it’s masculine ways and feminine looks: classic butch; it’s mopp, moe, and sternns.
Even Keely’s butch friends can’t tell that she’s not butch.
The farce lasts for six months. Of course, by then it’s much too late, and the only one that Kane is
hoodwinking is herself.

“He who fights with monsters might take care, lest he
thereby become a monster. And, if he gaze too long into the
abyss, the abyss gazes also into you.”
Nietzsche
Mondo struts into the Area 51 station house Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Department, North
Patrol Division – Precincts Seven, Eight, and Nine; bullet-bra underneath her “rough,” form-fitting,
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business suit with the miniskirt that looks it’s a very wide belt doing serious business as a very brief
skirt.
And, underneath that too-short skirt of hers, nothing is inconspicuously strapping those creamy
thighs of hers. The snakeskin slip is nothing more than a snug-fitting wrap for the moist delights
between and betwixt her lily-whites.
Kendo, Phone, and Purse are still worn inconspicuously underneath her suit coat. As usual,
they’re lapping at the bare, white flesh of her creamy midriff.
Her snakeskin suit coat is nothing more than a form-fitting wrap for her big, black guns, thighstrapping minions, lily-white torso, bra-cradled jumblies, and small, black folder (folder is slang for
her style of phone).
She’s gloved, of course; fashion-savvy sap gloves are very Goon, indeed. While she’s on duty,
she always wears her skinz. Besides, she craves to masturbate gloved instead of bare-handed.
And, her wonder bra, stays in most painful, bullet-bra mode, all of the time; Little Debbie craves
this torpedo bra torture of her tasty cakes.
Ditto for her deborahs and perls: they’re here to stay, too.
Rough—“rough” Koo Stark, bullet/wonder-bra Wham, deborahs, perls, skinz, and thighstrapping minions that are gripping the waistband of the Koo’s scandalously short miniskirt:
Alienwear is the slang for her get-up.
A lacy, revealing bra, a rough, rubber suit, and long, rubber gloves. Wham, skins matching
snakeskin jacket and skirt, and skinz; all with the harsh, unforgiving fit that’s characteristic of
bondage wear. Rubbermaid is the slang for what she’s becoming.
She’s her usual hardlooking, pretty, crazed psychotic self, but with an overt Goon twist, as
evidenced by her Alienwear, that’s also here to stay.
Feminine looks, feminine ways. Hype hair. No sternns. No mopp. No moe. Not the faintest hint
of butch. Etc. Her usual, 1950s, movie starlet, bleach-blonde goddess look, along with that look’s
indefinable it: She not only gets mistaken for a prostitute, the tall, statuesque beauty also gets
mistaken for a Las Vegas Showgirl.
Mondo looks like she should be standing around at Bally’s as one of the casino’s flesh-n-blood
statues and/or gracing the casino’s stage as one of its elegant dancers: Greta the showgirl, dancer,
and dance captain from “Nearly Famous!”
She still does men, of course. She craves sucking cock and licking sour balls, as much as she ever
did. But, her craving for butch is more than just a passing fad in spite of what she keeps telling
herself: This ultra-girlie, killer babe is still very much in denial!
Increasingly, it’s weekend binges and/or orgies for days on end: wild, wanton sex with very
butch women; butch who look very butch, and butch who don’t look butch at all. She craves being
with butch. It’s an itch she caught when she was Keely’s oral, and she makes no bones about it.
Bottomline: She’s the same old Mondo Kane, albeit with an expanded menu. Once more, she’s
evolving.
She goes upstairs. Upstairs in the squad room, on her desk, a mountain of case files awaits, along
with a steaming-hot pot of java. She’s been riding a desk since she got back; zero field duty.
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Interrogations: she’s not allowed to participate, and she’s not allowed to masturbate while she’s
observing one through the two-way mirror glass!
And, the squad has a brand-new OA (office administrator, that fancy, Politically Correct, term for
secretary). The OA, Mona Lisa, who is an Elf, is also the police chief’s daughter.
Ms. Mona Lisa, a staid, uptight, debutante, recently graduated from Yale, is Mondo’s newest foil.
Gina went jealous as soon as she found out, and Mondo made sure that it was sooner and not later.
“Mondo. Mona. Front and center,” Captain Miller yells out, as she ducks her head momentarily
out of her office.
Mondo grabs her mug of coffee, and, with Mona in tow, makes a beeline for her aunt’s office.
The office door closes and locks behind the deuce as soon as the lady and the tramp clear the
threshold.
“What’s up?” Mondo asks, although she already knows the score.
“Ever hear of something called The Engine of Creation?” Deciding to be catty as usual, Captain
Miller answers Kane’s expected question with a question.
“Yep.”
“Someone has stolen it.”
As for the lady, well, Mona gasps, and then crosses herself.
As for the tramp, well, Mondo is unfazed, as one would expect her to be.
“The aggrieved party?”
“The shipping magnet, Albert Lowes. Herr Lowes is a prominent Nazi, who has filed a complaint
with the SO. He’s Hermann Goering’s favorite nephew.”
“And, the caper’s prime suspect?”
“A rival collector, Countess Rebecca von Krump. She prefers to be called Becky, so I’ve heard.”
“You heard correctly, auntie dearest.”
“So, you’ve met?”
“I’ve had the pleasure of doing her, once. I met her through Ms. Agnus Kildare, that well known
socialite in Greenwich Village. We made quite the rotating threesome, that night. William Munny
was the alternate, and she’s quite the dyke. Will is almost as sweet as Agnus, and she’s just as
butch as Becky.”
Mona rolls her eyes in disgust at Mondo’s frank admission of carnality with the infamous,
manhating, uber dyke trio. Ms. Munny (Money) is quite notorious.
Countess von Krump, who is an elderly, ultra butchlooking Crone, is the twin sister of Rudolph
Valentino. The life has twisted the countess’ looks such that, you can’t tell that she and Rudy are
twins! Kane is wet at the very thought of her hemorphidite Becky.
The countess is a Pagan deity, and, like Mondo’s goddess, she has only one follower at any given
time. In another life, before the Before, she was known as Shaalis The Sacred Androgyne. She’s
also the inspiration for Dr. Frankenstein’s monster. She was once The Monster’s lover, and has
been known to mold her follower into The Monster’s alter ego from time to time.
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“Just something small to get you back into the swing of things. Don’t blow this one, or you’ll be
back riding a desk.”
“But, I so do like to blow things, auntie dearest.”

In feudal Japan, the warrior class of Samurai was sworn to
protect their liege lords with their lives.
Those Samurai whose liege was killed suffered a great
shame, and they were forced to wander the land, looking
for work as hired swords or bandits.
These masterless warriors were no longer referred to as
Samurai; they were known by another name: such men
were called Ronin.
except from “Samurai, Ninja, and other such stuff”
Mondo steps out of the wall and guns down the two women. This is Mondo as pure,
unadulterated shooter; there’s not a shootist bone in her body!
She’s wearing a chador. But, instead of traditional black, it’s an ugly, unflattering, “old maid”
grey. It would look right at home, veiling the face of a bitter, manhating spinster. In point of fact,
this hideous variation is called an old-maid.
The bullet-riddled corpses of Lady Arlene Dahl and Bern Nix are beheaded unceremoniously by
the shooter: using her blasters in the progressive fashion for Dahl’s beheading, and using her sword
in the traditional fashion for Nix’s. This is cold-blooded murder, a double homicide, not a
sanctioned hit!
The nameless chador purses itself.
What’s left of a tortured, naked Keely Smith is tied to a wooden folding chair in the center of the
room inside of a witch’s circle drawn on the hardwood floor.
Kane could have saved Smith, but she chose not to. Instead, the pervert watched from “inside”
the wall and got off. She got off on Smith being tortured and raped: a no surprise.
Smith is dead, which really turns Mondo on: another no surprise. She orgasms several times
while she’s fucking the doc’s corpse. Finally, she’s no longer in denial.
A hardlooking, pretty, stone-faced bitch with a large, cruel mouth and an insatiable hunger for
perversion, who’s capable of unimaginable evil: describes Kane; describes Smith. In other words,
they’re killer babes with hard, pretty faces who whore twenty-four/seven.
Bottomline: possessed, homicidal maniacs, who are driven by the basest cravings. Of the two
sickies, though, Kane is clearly the incarnation of pure, unadulterated evil.
While Mondo is raping Smith, Smith re-animates. Aroused, Smith’s looks go butch. Like any
butch would, Smith considers it a most heinous curse that the life has failed to twist her looks on a
permanent basis.
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Rape becomes consensual carnal knowledge. Sound familiar?
Outside, underneath a streetlight, on a busy corner, Bear Kuntz, Hanna Kuntz’s baby sister,
patiently waits for Mondo Kane.
Like Hanna, she’s a Rock Troll. Like Hanna, she has a crush on Mondo.
When Mondo was human, the sisters obsessed about the Amazon.
Unlike Hanna, she’s not a Mob legbreaker; she’s freelance shooter and raconteur. Bear is a
Ronin, and she’s employed by Goon Soldier. GS is one of the largest PMCs (Private Military
Companies) in the world. Mondo’s Becky sits on its board of directors.
Bear is wearing Alienwear, minus a bra, of course. The mercenary prefers to go braless, and in
fact she doesn’t even own a bra.
In sharp contrast, the Goon has many brutal uses for her cuffed, shoulder-high, opera gloves.
Many Goons enforcers agree with her, which is why skinz are the first choice in sap gloves for
thugs.
Underneath her suit coat, nestled in her trick, double shoulder holster rig, are twin 1911 Smith &
Wesson .45 caliber fully-automatic pistols. Big guns for a very big girl, a very big girl.
There’s also a brace of bladed weapons underneath her suit coat. This is a no surprise.
Big guns and a lot of blades, ‘cause a girl should never go naked to the dance.
Becky thought it wise if a friendly face was sent as an intermediate, hence Bear was chosen.
As a side note, during The War (World War II), Bear was a member of Hitler’s infamous SA
(“Sturmabtelung,” German for Assault Division, also known as Brownshirts)!
Also shadowing Kane is Doctor Professor Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein. She too has a crush on
Kane, the girl who she has chosen as The Monster’s Bride. She knows better than to cross swords,
so to speak, with the soldier of fortune waiting for her intended. The doctor professor will wait
patiently for her opening.
Then, a something materializes in front of the skidrow flophouse and enters. That something is
wearing a Koo, a Kocatah, dykers, skinz, sternns, etc. and sporting moe and mopp; the something’s
Alienwear is painful, of course.
And, the mopp is heavily applied to the something’s face.
Moe, Kocatah, and heavily-applied mopp: extreme, hardcore, butch Nazi territory!
A Kocatah, of course, is the visor-cap of a female officer in the Geheime Staatspolizei, the
Gestapo!
And, the lapels of the something’s suitcoat sport the insignia of the dread Schutzstaffel (SS).
Yep, that’s right, the Death’s-Head insignia and the lightning-shaped “SS” insignia grace the
jacket’s lapels. Boy, how things have changed, when it comes to public displays of Party
affiliation!
She has the five Marks of Daggoth “branded” into the inside of her right forearm. Concealed by
her glove, each of these raised scars represents one of the five Biblical curses. She’s branded the
same way Lilith was when Lilith was cast out of Paradise.
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In the Bible, Lilith, of course, was Adam’s first wife and the older sister of Eve. When Lilith
proved herself to be sinful, vile, and thus unworthy, she was cast out of Eden; Adam took up with
Eve, and Lilith took up with lying down exclusively with women.
The forearm brands indicate that the Gestapo officer is a devout practitioner of The Faith, that
ancient, obscure, extremist branch of the Catholic Church founded by butch clergy.
The fifty-something Gestapo officer is a deadringer for Marlene Dietrich. She is Frau Dietrich,
and her masculine ways give away her butch nature. Feminine looks, masculine ways, and a hard,
ravishingly beautiful, 1950s movie star face that is not the least bit butch-ravaged. Her face only
goes butch-ravaged when she’s sexually aroused, just like Keely Smith.
For a while, she was married to Klaus Barbie, The Butcher of Lyon. When she turned, they
divorced. Their divorce was quite amicable. In fact, they remain the closest of friends, in spite of
her turn. During The War, she and her beloved Klaus were awarded, by Hitler himself, the “First
Class Cross with Swords.”
Herr Barbie, of course, is now the head of the Party’s Sicherheitsdienst (SD, meaning Secret
Service). The SD, like the other nefarious arms of The Party, no longer need operate in the
shadows, anymore, thanks to President Kennedy’s blanket pardon.
Arguably, the most nefarious of these is the Nazi brain trust, the much revered and much hated
Strangerhood.
Frau Dietrich flashes her credentials at the sleazy Goon clerk working the front desk. She’s told
which room to go to. The clerk knows better than to mess with a member of the SO.
Mondo and Keely are just finishing up, when Frau Dietrich bursts into the room flashing her
credentials.
“Playtime is over, Miss Kane,” commands the SO officer. Except for her thick, German accent,
her harsh, grating voice sounds just like Keely’s.
As a rule, there’s only two, good reasons for a woman to have a thick, German accent: she was
born and raised in German, or she’s butch. Dietrich is guilty on both counts. She’s German, and
she’s butch.
She’s braless, of course. Wearing the requisite Gestapo rosary. Strapping underneath her
miniskirt, and her stick is a crank.
The butch’s arcane lapel pin indicates that she’s also a card-carrying member of The German
Occult Society. In point of fact, this doctor professor was instrumental in the Nazis winning the
Occult Wars. This mad scientist is no slouch.
She’s also a mass murderer whose experiments have killed trillions, and caused the extinction of
half a dozen sentient alien races. Her favorite pastime is culling the herd: Eliminating weak faeries;
Nazis call it, grooming the Master Race.
A convicted war criminal, this lifelong Nazi has committed more atrocities than Dr. Dita von
Teese!
Like Dr. Dita von Teese and Dr. Joseph “Angel of Death” Mengala, her slate was wiped clean
when President Kennedy issued blanket pardons for all Nazis convicted of war crimes. The pardons
are part of Project Paper Clip, President Kennedy’s controversial Nazi gentrification policy. Now,
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butchers like Dietrich, von Teese, and Mengala, can once more openly travel the world. Mengala
was the mentor of von Teese and Dietrich.
Dietrich and Ilsa Krause were lovers eons before Ilsa became Rasputin’s beloved. So, she’s no
lightweight in the sack, either.
“I presume that you’re my liaison,” Kane mocks.
“Quite so, Miss Kane.”
Knowing when three’s a crowd, Smith quickly dresses and leaves. As Keely passes by Dietrich
on the way out, the two women exchange knowing glances, that is when Kane realizes that she’s
been had.
Dietrich steps inside the room, closes the door behind her, and eagerly watches as Kane dresses
in right front of her. The frau goes into butch bliss.
Originally, Eliza Dushku was supposed to be just the loaner on this gig; Kane was supposed to be
the principal. Things changed once Frau Dietrich found out that Kane was the Grimm assigned to
the case. Dietrich pulled rank on Dushku, and assigned herself as liaison, instead. And, of course,
the expected flip-flop: the Nazi got jurisdiction, and Kane became the frau’s loaner.
Although they have never met, Dietrich knows Kane by reputation: Smith and Dietrich are close,
personal friends, and Smith has bragged on several occasions to Dietrich about Kane’s awesome
oral prowess and unsurpassed competency as an oral.
“A proper Nazi girl like you looks much more presentable in public sporting mopp, sternns, moe,
and Kocatah. You will be much more desirable, perfect even, when you go butch. So, your
inevitable turn will most please your beloved frau.”
“Sorry to disappoint you, Frau Dietrich, but I prefer hype hair, going bare-headed, and not
wearing eyeglasses, and I like fucking men. I’m not a Nazi; never have been, and I never will be.
And, you’re hardly my beloved anything.”
“If you say so.”
“I say so.”
“Whether you like it or not, I’m going to turn you. Then, permanently assigned to me as my oral,
you will sport mopp, sternns, moe, and Kocatah while on duty and you’ll be a good Nazi and
hardcore butch.”
“Wanna bet?”
“I never bet on sure things, fraulein.”
“Yes, my frau,” Kane answers mockingly.
The frau goes ballistic and slaps Mondo hard across both cheeks. She’s had enough of the girl’s
insolence.
“Enough! Understood?” The frau screams out.
Kane cums to the abuse in spades, and cums to being in the company of such an accomplished
mass murderer. She looks forward to fucking the butch. She looks forward most to culling for the
bitch, culling “the weak” painfully and slowly, culling the weak for her beloved frau.
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“Yes, my frau,” Kane answers respectfully, this time. Her voice now has a thick, German accent.
Babe hype hair gives way to butch moe. She slips on her sternns. Her kit goes painful. And, her
feminine looks get mated to masculine ways. It’s as if she’s turned!
“Excellent, my oral. Now, we begin the investigation of this Becky of yours. And, don’t worry,
you will get a chance to fuck me, and you will get to fuck me as hard as you did my beloved
colleague Dr. von Teese.”
The frau applies mopp heavily to the girl’s face and places a Kocatah upon the girl’s head,
completing Kane’s sick transformation into her oral.
“For the duration, while on duty, you will affect a thick, German accent and masculine ways,
you’ll sport mopp, sternns, moe, and Kocatah, and you’ll be the good Nazi and hardcore butch;
your kit will be painful, of course. Off duty, you can be herself, of course.”
“My frau?”
“Yes, my child.”
“May I speak freely?”
“Of course.”
“I’d like to convince you otherwise.”
“Proceed.”
That’s when Kane gets down on her hands and knees, and goes searching underneath Dietrich’s
skirt with her knowing tongue. She becomes the frau’s living, breathing Miss Hancock!
Sometime during the tryst, the dominatrix takes charge, and sodomizes the doctor professor with
her versatile riding crop, her Miss Hancock: the expected foreplay. That segways into her torturing
her new boss: the expected sexplay. But, make no mistake about it, it’s the girl’s mouth music that
moves the frau the most.

When you write to get your rocks off, that’s all you end up
doing. For now, that’s more than enough for me.
H. P. Lovelace, author of “IUP”
The two women walk across the lobby toward the curtained foyer. They’re hard-boiled: hard
looks and hard ways.
The frau is in the lead. Golden, shoulder-draping tresses in place of her moe. No sternns, mopp,
or Kocatah. Feminine ways and looks. And, she’s no longer strapping (wearing a stick) underneath
her skirt. Kit painful.
This lifelong Nazi and avowed spinster looks like her glamorous, movie starlet self, again. But,
looks can be deceiving. Upon closer inspection, the concessions give way to stark, butch reality.
Kane follows with steno pad in hand taking dictation from her frau. Hype hair in place of a moe.
No sternns, mopp, or Kocatah. Feminine ways and looks. Kit painful; she craves her kit painful.
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Outwardly, she’s her evil-ass, “live and let die,” “fuck anything and anyone in sight, anywhere or
when” pain girl self again, and that’s a fact jack; the bitch is back, making you “feel the bang”
whether you like it or not.
A heavily-armed, smartly-dressed Strange One watches the butch couple keenly as they walk
across the lobby toward the curtained foyer. The masked dandy is “hidden”: that way of hiding in
plain sight which is unique to his Kind. Only Strange can Hide, which is why so many of their
number are in the business.
The Strange’s partner, who’s also Strange and masked, is already waiting inside the foyer; she
too is Hidden. He is Chester and she is Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. Lay are pros.
The two women disappear from sight as they step through the curtains of the foyer.
Chester steps through the curtains, shutting the barn door so-to-speak.
Mayhem ensues. Fade to black. Classically-trained shootists versus a Mob-trained assassin.
The woman is brutally raped (by Kane and Dietrich), savagely strangled, and then decapitated.
The man is brutally raped (by Kane), castrated, and then beaten slowly and brutally to death, in that
order! He, too, is beheaded.
Kane exits the front door, first. Steno pad pursed. Jacket buttoned. Kit painful. Riding crop is
unholstered, fully extended, and in hand.
Cold and aloof, blonde and buxom, tall and leggy, the haughty whore is the ultimate ice princess.
It’s Kane’s usual clipped, professional style.
Dietrich follows, shortly. Kit painful. Gloating over her newest possession. Owning the girl has
made the concessions almost palatable.
She, too, has a clipped, professional style. It’s the rule, rather than the exception for dykes of all
stripes, not just for butch.
Mondo walks right up to Bear, and kisses her full on the lips.
“How sweet you are, my pretty one,” Kane coos. Of course, her thick, German accent is a mere
on-duty affectation, assumed just for the duration. But, she likes the accent as much as she likes her
kit painful!
And, there’s more. She likes playing it butch, and craves Dietrich having her in the butch way.
Furthermore, she gets wet between the legs from just the thought of the frau licking her between
the legs.
She’s yet to turn, though. She still likes to fuck men, and, as evidenced by her brutal rape of
Chester, she does so whenever she gets the chance.
Bear squeezes her ass hard.
“Nice ass.”
“Thank you.”
“Did you enjoy coercing the frau? Was she everything you craved?”
Mondo smiles from ear to ear, flicks out her tongue, and licks her luscious lips.
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Bear lets out a loud belly laugh.
“So it is, Mondo. So it is.”
Frau Dietrich clears her throat.
That’s when our Miss Kane collapses her Miss Hancock and holsters it underneath her suit coat;
its holster is clipped to her skirt’s waistband. The riding crop’s holster is her Kendo. Two weapons,
one holster: two coexisting as if they are one—“discrete” partitioning, think: the “Ole Hickory”
variation of the classic Tout by PM Web Inc.
Yep, Kendo is not up her sleeve, reconfigured as a compact sneak that’s strapped
inconspicuously to inside of her gloved, left forearm.
Riding crop and steno pad are an either/or/neither/nor situation for the frau’s property. Right
now, it’s obviously neither.
And, yes, when collapsed the versatile riding crop can be used as a dildo and/or vibrator. The
parasitic, flagellation device pleasures her better than a crank!
“Please, address my oral as Miss Kane, from now on.” The frau’s thick, German accent is both
commanding and compelling.
“Yes, frau.”
“Good. We go, now.”
Mondo flags down a hack, and the trio piles in for the crosstown ride to Becky’s for an initial
round of spirited negotiations.
From deft concealment, Eddy and The Monster, the mad scientist and her monstrous creation,
greedily watch the girl depart!

“Pussy worship, now!”
Mistress Gen of Genitorturers
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Darkness for the Ages
“Bad ass girls, drive bad ass toy.”
Our much anticipated “gift” to the world: sustainable darkwerks!
Overclocking: ghosting, hiding, overdrive, fast-forward, walk-about, etc.
Teleportation: DOORs, spooking, movers, etc.
That’s right, arcane and technology, as well as vox.
Bottomline: It’s tesseracts, not tachyons, from now on.
For ages, darkwerks (dark works) has been the occultist’s wet dream; the Holy Grail of
overclocking and teleportation.
Countless, failed attempts by many brilliant minds preceded this final success by a secluded,
maniacal few.
In the name of the Next Reich, in the name of all Nazis everywhere, The Party proudly lays claim
to the perfection of this, up-till-now, impossible majick. And, at this juncture in time, we are its
only practitioners.
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Chapter Three
Blade Runner
“Finally, blades are cool again.”
Darkwerks is the panacea that we thought that it would be for that abomination known as the
gun.
The blade, true believers, is no longer that quant anachronism, which is only on par with the gun
when combat is up close and very personal, and killing at a distance is not an option.
Guns or blades, it’s pick your poison, now!
The negotiations drag on. Kane is bored. She masturbates in the courtyard of the fleabag hotel
just off skidrow where they’re holed up. She’s lying down on the ground, beside a bench, with her
legs widely spread and her jacket unbuttoned!
The ruin, which was a palatial mansion in better times, is run by a butch who’s Djinn. The Crog’s
name is Nancy Allen. It’s anybody’s guess who owns the place.
As expected, she’s using her Miss Hancock as a dildo, and she’s wearing her skinz while she’s
doing herself. Usually she masturbates with her fingers, only. As aforementioned, she craves
masturbating gloved.
She’s wearing cuffed fore-skinz in place of her cuffed, Plain Jane skinz. The Singha’s Talons are
a gift from another one of her legion of anonymous, butch admirers. The foreskinz in question are
Faust’s matched pair of Singha’s Talons, the ones he made for his prostitute wife Claire!
She craves masturbation with her Miss Hancock. She craves torturing with it, even more!
She craves masturbating and torturing with her Talons the most.
Of course, it goes without saying, that Mondo craves killing with her Talons even more than she
craves fucking herself with ‘em. And, when she butchers with her Talons it’s as if she was born to
kill wielding ‘em!
When she’s binging, she whores with the hotel’s desk clerk. When she’s the Miss Hancock of the
Djinn, she sports a krazed, perls, skinz, heels, bra, killer-tongue, head lice, fleas, crabs, crazed Miss
Hancock looks, crazed eyes, and nothing else. The deranged hairdo, her krazed, reflects what she
becomes: a Goonish lunatic; a brutish madwoman; something fit to live out her lurid fuck-n-suck
life in the padded cell of an insane asylum. And, when she becomes the Djinn’s Miss Hancock, the
word “Whore” craves its bloody way into her forehead all the way down to the bone; Whore, The
Monster’s bride, is marked this way. These days, Whore is her crazed, Miss Hancock look.
Non-binging, whether on-duty or off-duty, she’s neat and clean. She sports her trendy, shoulderdraping hype hair and her usual Alienwear.
She’s on-duty, but she’s on a break. And, Nancy is busy, so she has to amuse herself.
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A woman, Doctor Professor Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein, steps into the courtyard. Mondo acts
oblivious to her.
Eddy is sporting a Koo, perls, no bra, deborahs, etc. She’s Alienwear. As usual, she’s sporting a
moe, but no mopp, and, in place of the expected sternns, she’s wearing old-fashioned nosepinchers: the quintessential “old maid”; an uber spinster.
She’s also sporting her ever present vujcic. A modernist, her sword is holstered in a Kendo that’s
gripping the waistband of her skirt, underneath her coat.
Like all good occultists, magic is the good doctor’s first choice, but her sword is a very close
second.
Eddy, of course, is the most ardent of Kane’s obsessed, butch admirers. A fact unknown to
Eddy’s current employer. But, her employer’s obsession with Mondo is well known to her.
Josephine “Joe” Baker, that aforementioned other charter member of Kane’s legion of obsessive,
compulsive, butch admirers enters the courtyard.
Joe is also the hotel’s owner. And, Nancy is her most able henchman.
This conjurer prefers magic and Druid for protection, though. Besides her own magic, Eddy
provides her with additional magical protection.
This Alienwear-shod butch is sporting moe, sternns, and heavily-applied mopp.
Right on the heels of Joe and Eddy is a Druid priestess. The Druid’s name is Nicole Noone (No
one). Noone is Joe’s Druid protection, of course.
Instead of the expected goggles, breather mask, and gauze body wrappings, the priestess is
sporting Alienwear, too.
She’s armed with a Druid’s staff weapon. The weapon is collapsed, holstered, and worn
underneath her suitcoat gripping the waistband of her miniskirt.
In point of fact, all modern close quarter weapons of the type are collapsible: for example, a Miss
Hancock. Like the vujcic, a staff weapon is an ancient weapon that’s collapsible. It’s also magical.
Kane’s would-be suitors ogle her at a distance while she pleasures herself. Watching her doing
herself, is their favorite sport.
While Joe and Eddy openly drool over Kane like Kane’s the next tart who needs a licking, Nicole
shows total disinterest in the entire proceedings.
Joe is obviously obsessed. Eddy plays off her own obsession as strong girl watching; so far, Joe
is fooled, as is Nicole.
Mondo, Joe, Eddy, and Nicole, four gals who are dressed for excess and always ready to
dismember.
Then, just like that, Sith Lords materialize in the courtyard. There are a half-dozen of ‘em; all
women, all Amazons. The woman Ed, Eddy’s namesake, is the Siths’ butch leader.
Armed with an assortment of bladed weapons, they attack Joe, Noone, and Eddy, but not Mondo.
Ed’s bid is a very hostile takeover in the style of the Hudson Bay Company.
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Kane ghosts into a nearby wall, and continues to play with herself as she watches the combatants
with baited breath. She holsters her dildo/riding crop, and masturbates with her gloved fingers.
When she grows tired of just watching the mayhem, and bloodlust finally has its way with her,
she casts off this lucid neutrality nonsense.
Mondo goes all bestial and The Other, and takes sides. Of course, as The Other her usual hard,
pretty, 1950s movie star looks give way to those crazed, Miss Hancock looks of hers: the lunatic
side effect of being the “whole fucking show.” The Other looks the way that babes look in the nut
house.
Whether she sports those fetching movie star looks of hers or those deranged looks of hers, her
harsh, haughty looks drive her fans insane with lust. An icy blonde with delicious double-Ds: An
ice princess. A willowy beauty: tall and leggy. Long legs, legs long enough to wrap around the
planet Saturn. Long, creamy legs. A sinful mouth: a large, ugly, downturned mouth; a wide curved
mouth with corners that always point down; a big mouth that’s made-to-order for sucking and
fucking; a big bass; a large, ugly, loathsome mouth that bespeak disdain. A mouth tailor-made for
the orally fixated. An oral fixation. A wicked tongue: long and facile. A tongue well educated in
sin.
Her old-maid veils her as she ghosts out of the wall with her Talons fully extended; her tongue
goes “killer.” The girl’s veil conceals the hideous metamorphosis of her tongue into that
monstrosity.
Kane’s higher brain functions shutdown. She’s acting on pure instinct, just like a “dumb” beast.
She’s feral. She’s ravenous. She’s The Other. Think: Psycho, the lunatic total babe in the infamous
shower scene.
By its own volition, her crank straps itself on underneath her skirt.
Kane hacks and slashes her way through the flank of the second wave of Sith that materialize
inside the courtyard.
Unnoticed by all, The Monster, Eddy’s creation, materializes in the courtyard. The Monster
ghosts into a wall, watching and waiting for her opportunity to snatch her bride, The Bride, the
harlot Whore.
The Thing ghosts into that very same wall after having materialized in the courtyard. The
goddess has come to reclaim her Debra thing. And, she has no intention of letting someone else’s
creation get in her way.
Having no higher brain functions, both creatures are acting out of pure instinct. Both are
functioning instinctively, and always do. At times, from their actions, it might seem like that they
can think, but they cannot. They are incapable of reason. They are “dumb” beasts; wild animals.
They are feral.
No longer a creature of reason, Kane is ripe for the picking. And, like any wild animal, The
Thing and The Monster can sense it.
There is a third suitor concealed in another wall, though. And, this one, her abomination, is also
Kane’s current addiction. Her abomination used to be that junkie prostitute Seven’s Kum!
Sometimes, when her Kum feeds on her or fucks her, there’s no dead eyes, no moog, and no
glazed-white complexion; none of the usual manifestations. She’ll have an enlarged pineal gland,
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krazed, crazed eyes, and a killer tongue, and no higher brain functions whatsoever: the telltales of a
hardcore, recreational user, of a so-called used. It’s also how The Other looks when that’s her
persona. This is her crazed, Miss Hancock look, of course.
Sometimes, she degenerates into a cow when her Kum feeds on her or fucks her: dead eyes, a
moog, and a glazed-white complexion, along with an enlarged pineal gland and, of course, no
higher brain functions.
But, most of the time when her Kum does her, she’s neither cow nor used, she’s a much more
degenerate flavor: ravenous, stark raving mad!
When a third wave of Sith pop into the courtyard, Kane goes ballistic, literally; all bets are off.
She’s a bitch in heat with serious needs.
Her higher brain functions switch back on. Your ever-loving cerebral assassin is in the house
with a vengeance, folks.
Crazed looks and hair give way to her usual movie star looks and hype hair. Her pineal shrinks
back to normal size. Her tongue ceases to be killer. Her crank purses itself. Her eyes are no longer
crazed. Etc. Etc. Etc.
But, whether she’s The Other or herself, sex is violence. Fats, of course, always sees her as The
Other; to Fats, and every other Goon that she has ever met while wearing The Other, The Other is
the real her.
Mondo sheds her foreskinz. Her cuffed Plain Janes, once more, glove her; wearing the PJs makes
her kit legit Alienwear again.
She purses her old-maid.
The gun whore is back, and she’s back in spades. She crossdraws her Hogs, and begins blazing
away at everything that’s not on her side.
And, it goes without saying that, in her most capable hands, “killing, up close and personal,”
takes on a whole new meaning, one that totally defies description!
Once more, she’s sane and rational; no longer insane and irrational. Once more, she’s neither
totally crazed nor a lunatic. As such, the goddess, the monster, and Kum, all lose interest;
something unseen does not, though!
This unseen still sees her as The Other, The Debra Thing, The Monster’s Bride, the madwoman
who’s always ranting and raving when the Kum feeds upon and/or fucks her, the dream drone.
This something, who calls itself Monika, has been stalking her for a very long time, ever since
this something saw Mondo balling Seven’s Kum in the hotel’s lobby!
Monika mistook her for a prostitute; the slug prefers harlots with that “nasty girl” look. Kane is
routinely mistaken for a “nasty” for-hire.
The unseen is a Kum, and like any Kum, it’s a parasite, a giant slug.
But, it’s not just any Kum. Unlike Seven’s Kum, it’s not a mere drone.
It’s got a shoulder-draping mane of venomous snakes instead of geriatric hair. The mane makes it
look like the goddess Medusa. Closer inspection reveals that those snakes are actually slugs.
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This leggy leech prefers bipedal. It likes showing off that pair of long, shapely legs that all Kum
are blessed with.
It’s a Nekromantik, a queen Kum, of course; the mane gives that away, along with its bipedal
preference. It’s the abomination who walks among us!
While pretending, Neks can pass for butch Harpy. Their narcotic is many times more potent and
addictive than that of a drone!
Like The Thing, a Nek has its very own Debra Thing, its very special, most liked drone, its cow.
It begins hissing; its mane, in turn, begins hissing. It’s dressed in skinz and a Koo. No bra or
panties. And, it’s sporting in a pair of deborahs. Its strait is worn unbuttoned. It slides its hand
inside of the waistband of its skirt, and it begins playing with itself. Zero personal hygiene. Filthy.
Parasite infested. Head lice, fleas, and crabs, of course. Entrails smear chest and torso. Sewer moss.
Sludge ticks. Etc. Etc. Etc. Etc.
Kum target prostitutes because when a streetwalker goes missing, no cares, no one comes
looking. That’s why harlots are a Kum’s preferred cow.
Cows are used until they are used up. Demons, of course, last the longest, and are therefore the
most sought after by Kum.
Monika hankers for Mondo. It intends to have the girl. Having used up its previous Debra, it’s in
need of another.

“He sees a beautiful naked young woman trussed up S&M
style upon the bed in Monika’s bedroom. In the girl’s
mouth is a large three-penny nail that has been pounded
through her tongue. He frees her and pulls out the nail.”
Deleted opening scene from “The Reanimator”
Sporting moe, sternns, and heavily-applied mopp, Monika looks butch and Harpy. It’s neat,
clean, and parasite free: its usual while pretending. Strait is worn buttoned, of course. Skinz. Sans
bra and panties. Masculine mannerisms and walk. It even sits like a man. Etc. Etc. Etc.
When it’s itself, it reeks; its pungent stench is overwhelming. When it’s itself, it reverts into
being filthy, funky, and parasite infested, and its Koo and skinz go back to being punk and
parasitic.
Mondo plops down on the stool next to it at the bar, like a moth drawn to the flame.
They exchange names and body fluids. You fill in the blanks.
Kane buys it a drink.
They move into one of the booths along the wall, where it’s very private, very dark, and very
discreet. Away from the fleabag’s denizens.
“Paid assassin, when it’s convenient; cold-blooded murderer, when it’s not. Am I right about
you, Miss Kane?”
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“So, you’ve met Fats?”
“We’re business acquaintances. So, is what this Fats of ours told me about you correct?”
“Yes.”
“I mistook you for a prostitute. Then, I saw your handiwork in the courtyard the other day.
You’re obviously a pro, but a different kind of pro than I first took you for. You’re a real tack
driver. So, I made some discreet inquiries. And, the rest, as they say, is history.”
“I’m still that honey blonde in the snakeskin miniskirt with the ice blue eyes, huge rack, and the
‘longest legs in the world.’”
“That you are. Except, I’d argue about the legs; long, yes; longest, hardly. Nadja Auermann holds
that honor.”
“And, you’re quite the hardcore dyke: mannish and manhating, loathing any woman who lies
down with a man.” Mondo eyes the something, mistaking it for a butch who’s on the make for a
doxy (mistress, kept, etc.). Kane’s first mistake, of course, is mistaking Monika for a woman.”
“I’ve also heard from reliable sources that you do like to play.”
“When it amuses me.”
“How much?”
“Surprise me.”
Monika hands her a wad of bills underneath the table. Mondo shoves the going rate into her
cleavage.
They giggle and grope, and fill in the blanks.
From afar the two lovebirds are watched discreetly from a corner booth by Dr. Frankenstein and
her very private secretary Miss Plenty O’Toole.
A butch’s private secretary is commonly known as the butch’s Miss Hancock, and routinely
introduced by said butch as such: This is Miss Whomever, my Miss Hancock.
Eddy is strapping underneath her skirt: She’s wearing her Mamba. Plain: no makeup. Moe. Old
fashioned nose-pinchers. Etc. She’s in the man’s role. A Mamba is a crank. It looks just like a
regular crank, except for the fact that it’s black and shiny, and it’s much thicker in girth, of course:
A super-sized crank!
Also, unlike a regular crank, a Mamba is a conventional single-headed dildo. In other words, it’s
not a double-dong: no innie, just an outie. And, the kinky “hairs” on its testicles are black, not
blonde. It also has kinky, black pubic hairs!
Like any other crank, a Mambo’s flesh-colored LATEX dildo harness is a skimpy latex thong.
Yep, a black dick and balls, but a flesh-colored harness. Molded into its thong are a butt plug and a
dildo, an innie, of course. Both rubber prehensiles are obscenely molded in the shape of a human
finger; a female finger, of course.
Each of its “fingers” is also a battery powered stimulator. The girl will go into spasms whenever
the dread devices come alive inside of her, deep inside her warm, deep nook (vagina) and cranny
(anus). Her mechanical “friends” will shuttle and vibrate with a vengeance upon command;
otherwise they’re inactive, passively giving the girl pleasure by their mere discomfort. One finger is
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stuck in her pussy and the other finger is stuck in her asshole. The smaller innie dildo has no
connection whatsoever with her much larger outie dildo.
Just like her old crank, her can piss, cum, shit, spout, have an erection, and etc., when she’s
wearing this one.
Being a crank its design is Borg, of course. Unlike a regular crank, though, its erection
mechanism is external. In other words, it’s very Borg indeed!
Miss O’Toole is prim and proper, haughty and harsh, and this hardlooking D-cup prude is a
deadringer for Mondo. She’s uncomfortable working for a dyke, but she needs the money so she
endures the doctor’s unwanted touches and stares. She puts up with having to wear sternns, sternka,
and no make-up while on-duty. She’s strapping underneath her skirt: She’s in the woman’s role.
Her strap-on is Eddy’s spare shine (the nickname for a Mamba). The sternns also belong to Eddy.
Mondo ups the ante. Her hype hair gives way to a sternka. Her compact applies a lot of mopp to
her face. Then, she slips on her sternns. She looks prim and proper, harsh and haughty, a D-cup
prude: hardlooking. Her posture is already the strict, stiff backed posture of a butch’s private
secretary; these days, it’s her normal posture. She’s not strapping underneath. This look pleases
both Monika and Eddy. It would please Eddy most if Kane went plain: no make-up, whatsoever.
Mondo and Monika finish their foreplay and go up to Monika’s room.
Monika lies down on the bed; jacket unbuttoned and legs spread widely.
Mondo unbuttons her coat exposing pushup bra and bared midriff; her cups runneth over. She
purses her sternns. Then, she sheds her holsters, phone, and purse.
Mondo goes down on Monika. The slug lets itself be eaten for a while before it signals for
Mondo to let it be on top. The signal is Monika pulling on Mondo’s ears.
Once it’s on top, Monika reverts to its native form and feeds on Mondo. Kane has no time to
react to the slug’s trap. The queen’s potent venom catapults her into a junkie stupor. Except for the
occasional twitching of her arms and legs, Kane is corpse still. Her crazed eyes stare blankly at the
ceiling.
Monika proceeds to transform Mondo into its drone.
Mondo’s tits go from double-Ds to triple-Es, then her right tit goes moog.
Her tongue goes killer. Sternka gives way to krazed. Crazy Miss Hancock looks, of course. Koo
and skinz go punk and parasitic. She has become Monika’s Miss Hancock!
Mondo is back to being Mondo, which includes hype hair and no sternns or mopp. She’s wearing
the slug’s skins (Koo) and deborahs. Without being slimy, the skins feel slimy against her creamy
white flesh: Slimy minus the slime.
The Koo is rough; its only mode. The Koo’s skirt is just as short as the skirt of her previous Koo;
in other words, both skirts are DEBRAs. Etc. Etc. Etc. Except for the Kum’s skins being slimy and
rough, both Koos are identical looking and identical acting: Women should be obscene and not
heard.
Note: A Kum’s skins are always slimy and rough.
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The deborahs are identical to Mondo’s previous pair down to the ankle strap with no visible close
and the tacks lining the heel cup and insole. Etc. Etc. Etc. Both pair of deborahs are identical
looking and identical acting.
Cuffed skinz encase her upper limbs, of course. They’ve always felt slimy against her skin just
like her new Koo does: Slimy minus the slime, just like her new skins.
Monika is back to pretending; it’s freshening up its makeup. It’s wearing Kane’s Koo, deborahs,
and sternns. Of course, the skins have been converted to rough only and slimy without the slime.
Needless to say, the sex was awesome!!!
Mondo exits the room. Eddy’s room is across the hall. She knocks on the door; Plenty answers.
Plenty is holding a steno pad. She was taking dictation.
Mondo hands Plenty a nice, fat check; it’s made out in the agreed upon, obscenely large amount.
Kane had the checked tucked in her cleavage.
Plenty pockets the generous severance, gives Mondo her steno pad, sternns, and shine, and
gleefully exits the scene.
Kane enters Eddy’s room and locks the door behind her. She sits like a butch’s private secretary
should: bolt-upright, with her legs crossed in the seductive, teasing, ultra-sexy, ultra-ladylike
manner that is the trademark of silver screen goddess, Swedish actress Tippi Hedren. She’s tippi.
From now on, this is how she will sit.
Eddy is seated across from her wearing perls, shine, nose-pinchers, and nothing else. She’s very
plain, of course; no makeup is her preferred makeup. Eddy sits wide-legged.
Eddy clears her throat, and leers at the long-legged hottie with the D-cup rack. Kane is on Eddy’s
dime, now. Mondo is Eddy’s Miss Hancock, from now on!
Kane is much too smart a girl to need another hint.
Her usual 1950s sexpot gives way to frigid schoolmarm, avowed man-hating spinster. No
makeup. She slips on Eddy’s sternns; these sternns are her sternns from now on. Hype hair gives
way to sternka. This is the harsh, spinster look that pleases Eddy most: very plain, indeed!
This is Kane’s new on-duty look; her Miss Hancock look. Of course, when she’s off-duty it’ll be
her usual look: hype hair, no sternns, no plain; the blonde bombshell; the 1950s movie starlet; the
steamy sexpot.
Non-binging, on-duty or off-duty, she’ll be neat, clean, and parasite free. Binging, it’ll be her
usual crazed, Miss Hancock look: feral and filthy.
Now, the fun begins.
Mondo’s foreskinz slither into her lap. The foreskinz ache to encase Mondo’s upper limbs.
Eddy smiles broadly as Mondo succumbs to their advances. The girl sheds her PJs. They join the
discards that are heaped like cordwood upon the floor.
For now, Kane craves her trick shoulder holster and her matching Hogs that are nestled snugly in
the loving embrace of that rig. But, are their days numbered?
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Cuffed foreskinz encase Mondo’s upper limbs. Like all skinz, they feel slimy against her flesh
just like her new Koo does: Slimy without the slime, just like her new skins. Foreskinz are the
weapons of choice for a butch’s secretary. Wearing foreskinz is as addictive as Nek!
Once more, she’s strapping underneath that very short skirt of hers.
Eddy’s spare shine enjoys dangling between Mondo’s slender, lily-white thighs. This shine is her
strap-on from now on, ‘cause Eddy prefers white chicks with big, black dicks.
Kendo goes native, converting itself back into a sneak. It goes up her left sleeve and straps itself
inconspicuously to the inside of her gloved forearm. That’s strapping—tightly cinching, of course.
Mondo’s other parasitic minions, Phone, Purse, and Miss Hancock, are still concealed underneath
her strait, and gripping the boned waistband of her very short skirt. And, they have no intention of
leaving.
Purse, Miss Hancock, and Kendo have their niches. But, are Phone’s days numbered too; perls
make it redundant?
After a brief fling ding, Kendo returns to where it belongs: gripping her skirt’s waistband.
Eddy points at her crotch.
Mondo unbuttons her strait, unhooks her bra, and eats Eddy. Eating ain’t cheating.
Eddy yanks on the girl’s ears when she’s satisfied. Then, and only then, does Kane take dictation.
Eddy masturbates.
After dictation, Eddy turns the tables on the stone sex freak. Mondo hicks up her skirt and
spreads her legs, and Eddy goes down on her. HLA: hot lesbian action.
Mondo is much more than Eddy’s new secretary. This warped beauty, this blue-eyed, bleached
blonde, this long-legged hottie, this freak is also Eddy’s new high-maintenance booty. Mondo has
yet to turn, though. She still likes the taste of boys as her sex toys.
Some mornings Mondo wakes up face down in Eddy’s crotch. Most mornings Mondo wakes up
with Eddy face down in her crotch. A month of debauchery morphs into the norm for this couple.
For now, Eddy remains in the employ of Ms. Baker, and Kane still has her other day job as a
shamus. Life goes on for these two homicidal maniacs, and death comes to many because of their
union.
Mondo ghosts through the door of Eddy’s hotel room.
Previously, she was sporting a krazed, was strapping underneath her skirt, and her strait was
unbuttoned. She looked crazed and well used: junkie harlot look-alike. She was banging a baglady
behind the hotel next to an alley dumpster when Eddy summoned her.
Currently, she’s sporting her usual, old biddy. Sternka. Sternns. Plain, of course. She’s still
wearing her strap-on, of course. It’s been awhile since she’s had a man!
Something huge, very powerful, and well shielded, materializes in the center of the room. His
name is Loki. The Giant is carrying an equally large battle axe as his primary and is shouldering a
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fully-extended staff weapon as his backup. He was told that Kane was not packing, these days. He
was told wrong.
Kane charges the intruder with her Talons fully extended. It’s hack and slash with blades instead
of bullets.
Mounting a flank attack, Eddy steps out of the wall where she was hiding and lets loose with her
elaborate, luridly-carved staff weapon. Her pornographic weapon is a heavily personalized version
of what Druid priests and priestesses carry.
Eddy is wearing deborahs and Koo, sans bra, of course. Moe. And, very plain indeed. Eddy
doesn’t own a bra; never has!
The something, a god, was expecting the for-hire and the egghead to be so very easy; he’s dead
wrong.
Others aligned with the god materialize in the room. They have guns, fully automatic weapons,
and they know how to use them. Tit for tat, Kane never resorts to her gats!
The god never switches from Norse battle axe to Druid staff weapon. The axe once belonged to
Odin. It now belongs to Loki. But, before darkwerks, it’s not what you wanted in a heated gun
battle, ‘cause you don’t bring a blade to a gun fight.
Appliances evolve quickly. Modes, and their various countermeasures, evolve even quicker. The
wheel has turned. And, soon, it will turn again. For now, though, things are still very retro. It’s still
Get, not Post.
Bottomline: darkwerks isn’t just hype and hoopla!
Kane armed with Talons is the equal of the god armed with a staff weapon. This is why Loki
won’t switch to it. He has a chance of besting her with the axe.
Eddy switches to her vujcic after having collapsed and holstered her staff weapon.
Eddy armed with a sword is the equal of Loki’s minions armed with full auto weapons.
Everybody is overdriven.
In the end, though, Miss and Miss Beaver Cleavage have the day.
Mondo is sporting her usual, harsh and haughty. Hype hair. Not plain. No shine. And, no sternns.
Foreskinz. Purse, Phone, and gats are conspicuous by their absence: A portent of things to come.
Coat unbuttoned.
Eddy walks beside the gumshoe. Moe, of course. But, no sternns or nose pinchers. No eyeglasses
at all. Plain. No shine. Koo. Deborahs. Not her usual kit.
They’re at a sex club in the red light district. They’re flying high on god knows what; some
exotic, illegal drugs that the doorman handed them in the foyer.
Two Hags come up to them. The Crone, Kate, pairs off with Eddy. Mondo gets the Harpy, her
target. Things couldn’t have worked out any better.
Fred was right on target; she is The Ripper’s type. Like a moth drawn to the flame.
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The Harpy, Anna, shoves a wad of cash into Mondo’s cleavage. No phone or purse; tits, ass, and
all the fixings. The Nordic-beauty is easily mistaken for a prostitute.
A Demon, Anna’s muscle, falls in step behind them. Like Anna, he’s heavily armed.
Kate and Eddy fuck in the great room.
Anna, the Pagan priestess, and Kane, the for-hire, stagger upstairs with Anna’s very sober
bodyguard in tow.
As the trio crosses the threshold, Kane extends her Talons and makes short work of Anna and
Phil, the bodyguard.
Amy never gets a chance to use her Talons. Phil never gets a chance to use his vujcic.
Mondo retracts her claws, and decapitates Anna and Phil with her sword. The heads would make
welcome additions to her queen’s shrunken head collection, but she leaves these would-be trophies
behind.
Phil was the inside man. He had no inkling that he was on the menu along with his employer. He
was a CI (confidential informer), a snitch. In reality, though, he was a double agent, actually
working for his employer against the police; feeding the police disinformation.
She makes her hasty exit from the crime scene via a rear entrance that Fred was to leave
unlocked for her per the plan. As she emerges into the alley, she senses that something is very
wrong. It’s the expected double-cross.
Fred, the middleman who hired her for this gig, is waiting for her. His gun is drawn, but he never
gets off a shot.
One moment she’s standing in front of him; the next moment she’s behind him slicing up his
spine with claws. She guts him with her Talons, but she beheads him with her sword, and she
leaves the head: The signature of the so-called Jane “The Ripper” serial killer. It’s also how she
killed Anna and Phil. The plot thickens.
Then, she’s gone to nowhere fast. Unlike phones and their like, moving through the “folded”
time-space continuum by perls is untraceable thanks to darkwerks.

“At times one remains faithful to a cause only because its
opponents do not cease to be insipid.”
Friedrich Nietzsche
Seven materializes on a quiet street lined with plush hotels. Very plain. Sternka. Sternns. Harsh
and haughty, loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee: the hard, plain, hate-filled face of a
Borg Queen’s drone; a Borg Queen also sports this plain. She’s easily mistaken for a librarian.
This someplace is quite Victorian. And, it will always be Victorian. The girl enters the Ascot
Hotel and walks up to the front desk.
“We are Seven-of-Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix Zero-One. We’re expected.”
Because of her outward appearance, the Borg drone passes for someone who has not been
assimilated. Although you can’t tell it by looking at them, she has numerous, expected Borg
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implants. The left eye, of course, is an optic appliance. The navel and right nipple are data ports.
There is a collection grid built into her forehead and left cheek. Her left arm and hand are
prosthetic. She conceals the truth with a slight modulation of her appearance.
Seven has only one, obvious Borg implant: a small, black, star-shaped “mole” on the rightside of
her creamy neck. It’s the Borg equivalent of a neck boltz, and like all things Borg, it looks
creepy—makes your skin crawl. The creepy is called a knobb—hob knobbing.
“Ah, yes. The newlywed.” The spinster smiles and hands her a key. Amy Oxley is a fiftysomething Crone. She’s the head desk clerk.
“You a have question of us?” Seven asks very matter-of-factly. There’s that loathsome edge to
her voice that bespeaks Borg.
“Bride or groom?”
“Bride.”
“You don’t look Borg.”
“Neither do you.”
Amy, uncharacteristically, escorts Seven up to the honeymoon suite. As they ascend the stairs
Amy grabs Seven’s ass. Once they’re in the room Amy propositions her.
“How much?”
“The going rate.”
Amy raises her skirt. She can’t afford the going rate. Not on her salary.
“Tit for tat. How about, instead, you service me, you get your room and board for free?”
Seven gets on her hands and knees, and services the desk clerk.
From inside the wall she’s ghosted into, the Borg Queen watches her brand-new drone service
the unassimilated clerk. She’s strapping a shine and masturbating. She watches the proceedings
with gleeful abandon.
With some noticeable exceptions, the Borg Queen looks just like the way she’s portrayed in Star
Trek. Unlike, the Borg Queen in Star Trek, the real Borg Queen has nippled, pendulous triple-E
tits, female genitalia, etc. In other words, the real Borg Queen is anatomically correct and fully
functional.
The Collective cannot “share” in the carnality of the bride and the groom. This is a private affair,
only for the Borg Queen and her drone wife: theirs is a “selective” link with the Collective.
Also, only the queen and her bride drone wear shines, the other Borg wear regular cranks. It’s
another thing that differentiates them from the rest of the Collective.
One whole side of the room has been assimilated by Borg bio-mech technology. There are a halfdozen charging alcoves in the wall. The room is creepy.
The clerk is back at her desk.
Back in the honeymoon suite, Seven unbuttons her strait and unhooks her bra, and steps
backwards into the alcove. She removes her high heels. Umbilicals plug into her left cheek, right
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nipple, forehead, and navel. Wires insert themselves into her neck mole. She pulls down her skirt.
Her shine straps itself on. Manacles and leg irons, which are covered in ancient Runes, shackle her.
While she’s plugged into the alcove, the cosmetic lie gives way to Borg truth for her implants,
complexion, etc. Seven looks very much Borg as her various implants, appliances, etc., assume
their true bio-mech appearance. Her complexion is that awful, splotchy grey with the pronounced,
dark-grey veins. Left arm and hand are obviously robotic, now. Her left eye becomes an optical
device. The remaining eye is grey, with pronounced veins, no iris, and a constricted red pupil. Etc.
Seven is standing in her alcove, staring blankly ahead; mouth open slackly, drooling.
Expressionless and emotionless. She is, once more, a blank slate. She’s regenerating. She’s gone
blank. This is the “normal” state of any drone. This is her real personality; she doesn’t have one.
When she’s not plugged in, she assumes the personality engram of Mondo Kane.
The queen strokes the drone’s right cheek, French kisses her, and strokes her shine, before raping
her brutally while she’s still standing in the alcove.
Smug. Satisfied. Preoccupied. The Borg Queen is oblivious to Kane’s stealthy entrance. Her back
is to Mondo as Mondo moves into the room.
Using her claws, Kane fells the Borg Queen and her cybernetic rival, Seven. Both Borg are
shredded by her Talons. She beheads Seven, finishing off her competition with her sword.
She places the Borg Queen in one of the unoccupied alcoves so that her intended can regenerate.
She pleases herself with the queen, mostly involving sodomy.
After she’s had her fun, Mondo unbuttons her jacket and unhooks her bra. She removes her skirt
and shoes, and straps on Seven’s shine; from now on, Seven’s shine is her shine. Seven’s manacles
and leg irons shackle her. She takes Seven’s place with the express intent of making the Borg
Queen her next fling.
Impulsive and reckless when it comes to sex, a horny Kane steps into Seven’s alcove without
fully considering what all of the consequences will be. She’s never had a Borg, let alone a Borg
Queen, and that’s the extent of what’s on her mind right now: This is her very first encounter with
The Borg! She’s fulfilling her destiny.
The alcove turns her around. No matter how you step into an alcove, you always end up facing
forward. In addition, the alcove reprograms itself to the specific, twisted needs of its new occupant,
Mondo Kane. Seven’s alcove is now Mondo’s alcove.
Bio-mechanical leeches sprout from the alcove and attach their suckers to her forehead, left
cheek, right nipple, and navel; as these cybernetic umbilicals suckle, they inject a caustic narcotic
into her bloodstream. Assimilation tubules insert themselves into the sides of her neck; Borg
nanoprobes and neuro toxins are injected into her system. Mondo screams out, rants and raves
incoherently, begins twitching violently, and then finally goes totally insane and catatonic. She
cops the pain junkie’s ultimate high. A textbook sadeo-masochist, she’s in bliss.
Being a sadeo-masochist from the git-go, the process of assimilation for Mondo is a process
which involves being simultaneously seduced and coerced into becoming Borg. Becoming Borg
was inevitable for Kane: It was always a question of when, not if.
By now, the borg queen has fully regenerated. She steps out of her alcove. The Borg Queen is
pleased. She looks at the decapitated Seven. Then she looks at the newest Seven who’s standing
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bolt-upright in the alcove. She finally has what she, up till now, could only covet from afar. After
having waited for so long, the girl is finally hers. She’s got Mondo Kane!
No more expendable drone duplicates of her obsession. No more cosmetic lies giving way to
Borg truth in the recharging alcove. This drone is the real deal.
No Borg implants, appliances, etc., but the girl is still Borg. Mondo has been assimilated. She
had no intention of becoming Borg and joining the Collective. She just wanted to fuck a Borg.
Now, she is one.
While she’s plugged into the alcove, she’s totally insane, of course: She’s crazed and catatonic.
Chaotic blonde hair: krazed. Crazed eyes, staring blankly ahead. Mouth open slackly, drooling.
Loathing distorted mouth. An insanity ravaged face. A “Class A” lunatic. A deranged pinup.
The queen strokes the drone’s right cheek, French kisses her, and strokes her strap-on, before
raping her brutally while she’s still standing in the alcove. Sound familiar?
After the Borg Queen has had her fun, she unstraps Seven’s shine.
The infamous Borg-o-matic, a phallus-headed umbilical, rams itself into Seven’s cunt, and begins
to piston the drone’s twat; a matic is nothing more than a shine that’s been annexed by an alcove
for use as a sexual appendage. The hung-like-a-horse alcove is fucking Seven, just like it did
predecessor Sevens.
By the Borg Queen’s way of thinking, Mondo is hers and hers alone. For now, and for the
foreseeable future, there is no Mondo Kane. There is only Seven-of-Nine, the Borg drone who is
also the wife of the Borg Queen.
Fats, The “Real” Thing, Eddy, The Monster, etc., all still lay claim to Seven based on who she
used to be, in spite of the Borg Queen’s so-called exclusive on Seven. They are looking for Seven.
No stone will be left unturned.
Seven steps out of her alcove at Unimatrix Zero-One, a known hive of the Borg. She fastens her
bra and strait, puts on her heels, and slips her skirt back on. Her manacles and leg irons purse
themselves. She wears her foreskinz in the alcove, and she seldom removes the abominations.
Her foreskinz look different. They’re more elaborate. More runes, profane ones; profane runes
have overwritten some of the original Borg runes. They’re creepy looking. Hideous. They’re
obscene, now!
With a snap of her gloved fingers, the alcove folds itself into a pillbox which purses itself. Then
she preps herself. Krazed gives way to sternka. Sternns. Knobb. Straight-laced and rigid. Very
plain, again. Slut. Shrew. Harsh and haughty, loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee: the
hard, hate-filled face of the Borg Queen’s wife. She’s easily mistaken for a librarian.
Her shine straps itself on underneath her tiny skirt. Since becoming part of the Collective, the
only times she doesn’t wear her shine are when she’s plugged into an alcove or when she’s on away
missions.
On away missions, she’s harsh and haughty. Straight-laced and rigid. Slut. Shrew. Loathing and
disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. The sexy, “come hither” movie star looks of her old life,
merged with the hate-filled face of her new life. Hype hair. No sternns. No shine. She’s easily
mistaken for a prostitute.
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She makes her way through the maze of corridors to her queen’s chambers. Seven’s husband,
Nine, awaits.
“Took you long enough,” Fat quips smugly upon seeing Seven entering the room. Fats and her
henchman are armed to the teeth. The gangster rushes up and hugs the girl. The mobster is in tears.
“It’s good seeing you again, Mondo.”
“We are pleased to see you again, Fats.” Seven ignores Fats’ reference to her former life. She
remembers her previous life as Mondo Kane, it’s just irrelevant to her. Seven speaks very matterof-factly. And, of course, there’s that loathsome edge to her voice that bespeaks Borg.
“Now, back to brass tacks. Business is business. Doctor, do your thing.”
Eddy scans Seven, and gives her a clean bill of health. Eddy is Fats’ new resident egghead. She
used to work for the NSA, and it’s the skills she learned there that landed Dr. Frankenstein her
current gig.
“Borg. Assimilated. Drone. But, she’s completely untethered. As agreed upon, Boss, her link to
the Collective has been severed.”
“Excellent. She’s our Mondo, again.”
“Correction. We are Seven-of-Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix Zero-One. We are Borg. We
have been Borg for a while. We will always be Borg. Resistance is futile; so is your denial,” Seven
responds flatly.
“Water under the bridge. You’re still mine in spite of what this bitch says and what you say,”
Fats snarls back.
The Borg Queen, with her escort of drones is unmoved by Fats’ remark.
“So. We see Eddy is with you.” Seven observes, in the cold, detached manner of her kind, her
Borg drone kind. Only the Borg Queen expresses emotion and it’s clearly “manufactured.”
After a long pause, Fats answers Seven reluctantly.
“Yes. She’s competition for your affections, and I don’t like it.”
“You’ll get used to it, or you’ll have her and her creature killed.”
“True.”
“And, speaking of her creation, where is it?”
“That monster of hers is doing recon.”
“Have you inspected the merchandise?”
“Had the stasis tubes checked out, first thing. Everything we agreed upon is packed away nice
and neat for easy transport to one of my black market bio-weapons labs.”
“Good.”
“I hope this is the beginning of a fruitful business relationship.”
“So are we.”
“You’re going to remain the go-between. I won’t deal with anyone else.”
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“We have no objection.”
“And, from now on.”
“Yes?”
“Look really girlie for me. I don’t like this butch spinster look. Also, I get to fuck you as part of
the parley.”
“We agree.”
Seven assumes her away mission’s look: very plain becomes very sexy. Sternka gives way to
hype hair. Seven purses her sternns and strap-on. Etc. The frigid librarian gives way to the OMG
hooker.
“Better.”
“Idle chitchat?”
Fats smiles at the brazen offer from the walking calculator.
“Of course.”
They lock lips and French kiss. Fats feels her up. But, before things can shift into high gear,
Eddy’s monster emerges from one of the side tunnels.
The lovebirds break. Seven doesn’t get the chance to eat Fats’ lunch.
“Well, we got what we came for. Time to scoot,” Fats proclaims.
And, just like that, Fats, her party, and Seven are gone.
Back on Earth, her link severed and freed from the proximity of the Collective, she seems more
like the Mondo that Fats knows and loves.
Then, again, the dominatrix still speaks very matter-of-factly; referring to herself in the plural,
third-person interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular. And, of course,
there’s that loathsome edge to her voice that also bespeaks Borg and vulgar.
The thing is, she really likes being Borg and she really likes being a drone, and she likes
belonging to the Borg Queen as much as her old self liked belonging to Fats.
But, most telling of all is that she still prefers to be called Seven-of-Nine, or Seven for short. Fats
plays along. Why mess up a good thing?
For the dominatrix, being Borg “appeals” to her submissive. Being a mindless drone is every
submissive’s ultimate wet dream.
Mondo delivers a devastating knife-edged chop, striking Nine at the base of the skull. The blow
is so violent that she nearly takes the queen’s head off.
The Borg Queen drops to the floor like a sack of potatoes. She’s incapacitated. The onetime
drone lashes out, again, finishing her off for good. Kane does the Borg Queen in with gleeful
abandon.
Somewhere in one of the secret hives of the Borg, a new Borg Queen is “born” to replace the one
felled by our Miss Kane. This time, a member of Species 001, is assimilated for this purpose. Her
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designation, of course, is Ten; she will end up augmented just like her predecessors, when the
process of Borg mutilations is complete.
Banks of drones disconnect themselves from their alcoves, but before they can mount a credible
offense they’re stopped dead in their tracks. Kane guns them down; they’re ripped to shreds by a
hail of bullets.
Her PJs, Hogs, and Phone are no longer missing in action: Everything is back in its proper place.
And, it’s her foreskinz that got garaged for good?
She’s no longer Borg. Her remission was totally unforeseen by the Collective. Fats, on the other
hand, knew that it was inevitable.
As previously noted, when her wielder proves unworthy, this bleach-blonde bimbo will renounce
them. And, she will turn on a dime; you can make book on that.
Some would say that her remission also represents a total rejection of Borg perfection.
Then, again, Mondo sports the same sexy that Seven always sported on away missions or when
Seven was around Fats; this is her new harsh and haughty, of course. She likes this sexy face, it
suits her, just like being Borg suited her. And, yes, her new plain is Seven’s spinster face; Eddy
loves it, and it suits her even more. What suits her most, though, is the crazed, the insanity-ravaged
face of total madness that she sports when she trysts with her goddess, The Thing; it’s the same
face she sports when she’s plugged into Seven’s alcove; it’s the new, evolved face of The Debra
Thing!
When she uses Seven’s alcove, it’s even more of a sexual blast than it was before: she’s a
mindless sex machine plugged into a mindless sex machine. The Debra Thing: a mindless sex
machine by definition. Her goddess, The Thing, safe keeps it for her sometimes; the good doctor,
Eddy, safe keeps it other times. Borg alcoves are some of the Borg tech that Fats traffics on the
black market.
As a rule, she still speaks very matter-of-factly; referring to herself in the third-person plural
interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular. And, of course, there’s that
loathsome edge to her voice that also bespeaks Borg.
When she’s in the presence of certain people, like her mother or her aunt, she refers to herself in
the first-person, singular. Her voice retains the loathsome edge, regardless.
But, most telling of all is that she still prefers to be called Seven-of-Nine, or Seven for short. Of
course, she answers to her given name of Mondo Kane and variations thereof.
The thing is, she really liked being Borg and she really liked being a drone, and, although the
Borg Queen ultimately proved to be unworthy of her, she liked belonging to the Borg Queen as
much as she likes belonging to Fats. All of which explains her Borg affectations: being Borg
appealed to the dominatrix’s dominant and submissive simultaneously. It’s like they say, “Once
you go Borg, you never go back.”
Fats is a businesswoman, and she’s a very good one. Mondo’s Borg is good for business. In a
sense, she has Mondo as Borg at her beck-n-call without the baggage of Mondo actually being
Borg. So, Fats plays along. Why mess up a good thing?
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Besides, to Mondo’s rabid legions of obsessive fans, which, of course, includes Fats, the
aforementioned Borg affectations make the sex goddess even more irresistible than she was before,
which says volumes.
So, is Seven-of-Nine, Borg drone, really gone?
Clearly, none of Mondo’s fans wants Seven to ever leave, and they will stop at nothing to keep
Seven around forever!

“I rape you to death. I eat your flesh. I sew your skin into
my clothes. And, if you’re very lucky, I will do it in that
order.”
Kinky Couture
Forever, lasts for a week. Seven is gone for good. Mondo is back sharing an apartment with her
best friend Jenny. She’s back to being a Grimm Reaper.
Referring to herself in the third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in the firstperson singular: gone. The exception being when she’s The Debra Thing. As Debra, she refers to
herself in the third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular.
Preferring to be called Seven: gone.
But, vestiges of Seven remain. Her facials are Seven’s facials: sexy, crazed, plain, etc. She still
speaks very matter-of-factly, which is quite sexy when done by this hottie. Seven’s shine is still her
strap-on. A crazed Mondo still uses Seven’s alcove; when she uses the alcove and her goddess is
keeping it, she’s The Debra Thing, a something that’s much more than just a crazed Mondo, a
something that’s not Mondo at all. And, of course, there’s that loathsome edge to her voice that also
bespeaks Borg; it comes off as vulgar and dominatrix when she does it, though.
Gloves stay, of course: skinz of every persuasion, especially those vile foreskinz of hers.
Foreskinz, her other sinful obsession, and Alienwear, her deviant obsession, pre-date Seven.
Thigh-strapping minions remain the cornerstone of her wardrobe. This has been a longtime
Goonish way about her.
Her thigh-strapping minions are worn like they were meant to be worn when their wearer’s skirt
is this brief.
Clipped to the boned waistband of her miniskirt, Purse is worn on the rightside alongside Phone
while Kendo is worn on the leftside. That’s clipped—tightly clenching. As always, the cigarette
purse is hardshell, of course.
Said skirt is also known as a strap—the pelvic restraint used on the female inmates of insane
asylums. Strap: suit skirt. Strait: suit coat. Koo Stark: smart suit. Koo Stark: power suit.
Strap: restraint belt. Strait: straitjacket. Strait: restraint. Strap: restraint. Koo Stark: restraint.
Mondo lounges around the apartment sipping hot cocoa and reading the evening paper. She’s
isn’t wearing her usual tight fitting power suit. She’s wearing a collegiate, her perls, foreskinz,
shine, and nothing else.
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The collegiate, an Miskatonic University tee-shirt, is a gift from Eddy. Miskatonic University is
scripted crudely across the back of the shirt, and SLAVE is scripted crudely across the front of the
shirt; the lettering is blood red and they look like they’re dripping blood just like a cheesy tee-shirt
for one of those B-movie horror flicks. The good doctor is an alumnus, who gives generously to her
alma mater Old Miss (Miskatonic U).
Of course, it’s no surprise that being from Old Miss, the top is sewn together from pieces of
human skin that have been bleached snow white. The sheer top is also punk and parasitic, another
no surprise.
Needless to say, her lean torso and generous double-Ds are greasy; lubed up by the grease from
her crude, greasy skin top.
Oversized, the well-ventilated shirt is cut off raggedly at waist length: Nope, it doesn’t drape her
slim hips, tight ass, and tasty crotch. Translation: it’s show and tell from the waist down. Down
south is fair game. The neckline has been ripped-n-lowered in the front to show a lot of cleavage.
And, it’s sleeveless: the sleeves look like they’ve been ripped off by a lunatic in a deranged fit. In
effect, the tee-shirt has been converted into a revealing athletic shirt; the kind of A-shirt favored by
skidrow junkie sluts, insane asylum whores, and Old Miss coeds.
Wild-eyed. Ranting and raving. Etc. Stark raving mad. But, she’s sporting hype hair instead of a
krazed. It’s that cross between her usual crazed look, the look that bespeaks Harpy, and her usual
sexy look!
Kane looks and acts like a crazed coed, but she’s quite sane. It’s the in between that drives Fats
mad with brute lust: not Mondo, but not quite The Debra Thing, just that run-of-the-mill lunatic
bitch. It’s her sort of naughty look, her Torrie Wilson, her Torrie for short.
The foreskinz and shine, which she wears a lot, herald that something’s inevitable return. And,
that something is not Seven, ‘cause Seven is gone for good?
Jenny is away on a trans-galactic flight, and won’t be back until next week. Fats doesn’t have
anything for her to do, right now. And, it’s been quiet at the office, lately. Things are slow, and
she’s alone and horny.
Mondo hears a knock on the door. She stops acting crazy, but she still looks the part.
“Who is it?”
“Me.”
The girl sets down the papers and answers the door. It’s Eddy. She ushers the butch spinster in.
Eddy is always pleased to see a gloved Mondo wearing that strap-on. And, the girl’s Torrie also
“appeals” to the hardcore butch spinster.
“I have need of your services.”
“An errand?”
“Yes.”
“Sure thing. I’ll change.”
Mondo quickly showers, and changes into her work clothes. Koo. Deborahs. Wunder. Perls. PJs.
Etc. The usual Alienwear.
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Hogs, Phone, and thigh-strapping minions are worn inconspicuously underneath her strait, of
course.
The skinz greedily encase their mistress’ upper limbs from fingertips to shoulders.
The shoulder holster tightly cinches her torso. Its straps bite into her creamy flesh.
Out of deference to Eddy, she’s plain instead of her usual sexy. As such, she’s strapping;
strapping a dildo, that shine, of course. A white chick straddling a big, fat, black dick; need I say
more?
Her black rubber phallus is well concealed underneath her too short, “uniform” skirt; a skirt that
tightly wraps her creamy thighs. Her uniform is her Koo, of course.
Plain is more than just a look for our lovely Miss Kane. Sexually, of course, our favorite
homicidal freak remains a sexual sadist, regardless of her look. But, when she’s plain, she
additionally becomes a hardcore butch spinster just like Eddy.
“No guns or phone, Miss Kane.”
“Why?”
“It’ll be obvious when we get there.”
Kane makes the adjustment: She sheds her shoulder holster and flip.
“I get so wet when you strip, Miss Kane. I get even wetter when you also foreskinz.
“Me too, Dr. Frankenstein.”
Mondo trades in her skinz for foreskinz. The foreskinz greedily encase their mistress’ upper
limbs from fingertips to shoulders. When she doesn’t pack heat, she always wears her foreskinz
anyway. So, she was going to make that adjustment even if Eddy hadn’t asked her to.
“Now, lose the sword and the riding crop.”
“For the same reason?”
“Of course.”
Mondo does as she is told. Kendo gets garaged.
The two butch spinsters take the elevator down to the lobby. On the way down, they go down on
each other.
As they emerge from the elevator, Mondo’s plain gives way to her usual sexy. Hype hair. Sternns
and strap-on are pursed. Etc.
Hooker gives way to librarian as sexy reverts to plain. Each of her looks is a mode, of course.
But, she really only has two personas.
Whether plain or sexy or whatever, our pervert is a slut babe with harsh, hard looks and dyke
needs. She’s every butch’s dream fuck come true.
In the lobby, in plain sight, Eddy gives Mondo the package and its delivery instructions. They
leave via the front door.
As they cross the threshold, plain gives way to sexy then sexy gives way to plain. Mondo is in a
state of flux, as expected.
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Once they’re outside, the egghead and her egghead sandman hustle into a waiting limo which
whisks them off. The limo driver, Edna “Ed” Lewis, blends the stretch into the busy night traffic.
Eddy and Mondo are easily mistaken for a businesswoman and a librarian out on a date.
Ed “Strangler” Lewis is a she-hulk; green hair and all. Her uniform is a tight fit. And, she’s quite
butch. She’s been Eddy’s driver for ages.
And, so, the adventure begins.
On the way over, Mondo succumbs to her aforementioned dyke needs and sodomizes Eddy.
After Mondo munches on her rug, Eddy reaches up the skirt of her Miss Hancock and gives the
girl a well-deserved hand job. That something, The Debra Thing, stirs in Mondo.
For a brief moment, sternka gives way to krazed, as Mondo reverts to The Debra Thing. Wildeyed. Drooling. Harsh, insanity-ravaged face. Deranged, yes. Disfigured by madness, yes. But, still
quite sexy nonetheless. The asylum pinup. But, the crazy eyes and hair, and the lunatic facial are
the only outward manifestations of The Debra Thing. Beauty twisted by madness. A beautiful
madwoman. A deranged beauty. This harpy is her new, evolved crazed. Her preferred state. The
truth. This is the real her. Some angles of her are quite scary looking, it goes without saying.
Honey-blonde liberally streaked with grey and white: the deranged mane of The Debra Thing.
Her muff is also geriatric: a salt-n-pepper mix with only specks of blonde. Now, when Mondo is
crazed, she’s a Harpy?
Mondo rants and raves incoherently just like the lunatic sex goddess that she is.
Most telling, though, is that she refers to herself in the third-person plural interspersed with
referring to herself in the first-person singular. She speaks just like Seven did when Seven was
crazed!
Of course, regardless of whether she’s sexy, plain, crazed, etc., there’s that loathsome edge to her
voice that also bespeaks Borg; it comes off as vulgar and dominatrix when she does it, though.
The moment passes. Crazed reverts to sexy. Krazed gives way to hype hair. Wild eyed, gone.
Geriatrics, gone. The ravages of insanity, gone. No more third-person plural interspersed with
referring to herself in the first-person singular. She’s Mondo, again. She’s back to looking like a
doxy.
Finally, the expected happens. Naughty gives way to plain, very plain. Sternns. Sternka. Strapon. Etc. Emotion drains from her harsh, pretty face; emotionless, yet paradoxically etched by
loathing and disdain which is overlaid by bitter divorcee. The stone face of a Borg babe. And, for
the first time, a knobb The Obscenity sprouts from the rightside of her creamy neck. Henceforth,
the knobb is part of this, her new, evolved plain; a look that is also known as a hob knob. The
knobb is where the look gets its name.
Eddy notices the girl’s visible obscenity, and smiles broadly at the obvious implications.
The knobb would imply that now when Mondo is plain, she’s also Borg. She looks like a
librarian who just happens to be an emotionless Borg drone who’s passing.
Mondo’s plain is obviously crone without the geriatrics. But, when she’s plain, she is not a Crone
nor is she an emotionless drone.
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The Debra Thing is a harpy with the geriatrics. She is not a Harpy when she’s crazed. She looks
certifiable. She looks just like the drone Seven did when plugged into its alcove.
Harsh, hard, haughty Darque stays harsh, hard, haughty Darque whether she’s sexy or plain or
crazed or whatever. None of her modes is Hag or Borg regardless of the affectations.
The truth: Slut, whore, harlot, tramp, ho, regardless of the mode.
In the interim, plain gives way to sexy. When they arrive at their destination, the expected
identification happens. Madame Senator mistakes Mondo for a prostitute. Neither Eddy nor Kane
corrects Madame Senator.
For a price, the going rate, Kane becomes Madame Senator’s date for the evening. Madame
Senator catches on, eventually, that she’s being had!

“Plain. Very plain. Wicked mouth. Harsh. Hard. Haughty.
Icy Blonde. Willowy beauty. Sternns. Sternka. And, a
knobb that’s guaranteed to give you the creeps.”
The Librarian
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Lena Olin
“The lesbian goddess, with the movie star looks.”
Fair complexion, but not porcelain-white. Brunette; chestnut instead of black. She sports
shoulder-draping tresses instead of a moe. She never hides her baby-blues behind sternns. She
never wears a shine, ‘cause she never wants to be the man. She’s never plain. She’s a Crone,
without the geriatrics. Academy Award-winning actress. Obsessive, rare book collector. Rabid
occultist. United States Senator. She’s a lesbian goddess, with those compelling, movie star looks.
She’s every bit the velvet touch; in other words, she’s as far away as you can get from a butch
spinster like Eddy. This forty-something European transplant is quite dishy. No bra or skinz.
Deborahs. Perls. Koo. Pronounced German accent. Once upon a time, she was married to the
infamous Edgar Ray Killen, the imperial wizard of the KKK.
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Chapter Four
The Last Gate
“Her true calling.”
WANTED: Single white female.
They are in a vast private library, located somewhere when, one of those places that exists
outside the normal space time continuum.
There’s Mondo, the buyer, and the Food. Lena Olin is the buyer. The Food consists of a dealer
and his two bodyguards. Food—they’re human, of course.
Lena and the dealer are unarmed; her sandman and his bodyguards are packing heat, of course.
Everybody is ‘driven—overdriven, of course.
Conspicuous by their absence are Mondo’s katz, sword, and riding crop. They’re carried in her
cigarette purse. The holster for her vujcic and Miss Hancock has been retired for good? Purse is
akin to Batman’s utility belt, now.
Phone is still worn underneath her strait, gripping the waistband of her strap alongside Purse. Its
usual place.
And, as good as Kane’s foreskinz are as sap gloves, her skinz are so much better, if it comes to
that. Additionally, her skinz are superior shooting gloves. So, why is she wearing her sentient,
razor-clawed Borg exoskeleton foreskinz instead of her skinz?
She’s yet to trade in her Hogs for Tessmachers, and she vehemently claims that she never will.
With its dark cherry grip and black, hulkish profile, the upstart Tessmacher (v1.0) pistol, the newest
raygun from Fehr, is a deadringer for in Star Trek parlance the phase pistol (circa 2150) used in the
field by the crew of Starfleet’s deep-space explorer vessel, the Enterprise NX-01, in the “Star Trek:
Enterprise” TV series. Unlike an MPP, this hand-weapon is not a gunpowder-based projectile
weapon; it’s not a DEW, either. And, in spite of its appearance, don’t make the monumental
mistake of classifying it as a hand phaser. It’s a darklight weapon—there are firearms, and then
there are firearms: The fallout from darkwerks that was unforeseen by the blade lovers. And, the
Tessmacher is, excuse the pun, shaved: no grenade launcher, ‘cause, according to its legion of rabid
fans, there’s no need for one; it’s a “pure” raygun.
Darkwerks begot Black Science. Black Science begot darklight weapons.
Acting upon a hunch, she has Phone monitoring all incoming portals and Perl running cyclic
sweeps of the room.
Mondo, who’s sexy of course, studies the book carefully. It’s supposed to be a first edition of
Comb’s “Jaded Sexual Appetites,” the companion piece to Mary Shelley’s “The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse.”
Kane, as Connie Smith, used to do this sort of thing for Dame Julia; Dame Julia also collected
rare books. Now, she does it for Olin.
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Mondo sniffs the book bindings and licks the covers. She rifles the pages. Etc. Covertly; she
quizzes the book, asking it increasingly harder and trickier questions.
“It seems kosher enough. But, even an expert can be fooled if the forgery is good enough.
There’s always the acid test: add it to your collection, but you’d have to buy it first to do that. Your
other books would relentlessly gossip about a fake. There’s always jealousy toward newcomers
from the already there, but envy is something else, something that begs attention. Of course, even
books can be fooled about the pedigree of other books.”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders. She seems disinterested. Phone notices a suspicious incoming
worm hole. Someone shrouded by shadows emerges from that trans-dimensional portal, that
someone is Black Bart, the half-brother of Rob Zombie.
Bart has a well-known penchant for skanky skidrow hookers who are Kum cows. Ditto for
Zombie his legendary sibling.
D.A. Hexum and Bernie Hayes are already here and in place. Kane has been set up.
Lena smiles politely at the verdict that confirms her own suspicions. She seems calm and
collected, but Mondo knows otherwise. Once before, Olin was hoodwinked by a human, and no
demon likes to be tricked by mere Food.
Money, a lot of it, packed neatly in an attaché case, changes hands. The dealer and his armed
escort step out of the light. Olin and her sandman do the same at their end of the table.
That’s when all hell breaks loose. Kane grabs Olin and ghosts them into a wall before the trio can
spring their trap.
Mondo handsigns Olin to stay put. Then, she gets down to the business at hand.
Kane’s strait unbuttons itself. She moves inside the wall, positioning herself for the bushwhack
that she’s concocted on the fly.
Maniacal glee paints her face. Cold, hate-filled eyes: Wild-eyed. Insanity paints her large, ugly
mouth: madness for lipstick; insanity lipstick. Enlarged pineal. Otherwise, she’s her usual sexy:
1950s cheesecake with a bra that stays Painful all of the time these days. Sexy merges seamlessly
with crazed. But, first and foremost, she’s sexy.
In painful mode, her lacy, revealing push-up shoves her tits up, together, and straight out just like
a torpedo bra. In painful mode it is a torpedo bra, which explains the Victorian Era jut of her
breasts: very 1950s pneumatic. Projectile breasts: The jutt. Oh, that pointed rack. Pointy titties.
Lethal-looking pneumatics.
A snakeskin, business suit that’s always painful. It has the obscene fit of a slavishly form-fitting
catsuit that the wearer has to be sown into. Her Koo is the equivalent of Borg exo plating.
She crossdraws her gats. Loathing and disdain overlay maniacal glee: a mask of maniacal glee
etched by loathing and disdain, a loathing and disdain which is in turn overlaid by bitter divorcee.
She’s stark, raving mad. Insane, 1950s cheesecake. She’s The Other, once more. That half-step to
crazed.
Every waking hour, she craves butchering something. Torture, dykes, drugs, parasites,
promiscuity, etc. are addictions that are used to fill in the void between kills. This is why it was so
easy for her to be seduced by the Talons.
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From afar the head librarian, an effeminate, well dressed, dandy by the name of Truman Capote
watches with total disinterest as the mayhem unfolds. In a past life he was a bestselling author.
Like a face-hugger in one of those lurid Alien movies, a something that’s hideous, obscene, and
vaguely biomechanical wraps the lower half of Mondo’s face. It’s a deadringer for the restraint
mask worn by Hannibal Lecter in “The Silence of the Lambs.” This strapless muzzle, a gift from
Olin, is an obvious trap. Like her strait and strap, it’s an authentic insane asylum restraint used on
patients.
Hype hair gives way to krazed, a transformation that’s triggered by the face-hugger. Otherwise,
she’s still sexy.
A Gilder remotely views Mondo. This giant slug is her newest stalker. In its native state, it looks
just like a Kum, except that it has vestigial arms and the legless body of a giant slug from the waist
down. Gilders are to some the most radical offshoot of the Kum family tree!
Combining the manes of a queen Kum and a Kum drone, a Gilder has a shoulder-draping mane
of venomous snakes and geriatric hair. The mane makes it look like the goddess Medusa. Closer
inspection reveals that those snakes are actually slugs.
Like all Kum, a Gilder is a solitary creature who takes only one mate at a time. Like all Kum,
they bond for life: taking a new mate only when their current one is used up. And, being Kum, their
mates are turned into cows as soon as the mate is taken.
For obvious reasons, they prefer prostitutes as mates; bonding with them exclusively. Of course,
as with other things in life, there are always exceptions to that rule.
And, like Kum queens, they can assume the guise of a Hag, and pass for a butch Harpy. That’s
when they sport those long, shapely legs that Kum are so famous for. That’s when their vestigial
arms become full-sized.
A creature of pure instinct, a Gilder’s venom is more potent and addictive than a queen Kum’s!
Its steamy, slime-coated, subterranean lair is the expected Kum grotto with sewer access. Bones
and partially eaten carcasses litter the floor. A horrible scent assaults the nostrils: The rank,
stomach-churning stench of rotting flesh and raw sewage, and the overpowering, game smell of a
zoo’s ape house. This underworld is paradise to Kum.
Additionally, this Gilder is a goddess!
Kane’s tongue goes killer as The Other gives way to The Debra Thing.
She’s crazed, and thus harpy. Then, the inevitable happens: crazed gives way to sexy. She purses
her face-hugger. Maniacal glee, overlaid by loathing and disdain, still paints her harsh, pretty face;
a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee.
Then, the unexpected: A knobb sprouts from the rightside of her neck. It’s the foreskinz doing.
The girl’s parasitic exoskeleton also compels her to drop her heaters and shed her shoulder holster.
Mondo “plugs” into the Linkulum via the knobb. The Link links all Borg, in effect, creating the
so-called Hive Mind with the queen at the center controlling all of the drones. The Link ensures
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that drones are identical subdivisions of a collective consciousness instead of a collection of unique
individuals. The Link is the Borg Id.
Kane needs the latest Borg upgrades, and linking is the only way to get them. The upgrades are
not just for her Talons, they’re for her Borg shields as well.
Black Science has taken every persuasion of personal force field to a whole ‘nother level. But,
the “brand” that has benefited the most has been the Borg flavor.
Additionally, Kane’s knobb allows her to modulate the frequencies of her shields. Being able to
rotate shield modulations was the other reason why Mondo opened up the Pandora’s Box that her
knobb represents for her.
Needless to say, the connection or link she makes to the Linkulum is psychic not physical. The
Link broadcasts telepathically throughout all of sub-space!
She risks relapse and re-assimilation by linking. The high cost of doing business!
Emotion drains from her harsh, pretty face. More of her foreskinz’s doing. A harsh, pretty face
further hardened by the “change” becomes a harsh, pretty, emotionless face. Emotionless, yet
paradoxically etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee.
The stone face of a Borg babe.
Her shine takes advantage of the situation and straps itself on underneath her skirt.
Sternns. Sternka. Hardlooking. Frumpy. The geriatric muff of a Crone: grey and white, with
specks of blonde. A grating, hate-filled, shrew’s voice. Knobb. Sexy merges seamlessly with very
plain. It’s that extension of her hob knob, of course. Very plain, indeed. She’s Miss Handcock: the
step beyond Miss Hancock. Still the stone face of a Borg babe. Now, also the stone face of an S &
P (Standards and Practices) dominatrix, and you can’t older maid than that!
Like her Talons, the thick-lensed sternns, are also Borg technology. Additionally, the retractable
claws of her foreskinz are enchanted, which the sternns are not. The unflattering eyeglasses, with
the clear, Coke bottle lenses, are just tech: Borg opticals. They are the equivalent of Borg ocular
implants.
The Borg spinster steps out of the wall, her fully-extended razor claws craving blood. New and
improved Borg shields, the Cadillac of personal force fields, envelope the drone. Even though Borg
shields aren’t faerie and they are Machine, they do have their uses.
She’s flanking Hexum and Hayes. Rob is flanking Kane, and he’s a Mob-trained assassin like
her!
Rob crossdraws his gats, and blazes away with his heaters. He’s traded in his Hogs for
Tessmachers.
Like their predecessors, when Zombie crossdraws the Tessmachers their Scan kicks in. The
pistols become extensions of him. He sees what they see. They do what he wants. The scalloped
Hogue Handell rubber grips of these matched and blueprinted blasters fit his hands like they were
made for ‘em; additionally, each black polymer grip is fitted with a special finger relief butt plate.
Tacticals cease when he packs his fancy heaters away.
Kane lives to kill. And, so does Zombie. Both will kill even if there’s no pay in it for them.
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Fats and her gang remotely view the violent collision. So, does Kane’s goddess The Thing and
the Borg Queen.
Kane linked to the Collective via her knobb no less, this is the golden opportunity that the Borg
Queen has been patiently waiting for.
D.A. Hexum and Bernie Hayes open fire with their conventional blasters. In other words, they’re
using gunpowder-based projectile weapons.
Close quarter overdriven combat. Blades against guns!
The librarian erects a level- ten force field around the combatants to protect the library and its
patrons, not to mention to maintain the quiet.
Before darkwerks, this is the kind of stand-up fight that Mondo would never get into if she were
doing gunplay let alone blades. But, this is darkwerks, and she’s wielding Razors and using Borgshielded, and she has absolutely no reservations.
Her opponents are using a tried-n-true technique: catch her in crossfire, overwhelm her shields,
punch through her compromised defenses, and shred her with their ordinance.
Reality check: if they don’t catch her in crossfire or worse they catch each other instead of her in
crossfire, they’re the ones who will end up in the pot instead of her.
Yep, Mondo’s opponents have to worry about not taking each other out while they’re trying to
snuff her. She, of course, has no such worry.
None of her opponents are shielded. Why?
Shield dynamics have always made guns and shields a problematic combo at best. The marriage
of blades and shields has always been seen as a natural fit. Darkwerks has exacerbated the issues
involved and mucked up things quite a bit.
In other words, shields would complicate things. The minuses of using shields outweigh the
pluses in this situation for her gun toting opponents.

“Sex and the single girl. She wrecks every boy and girl she
meets with what she’s got.”
excerpt from the theme music of “Sex and the Single Girl”
Momentarily the level-ten force field parts to allow another combatant. This one is armed with a
vujcic. And, she’s on her own side; she wades in against Mondo. Her name is Dorn Alba, and she’s
a master swordsman. Many would argue that she’s better than Ballistic, that she’s the best to ever
wield a blade!
Things go from bad to worse for Mondo, as Alba activates her own, favorite brand of personal
force field.
The odds are suicidal, now. Mondo can scarcely afford any distractions, yet she entertains ‘em.
For a brief moment she distracts herself. Sternka gives way to krazed.
She takes out Rob likes he’s nothing!
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She distracts herself, again.
Krazed reverts back to sternka. Cold. Unfeeling. Frigid. Ice blonde.
Frumpy. Emotionless. She’s full-blown Miss Handcock, again.
She butchers Hayes with the same ease that she did in Zombie. She ignores Hexum completely,
and concentrates on Alba exclusively. With the Talons, Mondo is on a whole ‘nother level indeed.
Behold the whirlwind that is Mondo Kane!
But, against Alba, being a Borg-shielded Mondo Kane wielding the Talons is not enough. So,
Mondo does what any self-respecting assassin would do in her situation. She cheats.
“But, she will not be the same. She will not be Seven. Seven is gone for good. She will not be
The Other. She will not be The Debra Thing either.”
The Borg Queen smiles broadly and devilishly. She wears a mask of maniacal glee etched by
loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. Wild-eyed. Insanity
lipstick. Hers is the stone face of a Borg Queen. This cold, unfeeling calculator is stark, raving
mad!
Like all Kum, The Thing, and all Borg, she has no higher brain functions whatsoever, the
creature acts out of pure instinct. Yep, that’s right, she’s functioning instinctively, and always does.
At times, from her actions, it might seem like she can think and feel, but she cannot. She is
incapable of reason or emotion: mindless and emotionless.
“Being Miss Handcock will be quite sufficient.”
“As you wish.”
The Borg Id complies, and short circuits the girl’s brain. It’s what the girl really wants, anyways.
All the Borg Id has to do is plant the seed, and the girl’s Id does the rest.
Mondo Kane ceases to exist. In her place is a brand-new drone with the designation of Miss
Handcock!
Like all Borg, she is incapable of sentient thought. She functions via highly developed instincts.
Once again, the girl’s own Id has betrayed her!
It’s post battle. Lena and Mondo are seated in one of those private reading rooms located
discreetly in the bowls of the library. Just the two of ‘em.
Mondo confronts Lena with the obvious.
“You’re the one who hired Alba to kill me,” Mondo says very matter of fact.
“Of course.”
“Insufficient. Elaborate.”
“Your reputation precedes you. But, I needed proof for myself; you’ve supplied it. I can see why
Dame Julia thought so highly of you, now.”
Lena notes that Mondo is still doing Miss Handcock. The girl has yet to smile, or show any
emotion for that matter.
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The girl still has a shrew’s grating, hate-filled voice, but she speaks in a very matter-of-fact
fashion: her default voice, when doing Miss Handcock.
Mondo still wears that blank mask etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid
by bitter divorcee. Harsh, pretty, emotionless face. An emotionless mask. Cold, hate-filled eyes.
Sexy, very plain, and crazed merged seamlessly into the nasty girl that you crave to do the nasty
with: Miss Handcock.
But, Mondo has pursed her sternns and shine. A blonde muff in place of a geriatric one. Hype
hair in place of sternka. She answers to her name, Mondo Kane. And, scans of Mondo by Lena’s
phone in tricorder mode indicate that the girl is no longer linked to the Collective. So, Lena isn’t
alarmed yet.
Yes, the girl is still doing Miss Handcock, but the emphasis is on sexy, hence the hype hair and
the absence of sternns, shine, and a geriatric muff. Lena assumes that the girl is just indulging her
well known perversion. But, understandably, Lena is turned off by Mondo as a drone poser. Lena is
concerned, also by this posing.
Mondo cracks a smile and pats Lena on the butt. Her harsh, pretty, emotionless face gives way to
a harsh, pretty face. A face still etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by
bitter divorcee.
“Gotcha.”
The girl’s sex kitten voice returns. Lena is relieved.
“You had me worried, you little shit.”
“The Link short circuited my mind. I had a mental meltdown. And, for several glorious seconds I
was a blank slate. I was a drone, again.”
“You sound like you really liked it.”
“We did. This is why we’ve decided to keep doing Miss Handcock.”
Mondo is back to doing the default voice for Miss Handcock.
Mondo stops smiling. Once more, emotion drains from her face. Her face defaults: harsh, pretty,
and emotionless, etched by loathing and disdain, with cold, hate-filled eyes; a loathing and disdain
overlaid by bitter divorcee. Her default face, when doing Miss Handcock.
The girl is back to being a walking, talking calculator.
Now, Lena is alarmed!
It’s been a week since the mayhem in the library. And, Mondo has finally given into her long
denied, closeted needs. She’s slipped away from Lena. Lena isn’t butch, and Mondo needs butch
and she needs it bad. So, she has come here on a blind date.
Sternka. Sternns. Frumpy. Shrew. Knobb. Default face. Default voice. Etc. In other words, she’s
doing Miss Handcock, with an emphasis on plain, very plain. No shine, though. She only wears it
when she feels like the man, and she rarely feels like the man, these days.
Mondo is wearing foreskinz, and she isn’t packing any heat. Her Hogs got garaged for good? The
clock has really turned back!
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Eddy, Doctor Professor Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein, is waiting at the agreed upon meeting place.
It’s an outdoor cafe. When Mondo sees Eddy, she realizes that the date is not so blind after all.
Mondo sits down at the table. The two women French kiss.
“I took the liberty of ordering for both of us.”
“Always the man?”
“Always. By the bye, I like your Miss Handcock.”
“Thanks.”
“I’ve admired you from afar for much too long.”
“My most fanatical and anonymous admirer, the one who sent me the gifts?”
“I’ve sent you some of the presents, other female fans have sent you the rest.”
“Which ones were from you?”
“Guess?”
“I will.”
“The way you are now, you remind me a lot of my monster. As The Bride, you will be the perfect
bride for The Monster.”
“You presume much.”
“Do I?”
Mondo’s plain gives way to sexy. There is very little difference between the three modes, now,
for our favorite homicidal maniac, because she never ceases to be Miss Handcock, the ultimate
Borg drone.
Doing sexy, her sternns still get pursed. Her geriatric muff still gives way to a blonde one. Lush,
silky, teased out, shoulder-draping, wave permed, honey blonde tresses hide her knobb; yep, the
knobb stays. No frumpier, but everything else from her plain carries over: default voice and face,
shrew, etc.
Doing crazed, means sporting a krazed, a geriatric muff, and, yes, a knobb. The krazed is
geriatric: honey blonde tresses that are liberally streaked with grey and white. No sternns, of
course. No frumpier, but everything else from her plain carries over: default voice and face, shrew,
etc.
She’s stark, raving mad when she’s crazed. She’s the ice blonde when she’s plain or sexy: a
walking, taking calculator.
Sexy is still Darque with those overtones. Plain is out and out Crone. Crazed is unadulterated
Harpy. There are elements of Goon and Borg whether she’s sexy, plain, or crazed. Ditto for those
influences.
Diner arrives. Mondo’s sexy reverts to plain, which pleases Eddy much.
“Eat, Miss Handcock.”
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“I. We comply,” Mondo replies in the third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in
the first-person singular. It’s a momentary slip into drone speak. She does it a lot, these days,
whenever she’s plain.
After dinner they hold hands and cuddle as they walk over to Eddy’s brownstone. Eddy takes the
girl upstairs to the master bedroom where the girl Mondo meets The Monster.
“Monster this is The Bride; Bride this is The Monster.”
The creature and Mondo copulate furiously; fucking like a couple of horny rabbits.
Eddy smiles. This is better than she could have ever hoped for.
Eddy leads a sweat-drenched Mondo Kane over to a full-length mirror.
“You are now The Bride, Miss Handcock.”
“We comply. We are The Bride. We are Miss Handcock. We are The Debra Thing. We are
Borg.”
A section of the wall fades to reveal Seven’s Borg alcove. Mondo steps into the alcove. She stays
plain, instead of reverting to crazed. The alcove responds predictably by plugging her in.
Borg tubules sprout from the alcove. They unbutton her strait and unhook her bra. The tubules
are Borg leeches, of course. Their sucker-mouths attach to her forehead, left cheek, knobb, right
nipple, and navel. The largest one snakes between her legs and up her skirt, and pistons her vagina
like an artificial phallus.
Her well-trained alcove, sensing her “special” needs, muzzles her with a creepy, bright red ballgag. She prefers the ball-gag to the face-hugger for obvious reasons.
The wall re-materializes, concealing the alcove. Her mind becomes a blank slate. The charging
cycle begins. Once a drone, always a drone.
Sometime much later, Mondo awakens in the alcove. The suckers detach themselves. The ballgag is removed. But, the charging cycle is incomplete.
She can sense that something is very wrong. An errant data burst confirms her suspicions. Strait
and bra fasten themselves. She’s all business, now. Once more, she’s a sandman who can pass for a
prostitute. Her business is killing, but she looks like her business is sex.
She ghosts through the wall. The Borg drones in the room ignore her; they know that she is one
of them. Neither Eddy nor The Monster is anywhere in sight. She moves into the hallway; more
drones who pay her no mind.
She can sense that the Borg Queen is nearby.
Her knobb is receiving the encryption that’s being used to co-opt the other drones. But, so far,
she’s been able to resist the pirate broadcast. Once you go Borg, though, you can never really go
back. So, eventually, Mondo will succumb to the transmission.
She could free herself by assimilating the knobb and everything Borg about herself, but the
transmission prevents her from doing so.
The carrier wave is proof that The Link has been compromised. Something is controlling the
Collective.
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In the pallor, tied to a chair, is Eddy. She’s surrounded by six, heavily armed, masked figures,
wearing the black ninja outfits favored by police SWAT officers. Their leader, Number One, is
female. Her voice and curves gives that much away.
Number Six is their remote-viewer. They’re using him to watch Mondo.
Number Five is the sender who’s creating the carrier wave.
This is a squad of X-Men: humans with enhanced psychic abilities. The Mundanes, of course,
deny that they exist. But, every human government has their own contingent of these covert
operatives.
“Increase the field modulations, Number Five.”
“Yes, sir.”
“She’ll defy you,” Eddy screams out defiantly.
Number One slaps her across the face.
“Shut up, monster.”
Finally, Mondo succumbs to the signal. Number Five directs Mondo to shake her junk. She sheds
her Talons. But, the failsafes on her phone and purse prevent her from ditching them.
“No matter, she’s unarmed. Tell the cow to go get fucked!”
“Yes, Number One.”
Number Five directs the drone to the grotto underneath the sub-basement where the mutants left
Maggie, the Gilder that they brought along with them. They intend to use Maggie to further enslave
and degrade the girl. This Gilder is Mondo’s stalker.
Mondo walks up to the Kum. The slug yanks her head back, attaches its sucker-mouth to the left
side of her neck, and feeds. Mondo goes into junkie bliss. The giant leech and its cow copulate.
“Ha. Ha. Ha. What were you saying, monster?”
A disheartened Eddy ignores the Food’s taunts.
“Now, we begin the interrogation.”
Mondo is no longer being watched. As far as the X-Men are concerned, she isn’t a threat
anymore.
Mondo’s goddess finishes off Maggie. The Thing is a jealous lover, and hates sharing. So,
something was going to come and rescue her. Mondo was counting on that. It was only a question
of when.
The Thing was so discreet that an experienced operator could have missed it. Number Six was
too preoccupied with tracking Mondo to notice the creature’s entrance. It entered via the sewers
that feed the grotto’s pool.
“Did you bring them, goddess?”
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“Of course, Mondo. I found them right where they made you leave them.”
The goddess hands Mondo her Talons.
Mondo has to remind herself that the creature isn’t sentient. It’s a creature of pure instinct. They
share a short, passionate kiss. Then, she’s all business.
Once more, she’s wearing her foreskinz. The fit is snug and righteous.
“And, Mondo?”
“Yes, goddess.”
“Keep the knobb, I like it.”
“As you wish, goddess.”
“Additionally. I’ve preempted your knobb so that the humans can no longer use it to control you.
And, that Machine queen the Borg Queen can’t use it as a remote either.”
“Thank you, goddess.”
The creature morphs into the goddess Medusa. In other words, it looks like a Gilder, but its arms
aren’t vestigial. They’re full-sized. Then, it morphs into The Monster.
“Which do you prefer, Mondo?”
“I prefer you, goddess.”
The creature morphs back into its true form. Mondo’s knobb begins to throb. Her mind goes
blank. When her goddess activates her knobb, she’s lobotomized.
And, in spite of the lies that she tells herself, her Id knows the truth. This is what she really
wants. She becomes The Debra Thing. The goddess prefers Mondo this way, of course.
The creature unbuttons her jacket. Killer tongue. Geriatric mane and muff: her honey-blonde
mane is liberally streaked with grey and white; her muff is grey and white, with blonde specks.
Insanity-ravaged face. And, she’s sporting a krazed. She looks like a deranged, naughty Catholic
schoolgirl. She feels Harpy. Her bra and Koo are punk and parasitic. It’s her usual crazed plus a
killer tongue and baglady clothes. This is how she will look whenever she’s The Debra Thing, from
now on.
The madness passes. Mondo comes to herself. She’s still in the grotto with her goddess. She was
a blank slate for only a few seconds. She fastens her strait. Krazed gives way to hype hair. Tongue
ceases to be killer. Geriatric mane and muff are honey blonde and blonde respectively again. Her
harsh, pretty face ceases to be insanity-ravaged. The Debra Thing gives way to sexy. She looks like
a naughty Catholic schoolgirl. She’s her usual sexy. She still feels Harpy, though. Her bra and Koo
are no longer punk and parasitic: baglady has given way to businesswoman.
“I’ve changed my mind. I liked you the other way better.”
The girl’s knobb begins throbbing again. Krazed. Unbuttoned jacket. Killer tongue. Geriatric
mane and muff. Insanity-ravaged face. Her bra and Koo are punk and parasitic. The deranged,
naughty Catholic schoolgirl. That blank slate. She’s The Thing’s cow, The Debra Thing, again. The
lobotomy is complete.
“Now, I make you pretty, very pretty.”
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Mondo’s response is guttural. Her higher brain functions are shut down, gone: lizard brain only.
She’s a creature of pure instinct, incapable of sentient thought, just like her goddess. And, she will
remain The Debra Thing for as long as she’s lobotomized.
For all intent and purposes, Mondo Kane has ceased to exist. There is only a mindless cow
known as The Debra Thing.
After it unhooks the girl’s bra, the goddess smears the girl’s tits and torso with entrails. Its killer
tongue licks the girl’s hair, knobb, and crotch. It seeds the girl, in other words, it infests her with
head lice, fleas, and crabs.
They copulate, fucking like rabbits. Then, it feeds on the girl. Then, and only then, does Mondo
go deal with the mutants.
Is Mondo’s goddess also her pet? That’s the million dollar question.
By the time Mondo makes it back upstairs, the sandman, who looks like a hooker, is clean and
plain again. Very plain: This is the other truth that she continues to deny. Her sexy is the lie, these
days. Plain gives way to sexy.
Why is sexy a lie? Because, when she’s sexy she’s still Miss Handcock. Miss Handcock minus
the geriatric muff, sternns, and sternka, but Miss Handcock nonetheless.
When she’s plain or sexy, Mondo Kane exists. She’s sentient, again. But, she’s also Miss
Handcock, the ultimate Borg drone!
The clocks strike midnight. When they finish sounding off, the level playing field will be gone.
Things will be back to the way they were before.
Sometimes you’re the king, and other times you’re the pawn. Mondo was the pawn, this time.
Now, she’s king again.
Per the instructions in the data burst, Mondo ghosts into a hallway wall where her kit awaits. She
sheds her Talons like yesterday’s newspaper; her skinz glove her, once more.
She straps on her Wahl underneath her strait. The fit is snug and righteous. The gun rig cinches
up real tight, just like her wonder bra. Think: Boa Constrictor. Think: Reticulated Python.
Her Hogs are lovingly nestled in the holsters of her trick gun rig. They’re back in their proper
place at the very top of the food chain.
Her knobb begins to throb. Her goddess is calling her. This time, she ignores the something’s
paging; of course, thanks to her Id, if she were still in the presence of her goddess she wouldn’t be
able to ignore The Thing so easily. But, she still has the distraction of being stroked while being
paged.
So, not needing the distraction of the stroke, everything Borg about her, including her knobb, is
re-assimilated: gone! Demons were assimilating things long before the Borg existed. Looks like her
goddess and the Borg Queen, along with any other would-be hijackers, are going to be very
disappointed. No more remote control without her explicit consent.
When the clocks finish striking midnight, she site-to-site transports to a wall of the room where
Eddy is being held prisoner. Kane steps out of the wall with her guns blazing. The level playing
field is no more. She mows down the mutants. It’s a massacre. The only one who is spared is
Ballistic, Eddy’s Judas goat.
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Ballistic walks toward the door, stops halfway across the room, and turns around. She removes
her breather mask. Kane recognizes the girl. Ballistic is Jeremy “Janice” Horn, the sister of Nikki
Horn.
“Leave, Eddy.”
“No.”
“Suit yourself. Now, for you Miss Horn.”
“You killed my sister.”
“And, you betrayed your team to get to me.”
“You shot her in the back, you coward.”
“I’m an assassin. I prefer it from behind.”
“This time you face your opponent, and you die!”
Eddy steps away from Mondo.
“Nothing personal, just business. She owed Fats money. She was public about refusing to pay.
Fats needed to make an example of her.”
“Now, I make an example of you. Then, I rape and kill your girlfriend Eddy here. Then, I kill
Fats.”
“Over my dead body.”
“That can be arranged.”
“Think so?”
“I know so, ‘cause I’m faster.”
“Faster isn’t always better.”
A smile momentarily crosses the lips of her large, ugly mouth. Emotion softens her face.
Then, the inevitable happens: Her Borg reasserts itself with a vengeance. Emotion drains from
her face. Loathing and disdain etch her harsh, pretty, stone face; a loathing and disdain overlaid by
bitter divorcee: the default face. Hidden by the golden tresses of her hype hair, her knobb sprouts
from her creamy-white neck: the default stroke.
Sternka replaces hype hair. She slips on her sternns. Frumpy. Very plain. Her shine takes full
advantage of the situation and straps itself on underneath her skirt.
Never say, never. She’s that ultimate Borg drone in look and manner, again. This is a stone’s
throw from going all the way dyke forever.
“That worked against Alba. It won’t help you against me.”
“We’ll see about that, fair lady.”
Perl takes advantage and assimilates Phone. Phone is no more. Even her skinz get pursed. The
significance of which is lost on Horn.
“You can still walk away from this, sir knight. You have a choice.”
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“But, you, Miss Kane, do not. I’m going to kill you where you stand. Then, I’m gonna feed your
bullet-riddled corpse to the dogs.”
One moment Kane is facing Horn in a classic gunfighter showdown. The next minute she ghosts
into a wall!
Mondo is trying to force Horn’s hand. But, Horn is a cagey coon. She knows better than to fall
into Mondo’s trap. She won’t go ghosting into the walls in search of the assassin. That would play
right into Mondo’s hands. She’ll stay out in the open and fight her fight, not Mondo’s.
Ballistic sheds her shoulder holster. Her vujcic, which is inside her cigarette purse, slaps crisply
into the palm of her waiting hand: one moment it’s inside of her purse, and the next moment it’s in
the palm of her hand. The sword’s blade extends itself fully. Her hardshell cigarette purse is
gripping the waistband of her Koo’s skirt. It’s the same brand and style as Mondo’s.
The obvious disadvantage of using this trick is that when the sword goes from purse to hand
there’s a telltale displacement which can been used to pinpoint a hidden adversary. Such is not a
concern for a knight since when they are your adversary they are in plain sight; it’s a concern for an
assassin who prefers to attack from hiding which is why they prefer using holsters.
In spite of her boast about doing Mondo away with gunplay, she knows the score just like Mondo
does. So, she’s fallen back on her forte. We are most what we were first. And, first and foremost,
Ballistic is a blade runner; many consider her to be The Blade Runner.
Borg shields envelope Horn. She too was once a Borg drone in the Collective. Not so human
after all.
Stems kick in. Next, her fader comes online. Employing Einstein’s “Unified Field Theory,” a
fader allows a human to approximate ghosting. Faders are so cutting-edge that this is the first time
that Mondo has ever seen one in use. Up till now, there have only been unsubstantiated rumors
about their existence on the internet. Of course, prolonged use has the expected disastrous effects
upon its human user.
More importantly, faders represent a new generation of human technology that taps into
darkwerks just like faerie arcane does!
Mondo also sheds her gun rig; it gets pursed. Her vujcic, which is inside of her hardshell cigarette
purse, fully extends itself and slaps crisply into her waiting hand: one moment it’s inside of her
purse, and the next moment it’s fully extended and in the palm of her hand. Gun rig into purse and
vujcic out of purse, in doing so Mondo gives away her position, of course. She’s trying to bait the
knight into coming into the wall after her.
Again, Mondo cheats. Her Talons glove her. The razor-claws assimilate her razor sword. This is
how she got Alba’s goat. For her, it’s the money shot.
Both girls have abdicated their firearms. Both girls are immaterial. Both girls are overdriven.
Both girls are Borg.
Guns and starships have their uses. Just like blades and movers have theirs.
Mondo wisely decides to fight as a ghost instead. Ghosting and Borg shields are mutually
exclusive: You can fight as an overdriven solid “wearing” Borg shields or you can fight as a ghost.
So, when she does step out of the wall, she won’t be wearing her Borg shields.
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Faders obviously allow you to do both: wear Borg shields while you’re immaterial. Then again,
faders are human tech and ghosting is arcane and thus faerie. Faders can only be used by humans.
Oftentimes, Borg tech and faerie arcane are incompatible. But, when they are simpatico, watch
out; for example, the Singha’s Talons and the Singapore sling.

Author’s note: The Singapore sling in question looks just
its namesake which was the Kendo stick that was used by a
pro-wrestler called the Sandman in the now defunct ECW
(Extreme Championship Wrestling). The Sandman’s Kendo
stick was called a Singapore sling, which is where I got the
name for the weapon in this book.
Why ghost, you ask? Because, ghost is to the assassin what shields are to the knight. Kane needs
every edge against Horn. This is the reason why she went very plain. Plain enhances her Borg and
the Borg enhances her Talons.
It still adds up to Kane being at a distinct disadvantage. This is a no lose situation for Horn. So,
what is our Miss Kane to do?
Mondo sheds her foreskinz. Her sword reasserts itself and assimilates her Talons: This is the
other cheat that she up till now has not used. Her vujcic purses itself. She steps out the wall. Her
vujcic, which is inside Purse, fully extends itself, and slaps crisply into her waiting hand, for the
second time this evening: one moment it’s inside of her purse and the next moment it’s fully
extended and in the palm of her hand.
Swords are for knights. Talons are for assassins. We are best what we are most. Alba was a
knight and Horn is a knight; Kane, first and foremost, is an assassin. This is why a vujcic which has
assimilated Singha’s Talons can be used by an assassin to best a knight when sword play is a
knight’s game.
For the third time, Horn misses the significance of a telling act. It’s all about arrogance and
stupidity. Yep, a Mundane Horn can see a ghosted Mondo without having to use Opticals.
“Knight against assassin, this time the knight wins,” Horn boasts.

“Know this brave knight, when the cowardly assassin faces
you battle, your cause is lost.”
Borla Maxtar
(excerpt from her, “Mopar Performance”)
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PDR
“Paintless Dent Repair.”
Mondo’s gun rig straps itself on underneath her strait. Her phone reasserts itself and clips itself to
the waistband of her skirt alongside Purse underneath her strait. Wahl and Phone reassuming their
normal positions is covert; what’s overt is Kane pursing her vujcic after the blade has disappeared
(collapsed) into the sword’s hilt.
But, not to be outdone, Kendo exits Purse and resumes its normal place underneath her strait
gripping the waistband of her skirt on the leftside.
Her vujcic and Miss Hancock exit Purse, and holster themselves in said Kendo. Purse is no
longer Batman’s utility belt neither is it Batgirl’s.
Phone, purse, and Kendo gripping the waistband of her skirt where they belong. Once more, her
strap is Batman’s/Batgirl’s utility belt.
Understandably, Horn misses the covert. But, the implications of the overt cause her to smile
from ear to ear. Blades are her forte, but she’s still the faster draw.
Horn has her gun rig strap itself on underneath her strait. She purses her sword.
Understandably, Kane misses the covert. But, the overt causes her to smile from ear to ear. It’s so
wonderful when a plan comes together.
“And, when I’m done with you, mortal. When I done feasted on you, I’m gonna take that
Singapore sling you got in your purse and make it mine. I crave using the White Russian leg sweep,
White Russian for short. When used as a dildo instead of a weapon it has such a favor of its very
own.”
White Russian is slang for a Singapore sling.
“Over my dead body, you bitch whore!” Horn screams out as she crossdraws her guns and blazes
away.
Twin streams of bullets pass harmless through our girl ghost. Being faster no longer matters. It’s
as if her guns have been loaded with blanks.
Horn’s eyes buck wide open. Somehow, she’s been had. Hate and an obsession with revenge at
all costs had blinded her to a fundamental tenet of knight vs. assassin: Assassins always cheat!
“You knights and your silly rules. You’re so predictable.”
“Have you no shame?”
“None whatsoever.”
Once more, Phone is assimilated by Perl. Perl had all of Phone’s capabilities and then some,
anyways. Acquiring Phone is all about reducing redundancy; not “acquiring” new talents which can
be added to its own uniqueness.
Kane discards her Kendo after having her vujcic and Miss Hancock purse themselves. Once
more, her cigarette purse is akin to Batman’s/Batgirl’s utility belt.
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Next to go is Kane’s brassiere. She discards her wonder bra, but her strait continues to shove her
tits up, together, and straight out just like her heavily boned, push-up bra did. It’s as if she’s still
wearing her push-up, the 1950s style torpedo bra with the metal staves. It’s the Goon look: braless,
but it still looks like you’re wearing a torpedo bra underneath your strait. And, her strait pinches her
nipples just like her absent bra.
Braless with the bullet-bra look, only a hardshell cigarette purse gripping the waistband of her
strap underneath her strait. Very Goon indeed. But, she still needs rubber gloves to make it
Alienwear; without rubber gloves, her kit is Whore: the look of a streetwalker before the advent of
MPPs.
“Now, for the choice. Guns are fine, but I’ve had my fill of them for now. Besides, thanks to
PDR, they’re no longer what they used to be against faerie. Skinz and a razor sword is nice; a real
killer, WMD combo. But, I am first, last, and always an assassin, a professional coward.”
Kane discards her gun rig and her skinz. Her foreskinz reassert themselves and glove her, and
assimilate her vujcic. Razor sword and razor claws are redundant, after all.
If her cigarette purse doesn’t “vacuum” them up first, anything she discards will be picked up
later by Puck to be added to the shrine of his pain goddess Mondo Kane. And, it’s a lead pipe cinch
that her purse will win that race and Puck with get nada.
The foreskinz she’s wearing, the ones that Josephine Daffney Baker gave her anonymously,
assimilate the foreskinz that Kali gave her as Slut; Slut’s foreskinz were in Purse. Now, the odds
are overwhelmingly in Mondo’s favor.
Foreskinz fuse with the sleeves of her strait: Sleeves and gloves are continuous; they are,
literally, one in the same. And, by doing so, the foreskinz become even more of obscenity than they
already were!
From now on, when her foreskinz glove her and she’s wearing her strait, her rubber gloves will
always fuse with the sleeves of her strait just like they are doing now. Very Borg indeed!
Plain gives way to sexy. But, as usual, her knobb and the rest of her Borg stay. Then, the usual
flip flop: sexy gives way to plain. Lately, the Borg drone is drawn to being very plain, frumpy, the
buxom butch spinster with the dreadful pancake makeup.
“Darkwerks was precursor to PDR. In other words, darkwerks is a means to an end, not an end in
itself. And, as your abilities to fade and your ability to see me as a ghost clearly prove, darkwerks is
accessible to mortals; PDR is not. The stroke of midnight heralded the coming of PDR. And, it’s
PDR which has done away with the level playing field, but not in the way you would think.”
Our ghost girl walks slowly over toward Horn. Her blood-addicted razor claws fully extend
themselves. The phallic implications are quite obvious.
“Funny. Heh. Heh. Ha. Ha. All your meticulous planning has been for naught, sir knight.”
“Razor-clawed bitch!” Horn screams out as she charges Mondo. She ditches her useless guns and
opts for her vujcic. Too late she realizes the obvious.
“You don’t listen well do you? That will be your undoing, mortal. Like I said, the level playing
field is gone, just not in the way you would think.”
Kane goes solid. Then, the unthinkable happens.
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One moment, Kane is front of her; the next moment, Kane is behind her. It’s as if Kane is
overclocked and Horn is not.
Mondo has an erection as she slices into Horn. Her Talons easily cut through Horn’s Borg shields
and Koo Stark snakeskin exoskeleton like a hot knife through butter. Horn crumples like a ragdoll
to the floor. Kane hacks into the girl with a vengeance, but she stops short of gutting the girl.
Instead of finishing Horn off, she feeds on Horn a bit. Then, she removes the sling from Horn’s
cigarette purse and places it in her own purse.
“So, drone, you intend to let our succulent Miss Horn live so you can enjoy having her hunting
you again?”
“Yes. After we have healed her wounds in our Borg alcove, we’ll have our alcove wipe her mind.
Then, we’ll dump her in some alley on some planet whose name begins with an ‘s.’ She’ll be a
homeless, mindless junkie whore selling herself as a common ass streetwalker. By the time she
regains her memory, you will have relocated elsewhere and we will have disappeared to nowhere
fast.”
Mondo’s plain gives way to sexy. No more erection, ‘cause her strap-on gets pursed. No frumpier
spinster. Just a harsh, blonde bombshell with a hankering for mayhem that still refers to herself in
the third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular!
The sexy passes again. Very plain returns. It’s the expected relapse. Once more, she’s the true
Miss Handcock in look and manner. Her compact applies pancake makeup heavily to her face.
Henceforth, the unflattering makeup is part of her plain. It complements her Borg.
Flip flop back to sexy. No strap-on. No sternns or sternka. Etc. And, it goes without saying that
her knobb and the rest of her Borg stays. Regardless of mode, she’s always Miss Handcock and
she’s always Borg. The harsh, 1950s-style blonde bombshell.
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Chapter Five
Flesh Eaters
“The world, the flesh, and the devil.”
Kane is plain, very plain. Frumpy. Pancake make-up. Etc. She materializes in the city’s teleport
booth; there’s only one. This time she’s a tourist on extended holiday.
Yep, you guessed it, it’s Dark City 13!
Once more, she walks into that flophouse and walks over to the front desk behind which stands
the Mok named Ingrid Ryder, Ruff Ryder.
“Hoare?”
“Maybe later.”
“I knew that you would come back.”
“I’ll be staying for a while.”
“Excellent. Would you like to have the same room you had last time?”
“Yes, please.”
Kane signs in, and hands over her perls and purse. Ingrid escorts Mondo upstairs after locking up
the Amazon’s minions in the hotel safe.
Halfway down the hallway, Ruff Ryder grabs Kane’s rubber-skirted ass. This time, Kane has an
erection in response to the unsolicited groping; she cums through the pineal orifice of her elaborate,
biomechanical dildo.
When they reach the room, Ingrid does not follow Kane in. Like any good jailer would, she
closes and locks the door behind the girl.
Stretched across the bed is eighty-something Harpy, “Doxi” Bizarre. One of the house whores is
busy servicing Doxi.
Kane sits down in the rocking chair and begins masturbating. Robot is remote-viewing the whole
thing. The something knows that Kane is Borg. It can smell drone on the girl.
Doxi puts the tryst on pause and walks over to Mondo. She removes the Amazon’s foreskinz,
deborahs, and sternns, and padlocks a pair of rusty leg-irons around the girl’s ankles. The Talons,
stilettos, and eyeglasses will be locked up in the safe along with Mondo’s other belongings.
Her hands roam Kane’s body. When she’s finished, the drone is still relatively clean. The Borg’s
neck and tits are especially smudged with filth, though; smudged, but not smeared yet.
“For the duration of your stay, you will be inmate Seven.”
That’s when Mondo’s mind goes blank. She slumps in the chair drooling. Sternka gives way to
krazed. She is a fusion of sexy, frumpy, and crazed.
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Doxi unbuttons the girl’s jacket and smears Kane’s chest and tits with entrails. Then, she just
stops the orientation and goes back to getting fucked by the house whore.

“Shut-up brain or I’ll hit you with a brick!!!”
Homer Simpson
Mondo comes to herself days later. As expected, a something has freed her of her leg-irons.
Robot is busy elsewhere: Kane is without any adult supervision. The jailers are in hoare-induced
oblivion like the inmates. Kane is the only sober person on the planet. Everything is going as
planned.
Appliances evolve quickly. Modes, and their various countermeasures, evolve even quicker. The
wheel has turned. It’s Post, not Get. Things have come full circle. Darkwerks: passé. PDR: game
over. Supremacy was a pipe dream. It just couldn’t last forever.
Bottomline: Guns are back to what they used to be against faerie. Blades once more take a back
seat to guns. The level playing field is gone, just the way you would think.
She cleans up and goes downstairs. She’s her usual sexy: Borg and bodacious, our succulent Miss
Handcock. The hotel’s safe is a snap to crack.
She slips on her perls.
She clips her cigarette purse to the waistband of her skirt on the rightside: its usual place.
Phone clips itself to the waistband of her skirt alongside Purse underneath her strait: its usual
place. Phone had previously reasserted itself.
Her wunder slithers out of Purse and straps itself on underneath her strait. Going braless was
nice, but wearing the ultra-revealing push-up underneath her strait is much more to her liking. Her
tits really get plumped up now: they get a double dose. Bulging melons in a one-cup-size-too-small
brassiere. The strait is in effect a too small corset: Bulging melons in a way too small corset. Too
small corset and too small bra work in concert: hence, the double dose that her tits are getting.
Bra and strait are too small when they’re painful, and both of ‘em are in painful mode now.
She straps her shoulder holster on herself. To reiterate, it’s so good to have the Hogs where they
belong at the top of the food chain.
The gun rig cinches up real tight, just like her wonder bra. Think: Boa Constrictor. Think:
Reticulated Python.
But, not to be outdone, Kendo exits Purse and resumes its normal place underneath her strait
gripping the waistband of her skirt on the leftside.
Her vujcic and Miss Hancock exit Purse, and holster themselves in said Kendo. Once more,
Purse is neither Batman’s utility belt nor is it Batgirl’s.
Phone, purse, and Kendo gripping the waistband of her skirt where they belong. Once more, her
strap is Batman’s/Batgirl’s utility belt.
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Puck took her foreskinz back to his shrine to Mondo. No more Talons for now. Yep, he’s the
something who freed Mondo from her leg-irons.
She buttons up her coat, and again we get the expected paradox. The paradox: prominent sweater
bumps, but you can’t tell if she’s packing.
In pain mode, the mode it’s in now, her rubber suit cinches her up real tight. Think: Boa
Constrictor. Think: Reticulated Python. Think: female inmate in an insane asylum restrained by a
straitjacket and a strap for her own good.
She straps on her deborahs and purses her sternns.
Her katz exits Purse and pierces her right ear lobe. Even though the earring is well hidden by her
hair, Fats would know if she weren’t wearing it, and Fats would be very unhappy if the old clang-nbang were absent from her outfit.
Lastly, she has her skinz glove her. Now, she’s Alienwear. And, in her purse, she’s got Mrs.
Alice, to boot. Alice is the name of her Singapore sling; previously, it belonged to Jeremy Horn.
Like her bygone foreskinz, her skinz fuse with the sleeves of her strait: Sleeves and gloves are
continuous; they are, literally, one in the same. And, by doing so, the Plain Jane rubber gloves
become even more of obscenity than they already are. It’s a portent of things most awful to come!
From now on, when her Plain Janes glove her and she’s wearing her strait, her PJs will always
fuse with the sleeves of her strait just like they are doing now. Very Borg indeed!
All foreskinz are skinz, but not all skinz are foreskinz. Translation: Her skinz are wannabes;
they’re not the real McCoy.
It’s time for the Shanghai. Kane drops to her knees, screaming.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!”
With the active participation of Kane’s Id, Seven-of-Nine reasserts itself with a vengeance. “I”
gives way to “we.” Seven was not gone for good after all; the Amazon’s Id will never let it die.
Seven is the Id self. Mondo Kane is assimilated!
Unlike Mondo, Seven prefers braless. Bulging melons in a way too small strait. Very Borg
indeed. Very Goon indeed. But, Fats, who is anticipated to arrive at any time, prefers her wearing a
bra, so she doesn’t go braless.
Seven stands up as Robot materializes in the room. The two buxom, walking talking calculators
French kiss and grope each other. They stop doing each other when Fats walks into the room.
The Mob boss is flanked by two of her well-armed toughs. You can bet that Fats has more than
just two of her gang onsite. She’s a firm believer in the Powell Principle: overwhelming force.
Robot walks over to Fats. Seven is at its side.
“You have need of my drone, and here is it as you directed.”
Fats has to remind herself that no matter how sentient Robot acts, Robot is still just a “dumb”
brain box.
“As we agreed upon.” Fats hands over a briefcase flush with money.
Robot counts the money. Everything is as it should be.
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“Excellent. Thank you for your most generous contribution. You may borrow it, now.”
“That’s very white of you. Besides, it belongs to me anyways.”
Dumb brain box notwithstanding, Robot knows better than to bring up its counterclaim with the
Mob boss. That wouldn’t be very wise or very healthy.
Seven unbuttons its strait; it knows what Fats wants. Fats’ wordless response that speaks volumes
is a wide, toothy grin. She squeezes the drone’s over plumped, bra cradled melons.
“Ripe as ever. May I?”
Robot’s response is simple, direct, and to the point: “Of course.”
Seven, of course, says nothing. After all, it’s a drone.
Fats unhooks Seven’s bra and suckles the drone’s tits. When she finishes, Seven fastens its bra
and coat.
“Now, that’s what I call good eating.”
“I am needed elsewhere.” With that said, Robot disappears.
Fats slaps Seven hard across the face; both cheeks get hit. Seven cums. It likes what’s getting
dished out to it. And, Fats is an expert at slapping dames around. Goons like it rough. The rougher
the better. Seven is an it; it’s also a she. So, both references, she and it, apply.
“Let’s go.”
Seven says nothing. It leads Fats and her entourage upstairs to its room. Cold and emotionless, a
face etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. A large,
ugly, downturned mouth: That loathsome mouth. Hardlooking. Harsh looking. Pretty. Movie starlet
looks that are straight out of the 1950s when the movie studios ruled the roost: those breathtaking,
pneumatic, bleach-blonde bombshell looks from the golden age of the studio system. A killing
machine in the guise of a woman. A Borg drone: The ultimate moll. A tight, hard woman.
Fats prefers the girl this way: subservient and dominate, docile and homicidal, without the
pretense of being otherwise. As this iteration of Seven, Mondo is very Goon. Fats knows that it
won’t last, but she intends to enjoy it while it does.
When they reach its room, the toughs stay outside. Only Fats and Seven enter. Inside, Doxi is
waiting with one of the blank whores. It’s a merry foursome that lasts all day and well into the
night. The Shanghai is everything that Fats hoped it would be and then some.
“So, do you think you can do without me for a while?” Mondo coyly asks Fats.
“I guess so.”
“You big baby.”
Kane and Fats kiss in the lobby, and they grope each other.
“I like fucking you.”
“You like fucking Seven.”
“I like fucking you both.”
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“But, you prefer to fuck it.”
“Guilty as charged.”
Fats and her toughs leave. When Robot materializes in the room, Kane knows that Fats and her
people are off planet. Once more, Mondo is the only sober person on the planet.
Mondo purses her katz. These days, she only wears it when she’s around Fats. She hands over
her purse, holsters, and phone to Robot. She sits in a chair, and allows Doxi to remove her deborahs
and fit her with leg-irons.
Doxi locks up her geek gear and stilettos in the safe again. This time she’s allowed to keep her
perls, but for a very good reason, a reason well known to Mondo.
Robot smiles as Doxi unbuttons Kane’s coat and unhooks her brassiere. The girl’s tits flop out.
Doxi smears her chest and tits with entrails. Next, that dreadful pancake makeup is applied heavily
to the girl’s face. Lastly, she’s infested with crabs, fleas, and head lice.
“Enough for now.”
Doxi stops the girl’s orientation.
“Please me, Miss Kane.”
Kane’s hype hair gives way to krazed.
Her skins become punk and parasitic. Once her strait and strap are in this mode, their hygiene
switches off: they will keep neither her nor themselves clean.
“Excellent start, Miss Kane. But, I desire more. Much more.”
That’s when Kane blacks out. Doxi grabs her by the hair and drags her upstairs to her room.
Kane is tossed on her bed like a sack of potatoes and locked in.
A week has passed since Fats visited her. Her skins are so dirty, they’re stiff. They also stink like
she does. Meat gone bad, smells better than Mondo and her duds. Kane’s cockroach-infested hair
hangs about in limp stringy rattails. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her
filth-ingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places.
She’s still sober and sans hoare. But, her knobb throbs all the time. And, she has a blinding
migraine which causes her to blackout.
When she was here that first time and rescued the heiress, she’s wasn’t Borg. This time she’s
Borg. And, the longer she stays, the more the planet exploits her Borg. The throbbing of her knobb
and her migraine are prime examples of that exploitation. Other examples are the enlargement of
her pineal gland.
Robot is using Kane’s perls as a transmitter.
She is on her knees in the lobby, giving one of the “guests” a blowjob when the always dapper
“Dimebag” Darrell Abbott steps into the room. With Abbott is Nana Mouskouri the wife and muse
of the world renowned Surrealist Salvador Dali. It looks like her vacation is over.
Kane finishes her fellatio, and goes upstairs to her room without acknowledging their existence.
They follow her at a discreet distance. She cleans up. No more filth or parasites. No more dreadful
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pancake makeup either. She’s sexy again. Her skins switch back to normal mode with hygiene
switched back on of course: too small gives way to form-fitting as her skins cease to be painful.
A sober Doxi brings Mondo her gear and high heels, and removes her leg-irons. Mondo and Doxi
share a parting kiss, before Mondo leaves with Abbott and Mouskouri.
The trio teleports into the sitting room of Cynthia Gooding, Picasso’s companion and muse. Dali
and Picasso are bitter rivals, each claiming to be the father of Surrealism, neither giving an inch on
the matter. Neither Picasso nor Dali is present.
Kane’s escorts sit down in two of the overstuffed chairs in the opulent room.
“Pot Pong, Tokyo Image Bars, Amsterdam’s Red-Light District, Peep Shows, window brothels,
what do they have in common, Miss Kane?” Ms. Gooding asks.
“Prostitution.”
“Correct.”
“Do you know Tallulah Bankhead?” Ms. Gooding asks, this time while smiling.
“I know a Tallulah Bankhead. She’s an Ogress.”
“The one I’m speaking of is an actress. She’s an eighty-something Crone. She sports a moe,
wears a Koo Stark like yours, goes braless, and prefers deborahs for her stilettos.”
Bankhead is also the patron of Picasso and Dali. She spends a lot of money buying works from
both artists
“I’ve heard of her.”
“In taste, looks, and temperament, she’s a cross between your Eddy and your Ms. Lena Olin.”
“A butch spinster with movie star looks, with her moe as the only giveaway that she’s of the life.
She’s the best of both words, so I hear.”
“She’s going on a trip. And, she needs a private secretary, sandman.”
“Why me?”
“Two reasons.”
“As in?”
“She likes hers her Miss Hancock to look whore. You look like very whore.”
“And?”
“You come highly recommended.”
“By whom?”
“By Fats, among others, of course.”
As if on cue, Ms. Bankhead enters the room. Gooding sits down. Bankhead gives Kane the once
over. She unbuttons Mondo’s coat and squeezes the big girl’s lacy bra cups. She strokes Mondo’s
cheeks. She squeezes the girl’s ass and reaches up the girl’s skirt.
“Can you take dictation?”
“Yes.”
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“Good. You’ll do nicely.”
They French kiss to seal the deal. A lady friend of Bankhead’s, Lainie “Babu” Kazan enters the
room and watches the two women go at it. Singer, actress, and Broadway star, she too is braless,
wears a Koo Stark, and prefers deborahs for her stilettos. But, no moe, of course; just her trademark
‘do. Like Olin, the sixty-something Crone can pass for not being in the life. Like Eddy and Fats,
Babu covets Mondo in the worst way imaginable, and even more ominously, Kazan is a CPA.
Unknown to Babu, Bankhead covets Mondo just as much. And, unknown to all concerned, Eddy is
remotely watching the whole sordid mess.

“Deja Vu: Dead all over again!!!”
Anonymous
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Foreword
“None whatsoever.”
“The simplest things in life are always the best.”

Anonymous
(Likely, some Borg said it)
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Tabor
“That’s robot spelled backwards sort of.”
It’s just Babu and Mondo in the study. The others are long gone. Babu is her real employer.
Bankhead was just a ruse.
“So, Miss Kane, what do you know about Abercrombie and Fitch?”
“A specialty retailer encompassing four brands: Abercrombie & Fitch, Abercrombie Kids,
Hollister Co., and Ruehl 925. Founded in 1892, the company was for many decades mainly an elite
sporting goods retailer. After many years of success, the company struggled economically from the
late 1960s until it was purchased by The Limited in 1988 and revamped as a lifestyle brand. A&F
likes to use a lot of bare-chested male models and topless female models in their ads, which is why
it’s a favorite target of the American Decency Association.”
“Very good, I’m impressed.”
“Nothing really. I got into A&F when I saw their ad featuring Poppy Montgomery.”
“I should have known.”
“You want to ask another question; I can see it in your eyes. Ask it.”
“You prefer The Doctor, Doctor Frankenstein, don’t you?”
“That’s a sucker’s bet.”
“Humor me, Miss Kane.”
“I’d rather not.”
“Pretty please with sugar on it.”
Babu smiles. Mondo’s resolve caves in, and she concedes the point.
“I prefer The Doctor.”
Babu smiles. It was a sucker’s bet.
“Let’s change subjects.”
“Lets.”
“Your feelings on the Budd Boetticher holster.”
“The holster or the man?”
“The holster, smart ass.”
“Plasticine. Ventilated. It’s clamshell style just like my Wahl, and every bit as trick. But, it’s got
the same minuses as any back holster.”
“As in?”
“The draw is dicey and kind of difficult. There’s also a danger of sweeping the muzzle of the gun
in directions you don’t intend to cover. And, drawing from them is much slower than from a
conventional, trick holster like my Wahl. It’s also an easy holster to disarm, unless you’re wearing
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something like a strait. So, if you are sans jacket, anyone can come up behind you and grab the
pistol, and due to the holster’s position on your back, it is very difficult to stop them from taking
it.”
“Any pluses?”
“Should you fall on your back, the ‘small of the back’ holster is a steel bar across your spine that
could accentuate the impact of hitting the ground and perhaps hurt you worse.”
“Now, that’s really something to get wet about!”
“I know, girlfriend.”
The two girls hi-five and share a giggle. Like Mondo, Babu is also a textbook sadeo-masochist.
“What if the bugs got worked out?”
“Now, that would be tasty. As long as it still hurts you when you fall on your back, that is.”
“Then, I’ll make sure that the new and improved one that I wear on our trip will be quite the back
breaker.”
“Part deux.”
“Your feelings on the universal holster.”
Technically, a universal holster isn’t a holster at all, it’s a weapons generator. But, it can only
generate weapons that have been loaded into it.
“Looks like a larger version of my purse except for the fact that it’s plasticine instead of hardshell
vampiir, and there’s no flap closure or any closure for that matter; it’s a ‘sealed’ unit. Could easily
be mistaken for a tricorder or the transmitter of a wireless microphone; take your pick. It utilizes
flat space technology for its dimensional compression. So, there’s a telltale when a weapon goes
from holster to hand and vice versa. And, the transfer can be easily blocked by a run-of-the-mill
jammer. It’ll hold both of my Hogs, my vujcic, Miss Hancock, and Mrs. Alice. The brand to have is
Ultraviolet. It can be configured to be anything from a back holster to a belt holster on the strong
side.”
“What if the bugs got worked out?”
“I’d have Puck enshrine my Wahl and Kendo in a heartbeat. And, I’d get a universal configured
as a back holster without hesitation.”
“Then, I’ll make sure that the new and improved one that I buy for you to wear on our trip will be
quite the spine buster.”
“Now, that’s really something to get wet about!”
“That’s two for two.”
“Let’s make it three, then.”
“I’ll be the doctor, Doctor Who. And, you’ll be Seven, my girl Friday.”
“And. That’s three for three. Homerun.”
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Book Nine
Seven-of-Nine

(Borg designation)
Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix Zero-One

“Mindless today - - Mindless forever”
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Chapter One
Robot Girl
“The world, the machine, and the devil we know.”
Needless to say, the new and improved Budd Boetticher holster turns out to have none of the
faults of its previous iterations, but it costs a whole lot more. Ditto for the universal holster. In spite
of its exorbitant price, Babu still goes with the “better” B.B., ‘cause it’s such a back breaker. And,
in spite of it being a cutting-edge mojo holster, Mondo garages her Wahl, and Kendo, and defects
to the “better” universal holster.
The doctor and the girl materialize on Tabor. The doctor is wearing “Jackie O” sunglasses, the
vintage 1950s-era horn-rimmed cateye sunglasses with those very dark lenses; Jackie-Os, also
known as Atomic Age sunglasses or heads, are a staple of the kustom kulture. Made famous by
Edith Head, hence their hipster nick, the very dark shades make the wearer look inscrutable. More
importantly, Jackie-Os are Occult and Borg. And, more ominously, they’re JVG!
The sunglasses are part of the elaborate disguise that Babu dons when she goes incognito or
when she’s living her other life like she’s doing now. She’s discarded the charade of her usual look
and gone butch. Her normal look is a lie. Her so-called disguise is the truth.
This other life is a way of life. This is kustom kulture; a culture which is stuck in the 1950s.
Masculine mannerisms. Masculine ways. Not even her most ardent fans would recognize her.
The doctor walks, sits, moves, etc., just like a man, just like The Doctor. Moe. Plain. Very plain.
Frumpy. Strap-on; a shine no less. Dreadful pancake makeup. Etc. Braless, much to Seven’s added
delight. She’s as butch looking as The Doctor. She always was as butch as The Doctor, now she
looks and acts the part!
The doctor is packing. Her Smith & Wesson C10SP Police Special is nestled in the vise-grip
embrace of a Budd Boetticher holster. Like her purse, the “small of the back” holster is gripping the
waistband of her strap. Unlike her purse, her B.B. is worn in the back, of course. The fit is snug
against her spine, and very uncomfortable like a steel rod being shoved into her back, just the way
she likes it.
A talented amateur, her gun skills are derived from two shoot fighting disciplines: Japanese
Pancrase and The Miletich Fighting System.
Her cigarette purse looks just like Seven’s. It’s also worn on the rightside, gripping the waistband
of her Koo’s strap. And, she’s wearing skinz which fuse to the sleeves of her strait whenever they
glove her.
In place of her deborahs, the doctor is wearing another staple of kustom kulture. She’s wearing
mary-janes by Naughty Monkey, marys for short. Mary Jane style retro dress pumps.
Marys are that other strappy fetish variation of the “classic” pump she craves to wear. Same 6inch razor heel, vamp cut, and long, pointed toe. Shiny, Black Patent-Leather pumps. Marys are
dykers, after all.
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Marys are not, classic-style opera pumps, they are a variant of the popular D’Orsay style. An MJ,
like the previous deborah style of dyker she wore, bespeaks “that Goonish harlot something.” An
MJ has open sides and a heel cup with a narrow instep strap. The heel cup’s spaghetti strap has no
visible close, no buckle or any other type of close for that matter: very Goon, indeed. The instep
strap is binding in idle and strangulation in pain mode. The fetish pump’s keen peep toe pinches
toes in idle and vise-grips ‘em in pain mode. The fetish pump’s heel cup grips the heel in idle and
vise-grips it in pain mode.
Spaghetti strap. Heel cup. And, an open babydoll toe. Now, that’s a shoe!
Definition: A d’Orsay style pump is a women’s shoe in which the vamp of the shoe is cut away
very close to the toe box, and the sides are cut away, revealing the arch of the foot.
Tacks lining the heel cup and insole of each pointed-toe shoe ensure that standing up and
walking, let alone running, is sheer agony: tacks that sink deep into the heels and the bottoms of her
feet: Shades of the Demolitionist.
Just wearing these bondage shoes, makes the doctor cum.
Seven changes onsite to please the doctor. In the style of a trashy-n-flashy, kustom kulture girl
straight out of the 1950s, her lurid ink reappears with a vengeance.
On her back, a black dahlia, dripping purple blood, inks her left shoulder blade, and a black
pentagram, dripping red blood, inks her right shoulder blade. A pair of pouting red lips inks her
right buttock. Said ink is luridly detailed, brightly colored, and so vivid you’d swear it was alive,
which it is.
Tattooed biceps. These barbed wire tattoos, her freshest inkings, are SEX & VIOLENCE. SEX
encircles the right bicep. And VIOLENCE encircles the left. Both of ‘em are inked deep purple, the
color of a devil’s blood. PROFANITY has yet to make its appearance.
The next ink to reassert itself is her GVGH, that decidedly Goonish visage, a sickening Goon
version of Kali’s Grim Harlot tattoo. “I’m a cheap, easy woman,” never looked to good!
And, as if in response to all of this fab, a barbed wire tattoo appears around Seven’s right ankle.
The ink is black, dripping red blood, Sapphic style.
Her ink has been altered. The alteration is a gift from her goddess. The altered ink makes it much
easier for her goddess, The Thing, to possess her; hence the gift. When she sports it, she can still be
divined and she can still be detected by conventional means of surveillance.
She wisely kept such as her Gestapo rosary, katz, and jewelry; jewelry that includes the anklet,
from her mother, and the Death’s-Head SS stud, the tongue piercing which is also from her mother.
This is her bling.
Seven’s tongue piercing once more pierces her tongue. She was also keeping it in Purse. No
trinity as yet, but her ankle bracelet returns around her left ankle. It too was in Purse.
Not to be outdone, let alone left out, her katz pierces her right lob for the umpteenth time!
Her Gestapo rosary is worn around her neck along with her perls advertising her Nazi and Occult
affiliations. Her trinity pierces her, finally.
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Additionally, she’s wearing the doctor’s spare pair of dark-lensed heads and she’s braless. Her
pushup is in her purse. And, she’s wearing her foreskinz in place of her skinz: very Borg indeed. In
spite of their post-PDR obsolescence, she craves wearing her preferred cutters. Her skinz are
enshrined along with her other no longer needed things.
Now, she looks the part of the private secretary of a trashy-n-flashy dyke like the doctor. Doctor
Who looks like a kustom kulture butch straight out of the 1950s.
Bottomline: Seven is her usual sexy, but with a kustom kulture bent thanks to her inkings and
piercings, and borrowed sunglasses which pleases Babu to no end.
Seven is packing, of course. Her vujcic and Hogs are loaded into an Ultraviolet-brand universal
holster, just like you’d expect. Her Mrs. Alice and Miss Hancock are inside of her purse, as if she
were a cutter, which elevates her purse back up to utility belt status.
Like her purse, her universal is gripping the waistband of her strap. Unlike her purse, her
universal is worn in the back; it’s been configured as a “small of the back” holster. The fit is snug
against her spine, and very uncomfortable like a steel rod being shoved into her back, just the way
she likes it.
Her phone is gone. For the umpteenth time, it’s been assimilated by her perls. Phone and perls is
redundant, after all.
Perls, purse, stilettos, and Koo, no Wham, no Wahl, and no Kendo, she hasn’t been this bare in a
coon’s age. Very Goonish indeed. Shades of Miss Debra McMichael, the ultimate WWF Diva.
The doctor wears the dildo because the doctor is the man, and Seven doesn’t because Seven’s the
woman.
They’re a butch spinster and her very hip chick on a lark. Babu is the doctor, Doctor Who.
Mondo is Seven, the Borg drone who’s her private secretary. In other words, Seven is the doctor’s
sandman.
They register at a fleabag hotel and settle in for the night. Morning brings the expected changes.
Seven ceases to be full-blown retro raunch. Her katz, anklet, rosary, trinity, and tongue piercing
get pursed. Her ink gets eighty-sixed: gone. Her bra straps itself on underneath her strait. She slips
on her shades and she’s ready to conquer the world so to speak. Retro pin-up. Retro fetish model.
Burlesque stripper, retro and fetish. Shag. Take your pick. She’s still raunchy and retro,
nonetheless.
But, there’s the craving of kinky, nasty Viper, the porno starlet, to contend with; that craving to
be inked. And, there’s that craving of hers to look other than the mainstream her looks represent.
Being inked all the time would satisfy both cravings, which explains the moratorium. Just miles
and miles of flawless, unmarked, creamy white flesh.
The doctor goes from full-blown butch to mainstream dyke. The doctor has almost reverted back
to the charade of her usual, mainstream hetro look. Pancake makeup, etc., are gone. But, her moe,
shine, and her masculine ways stay, of course. The sunglasses also stay.
As long as the girls wear the shades or are in close proximity to them a casual observer would
never recognize the doctor as Lainie “Babu” Kazan or Seven as Mondo Kane. Careful scrutiny by a
well-trained observer would see through the deception projected by the sunglasses’ disguise spell
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and their true identities would be revealed. In other words, the difference in their appearance is
slight, but enough to elude casual detection.
When they leave the hotel holding hands, they look like a pair of kustom kulture tourists. They
just blend in.
By noon, like clockwork, they return to their hotel room, such that it is. Seven removes the
recharging alcove she carries in Purse and sets it up in a corner of the room. She unclips her holster
from the waistband of her strap and places it on top of the dresser: More post-PDR strangeness.
Still wearing the heads, she steps into the alcove. The alcove responds as usual by plugging her in.
Borg tubules sprout from the alcove. They unbutton her strait and unhook her bra, and her tits
flop out. The tubules are Borg leeches, of course. Their sucker-mouths attach to her forehead, left
cheek, knobb, right nipple, and navel. The largest one snakes between her legs and up her skirt and
pistons her vagina like an artificial phallus. She purses the heads. Her bra purses itself.
Lastly, her well-trained alcove muzzles her with a creepy, bright red ball-gag.
The girl’s mind goes blank: Her predictable response to being plugged in.

“Trust everybody. And cut the cards.”
W. C. Fields
The doctor gets in bed, removes her skirt, and masturbates while looking lustfully at the Borg
drone. More than once, jism spouts from her huge, black penis.
In the alley behind the House of Lords, the clubhouse of the Conservative Vice Lords, a Gilder in
its native state is feeding on its new joy toy, Busby Berkeley. The cow is wearing a pair of rubber
G-string panties, a black sleeveless fencenet crop-top, and not much else. Molded into the black
latex thong are a butt plug and an innie dildo. Both rubber prehensiles are obscenely molded in the
shape of a human finger. Female, of course.
The butt-flossing crotch-flossing lip-reading thong, which is as miniscule as a chast, is a hotcha;
the French call it a “je ne sais quoi.” Each of its “fingers” is also a battery powered stimulator. The
girl goes into spasms as the dread devices come alive inside of her, deep inside her warm, deep
nook (vagina) and cranny (anus). Her mechanical “friends” shuttle and vibrate with a vengeance.
When the skimpy thong isn’t being worn it looks like a pair of plain rubber panties. The fingers
only manifest themselves upon command when the revealing panties are worn.
The Gilder, who calls itself Six, is a hemorphidite, of course, having male and female sex organs,
and it’s hung like a horse like all Kum. And, right now, it’s having the expected erection.
Recently, it used up its cow. And, it had been in search of a replacement when it came upon
Busby and her Kum. It devoured the Kum and made Busby its own.
From the shadows a well-armed man watches. His name is Richard “Iceman” Kuklinski. He’s
masturbating to pass the time until it’s his turn at bat. Ditto for his fellow traveler Bas “Kazzer”
Rutten, who’s also waiting for her turn with the cow. Bas is also well-armed.
Iceman and Kaz are members of the Aryan Brotherhood. AB is also known as The Brand.
Iceman is a councilmember, and Kaz is an enforcer for that totally amoral, crime organization. AB,
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unlike the Business, has no allegiance to the Church. And, unlike the Aryan Nation, it has no neoNazi or Christian Identity Church affiliations; AB will consort with humans. AB members have
only one allegiance: Money.
The deadly duo is here on pleasure, not business. They’re here to attend the Azusa concert.
When Kazan is fast asleep and no one is watching her remotely, Mondo emerges from the alcove.
She’s sporting her ink. Her bra straps itself on, but it doesn’t fasten itself. She retrieves Fats’ post
and Puck’s “care” package from the closet. Deception gives way to the truth.
Wrapped around the post is a 2-boned. She activates the WB. Its kunts pierce her right nostril and
right earlobe as if she were married. Notably, its fine filigreed gold chain is plain instead of
bejeweled!
Hype hair gives way to a sternka thanks to her 2-boned. The 2-boned is the newest addition to her
bling; it’s boobytrapped just like her katz. Whenever she wears this 2-boned, her hair will be
coerced into a sternka. Now, thanks to the 2-boned and the sternka, she looks very butch and
paradoxically very sexy too. Her tats are a nice butch touch also.
The harlot straps on her Wahl, and clips her Kendo to her strap. The conventional holsters were
bundled inside of the package from Puck, along with her skinz. Foreskinz are traded in for skinz;
the foreskinz are placed in the box along with her universal. Hogs, vujcic, and Miss Hancock are
once more nestled in the vise-grip embrace of Wahl and Kendo respectively just like you’d expect.
Her phone reasserts itself and clips itself to her strap alongside her purse. She sends the package
back to Puck. There is a method to the madness.
Purse and phone are worn on the rightside. Kendo is worn on the leftside. Everything is back in
its proper place.
She fastens her bra and buttons up her strait. She purses her skinz, which is most telling,
Goonishly so.
The rest of her bling returns with a vengeance. She slips on her sternns. Now, she’s very butch
and very plain as well. The bitch is back? Not quite. The 2-boned purses itself in response to her
wearing her sternns: Butchie gives way to very plain.
She purses the post and leaves the room. The alcove “folds” itself up, upon her exit. On her way
out she scribbles a note for Kazan explaining where she will be and for how long. In the hallway,
very plain gives way to very sexy again.
Needless to say, the bling finally goes bye-bye also. She’s a sexy, hard looking, buxom blonde
who’s packing a lot of heat: The ultimate 1950s movie starlet. Shades of Miss Debra McMichael,
the ultimate WWF Diva.
Her look is in a state of flux, like it has been for some time, too long. It’s time for a new set point.
Butchie, her newest look, is triggered by her wearing her 2-boned. Plain is the same very plain;
ditto for her crazed. Sexy is what it is now, what it has always been. Katz, tongue piercing, and 2boned are the extent of her bling from now on; the rest is wrapped around the post she carries for
Fats.
Then, the expected flip flop. Her skinz glove her, which screams even more of Miss Debra. It
screams Borg just as loud. The skinz have the last word.
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She takes a portal over to the place, The Little Shop of Horrors. Well off the beaten path, it’s a
magic shop on a nondescript street in the Red Light District where people often times go missing.
The shopkeeper greets her at the door and invites her inside. Mondo accepts the invitation and
hands the merchant Fats’ package.
The merchant, a Harpy, is dressed in a Koo and deborahs. She calls herself Number Six. Six’s
voice is deep for a woman. Masculine mannerisms. Masculine ways. The occultist walks, sits,
moves, etc., just like a man, just like The Doctor. Moe. Plain. Very plain. Frumpy. Strap-on; a shine
no less. Dreadful pancake makeup. Etc. Braless, much to Mondo’s added delight. She’s as butch
looking as The Doctor. And, there’s something else, Six is passing. She is really an it. In
inhumanoid form, passing for a faerie, the slug is clean and parasite free. But, Six isn’t just any
Kum; it’s a Gilder and a goddess, a goddess on par with Kane’s goddess The Thing!
“Did you have a hard time finding the place?”
“No. Your directions were excellent.”
“Good. Would you like tea?”
“That’s very white of you.”
They sit down in the parlor, and Six conjures up some tea and biscuits.
“You know what I am, don’t you?”
“Yes.”
The something smiles and leans across the table. They French kiss.
“Would you like to be my cow?”
“My goddess is quote jealous. She doesn’t like to share.”
“She shares with Fats.”
“She doesn’t have a choice in the matter.”
A woman wanders into the room. She’s filthy, and is wearing a hotcha. Mondo points at the
staggering junkie.
“Seems like you already have a whore to feed on, anyways.”
The something smiles its smile.
“Yes I do. Yes I do indeed.”
The slug unbuttons its strait. Its pendulous triple-Es flop out.
“Be yourself Mondo. Be yourself. You have the week to be yourself.”
Without provocation, Mondo kills the poor, wretched girl in cold blood. She cums several times,
earth shattering climax after earth shattering climax as she beats her competition to death with her
gloved fists just like the Goons taught her. Mondo rapes the battered corpse, which is also just like
a Goon would do. She feeds on the junkie, knowing full well that the skank is flush with Kum
venom. Mondo’s eyes roll back into her head as she overdoes on the venom and becomes Six’s new
cow.
Six dumps the ravaged corpse down the disposal chute. The chute empties into the basement.
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Then, it drags Mondo’s limp body into the center of the room. It unbuttons the girl’s strait and
squeezes the girl’s bulging bra cups.
It pulls the girl’s skirt up around her waist, spreads the girl’s legs wide, and fucks her like a
government mule. Sodomy follows. Satiated for now, it drags Mondo into the basement where it
plugs her into her Borg alcove. Having arrived scant minutes before Mondo, the girl’s alcove has
already assimilated an entire wall and most of the floor!
Mondo comes to herself and steps out of the alcove. She’s wearing her predecessor’s hotcha
underneath her strap. She’s sporting a krazed in place of hype hair, of course. Her strait, strap,
skinz, and bra are punk and parasitic, as expected.
Six slithers out of the shadows. It’s in its native form: A giant leech that’s filthy and parasite
infested. Proximity to the something causes her panties’ vibrators to activate. She drops to knees,
writhing in ecstasy. Six shoves her face into its crab-infested snatch. Kane eats her fill. In spite of
the filth of her surroundings and her companion, she’s still relatively clean and parasite free. She’s
still sane and sentient, although both are rapidly deteriorating. And, her knobb is throbbing.
Six has Fats’ proxy, so there is no chance of Mondo’s goddess interfering. For seven days it has
exclusive, unrestricted use of the girl. For seven days Mondo will be Mondo with no rules
whatsoever. She will use Six as much as Six uses her.
Homicidal maniac. Psychopath. Cold blooded killer. Psychotic. Female serial killer. Borg drone.
Stark, raving mad. Raving lunatic. Deranged psycho slut. Lunatic cutter. Insane gunwhore. Bestial
harlot. Feral. Fornicator. Leechwoman. Pure, unadulterated evil. Evil incarnate. Other. And, then
some. All of ‘em apply in spades to the hard, haughty bitch. Ergo, she’s devolved into an insane
creature of pure, homicidal instinct.
If you gave Mondo an empathy test, she’d score the same as a Kum. In other words, there’s no
way to prove via that test that she’s sane and sentient. The empathy test would indicate that she was
a creature of pure instinct, just like a Kum. The test is a lie, in her case.
In short order, Mondo will devolve into what she really is: Violent shit. And, make no mistake
about it, her being pure, unadulterated evil, her being evil incarnate, is a byproduct of her being
violent shit, not the other way around!
Her panties pull themselves up from around her ankles. She steps out of her alcove. It’s day three
of seven. She’s filthy and parasite infested. She has head lice, fleas, and crabs. Entrails smear her
tits, torso, and bra. Her cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp, stringy rattails that drape her
shoulders, face, and breasts. Her foul breath is a sour stench. She has scum-covered teeth. A
creature of pure instinct, just like Six, she’s no longer sentient. In place of Mondo Kane, there’s
only her alter ego Seven now.
Her clothes are so dirty, they’re stiff. They also stink like she does. Meat gone bad, smells better
than Seven and her duds. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filthingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places.
She exits the basement via a cellar door after she’s sodomized Six. This isn’t her first excursion
out of the basement since Six took possession of her.
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Seven walks the streets, looking every bit like an insane, junkie streetwalker with a Kum habit.
This isn’t that far from the truth. Belonging to the ranks of the gibberish spouting, mentally ill
homeless whom she once treated as a psychiatric nurse, also comes to mind.
A dyke mistaking the Borg drone for a prostitute walks up to Seven and shoves the going rate
into her cleavage. She smiles at the donation and points to an alleyway. The couple goes into the
alley where Seven gets down on her knees and sodomizes her customer. Akin to Jane The Ripper,
when the dirty deed is done, Seven beheads the dyke with her sword as she stands to her feet. So
far, she’s dispatched two dozen people in this very handy manner.
She kicks in a nearby door that is boarded up. She carries the severed head and drags the headless
body into an abandoned warehouse where she feeds on her kill. Seven smears her bra, tits, and
torso with the customer’s entrails. It’s her way of taking a trophy for the kill. Six taught her this.
Something moves into the warehouse behind her. Seven gives way to Mondo Kane. The girl is
sane and sentient in the blink of an eye. Call it female intuition, call it her spidey sense, call it what
you will, but the Borg drone ghosts into a wall. Kane draws her gats. The something wisely leaves.
It too is a serial killer. It craves killing working girls. Seven is the Borg serial killer posing as
working girl who craves killing her customers in the fashion of “I Monster.” Mondo is just a plain
old cold-blooded murderer.
And, so the dance begins. No more mindless Seven for the duration of this whatever. So, just as
quickly as her switch from her alter-ego, she’s clean and parasite free and her clothes are pristine;
no more punk and parasitic. She holsters her gats and steps out of the wall. The butcher resumes her
trolling, knowing full well that something very deadly is stalking her.
Mondo steps out of her alcove. It’s day four of seven. In spite of the filth of her surroundings and
her companion, she’s still clean and parasite free. She’s still sane and sentient. She sodomizes Six
and takes to the streets. She craves fucking the slug. She craves being the leech’s cow. She craves
serial killing the most though.
Glued to one of the basement walls is her latest victim. Trapped in Bug resin, the woman is more
or less alive; more dead than alive. Kane derived a lot of pleasure from torturing the Mundane.
When she returns, she will derive some more pleasure from torturing her human captive.
Last night, while she was plugged in (plugged into her alcove), Phone got assimilated by Perl for
the last time. Phone and perls are redundant; her phone can double as a tricorder, then, again, so can
her perls.
In the fashion of a prostitute, gripping her strap alongside her purse is her pager. Purse and then
pager, phone delete (no phone, whatsoever), is so very whore indeed.
What ringer is her pager set on, you ask? Why, it’s set on vibrate, of course.
She’s sporting katz, tongue piercing, and full ink. No 2-boned, of course. Her muff is gone; she’s
slick. Her GVGH has morphed into a NiS, an obscene image in ink of Number Six in its native
form. The NiS is lurid and graphic in ways that her GVGH could never be. A naked Kum inked on
her body in place of a GVGH, screams out “Leechwoman!”
Feeding on this Kum goddess is changing her profoundly in ways that are irreversible. Her large
leech tattoo marks her as such. A Kum’s cow is a pathetic wretch; this cow, on the other hand, is a
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something to be avoided at all costs. Violent shit has just gotten a whole lot worse. Six has made
the very same mistake with Kane that so many others before it have made when they had the girl.
And, unfortunately for Number Six, Mondo’s last victim was a glass addict. The addict was
shooting up when Mondo abducted her.
Kane has taken a notion to experiment with the glass she took off of the junkie. The newest
designer drug to hit the streets, glass is a powerful narcotic that dwarfs krank in potency; second to
none, glass is by far the most powerful narcotic in existence!
Mondo makes her usual rounds, returning empty handed. She didn’t get a chance to murder
anyone today. Her captive is dead. Six is nowhere in sight. So, she decides to shoot up.
She removes her holsters, pager, and purse. Her strap drops down around her ankles. She steps
out of her skirt. She peels off her skinz. Perl seizes the moment to assimilate her pager. Yep, you
guessed it, pager and perls are redundant. Perls can function as a pager, but a pager cannot not
function as perls. Less becomes more.
Mondo rolls up her left sleeve, tourniquets her arm, and empties a syringe full of glass into a
vein. The effects are instantaneous. She falls to her knees, moaning and groaning. Her mouth is
open slackly, drooling. Hype hair gives way to crazed. Being pricked never felt so good.
Six slithers out of a nearby cesspool. It emerges from the raw sewage intent on feeding on the
girl. Mondo is totally out of it, overwhelmed by the most intense drug high that she’s ever
experienced. A glass high is Rapture, pure and simple.
She’s totally oblivious to the swift approach of the giant leech. Number Six feeds upon her while
she’s doing glass. The ramifications are obvious: The girl’s mind gets erased!
There’s no more Mondo Kane. For now, there’s only Number Seven.
It’s day six of seven. Mondo is being groped by a Harpy named Mary, Mary Zero. The Harpy is
wearing a Wham, what’s left of her Koo, black fishnet stockings, and a pair of old work boots.
What’s left of her Koo is a strap. Wham and strap are dirty. Like Mondo’s skins, Mary’s are set on
rough (rough mode) all of the time. The stockings are torn. Unlike Mondo’s plain strap, the
Harpy’s strap is pleated like the “so-short” uniform skirt of a naughty parochial schoolgirl. The
black boots look well worn. A pleated miniskirt done in snakeskin is just sick; can’t get more pimp
than that! The Goth Punk baglady is filthy, smelly, and parasite infested. She’s the naughty Goth
Punk schoolgirl. Naughty parochial schoolgirl. Mary is also a prostitute. She’s mistaken Mondo for
a prostitute and a baglady like herself.
To the uninitiated, the well-armed harlot Mary looks like an unarmed streetwalker. But, the
whore is armed to the teeth. Mary is a wizard. A wizard is never unarmed, they have magic. And, a
wizard’s mojo is out there.
Mondo is wearing her usual of deborahs, perls, thong, and Koo, but no skinz. She’s the naughty
Goth Punk secretary. Naughty private secretary. Sexy Miss Handcock.
Her Kendo and Wahl are also missing in action. She’s back to being that bare again. Puck came
by two nights ago and took them while the slut was high on glass and not herself. In their place is
her universal holster configured as a belt holster on the strong side. This SSb (strong side belt
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holster) is gripping her strap alongside her purse. Hogs and vujcic are loaded into her universal.
Mrs. Alice and Miss Hancock are carried in her purse.
Her spine aches to be jabbed by her universal configured as a “small of the back” holster, which
is reason enough not to have it configured as such. This wanting for SotB (small of the back
holster) feeds her masochism.
And, Puck modded her purse. Her purse has been upgraded to utilize the same new and improved
flat space technology that her universal employs. No more telltales when her purse gets opened, or
when items go from purse to hand or vice versa. In effect, her purse can now double as a belt
holster on the strong side. Purse and universal are redundant. Less is more.
Kane’s strap has been pulled down around her ankles. Her strait is unbuttoned. Her bra, which is
still fastened, has been pulled down around her waist; go figure how the old lady accomplished that
without using magic.
She’s filthy, smelly, and parasite infested. She has head lice, fleas, and crabs. Entrails smear her
tits, torso, and bra. Her cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp, stringy rattails that drape her
shoulders, face, and breasts. Her foul breath is a sour stench. She has scum-covered teeth.
Her clothes are so dirty, they’re stiff. They also stink like she does. Meat gone bad, smells better
than Mondo and her duds. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filthingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places. The same can be said of Mary. It’s quite
understandable how Mary could mistake Mondo for a prostitute baglady.
Mary glass-modded Mondo’s skins yesterday. Needle injectors line the strait and strap. Now,
thanks to Mary’s extensive modifications, when Mondo is wearing her skins, she can have them
inject pure, high octane glass into her veins via the injectors upon command. Unfortunately for all
concerned, the skins have already begun to feed upon Mondo.
This tryst is Mary’s payment for modifying Mondo’s business suit. Mary wouldn’t take money.
Yep, Mary glass-modded her own skins some time ago. So, Mary’s skins have been feeding upon
her for quite some time.
Mary’s and Mondo’s skins look like plain snakeskins when they’re not being worn. The injectors
only manifest themselves upon command when the skins are worn. You’d expect no less of a
wizard.
Both women are high on glass thanks to their narcotic-laden skins. Unlike syringes, the skins can
deliver several doses of glass before they are spent. Effective as they are, the rubbers are just a stop
gap. Eventually, the two women will go back to using the needle. Junkies prefer the needle.
“Mime! All mine!” Mary screams out as she French kisses the girl.
Mary has designs on the girl. She intends to pimp Mondo, unaware that Mondo intends to kill
her. The women climax repeatedly and go into orbit as their skins saturate their systems with mega
doses of glass. So, neither woman gets a chance to implement their plan.
It’s still day six. Mondo is the first to come to her senses. Mondo’s purse has assimilated her
universal holster. Hogs and vujcic are loaded into her purse along with her other stuff.
She and Mary are in Number Six’s basement. Six is nowhere in sight. Mary is still out of it.
Mondo stands up and walks over to Mary’s prone body intent on finishing off her lover when The
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Thing materializes in the lower level. The Thing’s proximity activates Mondo’s panties, knobb,
NiS, and skins simultaneously. It is her goddess, and she is its submissive!
Mondo drops to her knees, screaming, holding her head as if she’s trying to keep it from
exploding. Then, there’s only silence. Her mind is totally erased. She’s a mindless drone again.
She’s Number Seven, Borg drone, a creature of pure instinct who’s incapable of sentient thought.
Her god is walking a fine line. It can sublease Mondo anytime during the seven days as long as
its use of the girl doesn’t interfere with Number Six’s use of the girl.
“Stand up, Number Seven.”
Seven does as she’s told by her goddess. The something waves its hand and Seven is wearing
Mary’s pleated strap, fishnets, and boots. Mondo’s deborahs and strap are now in her purse.
“I prefer you this way. From now on, when it’s my turn to have custody of you, you will look
like this and you will be Seven. I have no use for those other versions of you.”
“Yes, my goddess.”
“No more pretenses. You’re taking Mary’s place. Mary is a prostitute. Henceforth, you’re a
prostitute. Mary is a baglady. Henceforth, you’re a baglady. Mondo Kane is a serial killer, and I see
no reason to change that about you. You’ll stay a serial killer. When the others have need of your
services, you will be those other versions of you which are of no use to me.”
“Yes, my goddess.”
“And, I’m your pimp.”
“Yes, my goddess.”
“Drone, you will live here with Number Six and worship it as you worship me. This is your new
home. Most of the time you will be here on Tabor as Number Seven.”
“Yes, goddess.”
“Drone, worship me.”
She and her goddess copulate orally. Translation: Mondo performs cunnilingus on The Thing;
she eats it out in that very special way.
“Stop.”
“Yes, goddess.”
“Now, assume the position.”
Seven plugs herself into Borg alcove. Her panties are around her ankles. The something walks up
to the girl, smiles, and strokes the girl’s knobb. It licks the girl’s knobb.
“Oh. Now. That’s something special. You continue to surprise me. I can see it in your eyes,
violent one. Mindless as you are, you’ve already guessed what I really am, haven’t you? You’ve
figured out what the others will never cipher.”
Seven, of course, can’t answer. She’s regenerating. She’s blank while regenerating. But, in spite
of all that, she’s guessed what’s what.
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Obviously, this is the something that Mondo was sent to kill. The giveaway was when The Thing
told Seven to worship Number Six just like she worships it. Her god is a jealous god. And, a jealous
god would never tell its submissive to worship another god unless it and the other god were the
same person. But, The Thing and Number Six are not one in the same person; therefore, this cannot
be her god. Ergo, this must be a surrogate of her god. And, there’s only one something that could
be her god’s surrogate: Her target!
“It’s time to make that adjustment. I can’t afford you have you betray me, which is your nature.
From now on, you will be a creature of pure instinct no matter which version of Miss Handcock
you are. Seven will become your true self and Mondo Kane will become the alter ego. Sane and
sentient will be a mere affectation for you, one that will fool the others, one that will fool even you
when you’re that Mondo Kane girl. And, no one will ever be the wiser. When you’ve regenerated,
you will dispose of Mary just like you’ve done your other victims.”
The Thing makes the mistake of turning its back on the deadly creature, which is something the
real Thing would never do. Though a mindless drone, her lethality hasn’t diminished one bit.
“Unworthy!!!” Mondo screams out as she slices off the impostor’s head with her sword.
Mondo hacks the impostor to pieces. She licks her sword clean and purses it. She’s pristine.
She’s clean and parasite-free. Hype hair in place of krazed. Once more she’s bare-legged, wearing
her deborahs and skirt. Jumblies cradled (jammed) in Wham. She’s her usual sexy, sane and
sentient. And, needless to say, her skins are no longer modded; no more needle injectors.
Kane’s universal reasserts itself. Her purse rejects its modding and ceases to employ flat space
technology; it’s “old school” again. Conventional wisdom says that eventually jammers will evolve
to again nullify flat space technology, but they’ll have no effect on her purse or her perls. The
problem is that conventional wisdom has been set on its ear more than once by appliances that
evolve and assimilate, especially when said appliances get a lot of outside help evolving and
assimilating.
Mondo’s ink is gone. Strap, but no panties. Her muff is back; not gone for good after all. Katz
and tongue piercing are pursed. Puck teleports in as if on cue with her Kendo and Wahl, in hand.
She accepts them graciously and he wisely leaves with her universal. The grand experiment is over,
at least, for now.
The still unconscious Mary is once more wearing her pleated skirt, stockings, and boots.
Number Six steps out of the shadows. Clean and parasite-free, sporting deborahs and a Koo, it’s
wearing its guise of a butch Harpy. It wisely keeps its distance from the carnage. And, it knows
better than to ever breathe a word to anyone about what it has seen.
The something was a very powerful god, and the girl assassinated it with ease of someone who
has done such things many times before. The something was set up. Mondo was the bait. Mondo
was also the trap.
It took six days for the trap to get sprung, which was longer than originally anticipated. Mondo is
doing the wet works for their business and for her pleasure. Yep, this is family business and her
sick fun. Things of this ilk are best kept hush hush.
Hogs, vujcic, and Miss Hancock are once more nestled in the vise-grip embrace of Wahl and
Kendo respectively, just like you’d expect. Her phone reasserts itself for the last time and clips
itself to her strap alongside her purse. Her purse is no longer all by its lonesome.
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Purse and phone are worn on the rightside. Kendo is worn on the leftside. Everything is back in
its proper place. The more things change, the more they stay the same.
And, her slender, lily-white thighs still ache to be strapped—tightly cinched, by her thigh
strapping minions.
Stigma or fact: Are conventional holsters still faster and more dependable than even the new and
improved universals that are currently available? It depends on who you talk to.
Fact: You’ll never be able to jam conventionals.
Of course, there are unconfirmed rumors about next gen universals in the works. Next gens
would be faster and more dependable than conventionals, and they would be immune to jammers
just like conventionals are by definition. Upon release they would be certified, and they would be
classified as SPAs, Special Permission Armaments.
SPAs are for the exclusive of the military and the police, and if you aren’t either you’d better
have a special permit or you’re in a ton of trouble. People have been put to death for being in illegal
possession of an SPA. And, we’re talking about the kind of death that you don’t resurrect from if
you’re faerie. There’s death and then there’s death.
Mondo’s Hogs are SPAs.
“But, some of it I’d like to stay for a while, maybe forever.” Mondo whispers to herself.
This is why she wishes that her skins were still glass modded. She craves the penetration of the
needle injectors. Being pricked never felt so good. She wants to “play” with the glass awhile
longer. No glass addiction; it’s not a habit yet. But, she has a taste for the glass.
This is why she wishes that she was still sporting katz, tongue piercing, and full ink. This is why
she wishes that she was still slick.
And, this is why she wishes that she was still wearing those Leechwoman panties underneath her
skirt.
Mary comes to herself and stands up. No longer out of pocket, she sobers herself up quickly. She
can tell what is what. And, she can tell who is what. She got hijacked. Mary is another something to
be reckoned with.
But, for some reason, Mary doesn’t push the point though. She just leaves in a huff. Recent
incapacitation and glass addiction, notwithstanding, Mary is still a very powerful wizard and
Mondo is quite the gunwhore. Mondo versus Mary would be quite the big show.
Six walks over. They French kiss. Its hands wander all over the girl’s ripe body. And, Kane
doesn’t object to the creature’s attention.
Then and there, Mondo decides to stay for a while. So, while Kazan is on Tabor, Mondo will
shuttle between the hotel where Kazan is staying and Six’s magic shop. When Kazan leaves, Kane
will move in with Number Six.
Day seven, Mondo tails Mary into a shooting gallery. It’s a place where junkies go to get high.
Mary is still fuming about the hijack. But, she has more pressing matters to attend to. Her skins are
empty, it will be sometime before they can replenish themselves, and she needs a fix bad. Besides,
like all junkies, she prefers the needle. And, if the needle is dirty, so much the better.
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Mary ties off an arm and shoots up with some glass that she just scored after a trick. She just had
enough money for a syringe full. The dirty syringe was “borrowed” from a deceased junkie; a
junkie she deceased. She drops to the floor like a brick. She falls backwards into a corner and ends
up prone upon some debris. She’s twitching violently, oblivious to the world.
Mondo fades into a wall and makes sure that no one bothers Ms. Zero. Kane notices that the
wizard is wearing heads. Those retro shades are JVG by definition.
They have plans for Mary, which is why Mondo has cancelled her plans to cancel the wizard. She
got the word when she debriefed this morning and mentioned the wizard. They told her to lay off
Ms. Zero. They also told her to keep an eye on the wizard.
SLPD is the “they” that sent her here to kill the something. She’s here on official police business.
This has nothing to do with Fats or the Business. This has nothing to do with anything that humans
should stick their noses into. This is for faeries only. Yep, it’s that kind of family business.
Kane is her usual sexy; in other words, she’s doing her sexy Miss Handcock. She hasn’t been
plain or crazed in a coon’s age, by choice. Additionally, she’s wearing her heads. She’s slick, no
muff; complete naked smoothness. A lovely lady of the lash, she’s wearing her scandalous thong
underneath her strap; it too is feeding upon her, these days. Right now, she’s being probed by the
G-string’s vibrating fingers. She’s sporting katz, tongue piercing, and full ink. Puck wants to
enshrine her katz, but he can’t get Fats’ permission. Yep, you guessed it, perls and katz are
redundant; her perls can lockpick. Her skins are glass modded and feeding upon her. And, she’s
wearing her skinz again. Her wishes have all come true, and then some.
The “then some” is gripping her strap in the guise of a universal holster configured as a “small of
the back” holster. This reconfigured SSb (strong side belt holster), reconfigured into a SotB, is
Ultraviolet brand and it’s certified, THX Certified to be exact!
Her Hogs, vujcic, Mrs. Alice, and Miss Hancock, are all loaded into her next generation
universal. Yep, this is the rumored next gen that has set conventional wisdom on its proverbial ear
and made conventional concealed-carry holsters obsolete, literally overnight. The rumors turned
out to be true. What a difference a day makes.
This particular next gen is department issue—SLPD (Saint Louis Police Department) issue.
Uniform cops have to wear their universals on the strong side, but plainclothes officers can wear
their universals anyway they please.
Dumb, next gen holster in the back, all by its lonesome. Intelligent, “old school” purse worn on
the strong side. Hi-tech Motorola v6 Razr (razor) phone gripping her strap alongside her purse.
And, by doing so, her strap has become the utility belt. Gone are Kendo and Wahl, maybe
indefinitely; until she decides their fate, they’re in her purse.
Her purse cannot be modded to be next gen, hence the next gen and the purse. There’s no
redundancy here. A non-next gen universal cannot be upgraded to next gen specs, either. But, her
purse isn’t a dumb holster. Conventional wisdom says that eventually it will assimilate her holster,
and by doing so it will become next gen. Yep, if at all possible, her purse will backdoor next gen
via assimilation.
She unbuttons her strait. Her skinz purse themselves. She squeezes her bra cups and the crotch of
her panties. Her skins inject a mega dose of glass into her veins. She climaxes over and over again.
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Mondo falls out of the wall and goes solid. Like Mary, she’s twitching violently and she’s high as
a kite, oblivious to the world. Something plucks the needle sticking out of Mary’s arm, refills the
syringe, and empties the needle into Mondo’s left jugular vein. The something refills the syringe
and empties the syringe into a vein of the girl’s left thigh. The something refills the syringe and
empties the syringe into a vein of the girl’s right thigh. The something refills the syringe and
empties the syringe into the girl’s right jugular vein.
The something is an intermedio. It’s a Gilder that “harvests” junkies. It affixes its mouth to
Mondo’s neck and feeds. Like Six, this one is a goddess too. Unlike Six, it never pretends. It’s
always smelly, filthy, parasite infested, and native. This something is the Renfield of the serial
killer that has been stalking Mondo since day three of seven.
A Kum feeding upon her while she’s on glass, her mind gets erased.

“Want to hear an opinion? With a push-up bra you could
actually have a nice rack of lamb going on up there.”
Murray Balls from Zoolander
Blood curdling screams fill the grotto, Mary’s blood curdling screams. Mary’s dissected body is
strapped spread eagle to a metal table. Corpses in various states of decay are piled like cordwood
against one of the slimy walls. Partial and complete skeletons are stacked likewise against another
wall. Hanging from the ceiling by her thumbs is the butchered remains of Sonny Liston, the
something that intended to kill Miss Kane. Sonny has passed out; she’s been carved up like a
Thanksgiving turkey. The bright red ball gag stuffed in her mouth would mute Sonny if she were
awake anyways. This is hell, Mondo’s hell.
This slime-coated subterranean lair is the expected Kum grotto with sewer access. Bones and
partially eaten carcasses litter the floor. A horrible scent assaults the nostrils: The rank, stomachchurning stench of rotting flesh and raw sewage, and the overpowering, game smell of a zoo’s ape
house. This underworld is paradise to Kum.
Mary and Sonny are Mondo’s handiwork. After decades, Kane has reverted to type. There’s
nothing left but the monster. Her skins are still glass modded. She still craves glass; but, in these
environs, it’s been superseded by an old friend. Homicidal mania holds sway over her now; for the
moment, it’s swept aside her need for glass.
Her universal is gone; maybe for good. Yep, you guessed it. As far as she’s concerned, next gens
are old hat, already. She won’t be riding the fence much longer.
Underneath her strait, her Hogs, vujcic, and Miss Hancock are once more nestled in the vise-grip
embrace of Wahl and Kendo respectively, just like you’d expect.
Purse and phone are worn on the rightside. Kendo is worn on the leftside. Everything is back in
its proper place. The more things change, the more they stay the same.
And, her slender, lily-white thighs still ache to be strapped—tightly cinched, by her thigh
strapping minions.
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She’s gloved by her skinz again. She’s still wearing her thong. And, she’s still sporting her tats
(tattoos). As aforementioned, her skins are still lined with needles; needle injectors which manifest
themselves upon command to prick her viciously and by doing so feed her masochistic needs. She
is, after all, a dominatrix who enjoys having pain inflicted upon her as much as she enjoys
inflecting pain upon others.
This was a Gilder’s lair until Sonny took it from that goddess and made this place hers. That
Gilder is the minion who harvested Mary and Mondo in the shooting gallery. That something is
Sucka, the Renfield to Sonny’s Dracula.
This was Sonny’s lair, her playhouse so to speak, until Mondo turned the tables on Tabor’s
homegrown serial killer. The drone promptly gave back the nesting to Sucka, which pleased Sucka
much.
Mary is the FBI profiler who was sent here to capture the serial killer plaguing Tabor’s red light
district. Mary was deep, deep, deep undercover. SLPD, working in concert with the Feds, instructed
Mondo to cover Mary’s ass and provide the G-Man with needed backup. Little did they know that
Mondo would turn.
Mary was close to discovering who the Tabor Ripper was when she and Mondo became The
Ripper’s latest victims. Now, Mondo is the newest Jane The Ripper and the old Jane The Ripper is
Mondo’s victim.
Mondo walks up to the table upon which Mary is restrained, and gloats over her latest
masterpiece. The girl’s eyes are crazed. Maniacal glee, overlaid by loathing and disdain, paints her
harsh, pretty face; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. She’s a beautiful, hardlooking
lunatic. She’s pristine. She’s clean and parasite free. She’s her usual sexy. But, she’s also The
Debra Thing. And, this is her Hag’s nesting.
“They’ll figure out that it was you who did me! You’ll never see daylight when they lock you up!
You degenerate whore!”
“Bullshit!” Mondo screams out as she lashes Mary with her Miss Hancock. Mary screams out in
pain. Mondo intends to twist Mary sexually so that Ms. Zero will to climax to the lash; even if she
doesn’t succeed in twisting Zero bent, she’ll enjoy trying.
Mary’s magic is of no use down here. And, the grotto is well shielded. In a corner is a shallow of
stagnate, raw sewage which is swarming with squirms. A third of the floor is a pool fed by raw
sewage. The pool is opposite from that corner shallow of stagnate sewage. Next to the shallow is
Mondo’s alcove; it’s assimilated the wall and part of the floor. Yep, Sonny is Borg. Mondo’s
alcove assimilated Sonny’s alcove.
Sucka swims in the pool. It watches its new mistress, The Debra Thing. Unlike Sonny, it likes its
new mistress. And, its Borg mistress likes it. It and Sonny were not lovers; they were never carnal.
Sonny only saw it as slave labor. The drone likes fucking Sucka. This drone and Sucka are lovers.
The Borg is Sucka’s mate. The Borg is Six’s mate. The two Gilders are sharing the girl, which is
unheard of for Kum.
Mondo alternates keeping her alcove at Sucka’s place and at Six’s place. These nestings are
Mondo’s new homes away from home. Six’s place will be the one that everybody knows about.
Sucka’s place is the private abode, the one that few living creatures will ever know about. Here, she
is The Debra Thing. Here, she is herself.
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To amplify the sadomasochistic experience, Mondo has her skins inject a mega dose of glass into
her veins. This time she doesn’t go bye-bye, though. She just gets high!
Mondo is a full-fledged junkie. She’s hopelessly addicted to glass. She’s got the habit. And, she
doesn’t go bye-bye when she gets a shot? That’s food for thought.
The degenerate activates her thong’s fingers, her ink, and her knobb. She decides that when she’s
Debra she will always keep her G-string’s fingers, her ink, and her knobb active, and she will keep
her needle injectors pumping glass into her veins continuously. Also, from now on, the skins (Koo)
and her rubbers (skinz and thong) will feed on her continuously when she’s Debra. Up until now
such things were never done to her continuously.
She holsters her lash. Riding crop, cat o’ nine tails, whippy rattan cane, leather strap (preeminently the Scottish tawse), etc., the configuration of the Miss Hancock depends upon the whim
of its wielder.
And, she’s The Debra Thing no matter what version of Miss Handcock she’s outwardly
displaying. She’s always Miss Debra, The Debra Thing. She still remembers her old life; it’s just
irrelevant to her.
In essence, the predictions about Mondo that were made by The Thing’s now deceased surrogate
have all come true. The adjustment would make them fact.
Mondo is plugged into her alcove. She’s a full-fledged junkie with a raging glass habit. Her strait
is unbuttoned. Her panties are down around her ankles. Sucka moves its hands over the girl’s ripe
body.
Kane is her usual crazed. She’s filthy, smelly, and parasite infested. She has head lice, fleas, and
crabs. Entrails smear her tits, torso, and bra. Her cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp,
stringy rattails that drape her shoulders, face, and breasts. Her foul breath is a sour stench. She has
scum-covered teeth.
Her clothes are so dirty, they’re stiff. They also stink like she does. Meat gone bad, smells better
than Mondo and her duds. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filthingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places. It’s quite understandable how a crazed Mondo is
easily mistaken for a prostitute baglady. Then again, when she’s crazed, she is posing.
The Thing and Sucka prefer her this way, and this is the way she is when she’s with The Thing or
Sucka. She’s The Debra Thing when she’s with Sucka or The Thing, and henceforth she’ll only be
referred to as The Debra Thing when she’s with The Thing or Sucka. Miss Debra is more than just
another alter ego. Debra is her new Other. And, it’s when she’s Debra that she doesn’t wear her
skirt or her skinz. They’re kept in her purse. Phone, purse, and Kendo are gripping her thong.
Phone and purse are worn on the rightside. Kendo is worn on the leftside.
She’s clean and parasite free, she’s pristine, her usual very plain, when she’s with Six; Six prefers
her that way. And, when she’s with Six she’s Seven.
From henceforth, she’s Seven when she’s plain, she’s Debra when she’s crazed, and she’s Mondo
when she’s sexy. All of them are versions of her Miss Handcock. Debra suits her best, though. The
Debra Thing, Miss Debra Handcock, is her Id made manifest to the outside world.
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As the Debra version of Miss Handcock, she’s serial killer, baglady, and poser. As the Seven
version of Miss Handcock, she’s serial killer, private secretary, and poser. And, as the Mondo
version of Miss Handcock, she’s serial killer, private detective, and poser. Serial killer and poser:
the common denominators. What kind of serial killer? Why, dominatrix, of course. Dominatrix:
that violent, cruel, vicious, murderous slice of dark sex.
The Thing made the adjustment which ensures, for now, maybe forever more, that Miss
Handcock will not betray it; betrayal being the girl’s nature. From now on, maybe forever, Miss
Handcock is a creature of pure instinct no matter which version she is. Sane and sentient is a mere
affectation, one that fools the others, one that fools even Miss Handcock when she’s that Mondo
Kane girl. And, no one is the wiser. Maybe she will be this forever, because her Id wants it that
way. Only, Six, Sucka, The Thing, and Mondo’s Id know the truth. The predictions about Mondo
that were made by The Thing’s now deceased surrogate have finally all come true.
Not surprisingly, the adjustment doesn’t last the week.
Debra gives way to Mondo. The girl emerges from her alcove in Sucka’s nesting. She’s pristine.
She’s clean and parasite free. She’s her usual sexy. Sucka is nowhere in sight, which explains her
reversion to type. Sexy is Mondo’s preferred version of Miss Handcock, these days. Sexy is the lie
she prefers, but crazed is the truth that best fits her. She’s still in denial.
Loathing and disdain, paints her harsh, pretty face regardless of what version of Miss Handcock
she is; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. An underlying disgust. A rigid posture:
stiff, straight back, whether sitting, standing, walking, or whatnot. A severity of walk. An erect
bearing, a purposeful stride, and above all an expression of extraordinary severity; she has all the
important attributes of the successful dominatrix. Worship and obey!
These days, she isn’t sporting ink no matter which version of Miss Handcock she is. Just miles
and miles of creamy white flesh, when she’s not inked; just miles and miles of creamy white flesh
punctuated by obscene expressions in ink, when she is tattooed. Then again, she’s gonna stay inked
whether she likes it or not. In other words, no matter how many times she “suppresses” her ink, it
will always come back in the end.
There’s a caveat. Her NiS manages itself; she no longer has any control over it whatsoever. It’s
suppressing itself. It only manifests itself when she’s in the presence of her goddess The Thing or
when she’s in the presence of a Kum, any Kum. So, things aren’t as fascist as it would seem when
it comes to her ink after all.
She’s wearing her katz. Her perls are also very fine lockpicks. So, katz and perls are redundant.
She only wears the katz to please Fats, and these days, Fats wants her wear this bling whether she’s
in Fats’ presence or not. A versatile tool, perls are akin to Dr. Who’s famous sonic screwdriver.
She’s slick. She likes being shaved; the “no muff look” suits her, especially when she’s inked.
Then again, she’s gonna stay slick whether she likes it or not. In other words, no matter how many
times she manifests her muff, it will always go away in the end.
Underneath her strap, she’s sporting the expected thong. A sexy whitegirl wearing nothing
whatsoever underneath her snakeskin skirt, and shaved to boot, now that’s kinky; commando at its
very best. A sexy whitegirl packing a big, black swang in the guise of a shine, now, that’s even
kinkier. A sexy whitegirl wearing black rubber panties while being fingered by same, now, that’s
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the kinkiest; especially when the girl is shaved, the fingers are black, and said panties are butt
flossing crotch flossing “lip readers.”
Her skinz are also in her purse; she hasn’t made a decision about their fate. Her Koo, her smart
suit, is a uniform by default; a Waffen SS uniform to be precise. Wearing her bra and her rubbers
(rubber gloves and rubber knickers) along with her smart suit and deborahs would equate to her
being in full Waffen SS kit. Likewise, going braless, wearing neither skinz nor thong, and wearing
her smart suit and deborahs would also equate to her being in full Waffen SS kit. A cruel,
hardlooking, uniformed Prussian bitch, best describes her. Punish me, please!
What are most noticeable by their absences are her Wahl, and Kendo; they’ve been enshrined by
Puck for the umpteenth time. She’s decided to try something new. She’s using her perls in place of
her holsters. When she holsters something now, it’s loaded into her necklace. This isn’t “old
school” dimensional compression—her purse or “cutting edge” flat space technology—her next
gen universal. This is JVG—her necklace. This was the option she was up till now unwilling to
exploit, for obvious reasons. For too long she had been dodging that something that’s so very
different!
In the fashion of a prostitute, nothing is gripping her strap alongside her purse; her purse is all by
its lonesome. Her phone is enshrined along with her holsters. Purse with phone delete (no phone,
whatsoever), is so very whore indeed. The most whore thing she could do would be to go braless,
inked, ditch the purse altogether, and let her perls dup for her holsters, phone, katz, and purse. That
would be a mouthful, though. For now, she’s chosen whore over being prudent, which is against
type for her. In the end, she’ll revert to wearing her universal beside her purse on the strong side,
and using her perls for what’s leftover: much less whore, but much more prudent.
With the perls used in place of her holsters, she’s never ever been this bare before. To the
uninitiated, the well-armed harlot looks like an unarmed streetwalker. But, the whore is armed to
the teeth. Being this bare makes her look like a prostitute. Then again, Miss Handcock by definition
is a poser regardless of version.
She likes selling herself to strange men and women on the streets almost as much as she likes
torturing and killing them. She likes fucking; getting paid for it is just icing on the cake. Posing as a
prostitute is the ruse she uses as a serial killer to ensnare her victims. In essence, she’s the prostitute
who tortures and kills her clientele, just like the original Jane The Ripper. In essence, she’s a
prostitute and The Thing, her goddess, is her pimp. After all, when she’s posing, she is getting paid
to suck and fuck something. So, strictly speaking, she is a harlot.
Prostitute or poser, maybe it’s just a matter of semantics? Nope, it isn’t. When prostitution is a
means to an end and not an end in itself, then it’s not a matter of semantics. Prostitutes fuck for a
living; fucking is their livelihood. Mondo kills for a living; killing is her livelihood. She doesn’t
cross that imaginary line. She’s not sexually “for hire”; she’s just posing. Prostitute is her cover,
not her vocation. It’s as if she were an undercover cop who’s cover is a prostitute.
Besides, if what she did was really prostitution instead of posing, Fats, her Aunt Agnus, her
mother Mildred Most, and so many others would have had her disposed of a long time ago. A
common ass harlot is too easily ruled by money to be trusted. There’s harlot and then there’s harlot.
She craves her panties; she craves the way they cinch her up. The skimpy rubber panties are
actually a chastity belt. The slang term for this very sick thong is a restraint. She craves her glass.
She craves her knobb. She craves fucking and sucking. She craves fucking and sucking, and getting
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paid for it. She craves pain. She craves to kill, torture, and maim something. She craves CP
(corporal punishment). She craves being degraded. She craves degrading others. She craves Borg.
She craves Kum. She craves The Thing. She craves being a cow. These cravings are her habit, the
monkey on her back. She is a junkie, and that’s not negotiable. But, she can turn her habit on and
off like a spigot.
Besides, if she was so easily ruled by addiction, Fats, her Aunt Agnus, her mother Mildred Most,
and so many others would have had her disposed of a long time ago. A common-ass junkie is too
undependable to be trusted. She’s never allowed her habit, however it was defined for her at a
given moment in time, to get in the way of her doing a job. There’s junkie and then there’s junkie.
Over the years her habit has changed, but it has always encompassed torture, maiming, and death.
The fucking and sucking part came into the fold when she got made.
She misses her phone. The Borg in her misses the sophisticated mechanism. She misses her
conventional holsters. She misses being cinched up by them. She misses her shine. It was an
elaborate mechanism that cinched her up and bended her gender. The ultimate gender bender made
her a female she-male dominatrix. Spank me, please!
But, her perls are an elaborate, sophisticated mechanism that fills that void for the Borg in her.
The rubber restraint that binds her nether regions fills that other void, the masochistic one. The
fucking and sucking feeds her whore. Getting paid for doing it makes her feel dirty; a feeling she
craves because it, like her need to go crazed, feeds her need to be degraded. When she tortures,
maims, degrades, and/or kills something, she’s feeding her sadism. She’s the dominatrix who needs
to be dominant and submissive at one time or the other preferably at the same time.
She’s never had a hobby, up until now. Being a harlot has become her hobby. Fuck, suck, and get
paid for it. It’s a hobby, not a vocation.
Then, the inevitable happens. Something snaps in her head. She drops to her knees. She lets out a
bloodcurdling scream, and then there’s silence. Earth to the Bat Cave, “Fun time is over.” They
need her back, and they need her now.
It’s the last time that her perls will dup for her universal or her purse. Yep, for a time, she’d also
used her perls in place of her purse. Previously, she had been without holsters and a purse, because
of her perls. The Ultraviolet and the purse are just flat out better at those sorts of things; her
universal is better at being a holster and her purse is better at being a purse. Her perls divest
themselves of any claim on her universal, her purse, her vujcic, her Hogs, her Mrs. Alice, or her
Miss Hancock. Hogs, vujcic, Mrs. Alice, and Miss Hancock, her weapons, load themselves into her
universal. Her universal clips itself to the waistband of her skirt beside her purse.
She stands up. Underneath her clothes, upon her skin, her ink, sans NiS, manifests itself. She has
reverted to wearing her universal and her purse side by side on the strong side, and using her perls
for what’s leftover. Her skinz glove her. Power suit, deborahs, and rubbers, she’s in full Waffen SS
kit.
The Borg drone cow dematerializes.
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“Remember. It’s always darkest before it goes completely
dark.”
Hannibal of the A-Team
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Very Plain, Kinda of Crazed, Sort of Sexy
“It’s called bittr, at least that’s what a dyke would call it.”
Mondo Kane materializes in a priest’s-hole after making the expected detour. And, the PH is a
genuine antique: an Edwardian era “St. John’s Wort.” She’s been here before; that time she wasn’t
alone, she was with Gina.
“I’m ready, willing, and able to do your bidding, auntie dearest.”
As if it were listening, the secret panel in front of Mondo swings mutely open on its precision
Sapper hinges. Mondo steps down into Captain Miller’s station house reading room. When the
solid mahogany panel swings silently shut behind her, you can’t tell it’s there.
Her Aunt Agnus isn’t in the room, but Mary Zero is. No longer undercover, Agent Zero is clean
and parasite free. Zero takes a swing at Mondo, connects, and decks the girl.
“Hit me again. That felt so good.”
“You freak! I’ll kill you for what you did to me!”
Zero puts the boots to Mondo, kicking Mondo with the lethal, pointed toes of her deborahs.
Mondo cums over and over in reaction to the pain being inflicted. Agnus, who’s watching
remotely, lets the “fun” go on for a short time before entering the room and pulling Zero off of
Kane.
Mondo stands up smiling and laughing her head off.
“You should have let her beat me a little longer. She’s got a talent for it.”
“Degenerate, scum!”
“Your point being?”
“Enough. You’ve both had your fun playing your sick little games. Now behave and sit down
over there.” Miller commands.
Zero and Kane sit down on a nearby sofa as directed by Captain Miller. That’s when someone
steps out of the shadows; she’s smiling from ear to ear. The newcomer is wearing heads, a Koo
Stark, deborahs, skinz, and perls. She looks like a well-dressed schoolmarm. Her Keely-cut is the
same short hairdo that was made famous by Ms. Keely “Gunther” Smith; Ms. Smith sported the
Keely-cut as a 1950s Las Vegas headliner with then husband Louie Prima. The Harpy is a
deadringer for an eighty-something Edit Head; Miss Head, the exclusive designer for movie starlet
Miss Gloria Swanson, is arguably the most famous costume designer in Hollywood history. Miss
Head was the Head Designer for Paramount Studios for the better part of a century. Now, Miss
Head is in semi-retirement. She travels a lot.
Captain Miller points to the something and smiles broadly. The something, who’s braless and
commando (no panties), and slick (no muff), is obviously a dyke from the vibes she’s giving off.
This can’t be Edith Head, because she goes both ways. So, Kane deduces that this must be Edith’s
older, twin sister Judith. Judith is also quite the world traveler. Neither sister is reclusive or
introverted.
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“My name is Judith Head, Professor Doctor Judith Head. I’m the twin sister of Edith Head. Your
auntie recommends you quite highly, Miss Kane. And, Fats thinks the world of you.” Like her
sister Edith, Judith has a thick, German accent and a harsh, grating voice.
The doctor acts as if she and Mondo are the only ones in the room. Her attention and discussion
are directed solely at Kane. So, Mondo follows suit.
“Continue, doctor.”
“Your beating by Agent Zero. This little demonstration staged by your auntie for my benefit
proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that you’re plenty tough enough.”
“I’m tough enough for what?”
“I’m in need of a companion.”
“What type of companion?” Mondo asks.
“I need someone to help me manage my private business. I need a private secretary, Miss Kane.”
“I’ve already got a job.” Mondo responds coyly.
“Be forewarned, I’m quite the exacting task master. Girls don’t stay with me long. The last one
didn’t last a week. She resigned in quite a huff.”
Judith is quite the smooth talker, when comes to the ladies. She’s obviously attracted to Mondo,
and makes no bones about it. She wants Mondo bad.
Mondo imagines the doctor sporting a moe and sternns, and strapping a shine. She gets wet
thinking about a butch Doctor Head, instead of the mainstream dyke that Doctor Head looks like
now. She wishes that Doctor Head were a look alike for The Doctor, Doctor Frankenstein.
In Mondo’s fantasy, Edith is the extravert and the reclusive Judith in sharp contrast is the
introvert. Judith is painfully shy. It’s an effort for her to talk to people. She’s obviously attracted to
Mondo, but she doesn’t know how to get to first base. The spinster has zero people skills. Of
course, this couldn’t be further from the truth.
“Like I said, Doctor Head, I already have a job.”
A disappointed Doctor Head smiles and leaves the room.
“Mondo, I have a job for you.”
“Yes?”
“I want you to be the doctor’s secretary.”
“Anything you say, auntie dearest.”

“If you think an expert is expensive, wait until you hire an
amateur.”
Red Adair
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Chapter Two
Borg Girl
“The world, the machine, and the devil we don’t know.”
“And this is your bedroom.”
The girl is mesmerized by what she sees in the corner of the room. She switches to mindless Borg
drone mode, so called MBDM. It’s a Borg charging alcove, but it’s not just any alcove. It’s a
diabolik; it’s been JVG enhanced. As such, it has all of the added perversions of Mondo’s current,
personal alcove and then some. Mondo’s current, personal alcove is also modded, but it’s not a
diabolik.
“I’m sure you’ll have no use for the bed.”
The doctor smiles at the drone’s reaction to the diabolik. The Mob enforcer sheds her Koo, skinz,
bra, panties, and deborahs. The diabolik assimilates her old alcove, and by doing so becomes her
new, current, personal alcove. She in turn assimilates the diabolik.
Naked, save for katz and perls, the drone plugs herself into her newest, latest assimilation.
Ordinary Borg alcoves, even modded ones, have become obsolete to her; she no longer has any use
for them except for emergencies. Once you go diabolik, you never want to go back.
Head walks up to the now mindless girl and lets her hands wander over the drone’s ripe, wanting
body. The emotionless drone stares blankly ahead. Pierced tongue hanging out. Mouth open
slackly, drooling.
“This is your new home, Miss Handcock. And, I am The Doctor. From now on, Doctor
Frankenstein is just ‘the doctor’ to you. I am the new Doctor Who in your life. And, you are The
Debra Thing in mine. Your goddess and I will be sharing you in an arrangement analogous to the
one that your goddess has with Fats. Like your goddess, I will call you Seven also. Mindless or not,
I will never call you Mondo Kane, since that no longer applies.”
A Hag, dressed in a maid’s uniform, enters the room. The maid is a Kum in inhuman form. Its
proximity causes Miss Handcock’s NiS to manifest itself. It answers to the name Dana.
“You rang, doctor?”
“Yes, Dana. Make sure that Miss Handcock’s things are put in their proper places.”
“Yes, doctor.”
Head leaves the room. She discards her mainstream dyke façade and resumes her true self. She
wore the façade to conform to Captain Agnus Miller’s wishes. Now. The Doctor is sporting a moe
and sternns. Her shine straps itself on underneath her skirt. Mopp, that dreadful pancake makeup is
applied heavily to her face by her compact. Strapped to the waistband of her strap is a purse
identical to Mondo’s, which is where her shine and compact came from. She’s as butch as Doctor
Frankenstein in looks, mannerisms, etc. Mondo’s dream has come true.
Miss Handcock undergoes a like transformation. Sexy gives way to plain, very plain. Her
compact applies pancake makeup heavily to her face; the makeup is that dreadful mopp, of course.
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The unflattering makeup is part of her plain, after all. Age lines, drawn in by the mopp, make her
look like a bitter, forty-something divorcee; bitter divorcee always overlays her usual baseline
(baseline look) of loathing and disdain, of course. Sternka and sternns, of course. This is her true
self. She will sport the sexy lie as opposed to the plain truth, only when she utterly has to. She is
The Debra Thing, Miss Debra, Miss Debra Handcock, Seven, The Doctor’s private secretary. For
the interim, Mondo Kane ceases to exist. Mondo Kane is gone forever? This mindless Borg drone
iteration of Miss Handcock is a creature of pure instinct. Sane and sentient is a mere affectation.
She’s a cow. She’s an it, just like Sucka; it’s also a she. So, both references, she and it, apply.
When she’s in this mode, she has a thick, German accent and a harsh, grating voice just like
Doctor Frankenstein, just like Doctor Head: The voice of a Prussian shrew. Of course, as a
mindless drone, she’ll seldom speak; speaking only when spoken to, just like the good drone that
she is.
Miss Debra’s goddess The Thing, who’s watching remotely, is pleased. This “tweak” is far better
than the adjustment. Fortunately, for all concerned, the tweak’s tenure is even shorter than the
adjustment. Because, something else besides Mondo’s goddess is remotely watching; something
with bad intentions toward the girl’s principal Doctor Head.
Deep in the basement of an insane asylum, the mad Dr. Vingo combines technology with The
Book of The Dead, aka The Necronomicon, to fulfill perverted experiments of his very own. Hellbent on using science to harness the Necronomicon’s powers, the malevolent doctor unleashes the
book’s all-powerful Evil upon the world creating a new breed of Deadites, monsters and
experiments gone wrong, twisting reality into a hellish strudel and leaving mankind with that notso-fresh apocalyptic feeling.
Mondo comes to herself in her alcove. She’s no longer in mindless drone mode. The room is
pitch back. And, she can tell that she’s not alone. She steps out of the alcove and fades into a wall
before the unknown menace can do her any harm.
The Druid huntress is wearing the expected thick-lensed goggles, horned breather-mask, and
head-to-toe Egyptian mummy-wrappings. The goggles are “all seeing.” And, the thick white gauze
wrappings will stop, pointblank, any grenade and DEW output, and most anti-armor rounds!
The silent alarm did its job, giving Doctor Head ample warning that intruders had penetrated the
house’s defenses. Doctor Head hurtles around the corner with something in hot pursuit. Foolishly,
Doctor Head decides to confront the huntress instead of taking haven in the safe room which is a
mere three feet away. Dana is with her. In the past, Dana has been more than sufficient protection.
The plan was to have Mondo deal with these people, Doctor Head has unilaterally decided to
change that plan.
“I’ll deal with your kind myself. The Borg, my new plaything, can mop up my leftovers.”
“Arrogant fool. You’re no match for me. Pay your boon or die.”
“Bite me.”
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Kane hears Doctor Head shriek in terror somewhere in the house. She knows she must do
something and she needs to do something quick.
Very plain gives way to her usual sexy. But, bitter divorcee still overlays her usual look of
loathing and disdain, of course. She’s no longer inked, mopped, etc.
She’s harsh and haughty. Straight-laced and rigid. Straight-laced and frigid. Slut. Shrew.
Loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. The sexy, “come hither”
movie star looks of her old life, merged with the hate-filled face of her new life. Hype hair. No
sternns. No shine. She’s easily mistaken for an OMG prostitute.
Fortunately, all is not as it seems. Unbeknownst to her adversaries, Mondo never shed her stuff,
she shed decoys. Her real things were loaded into her perls for safekeeping. Smart suit, rubbers,
push-up, purse, universal, and heels are divested by her necklace. This wordless exchange between
girl and purse is telepathic, of course. Once more, she’s sporting Koo, skinz, bra, thong, purse,
holster, and deborahs. Out of habit, she chooses her Hogs: Old habits die hard. Her universal
responds. The pistols generate into her waiting hands; there’s only the illusion that she’s
crossdrawing from conventional holsters without having to unbutton her suit coat.
Everything had been loaded into her perls. But, there’s a price for everything. Nothing in life is
free. And, using perls for everything has that price. Mondo will never be quite the same. Cold and
detached are the adjectives that best describe her now: In a word, frigid. Frigid overlays and
accentuates her usual loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee.
Frigid, bitter divorcee. It’s a permanent addition to Miss Handcock, or at least as permanent as
anything is with faerie.
Her thick, German accent is also permanent, or at least as permanent as anything is with faerie.
Harsh, pretty face. Harsh, ugly voice. A hatefilled voice seething with the same loathing and
disdain that paints her face. Notwithstanding the loathing and disdain a loathing and disdain
overlaid by frigid, bitter divorcee that disfigures her voice and taints her face; these emotions are an
affectation whenever she’s in mindless Borg drone mode, because when she’s MBDM, she’s
emotionless.
The girl has a shrew’s grating, hatefilled voice, but she speaks in a very matter-of-fact fashion
with a thick, German accent: her default voice when she’s doing MBDM is now her default voice
period regardless of what version of Miss Handcock she is. And, of course, there’s that loathsome
edge to her voice that bespeaks Borg; it comes off as vulgar and dominatrix when she does it,
though.
Mondo wears that blank mask etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by
frigid, bitter divorcee. Harsh, pretty, emotionless face. An emotionless mask. Cold, hate-filled eyes.
Bitter divorcee, minus the mopp and minus the drawn-in age lines which make her look fortysomething, always overlays her usual baseline (baseline look) of loathing and disdain. Sexy, very
plain, and crazed merged seamlessly into the nasty girl that you crave to do the nasty with: Miss
Handcock version whatever. This is her look regardless of what version of Miss Handcock she is.
Some angles of her are quite scary looking, it goes without saying.
Loathing and disdain, paints her harsh, pretty face regardless of what version of Miss Handcock
she is; a loathing and disdain overlaid by frigid, bitter divorcee. An underlying disgust. A rigid
posture: stiff, straight back, whether sitting, standing, walking, or whatnot. A severity of walk. An
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erect bearing, a purposeful stride, and above all an expression of extraordinary severity; she has all
the important attributes of the successful dominatrix. Worship and obey!
Now, for the next great loss in her life. The Druids have a way of tracking her while she’s
ghosted through her katz; in effect, they’ve bugged her katz. They’ve done the impossible. But, in
life there’s always a whatever. The opposition depended on her katz being on her person at all
times. In a totally unprecedented move, unbeknownst to her enemy, Fats has freed her of that
obligation. From now on, her perls will be her lockpicks.
Mondo moves away from her compromised minion. A decoy of her wearing her bugged stuff
moves through the wall in the opposite direction. The necklace begins feeding upon her; it too is a
parasite, as are all things that are JVG.
She sets her guns down momentarily upon some lasts in the plastered wall and slips on her heads.
These cateye sunglasses have many nefarious uses. But, to use them to their fullest, she must pay
the price. The sunglasses are allowed by her to feed upon her brain, just like a brain snake would!
But, she needs more. So, life repeats itself. Like a face-hugger in one of those lurid Alien movies,
a something that’s hideous, obscene, and vaguely biomechanical wraps the lower half of her face.
It’s a deadringer for the restraint mask worn by Hannibal Lecter in “The Silence of the Lambs.”
This strapless muzzle, a gift from Olin, is an obvious trap. Like her strait and strap, it’s an authentic
insane asylum restraint used on patients. It begins to feed upon her. It too is JVG.
Hype hair gives way to krazed, a transformation that’s triggered by the face-hugger. Otherwise,
she’s still sexy.
The Druids take the bait and follow her decoy. Mondo teleports into a wall across the room and
steps out of that wall. She too is employing Borg shields. Miss Kane is behind the Druids. They
realize a moment too late that they’ve been had. Mondo is the bait, and she’s also the trap. And,
she’s a firm believer in employing overwhelming force to subdue your adversary. By her way of
thinking, you can never be too well armed.
One of the Druids, a woman, makes some arcane gestures with her hands, to no avail. Mondo
doesn’t turn to dust. Plain and simple, flesh is not made unwhole.
Using arcane as a WMD. It’s the kind of arcane usage that’s been outlawed punishable by death
since the Forever War. Yep, the kind of death you don’t resurrect from!
Emitted by her heads, telemetry in the form of holographic targeting imagery appears in her field
of vision overriding the Scan emissions from her MPPs. The wearer only thinks that the firing
solutions are manifest before their eyes. In point of fact, the information is relayed directly into
their brain, just like the emissions of the Scan sight of an MPP. Blah!
The Druids are dispatched posthaste, but not by a hail of bullets. They’re not ripped apart as if by
a pair of powerful, unseen, magical hands either. They’re turned to dust by her heads. In other
words, they’re unmade by her retro sunglasses. Bottomline: Their deaths are silent and violent, and
very final. Yep, the kind of death you don’t resurrect from!
Using heads as a WMD. It’s the kind of arcane usage that’s been outlawed punishable by death
since the Forever War. Yep, the kind of death you don’t resurrect from!
Maniacal glee paints her face, overlaying loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain already
overlaid by frigid, bitter divorcee. Cold, hate-filled eyes: Wild-eyed. Insanity paints her large, ugly
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mouth: madness for lipstick; insanity lipstick. Enlarged pineal. Otherwise, she’s her usual sexy:
1950s cheesecake with a bra that stays Painful all of the time these days. Sexy merges seamlessly
with crazed. But, first and foremost, she’s sexy.
Both Druids were employing Borg shields. Neither of them were Borg, though. The plot
thickens.
Sexy gives way to very plain, as expected. No bra. No shine. No thong. Nothing whatsoever
underneath her skirt. She’s commando. No skinz. Going braless, commando, and ungloved is so
very Goon indeed. Mopp. Sternns. Sternka. Ink. Etc. Her sternns are also JVG, and they’re just as
insidious as her heads. And, just like her heads, they’re allowed by her to eat her brains.
With a snap of her fingers, the alcove folds itself into a pillbox which purses itself. The spinster
walks out of the room.
Sternns. Knobb. Straight-laced and rigid. Straight-laced and frigid. Very plain, again. Slut.
Shrew. Harsh and haughty, loathing and disdain overlaid by frigid, bitter divorcee: the hard, hatefilled face of the Borg Queen’s wife. She’s easily mistaken for a frigid librarian. But, when she’s
plain, she additionally becomes a hardcore butch spinster just like Eddy, The Doctor, Doctor
Frankenstein, Doctor Professor Edith “Eddy” Frankenstein.
Cold and emotionless, a face etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by
frigid, bitter divorcee. A large, ugly, downturned mouth. Hardlooking. Harsh looking. Pretty.
Frigid, bitter divorcee overlays her baseline of loathing and disdain. Movie starlet looks that are
straight out of the 1950s when the movie studios ruled the roost: those breathtaking, pneumatic,
bleach-blonde bombshell looks from the golden age of the studio system. A killing machine in the
guise of a woman. A Borg drone: The ultimate moll. A tight, hard woman.
She purses her face-hugger. Plain gives way to her usual sexy. Bra. Thong. Skinz. Etc.
Mondo’s eyes change. Her eyes go cloudy. They look like the marbled peepers on a boiled fish.
Usually linx-eyes signify that she’s in a fugue-state, a glamour having been placed upon her. In this
case, linx-eyes signify that her perls have switched to brain-eater mode; now, they’re the mind
serpents that are eating her brains. She’s akin to those base female automatons that the Collective
used to wage the Machine Wars. She literally becomes it!
Using her perls in brain-eater mode as mind serpents in conjunction with glass is the next logical
progression. And, the addict in her intends to pursue that junkie fantasy when this fracas is over.
Business always comes first.
While Mondo goes about her business, a Gilder goddess watches her remotely. This is an old
god, one of The Old Ones! The matron has taken a fancy to our junkie whore. Its name is Johnny
Mook. It has done away with all of the Kum who were rivals to its affections for the cow called
Seven. Sucka, Six, Seven’s Kum, etc., are gone; Johnny killed and ate them all. Johnny has taken
over Six’s magic shop The Little Shop of Horrors. When it’s passing for inhuman, it looks, sounds,
and acts just like Six did when Six was posing as a Harpy. When Johnny is native, it looks just like
Six looked when Six was in native form. Johnny has taken over Six’s life with none the wiser. Like
The Thing, Johnny can use Mondo’s ink to possess her. Johnny was the thing long before The
Thing was born!
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Mondo slips on her heads; once more they’re mind serpents that are eating her brain. The heads
hide the fact that she’s double dipping: using her perls and heads as brain-eaters. Heads and perls
used simultaneously as brain-eaters is way beyond reckless; it’s totally insane.
A fleeting fantasy of hers is of her doing glass while her heads and her perls are munching on her
brain. In that fantasy, she’s not The Bride, she’s not even The Monster; she’s The Debra Thing!
In the wake of the fantasy, her look gets tweaked; in a way, it comes full circle. Sternka in place
of hype hair, but otherwise she’s her usual sexy. Her thong gets pursed; she’s prefers commando,
anyways. Her skinz get pursed, but her bra stays. She doesn’t like going braless very much. Her bra
is one of her preferred restraints, anyways. She purses her heads. Her eyes return to normal. Heads,
sternns, and perls cease to be in brain-eater mode simultaneously.
Habit has given way to practicality. She can’t afford the distraction of having her brains munched
on, right now. And, except for her NiS, she’s sporting her ink again.
Sexy with just a touch of plain—sternka, and crazed—in maniacal glee. Frigid, bitter divorcee,
minus the mopp and minus the drawn-in age lines which make her look forty-something, overlays
her usual base look of loathing and disdain; maniacal glee overlays all that. Call it, bittr (bitter),
‘cause that’s what it is. That’s what a dyke would call it. And, despite its mainstream roots, the look
screams “butch schoolmarm!” You can’t get more Gestapo than that. Add sternns to her bittr, and
she’s easily mistaken for Gestapo. Sans sternns, she’s easily mistaken for an OMG prostitute for
the Gestapo.
Then, in spite of her aforementioned needs, her skinz glove her once more and she’s strapping
underneath her skirt again. Gloves. Strap-on. After all, what kind of self-respecting butch
schoolmarm would she be if she didn’t wear kid gloves and a shine? None whatsoever is the
obvious answer to that question.
Bittr is sort-of-sexy and it’s sort-of-crazed. Bittr is Miss Handcock. And, for the foreseeable
future, this is the only look that she will sport in public and this is her preferred look!
For the foreseeable future, she’ll be The Debra Thing; the something who prefers to be called
Seven.
She has become her destiny. She has become the Borg Queen who rules over Unimatrix Zero.
Then again, that’s what The Debra Thing is. Unimatrix Zero is a Collective composed of only one
Borg, that Borg is both queen and drone, that Borg is Mondo Kane!
Seven plugs herself into her alcove. Her eyes change; they go cloudy. They look like the marbled
peepers on a boiled fish. Linx-eyes signify that her perls have switched to brain-eater mode.
Whenever she plugs in, her perls switch to brain-eater mode and her Koo shoots her up with glass.
And, underneath her skirt, her rubber phallus is busy fucking the alcove’s artificial vagina.
She slips on her heads. They too switch to brain-eater mode and begin munching on her brain.
Seven, the drone, becomes the Borg Queen.
“Seven is a Borg designation, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is. We are, were, I, was Borg.”
“Once Borg; always Borg.”
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“That’s what they say, officer.”
“I’m a detective sergeant.”
“I stand corrected.”
Mondo prefers to be called Seven. In private, The Doctor and The Thing only refer to her as
Seven. And, increasingly, she refers to herself in the third-person plural interspersed with referring
to herself in the first-person singular, whether it’s public or private. There are times, especially after
she’s regenerated, when she forgets that she’s Mondo Kane; these lapses are coming more
frequently of late. During these lapses she’s MBDM, and as such she’s a creature of pure instinct;
she’s no different than a Kum in that respect. During these lapses, she’s The Debra Thing; plain
and simple, she’s the Borg Queen when she lapses.
“Your principal gets killed, Miss Kane. The Doctor, Doctor Frankenstein, buys the deceased
Doctor Head’s house. And, you stay on as The Doctor’s private secretary.”
“Yes.”
“Very convenient for The Doctor.”
“Yes.”
Mondo’s bedroom is spartan. Her alcove is the only “furniture” in the room. She and Detective
Martin are alone in the room. In point of fact, the room has been completely assimilated. It looks
like the chamber of a Borg Queen.
“Doctor Head’s sister has her suspicions.”
“I imagine she does.”
“We’ll be talking again, Miss Kane.”
“I imagine we will, Detective Martin.” Mondo pauses then adds: “I’ll escort you to the door.”
“Nope. I can find my way out.”
“But, I insist. You might get lost.”
That’s when the butler Eegor enters the room. Mondo lapses. She becomes it. She becomes the
Borg Queen. Detective Martin misses the change. The butler doesn’t.
Eegor is a Daemon who’s pretending. As such, he resembles Ted Cassidy, the actor who
portrayed Lurch the colossal butler of Gomez and Morticia Addams in the Addams Family
television show.
“The Doctor needs you for dictation, Miss Kane.”
Mondo leaves the room without saying a word. She only speaks when she has to.
“Detective Martin, I’ll escort to the front door.”
“Okay.”
Mondo finds The Doctor in the study, ready to dictate a letter. The girl stands in her usual spot
and pulls out a steno pad. Mondo prefers to stand. She only sits down when she has to.
Eddy notices the change and smiles. In effect, Mondo Kane is gone. The Borg Queen is back.
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“Unbutton your coat. Unhook your bra. And, slip on your sternns. I prefer you plain, very plain.”
Kane does as she’s told.
“Excellent. Now you are most fetching.”
Again, Kane says absolutely nothing.
“Please me.”
Eddy raises her skirt and spreads her legs, draping her legs over the arm of the overstuffed chair
that she’s sitting in. She removes her strap-on.
Mondo get down on her hands and knees, and eats The Doctor.
“Enough.”
Mondo resumes her preferred standing position; steno pad in hand.
Eddy dictates the letter while masturbating and giving her Borg plaything a hand job.
During the dictation, Mondo’s bittr evolves. It’s triggered by Mondo pursing her sternns, which
is a unilateral decision on her part! In other words, Mondo has already grown bored with this bittr;
after all, it’s just a sexy variation on her previous bittr anyway.
No shine; the strap-on gets pursed. Sternka gives way to hype hair. No more preference for being
called Seven. No more third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person
singular. Underneath her strap she’s wearing her skimpy rubber panties again. Her strap-on and
dildo-capable panties are WMB (weapons of masturbation). When she’s not commando, she prefers
wearing her kinda of WMB underneath her skirt.
More importantly, our Miss Kane has grown bored with the whole mindless Borg bit. Being
anyone’s submissive only lasts so long for this serial killing dominatrix. And, Eddy knows better
than to ask Mondo to be submissive any longer than she wishes to be; it would be very unwise and
very unhealthy to do so.
Eddy will remain the man. She likes sporting wood. Eddy straps her shine back on.
Kane will remain the woman wearing a thong instead of strapping underneath her skirt or, better
yet, going commando.
But, Kane likes being Borg. Eventually she’ll have a relapse. As aforementioned, the way that
her skinz seamlessly fuse with the sleeves of her coat when she wears those rubber gloves, tells you
that much.
Yep, in the end, she’ll backslide. She’ll prefer to be called Seven. She’ll refer to herself in the
third-person plural interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular. She’ll have
those lapses, during which she’ll be MBDM. She’ll wear her strap-on instead of her thong
underneath her skirt. She’ll sport a sternka instead of hype hair.
“Be honest. You prefer the ‘dumb’ blonde, don’t you, just like Fats does? An implant-sporting
automaton on Baywatch?”
Eddy pauses for a longtime before she answers.
“Yes.”
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“Fuck! You men are all alike.”

Author’s note: This is a slang usage for ‘men.’ Here, of
course, it refers to rug lickers and all other persuasions of
women who like to fuck women.
Eddy looks concerned. Then, she realizes that Mondo is just having some harmless, good natured
fun at her expense.
“You had me worried for a moment.”
“Why?”
“You off people when they prove unworthy.”
“Doesn’t stop you from wanting to fuck me, does it?”
“Nope.”
They’re sitting side by side on the sofa. Mondo’s arm is around Eddy. Mondo leans over and
kisses The Doctor. They grope each other crudely.
“I’ll move my alcove down into your lab and have it assimilate the wall next to where you keep
The Monster. The Bride and The Monster will be side by side. Six can have my room; I have no
use for it anymore.”
Eddy’s underground lab used to be Doctor Head’s.
“You know it’s not the same Six?”
“Of course. It got rid of all of its Kum rivals and took Six’s place. It’s a goddess, just like my
goddess The Thing. Its name is Johnny, Johnny Mook.”
“Then, from now on, we’ll call it by its given name.”
“Might as well. Cat’s out of the bag.”
“With none the wiser, that’s for sure.”
In “Lust for Frankenstein,” the Jesse Franco classic, Michelle Bauer portrays The Monster. Ms.
Bauer, wearing nothing but a pair of gold-painted platform-shoes, forehead bolts, and some scar
make-up, gives a wonderfully committed performance as the creature. Lina Romay, Franco’s
longtime companion, portrays The Doctor, Doctor Moira Frankenstein. Ms. Bauer’s and Ms.
Romay’s characters are more feminine looking than their real life counterparts; nevertheless, the
physical resemblances are very strong, strong enough for The Doctor and The Monster to pass for
butch versions of Ms. Romay and Ms. Bauer respectively. The Doctor and The Monster are the
personification of butch.
In a Plexiglas booth stands The Monster, in a Borg alcove beside the booth stands Mondo Kane.
The Monster is wearing a pair of gold-painted platform-shoes, neck bolts, and scars. The creature
looks like she’s been stitched together. That part of the movie was authentic. Michelle Bauer’s scar
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make-up in the movie was an exact duplication of the real monster’s scars. The other things Franco
got right were the creature’s shoes, her walk, and her voice. Of course, the real monster has neck
bolts instead of forehead bolts; Franco took artistic license there. Artistic license also explains way
The Doctor’s name in the movie is Moira instead of Edith.
Mondo has somewhat lapsed. Hype hair is still sported as part of her bittr, but she’s wearing her
shine again. The gloves and strap-on are just the thing for The Bride. Plugged into the alcove,
Mondo is sporting lynx-eyes. She’s also sporting forehead bolts, just like Ms. Bauer’s monster did
in the movie; looking like she’s been stitched together, from the waist down; higher brain functions
shutdown; lower brain functions, only. She’s MBDM. Once more she’s one of those “white chicks
with big black dicks.” She’s The Debra Thing.
Eddy’s hungry hands move over the girl’s ripe body. An hour ago The Monster was lying on one
Plexiglas table in the lab and Mondo was lying on its twin. Wires coming out of what looked like a
portable heart machine connected the crotches and bolts of the two women. Eddy threw a switch
and made Mondo Kane hers forever. Now, The Doctor truly possesses our Miss Kane.
“Now, for the finishing touch that will make you so very pretty, Miss Kane.”
From the waist down, Eddy greases down the girl with Crisco.
“Disconnect from the alcove.”
Mondo does as she’s told. She stands before The Doctor. Her coat is still unbuttoned and her bra
is still unhooked. She walks in the same clunky, stiff-legged fashion as The Monster, thanks to the
forehead bolts. Also, thanks to the forehead bolts, she’s still mindless. As long as the bolts are
screwed into her head she remains lobotomized. Again, thanks to the bolts, she’s still sporting lynxeyes, and she still looks like she’s stitched together from the waist down.
“Speak.”
“Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrhhhhhhhhhhh.”
Mondo is capable of the same bestial utterances as The Monster. Her mouth is open slackly,
drooling profusely on her tits and their cleavage.
The Monster can speak, but The Bride cannot. The Monster has a shrew’s ugly voice. And, she
only speaks when she has to. Usually, bestial sounds are what come out of her mouth.
“The bolts gave you that new high you were looking for, just like I promised. But, what I didn’t
tell you was that they would ensure that you would never grow bored with the new life that I have
chosen for you. Foolish girl. Foolish, foolish girl. Your thirst for newer and better thrills has finally
proven to be your ultimate undoing. With a flick of a switch on my machine, that new, better high
followed by mindless oblivion. With a flick of a switch on my machine, you became mine forever.”
Like body builders, ready for a pose down, they’re greased from head to toe; the lard in question
is human fat, the brand is “Crisco.” It’s the preferred grease of inhumans.
Mondo comes to herself in her upstairs bedroom in The Doctor’s house. Still a little disoriented,
she gets off of the bed and stands up. Her legs are shaky. Johnny never got the bedroom. Instead,
Eddy converted it back into a proper bedroom. Her things from the apartment she shared with Jen
are here. Jen moved Mondo’s stuff in a week ago, when Mondo was still the creature’s mate The
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Bride. Closets, dresser drawers, etc., everything is in its proper place. Her forehead bolts are lying
on the dresser.
Mondo is sporting her usual bittr. Hype hair. Normal eyes. Gloves, but no shine: Skinz; no strapon. Panties, of course. Bra hooked. Coat buttoned. No forehead bolts sticking out of her temples.
No grease. No stitched together look from the waist down. Etc. No longer lobotomized, she’s can
think; she’s herself again.
Eddy enters the room.
“Hurry up. You’ll be late for your appointment with Fats.”
Mondo slaps Eddy hard across the face.
“I should kill you for what you did to me!”
“But, you won’t.”
“When I return, I’ll be moving out! I’m going back to live with Jen! Get in my way, and I’ll kill
you, that freak creation of yours The Monster, and Johnny Mook that Six wannabe!”
Mondo storms out of the house cursing like a sailor.
“You’re not going anywhere, Miss Kane.”

“I’m not using my body right now. So you can play with it.
If you want to?”
Jean, a smack addict, excerpt from “Lustful Addiction”
Mondo returns an hour later. Her meeting with Fats went well, as expected. Her bittr has been
revised to please the Goon, and Mondo has left the revisions intact which is telling. Hype hair. No
gloves and no panties. She’s commando. It’s very Goonish indeed.
Mondo and Eddy meet back in her bedroom.
“In spite of my precautions, Fats was watching earlier, wasn’t she?”
“Yes.”
To make her point crystal clear, Mondo grabs Eddy’s hand and shoves it up her skirt between her
legs. The two women are sitting on her bed. Eddy begins fingering the girl’s vulva.
“Johnny gets my room. My stuff gets moved back into Jen’s apartment, tonight. Fats is sending
over some of her crew to do the moving.”
“So, you go back to being Jen’s roommate as if we never happened!!!”
“Yes.”
“That’s bullshit!”
“You brought this on yourself.”
“I won’t let you go!”
“You finished?”
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Eddy stews for a while before she answers: “Yes.”
That’s when the girl’s hype hair gives way to a sternka. Her skinz glove her. She’s sporting her
thong underneath her skirt again; she craves her trick dildo panties. Her bittr has come full circle.
“The baseline is a concession to Fats. The plain variation is a concession to you, Doc
Frankenstein. The crazy variation is to please me and Johnny. For the foreseeable future, this is my
bittr.”
“Public or private?”
“Both.”
“What about sexy, crazed, and plain?”
“They’ve become superfluous.”
“Options?”
“The usual ones, of course.”
“But, truth be told.”
“Don’t go there.”
In other words, her sexy, crazy, and plain are the three faces of her bittr. Ergo, they’re not
superfluous. Now, they’re collectively referred to as bittr. It’s all about semantics.
“Very well.”
“Pick your poison.”
“Very plain, of course.”
“Of course.”
Mondo alters her look. She becomes much sterner-looking as her bittr goes plain, and it’s very
plain indeed; it’s one of the two variations. In other words, she hardens her look by slipping on
bombshell spinster. Mopp. Sternka. And, sternns. And, strap-on instead of thong underneath her
skirt. This is the way The Doctor prefers her, and this is how she will look when she’s with The
Doctor from now on. Mondo Kane becomes Miss Debra Handcock, The Doctor’s Borg traveling
companion. For the time being, our Miss Kane has ceased to exist. For better or for worse, only the
Rubbermaid Miss Debra exists.
Hype hair instead of sternka, when her bittr goes sexy. Sexy is the baseline; it’s not a variation.
Her krazed substitutes for her hype hair, when her bittr goes crazy; this is the other variation.
Koo, deborahs, perls, skinz, purse, thong, and universal are the common denominators for her
bittr no matter what. Bittr equates to Miss Handcock.
Miss Debra is strapping. Eddy is strapping. Ergo, Eddy is still the man and Miss Debra is still the
woman.
“So. Your alcove stays here, then?”
“Yes. And, when I’m not using my body, you and Johnny may play with it anyway you wish.”
“Within reason, of course.”
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“Of course.”
“I’ll have to try you up on that.”
“I’m sure you will.”
They French kiss. Johnny watches them remotely, patiently waiting for its turn at bat. It will
choose bittr crazy for the girl’s look when it plays with the girl. And, being a dumb beast, it has
other plans for the girl, none of which involve it playing by the rules like The Doctor must do.
A week later, Mondo drops by to chat The Doctor up. Her frigid, bitter divorcee and German
accent are gone; she’s pre-bittr sexy Miss Handcock. Mondo’s knobb is also gone. No longer Borg
in any way, shape, or form, Mondo has no use for the alcove in Eddy’s lab. She’s not sporting any
ink, whatsoever, just miles and miles of creamy-white flesh; which is telling to say the least. She
isn’t wearing her gloves or her panties; they’re pursed, which is even more foretelling.
Underneath her strait, her Hogs, vujcic, Miss Hancock, Mrs. Alice, and foreskinz are nestled in
the transdimensional vise-grip embrace of her universal just like you’d expect.
Arcane purse, Razr phone, and hi-tech holster, in that strict order, are worn on the rightside.
Nothing whatsoever is worn on the leftside. And, swept clean of any tracking devices, she’s
sporting her redundant katz. Everything is in its proper place. The more things change, the more
they stay the same.
And, her slender, lily-white thighs still ache to be strapped—tightly cinched, by her thigh
strapping minions.
Her perls allow her Razr to be a “hands free” phone, teleporter, and whatnot. Additionally, her
perls allow her katz to be a “hands free” lockpick. The necklace has simply become all the rage.
Perls, purse, stilettos, Wham, universal, and Koo, no Wahl, and no Kendo, and no gloves
whatsoever: shades of Miss Debra, the ultimate WWF Diva.
They sit down in the parlor, Eegor brings tea. After tea, Mondo follows Eddy down into the lab.
While they’re standing in front of Mondo’s Borg alcove, they fuck, that’s when Eddy notices that
the girl’s muff is back in all of its lush, silky, blonde glory; no longer slick whatsoever. Mondo’s
bearded clam. Her blonde bushy.
After they fuck, Mondo plugs herself into her alcove without any warning whatsoever. Her sexy
doesn’t give way to any version of bittr. Her knobb doesn’t return. Her frigid, bitter divorcee and
German accent don’t return at all, let alone with a vengeance. She doesn’t go slick; her muff stays:
Bearded clam. There are no outward signs of relapse. She’s relapsed nonetheless?
“It’s good to have you back Miss Kane or should I call you Seven?”
The Debra Thing says nothing, of course. She’s blank while she’s plugged into the alcove. Eddy
unbuttons the girl’s suit coat and squeezes her melons. Eddy reaches around back and grabs the
girl’s cans also.
The Doctor enjoys the girl. That’s when she realizes that the girl hasn’t just relapsed, and that
something far more sinister is going on.
Matron Mook enters the lab. It’s wearing its inhuman guise. It too wants to play with the girl.
But, it’s cautious. Being Kum, it’s ciphered what’s what with The Debra Thing. It realizes all too
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well that the girl has been playing them all along: The girl, or more precisely her Id, has been
playing them, as much as they’ve been playing the girl. The girl truly is evil incarnate.
“Your bittr, or the lack of it I should say, is the giveaway,” Mook says to itself under its breath.
Its breath is hot and rancid; its foul breath is proof positive that it’s recently fed.
Eddy turns her back on the girl, which is always a big mistake. But, she’s so confident that she’s
got all of her bases covered. Her ego proves to be her downfall.
She feels the compensated muzzle of a Hog poking her in the back of her neck. She smiles, ready
to turn the tables on the girl. Then, she finally realizes her folly. This realization gives her pause.
She doesn’t move.
“So, how long have you known, Eddy dearest?”
“I knew from the very beginning, my beloved.”
“Liar!”
The Doctor doesn’t dispute our Miss Kane. Eddy wisely lets Mondo do all of the talking.
Mondo drops her obsolete V1 universal upon the floor. And, it’s not just her version one that’s
obsolete; everybody else’s is obsolete also. Mondo holsters her pistol in her 2.0 universal. Her coat
buttons itself. The 2.x versions are the size of a Star Trek Voyager era tricorder!
“Silence is consent, Doctor. It’s wise to keep your trap shut when not fielding direct questions.
Now, beloved, can you detect its use and jam it also?”
“Yes.”
“Just in case you’re curious, I used sleight of hand to do the switch.”
“I’m surprised you didn’t tell me that it was a trade secret.”
“To do so would be an insult to your intelligence.”
“Yes it would.”
“Can any JVG-powered device be used to jam 1.x versions?”
“Yes, with the right modifications.”
“Then, you will modify my perls to do just that.”
“And, what do I get out of the deal?”
Mondo begins playing grab ass with The Doctor. The Doctor turns around to face the girl.
“I liked you better the other way.”
“Then, my beloved, you shall have me the other way.”
Her knobb returns. Her pre-bittr sexy Miss Handcock gives way to that bittr sexy version of Miss
Handcock: The usual transformation ensues. Her frigid, bitter divorcee and German accent return
with a vengeance. She’s inked, once more. And, she’s slick again; her muff doesn’t stay, it’s gone
for good: No more bearded clam. She’s Borg, again, in every way, shape, and form. It’s a relapse
and it’s a choice, it’s an obsession and it’s a compulsion. Obviously, she can morph back and forth
at will.
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But, most telling are the return of her thong and the absence of her skinz. She’s no longer
commando, she’s wearing her rubber panties, but it’s still a “no show” for her “ordinary” rubber
gloves.
Bittr sexy does not give way to bittr plain, in spite of what The Doctor desires. But, Mondo Kane
does become Miss Debra Handcock, The Doctor’s Borg traveling companion. For the time being,
our Miss Kane has once more ceased to exist. For better or for worse, only the Rubbermaid Miss
Debra exists.
Miss Debra plugs herself back into the alcove. Her skinz glove her and begin feeding upon her
from the git go; her transformed skinz look, feel, and act just like her foreskinz. From now on, her
skinz will be foreskinz look-alikes. They too are now 2.x versions thanks to a much needed
upgrade. Ergo, her skinz are now sentient Borg exoskeleton; being Borg exo explains why they
began feeding upon her from the git-go.
Triggered by the gloves’ feeding frenzy, her panties begin to feed upon her too. She’s wearing
rubber gloves and rubber panties, which is very Goon and very Kum indeed. Bottomline: she’s
whore. The transformation is complete!
“Not crazed or plain, but still good enough to eat,” The Doctor pronounces her judgment upon
the now blank Rubbermaid. She unbuttons the girl’s suitcoat and squeezes Miss Debra’s brabulging melons. The gloves purse themselves. The thong stops feeding and purses itself; Mondo is
commando. Very Goon indeed.
The Doctor wisely steps back when she senses the deception being perpetrated. All is not what it
seems.
The girl’s phone starts vibrating. Someone is calling Mondo. That someone evidently needs
Mondo Kane, not Miss Debra. So, the girl reverts to type.
The girl’s muff returns, first. She’s no longer slick. Next, her ink and knobb go bye-bye. Bittr
gives way to pre-bittr. Mondo stays sexy.
The Doctor steps out of the way.
Mondo’s coat buttons itself up. Mondo steps out of the alcove and leaves.
Whether she’s bittr or not, whether she’s Mondo Kane or Miss Debra, The Debra Thing is a
ravishing beauty who’s capable of untold carnal pleasures and unspeakable violent depravities.
She’s seductress, psychopath, and succubus all in one. She’s long, silky hair, lips like wine, and
legs that seem to go on forever. Then, the attraction ends and the horror begins.
Mondo steps into the crime scene, ignoring the detective in charge. The room is rank; the
overpowering stench is so bad that raw sewage would smell as sweet as perfume in comparison. A
prostitute is stretched across the filthy bed. She’s face down.
Long blonde hair, long legs, slim hips, a tight ass, and a set of double-Ds, the dead streetwalker is
the same body type as Mondo. She’s wearing a wonder-bra that looks just like Mondo’s, except for
the fact that hers is red instead of black. She’s also wearing perls, black fishnet tights, 2.x skinz, a
thong, and a pair of those trendy black patent-leather Goth boots. The fishnets are worn over the
harlot’s panties. The crotch of the fishnets has been ripped out; they’re crotchless. The whore’s
black rubber gloves and panties look just like Mondo’s.
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The harlot is as filthy as the room of the skidrow hotel where she lived. She has head lice, fleas,
and crabs. Her teeth are scum covered. She reeks of the cum, semen, urine, feces, and etc. that
smears her body. From the stomach-turning stench of her clothes, either the hygiene mode for her
clothes has been switched off for some time or her clothes don’t have a hygiene mode.
Bra and fishnets are punk and parasitic. Her bra is so dirty, it’s stiff. Her clothes stink like she
does. Meat gone bad, smells better than the whore and her duds. The harlot’s cockroach-infested
hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on
her filth-ingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places. She’s some Kum’s dead cow, who died of
a drug overdose.
Her dead eyes, a “transformed” right breast transformed into a moog, of course, an enlarged
pineal gland, and a glazed-white complexion, all clearly indicate that she’s a cow.
The dead cow has been transformed into an almost Kum by her addiction to Kum. She has three
tits, with the right one being a moog. It’s a telltale that her Kum is a Scum.
The dead wench’s left and middle tit are stuffed into her bra’s left cup. The moog is stuffed into
her right bra cup. The freakish arrangement gives her a sort-of cleavage to stuff her trick money
into.
Drug paraphernalia is everywhere, and all of it is glass related. Obviously, the woman was also a
hardcore glass addict. A junkie whore whose Kum is nowhere to be found. Being a cow and doing
glass oftentimes go hand and hand.
When the girl gets rolled onto her back, Mondo notices that the girl is sporting a NiS. The
streetwalker has other ink. No muff, of course. Her filthy blonde tresses are liberally streaked with
white and grey. And, the girl was Borg. Mondo notices the girl’s knobb. But, there’s no alcove in
sight.
That’s when the desk clerk, who’s also the owner, enters the room. She’s a filthy, smelly Harpy.
The unwashed Hag is wearing an equally filthy dress. Her breath is rancid, and her teeth are scum
covered. She too has head lice, fleas, and crabs. She scratches her itchy, infested crotch through her
stained dress. She’s also wearing a pair of those trendy black patent-leather Goth boots. Her name
is Randy, Randy Lick-Herr (lick her) Gnod (gonad). She looks just like Charlie Latour the star of
“Confessions of a Middle-Aged Nympho.” She is that lead actress!
Charlie Latour turned in the performance of her lascivious lifetime in that raucous look at one
woman’s erotic adventures in suburbia. This 1986 venture starred Charlie as a perpetually horny
housewife who just couldn’t seem to get enough action. The whole thing is sort of silly, but
Charlie’s powerfully sexual performance drives it to untold erotic heights. Fans of 80s-style
hardcore will find lots to like in this feverish romp.
Randy and Jane Doe, the dead prostitute, were lovers. The girl paid for her room and board in
trade: Lodging for sex.
But, something is off about the old biddy. No one else seems to notice, but Kane does. As if in
response to Ms. Lick-Herr Gnod’s presence, Mondo’s skimpy, black rubber thong straps itself on
underneath her form-fitting snakeskin miniskirt and, hidden by her hair, her knobb reappears. Her
ink, but not her NiS, returns: Just miles and miles of silky-smooth, creamy-white flesh and most,
but not all, of her ink. There’s no bittr with its frigid, bitter divorcee and German accent, but she
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can feel the strong, familiar tug in that direction. And, she’s slick; her muff is gone. As a rule,
whenever her ink returns, her muff always goes bye-bye.
The girl’s thong is keyed to Scum, that elusive Kum variant whose venom rivals the potency of
the narcotic glass. The venom is called seax (sex act). That’s why milking the fangs of Scum for
venom is known as “performing the sex act.”
There’s a reason why seax is as potent as glass: Glass is synthesized from seax. In other words,
Scum venom is the raw, natural form of glass. Needless to say, seax amplifies the effect of glass
and glass reciprocally amplifies the effect of seax, which is what happens to cows when they’re
doing glass while their Scum is feeding upon them. This can lead to an overdose, a so-called
circular overdose. Yep, glass is that kind of designer drug and seax is that kind of Kum venom!
Either Randy is said Scum or that Scum is nearby. Mondo’s gut tells her that Randy is up to her
eyeballs in this one.
The detective in charge, Detective Rudy “Tiny” Williams, bulls his way over to Mondo. The
Giant shoves a clear plastic evidence bag into Mondo’s face.
“Recognize this?”
“It’s an evidence bag.”
“Smart ass, I’m referring to the card inside of it and you know that!”
“Yes, it’s one of mine.”
“It was found on the body. Know how it got there?”
“Nope. Maybe someone planted it on the body to implicate moi.”
The big man drops her to her knees with a swift kick to the solar plexus. He’s big, fast, agile, and
quite limber for someone his size.
“Does that jog your memory?”
“I like that, do it again.” Mondo grins from ear to ear. She hasn’t been worked over like this in a
coon’s age.
“Freak!”
“Guilty as charged.”
Mondo stands up and Tiny knocks her right back down with a vicious upper cut. Tiny points to
the dead prostitute.
“Recognize her?”
“Nope.”
Tiny slaps Mondo hard across the face. Tiny is an ace ducey muther fucker.
“You two could be sisters.”
“Your point?”
“Ever use her services?”
“Like I said, I’ve never met her before.”
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“I got witnesses that say different. They say that a woman fitting your exact description has been
using her on a regular basis for well over a month.”
“Bullshit.”
Tiny knocks her into next Tuesday with a straight right hand. Mondo can hear bones shatter, her
bones that is, before the darkness of unconsciousness consumes her. Needless to say, she cums.
Sexy gives way to bittr; her bittr with its frigid, bitter divorcee and German accent. Still, no NiS
in sight though!
It’s just it and the girl. Randy grins from ear to ear. It finally has what it’s wanted for so very
long. She killed the whore to lure Mondo into its clutches, and its plan worked.
It reeks of the rank, stomach-churning stench of rotting flesh. In heat, that odor grows stronger.
Mondo’s covetous goddess The Thing also reeks of the rank, stomach-churning stench of rotting
flesh. In heat, that odor also intensifies.
Randy is also covetous, filthy, and very addictive, just like The Thing. When they make eye
contact, she loses herself in Randy’s eyes just like she does with her goddess. In many ways, Randy
is just like The Thing. It’s uncanny. It’s also quite sick.
It looks like it’s painted its body a kind of a mauve white pancake with a little lavender powder
so that it looks as though it’s been entombed. This glazed-white complexion is its normal
complexion, of course. As is its three tits, with the left tit being a moog.
It imagines the girl transformed into its fantasy cow, with dead eyes, a glazed-white complexion,
three triple-E tits with the right tit being a moog, krazed, and quite MADD indeed. Moog, glazed—
glazed-white complexion, dead eyes, and quite MADD!
It pulls up her skirt and touches the girl’s panties. The snug-fitting lip-readers feel just like flesh;
lip-readers, yet paradoxically they don’t delineate the wearer’s pussy lips so the crotch is no more
revealing than and just as neuter as “regular” panties, thongs, G-strings, etc. Kum have magic too;
their own brand of arcane. Intrigued by Mondo’s thong, it probes the sentient Borg exoskeleton
using said magic.
Rubber skins for her nether regions. Panties that feel just like flesh. Panties with that second skin
fit. Panties that are, in fact, rubber. Living rubber panties that look like rubber and feel like flesh:
Borg body armor. Borg technology!
These skintight panties are obscene; even the sleaziest pornographer would feel dirty while
gazing upon them, let alone touching them. They’re the ultimate masturbator, bar none.
“My gift to you, Miss Kane. Or, should I say, Miss Handcock, Miss Debra Handcock, Miss
Debra?”
Randy kisses the unconscious girl full on the lips. It “touches” the thong: More magic. It too is a
god, a god much older than any who has ever possessed our Miss Kane.
Her panties look, feel, and act no different, but they are quite different. They’re still Borg.
They’re also Kum now. But, even more profanely, Kane’s thong is an extension of a Scum now, an
extension in the captive form of a very skimpy thong. It’s called FHM. That extension is an
extension of Randy!
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“My other gift to you, Miss Debra.”
She “touches” the girl’s Wham. Her brassiere looks, feels, and acts no different, but it is quite
different. It’s still Borg. But, it too is now a Scum extension in captive form. It too is an extension
of Randy. It’s a Wham and additionally it’s a Randi. Bra and panties were a matched set from the
git-go. Now, they’re pure madness, that “special” madness of the Kum kind made manifest.
Like her skins, her bra and butt-floss are now lined with needle injectors; needle injectors which
manifest themselves upon command to prick her viciously and by doing so feed her masochistic
needs. She is, after all, a dominatrix who enjoys having pain inflicted upon her as much as she
enjoys inflecting pain upon others. Unlike her skins, her brassiere and panties will inject seax
instead of glass into her narcotic-hungry veins.
Form fitting. A second skin fit. Assimilative. Describes her transformed bra and panties.
A bra that feels like flesh. A bra with that second skin fit. A bra that is, in fact, a Scum now. A
living bra that looks like Victoria’s Secret, feels like flesh, and acts just like foreskinz: Borg body
armor. Borg technology. You guessed it; it got the 2.x upgrade also!
The giant leech invoked a transfer spell to transform Mondo’s brassiere and floss. Kane’s cyberwear unmentionables have become what the dead streetwalker’s outfit is. They’re junkie-wear.
They’re cyber-wear that’s also junkie-wear.
The dead whore’s bra is a Randi and her fishnets is FHM. Additionally, neither bra nor fishnets
has a hygiene mode. Bra and fishnets were lined with needle injectors; needle injectors which
manifested themselves upon command to prick the now deceased prostitute viciously and inject
seax into her narcotic-hungry veins. As Randi and FHM, they too were Kum extensions in captive
form.
In contrast to the whore’s junkie-wear, Mondo’s bra and panties still have a hygiene mode.
Mondo comes to herself sprawled upon the floor of the dead prostitute’s hotel room. Her lacy
brassiere and rubber panties are itchy to the point of distraction; the itchy unmentionables make her
feel very randy, and that’s not a normal reaction to an itch.
She guesses correctly from her abnormal reaction to her up-north and down-south undergarments
that they’ve been transformed into captive Scum. Her thong is now an FHM. Her push-up is still a
Wham, only it’s the Kum version known as a Randi.
Strait and strap are punk and parasitic: seams split, sleeves shredded from the elbow down, and
skirt split up the leftside from hem to waistband. Bra, panties, Koo, gloves, shoes, etc., all of her
cyber-wear has had its hygiene mode switched off; they and she are smelly, in other words, she and
her clothes stink.
Her coat is unbuttoned. Her hand-me-down brassiere is unhooked. Filthy, greasy hand prints
smudge her tits, torso, and those creamy-white thighs of hers. And, needless to say, she has hot
rancid breath, scum-covered teeth, krazed in place of hype hair, head lice, fleas, sludge ticks, and
crabs: The usual.
The girl’s krazed cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails. Graveyard lichens
and sewer moss grow here and there on her filth-ingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places.
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Her hands are klaw. She looks like she’s joined the ranks of the mentally-ill homeless she once
treated.
Something has cast a baglady spell upon her. And, that something is Randy.
She struggles to her feet. Randy is sitting in a rocking chair in the corner.
And, just like that, a pair of Hogs is calling her mitts home. Old habits die hard: You’ve got
WMD-capable heads, but your first choice is still your MPPs.
She points the death-dealing identical twins at Randy, but Randy is unconcerned about the girl’s
pistols.
“You won’t shoot.”
“You sure about that wormy?”
Mondo has correctly guessed that Randy is in fact the Scum that her panties reacted to.
“As sure as a thing can be about such things as that.”
“I wouldn’t make book on that.”
Kane moves toward the door.
“You’ll be back.”
“You try and stop me, and you die. You ever pull a stunt like this, I will find you and I will kill
you. You come after me, and I’ll kill you. Capish?”
“Loud and clear, Miss Debra. Loud and clear.”
Mondo moves into the garbage-choked hallway. She almost trips over a filthy, half-naked junkie
who’s sprawled out upon the floor. High on glass, the Gnome is beyond caring about anything.
Kane incants a minor spell. Hygiene mode for her clothes gets a needed jump start. And, just like
that, she’s clean again, and so are her clothes. No more filth. No more smells. No more parasites.
Her bra and strait fasten themselves: Bra hooked and coat buttoned. Hype hair in place of that
infested krazed. No more punk and parasitic duds.
She’s sexy and pristine, but she’s still bittr. And, she’s slick. Her NiS is manifest. And, she can
feel the pull even stronger. She wants to go back in that room and debase herself with the slug. She
wants to swoon in Randy’s arms and let the worm have its way with her. She wants to take that
dead prostitute’s place. She wants to be that dead prostitute. She wants to be a prostitute. She wants
to be Randy’s junkie prostitute and she wants Randy to be her pimp.
Unlike, a run-of-the-mill junkie, which she isn’t, she defies the pull and the perverse needs of her
own sicko Id. The moment is shoved aside by sheer force of will. No more bittr. Her NiS goes byebye and her muff returns.
She purses her thong. She’s commando. So, she leaves in spite of her taste for the worm and what
her sicko Id wants, which speaks volumes. She never makes it to the front door. Somewhere
between the upstairs hallway and the lobby, she stops dead in her tracks.
Something doesn’t add up and she needs to figure out this Chinese angle. With no client in sight,
she decides to shift into detective mode. She has her FHM put itself back on: Once more she’s
strapping an FHM underneath her strap. She holsters her gats and returns to the scene of the crime.
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Mondo knocks on the door of the dead whore. Randy opens the doors and opens it anxiously; it’s
smiling from ear to ear. It ushers the girl in, raping her viciously with its eyes.
“I knew you’d return, Miss Debra.”
“The name is Kane, Mondo Kane, not Miss Debra.”
“Whatever you say, Miss Debra.”
Randy sits down on the bed. Mondo enters the room, slamming the door behind her. She sits
defiantly in the rocking chair.
“Who paid you to frame me?”
“No one. I watched you remotely fucking my wench and I took a liking to you. So, I decided to
trade her in for you, that’s all. End of story, Miss Debra.”
“My name is, never mind.”
“You stay here as mine, Miss Debra.”
“I have a roommate already, as I’m sure you already know. I share an apartment with Jenny
Miller. I keep my alcove in the lab of the good doctor, Doctor Frankenstein. I.”
“But, you shall flop here from now on, Miss Debra.”
The prostitute’s Randi, FHM, and boots are on the bed. The dead wench’s skinz and panties are
nowhere in sight; Randy has disposed of them.
Mondo allows the creature to undress her. Kane keeps her perls and katz, nothing else. She
allows the leech to let its hands roam all over her body. They kiss.
Randy incants a baglady spell. Mondo’s hype hair gives way to the expected krazed. She’s filthy
and parasite-infested, once more.
Filthy, greasy hand prints smudge her tits, torso, and those creamy-white thighs of hers. She
stinks. Rancid breath, scum-covered teeth, krazed in place of hype hair, head lice, fleas, ticks, and
crabs: The usual.
The girl’s krazed cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails. Graveyard lichens
and sewer moss grow here and there on her filth-ingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places.
Her hands are klaw. She looks like she’s joined the ranks of the mentally-ill homeless she once
treated.
Mondo slips on the dead whore’s bra, mesh hose, and boots. Her own skinz glove her. Randy will
place her Koo, deborahs, panties, purse, holster, and phone in the hotel safe for the duration.
Mondo has taken the dead whore’s place with none the wiser.
“Now, for your first seax.”
The girl’s bra and fishnets inject seax into her veins. Kane drops to her knees, her eyes rolled
back into her head. Randy feeds on her. Mondo blacks out.
“Now, I make you pretty, very pretty, just like me. Maybe, I even keep you just for me.”
It’s Monday morning. Another weekend flop is over. It’s back to work. Mondo is again pristine,
clean, and parasite-free. She’s sexy with a twist.
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Sexy, very plain, and crazed have finally merged with bittr and MBDM. The common ground for
sexy, plain, and crazed is quite simple. Ink, but no NiS. Bra and panties. And, she has a muff.
Comely whore and comely whoremonger are now one in the same.
Sexy is pre-bittr; fifty-percent of the time she sports a sternka instead of hype hair when she’s
sexy. The sternka, all by its lonesome, makes her look strident and severe, makes her look mean
and nasty: No soft edges whatsoever. Plain and crazed are bittr: frigid, bitter divorcee and harsh
German accent return with the expected vengeance.
Sexy is as sexy does. Minority gives way to majority. Hype hair gives way to sternka. Her frigid,
bitter divorcee and harsh German accent wait impatiently in the wings for their crazed or plain
release. Pre-bittr sexy equals Kustom kool babe!
Today is one of those very stern days when she’s sexy and sporting a sternka. In other words,
she’s stern. Sexy plus sternka equals stern, very stern. Some angles of her are quite scary looking; it
goes without saying, when she’s stern. These days, she’s stern most of the time.
Her Koo, brassiere, and panties no longer have needle injectors. Her bra and bikini-briefs are still
itchy, ‘cause she likes them that way. Cyber-wear, not junkie-wear. Wham, not Randi. Floss, not
FHM. And, the way she wears her minions: purse, holster, and phone in that very telling order.
Her skinz glove her. Her Miss Hancock, vujcic, Mrs. Alice, and Hogs are loaded into her
obscenely-modded universal.
For the time being, she’s forsaken her WMD-capable heads as weapons. Her heads are just
sunglasses and her sternns are just eyeglasses, both of which are carried in her purse; both of which
can still make sushi out of the wearer’s brains. Old habits die hard for a very good reason: Know
the right trick, and an enemy can prevent themselves from being unmade by the brain-eating
glasses.
Sternns are another matter altogether. They’re old magic, very old magic. And, Mondo has begun
to dabble!
The gun-for-hire smiles that smile. Her skinz get pursed. Sternka gives way to hype hair; in spite
of this, she still looks just as strident and severe, just as mean and nasty, as she did with the
schoolmarm ‘do thanks to that large, ugly, downturned mouth of hers. Sans bittr, she remains the
personification of loathing and disdain; then again, she always does even when she’s smiling.
Needless to say, when she’s wearing her sternns, our Miss Debra is easily mistaken for a dyke
regardless of whether she’s sporting krazed, hype hair, or sternka.
Her minions do a switch. Purse and phone are worn on the rightside. Her universal is worn on the
leftside. Just like Star Trek Voyager’s Seven-of-Nine does on an away mission. And, just like her
skinz and her foreskinz, her holster is now covered by those profane Borg runes!
As she leaves the room and steps into the hallway her knobb goes bye-bye. Ink, but no NiS. No
slick chick: She keeps her muff. Her panties don’t get pursed; they stay put. She doesn’t go
commando. She slips on her sternns and exits the building via the back steps. She ends up in a
garbage-choked alley.
Two people that she can see are standing at the mouth of the alley, ready to confront her.
Someone else, someone she can’t see, someone her female intuition tells her is there, awaits to
ambush her.
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The two visibles are Rock Trolls. She recognizes one of the subcontractors. His name is Harvey
Martin. He belongs from time to time to a Crone businesswoman named Judy Knox (knocks).
Frau Knox has many pseudonyms. Some call her Knockers. Some call her Fort Knox. Those in
the butch’s employ call her boss.
With this being a Knockers’ gambit, Mondo would guess that a butch Hulk named Sam Kent is
the one who’s waiting in the wings to bash in her pretty skull.
Ms. Kent likes to beat people to death with her bare fists Goon-style. Like her boss, Sam goes
braless and commando. And, just like her boss, she sports Koo, marys, and moe; that goes without
saying. The matron is Knockers’ housekeeper, cook, gardener, maid, etc.
Mondo keeps on her panties, but she “shaves” off her muff: No more bearded clam. She’s a slick
chick for a very good reason. You catch more butch with honey than vinegar.
Sam appears behind her, but Mondo makes no aggressive move whatsoever. Instead, she walks
toward slowly toward the two men at the mouth of the alley. A driverless limo pulls up behind the
men.
“Fraulein Handcock, we, um, waiting for you. I trust your shopping went well.”
“Yes, it did, Herr Martin.”
Underneath her hair, her knobb reappears. Frigid, bitter divorcee has yet to return, but the harsh,
German accent has returned with the expected vengeance. The Borg drone is one step from bittr. In
other words, she’s almost Miss Handcock, that stern, sexy version of that loathsome something The
Debra Thing.
Sam and Mondo hustle into the limo. No longer needed, the men don’t get in. The limo speeds
off. The girls situate themselves. Mondo sits across from Sam.
“Why the extra muscle?”
“Frau Knox didn’t know how you would react. So, they were the insurance policy, just in case
you chose to be obstinate.”
“They wouldn’t have been enough.”
“Yes, Fraulein Handcock. We know.”
“So, you had more? More that I couldn’t sense?”
“Yes, fraulein. And, they would have been more than sufficient to contain you.”
“Don’t you mean destroy me?”
“Yes, fraulein.” After a short pause, Sam continues. “I’m glad you chose wisely. Destroying you
would have been such a waste. Then again, I had dibs on your corpse. Either way, I get to fuck you.
‘Cause a dead you is all mine by definition. And, a living you is an equally willing partner to me
knowing you in my bed.”
“My. My. My. So sure that you can get a living me so easily into your bed by mutual consent.
You are the cocky one indeed.”
“I’m a dyke. I supposed to be cocky.”
They share a laugh, then the expected silence. Mondo decides to be the one to break the ice.
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“So, your boss needs me for a job?”
“The mistress needs a private secretary, and Miss Debra comes highly recommended. Alonzo
Paris gives Miss Debra her highest accolades, and that in itself speaks volumes.”
“Mondo Kane is a much better choice for the kind of asset that your mistress is in the market
for.”
“But, the mistress prefers Fraulein Handcock.”
So, there it is. Judith Knox needs the services of Debra Handcock. Ergo, Mondo must be Miss
Debra. Kinda of perverted doesn’t even begin to describe the jam that the girl is in.
Then, the inevitable happens. Sternness, along with loathing and disdain, overlays sexy. MBDM
minus the mindlessness and the frigidity: MADD.
This transformation into Miss Debra brings a smile to Sam’s face. Even without the unflattering
thick-lensed eyeglasses, the sternka, and the bittr, the girl can easily be mistaken for the “feminine”
half of a dyke-butch pairing. In other words, she looks like a blonde version of Serleena the biker
chick character played by lingerie-model-turned-actress Lara Flynn Boyle in the blockbuster movie
“Men In Black II.” Lustful and totally insane, she acts like a horny, escaped mental patient.
In real life, Ms. Boyle is the feminine half of a dyke-butch couple; she’s also a biker chick. So, it
should come as no surprise that the way the actress looked in the movie MIB II is the carpet
muncher’s “normal” look. Her “masculine” partner in real life is the Ogress Rosie O’Donnell.
Before she got into the cinema, Ms. Boyle was the top model at Victoria’s Secret.
Sam leans across and kisses the girl full on the lips while copping a feel. Her big hams slide
easily down the girl’s skimpy rubber panties. Tit for tat. Mondo moans. The Hulk is good.
The girl lapses into referring to herself in the third-person plural interspersed with referring to
herself in the first-person singular. Her moans degenerate into the incoherent ranting and raving of
a deranged psychopath. Madwoman. Lunatic. She’s gone!
Mondo is again that very pretty, very stern, very loathsome girl Miss Handcock, the girl with the
ravishingly beautiful, insanity ravaged face, the face of a blonde goddess Serleena. Very bent, very
butch chicks like Frau Knox, Ms. Kent, and The Doctor, prefer her so much better this way. And,
needless to say, a straight or bi guy wouldn’t hesitate to fuck her either.
Coincidently, the Kylothian translation of Serleena into a Borg designation is Seven-of-Nine!
The Debra Thing’s skirt ends up down around her ankles along with her panties.
Fade to black.

“How can somebody enhance perfection? A great face,
small waist, nice butt, large breasts, long legs, strong arms,
and a sexy back. Mondo Kane is a real woman!”
Randy “Russ” Lick-Herr Gnod
Mondo takes dictation while her employer Judith Knox paces the room puffing on a stogie. It’s
the usual morning ritual.
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Kane is different. She’s a schoolmarm Miss Debra sporting sternka and sternns. She’s a Nazi
whore. As much as butch chicks like Frau Knox prefer the sexy Miss Debra, they crave this most
harsh, very plain Miss Debra the most.
Kane is on indefinite leave of absence from the police force. Her sleuthing is also on hold. She’s
Frau Knox’s private secretary for the foreseeable future. She’s hasn’t been with a man for the six
months that she has worked for Frau Knox nor has she wanted to be with one!
The girl has molded herself into Knox’s fantasy fuck Miss Ann Coulter, Little Oral Annie.
An hour later, having had oral sex performed upon her by Knox, she returns to her room. That’s
when she deviates from the usual routine.
Her knobb goes bye-bye. No more German accent. No more referring to herself in the thirdperson plural interspersed with referring to herself in the first-person singular. Sternns get pursed.
Sternka gives way to hype hair. She’s sexy again.
MADD has given way to PMDD. She’s still got the harsh, pretty face of a 1950s starlet with
madwoman, Serleena, and Borgness very much intact in spite of obvious, cosmetic deletions like
the loss of MADD, knobb, accent, and third-person. She’s come full circle, yet nothing that really
matters has changed. In other words, she’s still stern, sexy, and strident in spades.
All it takes is a MADD relapse, and the knobb, accent, and third-person will return with that
expected vengeance. She craves MADD. It’s the latest incarnation of her as The Other. The Other
is the real her.
Mondo opens the UPS package that came for her yesterday. The wrap easily passed Sam’s
rigorous inspection. Then again, the person who packed the wrap is a whole lot better at hiding
things than Sam is at finding them. Concealed inside are her beloved Hogs. Also, well hidden in the
care package is her universal.
The universal has also been extensively modded. Faster slew rates for loading and unloading.
More capacity. Etc. All the latest goodies and then some. It’s been reconfigured as a “small of the
back” holster now, which suits her just fine.
Her spine aches to be jabbed by her universal configured as a “small of the back” holster, which
is reason enough for her to crave this configuration. Needless to say, SotB feeds her masochism.
The UPS package self-destructs.
Mondo loads her Hogs into her holster and clips her holster to the waistband of her strap. Vujcic,
Miss Hancock, Mrs. Alice, foreskinz, and skinz have been pre-loaded into her holster.
Worn in the back, configured as a “small of the back” holster, the universal fits snug against her
spine, and feels very uncomfortable like a steel rod being shoved into her back, just the way she
likes it.
The added touch is also there that she wanted. Now, when she wears her universal, it feels like
her Wahl is strapping her torso, underneath her form-fitting, suit coat. Now, when she wears her
universal, it feels like her purse is strapping her right thigh, and her Kendo is strapping her left
thigh, underneath her very brief skirt. And, that’s strapping—tightly cinching: That knowing, visegrip embrace that she had missed for so very long.
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To please its mistress, her skirt shifts to hip-hugger configuration. And being hip-huggers, her
skirt now rides well below the navel, bordering on tasteless: Nobody pulled my skirt down, it’s
supposed to be worn this way. When her skirt becomes a legitimate low-rider, it exposes her
torturous, revealing thong: A tight thong ridding well above her skirt. Low-riding strap and exposed
floss: x-treme—Team Xtreme style. Exposing the thong is tease at its best. And, of course, with the
panties being thong panties there are NO panty lines, just lots of rear cleavage as that skirt fits that
perfect ass of hers like a glove, a hand-in-glove fit!
She buttons her coat and steps out of her room. Now, she’ll go back to what she does best. And,
she’ll leave no clues which could put her pretty head in the noose!
She crossdraws her gats and beheads the maid. Alarms go off. She ghosts into a wall and waits.
She doesn’t have to wait for long. She ambushes the butler when he rushes smartly into the scene.
He’s armed to the teeth for all the good that does him. He too loses his head to a burst of gunfire
and a hail of bullets.
In less than a minute, two people have died. And, the body count is gonna go a whole lot higher
very soon.
Mondo drops down through the wall and steps out into Knox’s study slinging lead. Sam catches
her close from behind. But, an expert gunslinger like her is still deadly at this intimate range. Close
proximity, Mondo chops up Sam into very raw hamburger, hacking off Sam’s arms in the process,
with a spray of bullets.
The girl pauses momentarily to sever Knox’s head from the butch’s bullet-ridden corpse with her
sword and stuff the bloody trophy into her purse. She resumes the carnage.
The universal effortlessly loads weapons into her hands in a natural, fluid fashion akin to pouring
liquid into a drinking glass. And, the universal effortlessly unloads weapons from her hands in a
natural, fluid fashion akin to pouring liquid out of a drinking glass. The transition from Hogs to
sword and then back to Hogs is seamless: Sheer poetry in motion. And, again as is always the case
with a universal, there’s the sweetest illusion or delusion to be even more precise: Said practitioner
is drawing from conventional holsters without having to unbutton her suit coat. Yes, in reality,
she’s loading sword and pistols into her hands from her universal without having to unfasten her
strait.
Deciding that she needs a change, her style relapses. Her skirt ceases to be a low-rider: No more
Team Xtreme style.
Kane destroys everyone in the house. None will resurrect from this massacre. To muddy the
waters, and effectively shift suspicion away for the real perpetrator of this most heinous act, a brick
of greenbacks for services rendered has been placed in the safety deposit box of one Ms. Jennifer
“Mo” Green. Mo is Sam’s estranged, older twin sister. At a strategic moment in the timeline of the
crime, an anonymous tipster will phone the police and inform them about the payoff money for the
hit!
The trick and the treat in one fell swoop, now you don’t see that every day.
“So, you heard nothing?”
“Like I said. I heard nothing. You guys found me in my room, spreadeagle upon the bed, in a
seax stupor, being fed upon by Randy.”
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“Everybody buys it, but you get spared.”
“Lucky, I guess.”
“This all looks like your handiwork.”
“It looks like somebody’s handiwork, Detective Clay.”
“Bitch!”
“Your point?”
Clay walks off in disgust. CSI is combing the place with the proverbial fine tooth comb, but Clay
isn’t holding her breath that they’ll find anything that will point to Kane.
“Don’t leave town, Ms. Kane.”
“That’s Miss Kane, Detective Clay. If you need me, I won’t be hard to find, I’ll be flopping at
Russ’. And, when I’m formally cleared of all charges, you and I can have a drink at Gus’.”
“Arrogant bitch, you’re so sure of yourself. I hope I’m there when you slip up.”
“Be careful what you wish for, Detective Clay.”
With that said, Mondo leaves. Until she’s cleared, she can’t go back with the SLPD and her PI
license can’t be reactivated. Her official suspension means no pay. So, for the time being, she’s
unemployed, but she’s not without prospects.

“The greatest thing about smacking your head against the
wall is the feeling you get when you stop.”
Joann “The Principal” Clay
Mondo steps into her room at Randy’s, the room that used to belong to her predecessor. Her
diabolik has been set up in a corner; a knobbless Mondo ignores it. She hangs up her Koo in the
closet. She dumps her deborahs, phone, holster, and purse onto the floor of the closet. Adding insult
to injury, she kicks them into the back of the closet.
Uncharacteristically, she slams the closet door slut. Wearing only katz, perls, bra, and panties,
she shoots up with a syringe full of seax and collapses upon the bed.
Randy gets up out of the rocking chair and walks over to the bed. It feeds upon the girl.
Hype hair gives way to crazed. The hygiene mode of her underwear gets switched off by the
undergarments themselves. But, her knobb, third-person, accent, and MADD are still missing in
action. She’s yet to relapse. She’s still parasite free and squeaky clean.
But, this is classic bait-n-switch: Mondo never left the closet, her doppelganger did. This show is
strictly for the benefit of those who might be watching remotely. When the opportunity avails itself,
Mondo will exit via the closet and her doppelganger will be left behind to carry on the deception.
For now, dressed just like her doppelganger, the assassin waits in the closet. Patience is an
assassin’s only virtue.
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Mondo slips back on her Koo, deborahs, phone, holster, and purse. She steps through the rear
wall of the closet and is teleported instantaneously to Mars. Underneath her strait, her strap stays
default and refuses to go x-treme; x-treme is the way that prostitutes wear their straps when they’re
also flossing (wearing floss, in other words, wearing a thong). From now on, and for the
foreseeable future, she’ll never ever wear her strap too low again. Lita would not be proud.
Her knobb, third-person, accent, and MADD have yet to return, though. She’s still a full-blown
1950s movie star goddess, with no relapse in sight! A blonde goddess in the tradition of Mamie
Van Doren, Gen Vincent, Julie Smith, Heather-Elizabeth Parkhurst, Irish McCalla, Marilyn
Monroe, Bunny Yeager, Jane Mansfield, Tippi Hedren, Janet Leigh, Kim Novak, Edy Williams,
Edie Adams, Danni Ashe, June Wilkinson, Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine), Elizabeth Shue,
Elizabeth Mitchell, et al.
Then again, even when she’s MADD, using third-person, with that accent, and sporting a knobb,
she’s still a full-blown 1950s movie star goddess, albeit the Miss Debra Handcock version versus
the June Wilkinson et al. version that is!
Miss Debra Handcock: a more strident, blonde Borg version of Jessica Hahn, Draculina,
Vampira, et al. The blonde goddess who prefers to fuck filthy Scum girls. The blonde goddess who
prefers to fuck when she’s filthy and high on seax.
The blonde bombshell businesswoman in the expensive outfit is in the seedy skidrow district, and
she sticks out like a sore thumb. But, she has the air about her that says she means business. No one
mistakes her for an easy mark. Hardcore, not easy, rob me at your own risk.
An emancipated dyke who’s the antithesis of The Doctor, she’s as feminine as The Doctor is
butch, steps out of nowhere fast and walks up to the Borg drone; knobb or not, the buxom blonde is
still a Borg drone and she always will be.
Mondo has never laid eyes on her before. This Honor Blackman look-alike is wearing perls, a
Koo, and mary-janes so-called marys, and a cigarette purse that’s gripping the waistband of her
brief strap. She’s braless and commando, and seemingly unarmed.
But, it’s obvious that this woman isn’t the real Honor Blackman: She’s a look-alike, but not an
exact duplicate of Mrs. Blackman, Dr. Frankenstein’s infamous alter ego.
The pick-up was supposed to be made by someone that Mondo knew very well. But, she’s never
met this woman before. Nonetheless, there’s something familiar about the woman. It’s as if Mondo
has met her before and knows her quite well, it’s as if Mondo has been intimate with this total
stranger many times before.
They French kiss like two, old girlfriends. Mondo cums. In spite of the dyke being fresh, squeaky
clean, and parasite free, Mondo catches the faintest whiff of rotting flesh.
They and walk down the street holding hands. Mondo cums serially. Orgasm follows orgasm.
The strange woman turns her on to no end. It’s as if the stranger were Randy or her goddess The
Thing. For a very brief moment, Mondo blanks out just like she does with Randy and her goddess,
and becomes The Debra Thing.
The moment passes. Mondo is old self again. She and the stranger are standing in the doorway of
a Scum den, a place where cows go to get high. In other words, they’re standing in front of the
entrance of a scummy place.
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“Do you have it?”
“Of course. Want to see?”
“Not here, silly girl.”
“Just kidding.”
“I figured as much.”
Mondo notices that the residence of Mars City, humans and inhumans alike, are ignoring the
native Martians in their midst. Though the Martians are employing some type of cloaking device,
discovery is a none issue. Humans can see them via various devices. Inhumans can just see them
period.
“So is it protocol to ignore the Martians?”
“Something like that. Interaction only when utterly necessary. Which means hardly ever.”
“So, do we hunt them?”
“No. There’s an understanding. It’s been in place, since back in the day.”
“Pity. We I think it would be fun to have them as a repast. They look very tasty.”
Mondo’s third-person slip isn’t the only sign of an impending relapse. She can feel her knobb
wanting to manifest itself. She’s also having trouble talking without the heavy accent.
On top of everything else, Mondo is having trouble focusing. When she and the stranger make
eye contact, Mondo is losing herself in the stranger’s eyes just like she does with Randy and her
goddess.
Once they’re inside of the shooting gallery, the stranger’s attitude changes. She becomes bossy.
“Now. Give me Knox’s head, bitch.”
Mondo obediently reaches for her purse. The stranger smiles from ear to ear.
“See. I told you it would be child’s play. She’s just another seax addict.” The stranger says to
someone Mondo cannot see, someone hiding inside of a nearby wall. It’s a bushwhack, and Mondo
is the intended fodder.
Let’s see who’ll be the goner, for sure.
Mondo crossdraws her gats. One pistol beheads the stranger. The other one is fired into the wall
where the stranger’s partner is hiding; the hail of hardened, implosive rounds chews up the wall and
the stranger within said wall like ground chuck. Mondo’s phone dials 911. The jig is up, time to
call in the cavalry. She makes a strategic retreat back into the street, where she waits for the police.
“They knew me well enough to know how to get to me. But, they didn’t know me well enough to
know the ramifications of trying to possess me against my will. Seax never gets in the way of me
doing my j-o-b.”
Detective Clay, one of SLPD’s finest, is understandably peeved. A lot of careful planning just got
flushed.
“Dammit !!! We’re no closer to these fuckers than we were before !!!”
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“Hardly.”
“How so?”
“You now have confirmation of a high level leak on your side, else my cover wouldn’t have
gotten blown so easily. And, the brass knows that you’re not the mole, because you didn’t know
that I had been loaned out by the SLPD and that I was working for the Feds.”
“That’s true.”
“The Feds wanted Knox and her people destroyed. You just wanted to arrest them. The Feds’
jurisdiction supersedes yours. When the mole found out what I was really up to, I became a loose
end that needed to be tied up pronto.”
“Yep. And, this mole has to be someone with ultraviolet clearance too. This spy stuff really,
really sucks. I just hate it when I have to work with the Feds.”
“When did they tie you in?”
“Just before the Jumped over, they briefed me on a need-to-know basis.”
“Knox was a loose cannon. If I hadn’t whacked her, her own organization was bound to do away
with her anyways. I mean she set up house with me, knowing full well that I worked for the SLPD.
Her superiors couldn’t have been any too happy about that situation.”
“I got to ask. How was she in the sack, by the way?”
“She was awesome. So was Sam. I’ll really miss balling ‘em.”
The crime scene is swarming with FBI agents, as well as police officers from the MMPD
(Metropolitan Martian Police Department) and the SLPD.
When the stranger who was using herself as bait was gunned down by Mondo, she reverted to her
true form. She was inhuman, and not a Scum masquerading as a faerie. But, the stranger was
employing an imprint to ensure that the Scum that she was pretending to be would be irresistible to
Mondo.
She’d obviously imprinted Randy, but in doing so she’d let the cat out of the bag so to speak. The
stranger’s pretend form was that of The Doctor’s infamous alter ego Honor Blackman star of the
Avengers television program. The Avengers is a cult classic.
Honor Blackman is the actress’ stage name. Her real name is Catherine Gale, and she’s a doctor
in real life. By pure coincidence, the character that Miss Blackman portrayed on the show was
named Catherine Gale, and that character was also a doctor.
When Mondo lapsed into The Debra Thing even more was revealed onto her. Mondo remembers
seeing the stranger as her goddess The Thing!
Mondo’s doppelganger is dead. Randy used her up already. The worm is waiting for the real
thing with baited breath. It can’t wait to get hold of its girl.
“Good. You’ve returned.”
“Did a woman imprint you?”
The creature looks at her blankly.
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“Sorry. I keep forgetting that you’re a dumb animal.”
“I’m hungry.”
“First. I want to see you pretend. Charlie Latour or Catherine Gale; your choice. I don’t have a
preference at this given moment in time.”
In other words, Mondo has decided to flip a coin.
Randy changes into a look-alike of Mrs. Catherine “Cathy” Gale. It chooses to look like Mrs.
Cathy Gale. But, it’s obvious that Randy isn’t Mrs. Gale: It’s a look-alike, but not an exact
duplicate of Dr. Gale, Dr. Frankenstein’s infamous alter ego.
“Now, be my goddess.”
Randy changes into a look-alike of her goddess The Thing. But, again it’s painfully obvious that
Randy isn’t the real thing.
“Now, cow, be The Debra Thing.”
Mondo responds in kind. She loses herself in her Scum’s eyes. She gives into her cravings to be
The Debra Thing and reverts to being Miss Debra the Miss Debra Handcock version of The Debra
Thing. Her Koo and bra switch to punk-n-parasitic mode. The hygiene mode switches off for her
tight, torn clothing also.
Randy reverts to its true Scum form and feeds upon the girl. While it’s feeding upon the girl, the
girl has three triple-Es busting out of her suddenly too small bra, a moog, a krazed, and a glazedwhite complexion, and she’s quite MADD. When it has quenched its thirst, it plugs Mondo into her
alcove.
An hour later, Mondo emerges from the alcove. She’s no longer Miss Debra; she’s her old self
again. In other words, she’s PMDD (pretty-MADD). The hygiene mode for her clothes switches
back on and cleans her up.
Randy is nowhere in sight. But, Miss Kane is not alone in the room.
Doctor Catherine Gale is fresh, squeaky clean, and parasite free. The Doctor is wearing perls, a
Koo, and mary-janes so-called marys, and a cigarette purse that’s gripping the waistband of her
brief strap. She’s braless and commando, and seemingly unarmed. Deja vu.
The Doctor is an elegant, ruthless, and deadly dandy. And, the new partner of Dr. Gale is a
leather-clad beauty, the smart, tough, and dangerous, Miss Mondo Kane.
Armageddon, asphyxiation, arbitration, and assassination are but a few of the challenges that will
be tackled with aplomb by the beautiful and brilliant Miss Kane and the dashing and deadly Cathy
Gale, THE AVENGERS!
Deceptively delicate and dapper, cool under fire, ready with a bon mot or a bullet, a flippant joke
or a judo flip, Kane and Gale will stand ready to defend the world against outlaws and opportunists,
mobsters and mad scientists.
A new formula: A mix of tongue-in-cheek humor and espionage thrills. She’s on loan to the
Feds. More precisely, she’s in the employ of The Office of Scientific Investigation and Research
(O.S.I.R.). This means that members in good standing of the Illuminati may “borrow” her, from
time to time.
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Mondo collapses her alcove into her purse. She leaves her katz and phone on the dresser as
keepsakes for Randy. Next stop, Mars!
The new television program formula: Honor Blackman as Dr. Catherine “Cathy” Gale and
Patrick Macnee as John Wickham Gascone Berresford Steed in The Avengers.
Mondo is back in the seedy skidrow district of Mars City. This time she’s holding hands with the
real Catherine Gale. But, she misses The Doctor, Randy, and her goddess. She doesn’t have to miss
Randy for long.
Standing in the doorway of a scummy is Randy in its filthy, smelly Harpy form. It’s sporting
Mondo’s katz and phone. The Hag look-alike walks over to the delicious pair. Mondo embraces it.
Mrs. Gale is not amused, in other words, Gale is irate.
“What’s that thing doing here?”
“Following its mistress, of course. I’m its cow and it’s my pet.”
The creature’s hands move possessively over Mondo’s ripe body. Once more, Mondo is sporting
her katz and phone.
Gale mumbles something under her breath, but decides to not push the point. Instead, she focuses
on the mission. She leads the trio to the Prince Albert Hotel, a hotel on the outskirts of the Red
Light district. The Prince Albert is one of those places where tourists go for some illicit fun. The
well-dressed and the lowlifes mingle freely in search of kicks.
But, as a precaution, Mondo and Gale don’t go in together. Gale goes in first. Mondo and Randy
will wait a half hour before they enter. Once they’re situated in their respective rooms, they’ll wait
for orders.
Mondo and her pet duck into a nearby alley. Then, she invokes the baglady spell that Randy
taught her: She’s filthy, funk, and parasite infested. Her clothes go punk-n-parasitic: busted seams,
sleeves shredded from the elbow down, and skirt split up the leftside from hem to waistband. The
hygiene mode for her tight, torn clothes switches off. Her knobb reappears, because she’s added her
very own Borg spin to the slug’s otherwise generic filthy spell. Krazed. Klaw. Accent, MADD, and
third-person have yet to manifest themselves. She looks like a seax-addicted streetwalker now, and
as such, blends right in.
Playing the role of the hi-powered businesswoman on the wrong side of the tracks looking for
some action, Gale pays for her room with cold, hard cash and gets one of the palatial tourist digs.
Mondo is the perpetually broke junkie who pays for her room by giving the scumbag desk clerk a
blowjob: Once, I was a hi-powered businesswoman who wouldn’t stoop to notice the lowly likes of
you, now I’m down-n-out and hopelessly addicted, and I will suck your dirty game cock and sour
balls upon your command. She deep throats the Goon. Her room is a filthy, trash-choked dump
with rats scurrying across the floor. The smell is stomach-churning. Rotting garbage is piled in the
corners and closets of the flop. The bathroom is a nightmare: raw sewage is backed up into the tub
and toilet bowl.
Mondo and Randy share the room. Once they’re alone, Mondo sits up her alcove in a corner. She
has one use for the bed, but it’s not for sleeping or servicing customers. Randy changes into its
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native form, sinks its fangs into the nape of her creamy-smooth neck, and feeds upon the girl.
Mondo falls back onto the smelly, stained, bare mattress of the bed. She reeks worse than the bed.
She’s moaning and groaning. Her eyes are rolled back into her head.
The creature spreads her legs, yanks down her panties, and fucks her with its massive, cuntsplitting dong. A hemorphidite, it’s better endowed than a Goon. It pops her right tit out of her
wunder’s bra cup and sinks its tit claw into Mondo’s exposed tit.
Its fangs and tit claw inject seax into Mondo’s veins as it feeds, of course. The girl is high as a
kite. Her lizard brain and pineal gland expand, while her higher brain centers shrink and shut down
completely. The girl goes blank and Borg. She reverts to being a drone. Still no accent, thirdperson, or MADD, though. And, no NiS.
Once she goes Borg, the girl gets three triple-E tits which are busting out of her suddenly too
small bra. The left and center tit are stuffed into her left bra cup, just barely. The exposed right tit is
now a moog. And, she’s now got a glazed-white complexion. Needless to say, she’s also now got
NiS, accent, third-person, and she’s now also quite MADD!
When it has had its fill, it plugs Mondo into her alcove. It carves its initials in Chinese, its
trademark so-to-speak, into the girl’s left cheek. It scripts a living tattoo, a smaller version of the
Scum’s proprietary, upon the leftside of her creamy neck; this inking is actually a barcode. The
Chinese characters, which compose the trademark and the trademark’s look-alike barcode, are as
creepy looking as the girl’s knobb. It padlocks a collar around her neck. The metal bondage collar
has the expected leash. It fits the girl with manacles and leg irons, and steps back to admire its
handiwork. The iron collar, leash, manacles, and leg irons are a matching set.
The only time when Randy will remove the irons is when Mondo is working the streets. Yep,
Randy intends to pimp the girl. The girl belongs to it, now.
It removes the girl’s phone, purse, holster, and deborahs, and tosses them in a refuse-choked
closet. Mondo has no need for them anymore.
When Gale sees Mondo being paraded around the lobby by Randy in its native Scum form, she
smiles from ear to ear. Randy leads the girl around by leash.
As long as Mondo sports the slug’s mark, she can’t bet the fix. And, the only one besides Mondo
who can remove the mark is Randy. Mondo’s Id prevents her from removing the trademark, and
Randy has no intention of doing the removal either. The only other way to remove the
disfigurement marring her cheek is for Randy to die. So, for all intents and purposes, Mondo has
been taken out. She’s stuck as a blank creature of pure instincts: A “dumb” beast hopelessly
addicted to seax. She’s stuck being Miss Debra Handcock. She’s stuck being a junkie. She’s stuck
being a prostitute. She’s stuck being a serial killer. Or, so it would seem.
The barcode is another matter altogether. It’s part of the girl’s default inkings, now. When she
sports the barcode, she’s a Kum to another Kum. Barcoded, she’s kum and she’s a cow.
Another new tattoo goes completely unnoticed. She has an inch-high lower back tattoo, a socalled tramp stamp, written in Goon and lime green in color; the script looks just like Chinese to
the uninitiated. To those who can read it, it’s the words “PROPERTY OF FATS WALLER.” It’s
both a sexual and a non-sexual reference: Shades of something quite grimm!
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Mondo comes to herself ghosted inside of a wall of her room adjacent to her alcove. MADD has
given way to PMDD. Accent, third-person, and NiS are gone. She’s reverted almost: Her hype hair
hides her knobb and barcode. Her clothing is still punk-n-parasitic, and her tight, torn clothes still
has its hygiene mode switched off. Her head aches from an enlarged pineal gland, but she’s sentient
again. And, thanks to her pet, she’s sporting her phone, purse, holster, and deborahs.
Her katz via her perls makes short work of her dog collar, manacles, and leg irons. She’s free of
her elaborate shackles in a jiffy. Filthy, funky, and parasite-infested, Mondo repositions herself.
There are two females in the room. One is a suit—a businesswoman. Her name is Natasha Larisa
Dubinsky Dubrinski. She’s interrogating “Burlesque” Lili St. Cyr the so-called Darque Wonder of
the World, and trying to extract from Ms. St. Cyr the whereabouts of an autographed first edition
Necronomicon that St. Cyr stole from Ms. Dubrinski.
Ms. Dubrinski is a KGB agent of the Russian Republic. She’s also an archbishop in the unofficial
Coptic Church, a church that was founded over eighty years ago in Saint Petersburg. And, she’s
heavily armed. Natasha Dubrinski is deadringer for Glenn Close, a triple-E version of Ms. Close,
that is.
Ms. Dubrinski looks the way Ms. Close looked in “Air Force One,” the action-thriller in which
Ms. Close played Vice President Kathryn Bennett. As such, Ms. Dubrinski is sporting marys, a
Koo, a cigarette purse, a universal which is worn on the strong side alongside her purse, and the
same prissy hairdo as the Kathryn Bennett character, and she’s braless and commando. Unlike Ms.
Close’s Bennett character, this woman has a strong Russian accent and, in spite of her very
feminine mainstream look, she’s quite butch.
Mondo is drawn to the female KGB agent akin to the way she was drawn to her goddess the first
time that she laid eyes upon her goddess. But, Mondo is also a sucker for a damsel in distress.
St. Cyr is dressed in perls and black fishnet stockings. She’s tied to a chair. Randy, in native
form, leers at the bound beauty from a corner. The KGB agent lets it feed upon St. Cyr in an
attempt to loosen her tongue, and Randy hopes for a second meal at the Darque stripper’s expense.
The stripper hasn’t changed a bit since her heyday in the 1950s when she was the undisputed queen
of strippers. She’s a tasty morsel indeed.
“I want the book you pinched, and I want it back now!” Ms. Dubrinski rants and raves at Ms. St.
Cyr as she slaps the infamous stripper repeatedly across the face. Dubrinski has a thick Russian
accent.
Mondo cums as she watches her fellow Dark Elf get knocked around. Her clothes cease to be
punk-n-parasitic. With their hygiene mode switched back on, they clean her up lickety-split. She’s
spic-n-span in no time. Her pineal-related migraine and knobb remain.
“Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned!” St. Cyr screams back defiantly at Ms. Dubrinski. She
even has the balls to spit in Ms. Dubrinski’s face.
“Now, I get tough!” Dubrinski snarls as she wipes the spit off. She makes an arcane gesture with
her hand. A cronos, the KGB’s preferred instrument of torture, appears above the bound form of
the hapless Ms. St. Cyr. The device looks like a large, mechanical spider; it’s the size of a
basketball. The cronos was in her holster.
In a past life, back when Mondo was human and she worked for the KGB, Ms. Dubrinski was her
boss!
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For a full hour, the cronos has its way with the stripper to no avail. St. Cyr refuses to crack, much
to the consternation of Ms. Dubrinski. The adept pounds her fists upon the table in utter frustration,
that’s when Mondo makes the grand entrance.
Mondo steps out of the wall. Ms. Dubrinski smiles from ear to ear when she sees Mondo. The
two women embrace and French kiss.
“I heard that you had come across bent.”
“Yes.”
“It’s so much better now that you swing both ways.”
Mondo says nothing. She’s much too busy leering at her old boss. Dubrinski brushes back the
girl’s hair and notices the knobb. She strokes, and then licks the mole, knowing full well what that
will trigger.
“And, you are Borg. Excellent!!!”
“Yes, we, are, Borg.” Mondo responds. Her thick, German accent and Borg third-person have
returned.
A harsh, pretty face. Then, the inevitable happens. The harsh, pretty face of the buxom
automaton is etched by loathing and disdain; a loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee. Her
blue eyes are vacant, ravenous, and hate-filled. Some angles of her are quite scary looking, it goes
without saying: The creepy time girl. But, she still looks PMDD. Then, pretty-MADD finally gives
way to quite MADD.
A harsh, ugly voice. The girl has a shrew’s grating, hatefilled voice, but she speaks in a very
matter-of-fact fashion with a thick, German accent. And, of course, there’s that loathsome edge to
her voice that bespeaks Borg; it comes off as vulgar and dominatrix when she does it, though.
A pair of creepy, grasping hands; hands fit for a mindless ghoul. In other words, klaw. Shades of
Vampira in “Plan 9 From Outer Space.” Klaw is an integral part of being MADD, let alone quite
MADD.
The girl’s affectations, walk, and mannerisms become harsh and severe, and therefore
paradoxically sexier. An underlying disgust. A rigid posture: stiff, straight back, whether sitting,
standing, walking, or whatnot. A severity of walk. An erect bearing, a purposeful stride, and above
all an expression of extraordinary severity; she has all the important attributes of the successful
dominatrix. Worship and obey!
A harsh, pretty face. A harsh, ugly voice. A pair of creepy, grasping hands. Harsh, severe, sexy
affectations, walk, and mannerisms. In other words, she’s Miss Debra Handcock again, and Mondo
Kane in name only.
“You will torture the girl for me, correct?”
“Yes.”
“For old time’s sake, correct?”
“Yes.”
“I so like your face now. A harsh, pretty, stone face appeals to me greatly.”
The Borg babe says nothing, as you would expect.
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Dubrinski’s prissy lesbian ‘do gives way to a moe. The unflattering moe is her preferred hairdo.
She slips on her sternns.
Mondo follows suit. Her hype hair gives way to an equally unflattering sternka. She slips on her
sternns. Sexy gives way to very plain.
For very obvious reasons, Dubrinski likes this bent version of the girl so much better.
“I knew that you would return to me someday. I’ve been patiently waiting for just such a joyous
reunion as this.”
“May I begin, Ms. Dubrinski?”
“Yes you may, Miss.”
“Miss Handcock. Miss Debra Handcock. Your very own Miss Debra Handcock.”
“Yes you may, Miss Handcock.”
That’s when the expected happens. Mondo reverts to type. She purses her sternns. Sternka gives
way to hype hair.
The big hair is a complete fooler. Dubrinski mistakes MADD for PMDD, because of it. But,
when she takes a second closer look at the girl’s face, especially the eyes, she realizes that the
drone is still quite MADD.
In other words, if one didn’t know any better, one would think that she was nothing more than an
automaton.
In other words, if one didn’t know any better, one would think that she was a Kum in inhuman
form.
If one didn’t know any better, one would think that she was a creature of pure instinct; a
something incapable of sentience.
Shades of Vampira’s nameless Ghoul Girl character in “Plan Nine From Outer Space.”
In response to Mondo’s switch on type, Dubrinski purses her sternns, and her moe reverts to the
prissy sternka.
Mondo’s partner, Mrs. Gale, enters the room. That’s when the unexpected happens. Mondo
smiles! Her knobb and ink go bye-bye. Just miles and miles of creamy white flesh. MADD gives
way to that harsh, pretty face and large, ugly, downturned mouth that smile turned upside down,
and nothing else. Her klaw goes bye-bye too, for now. She’s come full circle. She’s the ravishingly
beautiful 1950s starlet: Not MADD or PMDD, let alone MBDM. The WCW Diva Miss Debra
Handcock has been put on hold. The WWF Diva Miss Debra McMichael is back, and she’s back to
stay.
Needless to say, the sex kitten’s accent and third-person also go the way of the dinosaurs. Think:
Doctor No’s girl friday Pussy Galore. Think: Pussy Galore the femme fatale character that Mamie
Van Doren played in Untamed Youth (1957).
Needless to say, her otherwise beautiful face is still etched by loathing and disdain thanks to that
large, ugly, downturned mouth of hers, that frown of a mouth, the requisite pout. Of course, she had
the generous, inverted gash, that frown of a mouth, from the git-go. It’s an ugly mouth that, except
when it’s formed into a friendly smile, bespeaks of loathing and disdain even when that’s not its
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wearer’s intent. It’s an ugly mouth that goes crooked, twisted by loathing, whenever its wearer is
pissed. Such a loathsome mouth, she has!
Ugly, loathsome mouths like Mondo’s were made for fucking. Just looking at a facial vagina like
Mondo’s, fuels one’s sexual appetite for that oral perversion.
Thanks to that mouth of hers, some angles of her are quite scary looking, it goes without saying:
Still, the creepy time girl.
The girl’s affectations, walk, and mannerisms are still harsh and severe, and therefore
paradoxically sexier. An underlying disgust. A rigid posture: stiff, straight back, whether sitting,
standing, walking, or whatnot. A severity of walk. An erect bearing, a purposeful stride, and above
all an expression of extraordinary severity; she has all the important attributes of the successful
dominatrix. In other words, sexy “stiff backed” severity, Their female Borg or dominatrix severity.
Worship and obey!
And, of course, there’s still that loathsome edge to her voice that bespeaks Borg; it comes off as
vulgar and dominatrix when she does it, though. Her distinct voice is like chalk upon a blackboard:
A shrew’s voice. Taste my sweat!
A harsh, pretty face with a loathsome mouth that you crave to fuck. A harsh, ugly voice, a
shrew’s voice; the loathsome voice of that hatefilled something known as a dominatrix. And, last,
but surely not least, the harsh, severe, sexy affectations, walk, and mannerisms of a dominatrix:
Their severity, that sexy “stiff backed” severity, severity befitting a Borg automaton or a
dominatrix. Gravel at my feet!
“With all due respect, I prefer not to use that thing, Ms. Dubrinski.” With that said, Mondo
makes an arcane gesture with her hand. The cronos moves out of the way.
Mondo places her vujcic, Miss Hancock, and Mrs. Alice upon a nearby table. These are her
preferred instruments of torture.
Then, Mondo gags St. Cyr with a ball gag. She gestures to Randy, who walks over and affixes
itself to the stripper. It will feed while Mondo tortures the stripper.
Sentients see Mondo as an inhuman with a Kum fixation. But, Kum see her as just another Kum.
Either way, in spite of the absence of a knobb, she’s seen as Borg.
Mondo Kane very matter-of-factly tortures the stripper. If someone stepped into this room, they
would think that a stripper was being tortured by a cutthroat CPA with movie star looks and said
accountant’s pet Kum. And, they would be right on the money. It has been decided, by the powersthat-be, that this will be Mondo’s fate, for the time being!
Mondo and her clothes are squeaky-clean perfection. She is impeccable in spite of the filthy
surroundings. Think: A well-armed, 1950s movie starlet look-alike. Think: Gen of the
Genitorturers minus the tattoos, piercings, and dildo. Think: Jayne Heitmeyer. Think: Julie
Fairlane. Think: June Wilkinson. Think: Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine). Think: Elizabeth Shue.
Think: Elizabeth Mitchell. Think: Miss Debra McMichael.
You would think that her focus had been lighthearted fun instead of interrogation, because in an
hour’s time, Mondo fails to break St. Cyr. When she removes the ball gag from the stripper’s
mouth, the interrogatee’s response is quite telling. St. Cyr laughs in her face!
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“Is that the best you can do?” St. Cyr taunts.
And, just like that, Mondo suffers a “slight” relapse. There’s that vacant, hatefilled, ravenous
look in her eyes again: The eyes of a blue-eyed, flesh-eating zombie. Once more, her hands go
klaw; such a pretty girl with the creepy, grasping hands of a zombie. Once more she’s the very
pretty girl with the zombie eyes and hands; they’re also the eyes and hands of a Borg drone or the
totally insane, female inmate of a sanitarium. Still, think: Gen of the Genitorturers minus the
tattoos, piercings, and dildo. Still, think: Jayne Heitmeyer. Still, think: Shirley Eaton. Still, think:
Julie Fairlane. Still, think: June Wilkinson. Still, think: Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine). Still, think:
Elizabeth Shue. Still, think: Elizabeth Mitchell. Still, think: Miss Debra McMichael. Also, now
thanks to those lunatic eyes and hands, think: quite-MADD like, in other words, a cutthroat
businesswoman who’s gone totally insane.
“No. It isn’t.” Mondo responds very matter-of-factly.
“You don’t scare me.” St. Cyr boasts.
“I, we, will, I, am, I, am, Borg. We are Borg. Resistance is futile,” Mondo responds again very
matter-of-factly, this time lapsing into third-person.” She crossdraws her Hogs.
Randy detaches itself from the stripper. It wants to watch, and not be in the way of its cow.
Mondo resumes the interrogation, this time she uses her blasters.
St. Cyr’s shrieks fill the room as streams of 10mm rounds rip into her. The buxom blonde beauty
dissects her with the vengeance and precision of a deranged surgeon.
They are being remote viewed by The Doctor, Doctor Frankenstein, and by Mondo’s goddess,
The Thing.
From the adjacent room, they’re also being watched through a peephole by the raven-haired
proprietress who co-owns the fleabag hotel that they’re staying in; a Mok actually runs the place.
Back in the day, this well-dressed Crogre (Crone/Ogre mix) starred in the popular Ma and Pa Kettle
movie series; the string of light comedic films attained cult status. She’s Marjorie Main, and she
played Ma Kettle in the series.
The matron is wearing perls, a Koo, and mary-janes so-called marys, and a cigarette purse that’s
gripping the waistband of her brief strap. She’s braless and strapping a parasitic crank, and
seemingly unarmed; usually she’s commando. Her wearing the dildo means that she’s prefers to be
the man when she’s fucking another woman. Deja vu.
The cuffed sleeves of Ms. Main’s strait are ¾ length Capri sleeves of the 1950s flavor that Ms.
Main favors; cuffed, the sleeves end just below the elbow. It’s a retro configuration that the sleeves
are permanently locked into. This retro configuration is straight out of the “Ike” era.
The sleeves are common affectations of female CPA; they’re quite fashionable with the younger
set of female bean counters. Female, faerie accountants of Main’s generation, consider them
mandatory.
In spite of them being a legitimate 50/50 mix, Crogre look like Crones with jet-black hair with
some Goon mixed in for good measure. But, their disposition is akin to that of a Harpy. And, their
eating habits are decidedly Goon. A lot of inhuman accountants are Crogre.
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Marjorie began her movie career playing upper class dowagers, but was ultimately typecast in
abrasive, domineering, salty roles: her distinct voice is like chalk upon a blackboard. Her nearpathological fear of germs and filth did not interfere with her career. She won five Oscars.
Needless to say, like Mondo, Marge is impeccable in spite of the filthy surroundings. Then again,
Marge is always impeccable.
In real life, Main is a dowager. The matron is also abrasive, domineering, and salty. In other
words, she played herself on the silver screen. And, her obsession with tall, leggy, buxom, bleached
blondes is legendary.
No longer a movie star, she’s free to indulge her fixation to its sickest extreme, a fixation which
has led Marge to this. The peeping tom is a successful businesswoman, and she’s quite cutthroat in
her business dealings. And, like her very close friend, Lainie “Babu” Kazan, she’s also a CPA.
Additionally, the matron holds the august rank of Auditor General in her local cabal. During
business hours, she sports a sternka. When the meter isn’t running, she prefers the frumpy ‘do that
she sported as Ma Kettle.
Obsession notwithstanding, Marge is otherwise strictly heterosexual; a fact that all of her male
costars can attest to from firsthand experience. Marge sees Mondo as neither Kum nor Borg. Main
sees her as a glamazon, a glamorous Amazon—Beth “The Glamazon” Phoenix who is the protégée
of WWF Uber-Diva Miss Debra McMichael. And, a glamazon is exactly what Connie Smith was
and it’s exactly what Mondo Kane is.
By Marge’s way of thinking, Mondo’s Kum and Borg “fads” have come and gone with none the
wiser except for Marge. Marge noticed their passing with glee. Needless to say, Marge is steadfast
in her conviction that Mondo is no longer Kum or Borg. She, quite expectedly, ignores Mondo’s
relapse. And, she ignores the fact that the girl could easily be mistaken for a deranged CPA, since
the relapse. Think: My bad, I thought you were an escaped mental patient. Think: “Ruthless
Aggression” aka “Vicious Vixen” aka “Widow’s Peak Freak” aka Lisa Marie Varon aka WWF
Diva and total nutcase Victoria. Think: The latest iteration of The Debra Thing. Think: The total
nutcase and glamazon Mondo Kane. Regardless, always think: Tall statuesque Nordic beauty.
But, in the end, even the blasters fail to loose St. Cyr’s lips. That’s when a frustrated, enraged
Mondo holsters her pistols and proceeds to beat St. Cyr to death over and over again Goon style
with her bare fists. While Mondo is working St. Cyr over, the zombie hands and eyes go bye-bye.
No more lapses into third-person. For painfully obvious reasons, the ugly mouth and voice, along
with that sexy “stiff backed” severity remain. No more can she be mistaken for an escaped mental
patient or a deranged CPA. Her sleeves mod themselves. They become cuffed ¾ length Capri
sleeves of the 1950s flavor that CPA of Ms. Main’s ilk favors. It’s a retro configuration that the
sleeves are now permanently locked into? This retro configuration is straight out of the “Ike” era.
Today, the nick for such sleeves is CPA sleeves; the cuffed sleeves end just below the elbow. Now,
more than ever, Mondo can easily be mistaken for a very prim and proper CPA.
A woman enters the room, and things change so quickly that they don’t change on a dime, they
change before the dime. Her name is Joan Fontaine. Back in the day, she too was a movie star.
These days, the blonde Harpy is also a CPA. She looks just like she did when she portrayed Dr.
Susan Hiller in Irwin Allen’s 1961 Sci-Fi classic “Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea.” Her look is
quite fetching, just like it was on Irwin Allen’s movie. Sexy, severe, stern: Once Borg, always
Borg.
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She too is wearing perls, a Koo, and mary-janes so-called marys, and a cigarette purse that’s
gripping the waistband of her brief strap. As expected, her strait sports CPA sleeves. She’s braless
and strapping a parasitic black rubber thong that’s identical to Mondo’s, and seemingly unarmed;
usually, she’s commando. Her not wearing the dildo means that she’s prefers to be the woman
when she’s fucking another woman. Deja vu, again.
She has an ugly mouth like Mondo. Like Main and Mondo, she has the ugly voice of a shrew.
Once Borg, always Borg: In a past life, she was the Borg Queen!
Ms. Fontaine is squeaky-clean and fastidious, just like Marge Main her business partner. This is
the woman who, along with Marge, co-owns this fleabag hotel as well as jewels like the Coral
Court Motel; the infamous Coral Court Motel is a Route 66 landmark.
Main and Fontaine are quite the odd couple. Nonetheless, business wise, they click, which is
what counts. Their firm, The Milton Bradley Company, proves that in spades.
Both are utterly ruthless businesswomen. One look at either woman and you know for sure that
they are CPAs.
Acquaintances call Main, Large Marge; the nick refers to her Goon lineage, not her stature or
build, both of which are Hag and not Goon. Large Marge has a thick, Polish accent. In a past life,
Marge was with the Polish secret police, and was stationed in Warsaw. Acquaintances refer to Ms.
Fontaine as JJ. JJ has a thick, Russian accent. JJ was KGB and was stationed in Moscow, in a past
life.
Marge ghosts through the wall from the adjacent room and stops dead in her tracks. Aware of the
whirlwind of activity, Mondo stops the beatings.
“Marge, escort Ms. Dubrinski and Mrs. Gale downstairs. And, take St. Cyr with you. Miss Kane
and I have things to talk about.”
After Marge frees St. Cyr, the four women leave the room; St. Cyr is carried out by Marge, the
stripper is unable to walk out under her own steam. Mondo and Joan are left alone. Randy is still in
the room, but it doesn’t count as somebody.
“Was this a test or something?” Mondo asks, even though she already knows the answer.
“Yes, something like that,” Joan quips.
“So, what do a couple of CPAs need with my services?”
“Just because we look like CPAs doesn’t mean that we are CPAs. So, how do you know we are
CPAs?”
“I’m a detective, silly dilly. That’s also how I know you’re Illuminati.”
“Remember, it’s more than just CPAs and Illuminati that can borrow you, sweetie pie.”
“I’ll remember.”
“Good.”
“Now, down to brass tacks. Marge and I are in need of your unique skill set.”
“So, you need someone killed?”
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“Yes, we just don’t know whom, I mean who, needs to be killed. And, it must be done
discreetly.”
“Total deniability?”
“Quite so, Miss Kane.”
“Tell me more.”
“Whoever it is, is combat-trained. They’re a veteran of the Forever War.”
Mondo starts to say something, but JJ cuts her off.
“Marge and I will be waiting downstairs in the lobby for you in the morning as the cock crows.
Don’t keep us waiting long or we’ll dock your pay, Miss Kane. Marge and I have an ISO 9000
audit on an LLC on Jupiter.” JJ smiles and slips on her sternns. Her very adult hairdo, the very
same ‘do that she sported in the Irwin Allen movie, gives way to a sternka. During business hours,
she always wears her sternns and sports a sternka. When the meter isn’t running, she seldom wears
the schoolmarmish eyeglasses and she prefers her adult ‘do.
“There’s something else, ‘cause there’s always something else with your kind.”
“You will work for Marge and I as our private secretary, our very private secretary if you get my
drift and I know you do. We also want you to take the CPA equivalency exam. We want you to be
a CPA. We’ve wanted you for a while, exclusively for a while, a very long while. And, no more of
this PI stuff for a while, a very long while.”
“No to being your private secretary and no to being a CPA.”
“During business hours while you’re on our dime, you will sport sternka and sternns, and you’ll
have a proper accent. After hours, you can look and sound any way you want to.”
“I said no!”
“I heard you the first time.”
Mondo starts to say something, and again JJ beats her to the punch.
“And, yes, Miss Kane, you may bring that thing with you.”
“Which one, the worm or the alcove?”
“You choose.”
“One more thing.”
“Yes?”
“Marge and I prefer that you use your accent whenever you’re in our presence.”
“You and Marge, or just you?”
“I just answered that question, Miss Kane.” With that said, JJ leaves the room.
The obligatory, fade to black.
Mondo steps into the lobby still sporting hype hair. Sexy, severe, stern: Once Borg, always Borg.
She chose to take neither worm nor alcove. Randy is back on Earth running its hotel again. And,
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her alcove is back in Dr. Frankenstein’s laboratory. Most telling is that her sleeves have reverted
back to being full-length. They’re no longer CPA sleeves.
JJ notices that the girl’s hands klaw and the girl’s sexy “stiff backed” severity. These are things
that bring a broad, wicked smile to her comely face. Once Borg, always Borg.
JJ, for the first time during business hours, purses her sternns and reverts to wearing her adult
hairdo. This is in response to seeing Mondo. The girl is definitely the bee’s knees. And, needless to
say, this afterhours look of JJ’s is quite fetching, just like it was in Irwin Allen’s movie.
The moment passes, though. JJ reverts to proper type while on the clock. She slips her sternns
back on. Her adult ‘do reverts back to a sternka. Sexy gives way to very stern, very severe, and
very sexy.
Mondo walks up to her new employers and exchanges hellos with them. Her shrew’s voice is
minus a thick, German accent; no trace of an accent whatsoever.
The girl has passed her final test with flying colors. She’s theirs, but on her own terms. If she had
acquiesced in any way, shape, or form, she would have been destroyed.
The sternns of JJ and Large Marge are the real deal, The Alchemist’s Curse. They cause chaotic
mutations. They can turn common metal to gold, that gold to rust, and that rust to God knows what.
Or they can just “dust” you from the git go. Heads and sternns are relics. They were used
extensively, by all sides, in the Forever War.
But, as previously noted, FW (Forever War) specs are susceptible to the right trick that an enemy
can invoke to prevent from being unmade by such glasses: The known limitation of such arcane.
This is why Mondo sticks with the conventional weapons in her arsenal, and she only uses her
heads as sunglasses and her sternns as eyeglasses.
The three women leave. They look like three CPAs. In short order, Mondo will be a CPA. Mondo
falls in step behind her new masters, the accountants she will apprentice to.
Mondo, with an arm full of ancient ledgers, elicits raised eyebrows. Visitors look up from their
ledgers and wag their tongues under a malicious whisper.
This section of the library is called the bookkeep, and every visitor here is either a CPA or an
aspiring CPA; “civilians” aren’t allowed access to these hallowed halls by dictate of The Guild. As
such, sexy “stiff backed” severity and CPA sleeves are the norm along with perls, sternns, a thick
foreign accent, Koo, stilettos, and a sternka, for the women. Mondo, with her hype hair, full length
sleeves, no accent whatsoever, and no sternns is the sole exception; at least she’s wearing perls,
stilettos, and a Koo, and she does have that sexy “stiff backed” severity.
By definition, all of the librarians in the bookkeep are also CPAs. They are called bookkeepers.
They too exclusively sport CPA sleeves, perls, sternns, and a sternka, and they have a thick foreign
accent. They are, by definition, hardcore, old school, CPAs. They are, by definition, Conservatives.
Julie Newmar of Catwoman fame à la Batman the ‘60s TV series, the bookkeeper assigned to
Mondo, leads her over to a table and sets her up with a reader. Mondo thanks the blonde, sixtysomething Harpy. The Hag has been quite haughty to her, which turns her on to no end; that initial
infatuation will change. She pauses for a moment to take one last lustful look at Ms. Newmar as the
Elder walks away. Then she digs into the task at hand. There’s just something about a 60+ year old
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woman in a form fitting outfit that is kind of frightening, goose bump frightening. Especially when
she looks so good, in a weird plastic surgery Brazil-like way. Brazil—the movie, not the country.
The accounting books, ledgers, and whatnot that are stored here in the bookkeep are priceless
tomes of great knowledge to a bean counter. The ledgers that Mondo needs to audit are old, musty,
and cryptic, and after an hour struggling with them she has made little or no meaningful progress.
She needs help and she needs it in spades. When the cock crows she needs to be done, and at this
rate she’ll never finish. The bookkeeper who led her over to the reading table would be invaluable,
but she needs to swallow her pride. So. Mondo walks back over to the main desk and gets the
attention of the bookkeeper who was assigned to her. That’s when she finds out that she has been
reassigned to yet another booker.
Said bookkeeper takes her own good time making her way over to Mondo.
Mondo lets her pent up frustration get the best of her, and loses her cool royally.
“I need your help. And, I can’t afford you dragging your feet this time and pulling bullshit stunts
like seating me in the furthermost corner and.”
“Keep your voice down or I’ll eject you myself right now.”
Mondo quickly runs through her options, which are slim and none, and tames her Irish on a dime.
She swallows her pride, again.
“Sorry, forgive me, mistress bookkeeper.”
The bookkeeper smiles, lovingly strokes the girl’s cheek and hand, and purrs like a Cheshire cat.
“You know what you must do to make it better. Do it.” The word “must” is emphasized.
Mondo reluctantly capitulates. She slips on her sternns. Her hype hair gives way to a sternka. Her
sleeves mod themselves to CPA sleeves. With their wide tight cuffs, CPA sleeves are also known
as keepers, for obvious reasons.
“Now, that’s so much better.”
Mondo bites her tongue and chooses her words carefully.
“Yes it is,” Mondo lies through clinched teeth.
“A proper accent would be nice, also. All good CPAs cultivate an accent.”
“Yes, fraulein.” Mondo answers, this time, with the same thick, German accent as her assigned
bookkeeper.
“Excellent, fraulein. Now, we may begin. You are prim and proper in the correct way, and you
will remain so if you wish any help whatsoever from me or if you want any measure of success in
your new, chosen profession. You will make a most comely bookkeeper.”
Mondo swallows hard. That’s when it hits her like ton of bricks. All of the pieces finally fall into
place. For the second time in her life, she got blindsided; she never saw it coming.
Marge and JJ delivered her like a lamb to the slaughter. Working just for Milton Bradley was an
elaborate ruse. The Guild also wanted a piece of her, and now it too has the use of her services. But,
working for Marge and JJ is only temporary. Working here in the Partition on Jupiter as a librarian
is permanent and life changing.
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She will be a CPA and a librarian in the bookkeep of this library, for the rest of her unnatural life.
And, this bookkeeper is to be her mentor. She’s being retrained: So-called, heist a rock.
She’s still officially part of the noble, light-fingered brotherhood. In other words, she’s still an
assassin. And, she remains a sandman and a licensed PI to boot. All in all, it’s a windfall for her
and The Guild!
When Mondo and the bookkeeper sit down at the reading table, the bookkeeper rests her hand
upon Mondo’s thigh. Mondo stiffens, which is the proper response, even though she’s actually
turned on by the old biddy’s unsolicited pass.
“Good, you act modestly in response to my improper advance.”
The bookkeeper beams as she removes her hand from Mondo’s thigh and places it upon the table
where it belongs.
After recalibrating the girl’s eyeglasses, the bookkeeper shows Mondo the ins and outs of using
her sternns in conjunction with the reader and her perls to read the ledgers. In the hands of an
experienced librarian, sternns are more than just unflattering eyeglasses with arcane and mundane
uses, and perls are more than just a flattering necklace with arcane and girlie uses.
“You know, sternns are so essential to what we do that we would end up wasting a lot of time
constantly taking them off and putting them back on, if we didn’t wear them all of the time when
we’re on the clock. Besides, they emphasize modesty.” The bookkeeper pauses strategically. “And,
modesty is quite sexy, don’t you think?”
“Yes, fraulein bookkeeper.”
“Good, girl. You learn fast. We will get along famously, liebchen.”
Mondo starts to say something, but she catches herself in the nick of time.
“I must admit that I had my doubts, but my ex was right as rain about you.” The librarian adds as
she gives the girl a platonic hug and a matronly peck on the cheek.
“Your ex?”
“My ex-wife, silly dilly.”
“Who is that?”
“Why, JJ, of course.”
Mondo gets that deer in the headlight look.
“And, what be your name, mistress bookkeeper?”
“Why, my name is Martha Helena Kostyra Marta Kristen Braun-Braum Stewart, The Master.”
The bookkeeper doesn’t just look like Martha Stewart, the American business magnate, author,
editor, and homemaking advocate, she is Martha Stewart. She is also a former stockbroker and high
fashion model. Over the last two decades Stewart has held a prominent position in the American
publishing industry; as the author of several books, hundreds of articles on the domestic arts, editor
of a national homekeeping magazine, host for two popular daytime television programs, and
commercial spokeswoman for K-Mart.
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For a very long while, Stewart dated Dian Parkinson of “The Price is Right.” Dian is the most
famous and prominent, and I dare say beautiful, of the beauteous Bob Barker girls. So, this is where
she disappeared to after Parkinson did that controversial Playboy spread which precipitated their
much publicized breakup.
“You will help the girls find their thieves, but this here be your new workplace, Miss Kane.”
The Master sports a sternka and sternns. Etc. Etc. Etc. The uber matron is also wearing perls, a
Koo with CPA sleeves, and mary-janes so-called marys, and a cigarette purse that’s gripping the
waistband of her brief strap. She’s braless and commando, and seemingly unarmed. In spite of her
never wearing a dildo, she’s prefers to be the man when she’s fucking another woman. Déjà vu, all
over again.
By the time the cock crows, Mondo has all the answers she needs for the opening gambit of this
deadly-serious chess game in which the losers will get destroyed.
Outside of the bookkeep, in the main lobby of the library, Mondo tosses her katz and phone into
a wastebasket, secure in the knowledge that Puck will be by later to salvage her discards so that he
can enshrine them.
Her universal holster reconfigures itself from a “small of the back” holster into a belt holster on
the strong side which is gripping her strap alongside her purse, taking the place of her cigarette
phone. SSb is how a librarian wears their universal. Too bad SotB isn’t regs, because it unlike SSb
feeds her masochism.
Going armed or unarmed is the preference of the librarian. Most prefer to go unarmed, and
depend on arcane (magic) for protection. Mondo is in the minority, and prefers conventional
weapons. If you as a librarian do arm yourself with conventionals, the new rules and regulations of
the Guild require you to carry them in a universal. Discretion is the key when it comes to librarians
and especially to their weaponry.
Lastly, she purses her thong and goes back to being commando. She’s already a slick chick;
female librarians go sans pubic hair in addition to the requisite commando. On duty, female
librarians go commando. Off duty, most female librarians have no use for panties either. A muff
isn’t regs unless it’s blonde of course.
A bra is optional. It’s the one thing about their outfit that’s left up to the preference of the female
librarian. Mondo prefers a pushup. So be it. Again, she’s in the minority. Most female librarians
prefer to go braless.
She prefers her pushup even though when she does go braless and she’s wearing her strait it
looks like she’s wearing her bra set on painful. In other words, she’s pneumatic, very pneumatic,
1950s pneumatic while going braless and wearing her strait. And, when she’s braless and strait and
so very pneumatic, her tits and torso feel itchy and vise gripped just like they do when she’s
wearing her pushup bra and it’s set on painful. Lethal cleavage and old books is such a profound
combination. So, for painfully obvious reasons, excuse the pun, she craves going pneumatic.
In the end, she knows she’ll go braless while on duty, because, The Master prefers her that way.
Off duty she’ll sport bra and panties underneath her formfitting business suit. Either way, she goes
pneumatic.
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As she exits the library, one of the librarians steps out of the shadows and walks up to her. The
Elf has obviously been waiting for her. She recognizes the girl. It’s Jennifer Yost Garner, the
former star of the Alias TV show.
“My name is.”
“Jennifer Garner. Loved your show the first season. Lost interest after that.”
“Unfortunately, so did a lot of people.”
That was the ice breaker. The two girls share a giggle.
“The Master asked me to keep you until more permanent accommodations could be arranged.”
“So she told me.”
Using their perls they teleport to a part of town that has seen better days and, thanks to
gentrification, is on the rebound. Yuppies and the homeless live in the same square footage.
Bagladies and bankers, bums and librarians, low and high, are neighbors. Multi-million dollar lofts
give their well-heeled occupants panoramic views of large cardboard boxes, boxes with people in
them. Junkies, glass whores, seax addicts, discharged mental patients, etc., roam the streets.
All of the apartments in the building that Garner lives in are luxurious loft apartments. Some are
fancier than others, but they’re all the bee’s knees. Being a librarian pays handsomely; few jobs pay
as well or as shrouded in secrecy.
A thousand years ago, the Guild promptly filled in the power vacuum created by the then recent
demise of the Freemasons and Trilateralists. Many of its senior members have become wealthy and
powerful just like the Knights Templar. It’s so influential a guild that, in spite of all of the guilds
that have ever existed, it’s often referred to as The Guild.
As they enter the opulent lobby of Garner’s building, something catches Mondo’s eye. Mondo
notices a packing crate sitting in the alley across the street between two fleabag hotels. Something
is not quite right about that box. Then, it just hits her squarely between the eyes. There’s a paradox
afoot, and she realizes what it is.
A blonde, girlie-looking Mok rummaging in a nearby dumpster momentarily distracts her. The
baglady is wearing perls, a Koo, and mary-janes, and a cigarette purse that’s gripping the waistband
of her brief strap. Underneath her strait she’s wearing a torpedo bra, the same 1950s push-up bra as
Mondo’s; unlike Mondo’s, the baglady’s bra is permanently set on pneumatic. Underneath her
skirt, she’s strapping a parasitic black rubber thong that’s identical to Mondo’s, and she’s
seemingly unarmed. Her Koo, bra, and panties are punk and parasitic, of course. Zombie eyes and
hands. The Mok is filthy and parasite infested, of course. Her name is Anna Dore, the original
“Little Oral Anne!”
In a past life Frau Dore was the actress Susan Blakely who was the epitome of 1960s chic. She
wears her tight, torn clothes just like a librarian would. Afterhours, Frau Dore is a baglady and seax
addict. She lives in a Hag’s nesting with the Scum she’s cow to. And, when she’s fed upon by her
Scum, she sports dead eyes, a glazed-white complexion, three pendulous triple-Es with the left one
transformed into a moog, and she’s quite MADD.
During business hours, the extremely attractive forty-something runs the bookkeep’s
subterranean annex. When she’s performing her duties as the annex’s bookkeeper, she’s squeakyclean: Her hygiene, clothes, etc., are pristine. No sternns or sternka, though; she has an exemption.
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No zombie eyes. Her hairdo is the same one that she, as actress Susan Blakely, wore in that 1960s
ad for Born Blonde and was described as “A tumble of pale blonde tendrils. Dizzying swirls of
color.” The hairdo is called a Blakely for very obvious reasons.
In a far corner of the annex are a couple of Borg alcoves. The alcoves are side by side, and
they’re diaboliks. The very same set up of twin, side-by-side diaboliks is in Dore’s nesting. In a
past life, Frau Dore was the Borg Queen!
The librarian doesn’t run the annex all by her lonesome. She has a booker. His name is Tor
Johnson, the same Tor Johnson of “Plan Nine from Outer Space” fame or infamy, depending on
your take on such things. Tor looks, acts, and dresses just like he did as a zombie in that Ed Wood
cult classic. This is the real him. When he played the sentient Detective Dan Clay that was just
acting. Tor is a Trog; he’s half Rock Troll and half Tunguska Ogre, and he’s as massive as a Hulk.
Klaw. Zombie eyes. Etc. And, he’s quite mindless. He’s the perfect Igor for a Borg Queen.
Tor Johnson was a giant in the horror film genre and while not a great actor he was certainly
adept at playing mindless monstrous giants; after all, he is a mindless monstrous giant.
Off duty or on duty somethings never change for Frau Dore, of course. Klaw: Zombie hands.
Sexy “stiff backed” severity. Insanity. CPA sleeves. A thick, German accent. A maniacal air about
her that you would associate with the likes of The Thing, The Debra Thing, The Master, and other
megalomaniacs who are stark, raving mad. And, a knobb on the leftside, the queen’s side, of her
neck; Borg drones have their knobb on the rightside, of course.
Garner and Mondo take an elevator up to Garner’s chic, nouveau riche loft. Once inside, Garner
decides to play with fire.
“It’s okay to hurt me. I like it rough,” Jennifer whispers in Mondo’s ear. Then she turns her back
on the lethal femme. Mondo obliges by caving in the back of her skull with a sledgehammer blow
from one of her soup bones.
Garner’s body never gets a chance to hit the floor. Mondo’s blow is so vicious that it knocks the
ex-star of “Alias” across the room and onto the polished marble bed; Italian marble no less. Mondo
is upon her. She rips open Garner’s strait, pulls down her strap, and proceeds to brutally rape her
Goon style. Sheets get ripped to shreds. Fucked, sodomized, and beaten into ground chuck, Garner
gets the business. The fact that she’s dead means nothing to Mondo. It’s as if the sandman is a
Goon.
When a Goon fucks you, you don’t just walk away. You learn what agony and suffering is all
about. You also learn how pleasure and pain can be one in the same thing, whether you’re a
sadomasochist or not.
Mondo emerges from the bathroom. She’s freshly showered, still dripping wet, and wearing her
bra, panties, and perls. She’s back to her old freakish self.
Garner has more or less reconstructed herself. It’ll be another full hour before she’s completely
mended. She’s still on what’s left of the bed. The bed linen and pillows are a total loss.
“So, are you the one who brainwashed me?”
“Yes.”
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“I used to delude myself into thinking that I was normal. The truth is, I’ve always been a freak.
You had me acting almost normal. It pains me, and not in a good way, to rekall how I’ve been
acting because of your handiwork for the last couple of days.”
“You’ll get over it.”
“Last night was the catharsis.”
“I want you to take me like that again. I like being raped.”
“You almost got destroyed, last night.”
“Yes, I know.”
“Then again, it worked so well for Laura Holt in ‘Remington Steele.’”
“Quite so, Miss Kane. In fact, I got the idea from that TV show.”
“So, are you one of The Master’s acolytes?”
“No, she’s a peer.”
“Oh, I see.”
“Am I to be one of her acolytes?”
“No. You’re to be her muscle.”
“Cool.”
“Do you see that packing crate across the street, the one stamped Mayflower Moving Ltd?”
“Yes.”
“Capish?”
“Oh.”
“Not just any sandman would do.”
“So, it’s a TARDIS?”
“Yes. And, it’s of extraterrestrial origin.”
“Awesome!”
“And, better yet, they’re human.”
Long pause, a very long pause as Mondo lets it all sink in. We’re talking about beings from
outside the known world, and humans no less, who have invaded their world.
“Eventually, everyone else will assimilate it. So, you’re trying to get ahead of the mad rush.”
“Obviously.”
“How long do you have?”
“Three weeks, maybe a month at the most, then the shit hits the fan.”
“Sounds doable.”
Mondo gives her that look.
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“And, no, your off-duty and on-duty look cannot be the same. So don’t even ask.”
“Oh, well, I guess I’ll survive, teach.”
“Let’s get dressed we’ll be late.”
“Okay, teach.”
“Please stop calling me that.”
“Sure thing, teach. I mean, mistress bookkeeper.”
“In the library, I’m mistress bookkeeper to you. Afterhours, I’m Jennifer, Ms. Garner, etc.”
“Cool.”
Mondo gives her that look again.
“Good ahead. Ask.”
“So. How do I get an exemption?”
Mondo descends what seems like an endless flight of stairs into the bowels of the earth beneath
the library in the Jupiter Partition. Marge and JJ, along with Garner, are with her. At the bottom of
the stairs is a DOOR. When they reach the DOOR and steps through, only Mondo emerges into the
annex.
“Hello, Ms. Kane. I’m Frau Dore.”
“Miss not Ms., please. There is a difference.”
“I stand corrected. Would you have a seat, please?”
“Of course.”
“Please, look as you wish.”
“Okay, Frau Dore.”
Mondo goes from braless and commando to bra and panties. Hype hair replaces sternka. Her
sternns get pursed. Her knobb sprouts from the rightside of her neck. Her hands klaw.
“Now, that’s so much better, Miss Kane.”
“I saw you across the street from Ms. Garner’s apartment, last night. You were quite dirty, then.”
“Yes, I dirty play there often in my off hours.”
“But. No woman is an island.”
“Exactly. So, I toe the line. The Guild gets what it wants, and I get my exemption so that I can
look the way I wish on the job.”
“So, how do I get my exemption?”
“You already have it. You can look the way you look now with no repercussions whatsoever.”
Once Borg, always Borg. Mondo notices the woman’s hands; they klaw. She looks for a knobb,
and sees it prominently displayed on the leftside of the woman’s neck. And, there are those other
most telling tendencies. The woman is openly Borg on the job!
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“You were the Borg Queen, just like JJ was.”
“Yes. But, unlike JJ, I don’t have to hide it on the job.”
“You like to get dirty and MADD, and have your Scum feed upon you in your nesting.”
“Yes. It takes one to know one. We shall get along famously.”
“I’m sure that we’ll be like two peas in a pod.”
“What’s your status?”
“The status quo.”
“As in?”
“Fats owns me. The Thing is my goddess.”
“But, some things have changed?”
“My Scum is back in its place. I didn’t bring it with me. I don’t get dirty and MADD anymore.”
Dore smiles that smile.
“So, who is our girls’ thief?”
“I’m on top of it.”
“Excellent.”
“And the box?”
“It’s next on my list of things to do.”
“Excellent. Then, when you are finished with that local problem, you can devote your full
attention to your library studies.”
“So, this is where you work by your own volition?”
“Yes, down here with my booker.”
“Why doesn’t that surprise me?”
“’Cause you’re such a good detective.” Dore pauses strategically. “And, when, not if, you go
back going MADD and dirty during your off hours, you’re invited to do so down in my nesting. It’s
underneath one of the streets in the neighborhood.”
“Like I said, I don’t get MADD or dirty anymore.”
“Be that as it may, it’s an open invitation.”
Tor sets the tea service upon the table and just stands there drooling. Feral zombie sounds, mostly
grunts, come out of his mouth.
“So, this is Tor Johansson the pro-wrestler-turned-actor who was so prominently featured as the
zombified Inspector Clay in the immortal ‘Plan Nine From Outer Space (1959).’”
“You like Tor?”
“Yes.”
“He’ll have his way with you when you’re plugged into your alcove.”
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“I don’t alcove anymore.”
“Bullshit.”
“I didn’t bring my alcove with me. The Doctor has it. I slept in Jennifer’s bed with her last
night.”
“That’s obscene. You’re Borg. You must alcove.”
“Nevertheless, I don’t alcove anymore.”
“You will. You’ll revert to your true self, The Debra Thing, in my nesting, just like I revert to my
true self. Left to our own devices, we Borg are dirty and MADD.”
“You’re mistaken.”
Mondo starts to stand up, but Frau Dore calms her by backing off.
“Have it your way. I’ll not broach the subject again.”
Tor, the Trog who played the police detective turned zombie “Inspector Dan Clay” in Plan 9
from Outer Space, lumbers off into the musty forest of shelved books.
Dore gestures with her hand. Marge, JJ, and Garner emerge from the DOOR into the annex.
“Now, Miss Kane, we get down to brass tacks.”
Mondo enters the palatial loft and gasps. It’s from another time and place when money was no
object. A forty-something blonde Harpy, dressed in hospital whites, exits the guest bedroom and
walks over to her.
The woman dressed in the nurse’s uniform co-owns the loft with her wife Gerta. Like Dore, she’s
quite the 1960s uber girlie sophisticate. Braless and commando, the woman looks just like she did
when she as actress Vera Miles starred in Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho.” She portrayed Lila Crane
in both the stage and movie versions of that 1960 classic. For a very long while, she was actress
Vera Miles; emerging in the early 1950s as Ms. Miles and disappearing into obscurity in the late
1980s. These days, she goes in the name of Vera Helg. But, during the Forever War, Nurse Helg
had another name; it’s the name she bore when she authored the infamous “Diary of Violence”
during The Dark Ages.
As a nurse, Nurse Helg has worked for Dr. Dita von Teese, Professor Marlanna “Marlene”
Dietrich, Dr. Joseph “Angel of Death” Mengala, Josephine Daffney “Joe” Baker, and other such
high-profile Nazi war criminals. But, she’s not a contemporary of any of them or any of their
illustrious colleagues. She pre-dates them all.
Her atrocities span The Forever War, the eons before The Forever War and the eons that
immediately followed during The Fall. Some say her crimes against the “races” eclipse all of the
atrocities of all of the pardoned Nazi war criminals from The Great War. She’s not a Nazi war
criminal, but by all rights she should be.
She’s a card-carrying Nazi, but she pre-dates The Party. Somethings like her pre-date The Guild,
The Order, even The Church.
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Officially, she’s dead. That was the political compromise that was decided upon so long ago and
it’s still in the best interests of all concerned. In other words, after all this time, it’s still politically
expedient for the current powers-that-be that she’s still considered non-existent.
As Nurse Helg, she works at two local insane asylums, the infamous Waverly Hills Sanatorium
and the Arkum Sanitarium the looney bin made famous by the writer H.P. Lovecraft, where she
happily continues her work. She experiments on patients and, when she can get away with it, she
experiments on fellow staff members as well.
The two women shake hands. Vera’s eyes move covetously over the girl’s body. The Prussian
royal likes what she sees. She fucks women and men. And, she indulges in all forms of sexual
perversion.
Once Borg, always Borg. Vera notices the girl’s hands; they klaw. She looks for a knobb, and
sees it on the rightside, the drone side, of the girl’s neck. And, there are those other most telling
tendencies. The girl is openly Borg and a drone no less!
“So, you are our new roommate?” Nurse Helg has a thick, German accent.
“Yes.”
Nurse Helg escorts Mondo over to the girl’s room. The bedroom is richly furnished in the grand
style of a bygone era. Even though a large marble bed is the centerpiece, a diabolik has been set up
in the corner. There’s a connecting door to Helg’s bedroom. The guest bedroom has its own
bathroom, just like the master bedroom does.
“Dinner is served promptly at eight sharp in the main dining room.”
“Yes, ma’am. I will not be late.”
Mondo sits down at the dinner table. The girl is early. Promptly at eight, Helg enters the immense
room and seats herself across from Mondo.
Helg is wearing the perls that she was wearing earlier in the evening when she first met Mondo.
But, in place of her nurse’s uniform she’s wearing a Koo Stark, mary-janes, and a cigarette purse is
gripping the waistband of her brief strap. Braless and commando, of course. She doesn’t own a bra
or a pair of panties.
A Goon dressed in a maid’s uniform enters the room and begins serving them the first serving of
a seven course meal. The Ogress’ name is Gerta, Gerta Wulf. She too is a card-carrying Nazi with a
most nefarious past. And, also like her husband Frau Helg, she’s not a Nazi war criminal, but by all
rights she ought to be. Braless and commando, of course. She doesn’t own a bra or a pair of panties
either.
Gerta and Vera sleep in separate bedrooms; they always have. Vera, of course, has the master
bedroom. Gerta sleeps in the servants’ quarters.
As Mondo begins to eat, Frau Wulf moves behind her. Mondo stops eating. She places her knife
and fork back on the table next to her plate of food. She places her hands palms down upon the
table and looks directly into Frau Helg’s eyes.
“Tell us about yourself, girl. My wife is especially curious about you, as you can clearly see.”
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“I kill people for a living. I’m an assassin. And, I kill people for my pleasure. I’m a serial killer.
But, don’t worry; I didn’t come for either of you.”
“Are you sure?”
“We wouldn’t be talking if it weren’t so.”
“Quite so, Miss Kane.” Helg pauses for effect. “You may continue eating.”
Wulf smiles that brutal grin of hers and says, “Three’s company too.”
Helg nodes her head in agreement with her wife’s statement.
Wulf leaves the room. She has some cleaning to do, and it can easily be done before the next
course needs to be served. The Goon is the cook and the housekeeper, in addition to being the
maid. The couple can easily afford a domestic staff, but Frau Wulf insists on doing such things
herself. Wulf likes being a housewife. But, as neat and fastidious as she is, she’s still Goon.
Mondo picks up her knife and fork and resumes eating. The food is quite tasty; it was freshly
killed this morning. The plates are the finest bone china. Linen table cloth, napkins, and service are
also first rate. A cateress would be hard pressed to match this spread. And, Wulf delivers this
peerless level of culinary delight night after night without fail.
She’s quite the potent brew, this Mondo Kane girl. I mean she’s the real hot rod, gothic wonder!
Her eccentric and highly creative style is iconic and haunting. She’s so well ahead of the curve at
every turn. A firebomb of creation and daring, the antithesis of the Betty Page, our Miss Kane is
not, nor will she ever will be, the girl next door; rather she’s dangerous and unattainable with
gallows humor and a quick wit. I see now why Dame Julia was so obsessed with her when she was
mere Food. It’s been a very long time since Gerta and I have had so intriguing and beguiling a
traveling companion, let alone roommate.
“You and Frau Wulf have been married for a very long time?”
“Yes, and she’s quite protective of me,” Helg smiles that smile of hers. “She would have killed
you, you know without hesitation?”
“Yes. I know.”
“Excellent. Good girl. We’re going to get along famously.”
“I’m sure we will.”
“After the meal, we will retire to the sitting room and discuss things. You know, chit chat, just
girl talk. Then, we’ll take a long walk together around the block; more small talk. I so enjoy a
chatty evening constitutional. Gerta is such a homebody. She prefers reading her Infernal books in
that room of hers after she’s done with her chores for the day. Now, I have someone to walk with. I
so hate to walk alone.”
“This will be our routine?”
“Yes, for now. Then, we will progress to other things.”
At no time in the dinner conversation does the intrinsic subject ever come up. It goes without
saying that Mondo knows who Helg really is, and it’s just as obvious that Frau Helg and Frau Wulf
know that she knows. The intrinsic will never come up.
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During The Great War, Frau Helg and Frau Wulf had Nazi ties that went well beyond being Party
members. Frau Helg was the nurse of Adolf Hitler’s personal physician The Doktor, Dr. Hans
Zarkoff; she doubled as Dr. Zarkoff’s receptionist. And, Frau Wulf used to be the cook, maid, and
housekeeper of Adolf Hitler’s much older sister Gertrude Adalfwolf.
For the same reason of political expediency, Frau Wulf is also officially dead.
“Are we to be lovers?”
“That all depends upon you. For now, We will just be platonic roommates, as if we were two
avowed spinsters, nothing more.”
“Capish.”
“You will learn to be a proper young lady in the old school style of stiff Prussian finishing
schools like my alma mata,” Helg reaches underneath the table and rests her hand upon the girl’s
knee. “Learn fast, I can hardly wait to fuck you. But, I will not fuck you until you are properly
trained. Gerta has no such reservations. Likely, she’ll bed you long before I do.”
“Don’t you mean rape me?”
“Yes. I stand corrected. She’ll rape you long before I’ve bed you.”
Helg’s severity isn’t Borg or dominatrix, it’s old school Prussian.
“Yes, ma’am,” Mondo responds with a catty wink. She succumbs by her own volition.
Sheila Mathews and Lee Meriwether walk side by side down the sidewalk, wearing matching
white outfits. They look like blonde bookends. Perls and Miss Boos, cigarette purses and
universals, are their accessories and shoes that are bleached to match their white Capri. Push-up
bras and thong panties are their underwear; these unmentionables are also white, of course. White
girls wearing all white, fully-clothed they still looks so deliciously naked.
Their 1960s vintage outfits consist of skintight Capri pants and a matching scoop-neck sleeveless
top. The slavishly form-fitting breeches end just below the knee. The waistband of the low-riding
pants is boned. The plunging front and rear necklines of the clingy top advertises a lot of skin.
Sheila Mathews and Lee Meriwether are a couple of “dumb” blondes who are out looking for
some kicks. What they come upon is Mondo and her roommate Vera Helg out for a leisurely stroll.
Mondo is dressed like a librarian and Vera is dressed like a nurse. They pass like ships in the wind.
Mondo arrives early in the morning at the library. Much to The Master’s dismay, the girl flaunts
her exemption. The Master trains her without prejudice. But, by lunch time, by Mondo’s own
volition, her look changes. Hype hair has given way to sternka. She is wearing her sternns. Her
thick, German accent is back. She’s braless and commando. Knobb. Klaw. She looks like a
librarian, who’s also Borg, which is what she is now.
Much to The Master’s delight, Mondo has wisely reconsidered how she would exercise her
exemption and made the right choice. She is Borg and very plain during business hours. She’s
decided to just use her exemption to be Borg on the job. She’s decided to be sexy on her own time.
By the end of the day, a diabolik has been set up in a corner of the bookkeep for her. No woman
is an island. The Guild gets what it wants, and Mondo gets to be Borg on the job. And, when she’
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on loan to the annex, she will be using Dore’s spare alcove down there. Yes, a windfall indeed.
Mondo arrives home. She’s bushed. Hype hair. Sternns pursed. No accent. Bra and scants
(panties). Sexy not plain. But, there’s even more telling things to her afterhours’ transformation.
Knobb. Klaw. Accent. Third-person. She’s sexy, stern, and severe, and it’s Borg, not dominatrix.
And, that sexy “stiff backed” severity of hers is Borg, not dominatrix. For sure, there’s a bed in her
room, but she’s got no use for it. She uses the diabolic, instead. And, there are all of those other
most telling tendencies. In other words, just like Dore, she’s Borg altogether off the job. A Borg
bereft of any restraining influences, she’s rapidly degenerated into a something.
In her room she changes outfits. Her business formal attire gets put away in the closet. And, her
new business casual, which is what was hanging up in the closet, gets put on. Between the two
women’s outfits, she managed to salvage one. For example, her top belonged to one girl and her
pants belonged to the other bimbo. Their deaths were quite messy. So, in the course of destroying
them, their outfits took a high toll. Their slaughter looked like it was the handiwork of a deranged
serial killer.
The white girl emerges from her room dressed for dinner. As aforementioned, the scoop top,
Capri pants, bra, panties, and Miss Boos, are all white. A white girl wearing all white, she’s fully
clothed and still looks naked. This Capri is her new dinner outfit by decree of her gracious hosts
Frau Helg and Frau Wulf.
For dinner, they are served the two bimbos in question. There’s more than enough for at least a
couple of days of fine Goon eating.
The dining atmosphere is different, to say the least. Helg does all of the talking. Mondo says
nothing whatsoever. Mondo is utterly blank like you’d expect a drone to be.
At some level, both Helg and Wulf are somewhat unnerved by the automaton, which speaks
volumes. They’ll have to very work hard at getting used to living with the Borg. Getting used to
being married to each other was a snap in comparison, which also speaks volumes.
Bottomline, the girl is way beyond disturbing, she’s downright creepy. Harsh, severe, very pretty,
and quite sexy: Best describes this personification of pure, unadulterated evil and utter depravity.
Mondo is going to be put to the most evil uses by her new roommates. Not since she was in the
company of Dame Julia will she be used so sinisterly.
There’s something else. Helg and Wulf are also genuinely giddy about the girl; as giddy as they
are unnerved by her. The couple is rapidly becoming obsessive about this evil, depraved thing that
has come into their possession.
This night is quite different. It’s the start of many different nights for the twosome. They are both
dressed in hospital whites. Mondo is wearing Helg’s spare uniform. Helg is going to sneak Mondo
into Arkum, tonight. The plan is so simple, it’s diabolical. Mondo will kill one of the nightshift
nurses and assume her identity. Then, Mondo will assist Helg with the experiments.
As one would expect of someone like her, Mondo losses herself, willingly, in the evil of these
depraved experiments. The girl’s depravity knows no bounds. And, given the opportunity to vent
without bounds, she takes full advantage. Degenerate. Lunatic. Drone. And, whore. All rolled up
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into one shapely package. This is the girl of your screams, à la The Creeping Flesh. This is the girl
of your damnation.
Helg enters the Borg’s room and walks over to the occupied diabolic. Their evening constitution
is over. During their walk, Helg did all of the talking. The girl was totally blank, just like during
dinner. Wulf has retreated to her room, and is reading one of her Goon books.
The girl is plugged into her alcove. These days, when she alcoves, she has dead eyes instead of
baby-blues and she’s naked except for her perls. Helg’s hands roam covetously over the drone’s
ripe body. Frau Helg has plans for their resident evil.
Like Dame Julia, Helg is convinced that Mondo is the reincarnation of the original Jack the
Ripper. According to this school of thought. Jack was female, not male, which is one of the major
factors why she eluded capture. The police and the general public were looking for the wrong
gender. Only when she went out to kill, did she dress as a man; changing into women’s clothes,
after the carnage. Her diabolical genius was the other major reason why she was never
apprehended. Jack the Ripper was also a Borg drone who had murdered the Borg Queen.
It would have to be a manifestation of parallel reincarnation. One soul inhabiting two bodies at
the same time. Because. There was a period of time when Mondo and Jack were alive at the same
time. Their paths crossed. Jack died. Mondo killed him. Now, to throw a real spanner in the works.
Jack was very much male. So, additionally, for Jack to be a woman he would have to be a woman,
trapped in a man’s body. A man who lived his everyday life as a man dressed as a woman? Enough
said.
Of late, because of her belief, Helg has begun calling the girl Jack. And, Wulf has followed suit,
and is also calling the girl Jack. The girl, in turn, will answer to Jack. Dore, Garner, Martha, etc.,
are likewise calling the girl Jack. In essence, the nick has become the girl’s name.
They have another alias for the girl; they call her The Debra Thing. Because, they are all very
cognizant of one very important thing: Mondo’s god The Thing is a very possessive thing.
When Helg leaves the girl’s room, the closet door swings open. A rift opens up. The girl’s god
The Thing, steps out of the rift. Mondo steps out of the alcove. She and her goddess French kiss,
then Mondo just stands there as her god cops a feel.
“Mime! All mine!” The Thing screams out as she French kisses the girl. “Now, I make you
pretty, very pretty, just like me. Maybe, I even keep you just for me.”
As if a switch is thrown, Mondo ceases to exist. There is only The Debra Thing. When she
changes into The Debra Thing, she becomes a Harpy, and ceases to be Dark; she also ceases to be
sane. Her complexion goes glazed. Hype hair gives way to a krazed. Two delicious double-Ds
become three yucky-looking triple-E prune-danish with the right tit further transforming into a
moog. Killer tongue. Geriatric mane: her honey-blonde mane is liberally streaked with grey and
white. Insanity-ravaged face. She looks quite-MADD, and is quite mad. The baglady spell selfinvokes, and she becomes filthy, funky, and parasite-infested.
And, although her purse is in her dresser, she’s still in range of it. Purse contains her crank. Her
crank straps itself on her; there’s the smell of burning flesh as it fuses to her body. You can still get
to her cooch, though. So, in effect, she’s a hemorphidite!
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The Thing, that cunning woman beast, wraps her killer tongue around The Debra Thing’s phallus
and squeezes hard, milking it like a cow’s utter.
As she milks her cow’s cock, she padlocks a spiked collar around her cow’s neck. The metal
bondage collar has the expected leash. She fits the girl with manacles and leg irons, and steps back
to admire her handiwork. The iron collar, leash, manacles, and leg irons are a matching set, and
they are all rusty and hardened. All the while, her tongue is busy milking The Debra Thing’s cock.
The dead wench’s wonder bra straps itself back on. The Debra Thing’s left and middle tit are
stuffed into her bra’s left cup. The moog is stuffed into her right bra cup. The freakish arrangement
gives her a sort-of creepy-looking cleavage. The so-short, pleated, uniform skirt of a naughty
parochial schoolgirl finds itself being worn by her. The plaid miniskirt is stained and filthy, and
unlike her strap it rides below the navel. Black fishnet stockings sheath her creamy legs. She’s now
also wearing a pair of old work boots; quite trendy, indeed. She’s the naughty Goth Punk
schoolgirl. Naughty parochial schoolgirl. Shades of a Harpy named Mary, Mary Zero. The skirt,
fishnets, and boots are Mary’s; the skirt being Mary’s non-strap spare. Her purse and holster clip
themselves to her skirt’s waistband, on the rightside; they’re side-by-side.
The Debra Thing is wearing her strait again, but it’s worn unbuttoned. It’s smelly; hygiene mode
switched off. And, it’s also so filthy that it’s stiff. It looks like it belongs to some homeless,
skidrow streetwalker who sleeps in alleys curled up beside dumpsters and never bathes.
As a finishing touch, The Thing smears the girl’s tits, torso, and brassiere with entrails. Now, the
girl looks and smells like some depraved, homeless, skidrow streetwalker who sleeps in alleys
curled up beside dumpsters and never bathes.
The Thing buttons the girl’s strait. The Debra Thing’s strait, bra, fishnets, and skirt go punk and
parasitic. Tight, torn clothes on a dirty, MADD girl who’s Harpy is such a turn on. In a very sick,
twisted way, the Dark, sexy Mondo Kane is somewhat ho hum in comparison.
“Now that you are again my very pretty Miss De-bra (Debra), it’s time for us to go home.”
Another rift opens up inside of the closet. The Thing grabs The Debra Thing’s leash and they exit
via the rift. They appear in the below-ground portion of the Hag’s nesting on the Moon, Earth’s
moon that is.
With this being the nesting of The “Debra” Thing and her cow The Debra Thing, this above-nbelow ground nesting is collectively called “The Diabolically Divine Debra Shrine” (TDDDS).
Seven, Seven-of-Nine, De-bra, Debra, Miss De-bra, Miss Debra, The Debra Thing, Miss Debra
Handcock, Miss Handcock are one in the same depraved thing; this lunatic something is Harpy, and
not Dark. And, this mad something is not Mondo Kane whatsoever. Is Mondo gone for good?
There is only madness, utter madness and depravity!
Down here, in a dark, dank corner, The Thing has installed a diabolik for the use of her lover The
Debra Thing.
The girl’s perls begin to vibrate, that’s when the girls’ night out comes to a crashing halt before
it’s really gotten into gear. When the girl “hangs up,” her rusty irons go bye-bye; they fall to the
ground, their locks picked by her perls. The girl is bereft of all restraints. She ceases to be Miss Debra The Debra Thing; she’s no longer Harpy or insane. She’s sane and Dark again. In other words,
she’s back to being Mondo Kane.
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Mondo French kisses her goddess, knowing full well that she will be back soon to please The
Thing when this business is all over with. But, right now, her undivided attention is needed
elsewhere.
“Business always comes first.”
“I understand completely.”
It’s the last time the girl will have a lucid conversation with anyone for a very long time.
A rift opens up. The Debra Thing reappears in the nesting. An hour has passed. Her tight, torn
clothes are strait, strap and, bra, this time instead of strait, bra, fishnets, and pleated skirt. Thong,
not crank. Deborahs, not work boots. The Kooing Miss Debra is dressed like a dirty Mondo Kane
instead of Mary Zero. The Thing walks over to De-bra and they French kiss.
“Well, that didn’t take long.”
The girl says nothing. She hands The Thing a note and then she just walks over to the diabolik
and plugs herself in. Her eyes go dead and she goes near-naked, of course. Near-naked being
defined as naked except for perls, of course.
The Thing reads the note and smiles. After destroying the note, per its instructions, The Thing
nervously fits the girl with her chains.
“You were quite the despicable human being. You are quite the despicable inhuman being. Now,
I get to put you to such uses again. Mine, all mine, for such a very long time. Worshiping me, your
white goddess: It’s what you were made for.”
The Thing snakes her killer tongue down De-bra’s body and proceeds to milk the girl’s hairless
cooch.
As if in reaction to her goddess’ oral copulation, the something Miss Debra Handcock reverts to
being Mondo Kane again. The madness drains from her face. Her baby-blues are no longer the wild
zodiac eyes of raving lunatic. Her mouth is no longer a loathsome, twisted, gash. No longer
MADD, she’s back to being quite sexy—her usual 1950s movie starlet look: A hard, pretty face
that’s no longer twisted by madness. Pristine: squeaky-clean perfection. The girl’s irons drop off,
picked by her perls again.
She unplugs herself and steps out of the alcove. As soon as she’s out of the alcove, she’s wearing
her Koo, bra, panties, and deborahs again. The Thing doesn’t miss a beat eating her pussy. The
transition from milking the cooch of a naked Miss Debra to eating the cunt of a fully-clothed Miss
Mondo Kane is done seamlessly.
Mondo’s purse and holster are gripping her strap’s waistband, on the rightside; they’re side-byside, as usual.
Although, her hard, pretty face is no longer insanity-ravaged, it continues to make peckers hard
and pussies sopping wet. But, the lack of Borg, madness, and depravity, makes her somewhat less
attractive.
To reiterate, she’s pristine again and bereft of her iron restraints. Hype hair. Sexy not crazed. No
knobb. No klaw. No accent. No third-person. No killer tongue. No geriatric hair. No crank. No
glazed. No moog. No prune-danish. No etc., etc., etc. She’s still sexy, stern, and severe, but it’s
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dominatrix, not Borg. And, that sexy “stiff backed” severity of hers is dominatrix, not Borg. And,
there are none of those other most telling tendencies. Mondo is no longer blank. In other words,
she’s no longer Borg whatsoever, nor is she Scum or Harpy. Shades of Mary Blackman “The Spa
Addict.” Shades of OG “The White Goddess.”
The Thing removes her tongue from Mondo’s cooch and leads her lover over to a pool of
stagnant water.
When Mondo sees her reflection in the water she reacts as if she’s a beautiful woman who’s been
disfigured. Then, she just goes blank as her Borg reasserts itself. Knobb. Klaw. Accent. Thirdperson. The hygiene mode for her clothes shuts off. Her clothes go punk and parasitic. The baglady
spell self-invokes. Mondo reverts back to being De-bra. She walks back over to the alcove and
plugs herself back in. MADD and dirty. She’s The Debra Thing, and she’s totally insane and utterly
depraved.
The Thing smears De-bra’s tits and torso with entrails to complete the girl’s transformation.
There will be no more displeasing relapses into that ugly moth Mondo Kane, by The Thing’s way
of thinking.
“Like I said, you’re really going to really enjoy worshiping me.”
The Thing fits the girl with her irons and resumes milking De-bra’s cooch. The Debra Thing will
wear her chains whenever she’s in the below-ground.
Plugged into the alcove, the girl’s eyes are dead and she’s naked except for her perls, of course.
The Thing somewhat changes her mind about The Debra Thing’s new look. So, she affects the
needed alterations to version 2.0 of Miss Debra to make the girl most pleasing to her: Shades of
that old TV show Paladin.
Now that The Thing has rode tested it, The Thing likes the “standard” lily-white on her cow
much better than the glazed. She also likes two delicious double-Ds on her cow much better than
three triple-E prune-danish with a moog. Glazed, prune-danish, and moog go bye-bye. But, the girl
is still Scum, nonetheless.
The girl still looks MADD, and still is quite mad. Still a sexy, insanity-ravaged face for The
Debra Thing that makes a pecker hard and a pussy sopping wet. A hard, pretty face, her usual
1950s movie starlet looks, twisted by madness. As such, her baby-blues are still the wild zodiac
eyes of a raving lunatic and her large mouth is still the crooked, loathing-twisted gash of a deranged
serial killer. Ergo, none of that changes.
To reiterate, she’s still stark raving mad and utterly depraved. The madness, the depravity, and
the Borg enhance her attractiveness. She’s sexy and crazed.
Krazed gives way to hype hair. But, her hair remains filthy cockroach-infested hair that hangs
about in limp stringy rattails. This dirty hype hair is only a transitional alteration to the baglady
spell, because seeing it on The Debra Thing, The Thing prefers krazed to the dirty hype hair. So,
dirty hype hair reverts to krazed. Ergo, the baglady spell is not altered permanently.
No killer tongue. No geriatric hair. But, the girl is still Harpy, nonetheless.
Infested by head lice, fleas, and crabs, the girl may look like a dirty, MADD, parasite-infested
Mondo Kane, but she is The Debra Thing. She is The Cow of The Thing. She is The Thing’s
demented worshipper The Debra Thing. So, in spite of what she looks like, she’s still The Debra
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Thing, and she’s still quite insane and utterly depraved. And, when she’s The Debra Thing she’s no
longer Dark whatsoever; she’s Harpy. She’s mad and dirty. She’s joined the depraved ranks of the
mentally-ill homeless that she once treated.
The Borg begins ranting and raving in her alcove, just like she was a lunatic in the padded cell of
an insane asylum. This bedlam very quickly degenerates into mindless shrieks, depraved laughter,
and bestial screaming: Shades of Barbara Crampton’s character Megan Halsey in the cult-classic
Re-Animator when Megan’s corpse was reanimated at the very end of the movie. It’s music to The
Thing’s ears.
The girl’s Harpy reasserts itself. Once more, Miss Debra has a killer tongue and geriatric hair.
And, The Thing wholeheartedly approves.
The girl’s crank straps itself on and fuses to her body. Of course, you can still get to her cooch.
Once more, she’s been changed into a hemorphidite!
It’s been two days, four hours, and thirty-seven minutes. Seven, Seven-of-Nine, De-bra, Debra,
Miss Debra, Miss Debra Handcock, Miss Handcock, The Debra Thing, the Hag whatever, has yet
to revert back to being Mondo Kane. Maybe, this time it’s forever.
Miss Debra emerges from the below-ground. Holster. Koo Stark. Deborahs. Bra and panties. She
isn’t wearing any chains, of course. Knobb. Klaw. Blank. Accent. Third-person. And, all those
other things about her that are so very much Borg.
A hard, pretty face. That loathsome mouth of hers. Her usual 1950s movie starlet looks, with a
hint of madness in her eyes. Pristine. Squeaky clean. No killer tongue. No geriatric hair. Sexy, with
depraved overtones; the overtones of depravity are very subtle indeed.
Of course, the madness, the depravity, and the Borg enhance the Thing’s attractiveness. No
longer dirty or MADD, but still quite mad and utterly depraved and now very clean.
To reiterate, she’s sexy, stern, and severe, but it’s Borg, not dominatrix. And, that sexy “stiff
backed” severity of hers is Borg, not dominatrix. And, there are those other most telling tendencies.
In other words, she looks like Mondo Kane. But, in spite of what she looks like, she’s still The
Debra Thing and she’s not Mondo Kane whatsoever. She’s more Harpy than Scum. She’s more
Dark than Harpy. She’s more Borg than anything else, and she always will be!
She’s totally insane and utterly depraved. She’s mad and clean and depraved. She’s one of the
mentally-ill homeless that she once treated.
Bottomline, this deranged serial killer is stark, raving mad and totally depraved, and she always
will be. Then again, she’s The Debra Thing, and by definition, all Things are insane and depraved.
A sane Thing is an oxymoron. A Thing can look and act sane, but always remember, sanity to
Things is just an affectation.
There is a dirty, MADD version of her. There is a clean, mad version of her. Both versions are
Things. Neither version is sane. And, that’s the bottomline.
There is a part of her that wishes for her baby-blues were still the wild zodiac eyes of a raving
lunatic and wishes that her large mouth was still the crooked, loathing-twisted gash of a deranged
serial killer. That part of her longs for a face twisted by madness again. It’s her Id that has such
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cravings. In other words, it’s her Id that longs for her to look MADD again. It craves that MADD
face of hers.
As a rule, in the above-ground of her goddess’ nesting, the nesting that she shares with the
something that she devoutly worships, she’s something who’s very dirty, quite-MADD, and nearnaked, just like when she’s below-ground; optionally wearing a crank fused to her body which
changes her into a hemorphidite. Today, of course, is the exception.
To Mildred Most, the something who made her, she’s Vampire. But, to the god she worships,
she’s Harpy. To Randy, and other Kum, she’s Kum. And, by her way of thinking, she’s Borg.
The Thing snakes its tongue down Debra’s skirt, into her panties, and eats her cooch. For a
fleeting moment, the girl’s face goes MADD.
Miss Debra opens up a rift and steps into the closet of Mondo Kane’s room in the Partition on
Jupiter. It’s as if Mondo never left for the weekend. She picks up right were Mondo left off. Only,
she’s not Mondo, or Jack, or whatever anymore, and she’s totally insane. She’s Seven, Seven-ofNine, De-bra, Debra, Miss Debra, Miss Debra Handcock, Miss Handcock, The Debra Thing, the
Hag whatever. And, she’ll be very Borg before, during, and most definitely after business hours.
Sexy, plain, or crazed, regardless of how she looks or what she is called, what’s underneath never
changes and it never will.
Bottomline, the girl is way beyond disturbing, she’s downright creepy. Harsh, severe, very pretty,
and quite sexy; she’s also quite mad—clinically insane. A lunatic, who’s stark, raving mad and
totally depraved: Best describes this personification of pure, unadulterated evil and utter depravity.
Forever lasts for exactly two days, four hours, and fifty minutes. As if she were an elder god, she
reverts to being Mondo Kane. Yet, paradoxically, she’s still very much The Debra Thing; a clean,
sane version of The Debra Thing. She’s a paradox. She’s the ultimate abomination. She’s a sane
Thing: Shades of the zombie chick in “Plan Nine from Outer Space.”
Her usual 1950s movie starlet looks, without a hint of madness in her eyes. Sexy, without any
depraved overtones whatsoever. She’s no longer clinically insane. But, sanity for Mondo, like for
her predicate Connie Smith, is defined as being a secondary sociopath and a textbook sadeomasochist. So, maybe we’re just splitting some very fine hairs here. In other words, she’s still very
much a wack job; always has been and always will be. But, she can function in mainstream society,
so a shrink would not diagnose her as broken. She’s “clinically” sane.
No knobb. No klaw. Not blank. No accent. No third-person. She’s sexy, stern, and severe, and
it’s dominatrix, not Borg. And, that sexy “stiff backed” severity of hers is dominatrix, not Borg.
There are none of those other most telling tendencies about her that are so very much Borg; they’ve
all been replaced by those tendencies that are so very much dominatrix, not Borg. Yet, she’s still
very much Borg. After all, “dominatrix, not Borg” is just another example of splitting some very
fine hairs.
But, most telling, is the long awaited return of her muff. She ceases to be a slick chick. Needless
to say, her bushy is all the rage. And, as for the natural-blonde color of said pubic beard, any homie
blonde-o-phile will tell you, “Yo, it ain’t dyed!” Our blonde goddess is complete. A sweaterbursting voluptuousness that would make her a top draw on the strip circuit. A fiery sexuality and
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wide-mouthed good looks that would make mainstream porno producers sit up and take notice and
howl.
Beyond disturbing. Downright creepy. She still is, and she always will be, the personification of
pure, unadulterated evil and utter depravity. Shades of Jenifer the character portrayed by Carrie
Anne Fleming in “Jenifer” from the Masters of Horror movie series.
In the movie Jenifer, Jenifer is a strange young girl with a horribly disfigured face and lusciously
ripe body. She is a creature of untold carnal pleasures and unspeakable violent depravities who can
lead an “admirer” of hers straight to hell. She is seductress, psychopath, and succubus all in one.
Minus the horribly disfigured face, this also describes Mondo to a tee.
Mondo goes near-naked, switches over to her alcove, and plugs herself in. She craves getting
fucked by alcoves. And, alcoves crave fucking her. Fucking, not recharging though. When she gets
her rocks off, she unplugs herself and goes to sleep in her imported Italian bed.
As a side note, “sporting a jenifer” means that a woman has a face that looks just like the Jenifer
character. For a fleeting moment, when Mondo first plugged into her alcove, her beautiful face
gave way to a jenifer!
She’ll be very sexy before and most definitely after business hours. Hype hair. No accent. Bra
and panties. Sternns optional. Shades of Joyce Bonner, Susan Shellogg the author of “Unnatural
Acts,” the notorious madam Monique von Cleef who authored “House of Pain,” etc., etc., etc.
dominatrix.
During business hours the librarian’s hype hair will give way to a sternka. She’ll wear her
sternns, and wearing them will be mandatory, not optional. And, she’ll sport a thick, German
accent. She’ll be braless and commando. In other words, she’ll look and sound just like a librarian
should.
Koo Stark: That erotic corset skirt and that equally erotic corset jacket; a fully-boned, form
fitting, snakeskin business suit; steel boned Renn LARP businesswoman dominatrix power suit.
Panties and bra: a skimpy Lip Service thong and an equally revealing Victoria’s Secret push-up
bra; plaintive rubber scants and an elaborate lacy French brassiere. Deborahs: The “it” stilettos.
Perls: The essential accessory. Bondage wear gone mainstream. Fetish wear that’s superglued to
every curve. Shades of Cathy Curtis right off the pages of vintage smut rag “High Heels 2” circa
1971.
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The Bra
“Maiden Form Brassiere Co.”
Maiden Form’s circle-stitched Chansonette, for example, was dubbed the “bullet bra.” With the
Victoria’s Secret and the “Wonder-Bra” doing boom business. Great Retro Bra styles, classically
done, or perfectly quirky. Our fabric or yours!
Custom shelf bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is an underwire half cup bra. Shelf
style with adjustable straps and back closure made from a vintage production pattern.
Custom low-cut bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is an underwire low-cut bra. With
adjustable straps and back closure. Made from a vintage production pattern 0350-58.
Custom full cov bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is an underwire full coverage bra
with adjustable straps and back closure. Made from a vintage production pattern 0804-58.
Available sizes 32B - 48I.
Custom sweet bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is an underwire low cut bra with
adjustable straps and back closure. Made from a vintage production pattern0805-58. Sizes 28A 46H available.
Custom torpedo bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is a non-underwire full coverage
bra with adjustable straps and back closure. This style is made from a vintage production pattern
6565-58. Sizes 30A - 52M available.
Custom longline bra vintage pinup Burlesque bullet drag. This is a non-underwire longline.
Classic torpedo without a wire. Adjustable straps and back closure. Made from Vintage production
pattern 1065-58. Sizes 32A - 48FF available.
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Chapter Three
Major Gunns
“She was much more than just a WCW Diva. She was Major Gunns.”
Mondo falls into a routine. And, she retains her “normal” look without a single lapse. During her
breaks, when she’s on loan to Frau Dore, working in the annex, she plugs into Dore’s spare alcove.
The first time she plugged in down there, Tor Johansson had his way with her. But, after a while,
he got bored playing with the normal-looking Miss Kane and he stopped messing with her
altogether.
No Borg, just dominatrix, makes Mondo a very dull girl. A case in point, discovering the girls’
thief involved no bloodshed whatsoever. Tedious ledger work is how she did the guilty party in:
Shades of the lowly bookkeeper who bought Al Capone to justice after so many failed attempts to
do so by the grossly overrated Mr. Elliot Ness and his so-called Untouchables. JJ and Large Marge
were ecstatic; Mondo was left with an empty feeling.
In her off hours she stays late at the library, sporting hype hair, sternns, bra, panties, Koo, and
deborahs along with her holster, purse, and perls. She searches through the musty volumes in the
ancient history section for clues to the origins of the outworlders who came in the box, the
TARDIS.
Mondo walks home. It’s almost midnight. She takes the long way round. She’s still wearing her
sternns. Tomorrow is Saturday. She doesn’t work this weekend, so she is no haste to get back.
Mondo might just cat around for the next two days. In point of fact, Mondo has the next week off
also. She could disappear for the next seven days and no one would be the wiser, let alone care.
She’s in a rut, and knows it.
It’s been a coon’s age since her goddess has summoned her for a weekend of depravity. Helg,
Wulf, Dore, Garner, Martha, etc., are back to calling the girl Mondo instead of Jack. Mondo is no
longer the shiny new penny.
As Mondo rounds a corner Mondo notices a prostitute coming out of a dark alley wiping jism
from her mouth. The Food is dressed in perls and a bra like Mondo’s. She’s wearing deborahs. The
whore is also sporting sternns and dirty hype hair. Her name is Helen. A Scum’s cow, she no longer
remembers her last name or much of anything else for that matter. Most of her brain cells have
been fried a long time ago by her addiction. Human don’t last long when Kum use them.
Mondo takes a second longer look at the twenty dollar hooker when she notices the glint of
rubber and realizes that the girl isn’t bottomless. The harlot is wearing flesh-colored panties. The
streetwalker’s skimpy French cut thong changes color to exactly match the complexion of its
wearer and the lip-readers are so snug-fitting that they wear like they’re superglued on. The snugfitting lip-readers feel just like flesh; lip-readers, yet paradoxically they don’t delineate the wearer’s
pussy lips so the crotch is no more revealing than, and just as neuter as, “regular” panties, thongs,
G-strings, tights, etc. It’s almost as if the girl has gone commando!
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When Helen is being feed upon by her Kum and her complexion glazes, her panties change color
to match the girl’s glaze. The rubber panties are made by Vinyl Laundry. These snug-fitting lipreaders make their wearer almost look like a slick chick. The next best thing to being slick down
there. “Fleshes with the sheen of rubber and the feel of flesh” is the trademark of Vinyl Laundry:
Look like rubber, feel like flesh. Rubber flesh.
Someone who looks like a fifty-something Hok lurks nearby in the shadows. A Hok is a cross
between a Furie and a Mok. The filthy, parasite infested baglady rummages for food in a dumpster
seemingly oblivious to Mondo and Helen. Her name is Mary, Mary Kaye Smith, Mrs. Mary K.
Smith, or, her personal preference, which is just plain Mrs. Smith. She wears the face of Senator
John McCain’s beautiful, blonde, fifty-something wife Cindy Lou Hensley McCain; McCain’s
“trophy” wife, Cindy, is the Hensley in Hensley, the world’s third-largest Anheuser-Busch
distributor. In point of fact, Mrs. Smith is an it, not a she unlike Cindy McCain who is very much a
she. Mrs. Smith is a Cooch poising as a Hok; a Cooch is the most deviant version of a Scum. And,
Helen is its almost used up cow.
It needs a replacement for Helen and has decided that the librarian Mondo will do just nicely. So,
Mrs. Smith’s casual disinterest in the two girls is all bullshit. It’s very interested in the two.
Helen staggers over to Mondo. She’s playing with her roach-infested rattails that were silky
blonde tresses in a past life when she too was a librarian.
“Want a date with us?” The slut’s breath is foul. Her teeth are scum covered. She reeks like a
rotting corpse. Accent and third-person. Wannabe or the real deal?
“No thank you.”
“You sure, ‘bout that? Twenty dollars and I rock your world.”
“No.”
The dirty girl’s tongue begins to move around in her mouth like it has a life of its own. The
prostitute’s talented tongue is long and very nimble, just like Mondo’s equally well educated
tongue.
But, instead of walking away Mondo moves into the alley with the dirty girl. Kane shoves a wad
of twenties down the dirty girl’s cleavage, more than enough to rent the girl for a week. Then, she
brushes back the dirty girl’s hair exposing the rightside of Helen’s neck; there’s a knobb. The dirty
girl is Borg and a drone no less. Helen is too far gone to do klaw or blank anymore.
The skank pulls down her fleshtone scants revealing a scraggly muff. The girl is too far gone to
be a slick chick anymore either. When she’s not wearing the panties they remain fleshtone, their
native color; they’re default is not the black of Mondo’s Plain Janes, but the fleshtone panties are
hotcha nonetheless.
Helen’s panties are rubber skins for her nether regions. Panties that feel just like flesh. Panties
with that second skin fit. Panties that are, in fact, rubber. Living rubber panties that look like rubber
and feel like flesh: Borg body armor. Borg technology!
These skintight panties are obscene; even the sleaziest pornographer would feel dirty while
gazing upon them, let alone touching them. They’re the ultimate masturbator, bar none.
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Mondo allows the girl to unbutton her strait and unhook her bra. She allows the girl to pull down
her skirt and thong. In other words, she allows the girl to slowly undress her. Mondo positions
herself against a wall and the girl goes down on her.
Then, without warning, Helen shifts into high gear and eats Mondo with the fury of a junkie
possessed. The sucking and fucking is fast and furious, and all consuming.
Mondo, at no time, takes her eye off the ball. She’s fully aware of Mrs. Smith’s maneuverings,
but acts like she’s totally oblivious. The dumb blonde played to utter perfection by our resident
fallen angel. Sometime during the sordid proceedings, a lead pipe wielded by Mrs. Smith caves in
the back of Mondo’s skull.
The girl comes to herself in Mrs. Smith’s nesting. She’s still wearing her sternns. Her bra is still
unhooked and her strait is still unbuttoned. Entrails smear her tits, torso, and bra. Mrs. Smith is
feeding upon her greedily. Her complexion is already glazed. In place of her Plain Janes, she’s
wearing the now dead prostitute’s lip-readers.
She tries to push the slug off of her, but to no avail. The tri-claw of the creature’s moog digs into
Mondo’s right tit, its tri-claw and its moog’s sucker mouth inject additional mega does of narcotic
venom into her. Her right tit changes into a moog.
“AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!” Mondo screams out and then she just goes
blank.
Her knobb sprouts from the rightside of her neck. Her hands klaw. She’s a slick chick again; her
muff goes bye-bye. Accent. Third-person. Once more, she’s Borg and dominatrix.
Hygiene mode for her clothes switches off. Once more, she’s dressed in tight, torn clothes as her
clothes go punk and parasitic. Etc. In other words, the baglady spell self-invokes.
When it has had its fill, it drags Mondo’s limp body over to a diabolik set in one of the walls and
plugs her in so that she may recharge. The alcove was Helen’s. Remember: Helen was not only a
librarian; the harlot was also a Borg drone.
It shaves off a patch of Mondo’s hair, exposing the girl’s scalp. In the center of the shaved off
area it screws a bolt through the girl’s skull and into her brain. The bolt is hardened and covered in
runes. It had Helen rigged like this. The bolt is a remote control device. Satisfied that it now has
full control of its new cow, it leaves the room. Weapons change; soldiers don’t.
After a prudent amount of time has passed, Mondo reverts back to her old self: The hard, pretty
face of a fallen angel; a ripe, creamy-white body built for sin! The baglady spell revokes itself.
Clothes and girl are pristine again. No more punk and parasitic. She’s a pristine, porcelain figurine
come to life. She’s the antithesis of the Cooch’s dirty girl. In other words, she’s Mrs. Beaver
Cleavage of “Leave it to the Beaver” fame the archetypal 1950s Hollywood movie starlet.
Accent, knobb, klaw, and third-person go bye-bye. She stays a slick chick because she likes
being slick down there; she likes the look and the feel. That slick moment passes as her nature fully
reasserts itself though. So, her muff returns in all of its blonde glory in spite of her wishes which is
a no biggie since she also likes the look and the feel of a silky blonde muff; she just likes slick
better. She unplugs herself from the alcove, fastens her bra and strait. Outwardly, she’s just
dominatrix, not Borg whatsoever, once more.
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“It feels so good to be wearing my own underwear again,” Mondo says to herself as swaps the
dead hooker’s camo thong for her Plain Jane panties.
She takes in the nesting. The creature has been around for a very long time. The intel that Mondo
will mine from it will be invaluable. This is the break she needs to crack the case.
“Then again, why not have your cake and eat it too,” Mondo adds as she swaps her slick Plain
Janes for the harlot’s slick trick thong. The trick thong makes her look like a slick chick, and she’s
also got the feel of being slick when she wears ‘em. She decides to keep the fleshtone thong.
When Mrs. Smith returns it gets the surprise of its very long life. Mondo is sitting on the bed
waiting for it. Lying on the dresser is the bolt that Mrs. Smith screwed into the girl’s head. By now,
Mondo’s hair has grown back leaving no evidence of her cranial violation.
“Sit down, let’s talk.”
“Of course, Miss Kane.”
Mrs. Smith sits in the rocking chair by the bed. Kane purses her sternns. The girl has yet to draw
a weapon of any kind.
“Tell me about the strangers.”
“You mean the odd Food that comes and goes out of that box that no one seems to notice?”
“Yes.”
“They’ve been coming here for a very long time. Once in a while I take one of the females and
make her mine. What’s left of their uniforms is buried in my trash heap over there in that corner.
You can look for yourself.”
“Nice try.”
“No takers?”
“None whatsoever.”
“Was I that obvious?”
“Please.”
“Are you going to kill me?”
“Not if you make yourself useful.”
“I’ve watched them extensively.”
“You’ve kept records of their comings and goings?”
“Very detailed records.”
“Excellent.”
“Now, may I feed on you again?”
“You may. But, be forewarned, I won’t change this time. I’ll stay as I am now.”
“Thanks for the warning. That was very white of you.”
“And, until you get another cow, you may use me.”
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“Goody. Goody. Goody.”
But, the Cooch knows better. Once Borg, always Borg. Mondo may be able to fool herself, but
she can’t fool these giant slugs. The girl will relapse and become its new dirty girl, upon its
choosing. A word to the wise, if she were so easily used, Dame Julia never would have taken a
liking to her and Fats would have had her for sushi a long time ago.
Mondo unbuttons her strait and unhooks her bra. The creature greedily feeds upon her, but the
girl doesn’t change. That includes no glazed and no moog. And, because her clothes’ hygiene mode
stays on, Mondo stays clean as the something has its foul way with her.
In the end, Mondo ditches the fleshtone thong and goes back to wearing her black Plain Jane
thong. It’s another example of her nature fully asserting itself. What’s most telling, though, is that
she purses the flesh colored panties, she doesn’t toss them. Unlike her plaintive black panties, the
trick, snug-fitting panties are insidious Borg exoskeleton, as such the treat (trick Borg thong) is
parasitic and it insidiously feeds upon their wearer. Inwardly, her obsessive compulsive penchant
for what’s Borg remains undiminished, an undiminished fixation!
But, the Mondo knows better. Once Death, always Death. The giant slugs may be able to fool
themselves, but they can’t fool this Dead Girl. The girl will relapse and become its new dirty girl,
upon her own choosing and not its. You would expect no less of Dame Julia’s protégée and Fats’
property.
The proof is in the pudding. At Mondo’s behest, Puck made a delivery to the nesting while Mrs.
Smith was off doing other things. He got in and out without the leech ever noticing. She’s got the
Martian device he brought well hidden in plain sight.

And, that’s what did it. Everything I had been fighting
came rushing back. At that moment I lost all control. I just
wanted to feel all the excitement. And, I wanted Steven to
feel the excitement too.
Rox, Titty Dancer at Club Paradise
Underneath the girl’s clothes, her tats manifest themselves. Underneath the ankle strap of her
right deborah, her ankle tattoo also reappears. Her NiS doesn’t return, of course. In many ways, the
junkie slut has become the living embodiment of the NiS; ergo, her NiS can manifest itself again.
So, as long as she’s fully clothed, her illusion of 1950s Mrs. Cleavage remains intact.
Underneath her skirt, the chameleon trade places with her plaintive. The switch doesn’t reverse
itself and won’t for any time soon. The plaintive doesn’t get pursed; they get sloughed onto the
floor to be collected later by Puck for its shrine to his goddess Mondo.
Although, getting tatted and wearing a chameleon are profound changes especially since her ink
and treat are parasites that are actively feeding upon her, she seems to not notice.
Mondo gestures with her hands and the Martian device becomes apparent to the giant slug. That
gets its attention. It also notices that the girl’s hands klaw on occasion when idle, something which
Mondo again doesn’t seem to notice.
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“There is no need for that thing. I told you that I would tell you everything.”
Well hidden by her big hair, the girl’s knobb sprouts from the side of her neck. Once more, she
doesn’t seem to notice.
“Prove it!”
The creature produces a book written in Goon and places it on a reading table. Mondo seats down
at the table, slips on her sternns, and proceeds to read the book. Her muff goes bye-bye. She’s slick
again, and again she doesn’t seem to notice!
Then, as the creature begins to feel itself, confident that it clearly has the upper hand, the girl
goes and busts its bubble.
Mondo makes a slight gesture with her hands. She goes from tatted to untatted. Her knobb goes
bye-bye. And, her velvety golden muff returns. She continues to devour the book without pause.
No more klaw whatsoever. She keeps the Borg panties, but it’s at her behest not theirs! There was
absolutely no reason for Mondo to notice that which she could banish and/or dominate at will. Mrs.
Smith is put on notice. Pussy worship or die.
“I am told that your kind be the master of many things. So say you all?”
“Necromancy.”
“And?”
“Tatz, the so-called Sin on Skin.”
“And?”
“The Five.”
“Five what?”
“Why the five arts of magic, of course.”
“Which are?””
“Thaumaturgy. Alchemy. Magic. Sorcery. Wizardry.”
“If I be your cow from henceforth, not just for the interim as we originally agreed, will you teach
me too?”
“I will think about it.”
Mondo makes another slight gesture with her hands. She goes from untatted to tatted, minus the
NiS of course. Her knobb returns. And, her velvety golden muff goes bye-bye. Her hands klaw on
occasion when idle. She goes blank. Accent. Third-person. Outwardly, dominatrix and Borg once
more.
“Better, Mrs. Smith?”
“Much better. So, much better.”
“Do we please you?”
“Very much so.”
“But?”
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“It would be best if you were dirty girl again.”
“I’ll let you feed on us and make me dirty girl after we finish your book. Deal?”
“Outwardly, you will be dominatrix and Borg when I don’t feed. And, you will be dirty girl when
I do feed. Agreed?”
“For how long?”
“For a week.”
“Agreed.”
“Deal.”
“Now, please us.”
The creature gets underneath the table, pulls down the slick girl’s skirt and panties, and eats her
pussy.
Mondo steps out of the alcove. She’s sporting sternns, perls, bra, and those kinky rubber panties.
Outwardly, she’s Borg. Inwardly, she’s Borg. Accent. Third-person. Blank. Klaw. Tatz. Knobb.
Still a slick chick, there is no blonde muff underneath that sexy sheen of black rubber strapping her
nether regions. Yes, black. The fleshy got archived and she’s wearing the plaintive that got
decommissioned. It’s black panties and bra, again.
Mondo steps out of the alcove. She’s sporting sternns, perls, bra, and those kinky rubber panties.
Outwardly, she’s dominatrix. Inwardly, she’s all Borg. No accent. No third-person. Not blank. No
klaw whatsoever. No tatz. No knobb. No more slick chick, there is a blonde muff underneath that
sexy sheen of fleshtone rubber strapping her nether regions. Yes, fleshtone. The plaintive got
archived and she’s wearing the fleshy that got decommissioned. It’s plain fleshtone panties and
fancy black bra, again.
It’s back to work and her real life such that it is. She’s done with Mrs. Smith and has all the proof
she needs for Garner and company. Again, another solution with no bloodshed whatsoever, just a
lot of dull research.
But, Mrs. Smith knows better. She’ll be back; the creature thinks to itself, she’ll be back. She be
my cow forever and I be her worshipper forever. She be my goddess.
The creature has a present for her. It places a pair of readers upon the reading table. The rimless
reading eyeglasses have wire frames that hook behind the ears. Their fashionable ultra-thin
polycarbonate lenses have two modes: clear (the default) and that provocative rose tint. Rose
colored glasses and blue eyes is such a yummy combination. These schoolmarmish readers, Kazuo
Kawasaki 704 eyeglasses, to be precise, are authentic 1950s era spectacles, the style favored by
Sarah Palin, and they’re legit librarian eyewear to boot. Additionally, these palins are Borg!
Like the sternns that they supersede, they too are spinster spectacles which are paradoxically
flattering and unflattering: They say, “Sexually repressed, stay back” and “Come hither, fast!”
Some call them “old maids.” Most others, including librarians, simply call them readers. Passive
and aggressive readers are based on optical PKD blaster technology that was developed by the
Nazis during The War. Only aggressive readers can be used as directed anti-matter weapons. When
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their Black Hole lenses discharge, they become opaque.

“What I particularly wanted to avoid in Blade Runner’s
weaponry was any indication of the common laser pistol,”
Scott said. “We all felt that a bright streak of light coming
out of a barrel had become a horrible cliché, and we were
sick to death of it. Then, David Dryer came up with the
idea that our pistols discharged a high intensity, particlebeam-type material that imploded on contact, drawing in so
much light on the way that it became a black beam instead
of a light streak. And, whatever section of the body it hit
would collapse in on itself. That would lead to a rather
elegant demise - very little blood or gore. I thought this was
an interesting concept. A black beam would have been the
diametric opposite of the expected laser ray. So we
intended to later animate this dark effect and dub our
weapons Black Hole Guns.”
“These are for you, my goddess.”
“Goddess is it?”
“Yes.”
“I thought that I was your cow?”
“You are both.”
“Isn’t that a contradiction?”
“No.”
Mondo places her sternns upon the table as a keepsake for the creature and she slips on the
readers.
“Something for you to remember me by, Mrs. Smith.”
“May we kiss goodbye, goddess?”
They kiss passionately.
“This changes nothing.”
“As you wish, my goddess.”
Mondo slips on her Koo and deborahs. She clips her holster and purse to the waistband of her
strap. If the waistline of the skirt were low, if it were a low-rise skirt, it would be worn low around
the hips which would be perfect for nicely displaying a tramp stamp, “dirty girl” tattoo, ass antlers
from the original German “Arschgeweih”, whore brand, etc. Tramp stamp: A tattoo above a
woman’s ass crack. Detractors consider such tattoos in this location as suggestive of promiscuity
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and an indication of Raunch Culture, hence the nicknames tramp stamp, “dirty girl” tattoo, etc.
For the next month, things sink into an even deeper rut for the girl. She has her assigned alcoves
removed from her room and the library, by facilities; facilities stores them in research. When she’s
on loan to the annex, she doesn’t use the spare alcove down there. She goes back to sleeping on her
bed. She has Puck bring back her plain, black rubber panties and gives him the trick fleshtone
panties to enshrine.
Then, on the way home from work one evening, Mondo does something which is totally out of
character for her to do in her off-hours. She purses her bra and panties. Then, after she goes braless
and commando, she just goes blank.
Mondo comes to herself, just standing there in Mrs. Smith’s nesting. The creature is smearing her
tits and torso with entrails. The girl is still more-or-less clean. She’s naked save for her perls and
readers. Klaw. Accent. Third-person. Knobb. And, she’s tatted; no NiS, of course.
“I knew you would return where you really belonged, goddess.”
Mondo starts to say something and goes blank again. Mrs. Smith points to the alcove when it
finishes up smearing the girl, and the girl plugs herself in. The baglady spell self-invokes. A giant
tick, it’s palm-sized, crawls up her leg, arm, and shoulder, and attaches itself to the leftside of her
neck underneath her big filthy hair. Slimy to the touch, it’s called a tic; it’s a parasite’s parasite.
Technically, a tic is slug, a member of the leech family: Very creepy!
The girl’s complexion glazes and her right tit becomes a moog when the tic begins to actively
feed. Now, the girl is pretty to the Kum she is cow to. Mondo willfully and willingly allows herself
to be used by the leech. She’s sold herself to the slug. Here, the junkie slut can once more indulge
her Borg and Kum to their utmost while she’s being worn by her addictions of choice.
Addictions come and gone, but her addictions to Borg and Kum remain. A Borg cow is how she
prefers to be worn!
An hour later, a pristine Mondo unplugs herself from the alcove. Not blank. No klaw, accent,
knobb, or third-person. But, she’s still tatted. And, the tic is now attached to her abdomen left of
and just below her navel, the so called sweet spot. In spite of the tic, her moog is once more a tit,
and her complexion is no longer glazed, because the tic isn’t actively feeding. Keeping Mondo
amused is key to survival for Mrs. Smith.
Mondo parades around in panties, bra, and heels for a while before she slips on her Koo. Fully
clothed, the tatz and tick are undetectable. Purse and holster are gripping her strap, and she leaves
for home. By the time she reaches home, the tats are gone. Her readers are pursed. And, she’s eaten
the tic. Just like that, her addictions of choice are gone. No more Borg cow.
It’s almost two months before she returns to Reggie after work one night. As expected, the
creature is waiting for her. Mondo kisses her Deviant and sits down upon the bed. She places her
readers upon the reading table and repossesses her sternns. She purses the sternns.
She beckons to her Reggie. Mrs. Smith obeys and sits beside its goddess. Mondo allows the
creature to unbutton her strait and unhook her bra. They make out for a while until Mondo gets
down to the business at hand.
“I come here to fuck dirty. Capish, Mrs. Smith?”
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“No more cow. No more Borg. No more junkie whore. Capish.”
“Home run! Three out of three ain’t bad for a mindless slut,” responds the sandman as she pulls
down her skirt and panties, and she proceeds to fuck the something’s brains out.
Leona Helmsley steps out of the shadows. Braless and commando, she’s wearing perls, readers, a
Koo Stark, mary-janes, and a cigarette purse that’s gripping the waistband of her brief strap. She’s
sporting her usual prudish, geriatric hairdo; a prudish ‘do for someone who is anything but a prude.
The degenerate Hag is a flamboyant personality and has a well-deserved reputation for tyrannical
behavior that has earned her the nickname “Queen of Mean.”
The trillionaire New York City hotel operator and real estate investor, who started off as a
librarian, places Mondo’s chameleon thong upon the reading table beside the girl’s discarded
readers. Then, the wealthy Harpy sits down upon the foot of the bed. She unbuttons her strait, pulls
down her skirt, and begins playing with herself. Kane almost swoons at the sight of this stern
looking, sour faced, old biddy pleasuring herself.
Mrs. Helmsley masturbates for quite some time before she scoots down to the head of the bed,
joins in on the fun, and makes it a threesome. Three’s company too.
It’s the morning of the next day. Fun time is over. It’s time to go back to work. Sitting at the
reading table, Mrs. Helmsley watches intently as the girl dresses. At Leona’s unspoken behest,
Mondo substitutes readers for sternns and chameleon for plaintive. The sternns and plaintive are
left on the reading table with Helmsley. When Mondo finishes dressing, the couple exchanges a
goodbye kiss and Mondo leaves for work.
A naked Helmsley, naked except for her perls and readers, goes back to fucking Mrs. Smith on
the bed.
Mondo also left something else upon the reading table. She made of point of leaving her holster.
The girl has finally decided to dabble again.
Up until quite recently, passive readers were only used by librarians and professional readers.
Few besides librarians and pro readers possess the virtuosity to use the glasses effectively and
safely for reading cryptics. Many a talented amateur reader has been left stone blind by the glasses
because they simply couldn’t handle them; damage that can take months of regenerative therapy
before the reader’s sight is restored.
Readers capable of aggressive mode, so-called aggressive readers, are still not available on the
open market; they are for special police units only. Those special police units are called Blade
Runner Units. The only exemptions to that Blade Runner restriction are librarians with a special
“use” permit. As such, aggressive readers are classified in that special subset of SPAs, Special
Permission Armaments, which are not for use by the military. People have been put to death for
being in illegal possession of an aggressive reader. And, we’re talking about the kind of death that
you don’t resurrect from!
Using readers as a WMD is the kind of usage that’s been outlawed punishable by death since the
end of The War. Yep, the kind of death you don’t resurrect from!
Detecting something they perceive as a threat, Mondo’s readers switch from passive to
aggressive mode as soon as she exits the nesting. She immediately ghosts.
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Emitted by her readers, telemetry in the form of holographic targeting imagery appears in her
field of vision; just like heads or the Scan of MPPs. The wearer only thinks that the firing solutions
are manifest before their eyes. In point of fact, the information is relayed directly into their brain,
just like the emissions of the Scan sight of an MPP. Blah!
There’s other telemetry that’s being beamed into her head. Among their many uses, her perls are
a Starfleet grade tricorder. Scans from her perls are very detailed and quite informative, and no less
revealing.
Something strikes her immaterial form, ruining an arm and taking a chunk out of her torso.
Mondo drops like a sack of potatoes. Shock and awe: She’s mortally wounded!
The four Nexus 7 replicants make themselves known. These artificial humans are the physical
equal of faerie. They close in for what they perceive is the easy kill. But this easy kill is the
embodiment of the motto “I don’t walk in fear. I walk as fear.”
Mondo responds in kind. She unmakes one of her attackers. By now her arm and torso have
regenerated, and so have her clothes. She tries to unmake a second target, but her glasses have no
effects whatsoever upon this attacker; inexplicably, the readers have switched to passive mode and
they flat refuse to go aggressive again. Undeterred by this totally unexpected development, Mondo
pulls her ace out of the hole. The girl made a point of discarding her holster, a move that was
engineered to catch Helmsley’s attention. Sleight of hand clipped the holster right back to her skirt
next to her purse, a switch-a-roonie that Helmsley totally missed.
The glamazon’s readers holster themselves as she crossdraws her gats and smokes the second
target. The remaining combat-trained replicants teleport to a nowhere place called Los Angeles
2069. A completely-healed Mondo follows in hot pursuit. The bitch is relentless. And, she’s
nobody’s fool. She calls ahead to library security with her perls. When she materializes on 2069, a
library security detail is waiting for her. The replicants, who had planned a very clever ambush, are
very dead along with a dozen of their kind who were lying in wait at the ambush site as
reinforcements.
Every planet in the known world has a library. And, every library has an LDF, library defense
force. LDFs work in hand-in-hand with the military and the police. LDF officers are well trained
and well-armed, and are able to address a wide variety of security concerns.
Upon her return to the nesting, Mrs. Smith rushes over to greet her. Mondo places a sword blade
up against Mrs. Smith’s throat.
“Now, if you really are Mrs. Smith and I cut off your head, you’ll just grow another one. But, if
you are really Leona, as I suspect, you will be very much dead. So, which is it or would you rather I
test my hypothesis instead?”
Mrs. Smith changes into Mrs. Helmsley. Mondo drops her with a right cross. Helmsley gets off
the floor smiling.
“That’s for rigging the glasses,” Mondo screams out as she levels the trillionaire with a very low
blow. “And, that’s for, just, ‘cause I can.”
Again, Helmsley gets off the floor smiling. This time, Mondo doesn’t knock her on her can. Kane
holsters her sword and just stands there as Helmsley walks over to the bed and sits down.
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“Where’s my worm? What have you done with it?”
“I cut off its head. Its growing it back as we speak in the next room.”
“You’d better be telling the truth, because I crave fucking it.”
“So, I’ve noticed. As, for the glasses, you rigged them, I didn’t.”
“What the fuck!”
“Stop. No more.”
“Stop what? I haven’t even begun to start with you.”
“Stop lying to yourself. It’s boring. And, quite pointless.”
“Lying about what?”
“Junkie slut.”
“Go on.”
“You’re Borg, Deviant, and whore. But, you insist on pretending to be what you were instead of
what you are. That’s why you’re no longer the shiny penny anymore. It’s why no one save for these
worms will fuck you, and it’s only because they can force you to be yourself your Borg, Deviant,
whore self.”
“Bullshit!”
“As long as you’re Borg, the glasses will always work for you and you can stake your life on
that. Their original owner was a Deviant, Borg, slut, and they will only reliably work for one such
as she.”
Mondo beats Helmsley to death and exits the nesting in a huff. Tellingly, the glasses are still in
Mondo’s holster. Helmsley resurrects and begins a slow and painful reconstruction.
A week later, Mondo finds herself relegated to research. Research is manned solely by her. She
chooses Mrs. Smith as her avatar. The library rubberstamps Mondo’s selection. Mrs. Smith and
Miss Kane officially become research’s new fulltime staff.
Research is more removed from the mainstream than even the annex. Nothing in fact is as remote
and removed as research. Access to research is only via a back entrance of the library.
Isolated, down in research, Mondo can wear hype hair, bra, and panties, and she does just that.
No one cares what she looks like down here.
Down here in research, no one cares how she wears her holster either. SSb is how a librarian
wears their universal. Down here it doesn’t matter that SotB isn’t regs. SotB unlike SSb feeds her
masochism. So. Her universal holster reconfigures itself. It ceases to be a belt holster on the strong
side which is gripping her strap alongside her purse. It becomes a “small of the back” holster like
before.
Worn in the back, configured as a “small of the back” holster, the universal fits snug against her
spine, and feels very uncomfortable like a steel rod being shoved into her back, just the way she
likes it. Whether she’s on duty or off duty, she’ll wear her holster from now on like this.
Banks of pneumatic tubes line an entire wall. The tubes deliver requests for reading material and
the tubes are used to deliver reading materials to the requestors. These archaic tubes are the sole
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means of communication that research has with the outside world.
It takes almost a full month before things start to settle down and Mondo can confirm that she’s
being watched down here, that’s when Mondo makes contact with Fats. The mobster comes alone
to research, per plan. The two hug and kiss like they haven’t seen each other in eons.
“You know how much I crave you as that blank, submissive Borg drone.”
“Submissive to whom or to what?”
They share a chuckle.
Fats is dressed in Koo, mules, and katz. She’s unarmed. And, she has no purse. She’s devoid of
any ID, for that matter. They sit down at a reading table, engage in some very heavy petting, and
then get down to the very dirty business at hand.
“So. How bad is it, Mondo?”
“Worse than we initially thought.”
“Wow.”
“The glasses failing and the flimsy explanation that Helmsley gave cinched it for me.”
“Then again, you shouldn’t be surprised. I warned you that they weren’t a very imaginative
group.”
“Yes, you did.”
Fats ignores Mrs. Smith in inhuman baglady form who keeps to the shadows. Outside of its
nesting, this is its preferred guise.
“You and me girl, just like old times.”
“And, if we can’t get it done before the deadline then.”
“Understood.”
“You can bunk over there. I got a cot set up in that far corner. Usually, I sleep over when I’m
working.”
“So, while I’m getting my beauty sleep, where will you be sleeping?”
“I’ll be sleeping in the bunk next to you, silly girl.”
“Too bad the cot isn’t big enough for two.”
“Oh. Yes. It is,” Mondo responds with a very knowing wink.
When Fats walks over to study the sleeping arrangements, she notices the two alcoves mounted
side-by-side in the wall. The alcoves constitute a mini Collective of sorts.
These, of course, are Mondo’s assigned alcoves, the ones that the girl had facilities remove from
her room and the above ground library.
Mondo slips off her suit and heels, and places them in the closet. She strips down for her Fats.
She strips down for herself. What’s left is more than fetching for her Goon lover and herself. Hype
hair. Readers. Perls. Bra and panties. Big tits and a small bra equals lots and lots of cleavage. A
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little, teeny, black bra and nude (flesh-colored) panties equals wow in spades! A tiny bra that’s
stretched out to its elastic limits to barely contain her double-Ds. Double-Ds stuffed in a C-cup bra
spells. You get the idea. And, her shiny silky rubber panties being parasitic doesn’t dull the skimpy
thong’s silky sheen, their sexy shininess, one iota!
Fats gets an eyeful when she walks back over to the reading area.
“I like.”
“I knew you would.”
“And, you like too.”
“You know I would.”
“I especially loves those nude panties. Those nudes are just to die for. They’re so Goon. But,
something is missing. The something that reminds everybody who owns you.”
Fats extends a hand and incants a known spell. Mondo is again sporting the katz that Fats gave
her. It’s twin, of course, the one that Fats sports in the left earlobe. Mondo, of course, sports hers in
the right lobe. Mondo momentarily pulls back the golden tresses of her big hair to reveal the katz
hidden underneath.
Fats extends the other hand and incants another known spell. Mondo’s Razr is again gripping the
waistband of her skirt between her purse and her holster. The skirt, of course, is hanging up in the
closet along with the rest of her gear. The skins tell Mondo of Phone’s return.
Mondo allows her tatz to manifest themselves; tatz being tats minus the NiS, of course. And, for
the first time in a very long time, Mondo gets in touch with her innermost Borg: Blank, klaw,
accent, knobb, and, third-person.
“So. Fats, we have sex, we sleep, then, we do this thing.”
“And, how should we have sex, my darling?” Fats asks, her voice dripping with anticipation.
“Like raped apes, of course, silly girl.”
Mondo turns her back on Fats. Fats caves in the back of her skull with a massive fist, killing the
girl outright. Then, the Goon drags Mondo’s mutilated corpse over to one of the cots where the
mobster proceeds to brutally rape the dead girl.
When Mondo resurrects it’s her turn. She bashes in Fats’ thick skull with her soup bones and
then she proceeds to brutally rape the unmade mobster’s battered corpse.
Afterwards, Fats sleeps on one of the cots and the Borg junkie slut recharges in one of the
alcoves. Sometime during the night, Mondo finds her way into Fats’ arms.
In the morning, the two lovebirds have a quickie and dress. Mondo is back to being Mondo. No
tatz, accent, knobb, klaw, accent, or third-person. Fats again finds herself wearing both katz, one
for each earlobe, and she again finds Mondo’s Razr gripping the waistband of her skirt. Fats owns
Mondo. Does Mondo own Fats? Who owns whom?
There is a dumpster beside the entrance to research. Mrs. Smith in inhuman form is waiting for
them by the dumpster as they exit research. Mondo gives it her readers which it slips on. Mrs.
Smith hands Mondo her sternns which she slips on, now she looks like Ms. Payton Banks that
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crazy stalker of TNA’s Robert Roode (Rude). The sternns, as always, are a nice Hag touch. Mrs.
Smith is obviously jealous of Fats, but it knows better than to push the issue.
“Now, wander around and do your baglady bit.”
“Yes, goddess.”
Mrs. Smith wanders off. Fats is not amused one bit.
“Jealous?” Mondo teases.
“You’re such a bitch.”
“I know.”
“It’s clobbering time.”
“Yes, ma’am.”
Mrs. Smith in its inhuman baglady guise is waiting for Mondo by the dumpster when the girl
returns in the morning. Fats is not with her. Mrs. Smith is not wearing the readers.
“Mrs. Helmsley took the glasses that goddess gave me and smashed them.”
“Was she angry?”
“Yes.”
“Good. Maybe next time she’ll think of a much better game to play with me. She was tracking
via the readers, hence the switch.”
The leech smacks its lips.
“I hunger.”
“I know.”
“You need me for other things before our shift starts?”
“Yes.”
Mondo lets Mrs. Smith into research and gives it the tour of the place. Up until now, most of
research has been off-limits to the giant leech. When she shows it the two cots Mondo indicates that
one of the cots is for Fats’ use and the other one is for theirs.
“Fats will come to visit here from time to time, when this mess is over. From now on, you will
visit me on a regular basis before my duty shift starts and when my duty shift is over. You will no
longer wait for me to let you in. You will come and go as you please. Capish?”
“Yes, goddess.”
“The next time Fats and I make love you will watch. You will take very careful notes on how she
fucks me. You will incorporate what you see into what you do to me when we fuck.”
“Rough sex?”
“Rape. Sex should always be rough and dangerous which is what rape is all about.”
“Yes, goddess.”
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“Now, you can feed. We won’t be on duty for another hour.”
The creature smears the girl’s tits, torso, and bra with entrails. Lickedee split, the girl’s clothes
eat the entrails leaving the girl squeaky clean. The creature’s hands roam over the girl’s long
luscious legs, ripe killer body, and tight scandalous clothes. Mondo lies down on the cot she’s
designated for their use, her legs are akimbo. The slug feeds upon her.
No baglady spell. No tight, torn clothes. No leg irons or shackles or spiked dog collar with
attached leash. No moog. No glazed complexion. No tatz. No accent, blank, klaw, third-person, or
knobb. Outwardly, Mondo stays Mondo. Mrs. Smith has become her new addiction of choice!
It goes without saying that the way Mondo fucks Fats is the way she will fuck Mrs. Smith, from
now on. In other words, Miss Kane will brutally rape the worm. She and the worm will fuck like a
couple of raped apes.
Two concrete slabs resting on cinder blocks. One cot is for Fats to sleep on and for Fats and
Mondo to fuck on. The other slab is for Mrs. Smith and Miss Kane to fuck on. When bedtime
comes, Mrs. Smith will change back into its native form and sleep upon the floor in front of the
alcoves and Miss Kane will plug into one of the alcoves; Mrs. Smith will be naked and Miss Kane
will be wearing sternns, bra, panties, perls, and black fishnet tights. The silky mesh tights are worn
over her thong. And, just like her skimpy thong, her shiny silky tights being parasitic don’t dull
their silky sheen, their sexy shininess, one iota!
Things quickly fall into a predictable rhythm, over the next couple of weeks. When Mondo enters
research she removes her Koo and deborahs, and hangs them up in the closet. She removes her
tights from the same closet and slips them on. For her entire time in research she wears sternns, bra,
panties, perls, and mesh hose. Her mannerisms, walk, etc., is that of a Borg drone but she looks like
Mondo Kane. No knobb, accent, third-person, tatz, or blank.
Then, one day the routine changes for the worse. Mrs. Smith takes Mondo’s sternns and gives the
girl the 3-7-77 fixings for a pair of readers. Mondo builds a pair of readers, capable of aggressive
mode from these Sarah Good fixings. In place of the sternns, Mondo now wears the readers.
Mondo has become Mrs. Smith’s mate. When she enters research she ceases to be Mondo Kane and
becomes Miss Debra Handcock, The Debra Thing, a Scum in inhuman form. As such, when
Mondo becomes Debra the usual Borg degeneracy follows: Blank, klaw, accent, third-person,
knobb, and tatz. In other words, Debra looks and acts Borg.
Then, a month later, the proverbial bottom falls out. Mondo shows up for work and stays Mondo!
As such, there is none of the usual Borg degeneracy: no blank, no klaw, no accent, no third-person,
no knobb, and no tatz. She keeps her clothes on. No removing the business suit and high heels. The
tights stay in the closet. And, she doesn’t put on her readers; Mondo wears her sternns instead to do
her job. Near the end of the shift, Mondo and Mrs. Smith sit down at the reading table and chat.
“I noticed that you don’t find me as attractive this way, Mrs. Smith.”
“I do not find you attractive at all this way, goddess.”
“Comprise?”
“No skins or heels.”
“Wear the tights in their place like before?”
“Yes.”
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“And?”
“No Borg.”
“As in?”
“No blank. No accent. No third-person. No klaw. No knobb. No tatz.”
“And?”
“You answer to Miss Debra Thing.”
“And?”
“As much as you can be, I want you dirty.”
“Done.”
Miss Mondo Kane becomes her pseudonym Miss Debra Thing. She removes her Koo and heels
and hangs them up in the closet. She slips on her tights and walks back over to Mrs. Smith. At that
moment the clock strikes the hour marking the end of shift. On cue, the baglady spell self-invokes
and Debra goes dirty.
Mrs. Smith smears the girl’s tits, torso, and bra with entrails. Its eyes rest upon the girl’s torn
ragged stockings. It likes the runs in the girl’s hose. It craves the girl dirty.
On the surface, it doesn’t seem like it’s much of a comprise, and it isn’t. Miss Debra Handcock
and Miss Debra Thing are one in the same minus being outwardly Borg. Mondo has ditched the
readers for good. She’ll wear the staid, unflattering sternns as her reading glasses from now on,
instead of her hand-built, staid, unflattering readers. Mrs. Smith is given the readers as a keepsake.
“One more touch, Miss Thing.”
A tic crawls up the girl’s leg and attaches itself to the abdominal sweet spot. In spite of the tic,
her right tit does not change into a moog nor does her complexion become glazed, because the tic
isn’t actively feeding.
“Now, Miss Thing, you are beautiful, perfect even. You are my cow, my mate, and, my goddess.
And, I am your queen.”
They kiss; move over to their cot and fuck like raped apes. Afterwards, Mrs. Smith and Miss
Thing leave research. They eat out of the dumpster by the door and wander off into the night. They
look like what they are; a couple of homeless bagladies, skidrow is full of them. Additionally, to
sweeten the pot, Debra has shoved a wad of bills down her cleavage to make it look like she sells
herself on the street to help them make ends meet. Right now, what’s in her cleavage is their entire
stash.
Debra is the prostitute and Mrs. Smith pimps her. Again, it’s very common for baglady pairings
to use the hooker/pimp gimmick. Usually, with an HP, the pair will rotate the roles of pimp and
prostitute. As such, sometimes Debra will be the pimp and Mrs. Smith will be the prostitute.
Contrary to popular belief, bagladies typically live in pairs; the solitary baglady, living like a
modern day hermit, is pretty much an urban myth.
A patrol car stops the two lovebirds and the cop decides to roust them. Neither, of them has ID,
of course. And, Miss Debra is high as a kite; Mrs. Smith has been feeding upon her. The girl is
high, but she’s totally functional. The cop herds them into a dark alley. It’s obvious what he wants.
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“Neither of you has any ID. Convince me I shouldn’t arrest both of you for vagrancy, you smelly,
filthy bitches.”
The cop unzips his pants. Miss Debra goes down on him like an all-day sucker. Mrs. Smith
patiently waits its turn. No coercion was needed. Both Mrs. Smith and Miss Debra like to fuck.
After the bagladies have serviced him, the cop takes Debra’s entire stash and drives off. The
Cooch and its cow make their way back to their nesting where Leona Helmsley, Mondo’s handler,
is waiting patiently for her report.
“Everything went as planned. Tonight, I made contact with the dirty cop Officer Perkins.”
“And, you’re sure they can’t track you?”
“As long as I’m Debra I’m off the grid.”
“With or without the readers?”
“Doesn’t matter. Debra with or without the readers is a zero footprint. I’ll stick with the sternns,
though. We prefer the look.”
“Find a way to get kicked out of your apartment. I want you living on the streets as soon as
possible.”
“How deep do you want me to go?”
“All the way. You’re gonna fall hard and quick.”
“That means that I’ll have to sell myself on the streets. I’ll also have to be high and dirty for most
of the investigation. I will be a prostitute. I’ll be a junkie slut too. If an undercover officer did any
of this, the case would get thrown out.”
“That’s why we’re using you instead, Miss Kane. I mean Miss Thing.”
“But, even if the Feds get a conviction, we are stuck being a librarian?”
“Yes. Your days as a Grimm Reaper are over. Not only that, but your days as Mondo Kane are
over also. After the dust finally clears, you’re gonna legally change your name to Debra Thing. The
Guild has no intention of ever letting you go. We have plans for you.”
“We can travel and visit my friends and family. Fats still owns us. Etc. Etc. Etc. But, this is our
new life?”
“Yes, Miss Thing. Except for the part about Fats owning you. I own you from now on.”
“And?”
“I am your goddess from now on; not The Thing.”
“And?”
“You don’t need to travel anymore. I am your friends. I am your family. I am your world. I own
you lot, stock, and barrel, you junkie Borg slut.”
“No.”
Debra’s response shocks Helmsley. Helmsley makes an arcane gesture with her hands. Debra just
laughs.
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“This is impossible! You’re submissive!”
“Submissive to whom and to what?”
Helmsley still has an ace up her sleeve. She nods her head. But, to her dismay, Mrs. Smith
refuses to blindside the girl. Again, Debra smiles.
“It likes us the way we are. I like us the way I am. There’s no room for you. Three’s a crowd.”
“It’s no longer company?”
“That’s what we said.”
“Unacceptable!”
“I have family. I have friends. I have a life. Fats owns me. Mrs. Smith is my lover. The Thing is
my goddess. There’s no room whatsoever in Mondo Kane’s life for you.”
Helmsley looks hurt, dejected, desperate, etc. She looks everything but happy. She’s used to
getting her way. But, before she can storm out, Debra walks up to her and French kisses her.
Debra grabs Helmsley’s hand and shoves it down her panties into her crotch. The Borg drone’s
intent is obvious. Confused by the move and aroused at the same time, Helmsley nevertheless
responds appropriately and finger fucks the girl.
“Like we said. There’s no room for you in Mondo’s life.”
“But, you’re Miss Debra.”
“Yes, we are. We are Miss Debra Thing. We are Borg. There is plenty of room in the life of Miss
Thing for you. And, when you want us submissive, all we have to do is activate our tic, and we will
be high, totally out of it, and totally submissive.”
“Miss Debra is a dirty, filthy, Borg junkie slut.”
“Exactly.”
“A homeless baglady who sells herself on the street to help her lover and her make ends meet.”
“Now, you’re getting the picture. Mondo, on the other hand is totally opposite to Debra. Mondo
has an apartment. She has a regular job. She’s a respectable, taxpaying citizen who wears a skin
suit and shiny high heels to work. She’s clean and pristine. And, that’s who they will have under
surveillance.”
“But, what about Fats and The Thing?”
“Now, that’s my girl. Now, you’re thinking. As much as Fats likes prissy Miss Kane, she loves
Debra way better. As for my goddess, The Thing never cared at all for clean Miss Mondo Kane and
always preferred me dirty. As for the others who preferred Mondo, they will still have their Mondo.
Capish?”
“You’re right. That’s the way to play it.”
“Want me submissive?”
“Yes.”
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The girl’s tic switches from passive to active feeding mode. In other words, Debra activates the
tic. But, as soon as Helmsley sees the girl go submissive, she changes her mind. She decides to
keep the girl all to herself and put her original plan into motion. For kicks she slaps the girl around.
“Foolish girl. I’m your world now. I call the shots. You are all mine. As long as you’re Miss
Debra I own you lot, stock, and barrel. And, Miss Debra you will remain for the rest of your life.”
That’s when Mrs. Smith takes her head. In a moment of careless lustful abandon, Helmsley
forget about the worm that already had dibs on the girl. As possessive as The Thing is, Mrs. Smith
is no less possessive.
Mondo stands before the Library Review Board, cocky and grinning from ear to ear. Clean and
pristine, she dressed in her skin suit, shiny high heels, perls, bra, and nude panties. And, she’s
wearing her sternns. Holster and purse are gripping the waistband of her miniskirt. This is her usual
kit, of course.
Mrs. Tane McClure, Leona’s twin sister is the one doing most of the talking, and she’s irate.
She’s also the chairman of the board and the library’s interim director.
“You murdered my sister and I’ll see you destroyed for it!”
“Mrs. Smith a worm, who isn’t even sentient, killed your sister. As surveillance clearly showed, I
was Debra at the time and I was totally out of it.”
“You knew that you were being watched!”
“Not according to the official record.”
“You lying bitch!”
“Prove it.”
Tane almost leaps out of her chair. Two of the senior librarians have to hold her back. She’s
ready to explode.
“I’ll take you head myself!”
“Come and get it.”
The Inspector General, Dr. North Klause, comes in. He’s been monitoring the proceedings from
the next room. Tane is still livid, but at least she stays quiet now.
“So you’ve solved our problem, Miss Kane?” Klause asks.
“Helmsley is dead. Under arrest are her accomplices. Case closed.”
“The corrupt patrol officer. A couple of midlevel librarians. And, a few miscellaneous humans.”
“And, like I said, they’re all under arrest.”
“Your proof is quite compelling. But, Helmsley is dead which creates another problem for us.”
“Not that I can see.”
“It looks like we had you murder her so that her involvement in this sordid mess would never see
the light of day and embarrass The Guild when the case went to trial.”
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“None of her accomplices knew that she was the gang’s mastermind. I gave The Guild, not the
police, the incriminating evidence of Helmsley’s involvement in this sordid mess. I’m the only
loose end.”
“A sandman is never a loose end, Miss Kane.” Klause pauses then continues. “This morning, I
turned in the evidence you gave us about Helmsley to the authorities. The full extent of her
involvement will be made public at the trial.”
“All’s well that ends well. Full disclosure pulls the rug from underneath the feet of all but the
most ardent conspiracy theorists.”
“You knew that I would turn in the evidence to the police, didn’t you?”
“Yes,” Mondo answers after a strategic pause.
“You knew from the git go that you wouldn’t be a loose end, didn’t you?”
“Yes,” Mondo answers after an even bigger smile and another strategic pause.
“You played us like a fiddle. You knew that it would look best for us to turn in the evidence
against Helmsley. What better cover up than the old end around. You and you alone decided that it
would be best for all concerned that Helmsley died. Then, you spun the needed damage control.”
“I have no idea what you’re talking about.”
It takes all of his self-control to not lash out at Mondo. He regains his composure somewhat
before he speaks again.
“Be careful what you ask for?”
“Exactly, Inspector General.”
“Thank you, Miss Kane. You have been of great service to The Guild. For the next year that you
are on loan to the library, working in research with Mrs. Smith, I’m sure that you will continue to
make contributions to our most hallowed institution. The SLPD’s temporary loss is our momentary
gain.”
They shake hands, politely. Then, Mondo politely shakes the hand of all of the board members
including Helmsley’s sister. In their gut, they know that Mondo is still playing them, but there’s
nothing that they can do about it, and no way for them to prove it.
Mondo leaves. For one year, The Guild will have exclusive use of The Debra Thing. By
tomorrow morning, a legally binding contract will be in effect that cannot be broken for any reason.
Mondo returns to research. She hangs up her heels and skins in the closet and slips on her tights.
As per her usual routine, she leaves her holster and purse gripping the waistband of her suit’s
miniskirt. The Borg junkie slut goes unarmed and without ID as much as she can get away with.
Mrs. Smith and the girl swap spit. As they French kiss, a tic crawls up Mondo’s leg and attaches
itself to her abdomen in the usual sweet spot. When she goes off-shift she will go dirty and roam
the streets and back alleys with Mrs. Smith.
She has a whole year to ferret out the rest of the guilty parties at her leisure. Four cryptics are still
missing: “Apocrypha 3 – Book 7,” “The Konstrukt War,” “The Religion Wars,” and the rarest of
the four books “A Short Essay on Mars Liberation.” Faeries, in collusion with Food, pursued illgotten gain just like they were Food instead of Saved.
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Mondo’s performance in the Library Review Board was just that, a performance. Everybody in
that room, including Helmsley’s sister was playing a role in the story that she authored, irrespective
of whether they knew it or not, and none of them did; in other words, Mondo was playing them all.
All of the requisite i’s got dotted and t’s got crossed. Now, for the first time in a very long time,
Mondo gets to work her mojo as a serial killer again without any rules whatsoever. This isn’t about
atonement; it’s about the preservation of the race. And, when it comes down to it, that’s what being
a Grimm Reaper is all about. Racial purity, first, last, and always.
When they return to research, Mondo goes clean and pristine, of course. Then, her routine
changes. Mondo trades in her tights for Koo and deborahs. Nude panties. Blonde pubic hair. And, a
very short skirt. Wow!
Her next change is even more jaw dropping. She doesn’t banish the tic!
“So. You know?” Mrs. Smith asks Mondo rhetorically.
“Yes.”
“How long have you known?”
“Not long.”
Mrs. Smith moves behind the girl and begins stroking her hair.
“It’s not that I’ve grown tired of you in the tights, it’s just that I’ve grown to like you better this
way, Miss Debra.”
“Your kind doesn’t need Opticals to read any of the cryptics here. I need you to teach me how to
do the same.”
“Then you intend for my tics to be your ROKR?” The worm asks this second rhetorical question
with a smile. It “degrades” into its native form.
“In lieu of the real thing, I wish to assimilate them.”
“Obviously.”
“But. I need your help to do so.”
“What do I get?”
“You get me.”
“But. I already have you. You are my cow, remember?”
“I’m also your mate.” Mondo reluctantly states the obvious again.
“That you are.”
“And, I’m your goddess.”
“Yes.”
Mondo turns around to face the blood-sucking leech. She’s Borg. She’s The Debra Thing. And,
as The Debra Thing, she’s Scum to boot.
“Then, you’re right. I have nothing to offer you that you do not already have.”
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There’s an awkward pregnant pause before the creature speaks.
“Please, purse your sternns, Miss Debra.”
Mondo does as she’s told and sits down at the reading table. Mrs. Smith places one of the more
obscure tomes upon the table in front of Mondo. The book is obscure and it’s written in Goon, but
it’s not cryptic.
“I don’t need glasses to read this. I can read and write Goon; I could when I was Food. I need you
to teach me how to read cryptics without Opticals.”
“I’m a dumb beast. I’m not deaf. I heard you the first time. Now, read it Miss Debra.”
Mondo reads the book from cover to cover.
“Now. Please, put your sternns back on and read the book again. Miss Debra.”
Mrs. Smith activates the tic remotely. Mondo reads the book from cover to cover. Much to her
surprise, Mondo finds hidden in this non-cryptic. The Guild has hidden in regular books!
“Please, purse your sternns, Miss Debra, and read the book again.”
Mondo purses her sternns. The tic wears her. Now, when she reads the book she can see covert
and overt just like she could when she was wearing her sternns and the parasite was actively
feeding. Unfortunately, the tic burns out before she’s a third of her way through the book. Waste
not want not, Mondo eats the tic.
“Failure.”
“Not quite, Miss Debra.”
“How so? This book isn’t even cryptic, I didn’t come close to finish reading it, and I used up a
tic. I need multiple tics activated by you in a detached fashion to finish a cryptic.”
“You need more tics than could be produced in several spawnings to read the least voluminous
cryptic.”
“Like, I said, failure. Detached doesn’t cut it.”
“There’s another way.”
“As in?”
That’s when the thong that Mondo is wearing wears her. More accurately, that’s when Mrs.
Smith wears our Miss Kane. The nude panties are Borg tech that’s been coerced into a Cooch
extension. It’s as if the lip-readers were a Cooch that’s been permanently locked into the captive
form of a very skimpy thong.
In other words, the lip-readers that the girl inherited from her prostitute predecessor Helen are an
extension of Mrs. Smith. It’s called an RKO. And, it’s the preferred mechanism used by a Cooch to
wear its cow.
Mondo utters a bloodcurdling shriek. She trashes about violently. And, then she just sits there.
She’s stone cold. She’s blank. She’s Cooch.
“Please, read the book, Miss Debra.”
The Debra Thing reads the book from cover to cover.
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“You keep the secrets of many people. Now, you will keep the secret of my kind. When I’m
wearing you, you’re Cooch. Now, you are truly my mate. Because, the only way for something to
really be the mate of a Cooch is for that something to be a Cooch themselves. I did this to Helen the
same way I’m doing this to you, but she was human and as such she burnt out. You, on the other
hand, are a demon. You will never burn out. You will be my mate forever. So, you see Miss Debra,
you did have something to offer me that I didn’t have before. I’d never worn you before. I could
see myself wearing you all the time.”
Outwardly, the girl is Mondo Kane. Inwardly, she’s Cooch. In words, she’s Miss Debra, Miss
Debra Thing, The Debra Thing.
Mrs. Smith stops wearing the girl. She ceases to be Cooch.
Mondo swoons in the chair. Mrs. Smith licks all over her limp body. Mondo comes to after a
while slumped in the chair. Mrs. Smith is still licking her.
“Another, book, please,” Mondo directs the worm. She’s still somewhat out of it though.
“Another, it shall be. We’ll practice on the regular ones first. Then, when you’re ready, we’ll
graduate to the cryptics.”
“Sounds like a plan.”
The Id part of her likes it when her panties wear her, because, her Id likes it when she’s Cooch.
Her Id likes being Cooch as much as it likes being Borg. Inwardly, her obsessive compulsive
penchant for what are Cooch and Borg remain undiminished fixations!
“Enjoy me wearing you. It won’t last. By tomorrow you will assimilate the panties and they will
become your RKO.”
“So, by this time tomorrow, I’ll be sentient when I’m worn?”
“You will assimilate in the fashion of a demon not the Borg. As such, you will be yourself when
the panties wear you, you be Mondo Kane, not The Debra Thing. But, you will still be Cooch when
the panties wear you.”
“Bullshit.”
“Which part of it?”
“I’ll be The Debra Thing when I’m worn. I won’t be sentient, it’ll just seem like I am. Just like
you seem to be sentient, but in reality you’re not. You are a dumb animal. Ergo, I too will be a
dumb animal when I’m worn. I’ll just look like Mondo. I’ll be Mondo in name only.”
“You’re such a smart, pretty girl.”
“The Debra Thing was Cooch from the git go wasn’t she?”
“Yes. She just needed an RKO to fulfill her destiny.”
“The RKO wears me. I become Cooch. I become The Debra Thing. But, the RKO is an extension
of me. Ergo, I’m wearing myself.”
“Yes.”
“Things twist and change. The Debra Thing is Harpy when I’m her for my goddess The Thing.
And, now, she’s Cooch for you. But, she’s always Borg. I’m always Borg.”
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“She’s always Borg. Blank is stone cold. Blank is cold, calculating, and disdainful: Very Borg.
Blank easily passes for the “stiff backed” severity of a dominatrix. Blank is a hard, pretty face
that’s otherwise completely devoid of any emotion; a face that’s otherwise completely emotionless,
yet paradoxically it’s a face that’s etched by loathing and disdain thanks to a loathsome mouth:
Hardlooking face. Blank is so severe that when you’re happy and smile, the smile comes off as a
hate-filled sneer. When you’re worn you’re blank and blank is Borg. Your hands will klaw, but
only when they’re idle and then only on occasion even then of course. Klaw is Borg, among other
things. Ink. Knobb. Accent. Third-person.”
“More bullshit from Mrs. Smith.”
“How so?”
“Klaw on occasion when idle is just Borg. Klaw by its lonesome is so many other things.”
“I stand corrected.”
“You know as well as I do that there’ll be no more klaw, no more ink, no more accent, no more
third-person, and no more knobb whatsoever once I assimilate the extension that’s strapping me.”
“My bad. Good catch.”
“Less is more.”
“Yes it is.”
“A Cooch is how she prefers to be worn.”
“Yes it is.”
“You know as well as I do that eventually I’ll outgrow becoming Cooch when I’m worn Miss
Debra. Because, eventually I will assimilate demon instead of Borg. Then, I will be sentient me
when I’m worn Miss Debra. Then again, whether I’m worn or not, Miss Debra and Mondo Kane
are one in the same person?”
“My bad again. You’re correct. You won’t always be Cooch when you’re worn Miss Debra. But,
you won’t be blank.”
“Bullshit again, Mrs. Smith. I’ll go blank whenever I’m worn. Eventually, I’ll be blank when I’m
not being worn. Eventually, I’ll be blank all of the time. It’ll look like pure, unadulterated
dominatrix, but it will be all Borg.”
“Touché. You play the game well, Miss Debra.”
“So do you, Mrs. Smith.”
“Back to the business at hand.”
Mondo’s Cooch wears her again. She ceases to exist and becomes Miss Debra. The girl’s
alcoves, wherever they are, are also coerced by Mondo’s Cooch. As a result the alcoves look even
creepier than before.
Mrs. Smith is plugged into one of the alcoves. Mondo is plugged into the other. She’s blank, but
it easily passes for dominatrix. The girl is pristine. The only time she’s dirty is when she’s dirty.
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As if an alarm clock has gone off, Mondo steps out of the alcove. She licks the filthy, parasite
infested body of Mrs. Smith from head to toe. Mondo doesn’t get dirty, of course. Then, she goes
about her business. Mrs. Smith unplugs itself from the alcove and goes about its business. The
creature is smelly and foul.
Mrs. Smith is dressed like a Hok baglady. Mondo is dressed in skins, high heels, perls, bra, and
panties. SotB holster and SSb purse are gripping the waistband of her skirt.
Sometime during the day, Mondo hangs up her skins and heels in the closet, trading them in for
her mesh tights. Purse is gripping the waistband of her tights; it’s worn SSb, of course. Holster is
gripping the waistband of her tights; it’s worn SotB, of course. Armed to the hilt. ID in spades.
Mrs. Smith is plugged into one of the alcoves. Mondo is asleep on one of the beds. She’s blank,
but it easily passes for dominatrix. The girl is pristine. The only time she’s dirty is when she’s dirty.
As if an alarm clock has gone off, Mondo reanimates. She licks the filthy, parasite infested body
of Mrs. Smith from head to toe. Mondo doesn’t get dirty, of course. Then, she goes about her
business. Mrs. Smith, ODB, old dirty bitch, unplugs itself from the alcove and goes about its
business. The creature is smelly and foul.
Mrs. Smith is dressed like a Hok baglady. Mondo is dressed in skins, high heels, perls, bra, and
panties. SotB holster and SSb purse are gripping the waistband of her skirt.
At no time during the day, does Mondo trade in her skins and heels for her mesh tights. At no
time during her shift does she need to wearing reading glasses to do her job. She’s ODB, one
dapper broad.
Things aren’t quite what the girl thought though. And, the parasite did lie somewhat, which is to
be expected. Whether she’s clean or dirty, Mrs. Smith prefers her in tights. It lied. Mondo got it
wrong.
There are other lies that the parasite told and consequently there are other things that Mondo got
wrong. Mondo will never ever outgrow Cooch when she’s worn Miss Debra. So, it’s not surprising
that she’s never sentient when she’s being worn. Most telling though is that when she’s worn she’s
klaw, accent, third-person, knobb, and inked. Most telling is that when she’s worn, she doesn’t
sleep in a bed she plugs herself into her alcove to recharge. Most telling is that when she’s worn,
she trades in her skins and heels for her mesh tights; additionally, when she’s clean and worn, she
wears a sternka in place of her hype hair and she wears her sternns. Most telling is that when she’s
not being worn she remains the image of WWF Diva Miss Debra. Most telling is her new crotchhigh thigh tattoo; the inking is an inch high, and is easily mistaken for a nasty, generic barbed wire
tattoo that would look right at home on some ten-dollar skank. Her crotcher is black barbed wire
dripping red blood, spelling out the word PROFANITY, which encircles the left thigh at crotch
level, and it’s not the long awaited replacement for her NiS. Nothing can ever replace her NiS.
Clipped to the waistband of her skirt, her small-of-the-back holster is her other tramp stamp and
the strong-side-belt purse is her other crotcher. It’s slang usage that’s been prevalent in the shooter
community for years that’s just now going mainstream. Not surprisingly, it refers to women and it
carries the obvious sexual connotations of sexual promiscuity.
Near end of shift, Mrs. Smith tries Mondo on. Miss Debra trades in her skins and heels for her
tights. Hype hair gives way to sternka. She slips on her sternns. At end of shift the baglady spell
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invokes and Miss Debra becomes ODB one dirty bitch. Sternka gives way to krazed. Sternns get
pursed. Mrs. Smith smears her tits, torso, and bra with entrails. Worn Miss Debra, the girl is inked,
of course. The two Cooch exit research.
Tonight, for the first time, Mrs. Smith is going to take her to a slaver den. This is where Kum
take their cows to be fed upon in earnest by multiple Kum of all species for weeks at a time. Miss
Debra goes there as Cooch and cow. Orgy feedings!
It’s the next morning. Mondo and Mrs. Smith step out of their respective alcoves. For the second
day in a row, the girl goes clean, but she doesn’t trade in her tights for skins and heels. She’s perls,
bra, tights, thong, holster, and purse. She goes about her business rekalling the orgy in the slaver
den the night before.
A new routine ensues. Every night after work, she and Mrs. Smith go to a different slaver den.
During the day, Mrs. Smith will wear her for short periods of time.
There are lies that the demon told and consequently there are things that the parasite got wrong.
She’s outgrown some things. So, it’s not surprising that when she’s worn she’s no longer klaw,
accent, third-person, knobb, or inked. So, it’s not surprising that when she’s clean and worn, she no
longer wears a sternka in place of her hype hair and she no longer wears her sternns. So, in effect,
Mondo Kane and Miss Debra are one in the same person.
She has two looks. She’s perls, bra, tights, thong, holster, and purse. She’s perls, bra, suit, heels,
thong, holster, and purse. With some substitutions and deletions, these are also the two looks of
WWF Diva Miss Debra.
WWF Diva Miss Debra is perls, bra, suit, heels, and thong. WWF Diva Miss Debra is perls, bra,
tails, heels, and thong; the tuxedo tails jacket is worn open. No holster, purse, or tights. Always
heels and bare legs. The revealing split tail tuxedo of look number two, which showcases her
mighty fine ass, is vampiir with CPA sleeves just like the strait of WWF’s Miss Debra. For obvious
reasons, it’s known as a Heidi Fleiss; named after the infamous madam who made it famous. Long,
luscious, bare legs. Long blonde hair. Big tits. Blue eyes. Wow!
Sometime during the day, Mondo expands her second look. She trades in her tights for tails and
heels; the tuxedo tails jacket is worn open. From now on, for look number two, she’ll alternate
wearing tights in place of tails and heels. She clips her purse and holster to the waistband of her
strap which is hanging up in the closet with her strait. From now on, if she isn’t wearing her skirt,
she won’t be wearing her holster or her purse. Tonight, for the first time in a very long time, when
she goes out she’ll be unarmed and without any ID whatsoever. The revealing split tail tuxedo of
look number two, which showcases that mighty fine ass of hers, is vampiir with CPA sleeves just
like her strait. For obvious reasons, it’s known as a Heidi Fleiss; named after the infamous madam
who made it famous. Long, luscious, bare legs. Long blonde hair. Big tits. Blue eyes. Wow!
When they return in the morning, Mondo goes clean and trades in her Heidi Fleiss for her Koo
Stark. Later on she’ll switch and sport outfit number two.
Mrs. Smith also goes clean. In the same closet that Mondo uses, a now clean Mrs. Smith hangs
up its baglady duds. It slips on its Koo, perls, and mules, high heel mules, high heel mules with 6inch stiletto heels. Its Koo has the same mods as Mondo’s, namely a DEBRA skirt and CPA
sleeves. A cigarette purse akin to Mondo’s is gripping the waistband of its brief skirt, but on the
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leftside instead of the right. No bra or panties. It prefers braless and commando. From now on,
whether it’s clean or dirty, it will wear its perls.
Mondo switches her holster back to SSb alongside her purse on the rightside librarian style. More
changes ensue. The girl stays blank. It passes for dominatrix, but it’s Borg through and through.
The two of them go about the business at hand. But, now when Mrs. Smith calls Mondo, Miss
Debra, the girl responds as if she still is Miss Debra!

“In the not-too-distant future, some degenerate scientist
will come out with a line of cyborgs that essentially are
anthropomorphic killing machines.”
Sarah Connors, The Sarah Connors Chronicles
Halfway through the morning, Mondo switches her holster back to SotB. More changes ensue. In
spite of that loathsome mouth of hers, she doesn’t stay blank when she’s not being worn. Ergo, her
look passes for Borg, but it’s dominatrix through and through. And, when Mrs. Smith calls her
Miss Debra, she no longer responds as if she’s still Miss Debra!
A Gnome walks up to the entrance to research. He’s dressed like a plainclothesman, but he’s not
a cop. His name is Fedor, Fedor Emilianenko. He is the undisputed master of Sambo, the Russian
martial art. In the world of MMA, mixed martial arts that combines human and inhuman fighting
disciplines, Fedor is known as the “Last Emperor.” Many consider him to be pound-for-pound the
best MMA fighter in history. He wants Mondo to find his missing daughter who is a Kum addict.
There are two well-dressed Gnomes sporting fedoras with him. Both of them are American
gangsters who have been subcontracted out to the Thieves World, the Russian mafia, by their
American bosses. One is “Machine Gun” Kelley. The other is Verne Miller. Kelley is infamous for
being the undisputed master of the machinegun. He’s quite the famous gangster. The lesser known
Miller is no slouch with a machinegun either.
Kelly and Miller are here to protect the interests of Mark Cuban the flamboyant trillionaire who
owns M-1 Global. M-1 is one of the premier MMA organizations and Fedor is the star attraction of
M-1, its bread and butter fighter. Fedor is also a national hero in Russian. So, when he needs helps,
like he does now, even the Russian underworld offers its assistance free of charge. To hide the
involvement of the Thieves World, the American subcontractors are being used.
In plain sight walking behind the Gnome threesome is a Trog named Nicole Bass. IFBB
professional bodybuilder. Professional wrestler. Television celebrity. Formerly with the WWF.
Nicole Bass is the Largest Woman Bodybuilder in the world today. The muscle bound butch is
obsessed with Miss Debra; the muscle girl has become Mondo’s stalker. She wants desperately to
possess Mondo. She’s wearing a Koo, no bra or panties, high-heel mules, perls, and a cigarette
purse gripping the waistband of her DEBRA skirt. CPA sleeves. Sternns. Sternka.
Nicole waits for the Gnomes to go inside, counts off, and then she enters. She’s not following
them and she has no intention letting them mistake her for a tail. The four of them arriving at the
same destination at the same time is just coincidence.
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She can hear loud voices at the top of the stairs. Nicole ascends the steps slowly. When she
emerges into research she comes face to face with the muscle that was with Fedor. Nicole, looking
every bit like a librarian, walks over to the reading table and acts like she’s tidying up things.
“She was a good girl until she got mixed up with their kind. She had a good job. She had made a
way for herself under the name of Alycia Lane. She’s fallen on hard times thanks to her addiction
to being a Kum’s cow, any Kum.”
“So, the controversial news anchor, formerly of Philadelphia’s CBS-3 TV, is hopelessly addicted
to Kum. I wish I knew that very fetching lass myself. And, since we’re on the subject of hot babes
on TV. Suzy Shuster, the Emmy Award-winning sportscaster, is no slouch either.”
“Degenerate bitch, I need help, not your perversion!”
He starts to close the distance between them, but Mondo waves him off.
“Come any closer and I’ll kill you. I’m quite aware of what you’re capable of, Mr. Emilianenko.”
“They have heat too, you know.”
“I know. They reek of being Mobbed up.”
“I need to run an errand,” Mrs. Smith interjects.
“Of course, Mrs. Smith. I’ll hold down the fort while you’re gone.”
Fedor starts to say something, but Mondo cuts him off with an obscene gesture. She waits until
Mrs. Smith is gone before she says anything.
“Follow it and you’ll find your daughter.”
“What?”
“It’s Kum. And, I’ll bet it’s making a beeline to where it thinks your daughter is. Your
description of her was so juicy that it can’t resist. It has to get a taste.”
“Junkie slut. You’re a cow too.”
“You’re wasting time. Get going before it changes its mind about it letting you tail it. And, that’ll
be fifty fins.”
Fedor throws a wad of bills on the floor in front of her and leaves in a hurry with his bodyguards
in toll. Mondo purses the money and turns her attention to her other guest.
“And, now for you, Ms. Bass.”
“You know me?”
“I recognize you from your stint with the WWF.”
“I need you.”
“As in?”
Nicole unbuttons her strait and shoves one of her hams down her skirt. She licks her crooked
mouth vulgarly.
“I’m all woman too.”
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“Prove it,” Mondo teases. It’s well known from her tenure with the WWF, that the best way to
get Nicole’s goat and be on the receiving end of some extreme punishment is to question her
womanhood. WWF Diva Sable found that out the hard way.
They French kiss. Nicole whips Mondo around and slams her onto the reading table. Books go
every which way. Bass yanks down Mondo’s skirt and panties, and mounts the girl with violent
intent. Mondo likes it real rough, Goon rough. So, this is right up her alley. She decides to rack it
up several notches.
“Are you sure you’re a woman? I think I feel a dick down there, and I don’t mean a strap-on
either,” Mondo questions the bigger woman’s femininity again, hoping for the desired results.
Nicole goes ballistic. Her pent up frustrations and needs explode.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!” Nicole screams out as she caves in Mondo’s forehead. Then, she
proceeds to brutally rape the dead girl.
Mondo wakes up with a splitting headache in a Hag nesting. Her boobs, anus, and vagina are raw
from being manhandled. They feel like they’ve been raped by an ape. Her hands are handcuffed
behind her back. She’s wearing leg irons. Her restraints are hardened, and they are fused shut so her
perls lock picking them is out of the question. Her strait and bra are unfastened. Her skirt and thong
are pulled down around her thighs. Entrails smear her tits, torso, and bra. Her baglady spell has
self-invoked, but she’s sporting sternns and a sternka. Plain meets crazed.
Tics gorge themselves on her. They suck her left cheek, right tit, the back of her hands, her
buttocks, and her abdomen on the leftside below her navel.
A naked, oiled-down Nicole steps from the shadows. Sternns. Sternka. Tics. Entrails smeared tits
and torso. There is a crazed, mindless look in her eyes thanks to a self-inflicted ice pick lobotomy.
The hardened ice pick is still broken off in her head!
“Mine. All mine. Forever.” Nicole drools out as she switches on her and Mondo’s tics.
Mondo goes blank. Then she degenerates even more and switches to mindless Borg drone mode,
so called MBDM. Klaw. Knobb. Accent. Third-person. Inked. In a corner stands a diabolik, and
this trick alcove has Cooch mods!
Nicole lobotomizes Mondo. Breaking off the hardened ice pick in Mondo’s head! Mondo
underestimated Nicole, then again Mondo can afford to. She was just looking for some kicks, but
not this. No one knows where they are, and unless they are found, they’re trapped forever as
mindless lunatic fuckers. Nicole’s fantasy has finally come true! Or, has it?
Mondo comes to herself. She’s clean and her outfit is pristine. The tics that once gorged
themselves upon her are gone. Ink, knobb, third-person, accent, klaw, and MBDM have also gone
bye-bye. Sternns are pursed. Hype hair has replaced sternka. What looks to be the handiwork of
molecular acid has freed her of her handcuffs and leg irons. Her bra and strait are fastened. Her
thong and skirt have been pulled up.
Nicole has been propped up in a corner. Her head has been twisted at an odd angle by a deftly
applied snap of the neck. Ms. Bass is quite dead.
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Mondo walks over and checks the condition of her abductor. Just like she thought. Nicole is
dead, but she’s not dead. Ergo, a broken neck, but not an RTW.
“You sure lucked up,” Fats quips as she steps out of the shadows. “I happened to be in the
neighborhood for some of your good loving and I see that lunk dragging your corpse out of
research. I figured I ought to follow just in case you needed some help.”
“Bullshit.”
“Moi?”
“She’s obsessed with Miss Debra. You put her on to me.”
“And, why would I do such a thing?”
“Kicks.”
“Guilty. You know me so well.”
“And, you know me so well. You knew I’d fall for it. Kicks are how I became Borg. Kicks are
how she got the drop on me and I got an ice pick lobotomy. She’s dead alright, but she’s not dead,
and if this were legit she would be.”
“Go on.”
“You got your rocks off watching her do herself and went into orbit when she did me, you sick
ass perverted bitch. Now, come over here and get what’s coming to you.”
Fats walks over to Mondo. Mondo slaps her hard across the face. Like any Goon, Fats likes it
rough. And, Mondo really knows how to dish it out. No born Goon can do it better than Mondo.
“Take off your clothes!” Mondo rants and raves like a lunatic.
“Yes, Mondo.”
Mondo drops her with a stiff punch to the gut. Fats removes her skins and her mules as Mondo
punches and kicks her.
“You took your good time removing that ice pick from my head. You enjoyed yourself raping a
mindless me, don’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Yes what?”
“Yes, mistress.”
Mondo loses it and caves in the back of Fats’ skull with a piece of rusty lead pipe. She drags
Fats’ corpse over to the filthy bed and rapes the mobster. Afterwards, Mondo plugs herself into the
alcove. The baglady spell self-invokes. Entrails smear her tits, torso, and bra. As a dirty girl, her
torn tight clothes look quite fetching on her. The self-imposed enchantment doesn’t last very long
though. Mondo goes clean; her outfit goes back to being pristine. Shortly after that, the girl unplugs
herself from the alcove. The whole alcove thing has become much the bore for her. She crawls in
bed with Fats and goes to sleep. Goon and Dark cuddle. Nicole is nowhere in sight.
More than Borg or even Kum, she’s most into Goon. She’s an Oreo: She’s Dark on the outside
and Goon on the inside. Fats and Mondo will wallow in the filth and not come up the least bit dirty.
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Of course, if this hadn’t been a set up. And, Nicole had really abducted her on the cheek; she still
could have eventually freed herself from the ice pick lobotomy and turned the tables on Nicole all
by her lonesome just like she did when Mrs. Smith screwed that hardened bolt into her head.
Morning comes much too quickly for the two lovebirds. Fats goes back to Earth. Mondo goes
back to the library. Mrs. Smith is there already. It’s reverted back to its old ways. It’s filthy and
wearing its baglady duds again. When Mondo checks the closet, she notices that the Cooch’s skins
and mules are gone; the creature has done away with them. Mondo trades her skins and heels in for
her tights. She notices that her tails are missing.
“Where are my tails?”
“Nicole took them.”
“And, you didn’t stop her?”
“I had no reason to stop her. Besides, she left these.” Mrs. Smith hands Mondo a pair of ugly
work boots, the kind that are most popular with Goth girls and prostitutes. Mondo slips on the
trendy black leather Goth boots; the boot laces are left fashionably undone.
“So, you’ve gone back to your old way?”
“I wasn’t aware that I had ever left them.”
“Skins. Heels. Perls. Clean. Etc.”
“I kept the perls. The rest was never me.”
The two women kiss. Mondo asks the obvious.
“Prefer me dirty?”
“Always.”
Mondo’s baglady spell self-invokes. With Mrs. Smith here to do the honors, Mondo lets the slug
instead of the BL (baglady spell) smear her tits, torso, and bra with entrails. Last, but not least, one
of Mrs. Smith’s tics crawls up Mondo’s leg and attaches itself to her abdomen in the usual place,
the so called sweet spot.
The two bagladies go about their business manning research. That night, they go out on the town
like always. Only this time, Nicole is following them at a very discreet distance. At no time does
Nicole make contact with Mondo in any way, shape, or form.
When Mondo and Mrs. Smith return in the morning, Mondo makes a beeline for the closet. She
goes clean; her outfit goes pristine. She trades in tights and boots for skins and heels. Her tails are
hanging back up in the closet along with Mrs. Smith’s skins and heels. Mrs. Smith hangs its
baglady duds in the closet. It goes clean and slips on its skins and mules.
“I thought that this wasn’t you, Mrs. Smith?”
“I changed my mind, mistress.”
“Don’t you mean goddess?”
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“I think that it’s best for my continued well-being that I call you what you are as opposed to what
I wish you to be. You are neither goddess nor cow anymore, not that you ever were either to me or
any of my kind for that matter. Dirty pleases us both. Clean and pristine pleases you. So, a
compromise on my part is in order.”
“Like the Borg, you Kum are a collective. You prefer the third-person, don’t you?”
“Yes, we do, mistress.”
“Call me, Miss Debra, from now on. That is who you and your kind see me as?”
“Yes, Miss Debra.”
“Your kind prefers a thick, Prussian accent, don’t you?”
“Yes, Miss Debra.”
“Then, Mrs. Smith, I would prefer that you would use that affectation from now on.”
“Yes, Miss Debra,” The frau answers using its kind’s preferred accent.
“You have another name, don’t you, Mrs. Smith?”
“In Prussian and in German, I’m Frau Köln, Gerta Köln.”
“And, I am Fraulein Debra?”
“Yes, fraulein. But, we prefer to be called Mrs. Smith and we prefer to call you Miss Debra.”
“Then, from now on, I’ll call you Frau Köln. And, you will call me Miss Debra.”
“Yes, Miss Kane.”
“Excellent, Mrs. Smith.”
The two share a laugh and go to the business at hand. Of course, Mrs. Smith loses the accent and
it discards the third-person. The clean, well-dressed Mrs. Smith is the doppelganger of rich,
glamorous, socialite Cindy McCain. This is the rich, white, socialite version of the Cooch that
appeals most to our Miss Kane which is why our favorite Kum has assumed it and will cultivate it
to the nth degree.
Mrs. Smith has that faux-blasé attitude; in other words, that “blank” look. Blank is stone cold.
Blank is cold, calculating, and disdainful: Very much the mindless animal who’s incapable of
sentience. Blank easily passes for the “stiff backed” severity of a dominatrix. Blank is the “stiff
backed” severity of a dominatrix. Blank is a hard, pretty face that’s otherwise completely devoid of
any emotion; a face that’s otherwise completely emotionless, yet paradoxically it’s a face that’s
etched by loathing and disdain thanks to a loathsome mouth: Hardlooking face. Blank is so severe
that when it’s happy and smiles, the smile comes off as a hate-filled sneer. In summation, it’s a
hard, pretty face and that loathsome mouth of its, a mouth you crave to fuck: Its usual 1950s, rich,
white, socialite looks. Blank is not part of their accommodation. Blank is its usual look.
Research has also changed to accommodate the pair’s new accommodation. There’s only one bed
and one alcove now. Although Mondo, Fats, and Mrs. Smith may use the bed for sleeping, fucking,
and everything in between, the alcove is for Mondo’s exclusive use.
She’s always Borg. And, she’s always dominatrix. She has that faux-blasé attitude; in other
words, that “blank” look. Blank is stone cold. Blank is cold, calculating, and disdainful: Very Borg
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and very dominatrix. Blank easily passes for the “stiff backed” severity of a dominatrix. Blank is
the “stiff backed” severity of a dominatrix. Blank is a hard, pretty face that’s otherwise completely
devoid of any emotion; a face that’s otherwise completely emotionless, yet paradoxically it’s a face
that’s etched by loathing and disdain thanks to a loathsome mouth: Hardlooking face. Blank is so
severe that when she’s happy and smiles, the smile comes off as a hate-filled sneer. In summation,
hers is a hard, pretty face and that loathsome mouth of hers, a mouth you crave to fuck: Her usual
1950s movie starlet looks. Blank is not part of their accommodation. Blank is her usual look.
Of course, accommodation or not, the creature lied. It and its kind see Mondo as cow addicted to
Kum. Additionally, it sees Mondo as its goddess. By the end of the workday, it’s back to referring
to her in the past tense. Mondo is called Miss Debra, goddess, and cow by her worshipper and user.
In point of fact, she’s The Debra Thing, the used of Mrs. Smith and the used of her goddess The
Thing.
Of course, their accommodation is a two-way street. When their shift is over, Mrs. Smith hangs
up its skins and heels, goes dirty, and slips on its filthy baglady duds. Mondo trades her skins and
heels for tights and boots, goes dirty, and lets Mrs. Smith smear her tits, torso, and bra with entrails.
That’s when Mondo goes nuts. Blank gives way to depraved. She degenerates into a stark, raving,
mad something Miss Debra with a face ravaged by insanity. The nut job rants and raves. She’s a
mentally ill homeless. She’s stark, raving mad. She utterly depraved. She’s quite MADD, indeed.
The mindless Cooch finds her most fetching.
When Mondo and Mrs. Smith return in the morning, Mondo makes a beeline for the closet. She
goes clean; her outfit goes pristine. She trades in tights and boots for skins and heels. But, she’s not
quite herself yet. She’s not her usual blank.
A hard, pretty face. That loathsome mouth of hers, a mouth you crave to fuck. Her usual 1950s
movie starlet looks, with just a hint of madness in her eyes. Pristine. Squeaky clean. Sexy, with
depraved overtones; the overtones of depravity are very subtle indeed.
Of course, the madness, the depravity, and the Borg enhance the Thing’s attractiveness. No
longer dirty or MADD, but still quite mad and utterly depraved and now very clean. In other words,
she’s PMDD (pretty-MADD).
Mrs. Smith hangs its baglady duds in the closet. It goes clean and slips on its skins and mules. It
about the business at hand. An hour into their shift, Mondo is back to her usual blank. She’s no
longer mad and depraved, but she has fond memories of being MADD and pretty-MADD.
Today marks six months. Game over. It’s time. The alcove and the bed are gone. No more
“recreational” visits from Fats. No more going out at night getting stoned; translation: no more
getting used by Kum. No more costume changes; the closet is off limits. No more dirty. No more
homeless bagladies. From now on, they will be clean; pristine skins and heels. Mrs. Smith is the
glamorous, rich white socialite. Miss Kane is the icy, blonde bombshell. They’re well-to-do Nordic
beauties. It’s raised pinkies when sipping tea and all that Jazz. In other words, no more down and
out.
“Absolutely not, get that fucking abomination out of my home this instant!!!” Vera screams out
at the top of her lungs as she points at Mrs. Smith.
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Gerta says nothing, but her body English says it all. She agrees with her husband one hundred
percent.
Mondo stands her ground.
“It needs a clean place to stay. I live here, so now it lives here.”
“Bullshit! I can kick you out on your can. You’ll be homeless, living on the streets where its kind
belongs.”
“Be reasonable. There are boons that it, user, and I, used, can do for you as mitigation.”
Gerta makes a move to get physical. Then, just like that, Helg waves her off.
“You’re right, of course. This is Guild business. But, the thing stays in your room as much as
possible. And, you don’t fuck it or get used by it under my roof.”
“Agreed.”
Mrs. Smith makes a beeline for Mondo’s room and shuts the door behind it.
“I have a small task for user and used.”
“Of course, Frau Helg.”
“Your utmost discretion must be utilized.”
“Always, Frau Helg.”
What’s telling is the tell, though. Underneath her suit coat, Mondo’s holster is once more
gripping the waistband of her skirt alongside her purse. Of course, SSb is how a librarian wears
their universal. Once more, she’s become the “Innovator of Violence.” Once more, she’s that
“violent girl.”
“I wish you and your creature to retrieve something for me. You’ll get your instructions in the
morning.”
“Very good, Frau Helg,” with that said, Mondo retreats to her room.
Mondo notices a set of perls lying upon nightstand. Mrs. Smith is sitting demurely upon the bed.
It’s staring at the nightstand as if it’s transfixed.
“Are the perls a present or a loaner, Mrs. Smith?”
“Unlike the mundane device that you’re now wearing, the perl necklace in front of you is specific
to a given wearer. Therefore a loaner—mine or someone else’s, would be of no use to you
whatsoever. I grew this one specifically for you. Ergo, it’s a gift, goddess.”
Mondo points at the new set, “So, besides being user specific, tell me how these are more than
just an ordinary set of perls.”
“They’re ROKR which allows you to read cryptic. But, additionally.”
“Yes?”
“You can unmake. You can slice and dice. You can rip others asunder. You are a goddess. You
are my goddess.”
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“So, they’ve been weaponized aka Gen II. Heads and readers, huh?”
“Something like that.”
Mondo can read between the lines. This perl necklace can do more damage than heads or readers.
The question is, how much more damage can the necklace do. What’s not in question is that the
device she’s being given is a Weapon!
“Well, when you put it that way.”
“Make sure that you say the words, so that they activate properly, goddess.”
Mondo removes her perls for the first time in a very long time and places them upon the
nightstand beside Mrs. Smith’s “gift.”
Kane says the words, “Old for new. Destroy the past. Make the future.”
Her perls unmake, crumbling to dust. She slips on her new perl necklace. It feels funny as if there
is something off about it. It feels unclean which means that it’s something much more than a Gen II
unmaker!
The girl feels faint, falls like a sack of potatoes to the floor, and passes out. She comes to herself
stretched out upon the bed. Her strait and bra are unbuttoned. Her holster is gone. Her deborahs are
lying upon the floor.
Naked, except for its perls of course, a horny Mrs. Smith is licking her body. Mondo pushes the
slug off of her and slaps it hard across the face. The creature remains expressionless; its trademark
“blank” look. Mondo fastens her bra and jacket. She puts her shoes back on.
“Where is my holster?”
“You don’t need it anymore. You’re wearing a Weapon.”
“Are the perls you’re wearing trick also?”
“Yes, my goddess.”
“What’s this Weapon of yours called?”
“Trix (tricks).”
“And, when any of your kind is wearing a set of perls, they’re trick?”
The creature’s answer is an inscrutable silence.
Mondo notices that her ink has returned. Tasteless and indiscreet, when exposed. Rendered
tasteful and discreet by their concealment underneath her clothing and the ankle strap of her shoe.
“Time for your first lesson, my goddess.”
Telemetry in the form of holographic targeting imagery and tricorder scans appear in her field of
vision. The trix’s wearer only thinks that the firing solutions and tricorder scans are manifest before
their eyes. In point of fact, the information is relayed directly into their brain, just like the emissions
of the Scan sight of an MPP. Blah!
The girl’s RKO wears her. Mondo digresses into Miss Debra. The Debra Thing unbuttons her
coat and unhooks her bra. She removes her shoes and lies back on the bed. Mrs. Smith goes back to
licking her body, concentrating on her private parts just like before. As the thong “feeds” upon the
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girl it munches off her muff, she goes slick. No more muff for a while, which is very Borg and very
Kum indeed. Slick all by its lonesome is very Borg and very Kum. One of Mrs. Smith’s tics crawls
up her leg and attaches itself to her abdomen. The girl’s hands klaw. Her knobb sprouts from her
neck. She’s back, but it doesn’t last!
Mondo reasserts herself. Worn becomes wearer. Mondo wears the RKO. She shoves off Mrs.
Smith violently. The worm lands with a thump upon the floor, dazed. She rips off the tic and eats it.
Klaw and knobb go bye-bye. But, she stays a slick chick. It’s her muff that’s MIA. She stays inked
though. Wearing her trademark “blank” look; Mondo straddles Mrs. Smith’s waist and lays into it
with a hail of fists. It’s the good old ground and pound.
Then, she just stops, strips down to her panties, bra, and trix, and lies back down upon the bed.
Staring blankly at the ceiling, she’s stiff as a board, arms held rigidly at her sides, legs held just as
rigidly together. Has the girl’s Id betrayed her again? But, if that were true, why no klaw, no knobb,
and why doesn’t Mondo give way to The Debra Thing? Nor, does the girl’s baglady spell selfinvoke. She stays clean and her outfit stays pristine.
Encircling both biceps, right ankle, and left thigh, her barbed wire tattoos give her the appearance
of being stitched together like The Monster, Doctor Frankenstein’s Monster. In more ways than
one, she’s Doctor Frankenstein’s other Monster, The Bride of The Monster.
Mrs. Smith crawls off the floor and back on top of our Miss Kane. It feeds on the girl, but the girl
doesn’t glaze or moog. Mrs. Smith goes back to licking her body, concentrating on her private parts
just like before. It resumes wearing the girl via her RKO, but this is unlike any time before. The girl
remains sentient, totally herself. She’s tapping into the Kums’ collective “consciousness.”
Frau Helg opens the door to Mondo’s room and bursts out into laughter in response to the
outrageous sight which confronts her. She’s hardly surprised that Mondo lied about not doing Mrs.
Smith under her roof.
“Miss Kane, when you finish being ravaged, remember to get your beauty sleep. We have leave
for a place where loose ends are disappeared, and I want you fresh and well rested for the trip.”

“June Wilkinson Photo-Naked As A Jaybird On CouchYOWZA!”
eBay Item number: 350191019242
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Foreword
“The Beautiful People.”
Buxom babes in ass bearing short-shorts and crop tops that barely contain their “talents.”

Angelina Love, Velvet Sky (The original TBP)
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April Hunter
“The redhead pro-wrestler, not the Amazon Red Sonja.”
“The adults, ripped and rendered, just some scraps, gristle, and gnawed bones. But. The clincher
is what’s left of the kid, ate everything, but the kid’s feet,” He eyes Big Nog suspiciously: “Looks
like Goon work, to me.”
“They have car trouble in the middle of desert nowhere. Stranded off to the side of the road, two
women and a kid, three humans, and the adults trust a Goon to help them?”
“We had a cabby done in a fortnight ago just outside of Plum on the East Road, two miles from
Park’s gas station. Eight murders total in a four mile radius.”
“Then I guess you do have a problem. And, it’s not Goon.”
“A Dragon?”
A Drakonian Dragaform – A Drake (Dragon) – Magical powers, immortal, shapeshifter. Scales,
horns, fire breathing. The other gods.
“Yep.”
“I was afraid you’d say that.”
“How many known Dragons in the vicinity?”
“One. She’s on holiday with.” He pauses. “Three of her Wardens from the High Council are
providing her, escort, a security detail.”
“Ancient Mia?”
Ancient Mia – the High Council’s “top dog” who handles contact with other supernatural
powers. (Dragon) – Magical powers, immortal, able to change shape, that sort of thing. Very, very,
very old. Hitler’s chief rival on the Council before he went off to start The Third Reich. An Other
god.
“Yes.”

“Why does God love you better?”
--faerie to its Food
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Book Ten
TBS

(deceptive acronym usage)
The movie, not the cable TV network
“The Big Sleep - - The 1978, Robert Mitchum version”
My favorite version of this Raymond Chandler classic.
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Chapter One
The Maltese Falcon, the 1931 pre-code version
“Miles Archer, Sam Spade, and that Miss Wonderly dame.”
Mondo stands upon the roof of a ruined building and surveys the devastation. Designation E639,
it’s a world of The Dead. And, being an E-class, it’s a “what if” of Earth.
She would feel naked without her holster in spite of the trick perls she’s wearing; old habits die
hard and always for very good reason where this tough-titty broad is concerned. This is why she’s
wearing her “cutting edge” holster underneath her strait gripping the waistband of her skirt in the
back. Her spine aches to be jabbed by her universal configured as a “small of the back” holster,
which is why she craves this configuration. SotB feeds her masochism. Trix renders her universal
superfluous, but only until assimilation.
She’s sporting her skins, heels, purse, bra, and panties. She’s still inked underneath her clothes
and the strap of her shoe so that she can keep her staid day job as a spinster librarian!
Mrs. Smith is standing beside her. It’s wearing its skins, heels, trix, and purse.
Helg and Wulf are also wearing trix. They’re also wearing a Koo Stark, mary-janes, and a
cigarette purse is gripping the waistband of their brief strap. They too are sharing the roof with the
sandman and her “pet.”
Mondo, Mrs. Smith, Helg, and Wulf, look like four bondage-clad secret agents. And, in a very
real sense, they are.
It’s Frau Helg who finally breaks the long silence, “What do you see, Miss Kane?”
“Telemetry shows a lot of them, more than I’ve ever seen at any given time.”
“There are billions of Them. Minus, of course, the thousand or so that we unmade when we first
arrived. It’s the old numbers game. Plus, here the Dead are Sighted. Ergo, they can see ghosts
without the use of an optical device. And, also like us, they can touch a ghost. They can do
everything that we can do. Now, you see why we need the trix?”
No. Not really. But, that just wouldn’t do. ‘Cause, obviously, I’m the obligatory naïve in this
storyline. So. Plot holes be damned. Hell’s bells. Lack of a plot, coherent or otherwise, be damned.
Kick back. Suspend disbelief. Overlook any inconsistencies. Ignore any continuity issues.
Conventional plot and continuity are secondary at best to a surrealist let alone this
“unconventional” director anyways. Forge ahead, leave your mainstream expectations at home,
and enjoy the game for what it is: Your very first David Lynch and his most convoluted since the
seminal “Inland Empire,” which says volumes.
Frau Wulf disappears. That’s right, she just disappears. It’s the smoothest teleportation that
Mondo has ever seen. Only a TARDIS is that smooth! Yep, these perls are really trick.
Now, for the obvious lie, seamlessly mixed in with the truth, spoken in character.
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“Yes, of course, I see the need. These trix are sick. I’ve never seen tech like this in my life. They
can unmake a crowd and unmake individuals within a crowd with target acquisition speed and
precision like I’ve never ever seen before. And, they cannot be blocked! That’s WMD on an
unprecedented scale. By definition, perls are phone, Starfleet tricorder, and lockpick. Being trix, the
necklace is additionally a cloaking device and personal shield generator. They’re ROKR so you can
read cryptic. Still, nothing earth shattering. But, these things are so much more. A phone is just a
teleporter and a comm-link, but additionally these trix as you call them is a TARDIS. Add in the
fact that they can unmake like nothing in the world! That’s way too much capability rolled up into a
single device. These trix are way beyond anything that any sentient being should be allowed to
possess for any reason. This is the punishable by death without chance of resurrection kind of stuff.
So, what I don’t understand is how you all ever got the permission to have ‘em grown for your, our,
use.”
“We never got permission.”
Mondo blurts out: “Huh!”
“Come, come, Miss Kane. You’re a seasoned operator.” Frau Helg flashes a coy smile and a
knowing wink.
“Sorry, won’t happen again.”
But, it will happen again and again and again. I wouldn’t be a good naïve if I didn’t
inadvertently blurt out like that before catching myself.
“We’re covert. Plausible deniability. Need to know. Outsourced black ops. Etc. Etc. Etc.
Officially, no one in the world, not even those in the upper echelons of our Government, has any
knowledge whatsoever of the trix existence. But, if their existence ever became ‘common’
knowledge, our world will never ever be the same again. Everything would unravel. ROE would go
right out the door for all intents and purposes, and would have to be rewritten from scratch. No
place, no one, no when, would ever be safe again. Destroyer of worlds. It would eclipse that leak by
the New York Times about Professor Paradise, the Paradise Project, and the project’s Sanctuary
Stations.”
More lies and no truth, this time. But, why? Nothing can unmake faerie. And, everybody knows it.
Mondo nods toward Mrs. Smith, “So, Frau Helg, how long have you all known that these things,
these slugs, had this kind of tech?”
“Now. That would be telling, Miss Kane. And, as you well know, knowledge is power.”
“How long have they had this technology?”
“Why don’t you just ask the thing, instead of me?” Helg’s question is an obvious taunt with an
even more obvious answer.”
“Because, as you’re so well aware, Mrs. Smith wouldn’t tell me and couldn’t be coerced into
doing so. It’s a thing, not a person. It doesn’t think, it doesn’t remember, it just is. Aside for
collective rekall, so called ‘race’ memory, Kum are complete vanilla when it comes to past events.
All of which makes its kind the perfect technology mules.”
“Exactly, Miss Kane.”
“Let me venture a guess, Frau Helg.”
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“Be my guest, Miss Kane.”
“You’ve known since before The War.”
“Which one? There have been so many.”
“I’m not in the mood for this. Let’s change the subject.”
“Lets.”
Mrs. Smith butts in, “But, that’s so unlike you, goddess.”
“I know, Mrs. Smith.”
“I know how to get you in the mood, goddess.”
Mondo asks the obvious, “How?”
“You can hurt me, if you like, goddess.”
“Not now, maybe later.”
“Okay, goddess.” Mrs. Smith momentarily smiles. Then, it goes blank and silent again.
Mondo turns her attention back to Frau Helg, “So, what do we do?”
“You watch and wait for the signal. It will be in Morse code, of course.”
“Of course.”
“That’s my girl.” And, with that said, Frau Helg disappears.
Mondo notices movement toward their position of concealment. It’s obvious, that in spite of
being ghosted, the Dead can track them. The Dead are relentless and they’re overdriven; the living
don’t stand a chance on this planet.
Time to be naïve, again.
“Fuck, they can track us!”
“Yes, my goddess.”
“Shit!”
“Quite so, my goddess.”
“And, they’re always overdriven?”
“Always.”
“So it’s eat or be eaten?”
“Exactly.”
That’s when her trix inform her that they are no longer being remotely viewed. Her response is
quite predictable. One of Mrs. Smith’s tics crawls up her leg and attaches itself to her abdomen
underneath her strait. Hands klaw. Well concealed by her golden tresses, her knobb sprouts from
the rightside of her neck. The tic begins to actively feed, but the girl stays herself. Then again, Mrs.
Smith is wearing her, via her RKO of course, and she’s still herself. As has been noted so many
times before, if Mondo couldn’t put business before pleasure, she would have been tartare a long
time ago.
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“I presume that teleportation via trix is instantaneous and without a range limit.”
Instead of accent and third-person, all emotion drains from the girl’s voice. Her voice is now as
emotionless as her face. Blank voice. Blank face. In other words, the girl is “cold.” Mondo is free
to express herself as a drone again. Drone is her preference, of course. But, make no mistake about
it; this girl is never a mindless automaton. Although, she’s not a mindless automaton, she’s always
an automaton nonetheless. Blank is her old Borg; it’s also her old dominatrix. So, on one hand, this
is not S&M whatsoever. It’s all about Machine! And, on the other hand, this is not Machine
whatsoever. It’s all about S&M!
“That is correct, goddess. Also, there is no range limit for the trix’s comm-link. So, we will never
be out of communication with the demons.”
Instead of accent and third-person, all emotion drains from the thing’s voice. Its voice is now as
emotionless as its face. Blank voice. Blank face. In other words, the thing is “cold.” The creature is
glad to be able to dispense with this entire pretense. In other words, it’s free to express itself as a
drone again. But, make no mistake about it; this thing is always a mindless automaton. This is not
Machine whatsoever. It’s all about Kum!
The expected Morse code signal is received by the drones. The teleportation coordinates are in
five dimensions!
“We go now.”
“Yes, goddess.”
Mondo plugs into the Kollective, the Kum collective. She, effectively, becomes an it. In point of
fact, she’s as close to being a thing as you can get and still be a person. But, in spite of this
affectation, she’s still a person, she’s not a thing. And, she’s still very much herself.
Mrs. Smith licks its mate’s knobb. They hold hands and disappear.
Miles away, someone else wants to possess the drone Mondo. Once, she was a famous, rich,
glamorous somebody. Now, the former high society celeb is just another ronin, and she’s rabid.
She’s a homeless baglady pushing a shopping cart which contains all of her worldly possessions.
More ominously, her brains are so scrambled that you’d swear that she’s a decommissioned Borg
Queen, hence the aforementioned comment about her being rabid.
Although, she’s not Borg, nor has she ever has been Borg, she has the signs of being one. Klaw.
Knobb, on the leftside of her neck just like a Borg Queen. Third-person. Accent, the thick, Prussian
accent. Ink, the very same tattoos that Mondo sports which in itself is prophetic. But, she’s not
Borg nor is she a worshipper of The Thing; she’s just mental with an obsession for the Borg drone
Mondo Kane, which explains why she’s got the signs. Ergo, she’s not Machine. But. It’s not just
about being merely an insane stalker. She’s way beyond being just a totally insane fan. She’s the
“real” thing. She’s just plain dirty!
Needless to say, for those who are susceptible like herself, this lifestyle is extremely contagious
and incurable. This filthy wretch, who was once a well-connected socialite, craves this way of life.
She’s only lacking a mate to make it complete.
“Tell us about her.” The loathsome, sour-faced, unwashed, old biddy has a shrew’s grating
chalkboard voice; a voice that exudes loathing and disdain.
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“A harsh, pretty face with a loathsome mouth that you crave to fuck. A harsh, ugly voice, a
shrew’s voice; the loathsome voice of that hatefilled something known as a dominatrix. Slim hips.
A tight ass; a tight, ripe ass; a tight, ripe, white ass: a flat, pancake ass. Long legs: long, creamywhite legs. Huge knockers: bubble tits pneumatic boobies. Smooth, creamy-white skin; creamywhite perfection. Long, blonde hair. Blue eyes. And, last, but surely not least, the harsh, severe,
sexy affectations, walk, and mannerisms of a dominatrix: Their severity, that sexy “stiff backed”
severity, severity befitting a Borg automaton or a dominatrix.”
The fifty-something Kay Starr, real name Kaye Maxfield Starr, is carrying on this very heated
conversation with herself. Unkempt hair. Filthy. Parasite infested. Head lice, fleas, and crabs.
Entrails smear her tits and torso. Scum covered teeth. Hot, fetid breath. Her cannibal baglady
wardrobe consists of black pro-wrestling fishnet tights, old beat-up work boots that look like they
were stolen off of Frankenstein’s monster, a fake fur overcoat, a slip, rubber panties, trix, and a bra
made from a mismatched pair of black severed hands.
Unlike the snakeskin miniskirt of Mondo’s business suit, her mini-length half-slip is a skinner;
also, unlike Mondo’s plain strap, the Harpy’s slip is pleated like the “so-short” uniform skirt of a
naughty parochial schoolgirl.
Like all skinners, this skinner is stiff, greasy, and made from uncured human skin, hence the
name, skinner. Like all skinners, longitudinal and latitudinal suture “scars” are molded into said
skinner. The scars would look right at home on Dr. Frankenstein’s Monster. Shades of lipstik, that
jagged scarification that is goddess Kali’s trademark script. These raised, crosshatched scars give
the illusion that a skinner has been pieced together just like The Monster. Shades of the crudely
stitched together cannibal skins that are worn by Kali’s Belongings. A skinner is in fact always one
piece!
Worn underneath her mesh hose, her fleshtone panties are the scale mail version of the slick
thong that Mondo is wearing. Scale armour (armor), Lorica squamata, Jazerant, Jazeraint or Leaf
Mail sometimes erroneously called scale mail, her scaly thong looks like it consists of many small
scales attached to a backing material; in point of fact, it’s one-piece, living armor just like
Mondo’s. And, if you look very closely at the crotch of the scale mail you can make out the face of
a Cooch in native form; that monstrous face that looks like a hideous parody of a woman’s face.
That’s why the scale mail thong is also known as face panties. Her torn, ragged clothes are so dirty,
they’re stiff. They also stink like she does. Meat gone bad, smells better than Kay and her duds:
Her body odor is sour, strong, and overpowering—stomach turning. She hasn’t bathed in decades.
Starr’s shoulder-length cockroach-infested geriatric hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails.
Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filth-ingrained skin; skin that’s ashyblack in places.
She’s wearing a mask made from some girl’s face, the “wholesome” face of the proverbial girl
next door. Underneath the face mask, she’s sporting mopp, that dreadful “pancake” makeup
favored world-wide by bagladies. This is what has become of the legendary female vocalist when
she fell off the map. She’s anything but stoic. Then again, she’s not a drone. Madness fills her blue
eyes. Insanity ravages her face. She rants and raves as if she’s a lunatic in the padded cell of an
insane asylum wearing only a straitjacket. Ms. Starr, of course, is a Harpy.
“Excellent.”
“Then, we’re all agreed that Precious must possess her.”
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“Ours. All ours.”
“Whore. Slut. Yes, that’s the one. We’ll call her Slut, cause she’s our junkie slut whore, a junkie
addicted to the life just like we are.”
Kay is dirty in a world tailor made for her and others like her to indulge their filthy habit to its
fullest!
Mondo and Mrs. Smith reappear in the library no longer holding hands! They go solid. Borg
shields envelope them. They are standing in the middle of a conjuring circle.
Seemingly, out of nowhere, the Dead swam them. The drones dispense with them easily. Nothing
of their attackers but dust is left when they finish.
An abomination descends the main stairs from the upper level. It looks like someone that Mondo
once knew. It looks just like Dame Julia. It’s a “real” thing, a “living” machine, and it’s been
waiting here patiently for this day of reckoning. Its name is “Living Hell.” The avatar is naked
except for a set of trix.
Hell stops at the foot of the stairs and beckons to the two drones. As Mondo walks closer to
Dame Julia’s creation, she more or less changes back to her old self much to Mrs. Smith’s chagrin.
Knobb and klaw go bye-bye. Her ink also disappears. She removes the tic and eats it. Her muff
returns. But, her hard, pretty face and harsh, ugly voice remain blank. Mrs. Smith follows its
goddess’ lead. The almost total lack of outward “signs” notwithstanding, they remain drones.
“Welcome, Mondo. And, I see you’ve brought a friend. Excellent. And, I see that it’s one of our
mules. Double excellent. Her kind proved invaluable in developing the Weapon. They’re quite
adept at growing them. It’s their cash crop, so to speak. And, they continue to develop new and
improved strains as part of an ongoing process improvement that spans millennia. All of the trix are
telepathically linked, so as soon as upgrades come off the assembly line all past and present
iterations get upgraded no matter where they are. ”
“The slugs test various prototypes, as well as numerous production versions, upon the inhabitants
of this planet?”
“Exactly.”
“Upon both the living and the Dead?”
“Yes.”
“Additionally, they bring test subjects here from our world?”
“Yes.”
“Living and undead?”
“Yes.”
Telemetry indicates movement toward their position. The trio ascends the stairs to the upper
level. The Dead don’t follow. Once upstairs, Mrs. Smith takes a position at the top of the stairs.
Mondo switches off her personal shields and follows Hell deep into the decaying recesses of the
library. They enter a reading room and Hell closes the doors behind them. A Borg alcove, that has
been Cooched, has assimilated a corner of the room.
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“Why don’t you ask the obvious, Miss Kane?”
“Don’t need to know.”
Additionally, Mondo shrugs her shoulders and acts totally disinterested. She is in fact totally
disinterested. It’s the “prudent” response that Hell was expecting. The girl is everything that its
superiors told it that she would be and then some.
“Very good, grasshopper,” Hell responds in a mock Oriental tone which briefly brings a smile to
Mondo’s face. It changes the subject.
“Did you know that my creator coveted you for her wife?”
“I know.”
“In time, she would have made you. And, once made, she would have married you.”
“I know.”
“Even back then, when you were Food, you were a drone. You were her drone.”
“And, she was my goddess. I worshipped her like none other. I still do.”
“Quite so.”
“You have another goddess now?”
“Yes. I worship The Thing.”
“Excellent choice.”
“I think so.”
“You can ask the other question.”
“I noticed that the teleportation coordinates were in five dimensions. So. This is a Sanctuary
Station, isn’t it?”
“You do have a first rate mind. I see now why my creator coveted you so very much.”
“Bullshit. She just wanted to fuck me, same as Most, and that had nothing to do with my mind.”
“There was a war, one side or the other or maybe even both sides loosed the Plague. She left me
here to finish the grand experiment. But, she could not harvest the results because of the Dead.
How ironic that the very ingredient which made her WMD possible also prevented her from getting
her hands upon said WMD. By the time I had developed the Weapon to the point where it allowed
us to come and go as we pleased, my creator Dame Julia was of course dead.”
“Biogenic warfare erupts upon a human world. Opportunist that she was, Dame Julia took
advantage of the resulting Holocaust with the intent of developing the ultimate weapon,” Mondo
regurgitates what the creature has already told her. A look of unfettered carnality momentarily
paints her face.
“Yes. The uninfected humans, and the Dead who resulted from infected humans, provided the
perfect test subjects and this world provided the perfect world for secret weapons testing. No rules
whatsoever. An unlimited budget from private industry. Atrocities galore,” Hell reiterates itself
with the intent of turning Mondo on even more. It too wants to fuck the girl. This is something that
its creator never got the chance to do.
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Mondo starts to get wet between the legs. Hell can smell the girl. Miss Kane is getting turned on
by the whole obscenity of it all. Her thong finally catches up; her nether regions go back to being
dry, pristine, and unscented. Her thong munches off her muff, and her muff grows right back. She’s
decided to stay pubic for the duration, and her thong obliges by desisting its culinary activities.
“And, it’s your duty, sandman, to put an end to all of this. These profane illuminati must be
destroyed.”
“Duly noted.”
“You like it here don’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Good.”
“So. Helg and Wulf are in on it, aren’t they? They’re part of this secret society of yours?”
“Yes.”
“Two of Dame Julia’s old Nazi buddies from The War?”
“More like two of her most gifted students from The Before Time. The third has yet to arrive.”
“Who?”
“Later on this evening, Doctor Professor Edith ‘Eddy’ Frankenstein will arrive on this planet with
her Monster. She’s the third and final member of the B’nai B’rith.”
“B’nai B’rith my ass. This is, this is the Bohemian Girl’s Club.”
“Fables on the internet.”
“Bullshit. This is the truth, hidden in plain sight.”
“Now. That’s the spirit, Miss Kane. You play the game well.”
“Thank you.”
“The next move is yours.”
“How about. There was no war. Or, if there was a war, neither side loosed the Plague. Truth is, it
was Dame Julia who did all of this by her lonesome. She’s the one who loosed the Plague with the
intent of developing the ultimate weapon.”
“The conspiracy theorists would love that one. Then again. I’m biased.”
There’s a fourth possibility. And, it’s the most likely scenario. But, I’d rather keep my head, so
mums the word.
This whole game reeks spook. I prefer a nice, straightforward Mob hit instead of this convoluted
shit any day of the week. But, my likes and dislikes are irrelevant, of course. My expertise is needed
in the here and now. In the “white world,” the Military is the hammer; in the “black world,” we’re
the scalpel.
Every day, our Government violates the sovereignty of foreign nations all in the unholy name of
its own national interest and its own precious national security. This clandestine is one such
incursion. And, now I’m up to my baby blues in it.
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Dame Julia and I used to do “favors” for our Government; we ran “errands” for Gretchen
Shappert back when Gretchen was the director of the Office of Scientific Intelligence the other OSI.
So, it isn’t like I’m a virgin to any of this.
“Dame Gretchen Shappert.”
“What was that, Miss Kane?”
“Dame Gretchen Shappert, United States Attorney for the Western District of North Carolina.”
“I’m the avatar of Dame Julia. I’m a machine, not a real person.”
“Whatever you say, Dame Shappert.”
“Dame Shappert is a person, not an it like me. Besides, I don’t even look like her.”
“My bad.”
“No problem. Now, that you’ve proven yourself to my satisfaction. Show me just how smart you
really are. Now, you can ask the obvious. No, strike that. Now you can state the obvious.”
“This whole illuminati shit is just that, bullshit. It’s a cover just in case things don’t go the right
way. It’s always about plausible deniability. And, it’s never wise to poke too deeply.”
“What about the Weapon? Is its point of origin all bullshit too?”
As for the adders, the truth is that these trix are most likely the handiwork of either Sarbanes
Oxley or Bain de Soleil or both. They’re the defense contractors that produce weapon systems used
by operatives of our Government on body jobs, weapons that cannot be traced back to their origin
of manufacture. Within the intelligence community, it’s a well-known fact that Kum are their
exclusive proxies. Ergo, worm tech my ass, muther fucker. And, again, that’s speculation that I
have no intent of vocalizing.
Mondo deftly sidesteps the direct question with an indirect answer, “That’s above my pay grade.”
“Is it?”
“Yes.”
“Good answer. We’re going to get along famously.”
“Do I get to keep them?”
“Of course. Think of the perls as a gift from your dear old Uncle Sam. Albeit, a rogue element.”
“Do I get to keep Mrs. Smith?”
“Same deal as the trix.”
“I’ll drink to that.”
“Be my guest.”
“Would you care to join me imbibing?”
“Maybe later. I don’t like to drink on Company time.”
Company time: Oblique confirmation that this is CIA. So this is the fourth scenario. Good thing I
kept my mouth shut; loose lips sink ships and the Company plays for keeps. And, with this being a
Sanctuary Station, the O.S.I.R. is also involved. With me being on loan to Scientific, I’m not only
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here to lend my expertise, I’m here to “protect” their interests. So, not only do I have to deal with
spook shit, I have to deal with interagency spook politics.
“So, this Station was created within the context of an existing edifice?”
“Yes, smart girl. The library was already here. And, with this being a Station, we can’t teleport
between rooms or do spooks.”
“Where’s the lab?”
“In the subbasement.”
“I’d like to see it.”
“Lets.”
Of course, this isn’t regular CIA. It’s far more spook than that. This is the other Scientific, the
OSI; the Government’s, not the Church’s, of course. Hence Hell’s “rogue element” reference.
The Office of Scientific Intelligence’s existence isn’t public knowledge. Eisenhower started it in
1959; technically they’re an offshoot of the CIA that was incorporated into The Directorate, the
Directorate of Science & Technology, in 1963. But, the “old man,” whoever that he or she is at the
time, always runs it like their own private dictatorship.
“By the way, who’s the ‘old man’ these days?”
“As far as you’re concerned, I’m the ‘old man.’”
“Fair enough.”
Mondo falls in line behind the machine. Mrs. Smith says nothing as they walk past it and descend
the stairway to mezzanine where Mondo and Mrs. Smith materialized. No Dead attack. Mondo and
Hell descend another set of stairs into the bowels of the building.
She’s so deliciously stoic, just like a Machine is supposed to be. A face totally devoid of emotion;
a hard, pretty face that’s ravaged by that loathsome mouth of hers, that mouth made for fucking
and sucking. The large, ugly mouth exudes loathing and disdain. A cold, calculating voice; a voice
totally devoid of emotion that comes off as harsh and ugly and by doing so also exudes loathing
and disdain. And, of course, there’s that loathsome edge to her otherwise emotionless voice that
bespeaks Borg; it comes off as vulgar and dominatrix when she does it, though. And, last, but
surely not least, the harsh, severe, sexy affectations, walk, and mannerisms of a dominatrix: Their
severity, that sexy “stiff backed” severity, severity befitting a Borg automaton or a dominatrix. This
drone I possess will enjoy worshipping her new god The Machine. I know that she’s not machine,
but she’s sadomasochist nonetheless and that’s all that matters to her new god The Machine.
Hell admires its newest possession via the building’s scanners which it’s “jacked” into via its
perls. The scanners allow it to visually caress the girl even though Mondo is walking behind it. The
scanners allow it to monitor the interior of the library and likewise monitor the outside of the
library for a two block radius.
As if in response to all of this attention, Mondo momentarily digresses. Then, she’s right back to
the status quo. Blank face. Blank voice. No emotion whatsoever. A Machine. A drone no longer
marked as such. Ergo, she’s “cold.” A cold look. Nasty. Nasty. Nasty. Marked or not, that cold look
is a constant.
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Back at its sentry position, still linked to Mondo via the Kollective, the mindless Mrs. Smith
follows its goddess’ lead and it also relapses for a split second. Then, it too is right back to the
status quo. A Kum. A drone no longer marked as such again. A “cold” look. Etc. Etc. Etc. Marked
or not, that cold look is a constant.
Kay is buck naked, except for her hand bra, support stockings, scale mail, and trix. The mesh
hose are worn over her scale mail. Clothing and mask are placed in the shopping cart along with
her mate’s new matching cannibal baglady wardrobe. She and Mondo will soon be dressed just
alike. Soon, Mondo will be a cannibal headhunter baglady just like her.
Up until now, a queen without a collective. She’s just dirty and thus mental. She has long craved
for this day when her mate can be with her and be just like her. But, she’s patient. She’s waited this
long. She can wait a little while longer.
Ms. Starr leaves her shopping cart by the back entrance and enters the library. She dusted the
Dead who dared to challenge her in the alley. None will stop her from claiming what is rightfully
hers. She “felt” the girl’s relapse and she “felt” the girl’s return back to status quo, and it makes her
pussy sopping wet.
Hell has decided to use the girl for some extensive field testing of the new Betas. It’ll pair her
with the up till now elusive Ms. Starr. No coercion whatsoever will be needed. It “beams” this
“notion” into Mondo’s mind. Now, that is balls, big, brass, ones!
Mondo has other plans, plans that don’t involve being some dirty girl weapon’s tester let alone
someone’s pawn in a spook gambit. But, she doesn’t get a chance to stew too much. Because, in the
expression of its “needs,” Hell gives away more than it intends. Sometimes, it’s better to be lucky
than good, and this is definitely one of those sometimes. The death dealer Mondo Kane formulates
a quickie of her own.
As they enter the lab, Dead swarm them from every which way. It’s an ambush! But, Mondo is
no easy mark. Nor, has she been caught off guard thanks to Hell’s leak. She puts her plan into
action. Mondo rips off her trix. Holding what’s left of her perl necklace, she ghosts into a nearby
wall.
When she yanked off her necklace, perl beads from her necklace went every which way. Those
loose perls from said necklace unmade themselves.
An enraged Helg and Wulf step out of cloaked nowhere. And, they are clearly in control of the
Dead!
“Where is she?”
“Fuck, the bitch is gone!”
“She’s given us the slip, but how?”
“I can’t track her and neither can these Dead fuckers!”
Wulf goes off the deep end, stops talking, and just starts smashing stuff with her fists. When Helg
calms down enough to direct Hell to “find” the girl, Hell deactivates!
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Mondo moves effortless through the walls, positioning herself for the bushwhack. Her trick gun
rig straps itself on underneath her strait. Old dependable was in her universal. The conventional is
loaded, but not just with her Hogs. In the manner of a law enforcement officer with the Mars Police
Force or the Federal Protection Service, her Kendo has been seamlessly incorporated into her Wahl.
Hidey hole!
Bingo. Just like I thought. The trix are tainted, that’s how a ghosted can be tracked when
wearing one. Tainting also explains a lot of other things. I’ve got to give it to them, these two dyke
bitches are in complete control and totally underhanded. They compromised the entire shebang.
Too bad for them that I’m old school. Fats drilled old school into to me, bless her heart. Wager
number two: A trix can’t jam my purse, and a trix can’t jam a next gen universal like mine. Like my
purse and my Wahl, my next gen universal is a homunculus. Being a homunculus is why a next gen
cannot be jammed.

“She was my first choice, but others had their proverbial
hooks in her already and they weren’t the type of people
who dicker.”
The Bone Lady, from “Conan #39”
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Feral
“The bitch is back!”

Conan Bust: Janissa the Widowmaker
By: Dark Horse/Sculpted by Tony Cipriano
Genre: Fantasy, Action/Adventure
Features: 25 Desktops, 3 Ecomics, 1 Game, 4 Qtvrs, See all 33 Downloads
One of the strongest characters of heroic fiction is back with a vengeance-Conan! One of
Conan’s most exotic adversaries is the ferocious female warrior Janissa.
Her skills were honed in a nightmare ordeal of training under the sadistic direction of the
mysterious “Bone Lady,” who is pictured on the base.
Sculptor Tony Cipriano, well-known for many projects for Dark Horse and others, has looked to
illustrator Cary Nord’s art for his inspiration. Exacting in its detail and ornamentation, a whirl with
weaponry and animation, this piece brings forward a sculptural interpretation of the “fatal beauty”
that delivers the goods. And then some.
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Chapter Two
The Bone Woman
“She was never mine to mold, until now.”
Using her Kollective link with Mrs. Smith, Mondo directs the worm to leave its trix on the
balcony, ghost, and go deliver a message to Fats. The message is simple: I need help; come,
posthaste with BFGs!
Helen Nash, one of the new girls, enters Fats’ office. The young mobster is dressed to the nines.
“Fats.”
“Yes, Helen?”
“Chief, we’ve got one of those things in inhuman disguise in reception. It’s got a message for
your eyes only.”
Routine scans, which are done discreetly on every visitor, revealed the very clever deception
afoot. It’s not just Food and heathen extraterrestrials that Kum can fool. When they pose as
inhumans, inhumans also can’t tell that it’s just one of those worms pretending.
“From whom?”
“It won’t say. It’ll only give the message to you.”
“You don’t say, huh.”
“Shall I send it in?”
“Why not. I can always eat it if it tries to pull a fast one. And, Helen.”
“Yes, Chief?”
“If I’ve told you once, I’ve told you a million times, stop calling me Chief!”
“Yes, Chief.”
“Send the thing in.”
“Okey dokey, Fats,” Helen, a Hulk, flashes a sheepish grin. Moments later, she enters with Mrs.
Smith in tow.
“Leave us alone, Helen.”
“But, boss.”
“No buts. The day I can’t handle a worm is the day you all need to have me as the main course.”
Helen leaves.
“Talk, slug.”
“My goddess Mondo told me to get you. You have big fucking guns?”
“Plenty.”
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“Then, we must go.”
Meanwhile, back on the Dead world.
“Find her, you dumb ass Dead! She can’t get out of the room!” Helg screams out.
Meanwhile, blocks away, Fats and a very large, well-armed contingent of her crew materialize on
the planet. Mrs. Smith leads the way. The Dead attack, and they get wasted. The Goons, being
Goon as well as being Mob, are having a ball at the expense of the Dead!
In the midst of all of this, geographically separate from Mondo’s and Fats’ locations, a lone
Arabian woman materializes on this forsaken planet. The Arab Crone has come to claim what is
rightfully hers. Over time she has come to be called by many names. But, she’s best known by two
of them: Bone Woman and Bone Lady. Dame Julia knew her by the fore and the latter, and Dame
Julia also knew her by her “real” name. Few people alive know that name.
This horny, forty-something spinster, this “old maid” with the deep, raspy voice and thick,
Middle Eastern accent, this staid, lecherous Crone who looks anything but staid, this “bizarre life”
shrew who is the Bone Woman, this slut bitch who also has designs on the girl, this gore whore
who craves clean like a Mok craves the filthy, this total sleazebag who craves filthy like a Mok!
The Bone Woman is wearing a black abaya. Lush, shoulder-length black hair; black, not
geriatric, because she’s Arabian. Loathsome mouth. Trix. The expected cigarette purse is strapped
to the outside of her right thigh, as is tradition. And, most telling, undergarments that are almost
identical to Mondo’s: a wunder bra that’s bright red instead of black and slick fleshtone rubber
panties. Otherwise, she’s naked underneath her abaya. Just miles and miles of flawless, creamy
white flesh. Her Religion forbids ink, of course. Besides, it would be criminal to ink such cosmetic
perfection. An alabaster delight.
Less conservative than the burqa, but not by much, hers is a Gulf-style abaya, a type of outer
garment from the Gulf or Khaleej region of the Middle East which covers from the head to the feet.
It is also becoming increasingly common amongst the conservative women of Pakistan. Traditional
abayas like hers are black, and may be either a large square of fabric draped from the shoulders or
head, or a long black caftan. Her eyes and hands are exposed, of course: Cut-out for the eyes and
slits for the hands.
Rogue, mascara, foundation, makeup, and dark eye shadow have been heavily applied to her
sublimely strident, ravishing face. She’s slick—a slick chick with no pubic hair. There’s nothing
conservative whatsoever about her heavy makeup or her slickness. Nor is there anything
conservative about her fingers, and the toes of her bare feet, being elaborately bejeweled.
The burqa, also known as the Afghan Burqa, covers the entire body and has a grille over the face
that the woman looks through. May have slits for the hands. As aforementioned, more conservative
than the abaya, but not by much. Both the abaya and the burqa are bps, so underwear is optional.
She incants in an arcane, Middle Eastern tongue. When she speaks English, her accent is thick
and foreign; it’s a Middle Eastern accent. She makes remote, subliminal contact with the girl. All
the while she’s making her way to her objective, she’s dispatching the Dead. She doesn’t destroy
them with ancient, lethal magic which spews from her hands in the form of invisible death rays.
She dusts them.
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There is madness in her eyes, the same madness that fills Kay Starr’s. It grows all-consuming as
she kills. The only thing that she craves almost as much as she does killing is possessing a 1950s
Mrs. Beaver Cleavage like the girl Mondo Kane. Her “possession” serves as her assassin and
enforcer. Her “possession” never questions her orders, reporting on their targets and dealing death
without hesitation. And, when not serving her, her possession is kept dirty, high on clear 2, and fed
upon by some Kum preferably a Cooch.
Mondo “feels” the subliminal contact of the Bone Woman and through that “touch” she “sees”
what this new wannabe mistress offers her, but she doesn’t let any of it distract her. Being the old
bone collector’s possession is the furthest thing from her mind. Once, back when she was still
Food, while she was in the company of Dame Julia, she met this Bone Woman. So, she knows that
the Crone’s current look is more than just bait. The real Bone Woman, is a staid, scholarly piece of
work, she’s also a doppelganger for the oversexed, Gothic who moonlights as Raisha Saeed the
pro-wrestling manager of TNA’s Awesome Kong. Ergo, she’s a lookalike for Melissa Anderson,
Cheerleader Melissa, the female pro-wrestling star of SHIMMER, G.L.O.R.Y., ChickFight, the
Ring of Honor (ROH) promotion, CageMatch, various independent promotions in the United States
and Japan, etc., because Cheerleader Melissa and Raisha Saeed are one in the same person.
Melissa’s finishing and signature moves including her ten favorite moves: Air Raid Crash (Over
the shoulder back to belly piledriver), Curb Stomp (Standing reverse Indian deathlock surfboard
with a head stomp), Kondo Clutch (Inverted cloverleaf), Kudo Driver (Back to back double
underhook piledriver), Backhand chop, Bridging evasion, Missile dropkick, Moonsault, Multiple
suplex variations (Belly to back, German, Leg hook also known as Fishman’s Suplex), Reverse
STO, Samoan drop, Scoop powerslam.
But, this contact, even a “false” one like this one, proves to be quite informative. The old bone
collector told her much. Under her breath, the girl incants something in the same arcane Middle
Eastern dialect as the spell that the Bone Woman cast. She rigs the perls. Now, even if things go
awry again, her tricked-out perl necklace will do a hard reset at a time and a place of its choosing.
Mondo now knows that it’s safe to trix again.
Out loud, in English, she incants, “What was, is again.”
Her trix regenerates; mending itself, replacing the missing perls. Perls are amorphic and
assimilative, there is no need whatsoever for a spare set. An ordinary piece of technology, on the
other hand, is neuter.
Like her purse, her Wahl, her next gen universal, and any ordinary perl necklace, her trick perl
necklace is a homunculus.
Free of corruption, incorruptible, and no longer capable of corrupting their designated wearer, her
now untainted trix encircles her lilywhite neck.
The girl would have to materialize out of the wall to use conventional weapons; trix have no such
limitation. Mondo begins dusting everybody in the lab. But, she’s can’t arcane Helg or Wulf; so,
her hunch was right. Notwithstanding the fact that trix is a Weapon, maybe even The Weapon, the
faeries are still immune. Then, again, immunity, dodges, hiding in walls, etc., their whole arcane
lot, nothing, absolutely nothing off-planet—away from Earth is Promised to the Saved. Think: Lex
Luthor and the Brainiac Construct. Think: The arcane problematic!
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Since the perls are useless against Helg and Wulf, she’ll save them for last and gun them down. It
looks like a slam dunk for sure. Then, she does the unexpected; she starts to step out of the wall.
But, she stops herself in time.
“What the fuck am I doing? Why would I expose myself to Helg and Wulf like that with such a
rookie play? Shit. The trix must have gone bad again, once more causing something to be wrong in
the head. The old bone collector warned me that this could happen!”
Mondo tries to rip off her trix. That’s when she experiences a total meltdown and goes
completely nuts. She drops to her knees screaming inside of the wall, screams that only she can
hear. Then, she just goes silent. The residual dementia is over with. She’s herself again. But, she’s a
prisoner inside of her own body!
She caught the device completely flat footed the first time she pulled that end around. A very
quick learner, the necklace was ready for her this time.
Mondo steps out of the wall, sloughs off her holsters and her purse, and surrenders. Helg and
Wulf break out into belly laughs of triumph. Then, they and their new drone leave the lab via a
secret door. The Dead are left to ambush Fats and her crew, if the gangsters survive to get this far.
Hell is still deactivated.
Kay smears Mondo’s torso, tits, and bra with entrails. The girl is wearing Kay’s spares: hand bra,
mesh tights, and scale mail underneath a stiff, ragged, filthy slip with the scale mail worn
underneath those torn fishnet hose. Like Kay’s bra, the hands of her bra are actively squeezing her
tits like fresh-squeezed orange juice. Mondo has more or less been transformed into Kay’s fantasy
girl a baglady named Slut. The entrails are the finishing touch. Baglady spell. Knobb. Klaw. Slick.
Moog. Glazed. Face mask and mopp. Frankenstein work boots and fake fur overcoat; boots that
complement the aforementioned black fishnet stockings. She’s got the same parasite infestations as
Kay and she stinks just like Kay does. You would think that Mondo has not bathed in decades,
when in fact Mondo was clean wearing pristine things ten minutes ago. Mondo looks homeless,
mental, and very dirty, and she is thanks to the trix she’s wearing and the clear-2 that she’s been
shot up with.
Clear-2 is a narcotic that’s as potent and addictive as Cooch venom. The clear liquid gives the
user a chemical lobotomy. The lobotomy turns the user mentally into a Mok, thus very dirty and
totally insane.
“Just like they promised Precious, that Helg and Wulf brought me a mate. We call you Slut
because that’s what you be for us and only for us. You be our private slut.”
Stoned on clear-2, double lobotomized by her trix and the clear, the mindless drone’s loathsome
mouth is open slackly, drooling. In addition to her baglady outfit, she’s wearing hardened iron
shackles with pick-proof welded locks: Leg irons, manacles, and a spiked dog collar with an
attached leash. Mondo has never been this low or this lost before. But, you can never be too careful
when it comes to Mondo and captivity. Her mindless captor Kay is neither careful nor prudent.
Mondo was already a stone killer when, as Connie Smith, she met Fats. The mobster taught the
teenager how to be a cold-bloodied, methodical assassin in the Mob tradition. Pre-Fats Connie
Smith was totally tactical in her thinking when it came to killing, wholesale or otherwise. Fats
taught her how to think strategically as well.
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Blocks away, in the lab, Hell reactivates. It dusts the Dead who are waiting there in ambush for
Fats and her crew.
A ghosted Mrs. Smith, Fats, and Fats’ crew, are making short work of the attacking waves of
Dead. Up in the sky, the eyes in the sky are fair game. Something is putting out the spooks’
peepers. That something is a USCMC Berserker class gunboat. Marines are ready to put boots on
the ground if need be. Fats came with the expected backup, so there’s no way she can lose.
Kay finishes up her handiwork and yanks on Mondo’s leash. Unfortunately, for Kay, Mondo’s
trick perls pick that moment to do their hard reset. The resulting EMP is so violent that it nearly
takes Kay’s head completely off. Mondo’s short term possessor drops dead in her tracks. It’ll be
some time before Kay resurrects, let alone fully regenerates from her almost decapitation.
Mondo comes back to herself just as hard, thanks to her perls’ reset. She goes clean. She strips
off her filthy smelly baglady duds and places them back in Kay’s cart. Klaw, knobb, glazed, moog,
slick, face mask, mopp, etc., all go bye-bye. No ink, of course. Dominatrix, not Borg. In a jiffy
she’s back to pristine skins, clip-ons purse on the rightside and universal in the back, deborahs,
slick rubber thong, and lacy boned wunder bra. She loads Wahl et al. into her universal.
Of course, thanks to their reset, her perls are no longer tainted, or rigged, for that matter. Once
again, her used-to-be “cutting edge” universal and her once “cutting edge” Wahl is yesterday’s
news. She ghosts. Ghosted, armed with the ultimate WMD, armed with (Hogs, vujcic, Mrs. Alice,
and Miss Hancock) what’s loaded in her universal, untraceable—cannot be tracked, and
undetectable—visible only by the Sighted, she should have no trouble whatsoever coming and
going as she pleases on this Dead planet.
Wisely, though, Mondo allows some time for her head to clear before she strikes off to finish this
very deadly game of hide and spook. Her body’s natural assimilation process purges the last
drudges of the corruption which was acquired from her once tainted perls. All of the lies,
deceptions, misdirection, and subterfuge go bye-bye. She begins to question her hunches,
conclusions, assumptions, opinions, educated guesses, swags, etc., while under the influence.
I got fucked up the moment I put on these perls. Tainting is why ghosts can be tracked. Tainting
is why I couldn’t see a cloaked Helg and Wulf waiting in ambush for me in the lab. They should
have been in plain sight to me. Just more hack? Faerie are by definition immutable. Yet, I was so
easily misled by a fucking device when the truth was so painfully obvious. Why? Why? Why? I need
to find this Bone Woman and do some more debunking.
And, just like that, as if on cue, the Bone Woman is standing before her. Bones is that Gothic
truth. The old bone collector is also a scholarly piece of work.
“So, we finally get a chance to meet again in the flesh so to speak, Bone Woman.”
“Isn’t quid pro quo a great thing, Miss Kane?”
“Yes it is. But, habeas corpus is so much better.”
“Quite so, Miss Kane.”
“Are.”
“Go ahead. Don’t be shy. Ask me your questions. I’m sure you have many.”
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“Are the Dead here really Sighted or is that just another hack?”
“Not a hack. Here, in this world, they can see us ghosted. They can also touch a ghost.”
“Frak, I’d figured as much!”
“Of course, they can’t see us ghosted in an edifice.”
“Tracking?”
“Is a hack. Different world, but the same immutable rules.”
“Same rules, huh?”
“Yes.”
“Then, why did I need a cheat to get out of enslavement?”
“You get to figure out the hard ones on your own. Next question.”
“Cryptic bulllshit! You gave me an out and I used it, even though I never should’ve had to.
Worse than that, I acted like Food! I’m Saved, Sanctified, and filled with the Holy Ghost.”
“Like I said, you get to figure out the hard ones yourself.”
“Okay. Be that way.”
“I will and I am.”
“I couldn’t see a cloaked Helg and Wulf. That was a hack?”
“Obviously.”
“Obvious because?” Mondo asks sarcastically.
“Like I said, you dumb ass bitch, different world, same rules. Hence, the need for these trials.”
Now, I bait the hook, so to speak, by “pretending” to lose my cool.
“I couldn’t dust those bitches! So, in spite of first impressions, trix are just like all devices that
unmake the world, trix can be blocked if you are faerie and thus immune or if you are mortal and
you know the right dodge!”
“False. Your first impressions were quite correct. There is neither immunity nor dodge for them.”
“What?”
“Figure it out, you idiot whore.”
“Not immunity, at least not in the strictest sense as it’s defined on Earth. Ditto. Not a dodge,
either. We’re talking about a Weapon, a mindless,. soulless, thing, a tool, exploiting the arcane
problematic. My Weapon assimilates yours. I can see you hiding in plain sight. I can unmake you. I
can.”
“Bravo. So, you’re not just the next bubble headed, bleach blonde, perky, pneumatic bimbo.”
Let’s see what happens when I amp up the dumb-blonde.
“So, what’s in my universal and the universal itself is just yesterday’s news after all?”
“There you go again acting your hair color instead of your IQ. What do you think, slut?”
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“What do you think, tin man?”
“Dame Julia spoke so highly of you, I wonder why? Your attempts to rile me are transparent.”
“They were meant to be. As transparent as your attempt to rile me.”
“You lie, a lot.”
“So do you.”
The two women hi-five and exchange a deep, passionate kiss. That’s when Mondo does the
switch. Her old dependable straps itself on underneath her strait. The Wahl is no longer et al. Wahl
and Kendo get a divorce. Her Kendo clips itself to the waistband of her strap on the leftside. Her
phone clips itself to the waistband of her strap on the rightside alongside her purse.
Phone, purse, and Kendo gripping the waistband of her skirt where they belong, underneath her
strait. Once more, her strap is Batman’s/Batgirl’s utility belt. Her katz pierces her right earlobe
underneath her hair. Hogs load themselves into her Wahl. Vujcic and Miss Hancock load
themselves into Kendo. Mrs. Alice goes into her purse.
Trick or not, cutting-edge notwithstanding, no matter how enthralled she becomes of the next big
thing in holster technology, she’s way too old school as aforementioned to stray too far or too long
from conventional holsters. But, as much as she craves old school, it should come as no surprise
that as insanely freaking fast a draw as she is with conventional holsters, she’s just plain sick when
it comes to drawing from next gen universal holsters, which is why her now empty universal
doesn’t get pursed it stays gripping her strap in the back!
Concealment by Mondo’s skins keeps Bones guessing as to what the girl is doing underneath her
clothes. Of course, Bones can tell that the girl’s purse has comings and goings, but that’s about it.
Bones’ reaction is to do a pretty darn good poker face. But, Mondo has an even better poker face
and with Mondo being a Mob-trained assassin, Mondo reads Bones’ hand so to speak in spite of the
buff.
Mondo’s trix “reinvents” itself. The perls allow Mondo’s Razr to be a “hands free” phone,
teleporter, and whatnot. Additionally, her perls allow her katz to be a “hands free” lockpick. This
trick perl necklace is destined to become all the rage.
“Stop this nonsense, possession. Be yourself. Be Borg.”
Kane just stands there, saying and doing absolutely nothing. Once Borg, always Borg? No more
questions? No more cares? Underneath her hair, her knobb sprouts from the rightside of her creamy
neck. The creepy growth on the side of her otherwise flawless neck portends even more creepiness.
Her hands klaw. Creepy “mole.” Creepy hands. The creepies complement her blank face and voice.
Klaw goes bye-bye. Bones pulls back the girl’s hair, exposing the creepy Borg growth on the side
of the drone’s neck, and licks the knobb just before the knobb also goes bye-bye. Outwardly, Borg
gives way totally to dominatrix. This deadly turn of events could turn potentially lethal for Bones.
Bones’ reaction to this staggering development is to momentarily lose the poker face. Then, just as
Bones prepares to defend herself against the anticipated onslaught from the vicious, evil girl who
seems hell bent upon turning on her, Mondo does the unexpected flip-flop.
Bones smiles as Mondo degenerates even more and switches to mindless Borg drone mode, so
called MBDM! Unlike in the past when she went MBDM, blank does not give way to accent; she’s
always blank. Third-person. Unlike in the past when she went MBDM, inked, but no NiS, of
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course; Goon-centric ink discreetly concealed by her outfit. Klaw again. Knobb again. Slick again.
Smile goes bye-bye. Commando: Her thong gets pursed.
Ravishing, ravaged face. Hard, pretty, face. In other words, the “rode hard and put up wet” face
of a bitter, twenty-something divorcee. Blank face. Blank voice. Hot body. Think: way too much
makeup. Think: Shelly “Salinas” Martinez of TNA fame in full, heavy makeup. Think: Amy “Lita”
Dumas of WWF fame in full, heavy Goth makeup. Think: Kim Novak. Think: Mistress Gen.
Think: Jayne Heitmeyer. Think: Jenny McCarthy. Think: Edy Williams. Think: Edie Adams.
Think: Gorgeous George. Think: Shirley Eaton. Think: Julie Fairlane. Think: June Wilkinson.
Think: Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine). Think: Elizabeth Shue. Think: Elizabeth Mitchell. Think:
generic, 1950s, humorless, poker-faced movie starlet. But, always think: Miss Debra McMichael.
Mondo purses her phone, katz, Wahl, and Kendo. Hogs, vujcic, Mrs. Alice, and Miss Hancock
load themselves back into Mondo’s universal.
Bones smiles even wider and then quips, “Whew. You had me scared there for a minute.”
“We go now, bone collector. We fuck later. We are Borg. Resistance is futile.”
“Now, that’s my possession talking.”
The two of them just disappear. As they materialize upon a distant rooftop overlooking Fats and
her crew in fierce combat with the Dead, Mondo hacks off Bones’ head.
Mondo licks off the blood from her sword before holstering it. She also licks off the blood
splatter that her clothes don’t get. Although teleportation is supposed to be instantaneous, the girl
somehow found the time to reset herself during the spook. Miss Kane smiles broadly, otherwise
she’s stoned-faced of course. Everything is going as planned. Slick, klaw, knobb, third-person,
Goon-centric ink, et al., are gone. Muff and trick, muff-munching, fleshtone, rubber thong are back.
Borg has given way totally to dominatrix? Nope. She’s still very much a Borg drone as well as
being a dominatrix. And, needless to say, she’s all faerie.
This is the latest iteration of MBDM. But, it doesn’t matter, because, somethings never change.
Ravishing, ravaged face. Hard, pretty, face. Blank face. Blank voice. Hot body. Think: Shelly
“Salinas” Martinez. Think: Amy “Lita” Dumas. Think: Kim Novak. Think: Mistress Gen. Think:
Jayne Heitmeyer. Think: Jenny McCarthy. Think: Edy Williams. Think: Edie Adams. Think:
Gorgeous George. Think: Shirley Eaton. Think: Julie Fairlane. Think: June Wilkinson. Think: Kelli
Summers (Suzi Lorraine). Think: Elizabeth Shue. Think: Elizabeth Mitchell. Think: bitter, totally
humorless, twenty-something divorcee circa the 1950s. Think: generic, 1950s, humorless, pokerfaced movie starlet. But, always think: Miss Debra McMichael.
“Too bad. So sad. And, what a fucking waste of good pussy. Besides that, I so do like to work for
the Chinese. Because, they have even less rules than the Russians. Like the Business, the
Directorate has so many rules, which just get in the way of me having so much more fun. Not to
mention the fact that its intrigues are so fucking convoluted.”
The two well-armed, well-hung, horny Hobgoblins watch Mondo from deft concealment; they
are standing right out in the open on said rooftop, but they are special-driven. Their cover is that of
war profiteering. In reality, they are Communist agents of the Punjab Area Force. Both PAF agents
are also experienced exobiologists. They’d love to fuck the bitch to death, and then some. They
want her in the worst way. Too late they realize that she is talking about them to them! Too late
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they realize that she can see them!

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable
from magic.”
RIP Arthur C Clarke
The two Communist agents are glued to one of the grotto’s walls with Bug resin. Both of them
are high on clear-2 and thus beyond caring. Mondo drags the decapitated bodies of Kay and the
Bone Woman across the slimy floor and dumps them in front of the refuse heap of bones, clothes,
partially eaten corpses, and whatnot.
The psycho bitch finished Kay off, after allowing the dirty baglady to resurrect. An extensive
question and answer session after said resurrection, which involved torture, is how Mondo found
out about this grotto which was Kay’s flop. Now, this is Mondo’s flop. In a corner of the grotto is a
Cooch-enhanced alcove.
Raw sewage laps at the edge of the floor; half of the grotto is this sewer-fed cesspool. Leeches
and slug of various sizes, shapes, potencies, and parasitic affinities infest this stagnant pool of dark,
tainted liquid. The same varieties of parasites make their homes on the walls, ceiling, and floor.
Highly infectious graveyard lichens and sewer moss also grow here and there on the walls, ceiling,
and floor.
A rusty, brass bed with a filthy, stained mattress, a rotting wooden chair, and a makeup table that
has seen better days are the only furnishings.
Mondo destroys Kay’s spares. She has no use for them. She has Kay’s originals, which are now
hers. Now, the stone-faced monster takes time to be herself, her dirty self, her very dirty self. She
unbuttons her coat and unhooks her bra. She stands close over Kay’s body. Kay’s parasitic hand bra
leaps onto Mondo’s chest and latches onto her tits. Mondo’s hands klaw. That creepy Borg growth,
her knobb, sprouts from the rightside of her creamy-white neck. Kay’s facial, those creepy face
panties, slither off of Kay’s corpse, leap onto Mondo’s leg, slithers up her leg, goes up her skirt,
assimilates her slick rubber thong, and becomes her trick, muff-munching, fleshtone, scaly-rubber
thong panties. The facial munches off her muff. The facial “prefers” her slick. She stays slick this
time. She fastens her wunder bra and suit coat; there’s no way to tell that her ebony hand-bra is
underneath her push-up bra even when she removes her coat.
Then, the expected happens. Mondo’s baglady spell self-invokes. Her hand-bra assimilates her
wunder bra. It eats her push-up and begins feeding on her tits. When the baglady spell revokes, her
hand-bra will mimic her push-up; it will look, feel, and act just like her wunder-bra. When the
baglady spell invokes, it will revert back to being a hand-bra. How long the parasite will be content
with this arrangement is anyone’s guess. Mondo drops to her knees, swoons, and passes out on the
floor.
Kay’s other filthy things, her tights, boots, slip, and fur coat purse themselves in Mondo’s purse.
Mondo gets off of the floor. You would think that Mondo has not bathed in decades, when in fact
Mondo was clean wearing pristine things five minutes ago. Mondo looks homeless, mental, and
very dirty, and she is thanks her craving to be dirty. She undoes her coat, and smears her tits, torso,
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and bra with Kay’s entrails. She mops her face, skins Kay’s face, and puts on Kay’s face, wearing
Kay’s face like her own face. Mondo plugs herself into her alcove; eyes staring blankly ahead,
mouth open slackly drooling. But, the deadly lovely bores so easily, besides, business first, pussy
later.
The girl unplugs herself. Her wunder-bra reasserts itself and “eats” her hand-bra; so, it didn’t take
long at all for her parasitic, cannibal brassiere to become discontent with playing second fiddle to
her other parasitic, cannibal brassiere. Likewise, her slick rubber thong reasserts itself and “eats”
her scale mail.
But, there is a twist this time. Face mask, slip, tights, work boots, and fur coat put themselves
upon the bed. Hand-bra and scale mail reassert themselves and they also put themselves upon the
bed. They will all be waiting for her when she returns to being dirty again and is in need of their
services. For now, they’re on stand-by.
Mopp and klaw on occasion when idle go bye-bye. She’s no longer slick; her muff returns.
Baglady spell revokes. No ink whatsoever, of course. Her now pristine clothes “lick” her tits, chest,
and torso clean of entrails. And, even more telling, the knobb that’s well concealed by her bleach
blonde tresses disappears. But, she’s chillingly blank, as usual. No outward signs whatsoever of
being Borg. Outwardly, she’s the quintessential 1950s Las Vegas showgirl. Inwardly, she’s Borg.
She’s all faerie. And, whenever her look regresses there’s always that palpable tension that springs
forth from the craving to go back to showing Borg. Sooner, not later, she will show again. Now,
that says it all.
Bra hooked, coat buttoned, clean and pristine, she begins her interrogation of the prisoners. When
she finishes with them, they will be eaten.
Neither knobb nor klaw. No mopp. Etc. And, she’s not slick; she’s still sporting her lush, silky,
golden muff underneath her slick, rubber, Borg-wear thong. Bra and panties! Bottomline: Mondo
still looks like the quintessential 1950s Las Vegas showgirl. Now, that just says it all.
Using a conjuring circle, she teleports out of her flop and materializes upon the rooftop where she
abducted the two Red Chinese agents. Fats and crew are nowhere to be found which suits Mondo
just fine. Her call for help, delivered by her Mrs. Smith, was a lie. Mondo didn’t need rescue, but
she damn sure needed the huge diversion that Fats and company are providing in spades. Fats
brought the Marines and that’s icing on the cake. Besides, Fats et al. are the perfect test for
Mondo’s hypothesis.
She’s ghosted, eschewing to be solid while enveloped by Borg shields projected by her trick
perls. Being faerie, she can’t be unmade, but conventional weapons can be used to assault her. She
wholesale unmakes anything and anyone who poses a threat to her.
Back at Mondo’s flop, things have taken a life of their own. Lying upon the bed is Kay’s
headless, rotting corpse. Trussed up in a straitjacket with “Moorcock Insane Asylum” stamped
upon it, the corpse is dressed in hand-bra, tights, and slip. The straitjacket is filthy, blood stained,
and reeks of sweat, urine, and feces. The crotch of said torn mesh tights has been ripped out. Fur
coat and scale mail are MIA; in point of fact, they’re gone for good. That grotesque, baglady face
mask, made from Kay’s face, is lying upon the makeup table.
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Like the slip, this straitjacket is also a skinner. But, there’s more. The reinforced lunatic restraint
is lined with needle injectors. The needles are loaded with Clear 2!
When Mondo killed Kay, Kay’s perls transmutated. But, instead of turning into dust like you’d
expect, they went cannibal, in other words, they became a cannibal necklace: A gut string threaded
through the daggerous teeth of a large rodent carnivore. In other words, it’s a cannibal necklace
with the teeth of a giant sewer rat in place of perl beads, a so-called “boner.” The boner, befitting
Kali the goddess Herself, hangs around the corpse’s neck stub. Both skinner and boner befit the
original cannibal Herself Kali. Kali and Her followers would readily cotton to the boner. It looks
like one of the goddess’ so-called “devices.”
The corpse has been further remade into a Kum’s cow: a glazed complexion and three triple-E
tits, with the right tit being a moog. Klaw. Knobb. In other words, still Borg-like even in death.

“The former Debra McMichael has had a long and storied
career in the wrestling biz. The former flight attendant met
and married Steve “Mongo” McMichael, a former
defensive tackle turned pro wrestler, in 1985, and the two
went to WCW together in 1995. Starting out as Mongo’s
manager, Debra left WCW in 1997 after divorcing
McMichael. She went to the WWE in 1998 and would find
success in several roles there, first as the business-suited
manager of Jeff Jarrett. But the role she’s best remembered
for combined her real-life personality with a little kayfabe
exaggeration. After marrying “Stone Cold” Steve Austin in
2000, the two made the tired “Alliance” storyline hilarious
with recurring skits of Debra making inedible cookies for
Austin’s allies, with all the tough wrestlers afraid to tell her
that her baking sucked. Unfortunately, Debra and Austin’s
marriage was rocky, with several domestic disturbance
calls, and they divorced in 2003. She has left the wrestling
business behind for acting and hasn’t looked back since.”
The one. The only. Miss Debra.
Clinically sane, with ravishing looks, looks that are ravishing in spite of being ravaged by the
loathing and disdain of that large, ugly, loathsome mouth of hers; our favorite assassin is tall,
statuesque, and beautiful, with a hard, pretty face. Hardlooking and mental, ravishing and ravaged,
she looks like the quintessential 1950s Las Vegas showgirl. In other words, Mondo has those
bleached-blonde bitch goddess looks, those harsh hard-faced breathtaking 1950s bleached-blonde
movie starlet looks, looks from the Golden Age of Hollywood when starlets still looked like
starlets. Her penchant for dirty reveals an underlying coprophilia, which is also very 1950s.
Needless to say, just like gold lame on a curvaceous blonde, the coprophilia is a cornerstone of the
deranged girl’s dementia. She’s more than just “a little different.” And, it’s that difference, that
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twisted mind of hers, which allows her to assimilate the trick perls in the end. Strip away that
façade of sanity, and you will find the lunatic underneath. At her core, she’s a psychotic thrilljunkie with no moral compass and a thirst for violence. Sound familiar?

“Some girls are good girls. Some girls are bad girls. And
some girls are just weird girls. Daffney, the WCW manager
and wrestler, is a little bit of all three, but mostly the last
one. After winning a talent search in 1999, Shannon Spruill
was brought into the company and given a gimmick
modeled after Mallory Knox from Natural Born Killers - a
psychotic thrill-junkie with no moral compass and a thirst
for violence. After first being paired with David Flair and
Crowbar, Daffney quickly developed a fan following from
being something a little different than your standard bikiniclad strippers that made up the rest of WCW’s female
roster. Daffney’s constantly-changing hair color, bizarre Tshirts with odd slogans, and propensity to scream for no
reason made her stick out like a sore thumb. However,
underneath all the Goth nonsense was also an extremely hot
babe, as nude pix released on the Internet would later
prove.”
Daffney
Back at her flop, her clothes-corpse has a “different” outfit sort-of. Pleated slip and work boots
are gone. The scale mail is back underneath the mesh tights. The cadaver wears black, patentleather pro-wrestling boots in place of the work boots. Though they are still filthy, smelly, and
greasy, the tights are no longer torn and the crotch of the tights is no longer ripped out: the tights
are intact. The rassling tights once belonged to The Great Moolah and the rassling boots once
belonged to Mae Young. So, the rassling gear is legit. Straitjacket and hand-bra complete the outfit.
Having finally assimilated the trick perls, in the aftermath of their reset, Mondo has abandoned
solid and Borg shields, and opted for staying ghosted. Hype hair big hair, that long, lush, silky,
wavy, shoulder-draping bouffant, a wave perm that popular hairdo of the 1990s has given way to
strait blonde hair big hair, that long, lush, silky, straight but not dead-straight, shoulder-draping
bouffant, a body wave perm that popular bouffant hairdo of the 1960s which was immortalized in
the 1970s by 1950s glamour model, popular nude model, popular cheesecake model, B-movie
starlet, scream queen, headlining Las Vegas showgirl, pin-up goddess, Playboy Magazine model
and centerfold, cult icon June “The Bosom” Wilkinson. By the 1990s, hype hair had superseded
strait hair in popularity, thanks to Elizabeth Shue and, of course, Elizabeth Mitchell. That changed
in 1998 when Miss Debra McMichael joined the WWF as its newest diva sporting strait hair which
is Miss Debra’s signature hairdo to this very day.
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A body wave perm is the perfect solution for hair that just hangs in front of the face, limp and
boring. Body wave perms aren’t about “poodle curls” or even long spiral curls. A body wave perm
is all about body, volume, and oomph.
During the WWF’s Attitude Era, Miss Debra sported a variety of long, lush, silky, big blonde
hairdos, including hype hair, but mostly she sported strait blonde hair. Strait blonde hair was first
sported by June Wilkinson on the 1965 cover of Adam Magazine Vol. 9, No. 7.
Hype hair was always a touch of the “now” to Mondo’s otherwise straight 1950s look. Just like
strait hair was and still is for 1970s sex siren and movie starlet Sharon Tate, strait hair is that touch
of “then” 1960s to Mondo’s otherwise straight 1950s look. For Mondo Kane, strait hair not hype
hair is now the cornerstone of her sexy and will remain so from now on. Now, Mondo Kane truly is
“The Perfect Pair.”
Voluptuous would be an understatement when describing the incredibly-endowed June
Wilkinson whose va-va-voom 43DD-22-37 contours fill out a 5’ 9” frame that rivaled Jayne
Mansfield and Mamie Van Doren during the heyday of the perky, pneumatic blonde bombshell. Of
the titillating, top-heavy trio, June wound up a distant third in film popularity but has to be
acknowledged and complemented for her continued perseverance in a tough business. Still seen
around town here and there broaching age 70-something, June was one of the most popular
cheesecake models lensed nationally during the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Like cult icons June Wilkinson, Julie Fairlane, Miss Debra McMichael, Sharon Tate, Mamie Van
Doren, Kelli Summers (Suzi Lorraine), Elizabeth Shue, Elizabeth Mitchell, et al., Mondo Kane is
an incredibly-endowed, perky, pneumatic blonde bombshell with strait hair, slim hips, harsh-ndisdainful looks thanks to a loathsome mouth and a tight ass. Mondo Kane has that 1950s look with
the 1960s ‘do. Mondo Kane aka The Debra Thing, aka Miss Handcock, aka The Other, aka etc. is
also a cult icon.
Strait hair, perky pneumatic tits, slim hips, harsh-n-disdainful looks thanks to a loathsome mouth
and a tight ass: You can’t get more White than dat. Now, that’s a sex goddess worth drooling over,
girl watchers. Pussy worship, now. Amen to dat, brother!
With assimilation comes revelation. The rest of the pieces finally fall into place. She sets the trap,
with herself as the bait. Then, she spooks back to her flop where Hanna ghosted in the wall she
keeps her back to and something else ghosted in two other walls are waiting for her. That
something else is the most deadly deuce-and-a-quarter of Frau Wulf and Frau Helg.
Mondo walks over to the bed after having made a detour to the rubbish heap to retrieve Bones’
severed head. From her purse she retrieves illegal necromancer tools, tools which she uses to “join”
Bones’ head to Kay’s body. The tools are manipulated using arcane gestures of her hands. Then,
eschewing magic, she sews up the neck of the abomination by hand using an “ordinary” needle and
thread. The tools, et al., purse themselves.
Mondo says the words: “Be at my command.”
The creature gets off of the bed and just stands there. Mondo smiles for the briefest of moments,
and then she gets down to business. She grabs a small hand mirror and shows the pathetic creature
its visage.
“My God. What have you done to me!” It screams out as it smashes the mirror and lunges for
Kane. Mondo lets it grab her around the throat and squeeze hard.
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“Squeeze harder. I like this game.” Mondo shrieks out with maniacal glee.
The creature stops choking Mondo and just stands there again.
“Too bad. If you were just a little bit fresher, we could have had a lot more fun.”
“What be your boon, goddess?” The creature’s voice is cold, emotionless, and mechanical, this
time.
Mondo fingers her perls: “Tell me a story. Tell me a story about these here most special trinkets.”
“I. They. No. Something. Gibberish.”
“Then, I’ll tell you a story.”
“Please do, goddess.”
Mondo stops pretending. She looks past the creature and right at the walls in which Frau Wulf
and Frau Helg are hiding, acknowledging that she can plainly see them much to their chagrin. It’s
as if the place is rigged and the walls are TRANSPARENT.
With Hanna and Mondo being Sighted and trick—wearing trix, and their devices having
assimilated the arcane problematic, everybody—Hanna and Mondo knows where everybody else is
hiding. The same cannot be said of Frau Wulf and Frau Helg.
Now, for the obligatory confrontation. And, the drawn out death scene. The fat lady sings.
Frau Wulf and Frau Helg step out of the juxtaposing walls. Just like that, Frau Wulf is flanking
Mondo, defying Hanna to do something about it. Mondo claps and nonchalantly smiles at the
deadly pair. They try to arcane her and discover much to their chagrin, that she is immune too!
“Speak of the devil and her bride too,” Mondo taunts.
“You lying little bitch, you did come to kill us after all,” Frau Helg booms right back at her.
That’s when Frau Wulf does a fade to black. She just disappears! Mondo is unfazed!
“I didn’t lie. I just didn’t know that it was you two that I was sent here to destroy. Now, I know.”
“And, it’s you that’ll get got instead.”
“Maybe.”
“Arrogant slut.”
“But, not so arrogant that I fooled myself into going rogue like you two have.”
Opus enough for them to launch their two-prong attack. Reason enough for us to thwart it.
Frau Helg makes an arcane gesture with her hand, but much to her surprise, nothing happens.
And, her wife does not attack the girl from nowhere fast. Then, screaming is heard, the voice is
Gerta’s; it sounds like it’s far off.
Silence. A headless Frau Wulf drops out of nowhere into the now, and turns to dust. Puff, gone!
Somewhere along the way, Gerta lost her immunity. Slightly out of phase, Gerta had been standing
right behind Mondo. And, unfortunately for Gerta, Hanna had Mondo’s back.
“Impossible!” Frau Helg screams out.
“Possible,” Mondo taunts.
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“You tricked us!”
“Nope. You tricked yourself.” That’s when Mondo beheads Frau Helg, dusting her from the neck
down. Shazam! Vera lost her immunity too along the way! Hanna steps out of the wall munching
on Gerta’s head.
“This here be mighty good head, Mondo.”
“Glad you like it.”
“And, glitch or not, these trix “The Next Big Thing” be the shit!”
“Yes, they be.”
Upon hearing that lead in, Hanna finishes off the head in one gulp; swallowing it whole. She
licks her fingers clean, and states the painfully obvious: “Go anywhere. Any when.”
“And, leave no traces.”
“Thanks for the test drive. Yes, they do have the nice kick. They grow tainted, so you have to
hard reset them. And, even then, you’re still mindfucked until you assimilate them. But, once you
do then the fun begins.”
“Tweaky, for sure.”
“Immunity and the dodge are the Achilles’ heel of all unmakers: At best, a nice line-of-sight
weapon that can’t unmake immune—faerie, or dodgers—mortals who are employing the right
dodge; needless to say, anything that’s been sufficiently hardened is also immune. They have no
such inherent weakness. But. Like all Weapons, even The Weapon. They are reduced by
assimilation to that of any unmaker. They cut through the bullshit of hiding in plain sight. I could
see those race traitors in the walls. I could see that bitch where she went nowhere fast. I could see
them, and they couldn’t see me hidden in plain sight ghosted in that wall over there.”
Fables and gables, and no one does it better than my beloved Hanna.
Mondo pauses dramatically, and then she delivers the expected taunt: “And, what about that
reach?”
“I got that bitch traitor without having to leave the wall. Like I said, this be the shit.”
“Reach and The Sight.”
“There’s more to this, isn’t there?”
“There always is.”
Pause. Commercial break. Time to pay the bills. Mondo takes her leave of the game and its
make-believe where only the deaths, the espionage, and pieces of the subtext are real.
They are standing in a dark room. Mondo and Mrs. Smith are standing, patiently waiting. Finally,
Cindy McCain enters the room and sits down in the only chair. She sits tippi, just like Mondo
always does. Mrs. McCain is wearing white patent-leather pumps and that pink brute-knit power
suit that she was wearing on the June 30th cover of Newsweek Magazine when her husband ran for
President of the United States that last time. She’s sporting a cyndi, the same lush blonde hairdo
that she sported on that aforementioned Newsweek cover: Her trademark long blonde locks, instead
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of that new bob that she debuted at the US Naval Academy graduation ceremony on Friday; with
that bob, the Arizona senator’s wife appeared to have cut off approximately 6 inches of hair. She’s
also wearing a perl necklace. These days, for obvious reasons, her perls are trick. Cigarette purse
gripping the waistband of her miniskirt on the leftside. Universal gripping the waistband of her skirt
alongside her purse. Braless and commando, just because. Snow white glace kid gloves, gloves
with that sprayed-on second-skin fit, Rubberwear brand: “Starched” white gloves; you know, those
severe, white “rubber” gloves; the prudish, prim-and-proper ones; you know, those creepy spinster
prudz (prudes); you know, the creepy-looking Puritanical ones with the fingernails and varicose
veins. These skinz, unlike her opera-length pairs, don’t make the girl’s hands klaw when idle or
otherwise, but they make the girl’s hands look creepy nonetheless; much creepier than if they really
did talon the girl’s hands. The creepy kid gloves complement her stuffy suit. White gloves and
creamy white flesh: 1950s Puritanical at its strictest and most Ike. White gloves and creamy white
flesh, the gloves might as well be flesh colored: It almost looks like she’s not wearing any gloves at
all. On duty, her hands stay gloved: Very cold and quite impersonal. On duty: very severe, in spite
of her stylish hairdo. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
“Does that abomination have to be here?”
“Yes she does, Madame President.”
“Then, make sure that thing stays quiet.”
“It will.”
“It had better or I will kill it myself. Now, show me how smart you are.”
Mondo mumbles something, a catch phrase, under her breath that’s audible to Madame President
of The Guild. Then, in the crude fashion of a Goon, Mondo slips off her shoes. She’d like to go
dirty, but she can’t. She craves dirty, but she can’t right now. She’ll go dirty as soon as she gets
through here? She hasn’t been dirty for a while.
Cindy notices that the girl’s hands don’t klaw whatsoever. Snow white glace kid gloves,
Rubberwear brand, just like the pair that Cindy is wearing: “Starched” white gloves; you know,
those severe, white “rubber” gloves, with the sprayed-on second-skin fit; the prudish, prim-andproper ones; you know, those creepy spinster prudz (prudes); you know, the creepy-looking
Puritanical ones with the fingernails and varicose veins. These skinz, unlike her opera-length pairs,
don’t make the girl’s hands klaw when idle or otherwise, but they make the girl’s hands look
creepy nonetheless; much creepier than if they really did talon the girl’s hands. The creepy kid
gloves complement her stuffy suit. White gloves and creamy white flesh: 1950s Puritanical at its
strictest and most Ike. White gloves and creamy white flesh, the gloves might as well be flesh
colored: It almost looks like she’s not wearing any gloves at all. Also, just like Cindy, while Mondo
is on duty her hands stay gloved: Very cold and quite impersonal. It doesn’t take much
imagination: A knobb isn’t hidden underneath the girl’s strait hair on the rightside of the neck. It
doesn’t take much imagination: Pubic hair underneath that slick rubber fleshtone thong. A variation
of her new MBDM or is this her new MBDM or just severe vanilla her or what: No klaw, no slick,
no knobb, no third-person, no ink whatsoever, no accent, and no commando? On duty: very severe.
So severe, in fact, that it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
It’s widely known that Madame President loathes the Borg. So, is this why Mondo hasn’t been
Borg for the duration? It’s widely known that Madame President loathes dirty. So, is this why
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Mondo hasn’t been dirty for the duration? It’s widely known that Madame President loathes Kum.
So, is this why Mondo hasn’t cowed for the duration?
As is proper usage, Mondo refers to Madame President in the third-person singular: “Her maiden
name is Meredith Cynthia Kaye Smith. Her intimates call her Sindy. She has been the president of
The Guild for an unprecedented three consecutive terms, and there’s no end in sight.”
Cindy gets out of the chair, walks over to Mondo, and slaps the girl repeatedly across the face.
She drops Mondo with a kick to the crotch. Her stylish coif gives way to a sternka. On duty: very
severe. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
“Any common ass slut could have told me that!”
A fully extended vujcic generates into Cindy’s hand. She poises the blade right over Mondo’s
neck, ready to strike a killing blow.
On her knees, Mondo looks up with a big shit eating grin on her face and comes right back at
Madame President with the most ballsy barb: “Even the Sindy part is common knowledge?”
That’s when Madame President bursts out into laughter and holsters her sword. She helps Mondo
stand up.
“You’ll do just fine.”
Cindy slips on her sternns.
“Just fine for what?”
“I need a private secretary, and you will be her.”
“For how long?”
“For as long as I say.”
Mondo says nothing. She’s strangely silent. She has the right of refusal, but like it always is with
such things, your continued “good” heath hinges on not exercising that right. Instead, she slips on
her sternns and her strait hair gives way to a sternka. Her panties get pursed, but her bra stays put:
She takes the standard deduction. She isn’t finished yet though. Since her muff is blonde she
doesn’t have to go slick, and she doesn’t. She’s allowed one variation, so she again exercises her
exception to wear her universal in the back as opposed to in the front, off to the side; in other
words, SotB instead of SSb. She must and does change her purse to leftside wearing, because that is
strong side for Madame President. But, the “strong side” purse is worn in the back, instead of the
front, alongside her universal: SSb, not SotB. She finishes up with the old gee-whiz.
“You will finish cleaning up this mess on the main library branch for planet 337. Claire will brief
you on what is expected of you and show you your new digs. She’ll give you the guided tour. On
duty, you will remain very severe. This look-and-feel is your new on-the-job: Severe looking and
acting. Off duty, you can look and act as you wish.”
Mondo’s wordless response is to pull out a number-2 pencil and a steno pad. Mondo, Mrs. Smith,
and Cindy exit the room. As the trio walks down the main corridor of the Main Library, Mondo
takes dictation in shorthand. Mrs. Smith is not a real person. So, it doesn’t have to change its looks.
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Carson Sloan, an Elf who’s the head librarian at the P337 main branch was expecting a lot of
things. What he wasn’t expecting was capitulation from The Guild. And, yet there he is sitting
across the table from Mondo Kane and her Mrs. Smith, and capitulation is what he’s getting.
On away missions, Mondo takes her liberties and goes loose: Her usual 1950s sexy asserts itself.
Bra and panties. Strait hair. No sternns. Still, very severe, in spite of the looseness though, after all,
this look is 1950s sexy. In other words, it’s a look that’s severe, harsh, and haughty. Hence the
hard, pretty face and large, ugly mouth. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
Somethings don’t change at all though. Holster worn in the back: SotB. Purse worn in the back
on the leftside: SSb. Gloved hands. Rubber gloves. On duty, her hands stay gloved, regardless:
Very cold and quite impersonal. Loose, but not too loose. Severe. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily
mistaken for Borg!
“You want something short of succession from The Guild. Or maybe you do want succession?”
Sloan gets that deer in the headlights look when Mondo mentions succession. He wants some
very minor reforms, that’s all. He’s a progressive, not a deviant.
“For goodness sake, woman, I never said anything about succession!”
Mondo pauses, milking the moment for all it’s worth, and then she lets him off the hook: “Just
teasing.”
Sloan lets out a sigh of relief and wipes his profusely sweating brow.
“You only want books on the shelves which haven’t been marked; no cryptics whatsoever. Is that
correct, Mr. Sloan?”
“Now, there you go again! Of course, we don’t want an ‘open’ library, that’s perverse! We want
unmarked books as well as the usual marked ones. I said nothing about removing marked books.”
“You want the ordinary ones shelved in a clearly marked section, off to themselves.”
“Yes.”
“You want a relaxed dress code. No more thick-lensed eyeglasses. Perls make eyeglasses
irrelevant anyways. No more crew cuts for the men. No more sternka for the women. Etc. In other
words, you want contemporary casual.”
“Yes. Also, bra and panties, not just the bra, should be optional for the women. No more
mandatory commando or slick for the ladies either.”
“Okay.”
“These reforms are needed to keep us current. There are numerous librarians at the Main Branch,
right in Madame President’s own backyard so to speak, who would jump at the chance to loosen
things up a bit on the job.”
“Don’t overplay your hand, Mr. Sloan. There are a few at the Main Library who would loosen up
a little, if they could. And, I am one of those few. My Slave Gina, who is spending her summer
interning at the Main Library, would be another. There are also a handful of others. The vast
majority wouldn’t dare do it. They prefer it very severe while on duty, etc.”
From now on, until she graduates from college, Gina will be interning at the ML during her
summers by dictate of her mistress, Mondo Kane.
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“Okay. I concede the point.”
Mondo surprises Sloan again by extending her hand: “It’s a deal.”
“Thank you very much!” Sloan exclaims as he grabs Mondo’s hand and shakes it.
That’s when Mondo notices movement in the walls behind Sloan again. And, just like before, she
pretends to not notice it. So, it would seem that the walls have been compromised a feat in itself,
and thus they are no longer sufficiently hardened. Someone the compromiser has obviously
“divined” their flaws. And, that someone is making it painfully obvious that they are moving freely
through them, by exploiting said flaws. All made things have flaws when compromised and
hardened walls are no different.
Sloan notices that the girl’s hands don’t klaw whatsoever. It doesn’t take much imagination: A
knobb isn’t hidden underneath the girl’s strait hair on the side of the neck. It doesn’t take much
imagination: Pubic hair underneath a slick rubber fleshtone thong. No klaw, no third-person, no ink
whatsoever, no accent, and no commando. Still, very severe, in spite of the looseness. In the end, as
expected, severity severe, harsh, and haughty, that is has displaced her Borg. So severe, in fact, that
it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
Now, that’s something to think about. Something to give one pause.
“You agreed to what!” Cindy screams out. She’s livid. Lucky for Mondo, they’re only talking
over the phone and they’re not discussing the matter in person. Mondo is in one of the public phone
booths that line the wall.
“It’s a done deal.”
“Then, undo it!”
“No.”
But, instead of blowing her top completely, Madame President shows why she is a three-term
president. She calms herself down. Sternka and sternns go bye-bye. She’s sporting the blonde ‘do
that she sported on that Newsweek cover: her strait blonde hair loosed from its usual controlled
coif. Gloved hands, though. Rubber gloves. On duty, her hands stay gloved, regardless. On duty:
very severe, in spite of the looseness. Severe, harsh, and haughty, that is. So severe, in fact, that it’s
easily mistaken for Borg!
“Okay. Make it so.”
It looks like Mondo’s “loose” look is also Mondo’s on duty look, now. Strait hair. No sternns.
Bra and panties. Her purse is worn in the back on her rightside, which stays her strong side: Ouch!
Some lines you don’t cross if you value your continued well-being, but, inexplicably, Mondo has
decided to cross it. There’s always a price for everything, and Mondo intends to avoid paying this
one in full along with its hefty interest rate. Gloved hands, though. Rubber gloves. On duty, her
hands stay gloved, regardless: Very cold and quite impersonal. On duty: very severe, in spite of the
looseness. Severe, harsh, and haughty, that is. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily mistaken for Borg!
“Why are you smiling, Miss Kane?”
“I’m going to very much enjoy working for you.”
“And, I was just thinking that I’m going to very much enjoy having you work for me.”
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“Great minds think alike.”
“Yes they do.”
That’s when Mondo swerves Madame President. Mondo’s usual controlled coif returns with a
vengeance: Strait hair gives way to a sternka. She slips on her sternns. Her cigarette purse moves
back over to the leftside, attaching itself to the waistband of her miniskirt in the back. Just like
Cindy, her leftside is now her strong side, hence the “strong side” purse. Of course, she doesn’t go
commando, and she doesn’t go slick underneath her skimpy rubber thong. Gloved hands, though.
Rubber gloves. On duty, her hands stay gloved, regardless: Very cold and quite impersonal. Very
severe on the job. Severe, harsh, and haughty, that is: A shrew. So severe, in fact, that it’s easily
mistaken for Borg! Concessions indeed!
Madame President reverts back to sternka and sternns, herself. And, just like in the case of her
private secretary, the end result is very severe on the job. On duty: very severe. Severe, harsh, and
haughty, that is: A shrew.
Then, the totally expected happens: Mondo removes four books from her purse, the missing four
books!
“Oh, silly me, I almost forgot. As you can plainly see, I found those books that you folks had me
looking for.”
Momentarily, Cindy visibly loses her composure. Then, she just as quickly recovers.
“How? Where did you find them?”
“Now, that would be telling.”
Resume. The plot thickens. Mondo returns to the game, adding her own flavor to the going ons
by stirring in some actors of her choosing including the ever-present Mrs. Smith reprising its role.
Mondo sits in a private booth at Gus’ Easy. And, she’s not alone. Fats, Hanna, and Mrs. Smith
are there. As expected, Mrs. Smith says nothing, listens intently, and it’s wearing its trix.
Twenty four hours ago, Mondo, the certified—licensed, and certifiable—clinically sane knockout
who looks like a naughty librarian, was a card-carrying member of The Guild. Now, she’s back on
Earth and she’s a shamus again. She’s no longer the naughty, spinster librarian, at least for now. Of
course, she’s still Borg minus the knobb, klaw, etc., of course; once Borg, always Borg.
Expectedly, she’s sporting strait hair yanked back into a spinsterish sternka, unflattering sternns,
and those prim prudz that would right at home on 1950s icon Mrs. Beaver Cleavage. Prudz are
what her prudish glace kid gloves are called, of course; prudz only come in one color, which is
white, of course. Slick, fleshtone thong and lush, silky, blonde muff, of course. The girl is very
sexy merged seamlessly with very plain and extremely creepy, creepy—cold, totally detached, and
completely devoid of emotion, the ultimate price paid for being Borg; the end result is one very
creepy harsh looking hottie. This plain-sexy look of Mondo is a real turn off for Hanna, but pussy is
pussy, so Hanna still intends to fuck the girl.
Ah yes, the glasses. Along with the carefully tied-up hair, they form a key part of the Mondo’s
librarian image, and they send what may be an intentionally double message. Female Guild
librarians are on record that they chose that particular hairstyle because they thought it would help
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them be taken seriously: it is intended to express a businesslike attitude, and indeed it looks
vaguely corporate, if not schoolmarmish. But the outwardly restrained, inwardly smoldering sexy
librarian - another cultural archetype - is in there too.
In a contradiction in terms, Mondo is wearing a plain set of perls. No more trix for her. At her
behest, her Goon girlfriends, Fats and Hanna, have likewise ditched their tricked out perls and
opted for the plain variety of perls: No more trix, for the girls either. Only, PJs—plain janes, from
henceforth: Back to wearing the ordinary stuff.
“I don’t get any of this, youngster. Trix be the shit. But, you have us back to wearing this
ordinary stuff,” Hanna bellows. She’s likes to call Mondo, youngster. That’s her word for the girl.
Refusing to be sidetracked, Fats and Mondo ignore her outburst and go on with the business at
hand.
“A test, you say?” Fats asks, scratching her head in dismay. She’s just as befuddled as Hanna by
the puzzle Mondo presents; she just isn’t as verbose about it as Hanna is about her confusion.
“Which I failed. I was too smart.”
“How so, youngster? Come again?” Interjects Hanna, getting back on track.
“I found the books, so I failed the test. Finding the books proved that I was way too smart for
their purposes. If I had failed to find them, then I would have been kept on for the full year, maybe
longer.”
“Huh?” Hanna asks incredulously.
Fats cracks a wide, toothy grin. Once again showing why she’s the boss, she finally gets it.
Hanna, on the other hand, is still striking out. Having correctly ciphered the shill, Fats becomes
expectedly quiet, leaving the conversation to her two protégés, the Goon Hanna and Goonish
Mondo. She’s content to gloat possessively at her prize possession Mondo Kane.
“It’s simple. We got had.”
Hanna shrugs her shoulders. “I give up, youngster.”
“So, shall I go ahead and spill the beans, boss?” Mondo asks Hanna. Fats and Hanna are the only
two people in Fats’ crew that Mondo calls boss. Although Fats owns her and it is Fats’ crew, Hanna
is as much her boss as Fats is: It’s a Mob thing.
“Might as well. I’m def today.”
“Bullshit. You’ve never been clueless. You’re just way too straightforward to bother with
deciphering such convoluted spook machinations. Ergo, espionage ain’t your thing.”
“Guilty as charged,” Hanna grabs Mondo’s knee underneath the table. Then, Hanna utters the
obvious and quite expected for a Goon, that is come on line: “Hulk smash.”
“Later, my love, much later. You’ll get your turn at bat. For now, we play the game. Q&A.”
“Shoot.”
“How was the hunting on that Dead world?”
“It was a piece of cake.”
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“Exactly. You guys had no trouble going to and from on that Dead world using conventional
weapons. You never needed to exercise your option, and call in the Marines to put boots on the
ground. Yet, Living Hell told me that Dame Julie couldn’t harvest the fruits of her labor, because of
the Dead. Your survival proved my hypothesis. The robot lied. Dame Julia could have retrieved the
Weapons anytime she wished by conventional means.”
The five watt finally comes on for Hanna.
“But, what if you had been wrong, Mondo?”
Fats interjects, beating Mondo to the punch. “The obvious, Hanna: We would have bought the
farm. Our little girl is as cold-bloodied as ever. And, that’s why she remains so near and dear to our
hearts. She’s that tasty Dutch treat delight, which we so much like to lick just like a very sweet-nsour lollypop.”
Now, it’s Hanna’s turn to sport a wide, toothy grin. “So, the whole thing was one big mind fuck.
We never killed Helg and Wulf in that grotto. It was all staged. Shit!”
“Maybe. Maybe not.”
“But, eventually we’ll rekall it straight?”
“Who knows?” This time it’s Mondo’s turn to shrug her shoulders. “Some of it was real,
probably most of it. But, we’ll probably never know which is which, for sure.”
“Bullshit!”
“Nope. Real shit.”
“But, we’re faerie! We’re immutable!”
“What can I tell you?”
“That’s just too disturbing to even consider.”
“Fables and gables?”
“Go on, brownnoser. You’ll get to kiss my ass for real, later.”
“The Kum have a tell.”
“That’s common knowledge. I saw it myself. It revealed nothing, and I’ve been reading those
things since before you were born in your first life. So. What was the giveaway, youngster?”
“There’s no foolproof mind control for the clinically insane.” Mondo turns her attention to Mrs.
Smith. It can see that special emptiness in its goddess’ eyes that is its Kum kind, and there’s that
special combination of depravity and coldness in the girl’s eyes and that hardness of the girl’s looks
that is the dominatrix. Such as this and that warms the thing’s cackles. “Mrs. Smith, you will take
us there.”
“Yes, my goddess.”
That’s when all hell breaks loose: the thing and the girls just disappear. Without warning, they’re
just gone, without a trace.
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They materialize upon a Dead world; a very private universe. And, this PUV is unlike any Dark
City that the trio of faeries has ever encountered. Designation K-9. They are standing on the roof
top of a federal building that was abandoned long ago.
Mondo rips off her PJs and in their place she fastens her tricked-out perls around her neck.
Without saying a word, the two Goons follow suit and ditch their “regular” perls, opting for their
trix.
Fats takes her bearings, confirms the shift points, factors in the variables, and then she just
disappears. Hanna is left holding the bag, so to speak.
Hanna smiles that wide toothy grin of hers. She can smell what Mondo is cooking, and she craves
the menu.
“You lied; we did kill those two bitches!” Hanna bellows at the girl.
“Maybe. Maybe not.”
“I’ll beat it out of you.”
“Now, you know me better than that.”
“Yes I do. But, I still want to do it for fun.”
“Later. Business first. Fuck later,” Mondo voices seductively. This grave insult is a thinly veiled
attempt on Mondo’s part to provoke Hanna. Hanna, of course, obliges and responds in kind,
knowing full well what the girl is trying to do.
Hanna smacks Mondo hard across the face, busting the girl’s lip. The girl smiles that naughty
school girl smile. Hanna slaps her again. Mondo smiles even naughtier, this time.
“Bitch whore. You know I meant later. Business always comes first.”
Mondo orgasms. She smells musky and animal before her thong cleans her up.
“Yes, boss,” Mondo responds coldly. Hers is the harsh, grating, raspy voice of a stone-faced
schoolmarm Borg dominatrix drone, much to Hanna’s delight. Fingernails on the chalkboard
grating. A shrew’s voice.
“Better. Much better.”
Mrs. Smith says nothing. It just watches the heated exchange, with no expression whatsoever on
its face. Like its goddess, it too is a homicidal walking talking calculator.
“I lied, boss, just like you said,” Mondo states the obvious as she pulls Helg’s head out of her
purse and begins munching on it as if she were Goon. “Yes, boss, very good head indeed.”
Much to Hanna’s pleasure, Mondo has her sternns and those prudz of hers purse themselves, and
her sternka gives way to strait hair. Although Mondo is still a creepy Borg dominatrix, the sexy girl
is no longer plain. Now she is pleasing to Hanna. When Mondo finishes off her head snack, she
wipes her bare hands on her mouth. That Goon act makes her even more pleasing to her de facto
boss.
Pan waves wash over them, waves that should be lethal. Their devices render the waves benign.
Secondary Trojans find no way to backdoor the devices’ protocols and are unable to turn said
Weapons into antennas for the Pans Generator which is emitting said waves. Hence, no mind fuck.
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And, it goes without saying that for a Pans to co-opt demons, it would have to be on a massive
scale—planetary. And, a known side effect of this huge a Pans is the Super Dead; Dead with the
capability of faerie!
Helg didn’t exaggerate about the Dead of E639 being the equal of faerie. Here on its namesake
such is also the case: The Dead rival faerie. Mondo wets her panties at the very thought as such as
these to genocide. Once more, she gets the opportunity to hunt SiDs. And, there is something even
more delightfully unnerving for the girl to consider: The Morlock who created the Robot of this
Dark City.
Yes indeed, Mondo is truly in seventh heaven. The girl degenerates even more. Her twisted lusts
drive her to even deeper expressions of depravity. Borg drone gives way to Kum drone. Mrs. Smith
notices the switch, but Hanna doesn’t. Only a Kum would notice the switch. Mondo has once more
degenerated into a Kum in inhuman form. But, here, that’s not enough for the degenerate.
Drone never supersedes dominatrix, for Mondo Kane. It’s something that both Hanna and the
mindless dumb beast are well aware of. “at least I don’t frighten people anymore,” comes to mind.
Telemetry finally locates the flophouse; its location shifts randomly. Teleportation coordinates
are generated. Yet, Mondo descends to the alley below, instead of teleporting. The other two follow
suit. Mondo’s pace is leisurely, yet telemetry indicates that Dead are lurking everywhere. This is a
perfect place to spring an ambush on the trio, yet none materializes. No takers. Mondo is obviously
baiting a trap for no takers which is a contradiction in terms. Keep it tight and tidy, people; don’t
bunch up!
The uninformed would say that Morlock look a lot like bipedal Cooch in pretense. But, that
couldn’t be further from the truth. Morlock are Hag, sexually insatiable, totally insane, and practice
worse hygiene than Mok. They’re the template for Kum and incidentally the Borg, not the other
way around. Although they are hemorphidites, these she-males are female nonetheless; Kum are
the same, of course. Geriatric mane and muff. A penchant for degradation theirs and others. Glaze.
Prune-danish: Three pendulous triple-E tits with hideous stretch marks and equally hideous
stringbean nipples; with a moog in place of the left tit. Klaw. Knobb on the leftside and the
rightside of their neck. They are the most degenerate form of Hag. They never bathe. They live in
squalor. And, they are always dirty, dirty just like Kaye Maxfield Starr stayed dirty, dirty just the
way Mondo likes ‘em, dirty just the way Mondo craves to be like and with twenty-four-seven. Like
all Hags, Morlock crave to enslave, but they crave dirty the most. A very high percentage of
bagladies are Morlock; all Morlocks are bagladies. And. It’s the Morlock who create the Robots
that run Dark Cities.
The ninety-something Morlock who created the Robot of this Dark City is named Thelma,
Thelma Louse Kaye Jones. When she’s not roaming the streets as a ranting and raving baglady,
she’s either running the flophouse of this PUV and by definition, in a Dark City there is only one
flophouse or she’s high on clear 2 being fed upon by some Kum preferably a Cooch. And, when not
servicing her, her possession is kept dirty, high on clear 2, living in squalor, and fed upon by some
Kum preferably a Cooch. Mrs. Jones is the much older sister of Kaye Maxfield Starr. Thelma looks
just like a much older, dirtier version of Kaye, a much dirtier version!
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They arrive at the flophouse unmolested; the rolling blackouts start as if on cue. The expected
Mok clerk greets them at the front desk. The clerk’s name is Emma, Emma Peel. It’s Mrs. Peel and
Miss Kane that do the parley.
“Your rooms are ready. I will take you upstairs to them.”
“I take it that Thelma is out and about.”
“If she weren’t I wouldn’t be standing here, boringly sane thanks to the Robot. I’d be out and
about, insane as a mad hatter. At least I don’t have to bathe.”
“Quite so, Mrs. Peel.”
Hanna realizes that she and Fats have been had. But, she wisely keeps quiet. The clerk escorts
them upstairs to their rooms. Both are equipped with the requisite marble bed, but the similarities
stop there. Hanna’s room is clean and pristine, like a room at the plaza. Mondo’s is filthy; garbage
choked and reeks like a sewer. Mrs. Smith will stay in Mondo’s squalid room, of course. It’s
obvious that Mondo has stayed in this squalid room many times before.
Mondo walks over to her room’s closet. Inside of the closet is a pair of black fishnet tights
hanging upon the closet’s solitary hangar. A hibernating tic clings to the fishnets. The tights are
filthy, gamey, and have no hygiene mode. Mondo strips down to her perls, bra, and panties. Her
pristine powersuit is hung up neatly upon the rusty metal hangar. Her shoes are kicked rudely into
the back of the closet like a pair of misspent dice; they end up lying upon the floor. She slips on the
sternns and by doing so reverts back to being plain, very plain and very sexy much to Hanna’s
chagrin. Mondo has yet to go dirty, ergo the baglady spell has yet to either invoke or be invoked.
She slips on the tights; they’re worn over her thong. The tic crawls up the leg of the net stockings
and attaches itself to her abdomen. Mondo still doesn’t revert to dirty. Her hands don’t klaw. And,
her knobb doesn’t manifest itself. Mondo is poised to debase herself, or is she? That’s when Hanna
gets it, and gets it in spades.
As Mondo hands her purse and holster to Emma, who will lock them up in the hotel safe, it never
gets the chance to, she crossdraws her gats and blazes away, turning Emma’s head into ground
chuck. The Mok clerk is killed outright. Mondo holsters her guns before the holster drops out of
Emma’s dead hand onto the floor.
Hanna is smiling from ear to ear. She and Fats weren’t the only ones who got had in this lethal
affair. Payback is a bitch.
Mondo trades in filthy tights for pristine skins and deborahs. The tic falls off, dead. She picks it
up and eats it. Purse and holster are retrieved off of the floor and clipped to the waistband of her
skirt. Holster worn SotB; purse worn SSbBL (strong side belt holster in the back on the leftside): in
a word, BLT. Sternns are pursed, of course.
“How long do we have, youngster?”
“A few more seconds, boss.”
“They got careless with you, didn’t they?”
“Yes, they did.”
Without another single word being uttered, the two of them just disappear. Mrs. Smith follows
suit. It knows where its goddess is taking Hanna, but it has tasks to do for its goddess before it
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reunites with her and her Goon companion.
“You mean to tell me that Occam’s Law of Diminishing Returns was the undoing of Helg and
Wulf?”
“Yep.”
“And, that’s why we haven’t dusted anyone. That’s why we haven’t dusted the Dead.”
“Exactly.”
“And, it’s the threat of us using our conventional weapons that’s kept them Dead fuckers at bay.”
“That’s three for three. Homerun, boss.”
They are back where they started. Back on that rooftop overlooking the apocalypse. Mrs. Smith
has yet to hook up with them.
“They got so used to seeing you debase yourself that they got careless. They stopped keeping
tabs on you. You were free to wander and get the lay of the land, so to speak.”
“You know my MO so well.”
“They knew your MO so well too, and look what it got them. They still let their guard down.”
“No one can maintain their readiness forever.”
“You’ve figured out a way to grow these things so that they’re kosher from the git go, haven’t
you?”
“Maybe.”
“You’ve figured out a way to keep them trix from going spent?”
Mondo’s answer to that one is a sly smile.
Ockham’s laws can’t be broken, but they can be bent. What works for guns, maybe can be made
to work for other things, even these things. I think I deserve a very long, very dirty vacation if my
hunch turns out to be correct. Business first though. We take out the security detail that’s
protecting the eggheads who are running this experiment. Then, we take out the eggheads.
Kevin “Kimbo Slice” Ferguson, a brooding Giant, watches them remotely from a distant rooftop.
He’s the muscle for the infamous gossip columnists Louella Parsons and Hedda Hopper. If the
dapper Kimbo is here, the two well-dressed Crones Ms. Parsons and Ms. Hopper can’t be too far
behind.
Kimbo is dressed in the dandy’s staple outfit: a business suit, with all the expected accessories
and fixings.
The seventy-something columnists prefer Koos, mules, trick perls, no bra or panties of course,
cigarette purse, sternns, mopp, dyke hairdos, and prudz. Parsons prefers a moe. The slightly more
feminine Hopper prefers a sternka. “Slightly more feminine” ain’t saying much, because both
avowed spinsters are quite butch and very plain. The elderly shrews are sporting schlongs
underneath their miniskirts.
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A schlong is that brand-new shine variant, of course, that’s literally overnight become all the rage
with bulldykes worldwide. The dildo, which is a must have, is fleshtone not black. The pubic hairs
on its testicles match the hair of the wearer and they are not kinky. There is no vaginal “finger”;
instead the wearer’s vagina is left accessible via the dildo harness’ built-in artificial vagina, turning
the wearer into a functional hemorphidite, in other words, a she-male. When aroused, artificial jism
spurts from the dildo, jism produced by the testicles. Likewise, there is no anal “finger”; instead the
wearer’s anus is left accessible via the dildo harness’ built-in artificial anus. The flesh-color of the
harness and dildo, dick and balls adds to the creepiness quotient of said strap-on. The flesh-colored
harness and dildo are two parts of a whole, and as such their joining is seamless. When worn, the
strap-on fuses seamlessly to the wearer’s body; strap-on and wearer become one, which is what you
would expect of a Borg appendage. Using the strap-on is highly addictive, delivering bliss during
orgasm that eclipses clear-1, clear-2, et al., all iterations of clear or any other “recreational” drug
for that matter!
The harness’ vaginal and anal orifices are also battery powered stimulators. The wearer will go
into spasms whenever the dread devices come alive inside of her, deep inside her warm, deep nook
(vagina) and cranny (anus). Her mechanical “friends” will shuttle and vibrate with a vengeance
upon command; otherwise they’re inactive, passively giving the girl pleasure by their mere
discomfort. One orifice is stuck in the wearer’s pussy and the other orifice is stuck in her asshole.
Sound familiar?
But, it’s Parsons, the more butch of the two, who has no vested business interest whatsoever in
the girl who she so much desires to turn and who she so much desires period. Her interest in the girl
is decidedly base, not professional whatsoever, of course.
And, it’s Hopper, who has a letter of introduction from the Madame President. Unlike Parsons,
her interest in the girl is strictly professional; nothing carnal. Having fallen on hard times, for far
too long she has had to share the services of Kimbo with her chief rival Louella Parsons. Now,
Miss Kane has fallen into her lap, so to speak. Now, it’s time to make a clean break and reclaim her
throne as the queen of gossip.
The test was a two-edged sword, you see. Mondo proved to be too smart for Madame President’s
uses, but she proved herself more than smart enough for Hopper’s uses. McCain needed a dumb
blonde; Hopper needs the opposite.
McCain owed her one, and Hopper called in her marker. She must strike now, while the iron is
hot. Parsons may be content to eke out a living freelancing to minor league tabloids that cover ZList celebs, but Hoppers still craves the hi-life. She wants to be back on top. When they were at the
apex of their power and influence, Parsons and Hopper could make or break top movie stars and
other A-List celebs.
Later. Much later. Back at the flophouse.
“This. This is nothing,” Mondo laughs as she tears up Hedda’s letter of introduction. A look of
shock and defeat paints Hedda’s face.
“No! No! You can’t do this! You can’t refuse my boon! That letter indentures you to me for the
duration! You’re my ticket out of this hellhole existence! Maybe being nothing is good enough for
Lou, but not for me!”
“The letter is worthless. You’ve been had.”
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“Bullshit! You’re a librarian.”
“By proxy. Not by arrangement.”
“What!”
“Like I said, you’ve been had, sister, and how. To tell the truth, we’ve all been had, for that
matter.”
Hanna lets out a big belly laugh and leaves the room with Lou and Kimbo for a nice, nasty
gangbang in her room. Hedda and Mondo are left alone in Mondo’s room to their own devices.
Mondo sits on the bed staring at Hedda as Hedda stomps about in an uncontrollable rage. All the
while, Mondo is staring at the Harpy lusting for the gossip.
Consumed by ambition, the gossip has no designs on Mondo, but Mondo has all kinds of designs
on the gossip. Finally, Mondo gets off of the bed, drops her skirt, yanks off her panties, unbuttons
her coat, and walks over to Hedda. She forces herself on Hedda, locking lips with the dyke.
Hedda pushes Mondo off in disgust and wipes her mouth with her gloved hand. She spits in
Mondo’s face.
“I need your skills as a booker! I don’t want you in that way you ugly ass whore!”
“Then, make me pretty, perfect, even, pleasing to your eye, and use me hard.”
“No!!!”
“Have it your way.”
Mondo turns her back on the woman. Hedda goes berserk. She grabs a piece of rusty lead pipe
and caves in the back of Mondo’s skull killing the girl outright. Hedda lays into the girl’s corpse
with vicious blows, intent on finishing off the girl for good. Mrs. Smith stands in the shadows of a
far corner and does absolutely nothing.
“I’ll show you pretty, bitch!”
Hedda applies mopp heavily to the girl’s face. Thanks to the facial, the twenty-something now
looks forty-something and very plain. Now, the girl has the face of Sarah E Hux, Hedda’s dead
wife. Then, the now aroused Hedda removes her spare schlong from her purse, straps it on the girl’s
beaten-to-a-bloody-pulp body, and proceeds to ravenously eat the girl’s pussy. Now, with nothing
between it and the girl, the strap-on fuses seamlessly to the girl’s body. But, sodomy is only the
foreplay. Then, Hedda brutally rapes the girl in earnest, during which Mrs. Smith caves in the back
of Hedda’s head with that very same lead pipe killing Hedda outright.
Hedda comes to, laid out upon the marble bed in Mondo’s ROOM; the ROOM bequeathed her by
Dame Julia. Mrs. Smith stands motionless in a corner. Mondo sits at a reading table. The girl is
sans mopp, schlong, and prudz. Strait buttoned. Bra fastened underneath. Flesh-colored thong,
strap, etc.
“Oh, you’re finally awake. Excellent. I plan on keeping your spare; it’s such a fun toy.”
“Where am I?”
“In my ROOM. It’s accessible from the back of the closet in my flophouse room, if you know
how and where to look.”
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“What is this all about?”
“I’ve decided to help you.”
“Why?”
“You passed my little test with flying colors.”
“I raped you, you sick ass slut!”
“I know, and I so enjoyed our first date. I tricked you into raping me, by exploiting that temper of
yours. You see, I don’t like to play second fiddle when it comes to my butch lovers, and that’s just
what I am to Doctor Frankenstein; I’m second fiddle to that Monster of hers. But, with you, I’d be
your one and only.”
Hedda clears her throat, realizing that the girl is voluntarily accepting indenture servitude for the
duration in exchange for sexual enslavement. Mondo correctly interprets Hedda’s throat clearing as
a hi-sign.
“I find you unattractive as you presently are.”
“That’s fixed easily.”
Mondo’s compact applies mopp heavily to her face, just like Hedda did. Thanks to the facial,
twenty-something and very sexy, now looks forty-something and very plain. The makeup makes
Mondo look just like Hedda’s deceased wife Sarah Hux. Flesh-colored panties are pursed. A fleshcolored schlong straps itself on underneath her skirt; there is the smell of burning flesh as the strapon fuses to her body. Prudz glove her hands. Sternns. Strait hair gets yanked back into a sternka.
“And, the others?”
“Busy doing other things.”
“As in?”
“The things that Hanna and I had intended to do.”
“Maybe you should get rid of the makeup, or at least alter it.”
“Why? It’s how you like me. It’s just like how you made me up last night. It makes me look just
like her. You know, your Sarah, Sarah Hux.”
“Stop it! Enough!”
“Come. Come. You have a fixation about your dead wife, that’s why you made me up to look
just like her. It aroused you then, just like it’s arousing you now.”
“You’re a filthy liar!”
“You got away with murdering her. With no one the wiser. Such a cad you are.”
Hedda starts to charge the girl, and then she just stops dead in her tracks.
Mondo further teases: “No one can remote view us in here. And, Mrs. Smith can witness nothing;
it is, after all, just a thing.”
Instead of attacking the girl, Hedda just sits down across from Mondo at the reading table.
“Hedda has needs. Why keep denying them?” Hedda thinks to herself. She decides to stop.
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“My Sarah,” Hedda coos as she gently, lovingly strokes the girl’s flawless, creamy-white
complexion.
“I am your Sarah.”
They kiss. Hedda reaches inside of Mondo’s jacket and feels the girl up. Hedda always did like
squeezing her Sarah’s tits.
“Now, that’s the spirit, Ms. Hopper.”
That’s when Hedda notices what looks like a Borg alcove in an assimilated corner. As expected,
the alcove is a diabolik, and it’s been Cooched. A quick, second look reveals the clever deception.
The alcove has been subtly altered (enhanced) so that it’s akin to a HVAC, a Hag enslavement
alcove. Enhanced how? “Appendages” from a HVAC have been added to it? It’s assimilated a
HVAC? What? The devil is always in the details. Too late Hedda realizes that she’s been had
again. She’s unable to move having lost all voluntary control of her muscles. Hedda is trapped like
a fly in amber. She’s a prisoner in her own body. And, her trix has failed to protect her whatsoever
from the subterfuge being employed!
Mondo smiles the deranged smile of the lunatic that she is. She pulls back out of Hedda’s frozen
grasp. Mopp goes bye-bye. Sternka gives way to strait hair. Sternns, prudz, and schlong get pursed.
Her flesh-colored thong slips itself back on underneath her skirt. Mrs. Smith walks over from the
corner where it was standing. Its clothes and shoes shred as it reverts to its native form. Its trix still
encircles its neck though.
“She’s all yours now, Mrs. Smith.”
“Thank you, my goddess.”
“Remember to put up your toy when you finish playing with her.”
“Yes, my goddess.”
When Mrs. Smith finishes raping, ravaging, and feeding upon Hedda, it will plug her into its
goddess’ alcove. But, instead of assimilating Hedda, the alcove will enslave her.
Mondo exits the ROOM. But, instead of stepping out into the closet of her room, she ends up in
the closet in Hanna’s room.

The RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH reports that Natalie
Gulbis has hired a public relations firm to get us to forget
that she has the bangin’-est body in women’s sports. The
PR firm Circle S has been charged by the golfer to
apparently remake her image from cheesecake calendar
model to serious athlete.
The RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH
Tenderized by Hanna, looking every bit like the sides of beef that they are, a naked, trussed up,
struggling Lou and Kimbo hang from meat hooks screwed into the ceiling. Ball gags silence the
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pair’s protests. The room has been trashed. The gangbang turned into something quite lethal. And,
just like Hedda, the trix of Kimbo and Lou also failed to prevent them from being undermined.
Mondo walks out of the closet in Hanna’s room and walks over to Hanna. They kiss and grope
each other like a couple of Goons in heat, which is what they are. Mondo looks Dark and acts
Goon. Hanna very much likes what she sees. The girl is quite fetching.
“Fresh meat for my sweet.”
“Thank you, boss.”
“And, the other one?”
As if on cue, Mondo’s alcove appears in a corner of Hanna’s room. Raped, ravaged, and fedupon by Mrs. Smith and the alcove, Hedda is plugged into it. She’s still wearing her trix, but
nothing else.
“You got other surprises haven’t you, Miss Kane?”
“Now, that would be telling, boss.”
Mrs. Smith steps out of the closet wearing its regenerated clothes, shoes, and Cindy McCain
guise. It’s also wearing that smug look of satisfaction.
Mondo walks toward her intended, intent on slicing and dicing Hedda, Louella, and Kimbo to
death, and then she just stops in her tracks. She turns her head, looks back at Hanna, and smiles.
“So, were you gonna kill me or what, boss?”
“I hadn’t decided yet. I was waiting to see if you took the bait. I told them you wouldn’t, but you
never know with psychos what they’re gonna do.”
“So, did I pass?”
“We’re still talking aren’t we?”
“Yes we are.”
Mondo unmakes the bindings of Lou and Kimbo, but she does so with a proverbial scalpel
instead of a sledgehammer. Translation: the bindings don’t turn to dust; they’re cut off as if by
some unseen blade. Lou and Kimbo drop to the floor with a loud thud.
The Amazon makes a gesture with her hands: her hands klaw for a brief moment. Hedda drops
out of the alcove and lands hard upon the floor as if some invisible pair of hands yanked her out of
the alcove and threw her upon the floor. Once more, the big girl’s hands klaw briefly. The alcove
disappears.
Nowadays, Mondo’s hands klaw when she’s performing arcane machinations (magic) or when
she’s hooked up to her alcove or when they’re idle. Likewise, nowadays, Mondo’s knobb sprouts
from the rightside of her neck well-hidden underneath her big hair whenever she’s doing magic or
when she’s plugged into her alcove.
Klaw is both an arcane and a technological gesture. Likewise, knobb is both an arcane and a
technological “sign.” Although, nowadays, klaw is synonymous with the Borg, it is a gesture that
predates the Borg. Likewise, nowadays, knobb is synonymous with the Borg, but it too predates the
Borg. Both affectations, klaw and knobb, predate the Borg by hundreds of millions of years.
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“You needed assurance, now you have it. She’s just like we said she would be,” Hanna proclaims
smugly to a prone Hedda and Lou.
A very simple test: If Mondo was the rabid dog, she would have tried to finish off her intended,
and Hanna would have killed her before she could do anything permanent.
After dressing, Lou and Kimbo leave with Hanna. Hedda gets her wish: She gets Mondo. Hedda
and Mondo return to Mondo’s ROOM.
Hedda admires the drone plugged into the alcove. Mondo is sans panties. She’s sporting sternns,
sternka, prudz, schlong underneath her skirt, and Sarah’s face thanks to a facial. The girl’s strait is
unbuttoned and her bra is unhooked. Our Miss Kane has no use for the bed, she has her alcove.
Once Borg, always Borg. Hedda can have the bed.
Hopper’s hands wander lovingly and possessively over the girl’s ripe body and plain face. This is
a fantasy come true for the bulldyke prude, which she will enjoy to its fullest. But, when they arrive
at their destination, this fantasy will come to an end for both of them. No more schlong, no more
sternka, no more Sarah Hux facial. Once Borg, always Borg. Once faerie, always faerie.
Translation: Mistress Kane, the creepy Borg dominatrix extraordinaire will rule the roost.
When they hook back up with the others, Frau Kuntz will have the bed, Hedda and Lou will get
the spare, and Kimbo gets the floor. Translation: The sofa lets out into a bed, which is what Hedda
and Lou will sleep on. Having been homeless for so long—several millennia, Kimbo prefers to
sleep on the floor; he’s much too used to it to change this far into his immortal life. For now,
though, Hedda has her prude lover all to herself. As she gropes the drone, she leafs through the
pages of her favorite issue of MFP magazine Volume 8, No. 8, the one with June Wilkinson on the
cover.

Queen-sized cuties. Man trap. The bigger they are, the
harder we fall! Think big. Think tall. Think Amazon. Think
June Wilkinson, not Monique, for goodness sake!!!
Man’s Favorite Pastime—The Magazine for the Big Dame Hunter
Mondo walks slowly about the hastily abandoned command center arcanely looking for clues to
their prey’s whereabouts; that stern, sexy walk of hers, a walk that’s equal parts stiff, sexy, and
mechanical. Hers is the walk of a hottie automaton: prude meets stripper meets showgirl. As
expected, no more schlong, no more sternka, and no more facial for the Amazon. But, Mondo still
sports sternns and prudz: Very plain merged seamlessly with very sexy is the prude look she now
craves. For obvious reasons, even sans facial, Hedda admires the drone’s new, avowed spinster
look. Hedda’s usual look is likewise hardcore spinster.
There is additional to make Hedda’s prude heart flutter with excitement. Because Mondo is using
magic to divine said clues, there are the expected Borg affectations; affectations which suit the
Borg prude so well. Well-hidden underneath the girl’s long, luscious, golden tresses, is a knobb on
the rightside of her creamy-white neck. Mondo’s gloved hands klaw. As aforementioned, when
performing magic, the girl’s prude is quite Borg, as well as being very plain and very sexy. Though
never Borg whatsoever, Hedda’s prude is also very plain and very sexy, but it’s only sexy to
another prude.
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“Well, Frau Hopper, it looks like I’m done with my business and I’m all yours for the duration.
The eggheads and their security detail have beat feet,” Mondo proclaims as she ceases the arcane.
Hedda walks over to her new possession. She gently strokes the girl’s cheek and neck, moving
her hand underneath the girl’s bouffant. Then she kisses the girl full on the lips and sticks her
tongue deep into the girl’s mouth. She licks the nape of the girl’s neck. Since the prude girl is no
longer doing magic there’s no longer a knobb gracing said neck. Nevertheless, the girl’s hands still
klaw when idle. The girl, with the creepy hands, stiffens.
“Why settle for a booker, when you can have a secretary?”
“Why indeed? And. As my secretary, your librarian skills won’t go to waste. There’s no need to
get rusty.”
They disappear, materializing in the lobby of The Ritz, the premier luxury hotel in the Partition.
Being a modern edifice, teleportation into and out of the hotel is restricted to the lobby. They find
themselves in the midst of A-List celebs, paparazzi, and gossips. This is the hustle and bustle that
Hedda has missed for much too long. Hanna, Lou, Mrs. Smith, and Kimbo hook up with them in
the dining room as planned.
Mondo’s prude is a total turn off for Hanna. Hanna decides that after their meal, she will slip
away and bang one of the sexy-looking would-be starlets that are flittering about looking for a
sugar daddy. She can be that sugar daddy for a one-night stand.
Then, halfway through the meal, prude gives way to very sexy as Mondo purses her prudz and
her sternns.
To entice Mondo back, Hedda purses her sternns and prudz, lets down her hair, and gets rid of
her mopp. Hedda also purses her schlong and, goes commando and slick. Mondo stays very sexy
and doesn’t revert back to prude. In the end, Hedda gives up and reverts back to being prude:
Sternns, prudz, mopp, sternka, and schlong.
“Wake up,” a fully-dressed Hedda commands as she tugs on Mondo. Mondo is draped over
Hanna on the large marble bed in Hanna’s hotel room. Except for their trix, Hanna and Mondo are
naked. Last night, Hedda, Mondo, and Hanna were quite the threesome. Hanna stays stretched out
on the bed, refusing to get up. Mondo quickly dresses and follows Hedda out of the room. Hanna
goes back to sleep.
“Those well-placed bribes with the bellhop finally paid off.”
“As in?”
“There was a commotion, early this morning. The police got discreetly called in by hotel
security, and are on the scene as we speak. I smell a story, a real juicy one. As such, I’ll need you
on duty.”
Mondo relapses upon command, much to Hedda’s delight. Sternns and prudz are again sported
by the Amazon. No knobb, but the girl’s hands are idle and therefore creepy (klaw). The gossip
openly gloats at the girl prude’s prude.
“A very small boon, please.”
“As in?”
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“I’d like my Sarah back, for this one.”
Mondo’s compact mops her face. The girl’s face becomes Sarah’s forty-something bitter
divorcee’s face.
“I think that I will call you Sarah when you are wearing her face.”
“Don’t get used to it. This face is just a boon.”
“Think so?”
“I know so.”
“We’ll see.”
Mondo doesn’t bother arguing with the prude. The girl falls in step with her bulldyke boss, steno
pad in hand. On their way up in the elevator, on its own, Mondo’s hair yanks itself back into a
sternka. There is the smell of burning flesh when, also on its own, her schlong straps itself on, eats
her panties, munches off her muff, and fuses itself seamlessly to her body. Her transformation is
complete.
They gain access to the crime scene, a palatial penthouse apartment, when Mondo flashes her
badge to the officers on duty. CSI has already done their thing, so Hedda and Mondo have their run
of the place. This morning, a married A-List movie star and his mistress were found murdered by
housekeeping. So far, the police have kept this from the press, but that situation won’t last forever.
In point of fact, it ended the minute Hedda got wind of it.
As the two of them muck about, Mondo notices movement in the walls, just like she did in P337
main branch. And, just like she did on P337, she pretends to not notice it.
It’s late. Hanna and Mondo make their way up the back stairway toward the penthouse where the
double homicide was discovered this morning. Mondo is all business, police business that is. No
sternka, sternns, prudz, mopp, or schlong. She is wearing her rubber panties, the ones that proved to
be indigestible by her schlong. And, her muff is back in all of its golden glory. Once more, she’s
sexy not plain. Bra and panties. Koo and deborahs. Trix, of course.
And, there’s more. No more knobb in other words no creepier when she’s plugged into her
alcove or when she’s doing magic. No more klaw in other words no more creepy hands when she’s
plugged into her alcove, doing magic, or when her hands are idle. She can’t afford the distraction.
Her continued immortal existence depends on serious inquires only.
Of course, as usual, Miss Kane’s holster and purse are BLT. This is the way that Hanna, Fats, et
al. wear theirs. BLT is very Goon indeed.
In other words, much to the damnation of her newest enemies, the old Mondo is back with that
harsh pretty face, stern sexy walk, and those oh so deadly moves of hers.
“Tonight, you get to sleep with the fishes,” Hanna mumbles to herself. It’s the Mob verse she
rhymes before she does a hit. And, that’s exactly what’s she’s gonna do to whomever or whatever
is on the other side of the stairwell door in front of them.
Braless and commando. Koo and mules. Trix, of course. Like Mondo, Hanna is also loaded to
bear.
“Dominatrix isn’t Borg; it’s much worse,” Is Mondo’s rhyme.
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When they finally reach the door to the penthouse floor, Mondo is the first to reconfigure her
BLT. Needless to say, her leftside stays her strong side.
Her universal holster is still worn in the back: SotB. But. Mondo switches her purse back to SSb
on the rightside librarian style just like she always used to wear it back in the day. And, once more,
Phone is gripping the waistband of her strap alongside Purse. Her katz pierces her right earlobe.
The trix allows her phone and katz to be operated “hands free.” Her badge is clipped to the
waistband of her skirt on the leftside.
A klock is clipped to the waistband of her strap alongside her universal in the back in place of her
purse: in other words, the klock is SSbBL. A klock looks a lot like her universal, but it’s not a
holster at all, of course. It’s forbidden Nazi tech from The Old War that is the progenitor of all
unmakers. Acting as its proxy, the trix also allows her klock to be operated “hands free.” Used
singularly, both weapons have their shortcomings. But, trix + klock = The Weapon! Bottomline:
This time, the backdoor pairing is universal and Weapon.
The trix is more than just the klock’s proxy. Once conjoined, the trix can only weaponize in
communion with the klock and vice versa. In other words, neither the trix nor the klock can
weaponize on its own anymore. Bottomline: The klock can only be operated “hands free.”
Hanna does likewise to her protégé. Now, for her too, BLT is having her Weapon and universal
backdooring her.
They kiss passionately, grope each other, and then they get down to the official business at hand.
With this being a modern edifice, the walls are hardened and the door is a DOOR, so “casually”
ghosting through is out of the question. Mondo has to pick the lock. Once her trix has opened the
lock, they rush through the door gats in hand. They enter a ruin, and it’s obviously not in the same
hotel that they can still see through the open doorway. This is another world entirely.
Mondo and Hanna holster their guns. Same hotel chain, different hotel, so the floor layout is
identical to that of their hotel. Hanna closes the door. When she reopens it, they see only ruin. The
connection with their world is gone. Neither faerie seems to care, but for very different reasons.
Hanna states the obvious: “We’re stranded.”
“Are we now?”
“Meaning what?”
Mondo’s answer is a knowing smile.
“Be that way.”
“I always am, boss.”
Mondo openly leers at the Goon’s bare, well-muscled thighs and licks her lips. Mondo can feel
her Goon rising. A Dark Elf is Vampire and Elf, and for most Darque their Goon is latent, but in
Mondo’s case it is not. As such, the girl is cruel, vicious, and brutal. Which is why dominatrix fits
her so well for so many different reasons, and so does Borg.
Much to Hanna’s chagrin a chagrin, this time, born of a different reason in addition to the
obvious one, Mondo slips her sternns back on. Her strait hair yanks itself back into a sternka.
Creepy hands when idle. A creepy sprouts from the rightside of her neck. She can ill afford such
distraction. It would appear on the surface that Hanna has backed the wrong horse.
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When they enter the ruined, once-palatial penthouse apartment, Mondo “sees” telltale movement
in the walls. With the walls comprised, and thus insufficiently hardened, the mover is exploiting
flaws that he/she has obviously divined.
A trained assassin is a master of deception and misdirection which is why, if you know what’s
good for you, you never ever go into the walls after one; for the very same reasons, you never ever
go in after Special Forces either. Mondo crossdraws her gats and chews up the scenery that’s
moving. Now, there’s movement in places were there wasn’t movement before. Mondo smiles that
wide toothy lunatic grin of hers.
“Oh goody gum drops, a fellow wet works guilder—an assassin Guild member,” Mondo shrieks
gleefully as she holsters her weapons. Her gut tells her that she’s dealing with the many, one of
whom is like herself. But, she speaks only to the one of her trade amidst the many.
That bait doesn’t work, cause she’s dealing with a liken—a trained assassin like herself and the
others with the liken who are most likely top-notch Special Forces, so being the “polite” hostess
that she is and therefore not wishing to insult her most worthy opponents, she sheds the distraction.
Knobb, klaw, sternka, and sternns all go bye-bye.
Hanna’s and Mondo’s perls feel prickly as the hidden try unsuccessfully to unmake them. Mondo
cums. She craves being hunted.
“You comprise that which is almost impossible to compromise so that you can move about in a
modern hotel as easily as a library. Now, that is impressive. Bravo.”
The question to ask oneself is that: “This is a game; the library was reality, so, are you, my
fellow liken, a reality bleeding into the game or are you the game bleeding into reality?”
Hanna remains silent, as she watches her prize student hold court.
“We can see movement, of course. But, movement can be, and in your case is, very deceptive
and quite misleading. On the other hand, we’ve also impressed you. Reaching out simultaneously
from ceiling, walls, and floor, and you can’t unmake us. So, you’re not so far ahead of us after all,
nowhere near as far ahead of us as you hoped.”
Finally, unable to contain herself anymore, Hanna asks the obvious: “So, they ciphered the shill,
same as us?”
“Yes. Same trix-klock combo.”
“You seem so sure of yourself. There’s always more than one way to skin a human.”
“Usually. But, not always. There are always exceptions to the rule, and this is one of those
exceptions.”
Hanna knows better than to press the girl about such matters. Instead, Hanna does the obvious.
The legbreaker keeps her trap shut and waits patiently for the opposition’s next move. She doesn’t
have to wait long as her girl stirs the pot.
“We’ve got forever, but you don’t. Yes, that’s right, we know that you can’t win the waiting
game, because you know as well as we do that it’s only a matter of time before our devices
assimilate yours and we can see you. Flaws, as you well know, work both ways.”
That’s when all hell breaks loose as ghosted Goons come out of nowhere from every which way,
mounting an all-out assault. Hanna and Mondo are ghosted already.
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So far, neither side can arcane the other. So, using WMD is inconsequential, but it’s not off the
table; eventually the devices of one side will assimilate and that side will dust the other. For now
though, conventional warfare holds sway. As their opponents press the attack, other Goons
materialize in flanking positions and attack Hanna’s and Mondo’s opponents from the rear. Hanna
had backup, and was using Mondo and herself as bait. The assassin hidden in the apartment
somewhere has yet to show their face.
Then, to really muddy the waters, so to speak, Mrs. Smith steps out of somewhere else right into
the midst of this theoretical crap trap. It and Mondo make eye contact. Mrs. Smith is the control; in
other words, Mrs. Smith is wearing perls, but no klock. It walks toward its goddess with only one
thing on its mind: It hasn’t fed for a very long time. When Hanna and Mondo slipped away without
taking it with them, it came looking for its meal. It hungers now. Walking sternly toward Mondo as
if the girl is the only one in the room, Mrs. Smith dusts anyone who gets in its way regardless of
whose side they are on, pausing only once to momentarily look at a far corner wall.
Oh, shit! That thing can see me! Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
It butchers the hidden assassin slowly and painfully as if it were a sadist instead of a creature of
pure instinct. It kills in the image of its goddess and by doing so provides the needed catharsis for
the change.
Mondo smiles; she was right again. The girl archives her katz and her phone; they’re no longer
needed. Her trix has “changed,” and upon changing it divorced itself from her klock. She unclips
the klock and tosses it upon the floor. With the marriage dissolved, the klock dusts itself. Her
“changed” trix is now a Weapon just like Mrs. Smith’s, and her trix is not the only one that’s been
changed. Mondo, Hanna, and Hanna’s crew proceeds to obliterate the opposition wholesale. What’s
left of the opposition quickly beats feet.
In deference to Hanna, Mrs. Smith stops short of approaching Mondo those last few feet. It leers
at its goddess hungrily. It wants the leggy chlorine bad. It imagines the girl as dirty, mindless,
bleach-blonde baglady, living in squalor, being fed upon by it.
Hanna hugs the big blonde and sticks her tongue into the girl’s mouth.
“You did it. Just like I knew you would,” Hanna proclaims as she too ditches her klock which
self-destructs. Like Mondo, her purse SSbBL and her universal SotB are again her BLT.
“You and your boyz and your girlz can finish up here. I need to tie up some loose ends back
home.”
“Thelma Louse?”
“Yes. But only after I’ve taken care of Hedda.”
“Business first. Fun later.”
“Exactly.”
Mondo and Mrs. Smith disappear. They materialize in the lobby of their hotel where they run
into Hedda whose been frantically looking for the big girl.
“Where have you been?”
“Running an errand for a very old and dear friend.”
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“You work for me now.”
“Not anymore. I resign.”
“You what! You can’t do that!”
“Just kidding.”
“Remember, I got the exclusive. You promised.”
“Sure thing.”
Then she turns her head slightly, and briefly gives Mrs. Smith that knowing look. Mondo has
finally put all of the pieces together. The big girl focuses her attention back on Hedda. Mrs. Smith
just disappears.
“Where did that thing of yours go to?”
“To take care of some private business, I imagine,” Mondo answers very flippantly.
“Then again it’s only a thing.”
“Exactly.”
“I know you prefer to look the way you do, misguided in your thinking that you are actually
attractive this way. But, could you at least wear your eyeglasses and prude your hair while you’re
on the clock.”
“Of course.”
Mondo slips on her sternns. Her hair yanks back into a sternka. But, she complies fully, not being
a welsh. Mopp. Prudz. And, lastly schlong. Thanks to the mopp, Mondo is once more wearing
Sarah’s face. The very sight of her done up like this quickens Hedda’s heart.
“Excellent.”
They kiss, exchange an even quicker grope, and then get down to the business at hand. That’s
when they feel the hotel’s dampening field extend into the lobby. Pandemonium ensues as
plainclothes and uniform police officers, brandishing their guns, rush through the front entrance
and surround the duo. All of the police are human. Game over!
“You’re both under arrest. Try anything, resist the least little bit, and you will be destroyed,”
Proclaims a senior detective as he steps forward flashing his badge.
And, so Mondo’s participation in her very first David Lynch ends as abruptly as it began.
Mondo, the girl with the matching drapes and rug—blonde mane and muff, sits in a nondescript
interrogation room at Jupiter Station. She’s back to being sexy. Strait hair. No eyeglasses, mopp,
prudz, or schlong. Harsh, pretty face. Stern, sexy walk: That naughty librarian’s gait. Across from
her sits Detective Samuel Frederick Smith Spade, the senior detective on the case, who’s the
spitting image of his fictional literary namesake. So far, the only police that she’s seen involved in
the case are humans, which is not a good sign at all.
“So, how long has this real-player of yours been going on?”
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Calling a David Lynch a real-player is like saying the DC Universe Online is just another
massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) that happens to be set in the DC
Universe.
“Not long, just a few, or so I’ve been told. Of course, I just got into it recently. This was very
first major role-play since I got made, and it’s a David fucking Lynch no less!”
Once more, she pushes the pictures of the dead couple right back at Spade and once more he
pushes them right back at her.
“And, the original dead couple was part of this game of yours?”
“For the thousandth time, yes. These people,” Mondo points at the pictures in front of her, “were
not players. Besides they’re human. Humans aren’t allowed to play.”
“Bullshit. Officially, humans don’t play. But, we both know that they do. Officially, this thing
doesn’t involve humans. But, we both know that it does. Officially, these things never involve
humans. But, we both know that they do. We also both know that collateral damage does happen
and innocent bystanders are killed, sometimes unintentionally, sometimes intentionally.”
Mondo just smiles and works her tongue obscenely in her mouth. Spade plays it cool, calm, and
collected. He tries a different tact.
“You like to hurt people, I hear.”
“You heard correctly. I get off on hurting and killing. I also get off on being hurt and killed. And,
I see how you look at me. Like to do the nasty with me, officer?”
“I know you murdered these two people and I’m gonna prove it.”
“I killed the first two; they were sanctions. Hedda got her promised exclusive. I didn’t kill these
two.”
“You sicko.”
“And, your point being?”
That’s when a seventy-something Vampire enters the room wearing sternka, trix, an expensive
black SATIN Adele Simpson pantsuit her trademark, and switchblade stilettos called debrahs. The
classy heels by Naughty Monkey are the mule version of Mondo’s deborahs; as such, these
backless D’Orsay style shoes with closed toes have the same pointed elongated enclosed-toes, 6inch razor heels (6-inch stiletto heels), and a vamp cut. The shoes were made world famous by
actress Elizabeth Mitchell, that Texas beauty and star of “Lost.”
In a past life, the plainclothes officer was Ann Miller—Ann Mueller (born Johnnie Lucille
Collier in Chireno, Texas), that famous raven-haired, long-legged actress and dancer whose
machine-gun taps won her stardom during the golden age of movie musicals. She sports a sternka,
because she’s a prude. She’s ungloved, because there’s a correct time and place to wear gloves and
this is not one of them. The fact that she’s ungloved is the giveaway. Emily Post would approve.
A onetime childhood dance prodigy, she reached the peak of her film career at MGM in the late
1940s and early ‘50s with “On the Town,” “Easter Parade,” and “Kiss Me Kate.” She remained a
dazzling tapper in her 60s and earned millions on Broadway and touring with Mickey Rooney in
“Sugar Babies,” a razzmatazz tribute to the era of burlesque.
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The popularity of musicals declined in the 1950s, and her film career ended in 1956. Miller
remained active in television and the theater, dancing and belting songs on Broadway in “Hello,
Dolly” and “Mame.” In later years, she astounded audiences in New York, Las Vegas and on the
road with her dynamic tapping in “Sugar Babies” when she was in her 60s. In 1990, she
commented that “Sugar Babies” had made her financially independent. Before each performance
(1,700 on Broadway), she practiced for an hour. “Honestly, I have had to live like a high priestess
in this show,” she remarked in a 1984 interview. “It is a very, very lonely life. When you work the
way I work—that means hard – there’s no time for play.”
“At MGM, I always played the second feminine lead; I was never the star in films,” she once
recalled. “I was the brassy, good-hearted showgirl. I never really had my big moment on the
screen. ‘Sugar Babies’ gave me the stardom that my soul kind of yearned for.”
Miller’s legs, pretty face, and fast tapping (she claimed the record of 500 taps a minute) earned
her jobs in vaudeville and nightclubs when she first came to Hollywood. She adopted the stage
name of Anne Miller. Her early film career included working as a child extra in films and as a
chorus girl in a minor musical, “The Devil on Horseback.” An appearance at the popular Bal
Tabarin in San Francisco won a contract at RKO studio, where her name was shortened to Ann.
Her first film at RKO, “New Faces of 1937,” featured her dancing. She next played an acting
hopeful in “Stage Door,” with Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, Lucille Ball, and Eve Arden.
Most of her RKO films were low-budget musicals and comedies. A contract at Columbia Pictures
started impressively with the role of the would-be ballerina in Frank Capra’s Oscar-winning “You
Can’t Take It with You.” Then she was cast in a series of wartime B musicals with titles like “True
to the Army,” “Priorities on Parade,” and “Hey Rookie.” When Cyd Charisse broke a leg before
starting “Easter Parade” at MGM with Fred Astaire, Miller replaced her. That led to an MGM
contract and her most enduring work. She was teamed with Gene Kelly and Frank Sinatra in “On
the Town,” Red Skelton in “Watch the Birdie,” and Bob Fosse in “Kiss Me Kate.” Other MGM
films included: “Texas Carnival,” “Lovely to Look At,” “Small Town Girl,” “Deep in My Heart,”
“Hit the Deck,” and “The Opposite Sex.”
“Sam, you can leave, now.”
Without offering a protest, the hard-boiled detective beats feet. Miller sits down across from
Mondo and makes an arcane gesture with her hand. The two-way mirror glass in the wall behind
her goes one-way like a “regular” mirror, affectively it’s opaque. No one is watching. No one is
eavesdropping. No one is remote-viewing. Things are very serious indeed.
“We’re in a pickle, Miss Kane.”
“So I gather.”
Miller slaps the girl hard across the face, and elicits the desired response you fill in the blanks.
Then, she reaches across the table and begins gently stroking Mondo’s hand.
“You’re being reassigned to me, for the duration. Any objections?”
“No.”
“Good girl.”
Mondo’s hair yanks itself back into a sternka, and not because Mondo is a prude either. She’s a
bohemian a Beatnik, no less underneath that classy, prim-n-proper veneer of hers. Of course, her
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Koo doesn’t need to go frumpy as aforementioned, being a business suit it’s already prude by
default in spite of its unforgiving fit. Stuffy hair. Stuffy suit.
“Very good girl. My friends call me Coco. That is how you will address me from now on.
Understand?”
As she did in 2001, when Miller returned to the big screen for a role in director David Lynch’s
“Mulholland Drive” as Coco Lenoix, Miller imparts an air of old Hollywood glamour into the
interrogation room just like she did in that film Mulholland Drive that was meant to expose the
illusions that Hollywood can create.
“Yes, Coco, I understand.”
Coco moves her tongue around in her mouth like it has a life of its own.
“You’re mine. And, I don’t like to share.”
“Then, be forewarned, Coco, I come with a lot of baggage. There are others.”
“Fats, that goddess of yours, etc., even your thing Mrs. Smith. Yes, I know about them. I’m
aware of all of your previous obligations and how so very grave they all are.”
“So, Coco, you interjected yourself into this just to get first dibs on me?”
“You sound surprised.”
“There’s something else afoot, Coco.”
“There always is. But, that aside, I wanted you so much that I.”
“Coco, I thought that you coppers had me fingered for the human murders and were on the verge
of charging me.”
“You interrupted me. That was rude. Don’t do it again.”
“Sorry, Coco.”
“You’ll be living with me from now on. I have a very big house; a dowager aunt bequeathed it to
me. There’s more than enough room for the three of us.”
“Three, Coco?”
“You, me, and your Mrs. Smith. I trust that your thing can keep house, cook, clean, etc.”
“Yes it can, Coco.”
“I’ve been without a housekeeper for far too long.”
“Coco, what became of your previous housekeeper?”
“Why, I ate her, of course. I so hate to fire people, you know, so I eat them instead. She turned
out to be an incompetent bitch anyways. No one will miss her.”
“Again, Coco, what’s the more that I’m missing?”
And, once more, Coco sidesteps the question.
“As far as everyone else is concerned, pretty one, you are just a nice, juicy, piece of ass whose
bones I’ve decided to jump. We will sleep in the same bed, just like a proper husband and wife are
supposed to. In time, of course, we will share so much more than just a bed.”
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Coco’s hand moves up to the girl’s check which she begins to lovingly stroke.
“Coco, I have special needs.”
“Already taken care of.”
That’s when Mondo’s jaw hits the floor.
Mondo walks about the opulent bedroom. Everything speaks of old money, especially the large
marble bed. Coco exits the powder room. She’s gloved; she’s wearing prudz, of course. Underneath
her jacket, a cigarette purse like Mondo’s is gripping the waistband of her slacks. Both women are
wearing their hair up in a sternka, of course.
“Take off your clothes.”
Mondo strips down to her bra, panties, perls, and deborahs. Coco motions for her to drop her
panties. As she does so, Coco gasps in horror and disgust.
“Get rid of that unsightly bush at once!”
Mondo goes slick. Coco is slick, commando, and braless underneath her pantsuit. Frau Mueller
motions for Mondo to redress and the girl does so.
“And, for goodness sake, put on your gloves. We’ll be late for dinner.”
Mondo’s prudz glove her hands. Stuffy suit, stuffy hair, stuffy gloves, Mondo and Coco look like
two naughty librarians.
“Now, we can eat.”
Mondo follows Coco down to the dining room where a formal dinner has been laid out. Coco is a
stickler for doing things everything very prim and proper. Mrs. Smith serves them per ROE, as
such it never turns its back to the table while serving or otherwise for that matter. And, Coco is
pleased to no end. After dinner, the two girls retire to the parlor where they enjoy fine cigars and
bottles of vintage blood wine. They partake ungloved and their hair worn informally; in point of
fact, they pursed their gloves and let their hair down before they crossed the threshold into the
parlor.
“That thing of yours is quite a find. It’s the best housekeeper I’ve ever had.”
“I’m glad it pleases you, Coco.”
“Such a pretty one you are; perfect even.”
“Thank you.”
“Thank you, what?”
“Thank you, Coco.”
“Better, much better. Such a smart girl you are.”
Coco slips on her sternns and puts her hair back up. Mondo follows suit, never having been fond
of formalities. But, thanks to a close, previous association with Dame Julia, Mondo is wellschooled in said formalities. Like Frau Mueller, Dame Julia was also a proverbial pain-in-the-ass
stickler.
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Both women now sport sternka and sternns. Very sexy has given way to very plain. Stuffy suit,
stuffy hair, frumpy glasses, Mondo and Coco look like two sexually-repressed spinsters. This plain
of theirs is a prelude; it’s the proper look for where they are going next. Remember: Everything
must always be Emily Post.
“Now, you are perfect for our next appointment.”
“Thank you, Coco.”
They retire to the reading room, which turns out to be a very large library, a library that thanks to
a deft use of compression mechanics is bigger than the rest of the house.
“My house is my sanctuary from the pressures of the modern world. And, this is my favorite part
of the house.”
The clock strikes the witching hour.
“Down the stairs, over there, is your place to unwind.”
Mondo walks over to where Coco is pointing. She descends a rickety set of wooden stairs into
the abyss. The staircase is unlit. At the bottom of the stairs is a DOOR. Her shoes, purse, holster,
and panties are tossed. But, she’s still within range of the purse, so her schlong transfers from Purse
to strap itself on underneath her skirt and fuses seamlessly to her flesh.
Something has changed: Wearing the strap-on invokes her baglady spell. The girl feels faint. Her
head feels like it’s going to explode. She utters a shriek and swoons. She falls through the DOOR
and into the garbage-choked closet of her squalid room on K-9. There is no DOOR on this side.
There’s only a decaying plaster wall now.
She ends up in the back of the closet, face down in garbage. The girl reflexively rolls onto her
back. Her body goes briefly into violent spasms. The convulsions stop. Her hands klaw. Her knobb
sprouts from the rightside of her neck underneath her frightwig. Mopp paints her face, now she’s
wearing Sarah’s face. Mondo’s complexion glazes and her right tit transforms into a moog. Her
higher brain centers shutdown and atrophy to nothing; her lower brain and her pineal expand
exponentially: She’s lobotomized into a mindless, totally insane, creature of pure instinct. Lastly,
her hair goes geriatric: The girl’s filthy frightwig is liberally streaked with grey and white. The
Borg affectations klaw and knobb, the Kum affectations glazing, moog, and lobotomy, as well as
Sarah’s face and the geriatric hair, are now part of her baglady spell. In other words, from now on,
she becomes a Morlock hottie when the spell invokes, the spell can only invoke when she wears the
strap-on, and the spell will always invoke when she wears the strap-on.
The closet door opens and there stands Thelma Kaye in all her nasty, bare-foot glory wearing trix
and a brief crop top of uncured skins, some rat and some human and some inhuman, from the waist
up and naked from the waist down. Scalps, some rat and some human and some inhuman, hang
from a gut string that’s tied loose about her filthy waist. A tic has attached itself to her exposed
abdomen. The Hag is quite nasty. Thelma squeezes the girl’s bra-holstered tits. When the Morlock
tires of groping the girl, she unbuttons Mondo’s strait and unhooks the girl’s bra. Then, she smears
the drone’s tits, torso, and bra with fresh entrails.
Thelma drags the girl’s body out of the closet, across the filthy rubbish-strewn floor, and throws
Mondo onto the nasty, well-stained marble bed like a sack of potatoes. A Cooch in native form
slithers across the floor and onto the bed. It attaches itself to Mondo and feeds.
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“Welcome home, pretty one,” Thelma shrieks. She doesn’t bother yanking down the girl’s skirt;
she just proceeds to fuck the girl’s brains out. Besides, the now punk-n-parasitic skirt exposes much
more than it covers just like the rest of Mondo’s no longer intact clothes and therefore it is in no
way in the way. Before this gangbang is over, she will have rammed her cock in Mondo’s mouth,
pussy, and asshole repeatedly. Then, she will remove what’s left of the girl’s stuffy suit, attach a tic
to the girl’s abdomen, and dress her possession properly for the life the life as a baglady on this
world.
And then, the darkness ensues. Time passes. A week later.
Mondo makes some minor adjustments to the dinner table’s arrangements and smiles. The primn-proper Beat girl is gloved, of course.
“The place settings are perfect, Mrs. Smith. Frau Mueller will be pleased.”
When she’s not in Coco’s presence, Mondo always refers to Coco in the third-person as Frau
Mueller. She never ever refers to Coco as Ann Miller, Coco’s stage name. Humans refer to Coco as
either Ann Miller or Coco, depending on how well they know the Vampire.
Mrs. Smith only calls Mondo, goddess, when they are alone doing the nasty. Otherwise, Mrs.
Smith refers to Mondo as Fraulein Kane. When Mondo and Coco were married for all of a day,
Mrs. Smith only referred to Mondo as Frau Kane no matter what.
“Thank you, Fraulein Kane.”
“You’re getting the hang of it, Mrs. Smith.”
At home, in the privacy of Coco’s abode, Coco and Mondo have thick German accents and Mrs.
Smith has a thick Prussian accent.
The clock chimes. It’s dinner time. Mondo seats herself at the table and waits just like the proper,
obedient ex-wife that she is for Coco. Mrs. Smith disappears into the kitchen.
Coco enters the room and sits down at her usual place at the head of the table. Mrs. Smith begins
serving dinner on the dot.
“Detective Spade has hit a dead-end on the murder case that you were originally going to be
charged with. I’d like you to assist his task force.”
Coco is the Chief of Homicide. She runs Homicide like her own, private fiefdom, which
essentially it is and has been for almost five hundred years.
“Of course, Coco.”
“Good girl.”
They no longer sleep together since their divorce. Mondo has her own room, a room she shares
with Mrs. Smith. The room is actually her ROOM.
“Also, Hedda will be the press liaison for Homicide from now on. You’ll work very closely with
her.”
“Yes, Coco.”
“And, by personal request of Madame President, you will be the new Guild liaison for The
Department—police department.”
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“Yes, Coco.”
“Helen will brief you on your new, expanded duties and responsibilities.”
“Yes, Coco.”
Coco is wearing prudz those creepy sap gloves, of course. Mondo also is wearing prudz, that
creepy version of skinz the fetish staple.
But, there’s deviation. Mondo’s hair is worn down. When the girl’s baglady spell invokes, there
are no Borg affectations in other words, no klaw and no knobb, there are no Kum affectations in
other words, no glazing, no moog, and no lobotomy, there is no facial to look like Sarah Hux just a
dirty face with filth as her makeup, and her hair doesn’t go geriatric. In other words, when her
baglady invokes, she no longer becomes a Morlock hottie and she retains her Dark looks.
Mondo has switched her purse back to SSb on the rightside librarian style just like she always
used to wear it back in the day. And, once more, a phone is gripping the waistband of her strap
alongside Purse, but it’s a Blackberry instead of just an “ordinary” phone. Her katz pierces her right
earlobe underneath her long, golden tresses. The trix allows her Blackberry and katz to be operated
“hands free.” And, when she’s on duty, her badge is gripping the waistband of her skirt on the
leftside underneath her suit coat. But. Mondo’s universal holster is still worn in the back: SotB.
The moment of rebellion passes. Mondo rings the summons. Mrs. Smith enters and demurely
stations itself beside its goddess, Mondo Kane, the perky, pneumatic chlorine. Mondo’s hair goes
back up into a sternka. Sternns. Prudz. She sets her katz and her Blackberry upon the table beside
her neatly folded napkin. Her purse switches back to SSbBL. She’s the prim and proper BLT, once
more. Stuffy hair. Stuffy gloves. Stuffy suit.
“Take these away, I won’t need them anymore. Enshrine the katz. Dispose of the other thing as
you see fit.”
“Yes, Fraulein Kane.”
Mrs. Smith takes its leave with the items in hand, never turning its back to the table.
“Tonight we go clubbing. You know how much I crave to show off my ex to my friends.”
Mondo’s response to her ex-husband’s proclamation is the appropriate silence. And, irrespective
of Emily Post, there is nothing in fact for her to say.
Mondo and Coco enter the Lost Highway the “ladies only” supper club of the Waldorf Astoria.
Of course, there’s not a man in sight, and the only Food present is on the menu. Hermione Gingold,
the maitre d’ escorts them over to the private booth of the commissioner of police where another
well-dressed couple is waiting for them. Commissioner Judy “Flash” Gordon and her wife Claire
“Susan” Bear hug the newcomers. The Goons are dressed like 1920s flappers. Mondo and Coco are
decked out like frumpy librarians, as usual.
A couple of Hags, Anita Ekberg and Lili St. Cyr, walk by and catch Mondo’s passing fancy. The
Hag doorman, Jasmine Gingold (Hermione’s younger sister), took a fancy to Mondo from the git
go. So many women. So many choices. So many opportunities. And, Mondo wants to fuck all of
them. But, it’s Hermione, who’s a Crog just like Mondo’s buddy Hugs, who mostly catches
Mondo’s attention.
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Coco showing off her ex goes well beyond the visual. A lot of powerful women here have eye
candy on their arm. So having a looker is nothing special in these rarified leagues, not even a blip
on the radar screen, so to speak. Your lady needs something else to be an attention grabber. So,
Coco has Mondo pay for their meals. And, what’s ordered is the most expensive stuff on the menu
a menu without prices, of course. Thanks to Fats’ generosity, Mondo has some very deep pockets
these days and as such has zero problems easily paying the tab. Now, that gets some raised
eyebrows.
Every patron in the club is filthy rich. Every patron in the club has a knockout for a date. But,
very few club patrons have dates that are as well-heeled as Mondo.
Mondo has her own plans afoot, and they have nothing to do with impressing Coco’s friends.
And, she makes no bones about it. It’s Mondo who stays until closing, and who makes sure that
she’s the last customer in the place.
Gingold walks over to the booth knowing full well what the girl has in mind. Mondo lets her hair
down, purses her sternns and her prudz, and gets that crazed, “fuck me!” look in her eyes.
The staff goes about their business and ignores what’s going on between Gingold and Mondo. It
isn’t the first time and it won’t be the last time for this kind of stuff in the club’s afterhours.
Gingold is wearing mules, perls, and a Koo with CPA sleeves. A cigarette purse is gripping the
waistband of her skirt underneath her suitcoat. No bra and no panties. She briefly rises up her skirt
to reveal that she’s slick: “I’m a slick chick who prefers slick chicks.”
Mondo complies. She purses her thong. Of course, she’s slick from the git-go no muff since she
became Coco’s. Gingold reaches up Mondo’s skirt and confirms that the girl is Q-tips—slick with
no knickers. They kiss and are about to “head” into third-base when a uniform cop, a man no less,
walks into the club, makes a beeline for the booth, and interrupts them. The cop is a Hulk. And, his
name is Benny, Benjamin “Big Nog” Green.
“Sorry to interrupt you, Miss Kane.”
“Then don’t.”
“There’s been another murder and Detective Spade commands your immediate presence at the
crime scene.”
Mondo briefly turns her attention back to Gingold: “We’ll finish this later.”
“I’ll be anxiously waiting,” Gingold teases back.
Mondo follows in behind the flatfoot, but she doesn’t change back into the frumpy spinster with
the kinky underwear. She stays sexy. But, she ceases to be commando. Her panties make their
expected return. Outside, parked in front of the club, what’s waiting for her isn’t a squad car; it’s a
long black police limousine, the kind that upper echelon plainclothes get driven around in. Big
Nog, as he prefers to be called, opens the door for her and closes it for her after she’s seated herself.
Her trip over in the limo to the crime scene is silence with the privacy screen left up.
The technological upheavals wrought by trix trick perls and their arcane likenesses, for example,
bix never materialized never touched the outside world. By the time trix bled into the real world, it
was after their Downfall the world had already assimilated trix, just like with every other previous
arcane innovation of the original Weapon, The Weapon. In point of fact, modern civilization is so
assimilative that trix didn’t amount to even a blimp on the radar screen, so to speak. In other words,
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as aforementioned by Hanna, after the inevitable Fall and before the subsequent bled-thru, trix “The
Next Big Thing” had been reduced by assimilation to that of any unmaker.

Author’s note: Women tend to wear perls. Men tend to
wear bix. Bix looks like a silver wedding band covered in
arcane runes. Bix is always worn on the third finger of the
right hand. Trix come in many flavors, not just perls and
bix. All flavors of trix bear the same First Ones WMD
technomage clef and are covered in the same arcane runes.
When they arrive on the scene, Big Nog lowers the privacy screen and twists around in the
driver’s seat to face her.
“This is your assigned car and I am your assigned driver, from now on. In private, you may call
me Big Nog. In public, I’m Sergeant Green. I’m wearing the monkey suit today so that those
broads in that club would know not to try and stiff me. My normal attire is plainclothes, of course.”
He hands Mondo a club key, like the kind that members at those Playboy Clubs have. Mondo
purses the Lost Highway membership key.
“You’re officially a member in good standing. As such, you have a private booth of your own.
You’re expected to frequent the club on a regular basis.” Benny strategically clears his throat.
Mondo gets the hint in spades.
The girl goes back to being very plain. Her hair goes back up into a sternka. She slips on her
sternns. Benny flashes her a very brutal grin.
“You look pretty even when you’re spinster plain. Aunt Coco really knows how to pick ‘em.”
“Thank you, Big Nog.”
Mondo starts to let herself out, but she stops herself in time. Big Nog quickly exits the driver’s
seat and lets her out. He pulls out a newspaper and leans nonchalantly against the car. One of
Benny’s uncles is “The Destroyer” Dick Beyer. Uncle Dick taught him well. He’s the consummate
attaché.
“I’ll be waiting right here for you, boss.”
“Thank you, Sergeant Green.”
The murder scene is in the alley behind The Ritz. The original murders happened in an alley a
block away. This can’t be mere coincidence.
Mondo notices a Crone baglady, with the requisite shopping cart, rummaging through a dumpster
at the opposite end of the alley. But, looks can be deceiving. Not a Morlock, this Hag is dirty and
thus mental, she might as well be a Morlock. For a brief moment, the two women make eye
contact. The Hag baglady is also named Kaye Maxfield no relation, looks a lot like Dr. Jane
Goodall in the face but she has a Goonish muscularity, and this Kaye is much dirtier than her
namesake Thelma Louse Kaye Jones. Doctor Professor Maxfield is an anthropologist. She’s more
than just a well-known local celebrity, she’s famous worldwide. The good doctor is to Kum what
Jane Goodall is to apes. Kaye Maxfield is a professional pseudonym; her real name is Joan
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Goodall, she’s Jane Goodall’s older twin sister. Single-mindedly studying Kum close-up in their
natural habitat means that the brilliant Doctor Professor Maxfield must live in a squalid state at a
level of absolute degeneracy as a dirty homeless baglady for months at a time. It’s been a very long
time since the good doctor was her usual Miss Priss. It’s been dirty, not prissy, for some time now.
In point of face, she’s been in the field for over a month. The payback for her ground-breaking
research is a lofty academic standing. And, for a very long time, that has been enough.
For a brief moment, Mondo loses herself in the lust-crazed eyes of this juiced-up homelesslooking woman who is the world’s foremost expert on Kum. The moment passes. “The Sick Girl”
Mondo Kane is back to the clean here and now.
“I’d like to see things through your eyes,” Coco’s voice says in her head.
“Of course, be my guest, Coco.”
“May I come in?”
“Yes, you may, Coco.”
“And, don’t worry. I won’t access any parts of your mind that I shouldn’t.”
“Anything that you shouldn’t access, you won’t be able to, Coco.”
Mondo assesses the scene quickly, and she admires the killer’s handiwork. She’s envious. In her
zest she lapses into sexy. Her hair lets itself down. Her sternns get pursed. Coco says nothing in her
head about such “informality” on the job. Then, by her own volition, by her own desire, Mondo
goes back to being the prim and proper young miss. No prudz, of course. Sternka. And, sternns.
Spade is studying the bodies of the latest murder victims as CSI finishes up. He looks up and sees
her. He’s obviously attracted to her, while being simultaneously repulsed by her.
“What’s the slim jim?” Mondo asks.
“You tell me.”
Mondo does a quickie of the victims and then she does a quick look around at the crime scene.
Then, she gives her verdict.
“Same MO: Both vics were shot in the head, at close range, gangland style. They were killed in
plain sight by either a seasoned pro or a very talented amateur. Surveillance cameras blacked out
around the time of the crime, just like they did when that other Food got snuffed.”
Spade takes offense at the racial slur and calls her on it: “They’re people, not Food.”
“To me, they’re both,” Mondo quips.
Spade reins in his temper and lets the moment pass before he speaks to the girl. He’s a pro, but he
also is human. Ergo, he has feelings too.
“The man is Professor Emmitt Russell, whose brother is the co-founder of the Catholic League of
Decency. His date is.”
“Minnie Driver, Doctor Professor Minnie “Emma” Driver the co-inventor of Cool Air, the first
practical application of cold fusion. Professor Russell was scientific advisor assigned to a squad of
Blackwater Guards during that infamous Raven 23 convoy incident,” Mondo smugly finishes
Spade’s sentence for him.
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“No apparent connection between the two couples except for the fact that they were obviously
killed by the same person or persons unknown.”
“Obviously,” Mondo taunts arrogantly. And, then she adds: “It’s person, not persons, unknown
that iced the vics. You know better. That was a test unworthy of me.”
“We’ve got gunshot wounds without ballistics again with the male and the female vic. And,
strangulation on the female vic by what again appears to be by a pair of very powerful bare hands;
no gloves and yet no fingerprints.”
“Pattern review, please.”
“The males were killed outright: short, sweet, and to the point. The hands of the male vics were
hacked off as if by a machete, pre-mortem. The female vics were scalped and torture fucked, before
they were capped: raped while being strangled and scalped which is quite a feat for one person to
do by themselves. The killer really took his time doing both women. Additionally, seemingly as an
afterthought, the vics were robbed, jewelry, wristwatches, earrings, necklaces, etc. all gone. This is
beyond screwy. This just doesn’t make any kind of sense. It’s.”
“No ballistics, because no gunplay was involved. No fingerprints, because the bare hands of a
person weren’t involved. The killer is a she, not a he or an it.” Mondo pauses, but Spade
misinterprets the reason for the pause which is capital, because it’s the demon’s intent to mislead
him. “She raped the women while strapping. One perp controlling two vics with ease, unnoticed by
anyone or anything. Implication: An Old One. But, that is a most unlikely scenario, to say the least,
for many obvious reasons.”
“Continue, please,” Spade taunts Mondo.
“Scenario two is more likely, because it doesn’t involve an Old One. And, I never said that the
prep didn’t have help. I merely said that only one person committed the crimes. Again, a test
unworthy of me. You know perfectly well that the perp is a woman acting in concert with things
not people, and that everything makes perfect sense.”
Spade barely contains his astonishment. For a split second, he loses his poker face. He thinks to
himself: This girl is good, way too good! Her hunches are right on the money: lock-step with CSI’s
exhaustive reconstruction of both crime scenes. It’s as if she’s either psychic or the killer, which he
knows for a fact that she’s neither.
“Huh?” It’s a weak hold card, but Spade plays it nonetheless.
“Make sure that you take the good doctor over there,” Mondo points at Dr. Maxfield, “downtown
for questioning, that is, after she finishes rummaging through the dumpster. You’ll find she’s
wearing a schlong underneath the filthy tatters that was once a pristine Koo with Capri sleeves just
like mine. She’s wearing a hand-bra made from the mismatched severed hands of the two male
vics; no panties and no ID, of course. And, she’ll be wearing a set of perls, which is the only thing
pristine about her. The semen from her schlong will match the semen found on the female victims.
You might even have enough for an arrest.”
This time, Spade doesn’t even bother with a “huh.” But, he does ask the obvious.
“So, if she made a hand-bra from one set of mismatched hands for herself, who’s wearing the
other set that she presumably made?”
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“Well, Spade, there’s hope for you yet,” Mondo coos, suitably impressed by the Food’s
deductive reasoning. Then she adds: “Two weeks before the first couple was murdered. That
seemingly unrelated disappearance of Lori Hunter a psychiatric nurse, a young twenty-something
human, who was snatched in an alley that’s a block from the asylum where she worked third-shift.
The Ritz is three blocks away from the asylum; maybe the disappearance is not so unrelated after
all.”
So, psycho freak, you have done your homework, Spade thinks. This, at the very same time, as if
on cue, is exactly what Coco voices in Mondo’s head.
So, psycho freak, you have done your homework.
“So, we’ll find the other hand-bra and the missing nurse when we find Dr. Maxfield’s nesting.”
“Bravo. Not such dumb Food after all,” Although, Mondo was once human, and she does have
beloved human relatives, she sees all humans without exception as Food. Mentally, it’s as if she
never was human at all. “With the assistance of Kum that she was studying, which is help from
things not people, she was able to scalp and strangle the women while fucking them.”
“The Kum were her proxies?”
“Exactly. They scalped and strangled the women, while the good doctor committed the actual
rapes. Remember: The women weren’t killed by strangulation, their head wounds are what did
them in.”
Bit shift to another frame of reference. The humans don’t seem to notice, but Mondo does.
Something most sinister is definitely afoot. Now, Mondo is very interested. This something has her
undivided attention. This is a puzzle worth solving. And, this something is definitely of human
origin.
Bit shift? Think: movement between parallel dissimilar storylines in a David Lynch film, where
the same actors play different characters in each storyline. Again, this pertains to films, not real life.
In the real world, a frame of reference is analogous to a storyline in a film; therefore they are used
interchangeably in this context.
The murder scene is in the alley behind The Ritz. The original murders happened in an alley a
block away. This can’t be mere coincidence.
“Why strangulation? It’s asymptomatic.”
“Erotic asphyxiation refers to intentionally cutting off oxygen to the brain for sexual arousal. It is
also called asphyxiophilia, autoerotic asphyxia, scarfing, kotzwarraism, or breath control play.
Colloquially, a person engaging in the activity is sometimes called a gasper. The erotic interest in
asphyxiation is classified as a paraphilia in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American
Psychiatric Association. Various methods are used to achieve the level of oxygen depletion needed,
such as a hanging, suffocation with a plastic bag over the head, self-strangulation such as with a
ligature, gas or volatile solvents, chest compression, or some combination of these. In this case, the
ligature was a pair of hands belonging to some Kum.”
“The women were willing participants?”
“Yes. And, so were the men. At least up to a point. Being sadists, I’m sure that the men didn’t
enjoy their hands getting amputated.”
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Bit shift.
The murder scene is in the alley behind The Ritz. The original murders happened in an alley a
block away. This can’t be mere coincidence.
“Tell me a story. Something farfetched. Akin to that David Lynch prequel,” Spade counters,
completely sidestepping the issue at hand.
Mondo could press him. She senses his weakness, but she decides that it’s better if he stews in
his own juices for a while.
“The men were sadistic voyeurs. The women were masochists. The men watched and
masturbated while their dates got off on being gangbanged by the good doctor and her things. Five
star hotels provide many services to their high-end clientele. So, for a price, if you want to fuck
dirty they can get that for you too. And, everything is done so discreetly, which explains the black
outs when things get hot and heavy. No cameras, no scans, no remotely viewing, etc., equals no
embarrassing press. We’re not being monitored, out here. Security wasn’t breached, because it just
wasn’t applicable whatsoever.”
Another bit shift. This time, back to where she started.
“Bitch! You knew who was behind this from the git-go. That’s why your insights are such that
one would think that you were either psychic or the killer. You knew Maxfield went native.”
Once more, Mondo executes the deft use of a pause in their spirited conversation. Spade mistakes
Mondo’s silence her long pause, so to speak for coy affirmation, which is her intent. That’s when
Spade cold cocks Mondo, dropping the girl to the ground.
Mondo’s initial response is the expected deranged laugh and that crazed smile of hers. She’s nuts.
Current pristine appearance notwithstanding, the girl is mental too, just like any dirty girl would be.
“Want to kick me while I’m down, too? Cause you know I like it rough,” Mondo coos.
Spade obliges and stomps a mud hole in the tough-titty broad. After which, he walks away in
disgust, disgusted by himself, and her. Expectedly, none of the cops milling about notices the
vicious beat down.
So, humans ARE involved!!!
And, with that slip of the tongue, so to speak, Coco’s voice is no longer in Mondo’s head.
“I never said that she was the killer,” Mondo mumbles under her breath. “I just wanted you to
think that I had been holding out on you so that you would go ballistic and hurt me, cutie pie.”

“Everybody dies. Not everybody lives.”
Mauricio “Shogun” Rua
“People are dying, and there you sit playing silly games!” Spade screams, having lost his cool
finally.
He and Mondo are in his office at Jupiter Station with the door closed. But, everyone in the squad
room knows what’s up. You don’t have to hear what’s being said to know what’s being said.
“Humans are dying, just humans.”
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“You used to be human too.”
“Used to be is the operative word. Used to be.”
“Bullshit!”
“Have it your way, Food,” Mondo coos in a thinly-veiled attempt to bait him again. The ploy
fails, this time.
“I’m not biting, this time.”
Mondo purses her thong and spreads her legs wide, draping her gams over the arms of the chair
she’s sitting in. Her skirt hikes up, exposing her slick glistening pink.
“Eat me and I’ll tell you everything. I know you want me.”
“I’m married. I’ve got kids. Ergo, you’re not on the menu.”
“Like I said, I’m a demon. Being the downfall of Food is my kind’s stock in trade.”
“Coco told you to help me, so here you be. But, you’re bored. So, to pass the time, you’ve
decided to try and trick me into being unfaithful to my wife. A little adultery on your part at the
expense of my marriage, for your amusement.”
“Exactly.”
“You’re a cunt.”
Mondo smiles as she resumes her tippi. Her thong stays pursed, though. Slick and commando.
Sternka gives way to strait hair. Sternns get pursed. No prudz to purse, of course. Mondo knows
what really turns him on, so she pulls out all of the stops and goes sexy. Spade gets wood. It takes
all of his will power to suppress his erection. Fortunately for him, he’s seated behind his desk.
“Here’s the deal. I’ll get you in my bed eventually and I will destroy your marriage. And, there’s
absolutely nothing that you can do about it. But, I will help you solve the case.”
“As in?”
“You’ve got to be more observant about my use of pauses in conversation. I’m a demon, human.
It’s the nature of my demon kind to deceive mortals.”
After a very long silence, during which Spade finally puts his temper in check, he coolly states
the obvious.
“She’s not the killer.”
“If the she you’re referring to is Dr. Maxfield, that’s correct. Then, again, I never said that she
was the killer,” Mondo deadpans. “I merely spun the more likely of two scenarios and you took the
bait, hook, line, and sinker.” Mondo pauses strategically, moistens her lips with a flick of her
knowing tongue, and leans forward in her chair giving Spade an eyeful of her impressive cleavage.
“I’ll bet that you nearly blew a gasket when you got a copy of the ME’s report, this morning. I so
enjoyed stringing you along.” Mondo pauses again, savoring the moment. “Doctor Maxfield’s
hand-bra isn’t made from the missing hands of the male vics. No moog. No glazing. And, her
schlong’s semen doesn’t match the semen taken from the female vics. She’s slick and commando,
when she’s not dirty, which also doesn’t fit the profile. Dirty is just a way to make it easy for her to
do close study of the Kum. She dislikes getting and staying dirty, cares even less about being fed up
by the Kum and getting juiced up as a result, but it’s all a necessary part of the job; a necessary
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evil, so to speak. In other words, she’s a poser, nothing more, nothing less. Ergo, she’s neither a
recreational nor a hardcore user, which again doesn’t fit the profile. In point of fact, there’s nothing
that ties Maxfield to either crime. And, with the victims being dead and her being faerie, she
wouldn’t even get a slap on the wrists if you charged her with a usury misdemeanor; her petty
involvement would most likely get swept under the rug.”
“Then, who is the killer?”
“Beats me.”
That’s when the parley goes south. And, Spade loses his poker face again.
“That’s what I would like to do to you alright.”
“Huh?”
“Pull the dumb blonde with someone who gives a fuck.”
“Ooops. My bad. So sorry.”
“Bullshit is what it is. Just like I figured, you’re one lying bitch. You sack of shit.”
Sexy gives way to very plain again. Mondo is no longer commando: She’s wearing panties again.
Sternka and sternns.
“Guilty as charged, at least on the sack of shit part. But, here’s the kicker. Some of what I’ve told
you is probably true. It’s up to us to figure out what’s true and what’s not. Tell me a story, Food.”
“No more stories.”
“Excellent. That’s two for two. Now, you’re understanding our relationship.”
“It’s based on trickery, lies, deceit, and torment.”
“Trickery and torment, yes. Deceit, maybe. Lies, no.” Mondo pauses. “I’ll never lie to you, at
least, knowing, that is. And, I’m not infallible. I do make mistakes.”
A hologram of Dr. Carson, the ME, materializes in the office. Dr. Carson is visibly disturbed.
“We’ve got a problem. A very big problem, Sam.”
“As in?”
“The Feds paid us a visit.”
“Out of professional courtesy?”
“You got it. Special Agent Gary Samuel Cooper was with them and he owed you one.”
“Now we’re even. So, when he and his friends return officially, what’s the downside?”
“They’re returning with a court order.”
“As in?”
“Confiscating my reports, all of the evidence, what got loaded into our temporal interfaces, the
case files, everything, and I do mean everything, related to the case. And, it gets worse.” Elvis
pauses to collect himself. “Instead of a team of his fellow G-men, Coop had some Government
types with him, and I don’t mean FBI, Justice Department, etc. You get my drift?”
“You’re right, Elvis. We do have a very big problem.”
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“Then, again. Need to know. National Security. Etc. Etc. Etc. And, all that jazz.”

The Non Sequitur: “Never mistake kindness for weakness!”
Fats Waller to Connie Smith
Coco, Mondo, and Spade are in Coco’s office at Jupiter Station.
“A temporal interface, Coco. It looks like a book, but it really isn’t a book. The pages write
themselves, depending on what you need to know. The last time that brand-new tech of this epoch
magnitude slipped under the radar so to speak as far as demons are concerned was the advent of
MPPs. And, just like with MPPs, by the time you, I mean we, grasped the implications of MPPs, it
was way too late. Our world had changed forever.”
“Thank you, Mondo, for the update and the history refresher. I was there when MPPs came onto
the scene. And, I’m fully aware of what a TI is. Now, shut up. And, please stop gloating.”
Mondo obediently does as she is told, as far as the talking part is concerned, that is.
“I keep mine in my office. You know, it’s the big book that usually sits on my desk,” Spade
interjects.
“Yes, I’ve noticed it, Sam.”
“Everything has been taken by the Feds.”
“Maybe not,” Mondo interjects, still gloating. She produces a case file and a TI from her purse,
and opens the case file upon Coco’s desk. It’s Elvis’ TI. “Now, tell me what you see?”
“Where did you get this from?” Spade asks, incredulously, while pointing at the case file.
“I have friends in low places. We have twenty-four hours before the Feds notice that this was left
behind by mistake and they come looking for it. And, it’ll take another day for the Feds to figure
out that someone conveniently forgot to wipe Elvis’ TI. Now, Spade, tell me what you see?”
“Pictures of the first murder scene.”
“And, where are the bodies being deposed?”
“In an alley a block away from the Ritz.”
That’s when Mondo gives Coco that knowing look, and then an equally catty wink.
“Now, I know why Coco wanted me on the case,” Mondo taunts, as she opens the TI. “Now,
compare them with the beta photos in the TI. As you can plainly see, the disposition of the bodies
in the beta is.”
“In the same penthouse that you disposed of that couple from that game that you were in,” Spade
finishes the girl’s sentence for her. And, it’s good that he’s sitting down when he does.
“On a whim, a lark, Elvis loaded beta for the first murder scene into his TI, which is something
our nemesis couldn’t have anticipated. And, that’s what gave it away.”
“He thought that it would be a good field test.”
“Guess who, or rather what was the tip off?”
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“Tell me, instead.”
“Bit shifting at the second murder scene.”
“Be polite, professional, and have a plan to kill everyone that you meet,” Spade reluctantly
offers.
“I can smell four brains,” quips Mondo.
“Of course, whoever did this is using tech like we’ve never ever seen before,” Spade adds. “This
is pointer math taken to the nth degree.”
“And, you’re sure this is tech, not magic, some arcane mix of the two, etc.?” Coco asks.
“It’s tech, and it’s human. And, what’s more, it’s just as epoch as MPPs and TIs.” Mondo
deadpans. Then, she adds: “Coco, now I see why my Aunt Agnus told me that you’re the best
lawman that she’s ever met.”
“Now, Miss Kane,” Spade requests. “Please tell a story.”
“Ballyhoo, me thinks we have a dollhouse,” Mondo reveals after a strategic pause.
“What was the gave away?”
“Everything.”
Coco says nothing during their verbal exchange. She just smiles and thinks happy thoughts.
The girl is everything that they said that she would be and so much more.
“Relax. She won’t remember a thing,” Claire reassures her boss, for the umpteenth time.
“When she got swiped before, she was human. She’s faerie, now. We’ve never done it on one of
them things before; at least, not in the real world. I don’t count laboratory trials. I prefer good old
partitioning. Hell, the partitioned never know about the existence of the partitions and they have no
access to the partitioned memories, and if anyone tries to access them, including the partitioned, the
partitioned’s mind self-destructs.”
“The Guild is nondenominational, so acquiring her service through them is a nonissue; in other
words, there’s no trace. With partitioning, there’s always the chance, no matter how slim, that the
partition will be found and compromised in a way that circumvents self-destruction. Besides, even
if the failsafe should function as designed, she much too valuable a resource to lose because of a
failsafe incident.”
“Hell’s bells. Decades after its introduction, swiping is still considered bleeding edge!”
“Wiping isn’t permanent, not on faeries. Partitioning isn’t foolproof either, and the situation
demanded foolproof. Our hands were tied. Swiping was the only option. As a human, she was an
ideal candidate; personality degradation was minimum. As a faerie, personality degradation is
nonexistent.”
“Personality degradation?”
“Unlike partitioning, every time you swipe a person, their personality changes. She came to our
attention at a very early age. We found her to be an ideal inductee. After her first swipe, she
decided to leave home rather than slaughter her whole family, but she was still pathologically
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homicidal, she was still a homicidal maniac and thus she was still very useful to us. Ergo, her Id,
the fundamental her, was unchanged. In point of fact, swiping never changes a person’s Id; nothing
changes the Id. She joined the ranks of the homeless. After her second swipe, she decided to
intervene in a hit and save the life of Fats Waller, a Groll she had observed on occasion and had
taken an notion to kill for the sheer thrill of it.”
“Unforeseen consequences, this time, because she was faerie as opposed to human?”
“No personality degradation. But.”
“But?”
“Personality reversal.”
“As in?”
“Eventually, she’ll revert back to being what she was before she ever got swiped.”
Now, that brings a broad smile to her boss’ face. He reads between the lines.
And, this entire op is completely off book.
“So, this is all bullshit that you’re telling me about the girl?”
He gives her a telling wink.
“Of course, it is. A rather convincing cover story, wouldn’t you say?”
She returns his wink in kind. A wink and a nod, no less.
“But, a fabrication nonetheless, with enough of the truth mixed it to interject reasonable doubt. A
complete fabrication would ring hollow, exposing us. Excellent frame job.”
“Quite so. Quite so.”

“Only the dead have seen the end of war.”
Plato
Greek author & philosopher in Athens (427 BC - 347 BC)
“And, who’s the doll?”
“Maybe me.”
“Maybe bullshit! You’re not the killer.”
“Maybe.” Mondo pauses. “I just don’t remember doing them.”
“A partition?”
“Nope. You can always tell when that’s been done.”
“How?”
“It feels like there’s a hole in your mind that you just can’t put your finger on. I have a lot of
holes in my mind. I can’t tell you how many, but you can always tell when one more has been
added.”
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“If not partitioning, then what?”
“I don’t know. But, wiping isn’t permanent, at least not on fairies, and sometimes it doesn’t take
on humans, either. Ergo, if I had been wiped, I would remember everything by now.”
Underneath Mondo’s strait she goes braless, although you can’t tell it, as her push-up gets
pursed. Her giant boobs are now Saran Wrapped by her snakeskin suitcoat. Underneath her strap
she goes commando as her thong gets pursed. Sternns get pursed. Her hair comes down, draping
shoulders and breasts. Her knobb sprouts from the rightside of her creamy neck. Her hands klaw,
when idle.
Coco doesn’t object to the girl’s sexy Borg reversal, because she knows that it’s only a passing
whimsy.
The moment passes. Mondo’s hair goes back up into a sternka. Sternns. Bra. And, panties. But,
there is a difference. Her low-cut suitcoat shamelessly offers up in spades the considerable cleavage
of her huge tits bulging in a too-small bra while it immodestly advertises the fact that her bra has
blanched itself; just skin, skin, and more skin, with teasing peek-a-boo glimpses of lacy brassiere
cups: The bulging braless look with a bra, a bra that’s not completely concealed by her strait when
it’s buttoned.
The push-up is bleached virginal white. Mondo’s bra is white, just like her gloves, and will
remain so for the moment. Right now, like her prudz, it’s incapable of being any color other than
white.
The combination of a tiny lacy white bra straining to contain a pair of huge creamy-white tits
belonging to a white woman, creamy white flesh galore, a white bra strapping a creamy white
torso, a white bra worn by a white woman is devastating: Get wood!!!
When a white woman wears a white bra, it’s almost as if she isn’t wearing a bra at all. Few sights
are as thought-provoking or erotic, let alone erectile. Yes, erectile—erotic to the point of being
obscene. Think: the opening scenes of the movie Psycho with Janet Leigh’s character Marion
Crane clad in white bra, half-slip, and panties.
A white woman with big boobs wearing a tiny lacy white bra and plastic fleshtone thong panties,
it’s as if she isn’t wearing any unmentionables at all. In other words, it’s like she’s braless and
commando.
But, Mondo’s klaw and knobb don’t go bye-bye. Yes, her hands still klaw when idle. Yes, that
creepy still creeps out her neck. Coco has grown accustomed to, and pleased by, the girl’s Borg.
Hence, the Borg is here to stay. And, it goes without saying that Mondo won’t be sleeping in a bed
anymore. She’ll be plugged into that Borg alcove in her ROOM that’s been Cooched, instead. Such
are the spoils of war. To the victor go the spoils.
There’s something else. The lapels, pocket flaps, and sleeve cuffs of the strait blanch themselves.
Like her bra and prudz, they too are now white and will remain so from now on. White lapels,
pocket flaps, and sleeve cuffs on a strait are called Gestapo for obvious reasons. Additionally, this
two-tone look which results from her lapels, flaps, and cuffs going Gestapo is most telling. From
now on, whenever her bra goes white, her lapels, flaps, and cuffs will go white to match. Likewise,
when her bra reverts back to being black, her lapels, flaps, and cuffs will go back to being black to
match. A revealing, snug-fitting duotone black and white business suit with an unforgiving fit.
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Black patent stilettos. Tiny white bra. Tiny flesh-colored thong. And, when she’s wearing them,
white kid gloves.
Most likely, though, her suit going duotone, when her bra bleaches itself, is a passing fad. The
suit craves to be its native slutty black. There’s the indispensable little black dress and then there’s
the equally indispensable Koo Stark the little black suit.
The moment of overt Borg affectations passes. Mondo’s klaw and knobb go bye-bye. And, there
is another difference. Her low-cut suitcoat shamelessly offers up in spades the considerable
cleavage of her huge tits bulging in a too-small bra while it immodestly advertises the fact that her
bra has dyed itself; just skin, skin, and more skin, with teasing peek-a-boo glimpses of lacy
brassiere cups: The bulging braless look with a bra, a bra that’s not completely concealed by her
strait when it’s buttoned.
The push-up is slutty black again. Mondo’s bra is black, in sharp contrast to her gloves, and will
remain so from now on. Once more, unlike her prudz, it’s incapable of being any color other than
black.
The combination of a tiny lacy black bra straining to contain a pair of huge creamy-white tits
belonging to a white woman, creamy white flesh galore, a black bra strapping a creamy white torso,
a black bra worn by a white woman is devastating: Get wood!!!
When a white woman wears a black bra, it’s almost better than if she isn’t wearing a bra at all.
Few sights are as thought-provoking or erotic, let alone erectile. Yes, erectile—erotic to the point of
being obscene. Think: just before the infamous shower scene in the movie Psycho with Janet
Leigh’s character Marion Crane clad in black bra, half-slip, and panties.
A white woman with big boobs wearing a tiny lacy black bra and plastic fleshtone thong panties,
it’s almost better than if she isn’t wearing any unmentionables at all. In other words, it’s almost
better than if she were braless and commando. A white woman wearing a too small black bra with a
too tight black suit is just too much.
But, which is better; slutty black bra and her without the Borg affectations, or virginal white bra
and her with the Borg affectations or a combination of the two? For now, the expected flip-flop is
what we get: Her wearing a black bra and she minus any Borg affectations. Either way, with or
without overt Borg affectations, she won’t need a bed anymore. It’s the alcove for this girl at nap
time.
Of course, black or white, Mondo prefers wearing the bra to going braless because, even though
you can’t tell it, her bra, having accustomed itself to her needs, acts just like a hand-bra. When it’s
being worn, her bra squeezes her tits just like ripe grapefruits, milking them just like you would
milk the swollen udders of a dairy cow. So, for now, and for the foreseeable future, she’s black tie.
A revealing, black business suit with an unforgiving fit. Black patent stilettos. Tiny black bra. Tiny
flesh-colored thong. And, when she’s wearing them, black kid gloves.
Titties galore. Long, shapely, silky-smooth legs. Miles and miles of creamy-white flesh. Bulging
tits. Tits bulging in a too-small bra. Slim hips. Narrow hips. A killer ass. A tight ass à la actress
Summer Glau: A white girl trademark translation: flat, pancake ass. Pussy worship, now. ‘Nough
said. OOOhhhh, white girls are just meant to be drooled over!!!
Mondo smiles that smile. Her hair comes down. Her sternns get pursed. She stands up from her
chair and places her badge upon Coco’s desk. Very sexy and very Borg, indeed.
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“Now, Coco. Tell me what’s really going on here?”
There’s a pause. Spade knows better than to speak. He’s stays out of the proceedings. Then, the
expected revelation.
“Well, Miss Kane, it’s all about fables and foibles.”
“Yours or mine?”
“Both.”
“Now, we do have our knickers in a fine twist, don’t we?”
“Yes, we do.”
Another pause. Pregnant silence ensues. Then, bit shift, but this time, this is one that even Spade,
a mere mortal, notices and is clearly privy to.
“A temporal what? Coco asks, incredulously. She, Mondo, and Spade are in her office.
“A temporal interface, Coco. It looks like a book, but it really isn’t a book. The pages write
themselves, depending on what you need to know. The last time that brand-new tech of this epoch
magnitude slipped under the radar so to speak as far as demons are concerned was the advent of
MPPs. And, just like with MPPs, by the time you, I mean we, grasped the implications of MPPs, it
was too late. Our world had changed forever.”
“Thank you, Mondo, for the update and the history refresher. I was there when MPPs came onto
the scene. Now, shut up. And, please stop gloating.”
Mondo obediently does as she is told, as far as the talking part is concerned, that is.
“I had a copy of the ME’s report downloaded into the temporal interface that I keep in my office.
You know, it’s the big book that usually sits on my desk.”
“Yes, I’ve noticed it, Sam.”
“Except for our memories and our TIs, everything has been altered. Except for Mondo,
everybody associated with the case is human. We don’t remember things the same as your kind
does. You rekall: You recall literally. We don’t. Different humans seeing the very same happening
see it differently. Human eyewitness accounts are very unreliable for that very reason. Whoever did
this, took advantage of that. Of course, whoever did this is using tech like we’ve never ever seen
before.”
“And, you’re sure this is tech, not magic, some arcane mix of the two, etc.?”
“It’s tech, and it’s human. And, what’s more, it’s just as epoch as MPPs or TIs.”
“Maybe not,” Mondo interjects, still gloating. She opens a case file and spreads the pictures from
the first murder scene upon Coco’s desk. “Now, Spade, tell me what you see?”
“Pictures of the first murder scene.”
“And, where are the bodies being deposed?”
“In the same penthouse that you disposed of that couple from that game that you were in.”
That’s when Mondo gives Coco that knowing look, and then an equally catty wink.
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“Now, I know why Coco wanted me on the case.” Mondo pauses, dramatically. “The bodies are
being deposed in an alley a block away from the Ritz. The evidence hasn’t been altered. It’s.”
“Our perception of reality that’s bent,” Spade finishes the girl’s sentence for her. And, it’s good
that he’s sitting down when he does.
“On a whim, a lark, you loaded the case files for the second murder scene into your TIs, which is
something the killer couldn’t have anticipated.”
“I thought that it would be a good field test for them.”
“What, or rather who do you see in these photos besides police that should be familiar to you?”
“Tell me, instead.”
“I see Dr. Maxfield amidst the onlookers outside of the police tape.”
Bit shift back to their original frame of reference.
Mondo smiles that smile. Her hair goes back up into a sternka. Sternns. She grabs her badge back
off of Coco’s desk and sits back down in her chair. Again, very plain and very Borg, indeed.
Additionally, dollz glove her.
Dollz look and act just like prudz, except for being slutty black instead of virginal white in color.
In point of fact, dollz are prudz. But, since prudz only come in one color, which is white, prudz are
called dollz when they are black; it’s a fashion-correct practice that keeps the fashion police happy.
Coco approves and makes a slight gesture acknowledging that she’s amicable to the obvious
compromise. She tires of the girl’s incessant switching back and forth between plain and sexy. She
longs for the girl to choose very plain, but the fetching stern in between this monotone Gestapo will
be nonetheless quite satisfactory.
Mondo purses her sternns and dollz. But, sternka remains. Stern, not plain: That loathsome inbetween. Shades of Dyanne Thorne star of Ilsa, She-Wolf of the SS, the oft-banned cinema epic.
Shades of Ilsa Haupstein (Bridget Hodson) the blonde Nazi bombshell who, in the first Hellboy
movie, was the devoted military servant and girlfriend of evil Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin.
Fraulein Doctor Ilsa Mueller, the Ilsa movie’s loathsome Nazi commandant, and Fraulein
Haupstein, the Hellboy movie’s sumptuous eye-candy, were both based on real-life Ilsa Koch, the
warped wife of Buchenwald commandant Karl Koch.
Frau Koch’s sexual appetites are matched only by her lust for brutality. Her depraved desires and
sadistic experiments reached new heights of horror during The War.
So heinous were her crimes, that Frau Koch was the sole exception to President Kennedy’s
blanket amnesty of Nazi War criminals. It was trivia for Frau Koch to elude apprehension after The
War, because no living person knows what she looks like and there are no surviving pictures of her.
The cases of Ilsa Mueller, Ilsa Haupstein, and Ilsa Koch, Mondo’s loathsome, old school Gestapo
look is very stern and very Borg, indeed. The four women have something else in common. They
are that erectile combination of Nazi bimbo and bizarre fetishism that screams out: “Fuck me, now;
worship me, always and forever!”
Much to Spade’s chagrin and Coco’s utter delight, Coco gets her wish as the girl finally reverts
back to very plain. Once more, it’s sternka and sternns for Fraulein Kane: Unflattering eyeglasses
and an unbecoming hairdo. Once more, the girl is bulldyke eye-candy: I sure don’t envy her date
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the least little bit, sure she’s got a killer body, but from the neck up, she’s as plain as they come,
and thus anything but pretty. And, sans any Borg affectations, the girl is nonetheless very Borg.
Again, shades of Frau Koch.
Of course, something else happens too. Underneath Mondo’s suitcoat, her bra bleaches itself
permanently yet again, like her prudz, it’s incapable of being any color other than white, but her
suit remains all black: Discreet Gestapo duotone. Prudz glove the girl. A tiny white bra, a fleshcolored thong, and a figure-hugging black suit, accessorized with a perl necklace and lily-white
dinner gloves, on a shapely white girl is something to behold. Now, that’s Gestapo.
Now, it’s Mondo’s turn to prove her worth after all of this orgasmic flip-flopping. She turns to
Spade, smiling that smile of hers, and pretends like Coco is not in the room.
“Would you prefer to know who the killer is or would you prefer to catch the killer?”
“They’re one in the same,” Spade was going to say that they are one in the same thing, but he
remembered an old Arab tale that stopped him dead in his tracks. “I would prefer to catch the
killer.”
“Good answer.”
“So, where do we start?”
“The insane asylum. I’d like to ask some questions about the nurse that disappeared.”
“See it, want it, take it, and never look back at the carnage?”
“Exactly,” Mondo quips with a smile. Then, she adds: “We will get along famously.”
“Nice homey touch. You ingratiate yourself into my good graces. Then, when I eventually let my
guard down, you betray me.”
“Such is the way of the world. You are Food to be eaten, and we are the eaters. It’s my nature to
betray you. It’s what we inhumans do to humans.” Mondo pauses and briefly turns her attention to
Coco. “Coco, you’ve heard of a book called the Book of Banal?”
“Yes, by H.P. Loveless. He’s such a no-talent hack. The worst writer that.”
“Yes, Coco. Yes. Yes. But, his novels make such trashy reading, especially that Banal one. It’s
all about a human who opens the doorway to another dimension, a kind of hell dimension where the
Nameless Ones dwell. The doorway is on Jupiter. The Nameless Ones once ruled our world, and
watch it covetously from the hell that they have been banished to. A world ruled in their absence by
serpents and monkeys, I mean apes. The serpents are us demons, and the apes are the humans. The
doorway gets opened, they return, and the world as we know it comes to an end. The human who
freed them, never gets to see the apocalypse that her act wrought, because when she lays eyes upon
them she goes completely mad and dies. Being a mere mortal she’s unable to comprehend what she
sees.”
“The doorway is on Mars, not Jupiter. And, the human who frees the Nameless Ones is a man,
not a woman, Miss Kane. As well as.”
“Details, details, details, my dearest Coco; the devil is always in the details.” Mondo pauses,
strategically, then she continues. “I was speaking of the first edition from ‘73, not the contemporary
rewrite that he did back in ’77. Dame Julia had such a first edition. It’s still in the ROOM that I
inherited from her. I’ll let you borrow it someday for some nice reading on those very cold nights.”
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That’s when Coco’s jaw drops and hits the floor. Spade is likewise knocked off his keister.
“You knew?” Coco asks incredulously.
“Not at first, Coco. But, bit by bit, I pieced it together. I enjoy cultivating the impression that I’m
some witless whore who solves cases on the flat of my back getting fucked in my mouth or on my
knees sucking donkey dick or eating some sweet juicy Georgia peach. But, there are times when
business demands directness and I can’t afford to play the bimbo. Tell me about her.”
Coco and Spade exchange looks, signaling the other with their eyes that it’s time to take turns.
It’s Spade who fires the first salvo. But, even if you’re stone blind, you can tell who the girl is
engaging.
“They are not there. They are ennowa.”
“So. How long has she been an active?”
“Need to know.”
“Okay. Fair enough, Coco.”
“Suffice it to say, that she’s become accustomed to her situation. And, of most interest to you is
that she’s being used by a Jersey Devil.”
“Coco, is that confirmed?” Mondo asks, her voice nervous with excitement and for good reason.
Jersey Devils are the second largest of Kum, with the second most potent narcotic for venom, an
unsurpassed talent for enslavement, and they can only assume one inhuman form that being a
Morlock. JDs are always native, and thus always dirty. Second only to being harvested by a Cooch,
it’s every cow’s craving to be harvested by an elusive JD.
“The bodies of the victims are positioned according to an alignment of the planetary bodies
which occurs every fifty thousand years. Either the hotel or the asylum is the epicenter.”
“Who’s she been imprinted to?”
“A Gate Corp security chief named Lilith.”
“And?”
“She’s a Traveler as well.”
“And, what else?”
“Maybe a Watcher.”
“Watchman also?”
“Maybe. More than likely. Yes. Both Watches.”
“Who’s the pinhead who thought that combo was smart?”
“Me,” answers Coco. “Me.”
That’s when Mondo “Girlfight Monster” cracks the biggest shit eating grin that you could image.
And, with her large ugly “made for fucking” mouth, the sight of her doing it is off the charts
erectile.
“And, me being the suit chosen to fix this mess. From the git go, I knew I was going to love
being used by you, Coco.”
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“You’re one of those quiet deadly men; no feelings.”
Miss Wonderly describing Sam Spade to Sam Spade in The Maltese Falcon
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An Irish Blessing
“A blessing from St. Patrick.”
May the road rise to meet you. May the wind be always at your back. May the sun shine warm
upon your face. May the rains fall soft upon your fields. And, until we meet again. May God hold
you in the hollow of His hand.
(Traditional Irish Blessing; origin unknown, although some attribute it to St. Patrick.)
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Chapter Three
Sam Spade
“The detective’s detective.”
Spade has no original. He is a dream man in the sense that he is what most of the private
detectives I worked with would like to have been and in their cockier moments thought they
approached. For your private detective does not—or did not ten years ago when he was my
colleague—want to be an erudite solver of riddles in the Sherlock Holmes manner; he wants to be a
hard and shifty fellow, able to take care of himself in any situation, able to get the best of anybody
he comes in contact with, whether criminal, innocent by-stander, or client.

Samuel Dashiell Hammett, the dean of hard-boiled detective fiction
Underneath Mondo’s suitcoat, her bra returns to its native slutty black evidently, white wasn’t so
permanent after all: No more discreet Gestapo duotone. Much to Coco’s chagrin and Spade’s utter
delight, the girl’s prudz get pursed and so do her sternns. Sternka gives way to strait hair.
Additionally, dollz glove her. A tiny black bra, a flesh-colored thong, and an immodest little black
suit, accessorized with a perl necklace and dollz, on a shapely white girl is something to behold.
Now, that’s sexy. Play Magazine, May 1959: Showgirls, Models, and Pinups—King-Size
Queens—The way you like to see them!
No ink. No knobb. No crazy. No dirty. No klaw. And, no plain, just, her usual dolled up sexy.
Spade tries his damndest not to stare too hard. But, he has feelings in spite of his steely resolve, in
spite of his marriage vows, in spite of himself. Worst of all, the girl notices that he’s noticing her so
intently. Then, she just lets him off the hook. But, it’s not for altruistic reasons. Playtime is over.
Down to the business at hand. She’ll wait later to bait the hook again.
Although he’s still in denial, something perverted is beginning to stir in Spade. When Mondo
reverts back to the repressed spinster who loathes pretty girls and craves to butcher them, he is
starting to find this persona to be increasingly attractive to him. But, for now, her sexy is the more
appealing of the two looks to him. Sexy or plain, the girl is creepy and sexually attractive: You
want to fuck the queer bitch, just like you crave to fuck the Borg Queen!
Per ROE, Mondo asks her boss the obvious: “I presume, Coco, that the business at hand is of a
very serious nature, involves The Good Sleep, and thus my services as a sandman are what are
required?”
“Yes.”
And, it goes without saying, that, by implication, since I’m also an assassin, this also involves
The Big Sleep, thus my services as an assassin are also what are required.
That’s when Mondo puts her badge upon Coco’s desk for safekeeping. She’ll get her badge back
upon her return. Of course, if she and Spade don’t return.
“Silly girl,” Coco taunts as she hands back Mondo’s badge. “Where you’re going you’ll need it.”
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Mondo purses her badge.
“Coco, I’d like to interview Doctor Professor Maxfield before she’s released.”
“I thought you might.”
No Klaw. Dollz. Sternka. No sternns. No knobb. Slutty black suit, with an equally slutty black
bra underneath, spells HIGH MAINTANACE GESTAPO: A monotone variant, the one perennially
favored by Frau Koch. A loathsome “old maid,” who’s stern-looking without looking the least bit
plain: More creepiness. Shades of Ilsa Mueller. Shades of Ilsa Haupstein. Shades of Frau Ilsa Koch.
Shades of The Gestapo!!!
“We like you better this way,” Maxfield pronounces. Her eyes are empty and deranged. “We like
you so much better this way, better even than if you were all-the-way plain. We’d like you best, if
you were dirty with Borg affectations too. Dirty, stern, loathsome, creepy, spinster, and Borg. It’s
what first attracted us to you, Ilsa.”
Maxfield’s use of the third-person plural and her insistence that Mondo is Frau Koch is all the
confirmation that Mondo needs. The good doctor is possessed. Mondo should have known as much
when she lost herself in the lust-crazed eyes of Professor Maxfield at the murder scene in that alley.
“Of course, liebchen,” Mondo affirms.
“We’ll fuck later, Frau Koch?”
“Of course.”
“Good. We’ve wanted to do you ever since we laid eyes upon you during The Great War.”
“Likewise. I’m sure.”
“The. Food, that girl, is tied spreadeagle to her bed. She’s dirty and likes to stay dirty. She’s our
cow. We’ve overdosed her. We’d rather have you. Can only have one cow at a time. It’s the rules.
You might get there in time to save her if you’re swift enough. She’s glazed with moog, three
pendulous triple-E tits, and she’s wearing a hand-bra and crotchless hand-panties. Hand-bra and
panties are made from the mismatched hands of the male victims. She’s wearing a schlong, fused to
her filthy parasite-infested body. Semen from the strap-on matches semen taken from the female
victims. She’s also wearing leg irons and manacles that have been welded shut. She’s wearing a
spiked dog collar that’s also been welded shut. The collar has a leash, of course. Leg irons,
manacles, dog collar, and leash, yes, all of her restraints are rusty, hardened iron, ghost proof.
You’d like to be retrained like that by us, wouldn’t you?”
“Where’s she being kept?”
“She’s in the dirty place where they rent the rooms there by the hour. Same room. Same place.
We always rent the same room. Room 6. Number 7 Stralsund Lane. Hotel B.”
That’s when the good doctor begins to laugh manically before passing out. Mondo realizes, of
course, that she wasn’t talking to the good doctor. She was talking to whomever or whatever was
remotely controlling Professor Maxfield!
It’s just she and Spade in the interrogation annex. You can cut the tension, sexual and otherwise,
with a knife; it’s just that thick.
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An hour ago, the Feds returned everything, and it’s intact, pristine no less, nothing has been
doctored let alone erased! What has happened to change the game?
“So her ‘dirty’ references in there were a red herring?”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders. Things are getting crazier by the minute. The girl is still Koch in a
word, stern, that monotone Gestapo, just like she was in the interrogation room when she
interviewed what’s left of Professor Maxfield. Ergo, once more, her sexy is very stern, very
loathsome, and very Borg; that’s Borg minus the Borg affectations like knobb and klaw, of course.
Unseen, there’s another status quo that keeps Coco’s disgust at bay. Mondo continues to not be a
pair of tits and a furry hole. Her muff has yet to return in all of its natural blonde glory to
compliment her honey blonde tresses: Blonde drapes, but no blonde rug. And, her thong has no
need to munch her rug, since she remains a slick chick. Shades of Ilsa Mueller. Shades of Ilsa
Haupstein. Shades of Frau Ilsa Koch. Shades of The Gestapo!!!
“I don’t get the Frau Koch references, either,” Mondo finally offers.
“So, why do you think that the Government finally kicked in?”
“I don’t know, Spade. But, I’m in for sure for the long haul.”
Spade breathes a sigh of relief. He needs the backup. And, he’s man enough to realize it.
“First, we snoop around the hospital where the girl worked. By then, CSI should have finished up
at the murder scene and we can take a look. I hear that the place is a real dump, the dregs, even for
a flophouse. We’re talking absolutely rock bottom. You feel like you need a long hot shower even
if you don’t touch anything. Right up your alley, dirty girl.”
Mondo’s lurid smile isn’t her only response. As if it were possible, disdain further paints the
hard, pretty face of this avowed spinster a much deeper shade of loathsome. Then, she says
something ominous: “Suffer no delusions, if they corner us, I will kill you.”
“Don’t worry. I wasn’t entertaining any such cute ideas.”
“Excellent. And, remember, no matter how bad you think they are, no matter how bad they really
are. Well, let me tell you something. The real monster, you don’t want knocking down your door, is
me.”
“I know. Rest assured. I know. You see. I’ve seen you kill before.”
Mondo gets wet.

“I’m a bomb technician. If you see me running, try and
catch up.”
From, “The Sum of All Fears”
Before entering the building, per Department procedure, Spade and Mondo affix (clip) their
badge to the left lapel of their suitcoat. In Homicide Division, Coco’s Homicide, that is, the police
badge is the Luftwaffe ground combat badge, and has been ever since the ban on public displays of
things Nazi was lifted for police departments worldwide by the World Court in the Hague.
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The police have the flophouse cordoned off, but none of the denizens who inhabit it seem to
notice.
The desk clerk is a dirty sixty-something Morlock named Broom-Hilda who’s wearing perls and
a burlap sack that’s as filthy as she is. Her stench is gut-wrenching. Mondo gets wet.
Mondo suspects that the woman standing in front of her is actually an it; she’s correct.
In addition to her usual Koch, the girl is sporting an M40, the Field Cap (Feldmütze) of the
Enlisted of the dreaded Waffen-SS. It’s a gift from Coco, which she’s been ordered by Coco to
wear from now on while on duty. That’s also the new standing order for all female faerie police
officers in Homicide. Technically, Mondo is not a police officer.
This field cap was adopted to replace the old M34 style Verfügungstruppe field cap in late 1940.
On first glance, it is similar to the Fliegermütze of the Luftwaffe, but on closer examination, a
major difference emerges. The lower edge of the Luftwaffe cap is straight, but the SS cap has a
pronounced downward curve toward the rear. This produces a “tail” effect on the back of the head.
These caps were worn by the two blonde, sternka-sporting, female guards who were the main
henchmen of Commandant Doctor Ilsa Mueller in the movie “Ilsa: She Wolf of the SS.” In other
words, the caps were worn by the sadistic “right hands” of the equally sexually-depraved
Commandant Doctor Ilsa Mueller.
In real life, these signature vampiir lids (needless to say, all Nazi covers are vampiir) were worn
by the two sadistic female confidants of their equally sexually-depraved commanding officer Frau
Ilsa Koch and it’s the field cap that was worn by Frau Koch also, since the sternka-sporting Frau
Koch was also a guard. One of those female henchmen of Ilsa Koch’s was the notorious Irma “The
Beautiful Beast” Grese, the other female guard was the equally notorious Ingrid “The Butcher”
Hegel. Additionally, The Butcher was a Borg drone and a spinster, and used as a dirty cow by a
Kum named Broom-Hilda. Broom-Hilda was a JD.
Ilsa Koch, known as “The Bitch of Buchenwald,” was the chief female guard at the Buchenwald
camp, and at the same time married to the camp commandant, Karl Koch. Irma Grese and Fredda
Hegel were the two senior female guards underneath Frau Koch. In point of fact, Frau Grese and
Fraulein Hegel were the two most senior guards next in rank under Frau Koch regardless of gender.
Female guards were collectively known by the rank of SS-Helferin (German: “Female SS
Helper”) and could hold positional titles equivalent to regular SS ranks.
At first, women were trained at Lichtenburg (1938). Some sources say that some women were
trained in 1936 at Sachsenhausen, including Ilsa Koch, but no record of this has ever been found.
After 1939, women were trained at Ravensbrück camp near Berlin.
The same sources claim that Dorothea Binz, head training overseer at Ravensbruck after 1942,
trained her female students in the finer points of “malicious pleasure” (Schadenfreude or sadism).
Both, Frau Grese and Fraulein Hegel were products of Ravensbruck during the Binz era.
The Nazi influence extends to the girl’s little black suit; specifically, the girl’s strait affects the
uniform jacket of an SS officer in the Gestapo. The larger collar tabs of an SS Sturmbannführer
(Major) in the Gestapo the civilian branch of the SS, the so-called Secret Police: the numbered SS
insignia standard SS runes with a number “1” for the right tab and the SS Death’s Head insignia for
the left tab. The black buttons of an officer in the Death’s-Head SS. Waffen-SS shoulder straps for
Female of Division “Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler” with hand-embroidered (hand-molded) “LAH”
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ciphers. Expectedly, the Nazi “sleeve eagle” for officers adorns the breast pocket and the left sleeve
of her jacket. And, as if it were the tunic of a stock uniform taken from the Leibstandarte Adolf
Hitler, it has a left cuffband showing Hitler’s name cuffband reading “Adolf Hitler” in Gothic
script!
Close inspection reveals the very clever deception. They’re not attachments, affixed to her
suitcoat which have transformed her strait into a uniform jacket and her Koo Stark into a Gestapo
uniform. Being Nazi affections of Gestapo origin, the collar tabs, shoulder straps, sleeve eagle, and
cuffband are molded onto the jacket. Just like the varicose veins that are molded onto the back of
her gloves: In other words, stark relief. Braille for the sighted. The effect, just like in the case of her
gloves, is creepy. But, additionally, with the fabric being vampiir instead of rubber, we’re talking
“makes your flesh crawl” Borg creepy.
Ergo, her jacket is in the style of the M-1942 HBT tunic for female SS. Herringbone Twill (HBT)
uniforms are authorized for use in the LAH as they were authorized by the Wehrmacht and WaffenSS during The War. All HBT uniforms must be constructed of an approved herringbone twill in
other words, vampiir and “rough”. All uniforms must conform to the M-1941 or M-1943 patterns.
It is authorized for all ranks in the field, but is not recommended for use as a dress uniform.
Before the outbreak of The War, the SS had two primary branches. The civil security forces were
Gestapo, SD (security services), Kripo (criminal-investigation police), and most other minor SS
departments were deemed Allgemeine SS (General-SS) and the combat units were known as
Waffen-SS. Most of the Allgemeine SS, especially in occupied areas, switched to the Army’s
green-grey uniforms like those already in use with the Waffen-SS and the SS-Totenkopfverbände
(SS-TV; the “Totenkopf” or death-head corps) while retaining their own insignia. The officers,
depending on their rank and position, wore either Waffen-SS uniforms or the pale-grey SS
uniforms. Himmler, for example, wore the pale-grey uniform of the Reichsführer-SS as did the
majority of the SS and Police Leaders.
The precursor units of the Waffen-SS were the militarized branches of the SS known as the 1st SS
Division Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler (LSSAH), the SS-TV (SS-Totenkopfverbände, or
“Totenkopfstandarten”), and the SS-VT (SS-Verfügungstruppe).

“All our ignorance brings us nearer to death.”
T.S. Eliot, 1934
Spade leads the way upstairs. Mondo follows, weighing her options and keeping her eyes peeled,
while contemplating things arcane and obscene.
Mr. Dickers, a Dwarf guard at the asylum where Ms. Hunter worked, was most informative. And,
Dickers was cute too, much to the ever horny Mondo’s delight. She needs to check him out later for
some intense R&R.
Dickers went on and on about how one of the patients, a Mr. Al W. Land, used to babble to
Nurse Hunter when she would administer his meds to him. The patient was one of those lunatics
who had a propensity for violence, so security always had to accompany medical staff when they
had any contact with him; it’s also why he was kept straitjacketed and wearing a restraint mask.
About ten-percent of the asylum patients are classified as “violent, approach with extreme caution.”
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Land, a human who had been a physics professor at university, was largely mute around
everybody except for Nurse Hunter. To her he gave rambling elaborate dissertations about
something the guard remembered as exotic particle physics; EPiP was Land’s specialty. The day
before Nurse Hunter disappeared, Land was found in his room dead. He had been beaten to death
by a fellow patient.
As they enter the crime scene, Mondo breaks protocol. She does purse her cap. Stern hair gives
way to uncompromisingly sexy strait hair; paradoxically, by its very nature, her look remains
unflinching “stern” in spite of the hairdo change. And, unseen, her muff returns in all of its natural
blonde glory. Her thong doesn’t munch it off either. Once more, she’s got blonde drapes and a rug
to match both blonde, but different shades of blonde, of course. Coco would be appalled.
But, even sexy cannot soften the harsh, loathsome menace that her look has become thanks to her
Koo Stark having been altered into something Gestapo, into a likeness of the uniform worn by the
infamous Doctor Professor Helga “Gestapo Girl” Boller.
Yes, tellingly, her Koo never ceases to be gloriously Nazi and her hands remain gloved and thus
creepy. This is pure, unadulterated Boller. Like Hitler who was a Vampire of indeterminate age,
avowed spinster Frau Boller a Crone of indeterminate age is a god, and some people whisper that
also like Hitler she is something quite a bit older than most other gods, that she is a something
which came during the In-Between, that unspoken of Time before the First Ones: She, like Hitler,
is an Old One! There are gods, and then there are gods.

“No. No. Quite the contrary. Long time ago, on a world
long forgotten, it was Helga Boller, not Mildred Most, who
whispered in a vain woman’s ear, ‘influencing’ that woman
who was a very powerful queen. That affectation resulted
in the woman becoming the first Borg Queen and by
definition the very first Borg. And, that woman’s race
became Species 001, the first race to be assimilated by the
Borg. Yes. You heard me correctly. I didn’t stutter. So, take
heed. The Borg are the handiwork of An Old One. Ergo, all
The Borg wrought is Other!!!”
Hellboy, from his autobiography “Hell Spawned”
The reason for Mondo’s breach in protocol is standing in the corner. Frau Boller is wearing strait
hair, Kocatah, trix, dollz, Koo Stark, and switchblade stilettos. The classy heels are the mule
version of Mondo’s deborahs; in other words, Special Agent Boller’s mules are debrahs. Braless,
commando, and slick, on loan from X-Files, she’s the detective in charge of the crime scene.
Seeing that the girl is bareheaded, Boller acquiesces and purses her own cover: Tit for tat.
Needless to say, the strait of Boller’s Koo has the same creepy molded-on Nazi affectations of
Gestapo origin as Mondo’s. In point of fact, Boller’s Koo is legit Gestapo, not a civilian conversion
like Mondo’s.
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Unlike Coco, Boller is a slick dyke chick who prefers her ladies to be muffed, at least initially. Of
course, after she’s fucked the bonnie lass, Boller “prefers” (insists) that the lady go slick and stay
slick.
Another aspect of Boller’s courtship ritual is her hairdo. As a rule, in public, Boller wears a
sternka and her lady friend must likewise sport a sternka in public. She’s wearing strait hair in
public as the opening gambit designed to appeal to Mondo. Mondo’s response was to go from
sternka to strait hair, which signals that Mondo is interested in dating (fucking) Boller on an
ongoing basis. In other words, Frau Boller and Miss Kane are interested in being a couple.
Once they start dating and for the duration of their sexual intimacy, Mondo must always wear a
sternka in public regardless of whether she’s in Boller’s presence or not.
Colloquially speaking, everybody in the room is overdriven. Undriven for a god is everybody
else’s overdriven. What’s normal for everybody else is underdriven for a god. Therefore,
technically speaking, everybody in the room is overdriven except for Boller who is undriven.
Boller walks over and introduces herself to Spade and Mondo. She has a thick Pre-War Prussian
accent. With Spade, she’s cool, aloof, and professional, just like you’d expect. But, with Mondo,
she gives the heifer the once over and then there’s something unprofessional in the tone of her
voice.

“Life has a way of making the foreseeable that which never
happens, and the unforeseeable that which your life
becomes.”
Everett Hitch, “Appaloosa”
“Remember me? I was in here earlier with the police,” Mondo asks the obvious as part of the
opening gambit of this very dangerous game.
As Mondo walks up to the front desk, something moves up behind her, reaches underneath her
jacket, and grabs hold of her holster and purse.
“You won’t be needing these anymore,” It the something behind her whispers in her ear.
Mondo smiles that smile, in response. The desk clerk Broom-Hilda the something in front of her
reaches across the counter with the intent of feeling Mondo up. It has craved to squeeze the girl’s
ripe melons when it first laid eyes upon the buxom blonde, this morning.
Outside, Spade cools his heels, waiting patiently for Mondo’s signal. If an hour passes without
her giving him the hi-sign, he’ll leave per plan and return for Boller and Mondo in the morning.
Inside, Mondo does what she does best. She kills.
The JD behind her gets dusted as soon as it tries to yank her minions free of her skirt’s
waistband. It found out the hard way that said minions are boobytrapped; the boobytrap being
Mondo herself. If the slug had incapacitated Mondo first, then it would not have been unmade.
The desk clerk stops dead in its tracks and reveals that she too is really an it. Its burlap sack dress
shreds as it reverts to its native form.
“These trix were ours. Now, your kind uses them against us with impunity.”
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“The perls were never yours, worm. They were always ours.”
The worm wisely decides to change the subject.
“She’s upstairs, waiting for you in room seven.”
Mondo places her holster and purse upon the counter. The creature smiles that toothy grin of its
kind: Large, blood-sucking serrated teeth and a long forked tongue with a life of its own. Mondo
unbuttons her jacket.
“Go ahead, cop a feel.”
The JD does so. It gropes the bra-holstered tits like the ripe melons that they are. Then, it
suddenly stops.
“Please. Take off your skirt and panties, leave the shoes on though.”
Mondo complies. She places them on the counter next to her minions.
“May we?”
“Of course.”
The JD comes from around the counter. Mondo turns to face it. The JD slides its hand between
her legs and begins rubbing her hairless cooch; yes, the girl is already slick. Mondo moans. It
unhooks her bra and begins playing with her nipples.
“We get to feed on you, what’s left of you, later?”
“That’s the plan.”
“A dirty, slick you?”
“As dirty as you want to make me.”
The creature stops petting her and resumes its position behind the front desk. Mondo goes
upstairs. Boller is waiting for her in room seven, sitting nonchalantly upon a pristine marble bed in
an otherwise filthy room. Frau Boller is gloved, sans skirt, strait unbuttoned, still wearing debrahs,
and sporting a Kocatah. Trix, of course, goes without saying.
“Where is you muff, girl? We haven’t fucked yet!”
“It’s gone. I let my thong munch it off on the way over and it won’t be coming back.”
“I will have to punish you for such insolence. After I’m finished fucking you, I will have BroomHilda enslave a dirty you for the rest of the evening. Big Nog will return in the morning with the
Food and pick us up. We are expected to be on time in the other place.”
“Great minds, do think alike.”
“Yes, they do.”
Showered and pristine, Mondo slips on her shoes and her clothes. There are some glaring
deletions. Strait hair instead of sternka; as aforementioned, the severity of her look does not lessen
one iota: Stern, severe, sexy, loathsome bitch. Bareheaded, in violation of Coco’s new standing
order; Mondo is on duty, nonetheless. Her jacket’s Nazi affectations are gone. She’s slick
underneath her thong. And, in place of her deborahs, she’s wearing debrahs.
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Vis-à-vis her ex Coco and her new lover Helga, she knows which buttons to push and when it’s
prudent not to. This is why, in the end, that strait hair gives way to sternka. This is why she never
sports tangled hair hype hair anymore. Furthermore, she’s beginning to crave sternka and she
already prefers slick to muff. And, she loves her new debrahs; debrahs being simultaneously the
epitome of Goon and 1950s fashion (human, inhuman, and otherwise). Stern, harsh, severe, and
sexy, her look is “disturbing”; hers is the loathsome look of a Borg Queen whether she sports
sternka or strait hair.
Badge is clipped to lapel. Holster and purse are clipped to the waistband of her skirt.
“So, your Koo going Gestapo was just for me?” Boller asks, feeling somewhat used.
“Yes, of course. You know very well that I’m not a Nazi. I’m just affiliated with the Party,
nothing more, nothing less.”
An obvious lie, but I won’t push the point.
“And, the worms?”
“I let them use me to pass the time, nothing more, nothing less.”
Another obvious lie, but again I won’t push the point. My nasty, junkie Nazi whore.
Frau Boller is already dressed. Breakfast is lying upon the table. They catch a quick bite, and go
downstairs where they’ll wait to be picked up.
If she has misread me as a nasty, junkie Nazi whore, then she’s in for a rude awakening. And,
unfortunately for her, I can see in her eyes that she has. Too bad. I like fucking her so much. Then
again, easy come, easy go.
Spade sits in the back of the limo. He hasn’t said a word to Mrs. Smith who is sitting across from
him. Then again, Mrs. Smith isn’t a real person so he doesn’t see the need to carry on a
conversation with it. A lot of things are going on in his head. Least of all are his sexual fantasies
about Mondo, fueled by his ever growing attraction (fixation) to that sick bitch. He loses himself in
his thoughts.
Mrs. Smith, for its part, is glad that the Food has nothing to say to it.
The limo pulls up to the roach motel. Big Nog lets Boller and Mondo in back, and pulls away
from the curb. And, just like that, without any fanfare whatsoever, they are in the other place: New
York City, Earth. But. It’s not their New York City. And. It’s not their Earth!!!
“The victim is Frankie Sin, a human. The Food was a retro pinup model,” Boller quickly
reiterates their brief as they step off the elevator and walk down the hallway toward the victim’s
apartment.
Mondo notes for future reference that Spade does not offer his usual objection to the racial slur.
He is uncharacteristically quiet. She notices other things too and smiles.
So. It’s just Boller and Mondo chewing the fat. Big Nog is out front with the car. Mrs. Smith is
quiet as usual, dreaming of feeding upon a dirty, insane Mondo. It walks behind the two women,
staring intently at their asses wiggling underneath their skirts.
“Show me how smart you are, Mondo. Make me think you were listening to me on the way up.”
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“Latest victim is Frankie Sin, who looks just like our victim Nurse Lori Hunter.”
“Check.”
“Here. The first victim in the series was Payton Banks, pro-wrestler. The second victim was
Clara Boller, neo-Nazi, who could be your twin Frau Boller.” Mondo pause for effect, and then she
continues. “How does the grisly Black Dahlia murder and surrealism fit into all of this?”
She gets no reaction from Boller to her “twin” remark. This is a no surprise.
“The first David Lynch was based upon a fictionalized account of the Elizabeth Short murder; his
backers were Orcs, by the way. The prequel was produced for the biggest names in Fantasy Role
Playing, such as Game Workshop, Mutant Chronicles, Fasa, RiotMinds, and Rackam.” Boller
finally deadpans after a strategic pause of her own.
“In other words, the exquisite corpse was a dry run which had everything to do with the pattern
that brought us here. The current serial is not strictly for human consumption. And, it’s hardly some
licensed game either for our Kind. This is the real McCoy. Care to comment?”
“No.”
“No, what?”
“No, I don’t care to comment.”

Kinksters humans, of course have built an entire fetish and
community around the beauty, power, and erotic appeal of
ponyboys and ponygirls. In this good-sized book filled with
color photos and art, renowned ponymistress Rebecca
Wilcox distills decades of experience, plus her fiendishly
kinky imagination, into a hot, practical introduction to
outfitting and training the human pony.
Rebecca Wilcox—The Human Pony
CSI, uniformed police, and plainclothes detectives swarm the crime scene purposely. The
reaction of these humans to the newcomers varies.
Spade, they ignore. Mrs. Smith gives them a chill. Frau Boller is a complete turn off. But, it’s
Mondo who hogs the limelight with her disturbing combination of severity and sexuality—Glenn
Close in “Fatal Attraction” minus the tangled hair. In other words, Mondo just like the obsessed
stalker played by Ms. Close in “Fatal Attraction” looks like a psycho, which in fact she is. To some,
this psycho look is very unattractive and anything but sexy; to others, it’s the epitome of what being
sexy is all about. For the latter: “Got Wood!” in spades!!!!
A god or Kum can see the special-driven others, the contingent of Red Chinese. Mondo is neither
god nor Kum, yet she can see the Reds also, because she’s an abomination. She recognizes one of
the Hobgoblins, his name is Ketel One. But, she doesn’t let on that she can see them.
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Boller, being a something much older than most other gods—an Old One, can also see the Hobs.
And, Spade who’s wearing a very special set of prototype contact lenses can also see the Hobs. The
contacts are Optical devices, of course.
Like all mortal devices that mimic a faerie ability, their limitation is always their mortal operator.
For example, if Spade stays on stems too long, his body will simply burnout; more than likely,
though, he’ll pass out long before he reaches burnout. If Spade wears his contacts too long or just
plain uses the Optics too much, his optic nerves will get fried and he will be left stone blind.
As for special-drive, it only works in alternate worlds. Rather, it only works to the advantage of
the driven in alternate worlds. In our world, special drive has disastrous consequences for the
driven: The driven becomes underdriven to everyone, even undriven mortals!

A series of cyborgs, which expose a part of their body
through a metal suit covered with technological
decorations. They are distinct from the Borg; neither an
offshoot nor an extension of the Collective. The female
image unlike Borg, there are no male Gynoids of a cold
metal body and flesh-colored skin uses the contrast of
inorganic and organic substances, allowing glamorous body
lines and cool, sexy expressions. There is a fair amount of
full and partial nudity; some bondage and kink imagery.
The Gynoids Reborn
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Foreword
“The new Beautiful People.”
Buxom babes in ass bearing short-shorts and crop tops that barely contain their “talents.”

Madison Rayne, Lacy von Eric, and Tara (The “new” TBP)
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Who invented the Stiletto heel?
If we believe the all-knowing and all powerful internet, the
answer is: Al Gore! (Just kidding) Some fashion
historians say it was Italian designer Salvatore Ferragamo,
inventor of the steel shank in women’s shoes, who
devised a metal heel that soon led to a heel made of plastic
reinforced with a metal spike, in 1952 (or 1953). One thing
is for sure. Ferragamo named it the stiletto, after the thin
dagger-like knife. Others give credit to French designer
Roger Vivier in 1954 (or 1955). Vivier is responsible for
two unique innovations, the ultra-thin talon aiguille or
“needle heel” and attaching it to the court shoe or opera
pump. And since Vivier worked for the House of Dior,
which was the fashion style-setter of its time, he generally
gets all the credit. I say that both men are responsible and it
certainly explains the rapid evolution from a thicker,
sculpted heel of the early 1950s to the ultra-thin heel of the
late 1950s, which is obviously proof of intelligent
design! (wink!)
Spring-o-lators and Polly Glamour Mules—“Bad Girl” High Heel Shoes
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Book Eleven
SPIKE

(deceptive acronym usage)
The finisher in rasslin, not the cable TV network
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Chapter One
Time To Retire
“The golden handshake.”
Mules and slides remain, to this day, enigmas in fashion. Take any woman. No matter the brand
or style of mule or slide, have her sit in a chair and then have her dangle her legs over the arms of
the chair, and the mules or slides will hang freely off of her feet just like flip flops. Add stiletto
heels, and any woman wearing them whether she’s walking, running, sitting down, etc. suddenly
owns the world.

an excerpt from, Vivier’s “Study of Foot Fashion at the House of Dior”
“May we speak privately in the hallway?” Mondo politely asks Frau Boller.
“Of course. Detective Spade can handle the niceties with our human colleagues while we girls
chat.”
Mrs. Smith follows them into the hallway. Once they are out of earshot of the crime scene,
Mondo lets loose with both barrels.
“This is all bullshit!”
“How so?”
“The Reds were the giveaway. They’re your sponsors, aren’t they?”
“Yes.”
“Nazis and Chinese Communists, boy I should have seen this coming.”
“I’m thinking of retiring from the force and I recently started a travel business to keep me
occupied fulltime during my upcoming retirement. I need your help.”
“Why all this subterfuge? All you had to do was ask.”
“You’re not in The Party. You’re only affiliated with it. There’s nothing that binds you to help
me in this matter. I couldn’t risk you refusing my boon. Your participation is the deal maker.”
“I was going to destroy you for being unworthy. You had misjudged my character. I like fucking
you, but that was not enough to make me overlook such a grave error in judgment.”
“My mistake. Please accept my most heartfelt apology for my grievous error. Coco said that you
would help if asked, but.”
“You Old Ones are all the same. You’re hardheaded. Once you decide on a course of action,
there’s just no reasoning with you. It’s.”
“People usually whisper about my nature. I’m not used to someone calling me what I am in
public to my face.”
“Then, I won’t mention it to your face again.”
Boller smiles at the girl’s friendly jab.
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“Ketel insisted upon your participation. No Mondo, no deal.”
“So the Reds discovered this place?”
“Yes. But, it wasn’t the Chinese military. It was a commercial travel agency, a sister and brother
operation out of Hong Kong. They turned in their find to the United Nations. The UN Travel
Commission judged it as having no military significance, so it went up for open bid to the
commercial travel agencies when the siblings who had first dibs on it decided that it wasn’t worth
their time.”
“You won the bid, I gather?”
“Yes.”
“You’re lucky you’re such a good lay, and, this business venture interests me. So. I’ve decided
that for now that you get a reprieve.”
“Thank you.”
“How many employees do you have?”
“One.”
“Bullshit, again; another test unworthy of me! One travel agent is not enough to be licensed and
bonded. You need a partner: One of you to be the CFO and the other one to be the CEO.
Government involvement says that your company has to be legit, and I know chapter and verse
about the regs for a legit operation.”
“Then, since I’m such a liar, tell me the truth, girl!”
“Coco is your silent partner, I bet. That makes two. You didn’t just start this agency; you two
girls have been running it for some time as a most profitable sideline. The UN would never
sanction a recent start up as prime on a newbie.”
“Of course, you must understand that I will neither confirm nor deny any of your suppositions,
especially the one about Coco being my silent partner.”
“Fair enough,” Mondo affirms as she seals the deal with a most passionate kiss and a change in
wardrobe. Her strait goes Nazi again. She slips on the field cap. Cover, gloves, Nazi Koo, and
mules, the two of them are Party bookends.
Frau Boller and Miss Kane reenter the crime scene with Mrs. Smith in tow.
Mondo and Ketel sit in a private booth in the very back of the restaurant; she in her Nazi outfit
and he in his Red Chinese officer’s uniform.
“It’s been a long time,” He coos.
“Yes, it has.”
“You were still human when we last saw each other. I like you so much better this way.”
“So do I.”
“Any adjustment problems?”
He asks even though he already knows the answer. He’s probing. I wonder why?
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“None worth mentioning.”
He notices that her voice is acquiring an accent, an accent that’s becoming increasingly
pronounced as their conversation progresses. It’s Frau Boller’s obsolete accent.
“I’m surprised to see you with them. They have so many rules. As I remember you prefer us,
since we don’t have any.”
“The Nazi have a few rules.”
“I stand corrected.”
Mondo purses her cap and her gloves. Her jacket goes plain: No more Nazi. Sternka gives way to
strait hair. She’s officially off-duty so the change is okay.
She leans seductively across the table and gives him an eyeful of her very ample assets. Her
tongue flicks out obscenely like the forked tongue of a serpent. Unrestrained madness in her eyes, a
madness that chills the bone and makes your skin crawl. Men get hard and women get wet.
Simultaneously, you are repulsed and attracted. Borg without any Borg affectations. A malevolent
evil.
Fraulein Kane leans back in her booth. Her dollz again glove her. Sternka, again. Her strait goes
Nazi, again. Her choice. Her preference. Tellingly, though, she remains bareheaded!
“Their atrocities in the context of a few rules trump your atrocities in the context of no rules. It
comes down to the fundamental difference between their Chancellor Hitler (Adolf Hitler) and your
Chairman Mao (Mao Zedong or Mao Tse Tung). Old god Old One versus god. Then again, you
already know that,” Fraulein Kane utters the stark words with a thick Pre-War Prussian accent.
Why the accent? She had none while on duty, earlier. She had none when we first entered the
restaurant. And, why the Nazi off duty? Miss Kane is all of a sudden Fraulein Cain!
There, she notices it again. Almost imperceptible, but “almost” is not good enough. Mondo’s
mood perceptibly changes. Accent goes bye-bye. Her strait goes plain: No more Nazi. Gloves are
pursed. Her deborahs replace her debrahs. And, for the first time in a very long time, sternka gives
way to big tangled hair. Her hype hair is only a momentary lapse, though. Hype hair gives way to
strait hair, again.
He correctly deduces menace in her mood swing and associated wardrobe change. But, it’s
already too late for him. He tries to create some space between them, but she will have none of it.
They’re in the alley now, behind the restaurant. Binding spells hinder his security detail, and he can
sense it. He turns to face her in a feeble attempt to play it off.
It’s raining cats and dogs. Lightning courses across the night sky. The weather is foul. Her mood
is worse.
“Sunglasses after dark?” He teases playfully.
“There are two worlds of magic. One is the glittering domain of the illusionist. The other is a
secret place, where magic is a terrifying reality. Here, Food has the power of Them. And, death
itself is an illusion.”
“What?” He asks, trying vainly to hide the panic in his voice.
“That’s from your favorite movie, Clive Barker’s ‘Lord of Illusions.’ Funny you don’t remember
it.”
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Mondo crossdraws and severs his body from his head with short, controlled bursts from her twin
blasters. She lifts the binding spells and lets out a bloodcurdling shriek that’s heard above the
thunder.
“You fucking lunatic!” Yixin Chen, Ketel’s wife, screams out as she lunges for a smirking
Mondo. But, her associates, Roger Follmer and Tzyh Jong Tarn, hold her back.
Look at their visas and you never know that the trio are officers in the Red Chinese Army. Ms.
Chen is an assistant professor in the School of Engineering & Applied Science. Mr. Follmer is a
head men’s tennis coach. And, last, but not least, Mr. Tarn is a professor of Systems Science &
Mathematics in the School of Engineering & Applied Science. All three are listed as faculty
members at Peking University in Beijing.
It’s still raining. The alley is swarming with police, NYPD’s finest.
“When you calm down, check the body, very carefully. And, after you’ve finished confirming
this very clever deception for yourself, you know where to find me.”
Boller, Spade, and Bog Nog arrive on the scene. Conspicuous be its absence is Mrs. Smith.
“What happened?” Boller asks.
“I killed someone who was impersonating my friend. That friend is more than likely dead. Spade;
help the grieving widow pull off his face so to speak, I’ll be waiting in the car. As for you Frau
Boller, things just got very personal, so don’t even think about getting in my way.”
“A bull in a china shop, cool,” Big Nog whispers underneath his breath.
That breaks the potentially deadly moment. Mondo chills. She smiles.
“I heard that,” Mondo quips as she pats the big man on his butt.
Boller catches up to Mondo before she reaches the car.
“A word, girl,” Frau Boller commands.
“What is it?”
Boller bitch slaps the girl. You can hear sick sound of palm meeting face above the din of the
pouring rain.
“Your hair, your shoes, and your gloves, please,” Frau Boller barks. She’s right up in Mondo’s
face.
Mondo pauses. She swallows her pride and lowers her gaze slightly. They no longer meet eye-toeye. The “requested” adjustments manifest themselves, immediately. Strait hair gives way to
sternka. Debrahs replace deborahs. And, dollz do glove her hands. As, aforementioned, she knows
which buttons to push and when.
“Forgive me, Frau Boller. I momentarily forgot my place. It won’t happen again.”
“See that it doesn’t.”
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As Frau Boller walks back toward the others and away from the car, Mondo lusts after the
wiggling ass of the older woman fighting underneath that snug-fitting snakeskin skirt. Miss Kane
gets sopping wet, before her thong cleans her up.
But, Mondo is not so distracted that she fails to notice that she’s being watched. That discovery
broadens her loathsome smile even more.
“Mimic or impostor?” Mondo asks; visible agitation taints her voice.
“An impostor. His contacts were Opticals, and it was human tech like I’ve never seen before.
Same goes for the stems that had been injected into his body. Blue eyes give it away?”
“Yes. Even shapeshifter can’t get them right; there’s always that transient defect.”
“No positive ID on him.”
“An off-worlder?”
“That’s our best guess.”
“They slide from one dead world to dead world, picking the bones of bygone civilizations. And,
we faeries have made a lot of those worlds dead on safari.”
“This would explain why his tech is so advanced. They didn’t develop it, they reverse engineered
it. We still don’t know where they come from.”
Bullshit! You know exactly where they come from! And, I’ll bet a month’s pay that your tech is
just as advanced and for the very same reason theirs is. Lies. Lies. And, even more lies.
“How’s the widow taking it?”
“Like you’d expect. I wouldn’t want to be in their shoes when she catches them.”
“Neither would I, Spade, neither would I,” Mondo responds sarcastically.
Confirmation: You’re no longer being remotely viewed. They took the bait: hook, line, and
sinker.
Mondo breaks out of character and smiles that smile, that chilling loathsome smile of hers. The
rehearsal went well. Soon, very soon, they’ll be coming for her.
“You’re a big man, Festus. But with me, it’s a fulltime job,” warns Big Nog.
Festus Carter, a Hulk, faces down Big Nog, as Mondo watches nonchalantly, close by. If Festus
makes a wrong move, it’s she not Big Nog who will destroy this corn-fed colossus. Big Nog is a
tough cop who used to be a beat cop on the mean streets of Mars City’s lower Eastside before he
got this cushy job. So, he’s used to manhandling hardcases like Festus. But, Mondo is a coldblooded killer with few peers.
Finally, Festus reins himself in and steps back. Bog Nog steps back. Mondo walks over and
resumes the parley with Festus that Festus’ temper disrupted.
“We need to see your older brother. We can do this the easy way, or we can do it the hard way.
So, which way is it gonna be, big boy?”
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As if on cue, the door behind Festus opens and the deep voice of a Tunguska Ogre named Jack
Carter, booms out of the private office of the strip club, a strip club that the Carter brothers own.
The Carters aren’t Mob, but it’s widely known that they’re well “connected.”
“Come in, Ms. Kane. I’ve been expecting you.”
Mondo pushes Festus aside and goes inside the office. The door closes with a loud thud behind
her. Festus and Big Nog stay outside.
Mondo’s accent is gone and her jacket is plain—not Nazi, of course. She’s still wearing debrahs
and dollz. She’s bareheaded, but she’s still sporting a sternka instead of strait hair. It’s a minimalist
Psi Corp look that almost befits Goon.
Unseen, something else about her look almost befits Goon, a something that would sicken Coco:
She’s no longer slick, there’s a blonde muff underneath her flesh-colored thong. Once more, she
sports honey blonde drapes and a natural blonde rug. Matching drapes and rug, with the matching
part based on them both being blonde and not based on them both being the same shade of blonde,
because they’re obviously different shades of blonde.
Honey blonde is that electric, acid-dipped, artificial-looking, super-duper blonde hair color that
either comes out of a peroxide bottle or is the result of being born Swedish, for humans. When
Food sports a honey blonde mane you know for sure that either their hair is dyed or they’re a
Swede.
Moose Malone, another corn-fed colossus, stands nearby. This time, the Hulk is a girl. Moose is
Jack’s personal bodyguard. It’s said that he never goes anywhere without her: nothing sexual, just
business, strictly business. It’s also said, that Moose is a hemorphidite. There’s streaks of grey and
white in her hair which bespeaks Crone, but it’s just an anomaly; she has no Crone in her.
Moose is wearing a Koo with Capri sleeves, debrahs, perls, dollz, and nothing else. She’s braless
and commando, of course. Cigarette purse and universal holster are gripping the waistband of her
skirt in the back underneath her jacket.
“Please, sit down, Ms. Kane,” Carter requests as he points to chair in front of his desk.
“No thank you. I prefer to stand. And, it’s Miss Kane not Ms. Kane.”
“I stand corrected.”
“Spell Fats, Fats Waller, for me.”
“Phatz.”
“Thank you.”
That’s when Moose executes her boss. A short burst from one of her twin Hogs turns his head
into mush. He does not resurrect. His brother bursts through the door, gun drawn, but he never gets
a chance to use it. Mondo ducks. Moose mows down Festus with a prolonged burst from her other
Hog. The younger brother doesn’t resurrect either.
Big Nog pretends that he didn’t see a thing. This is Mob business.
“Officer Green, please wait for us out in the car. If I don’t come out in an hour, then you’re to
assume your services are no longer needed for the rest of the day and you’re to leave. You are to
come back for me in the morning. Bring Detective Spade and Special Agent Boller with you.”
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Big Nog grunts and makes his exit. Moose holsters her gats.
“When did they make the switch?”
“This morning. He’d gotten greedy and careless. He met with them without me being present.
When he came back I knew that he’d been replaced. Excellent facsimile, though. Festus smelled a
rat from the git go, also. We hatched a plan, and then somehow they got him too.” Moose smiles
that toothy brutal smile of hers. “But, I knew you’d come through in the nick, ‘cause Uncle Milty
said that you would. You’re my boss, now.”
“Mrs. Smith will be jealous.”
“Will it now,” Moose chuckles as she raises her skirt. Confirmation: Malone is a hemorphidite,
and she is as slick as a newborn baby down under. As she lowers her skirt Mondo responds in kind.
Mondo goes slick underneath her thong. But, she doesn’t go braless or commando.
“Then again, the Carter brothers might still be alive and if so you’re still in their employ.”
That’s when Moose realizes that the jig is up. Game over.
“Come. Come. You and I both know, dirty girl, that them shits are in the stew, along with their
human masters,” Moose spits on the floor to show her disgust. “And, I be the one who did them all
in.”
“Keep staring. I might do a trick for you.”
They both crossdraw their heaters, but only one of them leaves the club alive. The other one loses
her head, literally.
A schlong is biogenic. It’s a biological machine. A growth is a parasite that’s cultured to mimic
the appearance and function of a schlong. But, instead of fusing to the wearer’s body like a schlong,
it attaches itself to the wearer like a tick and feeds upon the wearer; in point of fact, this strap-on
which is slimy to the touch just like a tick is a tick, a giant sewer tick that perverse variant of the
perverse sludge tick. In other words, a growth is a tic. Malone’s hemorphidite is a growth! Also,
unlike a schlong, a growth acts like it has a life unto itself!
Mondo exits the club’s back entrance. The buxom shrew is wearing her sternns again. No longer
pretty, attractive only to a dyke, she disappears into the night. But, with a body like hers, who cares
what she looks like from the neck up anyways. Got wood!
By the time the girl has reached the end of the alley, her look has changed again. Sternns are
pursed. She’s let her hair down: strait hair in place of sternka. Her hands are no longer gloved. And,
unseen, her muff has returned in all of its blonde glory underneath her thong, a skimpy fleshcolored thong which makes no move to munch it off. Sexy is back. Killer looks from head to toe.
Got even more wood!
Mondo takes the long way around. Big Nog is parked in front of the club, nonchalantly reading a
newspaper. Leisurely, she walks in the opposite direction. They’re following her.
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“She’s a wacked-out crazy bitch who’s got ice water for blood running in her veins. Worst of all,
she has the uncanny ability to dispassionately analyze any situation. Oh yes, she’s got feelings, but
they never get in the way of her doing business.”
“So, her outburst and her subsequent confrontation with Frau Boller, the entire drama in the
alley, were just staged for the others’ benefit?”
“Yes. Same goes for the rehearsal. And, it’s not just the others. We’ve all been played like a tencent fiddle.”
“We were afraid of that.”
“My guess is that Yixin Chen knew that her husband had been replaced from the git go and her
reactions in the alley were also staged. Shapeshifters know about the blue-eye defect. And, Chen is
a shapeshifter.”
Michael’s desk jockey handler goes bug-eyed. His handler is a pencil pusher. He, on the other
hand, is one of the best in the business. They work for an agency so secret that it doesn’t have a
name. It just has a footprint!
“What! How did you find that out?”
“Mondo let it slip in casual conversation that Chen was a shapeshifter. Of course, the slip was
intentional. She knows that I’m ________, probably made me for a ringer from the git-go.”
“More intuition?”
He rolls his eyes.
“You really need to get out more in the field, Tim.”
Shit! We’ve been setup from the word go.
Mondo is a stalking horse. In other words, she’s bait. They follow her. The Chinese follow them.
Mondo’s execution of Moose ensures that the Business will not interfere; the boys got their pound
of flesh.
It was Moose, not the Carter boys, who sold out to the humans. It was Moose who killed her
employers, put them in the stew, and facilitated their replacement by facsimiles; all for a buck, the
almighty dollar. That’s way too much gumption.
Everything has come to a head. After lurking in the shadows for so long, they have decided to
assert themselves using their co-opted technology. Demons have tricked them into thinking that
they’re players, when in fact they’re prey. Demons have no interest in finding out where they come
from, so that they can be wiped out once and for all. Demons just want to have fun.
“It’s a trap, and you know it.”
“Doesn’t matter. We need to know, once and for all, who’s the eight hundred pound gorilla.”
“They are.”
“Maybe. Maybe not.
“Bambi versus Godzilla; Godzilla always wins.
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“Godzilla versus King Kong is a draw.”
He’s right. It all hinges upon who is playing whom.
Mondo ducks into another alley. The wacked-out crazy bitch, who should be permanently
confined to a psych ward, ghosts into the cobblestones. Sexpot shrew gives way to just plain shrew
as strait hair gives way to sternka. And, she’s slick again. Free, white, and twenty-something, she’s
bored with all this rigmarole, but it’s a necessary evil so that the clients can feel that their money is
being well spent.
As she waits to spring the trap she imagines a face. The skin is powered dead-white and two
hectic spots of rouge are centered on the cheekbones. Eye shadow of various dark hues: Dark
circles around glassy eyes that stare inhumanely. It could be a mask, but it isn’t. It’s the face of a
crazy old woman. And, it belongs to a dirty, elderly Crone named Daffney of Sybil, Texas.
The girl’s strait goes Nazi. Kocatah. Dollz. And, that obsolete accent of Frau Boller’s. Then, the
girl just blacks out.
They deposit the last of the butchered bodies upon the heap their offering to their goddess and
move away. Their markings indicate that they are soldier caste. They look just like they did in the
three Mimic movies. They are Judas Breed. And, this gigantic cavern, miles beneath the bustling
streets of New York City, is their cathedral.

Mules are backless and closed-toe or peep-toe. Slides are
backless and open-toe. Both mules and slides can be any
heel height from flat to high.
Technically, a clog is a type of a mule and a thong sandal is
a type of a slide. Normally, clogs and thong sandals are
kept in their own categories.
Mules versus Slides (and other issues)
Daffney rummages through a dumpster for dinner behind a diner, if only it were an Easy back
home. She’s wearing perls, torn black fishnet tights, battered old work boots that have seen better
days, a filthy greasy moth-eaten crop top made from burlap sacks that have been crudely stitched
together, and a plaid miniskirt that’s pleated.
The so-short, pleated, uniform skirt of a naughty parochial schoolgirl is stained and filthy, and
unlike a Koo’s strap it rides low. It rides so low that it’s well below the navel. Lowriders. Hip
huggers. Naughty-n-low.
The crop top is ripped in the front to show a lot of cleavage and a fair amount of her greasy,
dirty-ass titties. There’s not a square inch of her that isn’t filth-smeared. She’s got the expected
head lice, fleas, and crabs. A tic is affixed to her midriff. Krazed geriatric hair drapes her shoulders
and breasts. Pendulous breasts. Scum smeared teeth; an equally fifthly tongue and mouth. Her
breath smells like warmed-over shit; a result of her indulging her craving for anilingus.
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Meat gone bad, smells better than Daffney and her duds. Daffney’s cockroach-infested hair hangs
about in limp stringy rattails. Graveyard lichens and sewer moss grow here and there on her filthingrained skin; skin that’s ashy-black in places.
Her shopping cart with all of her worldly possessions is nearby. It’s being jealously guarded by
her most prized possession: Her cow. The cow, whose name is Cow, is a buxom blonde that she
abducted soon after she arrived in this world. Cow’s filthy blonde locks are liberally streaked with
grey and white.
The twenty-something Cow is dressed just like Daffney with the one exception that she’s not
braless, she’s wearing a black hand-bra, and the very same baglady spell that erased her memory
and lobotomized her also left the girl smelling, looking, and acting, just like Daffney with the same
type and distribution of parasite infestation as Daffney. Before she got co-opted, this girl was a
clean, pristine, totally sane investment banker whose name was not Cow, of course; her name was
Vivian, Vivian Lee, Ms. Vivian Lee. Now, she’s the dirty, insane, totally mindless cow named Cow
of a dirty, insane, totally mindless baglady named Daffney. Her cum-smeared mouth is open
slackly.
Unfortunately, for Daffney, Cow has to be human, which means that Cow won’t last very long.
Then again, Cow only has to last the duration and that’s never very long.
Daffney has been here before, a long time ago by human standards, a blink of an eye by faerie
ones. It looks a lot like her Earth, but it isn’t her Earth.

In the coldest regions of space, the monstrous entities the
Ogdru Jahad the Seven gods of Chaos slumber in their
crystal prison, waiting to reclaim Earth, and burn the
heavens. I am the would-be slayer of their gatekeeper. I am
their Avatar. I am their whore. I am the comely face of
Evil; the hard loathsome pretty girl with the stern yellow
hair and the harsh ugly voice. I am their cow Baroness Elsa
von Cain.
Des Vermis Mysteriis, pg. 87
Mr. Moto watches as his comely boss dresses. He pretends disinterest. But, nothing could be
furthest from the truth. He’s a man; he’s also a consummate professional. Thus, he can appreciate
the most delightful female topography and still do his job flawlessly.
With all that he’s heard he can see that she hasn’t changed a bit, at least, nothing important about
her has changed. Small details are different: Her strait hair, her fleshtone thong, her mules; those
little things. But, she’s still a cold-blooded merciless sadomasochistic homicidal bitch. And, sexy or
not, she’s always a shrew.
When he looks at her the words of a poem by Matilda Wesendonck always come to mind, and he
heeds them well: “If only pain brings ecstasy, thanks, thanks to nature, yet again, for having given
to me such pain.”
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Her muff is back. No dollz. Plain strait: The suitcoat’s Nazi is gone. Bareheaded: No Kocatah,
etc. No accent, obsolete or otherwise.
“I don’t know how the boys are gonna feel about this situation, boss.”
Mondo smiles that smile.
“I know Mr. Moto. I know. The Breed aren’t human. But, the off-worlders are. And, Commies or
not, the Reds are faerie. It’s a race thing. Then, again, Moose is my get-out-of-jail-free card.”
“I was afraid that you would say that.”
Again, Mondo smiles that chilling, loathsome smile.
“We solve the case, no one will care.”
She never, and I mean never, completely losses it. A dumb blonde she ain’t. She’s smart, crafty,
and just plain evil. And, thank goodness I’m on her side. I pity those misguided fools who aren’t.
The first thing that Spade notices as he and Big Nog enter the interrogation room is that Mrs.
Smith is standing in the far corner with two women, both of whom are dirty Daffney is one of
them. Mondo is sitting at the interview table. Three heads are sitting on the table, their backs are to
him. He can guess who’s watching all of this from behind the two-way mirror glass in the wall. Big
Nog stays by the door. Spade walks over to where Mondo is sitting.
“Rest your dogs, Spade. I saved you a chair.”
“No thanks. I’ll stand.”
She delights in his obvious discomfort.
“Word association?”
“Okay.”
“Handspring visor?”
“Never heard of it.”
Okay. I’ll let that one pass, even though we both know that you’re lying.
“Project Icarus?
“Government experiment on remote viewing.”
“Seers?”
“Yes.”
“Telepathy?”
“Listener.”
“Telekinesis?”
“Mover.”
“Human analogues for faerie arcane?”
“Yes.”
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“Suspect Zero?”
“A hypothetical construct. A super serial killer. A serial killer without a morphology, which in
itself is an oxymoron. Since, by definition, a serial killer is someone who kills multiple victims
using a set pattern that links the victims. A serial killer is not, and cannot be, a random killing
machine.”
“Don’t you mean, up until now?”
A long, pregnant silence.
“Yes.”
“Don’t you really mean, officially up till now?”
Another long, very pregnant silence.
“Yes.”
That’s when Frau Boller enters the room. She opts to sit at the table, across from Mondo. There
are only two chairs and now they are both occupied. She makes no move to turn the heads around
to face her. She also opts to stay silent. She acts as if she’s not in the room.
“Benjamin O’Ryan?”
“FBI Agent, a seer, who tracked down and was instrumental in apprehending the first suspect
zero. Since then, 619 have been tagged. This is the first one that we’ve tangled with who
crisscrosses worlds.”
“Six hundred nineteen identified. How many apprehended?”
“We need your help capturing this one,” Spade answers sidestepping the question.
“Fran Kulok, the partner of Thomas Mackelway, was the agent who shot and killed Benjamin
O’Ryan?”
“Yes. O’Ryan snapped. He couldn’t handle what he was seeing. He saw the evil that those
monsters were doing through their own eyes. He could hear their thoughts. He could feel what they
were feeling. Suspect Zero Number One sent him over the edge. Tactical viewers like him usually
end up either dead or in an institution.”
“He’d snapped long before then, hadn’t he?”
“Yes.”
“He’d finally gone native six months before his untimely demise. He became a serial killer
killing other serial killers.” Mondo pauses. Then she drops a bombshell: “Am I 619?”
Mondo smiles that smile. Spade says nothing. Frau Boller gets up from the table and stands
beside Spade. Big Nog stays by the door.
It’s Mondo who finally breaks the silence.
“Your seers view someone whose identify they can’t divine. This unknown, designation 618,
uses surrogates Professor Maxfield and Kum to kill four people on Jupiter using an MO stolen out
of a cheap dime novel. But, Nurse Hunter is killed by 618 all by her lonesome. Such a talented girl
this 618 is. Number Six-One-Eight kills using Daffney as a red herring. And, this isn’t the first time
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that Six-One-Eight has used Daffney to do her dirty work. You can thank Mrs. Smith for tracking
down Daffney and Cow.”
Mondo stands up and turns the heads around: Yixin Chen, Roger Follmer, and Tzyh Jong Tarn.
“Surprise. Looks like Madame Chen caught up with the guilty party who killed her husband and
replaced him with a facsimile. I guess she and her cohorts weren’t up to the task. Oh, by the way,
Daffney only thinks she’s a woman. She is actually an it. Daffney is a Kum.”
Why would she say such a thing? Of course, I’m a woman.______ warned me that the bitch
would lie. Liar! Liar! Liar! I’ll get you back for slandering me. It’ll be just like______ told me. Let
myself get caught by the whoremonger’s stupidass worm and then do this Mondo dirty just like she
deserves first chance I get just like the Trojan horse that I be. I’ll show that filthy-mouth cunt who
the real woman is!!!
“Frau Boller, do you think that she plans it all out or just makes it up as she goes along?”
“I don’t know, Detective Spade. But, what I do know is that she just blew it our case to
smithereens.”
“She knew that everything in that room was being recorded. So, she told us a story.”
“She knows who Six-One-Eight is. And, the only reason that she didn’t go record is that.”
“Suspect Zero Number Six-One-Nine intends to comeuppance Suspect Zero Number Six-OneEight herself.”
“Exactly.”
They enter the squalid room, and the trap gets sprung. Mrs. Smith and Daffney drop to the floor,
writhing in pain. Cow drops to the floor, dead; her brain liquefied. Mondo and Broom-Hilda stand
just outside of the room in the hallway; neither of them crosses the threshold into this very deadly
room.
______’s intent was for this to be the end of Mondo, one way or the other. It turns out to be
neither. Mondo carefully weighs her options. Unlike ______, she has no delusion that she is the
worm god and that she can get worm to betray worm.
______ thinks that she is the one manipulating the worms when in fact she is the one being
manipulated by them. They are the ones who have been using her for their nefarious ends, not the
other way around as ______ so fervently believes.
Mondo makes her choice. She crosses the threshold and struts across the room. It’s as if her body
instantaneously assimilates the device, which is not the case regardless of how things would appear
to even a careful observer. She is a pain freak. Instead of incapacitation, she gets wet, very wet,
sopping wet indeed. The girl blacks out from sheer ecstasy!!!
A naked, ball-gagged ______ is strapped spreadeagle to large metal dissection table. She is being
dissected while still alive by Mrs. Smith and Daffney. The slugs, both of whom are in inhuman
form Daffney of course doesn’t know that it’s an it who’s pretending, are also brutalizing her
sexually: Sodomizing and gangbanging her like a couple of horny, prison yard convicts.
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Mondo watches their handiwork intently, but she doesn’t participate. She is dressed in Cow’s
clothes; here she is Cow. As such, underneath her crude burlap crop-top, Cow’s tic is affixed to her
abdomen, her abdomen’s leftside, just left of and slightly below her navel, just the way Cow wears
it: The abdominal sweet spot. As such, she’s wearing Cow’s black hand-bra. As such, she’s
sporting Cow’s makeup which is Daffney’s makeup: As such, hers is now the face of a crazy young
woman. Holster and purse are gripping the waistband of Cow’s low-riding skirt in the back, just
like she wears them with her Koo’s strap. Perls. Lobotomized by Cow’s baglady spell. Mindless, of
course. And, just plain crazy. Glassy eyes. Debrahs and Koo are in her purse. Additionally, the
tweaks: Knobb, klaw, and sternns. Plain meets Borg meets dirty. In a far corner is a heavily
modified alcove, insidiously modified. In addition to Cow’s outfit, she’s wearing hardened iron
shackles with pick-proof welded locks: Leg irons, manacles, and a spiked dog collar with an
attached leash.
Broom-Hilda, who’s one of the Kum lurking in the shadows, walks up to the girl. It’s in its native
form, of course.
“Cow is also wearing leg irons and manacles that have been welded shut. She’s wearing a spiked
dog collar that’s also been welded shut. The collar has a leash, of course. Leg irons, manacles, dog
collar, and leash, yes, all of her restraints are rusty, hardened iron, ghost proof. You like being
retrained like this by us, don’t you?”
Mondo says nothing to the thing as it reverts to inhuman form and joins in on the torture and
gang rape of ______. In point of fact, Mondo has forgotten how to speak. Out of her very large,
ugly, cum-smeared mouth come the guttural utterances of a depraved rabid feral something. She is
Kum in inhuman form. And, no one knows where she is, nor can they divine it.
Mondo comes to her senses plugged into the alcove, Broom-Hilda feeding upon her. She has very
brief moments of lucidity sandwiched in between prolonged periods of total insanity where she’s
stark, raving mad; a total lunatic most of the time.
Lying upon the table is what’s left of ______. But, she has no wish to end it. She likes it here,
wherever here is, and she has no intention of ever leaving. It’s been a longtime, a very long dry
spell, since she’s been dirty, and as aforementioned, she hasn’t ever been this dirty before.
Detective Jackie Shade, a human, rushes into the interrogation room, whispers something in Frau
Boller’s ear, and rushes out again.
Mondo dropped off the grid; gone without a trace. Then, she just as abruptly reappeared. Mrs.
Smith stands in a far corner. Spade and Big Nog are standing by the door.
“Your scans were a jumble, insane and incoherent for the most part with only very brief periods
of lucidity. But, they do corroborate your story. You didn’t murder Suspect Zero; the worms did
her in at an as yet undisclosed location and you had no hand in any of it. You’re off suspension.”
“Good. I’ve got a lot of work to catch up with. My backlog is huge and Coco is fuming, to say
the least.”
Mondo starts to get up, but Frau Boller motions for her to stay sitting. Mondo is clean and
pristine. Perls. Koo Stark. Debrahs. Strait hair. Bra and panties. Holster and purse gripping the
waistband of her skirt in the back underneath her jacket. Her usual sexy.
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“What about the loose ends?”
“There aren’t any. May I leave, now?”
“Yes.”
Mondo exits the room with Bog Nog and Spade in tow.
“An eternity compressed into the finite.”
“Yes, mistress.”
“Mistress, my ass.”
It’s just Mondo and her Mrs. Smith walking down a dark alley on this other Earth in this other
New York City. She had Bog Nog drop them off in the middle of this bleak, dangerous, nowhere
skidrow anywhere.
“You seem not yourself, goddess.”
Pristine, clean Mrs. Smith is sporting Koo Stark, debrahs, perls, purse, and holster. Braless and
commando, of course. The holster is worn SotB. The purse is worn SSb. Prudz. Its cyndi is not up
in a sternka. No sternka “the evil shrew ‘face-lift’ from Hell, I just got gang-banged in the ladies’
room by the entire Secret Service” dowdy hairdo and no sternns “make me look as unattractive and
spinster as possible” dowdy eyeglasses; at least, not as yet. In the holster is loaded one weapon, the
agiel of a Mord’Sith: Shades of “Legend of the Seeker.” Harsh-and-sexy makes for one loathsome
hottie.
The agiel also known as a Mistress Amy Oxley, named after the Mord-Sith who invented it,
which looks like a foot-long leather rod one end plain and the other end knurled, has the power to
inflict unbearable pain or kill with only a touch. It also inflicts the same unbearable pain upon its
wielder.
The Mord-Sith are an elite group of sado-masochistic women warriors originating from D’Hara.
They were created to defend the mistress of D’Hara, Lady Rahl, from creatures or people with
magic. A Mord-Sith has the unique ability to capture others’ magic and use it against them. Once a
magical being uses magic against a Mord-Sith, she can inflict intense pain upon said magical being
with a thought. That magical being has no defense.
Using a person’s magic is not the only form of torture they know. They also have the agiel, of
course. They carry this small, red rod with them everywhere. It usually hangs from their wrist by a
thin, gold chain. As aforementioned, it causes pain to the Mord Sith as well as the person they are
torturing. The Sith love hearing their pets scream in pain.
The Mord Sith are women who have been trained since childhood in the arts of torture. A MordSith is selected from the cruelest and most vicious girls in D’Hara and is trained from a young age
on three levels. Each time, she must be “broken.” If she fails any level, she is done away with; in
other words, she’s liquidated along with her entire family.
The first breaking is a time during which she is tortured to the point of obedience so strong that
she will do absolutely anything her mistress tells her, without question or hesitation. This part of
the training breaks her of her sense of self and personal desires. She becomes part of The One.
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During the second breaking, she is forced to watch as her mother is slowly and brutally tortured
to death by her teacher. If she watches gleefully, begs incessantly to be allowed to participate in
said torture of her mother, and shows no compassion whatsoever for her mother, she’s rewarded by
that same teacher with the third, and arguably the most difficult, breaking which is being tasked
with torturing her own father to death using the same instrument of torture that was used to inflict
pain and suffering upon her mother until her mother was finally killed. After their father is dead the
girl is tortured until she passes out from masochistic bliss.
Mord-Sith wear their hair in a single, long braid and they wear full, skintight, leather armor. The
normal color is red. They wear it into battle and when not torturing a person. They wear brown
armor when torturing a pet. A pet is a person the Mord Sith has chosen to bestow her wonderful
arts upon. Sometimes they will choose a pet as a mate, which needs no explanation. When a pet is
completely broken the Mord Sith wears white armor so all the others will know.
Mord-Sith use the same agiel that was used on them in their training. In addition to her agiel, a
Mord-Sith wear armored gloves with spikes on the back when training a captive.
Likewise, a clean, pristine Mondo Kane is sporting Koo Stark, debrahs, perls, purse, and holster.
Tiny black bra and tiny flesh-colored thong. Black holster worn SotB; purse worn SSbBL (strong
side belt holster in the back on the leftside), in a word, BLT, just like Mrs. Smith. Her strait hair is
not up in a sternka. No sternka “the evil shrew ‘face-lift’ from Hell, I just got gang-banged in the
ladies’ room by the entire Secret Service” dowdy hairdo and no sternns “make me look as
unattractive and spinster as possible” dowdy eyeglasses; at least, not as yet. It’s the way she was
outfitted in the police station. But, there’s more now. Prudz. And, along with her other “toys,” an
agiel is also loaded in her holster. Harsh-and-sexy makes for one loathsome hottie.
“Coco is going to have my ass for pulling this stunt, and you know it.”
“Then, don’t do it, goddess.”
“You say it like I really have a choice,” Mondo cats back while smirking.
The creature’s only response is an equally cocky smile, because before it can do a follow up, the
ubiquitous Mr. Moto steps out of a doorway and walks over to the two harsh heifers. In his
presence, Mrs. Smith will say nothing.
“Everything is set, boss. They’re all in there.”
“Then, let’s do this.”
Mrs. Smith removes its agiel from its holster. She holds it on the knurled end, just like a
Mord’Sith would. Either end delivers the goods.
Number One looks just like Lynda Carter did when that actress played Principal Powers in
Disney’s “Sky High.” Number Two looks just Kelly Preston did when that actress played Josie
Stronghold/Jetstream in that very same movie. Somebody has done their homework. Mondo is
impressed, which was the intent. She licks her lips. And, she gets oh so very wet for this bodacious,
middle-aged candy; the definition of stacked: busting loose all over.
Spade and Big Nog are already onsite. So, this is just a formality; the parley, so to speak. It
promises to be short, sweet, and to the point. The Mord Sith are not known for their chattiness.
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Two human males, kitted up for combat, materialize out of nowhere. They’re outfitted in familiar
and the totally unfamiliar. More materialize, until a squad of them has manifested. These are offworlders.
“Good, we’re all here. On time just like clockwork,” Number One proclaims with obvious glee.
She speaks English with a thick Prussian accent. Yes, someone has done their homework indeed on
our Miss Kane.
The parley is over, just like that. Number Two smiles, shakes her head in the affirmative, and
makes an arcane gesture with her hands. An arc is invoked and they all transported to an
archeological dig on Mars. This world’s Mars, of course.
Number One rears back abruptly in the bed, raising her head up from between Mondo’s
quivering legs, as she feels a blade applied to the back of her neck. Up until this most rude
interruption to their sodomy, there was just a naked Number One and Mondo in the bed.
To be completely truthful, the agiel of Number One is nearby. And, Mondo is wearing perls. So
neither woman is completely naked.
“Mondo, that isn’t saliva glistening on public hair, is it?” Coco asks the rhetorical question,
expecting the correct answer, and she’s not disappointed.
“No, it isn’t,” Mondo responds as her muff goes bye-bye and she becomes a slick chick again.
Strait hair gives way to sternka. She dresses quickly in her skins, heels, bra, and plastic—plastic
panties, her rubber thong. Holster and purse are clipped to her skirt, of course. Sternns and prudz
complete her transformation from hottie into unattractive spinster with the killer bod.
Coco notices the puncture marks in the neck of Number One. Lynda has allowed Mondo to feed.
And, the marks on Mondo’s body indicated that the girl has allowed the Mord Sith to apply her
agiel with extreme prejudice.
“You failed to come into your work, so I brought the work to you.” Coco points to a stack of
paperwork piled upon a library style reading desk in the far corner cattycorner to where Mrs. Smith
stands.
Mondo sits down at the desk and begins working her backlog using the supplied tricorder.
Transcription would be much quicker using her perls, but Coco left the tricorder for a reason: Coco
wants it used. So, Mondo complies.
Coco holsters her vujcic. Number One quickly dresses and follows Coco out of the room and into
the hallway. Big Nog is standing by the door, nonchalantly reading a newspaper from their world.
“You know better, Lynda.”
“Yes I do, Coco.”
“So, what’s the back story?”
“Good old-fashioned murder.”
“One of the escaped twenty-fours?”
“No. Here topside, they’ve all been accounted for by my people. And, down below in the lower
levels, the off-worlders are clearing the labs, room by room; nothing is getting past them.”
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“When did it happen?”
“After the security breach.” Lynda pauses for effect. “Your Detective Spade and her Mr. Moto
are going over the crime scene.”
“Has she been near it?”
“No. I’ve kept her otherwise occupied.”
“So, one of you humans did it?”
“It would seem so.”
“Motive?”
“Maybe to sabotage our joint venture. Maybe not. Either way, we need someone neutral to do the
heavy lifting, pronto.”
“And, that someone must be agreeable to all of the interested parties.”
“Too bad you made her get all dowdied-up and put on glasses to boot.”
At some point, Mondo realizes that she’s not alone in the room. Although they are rotating their
stealth frequencies, her body has begun to assimilate the modulation. Soon, she’ll be able to see
them, and what one faerie assimilates, all faerie on all worlds assimilate instantaneously: What
doesn’t kill one of us, makes us all stronger. The Borg are like that. So, to maintain their tactical
advantage, they leave.
She continues working through her backlog. Sternns and prudz get pursed. Sternka gives way to
strait hair. Her muff grows back underneath her thong. Mondo has decided to have some fun at her
uninvited guests’ expense. Too late she realizes that they are long gone.
Coco says nothing about the girl’s appearance. And, she knows better than to ask if the girl is
again sporting a muff. But, she’s fuming nonetheless and makes no secret about it. And, as
aforementioned, Mondo loves jerking Coco’s chain.
“She’s been stabbed multiple times. Breasts and crotch have been shredded. Neck was hacked up
so bad that she was nearly decapitated. So, we’re talking about something very personal, a lot of
pent up rage on the part of the killer.”
“A crime of passion?” Number Two asks rhetorically, although she already knows the answer.
“Yes and no,” responds Mondo. Her voice is as cold as ice, cold and harsh. “I’d wager the killer
planned this, waited for the right opportunity, and did the dirty deed when that opportunity
presented itself. The twenty-fours escaped, bedlam ensued, and the killer struck taking advantage of
the chaos. Whoever it was just couldn’t contain themselves, their emotions got the better of them,
and they lost it, hence the hack job. Then again, you already know all this. Ergo, this is a test to
assuage the misgivings of the interested parties.”
“We need someone to resolve this in a most satisfactory manner. Capish?”
“Capish.”
The three women are in the morgue with the naked body of the murder victim lying upon one of
the slabs. The slab next to it is also occupied, but it’s covered; Mondo makes a mental note of that.
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As usual, Big Nog is standing by the door nonchalantly reading a newspaper and Mrs. Smith is
standing dispassionately in a far corner; neither tripwire says a word during the proceedings.
Mondo dowdies up herself again, even putting on her glasses. Sternka, sternns, and prudz. The
muff stays; she’ll only go slick when she utterly has to, for example, when she fucks Coco or Frau
Boller or when she bares her crotch to Coco or Frau Boller.
“A lot is riding upon the outcome of this investigation. This is the closest you humans have come
to perfecting your twenty-four solution, and it’s taken the combined resources of several human
worlds to do it. Needless to say, to safari a world inhabited by twenty-fours would be heaven to any
faerie. But, all of that cooperation and hard work is in jeopardy because of this murder. Everything
could fall apart like a house of cards depending on the who and why of this case. Hence me.”
Psycho killer, crude brute, rocket scientist, she is very dangerous indeed, hence the need for
tripwires if she should turn.
“What do you need next?”
“Personnel records, everybody’s including those of the dead girl Nicole Brown. I will also need a
liaison. A State Department gook should be sufficient and agreeable to all concern parties. And,
make sure that she’s cute with a name that’s rife with lecherous double-entendre. Coco knows my
tastes.”
The typical number of chromosomes in a human cell is 46 - two pairs of 23 - holding an
estimated 25,000 genes. One set of 23 chromosomes is inherited from the biological mother (from
the egg), and the other set is inherited from the biological father (from the sperm). When you add a
twenty-fourth pair of chromosomes, using genetic engineering, you produce either a superhuman or
a super monster, hence the moniker of twenty-four.
“My name is Randy, Ms. Randy Spears.”
“Why, of course you are.”
Mondo pumps the extended hand of the prim and proper girl while ogling her up and down.
Randy feels simultaneously dirty, uncomfortable, creepied-out, and repulsed by the bigger girl.
Ugh, what a complete sleaze! I feel like taking a long, hot bath laced with the strongest
disinfectant known to man.
Mondo, of course, has other ideas about Ms. Spears.
Jeez, I can’t wait to fuck this dish.
“These are the records that you requested, Miss Kane.”
Randy hands Mondo the files. Mondo takes the encrypted disks and loads them into the viewer
that’s setting upon her reading desk. Then, she gets down to business. Randy watches intently,
noticing Big Nog and Mrs. Smith.
“Are they for your protection?”
“No. They are for yours.”
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Mondo points to the empty observer’s chair. It’s positioned so that Mondo can ogle the girl while
working. Randy sits in the chair. For the next hour, uttering not a single word, Mondo will look up
occasionally from her work and smile loathsomely at the girl, which completely unnerves Randy.
Sans sternka, sternns, and prudz, Mondo is back to her usual sexy. It’s Ms. Spears who’s wearing
sternka and prudz, but no sternns. Mondo is the very improper to Ms. Spears very proper.
“I’ve narrowed it down to five individuals; three women and two men. The victim’s ex, a guy
named Orenthal James “O. J.” Simpson, is one of the men. Odds are, it’s him. A test unworthy of
me, I might add.”
“Analysis?”
Mondo pops a disk out of the tricorder and hands it to Randy who purses the disk.
“I’m sure that you’ll have Detective Spade and Mr. Moto go over my findings with a fine tooth
comb.”
Mondo rests a hand on Randy’s knee. Randy uncrosses her legs. Mondo repulses her at all levels
and in so many ways, but she’s ambitious and this case could make her career.
Big Nog leaves the room, but Mrs. Smith stays put.
“Now, get rid of that dowdy shit,” Mondo snarls.
“As you wish,” Randy answers back with the appropriate sheepish demure. She knows to play
the submissive to Mondo’s dominatrix. She lets her hair down and purses her gloves. “The
pheromones will make this nice for me.”
“I don’t give a flying fuck about making this nice for you. So, no pheromones.”
“Bitch!”
“And, your point being?”
“You can’t do this to me!”
Oh no, she’s going to rape me!
“The hell I can’t. I’ll have Mrs. Smith turn you into a junkie whore, a junkie whore who will eat
my pussy and lick my ass on command.”
Big Nog reenters the room along with Frau Boller. Randy breathes a sigh of relief. Mondo
figured that the room was monitored.
“Having too much fun?” Frau Boller asks coyly.
“Not yet. Later though. So, Frau Boller, when do I get to see the other body?”
She is good! I’m going ga-ga over her, already.
Mondo figures she’ll rape the girl later.
This time, Mondo is directed by Frau Boller to uncover the slab next to Nicole’s. The guy’s body
is hacked up just as bad as the girl’s. Multiple stab wounds. Almost decapitated. Chest and genitals
shredded.
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“Now, let’s see the murder scene,” Mondo requests, her voice inflected perfectly.
“Lets.”
They’re in a secondary corridor on B-Level. Frau Boller and Mondo are up front. Big Nog and
Mrs. Smith pull up the rear. Coco is back on Jupiter in the “real” world.
“We figure he was standing over there, hiding in the shadows, waiting to pounce. He had the
element of surprise. They never had a chance.”
“Were Ron and Nicole lovers?”
“Nope. They were just coworkers.”
“Are you positive?”
“Mondo, Ron was gay.”
“Did O. J. know that Ron batted for the other team?”
“Yep. So, scratch jealousy as a motive. It doesn’t make sense.”
“Sure it does. You’re just thinking way too much.”
O. J. sits across from Mondo in the interrogation room of the base’s police station. He’s one,
cocky son-of-a-bitch.
“So, you think that I bladed my wife and her faggot friend, prove it dyke.”
“You’re a spook, so was your wife and so was Mr. Goldman, so are all the other suspects who
made my short list for the murders. Spies, shadow government stuff, black ops, etc., no wonder
everybody’s panties are in a bunch over a simple domestic.”
He starts to get up and she shoves him right back down. He snarls, gives her an evil stare, and
pounds his fists on the table. She flashes that chilling, loathsome smile of hers.
“Who the fuck do you think you are?”
“The monster you don’t want knocking at your front door.”
“Think you’re so much ‘cause you’re inhuman. That don’t mean shit to me.” Simpson’s lawyer,
Johnny Cochran, bursts into the room flashing legal papers. Simpson smirks. He knows that he’s
gonna walk. “Well, looks like I’m out of here, butch.”
“For now.”
“Miss Kane. Word association?”
“Shoot.”
“Mobb Deep?”
“Human. Nineteenth Century physicist. Co-inventor of Intrinsic Mechanics. IM, which is the
foundation of Exotic Science, is also the basis for Al Gore’s radical variations on Exotic Particle
Physics and Koch’s Theories of Non-Relativity versus Transient Mobility and, not to mention Ms.
Driver’s fundaments in Cool Air. IM has, let us say, nefarious side effects, at least for its human
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users, which is why it was abandoned by the mainstream scientific community over a century ago.”
Mondo pauses strategically, but she resumes her captioned regurgitation of her doctorate thesis and
the addendum to said thesis. “So, may I assume from the tone of your voice and the associations
thus garnered that the folly wasn’t abandoned completely by the fringe element represented here?”
“No it wasn’t, Miss Kane. And, for the record, we’re a mix of cutting-edge scientists doing
bleeding-edge research, not unschooled crackpots chasing some foolishness at the expense of our
represented governments,” Number Two responds tersely, smiling from ear to ear. She’s pleased
with the girl’s own razor-sharp responses.
Yes. The girl has a steel-trap mind. Beauty, brains, and brawn is such a delicious package. I must
fuck her before this is all over. I fancy her as my pet.
Mondo’s thoughts are far less carnal.
I don’t know what I want to do with this douche bag more: Brain her or fuck her. So, the twentyfours are just a cover. These fuckers are playing with dynamite.
“You used ______ to dispose of the loose ends in her own inimical way. She used surrogates
which was a stroke of bloody genius on her part: The ultimate patternless pattern. Mr. Land, Ms.
Driver, etc., etc., etc. your various liabilities, taken care of by either ______ or her various
extensions, her stooges, and then you got me to unwittingly do your dirty work for you, I got rid of
______ for you.”
Mrs. Smith stands in a far corner of the interrogation room. Big Nog is right outside the door in
the hallway; he might as well be in another world for all the good it’s doing Mondo, though. It’s
just Mondo and Number Two in the room; not being a person, Mrs. Smith doesn’t count. The
reverberations of O. J.‘s furor have died down somewhat.
“Nice story, so tell me some more.”
“When O. J. comes after me, and he will come after me, that will be another loose end done away
with. He’s gone off the deep end and become unreliable, a security risk, just like the others became
when they too got Infected. He was a scumbag before he got Infected; now, he’s an even bigger
one, too big of a one to let live. IM unhinges the human mind, you know that and yet you people
still pursue its wanton promises which are nothing more than gilded lies.”
“So. Is that what it did to you, it unhinged your mind?”
“It has no effect on someone who’s already insane. I was born nuts, and you know it. Everybody
knows it. I spent way too much of my life lying to myself about being a crazy. I kept pretending
that I was something that I never was. I kept pretending that I was sane. I’m clinically sane, which
is NOT the same thing. I’m a lunatic who can function in society, just like someone who’s sane.
I’ve never been alright and I never will be. I’m Evil incarnate, and I’m as crazy as a loon: An evil
loony tunes; in other words, Evil Toons. I’m a bad person.”
Mondo, by implication, is admitting to her own illicit experiments in college, her own dalliances
with the devil known as Intrinsic Mechanics, back when she too was very much human.
“So, the question is. Are you going to help us with The Lady?”
“I already am, aren’t I?”
“Yes, you are.”
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“And, for the record, since this whole conversation is being monitored and recorded, it’s not The
Lady you’re interested in anyways. You’re after its long sought after progeny. Adaptive
Technology. AT ain’t assimilation, but it’s as close as Food like you will ever get. Your end-game
is to be as close to us as you can get and still be human, good luck with that one.”
Now, it’s Mondo turn to smile from ear to ear. She flashes that chilling, loathsome smile of hers.
Mondo emerges from the shower and realizes that someone else is in the room. She’s assimilated,
so she can see him clearly. As always, the girl is wearing her perls. She slips on her bra and
panties.
Of course, with the skintight fit of her plastic so tight, such a second skin fit, that they are
legitimate “lip readers,” yet they’re as neuter as regular panties and the way that her thong’s color
changes to exactly match her complexion, it isn’t readily discernible that she’s wearing any panties
at all. Casual observation would indicate that she’s a slick chick who’s going commando.
Erratic behavior, mentally unstable, the hallmark symptoms of being an Infected. And, while you,
Mr. Simpson, were in that interrogation room adapting to me, I was assimilating to you. Now, you,
and whoever is watching this encounter will unfortunately realize, just how close adaptation is to
assimilation. Not close at all!!!
The cloaked Simpson draws his gun and fires. Mondo shifts into overdrive. There’s a sound,
muffled and distorted, like it’s very far off. Belches of gun smoke. A hail of bullets moves toward
her. But, all of this is in extreme slow motion! O. J. isn’t using an MPP from her world, he’s using
an “ordinary” gun from his!
He drops his gun and goes for his blade. But, by then, she’s behind him. He doesn’t get a chance
to scream, yet he suffers a thousand deaths before he draws his last breath. Game Over!
Someone else enters the room. His name is Marcus Allen; one of O.J.’s ace boon coons. She’s
assimilated, so she can also see him clearly. His directed energy weapon is already drawn. He’s
holding a hand phaser. The light beam from his phase pistol moves slowly toward her; it moves
much faster than the bullets from an ordinary gun, but painfully slow, nonetheless, from her
perspective. She’s behind him. Before he can react, she takes him down. Simpson’s cohort is dead.
Johnny Cochran can’t fix this one. Game, finally over!

They got a name for the winners in the world. I wanna
name when I lose. They call Alabama “The Crimson Tide.”
Call me “Deacon Blues.”
“Deacon Blues” by Steely Dan, from their “Aja” album
It’s just Mondo and Boller in the ready room at Mars Base. Mrs. Smith is also there, but it’s not a
person so it doesn’t really count. Big Nog is not outside the door. His constant vigilance is no
longer needed. He and Detective Spade are back in the Partition in their world.
“You really don’t care what this was really all about, do you?”
“No,” Mondo responds matter-of-factly as if she were an emotionless drone, as if she were an
“it” like Mrs. Smith instead of a thinking-and-feeling person.
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“Coco was right about you. She warned me that you were dangerous.”
“Is that all?”
“Scare me some more. Make a guess.”
“No.”
“Okay, have it your way. You’re LOA, until further notice. You get to keep the clothes on your
back, which includes your Koo, debrahs, perls, purse, its contents, and holster, its contents. Your
assets are frozen. And, before I forget. I want your badge and your library card.”
Mondo hands over her badge and her card. Boller pockets them. A portal appears in the center of
the room. Boller walks toward it. Mondo starts to follow, but Boller waves her off.
“This is strictly for official police business. And, you’re on indefinite leave of absence. Ergo,
you’re not law enforcement anymore anywhere. Nor are you a librarian, so forget about invoking
your provisional. Your privileges as a Guilder are also revoked. And, you’re to be back home in
forty-eight hours.”
“So, how do I get back home?”
“That’s your problem. You can always stay here you know, for the rest of your unnatural life.”
The portal is gone as soon as Boller steps through it.
Number 7 Stralsund Lane. Hotel B. Mondo and Mrs. Smith walk up to the front desk. BroomHilda is on duty.
“I need a place to flop, and I don’t have any money.”
“So we have heard. So we have heard.”
“Is Room 6 still available?”
“You presume much.”
“Get on with it.”
That’s when Mrs. Smith steps aside and allows another Kum, a JD of course, to bash Mondo in
the back of the head with a club.
Mondo reanimates on the floor of Room 6. She’s wearing her pristine perls, bra, and panties, and
some torn filthy black fishnet tights; the gamey, greasy tights which only have one mode and that’s
dirty are worn over not under her thong. The girl herself is still more or less clean. Her head throbs
from a combination of JD venom and a still healing, lethal head wound. Her bra is unhooked and
she’s been fed upon. Fresh puncture wounds cover the leftside of her neck and her right breast;
more puncture wounds cover the inside of her thighs. High as a Monday kite from the venom
coursing through her veins, she still has enough of her facilities intact to notice that she’s not alone.
She tries to stand up and ends up falling on her hard, pretty face. The girl blacks out. Even without
Cow’s makeup, hers is the face of a crazy young woman.
A half-dozen JDs move out of the shadows. They drag her limp body across the room, toss her on
the bed, and feed some more.
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Officially, she’s off the grid. Unofficially, she’s on an unpaid leave of absence as a reward for
services rendered. Her vacation choice was being a Borg junkie for the worms. For too long she
hasn’t been either dirty or Borg. Now, she’s catching up for lost time. Yep, that entire shindig in the
ready room on Mars, between she and Boller, was scripted. So, until further notice, as payment for
services rendered, the Nation of Kum gets to “play” with Mondo Kane.
Cow’s tic is affixed to her abdomen’s leftside, just left of and slightly below her navel, just like
Cow wears it: The abdominal sweet spot. Additionally, in a far corner, Mrs. Smith sets up a heavily
modified alcove, insidiously modified no less, expressly for her use. Neither klaw nor knobb for the
girl, who still is not dirty herself: Dirty and Borg without the expected affectations; she really does
intend to have some belated fun!
“So easily dominated by a pack of worms. Just like I thought, she’s the most overrated,
overhyped killer in history.”
“You’re a fool, if you really think that. No member of any race owns Mondo Kane in any
violence-related activity.”
He smiles and points his shakes his pudgy finger in Fats’ face.
“Fats, you backed the wrong horse this time.”
Fats’ response is a big belly laugh.
Mondo is dirty. With their hygiene mode switched off, her pushup bra and thong panties are as
smelly and greasy as her torn fishnet tights. When she’s wearing said tights, the hygiene mode
automatically switches off for her unmentionables.
She looks like what she is, a junkie. And, as such, she can blend in with the other cows that are
staggering and lying about here and there in the flophouse. Most of those women are also buxom,
leggy blondes who are dressed just like her. Hers is the preferred type for cows.
Mondo’s tic transmutes, finally. As such, it changes to match the color of her skin and contours
to her body, to elude easy detection visually. No longer slimy, but, it’s still cold and clammy to the
touch. Yuck!
A transmuted tic is called, quite appropriately, a garr (cold, clammy patch of skin).
She interfaces directly with the slugs. The girl plugs in, so to speak. Yet, she never loses her
sense of self. In effect, she’s a Kum in inhuman form pretending to be Dark: An it, not a she
anymore. But, she is a she, and she is Dark. There’s something else, though. Whether in foreground
or background mode, her garr (gar) is working in synergy with her perls. Now, she is more than just
Mrs. Smith’s goddess, she’s one of the girls!
His now-empty powered Suit is standing beside the bed. Never, ever remove your Armor on a
job, it’s bad karma, Wonderboy repeatedly told him and the others.
He drops his pants and looks up in time to see her punch her fist through his mouth. Her soup
bone comes out the back of his head. He dies unable to utter a sound. He was overdriven, but not
wearing his powered armor.
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Mondo does not rip off the garr and eat it, like you’d expect. Her stealthy flesh-colored tic
remains attached to her torso, but her direct input to the slugs shifts from foreground crescendo to
background chatter.
She steps out of the alcove, grabs his body, and ghosts into a wall with it. As she feeds on his
corpse, two heavily-armed overdriven humans kitted up just like him, leisurely saunter into the
room. They are clad in the same badass battlesuits.
The feeding will clear her head. A narcotic haze fogs her mind, resulting from the venom
coursing through her veins. She likes being high. And, she craves being dirty. But, she’s a pro.
Business comes first. She needs to be clear-headed. And, she needs to clean up.
Timing is everything in life. Because, as the two men are about to engage in some more senseless
banter, Keith “Wonderboy” Johnson, Public Enemy Number One himself, steps into the room. The
two men go dead quiet.
“Where’s Nevin?”
“He was going to get some then cap her. We’d already had our turns at bat.”
“What!”
“You saw her yourself. She was totally out of it, glassy eyes, mouth open slackly drooling.”
“Fucking morons, I told you to watch her, not take turns doing her!”
“Relax. She’s just some junkie who probably went psycho on him anyways.”
“He got careless. Learn from it. Business first, poon tang later.”
“Roger that.”
Mondo finishes off the corpse. Her head clears. She shakes off the venom’s narcotic haze.
Her gear is inside of the wall. She purses her tights. The hygiene mode for her bra and panties
switches back on, automatically. She slips on her Koo and debrahs. Holster and purse are clipped to
the waistband of her skirt; BLT, of course. The girl is clean and pristine in a jiffy.
Wonderboy looks at the wall she’s ghosted into as if he can see her, which he cannot. Without
exchanging a word with his cohorts, he educated guesses what has happened. He signals to them.
They retreat from the room, moving backwards, never taking their eyes off of the wall she’s
ghosted into. They shut and bolt the door. The vacation is over. Back to work.
“They knocked off a Mob bank and were using the flophouse as a hideout, laying low until things
cooled off and they could make their getaway.”
“Not my problem,” Mondo quips.
They’re in Coco’s office. Detective Spade knows enough to keep his mouth shut and let Coco
and Mondo do all of the talking.
“You know I’m not amused by your smart-alecky remarks.”
“I don’t work for you or anyone else for that matter. Ergo, I don’t give a damn.”
“Badge. Library card. Assets unfrozen. Guild status re-invoked. Etc. Etc. Etc. Your vacation is
over,” Coco counters as she hands the girl her ID.”
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Mondo purses her ID and flashes a big shit eating grin of hers. The grin is short-lived as her
mouth defaults to that chilling loathsome smile of hers. Miss Kane wishes she was high and dirty
back at the flophouse.
“Who’s the dick in charge on this one?”
“Detective Helen Nash-Williams is the officer in charge of the case. She works in robbery
division under a Captain Baraka.”
“That will raise quite a few eyebrows, wouldn’t you say?”
“Yes.”
“I assume that this assignment is in addition to my usual responsibilities.”
“You assume correctly.”
“No rest for the wicked.”
“There never is.”
“Your reputation precedes you, Miss Kane.”
Detective Nash-Williams is a leggy attractive brunette who Mondo would love to do. She can tell
by the other woman’s body language, that the feeling is definitely not mutual.
The last thing I need on this case is Coco’s loathsome Borg junkie whore.
“So. You don’t want my help, after all?”
“We have your statement that was taken at the crime scene, and after due consideration, we’ve
decided to decline your further services. This assignment is over for you. And, it’s a world record, a
whole five minutes.”
“Okay. It’s your dime. But, if you change your mind, you know where to find me.”
“Yes, we do.”
Mondo gives Big Nog the night off and walks home. Home is Room 6. Number 7 Stralsund
Lane. Hotel B. As the flophouse comes in sight, Mondo, the necessary evil, notices that something
is amiss.
Goody. Goody. Gumdrops. I get to kill again.
“The pool retains the image of its last use. The operation is simple enough. You need only think
of a subject or an object, and its location will be revealed to you in the pool. I can teleport us to
that destination. But, the apparatus was constructed by a fiend. And, success is not guaranteed, as
you can see.”
“Do it.”
“As you wish.”
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We are the masters. We are the slaves. We are nowhere.
We are everywhere. We are the masters of the crimson
rivers.
From the movie “The Crimson Rivers”
As she enters the hotel, her cravings to be dirty and high move back to the foreground. Sensing
the change, Mrs. Smith begins squeezing the girl’s killer ass. She plugs in via her garr. Once more,
she has direct input to the slugs. Once more, she’s one of the girls.
Slowly, very slowly, they walk past the front desk and ascend the staircase. By the time they
reach Room 6, Mondo has unbuttoned her jacket and Mrs. Smith is feeding upon her. The girl is
high as a kite. She experiences panty-sopping orgasms one right after the other, the direct result
from being fed upon, of course.
Inside her hotel room, she removes her shoes. Her tights slither out of her purse and sheath her
from the waist down. Of course, hygiene mode automatically switches off for her unmentionables.
Mrs. Smith undresses the girl: Bra, panties, and perls stay put, everything else goes bye-bye. It
licks her neck, cleavage, and bulging breasts for a while before disrobing itself posthaste and
devolving into its native form. In a turnabout, they retreat to her filthy bed where Mondo feeds
upon Mrs. Smith!
“You know what the Tolman says if someone is coming to kill you. Get up early, kill them first.”
“It also says. Don’t rush into any unnecessary danger, a miracle may not save you.”
No longer high; clean and pristine, she leaves her room and goes back downstairs. This time,
she’s not the dirty, junkie whore.
But, along with her usual, she’s sporting sternka and sternns, as well as prudz. And, underneath
her miniskirt, a schlong in place of her thong: Rubberwear replaces rubber wear. This dowdy, of
course, equates to ugh for anyone but a dyke or another librarian. For the time being, sexy seems to
have been put on the back burner, so to speak. Klaw. Knobb. And, garr. Overtly Borg, implicitly
Kum, and overtly dowdy to boot. Next to dirty, this she-male shrew is how Kum like her best.
Once Mondo is out of sight of the flophouse, she reverts to type. Sternka gives way to strait hair.
Sternns get pursed. Klaw and knobb both go bye-bye. Thong in place of schlong: Rubber wear
replaces rubberwear. Her garr, which is in background mode concealed underneath her strait
attached to her abdomen, rips itself from her torso and slithers back into her purse; the gaping hole
it leaves, heals just like that, leaving no trace whatsoever. She’s neither overtly Borg nor overtly
dowdy, now. Nor is she implicitly Kum, anymore. She-male shrew has given way to sexy she, once
more.
Big Nog picks her up in the limo and she goes off to work. Tellingly, her hands stay gloved when
etiquette demands that they obviously shouldn’t be. She’s obviously decided to continue her own
lurid experiments upon herself; her prudz being the giveaway.
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But, there are even darker forces afoot. As usual, Mondo’s Familiar, Mrs. Smith, is seated in the
back of the limo across from Mondo. As usual, it stares covetously at its goddess. It too
contemplates experimenting upon the girl; experiments that, unlike Mondo’s, involve dark magic
and its kind’s blood rage—the “winner” of Kevin Nash’s “Big Sexy World Tour.” Blood rage is the
something that Kum rarely “share” with their cows, and for very good reason. This sharing is called
confession. When a cow is confessed by her Kum, her eyes become bloodshot.
The limo speeds away toward Jupiter Metropolitan Police Department Headquarters. Across
town, agents of the KGC, the Knights of the Golden Circle, convene. They too have dark plans;
plans that involve the Business and Malcolm Gilvary, 1880, the Malcolm Gilvary who made
Chinese puzzle boxes not his namesake who made furniture. One of those agents is John Wilkes
Booth!
“You’re going to do what?” Detective Spade exclaims.
“I’m going undercover at the insane asylum where the now deceased Nurse Hunter worked. Mr.
Dickers, the cute Dwarf guard at the asylum, will be my contact.”
“And, you’re going in as?”
“Why, as myself Mondo Kane a sack room nurse who’s gone native, of course. I’m going to get
committed to the sack room, a hopelessly insane cow that went off the deep end when her Kum
shared blood rage with her as part of dark magic experiments that her slug performed upon her. In
other words, Mrs. Smith is going to confess me. As a former female nurse who staffed the sack
room, I will become a she-male patient trustee a shrew who will have free rein of the hospital’s
nether regions.”
She is barefoot, wearing only perls, a brief revealing hospital gown made from a burlap sack,
debrahs, and a schlong. Mrs. Smith finishes rubbing dirt on the face and body of a sweaty Mondo
Kane. Her filth-ingrained skin is ashy-black in places.
She has head lice, fleas, and crabs. Greasy tits, of course. The crude gown that she is wearing is
so dirty, it’s stiff. It also stinks like she does. Meat gone bad, smells better than Mondo and her
duds. Miss Kane’s cockroach-infested hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails. Her foul breath is a
sour stench. She has scum-covered teeth.
Having applied the finishing touches, Mrs. Smith confesses the girl.
It’s been a week since Mondo got admitted. As a patient trustee, she’s allowed certain liberties;
liberties that she frequently abuses. Ergo. She hands out medications and corporal punishment in
unequal measure. She administers shock therapy, liberally. In between the promiscuous dispensing
of shock treatments to her fellow patients of choice, she indiscriminately lobotomizes the odd
lunatic just so no one feels left out.
Booth and his coconspirators have yet to make their move. But, she’s patient. Sooner, not later,
they will take the bait, and then wham, she’ll spring the trap. Then, the real fun begins.
The strap-on a fucking rubber cock, balls, and dildo harness, fucking latex wearables will prove
to be the final nail in his coffin. Booth, a latent homosexual, is a sucker pardon the pun for buxom
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blonde she-males. The more shrew, the better.
Booth comes to himself in one of the padded cells in the sack room. He’s been disarmed. His
pockets are empty. His ID is gone, along with his shoes. He’s still wearing his street clothes. He’s
also wearing a straitjacket, restraint mask à la Hannibal Lecter in “The Silence of the Lambs”, and
leg irons.
The door opens. Mondo walks casually in. She’s clean and pristine. No klaw. No knobb. And, no
garr. Perls. Koo Stark. Debrahs. Bra and panties: Thong in place of schlong. Holster and purse. No
gloves: Bare hands. Dirty she-male has given way to sexy female. Well-armed and not alone. Nurse
Sapp enters right behind her.
Bob “The Beast” Sapp is a Hulk. She’s the sack room nurse. And, she’s a bulldyke. Braless and
strapping, she’s wearing a schlong underneath her starched-white nurse’s uniform.
“Just in case you’re curious, Mr. Booth, your buddies are all dead. We ate them,” Mondo taunts.
Nurse Sapp says nothing. She just smiles; a toothy grin that says everything. She’s content to let
Mondo do all of the talking.
“I’ve got nothing to say to you, you homicidal bitch,” Booth defiantly proclaims.
“Oh, but you will. When I’m finished with you, you’ll sing just like a canary.”
That’s when Mondo further changes to please Bob. Prudz glove her hands. Sternka and sternns.
Schlong in place of thong. Sexy gives way to she-male shrew. Knobb. Klaw. And, garr. Plain, very
plain, implicitly Kum, and overtly Borg: Dowdy, just the way Bob likes ‘em.
The ebb and flow follows, because Mondo reads people oh so well. Her gloves get pursed, along
with her sternns, her schlong, and her garr. She’s only briefly commando. Bra and panties ensue.
Strait hair. Klaw and knobb go bye-bye. She-male shrew gives way to sexy female. This kind of
hottie is how Bob likes ‘em best.
Last, but surely not least, her purse stays SSb in the back on the leftside, of course, as she tosses
her holster. Of course, she’s still well within remote manipulation range of the holster. Weapons
that have been loaded into the holster can easily be manifested into her hands from said holster. In
other words, “foreign” transfers via “remote” control.
She’s tempting Booth, but he knows better than to take the bait, this time. Mondo feigns
disappointment, when in fact she’s overjoyed that she got the reaction that she was hoping for.
Booth will not disappoint her. She makes a slight, arcane gesture with her hand and the holster is
back where it belongs. It’s SotB. Once more, purse and holster are BLT.
A metal table materializes in the middle of the room. Booth swallows hard. He knows what’s
coming and he doesn’t relish it. An agiel appears in the girl’s hand. Bob drags him over to the table
and straps him down. Mondo walks over slowly, that sexy bump and grind. When she reaches the
table, she applies the agiel to his crotch. He screams out in pain.
“I’m going to twist you, faggot. And, once I’ve finished training your queer ass, you will be my
pet worshipping me as your goddess, telling me all of your secrets.”
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His response is more shrieks. Mondo skillfully uses the agiel to peel his pants off while she’s
torturing him: Undress by duress. She’ll peel off all of his clothes this way, leaving him wearing
leg irons, face mask, and straitjacket. Already, he’s beginning to lose himself in her.
Mrs. Smith enters the room. It stays by the door. Something approximating a grin paints its face.
This has been a long time coming. Finally, Booth gets his comeuppance. A deal is a deal. The
demon has done her part. Now, it’s the Kum’s turn.
Mondo’s holster becomes obsolete. Everything loaded into it, gets loaded into her perls.
Her perls are now the ultimate in personal storage and “hands free” addendum—hands-free
phone, tricorder, lockpick, unmaker, etc., etc., etc. But, it’s not just Mondo’s perls that get tweaked.
All trix, everywhere, get this very same firmware upgrade at the very same time. The bleeding edge
just got a whole lot bloodier indeed. Shazam!!!
Continuous upgrades via ongoing firmware downloads are a constant reminder that this is not a
mature technology. But, its hallmark volatility is not the reason why the military, the police, the
mob, and most pros, have shunned trix from the git go as storage media. For them, the real deal
breaker is compression artifacts. No matter what sleight of hand you employ, there’s always
compression artifacts and the backdoor that they represent. It’s their totally unacceptable Achilles
Heel. As such, their use for mass storage will always be problematic, at best. Let the user beware!
Limitations? Of course, there are. No more “foreign” transfers via “remote” control. Transfers
can only occur while you’re wearing your trix. There’s still the delusion, illusion, or whatever you
call it, of weapons being holstered without a coat having to be unfastened which camouflages the
reality of things loading into and unloading out of either hand. It’s one of the many things that trix
and universals have in common. And, last, but not least, anyone and anything can remove your trix
without setting off a boobytrap.
The girl’s holster gets tossed; maybe, this time for good. Mrs. Smith confiscates its goddess’
discard. Puck won’t get his goddess’ obsolete, this time. He’s got some real competition, now.
As aforementioned, crossdrawing, drawing, holstering, etc., are all archaic usages in reference to
trix transfers.
No holster. Just trix. It’s called SHO.
Day two. Mondo enters the room alone and walks over to the retrained Booth. Things have
devolved for the torturer as well. No longer clean and pristine. Her hair is dirty, stringy rattails:
greasy, filthy hair. She’s wearing bra, panties, heels, schlong, purse, and those ubiquitous perls.
Hygiene mode for her undies is switched off. Sweaty. Smelly. Dirt smeared all over her body.
Greasy tits. Klaw. Knobb. Garr.
Mondo has come to play. Agiel loads into her hand. She applies it liberally to his face. The
screams begin again. This time, his are joined by hers. His from agony. Hers from insanity.
Call it an optical illusion. Call it magic. Call it what you may. But, you can’t tell that she’s
strapping. Her thong conceals the fact that she’s wearing a schlong as well. In effect, her thong
neuters her “plastic” private parts. Think: Barbie Doll.
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Day three. No heels. Head lice, fleas, and crabs. Klaw, knobb, and garr, of course. Ditto, perls,
bra, thong, purse, and schlong. And, those torn filthy black fishnet tights, the ones she always
carries in her purse; needless to say, the gamey, greasy tights which only have one mode and that’s
dirty are worn over her thong. She’s dirty, very dirty.
Her alcove, the one she always carries in her purse, assimilated a corner of the room upon being
unloaded. Her personal favorite, it’s the heavily modified one, the one insidiously modified by her
Mrs. Smith and herself. She unplugs herself from the alcove.
Mondo removes her pet’s restraint mask. He yanks down her tights and panties with his teeth,
exposing her package. He sucks her off, sucking her cock and her balls. The shemale jisms in his
mouth. He swallows greedily.
She likes being a shemale. She craves it. She loses herself in being a hemorphidite; her garr
facilities this immersion, of course. Being a shemale is what Kum are by definition, of course.
Dirty, Kum, Borg.
But, don’t be fooled into being a fool. She’s Lost a Vampire. Ergo. She craves being a clean
pristine sexy she, the most.
Day Four. She unplugs and walks over to the table which Booth is strapped to. She’s inked. For
the first time in a very long time, she’s sporting her Goon-centric ink. She’s totally out of it, glassy
eyes, mouth open slackly drooling. Lobotomized by her own sick sexual psychopathic cravings.
Mindless, of course. And, just plain crazy.
Day Five. Mondo’s morning “treatment” is over. Pure, white, meat: Proper fodder for an Imprint
of Project Tin Man. No ink. No garr. No, knobb or klaw. Panties underneath fishnets, but the
schlong has been pursed. Sternns, but no sternka, of course. The door opens. Mondo enters the
room. The door closes and locks behind her. She has her hands behind her back, a gun loads into
each of her waiting hands!
Sapp is dead. Her head has been twisted off and tossed into a corner. She got careless. Careless
got her double-D dead. She banked on her being able to handle anything that Booth could dish out,
with this being close quarters and her being Goon. She was very wrong.
He goes for the bait and lunges for her. Mondo takes out his knees. Elbows, neck, and head are
next, in that order. Two taps in the center of his forehead, execution style. Then, and only then,
does she dust him.
Booth got careless, and like Sapp, paid for his incompetence with his life. Overconfidence always
equates to incompetence in this most deadly of “games.”
“Fuck!!! Shit!!! She knew exactly how to kill him!!!”
“She knows exactly how to kill all of us.”
“And, we’ll get nothing out of these loonies.”
“Nope. Not a thing.”
“So, she’s gone off the gird?”
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“Completely. Likely she’s.”
“Some baglady, crazy as a loon, dirty white girl.”
“Probably will be watching us when we leave, and we’ll be none the wiser.”
“Yep. She is the cat’s meow.”
Mondo watches them as they leave. She slips in and out of sanity. When they’re finally gone, she
passes out. Lunatic junkie gone bye-bye is what she’s advertising. To any empathetic parasite in the
vicinity, she’s fair game. But, is anyone biting?
A twenty-something Edna Green, as dirty as can be, walks over from foraging in a dumpster. The
Harpy rolls the girl onto her back and takes a gander.
Eat or fuck? Maybe both.
“Mine. All mine.”
Edna drags Mondo’s body into an adjacent alley and brutally rapes the girl. But, looks can be
deceiving. She proves to be an it, not a she. It casts off its façade, reveals its Kum truth, and feeds
upon the girl for a while. Then, having had its fill for now, it tosses the girl into its battered
shopping cart, and takes her back to its nesting for some real good loving.
Mondo comes to herself in the betrayer’s nesting, plugged into her alcove. The Kum is nowhere
to be found. Mondo killed and ate it. Besides her sternns, bra, fishnets, thong, purse, and perls, the
dirty white girl is wearing pro-wrestling style black rubber knee pads, sapps, and the so-short,
pleated, uniform skirt of a naughty parochial schoolgirl. Sapps are soiled, fingerless prudz; a
favorite of bagladies worldwide. The plaid miniskirt is stained and filthy, and unlike her Koo’s
strap it rides below the navel. She’s now also wearing a pair of old work boots; quite trendy,
indeed.
Black fishnet tights sheath her creamy legs and that killer ass of hers along with a pleated
miniskirt, knee pads, and over-the-ankle “boondockers.” She’s the naughty Goth Punk schoolgirl.
Naughty parochial schoolgirl. Entrails smear her tits, torso, and bra. The gloves, skirt, boots,
kneepads, and entrails belonged to the Kum baglady Edna Green. Now, they belong to the Dark
baglady Mondo Kane.
Although you can’t tell it, she’s strapping. Packed into her thong is her gamey, crabby schlong.
Tats, knobb, and garr are back as well. It’s old home week, for sure. Of course, Kane’s cockroachinfested hair hangs about in limp stringy rattails, draping her shoulders and breasts. But, she still
needs a proper coat. After all, what kind of self-respecting baglady would she be without a coat?
The Kum had a fake fur coat. It was dirty enough. Soiled, torn, and flea-infested. But, it was not
her style. So, she ripped it to shreds.
Mondo won’t get it out of a dumpster either. Nope, she’d rather kill for her coat. Just like a real
baglady would. She is a real baglady, now. This is her life now, and for the foreseeable future.
She’s partial to a cloth coat, stuffed with newspapers. It’s got to be dirty enough. It’s got to be
soiled, torn, and flea-infested, with ripped seams. And, it’s got to stink just like she and her fetid
breath does. Ergo, it’s got to smell worse than spoiled meat.
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But, first things first. The buxom, leggy shemale with the massive double-Ds, pulls down her
tights and thong, and masturbates. Pussy, cock, and balls get a much needed workout.
Then, she’ll find that dirty cloth coat, and wear it for a while, and see how it suits her. This is just
one of those times when she gets to just wallow in it for the long haul. Dirty cloth coat for a dirty
white girl. Got wood?
Mondo enters her nesting. And, she’s not alone. She drags in the body of a twenty-something
Dark named Sophie Winters, a Sophie Milman look-alike. Sophie, a baglady who is as dirty as
Mondo is, is wearing perls, sapps, schlong, kneepads, and battered work boots. Less is more.
Sophie isn’t dead. She’s just unconscious. A cow, she’s high from having been recently fed upon
by her Kum. A garr is attached to her abdomen. The garr allows Sophie to “extend” her indulgence.
Her sapps, schlong, garr, kneepads, and boots used to Mondo’s.
Ms. Winters is one of those bagladies who shuns the surface. She dwells in the subterranean
regions, being fed upon by her Kum or being fucked by lowlife scumbags like Mondo. Back in the
day, Sophie was a librarian. That was before she turned on and dropped out.
Less is also more, for Mondo. The girl’s look has come full circle. Like Sophie’s, hers too is
minimalistic. Gone is her dirty cloth coat and equally filthy skirt. Her tats have also gone bye-bye;
just, miles and miles of uninked, filth-smeared flesh. The alcove too is conspicuous by its absence.
No schlong, garr, knobb, klaw, tats, or alcove. My. My. She really has gone off the deep end.
As aforementioned, she craves being shemale and being with a shemale. Very Kum indeed. Yet,
here she is, a cunt with no cock to speak of.
At least she still craves being with a shemale. It used to be, during those times when she
completely lost her mind; she’d devolve and think she was Kum. Now, she just devolves into a
stark, raving lunatic.
So. What has replaced Kum and Borg, for her? Being “really” dirty has replaced Kum and Borg
for her. And. It’s much more than just a repackaging of an existing addiction.

“And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that
sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with him. And
power was given unto them over the fourth part of the
earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death,
and with the beasts of the earth.”
Revelations 6:8
A clean, pristine, fully-dressed Mondo gloats over her handiwork. Sophie is plugged into her
alcove. Her alcove, along with the nesting and its contents, are now Sophie’s. Tellingly, Ms.
Winters is still wearing what used-to-be Mondo’s sapps, work boots, plaid skirt, kneepads, and
fishnet tights, in addition to Mondo’s other “gifts.” Mondo wasn’t an Indian giver this time. The
crotch of the fishnets has been ripped out to free Mondo’s schlong that Ms. Winters is strapping:
Dangling participles.
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Additionally, Ms. Winters is sporting Mondo’s klaw and knobb. In other words, she’s got Kane’s
Borg and Kane’s Kum. As aforementioned, having gotten “really” dirty, Kane needs neither
anymore!
Tellingly, no garr for Mondo, even though a garr is as much about extending dirty as it is about
extending Kum. Sophie still sports Mondo’s garr.
Mondo is sane and sober. Debrahs and Koo, panties and bra, purse and her perls: minus strait
hair, her usual sexy Miss Debra. Plus, an addendum: Sternka, that shrew ‘do, in place of strait hair.
The buxom, leggy shrew has Winters’ old library card. It will come in handy when she gets to
Nephilim, the home world of the Konstrukt Confederation, where she will hook back up with Mrs.
Smith.
Mrs. Smith has been busy, in Mondo’s absence, leaving a trail of breadcrumbs for the others of
Booth’s ilk to follow. The lucky ones will end up here, to be disposed of by Ms. Winters and her
fellow sleaze ball denizens of the underworld. The rest will end up on Nephilim.
Like the rest of the human population of the Asian subcontinent, Korean humans long ago
abandoned their homeland and migrated to the stars; leaving their beloved Asia to the “mud”
people in other words, the 456. Better to thrive in self-imposed exile than to face certain extinction
in their native countries on mother Earth at the hands of the 456. Goons are more ravenous than the
456, but the difference is splitting hairs.
The humans took with them their arts, science, culture, affectations, edifices, etc., etc., etc.
Nothing human was left behind to be desecrated by the 456.
The 456, of course, are Hobgoblins and their close kin the Goblins. Collectively known as Ricers.

“God made man, but Samuel Colt made them equal,”
originated as advertising slogan for Colt Manufacturing
Mondo emerges from the stargate onto Nephilim in the heart of the Konstrukt Confederation. The
principal house the house of the emperor and empress and all of the major houses are Korean. The
“lesser” houses are Japanese, Thai, etc. All of the houses are Asian.
The girl is fit to kill. Debrahs, Koo, panties, purse, and bra, along with strait hair and her perls:
her usual sexy Miss Debra. Gone is the shrew ‘do. Yet, she remains the absolute shrew. SHO, of
course.
And, there is something new, a permanent addition to not only her SHO, but to her couture.
Wraparound ankle straps have been added to her mules. In other words, her mules got tweaked.
Strappy ankle wrap debrahs: The other shoe by Naughty Monkey that was made world famous by
WWF Diva, Debra “Show Me Your Puppies” McMichael, that Texas beauty queen, who kums for
kicks; kums—“cums with Kum.”
A narrow wraparound strap, with no visible close no buckle or any other type of close for that
matter, encircles heel and ankle: very Goon, let alone very fetish, indeed. Like the skimpy ankle
straps of deborahs, these ankle straps match her shoes. Also, just like the ankle straps of deborahs,
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these ankle straps are attached to her shoes. But, unlike deborahs, these shoes are mutable the ankle
strap comes off/on at the whim of the wearer. Therefore, unlike their spaghetti strap cousins which
are attached to deborahs, these attached spaghetti straps which crisscross in the back are not part of
the shoe proper. Technically speaking, her debrahs have not been rendered sandals by the tweak;
they are strappy backless pumps, backless—no heel cup.
In encircling the heel, the wraparound ankle strap acts like an open heel cup, a heel cup that
exposes (“bares” the heel, completely). In crisscrossing in the back, you get the look of an open
heel cup with an attached ankle strap. A wraparound ankle strap that crisscrosses in the back, not an
open heel cup with an attached ankle strap: When viewed from the front, it takes very close
inspection to reveal that deception. Wraparound straps that strangle her ankles and heels, and she
loves it.
Debrahs with the CLAF (common look and feel) of deborahs. But. This is much more than just
some trivial fashion statement that bespeaks that which is provocative and kool: Come hither and
fuck me, right now. If it were just that, a lot of women would wear them.
This binding of her feet using strappy ankle wrap debrahs is something quite lurid – profane, an
abomination. A debrah and its matching wraparound ankle strap, this “combination,” represent
enslavement, total willful and willing enslavement to Kum; in other words, the “bound” concubine
of the Kollective. For that reason alone, Kum call them servlets. Couture call them debras—them
being the “casual” collective usage of debras—strappy debrahs and debras proper—in other words,
debras inclusive—not debras proper, exclusively—not the “strict” usage of debras.
So, for quite obvious reasons, whether worn merely as a fashion statement or an admonition of
grave use, debras again, casual couture usage are considered vulgar, the most vulgar expression of
footwear. This is why most call them vulgars. They look like stripper shoes, and a lot of strippers
like to wear them on stage.
In her case, of course, her “bound” feet advertise an arrangement which was previously known,
but never publicly acknowledged. Aforementioned, Mondo is “bound” to the Kollective, and as
such is part of the Hive Mind. So. Yes, in spite of her pristine appearance. She is a cow, and she is
the worst and most perverse type of cow, she is a vulgarity! Vulgar shoes for a very vulgar girl.
There are countless “hive minds” in the world, with the Borg one being the best known and most
famous thanks to Star Trek. But, the one that preceded them all, the darkest, most malevolent, the
most evil, the vilest, and the most vulgar by far is the Hive Mind of the Kum.
A customs agent dressed in imperial garb walks over to her. He notices the vulgarity’s vulgars,
and becomes understandably incensed. Every which way there are well-armed guards. By the door
of the gate room stands Spade and Big Nog. They had preceded her through the gate. You must
come through one by one. If you try to do so as a group, you’re exterminated.
Like the Moon, the entire planet is unlisted and decidedly human; all planets of the Konstrukt
Confederation are unlisted and decidedly human. Unlike the Earth’s moon, though, all forms of
teleportation, including spooking, are impossible within the realm; ditto for ghosting and both
classical forms of imperception which means no fast-forward and overdrive. This is a closed human
society, based upon the ancient bleeding-edge tech of a long-gone (long-dead?) alien race that’s
simply known as The Unknowns.
“State your business.”
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“I’m with them.”
Mondo points at Spade and Big Nog. He slaps her hard across the face. She smiles: Not the
response he expected to an implied ass whupping of a bitch slap.
“That is not what I asked you,” He snarls. Then, he bitch slaps her again.
“Sorry. My bad. I’m here to attend the big birthday bash. You know the one,” Mondo pauses
strategically. The government official is not amused. “Just kidding. I’m here for the police
convention.”
“Papers?”
She “produces” the requisite documents. He inspects them closely, then spits in her face. She
licks off his saliva and smiles: Again, not the response he expected. He hands the papers back to
Mondo who purses them.
Although, she’s’ still on loan to the Jupiter Metropolitan Police Department, she’s attending the
convention in place of her Aunt Agnus.
Coco knows better than to get into a pissing contest with The General. So, Saint Louis Metro has
first dibs on Mondo even though Coco is her de facto boss for the duration.
“You’re a junkie, a whore, and might as well be a prostitute too. I have no doubt, before week’s
end, you will end up dirty and high in some ‘opium’ den, banging the gong around.”
“No doubt about it.”
That’s when Mrs. Smith enters the gate room. It was outside in the waiting room. It walks over
and stands with Spade and Big Nog, and watches the drama unfold.
“And, when you’re dirty and low, I’ll visit you so that you can suck my dick.”
“I’ll be waiting.”

“If you’re not living on the edge, then you’re taking up way
too much space.”
Sergeant Sharp
“So, what was all that about in the gate room?” Spade asks, rhetorically.
“Beats me,” Mondo responds, nonchalantly.
“Bullshit.”
“I’ve never been here before. And, I don’t know that Food. But, I’d sure like to do him. ‘Cause
you how I am about cock.”
Big Nog is off looking for something or someone to eat in other words, he’s looking for some
Soul food. It’s just Spade and Mondo in her hotel room. Spade’s room is across the hall. Big Nog’s
room is next to hers.
Besides the Food that she had the verbal tiff with, what’s on Mondo’s mind is the Food that came
through the gate right behind her. The Food was forty-ish, dishy, and blonde, a movie star by the
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name of Barbara Eden. Ms. Eden was going incognito. With her were her two old maid traveling
companions, Blanche Wednesday and Marvis “Tiffany” Borkowitz. Stalkers and overzealous fans
beware; these old maids are real pros—elite personal security professionals.
Sensing his own urges coming to the forefront, he leaves before he does something that he will
not only regret, but will be his undoing. Now, it’s just Mondo and Mrs. Smith in the room. They go
into the bathroom. By law, there is supposed to be no surveillance in bathrooms that includes hotel
bathrooms and public restrooms, but even if there is, there are effective countermeasures that one
can legally employ; Mondo and Mrs. Smith employ one of them, just in case. Better safe, than
sorry.
“Goddess, the next time you get dirty, I will mop your face and smear your body with an
insanity-inducing, hallucinogen-laden filth.”
“The mix?”
“Yes. The mix.”
“Now, that is something to look forward to.”
“Business first, goddess?”
“Business first.”

“You have conquered, and I yield. Yet, henceforward art
thou also dead, dead to the World, to Heaven, and to Hope!
In me didst thou exist and, in my death, see by this image,
which is thine own, how utterly thou hast murdered
thyself.”
The final lines of Edgar Allen Poe’s short story “William Wilson”
An awkward silence ensues. Like all good lieges, Mondo knows what pleases those who serve
her. She smiles that smile. Then, she breaks the silence with a proposition.
“How about a quickie?”
“As you wish, goddess.”
“You prefer me twisted, don’t you?”
“Twisted, goddess?”
“A soulless, mindless, shemale cannibal like your Kum kind.”
“Yes, goddess. That is how we like you best.”
Mondo unbuttons her jacket and holds it wide open, exposing her torso. Mrs. Smith places a tic
against Mondo’s abdomen. The tic attaches itself to Mondo’s abdomen and feeds. Her new tic
transmutes to a garr, but stays in background mode. Mondo fastens her jacket.
Mrs. Smith yanks down her skirt and panties. A schlong straps on Mondo: another present from
her Mrs. Smith. The behavior of this schlong is quite different from that of an “ordinary” schlong.
The penis of this strap-on doesn’t just hang there until erection time, it “acts” like a Kum’s. It acts
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like it has a life onto itself, which it does. The testicles of this strap-on don’t just hang there,
passive repositories for her jism, her sack “acts” like a Kum’s. It acts like it has a life onto itself,
which it does. In other words, her new schlong acts just like a growth! In point of fact, her new
schlong isn’t a schlong at all, it’s a growth! It too feeds, but stays in background mode.
Mondo pulls up her panties and skirt. None the wiser. Only, she and her Mrs. Smith know what’s
what. They French kiss. Mondo’s garr and growth switch to foreground mode for one minute. For
sixty seconds, Mondo is a mindless, soulless, shemale cannibal: for sixty seconds, she’s a Kum.
Then, she’s back.
“That was, refreshing. Time for business.”
“Yes, goddess.”
That’s when an undercurrent ripples through the Kollective. Like the Collective, they too are
tempted by what they’ve glimpsed when the girl is one with them in spite of knowing that giving
into such temptation could be their undoing just like it was for a certain Borg Queen.
Demons by their nature are the undoing of others. On top of that, Mondo is the personification of
evil. She is Absolute Evil. She is The Emptiness. She is quite mad in other words, insane, a lunatic.
To their credit, unlike that Borg Queen, these mindless, soulless, cannibals make the right choice.
They will not try to possess her. They will stick to their original plan the original agreement that
they made with the deranged girl and use her, instead.
“Maybe, goddess, we should hold your things for safekeeping.”
Mondo smiles. She hands her growth her garr and her growth her giant sewer tick strap-on to her
Familiar her Mrs. Smith.
Something encases her upper limbs. Something slimy to the touch. Something that feeds.
Something alive. They are sheer agony. They fuse with the sleeves of her suit coat. They look like
black, opera-length prudz; ergo, creepy-looking with fingernails and varicose veins. And, being like
prudz, this pair, unlike opera-length pairs of the non-prudz skinz ilk, don’t make the girl’s hands
klaw when idle or otherwise, but they make the girl’s hands look creepy nonetheless; much creepier
than if they really did talon the girl’s hands. Of course, these creepy kid gloves complement her
stuffy suit.
Mondo’s response is to quote The Bible; the Middle Testament version, of course.
“And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and her name that sat on her was Death, and Hell
followed with her. And power was given unto her over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with
sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.”
Mondo smiles even wider. The pair of fake, bladeless, foreskinz parasites drops off of her arms
dead. These Mrs. Smith also collects.
Appropriately-named prudz, instead of deceptively-named dollz, glove her. Strait hair gives way
to sternka, but, no sternns. Sexy has given way to sexy shrew spinster. Then, sternns: Sexy no
more. Time to check out some books using Winters’ old library card.
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“Will pro wrestling as it used to be ever return? Yes it will,
only it will be called UFC, and it will happen whenever the
two top stars get together on their own and agree to work a
two out of three series of “business matches” to make
money, just as Frank Gotch and George Hackenschmidt,
the two top wrestlers in the world, did in 1908 and started
this whole thing.”
I’m Jim Cornette, and that’s my opinion
Miss Kane will attend the convention sans sternka, sternns, and prudz. But, that’s not the
business at hand that she and her thing are about to engage in. They are about to take care of Kum
business.
“Maybe, goddess, you should not be so formal.”
“As you wish, mistress,” Mondo coyly responds. This is a game she likes. Mrs. Smith leads the
way. Mondo follows. She is the plain young private secretary; very unattractive in spite of her
voluptuous body. Mrs. Smith is the beautiful older woman, who is her very wealthy employer.
Mondo’s is the look that only a dyke, or someone very twisted, could love. Mrs. Smith’s is the look
that many crave.
By the time that the duo reaches the Public Library, Mondo has exhibited that uncanny ability of
the demon to exploit the weakness(es) and nullify the strength(s) of friend or foe. It is an ability
that she possessed when she was human. What emerges from the taxi in front of the main library is
two hotties, one younger and one older. Zombie hot and zombie nuts, as they say these days.
For our Miss Kane, it’s sans sternka, sternns, and prudz. Sternns and prudz have been pursed.
Strait hair in place of sternka. Her growth her garr and her growth her giant sewer tick strap-on that
in her Familiar’s possession are not only dead, they’re corruption. Mondo is no longer being used!
By the time that they have ascended the front steps, Mondo, by her own volition, has again
formalized her public look to strict Puritanical 1950s standards. Sternka in place of strait hair.
Prudz glove her hands. But, no sternns to be plain about her.
Mrs. Smith follows suit. Once more, Mondo is the user and Mrs. Smith is the used. It too sports
prudz and sternka. But, no sternns to be plain about it.
Then, they both slip on palins. Unlike factory palins, these rimless reading eyeglasses are hand
built, based upon Kum instead of Borg technology; as such the lenses only do clear, no opaque or
rose tint. Mondo built hers and Mrs. Smith built its, from scratch. Spinster hot and spinster nuts.
Double shrew. The addition of the glasses bestows a look that is both a turn on and a turn off.
Shrew ‘do and shrew lens: The Sarah Palin.
For Mondo, the palins represent something else. That something else is change. The more things
change, the more they stay the same.
Miss Kane, Miss Mondo Kane, is also Miss Thing, Miss Debra Thing. There’s Connie. There’s
Mondo. There’s Debra. In between and betwixt, there’s Seven and Other The Other. And, just like
this most current iteration of Miss Kane, Miss Thing is neither Borg nor Kum, outwardly. She’s
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both user and used. She’s both cow and goddess. She’s both sexy and plain. She’s both a turn off
and a turn on. She’s “I’m sexually repressed, stay back” and she’s “Come hither, fast!”
You can get hard in the case of men or wet in the case of women or both in the case of Kum, just
from looking at her. Her look represents a sexual tension that’s palatable you can cut it with a knife.
The same can be said of Mrs. Smith. It’s a hard beauty, rife with “overtones” of disdain and
loathing thanks to a loathsome mouth; those breathtaking, pneumatic, bleach-blonde bombshell
looks of the 1950s that are the antithesis of 1950s wholesome good looks and wholesomeness:
Creepy. In line with being blonde, well-endowed, 1950s retro fetish model-looking types—
“mainstream” incarnations of depraved murderers the Mord’Sith.
Paradoxically, you want them to let their hair down, remove their readers, and take off their
gloves, and you want them to keep their hair stern, keep their glasses on, and not take their gloves
off.
As if to feed that paradox, fanning the fire so to speak, Mondo lets her hair down, purses her
gloves and readers. Mrs. Smith follows suit. Sexy, pristine, loathsome, and very, very, very
conservative: Stern.
Ditto: You can get hard in the case of men or wet in the case of women or both in the case of
Kum, just from looking at her. Her look represents a blatant sexuality. The same can be said of
Mrs. Smith. It’s a hard beauty, rife with “overtones” of disdain and loathing thanks to a loathsome
mouth; those breathtaking, pneumatic, bleach-blonde bombshell looks of the 1950s that are the
antithesis of 1950s wholesome good looks and wholesomeness: Creepy. In line with being blonde,
well-endowed, 1950s retro fetish model-looking types—“mainstream” incarnations of depraved
murderers the Mord’Sith.
Besides, when Mondo craves disfigurement of the clean and plain, as opposed to the dirty and
crazed or the clean and sexy, persuasion, she prefers the second-to-none disfiguring sternness and
bulldyke plain of sternns, which is why she prefers the look and feel of sternns to that of any style
of “conventional” readers. “Conventional” is the operative word here.
These days, one of the “outlaw” uses of sternns is as readers. It’s funny how times change. Back
in the 1950s, one of the mainstream uses of sternns was as readers; they were in fact The Readers.
Mondo, like other moderns, uses her perls as her preferred readers. She uses sternns and palins,
in that order of preference, strictly for disfigurement. Of course, when she’s bereft of their
disfigurement, she craves their disfigurement.
She craves being plain, gloved by her prudz, and such. She misses her garr and her growth, her
klaw and her knobb. But, she indulges none of these grotesque urges.

“Be advised, the Mamalukes are reforming and looking to
make an impact on wrestling. Big Vito and Johnny the Bull
former WCW Tag Champions want the chance to take on
wrestling’s best. I might even make a call to Nunzio to be
the new manager of us champions.”
Big Vito
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They walk up to the front desk and in unison smile at Ms. Lee, the librarian who is manning the
front desk. In response, the librarian inadvertently shivers. Mondo and Mrs. Smith are leering at the
woman like she’s an adult beverage, which to them she is. As usual, Mondo does all of the talking.
“I’m looking for a book about Summakor.”
“The one by Soupy Sales or the one by Tekwar?”
“Neither. I’m looking for the unauthorized one written by this woman,” Mondo flashes the
library card for Sophie Winters. “I’ve heard that that edition is quite the wonker.”
The librarian’s mood changes on a dime. She becomes enraged.
“We don’t carry bootlegs; this is a library!”
Mondo purses the card and smiles even wider. Security comes out of nowhere. Ms. Lee must
have tripped the silent alarm.
“My name is Mondo Kane, and this is my Familiar, Mrs. Smith. I am a librarian.”
“Card, please.”
Mondo flashes her card, all the while security carefully scrutinizing her hand mechanics in lieu of
any funny business that she might try.
“As you can see from my bonafidees, I’m intimate with research.”
Ms. Lee waves off security. They disappear just as suddenly as they interjected themselves into
the “situation.”
“You could have gotten yourself plugged, pulling a stunt like that!”
“And, your point being?”
Fuming, Ms. Lee points her in the direction of research. It’s up to her to divine the rest. Here,
access to research is only from a sublevel inside of the library!

Voluptuous would be an understatement when describing
the incredibly-endowed June Wilkinson whose va-va-voom
43DD-22-37 contours filled out a 5’ 9” frame that rivaled
Jayne Mansfield and Mamie Van Doren during the heyday
of the pneumatic blonde bombshell. Of the titillating, topheavy trio, June wound up a distant third in film popularity
but has to be acknowledged and complemented for her
continued perseverance in a tough business. Still seen
around town here and there broaching age 70, June was one
of the most popular cheesecake models lensed nationally
during the late 1950s and early 1960s.
June Wilkinson SIGNED COLOR PHOTO PINK MINK HOT TANLINE
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They get the lay of the land. The Kollective is very pleased ecstatic, would be a better word.
Research is fully automated, which is made to order for the game that they are playing. There will
be no interruptions down here. Mondo will take care of her obligation to her Aunt Agnus, first.
Then, she will return to research after business hours, when the library is closed and do the dirty
deed; then, the expected betrayal. After all is said and done, use and uber perversion aside, Mondo
is not Kum. She’s just privy to Kum. In other words, she’s just “used.”
But. Who in their right mind would let machines do their data mining for them? And, why is
research contiguous with the rest of the library? Something is wrong. Something is very, very, very,
wrong with this picture!!!

“The greatest pleasure is to vanquish your enemies and
chase them before you, to rob them of their wealth and to
have those dear to them bathed in tears.”
--Genghis Kahn
Tall, slender, leggy, and handsome, the fifty-something blonde is decidedly non-Asian and
obviously uppercrust British. In point of fact, she’s a blue blood, a first cousin of Queen Victoria
after whom the Victorian Era is named. Her name is Lady Georgina Cookson, widow of Admiral
Author Cookson. Her friends call her Georgie. The highlight of her short, undistinguished acting
career was when she portrayed the dual role of Mrs. Butterworth/Number 2 in the “Many Happy
Returns” episode of the cult TV series “The Prisoner.”
As Mondo and Mrs. Smith emerge from the bowels of the library back onto the main floor via the
ornate Ming-Tung Dynasty staircase, Lady Cookson catches Mondo’s eye. Not surprisingly, Lady
Cookson, a distinguished scholar, historian, and archeologist, specializes in and is a world
renowned expert in the Victorian Era the era of her beloved first cousin.
The Victorian era of the United Kingdom was the period of Queen Victoria’s reign from June
1837 until her death on the 22nd of January 1901. The reign was a long period of prosperity for the
British people, as profits gained from the overseas British Empire, as well as from industrial
improvements at home, allowed an educated middle class to develop. Some scholars extend the
beginning of the period, as defined by a variety of sensibilities and political games that have come
to be associated with the Victorians, back five years to the passage of the Reform Act 1832.
The era was preceded by the Georgian period and succeeded by the Edwardian period. The latter
half of the Victorian era roughly coincided with the first portion of the Belle Époque era of
continental Europe and the Gilded Age of the United States.
The era is often characterized as a long period of peace, known as the Pax Britannica, and
economic, colonial, and industrial consolidation, temporarily disrupted by the Crimean War,
although Britain was at war every year during this time. Towards the end of the century, the
policies of New Imperialism led to increasing colonial conflicts and eventually the Anglo-Zanzibar
War and the Boer War. Domestically, the agenda was increasingly liberal with a number of shifts in
the direction of gradual political reform and the widening of the voting franchise.
Of most lurid interest during that era was, Jack the Ripper, Whitechapel, 1888, Jane the Ripper,
Whitechapel, 1901. And, the much publicized, utterly unsuccessful, and embarrassingly scandalous
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search for The Artifact by a team of Her Majesty’s best Royal archeologists an expedition that was
generously funded by the British government during the summer of 1889 in Asia.
Of all of the murders, solved and unsolved, that occurred in the Victorian era the killings of The
Rippers are the ones that grab the attention of most people. Not only for the fact that the Rippers
were sexually motivated killers or that they were the first modern day serial killers, but mostly
because the murders were never solved. Countless of motives and suspects have been brought up
over the years since that most deadly pair so silently vanished and yet to this day not one final clue
has been found.
Who was the man and later the woman who stalked the East End area of London and killed fifty
(if not more) prostitutes in the most gruesome ways possible and why did this twosome feel
propelled to do these actions?
But, expectedly, it’s the ill-fated expedition and its abortive search for The Artifact that to this
day overshadows the murderous handiwork of those two Victorian butchers.
Like her deceased cousin Queen Victoria who was very much human, and despite persistent
rumors to the contrary, Lady Cookson is not a faerie. Urban legend: She was made by one of her
demon lovers while, as a promiscuous teenage girl, she was attending boarding school. She can
pass for Crone, but close scrutiny reveals the deception. She can exhibit the crude manners of a
Goon when the notion moves her especially in private. Sexually, she butters her toast on both sides
back in other words, she fucks males and females. In point of fact, this Mundane will fuck anything
that moves and she’s even been known to fuck the dead when the spirit moves her.
Lady Cookson is sporting perls, cigarette purse, a cyndi, mary-janes, and a Koo. She’s braless
and commando. And, she shuns strap-ons except on the rare occasions when she has a taste for
anilingus—she in one of those rare “tart” moods and wants to fuck one of her numerous lovers in
the ass. Sexy, pristine, loathsome, and very, very, very conservative in a word, stern, she’s never
plain and eschews dirty.
A tenured professor at the University of London for well over a century, Lady Cookson is
currently teaching at Moscow University via her participation in the Fulbright Classroom Teacher
Exchange Program. The program provides opportunities for teachers to participate in direct
exchanges of positions with colleagues from other countries and other worlds for a semester or a
year. By living and working abroad, exchange teachers gain an understanding and appreciation of
different educational systems and cultures, and enrich their schools and communities by providing
students with new perspectives about the world in which they live.
Seeing Mondo and her Familiar Mrs. Smith, Lady Cookson makes a beeline for the pair. There is
nothing subtle at all about the shrew’s intentions. She’s never been accused of being shy. She likes
one night stands, always looking for something new and fresh for that quick deep dive; the riskier
the better. It’s her only vice, one that gets her into trouble from time to time. Currently, she’s trying
to dodge one of those one-nighters who just refuses to get the hint that he’s yesterday’s news.
The fling’s name is Roland Walter Dutton Parks. When they coined the word “whore,” they must
have had Roland in their crosshairs or at the very least in mind. If it’s a skirt and she’s available
and willing, Parks will find a way to get into bed with her. This is in spite of the fact that he’s
married to the Chief of Police; a police chief who is the sister of the Empress. Obviously, he too
likes risky business.
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She’s even more fetching in real life than she is in her dossier. Those pics of this bird are why I
wasn’t so reluctant, this time, to do another one of these “favors” for the British Government.
One night stand artist picks up one night stand. You can’t get a better cover on an assignment
than reality itself.
“Hello. My name is Georgie Cookson.”
“I’m Mondo Kane and this is my Familiar Mrs. Smith.”
“I’d like to fuck you.”
“Well now, you don’t beat around the bush, do you?”
“On the contrary, Ms. Kane. Beating around the bush is exactly what I’d like to do to you.”
“It’s Miss not Ms., if you please.”
“I stand corrected.”
“No problem.”
Sign and countersign. Contact confirmed. And, she looks as fetching in real life as she does in
her dossier. Being an amateur, no matter how talented she is, it’s a no surprise that she wants to
put pleasure before business. No matter. We have plenty of time to squeeze in a quickie. I so love
these “favors” that I’m called upon to do from time to time for the British Government by Uncle
Sam.
“Would your user like to join us?”
Mondo decides to sweeten the pot: “No. My petz are voyeurs, as such they prefer to watch.”
Lady Cookson pauses, and then she parries: “Even better. A pugilist, an expert practitioner of the
Sweet Science and her pet voyeur.”
“Pugilist? Who, moi?”
“That’s what I’ve heard. Want to punch me?”
“So, you have done your homework.”
“The question is. Have you done yours?”
Then, Mondo shows that she too has done her homework. Strait hair gives way to a sternka. She
slips on her sternns and her prudz. Lady Cookson’s heart begins to flutter. Mondo bitch slaps Lady
Cookson. Lady Cookson, who likes it rough and plain, almost swoons on the spot.
The two women, of course, have never met before. The homework that they’re referring to is
from studying dossiers, but not entirely. Because, there is also another kind of homework afoot
here. And, it can’t be found in a dossier. In other words, it’s not past tense. It’s present tense, in
other words, it’s real time. Sherlock Holmes calls it deductive reasoning. A modernist calls it sight
reading. It’s making deductions about the other person based solely upon what you can observe.
And therein lies the problem with this exchange. Mondo is demon who is also a trained assassin.
Plans within plans. What you see isn’t always what you get. With Mondo it never completely is.
You only see what she wants you to see.
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It’s a matter of the old adage “Just because you can do a
thing doesn’t mean that you must do that thing.”
--Darth Andrea
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NY’s Tavern on the Green restaurant bites the dust

By VERENA DOBNIK, Associated Press Writer Verena
Dobnik, Associated Press Writer – Wed Dec 30,
6:06 pm ET
NEW YORK – Tavern on the Green, once America’s
highest-grossing restaurant, is singing its culinary swan
song.
The former sheepfold at the edge of Central Park, now
ringed by twinkling lights and fake topiary animals, is
preparing for New Year’s Eve, when it will serve its last
meal. Just three years ago, it was plating more than 700,000
meals annually, bringing in more than $38 million.
But that astronomical sum wasn’t enough to keep the
landmark restaurant out of bankruptcy court. Its $8 million
debt is to be covered at an auction of Baccarat and
Waterford chandeliers, Tiffany stained glass, a mural
depicting Central Park, and other over-the-top decor that
has bewitched visitors for decades.
Even the restaurant’s name is up for grabs. At stake is
whether another restaurateur taking over the 27,000 square
feet of space, owned by the city, can reopen as Tavern on
the Green.
For 75 years, since it first opened amid the Great
Depression, the Tavern has attracted clients from around
the world.
“This reminds me so much of Poland!” exclaimed Vermont
resident Meg Kearton as she entered for her first time in
late December. “It reminds me of a restaurant in Warsaw—
the grandeur and the colors.”
She came for lunch a few days after Christmas, whose
green and white colors fill the Tavern’s year-round
wonderland of lights, flowers, and ornamental curved
bull’s-eye mirrors.
Hanging over the main Crystal Room, an all-glass dining
area, is a century-old chandelier made of green glass, said
to have been owned by an Indian maharajah. Two elk
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decked with red and green ornaments stand at the entrance,
and outside is a huge King Kong topiary.
Former Tavern mogul Warner LeRoy, befitting his heritage
as son of a producer of “The Wizard of Oz,” searched the
globe for the whimsical goods after he took over the
Tavern’s lease in 1973. He died in 2001, leaving the
business to his wife, Kay LeRoy, and daughter Jennifer
LeRoy.
As the end of the family’s operating license approached,
the city sought competing bids.
The LeRoys lost to Dean Poll, who operates the stylish
Loeb Boathouse restaurant overlooking the Central Park
Lake and offered to invest $25 million on Tavern
renovations. The city awarded him a 20-year license in
August, citing his significant capital investment and vision;
the new Tavern will incorporate green building technology
while a conservatory-style dining space will complement
the original Victorian architecture.
Poll also plans an outdoor cafe, bicycle racks and new
public restrooms.
The LeRoys, employing more than 400 unionized workers
with full benefits, couldn’t match that. As the recession hit,
they accrued more than 450 creditors.
A spokeswoman for the company running the auction said
the LeRoys couldn’t be reached for comment Wednesday,
but people close to 31-year-old Jennifer LeRoy said she
feels heartbroken over the closure and betrayed by a city
that pulled the lease to a business her father turned into a
New York icon.
The decisive moment in the intellectual-property dispute
over the name comes in January. That’s when a Manhattan
federal judge will either side with the city and rule that the
moneymaking name Tavern on the Green, valued at about
$19 million, can be used by whoever operates the space or
say the LeRoys own it.
If the city loses, Poll will use the name Tavern in the Park,
creating a new menu of American cuisine with fresh
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seasonal ingredients and reopening by March, said his
attorney, Barry LePatner.
“We’re going to bring the park into the restaurant,” said
LePatner, by eliminating the thick shrubbery around the
premises to reveal Sheep Meadow, where the animals
grazed until 1934, housed in the 19th century Victorian
Gothic shed that is part of the restaurant.
Just about everything from the current restaurant will be for
sale Jan. 13 through Jan. 15 at a Guernsey’s auction held
live at the Tavern, with a public preview there from Jan. 6
to Jan. 12.
The city’s parks department has asked the bankruptcy court
to bar the sale of items that “cannot be removed without
irreparably damaging the space they occupy,” according to
an objection that department lawyers filed in court this
week.
Those items include lavish decorative elements on the
Crystal Room ceiling, chestnut paneling, brass lettering for
The Bar, and six banquettes.
A judge has scheduled a hearing on the disputed items for
Jan. 11.
The dazzling decor was once a backdrop for private
milestone events as well as public celebrations from film
productions and political gatherings to the special carbloading dinner on the eve of the New York Marathon.
Recently, as many as 1,500 meals could be served a day,
with dinner entrees costing $26 to $42 on a menu heavy
with meat and potato dishes, plus standard seafood and a
few forays into foreign fare such as risotto.
Not everyone drips with praise for this “tourist trap,” as one
contributor on the Web site Yelp called it.
Another Yelp contributor didn’t mince words: “Besides my
risotto being just eh, and besides finding a small bug on my
plate, I had a fiasco getting my jacket from the coat check.”
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That didn’t deter a smiling Diane Allen-Smith from coming
for a lunch with her husband in December, three years after
their Tavern wedding, on a visit from Boca Raton, Fla.
“Our wedding food was wonderful,” she said. “And we
didn’t have to do anything for the rest.”
A New York magazine reviewer once asked, “So what if
the Eisenhower-era menu is strictly an afterthought?”
But the things that annoy some about Tavern on the Green
are exactly what made it irresistible to fans, including three
generations of a family from New York’s northern suburbs.
“My parents brought us here,” said Lisa Holz, who brought
along her daughters, 4-year-old Kayla and 7-year-old Erika,
and her husband and parents.
It would be her last time at the old Tavern on the Green,
and she got sentimental.
“When I was little,” she said. “I remember getting tears in
my eyes when I looked at all the lights and colors.”
____
On the Net:
Tavern on the Green: http://www.tavernonthegreen.com
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Chapter Two
Time To Sleuth Again
“Sherlock Holmes, The Movie.”
When Tavern on the Green went bust the Korean royalty bought it lock, stock, and barrel. They
moved it to the home world of their Confederation. Seemingly overnight, it again became the place
to be seen when you wanted to dine out.
Mondo and Lady Cookson wait patiently to be seated. Mrs. Smith is outside; they don’t serve its
kind in here. Mrs. Smith is sporting sternka, sternns, and prudz. It looks like what it is, a vile evil
shrew. It’s also sporting male and female genitalia underneath its skirt. Yep, these days while it’s
pretending to be inhuman it stays a hemorphidite unless it’s bidden to do otherwise by, for
example, its goddess. Unlike when it first met Mondo, when it only sported female genitalia when
it was in its pretending form. Like all Kum, it prefers to be a hemorphidite even when it’s in
pretense.
There’s that new, permanent addition to not only Mondo’s SHO, but to her couture, which raises
many an uppercrust eyebrow in the swanky restaurant: Her mules are still vulgars and thus pumps
thanks to their wraparound ankle straps. Sternka in place of strait hair, but no sternns, which, of
course is quite acceptable. Needless to say, if she had chosen else wise, sternns in addition to
sternka would have also been quite the eyebrow raisers here. Prudz. But, with this being dinner on
the Green, her being gloved is a no issue; it’s mandatory for female diners. Her Royal date is also
sporting a sternka and vulgars, and wearing prudz. So, “eye candy with an attitude” describes both
girls.
Last night, as a vile evil shrew sporting sternka, sternns, and strapping a schlong, Mondo brutally
raped Lady Cookson. You can’t tell that Mondo beat Georgie to a bloody pulp. You also can’t tell
that Mondo is still strapping. Raise her skirt and you’ll see her thong, but what you can’t tell by
merely looking is that if you pull down her skimpy knickers you’ll see the schlong that she’s
strapping. Yes, Mondo is a she-male, and, yes, Mondo likes being a she-male. Conversely, she likes
being with she-males. She also likes training Lady Cookson a lot.
But, she craves being a female the most. So, sometime during their date, Mondo purses her
schlong. Outside the eatery, simultaneously, Mrs. Smith ceases to be a hemorphidite; much to the
something’s chagrin, the thing sports female genitalia only, now. Who is bound to whom? The
Kollective learned from the mistake of that Borg Queen that Mondo demised so unceremoniously.
By dinner’s end, Mondo is randy and ready to fuck.
Between their table and the front door, Mondo goes back and forth. Sexy. Plain. And, every
which way in-between. That’s the way it’s been for these past two days while she’s been on-planet.
But. No matter how often Mondo reverts back to being plain or worse. Worse being a plain shemale who likes to sport a schlong underneath her skirt, a schlong that’s not stuffed into her thong, a
schlong that hangs free in the breeze, so to speak. She always goes back to her usual which is her
sexy. As soon as the couple exits the front door, Mondo reverts to prim the look she sported at
dinner, minus the strap-on, of course.
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Koo. Vulgars. Purse. Perls. Bra. Panties. Sternka. No sternns. Prudz. No strap-on. Her usual prim
that hottie combination of sexy and plain. Mondo Kane has almost come full circle. Eventually, as
aforementioned, she always does. And, that contradiction, when she’s additionally wearing sternns
and gone plain: a frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude wearing stripper shoes or worse, with worse
being a loathsome, fascist she-male prude wearing stripper shoes.
That’s when Lady Cookson drops the expected f-bomb. Mondo doesn’t bother with looking
surprised. She has no time for coy shit like that.
“I’d like to borrow your Mrs. Smith.”
“Bored already with me?” Mondo asks rhetorically.
“Yes, and I could see that you were getting bored with me also. And, I’d wager that you getting
bored with a lover is not conducive to continued good health and well-being for said lover.”
“Tit for tat?”
“Tit for tat.”
Lady Cookson scribbles an address on the back of a card. She and Mondo French kiss. Then,
Lady Cookson garbs Mrs. Smith’s hand and then they she and it disappear into a waiting taxi cab.
Mondo is left without a date. And, the evening is still young. She decides to hoof it. As such,
Mondo shows the doorman the address on the card and he gives her detailed directions on how to
reach it on foot after she prods him with a nice, fat bribe. It’s a flophouse of ill repute in the
seediest part of town. Where a well-dressed businesswoman like her will stick out like a sore
thumb. Nonetheless, many a well-dressed businesswoman and businessman goes there for some
“adult” fun from time to time and on a regular basis. And, often as not, some end up never leaving.
Turn on and drop out.
Mondo exits the battered sub-shuttle and steps out onto the littered platform of a subway station
that has seen better days. The graffiti decorated station is in ruins, just like the subway train that
brought her here. It, like the sub-shuttle, reeks of urine, feces, vomit, and all manner of foul, rotting
things.
She hovers across the platform, her shoes mere inches from the garbage strewn floor, and up the
stairs to street level. Think: Those “odd” alien creatures, who dressed like Victorian Era
undertakers in that Dark City movie, that co-opted our dead bodies for miss gotten habitation.
Every which way she looks, devastation greets her. The locals call this Kum Land, and for good
reason. Her feet touch pavement. Although levitation would be much quicker, not to mention much
easier for her attire to keep her clean, she chooses to walk to her destination. There’s all manner of
living soul in sight, most of it degenerate.
By the time she reaches the flophouse, she still hasn’t gone all the way prude (plain); she’s stayed
prim a staid, sexy prude. As such, she’s not wearing sternns, her thong has not been pursed, and she
hasn’t gone worse so she’s not strapping a schlong.
She’s not just a hottie to dyke and Kum; a straight man, switch hitting female, lesbian, etc.,
would definitely give her a second look. Of course, if she additionally was wearing her sternns,
nobody but dykes or Kum would give the frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude a second look.
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As she ascends the steps to the front door, she sees “fast” movement. Blurs at the very periphery
of her vision. Nothing that she can see when she tries to look right at it. Some form of non-classical
imperception, of course. Her heart begins to flutter. Gloves get pursed. Wraparounds detached from
her shoes and get pursed. Her shoes are no longer vulgar. Mules are mules, again, in that very
precarious way that bespeaks of something akin to panache and daring do when worn by a wetter
on an op. Sternka gives way to strait hair. Prude gives way to sexy. She’s all the way business!
A wetter is, of course, another one of those quaint euphemisms in the intelligence game for an
assassin. Being a gender neutral reference it’s considered politically correct. Mondo, being neither
emancipated nor politically correct, refers to herself as a wet girl. She refers to her male collogues
who rub out people for a living as wet boys. Feminist would be august. Oh well.
She can’t ghost or spook. She’s alone among total strangers. No backup whatsoever. And, after a
lifetime of killing, she’s finally come face-to-face with the great unknown? Her eyes strain to
assimilate that which they have never had to try to see before.
Demons verbose that they are the First Children of God. Humans maintain, just as vehemently,
that they are God’s Last Children. But, what if, the Next Ones are not a myth after all? Mondo is
sure that she’s about to find that out, right now.
Spare no flesh. Kill them all.
Mondo “hears” these “random” thoughts, but can’t pinpoint the source. The thoughts are
completely devoid of emotion. As such they are liken to that of The Borg’s or The Kum’s. As such,
things stir in her, things that, because of her Id, can’t be repressed, let alone expelled.
Those things come to the forefront. She could resist, but resistance would be futile. Prudz glove
her hands. Sternka. Sternns. And, her shoes go back to being vulgar. A frumpy, loathsome, fascist
prude wearing stripper shoes that only a dyke or a Kum would give a second look.
Then, she gets worse, much worse. Her thong gets pursed and her schlong replaces it: She’s
strapping. Idle, her gloved hands klaw.
The thoughts get louder. They cease to be random. They seem to be coming from every which
way. They are the thoughts of a Hive Mind. Mondo’s hands drop. Her arms are held rigidly at her
sides. The blurs are gone. She’s gone drone. The blurs “solidify.” And, not all of them are Kum,
though. Some are Machines! Kum and Machines, working together, controlled by the same Hive
Mind!
Mondo walks through to the front door and over to the front desk. A Kum in native form greets
her. The thing is of an unknown species. Mondo follows the Kum up the stairs. Before she reaches
their destination, she blacks out.
Destroy her!!!
Mondo comes back, just like that. She’s been fed upon. Her Hogs load into her hands. The head
of the Kum escorting her explodes like a ripe watermelon. Then, she proceeds to kill Machine and
Kum alike.
Too bad they let her plug into the Hive Mind, now she knows what they know. Too bad they let
her assimilate them, now she can see them plain as day. Too bad they didn’t kill her outright, now
she can exterminate them.
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And, while she’s doing her wet works thing, klaw and gloves go bye-bye. Thong replaces
schlong. But. Strait hair does not replace sternka. Sternns do not get pursed. And, most telling of
all, her shoes cease to be vulgar.
A frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude that only a dyke or a Kum would give a second look does not
give way to a loathsome, fascist bleach-blonde sex goddess who commands those long, hard, dirty
looks. Yet, this frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude is all business, very deadly business.
The place is swarming with police. But, it’s the military that’s obviously in control. Mondo is no
longer that frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude. No hype hair à la actress Elizabeth Shue and
Elizabeth Mitchell in their absolute prime: Strait hair in place of sternka.
Sternns pursed. No gloves, of course; she ditched them while she was still plain. Bra and panties,
of course. Her mules are again vulgar: The wraparound ankle straps are back, ergo; her kicks are
stripper shoes, once more. And, most telling of all, her hands no longer klaw when idle. She’s fetish
doll deluxe, in a word, JJ Jennifer Jordan style. In other words, she’s reverted back to her usual
vulgar, strait hair, sexy.
Even though they are in the minority, the military are in control, as aforementioned. That in itself
confirms Mondo’s suspicions. What seals the deal is the presence of Lady Cookson and her Mrs.
Smith.
Having finished their interrogation of Mondo, the police allow Lady Cookson to spirit Mondo off
to a corner.
“MI5 or MI6?” Mondo asks precociously, before Lady Cookson has a chance to ask her a
question.
“Neither.”
“The Ministry, then?”
Gina watches the goings on from across the lobby. She’s standing with Spade and Big Nog. She
prefers her Mistress sporting JJ. But, prude which should not have appealed to her one bit, did. Bit
by bit, her Mistress is twisting her sexually, akin to how an Old One playing with a Next One
would do it.
“As for whom in the British Government I’m doing this favor for. You know better than to ask.”
“Yes, I do,” Mondo cats.
“You saw Them?”
“No. I only saw their toys. And, what one of us sees.”
“You all can now see.”
“Their toys should make very good hunting.”
“Kum and Machines, you’re sure of that?”
“Yes. Besides, why ask what you already know?”
“Because that’s how the game is played, as you well know.”
“Shall I continue, then?”
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“Again. You know better than to ask.”
“The Kum are of a species I’ve never seen before. They cannot assume inhuman form. And, their
Hive Mind was different, distinct from that of the one that I’m used to. The Machines genocide the
flesh. Yet, the two Kum and Machine worked hand in glove, controlled by the same Hive Mind, no
less. Ever other living thing in this neck of the woods should have been exterminated by the
Machines, yet such is not the case.”
“You came to this planet to do something for the Kum?”
“Yes.”
Lady Cookson knows better than to ask what. But, she can ask where. That’s fair game.
“Underneath the main library where we first met?”
“Yes.”
Then, as if on cue, Baby Cox walks through the bloody, body-strewn lobby and goes upstairs.
Even Gina, a neophyte to the covert, knows enough to pretend to not notice the intrusion. She’s a
quick learner. Mondo, of course, being an old hand at all of this, overtly notices the intrusion.
Lady Cookson motions to Gina to come over. Gina walks over and begins conversing with
Mondo as if Lady Cookson is not there. After a time and a fashion, Lady Cookson interrupts their
parley.
“So, is she who she says she is, Miss Vicious? Lady Cookson asks, impatiently.
“Yes, she is.”
“And, has she been compromised in any way?”
“No.”
“You may go, now.”
Gina looks to Mondo for direction, though, and ignores Lady Cookson. Mondo gives Gina the
high sign. Gina is escorted from the crime scene. The police officers will make sure that Gina
leaves the planet via the nearest stargate.
“I had to make sure. After all, you did get taken.”
“I allowed them to take me.”
“And, you prevailed.”
“Because, they let me.”
That remark causes Lady Cookson to raise an eyebrow. Mondo is not being flippant. She’s being
deadly serious.
So, just like I was warned, she’s not the flop I supposed.
“I need your services again, before this matter is settled. You may return to the convention and
complete your errand for the Kum.”
“You presume much, if you think that mere Food such as yourselves has any chance of settling
this matter.”
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“Food such as myself is going to settle this matter.”
“Then, I stand corrected.”
Mondo and Mrs. Smith walk leisurely back toward the subway station. The flophouse, swarming
with the authorities, no longer looms in the background.
Mondo parries with the obvious, now that the two are out of earshot and there is no one—no
person, in sight.
“So, they don’t suspect a thing?”
Her idle hands go vulgar in other words, they klaw, which emboldens Mrs. Smith. It gets sloppy,
as a result. The tell is in its queries.
“Did you, goddess?”
Mrs. Smith knows better. Ergo. They all do. Something is wrong. Very wrong, indeed.
“No. Then again, I’m not the one trying to harvest them. So, I don’t have to be that smart.”
“By the time that they figure out that it’s all us. It will be much too late for them.”
“You slugs got balls, big brass ones.”
“And, a bat to boot.”
Mrs. Smith momentarily raises its skirt and flashes Mondo. The creature is doing its she-male
thing, of course. So, what Mondo gets a gander at is cock and balls. They duck into an alleyway.
Mondo gets pushed up against a wall. They do a French kiss. Mrs. Smith cops a not so quick feel:
Mondo gets groped as if by a very randy ape. She likes it rough, very rough, Goon rough.
They go at it for a while and then they duck out of the alley, composing themselves before they
make their reappearance.
“And, your sister, Mrs. Jones, is identical to you, Mrs. Smith?”
“In every way, except for the one, goddess.”
“Which is?”
“She’s always dirty and she can’t change.”
“That’s two differences.”
“I stand corrected, goddess.”
“And, her venom?”
“Like nothing that you’ve ever had, goddess.”
“More potent that the neuters?”
“Guaranteed, goddess.”
“Enslavement the likes of which I’ve never experienced?”
“You will not escape it.”
“And, if I do?”
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Mrs. Smith’s response is that chilling, toothy grin of its. That’s when Mondo’s Hogs load into
her hands. A hail of bullets bursts Mrs. Smith’s head like a ripe watermelon.
“Wrong answer, Mrs. Smith. Or whatever you are.”
Across town, underneath the main library, a doorway closes, “strings” are cut, and something
precious dies a very violent death. In response to this mort, alarms bells sound somewhere else, and
more covert ops come into play. Government agents are dispatched to the scene of this new demise.
Meanwhile, Mondo’s mules cease to be vulgar. The new back and forth. Her idle hands cease to
be vulgar. In other words, she’s reverted back to her usual pre-vulgar, strait hair, sexy. But, always
lurking in the background is that loathsome, fascist, bleach-blonde sex goddess wearing stripper
shoes who commands those long, hard, dirty looks; the one with the vulgar shoes and hands, and
the loathsome, frumpy, fascist hairdo.
She longs for things. She “needs” her fix. She longs to be fed upon. She “needs” her fix. She
craves to be used. She “needs” her fix. She is a cow. It is her profound undoing. Yet, none of that
stops her from being their undoing.
Her shoes go vulgar: Mules give way to strappy pumps. Her hands go vulgar: Her hands klaw
when idle. Sexy, severe yet very becoming strait hair that loathsome, sexy, fascist hairdo gives way
to a totally unbecoming sternka that loathsome, frumpy, fascist hairdo. No longer does she lurk in
the background, that loathsome, fascist, bleach-blonde sex goddess wearing stripper shoes who
commands those long, hard, dirty looks; the girl with the vulgar shoes and hands, and that
loathsome, frumpy, fascist hairdo.
Now, for her, the razor-thin difference between plain and sexy is her prudish sternns and a
freakish strap-on!
“Time to spoil a murder plot, save the girl, be a hero, and get my fucking reward.”

“Good night, sweet prince, and flights of angels sing thee to
thy rest!”
Shakespeare; Hamlet
Long, lanky, and well worth the climb, Mondo unloads the contents of her perls onto the bed of
her hotel room. Mrs. Smith, the real one, had previously been here, which explains her holster and
phone already being on the bed.
Old habits die hard, but in the end, they always die. She clips her universal holster to the
waistband of her strap; it’s worn SotB. Her weapons load into the holster, everything else is already
loaded into her purse. Her new Samsung Droid smartphone is clipped to her strap’s waistband
alongside her purse; they are worn on the strong side in the front on the leftside, the “librarian”
side. Her katz that “other” obscenity pierces her right earlobe.
Her shoes are no longer vulgar: Mules are again mules; vulgar has given way to whore. And, her
hands no longer klaw when idle or whenever for that matter. Deceptively named dollz glove her
hands; vulgar has given way to creepy.
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She neuters her perls via a firmware concoction of her own doing using what she has divined
from being privy to the Kum. Her perls can no longer be used for storage or unmaking. They’re just
for hands-free operation of her phone and lockpicks. In other words, they’re no longer trick.
Their peerless ability to unmake “lesser” opponents tended to make such fights far too easy and
thus far less interesting, anyways. Ergo, no great loss results from their inability to unmake.
As aforementioned, she prefers perls as specialist, not generalist. In point of fact, as
aforementioned, she prefers all of her minions, not just her perls, as specialists, not generalists.
Of course, her perls can only remotely operate phone or lockpicks when they’re in close
proximity. This has been a limitation from the git-go.
By her faerie way of thinking, whether it pertains to her or a “device,” limitations always make
the game much more interesting.
She clips her SLPD badge to her strap on the weak side in the front on the rightside. She smiles
that smile. Big Nog, Spade, and Lady Cookson are already in position, so is Gina. Gina, of course,
is off planet. But, where is the “real” Mrs. Smith?
Things have come full circle. But, appearances would say that the journey has meant changes.
For example. No hype hair. She’s still sporting strait hair yanked back into a sternka.
Mondo leaves her hotel room. She picks up her tail in the lobby. Once she’s outside she’ll find a
convenient place to dispose of him.
She makes short work of her tail and gloats over her lethal handiwork. Another masterpiece. She
cums.
Dollz get pursed and foreskinz glove her. Creepy gives way to obscene. And, whenever you wear
skinz, your hands klaw when idle. So, her gloved hands klaw, of course, since they are idle.
It’s been a long time since she last sported the Talons. So. They waste no time in feeding upon
her. As if in response to their feeding, a knobb sprouts from the rightside of her creamy-white neck.
With her hair up, her obscenities are visible.
Underneath her suitcoat, a tic slithers out of her purse and goes Georgia peach. In other words, it
attaches itself to the sweet spot of her abdomen. A goddess. Their goddess. She is part of their Hive
Mind, yet she is still herself. She slips on her sternns, completing the transformation.
Whether she manifests the “signs” overtly or not. Enslaved or enslaver. Drone or goddess. She is
cow and Borg. And, she will always be cow and Borg. Such is her Id. Such are her demented
cravings.
“It’s their world. We just live in it.”
“Narrow-ass bitch!”
“Guilty as charged.”
With her hair up, he mistakes her for that fascist cliché of modern urban life, the “ubiquitous”
sociopathic businesswoman. So, his reaction to her is understandable.
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Mondo lets her hair down. Lush, silky, golden tresses drape her shoulders and breasts: a look that
is still very severe, frigid, counter-bohemian, very 1950s Mrs. Beaver Cleavage. She smiles that
smile. Too late he realizes his mistake.
Something, or rather someone, very stealthy takes him out. Primarily, Mondo is an observer.
Secondarily, she’s the distraction, bait for the fishes so to speak. This is human business, and it’s
the humans who will do all of the killing tonight.
The police have the streets blocked off. It’s the military that swarms the building, now that the
perimeter is secure. He was the last of the sentries to be neutralized. All of them were locals.
Her hair yanks back into a sternka, making her obscenity visible again. Gestapo gives way to
Gestapo, either way she looks just like what she is, a fascist homicidal bitch. Same gunwhore with
almost the very same look; the difference being only a hairdo. Whether she wears her hair up or
down, her look is look is very severe, very frigid, counter-bohemian, very 1950s Mrs. Beaver
Cleavage.
She enters the building to get a firsthand look at the mayhem. The sight of the carnage in the
lobby causes her to orgasm.
Too bad, so sad, that I can’t party too.
Mondo notices an older woman step from behind some curtains. The used, fifty-something
woman is naked, filthy, crazed, and wanting; a tic is affixed to the sweet spot of her abdomen. She
walks slowly toward the basement stairs. The woman turns around briefly to smile at Mondo; a
“come hither” smile. It’s a wide, toothy grin. It’s the smile of a very horny madwoman. The woman
is a deadringer for actress Sally Kirkland, the way she looked in the movie “Double Threat.” Ms.
Kirkland’s doppelganger descends the stairs while busy finger fucking herself. No longer interested
in the mayhem, Mondo follows Ms. Kirkland’s double. But, that disinterest in mayhem doesn’t last
long.
The sandman stops dead in her tracks. Knobb goes bye-bye. Sternns get pursed. She eats the tic
and smacks her lips of the tasty treat. And, then her Borg-runed foreskinz get pursed: hands no
longer klaw when idle or otherwise. Prudz glove her, once more. Her shoes go vulgar. Lastly, she
slips on her hand-built palins. In other words: A frumpy, loathsome, fascist prude.
When the Kirkland thing turns around this time, and she sees Mondo’s reversion to type, there is
that fleeting look of utter disbelief in her eyes. Her thoughts are unreserved.
Impossible! This cannot be! I owned that bitch, just a minute ago! Now, look at her, she’s, she’s
rebuffed me, and I am a god! No one refuses me!
Now, it’s Mondo’s turn to flash that smile, the smile of a horny madwoman. The sternka stays
put. Creepy hands, hag hairdo, stripper shoes, and those dyke eyeglasses. It’s not a healthy combo
for the impostor, who knows to beat feet. Kirkland has no intention of facing a 5’9” beast with
murderous intentions.
The severe-looking Mondo weighs her options. She could ascend the stairs. But, that might draw
her into the fray, and she has no listing for that. Go down into the basement anyways and spring the
expected trap. Nope. That’s the same sticky wicket as going upstairs. So, she exits the joint and
resumes her position outside.
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She “notices” some random thoughts being bandied about. Likely, they have been there for some
time, but it has taken her body this long to assimilate.
She’s looking really hard in the face. Don’t care much either for that outfit and just wanted to
say that, my gosh, she has an awful ass.
Yuck. I concur completely. She does look like a board there. No ass and a straight up and down
midsection. I miss when she had more curves.
What curves, when? Oh, you mean her boobs. Yep. She’s got them curves, and that’s all she’s got
in that department.
Hee. Hee. Good one.
Fake tits and a tight ass.
All of their women are built like that. Those tits are real, by the way. Double-Ds and perky. None
of their kind needs implants. None of ‘em smaller than a C-cup.
Ugh! When it comes to boobs, anything more than a mouthful is just a waste. As far as butts go.
Her flat, pancake ass is ugly.
Not to mention, passé.
Exactly.
These days, junk in your trunk is the jism.
Yep. A bubble butt is where it’s at.
And. Slavishly form-fitting or not, that outfit makes her look frumpy. She looks old and frumpy.
And, don’t get me started on that mouth of hers. A mouth that big belongs on a fish.
Hee. Hee. Hee. Yep. You’re in rare form, today.
Mondo looks in their direction.
She can see us, that’s impossible!
Mondo smiles that smile. She grabs her boobs and squeezes them. She puckers her lips and blows
them a kiss. Then, she reaches back and grabs her ass.
Oh my God! She can hear us too!
Impossible! She’s privy to our telepathy! Our parley should be gibberish to her!
Mondo walks toward them, which throws them into a panic. One of them drops his camera.
Korean tourists on photo safari.
This can’t be happening!
If one of them is “aware” of us!
They all are!
The effeminate Korean duo makes a hasty exit, scurrying down the street. The girl purses the
camera. Now, things are beginning to make sense.
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“It’s who you know. Or. Who you blow.”
--Lisa Shane, “Double Threat”
The girl’s perls vibrate as they upload the latest firmware, a version which totally negates their
previous downgrade her software concoction; once more, they’re trick. Therefore, when her perls
are finally still, she discards her phone and katz upon her hotel bed, but tellingly not her holster.
Mrs. Smith will pick up the discards later.
Yep. The contents of her holster do not load back into her perls. Her holster clips itself to her
strap’s waistband alongside her purse. They are worn on the strong side in the front on the leftside,
the “librarian” side.
Her perls are again a peerless hands-free device and peerless unmaker, as well as her lockpick of
choice, etc. But, they can no longer be used as a peerless mass storage device. The backdoor is
gone: Trix can no longer be used for storage. This upgrade means that wherever you were when
your trix got this download, they unloaded their contents. As aforementioned, she prefers all of her
minions, not just her perls, as specialists, not generalists: Old habits die hard, but in the end, they
always die; maybe not this time. This upgrade also means that trix are again boobytrapped.
The deranged fleshpot purses her glasses. The shameless tease: strappy pumps give way to
mules. Then, the piste de résistance: She lets her hair down and purses her gloves. Nothing dyke
about her. The “ordinary” looking, peroxide blonde gives way to a buxom leggy bleach-blonde
sexpot, that icon of the Ike era. No klaw, no knobb, no sternka, and no sternns. Straight-laced and
severe. Cold and aloof; the quintessential ice princess. In a word: frigid. That touch of vacant
insanity in her eyes and a big, ugly mouth that bespeaks of loathsome disdain. Sexy to boot. Blatant
wantonness juxtaposing strong undercurrents of a repressed sexuality that screams out: “Fuck me,
now!” In other words: Mrs. Beaver Cleavage circa the 1950s. More, truly is less.
And, by doing so, she reminds one of The New York Times Obit for the late actress Edie Adams.
In other words, she both embodies and disarmingly winks at the stereotypes of fetching chanteuse
and sexpot blonde those icons of 1950s America.
Edie Adams, Actress and Singer (and Flirt With a Cigar), Dies at 81
By BRUCE WEBER – New York Times
Edie Adams, an actress, comedian and singer who both embodied and winked at the stereotypes of
fetching chanteuse and sexpot blonde, especially in a long-running series of TV commercials for
Muriel cigars, in which she poutily encouraged men to “pick one up and smoke it sometime,” died
Wednesday in the West Hills section of Los Angeles. She was 81 and lived in Los Angeles.
In a nearby alley, a woman rummages through a dumpster looking for food. She’s filthy and
parasite-infested. Perls. Universal. Sternns. Prudz. Klaw. Knobb on the leftside of her neck.
Ragged, scuffed up debras that have seen much better days. She is wearing filthy tatters, dirty rags
for clothes, a ruined Koo. Head lice, fleas, and crabs, just to name a few of her numerous
infestations. Smelly. She reeks of many foul smelling odors: rotting garbage, feces, urine, dead
flesh, etc. Scum covered teeth and filthy-smeared skin. Unwashed for decades, she can’t remember
the last time that she bathed. A Mok has better hygiene and is more lucid. In a place where Asians
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are the norm, she is the atypical Occidental. A Goblin, her name is Rosa, Rosa Klebb. In a past life,
Frau Klebb was the head librarian of the main library. That was before she hit rock bottom. Now,
she runs the library’s minor; a misbegotten branch where she is the sole librarian. Glazed
complexion. A geriatric krazed that drapes her shoulders and breasts. Pendulous triple-Es: three
triple-E tits, with the left tit being a moog. Hidden by her skirt, a gamey, slimy, filthy, shiny-black
slug is affixed to her crotch rendering her a hemorphidite; the slug knurled and varicose-veined
looks like a hideous shiny-black parody of a penis and tentacles and is analogous to a growth. No
need for a tic, a crotch slug serves the same purpose and then some.
Minus the Borg and cow affectations and the crotch slug also known as a crotcher, for obvious
reasons, she’s a deadringer for Lotte Lenya, the actress who played her namesake Rosa Klebb in
“From Russia with Love.” Not a cow, she’s an obsessive. Thanks to the ravages of being an
obsessive, she looks even more bulldyke than Ms. Lenya and a lot more creepy and disgusting.
The woman suddenly stops what she’s doing, and then, for no apparent reason, does something to
attract Mondo’s attention. But, Mondo isn’t biting. Frau Klebb is ignored. So, the baglady librarian
escalates. She baits Mondo into the alley.
Mondo walks right up to her intended and brings everything heretofore into question. Is this a
shoot or not?
“All creatures hitherto have created something beyond themselves,” Mondo using the standard
gambit when you don’t know who’s who.
“Friedrich Nietzsche.”
“Technological progress is like an axe in the hands of a pathological criminal.”
“Albert Einstein.”
“Who thinks up this shit, anyways?”
“Moi.”
Mondo follows the filthy dropout. But, to keep the blonde’s attention, the dropout with the thick
Prussian accent changes progressively. There’s much more that she must give up, all of it in fact.

“Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation
determines what you do. Attitude determines how well you
do it.”
--Lou Holz (Retired & Former Head Coach of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish)
The Guild’s exemption ensures that there is no surveillance eyes or ears inside of a library; an
exemption guaranteed by treaty and enforced via proprietary Guild technology.
An ever dirty Frau Klebb enters the always spic-n-span library branch. As aforementioned, Frau
Klebb hasn’t been fresh in a coon’s age.
The girls go down a flight of stairs to the sublevel reading room, where Mrs. Smith is waiting for
them. Frau Klebb points to a pair of debras setting on a reading table. Like her own, these shoes
have only one mode. In other words, they are always pumps.
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“Please put them on. I hate mules with a passion. I have no interest in you wearing shoes which
revert to that state.”
“No mules need apply? Only bound feet do your crave?”
“Such a smart girl you are.”
“And, such a passion you have for strap-ons.”
Frau Klebb smiles at the girl’s play on words. Strap-on—a dildo à la crotcher or schlong or etc.
and strap-on—shoes strappy pumps à la debras.
There’s also a filthy, flea-infested bra setting on the reading table. It too is Klebb’s. It’s identical
to Mondo’s except it is dingy-grey instead of black; it would be white, if it were clean instead of
filthy. The dirty, dingy, smelly, stained bra has not been clean in a coon’s age. That odorous bra is
not part of the deal, but Mondo has dibs on it.
Mondo removes her mules and slips on the debras. Frau Klebb eyes her intently. Frau Klebb is
sporting sternns, moe, prudz, perls, Koo, strap-on, cigarette purse, universal, and debras: The
bulldyke special. Braless and the strap-on version of commando. Mondo, in sharp contrast, is
sporting strait hair, perls, Koo, bra, panties, purse, universal, and debras. They are the stereotypical
Gay couple with Frau Klebb the manly bulldyke husband and Mondo the girlie lesbo wife.
In a far corner, Mondo notices two Borg alcoves. Mondo licks her lips. A chill runs up and down
her spine.
Two alcoves. Both have obviously been slept in. One is for Frau Klebb. Who is the other one for?
The girls kiss. Frau Klebb gropes the big blonde. Feeling her up and squeezing her tits. There’s
nothing that Frau Klebb does to Mondo that a short order cook wouldn’t do. Mondo craves fucking
men and women. Frau Klebb only fucks women. But, Frau Klebb is so good, that, momentarily,
Mondo forgets her own duplicity and becomes Frau Klebb’s tool. And, by the time that Mondo
decides to yank down Frau Klebb’s skirt, she “discovers” that the bulldyke is strapping a crotcher.
Frau Klebb prefers being a she-male and these days Mondo prefers being with she-males. Mondo
blows Frau Klebb like an all-day sucker: Deep throats the cock and swallows the balls whole.
After the lollypop treatment from the ace Mondo, Frau Klebb pulls up her skirt and gets down to
the business at hand. Tellingly, she does not purse her strap-on. It’s obvious that Mondo is drawn to
her.
“Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do. Attitude
determines how well you do it,” Frau Klebb opens with an obscure one.
“Lou Holtz, retired and former Head Coach of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish.”
“Quite so.”
“Back in the day, you must be pretty well connected to pull this off. The Koreans, the British,
and the Kum, now that is impressive.”
“I have my moments.”
“Am I the first to make it this far?”
“No.”
“Then, the alcoves are boobytrapped?”
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“Yes.”
“And the death itself?”
“Pure anguish.”
“Now. That is tempting,” Mondo turns her attention to the up till now silent Mrs. Smith. “Maybe
I should lose?”
“We would prefer that you didn’t, goddess.”
“Then, I won’t.”
Frau Klebb’s expression changes as Mondo tosses the immutable debras and slips her mutable
mules back on. When worn by cows, etc., debras are servlets. When worn by an obsessive they are
slavers. Ergo, Mondo refusing to put the debras on speaks volumes.
“My goodness, you are a foolish girl, aren’t you!”
“Maybe. Maybe not. Only time will tell.”
“Idiot! This was no mere ruse to draw out my enemies.”
“Your enemies knew that it was a trap but, nonetheless, they couldn’t pass up the chance, no
matter how slim, to bag you.”
“Is that what they told you?”
“They?”
It takes a god, an elder, etc., someone of that ilk to see the deadly exchange of gunfire as more
than just a blur of movement. The Kum, being individual parts of a whole instead of being mere
individuals, are likewise privy. As such, Mrs. Smith is able to fully appreciate this masterpiece of
mayhem.
Mondo ends up dead. A huge chunk is missing from her skull, along with a hunk of her brain.
Smoking guns still in her hands. A once-human who got turned Darque has bested a god in a standup fight.
Frau Klebb ends up destroyed, her head severed cleanly from her body. Smoking guns still in her
hands. Of course, being a god, Frau Klebb is something much older, something much older than
Mondo!
“It’s done. We picked well,” Mrs. Smith speaks very matter of fact in the third-person plural, the
way Kum, Borg, and members of any Hive prefer to speak.
They blew each other to smithereens.

“The darkest souls are not those which choose to exist
within the hell of the abyss, but those which choose to
break free from the abyss and move silently among us.”
--Dr. Samuel Lewis
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Gina watches her Mistress walk around the reading room. For someone such as Mondo, someone
who knows how to walk in mules or slides, there’s no need for a vise griping heel cup and/or ankle
strap to superglue these shoes to the feet of the wearer, no matter the brand or style of mule or slide.
When they walk, run, etc. in a pair it’s as if special micro gripers are built into the insoles of the
shoes. When they sit in a chair and dangle their legs over the arms of the chair, the mules or slides
hang freely off their feet just like flip-flops. Add stiletto heels, and the wearer suddenly owns the
world.
Mondo is almost back to 100%. Frau Klebb’s body no longer lies inside of a chalk line; the
corpse is downtown at the morgue. CSI has come and gone, but there is still an “official” police
presence. Spade and Big Nog are upstairs in the library branch with an LRT, a librarian recovery
team. Mrs. Smith is also in the reading room with them, but it says nothing and just observes as
usual.
“What were you thinking? She could have killed you!”
“She did.”
“You know what I mean!”
“Moscow rules – Assume nothing. If the mission fails, you are already dead.”
“So. Are you saying that. This was spook shit?”
“This was about someone who was so old and so powerful, that she could hide in plain sight. She
had enemies who didn’t even know who or what she was. All they knew was that she existed.”
“A Kovak Box?”
“Yes.”
“So, are the.”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders. She’s genuinely disinterested. Right now, the only thing that she
cares about is saving a damsel in distress and being carnally rewarded for the rescue.
Tellingly, Mondo is already in possession of something else that was near and dear to Frau
Klebb. She has Frau Klebb’s crotcher. For now, it’s in her purse. It too is user specific and
boobytrapped. But, their specificity ends when their user dies. And, their known boobytrap gives
Mondo goose pimples.
“She got the crotcher off of a Mok. The ones that Mok grow and wear are analogous to tics, of
course. She used it to splice the Hive Mind in the same way that the Mok do; she was part of the
whole and yet different, parts of her mind were partitioned off, inaccessible to the Kollective.
Unlike the lunatic Mok, she used it to unduly influence the Kollective. From their point of view,
she was both uncontrollable and controlling, which made her dangerous to them.” Mondo smiles
that smile. “She too was experimenting upon herself. She was working on a contraption that.”
“And, you know all of this, how?”
Mondo momentarily turns her head and smiles at Mrs. Smith.
“Foolishly, she chose to use Mrs. Smith as her avatar.”
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The crotch slug is not only thing that Mondo has of Frau Klebb. She switched prudz and sternns
with Frau Klebb, before the police arrived.

“You may say that I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one.
Perhaps someday you’ll join us, and the world will live as
one.”
--John Lennon, “Imagine”
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Foreword
“Gina (Unrated version)”
“Life and death, energy and peace. If I stop today, it was still worth it. Even the terrible mistakes
that I have made, and would have unmade if I could. The pains that have burned me and scarred my
soul. It was worth it, for having been allowed to walk where I have walked, which was hell on
Earth, heaven on Earth, back again, into, under, through it, in it and above.”
From the journal of
Gia Marie Caranagi
1960 - 1986
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Odyssey 5
While flying under the ratings radar on Showtime, Odyssey
5 drew loyal fans with a premise that could have yielded
fascinating developments beyond its 19-episode run.
Before taking show-runner jobs on UPN’s ill-fated Star
Trek: Enterprise and Fox’s 24, creator-writer-producer
Manny Coto dreamed up this provocative pastiche of sci-fi
ideas, connecting an end-of-the-world scenario with a timetravel twist and an alien invasion plot with X-Files
overtones. You could argue that Coto’s reach exceeded his
grasp, since none of these elements combine to form a fully
satisfying whole (especially since the series was cancelled
before it reached its intended conclusion), but there’s
something to be said for the show’s entertaining tangents
and unexpected complications. It all begins when the fivemember crew of the space shuttle Odyssey witnesses the
shocking implosion of the Earth, leaving them stranded and
doomed to suffocate when their air supply is depleted.
Instead, they are rescued by the Seeker (John Neville), a
crystalline alien in human form, who sends them (or at
least, their mental and spiritual essence) five years back in
time, reunited with their physical bodies with a mission to
discover what went wrong and save Earth from oblivion.
Peter Weller stars as the brash, foul-mouthed Commander
Chuck Taggart, a seasoned flyboy whose 22-year-old
computer-whiz son Neil (Christopher Gorham) must now
cope with being physically 17 again, reliving high-school
(including his first serious relationship) while investigating
possible causes of Earth’s destruction. Along with
geneticist Kurt Mendel (Sebastian Roché), shuttle pilot
Angela Perry (Tamara Craig Thomas), and TV news
reporter Sarah Forbes (Leslie Silva), their quest leads to the
discovery of sentient nano-bots, synthetic humans, and a
far-reaching conspiracy masterminded by a NASA splinter
group secretly known as “the Cadre.” In his pilot episode
commentary recorded with Weller in 2005, Coto outlines
some of the ideas he would’ve developed had the series run
longer, and these 19 episodes serve up plenty of surprises
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that hint at the series’ untapped potential. That makes
Odyssey 5 both fun and frustrating—we’re left dangling
with an unresolved cliffhanger—but the ensemble cast
makes it worthwhile. While the writing skews toward
juvenile silliness on some occasions (and veers into full-on
comedy with guest star Ted Raimi in the entertaining
episode “The Trouble with Harry”), it’s clear that Odyssey
5 was pushing conventional boundaries of TV science
fiction. For that reason alone, it’s a shame it lacked the
audience that would’ve warranted additional episodes.
--Jeff Shannon
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Book Twelve
Local 788

(Amalgamated Transit Union)
The dog ever nipping at the heels of The Guild
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Chapter One
Psycho Girl To The Rescue
“A Stitch In Time, Saves Nine.”
Mondo, Gina, and Mrs. Smith are among the last to exit the library branch. Mondo is sporting
strait hair, Koo, perls, debrahs, bra, purse, universal, and panties. Once more, she’s the very image
of the 1950s hottie. Loaded into her purse are Frau Klebb’s crotch slug, prudz, and sternns.
“The thing to ponder is.”
“Why did Frau Klebb go for a headshot as if you were Kum or a mortal, when it was obvious that
you were neither?”
Mondo momentarily smiles at Mrs. Smith before answering Gina’s rhetorical question.
“Now, that is the question.”
Knowing the answer to that question explains everything. In point of fact, there is no pause, no
protected silence preceding a collective eureka moment for the three females (two women and a
she-male it). Of course, the answer is quite obvious; staring them right in the face. And, it goes
without saying, that of the three females (two women and a she-male it), only Mondo is aware of
what it is. It explains Mondo’s covetous interest in Frau Klebb’s prudz, crotch slug, bra, and
sternns.
It explains why Mondo also has designs on the debras of Frau Klebb. Not the pair that Frau
Klebb wanted Mondo to put on, either. Mondo wants the pumps that Frau Klebb was wearing, the
ones that are now in an evidence bag. And, although they are of little use to Mondo because trix are
user specific that specificity is for the “life” of the artifact, Mondo wants the perls that Frau Klebb
was wearing. Like the crotch slug, the perls of Frau Klebb are Mok in origin. The perls that Mok
grow are inscribed differently, and you have to be insane to use them.
Burnice watches from the shadows and plots her revenge. She intends to destroy the bitch that
killed her twin sister. A Goblin, the baglady is as filthy and parasite infested as her dearly departed
sister. Perls. Sternns. Prudz. Debras. Cigarette purse. Universal. Klaw. Knobb on the leftside of her
neck. She is wearing filthy tatters, dirty rags for clothes, a ruined Koo. Head lice, fleas, and crabs,
just to name a few of her numerous infestations. Smelly. She reeks of many foul smelling odors:
rotting garbage, feces, urine, dead flesh, etc. Scum covered teeth and filthy-smeared skin.
Unwashed. A Mok has better hygiene and is more lucid. A geriatric moe and muff. Crotch slug: A
total degenerate, she too is a splicer just like her sister. Glazed complexion. Three pendulous tripleE tits, with the left tit being a moog. Crotch slug and perls are Mok, of course. As aforementioned,
like her sister, she is 456.
A matched set, the perfect pair. She’s an obsessive, just like her sister was. They were lovers.
They were also husband Burnice and wife Rosa. Now, she is a widow, a ronin, and very pissed off.
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“I was taught four rules. One. Don’t ask questions – There
is no such thing as right and wrong. Two. Don’t take an
interest in people outside of work – There is no such thing
as trust. Three. Erase every trace – Become anonymous and
leave nothing behind. Four. Know when to get out – Just
thinking about it means that it’s time, before you lose your
edge, before you become a target – you look for the right
opportunity, nothing too risky, get the money, and
disappear forever. This is it, four hits, one location: The last
job.”
-- Joe, the assassin in “Bangkok Dangerous”
Her boss is more than just a little peeved.
“Claire. I thought you said that you had complete control over her?”
“I was wrong. It seems that we never had any control over her. She used me.”
“Correction. She used us all.”
“No matter. We will salvage what we can. I guess there really is no reliable way to mind-control
the insane.”
“The long game indeed.”
Mondo and Gina get back to the hotel where they are arrested in the lobby by two homicide
detectives. There is no charge; then again, in a fascist state run by totalitarian Royalty, there doesn’t
have to be one. On the way downtown to police headquarters, the detectives take a detour to the
morgue where the Chief of Police is waiting. The suits with Chief Parks are her usual security
detail. One of whom is known to Mondo by reputation; his name is Ronnie “The Guv’nor” Scott.
“Miss Kane, I’m glad you could come down and make time for us in your business convention
schedule.”
“The pleasure is all ours.”
Mondo smiles politely and shakes Chief Parks’ hand. The detectives, who brought Mondo and
Gina, leave quietly and quickly.
Chief Parks, her security detail, Mondo, and Gina take an elevator to the basement where the
autopsies are done. In one of the exam rooms, Frau Klebb’s dissected body lies upon a metal exam
table. She points to a desk upon which Mondo’s prudz and sternns set, along with the evidence bag
containing Frau Klebb’s shoes and perl necklace.
Of all of Frau Klebb’s personal effects that she craves, Mondo is most obsessive openly so about
the deceased junkie’s shoes the ones Frau Klebb was wearing, not the pair Frau Klebb offered
Mondo and gloves. And, there they set in an evidence bag as if they were left behind by the police
at the behest of Chief Parks expressly for Mondo.
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As aforementioned, Mondo covets them the most. The bagged items are a bribe meant to lure
Mondo into something racial. And, Chief Parks makes no bones about it. Yep. A very public dare.
Now, that’s audacity.
“I think those are yours.”
“Yes they are. Thank you very much; I wondered where I had misplaced them.”
Mondo places Frau Klebb’s glasses and gloves upon the desk. She purses her own glasses and
gloves. There is no attempt made to fake a switch. Her hands momentarily hover quivering green
with envy above the bagged-n-tagged items, though.
Take them. You know you want them.
“Are you a damsel in distress who needs saving?”
“Yes, I am.”
“Do I get to fuck you?”
“No.”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders, as if she’s lost interest in the entire matter, because she won’t get to
bed the Chief.
“I’m bored. I think that it’s time that we left.”
“You’ll leave when I say so. You’re under arrest in my custody. Understand?”
Mondo smiles that smile.
“Anything you do to me or to any of my companions, I will enjoy. And, you will get nothing.”
Chief Parks looks Mondo dead in the eye and sees the truth of what the girl says.
She’s insane! It’s as if I were looking into the eyes of a god!
So, Chief Parks plays her other hand.
“Frau Klebb had a sister. Burnice Klebb. We picked her up following you. She means to extract
vengeance at your expense.”
“Is she comely?”
“If you like fucking dirty, degenerate bulldykes. She’s also a card-carrying librarian. And, a
scholar of sorts; nothing formal.”
“Is she a Goblin, like her sister?”
“Yes. They were twins. And, there’s’ more.”
“As in?”
“She’s very haggish. Dirty. Dirtier than her sister. A real, nasty piece of work. Right up your
alley.”
Mondo cums to that information.
Such a windfall.
“Is she a splicer?”
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“Yes.”
“Is she the older or younger sister?”
“She’s the older one by one minute.”
“So. Tell me a story.”
Now, it’s time to lay our cards on the table. Let’s see if Mrs. Smith is right about the bitch.
“Someone is trying to get their hands on an Apocalypse Box! The last time someone got hold of
one of those things and used it to power a Bridge Gateway.”
“Exactly.”
“Maybe we should let them, goddess?” Mrs. Smith asks, although it already knows the answer to
that question.
“That, is not an option.”
“Just asking.” It goes silent, again. And, lets the women speak without further interruption.
“We pulled in some favors to involve the British. The Kum, of course, have no vested interest in
this matter, sordid that it is. The slugs observe, give some advice, nothing more. None of your kind
is involved, yet.”
“So, let me get this straight, so far, this is just human business?”
“Yes.”
Bingo. I thought so. Officially, the Guild wants no part of this and the Kum are content to merely
observe, both of which are clearly lies. It’s also a lie that this is just human business.
Mondo pauses, strategically. Likely, many favors have been pulled to make this faerie business,
also; hence the detour. But, it’s still Mondo’s call, nonetheless.
“Gina, I need you to run an errand for me, off-planet. Return as soon as you can.”
Chief Parks breathes a sigh of relief. Gina leaves. Mrs. Smith smiles briefly. It is also pleased.
“I’ll have Ms. Klebb remanded into your custody, Miss Kane.”
Mondo smiles broadly and pockets the evidence bag containing her Judas her proverbial thirty
pieces of silver. Now, Chief Parks is ecstatic.
Smart girl. In mixed company, she takes the acceptable gratuity. As soon as her owned is gone,
she accepts to do the racial for the price of her gravest obsession. Without uttering a word.

“In the life of an artist, death is perhaps not the most
difficult thing.”
--Vincent Van Gogh
Gina steps from the shadows and hustles through the back entrance of the branch library as soon
as Mondo opens the door. That’s the advantage of working with people long-term. You can pass
messages in conversation even one-sided conversations in plain sight and no one who’s
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eavesdropping is the wiser. Such was the case when Mondo ordered Gina to leave the planet to run
an errand.
The two women embrace and exchange a quick, passionate kiss. They are in research. Spade and
Big Nog are upstairs in the branch proper. Ms. Klebb is plugged into her alcove in the reading room
which is one level up. Walk through an alley entrance on street level and you step into a sublevel,
now that’s compression mechanics for you. It also implies something else: that this is an old
Paradise Station, part of the original Sanctuary Project, which has been converted into a library
after being decommissioned. Maybe, it’s even one of the eleven original prototypes.
“There are the only two outfits in the civilian sector with the resources to pull it off. They are.”
“World Safaris LLC or Nether Worlds Inc. Then, again, it could be rogue elements in the
government, or, whomever, whatever. Plausible deniability, regardless of who the culprits are. That
goes without saying.”
“So, if you knew what the game play was, why in the fuck was I sent to do legwork?”
“Stupid questions get no answers,” Mondo delivers the dig with the requisite twist for effect.
Gina, predictably, loses her cool in spades.
“Whore!”
“Bitch,” Mondo responds very matter-of-factly.
“I resemble that,” Gina responds just as coldly, after a strategic pause, having recaptured her
cool. Gina will have her lapses of trademark Skinhead hotheadedness, but thanks to Mondo’s svelte
she always gets back on point quickly.
“Now, that’s the girl I love to fuck.”
“You were using me as bait.”
“See, you answered your own question. You just needed to let loose with the requisite emotional
outburst, and put your mind to it.”
“Guilt by association: People know that I’m your owned. I go snooping around, the guilty parties
infer your involvement. Now, you see who stirs.”
“Excellent.”
“You use me the same way that the old gods use the young.”
Mondo’s response is the expected smile.

“Pro-Wrestling is real. It’s people that are fake.”
-- Mr. Anderson
“I don’t like this one bit. Leaving you down here alone with her.”
“Duly noted.”
“This is all about you fucking her.”
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“And?”
“We’ll be upstairs if you need us.”
“I won’t.”
Gina leaves the reading room. Mondo walks over to Burnice, who is sitting on the edge of the
bed. She sits beside the Goblin.
“So, you want to kill me?”
“You murdered my sister!”
“Then extract your vengeance, kill me.”
That’s when Burnice breaks kayfabe. She’s smart enough to know when the jig is up.
In professional wrestling, kayfabe (keifeib) is the portrayal of events within the industry as
“real.” That is, the portrayal of professional wrestling as being genuine or not worked. Referring
to events or interviews as being a “work” means that the event/interview has been “kayfabed” or
staged, or is part of a wrestling angle while being passed off as legitimate.
Kayfabe is often seen as the suspension of disbelief that is used to create the non-wrestling
aspects of promotions, such as feuds, angles, and gimmicks, in a similar manner with other forms
of entertainment such as soap opera or film. In relative terms, a wrestler breaking kayfabe during a
show would be likened to an actor breaking character on camera. Also, since wrestling is
performed in front of a live audience, whose interaction with the show is crucial to the show’s
success (see pop), one might compare kayfabe to the fourth wall, since there is hardly any
conventional fourth wall to begin with.
In the past, virtually all wrestlers adhered to kayfabe in public, even when outside the ring and
off-camera, in order to preserve the illusion that the competition in pro wrestling was not staged.
With the advent of the Internet Wrestling Community and, most importantly, the sports
entertainment movement, pro wrestling has become less concerned with protecting so-called
backstage secrets and typically maintains kayfabe only during performances. However, kayfabe is
occasionally broken, including during performances, in order to achieve a number of goals, among
them advancing the storylines, explaining prolonged absences (often due to legitimate injury),
paying tribute to other wrestlers and sometimes for comedic effect or that of driving insider humor.
“So, what gave me away?” Burnice asks, much to Mondo’s delight.
“The little things.”
Burnice has things all planned out. She’ll bend the girl to her needs. Then, she’ll kill the bitch.
Tit for tat. Mondo slips on her sternns and her prudz. Strait hair gives way to sternka. Mondo
kisses the Goblin. The Goblin squeezes her titties. They moan in unison. The Goblin is good, very
good indeed.
“I prefer you this way, Miss Kane.”
“You’d like it better if I were a she-male.”
“I’d like it best you were a she-male and dirty too. Very, very, very dirty.”
“Business first.”
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“Always.”
“She was your Common Law wife, wasn’t she?”
“Yes,” Burnice smiles from ear to ear. “And, you bested her.”
And, where you are concerned, Ms. Klebb, I only have one healthy choice.
Mrs. Smith stands motionless in a far corner, watching everything and saying nothing.
Burnice unbuttons Mondo’s coat. As she begins squeezing the bra-cradled tits of the loathsome,
fascist bleach-blonde sex goddess, she realizes what’s really going on.
Oh shit!
Mondo hacks off her head before she can do anything about her revelation. No listing. No selfdefense. No pretense whatsoever is employed. It’s just, good, old fashioned, cold-bloodied murder.
She’s hasn’t done this in a very long time. And, it feels so very good. She moans, cums, orgasms,
etc.
Gina was right. You were going to kill me. And. Me wanting to fuck someone is never gonna get
in the way of doing business. Sure, you were dirty, you were a she-male, and, you were an ace
groper, but, as it turned out, much to my dismay, you just weren’t slutty enough for a booty call.
RIP.
Mondo places Burnice’s severed head upon the reading table. She purses her sternns and prudz.
Sternka gives way to strait hair. Last, but not least, she places Frau Klebb’s crotcher upon the
reading table beside Burnice’s head. Time for Mondo to beat feet and become a fugitive.
“Are we to go with you, goddess?”
“No.”
“Shall we bear witness against you?”
“Yes.”
“When you leave, you will officially be a fugitive from justice. They will hunt you down and
destroy you. We fail to understand your plan.”
“Plan? There is no plan,” Mondo smiles broadly. “I’m just making it up as I go. And. As far as
the running away part goes, who said anything about running away?”
“You did.”
“I’ve changed my mind.”

“Intolerance is the hallmark of all truly great civilizations.
Racial cleansing is its preferred tool for maintaining the
status quo. And, genocide is its purest expression.”
-- Adolf Hitler
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Twenty-four hours later, and the murderess still lives. And, no listing has been issued for her
destruction. It’s just Gina, Mondo, and Mrs. Smith down in the reading room. There is no sign of
the recent carnage. The double alcove is gone, along with the rest of the Klebbs’ personal effects.
“There isn’t going to be a listing issued against you? Not even the token of house arrest?”
“No.”
“And, if you had run?”
“We wouldn’t be talking.”
“No surveillance footage, of course, since there are no eyes or ears inside the library. But, a
reliable eye witness account from Mrs. Smith and your own confession to the crime, not to mention
the forensics, make it an open and shut case, yet nothing will ever be done about it?”
Mondo yawns and nonchalantly stretches her arms.
“Humans have grey areas. We do not,” Gina indignantly states the obvious.
“There’s nothing grey about what I did. Nor is there anything the least bit grey about the
response.”
Gina struggles with the immorality of the situation. By her way of thinking, Mondo should be
dead.
“You can always kill me yourself,” Mondo taunts, smiling from ear to ear.
“That would be murder! I have scruples! You, immoral, fucking ass, sader!”
The moment of truth comes and goes. Gina does not take the bait. And, she makes no bones
about noticing that Mondo is wearing debras. The debras used to belong to Frau Klebb the pair that
Frau Klebb was wearing, not the ones that Frau Klebb offered to Mondo. Now, they belong to
Mondo; possession being nine-tenths of the law.
Also, in keeping with her habit of taking of trophies, Mondo is wearing the prudz that used to
belong to Frau Klebb; gloves that now belong to her. White gloves and a black brassiere.
Chief Parks must be in on this with her, if she’s wearing Frau Klebb’s gloves and shoes. I
confirm that they’re Frau Klebb’s, then she’s a race traitor, and she must die.
The combination of a tiny lacy black bra straining to contain a pair of huge creamy-white tits
belonging to a white woman, creamy white flesh galore, a black bra strapping a creamy white torso,
a black bra worn by a white woman is devastating: Get wood!!!
When a white woman wears a black bra, it’s as if she rules the world. Few sights are as thoughtprovoking or erotic, let alone erectile. Yes, erectile—erotic to the point of being obscene. Think:
the hotel bedroom scenes that prequel the “infamous’ shower scene from the movie Psycho with
Janet Leigh’s character Marion Crane clad in black bra, half-slip, and panties.
A white woman with big boobs wearing a tiny lacy black bra and plastic fleshtone thong panties,
it’s almost as if she isn’t wearing any unmentionables at all. In other words, it’s like she’s braless
and commando.
Just to sweeten the pot even more, Mondo is wearing a sternka in place of strait hair. But, no
sternns. At least, not yet. White gloves, black brassiere, white girl: Coloured Entrance, Whites
Only.
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Nothing says naughty like black. Black says naughty to the nth degree; nothing else does or can.
Nothing surpasses naughty like the downright nasty of black. And, Gina is not so disgusted and
enraged that she doesn’t notice the obvious game play. Obvious, that is, to anyone who has worked
long term with Mondo “in the field” so to speak.
Again, that advantage of working with people long-term. You can pass messages in plain sight
and no one who’s eavesdropping is the wiser. Gina now has a glimmer of hope that all is not as it
seems to be; that her mistress has some up-till-now undisclosed “blanket” listing and thus is not a
murderess at all.
No. I’m being foolish. She’s just playing games with me, just like a god would who has fallen
from grace. She is a murderess and worse, she’s probably a Judas!!!
“Right now, you hate me, admit it.”
“Yes.”
“You’ll get over it.”
“I won’t.”
“In time, I’ll teach you the efficacy and the expediency of murder.”
“No. You won’t. And, to think that I worshipped the ground that you walked on.”
“Truth be told, you still do, and, you always will, no matter what evil I do.”
They exit the back entrance. Gina stops dead in her tracks and gasps. A body, which is still
warm, is laid out in front of a dumpster. The corpse looks just like Mondo Kane. Cause of death is
an RTW.
“Based on their average response time, the police should be here shortly, about six minutes. Too
bad this isn’t Moscow, we would have more time.”
“No eyes or ears back here. So, how did they find out?” Gina asks rhetorically.
“An anonymous tipster.”
“Mrs. Smith?”
“Of course.”
“But,” Gina points at the impostor. “How is this deception being done?”
“Some alien tech called a shimmer.”
“Who is, was, she?”
“Nobody.”
If this is murder number two, she really has gone off the deep end!
Fake Mondo is wearing Frau Klebb’s brassiere. The push-up is clean and pristine. The push-up is
bleached virginal white. White bra snow white, “pure” white, blanch, blanco, bleached lily white
just like prudz and creamy white flesh, the bra might as well be flesh colored: It almost looks like
she’s not wearing any bra at all. “Whites Only.”
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The combination of a tiny lacy white bra straining to contain a pair of huge creamy-white tits
belonging to a white woman, creamy white flesh galore, a white bra strapping a creamy white
torso, a white bra worn by a white woman is devastating: Get wood!!!
When a white woman wears a white bra, it’s almost as if she isn’t wearing a bra at all. Few sights
are as thought-provoking or erotic, let alone erectile. Yes, erectile—erotic to the point of being
obscene. Think: the opening scenes of the movie Psycho with Janet Leigh’s character Marion
Crane clad in white bra, half-slip, and panties.
A white woman with big boobs wearing a tiny lacy white bra and plastic fleshtone thong panties,
it’s as if she isn’t wearing any unmentionables at all. In other words, it’s like she’s braless and
commando.
A narrow strap, with no visible close no buckle or any other type of close for that matter,
encircles the murder victim’s ankles: very Goon, let alone very fetish, indeed. These spaghetti
straps are binding in idle, and strangulation in pain mode. The ankle straps give Fake Mondo’s
mules the CLAF of debras, and that is quite telling. The shiny, black patent-leather straps are not
part of the shoe proper; they are “satellite” accessories, which is what couture calls them. These
detached ankle straps are known commonly as debs—tramp straps. These debs have been
cannibalized from wraparound ankle straps of Frau Klebb’s debras the pair that Frau Klebb offered
Mondo, not the ones worn by Frau Klebb. Still, debrahs plus debs does not equate to wearing
debras. The corpse’s mules are Mondo’s, of course.
Just to sweeten the pot even more, Fake Mondo is wearing Mondo’s prudz. Gripping the
waistband of the dead woman’s skirt is Mondo’s missing Sammy.
“You’ve fallen, haven’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Chief Parks is in on this, isn’t she?”
“Of course. How else would I be wearing Frau Klebb’s gloves and shoes? How else would my
fake be wearing Frau Klebb’s bra? Etc.? As you well remember, the police confiscated all of those
things. This is a fascist dictatorship. I would need to be compromised by someone who is at the
highest levels to pull this one off.”
That’s all the confirmation I need, legally or morally.
“Who murdered her?”
“I did.”
Gina swallows hard. She knows what must be done. Mondo must be destroyed. As Gina’s
shotgun deploys into her hands, Mondo’s sword chops into her neck, nearly severing her head.
Gina dies on the spot. Universal versus universal. Shooter versus shooter. Gina’s draw was sick.
Mondo’s was even sicker.
The expected exchange. Mondo removes Frau Klebb’s prudz and debras. She slips on her
sternns. Skinz glove her. Long, black, grace kid gloves. Opera gloves. Strapping a black bra and
fleshtone thong. Black, form-fitting business suit. The “little black suit.” She removes a pair of
black pumps from her purse and slips them on. They are deborahs minus the ankle strap. In other
words, they are carey (carry) stiletto pumps by GUESS, the “classic” opera pump rethought;
actually the pumps are Borg, GUESS is the only authorized reseller. Female Borg wear careys
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when they are in pretense on Aways. The operas used to belong to Frau Klebb, back in the day.
Shiny black stilettos. An outfit that screams out: Dominatrix in the house, pussy worship me, and
do it right now!!! She straps on her strap-on: schlong-stuffed panties. She-male, to boot. It’s tit for
tat, so to speak.
The expected trade up. She dresses up her fake with her now empty conventionals Wahl and
Kendo. A massive crotch slug—John Holmes massive—it’s almost as big as her schlong, exits her
purse, slithers into her fake’s panties, and attaches itself to her fake’s crotch. A fake, with
ubiquitous crotcher-stuffed panties. Mondo’s katz pierces the fake’s right earlobe. It’s the next
breadcrumb in the trail being left. Spring cleaning.
Now, to frame Gina. She ziplocs Frau Klebb’s prudz and debras back into their evidence bag, and
places the bag beside Gina’s body. Then, she repossesses her prudz from the fake and purses them.
Everything points to Chief Parks as Gina’s coconspirator. That’s the twisted beauty of it all. In
point of fact, as things stand now, Gina’s expected accusations of Chief Parks will only serve to
implicate Chief Parks and ultimately to exonerate Chief Parks.
One of Chief Parks’ main political rivals has been setup to take the fall on this one. Likely, he
will be dead before the evening is over after a confession has been tortured out of him.
Mondo intends that the frame is airtight. Gina must be completely and utterly neutralized.
Hopefully, Gina will be on ice for the duration.
But, as good as the fake is, it won’t fool the police forever in point of fact, the jig is up once
Forensics arrives on the scene and does their thing, and this is a police state. For the gambit to
work, Chief Parks cannot help her. She’s on her own. And, without Chief Parks’ assistance and
even with judicious exploitation of the security gird’s blind spots every network has them, even this
vaulted one and the “blinds” that The Guild and The Confederation have agreed upon by treaty and
guaranteed by Guild tech, she’ll never get past all of the sweeps that will commence once the
deception is discovered and the APB goes out for her. She needs to move about freely. So, she
needs to become someone else. Time to go off the reservation, so to speak.
Her complexion glazes. Unbecoming mopp paints her face, and it goes on thick. Scar tissue
covers her forehead. The number 7 is carved into her left cheek. Three triple-E tits with the right
one being a moog that stuffs her right brassiere cup and the two other tits the center and left one
that stuff her left brassiere cup.
Dyke-ish spinster. Lunatic addict. Slut. She-male. Cow. A face that’s been aged decades and
ravaged as if by insanity by a heavy layer of disfiguring makeup.
She’s been transformed into a forty-something divorcee who has been rode hard and put up wet
one too many times, who did a lengthy stretch in an insane asylum, always horny, etc. Pat won’t be
able to resist her. Nope. On second thought. Pat will be able to resist her. Too much, considering
the “conservative” nature of her intended mark. Mondo got carried away.
So. She takes a step back maybe two and tweaks the look. A knobb sprouts from the rightside of
her neck. Hands klaw, when idle. Mopp, glazing, forehead scar tissue, and the number 7 carved into
her flesh go bye-bye. Moog gone. Three triple-E floppies give way to her usual perky twin peaks—
double-D delicious. She reclaims her katz; it pierces her right earlobe underneath her big, long,
chaotic hair. Keep it simple and dirty, very dirty.
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She purses her gloves and her shoes. Barefoot, bareheaded, and ungloved. Strap-on gets pursed.
Panties stay. Clean and pristine gives way to dirty, very dirty. Filthy, smelly, and parasite-infested.
Head lice, fleas, and crabs. Scum covered teeth. Fetid breath. Ruined clothes with ripped seams,
ragged hems, and shredded sleeves. Etc. She becomes Sarah Hux, twenty-something, well
endowed, leggy, librarian dropout, ex-communicated Borg drone. Her infested krazed and cokebottle glasses are sufficient disguise. Now. Pat won’t be able to resist her.
Surveillance will pick up Sarah when she leaves the alley and lose her soon after that. Sarah’s
fleeting exit being captured for posterity is per plan. As a “generic” dirty down-and-out, Sarah will
at the very least become a “person of interest” for the police in their murder investigation, which is
Mondo’s intent. Too bad there are literally millions of disenfranchised dropouts, just like Sarah,
here: All dirty “round eyes” look the same, especially Borg. Hence the generic reference. Mondo
will be hiding in plain sight.
Sarah is an alias that will hold up to scrutiny. It’s an aka that’s unknown to her coconspirator,
Chief Parks. Always have an exit strategy, and have the kahoneys to pull it off. Because. Allies
today, enemies tomorrow. Keep your friends close and your enemies even closer. After all, it’s only
a matter of when, not if, Chief Parks double crosses her whether things go badly or things go more
or less as planned. And, very likely, as a first act of betrayal, if Chief Parks knew about her alias,
Sarah would be outed as a contrivance of a very much alive Mondo Kane by Chief Parks. No
matter. As is faerie, Mondo is playing the long game.

“If all we have is ‘to do the right things,’ then we are slaves
to the law. We must be able to follow the dictates of the
Spirit in ‘one’s own conscience.’ Our freedom is not to
satisfy our selfish desires; instead freedom is given to us so
that we can put our lives at the service of others.”
-- Paul’s letter to the Galatians (5:1)
There’s a knock at the door. When she opens it, there is her landlady, Patricia Ford, a Mok. It’s
rent time. Rent is due every Friday, and Sarah pays Pat in trade or coin.
Mondo is aware that Pat has another flophouse; one that is totally unknown to the authorities—
it’s completely off the grid. Her twin sister Molly runs that one. Junkies flock there to really get off.
Molly traffics in highly modified schlongs, schlongs that are a very sick fusion of schlong, growth,
crotch slug, and mind serpent; the end result is something very insidious indeed—obscene and evil.
This highly modified schlong is called a kock (cock). They look just like a regular schlong, but
they feel just like a crotch slug, and they are “alive”; always hungry. As such, they are fleshtone,
are slimy to the touch, and have testicular hair that precisely matches the wearer’s pubic hair. Jism
spewing, varicose-veined cock. Cock and balls merge seamlessly with the fleshtone latex “dildo”
harness of the kock.
When the kock is worn and it’s feeding. Kock wearers stare off vacantly into space. Their mouth
is open slackly, drooling. Bleeding from their eyes, nose, and mouth. Their eyes are dead: They
look like the marbled peepers of a boiled fish. It’s as if the wearer is in a fugue-state, a glamor
having been placed upon them. Blank white eyes that look like the milk-white eyes of a boiled fish,
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hence the term milk-whites in reference to their marbled peepers. Way beyond perls in brain-eater
mode used as mind serpents. Way beyond mind serpents, period. The wearer is reduced to a
mindless, white-eyed zombie. A blank slate. A blank. In other words, their consciousness is
completely rewritten, while the kock uses them. Needless to say, their use is “encouraged” by The
State. This residue of use is what Mondo “sensed” on Frau Klebb’s prudz and debras, and explains
the girl’s obsession with Frau Klebb’s personal stuff. Frau Klebb, not her sister, was the kocker.
Predictably, the government decided to exercise its jurisdiction, unlike in the first murder the
murder of Burnice Klebb. The police have Gina in custody. They are convinced that she murdered
the fake Mondo and the real Mondo. Homerun. The frame worked much better than Mondo ever
could have imagined.
“I think I rather liked you better the other way.”
“We imagine you would,” Mondo answers, speaking with the expected heavy Prussian accent.
The room has eyes and ears, of course. So, Mondo must always keep up the charade. As such,
she’s careful to always speak in the third-person plural when referring to herself. She prefers to do
so, anyways. That accent, another preference.
Pat covetously eyes Mondo Kane masquerading as skidrow bum and streetwalker Sarah Hux.
There is a Borg alcove, on the other side of the bed. The bed is for the business of fucking, not for
sleeping. Sprawled upon the bed is a ubiquitous she-male “suitor”—customer. After all, Sarah is a
prostitute.
“For how long?” Pat asks.
Mondo begins to ramble, somewhat incoherently: “A week. Maybe longer,” Mondo’s voice trails
off. There is a vacant look in her eyes and fresh puncture wounds pincushion the leftside of her
neck. She’s high as a kite, having been recently used. She craves getting high and being used.
“Yes!” Pat shrieks for no other reason than she’s totally insane, like all Mok. She kisses Mondo
and squeezes the girl’s ass. She sniffs the girl for she-male, and finds the girl delightfully gamey in
that way.
“Here’s your rent.”
“I’d rather fuck you for it.”
“So would we, but you’ll take money, this time.”
Pat knows better than to argue with Borg. She takes the wad and leaves.
Mondo closes the door. Of course, her other wad is dangling between the legs of her lady
“friend.” Doing she-male is distracting, but necessary. As aforementioned, she stays in character to
fool more than just Pat. This is why she still must cultivate the blinding migraines, the blackouts
during which she is taken advantage of by many and all, including Pat, then again, Mondo loves to
fuck and craves to be raped, and those raging, sporadic episodes of total insanity.
Mondo slumps to the floor and blackouts. She-male rapes her. Surveillance jacks off as he
watches remotely, and, momentarily, he lets his guard down as he orgasms. No matter how vigilant
you are, you can’t stay on alert all of the time. You’re bound to slip up eventually. And, as is their
nature, demons will always be ready to take full advantage of your misstep. This “mistake” is what
Mondo has been patiently waiting to happen, and she capitalizes. In that brief moment, he is
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compromised and without he even knowing it by the viewed. The passive, insular, one-way street
that is remote-viewing becomes an active, two-way street that is rife with pitfalls for the viewer.
Compromise a passive observer, and you have compromised the entire network.
Almost imperceptible, but it is there, a snag, the Trojan. And, this malware is of totally unknown
alien technology. There are crawlers too. But, that malware is merely distraction, sleight of hand,
nothing more. Just like the things that It the Trojan has lurking in the shadows. The crawlers and
lurkers were not TAT, of course; they are known, well known. It’s a UFO until you identify it. It’s
TAT until you know whose technology it belongs to.
Time to lasso Big Nog and Spade into this. And, it looks like my pawn won’t sit this one out as I
had originally planned.
Wheels within wheels. Be very careful what you wish for. So, they the humans knew that the
planet was trap and they came anyway. Likely, they thought to turn ________ to their advantage.
Likely, they foolishly still do, in spite of all that has transpired. No matter. Likely, they will get the
attention of some god when they go off-planet with their TAT fully powered by the Apocalypse Box
that I shall procure for them, and get eaten. Will they ever learn? The long game, indeed.
A clean and pristine, twenty-something Mondo Kane switches her very fine ass into police
headquarters, where Gina is being held without bail. Strait hair. No sternns. No klaw. No knobb.
Skinz. Careys. Koo. Perls. Katz. Panties and bra. Universal and purse. No accent. No referring to
herself in the third-person plural. No more Sarah Hux. Mrs. Smith is with her.
They are back in the library branch. No Mrs. Smith. It’s just the two of them, this time.
“What if you had been wrong?”
Mondo’s smarty pants response is anything but wordless.
“Then I would be dead. Destroyed by your hand.”
“If I got the drop on you.”
“You’re a true Believer; you would have found a way.”
Fuckin cad. You’re either compromised or worse, totally out of control, a menace.
Gina bitch-slaps her, just for good measure.
Ever the staunch, stiff-backed moralist. She must think me the cad.
“Unacceptable!” Gina screams at the top of her voice.
Mondo smiles. She savors the violent outburst and its sado-masochistic ramifications. Then, she
just shifts gears, on a dime. Back to the business at hand, dispassionately. Business first, always.
The scariest aspect of her personality has always been and always will be her ability to go from
passionate to dispassionate, just like that. That speaks volumes, disturbing volumes, considering the
plethora of scary things about her personality.
“Metal acting in concert with flesh. Metal loathes biologicals, all biologicals, even Kum; it’s in
their nature and it cannot be circumvented, even by Metal itself, yet.”
Gina grits her teeth and makes it into a viable business discussion for the gambit to work.
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“You saw it. Surveillance confirmed it.”
“Kum who are neuters with a different Hive Mind. A Hive Mind shared with Metal. There is only
one Hive Mind for slugs, and that’s immutable. Metal loathes flesh, and that’s also immutable.
Metal can be reprogrammed, but Metal always goes bad and reverts to type, killing flesh
wholesale.”
“Which would imply that.”
“They were not from our world.”
“And, yet.”
“Neither flavor of toy was TAT.”
“The contamination in the security grid would imply collusion with the humans.”
“Then again, maybe it’s just another red herring.”
“The long game indeed.”
Sullen, single-minded, and vicious, she is also incorruptible, a complete contrast to even the
good guys in Larsson’s world. Uncompromisingly moral, inconveniently so. Shortsighted at times.
Over analytical to a fault. Hot headed. I wouldn’t trade her for all the tea in China. The girl I love
to fuck indeed.
“There’s something else.”
“A Bridge Gateway isn’t the only thing that an Apocalypse Box has been used to power. It’s also
been used to power a Trojan, just like the one you saw in the security grid.”
“Exactly. There’s even more afoot, likely all of it connected, if my hunch is correct.”
“As in?”
“Connect the dots. Erin Toughill. Dervla Kirwan. Gertrude ‘Luna’ Vachon. Virginia ‘Vulnavia’
North. New Jack and Mustafa.”
“I give up.”
“Do you know what terriers are, and I’m not talking about the dog?”
“PIs who specialize in missing person cases.”
“New Jack and Mustafa are mech installers; they own a small company called Gangstas. They
went missing one day, while on holiday. Luna and Vulnavia were the terriers hired by their families
to find them. Now, the terriers have gone missing.”
“Let me guess. Toughill and Kirwan are missing without a trace also.”
“Yes. All of them foreigners. All missing without a trace in the capital of a police state, this
police state.”
“What were Toughill and Kirwan?”
“Librarians.”
“Wow!”
“Wait. There’s more.”
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“As in?”
“There has been a series of unsolved murders that have been happening in the Confederation over
a period of years, likely done by the same person or persons unknown. The discarded bodies turn
up beaten, sexually assaulted, and horribly mutilated,” Mondo likes her lips luridly as she recounts
the mayhem. She’s very much turned on by the sick handiwork. “This too is a conundrum that
we’ve been tasked to solve.”
“Tasked by whom?”
Mondo shrugs her shoulders.
“So, we’re being played?” Gina asks rhetorically; stating the obvious.
“Yes.”
“The long game indeed.”
There is no Molly. She’s long gone, having served her purpose. There is only Pat. Pat has
complete knowledge of what she does as Molly. Molly, her alter ego, on the other hand, has no
knowledge of her whatsoever. Sometimes there is bleed thru and Molly remembers things, but it’s
only bits and pieces that the lunatic Molly can make no sense of.
People come here for kock. What they get is eaten: kimchi. Enemies of the State get lured here,
looking for escape. What they get is eaten: kimchi. Pat has told it so much about Sarah. And, when
it gets Sarah here, it’ll eat the girl too. It wants the girl so bad it can taste her already. Knock.
Knock.
The kock slithers out of a corner, off a half-eaten corpse. Pat walks toward her undoing, meeting
it halfway. It slithers up her nethers and straps onto her nether regions. Pat gives out a blood
curdling shriek as her mind goes completely blank. The parasitic creature affixed to her feeds. Its
kind prefers a living host. It is the user and Pat is the used.
A hissing something, grown person-sized and hideous, moves out of the shadows. With its waistlength mane of hissing slugs, the giant leech looks like a Nekromantik, a queen Kum. But, this
abomination is not a Nek. Nor is it drone. It can pretend, so it is not a neut either.
It needs a Judas Goat as a lure to provide it with a supply of “no risk” fresh meat. For now, it
makes due with Pat/Molly, until someone better comes along. Maybe, that someone already has.
When it first came here, there was Molly. It made due with Molly until Pat came along. Then, it
ate Molly, and remade Pat into Pat/Molly.
It can come and go as it pleases. But, it can only go between here and there. With here being a
Numbers Station. With there being where the humans come from. When it visits there, it pretends.
While pretending, it can pass for butch Harpy that ubiquitous she-male. Dirty, smelly, and parasiteinfested. But, it prefers to be as it is now.
It hunts there, but risks discovery whenever it kills there. Risky business. So, as a rule, it nibbles
there and feasts safely here. When it feeds, it affects people the same way that kock does.
When the humans created this place, it got “sucked” here by the vortex of the Box that they used.
That’s how other things come to be in places just like this one. Abducted. Marooned. Feeding.
Power attracts power, even when it’s against its will.
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These places, the Numbers, are completely off book, totally forgotten by the secret government
agencies that created them, and that’s intentional. We’re talking about plausible deniability here.
The same agencies continue to create places like this, every day. So, every day, by intent, they are
just as quickly forgotten, at least officially, that is.
It too has a different Hive Mind, different than that of “regular” Kum. It has the same Hive Mind
as the neuts and the Metal. It is a goddess. A First One. For now, it is the goddess of Pat/Molly.
Pat/Molly is its cow. Its name is Jigsaw. It also has a goddess, an Old One who controls the Hive
Mind that controls it, the neuts, the Metal, and the others, there are so many others and their legion
keeps growing.
Living in a Numbers just like this one, just like the other Numbers, that goddess, its goddess who
in a past life was the goddess Stheno The Gorgon!
The three Gorgon sisters Medusa, Stheno, and Euryale are children of the ancient marine deities
Phorcys or Phorkys and his sister Ceto or Keto, chthonic monsters from an archaic world The InBetween.
Of the three Gorgons, filthy, dirty, parasite-infested Stheno is known to be the most insane,
independent, vile, and ferocious, having killed more men, women, children, and somethings than
both of her sisters combined. A Mok, any Mok, is sane and pristine in comparison. Dirty, in fact, is
her invention. She has never bathed. Venomous snakes for hair. Prune-danish tits with the left tit a
moog. Sound familiar? It should.
As a Gorgon. Its goddess has three pendulous triple-H tits, a monstrous face that looks like a
hideous parody of a woman’s face, a killer tongue, wild zodiac eyes, klaw, rapiers, a limegreen
muff, and a needle-teeth lined sucker for a mouth. A glazed complexion. A hemorphidite, she has
the sex organs of a man and a woman. But, make no mistake about it, its goddess is female. Having
zero personal hygiene means head lice, fleas, crabs, sludge ticks, and sewer moss, and entrails
smear her tits, chest, and torso. In place of a nipple, its goddess’ left teat has a tri-claw surrounding
a mouth lined with needle teeth; the left teat is a tit and it isn’t really a tit at all, it’s its goddess’
other sucker; in other words, this left breast is actually a moog. The center and right teats, which
are real tits, have stringbean nipples. Her prune-danish is like that of The Thing, Mondo’s goddess,
but this Old One’s is many times worse. Sound familiar? It should. She spawned the Kum.
Its goddess’ avatar is The Hive Mind. The avatar is an exiled Borg Queen, a loathsome Borg
Queen who proved too vile for even the Borg, hence her exile.
As a Borg Queen. Its goddess’ avatar has a knobb on the leftside of her neck. Hands that klaw.
Glazed complexion. No hair, whatsoever. Biogenic body. Etc. With some noticeable exceptions,
this Borg Queen looks just like the way she’s portrayed in Star Trek. Of course, unlike, the Borg
queen in Star Trek, this real Borg Queen has nippled double-Ds, male and female genitalia a
hemorphidite, gorgon’s-hair, etc. In other words, this real Borg Queen is anatomically correct and
fully functional. Data. Not like fucking a tin can.
In pretense, she calls herself Gwen Stefani. In pretense, she looks like a clean and pristine, D-cup
Linda Harrison. The way Miss Harrison looked in her twenty-something prime as Nova in films
like “Planet of the Apes” and Beneath the Planet of the Apes,” with the additions of a knobb on the
leftside of her neck and hands that klaw when idle. No male genitalia. Female genitalia, only. In a
past life, she never was actress Linda Harrison. Nor has she ever met the actress in person. But, she
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has obsessed about this Mundane woman from afar for decades. Obsessed about Miss Harrison’s
look, but never wanted to physically possess the Mundane female.
Once she ruled The Collective. Her stated original species is Species 000 faerie, Subspecies –
Hag; the stated original species of her predecessor was Species 001. She ruled from a securely
guarded chamber deep within an “inner complex” known as Unimatrix One that forms part of a
spaceborne Borg city. Her Borg designation is Two. Her predecessor’s Borg designation was One.
Even in exile, somethings never change and they never will. Two’s body must be assembled.
And, as one would expect, assembling the Borg Queen’s body is quite complex. Her brain is active,
whether she’s embodied or disembodied. Her body parts are kept in her central alcove: sections of
her body legs, torso, and arms are stored below the floor, while the head, shoulders, and spinal
column are stored in an area above ground level. The actual storage area is identical to that of the
reigning Borg Queen in Unimatrix Zero.
When the Borg Queen’s body assembles, the process is fully automated as one would expect of
the Borg, and involves the head, shoulder, and spinal column being brought down to ground level
while the rest of her body are brought up from beneath the floor. The legs, torso, and arms
assemble first. As the body stands erect, the head, shoulders, and spinal column are dropped into
place, and clamps secure the Queen inside her body. The naked body is then clad in a black,
skintight exo plating—a Borg exoskeleton complete with matching Borg gloves and boots. Body
suit, gloves, and boots feel like living flesh, which is what they are. Living artificial assimilative
flesh. As they should. They are Borg.
Being biogenic, her synthetic body is very much alive; a living assimilative machine. It is the
perfect fusion of Metal—the machine and Flesh—the biological. And, being faerie, she can grow
back her “real” body anytime she wishes. She has never wished to have it back.
Two serves Stheno, and has done so for millennia. She rules over a Collective of one: Herself. A
Prediction Engine based on Chaos Theory, built for her by “black uniforms” elite scientists of the
vaulted Allgemeine SS, is her dominion, her own Unimatrix. It’s what she calls home. It houses her
Royal chamber: Her Hive alcoves including her central alcove.
She serves an old god, and is herself an old god. She is the old god who tricked a vain queen into
becoming One, the first Borg Queen, the first Borg. She is the old god who ate One and became
Two.
Nope. It was not Helga Boller or Mildred Most that begot the Borg. That was nothing more than
urban legend perpetuated by Hellboy in that hack book of his.
Mondo is back at the flophouse as Sarah Hux; filthy, degenerate Sarah Hux. Her suit and shoes
are in her purse, of course. Dirty. Klaw. Knobb. Sternns. Bra and panties. Perls. Universal. Katz.
Her panties drop. She removes the black fishnets from the dresser drawer. Like the ones she left
with Winters, the tights are torn, filthy, gamey, and have no hygiene mode. They are a present from
Pat. Also in the drawer, from Pat, is a kock. Her hands shake with excitement upon seeing it that
diabolical strap-on. She covets both gifts, knowing full well that they are a trap. Mondo is again
using herself as bait. Mondo is again using herself as the trap.
She steps out of her thong. The kock straps on. Her panties slips back on over it. The tights
sheath her from the waist down; hygiene mode for her bra and panties switches off and will stay off
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as long as she wears the tights. The fishnets are worn over her thong, of course. She clips purse to
the waistband of her tights. Foreskinz sheath her upper limbs from fingertips to armpits. Long,
black, disfigured disfiguring, grace kid gloves. Opera gloves; “creep me out” opera gloves.
Then something very Borg happens. Her prudz also glove her. The “creep me out” combo of
prudz worn over foreskinz affecting the duotone illusion of skinz with molded-on prudz. The two
pair of gloves fuse seamlessly, as if the prudz are molded onto the skinz which in effect they are
now: Duotones.
Conspicuous by their absence are any weapons. Looks in this case are deceiving. Unbeknownst
to those who are watching, Mondo is packing a lot of heat. Loaded in her universal are vujcic,
agiel, Hogs, White Russian, Miss Hancock, saps, etc. Of course, she can access them without
having to open her coat or raise her skirt. Weapons in her universal, everything else in her purse.
Then there are her foreskinz, ace ducey saps housing razor-sharp Talons, which the watchers
mistake for just a pair of “fucked up looking” skinz. Ignorance is clearly not always bliss,
especially in this case.
Like her cigarette purse, you can tell if someone is wearing a universal, but you can’t tell what
they have stored in the device. So, if you are prudent, you assume that they are well armed and
extremely dangerous.
Additionally, her perls have not been neutered nor can they be any more since their latest
upgrade. Ergo, she can use the trick necklace as hands-free smartphone, unmaker, tricorder, etc.
And use them for hands-free operation of her katz.
Accompanied by Big Nog and Spade, Gina is off doing research. Plans within plans. While
watchers watch those three. Other watchers search in vain for Mondo. Meanwhile, Mondo hides in
plain sight as Sarah the junkie whore.
There’s a knock at the door. Mondo answers it. It’s Pat.
“Good. You’re wearing my presents.”
“We thank you.”
“I have something to show you in the cellar.”
“Of course.”
Mondo follows in behind Pat who leads her over to a rickety stairway at the end of the hallway.
Pat makes an arcane gesture which allows them to pass through a barrier spell. They descend the
stairway casually enough, shooting the breeze. Somewhere during the descent, Pat activates
Mondo’s kock. Mondo goes blank as the strap-on and the tights feed upon her. Pat drags Mondo’s
limp body down the stairs into the bowels of the earth. Looks are deceiving. As if she is an Old
One, Mondo is not only in complete control of her faculties, she’s in complete control of the
situation. There’s blank, and then there’s blank. Worship me!!!
The limp body of an unconscious Pat rolls out onto the floor from the stairwell. A clean and
pristine Mondo Kane steps over her. Jigsaw steps back.
Mondo is again dressed to the nines. Koo. Careys. Purse, universal, perls, panties, and bra. Strait
hair. Katz. Prudz, but no skinz. No strap-on. No sternns. No fishnets. But, klaw when idle and
knobb, Borg, haughty, stuck-up, and prissy. Just like an old god, indeed.
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“I think I’ll keep the kock and the fishnets. I’m sure that you won’t mind,” Mondo taunts, smiling
that smile.
“My trap was unworthy of you.”
“Maybe I should put them the kock and tights back on and let you feed on me,” Mondo mocks.
Digging a little deeper.
But, before Jigsaw can answer, Two intervenes. The vile, loathsome second Borg Queen of The
Collective, exiled for life, makes her grandiose entrance from a non-descript freight elevator.
Mondo visibly stiffens.
“Leave us, now. And, take Pat with you. We have things to discuss,” Two commands Jigsaw.
Jigsaw drags Pat away. It will take Pat back to its Numbers. Two walks over to Mondo. She
strokes the girl’s cheek and hair. They kiss, mechanically, just like machines. For Mondo, strait hair
gives way to sternka. Two is native, of course.
The Borg Queen needs only one drone enslaved to her to achieve Partition. And, if Two were
ever discovered by the Borg to have more than one drone, The Borg collective would destroy her as
clause to her exile. They have no intention of letting history repeat itself, and this time be the ones
hunted into extinction.
Two, an old god who is technologically savvy, is nothing and no one to be taken lightly. By
definition, such a thing is a contradiction in terms and guaranteed to be a genocidal lunatic. And, in
this case, she is a deranged something who craves to genocide Borg, all Borg, even herself.
Two walks back over to the freight elevator. Mondo follows stiffly; all emotion drained from her
face, her stone face. A walking calculator. She descends in the elevator with Two.
Mondo plugs herself into one of the drone alcoves that lines the wall. In the center of the room, is
the queen’s alcove, the central alcove.
Two smiles at her drone. She, Stheno’s Hive Mind, is pleased. Entitlement. Genocide beacons.
She can hear Ascension’s siren call. Things are already so glorious for her.
Appendages detach themselves from the ceiling. They undo the drone’s strait and bra. Two
entertains many thoughts of mutilation—Borg enhancement for the drone.
Hack off the drone’s right breast and replace it with a Borg implant: A synthetic tit with a socket
in place of a nipple and transparent skin so that you can see the Borg mechanisms within, yet it will
feel, hang, etc. just like a real breast. Chop out the drone’s navel and replace it with a Borg data
port. So many mutilations. From the waist down, hack up the drone and then sewn the drone back
together, just like The Monster. So much perfection. Oh so pretty! Maybe even.
That’s when Two realizes that something has changed about the drone. Her reverie ends,
abruptly.
Mondo is wearing sternns. Skinz instead of prudz glove the drone; skinz fused to the CPA
sleeves of the drone’s strait. Also. There is the pungent aroma of brunt flesh in the air. The drone
has acted independent of the Hive Mind and manifested the queen’s unspoken desires.
Two walks over to her drone and yanks down Mondo’s skirt and thong. Seven is mutilated! Oh
so pretty! Fused seamlessly to the drone’s body to the drone’s crotch, to the drone’s nethers is the
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kock. Two pulls the drone’s skirt and thong back up. Two is pleased. The mutilation warms the
Borg Queen’s cackles.
A pair of sternns assembles in Two’s hand. Mondo’s sternns turn to dust. Two slips these new
sternns on Mondo. These glasses look just like the ones that Two unmade, but they are Borg Ocular
implants. More mutilation. Oh so pretty!
“Now, you see as we do. You see as Borg.”
Again, she lovingly strokes the drone’s cheek. Then, she just stops. All emotion drains from her
stone face. She, the Hive Mind, reboots again and again, until the wipe of queen and drone is
complete. Two is a walking calculator again, for the first time in a very long time. Mondo Kane is
gone. There is only Seven, Seven-of-Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix 01.
Seven walks mechanically about the Royal chamber performing her assigned duties. Additional
mutilations since she became she-male via the kock and acquired Borg sight via the sternns? Borg
implant as her right breast. Borg data port as her navel. Creamy-white perfection as defined by the
Borg: She looks like a jigsaw from the waist down that has been sewn together just like The
Monster.
Mondo remotely watches Seven-of-Two from her ROOM and cums. Two’s PE has been
annexed, with none the wiser. Creamy white perfection, vile loathsome creature that she is. She is
wearing Borg sternns that are identical to the ones that Seven of Two is wearing. Skinz fused to the
CPA sleeves of her strait. Sternka. Kock identical to Seven-of-Two’s fused seamlessly to her
nethers stuffed in her skimpy, concealed-carry thong. The usual kit of perls, purse, Koo, universal,
careys, etc. Bare-legged. Bra and panties. Etc.
A pretending Two in trademark Borg gloves, boots, and exo-plating, her usual black, walks up
beside Mondo and coos. Two is smiling from ear to ear. Sternka. Sternns of the Borg flavor, of
course. Kock fused seamlessly to her body; concealed in the crotch of her exo-plating.
“Who was she?”
“Does it matter?”
“No. Just curious.”
“I’ll return to the convention, having missed one evening session.”
“And, they will know that they’ve been had. Tongues will start wagging. Of course by then it
will be too late.” Two pauses. “Too bad for the Borg.”
“Too bad, indeed.”
The two Borg exchange a wink and a nod. Two, the Hive Mind, reboots for the umpteenth time.
Emotion does not drain from their hard, pretty faces. They are neither stiff nor mechanical. Firstperson singular does not give way to third-person plural. Yet. They are Borg.
“You’re such a vile, loathsome creature, as vile and loathsome as me.”
“Yes, my queen.”
Mondo craves this enslavement. With Two, she can be evil, with no bounds whatsoever. Two on
the other hand is cautious, knowing full well that Mondo is an ace-ducey backstabber.
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In a pig’s ass I’m your queen. You’ll gut me the first chance you get. Just like you did that other
Borg Queen. Viperous sader. I’m at her mercy and she knows not the meaning of the word. This
abomination who is far more vile and loathsome than I.
Mondo senses Two’s apprehension and guesses why. How does she play this? Before she has to
decide, Two decides for her.
“Who am I kidding? I’m gonna end up in the pot, so to speak, just like Nine.”
Mondo lets down her hair. Sternka gives way to strait hair. She purses her sternns and kock.
Klaw and knobb go bye-bye. Debras swap with careys. Leggy, long big blonde hair, slim hips, a
perfect ass, a big loathsome mouth, lots of make-up, blue eyes, and a huge rack, in other words, a
walking orgasm: Her usual sexy. Her prudz the ones in her purse and debras the ones that she’s
now wearing used to belong to Frau Klebb; the ones that Frau Klebb was wearing, the ones that
were in the evidence bag.
“Nine wasn’t smart enough to realize that.”
“To be forewarned isn’t always to be forearmed, though.”
Mondo points to the alcove in the corner of the ROOM.
“If it tried to assimilate the ROOM, the ROOM would destroy it. Like you, it knows its place.
Like you, I know my place. Of course. If you hadn’t admitted.”
“You would have destroyed me, having proved myself unworthy of you.”
“Exactly.”
“So. I am your queen.”
“Command me.”
“I liked you better the other way.”
“Naughty, naughty, you’ve been peeking,” Mondo taunts. Of course, she doesn’t reverse. And,
the queen knows better than to push the issue.
Two strokes the girl’s skinz transforming them into Borg gloves. Now, in addition to their
varicose veins, the glove armor is now covered in Borg runes. Mondo has that dreamy look in her
cold, blue eyes as the borgz feed voraciously. The moment passes. The gloves no longer feed. The
dreamy look in her otherwise cold baby-blues goes bye-bye.
Pitch black and covered in Borg runes. Form fitting. Assimilative. Cast with fingernails and
pronounced veins: molded-on varicose veins and fingernails, fingernails that are glossy, bright red,
the color of fresh arterial blood. Creepy-looking, shoulder-high, black rubber opera gloves. Ornate,
creepy skinz; ornamented and creepied-out by the Borg Queen herself. The saps for hulk-smash-rus: it’s clobbering time. The preferred of Goon pugilists and human practitioners of “The Sweet
Science,” worldwide. They have been banned by every boxing commission and sanctioning body,
and are illegal under the unified rules of MMA (mixed martial arts); they do see plenty of action in
tournaments, nonetheless. They are used extensively in the outlaw Tekken leagues which are
exclusive to the Confederation.
Gloves that feel like flesh, and hit like a Mack truck. Gloves with that second skin fit. Gloves that
are, in fact, rubber. Living rubber gloves that look like rubber and feel like flesh: Borg body armor.
Borg technology!
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Skintight gloves that are so obscene; even the sleaziest pornographer would feel dirty while
gazing upon them, let alone touching them. They’re the ultimate masturbator, bar none.
Longitudinal and latitudinal suture “scars” are molded into each glove. The scars would look
right at home on Dr. Frankenstein’s Monster. Shades of lipstik, that jagged scarification that is
goddess Kali’s trademark script.
These raised, crosshatched scars give the illusion that the gloves have been pieced together just
like The Monster. Shades of the crudely stitched together cannibal skins that are worn by Kali’s
Belongings. The gloves are in fact one piece!
Two strokes Mondo’s skinz again and incants, invoking even more arcane Borg majick. When
she is finished, Mondo’s skinz look even more different. They’re more elaborate. More runes,
profane ones; profane runes marital clefts have overwritten some of the original Borg runes. As
impossible as it sounds, they’re creepier looking. More hideous. They’re even more obscene, now!
“It is done. You are my wife, now. Enslaved to me, forever. Whenever you wear these you testify
that you are married to a Borg Queen.”
Mondo says nothing. But there is noteworthy reverse on her part. Knobb. Klaw, when idle.
Careys swap with debras. Straight-laced and frigid. Slut. Shrew. Stern and rigid. Harsh and
haughty. Loathing and disdain overlaid by bitter divorcee, due entirely to that big loathsome mouth
of hers: the hard, hate-filled face of a Borg Queen’s wife. A hard, pretty face. A maniacal look:
Having a maniacal look, due also entirely to that big loathsome mouth of hers a mouth tailor-made
for fucking: having a maniacal sadistic look on her hardlooking face several times staring off into
the distance. Robotic: There is something vaguely robotic about her walk, speech, and mannerisms
that easily pass for dominatrix when it could just as easily be taken for Borg. Last, but not least, she
slips on her hand-built palins for her version of The Sarah Palin. Still. A walking orgasm,
nonetheless. She’s easily recognizable as a librarian of Borg derivation.
“The Confederation uses the Numbers to dispose of in a foolproof fashion those dissidents,
troublemakers, malcontents, etc., that it deems counter to its national interests both here at home
and abroad. With moi as their final solution.”
The newlyweds Two and Mondo walk through the ROOM’s foyer and materialize in the Royal
chamber. Seven-of-Two is oblivious to them. Having served her purpose, she will be eaten later.
Having Ascended, Two is finally free to again pursue her own diabolical agenda the Holocaust
revisited, and it won’t just be Borg, this time. Sound familiar? Need a hint? What’s that you say?
_________ Didn’t think you would.
And, when the humans betray Two, as is their nature, she will be ready for them. She will also be
ready for the Borg collective when It discovers her subterfuge.
Obviously, we’re not referring to anything remotely Nazi—their unspeakable atrocities. We’re
talking pre-Pagan—old god maniacal stuff. We’re talking about the original Genocide. In the Book
of Revelation from the Bible, four horsemen that personify pestilence, war, famine, and death, sent
as harbingers of the end of the world. Also called Four Horsemen. They are She. Yes. As the multiarmed goddess Evil the last of the old gods did once before, Mondo has loosed the Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse upon the world!
“Suspicion. Our human partners in crime wish to be Eternal, and to accomplish that, they will
need a Forever Machine powered by an Apocalypse Box.” Two pauses, and then continues her
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oratory in earnest for her captive audience, her bride-that-is. “Wow. Big brass ones. The humans
are far more ambitious than you ever imagined. You never guessed that’s what they wanted a Box
for.” Two pauses again. “I need proof to use in the future as leverage.”
“I will need access to get you that proof. Where’s the library terminal, my queen?”
“In a secondary chamber through that passageway over there.”
“Thank you, my queen.”
“You may alcove for a while, if you wish, before you begin your assigned task, Seven-of-Nine.”
Without saying a word, having linked to the Hive Mind of Two, Mondo walks mechanically over
to an alcove and plugs in. She stares blankly into space, all emotion drained from her face. Firstperson singular has given way to third-person plural. She is Borg, and Two is her queen and
husband. Two’s blushing bride, so to speak. One more mindless drone for the Two’s collective.
There are now two, very soon there will only be one drone again.
Without saying a word, having linked to herself her own Hive Mind, Two walks mechanically
over to her central alcove and she’s dismantled into it for storage. She stares blankly into space, all
emotion drained from her face. First-person singular has given way to third-person plural. She is
the Borg Queen of her very own Collective, her Collective of three; soon, there will be one less
buxom robot.
“You’re married, again!” Gina exclaims upon seeing the marital clefts cast into Mondo’s borgz.
Mondo’s palins also catch the Skinhead’s notice. Borgz, palins, and strait hair, same as the GOP’s
perennial vice-presidential candidate.
“What can I say. This here girl of yours loves to get hitched,” Mondo taunts.
Gina is beside herself. She’s ready to blow a gasket.
“Boys, give us girls a little space,” Mondo offhandedly says to Big Nog and Spade. The two men
give the lovebirds the requested distance. Big Nog sports a mischievous grin on his face. They are
in the lobby of the crowded convention center.
“You’re mine! You belong to me, not some fucking tin can!”
“Now. Now. She’s hardly a tin can,’ Mondo teases. She, loves yanking Gina’s chain.
“That fucking goddess of yours The Thing, shit ass Fats, Jenny, Kali, and all the other harlots that
I don’t know about. Old Ones. First Ones. All them fucking bitches can go to hell, and so can your
countless male lovers too, not to mentions the machines, those slugs, the in-betweens. I need to off
all of them!”
“Maybe you should.”
“You talk like I couldn’t! Maybe I should off you too, bitch!”
“Maybe you should.”
That’s when Mondo turns her back on her lover and protégée. Gina does nothing. The tirade,
which attracted quite a few stares, ends as suddenly as it began.
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The Skinhead tsunami is over, once more Gina has reaffirmed her undying, unconditional love
for her Mistress. If Gina had acted otherwise, Mondo would have destroyed her on the spot. Gina
falls in obedient step with her Mistress.
Gina’s Mistress reaffirms her devotion and love for her protégée by holding hands with Gina.
And, for that someone special who might be watching, she reaffirms who her heart really belongs
to. Knobb and klaw go bye-bye. Hoelzer Reich overlays, augmenting not obscuring, the Borg runes
and marital clefts molded onto her gloves.
During the Ban, Hoelzer Reich came under constant fire for its use of symbolism associated with
Nazism, including the Iron Cross, logos closely resembling those such as the “SS” used by the
Schutzstaffel, the Totenkopf skull, and other mottos and symbols commonly associated with Nazi
Germany. In point of fact, Hoelzer Reich has become synonymous with Nazism and its motifs.
She purses her palins and borgz. No sternns. No kock. Careys. No gloves or glasses, whatsoever.
She has a new found preference for wearing her hair down in a coulter in public and in private; an
unbecoming hairdo which is paradoxically, severe and sexy. What’s a coulter—the preferred ‘do of
Ann Coulter the GOP’s perennial stalking horse? A coulter is what couture calls strait hair. And,
tellingly. There’s nothing robotic about her, vague or otherwise. The Borg Queen is put on notice.
Seeing this affirmation, Mondo’s Skinhead lover grins from ear to ear. To each other, they truly
are “The girl I love to fuck.”

We knew the world would not be the same. Few people
laughed, few people cried, most people were silent. I
remembered the line from the Hindu scripture, the
Bhagavad-Gita. Vishnu is trying to persuade the Prince that
he should do his duty and to impress him takes on his
multi-armed form and says, “Now I am become Death, the
destroyer of worlds.” I suppose we all thought that, one
way or another.
Robert Oppenheimer’s response to a question on his feelings about the atomic
bombings, while visiting Japan in 1960
Two assembles herself. She steps out of her central alcove and notices something is different.
The empty drone alcoves are still Borg and yet they are different. There are no passageways and
secondary chambers; just her chamber, now. And the library terminal is inside of her chamber. In
other words, the Unimatrix the interior of her PE is different and yet still Borg.
The robot walks mechanically through a wall and into her bride’s ROOM; materializing not in
the foyer, but in the center of the ROOM. As she suspected, Seven’s alcove is gone. The drone’s
alcove has been assimilated by the Borg Queen’s chamber. That explains why the interior of her
Prediction Engine is different and yet still Borg in the same way that her bride’s alcove was
different and yet still Borg.
All evil is degenerate, but not all degenerates are evil. Her drone is evil, an unspeakable evil.
Deeply pornographic. The most diabolically evil person that she has ever met or very likely ever
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meets. This explains what has happened. She smiles, reveling in that what is. The emotion drains
from her face. The robot links to herself the Hive Mind.
The deed is done. Then, just like that, she’s back in her PE, a PE that’s no longer an annex of her
ex-wife’s ROOM. They are no longer husband and wife. Not only has Mondo divorced the Borg
Queen, Mondo has divorced the Borg.
Two walks over to the library terminal. Setting upon it is a Box, an Apocalypse Box. Beside the
Box is a much smaller Lemarchand’s box. It is the smaller box, the diabolical derivative of a soul
box, which gives Two great pause, and for very good reason; it’s a Lament Configuration.
Lemarchand’s boxes, these elaborate lock boxes or puzzle boxes; come in many configurations, the
most sought after and rarest configuration is the Lament Configuration.
A Lemarchand box is a mystical/mechanical device that acts as a door—or a key to a door—to
another dimension or plane of existence. The solution of the puzzle creates a bridge through which
beings may travel in either direction across this “Schism.” The inhabitants of these other realms
may seem demonic to humans. An ongoing debate among Biblical scholars is whether the realm
accessed by the Lament Configuration is intended to be the ________ version of Hell, or simply
Agony that generic dimension of endless pain and suffering. The boxes were created by Philip
Lemarchand, a mortal.
Philip Lemarchand, is mentioned in “The Hellbound Heart” the novel upon which the movie
“Hellraiser” was based as a maker of mechanical singing birds.
He first appeared as a character in the “Epic Hellraiser” comics series and was portrayed as an
older man, though still a creator of toys and singing birds. This version, created with the support of
Clive Barker, was a mass murderer who used human fat and bone in the construction of his boxes.
He was aided by a material given to him by the Cenobite known as Baroness.
The film “Hellraiser: Bloodline,“ written several years later, portrays the character as much less
morally reprehensible. In this version, Lemarchand is a young ingenious toymaker known for his
intricate mechanical designs. The character Paul Merchant says in the film that the Lament
Configuration was commissioned from Lemarchand by the Duc de l’Isle in 1784.
The Lemarchand box that has become known in the film series as the Lament Configuration was
introduced in “The Hellbound Heart” as “the Lemarchand Configuration.” It appeared as an
antique black lacquered cube, stylistically patterned after ancient Chinese puzzle boxes, of
unparalleled workmanship. A clever individual with a passion for solving the puzzle might spend
the better part of a day loosening the first piece. As described by Barker on the first page of the
novel,
The interior surfaces were brilliantly polished. Frank’s reflection—distorted, fragmented—
skated across the lacquer. Lemarchand, who had been in his time a maker of singing birds, had
constructed the box so that opening it tripped a musical mechanism, which began to tinkle a short
rondo of sublime banality.
The tune continues to evolve as each additional piece is moved:
And there was music too; a simple tune emerged from the box, played on a mechanism that she
could not yet see. Enchanted, she delved further. Though one piece had been removed, the rest did
not come readily. Each segment presented a fresh challenge to fingers and mind, the victories
rewarded with further filigree added to the tune.
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The puzzle draws the player onward until suddenly the puzzle is solved and the gateway is
opened. As the puzzle is nearly completed, the sound of a large bell can be heard tolling
mournfully. The sound comes from the realm of the Cenobites, and announces their impending
arrival. Once the gate is opened, the box begins reassembling itself.
An important difference between the book and film versions—aside from the name—is that the
film version of the box is merely twisted into new alignments or shapes, whereas the version in the
novel is completely disassembled and reassembled. The film version is also trimmed in brass or
gold, and appears to have arcane symbols etched on its surface. The version in the novel is
completely smooth and has no obvious designs save for an almost imperceptible etching along the
seams between the pieces, but seems to display the faces of its victims in the reflection of light over
its surfaces.
Other Lemarchand boxes appear throughout the Hellraiser film series. Dr. Channard is depicted
as a collector in “Hellbound: Hellraiser II;“ he has several on display in his study. The demon
princess Angelique is narrated to have created several in “Hellraiser: Bloodline.” The Host in
“Hellraiser: Hellworld” also possesses several. Most of the boxes seen in the films are not named
or used onscreen, so their powers—if any—are unknown. They may simply be fakes.
At the end of “The Hellbound Heart,” Kirsty wonders if there are other puzzles that might offer
access to paradise instead of hell.
A fancy appears above the Lemarchand box. Mondo’s disembodied voice emanates from the
dictation machine. Miss Kane speaks in the monotone of a Borg. Ergo, in spite of the message
content, her voice is completely devoid of emotion; it’s as if a machine is talking instead of a fleshn-blood woman.
“Igitur qui desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum, which is Latin for: If you want peace, prepare for
war. Lady Catherine, a very good friend of mine, one of my BFFs, taught me that phrase. The
Apocalypse Box is for the humans, of course; payment in full, may they use it unwisely and it be
their undoing. The Lemarchand box is for you. Best of luck, my now ex-husband, in your war with
the ________. Love and kisses to The Four Horsemen. P.S. When, not if, you decipher what I’ve
done to your PE – the why and how of the difference – then you’ll really have some fun with that
soul box of mine.” There’s a pause, then the voice continues. “Ooops, almost forgot. And, last, but
not least. Your two hints - Kurogane Communication, Vol. 2: A Human Presence, and, Bianca, an
old god, one of the most powerful Vampires in Chicago, and a member of the Red Court. And.
Your one warning - use my gifts wisely else they will be your undoing.”
The fancy unmakes itself.
Question: Who said, “If you want peace, prepare for war?”
Answer: The original Latin of the expression “if you want peace, prepare for war” comes from
“Epitoma Rei Militaris,” by Vegetius (Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus). The Latin is: “Igitur qui
desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum.”

“Igitur qui desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum.” - “If you
want peace, prepare for war.”
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-- Frank Castle, The Punisher – from the movie The Punisher (2004, version)
Sexy, Sexy, Sexy, Sexy. it’s SEXY again and again, with her bleached-blonde coif, pancake
makeup, loathsome mouth, dark brooding eyeliner, cold blooded stare, and hard, haughty looks.
Nothing cosmetically Kum or Borg. A walking orgasm.
But. Plain some would say Borg is always waiting in the wings. Sternka, sternns or palins, and
prudz or borgz. Knobb and klaw, too or not. Careys those Borg stilettos, of course. Robotic:
Something vaguely robotic about her walk, speech, and mannerisms that easily pass for dominatrix
when it could just as easily be taken for Borg. It’s a matter of when, not if, she digresses. And.
Sandman takes on a whole new meaning when she takes a “notion,” goes she-male, and sports a
kock fused seamlessly to her nethers stuffed in those skimpy knickers of hers. Still, a walking
orgasm, nonetheless.
Then, there’s dirty, but we won’t even go there, not now. Now is about the business at hand.
Mondo has obligations to take care of. So, she falls in step with the others and plays the role of
attentive conventioneer.
There are unseen as well as unforeseen differences about the big girl. Underneath her jacket,
she’s strapping her Wahl, and it ain’t Hogs that call her W-30 home neither. A deuce of 2.0s
Version 2.0 Tessys, that is what she’s packing, per the new Mako pronounced “may-ko” regs for
librarians. The Hogs are gone, along with a lot of other excess baggage that she’s picked up along
the way in her travels from here to there and back again. Her minions have gone native: once more
they’re inconspicuously strapping her slender white thighs underneath her black rubber slip. Her
purse is strapping her right thigh. And, her vujcic holstered in her Kendo is strapping her left thigh.
Katz pierces her right earlobe. More Mako: In place of a phone smartphone or otherwise is a Borg
OSX Tricorder, the likes of which were featured in the controversial “Star Trek: Voyager - The
Endgame” episode. In comparison to even the vaulted MK 9 and 10 versions of the Starfleet issue
tricorder, the OSX Tricorder is so ahead of its time that it’s liken to a future 25th century version of
Starfleet’s tricorder; it’s been called a tricorder on steroids. This Borg tricorder known commonly
as a Weirding Module has a higher sensor resolution capability, and other features such as a larger
screen and secondary operations screen. And, as an addendum, it’s a personal shield generator and
“discrete” pattern emulator, among other things scientific. In effect, it’s a portable research
laboratory. As featured in “Star Trek: Voyager,” the oversized tricorder is cradled in a Starfleet
Mark IX tricorder holster; a “conventional” black plasticine slide holster that’s gripping the
waistband of her skirt in the front on the leftside, SSb for librarians.
Her perls allow her hands-free operation of katz and tricorder, but, being Borg tech, her perls
cannot assimilate the tricorder. Of course, her perls can easily assimilate an issue Starfleet tricorder.
In due time, her perls will “learn” her Borg tricorder, and by doing so learn to emulate it, rendering
the module superfluous?
And, it goes without saying that, in spite of them being fashionably concealed underneath her
coat and skirt, she doesn’t have to open her coat or raise her skirt to access her holsters or her purse.
Ergo, if she needs to pull a weapon or handle her tricorder, it’s as if she pulled them out of
nowhere. This sandman is packing Starfleet, Kum, and Borg tech, to boot: So, VERY tekken, of
her. My. My. My. Things have come full circle, indeed.
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Also underneath her jacket, gripping the waistband of her skirt, tastefully concealed, a Weirding
is worn in the back; the Borg universal holster, not the Borg module. This too is Mako. This
plaintive, avante-guard black plasticine abomination looks every bit like a creepy, no-nonsense
creation of Swiss surrealist H. R. Giger—bland looks and it makes your flesh crawl when you
touch it. Giger’s twisted, spartan vision of what a utilitarian carry should look like. For now, it’s
empty. But. It has been partitioned specifically and exclusively as storage for her pistols her “deuce
mixture,” so to speak and her blade; the trifecta, a Triple-Small-Of-Back-Holster. Every time a
non-Borg wearer interfaces with a Weirding, they chance assimilation to a drone. Every time a
Borg wearer like Mondo interfaces with one, they chance relapse to a drone. Damnation in resin.
Not “safe” like a non-Borg universal. But, make no mistake about it, once you come to grips, so to
speak, with the practical issues of accessibility, concealment, comfort, and assimilation in that
order; it’s the shit when it comes to carry. Who’d have thunk it indeed?
SotB, for her new back store. SSb, for her W module. The question is when, not if, her purse goes
cosmopolitan strapless, gripping the waistband of her skirt alongside her slide holstered tricorder,
her Tessys and vujcic get “loaded” into their brand-new home an ambidextrous “home,” and as
such, a holster that can easily interface with either hand, and the return of Plain?
Cosmopolitan, for her stealthy and faithful minions: Something to look forward to. Purse
strapless, gripping the waistband of her skirt alongside her holstered tricorder; cigarette purse and
tricorder worn on the leftside, of course. Sneaky-ass Kendo and Wahl, gone; replaced by the even
sneakier Small-of-the-Back/Middle-of-the-Back carry option that is the Weirding. Ergo. Nothing
strapping those slender, white thighs of hers underneath that form-fitting, scandalously-short,
rubber skirt of hers, lapping the bare white flesh of her long, shapely legs. Flawless. Nothing
strapping that lean white torso of hers, except for her bra. Flawless. Butch attitude. Babe looks.
Killer legs. Awesome bod. Flawless. And, needless to say, if she needs to handle a weapon or her
tricorder, it’s as if she pulled them out of nowhere.
Though a drone, she wears her skins just like the “other” exo-plating of a Borg Queens on an
Away. The long black kid gloves in her purse, those Runed opera gloves, the hideous abominations
that she’s aching to wear, are of course her skinz which have been transformed into the gloves of a
Borg by Two. When it comes to saps or shooting, BGs are the shit. And, with the wearing of those
hideous gloves of hers, plain would surely follow very soon after. Borg gloves: Borgz. Borg
stilettos: Careys. And, plain.

“You buy a Ferrari when you want to be somebody. You
buy a Lamborghini when you are somebody.”
-- Frank Sinatra

The End
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